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Bees and Queens

LEGHORN BREEDERS!
Send in your subscription to The
Leghorn Journal and keep posted on
the progress of the Leghorn industry:
as it is devoted exclusively to the different Leghorn fowls. Subscription

for

1916

GOLDEN AND LEATHER COLORED
We

price 50c per year. Special offerSend us IOC and the names ot five of
your neighbors interested in Leghorns, and we will send you The
I-eghorn Journal for three months.

are

now booking orders

for Apri

Virgins

$2.75

85
i.io
1.50
3.00

450
550

Warranted
i\

Appomattox, Virginia

S.

May and

$.50

Untested

THE LEGHORN JOURNAL

1,

id

liveries at the following prices, viz.:
Prices of one and over

Tested
Breeders

and

June, 1916 de-

8.00
0.50
i3-5o
7.50
up to $10.00 each.

i-frame nuclei without queen
"
"
2-frame
"
"
"
3-frame

$1.50
2.75
3. So

'

When

queens are wanted with nuclei add queens at above prices quoted
/^ lb. package, wire cages, without queens
"
"
"
"
1

Honey Jars
25 screw cap jars,
Shipping
$4.60 gross.

No.

and

cartons

2

"

honey, 11
can

cts. a lb.

cts. a lb.

1-lb.,

cases,

free.

1.

J.

Light am-

on two 60-lb.

Catalog

lots.

of

queeni

$1.00
1.50
2.00

queens are wanted with pound packages add at prices quoted for queens.
On all orders amounting to$5o and over we will allow 5 percent discount, and orders
amounting tojtoo and over will allow 10 percent discount from above prices.
We guarantee safe delivery on queens, and safe delivery on bees that are not in transit
over

five days.

Our Reference— Any Mercantile
Get into communication with us
pointments in the spring.
•

ber 82

"

"

"

for

"
"

If

Amber

cans.

"

25
$10.00
16.00
19.00
26.00
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$5.00

supplies

THE PENN COMPANY,

Agency, A. I. Root Co., or American Bee Journal.
once and book your orders early to avoid disap-

at

Penn, Lowndes County, Mississippi

Representatives of The A.

I.

Root Company, and Queen

Specialists.

STRINGHAM,

105 Park Place, N. Y.
APIARIES

:

Glen Cove, L.

I.

Bee-Supplies
LET US FIGURE WITH YOU

We

know we can

Write

satisfy

We offer our x cylinder, 35 horse

you on quality.

for catalog.

C.C.CLEMONS BEE-SUPPLY CO.
Kansas

Dept. S.,

City,

Mo.

WRITERS FIND THE EDITOR

%

power, covered top delivery automobile,
Just
write

in perfect order. Cost $1500; will sell for $750. Capacity 1500 pounds.
the thing: for a farmer, dairyman, or grocery delivery. If interested,
for more particulars, as the party buying will get a bargain.

THE FRED W. MUTH COMPANY
'•

ALL

Automobile Bargain

Special Extra

204 Walnut

Tbe Busy Bee

Men

"

-

Street

Cincinnati,

Ohio I

Of invaluable assistance in the production
and marketing of their manuscripts. One

year (26 fortnightly numbers; costs $2.00: sin
gle copies cost locents each.
EDITOR
for one year and "looi Places to Sell Manuscripts " (a guide to the nearly 5000 markets
for stories, novels, poems, plays, photoplays, etc., price alone J1.62. postpaid), to-

THE

gether cost

$1.12

THE EDITOR, Box 1024, Ridgewood,

N. J.

QUEENS OF QUALITY
The Editor

EVERY FRUIT GROWER
Who

wants up-to-date, valuable information on the vital problems of the fruit industry, such as Spraying, Pruning. CultivatPacking, Marketing,
scribe to
ing.

etc.,

should sub-

BETTER FRUIT

and begin with the January issue our Special
$1.00

Spraying Annual, Subscription price
in advance.

per year

BETTER FRUIT PUBLISHING COMPANY
Hood River, Oregon

of the

i^cf/ifeV-fVi'

AV;'/t?»/

and

his sons

have

iioo

colonies of bees that they

work for extracted honey. With all those bees working with equal advantage, all having
the same care and attention, they have an opportunity unexcelled to ascertain without a
reasonable doubt colonies desirable as breeders from a honey-producers' standpoint.
Likely never in the history of beekeeping was there a better opportunity to test out the
honey getting strain of bees than this. Think of it, iioo colonies with equal show, and a
dozen of those colonies storing 250 to 275 pounds of surplus honey this last poor with us)
season, while the average of the entire IIOO was not more than 40 pounds per colony. We
have sent two of our very best breeding queens (their colonies producing 275 pounds surplus each during the season of 11/I5) to John M. Davis and to Ben G. Davis, both of Spring
Hill. Tenn., and they will breed queens for the Rez'ie-cv during the season of 1016 from those
four superioi honey-gathering breeding queens. Those young queens will be mated with
their thoroughbred drones. Our stock is of three-banded strain of Italians, also that of
John M. Davis, while Ben G. Davis breeds that disease resisting strain of goldens that is

becoming so popular.
By this time you are likely thinking that your strain of bees may be improved by the
addition of this superior strain of AVt'/Vic queens, and how you can secure one or more of
will tell you; They will be sold
those superior honey-gathering queens as breeders.
to none except /i'fiwn' subscribers. If you are a paid-in-advance subscriber to the A'lfi'wa
daughters
those
queens in June for a dollar
the
of
famous
will
mail
you
one
of
for igi6. we
If not a subscriber to the /fct'/fKi for 1016. send $1.75 for a year's subscription to the Review
Those
queens
well
worth $2.00 each compared
youngqueens.
are
famous
and one of those
to the price usually charged for ordinary queens, but we are not trying to make money out of
to
have
every
subscriber
of
the American Bee Jouronly
we
are
anxious
this proposition,
nal a subscriber of the Review, and we are taking this way to accomplish the object. A few
we
for
that
receive
can
be
mailed
in
May, but the majority
orders
queens
the
first
of
very
will not be mailed until June. Orders filled in rotation. Have your order booked early
and avoid disapDointmt-nt. Address, with remittance,

We

Beekeepers' Supplies
Such

as

Winter Cases.

Hives. Sections,
Bodies, Supers. Brooddescription.
Shippingcases, Section-holders. Comb-foundation,

Covers,

Bottoms,
every

frames of

Smokers,
<S«t

my

etc.

prices before placing your ordars.

R. H.
Rt. 3,

SCHMIDT

Sheboygan, Wis.

THE BEEKEEPERS' REVIEW,

Northstar, Michigaii
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PROTECTION HIVES
Air spaces or nackine as you prefer, Seveneiehts material in the outer wall, which
means that they will last a life time. Used and endorsed as the best hive on the market by
many prominent beekeepers of this and other countries.

^^^^^j^j

nPtllTER

8EN8IITI0II

GREATEST TYPEWRITER
BARGAIN EVER OFFERED
Only
ninnlli uuul the

$2,110 ;i
b.-irKain inii—ot
paid and the machine is ytnirs. This
startling offer has astounded the type,
writer world. Absolutely the greatest typewriter bargain ever offered. For a short time
only I offer a limited number of these standard,

$29.60 is

wRmiiG

with divisible
I Story Protection Hive
deep metal roof cover, consisting: of shalcover
and
rim.
low
Price, $14.75 for five hives, delivered to any station in the U. S. East of the
Mississippi and North of the Ohio Rivers.

Story I'rotection Hive with divisible
deep wood roof cover, consisting of shallow cover and rim.
I

NORWICHTOWN.

CONN., May

24. igis.

been voted a generous sum of money to be used
in the construction of an Apiarian Building and outfit. They are negotiating with me for
some colonies, and I will furnish them in your Protection Hives, for I believe them to be the
ALLEN LATHAM.
best on the market.
Send for catalog and special circulars. We are the bee hive people. Send us a
list of your requirements for 1916, and let us figure with you.

Our State Agricultural College has

A. G.

WOODMAN

The

just

CO.,

Grand Rapids, Michigan

Canada

the official organ of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association, and has inc r
porated with it the former Canadian Bee Journal.
Beekeepingand Horticulture in its various branches are effectively combined
to form a live, attractive, and practical monthly magazine.
Well illustrated and up-to-date. Subscription price postpaid.
Canada, $1.00 a year.
United States. J1.25 a year.
Foreign. $1.50 a year.
Sample uopy
sample
Copy sent tree
free on request.
It is

^
X

The Horticultural Publishing Co., Limited, Peterboro, Ont., Can.

FREE TRIAL ir^i
My

brand new Model No. 3 offer for but S-->.';0~and

only ?2 per month.

won't let you buy this tjrpewriter before you see it.
I want you to be absolutely convinced that this is the
greatest typewriter bargain ever offered. If you have
theshghest use for a typewriter you should accept this
amazing offer. You cannot equal this wonderful
value anywhere. When the typewriter arrives deposit
with the express agent S5.60 and tal<e the machine for
five days' trial. If you are convinced that it is the best
typewriter you ever saw, keep it and send me 52.00 a
month until my bargain price is paid. If you don't want
it, return to the express agent, receive your $5.»30 and he
returns the machine to me
I will
pay the return express charge-^
This machine is guaranteed just as
If you paid $100.00 for it.
I

ONLY

CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST
AND BEEKEEPER
Tbe only bee publication In

MODEL No. 3

typpwriters at this exceptional price.
Perfect machines, not damaged or shop worn. Complete outfit,
cover, tools, instructions, etc. Machine of starnlard size
but light weiL'ht and portable, keyboard of standard arrarigc-ment writing the full S4 characters, two color ribbon, tabulator, back spacer, writes on ruled lines; in
fact every tate style feature and modern operating
convenience, ut less than a third of the regular price,
and each letter visible as printed and all previous writing Completely visible at all times.

TYPEWRITERS

100

Everybody knows Campbell, the father of dry farming. Everybody knows that
he started this great movement for Scientific Farming that is chansing the desert
into a garden. But everybody does not know that there is a great school, the

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF SOIL CULTURE
where the Campbell System of Scientific Soil Tillage and Crop Growing are taught
by mail, where a thorough knowledge of Scientific Agriculture can be secured without leaving home, at a very small expense. If you area farmer or e.xpect to be a
farmer, send for the Campbell literature. Campbell's Scientific Farmer, the Campbell manuals, and a catalog of the Campbell Correspondence School. Sample copy
and catalog free. Address,

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
324 Broadway

Billings,

Montana

This Price

is no time to lose. Fill in the coupon and mail
today— sure. The typewriter will be shipped promptly.
There is no red tapL- — no soiicitor.s— no collectors— no

There
it

chattle mortgage.
It is simply understood that I retain
title to the machine until the full ;?29 00 is paid. Yoa

>>

cannot
ity

t

will

It is the greatest typewriter opportunever have.

Tear Out—Malt Totfay

H. A. SMITH, 230-231 N.

.«.

Fifth Ave., Chicago.

111.

me

your Mudel No 3, F.O.B. Chicago, as described in this advertisement. I will pay vou the S24.O0
balance of the SPECIAL S-.i9 60 purchase price at the rate
of 32^00 a month. The title to remain in you until fully
paid for. It is understood that 1 have five days in which
to examine and try the typewriter. If I choose not to
kL^ep it I will carefully repack it and return it to the
express agent. It is understood that you give the standard guarantee for one year.
Ship

^
\

lose.

you

NAME

TIN
THE CAMPBELL SYSTEM OF SOIL CULTURE

At

CANS

Low

Prices on tin cans, especially the
Friction-Top style. We buy in carlots and can save you money

DADANT & SONS
Hamilton, Illinois

SHIPPING CASES
We

have them and sell at the old
Send us a list of what you
want or send for catalog of the best
and cheapest bee supplies of all
price.

kinds.

H. S.

DUBY & SON,

St.

Anne,

III.
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A

New

Prosperous

Year!

May your

success in 1916 exceed your happiest expectations.
go far toward doing so if your equipment and supplies

It will

are

made

right.

best bee supplies

And

there

—that's

by

one way to

just

is

KNOW

the

getting

OUR 1916 CATALOG
Ready

for delivery January

The new catalog is a complete revision. It represents real progress in the manufacture of supplies -- progress tempered by the results of careful
and patient tests.
The new

catiilog describes

the

Prices in

the

Wax

new

catalog are essentially
is two
cents lower.

it.

cluders.

The new catalog forecasts Cleanings in Bee Culture for 1916.
Features of the magazine ynW be
practical special numbers on building, out-apiaries.
wax production, advertising honev, and marketing honey.

new

foundation

a card for

heavy European demand for zinc for military purposes has had an effect on prices of queen ex-

friction-drive
extractors.
The drive is noiseless and flexible.
Power is applied so gradually that there is no
strain on ihe comb.

same.

Drop

1.

The new catalog explains our
Airline Honey and shows how
The information is interesting.

the

The

Write for the free catalog now.

Remember

connection with
it
benefits you.

the 3 per cent

discount on January purchases.
New York

Grand Prize was awarded Root Supplies

at

Philadelphia
Chicago
St. Paul
San Francisco
Los Angeles

San Diego.

THE A.

Nov

I

to

May
I

6

Select Tested..

3.00

1650

Queen Rearing— Breed 3-6and
May

i

Untested
J1.50 $7.50
Select Untested 2.00 850
Tested
2.50 13,50

in

12

I

J13.50

I1.25

I

to

June

6

i

12

t 6.50

$11 50
13 50

15.00

1.50

7.50

25.00

2.00

10.50

18.50

30.00

2.75

15.00

27.00

June

I

to

J

ROOT

MEDINA, OHIO.

TENNESSEE-BRED QUEENS
43 Years' Experience

I.

Italians Only

CO.

Washington
Dea Moines
Syracuse
Indianapolis
Zanei\-ille, O.
Mechanic Falls, Me.

.Tamiary, 101C.
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THE IDEAL BEE VEIL
Oftentimes when out in the yard working with the bees one stoops over to
pick out a frame, and as usual bees keep bu7.zint,' around one's head, watching for a chance to sting. Tlie IDEAI^ BP:E VEIL is constructed of cloth
of wire, there beins a cord at the top of the veil used to pull the cloth
around tiie crown of the hat. The lower part also has a cord which fastens
around the waist. The wire on the IDEAL does not strike the face and
prevents the bees from stinging;. It can be readily seen that a veil of tbi.s
kind lias the cloth veil far out distiuiced for comfort and utility. S])arks
fi-om the smoker does not burn holes in the IDEALS as the netting veil.
The veil is manufactured by us and is recognized by the be.st and largest
beekeejiers as the most practical veil on the market.

Red Catalog, Postpaid

"Simph'fied Beekeeping," postpaid

-

Dealers Everywhere

W.

T. Falconer M^g. Co.,

Falconer, N. Y.

Where the good bee-bives come from

YOUR BEES ARE WINTERING
And

tliis is,

therefore,

tlie

best time for you to take up an inventory and send in your orders for supplies

Not only wiU you thus receive your hives, frames, supers, etc., in ample time
prepare them for the spring, but you will also save 3 percent on the cost of these.
It

to nail

them up and

Early-order discounts for January, 3 percent; for February, 2 percent, and for March,
to order now.

1

percent.

pays you

ROOT'S GOODS, WEBER SERVICE— Tbe Ideal combination

C. H.

W. Weber Company

2146 Central Avenue,

KITSELMAN FENCE
C

Get

Fi-omV]

HORSE-HIGH, BULLSTRONG, PIG-TIGHT

OTj^Directl^*

Made of Open Hearth wire

It

i

—

pn.Ivanizei.1 a stnui;^:,
durable, It^ng lasting;, rust-r
jsistlng fence.' Sold direct to tlio
t'<''i''''i',V

Farmer at wire mill prices.
Here'sa fewof our bfgrvalues:
26-i
i-inch Hog Fence - 12 cts. a rod.
47-inch Farm Fence- 18 cts. a rod.
8-inch Poultry Fence - 24 cts. a rod.
Special Prices on Galv. Barbed Wire.
Our bit? Catalop of fence valiU'S shows 100 styles
land hclchts of Farm, Poultry and Lawn Fence at
J

I

money-saving

prices.

Write for

[kitSELMAN BROS. Bos

It

Muncie,

Machinery

Read what

J.

I.

Parent

Combined Machines

last

winter sochaff hives with
cap. 100 honey-racks,
500 frames, and a great
deal of other worlt. This
winter we have a double
7-in.

amount

of hives, etc. to
make with this saw. It
^xiy will do all you say of it.
Catalok' & price list fre

F.

& JOHN BARNES
St.,

As

name indicates, it is primarily for
the beginner, but is useful as well to
the experienced beekeeper. A general outline of the bee, its work, appliances for beekeeping, honey, etc.,
is given.
Price. 50 cents, postpaid, or
with American Bee Journal one year,
only $1.00.
its

ARTISTS
I

ENQRAYERS-ELECTROTyPERS
542-550 S. DEARBORN ST.
PONTIACBLDG. CHICAGO.

C:

THE BOOSTER

Foot-Power

"We

W.

and with attractive paper cover.

Ind,

of Chariton, N. Y,, says:
cut with one of your

995 Ruby

SXS©©®®®©©®00®®©©©®©©®®®©©©
© First Lessons in Beekeeping A
© igo-pat(e bee-book, well illustrated,

to-day. It's free.

85

BARNES'

Cincinnati, Ohio

-

ROCKFORD,

ILLINOIS.

In its current

and coming numbers

will discuss the following policies

which

its platform of principles.
First— Uniform quality of product, honestly graded and attractively displayed.
Second— A system of distribution that will protect the local producer, and prevent flooding one district and leaving others bare.
Third— A system of crop reports that will give accurate, detailed, and trustworthy information as to crop conditions in all sections promptly and intelligently.
P'ourth— An efticient method of presenting facts and reasons for the wider use
of honey in cooking, in the arts, manufactures, and on the table, to the people who
who would use it if they knew.
Fifth— An association of beekeepers who will carry these things forward to a

constitute

successful consummation.
j
j
tAre you interested in these policies ? Wrap a quarter in paper and send it AT
RISK, and get these valuable numbers, and the rest of the good things for the

OUR

coming year.

Address,

THE BOOSTER,

Redkey, Indiana

F
L 3 ^

Many

•

65"

have stated that the 1915 Lewis Catalog
far the best bee supply catalog ever

was by
issued.

The New Lewis 1916 Catalog

is

still

better

than the 1915 edition, particularly in the illustrations, most of which will be found to be

new and of the finest work the engraver is able to produce in this line. As in
previous editions, all descriptions and lists of
prices are comprehensive and very plain.

entirely

This new Lewis 1916 Catalog is now out. If
you have not been receiving the Lewis Catalog
annually, send in your name at once and we
will see that you get your copy promptly.

G. B. Lewis

Company

Manufacturers of Lewis Beeware

Watertown,

-

Wisconsin

Vol.

LVL— No.

HAMILTON,

1.

A System
Economy

of

JANUARY, 1916

Extracted

MONTHLY, $1.00 A YEAR

Honey Production

of Time and Labor an Important Consideration

order to realize the most profit
honey-production, it is important that the beekeeper eliminate
unnecessary labor,for labor is the most
expensive thing which he has to buy.
If a man does all his own work it is
equally important. Two things must
be considered in establishing outyards,
the honey-producing flora within reach
and the time necessary to go from one
yard to another. There may be other
considerations, but
these two will apply
in every locality.
After the general location has been selected there will be

IN from

ILL.,

in 1872, and several have been maintained ever since that time. While the
locality would support a large number
of colonies in one yard during a good
flow, the available fruit bloom is not
sufficient for
spring brood rearing.
The flora that determines the number
of colonies which may be profitably
kept in one yard is not that which produces the main flow, but the intermediate bloom which keeps the bees oc-

flowers.
If the beekeeper is within
reach of sufficient honey-producing
plants to furnish necessary food supply during the interim between the
clover flow and the fall flow, and also
for spring brood rearing, there is little
danger of overstocking his locality. In
the vicinity of Hamilton these minor
crops do not seem sufficient for more
When the
than about 100 colonies.
number has reached as many as 120 in

one yard there has
been a decided reduction in the yield.

The automobile

number of
still
a
minor considerations

combs, comb founda-

such as convenience,
ease of

approach,
man

a

extractor,

and now the automobile have raised hon-

etc.

When

the

tion,

protectionfrom wind,

ey-production

puts

mere fad

from

the
dignity of a business
worthy the attention

eggs in one
basket, he should be
very careful of the
basket. Accordingly
all

is

the latest addition to
increase the productive capacity of the
beekeeper. Movable

a

his

of a

man

of

to

high

at-

decides
to take up beekeeping as a business, he
should use his best

tainments. It is now
easily possible to
reach an apiary 10 or
15 miles away, do a

every

good day's work and
get home in time for
supper.

when

a

man

judgment
detail.

in

much

Too

care cannot be used

It is important that
apiaries be establish-

in selecting the locations for the apiaries,
for a very few miles

may make

a

ed where they can be
left for a long time
as it is desirable to

great

difference in the honey-production which
will be possible with
a given number of
A SCREENED ENTRYWAY PREVENTS THE BEES FROM
bees. There are seven
THE EXTRACTING HOUSE
apiaries in the Dacupied during the rest of the season.
d int series, and only two of these can
In most of the northern States, east of
be depended upon for a fr<-quent fall
the Mississippi river, fruit bloom and
During the past season all seven
flow.
dandelion blossomsare depended upon
yards stored heavily from heartsease
to furnish the nectar and pollen for
and other fall flowers, but it often hapspring brood rearing.
The clovers,
pens that the only fall flow is from the
especially white clover, are the source
two apiaries within reach of the Missof the main honey flow. In many localiissippi riv,:r bottoms.
ties there is a second flow from fall
The first outyards were established

GETTING INTO

honey-house
conven-

have

a

and

other

iences

that

easily
yard.

moved
Most

are not
at

each

of our
apiaries have
been established for
many years, and since the owner of the
land receives an agreed share of the
crop, he is usually well satisfied with

the arrangement. There is more interest on the part of the land owner
where his rental depends upon the size
of the crop, than where he receives a
certain stipulated price regardless of

January, 1916.

American line Journal
a tight building where supers and
other necessary equipment are stored
and where the extracting is done. An
extractor is kept at each of the yards
and the honey placed in barrels as fast
is

as extracted.

Capping cans are used to receive the
cappings. They are light and easy to
move about, yet large enough to hold
the cappings for an entire day's work.
Since all wax is rendered at home the
cappings are taken home at the close
of each day. A number of cans are in
use so that they may be left in the can
long
enough to drain thoroughly.
Escapes are used altogether in removing honey, which greatly lessens the

annoyance from

bees.

Even when

es-

the honey is removed
after the close of the flow, the bees will
soon be trying every possible opening
to find a way into the building ?nd a
screened entryway like that shown on

capes are used,

A PART OF THE DADANT

HOME APIARY

first

page

if

will be

found very effective

the success or failure of the venture.
During a heavy honey flow the beekeeper with five or six hundred colonies of bees will find it necessary to
step lively with even the best possible
arrangement. Not long since a publisher remarked to the writer, that he

had thought his offices very crowded
and felt the need of additional room,
until
after

an expert rearranged his plant,

which there was room to spare.
The same principle will apply to beekeeping. The man who uses a good
system of arrangement from start to

it possible to care
larger number of colonies
than would be possible with a careless
arrangement.
The position of the
honey-house in relation to the apiary,
the position of the extractor in the
honey-house, the readiness with which
tools and equipment can be reached
when needed and similar small matters
will make a great difference in the

finish will easily find

for a

much

of work which can be done in
The elimination of a few unnecessary steps each day will make it

amount
a day.

possible for a man to care for another
colony or two and add something to
the sum total of the season's production.

At each

of the

Dadant apiaries there

AT THE SACK APIARY A FALL FLOW SELDOM FAILS
They go to that
in keeping them out.
part of the screen nearest the honeyroom, instead of trying to get in at the
first door, while the man are bringin
in the filled supers, the few who find
their way through the first door rarely
go through the second door.

THE HOLLAND OUTYARD

After the last extracting, some beekeepers pile up the empty extracting
combs in the open air and permit the
bees to clean them out. This is not
good practice for several reasons; it
encourages robbing at a bad season of
the year and the bees damage the
combs. We consider it much better to
place the supers back on the hives in
about the same proportion in which
If several are
they were removed.
placed on one hive the bees will not
go down again to cluster as readily as
when only one or two are present.
The supers are usually removed on a
frosty morning when the bees are clustered below. It is annoying to find a
lot of bees still in the upper super, as
may occur when the supers are placed

January, 1016.
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on the hives

Our

large

in big piles.

hive has a broodnest of
to furnish room for a

sufficient size
very prolific

queen

The need

to
lay without
of excluders is

thus largely avoided.

During the past

crowding.

season excluders were used on part of
the hives at one yard because a few
queens insisted on going into the supers to lay. Fourteen of the sixteen
swarms which issued at this yard came
from the colonies on which excluders
were used. The use of excluders hinders the free movement of the bees between the brood-nest and the storage
This free movement is
space above.
important if swarming is to be kept
within bounds, as the above experience
shows. With our large hives there is
little trouble from the queen laying in
the super if care is taken that no
drone-comb be present immediately
over the brood-nest. Our frame is
about two inches deeper than the Langstroth frame, which adds greatly to the

THE MILLIKEN YARD-CLOVER

IS

THE PRINCIPAL DEPENDENCE HERE
will

remain

with

the

refuse

unless

good equipment is used.
The beekeeper who has never practiced the establishment of outapiaries,
has little idea of the possible difiference
in yield between two yards only a few
miles apart. These differences may be
due to several causes. Woodland flora
is quite different from that of prairie
land, and although many apiarists hold
that bees travel as far as eight miles in
any direction, we have never had them
go beyond three miles, and this only in
such a direction as offered the greatest
ease to their flight. Hills covered with
timber offer more or less obstacle
to their flight, and we feel quite positive that the longest flight of the bees
is on an easy grade, up or down avalley.
Winds, of course, probably also
have an influence, as the breezes bring
to the flying insects the smell of the
blooming fields and also help them to
get home after they are loaded.
have often had apiaries as close
together as four miles. As the vicinity
of the
Mississippi river is usually

We

broken and more or

THE POLAND OUTYARD
capacity of the brood-chamber.

The accumulation

of

item in a large apiary.

wax is no mean
The cappings,

of course, are the principal source of
this product, but the small scrapings
that are often thrown away amount to
more than one would think. If a con-

venient container

is

kept constantly at

which to throw these bits of
wax the beekeeper will find it worth
Bur combs, propolis, scrapwhile.
ings and other odds and ends add to
the total accumulation. In going over
hand

in

our apiaries of nearly 600 colonies the
was carefully weighed to determine the amount, and to our surprise
more than 30 pounds of wax was secured from these remnants.
In rendering the wax it is important
that the work be done very thoroughly.
Few beekeepers are equipped to get all
the wax, as has been proven many
times by extracting considerable quantities from the
slumgum which was
suppose Jly clear. A second or third
pressing nearly always pays, and even
then it often happens that much wax

less

covered with

timber, the apiaries within two miles
of the stream have a variety of flowers.
But those located farther have, on the
other hand, a profusion of large pas-

total

THE LEMAIRE OUTYARD
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an example too hard for him he took
it to the master's desk to be shown.
No tasks were assigned to be taken
home when school " let out " in the
afternoon there was no need to give
thought to lessons until school " took
up " next day. 15ut there were si.\ d lys
Saturday was the same
of it each week
day. Neither was the
as any other
monotony entirely unbroken on the
Sabbath. In Sunday-school there were
classes in their a, b, c's and a, b, abs the
same as on week-days.
Though crude in some respects, yet
in one respect the Sunday-school of
We comthat day was ahead of today.
mitted Scripture to memory as we do
stimulated thereto by the
not now
hope of acquiring for a certain number

and nothing

induce physical exerthe leading interests of
the students was their society membership.
I was a
member of one of the
literary societies.
Instead of being a
member of one of the Greek letter
secret societies, I belonged to the only
anti-secret society.
(To be continued.)

;

verses a bit of

blue

BY

WE

Dr Mili.ek When a Young Man
troublesome undressing and dressing
so often. I didn't undress at all. At
the time I clerked in the store at Laughlinstown, I had a fine, big bed fur-

it

nished me, with plenty of bedclothes.
It was spread out on the counter, and
in the morning rolled up and strapped
together with a heavy strap, and then I
lugged it upstairs, a barn-like place
filled with bins of country produce.
The stairs were winding, and none too
wide, and the task of getting it up was
almost beyond my strength. So, without saying an>thing to make trouble
for any one else, I brought down merely
the bedclothes each night, and with
them I slept on the counter. It was at
first a pretty hard bed, but I soon got
used to it, and to this day no bed is too
hard for me. With boy-like foolishness I went still further, gave up undressing, and used no pillow except
my right arm. After I left Laughlinstown, I took to sleeping on two chairs
sometimes on three by way of luxury.
This in winter. In summer I slept on
the porch or anywhere that came
handy. No bench was too narrow to
serve; I never turned over in my sleep.
To return to Cannonsburg. In addition to bad habits regarding exercise

although I had spent plenty of time
in play.
At college the only kind of
play I indulged in was playing cards,

and study, I boarded myself and had
poor food. Before the year was out I
had to go home. I made the journey
home on foot, on one of the days cov-

academy to help me out. Said
academy was a private school with one
teacher. The doctor urged that if I
gave up because the reading was too
hard, I would never develop a strong
at the

But I persisted and went.
had finished one term I
thought I needed about two more to
character.

When

I

make a finished scholar of me. By the
time I finished the third term I had
decided I would not stop until I was a
college graduate.
I

first

entered Jefferson

college at

Cannonsburg, Pa. I took matters seriously, and devoted my time to study
That was before the days of
literally.
athletics in colleges, and there was no
requirement that students should take
any form of exercise. Strange as it

may

seem,

actually didn't

I

know

that

was at all important to exercise. I
had never before exercised, that I know
of,

a great amount of
physical exercise. The body of students as a whole was card-crazy. Quite

which doesn't afford

commonly

it

was gambling, although

the stakes were small. But I drew the
line at playing for stakes, however
small. I became quite expert, and then
became tired of the game and quit.
I had no regular hours for study, but
put in pretty much all my time in study.
At night I studied until I became so
sleepy I couldn't continue longer; then
lay down and went to sleep.
When I
woke up I at once went to studying

again, whether I had slept all night or
only two hours. In the latter case of
course I didn't study very long before
I had to give up again with sleepiness.
So it might happen that the night
might be divided up into two or three
sessions of study, but not generally. It
might be thought that it would be

R. A.

BURNETT.

on the
part of the retailers where sections are marked "Not less than
10 ounces to 10 ounces," packed in the
same case, /. <., those that weigh 10, 11,

or red paste-

—

to

of

Narking Section Honey

;

board with a verse of Scripture printed
on it. One week I achieved 100 verses
which I recited at Sunday-school.
When perhaps 12 years old, I spent
two years at Laughlinstown, clerking
in the country store of John G. Armor.
For the first year I got $24, and $50 for
the second year. I had my board additional, and my mother did my washing.
Saturday evening I walked home three
miles to Ligonier, and back again I'm
not sure whether Sunday evening or
Monday morning.
Then I went back home, and to
school. Later on I entered the office
of Dr. Cummins to begin the study of
medicine. The Latin terms were hard
for me, and I thought I needed a term

One

cise.

;

of

l\

—

ering 40 miles.

Although still in my teens, I taught
term in the public school of Shellsburg, and also in Johnstown, Pa., the
place which years afterward suffered
from such a terrible flood. Johnstown
a

was then a much smaller place than
now, and the school I had was made
up of
place,

boys only, the larger boys
and a pretty tough lot.

of the

Instead of returning to Jefferson colUnion college, ScheI entered
nectady, N. Y., influenced thereto by A.
P. Botsford, a graduate of Lfnion who
lege,

The
had married my oldest sister.
two years, junior and senior, that I
spent there, were two strenuous years.
It was all work and no play, for I had
not yet learned the lesson that " All
play makes Jack a dull
In those days there were no
boy."
college teams and no college games.

work and no

find great

dissatisfaction

12, 13, 14, 1.5 and 16 ounces, should be
packed by themselves, and not mixed
in the same package or case.
Then, again, where sections are
stamped " Not less than 10 ounces,"
while some of them run 16 ounces or
more, the retailer finds great difficulty

in selling them at their actual weight,
as the purchaser says: This is marked
10 ounces, and you say it weighs 14
what am I to believe ?
ounces.
Evidently it is going to resolve itself
into each section being weighed sep-

Now

arately and marked. Actual weight.
The question has been raised as to

whether or not it is nec'ssary to have
the weight on a section of honey that
is

not in a carton

?

Th;re has been much said in Gleanings in Bee Culture on this weighing
this particular phase
has not been mentioned so far as
my observation has gone.
It is really a very important point.
While it is not necessary to have the
weights marked on sections produced
in the State of Illinois unless they are
sold to go beyond the confines thereof,
when sent to a large market like Chicago they are liable to go anywhere in
the United States, thereby requiring
compliance with the Federal Law.
Light weight sections and heavy
weight sections packed by themselves
sell to better advantage; thus it is a
matter of self-interest for the owner to
comply with this requirement. Many
reason that some people want heavy
sections and some want light sections,
and that where a retailer only buys one
case of honey it is necessary to have
That
different weights in the case.
may be true in little towns, but it is not
so in the city. Time here is calculated
at so much an hour, and if the clerk is
detained in selling a section of honey
because of mismarking of weight, or

of
of

sections, but

it

mark of a minimum, whereas it
weighs much more, it militates against
honey being sold or pushed for sale
by the retailer.
Chicago, 111., Nov. 22.
the

[Iowa and some other States have
copied the Federal Law. To comply
with the law in these States every section must be marked with the net
weight, even though it is not shipped
out of the community where it is produced. The actual weight should not
vary more than an ounce or so above
the weight
Editor.]

marked on the

section.

j
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once goes into the requirements
management on a large
scale. Both comb and extracted honey
production are considered, with the
best and latest methods. In fact, he
gives, in 320 pages, as much condensed
information as may well be crowded in

and

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

such a space. The book is well gotten
up and the numerous cuts clear. The
cut of worker-bees surrounding the
queen is the best one we have seen.
The book can be had from this office
on receipt of price, or with the American Bee Journal one year,both for $2.00.

Dadant

Egg Develojjment

THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT

"
is

Oiir Cover Pictures

The cover

Beekeepers' Association

month show

pictures this

Dr. C. C. Miller and his family at home
at Marengo, 111.
The first installment
Dr. Miller's

of

life

story will be found

number. Note especially the
row of basswood trees planted by Dr.

in this

Miller

only

many

years ago.
trees
in the

linn

They are

the

vicinity

of

Marengo.

Food Value

ol'

Honey

on Food Value of Honey
December number met with so
much favor that we have arranged to

The

article

in the

issue a 16-page booklet containing this

As soon as they
send samples to all

and similar matter.
are ready

we

will

who ask for them.
popular that we

The

article is

so

have decided to
issue 100,000 of these booklets which
enable us to sell them to beekeepers at a very low price.
We
hope to be able to make the price as
low as $1.00 per hundred, postage extra.
At this low price we feel very
sure the beekeepers will find it profitwill

able to distribute

them

in

large

num-

bers.

Productive Beekeeping'^Another

New Book
"Productive Beekeeping," by Frank
Pellett.

C.

(Lippincott's

Farm Man-

uals, $1.50.)
is hardly necessary to introduce
author to our readers. Mr. Pellett
is known as a naturalist, lecturer and
beekeepei who came into the lime light
only a few years ago, in Iowa, and
has "made good." Valuable articles
from his pen have been published by

It

this

some

leading agricultural magazines, and our readers know him most
especially through the course of honeyplant descriptions
contained in the
American Bee Journal for the year
past and still continuing. Mr. Pellett
has been president of the Iowa State
of the

and

is

still

book

is

very

State Inspector.

Although the
similar to

title

that

of

" Beekeeping," the
different.

The study

of the

Dr. Phillips' work,

contents are quite
of bees and honey

production covers so fertile a field that
almost ine.xhaustible. Of course,
in its main lines, each bee-book contains similar statements. But for an

it is

instance of the possibility of variation,
although one or two bee-books mention laws on beekeeping, none other
gives suggestions of the requirements
of a good bee inspector and the necessity of securing a man who is already a
good beekeeper and can impart what
he knows to uninformed people. He
impresses upon us the absolute necessity, if

we

at

of successful

are to get rid of bee-diseases,

informing every man who keeps
bees, concerning the need of being

"
The Embryology of the Honeybee
title of a new work, of about 300

the

pages, by James Allen Nelson, Ph. D.,
expert in bee-culture investigations at
the Bureau of
ington, D. C.

Entomology of WashThe book has an intro-

duction by our well-known friend, E.
F. Phillips, and is published by the
Princeton University Press.
A work of this kind is out of the
range of the education of the average
apiarist.
So it is likely that only a few
of our subscribers, were they to read
this book, could grasp its full value

and understand its descriptions. But
even the uninitiated in the study of
embryology can appreciate the amount
of work involved in such a treatise.
That Nature follows similar methods
in the development of all living beings
may be readily seen when comparing
this description of the transformations

who keeps

eggs of bees with the descripand others of
the transformations of all life, from
the lowest grades to the highest, from
fishes to man, by the development of

man."

the single original cell into

the

cells

of

able to treat
sists that "

disease himself.

He

in-

we must make every man

bees an up-to-date beeIn view of the seriousness of
question, this
ideal
condition

should be strived for, even if we never
entirely reach it.
His advice is sound. He does not
launch into new, untried matters. For
instance, after considering the races of
bees and describing the leading kinds,
" It is a pretty safe rule in
he writes
the average American locality to de:

pend upon

the

Italian,

other race has been

unless

some

successfully tried

neighborhood. It is only fair to
however, that no other race has
been tried under such widely different

in the
say,

conditions as has the Italian.
It is
possible that with an equal opportunity

demonstrate their good qualities,
either the Caucasian or the Carniolan
race may rival them for popular favor."
Pellett does not make any attempt at
giving his reader elaborate anatomical
descriptions of the honeybee. He treats
rather of the " business of beekeeping

to

of the

tions given by Haeckel

compound

and "cleavage," until the most
gradually
elementary
forms
have
changed into more or less intricate
bodies.

We

It

is

" variety in uniformity."

how, by steady modifications,
the outer layer of cells changes to exsee

terior organs, while the inner layers of

similar

cells

form the digestive and

other inner organs.

The

text of this

work

is

accompa-

nied by nearly 100 cuts and six plates.
The latter were to us the most interesting part of the work, because they
show, on a much enlarged scale (4'4
inches), the outer appearance of the
gradually changing egg, from the moment it is laid in the cell until it hatches
into a grub or larva.

We knew already that the big end of
the egg becomes the head of the larva
when it hatches, that the egg is not
straight, but
laid

in

the

slighly curved, that
cell

it

is

with the small end

18
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not lying on its side,
it is
fastened to the cell base by
an adhesive secretion which accompanies it, that there is at the big end a
very minute opening, a micropyle or
micropylar area through which the

down when

that

it

egg

is fertilized

is

when

it is

become a
But we did

to

female, worker or queen.
not know that the convex side is to be
the ventral part of the larva, the con-

cave side being

its

learnt also that

it

We

dorsal surface.
takes a trifle over
the three days usually counted to hatch
normally, appro.ximately 7G
the egg

hours.

The book shows deep study and
found

pro-

scientific research, 86 authorities

being quoted. We have no doubt that
will be read with great interest by
embryologists everywhere.
it

Partlieiiosene.sis
In the review of Dr. Phillips' book,
"Beekeeping," I mentioned one point
which I desired to criticise. It is perhaps a little presumptuous on the part
of one who has never made microscopy a study, and whose notions of
bee anatomy are entirely based upon
the observations of others, to put fora criticism of so able a student as
our friend, but he knows that this discussion is prompted by a desire to ob-

ward
tain

more

light.

Dzierzon's view of parthenogenesis
indicates that "all the eggs in the

ovary are eggs which would normally
develop into males, and if fertilization
occurs the sex is changed to female."
This view, clearly stated by Dr. Phillips, exactly describes the part of the
Dzierzon theory with which he disagrees. His reason for doing so is
that he has "found that many eggs
drone-laying queens fail to
laid by
hatch and, in fact, are often removed
in a short time by the workers." His
theory is that some of the eggs are
primarily destined to be males and
others to be females, and that this ruling would agree with the general rule
of nature. Then, to use his own words,
" It is not improbable that the eggs (of
pn unimpregnated queen) destined to
be female die for want of fertilization,
while the eggs destined to be males,
not requiring fertilization, are capable
of development."
In my queen-rearing experience, it
to us once, I believe it was
in 1872 or 1873, that we found sale for
seven first-class Italian queens, very
The amount offered
late in October.
for those queens, by a lover of good
stock, was so enticing, that we decided,

happened

my

and myself, toj sell the
father
queens, which were in very populous
colonies, and take the risks of being
able to replace them the same season.
Queens were not then to be bought as
readily as they are now. There were
still many drones, as the season had
been very prosperous and late. But
those queens, hatched early in November, had no opportunity to mate, for
the weather turned cold suddenly and
the time of their rut passed without
any opportunity for flight, even though
drones might have been present.

The

following spring we found ourselves
with seven very pretty and very prolific
Their eggs were laid as
drone-layers.
rtgularly as those of fertilized queens,
and their progeny hatched in the most
uniform way, small drones from workercells and large, full-sized drones, from
drone-cells.
do not remember that
any of their eggs failed to hatch. True,
some of them might have been removed by the bees, unknown to us, but
this does not seem likely. The little
drones appeared as able bodied as the
large ones, and according to the Dzierzon tests must have been proporI

good

tionally as

as

the large ones.

It

goes without saying that we promptly
replaced the queens with other breeding stock, and never did we have better early matings than that year, since
thousands of drones were produced at
a time when there are usually very few.
In addition to this experience, which
leads me to believe that, in Dr. Phillips'
cases, the non-hatching eggs which he

noticed must have been due to other
causes than want of fertilization, I feel
somewhat skeptical over the possibility
of two kinds of eggs in the ovaries. A
good queen lays eggs that hatch as
drones in every large cell she meets.
She likewise lays worker eggs in every
At times she avoids
worker-cell.
drone-cells. At other times she seeks
them. We can readily understand that
she may, at will or by certain natural
motions, leave an egg unfertilized or
cause the spermatheca to do its work.
But how would she know, before the
egg leaves its particular branch of the
it
was of the proper
kind to produce a worker ? Why would
the sex turn out worker almost invariably in early spring, and drone only
after a long period of breeding ? When
we accept the elder Dadant's theory
that the queen seeks drone-cells only
when she becomes tired of the oft repeated pressure on the spermatheca,
after having laid tens of thousands of
worker eggs, we can readily understand her preferences in an active season of laying.
Those who claim that the Dzierzon
theory is incorrect hold that the workers change the sex at will. This is
going to another extreme. I had occasion to discuss this view Utely in
the Bulletin of La Suisse Romande, and
found the educators with me.
However, we have much to learn yet.
Should this modification of the Dzierzon theory prove true, we will need to
c p. d.
change our text-books.

oviduct, whether

When
makes
ing

E. F. Phillips
a man like
a statement, I feel like endors-

that

statement, even

" 'taint so."

if

I

know

So when he modifies the

I do not arise to discorrectness, but I may be

Dzierzon theory

pute
allowed to state difficulties at least
questions that may arise in the lay
mind in adjusting itself to the modified theory.
Dzierzon says all the eggs in the
queen's ovary are male. Dr. Phillips
modifies that, saying in effect that
there are male and female eggs in the
ovary, the male eggs needing no fertilization, while the female eggs must be
fertilized or they will not hatch; a
drone-laying queen laying both kinds
of eggs, but the female eggs dying behis

—

—

cause not fertilized.
The man who thus far in his beekeeping career has sworn by Dzierzon
has been accustomed to think of all
eggs as being alike up to the time of
their being laid, by some process the
egg being made female by fertilization
when it enters a worker-cell, and being left male when a drone-cell is approached. (He may have thought that
the will of the queen decided the fertilization when a smaller cell was entered, or that some sort of mechanical
pressure acted. To the first of these
views Dr. Phillips makes no reference,
and dismisses the second, or the Wagner theory, by saying, "Since fertilized
eggs may be laid in comb foundation
when the side walls aie only started
and since drone eggs are often laid in
worker-cells, this simple explanation
cannot be accepted." But the Wagner
man had accepted it by saying, " How
do you know that when a very shallow
cell, or no cell at all, is offered, there
may not be a construction practically
and it's
the same as in a worker-cell
easy to believe that a cog might be
slipped in a worker-cell, leaving a
drone-egg there, or else that there was
a shortage of the fertilizing material in
the spermatheca.") But now he is to
understand that the eggs are male and
female from the beginning, and questions arise.
Is there some regular order in which
the two kinds of eggs come, and if so
what is that order ? Is every tenth
egg a drone-egg, or do a hundred
worker-eggs, and then ten drone ? Or
is there no regular order ? In any case
how does the queen know which kind
of egg is coming and which kind of
In case there is no
cell to seek?
drone-comb in the hive except one
spot in one of the outside combs, won't
there from a
it hustle the queen to get
distant part of the hive each time a
'.

drone-egg comes ?
Then, like as not, he'll go to figuring
on special cases. The case where an
empty frame is given to a strong colony well on in the season, there being
no drone-comb in the hive. In 24 hours
drone-comb will be built and 2000 or
more drone-eggs deposited. As he
understands it, there must be 20,000
worker-eggs mixed in with the 2000
drone-eggs. Does the queen lay the
whole 20,000 in 24 hours ? or how is it

managed

?

Until he has answers to these and
other questions, he is likely to think
the new scheme more difficult to understand than the old, and a good bit
c. c. M.
harder on the queen.

Drone-Laying Workers
In Gleanings in Bee Culture for Nov.
A. R. Clifton, of Capetown, South
Africa, describes the temper of their
native honeybees and adds
1,

:

Besides their temper, many other
unusual traits are exhibited. They are
very prone to start fertile workers,
and I have seen eggs laid by them while
queen-cells and even fertile queens
"

were

in the hive."

Nothing new
Xil sub sole novum.
This peculiarity of
under the sun.
drone-laying

workers, assuming this

:
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duty at unexpected times was accidennoticed by the elder Dadant, years
ago, as mentioned to us in a contribution to the June, 1915, number of the
Swiss "Bulletin D'Apiculture."
And
while glancing over the pages of the
first volume of the American Bee Journal, we found, page 138, June, 1861, the
following from the'pen of Samuel Wagtally

ner,

first

its

editor

and a remarkable

observer
" Freshly laid eggs have been found
within four days after the removal of a
queen, and Dzierzon records an instance where a fertile worker laid eggs
in a hive which contained a fertile
queen."

This accidental laying of eggs by
drone-laying workers explains quite a
few puzzles and sets at rest the

worker-bees can
change the sex of the egg, by special
food, made occasionally by adversaries
of the parthenogenesis theory.
The
eggs laid by workers invariably hatch
assertion

that

the

as drones, of course.

Arabian Apiculture in the Xllth
Century
The annual
Association,

in

part the teachings

some

subjects, living

of

Aristotle

who

16 centuries previously.

This educator already recommended
wings of the " king " (queen)
with scissors, "in order that he be unable to fly away, for as long as the king
remains in the hive the bees do no
to clip the

leave

He

it."

Upon

the Young Bees
For some time past, the
or

character of

been discussed

also taught that

the

males have

erred, however, in stating that the

very hairy body, and

young bees on the other hand

A

nurslings has
Swiss " Bulletin
held by some that

their

the

D'Apiculture." It is
not only the
young bees, but the
young queens' progeny inherit to
an extent the general dispositions of
temper of the nurses who supplied
them with the pap. Mr. Marguerat, in

number of the above named
journal holds, on the other hand, that
queens reared in the same colony, from
the October

the

same mother and

at the

same time,

produce workers showing entirely

in temper, activpropensity to rob, etc.
If any of our queen-breeders have
made experiments and observations

different dispositions
ity,

upon

their laziness.

in

possible in-

upon the temper

fluence of nurse bees

will

no sting and take no part in the preparation of honey, and that the females
(workers) kill them on account of

He

Influence of Nurse Bees

1915 edition a

the 6th

old bees have a

advisable to give
all stages to ensure success. Bees must be confined
down to the brood-chamber only with
a tight wood mat, and the quality of
the smoke just right. A laying-worker
colony was treated by this method this
spring, and in 13 days the introduced
queen had brood in three additional
frames to the one supplied. Laying
workers will accept no queen except
by the smoke method of introduction."
J. S. COTTERELL, in .Vew Zealatid Beekeepers' Journal.

its

Century of the
Mohammedan Hegira, which corresponds to the 12th Century of the Christian Era. This writer follows in great

Requeeuing Colonies With Fertile Workers
' When introducing a queen
by the
smoker method, it
frame of brood

in

writer on agricultural

that the

a

published

Nahla,"

very interesting account of the apiarian
teachings of Ibn-El-Awam, an Arabian

lived

exactly

hairless.

bulletin of the Algerian
"

Algiers, contains

in Seville, in

smooth and

It is

are

the reverse.

this

question,

hear from them.

we would

like to

matter of interest to the entire beekeeping world

and

is

It is

a

worth investigating.

Widespread Bee Disorder

is

in

—

The readers

will

remember

that, in

this,

we have been handed

a letter

from

September number, N. E. France,
Wisconsin State Inspector, made
mention of a disease of the adult bees,
which depleted colonies 10 to 15 percent. The digestive organs were swollen and full of brown-colored matter;

Prof. Trevor Kincaid, of the University
of Washington to J. B. Ramage, of
North Yakima, President of the Washington State Beekeepers' Association.

the bees fell in the grass by the hunreturn to the hive.
dreds, never to
About the same time, a similar trouble

parasite,

the
the

was noted

in

Washington. Concerning

We
"

quote from this

letter

:

The cause

of the malady is a minute
not bacterial in origin, like

most disease germs, but a small animal
organism allied in nature to the parasites causing malaria in man and the

Experiences
the

differ.
The Editor of
American Bee Journal has intro-

duced dozens of queensto drone-layingworker colonies without trouble, by
the cage method, with 48 hour confinement. The experiences on this point
came as follows: We often had to destroy

hybrid

queens

to

with

better

stock.

Many

be

replaced
these

of

queens were good and

prolific,

disliked to kill them.

So we

A

and we

tried the

experiment of

introducing them to
hopeless colonies with drone-laying
workers.
We never failed, and we
ascribe the success to the fact that the
queens thus introduced were in the
of health and prolificness.
We
concluded that it is much easier to introduce a queen to any colony when
the queen is in first-class laying trim.
The problem is to succeed in introducing queens that have been traveling
two weeks or more and are both tired
and non-laying.

best

INTESTINAL

WALL OF

A DISEASED BEE MAGNIFIED ABOUT
—Courtesy

of Gleanings in

5

.0

TIMES

Bee Culture.

January, 1916.

American Hee Jonrnal i
'pebrine'of the silkworm caterpillar.

The name applied to this organism is
Xoscma <(//s, this designation having
been applied by a German scientist by
the name of Zander, who first made a
study of the cause of the disattack the middle
portion of the intestine, which is eaten
away by the disease. The minute active
spores of the parasite accumulate in
the head of the bee, particularly about
the roots of the tongue.
critical
ease.

The germs

disease is spread through inhoney, according to Zander.
Hives decimated by the disease are
attacked by robber bees and the parasites are thus carried in the stolen
honey from one colony to another. No
appropriate common name has been
suggested for the disease, although the
term bee malaria might very appropriately be used. The name 'Isle of
Wight disease has also been applied
to it as it seems highly probable that
our disease is identical with the malady
that swept over considerable areas of
Europe.

"The

fected

'

'

"As

to the

symptoms

of

the disease,

they are striking, and you will not
readily confuse it with anything else
that destroys the bees. As soon as the
disease attacks a colony, the bees will
be found in a dead or dying condition
upon a limited area of the ground immediately in front of the hive. When
the attack is severe the ground may at
times be fairly carpeted with dead bees.
The insects seem to be unable to fly
back to the entrance of the hive and
crawl about until they perish, or until
they are dismembered and carried
away by the wasps.
"Considerable variation seems to
susceptibility of the several hives in the apiary. Certain stocks
seem to be relatively resistant. I have
been keeping just a few hives for ex-

exist in the

purposes and for my own
pleasure, and I find that of three that
wer; attacked two were entirely destroyed while the third one recovered
and is now in apparently excellent
condition, with no bees dying so far as
I can see. About the same story comes
to me from the other beekeepers who
have suffered.
perimental

precaution. It does not seem likely
that a suitable medicine can be fed to
the diseased bees. Requeening from
resistant stock will probably help matters out in the long run. I wish I could
suggest something that would be more
immediately beneficial."

The Xosema afis mentioned in this
letter was described simultaneously in
the American Bee Journal and Gleanings in Bee Culture, in November, 19011.
In 11)10, in the August number of the
American Bee Journal, the present
editor supplied information concerning
the different causes ascribed atdifferent
dates to this malady. English scientists had discovered a bacillus
which
they called flaci/lus depilis, and which
they
thought caused the disease.

The word

di-pi/is

was given because

the bees attacked with the disease
often lose their hairs and become
shiny before death.
Cheshire called
the same disease "bacillus Gaytoni,"
because a Miss Gayton had supplied
him with diseased bees.
Previous to the Zander discovery,
the Germans also
had described a
micro-organism, which they called

mucoy-mucido, and which is described
in Thos. W. Cowan's book, "The English Beekeepers' Guide Book."
A similar disease, or perhaps more
correctly several similar diseases of
the same kind have been noticed in
widely separated countries, in France
as Mal-de-Mai, or vertigo, in this country as paralysis, from the North to the
South, and from California to Florida.
In Italy a similar sickness was given
the same name as in France, Mal-diMaggio. In the Province of Ancona,
it
made terrible ravages among the
bees several times in wet springs.
During our visit there, one of the most
active beekeepers assured
me that
there was more or less of the disease
apparent among the bees during the
entire summer.
In the " Rucher Beige," May and
June, 1914, a Mr. Bage described several forms of "fullness of bowels,"
which he called " refertum pollinis,

did not secure the name of the person
or his address, but I understood he
was from the Yakima district. I hope
you are not visited by the malady, but
it will in due time
it is safe to predict
make its appearance in all sections of
the country where beekeeping is prac-

refertum viscini, refertum dextnni,
refertum nutriciae." We wrote to this
publication for more ample information, but the war was just declared and
we have not only heard nothing from
the editor of the " Rucher Beige," but
do not even know whether he is dead
or alive. If he reads these lines we
would be glad to hear from him.
Now as to the remedi s proposed
Mr. Poppleton. of Florida, sprinkles
the combs and bees of the diseased
colonies with powdered sulphur. This
kills the diseased bees and they are
carried away and a cure seems to result.
The brood must be removed previously as the sulphur would kill it. It
is a very heroic treatment.
The Italians use a syrup made of honey diluted
with hot water and in which herbs with
tonic properties have been boiled, such
as thyme, lavender, ginger, savory, etc.
This is fed to the diseased colonies.
The English do not seem to succeed in
eradicating Isle of Wight disease, except by renovating and disinfecting

ticed.

their hives.

"

As

to

the distribution of

may say
from a number
ease, I

it

has

the dis-

been reported

of localities in western Washington, and Dr. Phillips writes
me from Washington, D. C, that it has
appeared in several sections of the MidIt
dle West, notably in Wisconsin.
appears also to be present in California.
"While I was absent from the city
about a month ago, my assistant in-

forms me that some person from eastern Washington called on me to secure
advice concerning a bee-disease, which
from the description given is evidently
the same thing as we have with us. I

"As

to

remedies,

none have

been

suggested that seem likely to be effecThe prevention of robbing, totive.
gether with the destruction of the hives
seriously affected, seems to be a wise

Antonio, Tex., says that in his opinion
the disease is caused by excessive moislie succeeds in stopping it by
shaking the bees of diseased colonies
on dry combs.
Excessive moisture is usually present
ture,

where the disease exists. The Isle of
Wight, where it is most deadly, and its
vicinity in England are very d mp
countries.

In our locality, the disease
be found, at its incipiency, after
long, cold winters, when a wet spring
follows. We often thought it caused
by constipation of bees that had been
confined a long time to the hive. In
France, Italy, as well as in many parts
of the United States, it follows spells
of damp, unpleasant weather, that has
confined the bees to the hive.
Whether Xoscma apis is really the
cause of this malady, or only an accompanying symptom may be ascertained
after experiments which will require
specific knowledge and must be conducted in special laboratories. Xosema
apis has been found in healthy bees in
small ntimbers, but this is not an evidence either way, since the causes of
disease appear to originate throughout
the world. It takes particular conditions for their spread in an injurious
way.
is

to

A New

Bee Disorder in Southern California
BY

THERE

T.

E.

PLEASANTS.

recently appeared in a
few apiaries in my territory a disease apparently of the adult bee.
It also affects the larva to some extent.
This at first caused it to be taken for
European foulbrood. The adult bees
lose all energy, crawl out of the hive,

has

tremble and die. A colony becomes
gradually weaker and weaker, somewhat as they do in paralysis. But we
have been unable to find any in the
swollen condition as in paralysis. One
beekeeper told me that his had acted
somewhat as though they had been
poisoned, rolling out of the hive, quivIn some hives
ering, and soon dying.
there would be dead bees an inch deep.
But as there is no evidence or any way
of their being poisoned, I think it is
just

symptoms

of the

same disorder.

Mr. John F. Green,

who

first

called

my

attention to the trouble, is recently
from New York, and has had a great
deal of experience with European foulbrood. He is convinced, as I am, that
something entirely different
this is
from either that disease or paralysis.
Mr. Green and I spent several days
among the apiaries showing the symptoms just described, and he told me he

had tried all means in his power to
check the disease. He has caged the
queen, requeened, etc., and while in
some yards he had good results, in
others

all

efforts

resulted

in

failure.

cure.

This would show that the fault does
not lie with the queen, as the same
stock of queens would help in some
others.
Mr.
instances and fail in
Green's No. 3 yard is only about a mile
but
over
a mounand a half from No. 7,
No. 7 is badly attacked by the
tain.
disease. No. 3 is in the finest condi-

Mr. E. G Le Stourgeon, head of the
Southwestern Bee Company, of San

tion of health.
This disease

Dr. Zander recommends giving the
bees salt water as a preventative and

seems

to

be similar to

January, 1916.

American Vae Journal
frequently reported in this connection
they may be of more value in other
localities than local observation indi-

the disorder described by Mr. Calcutt,
of Seattle, Wash., and Mr. Miner, of
Fowler, Calif., in Oct. 1 and 15, Gleanings in Bee Culture. This is also mentioned in the same numbers of Gleanings as having appeared for some years
in the Mississippi Valley States.

cates.

Atlantic, Iowa.
Copyright: ioi6. by Frank C. Pellett.

Now, while I am sending samples to
Dr. Phillips, I would also like to ask
information from any one who has had
any experience with the disorder. Can
any one give the symptoms of Nosema?
Are the symptoms similar to this ?
noticed the presence of the yellowjacket wasp around all the hives inhave in different
others
fected, as
localities. This has never been noticed
in any other disease.
have made an encouraging gain
in our fight with European foulbrood
here, though I thoroughly agree with
Mr. Byer that it is a much more serious
trouble than American foulbrood. For
one reason, we know exactly how

A

Visit to the Sage of
E.

keepers

American foulbrood is carried, and
is the whole battle in prevention.
And even if yon get it, it is easier handled, but we now seem to be "up

against" something new, and any light
on the subject will be most thankfully

C.

PELLETT.

clematis, Clematis virginiTHE white commonly
known by the
a>ia, is

name of virgin's bower, but also
has several other local names such as
love vine, traveler's joy, and Devil's
Figure 62 shows the delicate
hair.
white blossom and the leaf, and No. 03
shows a mass of the vines on a roadside fence.
The range of the plant is from Nova
Scotia and Ontario west to Lake Win-

I

of Dr. Miller as

Fig 62— Wild Clematis Blossoms and

Leaves

weeds

to

be found in

many

countries.

They are common in Asia and Africa
as well as North America. They are
common from New England south to
Florida and west to Dakota and Texas.
Figure 64 shows the flowers of the
western ironweed, Vernonica fasciculata, and No. 65 a clump of the common ironweed, I'ernoniea baldiuirii. In
the middle West they grow very commonly in pastures, and the purple blossoms are very conspicuous in late sumwriter includes them among
the honey-producing plants with some
hesitation, although the bees work upon
them to some extent. Since they are

mer.

The

;

—

in

midsummer.

It

is

!

actuality.

We

reached the pretty

Marengo about noon.
told that our

friend lived

much

Richter, in his "Honey Plants of
California," reports a related species,
the hill clematis. Clematis ligustiei/'olia,
as common in the hilly districts almost
throughout California. It is said to
produce "a great deal of pollen and
is

not

IRONWEEDS.

There are many species

[of

the iron-

FIG,

town

of

had been

some three

from the station, and were preparing to hire a conveyance. Mr. Dadant rang up the Miller home to advise
them of our coming, and learning that
miles

the hive.

it

little

We

sought by the bees, and apparently produces considerable nectar. It is doubtful whether the plant is anywhere sufficiently abundant to make an appreciable difference in the production of

probably some honey," but
known to produce a surplus.

My

others I was riding to a fall
anticipation of the pleasures of the visit
had not in any wise prepared me for
kindliness of
the warmth and
its

Nebraska, and south to
nipeg and
Louisiana and Florida. It may be expected almost anywhere east of the
Mississippi river. It is a slender climbing vine growing on the borders of
woods, roadsides and hedgerows. The
blossoms are white and fragrant,

blooming

felt a

had created in my mind an idea
an old man
if
I had
pictured the Sage of Marengo as one
who, conscious of his years of labor
and of his success and fame, had shut
up his mind to suggestions from humble fellow workers; if I had expected
any hint of egotism or intolerance; if
I had felt that one in his station and
at his age might be excused for a show
of impatience with the ignorance of
If

BY FRANK

not

prospect.

received.

{Pkoto£raifks bv the author.")

few bee-

are

American Bee Journal, and its earnest
young manager, Mr. M. G. Dadant,
mentioned the fact that he was contemplating a visit to Marengo, I at
once plead to be permitted to accompany him. I could not have hoped for
such good fortune when I left my far
off Texas home and was thrilled at the

that

Plants

There

who have

sort
of grateful warmth at the mention of the name that has become
famous to us as the abiding place of
one of the kindliest and most loving
of the host of kindly souls that have
made the keepers of bees a peculiar
people. When my duties brought me
as a casual visitor to the office of the

We

No. 13.-—The Honey-Producing

Marengo

LESTOURGEON.

MARENGO!

We

Our weather conditions have been
excellent during the early winter. We
had two good rains and very mild clear
days following. The bees are, of course,
gathering no nectar at this season, but
are bringing in large quantities of pollen from Artemisia bloom.
Orange, Calif.

G.

63-WILD CLEMATIS ON A ROADSIDEXFENCE

January, 1916.

American Ma Journal k
it

was only

a

mile,

we determined

to

We

asked only the general
walk.
direction as we wanted to see which of
us would first recognize the place from
the pictures we had seen. Hastily eating a lunch we set forth, and it was
our great surprise, after going but a
short way, to hear the cheery hail from
an approaching buggy, and to lookup
into the smiling face of Dr. Miller himHe had hitched up and come to
self.
fetch us with that hospitality that marks
his every action toward his guests.
Could this smiling, boyish figure be
the great Dr. Miller ? Far beyond the
four score mark, a man who knew and
advised with our grandparents, one of
adventurous spirits that
first
those
pushed the genius of the new ideals of
America across the Western Reserve
when Chicago was only a frontier outpost of the far, far West, and yet so
youth that his
full of the spirit of
years fall from him like a mantle, and
almost instantly a feeling of fellowship
springs up in the heart at the infection

grafted it." How much more striking
when such statements come from a
mouth wreathed in a boyish smile, and
clear bright eyes twinkle from a sunny
pink cheeked face that belies the well
trimmed fringe of a white beard.
Dr. Miller is remarkably agile and
sprightly.
In explaining to us how
and why he cleated the ends of his
demonstrated by quickly
hives
he
stooping down and picking one of

knee.

will

I

lark,

a

beautiful

and moment to the beekeeping
world, and it was good to see the
earnestness in his manner as he noted
and weighed our views and spoke of
his future tasks and future hopes. Like
all
great souls he is unaffected and
modest.
He does not underrate his
work nor its value to his beloved vocation, but he assumes no boastfulness
nor egotism concerning it.

are driving

country.
The Miller

road upon

a

home

street

down

by

—

him by

a

all

me

:

— The

with

contact.

toward the

bright

and ever

whom

he comes in

—

Earnestness The modesty of his
bearing and absence of pride or boastfulness, underlaid with a feeling of
consecration to a work that he knows
to be of value and of aid to others.
San Antonio. Tex.

is

fertile

[While Dr. Miller is always courteous to visitors, we know that the demands on his time are many, and that

basswood in his vicinity.
To younger men, and especially to
us in this newer Texas land where I
was born, there is a feeling of awe
when a man points out to us a row of
stately trees, and says, "With my own
hands I planted them ;" when in the

work taxes his strength to the utmost. He found it necessary to discontinue answering questions by mail,
several years ago, and his age forbids
inviting every beekeeper that comes by
to visit him, much as he would like to
do so. We write this footnote to caution our readers against imposing upon
Dr. Miller's generosity with no other
reason for a visit than the desire to
meet our old friend at home. " A word
to the wise is sufficient." -Editor.]
his

orchard he can say, " This tree bears
two varieties of fruit, forty years ago I

Fig.

65

Clump of Common Ironweed

His movements have
spontaneity of a

man

all

the swing and

less

than half his

years.

Upon

arriving at the house we were
a welcome that gripped the
heart with its warmth and cordiality.
Some one has said that back of every
successful man there is a woman. No
wonder then that Dr. Miller shines so
brightly in our sky, for back of him
are two women. Mrs. Miller and Miss
Wilson are no less interesting than the
Doctor. The thing that struck me the
most was the smiles on every face. I
have heard of women afraid to smile
for fear of causing wrinkles. I prescribe
for any such a visit to Marengo, and a
half hour chat in the sunny sitting
room with thee two beautiful bright-

met by

eyed women.
Dr. Miller's family are great lovers
of sunshine and of nature. They bring
these things into their home life both
figuratively and literally. The favorite
is one with
large bow windows
opening to the South. When we were
there the golden Indian summer sun-

room
Western Ironweed

visit to

Cheerfulnes

back from the
hilltop that gives a view

Fig. 64— Blossoms of

my

made upon
Marengo

vividly

shifting smile that radiates from Dr.
Miller's face and is reflected back upon

the

trees and

most

Youth The springing font of age,
that frugal living and honest labor has
secured for our great teacher.

clustering
rolling hills,
valleys checkered by
farms and orchards and patches of
meadow ground. The drive is a noble
avenue of basswood planted by Dr.
Miller himself, and, he told us, the only

across

three impres-

These, then, are the

in here. There is
Each of you give me a
sit upon your lap," and

we

published, of greatest in-

terest

sions

right

village

when

will be.

he turned it about for our inspection.
He uses much more entrance space for
his bees than we do in the South, and
when it was remarked upon, he at once
got down on the ground to point out
to us the reasons why and to show the
bees clustering beneath the frames.

laughing and chatting like three boys

upon

Dr. Miller's work is not done.
We
ventured to make suggestions relative
to a certain book, yet uncompiled, that

them up almost shoulder high where

of his smile.
" Come, get
room enough.

shine was streaming into the room
through the fronds of many varieties of
ferns that grow in the window seat and
from hanging baskets in the alcove.
One cannot imagine a cozier place,
nor a happier one, as we saw it mellowed by the merry jest and quiet
laughter of these old-young people.

Clean Section Honey
BY FR.^NCIS JAGER.

no doubt that the
THERE
obtaining
obstacle for
is

price for

comb honey

greatest
a

good

the dirty
sections are
is

condition in which the
We have now
put on the market.
national grading rules which call for
sections free from propolis for fancy
and No. 1 grades. This is one good
point for which all honor to the National convention at Cincinnati aside
from other points on grading comb
honey, which should have been left
over for another year or two for wider
discussion before being adopted.
But why limit cleanness only to
fancy and No. 1 grades ? It hurts the

honey trade if any sections i^et to the
market in a dirty condition. Most of
the comb honey marketed at present
looks more or less stained and unattractive on account of propolis.

—
January, 1916.

American ^ae Journal
I noticed in the American Bee Journal an article by Frank Rauchfuss, saying that propolis stains on wood cannot be removed entirely. Yes, they
can, and quickly and cheaply, too. Not
only they can, but oughtto be removed.
There is an easy and cheap way for
cleaning the sections. The Minnesota

Beekeepers' Association

will

testify

that section honey of all grades can be
put on the market in sections as clean
and white as when they come from the
factory. Such section honey was on
exhibit at their December convention
in Minneapolis.
When sections are removed from
coarse propolis is first
supers, the
scraped off with a small sharp knife
from the outer sides of the section
with one or two strokes of the knife to
each side. The four edges are then
scraped, with the point of the knife,
protruding from between the thumb
and the first finger just far enough to
clean the edge of the section and not
injure the cappings. In the same manner, with the point of the knife, the
propolis for about 's of an inch inside

One
of the section maybe removed.
can soon learn to do this without hurting the cappings or dropping any into
the cells next to the wall.
Tnis, however, is only preliminary
work. The sections must now be sandpapered. A simple sandpapering machine which every beekeeper can afford
is used for this purpose. By foot power
a round wooden disc, one foot in diameter, is put into rotary motion. On this
disc is attached a sheet of sandpaper of
same size as the disc. Three tiny
nails near the outside of the disc will
hold the paper firmly in position.
the

Now

about

one-third
from the bottom of the wheel, in such
a manner that the sand wheel will revolve in a slot, with two-thirds of the
wheel above and one third below the
There
table formed by the board.
should be a quarter inch space between
the face of the sandpaper and the board
through which to convey all dust below the table.
After starting the machine, take a
section in your right hand, lay it side
a

board

is

fitted

in,

the table and just touch one
side (the dirtiest) against the sandpaper. In a fraction of a second it is
One, two, three, four,
as clean as new.
and the outside of your section is

down on

Set your section now upright;
touch the edge of the section against
the sandpaper; turn it around and do
the same with the opposite edge. You
can do it as fast as you can count one,
clean.

two, three, four,

five, six.

In this man-

sections, fancy. No. 1, culls and
all, can be made attractive and marketable the wood will look as clean as

ner

all

;

new.

One sheet of sandpaper will clean a
hundred sections. It would help the
honey trade if such a section polishing
machine was put on the market. Number 1 comb honey in sandpapered sections was sold at Minneapolis at $1.31
per case, or nearly 20 cents a pound,
when plenty of daubed section honey
could be bought on the market at 12
cents. The sandpaper machine used
by the writer cost $10.
College Farm, St. Paul, Minn.
[Section polishing machines have
been described from time to time.
Probably too little attention is paid to
this subject. The machine above described is certainly very simple. Ed]

Swarm

Control in South Texas
BY HENRY BRENNER.

the beginning of February we go
through the apiaries to see if the
colonies have enough stores to
start brood-rearing which takes place
about this time in apiaries along the
river courses. Weather conditions, of
course, determine the exact date.
have had many cases where brood-rearing started as early as Jan. 15, and

AT

We

sometimes, if about Feb. 1 we have
wet or cold weather, brood-rearing
starts a little later. February 1, is about
the time that it generally starts. In
latitude there is practically no
cessation of brood-rearing at any time
during the winter. There is seldom
a time when no brood is being reared
But by brood-rearing,
in the colony.
as the term is used above, we mean
regular operations of the bees in building up the colony for the spring flow.
At the initial visit to the apiaries at
this time we do not disturb the broodnest or break up the cluster, but if we
find a colony with light stores we give

this

it

a

frame from another colony that

F;vnf Vieul

to-p vjtuf

spare it.
We do not put this
in the brood chamber however,
but we put it in the super above the
brood chamber. If no colony in the
apiary has stores that it can spare we
fill empty combs with sugar syrup and

can

honey

some honey added which is just as
good for brood-rearing, only it does
not last so long and we have to give
more than if we gave sealed frames of
honey.
Generally we put in two or
three frames according to the amount
of brood and the strength of the colony. Even at this early date quite a
bit of pollen can be gathered from
early bloom and some nectar is beginning to come

in.

In

our apiaries in

away from the river
work two weeks to a month

the prairies and

we

start
later than in

our river apiaries.
At the end of February we see
whether the queens have enough laying room. Should they be crowded
we remove the honey from the broodnest and replace it with empty combs.
It is not wise to break up the broodnest even then, but we put the empty
combs on each side of the cluster, and
if they have
frames filled with honey
we raise them into the super. At this
time we mark the colonies having
drone-brood as they will be the ones
likely to cause trouble in swarming.
Only about 10 percent will show the
swarming impulse. At every visit it is
well

to see that there is plenty of
hon< y and to equalize stores from the

richer hives.
At the river apiaries our bees could
winter with
practically no surplus
stores if they could fly every day because there is always something in our
valleys on which they could feed. It
happens some years that we have periods of cold and wet weather in the
early spring, and if we have not provided stores the bees will drag out the
young brood and contract the broodnest to two or tlfree frames. They do
this, not because the weather is too
severe for brood-rearing, but because
the bees fear famine.
In early March, if we find as many as
six frames of brood in the brood-nest,
we raise one frame of brood out of the
center of the cluster into the super and
replace it with an empty comb. Our
experience is that if bees confine their
brood-rearing to the lower story, even
though they apparently have plenty of
room there, they are more likely to
contract the swarming fever, and our
object in thus early raising a frame of
brood to the super is to encourage the
queen to extend her operations to the
two bodies.
The few colonies which we had

marked

as having drone-brood we now
look over carefully to find if there are
eggs in queen-cells or if new queencups are being formed. If we do find
them, we spread the brood about over
the hives and, of course, destroy the
queen-cells. The amount of spreading
depends upon the strength and condi-

T

r- r<ak

W-
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PROF.

JAGERS SECTION CLEANING MACHINE

tion of the colony.

If the brood is
spread too much and a cold night occurs too soon after the spreading there
is loss from chilled brood.
Some colonies seem to have a passion for broodrearing and go far ahead of the ability
of the colony to protect and cluster
the brood.
After the brood has been spread in
colonies that have shown an inclination
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Naplithaline

form

the

in

"Moth

of

little

Balls, "and is

used
by housewives to repel moths from fur
garments. It is also known as "Tar
balls is called

Camphor,"

for

molded mass

a

in

much resembles gum camphor

it

physi-

Naphthaline is a benzine hydrocarbon with a chemical formula of
it forms white crystalline leafCioHb
lets, has a peculiar and not disagreeable
odor suggestive of coal tar, volatilizes
at all temperatures above freezing and

cally.

;

warmer it gets; melts
degrees Fahr. Its vapors
most fungi and most insects.
curious thing about this substance

more

rapidly the

about

at

kill

A

that

is

if

Wt

a hive is

honey in
and do not seem

there

is

the odor and
the bees will go in
to mind the smell nor
full of

it

any inconvenience. It may not
poisonous to them, or it may take
prolonged exposure to the drug to
cause death in any insect or its larva.
Just now the price of naphthalene is
high compared with a year ago when it
was abundant at 7 cents wholesale, but
even at 30 cents, the present price, it is
a cheap germicide for the beekeeper,
as a couple of naphthaline balls weighing about one-fourth of an ounce will
protect the combs for weeks if not
months. It is molded into balls, so it
may be put into any shape by heating
suffer

be

DIFFERENT TYPES OF SECTIONS
swarm, it is well to reduce the entrance for a few days to keep out the
cold air.
Ten days later we look again over
the colonies that had the queen-cells
If the bees do not appear to
started.
have given up the swarming notion we
place the queen on one frame of brood
in the brood-chamber and fill up with
empty combs or full sheets of foundation. The balance of the brood we put
in the super over a queen-excluder.
Should there be too much brood we
give the surplus to other colonies, or
the colif it is not desirable to weaken
ony, we place more than one frame in
the lower story with the queen. Any
colony found with nine frames of
brood or more in the early spring may
be treated in the same way with good

to

advantage whether it shows the swarming impulse or not. About nine days
afterward we look over the brood
above the excluder for queen-cells

which we destroy.
Every year we find a case or two of
laying in the super
a young queen
above the excluder, where we have
missed a cell, but no harm was done in
such cases. The excluder between the
two queens prevented the issuance of a
swarm. One of the queens should be
removed, however, prior to the honey

Then, should we find next
year an undipped queen in that hive,

the date.

we have no fear of swarming and
described above
the manipulations
This is
are practically unnecessary.
in fact the sole advantage we find in
clipping the queens at all. and the only
reason we practice it. Without a knife
and pencil, however, we never do any
work in our apiaries in the spring.
The reasons for swarming are want
of room, age of queen, too much heat,
too much surplus stores, too many bees,
or excess of brood.
Any colony before preparing to
swarm will always rear drone-brood.
If no drone-cornb is in the brood-nest
you will find drone-cells in among the
Should there be no
worker-brood.
drone-brood, it is an indication that
they have a young queen and there will
be no danger of swarming. This colony may be left alone safely on subsequent visits to the apiary.
Seguin, Tex.

BY

DR. A. F.

BONNEY.

to be done.

with brood-comb exposed out-of-doors
from the middle of May until well into

vve

go over

brood in early spring.
Should the brood-nest be too much extended more harm than good is likely

We do not make a practice of clipping queens that s to say we never
hunt for the queen with the object of
clipping her wings, but whenever we
find a queen handy we clip her with a
pocket knife and mark the hive with
;

Buck Grove, Iowa.
[Naphthaline is splendid to repel innot drive them out once
they have become established.
We
have no doubt that moth balls would
protect the combs perfectly if used before the eggs are laid. Once the combs
become infested we very much doubt
whether the naphtha will kill the mothworms or drive them out. If the beekeeper would take the precaution to
keep naphtha in the boxes where unused combs are stored there would
likely be little damage f om moths. The
past season's e.xperience would hardly
sects, but will

i

be conclusive, in the use of this drug
for the wet cool weather has been unfavorable to the moth. Editor.]

Sections and Dividers (Separa-

spreading

During swarming time

the yard in this way three times, at intervals of nine or ten days, and in our
home apiary we have not had a swarm
for the last five years. In our outapiaries we have had one or two swarms
for lack of time or because of neglect.
A beginner must exercise caution in

must be wetted when used.

Naphthaline as an Insecticide

my first experience with bees
I was not satisfied with bisulphide
of carbon as an insecticide, as the
vapors are very explosive, dangerous
to inhale and extremely fugitive. I
was on the outlook for something without these disagreeable features, and I
have, I believe, found it in naphthaline,
to which I gave a thorough test in the
summer just past by using nothing else
in my yard, with the result that I did
not lose an ounce of comb, although

flow.

in a tin dish set in boiling water. Little
sheets or cakes weighing half an ounce
would be a good size, and molds can
be made of thin pieces of wood, which

FROM

there were several piles

of

hives

filled

June. To make more certain I purposely exposed a sheet of brood-comb,
then removed it to the honey-house,
put it in a pasteboard bo.x with a couple of small balls of naphthaline and

never saw a worm.

tors

)

—Are

They Perfect

in Construction?
BY

F.

GREINER.

or more years
and the supply
the
dealers of our land have exerted
themselves to the utmost and have so
perfected the accessories we need for
producing comb honey in the best possible shape, that we might say the desideratum has been reached. If I take
it upon myself in the following to point

DURINGbeekeepers

the past 30

out where other slight improvements
may be made it is because it sometimes
takes many years of experimenting,
testing and trying to find out one wee
little fact, and my experience shows
where certain flight changes could be
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wider cleat, I built the separators that
way. At the same time I built a few
with !4-inch cleats. Later I bought

many

regular Danzenbaker fences as
in illustration, lower frame, and
still later I made up perforated cleated
separators with K-inch cleats. The result of my observations is this:
The
'4 -inch cleat
is not as
satisfactory as
the wider cleats. The better the sections are filled the oftener we find the
sealing at the edges drawn clear to the
separator and attached to the cleat.
Removing the sections from the holders breaks the sealing along the edges
and a leak is the result.
I would not say that this
ruins the
honey for shipping, but it is at least a
drawback.
The >^-inch cleat is as
wide as necessary to prevent all trouble here spoken of, and is therefore to
be preferred. With the ^4 -inch cleat
we gain no more than we do with the
yi inch, and we take into the bargain
the undesirable more meager filling.
In other words, the face of every section filled in supers with the wider
cleats shows a wider depression near
the sides. So I prefer for best result
the" J^-inch cleat
whether used on
fences or solid separators.
Grave doubt still lingers in my mind
as to whether the freer communication
the fence gives to the bees as compared
with the solid separator is of any account.
The Betsinger wire screen
separator may be superior because of
the very free communication it affords,
but I have not discovered any advantage in favor of the fence as against
the solid or perforated separator in
that respect. I believe almost every
honey-producer has found the fence to
be a short-lived affair, whereas the
solid separator lasts as long as it is
taken care of. My illustration shows
how bees will often enlarge the spaces
of the fence. Comb honey built between such damaged fences presents
an undesirable washboard appearance.
I have had to
discard quite a few
fences on this account, particularly
such as were made from very soft timber.
If fences were made from hard
wood or semi-hard wood, like soft maple, elm, etc., as I have suggested before, there would be no trouble, but
they would then cost more.
Naples, N. Y.

shown

Different Styles of bEPARATORs

made

to

the

producer and

advantage of the honeyhis product.

The one-piece 4 '4 beeway section is
the one most commonly used.
When
it was first originated
the beeway was
cut '4 inch deep, thus making the top
partly inches, the sides 2 inches; in
other words, maintaining a difference
of >^ inch in the respective widths.
The difference between top and sides,
when the section was made of four
pieces, was only 's inch, which was
sufficient, and also just accommodated
the glass used in glassing our sections
at this early time.
It has always been
a puzzle to me why, when the onepiece section was adopted, the depth
of the beeway {insci as it is called by
some manufacturers) was increased.
Since 1885 I have had the beeways
cut 's inch deep in all my sections and

found

this depth sufficient; seeing no
reason today, after 30 years of extensive beekeeping, to make any change.
It is the best, because it protects the

honey produced the most; but when

I

order sections to be thus made, I have
to pay usually a little extra for setting
machinery. A few years ago some 4,'4
sections were shipped me with beeways fs inch deep, as shown in my
illustration No. 1. This was very bad,
and has been objected to by every one

who came
lot.

I

me

to

have

still

for sections from that
a small stock of them

springs up in pastures as soon as
and is very hard to kill. The

cleared,
picture

shows the

bloom and

fruit,

both picked from the same bush at the
same time. I have seen reports of its
being a great honey-producer, but my
observations would not confirm this.
It is

renowned for the

principally

made from the fruit.
The red Coralillo (Atitigonoyi
originating

jelly

leplofus)

Mexico, is cultivated
here. It blooms every day in the year,
and is the greatest honey vine I know!
It IS covered with bees at all times and
all day.
I have
planted hundreds of
the seeds and small vines, but have
never had enough to be of any value.
They have not died, but simplv have
not acquired the necessary growth to
give enough bloom to notice any results with the bees.
It makes a most
beautiful arbor covering.
Mab'astrttin coromandelianum is a
very common weed, but a good honeyin

The cattle eat it quite freely
short of grass. On the right is a
white bell-flower, but not the Campanilla Blanca, from which the honey is
gathered.
plant.

when

Holguin Cuba.

Campanilla in Cuba

flow

I

Became a Beekeeper
BY

C.

T.

OHLINGER.

25 years
WHEN about
as pastor

ago I was inof a small parcity of Newport, the
aristocratic summer resort of Rhode
Island, I had little thought of ever
becoming a beekeeper. In a city surstalled
ish in the

on hand.

Number 2 in the illustration shows a
section with properly cut beeway or
inset la inch deep.
Number 3 shows my no Deeway or
plain 4x5xlK sections.
I am using
these in my wide frame supers of which
I have several hundred in use.
These
wide frames are provided with fences
or cleated separators of different pattern, some of which are shown in my
second illustration. In the first place
I wish
to draw the attention of the
reader to the cleats and their different
widths. The cleats on the lower frame
are only '4 inch wide; the cleats on
the middle frame are % inch wide;
those on the topmost frame are ^4 inch.
Having used them side by side in the
same super, I believe I can judge now
which is the most satisfactory. When
the fence or cleated divider of any
kind was first talked of the width of
the cleat was under discussion in the
Bee Journals, and as I favored th?

It

Honey-Plants of Cuba
BY

THROUGH
T.
Juan

D.

W. MILLAR.

the

courtesy of Dr. I.
Roig, Chief of the Depart-

ment of Botany of the ExperimenStation of Cuba at Santiago de Las
Vegas, I give the following information
about the flowers, pictures of which I
enclose:

tal

No. 1. Panel of Campanilla honey
with flowers around it. These flowers
are Campanilla Blanca (white bellflower) or Aguinaldo, the famous plant
from which our choice honey is produced, sometimes called Miel de Pascua or Christmas honey on account of
its being harvested principally in December. These Campanilla vines spring
up wherever there is a clearing and
bloom yearly without re-seeding.
No. 2. The Guayaba (Guava) is a bush
and is about the worst pest we have.

rounded by salt water, where most outdoor diversions have a nautical twist,
where yachting, bathing, fishing are the
Alpha and Omega of sports, the idea of
beekeeping hardly suggests itself. Besides, the city pastor who conscientiously looks after the welfare of his
congregational hive has little time for

hobbies or diversions be they ever so
one who works with his
brains seven days in the week.
After several years of toil, my health
failed and a change was imperative.
The perplexing question, what to do
beneficial to

next,

from

was solved when

I

received a call

a country parish in the highlands
western New York. There was not
much preaching and still less visiting
to be done.
I was to
be the first resident pastor in the smallest town of the
Union, and all concerned advised me to

of
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did. The change from a
I
accept.
thickly populated manufacturing State
to that outof-the-way rural spot was so
abrupt that I felt out of place and had
to bring a good part of my adaptability
into play to become reconciled to the

new

situation.

My

church was located two miles

distant on Basswood Hill, in the center
of the "town," said town supposed to
be six miles square with an enrollment
of 1)0 qualified voters at the last election.

One day one of my parishioners, a
thoughtful man, brought me a beehive.
He thought it would be well for me to
tinker with something of this sort. He
claimed for it both pleasure and profit.
recalled that my
I
It was accepted.
grandfather in Europe had been a beekeeper whose rows of straw skeps I
often watched in the summer waiting
for the "big bee" to come out of
which I heard him speak occasionally.
With visions of my boyhood days I
readily seized the opportunity of bea beekeeper myself, though it
had to be on a small scale.
I knew nothing about bees, so I ventured a few questions. The man who

coming

Being thus thoroughly instructed in
beekeeping, I felt competent to take up
the new pursuit, and that same evening
I
began operations according to inwas an old lO-frame
It
structions.
Wisconsin portico hive with a telescope cover glued down tight all
around. IJefore throwing the carpet
over the hive curiosity prompted me to
pry up the cover to take a look at the
bees. They were all alive in fact, very
much so. Almost automatically the
cover dropped back onto the hive. It
gave a nice thud. The carpet wasn't
;

half in its place when the entire apiarian force within the hive was already
mobilized against the bungling intruder.
There really wasn't time to contemplate
with what precision and determination
the nttack was made. I beat a hasty
retreat to the nearby woodshed carrying the advance guard on my black

fur cap.

The noise and commotion caused by
sudden outbreak of hostilities
They all
aroused the whole family.
stood in the doorway, at a safe dis-

this

tance, half frenzied, watching, advising,
sympathizing with father, the victim of
innumerable, merciless infernal bugs.
a windmill.
I was fanning the air like
The excitement did not subside until
the last wretch of a bee was tread under my feet. Surely, I felt that some
"capital punishment" had been inflicted

Campanilla HoNEy
brought the hive told me that there
were yellow bees, called Italians and
black German bees. The yellow bees,
he said, were considered gentle, while
the "Germans" had a bad reputation
Mine were
stingers.
as ferocious
predominating.
mixed, the blacks
Furthermore I was advised to give the
hive some kind of winter protection in
the shape of an old carpet or quilt, and
in order to keep the ants out, the
hive should be raised up from the
ground. Of course, no honey could be
expected until the bees had swarmed

next summer.

sion of several well-aimed stings behind the ears and two similar punctures on the upper lip emphasized the
wisdom of a strict neutrality toward a
hive of live bees irrespective of color
or nationality.
All winter long the carpet hung over
that hive in a neglectful way. When
spring came and it was time for all
nature to awaken, my bees continued
their peaceful slumber.
For now
I was glad they were dead.
I could investigate the ins and outs of
a beehive without fear of being murdered. Feeling reasonably sure from
outward observation that all within
were dead, really dead, I opened the
hive. What I saw was new and instructive. Of course, the suggestion
It
of a covering was misunderstood.

should have, the books explained, been
placed directly over the frames inside
As it was, the bees froze
of the hive.
to death, huddled together between the
frames, a starved, soiled, sorry-looking
lot,

offering a

practical

illustration of

poor wintering.
out
I now dissected the hive, took
the frames, one by one, with an eye to
studied the
I
their size and shape.
construction of the combs, the worker
drone and queen-cells and their posiWith the aid of a manikin I betion.
came familiar with the anatomy of the
queen, the workers and the drones,
their functions and habits. What I
read was supplemented by actual observation later on. During the first winter in the country I burrowed through
bee-literature, domestic
and foreign, and when the season was
at hand I was ready to put my booksome practical use.
knowledge to
Without the book, the hive, no doubt,
would have remained a mysterious puzBeekeeping, I found, is a conzle.
glomeration of complicated details
which must get fixed in one's mind be-

considerable

GUAYABA

The burning impres-

upon me.

D.

W. Millar and a Native Cuban

fore anything like success can be attained.
I bought 10 new colonies. I increased
and decreased, voluntarily and involEach season had its ups and
untarily.
There was profit and loss,
downs.
The
galore.
pleasure and pastime
science of queen rearing and the management of bees at swarming time
proved to be a many-sided and very
The scientific
fascinating problem.
bee-masters of Europe, for instance,
are still wrangling with the subject of

parthenogenesis, while

the

American

beekeeper is largely interested in what
he can get out of a hive in the way of

honey crop.
Experimenting with many new inventions I found that the most simple
a

appliances give the best results. When
foulbrood, that dreaded bee-disease
appeared in my yard I was startled. At
a beekeepers' convention I interviewed
He spoke
a veteran on the subject.
encouraging words.
consoling and
The books and bulletins explained the
cause, effect and remedy. I got along
fairly well with the so-called McEvoy
method of shaking all the bees onto

best by my
I succeeded
radical cure of consigning
the whole infected lot to the furnace.
For a time the question of hives also
preyed upon mv mind. All beginners,
affected that way. Not
it seems, are
that I felt called upon to invent something new, it was merely lack of confidence in the style of hive I had
adopted. The doctors did not agree
on the subject at that time, nor do they
selected the lO-frame hive
I
now.
which is now becoming standard.
The question of comb or extracted

But

starters.

own more

honey production was decided in favor
and
of the latter because it was a surer

more

therefore

profitable crop in

my

locality.

Today
before.

with

me

I

am down South preaching as
my two boys who learned

But
as

they grew older remain on

the farm in that remote town looking
the
after the 85 colonies that make up
present apiary. In the summer I plan
homestead to
to go back to the old
spend sometime among the bees. Their
ceaseless hum and industry never fail
new ento freshen and inspire me to
deavors. At swarming-time, it seenis,
"
there is more going on" within the
200 square yards that encompass the
apiary than in 20 city blocks. It cerpicture
tainly is nature's own moving

show

Cambridge, Mo.
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Convention

^

Proceedings

were animated and interesting.
Secretary S. W. Snyder was presented with an easy chair in token of
appreciation of his services to the association.
Officers elected for the ensuing year are as follows
:

President, C. E. Bartliolomew, Ames
Vice-president, B. T. Bleasdale, Des
Moines; Secretary, Hamlin B.Miller,
Marshalltown. Directors, W. S. Pangburn, Center Junction J. H. Schlenker,

;

Tennessee Field Meet.

— We

are

in

receipt of a letter stating that Mr. J. M.
Buchanan and Mr. W. E. Drane are en-

deavoring to arrange for a field meeting of Tennessee beekeepers some time
next summer. We are promised an
announcement for our columns when
arrangements are completed. In the
meantime beekeepers who are interested in organizing for cooperation in
selling, or who will be interested in
making an exhibit at the 1916 Tri-State
Fair are requested to write to Mr. W.
E. Drane, 47 Union Ave., Memphis,
Tenn.

^

Massachusetts Meeting
The Eastern Massachusetts Society of Beekeepers will hold their January meeting on
the 8th at 3 p.m., in Room 15, Old South
Building, Boston. The regular speaker
of the day, Mr. Allen Latham, of Norwichtown, Conn., will speak on " Building Up Nuclei into Full Colonies." In
addition, the American Bee Journal
will send Mr. Frank C. Pellett, of Iowa,
who will also address us at this meet-

nomic importance.
By means of a
large number of slides he made clear
the different ways in which plants of
many kinds are ferlilized and the importance of the honeybee for this purpose.

The question box was conducted
along new lines. This feature was advertised long in advance and the ques-

were assigned to members before the meeting so that there
might be ample time for preparation.
tions sent in

Unfortunately those

who

sent in ques-

tions were in few cases present to hear

the answers.

Strong resolutions were adopted endorsing the work in bee-culture at the
Agricultural College and the work of
the State bee inspector. The discussions that followed the various papers

;

Ankeny;

J.

I.

Danielson, Fairfield.

Idaho-Oregon Honey Producers' Association.-The Idaho Oregon Honey Producers' Association held their annual
meeting at Ontario, Oreg., Dec. 7 and

The manager, P. S. Farrell, made
his report, showing the association to
be in good financial condition with
nearly all the honey crop of the menbers sold at satisfactory prices. The

8.

following were elected directors for
the ensuing year:
F. Weaver, Ontario District; C.
J.
W. Nelson, Vale; H. M. West. Parma
P. R. Randall, Nampa; J. M. Stark,
Middleton Homer Cheney, New Ply;

mouth;

C. E. Dibble, Payette.

The directors organized and
C. E.

elected

Dibble as president of the asso-

and also the Worcester County

ing,

Beekeepers' Association at their regular

day

meeting

at

at 8 p.m.

Worcester on the same

Benjamin

P. S.\nds,

Secreiary.

—

New York State Convention.
The
beekeepers of New York State at the
Syracuse convention have appointed a
publicity committee

premiums

of $15, $10,

for sketches,

which is to offer
and several of $5,

snappy, comical,

capti-

on the subject of honey, to be
used on postal cards, with illustrations
showing some feature of honey provating,

The beekeepers of course
are expected to assist in the distribuduction.

Candidates for this competition
should write Mr. F. Greiner, Naples, N.
Y. Let the good work go on.
tion.

Iowa Convention The 4th annual
meeting of the Iowa State Beekeepers'
Association was held at Des Moines
Dec. 14 and 15. The meeting was well
attended and themembers enthusiastic.
The illustrated lectures at the evening
sessions were especially enjoyed. Monday evening Dr. Phillips talked on
" Beekeepers of the United States," and

showed many familiar
from various States, as well as
those not so well known from Hawaii
and Porto Rico. Tuesday evening Prof.
L. A. Kenoyer, of Ames, talked on
" Insects and Flower Pollination," dealing more especially with plants of eco
his

pictures

faces

PROF.

C. E.
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M. Stark as vice-presiFarrell,as secretary and
manager. The association adopted the
grading rules of The Colorado Honey
Troducers' Association also voted to
make the single tier glass front shipping-case the standard for the associaciation with
dent, and P.

J.

S.

;

tion.

Wm. McKibben,
a very

of Star, Idaho, gave
interesting account of his ex-

perience with American foulbrood.
Mrs. Homer Cheney, of New Plymouth, spoke enthusiastically of the
use of honey in cooking.
Mr. J. M. Stark told how he got a
crop of comb honey from diseased colonies by shaking early in the spring,
then feeding to build them up by the
time the honey flow is on.
Mr. H. M. West gave his experience
He
in queen-rearing the past season.
said he had the best success by making
his colonies strong, then dividing the
brood-nest with queen-excluding zinc
and placing grafted cell-cups in the
queenless side.
By this method he
seldom fails to get a nice batch of

and the queens produced are
large and vigorous.
Mr. C. W. Nelson, of Vale, Oreg., told
how he produces section honey without the use of separators. He puts
shallow supers of extracting combs on
his colonies to catch the early honey
flow, thus preventing the brood-nest
from becoming congested. As soon as
the main flow starts he raises these up
and puts on a super of sections, using
28 7-to-the-foot sections with about
cells,

depth starters.
Having a
strong force of young bees, work is

four-fifths

started at once in the entire super, and
the result is practically uniform sec-

28

deliver an address.
After the address there will be informal discussions.
The Beekeeping
Department also will be open to visitors,

and

is

prepared to show new fea-

tures of current interest.

Burton
.Issociale Professor

N. Gates,
of Beekeeping.

Montana State Beekeepers' Conven-

—

The Montana State Beekeepers'
Association will hold its annual convention at Billings Jan. 20, 21 and 22,

tion.

the basement of the Parmly
Library.
All meetings will
begin promptly at 9 a.m. and 2 p.m. respectively.
An interesting and instructive program will be carried out.
All beekeepers of the State, whether
members of the association or not, are
invited to attend the convention and
take part in the discussion and the
question box. One session will be held
in conjunction with the Montana State
Horticulturists Association at which
topics of mutual interest will be discussed.
Rates of one and one-third fares will
apply if a railway receipt or certificate
is asked for when purchasing a single
ticket from your local agent and presenting same to the association secretary upon your arrival at the convenPercy F. Kolb, Sec.-Treas.
tion.
1916, in

Billings

Billings,

Mont, Dec.

16.

By

this method he could secure
weight sections, 90 percent of
which would be marketable in less
time and with less work and expense
than he could secure 24 sections with

tions.

ricultural College invites all beekeepers
to meet with the students in beekeeping of the Winter School of this Institution on Jan. 10, li)l(i, at 2 p.m., l'"ntomology Building. Mr. Frank C. Pellett,
Inspector of Apiaries for Iowa, will

full

separators.

The meeting then adjourned, all expressing themselves as well repaid for
attending. There were present about
40 members of the association, also a
of non-members who took an
active part in the discussions.
W. B. Moore.

number

Meeting at
tural College.

Massachusetts AgriculThe Massachusetts Ag-

—

Association
This convenwas held at Toronto Nov. 23 to 25,
There were nearly 200 beekeep1915.
ers in attendance, and the interest was
keen from first to last.- Nearly 100 per-

Ontario

tion

sons stayed to the afternoon

session

on the third day

until the meeting had
to break up at 4:45 p m., to allow a
number to take 5:00 o'clock trains.
President Byer drew attention to the
heavy winter loss of 1914-15, attributing it to inferior stores and the poor
breeding season of the fall of 1914. He

from

that point east. The local defor honey has been exceptionally
good, and generally speaking thi- prices
recommended by the Crop Report Committee have been received.

mand

The secretary-Treasurer reported a
membership of 130, and a balanci- on
hand of $233.92. A larger number of
members than ever had taken advan1

tage of the opportunity to purchase
pure-bred querns cooperatively through
the association.
Sixty local apiary
demonstrations had b;en h<-ld during
the year with an average attendance of
32.
This, in view of the rainy season,
was considered very good.
Instructive addresses were given bV

Dr. E. F. Phillips, of Washington, D.

C

on "Temperature and Humidity in the
Hive in Winter," and on " Outdoor
F. W. L. Sladen, of the
Wintering."
Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa,
gave a report on investigations of

Honey Production from the Goldenrods and Asters;" and Prof. L. Caesar,
Provincial Entomologist, read a paper
on " Poison Sprays and Poison Baits
and their Relation to Bees."
Officers elected for the ensuing year
were President, F. W. Krouse, Guelph
1st Vice-President, James Armstrong,
Selkirk; 2d Vice-President, W. W.
Webster, Little Britain; SecretaryTreasurer, Morley Pettit, Guelph.
Three rather important resolutions
were passed as follows
1. To have the Executive Committee
with D'Arcy Scott, of Ottawa, and Mr.
Islington, petition the
J. D. Evans, of
Dominion Government to take measures to prevent the importation of bees
from diseased districts.
D. Evans, N. M.
2. That Messrs. J.
Mclntyre and R. B. Ross be a committee to request the Ontario Government
to increase the fine in the present act
against spraying fruit trees in full
bloom, to be not less than $25, and not
more than $100.
Apiarist be
3. That the Provincial
requested to conduct experiments to
prove the effect upon bees of exposing
sweetened poisons for the destruction
of grasshoppers, army worms, etc.

"

:

;

:

MoRLEY

Pettit, Sec- Treas.

Guelph, Ont, Dec.

stated that the honey crop had been
good west of Toronto, but rather light

Winter School

in

L
Beekeeping.

— The

Massachusetts Agricultural College announces its annual Winter School for
Beekeepers, which lasts ten weeks,

commencing Jan.
March 10. This

3,

is

and closing
one of 28 short

1916,

courses carried on simultaneously. It
possible for the students to arrange
their work so as to secure several of
the 28 courses oflfered.
The beekeeping course deals with
is

fundamental and

practical apiculture,
relations to horticulture, that is the
growing of field and market garden
crops, greenhouse vegetable production, cranberry culture and fruit raising.
The following subjects, among
Natural hisothers, will be included
tory and behavior of bees; races of
its

:

manipnlation
handling and
queens and their importance; wintering spring manipulation and kindred
topics
comb and extracted honeyproduction
care of apicultural products diseases of bees and their treatment; with a discussion of the tools

bees;
;

;

;

HOME OF

;

W.

D.

CRAIG. HINDSBORO. ILL.
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and implements of beekeeping.
This course is usually largely attended.
This college is particularly
well equipped both for the intensive
and smaller beekeeper.
The course comprises two lectures
and one laboratory period weekly, with
certain periods devoted to special topand specially arranged for. Those
interested in enrolling should address
the Extension Service, Massachusetts
Agricultural College, Amherst, at an
early date, requesting an application
blank.
Full printed
information is
available. The course is in charge of
the writer, assisted by Mr. John L.
ics

Byard.

beekeepers' convention.

A

convention

ally.

The

1916

Meeting of Nov. 29-30.— This
meetings the Illinois association ever held, although
the number in
attendance was not
great, about 30. There was no time
lost, and the four sessions were full of
Illinois

was one

of the best

interesting discussions after the reading of each address. One of the many
features was the paper read by Dr.

A

tion and

the United States Bureau
Entomology. Other addresses were
read as announced, but the members
were disappointed in the failure of both
E. R. Root and N. E. France to be

Several important steps were taken,
which must help the progress of beekeeping in Illinois. A resolution was
sent to the General Assembly, urging

gram.

extinction

Set aside these dates and await

of foulbrood.

This

prog-

ress appears mainly in the educating of
the farmer-beekeepers upon the dis-

TWO OTHER COURSES.
The Spring Beekeeping School, May
June 14, 1916, inclusive, is an intensive school for practical beekeepers.
An especially attractive course is offered this year. This school is held at
Amherst once in three years. A spe31 to

announcement will appear in this
paper shortly.
During the annual Summer School, a
course in beekeeping will be given beginning about the middle of July. This
course is designed primarily for teachers and such others as are not able to
cial

is

Phillips, of

the continuation of the appropriation
for inspection, as the report of the inspector showed a fair progress in the

details.

set by
worthy of imitation. The Illinois bee and honey exhibit has been kept in narrow limits

States like Minnesota

of

fully planned.
special announcement will appear in this paper later.
The date, however, is determined for
March 14-16 inclusive. This forms the
conclusion of the Winter School in
Beekeeping.
number of prominent
authorities will appear upon the pro-

A

The example which has been

lack of
inducement.
A special
building containing a separate room
for the demonstration of honey extrac-

present.

usually held annuconvention is not yet
is

mously, asking the State board of Agriculture to erect a building for the separate use of the Bee and Honey Show.

eases of bees through the visits of the
inspector or hi^ deputies. The need of

compulsion in eradicating disease
which was dreaded by many, has proven
unnecessary, owing to the common
sense and willingness shown by the
average beekeeper in treating diseased
colonies.

Another resolution was passed unani-

more intensive course. Announcement will be issued in the
spring.
Burton N. Gates.

by

other manipulations will enhance the growth of bee-culture and
increase the demand for honey on the
part of the uninformed public. Too
many consumers are still in ignorance
of the methods of production of extracted honey, and have a prejudice
against it. This may be easily overcome by demonstrations before the
public.

At the urgent request of Geo. W.
Williams, secretary of the Indiana association, a resolution was passed creating a special committee to request the
superintendents of public schools to
give honey proper credit in the teaching of
domestic science. Just what

may

be achieved by this committee reto be determined, but the step is
in the line of progress.
The beekeepers of Illinois should
attend this annual convention by the
hundred instead of by the score, if they
wish to help increase the consumption
of honey.

mains

attend the

^ News

Amherst, Mass.

Miscellaneous
National to Meet in Chicago.

— We have

word that the next convention of the National Beekeepers'
Association will be held at Chicago
Feb. 22, 23 and 24, 1916. Four of the
five directors voted for Chicago as the
place of meeting.

Items

just received

of

Prime Swarms"—

Grant Anderson. San Benito, Tex.
" Advertisins and Selling Ripe Honey" —
R. M. Spencer, Ventura, Calif.
" Beekeeping in Utah "— M. A Gill.Byrum.
Utah.

"TeachinK Value of Honey in our Public
Schools"— Geo W. Williams, Redkey, Ind.
" Insuring Honest Values to Queen Buyers "—Kerinith Hawkins, Plainfield, III.
" Extending the Use of Honey in Cooking"
Bruner. Chicaffo, III.
Possibilities and Limitations of Inspection "—Frank C. Pellett. Atlantic. Iowa.
"Establishing a Trade Name "— E. R. Root,

—"E. H.

Medina, Ohio.
"Some Beekeepers of Canada and their
Apiaries" (with stereopticon slides)— Morley Pettit, Guelph, Ont.
"Importance of Bees in Pollinating Economic Plants "—L. H Pammel, .^mes, Iowa.
"Outapiaries"— C. P. Dadant, Hamilton,
III.

"The Depressed Honey Market"— J.

E.

Pleasants. Orange, Calif.
"

previously acknowledged $34.13.

R

PAPERS AND ADDRESSES PROMISED.

"Use and Misuse

We are sending
Mr. Werner the subscriptions for
relief which have come to us.
Amount
The Werner Fund

to

Beekeeping Improvement Through Agri-

cultural School Work " — Krancis Jager. St.
Paul. Minn.
Papers 'subject later)— Grover Matthews.
Filer. Idado; J. H. Stoneman. Blackfoot.
Idaho; D. C. Polhemus. Lamar. Colo.

Wis

H. Schmidt. Sheboygan,

A. Mottaz. Utica. Ill
G. W. Bercaw, Glendale, Calif

Geo. S. Wheeler, New Ipswich, N.
Irving Long, Mar ce line, Mo

$200

H

2.00
i.oo
2 00
2.00

Golden Wedding.— Mr. and Mrs. E.
Whitcomb, of Friend, Neb., celebrated
their Golden Wedding anniversary on
Dec. 10 last.
Mr. Whitcomb
Civil

is

a

veteran of the

War, who began keeping bees

in

He

has been an extensive
beekeeper and was superintendent of
the bee-exhibit at the Nebraska State
Fair for over 30 years. He put up and
managed the Nebraska exhibit at the
the sixties.

Columbian

Fair, in 1893,

had charge of

the bee-industries at the Omaha International Fair in 1898, where was dis-

played one of the most extensive bee
and honey exhibits. He was for many

years president of the Nebraska Beekeepers' Association and is therefore a
national and familiar figure.
Our good wishes go to the young
couple. May their happy days continue!

Campanilla Honey
We have before
our eyes a 12-page pamphlet, neatly
gotten up, illustrated with 17 half-tones,
with the title "Campanilla." It is issued by an enterprising American, D.
W. Millar, already known to our readers. His home is in Holguin, Cuba, and
he is making a deserving endeavor to
raise the value of good Cuban honey,
by describing the production of honey
We wish him sucin the modern way.
cess.

^

Revised Edition of Beekeepers' Library.
revised edition of " The Beekeepers' Library" has recently been
issued by the State Apiarist of Iowa.
The former edition was entirely ex-

— The

January, IDIC

American Hae -Journal
The new

"austed.
list

have

of the available bulletins relating to

Frank C. Pellett,
and ask for Bulletin

to the State Inspector,

Atlantic, Iowa,

^

4.

Death of Mrs. Emerson T. Abbott.
letter received in St. Joseph from

—

Em-

for many years
Joseph, Mo., contains the information that his wife died
in a hospital at Jackson, Miss., Oct. 8.
Mr. Abbott's home is at McHenry,
Miss. He writes that his own health
is very poor, and that he fears he will
never see St. Joseph again.
Emerson T. Abbott was interested
in bee-culture here and published a
paper called The Modern Farmer and

erson T. Abbott,

was

tests of different

a

beekeeping issued by the government
and by several different States.
Almost all the bee-books now on the
market are described so that the reader
can decide for himself which will best
meet his needs. The bulletin will be
sent free to Iowa beekeepers who write

No.

methods. Those who
undertaken those experiments
will undoubtedly become better beekeepers as they continue their work.

bulletin is revised

and brought up to date and contains

who

a resident of

Busy Bee

for a

St.

number

of years.

With

he moved to Mississippi ten
years ago. St. Joseph Xcius-Press.
his wife

one time one of
the directors of the National, and wellMr. Abbott was

known among

at

the leading apiarists of

the central West.

We

extend to him

our sympathy.

The Ontario
Ontario Experiments
Experimental Union report, published
by the Ontario Department of Agriculture shows a number of experiments
carried on by 541 beekeepers. Although,
owing to a poor crop in 1914, the experiments were not so conclusive as
they might have been still the Provincial
apiarist in charge, Mr. Morley
,

Pettit, is to

ting so

be congratulated on get-

many beekeepers

to

become

in-

terested in these experiments, for nothing is better to induce a man to take

care of his

industry than comparative

.

The Apple

—

This is the title of a
executed and well illustrated
book of 402 pages, by Albert E. Wilkinson, published by Ginn & Co. ($2.00).
It would be outside of the scope of the
American Bee Journal, were it not for
two or three paragraphs, of importance
to us because they relate to bees and
their connection with pomology. We
read on page 221
finely

:

"It is an old story that orchards
should not be sprayed with any arsenical spray during their bloom, both for
fear of killing the bees that pollinate
them and of fear the spray will itself
injure the stigmas or pollen. Recent
investigation, however, seems to show
that spraying an apple tree in bloom
does not do so much damage to bees
visiting the tree as had been supposed;
though there is still room for further
test experiments.
But, on the other

hand, it is now thoroughly established
by experience (and it conforms to
common sense, too), that there is a
great and ruinous danger to bees from
spraying an apple orchard at a time
when a cover crop of clover under the
trees is in bloom, whether the trees are
in bloom or not.
Of course, the spray
falls down into the clover, and clover
blossoms have just the right funnel arrangement to concentrate the poison.
In considerable parts of Colorado the
beekeepers have had to move their
be.'S away from the neighborhood of
orchards, far enough to be beyond a
bee's ordinary flight those who stayed
;

by the orchards have lost almost all
their stock of bees, and this was not
on account of spraying while in bloom
(which is now prohibited by law in
Colorado), but on account of spraying
when the clover under the trees was in
bloom.

"The spraying appears to kill not
only the bees that visit the flowers but
also the larval
bees in the hive, to

'^^9

—
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BEE-KfiEPiNG
Conducted bv Miss

^
Emma

For Women

M. Wilson, Mareneo.

own by

DEATH
[The following lines, by Grace Allen, the
beekeepers' poetess, are so beautiful that
the sisters will be glad to read them, even
though some of them may already have read
them in Gleanings in Bee Culture, from
which they were taken
J

So many things I do not understand!
My neighbor's house today is strangely still.
Insufferably sweet with heaped-up flowers.
Friends enter softly, greeting hand to hand;
A silence never-ending seems to fill
With shadowed hush the long, reluctant
hours.

its

of beauty

Beneath a cloud-veiled sky and shaken trees
My slow steps brought me home, and all
around
The withered leaves lay dead on every
hand.
stood at last among my quiet bees.
Stood there and stood, nor made the slightI

soundSo many things
est

I

do not understand!

A Honey-Box

—

In a Chicago daily like enough in
several of them in a full-page advertisement of Marshall Field & Co., offering appropriate articles for Christmas
presents, appears the following

—

:

"Honey-boxes,

A

patterns.
$6.50 each."

great variety of
practical novelty, $2.00 to

The likelihood

women who

in

that beekeeping
that advertisement

is

read
be very favorably impressed.
Something like this may be said:
"That's no honey-box; it's a honeydish.
The idea of paying six dollars
for a dish with a cover to hide the
a snow-white section of
beauty of
honey! Why, such a section is one of
will not

the finest adornments of a table. I'd
rather have a section of honey on a
2.5-cent plate, with all its beauty fully
displayed, than to have it hidden by the
most expensive pottery."
All the same that advertisement is a
thing to rejoice over. Not every table
of the well-to-do has honey on it, either
in a 25 cent dish or a six dollar one.
To those who do not consider honey
as a thing necessary for a well appointed table the advertisement will be
suggestive. The thought will be: "If
Marshall Field's, that
a house like
knows what's what in table decoration,
thinks it worth while to advertise
honey-boxes, I've just got to have one."
Then, of course, honey must be had for
the "box," and whether or not it be
discovered that the honey itself is more
beautiful than the dish, honey on the
table will become the proper thing.
Then when honey on the table has become fashionable, trust it to hold its

for

Winter Quarters

For those who winter bees

in cellar,

many

things are cause for so much
anxious thought as the matter of deciding when to take the bees into the
cellar.
Theoretically it's easy, take
them in the next day after their last
flight in the fall, no matter whether
that be early in November or late in

not

December.
(Though once across the aching air so tense.
Insistent in his love and ignorance.
A baby broke the breaking hearts again
With Quivered " When she tummin' back ?
Oh. when ?")

merits as a thing
finest of all sweets.

intrinsic

and the

Now

III.

For sometimes

it

happens

that there will be no day warm enough
for flight from the first week in November until spring, while again it
m'ay happen that a warm day comes

Christmas.
But who can tell,
a warm day comes the first week
in November, or indeed at any other

near

when

time, whether a flight-day will come
later or not ?
And that's where the

anxiety comes in.
This year we had unusually beautiful
fall weather in October and up to about
Nov. 10. Then it continued good fall
weather, but still too cold for the bees
Then the question arose, beto fly.
coming a little more insisting each
day: "What about taking the bees
in ?" The fact that we had had such
a long spell of pleasant weather made
it rather natural
to think that when
cold weather did set in it might be for
.good, and yet it is not often that the
bees have no chance to fly after Nov.
10.
At any rate, we took the chance of
waiting for another flight. Another
ten days of November came and went,
yet no further chance for a flight. Then
the question came: "Is it better to
wait still further, or take them in now ?
They have had ten days confinement
since they flew, and each day during
that time their intestines have been
getting more and more loaded, making
them more and more unfitted for the
long confinement that awaits them. If

JESSE

C.

they are not to have another flight
and quite often they have no chance
for flight after Nov. 20 then the sooner
they come in the better. But if they
are not to fly again until spring, and
we keep waiting and hoping until late
in December, then they will be taken
in very unfitted to stand further confinement, for each day they stay out
they are consuming perhaps ten times
as much as they would in the cellar, so
one day of outdoors is as bad as ten in
the cellar, // there is to be no subsequent flying." Oh, those tenterhooks
upon which those t'fs can hang a body!
When Thanksgiving day, Nov. 25,
came, among the thousand other things

—

for which we were thankful, the flight
of the bets was not the least, for on
that day they flew.
glad we were.

How

We

could then congratulate ourselves
that we had not taken them in Nov. 10,
for that would have given them two
weeks longer confinement. Yet it is a
bit doubtful whether we did the wisest
thing, for it was taking too much risk.
That two weeks in confinement in the
cellar would not have been so very
hard on the bees, whereas if no day
for a

fly

had come the two weeks con-

finement outdoors would have been
a very serious thing, and there's no
telling just when they would have been
taken in if no warm day had come.

TAKING THE BEES

For
was a

a

IN.

day or so after their

bit

warm

condition to

for

be

them
taken

flight

it

to be in best
in,

and then

there was delay in getting Philo, the
man that has taken the bees in for a
number of years, so they were not
taken in until Dec. 4. Fortunately the
weather was rather mild during this
delay, but on Saturday morning, when
they were taken in, it was freezing
cold, bright and still, an ideal morning for takiiTg in. Philo had Warren
Smith to help him, and the carrying in
was the simplest possible. A hive was
picked up, carried in the arms, and set
down in its place in the cellar, and that
was all there was of it. The carrying
in the arms was made easy by the fact
that instead of depending on the usual
hand-holes or even short cleats that
dovetailed hives have our hives have Jiinch cleats at each end running the
full width of the hive.
The men needed neither gloves nor

COCKRAM, A CRIPPLE UNABLE TO WALK. BUT AN ARDENT
BEEKEEPER
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the bees did not wake up till
some time after they were in the cellar.
The precaution had been taken, howveils, for

crack the hives loose from the
stands the evening before, by raising
them up. If this had not been done,
the jar given when a hive frozen to its
stand was lifted wouUl have wakened
the bees before the cellar was reached,
and then there would have been trouBut the hives were lifted and carble.
ried so quietly that the bees didn't reaever, to

what was going on. Each man
took hold of a cleat in each hand,
raised the hive, set it on his knee, then
put an arm under each cleat, letting his
fingers reach around the farther side
of the hive, and with the hive thus
tightly hugged against his breast went
on his way. That's one advantage of
the 8-frame hive, an advantage not to
lize

be despised, that it is so light that it
can be picked up and carried thus
quietly by one man without any cere-

mony.

But

that

advantage

is

more

offset by the uncomfortable
feeling that a larger hive would be so
much safer against running short of
stores.

than an

Honey Recipes
CAKE WITHOUT SUGAR.
Sugar, too, seems an almost indispensable ingredient of cake yet with
;

thick honey on hand, a delicious cake
may be evolved. Cream until very light
half a cupful of butter, and add, a little
at a time, I of a cupful of thick honey.
1

Have two eggs

beaten lightly, add

these to the butter and honey with one
teaspoonful of caraway seeds (these, of
course, may be omitted) and two teaspoonfuls of baking powder sifted with
two cupfuls of Hour. Beat the batter
well, turn into a ring mold that has
been well greased and dredged with
flour and bake about 35 minutes.
Ice
when cold with a lemon frosting.

VIRGINIA HO.MEY MUFFINS.

Beat one egg well and mix in half
of milk, l}i tablespoonfuls of
melted butter, )i cupful of honey, lyi
cupfuls of flour sifted together with 2
level teaspoonfuls of baking powder.
Bake in buttered muffin tins for 20
minutes.
cupful

HONEY FLUFF.

but later it swarmed twice, which left it
very weak. Later found three cells of diseased brood.
They built up rapidly, and
when the youny queen filled the hive with
brood. I could hnd no trace of disease.
Iowa.
Answer.— You gave frames of sealed
honey in the fall, and a few cells of American foulbrood appeared in the middle of the
next summer.
That is hardly conclusive
proof against that plan of treatment, for the
disease might iiave come from outside. At
any rate failure in a few cases should not
entirely overcome the testimony of success
in so many other cases.
You remove<l the only frame in which you
found the disease, and it did not reappear.
That would likely work in some cases, and
I

fail in

European foulbrood. for American foulbrood
the only safe thing seems to be to shake, unless

Three cupfuls

granulated sugar.'
>2 cupful of strained honey, % cupfu
of water, one teaspoonful of lemon extract, and whites of 2 eggs.
Boil together until the mixture hardens in cold water, then pour it slowly
over the well-beaten whites of two
eggs. Flavor and beat together until
stiff enough to
drop on buttered paper.
One cupful of chopped nut-meats
may be added. Good ITousekeefing.
of

others.

Across the water no small dependence is
placed upon feeding medicated syrup, but
in this country it is generally agreed that it
is useless.
Whatever may be the case with

be that

just as well to give sealed
In either case there must be
the destruction of the diseased combs.
it

combs

it is

in fall.

When

to Treat

European Foulbrood?

Late this fall several cases of European
foulbrood have developed. I first doubled
them up and shook one of them. Now a
week or so ago I went into them again and
found (in two of them) no trace of foulbrood.
The shook swarms are also all right. Now
these -swarms are liable to break out again
What is the earliest time
in the spring.
that you would advise to treat them ? Would
you advise the lo day method with requeen1,

ing?

Dr.Miller*s

<^ Answers^

2. If I put a queenlessswarm on full sheets
worker foundation, or if they lose their
queen soonafter I hive them, will they build
any more drone-cells than they would if
they had a queen ? Of course, if they had

of

only starters they would.

Iowa.
most cases I should hardly
expect a recurrence of the disease. In any
mild case of European foulbrood. if the
queen were a good one that I wanted to keep,
her for lo days in the hive and
I should cage
then free her. If the queen were poor, or if
I could give
a better one. I would kill the
queen and at the same time introduce a virgin just emerged, or else introduce a laying
queen 10 days after the killing. In a severe
case I should kill the queen and proceed as
just mentioned. Operateas soon as convenient after bees have gotten nicely to work in

Answers

Send Questions either

He

to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo, II',.
does not answer bee-keeping questions by mail.
Spoiled Zinc

To Correspondents

have about 200 perforated zincs being
eaten up by some white substance that
forms on them.
1. Could
you tell me what is the cause
I

I have a letter containing some questions
about bees, wi;h this (or a postscript: "I
wrote to you last month, but you did not answer. I have been taking the American Bee
Journal for about three years " I make it
my business to answer every letter that
comes in time so the answers can appear in
the next issue. But some do not realize
that it takes considerable time to write answers, mail them, have them put in type,
print, bind, and mail the journal. So if a
letter comes from a considerable distance,
and is not started until the middle of the
month, it may happen to be too late to appear in the first following issue. In some
cases, too, it makes a difference whether

the letter is directed to the American Bee
Journal at Hamilton, or directly to me at
Marengo, III. So it is the better plan always
to send questions directly to me. In the
present case I remember answering the
same questions, so of course it would not
be wise to repeat the answers.
Some prefer that their names shall not
appear with their questions, and so do not
sign their letters with their names, but
only with the name of their post-office or
State. In no case is the writer's name
printed unless a particular request to that
But on more than one
effect be made.
account it is desirable to have the proper
signature; so please sign your name always,
and you may be sure it will not be printed.
And whatever you do, don't ask answers by
C, C, MUler.
mail.

of it?
2.

What

should a person do to prevent

it ?

Illinois.
[Dr. Miller being unable to answer the
above questions, the matter was submitted
to an expert in metals, who replies;!
Answers.— I. The white formation on the
zinc in question is caused either by contact
with something of a corrosive nature, such

as an acidulous liquid or substance, or it
may be the result simply of exposure to air,
and particularly to damp air.
2. To prevent it. paint the zinc with boiled
linseed oil. which, while it will dry slowly,

make

a permanent, durable coating
will protect the zinc from the effects
of exposure, etc.
The corrosion may be removed by using a

will

which

stiff

i.

In

spring.
2.

If

you have a queenless swarm,

likely that

it

will build at all,

it is not
but will return

mother colony. A swarm will also return if it should lose its queen within two or
three days after being hived, or even longer
to the

than that. But if it should lose its queen at
any time too late to return to the old hive,
you would be pretty sure to find a let-up in
comb-building, with drone-comb put in
wherever there might be any place not enwith worker-foundation. Some
have even reported the worker-foundation
torn down or changed to drone-cells.
tirely filled

wire hand-brush, such as may be bought

of jewelers' supply houses.
Treating Bees for American Foulbrood

see that you gave combs of honey to two
colonies this fall. 1 tried the same thing
two years ago. but it did not prove a success with me. Both colonies built up very
rapidly in the spring, but American foulbrood appeared in a few cells in the middle
of summer and I tried the regular plan with
I
am anxious to know how you
success.
succeed.
Another colony showed a few cells. I fed
it. as well as others that might be affected,
syrup with salicylic acid and carbolic
acid. The disease disappeared in this one.
I

—

Drones

in

Worker-Cells

cure foulbrood I transferred my bees
onto new foundation and reared young
queens, and two or three of them produced
nearly half drones in worker-cells. Of
course, they were a great deal smaller than
drones reared in drone-cells, and they were
not by themselves, but promiscuously mixed
Who can explain the case ? I
in the cells.
have kept bees 40 years or more, and never
saw anything like it before. I destroyed
them and introduced other queens. Ohio.

To

Answer.— Such cases are not common, but
they do happen now and then. Generally it
is because the queen is old and the supply
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spermatheca has become
But your case cannot be
that way, since the queens

of material in her

nearly exhausted.

accounted for in
wereyounj. Either the fecundation of the
Queens was imoerfect, or there was imperfection in the muscles concerned in performing the act of fertilizine each egg. The
remarkable thing is that you should have
had more than one young Queen of the same
kind.
Pollen

In

Combs

About four weeks ago

I bought ii colonies
lo-frame hives. I hauled them nine
Before packing them for winter I
discovered that one colony was dead. They
had plenty of stores for winter, but only
about a teacupful of bees; their frames
contained half honey and half pollen.
sending you a sample of the honey
I am

bees

of

in

miles.

and the

pollen.

I

would

like to

know what

what to do ? They are all
winter Quarters side by side, ten in
a row. Some of the other colonies have lots
Iowa.
of dead bees outside of the hive.
is

the matter and

in their

[Sample received at office. It looks normal, merely pollen and honey. No brood.—
Editor.1i

Answers,— There

is

no evidence of any-

the sample received, which
contains only honey and pollen (of course,
no brood), quite normal in appearance. It is
not a very wild guess to say that the colony
was Queenless. the bees having gradually
died off. In such a case there would be an
thing

wrong

in

unusual amount of pollen, because for some
time the bees continue to store pollen, and
very little is consumed when there is no
brood.
There is, of course, nothing to be done in
the case of the dead colony, except to save
the combs of honey and pollen for next year.
A swarm may then be hived upon these
combs, or they may be used in spring to help
any needy colonies. The dead bees at the
other hives areperhaps no more than should
be expected.
Tin Separators
I

am

of tin,

enclosing

and wish

isfactory for

concerned?
you use?

'

a

sample of a cheap grade
if such would be sat-

to ask

separators," so far as »/«/

And, further,

is

what grade do
Illinois.

Answer.— The sample of tin is all right.
The cheapest grade will do for separators,
there being no trouble from rust. I don't
use any grade of tin; I use wood. For years
cheapest grade- but for a
I did use tin— the
good many years I have used wood. Tin was
better when I used tin. and wood is better
since I have used wood. All depends upon
whether the separators are loose or not. At
first I used wide frames with the separators
The nailing was
nailed onto the frames.
necessary to keep the separators taut and
in place. But if wood had been used, there

would have been at least a little tendency
to swelling and shrinking, make the separators curl a little, whereas there can be no
shrinking and swelling of tin. Since using
T-supers the separators are of wood, and
The grain of the wood keeps it
loose.
straight lengthwise, and being loose there is
no chance for curling no matter if there is
a little shrinking and swelling. If tin were
used loose, there would be some tendency
to waviness lengthwise.
Bees

in Cellar

w colonies of bees in my
house cellar, which is 14x18 feet, sand sides
hives are piled up on
The
and bottom.
benches two feet from the floor. I left the
and
bottoms also. I gave
covers
on
cealed
them "s-inch entrance the full width of
bees
seem to be more unhives,
and
the
the
easy than they do with -?s-inch entrance; the
vent
above.
The thermome
no
hives have
December

i, I

i)ut

ter inside the hive and outside the cluster
on the bottom board registers 48 degrees.
The thermometer stands around ^^ and 46
degrees in the cellar. Yhe bees seem to be
more quiet with the fs inch entrance than
they do with the *e inch. The cellar seems
to be quite dry. I have a ventilator from the
outside. 14X10 inches, with two thicknesses
of burlap over it. It is open all the time,
and I can open the door in warm weather to
give more fresh air if needed. Do you think
I had better raise the covers and put a piece
of section under ?
Last year I put two colonies in this cellar
one just like I have them now and the other
I took the cover off and put two thicknesses
of carpet over the hive. I could see no difference in the two in the spring. They were
both QUiet when I took them out. Some of
those colonies in the cellar are real quiet
and others are very restless and uneasy. Of

course, there are more colonies in the cellar
this winter.
I
have them piled two and

three colonies high. I darken the end of the
cellar where the bees are with burlap. They
all seem to be dry in the hives so far.
Do
you think to change the hives and pry the
covers up would do much harm by disturbing the bees. What is your advice ?

Answer.— I

believe

I

Michigan.
would leave every-

thing just as it is. You say the bees having
the ,"e-inch entrance don't seem as quiet as
those with H- Sometimes, you know,
" things are not what they seem." It is just
possible that you are mistaken, and that the
apparently greater uneasiness is because
you can hear more clearly the noise at the
larger entrance. If it should be true that
the larger entrance is not so good, then you
surely would not help matters by raising the
covers. But the disturbance of raising the
covers would not be a serious matter, and
you might try raising at least two or three.
You will probably find it will not make much
difference.
Sour Honey
first time in my life I have a quan125 pounds! of extracted honey
slightly soured, enough to impart a
strong taste. Would this honey be safe to
feed the bees after the opening of spring?
This honey is in a granulated condition,
and could be sold on our local market, but I
do not think it would be good policy to sell

For the

tity

(about

that

is

Indiana.
every day. or
even every week, it will be safe to feed such
honey to the bees. It would be well to add
at least an equal quantity of water, and of
course the granules should be melted.
The probability is that the part of the
honey that is not granulated is thin, and
that this thin part contains all the sourness.
In that case lay the vessel on its side and
let the thin part drain off slowly, and then
after melting the part that is left you may

it.

Answer.— Yes.

after bees

fly

a fine article. The thin part will make
vinegar. But that will not work inall cases,
for sometimes the honey is like lard, and
the thin part will not drain off. But if it has
soured at all. there is pretty surely a thin
part that will drain off.

have

[Honey that ferments may often be improved by heating, which destroys the germs
of fermentation,

ferior

but

it

is

nevertheless

in-

honey —Editor.)
Adding

Room— Put-Up

Plan

What

difference in effect is ther.e when a
hive IS overflowing with bees before the
queen-cells are started ? When about to add
another full-depth hive-body with comb
foundation or both, whether this added
hive-body is the upper or under hive-body ?
1. When
there is nothing between the

bodies

?

When

there is an excluder between ?
Over a year ago vou gave me a modified
way of the put-up plan, eliminating the need
of clipping or hunting queens. A body was
to be set on the old stand with the brood,
cover put on. and on that the old hive with
queen and empty comb or foundation. How
would it affect the result, if a person arranged the hive-bodies just as stated, only
2.

on the lower hive put an excluder, and on
that the old hive-body with queen directly
?
Later the queen
was to be put back, but that is the same
in either of the procedures as above outlined.
Pennsylvania.
Answers. — i. If no excluder is used, with
the idea of letting the queen enter the
added story, then it seems more desirable
to give the added story below, since that
will put upon the bees no added burden in
the way of keeping additional room warm,
while if it is added above, the bees will
have to keep both stories warm. Moreover
it seems more natural for the bees to extend their brood gradually downward than
upward. But if the chief thing is to make
as little work for the beekeeper as possible,
and the added story is to be removed when
supers are given, then giving the added
story above will be easier.
If an excluder is used, then the addec.
story can only be used for surplus, and
should be given above. Bees will store surplus in a story under an excluder, but when
on without bottom board

given their choice prefer to store above.
2. Never having tried it, I don't know just
what would happen if the brood were left
in the lower story with the queen in comparatively empty story over excluder. But
I doubt whether
the bees would swarm un-

and

less,

until, cells

were allowed

to

mature

the queenless story.

in

Goldens for Foulbrood
In the
IQ15.

American Bee Journal

page

20.

is

foi
"

under the heading.

from

Prolific Queens." question 4,
made of some combs with dead

January,

Breeding
mention
brood in

them.

These same combs contained quite a little
honey, so one day last spring I set them out
near the hives for the bees to clean out. The
honey. I later found out. contained American foulbrood germs, so about one month
later I found all but two of my colonies rotten with the disease, and I guess the two
that didn't take it were too weak to partake
I then sent a sample of dead
in the feast.
brood to E. F. Phillips, of Washington. D.
C and he pronounced it American foulbrood. Along with his answer came a bulletin on foulbrood a»d its cure.
I shook those bees and was very careful to
follow directions, giving each colony one
shake each. Some failed to stay cured, so I
ordered golden Italian queens from Virginia and began to requeen. One of those
colonies had a pretty bad case of it about a
month after being shaken, but when those
golden bees began to hatch they cleaned the
dead brood right out. and it has not appeared since.
1. Do you think the disease will
reappear
in those colonies again next spring or will
they remain healthy ?
2. If golden Italians are a sure protection
against European foulbrood and perhaps
,

American also, isn't it best for me to keep
that kind altogether even if they don't produce quite so much honey.
fought American foulI have a friend that
brood the past season, and he is very enthusiastic about the goldens also.
I had a lot of experience with the disease
this year, and I feel it was worth many dollars to me, for I have learned things that I
might have been years learning. Our honey
crop was nearly a failure on account of the
disease, but we got enough for our table use
besides barrels of fun and a lot of stings
and experience.
rhe thing I regretted the

most was the
burning of those beautiful combs, and if I
ever burn any more it will be after I have
given those golden bees a chance.
Father had one colony, spring count, increased to two. and took off 132 pounds of
comb honey. Prospects are good for next
year.

The bees

are

on

summer stands

well

for winter with plenty of good
and if those yellow bees and I can
conquer that foulbrood I will think we are
on the road to success.
Illinois.

packed
stores,

.•\nswers.— I. Although you do not give
exact dates, I should judge from what you
say that after the last treatment there was
a considerable time when brood was reared,

2fl
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In that case
it was not diseased.
should hardly expect the disease to reappear next siirini;. although there is always
the possibility tliat it may reappear by the
same door tlirough which it first entered,
which was probably from some neighborinL'
apiary
2. If any particular kind of bees will guarantee you against disease, it will surely be
advisable to use that kind, even though it
should cut down the harvest considerably.
think, however, it would have that
I hardly
efTect. for a colony of bees vigorous enough
to combat successfully foulbrood of eitlicr
sort is likely to be vigorous enough to do
good work at storing honey.
But it is assuming altogether too much to
assume that " golden Italians are a sure protection against European foulbrood and perhaps American also." 1 think immunity
against either variety of foulbrood has never
been claimed for Itailians. and the most
that has been claimed is that they are a help
in combating the disease, and of the two

and that
I

in winter, since your bees are doing
that very thing. But it is hardly likely that
drones are present and Hying to fertilize a
young queen, although it is possible that a

queen reared now might be fertilized in
spring. On the whole it is doubtful if such
a tiucen reared would be very valuable, and
it might be well for you to unite the colony
with another. Where you are it is likely
warm enough, at least on some days, for
you to unite the colony without w;aiting till
spring.

Wax Rendering
have some old combs that I wish to render into wax. I have no wax press. Will
you kindly tell me how I can do it.
I

Maine.

help.

foulbrood

without any

There have been cases reported

in

which the bees cleaned up cases of European without any help, but I do not remember ever before to have heard of a case of

American being so cured; so that the question naturally arises whether by any possibility there may not be some mistake. At
any rate, if you are dreaming that you have
bees that are proof against foulbrood of
either kind while the disease exists in your
neighborhood, you are likely to have a rude
awakening from your dream.
Uniting
I

have bought

12

Weak

Colonies

colonies

in

Danzenbaker

hives; two were a little light. I set them on
top of two strong ones, united them by Dr.
Miller's newspaper plan. How do you think
it would do to double them up that way in the
spring and make one large colony out of
two.
Do you think it would make them

swarm

less

and make them

extractor

A

Bountiful Lot of Flowers But

^

a colony is so

Owing

to the enormous rainfall the surplus
crop was cut short about one-half this season, while there were a bountiful lotof flowers all through the summer, from April to
about Nov. 30. The weather did not permit
the bees from gatheringasthey normally do.
Our greatest source of surplus was from
persimmons and chestnut, beginning June 5
and lasting two weeks, in which time there
was very little rainfall. The fall flow was
under normal, still there was so much more
honey than the bees will need to carry them
through the winter. The weather so far
has been quite warm, and bees flying nearly
every day. as we winterthem outdoors. The
bees will consume about twice as much of
their winter stores as they usually do.
which I am afraid will result in a shortage
of food for brood-rearing in the spring. We
will most likely have to feed almost all the
colonies to get them ready for the honey

C. H.

Clarkston. Mich.. Nov.

— Queenlessness

colonies in movable frame hives.
first of July they were badly
with.bee
paralysis. Large numbers
affected
ofthemdiedin bad weather, but the disea e
fair
would check in
weather. In October
they were left with plenty of honey and
pollen to winter on. and today. Dec. 13. examined one hive that was very weak in bees.
found no eggs, brood nor queen, but I
I
found two capped qu ^en-cells, also three
Will they rear queens durcells torn open.
ing winter months? If so. can they be defive

About the

as good queens ? What do you
do with colonies that are found to be queenless during the winter ?
Missouri.

pended upon

your

question
first. I never tind any colonies queenless in
winter, for I don't open a hive from the time
it is put in cellar until it is taken out again.
But if I should by any means find a colony
queenless in winter, I would let it alone until bees were flying in spring, when I would
unite it with another colony.
It appears certain that bees will rear a
last

A Good

that there

hope of its building up in time for
the harvest, uniting as you mention may be
advisable.
Otherwise it would hardly be
best, as the united colony might not store as
much as the two left separate. If there
should be any difference as to swarming, it
would be that the uniting would increase
the tendency in that direction.

Answer —Answering

To

From

63

Introduce a Queen to a Colony

Shake all the bees off their combs in front
of their hive.
Put these combs on some
strong colony to take care of and clean up
until needed. Give to the colony with laying workers one frame full of unsealed
brood and one or two full sheets of foundation. Introduce a queen by the cage method
after she begins to lay. give them their

combs back,

Whitt.

if they are not too full of polthey are, give them other combs, so
the queen can get busy. I have used this
plan several years.
J. F. Diemer.
Liberty, Mo.. Nov. 22.

len;

16.

colonies, spring count.

I

increased

82.
My crop was 5(150 pounds of extracted
and 750 pounds of comb honey. I fed sou
pounds of white extracted honey back for
winter stores in addition to louo pounds of
fall honey shifted from extracting frames by
the bees. No sugar was used. One colony
treated /</ Demaree. drew out 13 frames of
foundation, filled 16 frames for extracting
very full; swarmed, kept queenless nine
days, and wound up the season by tilling 116
<?

comb

honey.

Another worked for comb honey ,7 hi Dr.
produced 21b sections, and finished

Miller,

by being fed not less than 15 cases more.
Colonies i; !a Doolittle not a success. I gave
it three years' trial.
That method I will
never use again. I think in a liglit and iiirt-rmittent flow it might be a success. Five other
colonies furnished from 30 to 30 Langstroth

frames

for extracting.

Lavalle.

I

Wis

if

Season

Bees Packed

to

sections of

Wes.

L.

for

Winter

have just finished packing my nine colonies of bees for winter in the best shape I
ever had them, hives full of bees, and about
40 or 50 pounds of honey.
I
have them outside, all facing the south, about 6 inches
apart, with tight board wind break on north,
east and west, lined with tar paper, then
packed light with dry hay all around and
between. The hives are covered with rubberoid roofing to keep all dry. with absorbents 4 inches deep over the frames to take
the moisture, and a tight board door to use
in front in case of heavy winds or storms.
I wish the American Bee Journal and all
of its readers a glorious Thanksgiving.
H. C. Springer.
McCallsburg. Iowa. Nov. 20.
I

Roberts

A

Reminiscences
was born and raised near Sycamore.

Bit of History

Twenty years ago Mr. Thos. Chantry (now

III.,

about 20 miles from Dr. Miller's, and I made
him a short visit last year. I never saw so
many dandelion in one place as I saw there,
lam quite well acquainted with Mr. N. E.
France. My friend Mr. Ernest Root is on
the move, and impressed me as a man that
would not be in one spot very long.
I helped the late W. Z. Hutchinson to don
his overcoat when he started from St. Louis,
little thinking he would drop out of the bee
ranks so soon.
I had a long talk with Mr. O. O. Poppleton
some years ago, about a fixed type of Albino
bees and a certain breed of chickens, to
;

With

Laying Workers

,

weak

is little

Paralysis

with other breeds for several crosses. He
thought it ought to be written up.
I have
been working with bees 40 years
next spring except a few months in tlie summer of igi2, having sold to Mr. F.W.Hall
seven yards. He has now nearly 500 colonies in fine shape for winter.
Next spring I will likely start with five
yards. My dear wife passed from this life
Oct 20. after severe suffering. My daufhter
Beulah is a great comfort to me now.
Colo. Iowa.
D. E. Lhommedieu.

I received
a letter from my brother at
home. Gimlet. Ky.. stating that there were
inquiries concerning the condition of the
bees and forage, especially the steel weed.

flow.

Experiences

show how periistent the original blood
would continue to crop out even if crossed

Too

Much Rain

Indiana.

Answer,— If

have

dripping-pan

gather more

honey?

I

—The

Reports And

kinds, the 3-banders are generally counted
more efficient than the goldens. To be sure,
there is your own testimony as to a bad
case being cleaned up when the goldens began to hatch, and on the face of it that looks
as if a colony had cleaned up a pretty bad

case of American

may suit you. Take an old dripping-pan (of
course a new one would do), split open one
corner, lay in the pan the pieces of comb
put the pan in the oven of your cook stove,
the split end projecting out and a pebble or
something of the kind under the other end
so as to raise it perhaps an inch. As the
heat melts the comb the melted wax will run
outof the split corner, and be caught in a
vessel that you will set for it. Do not have
one layer of comb upon another, for in that
case the wax will be held in the little cups,
made by the old cocoons. You will not get
the wax out clean, but if you reserve the
slumgum you may be able to utilize it in the
future by sending off what you have accumulated to have it worked up by foundation
makers.

queen

Answer.

-T^^^^^^E"

of Price. Utah) and the writer were discussing the possibilities of introducing sweet
clover into the Western States. At that

time it was not grown in the United States
in any quantity, and I believe the value of it
as a honey-plant was not at that time appreciated. I may be mistaken a little in regard
to other facts.
Mr. Chantry took the task of scattering
the seed in waste places in western Iowa

and southeastern South Dakota, and I was
to boom it in the newspapers and bee-journals. The scattering of the seed had to be
done at night, as at that time it was considered a noxious weed by most people.
The United States Department of Agriculture.

Farmers' Bulletin No.

485. will

explain
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Queens— Italians exclusively, golden or
One select untested. $t. 00;

leather colored.

$4.25; 12. $8.00.
Tested. Ji, 25. Best breeder.
JS 00,
J. E. Wing.
155 Schiele Ave.. San Jose. Calif.
6.

Those Wishing to buy queens next season will find it to their advantage to write
me for price list or watch ad in this paper.
I. N. Bankston. Box 135. Buffalo. Tex.

My

Bright Italian queens will
to ship after April ist at 60c each.
price

be ready

Send

for

and satisfaction

Safe arrival
guaranteed. M. Bates. Rt.
list.

4.

Greenville, Ala.

For Sale— Bright Italian qu;ens at 75 cts.
each: J7. 50 per dozen or $60 per 100. Ready
April 15. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed.
W. Talley.
Rt. 4. Greenville. Ala.

W

For Sale— Three-banded Italian queens.
Nuclei a specialty. My stock will please
you. as it has others. Let me book your order for spring delivery. Write for circular
and price list. J. L. Leath. Corinth. Miss.

R. A.
to

MORGAN. VERMILLION.

what extent the plant has grown
the United States during

in

the

in favor
past 20

years.

I notice on page 338. American Bee Journal for October. 1Q15. Mr. Wesley Foster is
poking a little fun at me (which of course is
taken in good part), but needs a little explanation. My statement was this: I will
give $25 per acre as rental for white sweet
clover that is left to go to seed each year,

to 100 acres within one-half
apiary.
that this offer is still in force,
I will say
and that I think I can make good with it. I,
of course, would not make this offer to supj
ply a greater number of bees than I could
manage myself. I believe that it is the best
honey-plant known to modern apiculture. I
have been in the bee-business since 1870.
and have samples of honey put up in 1882
South Dakota leads the world in the quality
of honey, and the future prospect for honey
in this State is almost unlimited. I did not
make South Dakota, but I did help to make
beekeeping possible here. The most of my

amount limited

mile of

my

.

experience was gained in Columbia Co
Wis, I took first prize on honey at the State
Fair at Madison, Wis., in 1883. as a young
man. I should be pleased to correspond
with any one interested in apiculture or
R. A. MORGAN.
anything pertaining to it.

DAK.

S.

Going south a mile we called on
another farmer who formerly kept about a
dozen colonies. He had one left and it was
badly diseased. Going east a mile we visited a farmer who had four or five colonies
that were free from disease. This was the
sixth yard we had visited, and the first
where we had not found European foulfoulbrood.

brood.

no honey this year [1014).
It has been an off year.
I am not worrying
about that. I have seen many such years.
Neither do I fret about European foulbrood.
I have not seen a trace of it this year.
But I
may expect it any time. Still, at the rate it
is doing its work it must soon run out of
material. Looking at it in that light I am
I

For SALE-Bees inz-lb. pkgs. Build up
your weak colonies and make your increase
by ordering young bees from the South.
Price, per pkg. $1.75. Untested young Italian
queens, each. 75c. Bees are free from disease, and safe delivery guaranteed.
Irish

& Gressman.

Jesup, Ga.

Golden Queens that produce Golden
of the brightest kind. I will challenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-getting qualities.
Price, $1.00 each;

Workers
Tested.
2Atf

$2.00:

Breeders. $5.00 and $10.00.
Brockwell, Barnetts, Va.

J. B.

got practically

not sure but it is a blessing in disguise.
Jefferson. Iowa.
Geo. M. Thomson.

[This is another proof that there is no
need of becoming despondent over European foulbrood, since it may be easily over
come, with a little energy.]

Queens, improved three band Italians
bred for business. June i to Nov. 15. Untested Queens. 75ceach; dozen, $8.00; Select.
$1.00 each; dozen. $10.
Tested Queens. $1.25;
dozen. $12. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed.
H. C, Clemons, Boyd. Ky.
-

Golden and 3-banded Italian and Carniolan queens, ready to ship after April 1st.
Tested. $1.00; 3 to 6. 95c each ;6 to 12 or more,
goc each. Untested. 75c each;
3 to 6. 70c
each; 6 or more. 65c. Bees, per lb.. $1.50;
Nuclei, per frame. Ji.so. C. B. Bankston,
Buffalo, Leon Co., Tex.

.

Vermillion.

S.

Dak

Oct.

.

14.

[Reports indicate that sweet clover yields
freely and regularly west of the Mississippi than farther east. The experience
of beekeepers along the Missouri river and
westward seems to justify a higher regard
for sweet clover as a source of nectar than
is usually given in the East.— Editor.1

more

Queens from my honey-gathering

Department

Classified

I

southwest of where
six colonies all

I

live.

more or

He had

five or

less diseased.

The

visited had 15 to 20 empty
hives, but no bees. He said the moths took

next farmer we

them.

About two miles farther
a

He

east

we

visited

have 15 to 20 colonies.
had two colonies left, both rotten with

farmer who used

to

5

band Italians.
Queens Ihe rest
12,

$700;

Bred
of the
2?.

J13.

in

stock
separate

season— one.
Safe arrival

and satisfaction guarannteed.
D. E. Brothers. Attalla, Ala.

.

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens combine
want.
They are great
beautiful and
gentle.

the qualities you
honey gatherers,

Mated,

$1.00; six, $5.00; Tested. $3.00; Breeders. $5.00 and $10.
C.
Phelps
Son.
3 Wilcox St., Binghamton. N. Y.

W.

BEES AND QUEENS.
Phelps' Golden Italian Queens

will please

Tell several thousand people what you
have for sale with a few words in this department.

In 1Q12. after the colonies became strong.
divided them up. giving untested queens
Soon after that I
to the Queenless parts.
became aware that there was something
many
of the hives.
in
brood
the
wrong with
Until that time I had never seen foulimmediately
I
corvariety.
either
brood of
responded wilh State Inspector Pellett. and
Department
of
Agrithe
me
to
he directed
culture. They sent me a tin box in which to
send them a sample, which I did. In due
time I was notified that my bees had European foulbrood. All the treatment I gave
them that fall was to double up so that all
would be strong, and see that every colony
had a young Italian queen.
About mid-summer the deputy inspector
drove him over the country a litcalled.
apiary where
We first visited my own colony.
tle.
After
we found disease in only one
that we called on a farmer about one mile

I

and

75c; six. J4.00;

[Advertisements in this department will
be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no discounts of any kind Notices here cannot be
less th.in two lines. If wanted in this department, you must say so when ordering.

you.

European Foulbrood and Moths Destroy
the Keeping of Bees

3

yards.

Bees and Queens from my New Jersey
apiary.

J.

lAtf

70

Cortland

St..

H. M. Cook.

New York

City.

Northern
strain

Bred Italians. "Nutmeg"
Circular.
A. W. Yates.
li Chapman St., Hartford. Conn.

Golden
Tested,

all-over

Queens.

Untested,

Breeders. $5.00 and $10.
Robert Inghram. Sycamore, Pa.

$3.00.

Queens from the Penn
elsewhere

in this

Early Swarms of Young Bees in light
screen cage a specialty. One i-lb. package,
colonies. I am booking orders now with 10
percent deposit, balance before shipment.
Deliveries start March 15.
Safe arrival,
prompt service and satisfaction. I guarantee. Circular free.
J. E. Wing.
155 Schiele Ave.. San Jose. Calif.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
For Sale— Finest white clover extracted
honey

in

60-pound cans.

Henry

Hettel. Marine.

III.

$1.00.

Phelps' Golden Italian Bees are hustlers.

ad.

&

Co. See our large
Journal.

Wanted— Comb,
beeswax.
6Ai2t
P"OR

Sale— Light

Place your order early to insure prompt
service. Tested. Ji. 25: untested. $1.00. ItalJohn W. Pharr.
ians and Goldens.
Berclair, Tex.

Water

extracted honey, clover

and basswood blend, in any style packages.
Write for prices. Sample. 10 cents, which

may apply on
let us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
White Mfg. Co.,
are nice and cheap.
Greenville. Tex.
4Atf

Bee-Keeper.

extracted honey, and
Burnett & Co..
St.. Chicago. 111.

R. A.
173 S.

order.
R. F. D.

M

3.

C. Silsbee.

Cohocton. N. Y.

Von. Sale— Well ripened and mild flavored
extracted honey, two 60-pound cans to case,
white, 7c; amber. 6c per lb. Amber put up
in pails, six lo-lb. or twelve s-lb. for $6.00. Fall
comb honey. No. i.$3.oo per case; No. 2. $2,75;
No. 3. $2.50 per case of 24 section, six cases to
H. G. Quirin. Bellevue. Ohio
carrier.

January, 1916.

American Hee Journa
KoR Sale — Water-white alfalfa, white
amber alfalfa, and amber fall honey

clover,

in6ulb. cans or smaller packages. Amber
fall honey is of our own extractini;. and can
Write for
in barrels.
also be furnished
sample of l<ind desired and state quantity
you can use. Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. III.

HONEY LABELS
Your Problem of a low priced, yet neat
and attractive Honey Label is solved. CataLiberty Pub. Co.
log and Samples free.
B0X4H. Cleveland, O.

Sta. D..

Back Numbers
wanted.

nal

numbers

of the

POULTRY

American Bee Jour-

We have several calls for back

of the

Bee Journal, and are

offer-

ing any assistance possible to readers who
wish to secure back numbers to complete
their sets. While full years are wanted in
most cases, we occasionally hare a call for
a single number. If you have back numbers
of the journal which you will sell, write us
with full informition as to the dates of all
copies on hand. Some copies wanted at
once are as follows: Vol 35. No 51; Vol 28.
No. 48; Vol 39. No u: Vol. 40. Nos. i, 2. and
21; Vol.41. No. 33; Vol. 42, Nos. I. 2. 3(' and 52;
American Bee Journal.
Vol. 43. No. 46.
Hamilton, Illinois.

If You breed fancy poultry, offer your
surplus stock or eggs for sale in our classified columns.

—

347") Cockerels
Forty-one varieties of
chickens, geese and ducks. Address.
Aye Bros Box i, Blair. Neb.
,

Cockerels. S C K. I. Red. true to color
vigorous and of excellent type: $2.(10 and up
Wm. Langley, F'ennviile. Mich.

SITUATIONS.
Wanted— A position in large apiary for
apiary North or
IQ16, ormiKht buy a large
South, but South preferred.
Wm. H. Brown, Spring Hill. Ala.
Wanted— (by

young man) a position for

an apiary. Have had five years experience with a small apiary. Also taking
a course in apiculture. Age iq years.
Chas. B. Saunders, Merom, Ind.
rQi6 in

FOB SALE
For Sale — Friction-top
per

100,

J450;

pails, s-lb. size,

size per

$21.25; lo-lb.

500.

loo,

Low

prices on other sizes in
bulk Also furnished in re-shipping cases.
Shipped from Chicago.
A. G. Woodman Co.. Grand Rapids. Mich.
$6.25; 500. $30.

SUPPLIES.
For Sale— Second-hand bee equipments
cheap.

For particulars write me.

John Speckman.

Rt.

i,

Havana.

III.

Chicago. Dec. 18.— Trade in honey at the
present time is quiet. Retailers having
loaded up for the holiday season, there will
not be much of a call before the middle of
the coming month. Prices are without material change, ranging at 15&16C per pound
for the two highest grades. 12W13C per pound
for the ambers. Light weight sections are
preferred when well attached to the wood.
White extracted ranges from 7@oc per
pound, according to kind and condition,
but very little of it is selling at over 8c per
pound in a small way. Large lots can be
bought at lower prices. Amber grades
ranee at from 5(2'6c per pound, with some
high flavored and desirable lots at 7c per
pound. Beeswax 28@3oc per pound.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

Five

8-fr.

hives. $5.85;

lo-fr..

A

$6,50.

Hoff-

full line at
$2.75 per 100.
2-lb., $2 25. queen extra. For ten or

frames.

one
more, write for price. Also nuclei and full
wholesale prices, shipped direct from facMake out list of what you
tory in Iowa.
need and let us quote you special prices.
The Stover Apiaries. Mayhew, Miss.

$1.25;

For Sale— Cedar or pine dovetailed

hives,

also full lineof supplies including Dadant's

Write for catalog.
A. E. Burdick. Sunnyside.

foundation.

Hounds— Bear.

S.

POUDER

Fancy. $3.60 per case of 24 sections:
No. I. $3.38. and No, 2. $3.15. Local prices on
extracted honey unchanged, namely white.
prices:

are selling

Los Angeles, Dec. 19.— The market quotations on California honey are as follows;

ural around the holidays.

No.

I

We

white

from 7@iiic a pound, according to
the quantity and quality purchased. Amber
honey from s®biic a pound. For choice
bright yellow beeswax we are paying 28c a
is

selling

The Fred W. Muth

pound.

New

York, Dec. 18.— There

is

very

8M@8Mc:

demand

White extracted honey
amber,

Co.

at present for either comb or ex
tracted honey, and prices are ruling about
the same as in our former report, with
plenty of supply coming in of all kinds.

Hildreth & Segelken.
18.

—This market

honey,

pound; light
Fancy white comb

6c per

4C. Beeswax. 25c.
J2.75 per case— all

f.

is

well supplied with honey, especially comb
honey, although we look for quite a demand

both
the

o. h.

Coast.

Hamilton & Menderson.

Kansas City Mo., Dec.

little

demand

Wash.

MISCELLANEOUS
and bloodhounds.

W.

Denver, Dec. 10. — The new crop of comb
honey is selling locally at the following

comb honey from $1 65 to $4.00 per
Lower grades are not wanted in this
market atany price. White extracted honey

Cincinnati. Dec. 7.— The demand for honis slacking up somewhat, which is nat-

ey

Indianapolis, Dec.

5c stamp.

choice white comb is selling at J3 73 to $4.00
per case: No. 2 white comb. j3.?o per case.
Extracted honey is bringing q@iic. We are
offering 28c cash or loc in trade for good
average wax delivered here.
I

light amber, 8@8!'»c; amber, 7®8c.
light.
We pay 25c per pound in
and
27c per pound in trade for clean
cash
yellow beeswax delivered to us here.
The Colo. Honev-Producers' Ass'n.
Frank Rauchfuss, Mer.

case.

man

the next iodays, as the jobbers and wholesalers will have very little on hand at that
time. With the approach of holidays the
market usually shows a lack of vitality. No.
in

14

—The

supply of

comb and extracted honey is good and
demand only fair. We think the mild

weather has something to do with the light
demand. We quote as follows: No. i white

comb

honey, 24 section cases. $3 i5 to $325:
honey,
No. 2, $2 75 to $3.00; No. I amber
White ex$3.00 to $3.10: No. 2, J2.50 to $300.

comb

tracted, per pound. 7/^@8c; amber. 5/4@7C.

No.

I

28c; No 2, 25c per pound.
Clemons Produce Company.

beeswax,
C. C.

wolf, deer, cat, fox, rabbit
50 page illustrated catalog

Rockwood Kennels. Lexington. Ky.

A Little

ad

in

our classified columns

good equipment that
Only 15 cents per line

will sell that perfectly

you no longer need.

The Bi^ Four and Free Pattern

each insertion.

Will exchange a good 4x5 folding camera
and very complete finishing outfit worth
$15,

for 10 gals, of extracted clover honey.

Clarence Langley, Fennville. Mich.

For Sale— Use cuts in advertising your
queens, honey or bees. We are prepared
to furnish cuts for use in beekeepers' adver
rising at low rates. Let us quote prices on
what you need.
American Bee Journal.
Hamilton,

111.

For Trade— I have i6o acres of patented
land in N. Mex. on R. F. D., ii mile from
good school, near the thriving town of
Texico that I want to trade for bees in a
radius of 50 miles of Pearsall. Tex. If interwrite me what you have, and for
further particulars.
W. C. Swinney. Bluff. Tex.

ested,

For Sale— Why

not locate your apiary in
Calif.?
will supply the bees, fixtures and
locations in the finest honey-producing districts, and sell one or more apiaries on easy

We

terms of payment. Write us.
Spencer Apiaries Co., Ventura, Calif.

A

Year's Reading for Only $1.50

By special arrangement we are able to offer our readers a most unusual bargain in
will send the American Bee Journal, Today's Magazine. Farm
high grade periodicals.
and Home. The Housewife, and Reliable Poultry Journal, all five one year, to any address
for only $1.50. These are all high grade magazines that you will enjoy, and there is some-

We

thing for every

member

of the family.

Send today while you'think

American Bee Journal,

of

it.

Hamilton,

Illinois

—
January, 1916.

American Hae Journal

The Double-Walled Massie Bee-Hive
Surest

Protection

for

Honey— The
^

Furnished

Bees

Increased

Supply of

Best Hive for any Climate

the clearest

in

—

of

White Pine or Redwood.

lumber

All

in

either Cypress,

Brood and Extracting

Frames Made from White Pine

THE VENTILATED BOTTOM
Admits fresh air into the hive, lessening the chance for swarming, and giving renewed energy to the bees.
It is aisoeQuipped

THE MASSIE HIVE
For Comb or Extracted Honev

with a feeder without extra cost.
^ if tv years in the bee supply business has shown us that the
Massie is the very besl hive, and testimonials to this effect
are received daily from those who are using this hive.

WHY NOT GIVE US A TRIAL ORDER ?
We are also extensive manufacturers

SATISFACTION FULLY GUARANTEED

Comb Honey

EARLY CASH ORDER DISCOUNTS

Hives and all other Apiarian Supplies. If you are in the market for supplies
will mail our large illustrated catalog and special price list to any one upon request

We

KRETCHMER MFG. COMPANY,

1100 3d

Council Bluffs, Iowa

St.,

Help Advertise Honey

THE BEEKEEPERS' REVIEW CLUBBING OFFER FOR 1916
American Bee Journal for 1016
Gleanings in Bee Culture for igi6
One Review Honey Queen

for

of Dovetailed

be sure to get our prices before buying elsewhere.

The Review for igi6
October. November and December,

The Dovetailed Hive

Ji.oo
IQ15.

—By

All four

putting

free
i.oo
i

i

00
00

for only

EATHONEY^

S3. 00

MATURES own SmeCT- AIDS OIGtStlOM
t4.00

For description of Review Queen, see another column.

THE BEEKEEPERS' REVIEW,

l!2l!l<fl-

F.

at

Stickers everywhere.

Address

PHILLIPS, In Charge of Bee Investigations
the Department at Washington, D. C.
many

illustrations, is

unique in that

the underlying causes of most of the perplexing subjects in Beekeeping.

A

postpaid for 35c

"BEEKEEPING" by

This book of nearly 500 pages, with

Wintering,

1000

this office.

NEW BEE BOOK

A
DR. E.

Address with remittance

Northstar, Mich.

Swarm

Control, and

Bee Diseases

ai-e

it

aims

to get at

Special chapters on

especially interesting.

scientific authority, yet. Dr. Phillips discusses these subjects in a

way

that

makes the

most interesting reading.

The book, which

is

attractively cloth bound, sells regularly at $2.00— postage extra.

By special arrangement we can offer it, postpaid, with the
American Bee Journal one year for $2.50, or with Langstroth Revised for $2.75.

Postage to Canada, 15c extra.

Address,

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
Hamilton,

Illinois

.Tanunry. lOIC.

American Hee Journal
Gets Bis
Hatches

311 JR

Books for Beekeepers
Address the

Peter Kilpatrick, Nazereth, Pa., writes
"'Have made better hatches than anyone here/'
Stronpfest, moat durable Incubator made.
Hot water heat— double wall dead air space—
metal cover.
aaliestos lining- self regulator
Will not warp or shrink. Money cannot buy
a better Incubator.

—

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

—

HAMILTON, ILLINOIS

40
DAYS
TRIAL

WESTERN BEE KEEPERS Vo"„elVnd
k'et

till-

obtainable, especially

bust iioods

made to meet Western condition. Send
new catalog and special price list to

for

Colorado Honoy-Producers' Asaociation
Denver, Colorado

Too Late to Classify
Sweet Clover Seed unhulled recleaned.
Low price on early orders.
Howard A. Jett. Brooksville. Ky.

Golden —

-^
^_,
bigger, better, simpler

Why pay more? A
machine at no increase in price. A proven cold
weather hatcher. Built on U. S, Gov't, specifications. Write today sure for Free Catalog, or
order direct from this ad and save time. You
take no risk. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded. Comes set up ready to run, with
egg tester and book of instructions. Don't
delay. Get the facts at once.
3S,

An established strain of honey gathering
golden stock. Honey is what you want without much swarming. Book your orders early
to save delay. One untested queen. $1.00; 6
for I5.00; 12 for $0 oij. Write us what you
T. S. Hall. Talking Rock. Ga.
want.

Good Stock.

"Bees.

successors to Brown &
now for spring deLargest and most successful shippers of select bred three-banded Italian
queens and bees by the pound in the South.
We guarantee safe arrival of all queens or
bees in packages anywhere in the U S or
Canada, and as to quality of our goods there
are none better. Write for circular and
price list. M.C. Berry & Co.. Hayneville.Ala.

M. C. Berry & Co

Racine, Wis.

— ' What

factory stock to
place ?"

.

Berry, are booking orders
livery.

is

the

most

satis-

keep on a country

They work

Goldens. 6oc each.

.

MATIONAL INCUBATOR CO.
Box

California

Alameda Apiaries, W. A. Barstow. Breeder.
1042 Alameda Ave West San Jose. Calif.

Freight Paid East of Rockies

for

you and get

their food elsewhere."

TIME TO STUDY

WOODS

For the Bee Man
This

is

the Period

''Between Hay and Grass"
While waiting for the honey season to begin, suppose you investigate the relative values of different commercial woods. Few
business undertakings call for more exacting care on the part of the buyer than getting the best lumber for the bee-man's use. In
many respects bee-hive construction is like Greenhouse construction— both are most trying on the material used.
Cypress is the only wood that " stands up " in Greenhouse work. It resists the rot influences that infest the Greenhouse. No
other wood is so thoroughly certified for this use as is Cypress,
If Cypress will " stand the racket " in Greenhouse construction it certainly will do the right thing by you in beekeeping.

READ CYPRESS BOOKS
Those who would get accurate information regarding Cypress wood and its extraordinary power to resist
copies of the Cypress Pocket Library. There are 41 volumes, each
authentic and authoritative. Write us and tell us what subject, you are interested in, and will send you the appropriate booklet.
We especially suggest that you write for Vol. 1, with the unabridged U S. Govt. Rept. on Cypress,
"The Wood Eternal," that is a buy because it lasts so like well, it lasts and lasts and lasts and lasts and lasts.
rot influences should provide themselves with

—

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MFRS.' ASSOCIATION
1251 Heard National Bank Building, Jacksonville, Fla., and
1251 HIbernia Bank Building, New Orleans, La.
Please addreas nearest

office.

,

January, 1916.

American l^m Journal

A

Winning Combination

I

Poultry
You

OREENS

Grower

Fruii

can't afford to miss the following special offers
OFFER NO 1

Reliable Poultry Journal
Western Poultry Journal

All

$1.00
.50

"

"

.5

"

"

.50

for

only
$1.75

$2.50

OFFER

NO. 2

American Bee Journal, one year
Scientific Queen Rearing
And one of the 4 Poultry books described below

All

$1.00

.50
.50

at 50 cts.

for

only

$1.35

$.2.00

The Chick Book, 80 pages
Eggs and Egg Farms, 96 pages

-

-

Lessons

Beekeeping " may be substituted for any

in

OFFER
American Bee Journal,

one

year

"
"

"
"

"

First Lessons in Beekeeping
Scientific Queen Rearing

50 cents
50
50 n
50

-

-

Artificial Incubating and Brooding, 96 pages
Poultry Houses and Fixtures, 180 illustrations
First

I
X

.

American Bee Journal, one yeir
"
"
Green's Fruit Grower

"

:

oi the

-

above books

if

desired

NO. 3
$1.00

"

.50
.50
.50

Green's Fruit Grower
Reliable Poultry Journal
"
"
Western Poultry Journal
And any one of the Poultry books

.50
.50

Regular price

All
,

for

""'y

$2.35

g

$4.00

CANADA POSTAGE,

10

CENTS EXTRA

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, HAMILTON,

ILLINOIS
s

SOOGCOOt >SaOQG<>O0G<»SCCOSOSO0i>SO0»9SG<>C<>S«>SCCO«iO0O0O0»0OSO0O0O0O0QeO90^^

REPRINT OF OLD 1853 EDITION OF

Langstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee

SUPPLY YOIR

This book is very interesting when read in connection with the
Revised Langstroth. Many are surprised at the number of devices
mentioned by Langstroth years ago, which ai-e re-written as new today. We oifer the old reprint at a special postpaid price of $1.00.

Honey

Both

Reprint of Langstroth, $1.00/

postpaid
$1.85

,-

$L20^

Langstroth Revised,

Both

Reprint of Langstroth, $1.00
j

American Bee Journal,

$1.00

)

for

$1.50

All three above for $2.50

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

Illinois.

Customers
With

fine

Amber

We

MONTHS FOR

4

Trial Subscription
Tells
aii(!

cudrn'p/il^/

aliuiil plaiiimi;,

svUiuy

fruit

and

10'

ptntiin^,

spr.ijii.j,

y.ii<Jiii Itiitk.

Ask Us Your Hard Questions
\Vc

Ci.iiilijct tliii .li'iMrtiiiciU fni

ial hciic (it of

wcT

.ill

our stibscrihcis.

qiK-stion^

by

iii:iil

and

ibc spec-

1-lypcils .mslliroiij-li

the

lllIMainSt.Mt. Vernon.

Packets Seeds-lOc.

We

want every reader to test "HARRIS SEEDS THAT
HUSTLE.*' Send 10c. now— before you forget for this

mammoth

We

collection.
send you 20 separate packets
finest varieties^one each— of Beets, Carrot, Cabbage*

Cucumber, Leftuce, Cress, Muskmelon,
Watermelon, Onion, Parsley, Parsnip, Radish. Salsify, Spinach, Tomato. Moied Poppies. Giant Cosmos,
Double Jap Calendula and Children's Botanical Gar<

la.

suit

Fall

Honey

can supply you in

your trade.

Any

or

packages to

Quantity.

Also a limited amount of nice comb
for sale.
Write us now.

honey

Celery,

den, a curiosity collection of flower seeds. With this collection we send rebate check for 10c. and big catalog of
world's finest seeds.

coliitnns of tlie iii3;;a/ino.
FruJiiran and Gardener,

20

Clover

Alfalfa,

HARRIS BROS.SEED CO.,

I^'*

Main

St.,

MI.PIeasant,Mieh.

DADANT & SONS
Hamilton,

ill.

January,

lillfi.

American Hee Journal
BEE
ESCAPE

PORTER
^

MARSHFIELD GOODS

^

SAVES
HONEY
JlXftiE.

,

BEE-KEEPERS:—
We manufacture

MONEY
Millions of

Sections

For sale by

every year that are as good as the best. The
CHEAPEST for the Quality BEST for the Price.
If you buy them once, you will buy again.

all

&

R.

dealers.
If no dealer, write factory

PORTER, MFRS.

E. C.

Lewistown,

III.,

U. S. A.

;

We

also manufacture

Hives, Brood-

Frames, Section-Holders and Shipping-Cases.
Our Catalog

Please mention

free for the asking.

Successor

Marshfield, Wis.

L'0OSO00SOSCC90QCCO0OSCi00QO9900iSe0C<aOQOSO»>Q0i000CO50«

Three-Banded

selection
and breeding
Queens above the average

$4.00; 12. $7.50. Tested, one.
$1.00; 6. $5.00: 12. $10. Select tested. one. $1.50;
6. $8.00; 12. $15.

H. D.

7Sc;

6.

MURRY, MATHIS, TEXAS

90 Sixth

St.,

Higginsville, Missouri

Beekeepers' Supplies
Write us

for our 64-page catalog. FREE.
Full information given to all inquiries. Let
us hear from you.
handle the best make
of supplies tor the beekeeper.
Beeswax
exchanged for supplies or cash.
J. NEBEL & SON SUPPLY CO.,
High Hill, Montg. Co., Mo.

We

OUR VERY BEST

I
START THE SEASON RIGHT
I
By using Dittmer Foundation the bees
I
for
made to just suit them,
and
just
the Natural Comb they
I
like it

it's

like

is

make themselves.

Best Sections,

I
I
I

All

all

Supplies

Best prices you will get for your honey
when put up in our sections and shipping
" LOTZ " sections
cases.
and shipping
cases have stood the test. Why ? Because
they are perfect in workmanship, quality
and material. Buy LOTZ goods when you
want the BEST. Our 1015 catalog ready
now. Send your name and get one.
H. S. DUBY & SON. St. Anne. 111., carry a
full line of our goods.

AUG. LOTZ CO.

freight charges being paid.

other Supplies

THE VERY BEST

Best Shipping Casea

Best of

Send for prices on having your Beeswax
into Comb Foundation, which inall

IS

BEE SUPPLIES

made

cludes

Italians

GET THE BEST

Buy Bee Supplies Now

Thirty years' experience in making everything for
the beekeeper. A large factory specially equipped
for the purpose ensures goods of highest quality.
Write for our illustrated catalog today.
CO.,

Wash.

on.

Twenty years

LEAHY MFG.

North Yakima,

methods in the Pacific Northwest.
Send One dollar and have the magazine sent
for one year. Cut rate of one-half price

Untested.

Pay You to

writing

69 YEiUtS OLD
a descriptive and aericultural
will inform you all about the

brings Murry's

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

when

Northwest Farm and Horn*

to

you want
magazine, it

now

Marshfield Mfg. Co.,

Journal

FREEMAN'S FARMER

If

is

Am. Bee

in

stock

Gus Dittmer Company, Augusta, Wisconsin

BOYD,
WIS.

YOU CAN GET

RUBBER STAMPS
For marking Honey Sections as required

by U.

S.

law, and all other purposes,

from

Collier Stationery Co.

Keokuk, Iowa
Catalogue of stamps and supplies sent on
request.

FRANK

'

the autiiw ol

is

PELLETT

C.

{State

*
.

AphHal of lowdi

the—

AND AUTHORITATIVE
BOOK FOR BEEKEEPERS

LATEST, MOST COMPLETE,

PRODUCTIVE BEE KEEPING
Frontispiece in color.

One hundred and

thirty-four illustrations that thoroughly ex-

plain the text, and which will give

326 pages.

Octavo.

you many new

Handsome durable

pointers.

cloth binding.

Do you know

the twentieth century methods? Buy this book, learn how to
to see it through. It gives tlie methods found to
be the best money-makers by extensive honey producers under tlie greatest
variety of conditions. Practical bee knowledge has been gleaned from every
possible source.
Every word is money-making advice and information.

make a beginning and how

LOOK

Bee-Keeping a Fascinating Pursuit
The Business of Bee-Keeping
III. Making a Start With Bees
IV. Arrangement of the Apiary
V. Sources of Nectar
VI. The Occupants of the Hive
I.

II.

THESE
CONTENTS
OVER

VII. Increase

Production of Comb Honet.
Production of Extracted Honey
Wax, a By-product of the Apiary
Diseases and Enemies of Bees
Wintering
XIV. Marketing the Honey Crop
XV. Laws that Concern the Bee-Ke£Per

IX.
X.
XI.
XII.
XIII.

VIII. Feeding

Price $1.50, or postpaid with the American Bee Journal one year, only $2.00.
Send orders direct to this office

>-:

Xi-

EARLY-ORDER DISCOUNTS ON
,

:l,

DADANT'S FOUNDATION
Send us

a list of the bee-supplies and foundation you will need for
and we wiU gladly quote you our best prices.

1916,

It will

BEESWAX— We
cash

and trade

IMATP*

I'Vl"

to

buy

(S

early.

buy beeswax the year around and pay highest
prices.

especially wanted.

moderate

pay you

Your

Light

yellow

wax from

BEESWAX worked

cappings

is

into foundation at

7£

rates.

^^^ combs, cappings.land
ms. We will get
our

slumgum rendered on shares. Send for
the wax and save you a "mussy " job.

all

I

,'^1

^,

Every Day

is

Houey Day

at

Our House

February, 1916.

American ^ae -Journal

Bees and Queens

LEGHORN BREEDERS!
Send in your subscriDtion to The
Leghorn Journal and keep posted on
the progress of the Leghorn industry:
as it is devoted exclusively to the different Leghorn fowls. Subscription

1916

GOLDEN AND LEATHER COLORED
We are now

price 50c per year. Special offerSend us IOC and the names ot tive of
your neighbors interested in Leghorns, and we will send you The
Leghorn Journal for three months.

booking oi'ders for April,

liveries at the following prices, viz.:
Prices of one and over

6

Warranted

i

Tested
Breeders

1.50
3.00

June, 191G de12

10

and

"

Honey Jars

^

25 screw cap

No.

1 $4.60

and

cartons

1

honey, 11

i
i
i

ber 82

1

APIARIES

can

a lb. Light am-

cts. a lb.

on two 60-lb.

Catalog

free.

1.

Amber

cans.

cts.

lots.

J.

105 Park
:

jars, 1-lb.,

Shipping cases,

gross.

of

satisfy

you on quality.

Kansas

WRITERS

"

"

"

1.50
2.00

"

queens are wanted with pound packages add at prices quoted for queens.
On all orders amounting to Jio and over we will allow 5 percent discount, and orders
amounting to $100 and over will allow 10 percent discount from above prices.
We guarantee safe delivery on queens, and safe delivery on bees that are not in transit
over

five days.

Our Reference— Any

Mercantile Agency, A. I, Root Co,, or American Bee Journal,
Get into communication with us at once and book your orders early to avoid disap
pointments in the spring.

THE PENN COMPANY,

Penn, Lowndes County, Mississippi

Representatives of The A.

/.

Root Company, and Queen

Specialists.

City,

We

are

in

the

Market

To buy both Comb and Extracted honey. Write us what you have to offer,
naming your best prices delivered. Every time an interesting price is named
us, we buy and remit the day shipment arrives.

C.C.CLEMONS BEE-SUPPLY CO.

ALL

"

queen-

It. 00

"

I.

for catalog,

Dept. S.,

for

Place, N. Y.

Glen Cove, L.

know we can

above prices quoted

STRINGHAM,

LET US FIGURE WITH YOU
Write

3.50

at

If

supplies

Bee-Supplies
We

275

2

I

ig.oo
26.00

J1.50

Queens are wanted with nuclei add queens
Vz lb. package, wire cages, without queens
"
"
"
"
['

1600

8.00
Q.50
7.50
13.50
up to $10.00 each.

'

1

$1000

450
550

i-framenuclei without queen
"
"
2-frame
"
"
"
3-frame

When

25

$500

$2.75

J .50
85

Untested

Appomattox, Virginia

May and

i

Virgins

I
^ THE LEGHORN JOURNAL
>

for

Mo.

FIND THE EDITOR

SHIP US YOUR OLD
We

render

it

into wax.

COMB

and pay the market prices.

THE FRED W. MUTH COMPANY
"The Busy Bee Men "

204 WALNUT STREET

CINCINNATI, OHIO

Of invaluable assistance in the production
and marketing of their manuscripts. One
year (26 fortnightly numbers) costs $2 00; sin

THE

ele copies cost locents each.
EDITOR
for one year and "1001 Places to Sell Manuscripts" (a guide to the nearly 5000 markets
for stories, novels, poems, plays, photoplays, etc. price alone $1.62, postpaid), to-

THE EDITOR, Box t024, Ridgewood, N.J.

QUEENS OF QUALITY

EVERY FRUIT GROWER

The Editor of the Beekeepers' Review and his sons have 1100 colonies of bees that they
work for extracted honey. With all those bees working with equal advantage, all having
the same care and attention, they have an opportunity unexcelled to ascertain without a

gether cost

$J-12

Who

wants up-to-date, valuable information on the vital problems of the fruit industry, such as Spraying. Pruning, CultivatPacking, Marketing,
scribe to
ing,

etc.,

should sub-

BETTER FRUIT

and begin with the January issue our Spe"
cial
$1.00

Spraying Annual. Subscription price
per year in advance.

BETTER FRUIT PUBLISHING COMPANY
Hood River, Oregon

reasonable doubt colonies desirable as breeders from a honey-producers' standpoint.
Likely never in the history of beekeeping was there a better opportunity to test out the
honey getting strain of bees than this. Think of it. iioo colonies with equal show, and a
dozen of those colonies storing 250 to 275 pounds of surplus honey this last poor (with us)
season, while the average of the entire 1100 was not more than 40 pounds per colony. We
have sent two of our very best breeding queens (their colonies producing 275 pounds surplus each during the season of igis) to John M. Davis and to Ben G. Davis, both of Spring
Hill. Tenn., and they will breed queens for the AVi'/nw during the season of igi6 from those
four superioi honey-gathering breeding queens. Those young queens will be mated with
their thoroughbred drones. Our stock is of three-banded strain of Italians, also that of
John M, Davis, while Ben G. Davis breeds that disease resisting strain of goldens that is

becoming so popular.
By this time you are

likely thinking that your strain of bees may be improved by the
addition of this superior strain c /VTvViw queens, and how you can secure one or more of
will tell you; They will be sold
those superior honey-gathering qu.cns as breeders.
to none except A'<'z'/«c' subscribers. If you are a paid-in-advance subscriber to the AVv/Vot
for igi6, we will mail you one of the daughters of those famous queens in June for a dollar
If not a subscriber to the Review for 1016, send $i.7S for a year's subscription to the Review
and one of those famous youngqueens. Those queens are well worth $2.00 each compared
to the price usually charged for ordinary queens, but we are not trying to make money out of
this proposition, only we are anxious to have every subscriber of the American Bee Journal a subscriber of the Review, and we are taking this way to accomplish the object. A few
of the very first orders for queens that we receive can be mailed in May, but the majority
will not be mailed until June. Orders filled in rotation. Have your order booked early
and avoid disappointment. Address, with remittance.
f

Beekeepers' Supplies
Such

Winter Cases.

Hives. Sections,
Bodies. Supers. Brooddescription.
Shippingcases. Section-holders. Comb-foundation.
as

Covers.

frames

Bottoms,
every

of

Smokers, etc.
Get my prices before placing your orders.

R. H.
Rt. 3,

SCHMIDT

Sheboygan, Wis.

We

THE BEEKEEPERS' REVIEW,

Northstar, Michigan

February, 1916.

American l^ee Journal

WOODMAN'S SECTION FIXER
COLD MEDAL
comb honey at the reent Michiiran soth anniversary con
vention. was won by Floyd Markham.
of Ypsilanti. Mich. He says:
"
have several kinds of machines for foldiOK sections and puttingin the starters, but since we got
one of your Section Fixers, about two
years ago, no other machines for the
purpose are used in our shop. It pays
to use bottom starters and your Section Fixer is the only machine that I
know of that will do the job at any
rate of speed and do it right."
that with this ma'
DO YOU
chine you always handle large pieces
of foundation which makes the putting in of bottom starters easy. Special circulars will tellyou all about it.
Price $2.75 with lamp and one form
block, shipping weight 5 pounds, postage extra.
for the finest

c

iranteed to Please.

We

.11

WOODMAN

The

Co.,

Grand Rapids, Michigan

11.;'

(;.rii

'Jo

v.'-i ar'iiiairit'-<]

C.lU-^tion of

Cfi'.i.*:

w

V-K-

-

Itafiish.

Early Curl.d i.>\iMcc, (JdiU-n Heart

rclcry.Siimm..T
nch, 1'uri.lo'r.jy

f^ihl.^iir-'. \^.i.u SUitnllnit SpinT.jrrii[. ai>.l I', rfection Toirmto,

*Cr_ SEPARATE -f /|^
««7' PACKAGES •*«#€*
Writ«f.o(l:ivforthi4 Hjtrjfain ("..llrctiofi,!*
FREE llifi 1016 Gard.-n &»<! Furn- Cui']
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KNOW
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BROS., Seedsmen

Pock River Valloy S«od Farm
Box 599,
ROCKfORD, ILL.

lyPEllIER

(

SENSATION

CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST
AND BEEKEEPER
Tbe only bee publication In Canada

the official organ of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association and has incor
porated with it the former Canadian Bee Journal.
Beekeepingand Horticulture in its various branches are effectively combined
to form a live, attractive, and practical monthly magazine.
Well illustrated and up-to-date. Subscription price postpaid.
Foreign. Ji. 50 a year
United States. $1.25 a year.
Canada. $1.00 a year.
Sample Copy sent free on request.
It is

The Horticultural Publishing Co., Limited, Peterboro, Ont., Can.

GREATEST TYPEWRITER
BARGAIN EVER OFFERED
Only
a month
until

$2.00
$29.60 is paid

the bargain price of

and the machine is yours. This
startling offer has astounded the typewriter world. Absolutely the greatest typewriter bargain ever offered. For a short time
only I offer a limited number of these standard,

WRITING

MODEL No. 3

Perfect madamaged or shop worn. Complete outfit,

typewriters at this exceptional price.

chines* not

THE CAMPBELL SYSTEM OF SOIL CULTURE
Everybody knows Campbell, the father of dry farming. Everybody knows that
he started this great movement for Scientific Farming that is chancing the desert
into a garden. But everybody does not know that there is a great school, the

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF SOIL CULTURE
where the Campbell System of Scientific Soil Tillage and Crop Growing are taught
by mail, where a thorough knowledge of Scientific Agriculture can be secured without leaving home, at a very small expense. If you area farmer or expect to be a
farmer, send for the Campbell literature, Campbell's Scientific Farmer, the Campbell manuals, and a catalog of the Campbell Correspondence School. Sample copy
and catalog free. Address,

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
325 Broadway

Billings,

Montana

REPRINT OF OLD 1853 EDITION OF

This book is very interesting when read in connection with the
Revised Langstroth. Many are surprised at the number of devices
mentioned by Langstroth years ago, which are re-written as new today. We offer the old reprint at a special postpaid price of $1.00.
Langstroth Revised,

$1.20

Both
postpaid
$1.85

Reprint of Langstroth, $1.00

)

Both
for

American Bee Journal,

$1.00

)

$1.50

All three above for $2.50

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

FREE TRIAL iT'^i
My

brand new Model No. 3 offer for but

won't let you buy this typewriter before you see it.
1 want you to be absolutely convinced that this is the
greatest typewriter bargain ever offered. If yoa have
the siighest use for a typewriter you should accept thig
amazing offer. You cannot equal this wonderful
value anywhere. When the typewriter arrives deposit
with the express agent S5.G0 and take the machine for
five days' trial. If yon are convinced that it is the best
typewriter you ever saw, keep it and send me 32,00 a
month until my bargain price is paid. If you don't want
it, return to the express agent, receive your S5.60 and he
returns the machine to me
I will pay the return exThis machine is guaranteed just as
press charges
If you paid $100. OO for it.
I

TYPEWRITERS

100

At

This Price

There

is no time to lose. Fill in the coupon and mail
today—sure. The typewriter will be shipped promptly.
There is no red tape— no solicitors— no collectors— no
chattle morttratre.
It i^ simply understood that I retain
it

the machine until the

title to

cannot
Ity

lo?-'

you

will

full

529

^iO

is paid.

You

It is the greatest typewriter opportun*
ever have.
Tear Out— Mail Today mmammmmmmmm

H.A.SMITH,

230-231 N. Fifth Ave., Chicago. III.
Ship me your Model No. 3, F.O.B. Chicago, aa described in this advertisement, twill pay vou the S24.00
balance of the SPECIAL S29 60 purchase price at the rate
of S200amonth. The title to rem:iin in you until fully
paid for. It is understood that I have five days in which
to examine and try the typewriter. If I choose not to
keep it I will carefully repack it and return it to the
express agent. It is understood that you give the standard guarantee for one year.

NAME

Illinois.

?29.tj0— and

only S2 per month.

ONLY

Langstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee

Reprint of Langstroth, $1.00

cover, tools, instructions, etc. Machine of standard size
but light weight and portable, keyboard of standard arrangement writing the full S4 characters, two color ribbon, tabulator, back spacer, writes on ruled lines; in
fact every late style feature and modern operating
convenience, at less than a third of the regular price,
and each letter visible as printed and all previous writing completely visible at all times.

February, 1916.
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Notice to Northern Beekeepers!
WE

are makinga specialty of the pound packije trade, and will ship from our yards at Fitzpitrick and other points in Alabama, packages and queens during April and May at the following prices: One frame with queen. I2 od; without queen. $1 25. Untested queens.

single. $1.00; six for $4. so; dozen for $8.50; in lots of 50 or more. 60c each. Select tested, $2 00. Breeders. $3.50. A special price quoted
on packages of ;o or more and 5 percent discount on all orders by March 15th. We have improved on the pound package, making it larger,
lighter and giving it more ventilation. We will send sample of package on application.
Our vast experience with the Root Company, and our father. A. ri. Marchant. enables us to know what the trade wants and needs,
and we are well equipped to take care of any and all orders regardless of size. Our aim is to carry surplus so as to be enable to fill all
orders by return mail and on the day they fall due. Our stock is of the three-band Italian, and has stood the test for 20 years. There is
none better. We have sold the A. I. Root Company two cars of bees and several hundred queens, and will sell again this season.
We guarantee safe arrival, freedom from disease, pure mating, no inbreeding, and your money refunded if not satisfied.
References: The American Exchange Bank of Apalachicola. Fla.: also The A. I. Root Company. Insure yourself against loss by
placing your orders with

The Marchant
AFTER

Sumatra, Florida

Bros.,

MARCH

13,

OUR ADDRESS WILL BE FITZPATRICK. ALABAMA

AN AUTOMATIC FOOT SCRAPER
Give
When

Your

Paint Without Oil

Wife a Surprise

Remarkable Discovery that Cuts Down
the Cost of Paint 75 Percent

comes in from the barn on one of those wet
dayswhenmostofthefarmstickstohisshoes. itisalmost impossible
to get them clean with an ordinary scraper. Surprise your wife by
placing an Automatic Foot Scraper at the back door. Mud. snow,
a fellow

dust and dirt will not be tracked over your floors

if

A

Free Trial Package is Mailed to Everyone Who Writes
A. L. Rice, a prominent manufacturer ot
Adams. N. Y.. has discovered a process of
making a new kind of paint without the use
of oil. He calls it Powdrpaint. It comes in
tfie form of a dry powder, and all that is required is cold water to makea paint weather
proof, fire proof, and as durable as oil paint.
It adheres to any surface, wood, stone or
brick, spreads and looks like oil paint and
costs about one-fourth as much.
Write to Mr. A. L. Rice. Manufacturer, 23
North St.. Adams. N. Y.. and he will send
you a free trial package, also color card and
full information, showing you how you can
save a good many dollars. Write today.

you use

CRAB'S FOOT SCRAPER
outside your door. The only device made which cleans bottoms and
sides of shoe in one operation. Has ten parallel plates for scraping soles and two stiff bristle brushes which cleans sides of shoe.

AUTOMATICALLY ADJUSTS ITSELF
any size shoe. Handsomely enameled. Looks neat. Can be ro
tated and swept under. Fastens to doorstep or any handy place
Get one and save yourself useless work. Price, $1.00.
to

^_^^^____^^„^__

We

.^.

offer^the Bee Journal one year with foot scraper

;

both only $1.50

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS

The Best Buy
Too many honey-producers

delay

their preparations for the season
until swarming is upon them. If
you get your supplies now you will

have time for other work during
the summer.
is

By preparing now, your midsummer labor of beekeeping

will be

very largely reduced.

Order now.

It

costs

LESS

to

purchases.

ideaa of Cartoonist Donahey. of tbe Cleveland Plain
Dealer, on preparedness in beekeeping. It

11,500 poiuids

of honey last sumfive tons on

mer and have about
hand."
is right;

our supplies are high-

But they give far better
satisfaction and service. This man
could save money on his purchase
of equipment but he would lose on
his honey crop.
er priced.

That

is

why he has been buying

of us for years.

Some men

are content only with
best supplies they can buy.
They are successful beekeepers.

the

order now. Take advantage of the
2 per cent discount on February

The

they are higher in price than supplies from others. I produced over

He

the time to nail
and paint hives, wire frames, and
fasten foundation. The efficient
beekeeper is the man whose hives
are ready for the swarms, whose supers shipshape for the honey flow.

In the winter

in Beekeeping

A New York state honey-producer
wTote us Dec. 30, 1915: "For years
I have been buying my supplies
from your New York house. I have
a preference for your supplies, altho

The

small difference in cost is
many times over in larger
profits from the business.

repaid

If you have ever used Root supplies after trying the cheaper lines
you will recognize the truth of these

statements.

pays 10 get ready nuw.

New York
If you ha've not yet recei'ved a copy of our iqi6
Catalog of Supplies for Beekeepers, drop a card
The catalog is free and lue luant cz'ery
for it.
reader of the American Bee Journal to ha've one.

Philadelphia

Chicago
St. Paul
San Francisco
Los Angeles

THE A. ROOT
I.

Medina, Ohio

CO.

Wa6hinp:ton

Des Muiaes
Syratuse
Indianapoli*
Zanesvill.-. O.
Fulls. Me.

Mechanic

Pfibniary, 1916.

^Amcrican Bgc Journal

I

THE IDEAL BEE VEIL
I

^

ADVANCE LEWIS BEE SUPPLY NEWS
1916
THE NEW LEWIS CATALOG this season, like BARNUM'S CIRCUS,
than ever.

is

As

all

a progressive beekeeper, you read the bee journals,

better, bigger,

and grander

the bee books you can get,

BUT—

and attend the conventions.

you do not get the LEWIS CATALOG FOR 1916, you are neglecting a liberal bee education.
In no other form can you get so much good, meaty knowledge about bee fixtures, apparatus, tools and -whatnot, as you can right in the LEWIS CATALOG and the pity of it is, the
man who does not avail himself -of this opportunity, pas.ses up that which he may have
for the asking for it is free.
IF

—

—

SEND RIGHT NOW FOR A NEW LEWIS CATALOG
Here are only a few

of

Our NEW METAL BOUND

BOARD in the

described and

A

very good

DIVISION

the

tool in the

and

depth

size, is

to

be found

illustrated,

shape of a KNIFE FOR SCRAPING AND CLEANING FILLED SECTIONS

is

listed.

A WOVEN WOOD AND WIRE CHEST, which
and described.
is

full

it

listed.

illustrated, described

One page

distinctive features contained in

is

given over to the RAUCHFUSS

a low cost article with

many

uses,

is

illustrated

FOUNDATION CUTTING BOX, a practical httle outfit

for the beekeeper.

Two
Two

other

articles, a SECTION

HOLDER NAILING FORM and FRAME WEDGE DRIVER are offered.

whole pages of INSTRUCTIONS TO BEEKEEPERS by

C. P.

DADANT, will be found interesting

to the old beekeepers as well as the new.
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Beekeeping at Washington

What

Uncle

While the impression prevails that
beekeeping is an old business, and although the bees have long been robbed
of their honey, practical beekeeping
is the newest among agricultural acSeveral
tivities except fur-farming.

Sam
for

is

Doing for the Beekeeper

the beekeepers that the Govern-

to

be

dealing

with

frivolous

things

for
the purpose of investigating their perepresentative of
culiar problems.
the American Bee Journal recently
visited the Government laboratory at

when he experimented

of the

Drummond, Maryland, near Washing-

men

ton, tor the purpose of learning something of the work in hand, and of
placing before our readers a state-

cations of his discoveries.
Ten years ago, little was known
Beekeepers had
about bee-diseases.
learned that a colony could be rid
of foulbrood by the shaking treat-

men who assisted in establishing the new industry are still living
and the others were well known to
In

still

among

1851

us.

Langstroth

invented

the

ment has established a laboratory

A

ment

of

what has been done there and

LABORATORY FROM THE STREET
movable-frame hive which made beekeeping commercially possible. This
invention was later followed by the
At
extractor and comb-foundation.
the most, beekeeping cannot be said
to have been a commercial possibility

more tlian a half century. Under
these circumstances, it is not surprising that we still have much to
learn about bees and it is fortunate
for

what results are

likely to

come from

scientifically.

Franklin was supposed

a

silk

cord and a key attached to his kite,
but our telephone, telegraph, electric
light, electric railways and other modem conveniences are practical appli-

George

future activities.
The results already accomplished
We often
are of far-reaching value.
hear beekeepers remark that scientists
While in a sense
are not practical.
this is true, every scientific discovery
has a practical application and even
'practical subjects must be stiudied

with

S.

Demuth

nient.
But there was no definite way
of determining the exact nature of the
Phillips
took
Dr. E.
F.
disease.
charge of the work. The first thing
was to learn the distribution of the
diseases, which he undertook in person.
While American foulbrood was
known to be widely spread, European
foulbrood, then called "black brood,"
was known in only a few localities. The
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pressed in some quarters as to the
accuracy of their work. Unnecessary
activity during
winter greatly impairs the strength of the colony and
it is very important so to protect the
bees as to avoid the conditions that
make such activity necessary. Now
that some of the underlying principles are understood, experiments in
various methods of making the best
practical application of them are being continued. This work is expected
to occupy several years yet.
Few persons know of the extensive
work done along this line. About a
half
million
temperature readings
have been recorded, at intervals ranging from every half minute to every
half hour, according to the special
Since
problem under investigation.
readings were continued during the
night as well as by day for many
weeks at a time, some one had to remain constantly at hand to make the
records.
The winter losses, taking the country as a whole, probably exceed fifteen

UNCLE SAM'S BEE DEPART VIENT EMPLOYEES
Geo.

b.

Demuth. Miss Duckett.

E. G. Carr.

Miss Armstrong. E.

A. H.

presence of both diseases was found
Tlie Department
over wide areas.
provided facilities for examination of
and
samples of suspected brood
thousands of samples coming from
every State in the Union and even
from many foreign countries have been
examined. In some of the States, it
was with the information thus gained
that the beekeepers were able to go
before their State Legislatures and
show the need of apiary inspection
laws and efficient education.
Dr. G. F. White in the Government
fact
established
the
laboratories,
that Baeilhis lanae is the cause of

American foulbrood and IJaeillus pliiton the probable cause of European
foulbrood. Until recently it was supposed that Bacillus alvei is the cause
Dr. White has
of the former disease.
also given us positive information in

F. Phillips, Jas.

A. Nelson,

McCray

percent and this great drain on our
resources can be stopped only by
Accurate
better wintering methods.

a special bulletin. No. 92, on the temperature required to destroy the germs
of these diseases. The nature of Sacbrood, formerly known as Pickledbrood, was also worked out by him
in

this office.

When

the Department undertook the
the wintering problem in
1912, little was known of the real
temperature conditions within the hive
The exduring the w'inter months.
periments made by Doctor Phillips
and Mr. Geo. S. Demuth have upset
some of the old notions about wintering and have confirmed the best methods to prepare the bees tor winter
with a reasonable certainty of results.
In the beginning few dreamed of the
tremendous activity within the cluster
during severe weather and, until their
observations had been confirmed by
impartial observers, doubt was ex-

study

of

Dr.

McCray Examining Diseased Brood

information concerning the condition
of the bees during the cold months is
obviously necessary.
If the stockman knew as little about
the animals with which he deals as
known about the honeybee, the
is
scientific care and feeding of animals,
now practiced, would be impossible.
For example, little is known about
the digestive processes of the bee,
practically nothing of its excretions

and many

details of its finer

anatomy

The diare to be worked out.
sease or diseases known as constipastill

tion, paralysis,

DR.

JAMES A NELSON AT WORK

IN HIS

LABORATORY

May

disease,

and

Isle-

of-Wight disease, which may be variations of one disease or varied diseases of similar aspect need the attention of scientists, for we are still
in the dark about them and there is
not yet a positive method of cure or
prevention.
Even the things about
which we know most are imperfectly
In addition to the more
understood.
practical problems already mentioned,
an effort is being made at Washington
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work out as many of these details
as time and opportunity will permit.
The bulletin on "Anatomy of the
to

Honoyboo" by Mr.

K.

10.

Snodgrass,

additions to our knowledge of
the subject and corrects commonly
credited errors.
After Mr. Snodgrass

fjivos

had linished his fundamental work on
anatomy of the mature insect, it was
followed by the monumental work on
the development in the egg by Dr.
.Tas. A. Nelson, which was reviewed
in the .lanuary number of the American Bee Journal. The work by Dr.
N. E. Mclndoo
on "The Olfactory
Sense of the Bee" has already been
discussed in this Journal.
It nil be
recalled that Doctor Mclndoo locates
the olfactory organs on the bases of
the wings and legs and not on the
antennae, as commonly supposed. He
claims this to be the case with
many other insects also.
"The Manipulation of the Wax
Scales of the Honey Bee" and "The Behavior of the Honey Bee in Pollen
Collecting," two papers by Dr. D. B.
Casteel have attracted wide attention

and have corrected some wrong impressions concerning the activities of
the bees.
Doctor Casteel found that

THEY PRACTICE WHAT THEY PREACH
on uses of honey in cooking and
baking, which is so deservedly popular just now, were prepared in other
Bureaus within the Department, probably witli some stimulation from the
bee-men of the Bureau of Entomology.
tin

The

bulletin on sweet clover, althougih
not directly a beekeeping subject, has
been very helpful to the beekeepers,
since with the Department's endorsement of this plant as a forage plant,
it cannot now be considered as a weed.

THE PEOPLE WHO ARE DOING THE WORK
At present there are five men and
two women, in the Drummond laboratory, engaged in the investigations in
Several of those whose
bee-culture.
names have already been mentioned
in
E. G.

Carr

connection with the various bullehave left the Department or aie

tins

no longer in the special
charged with investigations

DR. E. F. PHILLIPS.

Doctor Phillips is a well known
figure at conventions and needs no
introduction to many of our readers.
His extensive investigations have kept
him prominently before the beekeepers for several years past.
A successful investigator needs thorough
training, great patience and an open
mind.
All these
qualifications
our
friend possesses in marked degree.
We know so many things that "aint
so" that the research student must
expect many objections when new theories are advanced.
Time always establishes the truth or falsity of new

and possibilities in Porto Rico and
Hawaii by Doctor Phillips and in
Massachusetts by Dr. B. N. Gates have
been published and a similar survey of
the conditions in one of the southern
States has recently been made bv Mr.
B. G. Carr.
Several practical bulletins, in addition to those already mentioned, have
been widely circulated.
A general
bulletin on beekeeping has had a wide
circulation and bulletins have been
issued on queen-rearing and extracted
honey production. Another bulletin,
on the production of comb-honey, by
Mr. Geo. S. Demuth, in addition to a
very careful outline of the essentials
in comb-honey production, contains a
logical discussion of the vital question
of swarm control in this special con-

DR. PHILLIPS

this

special line. A short sketch of those
now in the work follows:

the "wax-shears" on the hind legs of
the bees have nothing to do with wax.
Surveys of beekeeping
conditions

nection.
The bulletins on the chemical analysis of honey, on which the enforcement of the pure food laws for honey
adulteration is based, and the bulle-

branch
in

AT

HIS

DESK
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The Capping Can— Has
Value?
UY

C.

r.

it

Any

UADANT.

"I WILL
I
got

never forget the reply tliat
I
from a beekeeper in Cuba
when I asked him why it was that
no one ever used the Dadant uncapping
can, the price of which is $8.00. He replied that no one but suckers ever

bought them. And I think he answered
right.
(With upolo^'ifs to Dadant &
Sons).
"

capping can I use two keroone above the other, the bottom of the upper one perforated. Place
a board or sheet of tin, with cleats
across the two ends, in the bottom of
the upper tin, and I don't know of any-

For

sene

a
tins,

thing that will better answer the purpose
The only fault with a capping can of this kind is that they are
small, but as the tins cost only 5 cents
each, the apiarist can have plenty of
them. Twenty was about the right
number for me." W. J. Young, in the
IVeslcrn Honey Bee, October, 1915.

—

The" capping

can," improperly called

"uncapping can," is the only implement ever devised by the writer. It
never was patented, and the Dadants
never manufactured it, so the afology
tvas unnecessary. The Western Honey
Bee is a very practical bee paper, and
its "suckers" are probably few. Living
in the " Sucker State" we have perhaps
more around us. But we dislike to
think that those of our readers who
keep bees in California and read the

Western Honey Bee

also,

might try to
Young and
capping can,

follow the method of friend

keep 20 tin vessels for a
to avoid the reputation of " suckers."
In 1878, after 10 years' use of the
honey extractor, we had not yet found
a neat and practical method of draining the cappings and disposing of them.
successively used a big bread pan,
a wash boiler, a tub with sieve and a

We

:
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it was
said, "The Iowa colone of the best, and no part of

that time

lege

is

work will long be permitted to lag
behind that of other States."

the

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

1st Nat'I

of the work in beeculture at the Iowa College of Agriculture and of the plans for the future. At

1Q16

by C.

P.

Since that article was printed courses
have been established in

in apiculture

State institutions. The hopes
Iowa beekeepers are being re-

several
of the

more

alized

quickly than they exfour-year course leading

pected, for a

to a degree of

Dadant

We

THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
Our Advertisers

discussed.

advertisements from
In accepting
dealers in bee-supplies, as well as from

number

other parties who have various articles
to sell, the American Bee Journal tries
in every
way to prevent unreliable
advertisers from using its columns. It
sometimes happens, however, that advertisers do not live up to their contracts, and for some reason or other
our readers have just cause for complaint.
In order that we may find out
who these advertisers are, we ask that
our subscribers write us promptly,
giving us full information in the first
letter.
This will give us an opportunity to either get justice for you or
discontinue the objectionable advertisement.
We do not guarantee the solvency of
any one, but we do insist that all of
our advertisers give our readers full
value received. If our subscribers will
cooperate with us in this matter, we
can eliminate such advertisements as
do not give satisfaction, and thus

become

benefit

our

reliable

advertisers,

our

readers and the American Bee Journal
its=lf.

Short Course for Michig-an Beekeepers
The Michigan Agricultural College.

It

hoped

is

a

new

course, so that

There are no

fees

large

may

it

and no age limit,
as the men.

welcome

beekeepers

more knowledge

desiring to

obtain

beekeeping should
applytothe Department of Entomology,
East Lansing, Mich., for further particulars and program.
of

of

Ontario,

will

address

the

class.

While it will not be possible to cover
the whole field of beekeeping, the fundamental principles

will be

thoroughly

tiie

a

first

degree

One of the first things that the Iowa
Beekeepers' Association set out to
accomplish was the establishment of
this course. The association is only
four years old and has already sucOf course there

ceeded.

Prof. L. A. Kenoyer, of the Iowa
Agricultural College, sends the follow-

ing note

are, as yet,

no

such as the older
courses have, no extensive equipment,
and other facilities which only time
can supply, but these will soon be
special

buildings

is

under

men

in bee-

forthcoming, when the work
way.

The demand

Apple Aphis Carrying Fire Blight
Among Apples and Pears

for trained

keeping is now greater than the supply
and this course will probably be very
popular among those who expect to take
up'* scientific work, as well as those who
are anxious to secure practical train-

During the last three years. Prof.
H. Merrill, of Kansas, has made observations
and experiments which

ing.

show

and their compensation increased accordingly. All of
these things have been kept in mind by
the Iowa authorities in arranging a

"

J.

the apple aphis or plant louse to
be an important factor in earring fireblight among apples and pears. Further
work is to be carried on, and the bee
may be vindicated."

The above item suggests that it may
shown that blight is only spread

yet be

by insects that are capable of a direct
inoculation, in
the same way that
mosquitoes spread malaria among
human beings. The fact that germs of
fire-blight have been found on the bee
does not by any means prove that she
capable of transmitting the disease
to the trees whose flowers she visits in
search of nectar. The ap'iis lives by
sucking the sap from trees, much as
is

East Lansing, Mich., wishes to announce a " Beekeepers' Week," March
13 to 18, inclusive.
This is a new
course and is designed to meet the
needs of a large number of people
who keep bees, but who have never had
an opportunity to become acquainted
with the newer and more profitable
systems of management.
Seven or eight lectures will be given
daily, and expert beekeepers, including
Mr. Morley Pettit, Provincial Apiarist

is

offer

in apiculture.

a regular feature.

ladies are as

understand that this

agricultural college to

of beekeepers will take advan-

tage of this

All

that

Bachelor of Science in
is now announced.

Ames

apiculture at

mosquitoes
animals, and

how

draw blood from

living

can readily be seen
that insect might carry germs of
it

Inspection work will soon be placed
a better basis, and the requirements

on

of inspectors raised

course which

is

designed to

fit

men

to

as research assistants,
positions
teachers, or to operate commercial
fill

apiaries.

The course

as outlined follows

:

Industrial Science Leading
Course
TO the Degree of Bachelor of
Science (in Apiculture).
Freshman Year.
in

Credils

Fir^t Semester

,

Botany. Chemistry or Zoology
English

3-5
3"*

Mathematics

5

German

3~5
3

Elective
Seeomi Semester

Credits

Botany. Chemistry or Zoology
English

3-5

Mathematics

3

3

We

German

3 5

History

'

are glad that Prof. Merrill is investigating this subject and will await with
interest the result of his investigations.

Elective

blight

from one

tree to

another.

Beeljeeping at the Iowa College
ol' Agriculture
In our August number an article by
Mr. Pellett told something of the men

i

Sophomore Year
J-'irst

Semester

General Apiculture
*8otiny. Zoology. Chemistry
Modern Language
English
Seeoiill

Semester

General Apiculture
Botany. Zoology. Chemistry
Modern Language
Physics

Credits
4

iVa-s
3

2

Credits
4

4»-S
3
3
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*'rhe student will takeone of these courses
each term of the Kreshman year and the
in the Sophomore year.

in

other two

college year.

Senior Year.
During the Senior year the student will
take research courses in beekeepintr and
apiary inspection and other courses offered
in the college to total i6 hours credit in each
semester of the college year.
Persons wishing information in detail as
to the work offered should write to the
Registrar. Iowa State College. Ames. Iowa,
for the I0I5 16 catalog and information in
regard to courses in apiculture.

When it was learned at the Iowa convention that this course had been established, a special letter was written to
Pres. R. A. Pearson and signed by most
of those in attendance in that session.
It is understood that the president has
interested himself personally in the
success of this new work, and the beekeepers wished to convey to him evidence of appreciation of his efforts.
We congratulate the Iowa beekeepers on the recognition which the Iowa
Agricultural College is extending to
Prof. C. E.

Bartholomew

was elected president of the associawhen it was first announced, a
year ago, that some work in beekeeping
would be given. This was an expres-

tion

sion of confidence in the institution

and

Prof.

in

Bartholomew

that evi-

dently has not been misplaced.
We hope to be able to give our readers
lar

some information concerning simiwork in other States before long.

Distance Bees Fly for Honey

An

interesting article

on the above

given in Gleanings in Bee
Culture for Dec. 1, by an experienced
Florida apiarist, F. M. Baldwin. He

subject

is

states that, in

his locality,

"bees work

over a radius of less than a mile." The
Editor endorses this view, saying that
bees seldom go over \% miles for harvest.
However, he has seen bees occasionally over 3 miles from home.
His suggestion is that, bees having a
long range of vision, they may be able
to see the fields of blossoms far away,

and that their

flight

may depend upon

Florida inhabited
by Mr. Baldwin, the country is level
and covered with pines, swamp land,
etc., and this is the reason why the
this.

In the part of

range of

flight is short.

Having

some

curiosity as

to

the

opinions expressed on this much debated subject by former writers, we

hunted all references to it in the American Bee Journal, back to 1883, a period
of 32 years. A greater variety of expressions could not be found on many'
subjects.

Some

leading

the extended

ber, of

New

statement

.luNioR Year.

Durinn the Junior year the student who
wishes to specialize in beelteepint; should
lake Entomoloey. Botany, Bacteriology, and
Chemistry, and enough of other courses to
total 16 hours credit in each semester of the

the industry.

sustain

beekeepers

at

from

that
to

4

flight.

York, comes

work

bees
10

first

Ira Bar-

river.

with the

at

profitably

miles.

Doolittle,

Pond, J. O. Enos, of California, Edwin France (father of N. E.
France) hold that they can readily
Gallup,

J.

E.

harvest as far as (i miles. A Texas apiarist, L. B.
Smith, wrote repeatedly
that his bees, by preference, worked at
4 miles rather than at a mile from the

He acknowledges, however, that
the lay of the country has much to do
with the extent of their flight.

hive.

On

the

other hand,

many

large api-

Diagonally across the stream,

Keokuk, Iowa, is a pickle factory,
over a mile and a half in straight line.
In summer, the sour odor of the pickling vats is wafted over the housetops
and across the immense stream and is
plainly discernible. When we reflect
that bees are most admirably adapted
to the requirements of their pursuit,

we should not be astonished

if

they

odor of strong-scented
bloom, such as basswood or buckwheat,
several miles away. Moreover, a continuous field of bloom may lead them
detect

the

on.

do not think their bees work
profitably beyond \% to 2 miles, some
reducing that distance to 1 mile or less.

The configuration of the country has
additional influence upon the range of
flight.
If there is bloom in the direc-

Adam Grimm,

tion of

arists

a

man

who

became

wealthy in extensive beekeeping, advised the placing of outapiaries 3 miles
away. J. E. Pond, though holding that
they could go 6 miles, preferred to
have the field inside of a mile. Hutchinson did not think they travel over 3
miles. J. L. Byer and hosts of others
don't want the blossoms over 2>^ miles.
The Victorian apiarists in convention
thought apiaries should be located 3
miles apart. The Missouri State beekeepers, in
1892, at their meeting,
wanted the field within \yi miles, for
profitable harvest.

The Chicago-North-

western, in 1907, discussed the subject,
and the speakers limited the profitable

range to

1%

miles.

In very hilly countries, like Switzerland, beekeepers invariably hold the

view of a very limited range, not to
exceed 1 '4 miles, and even limit the
possibility of matings to that distance,
in spite of the stronger wing power of
the drones, evidently

owing

to the rug-

gedness of their land.
In our personal experience, with apiaries located apart at distances varying
from 3 to 10 miles, we have seen such
contrast in the yields that we believe
the best paying crops are gathered at
very short range, for with apiaries 4

miles apart the crop has often been
quite different in both quantity and
quality.

For

all that, it is

out of the question

to dispute the experiences of

men

Doolittle, Enos, France, etc.

We

wind, not only must the
but the wind which
brought the stimulus also helps them
the

bees find

it

easily,

back towards the hive.
We are tempted to suggest the possibility of

some climates being more
long flights, owing to a

favorable to

lesser atmospheric pressure or greater

Several Texas rethe broad plains
of that State long flights with profitable results may be more likely than in
many other spots.
As the distance traveled by bees is of
great importance in establishing apiaries, prospective
beekeepers should
look into the matter in their own locality. In countries where flowers abound,
large apiaries may be kept close together. If a range of only 2 miles in
any direction is of common occurrence,
this still gives the bees of an apiary a
circle 4 miles in diameter, amounting
in round numbers to about 8000 acres.
A range of 4 miles in any direction
would give them over 30,000 acres. If
bees commonly traveled 4 miles for
honey, there would be no need of outapiaries, for a thousand colonies could
feel sure of an abundant harvest, if the
country was at all favorable to honey-

dryness of the

air.

ports indicate that in

producing plants.
Dr. Miller has favored the short distance reach in his former writings. We
asked hi(n to give us his latest views
c. p. d.
and they follow.

like

have had no experience

lately as to

the matter of distance bees

will travel

must

seek the differences in different conditions.
To the suggestion of Editor
Root, who believes bees can see fields
of flowers several miles away, when
the configuration of the country permits it, we will add the still more
plausible one, to our mind, of their
being able to smell the honey in the
direction from whence the wind comes.
Why not ? Human beings can detect
odors a mile or more away. We are
located on the bluff of the Mississippi

I

gather honey, and for that matter
never had, but I have watched pretty
closely all that has been written on the
to

and have come to have less
in long-disI formerly had
tance gathering. Even though it should
be clearly proven that a chance bee
went 5 or 7 miles from home and returned, that is no proof that it could
subject,

faith than

wotV. profitably half that distance. F.
M. Baldwin's article is illuminating'
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and like enough Editor Root's views,
page 965, are not far out of the way.
But we must be a little on our guard
lest the pendulum should swing too
far the other way, shortening the flight

about
of

a field of red clover, for the

it is

great.

odor
So there you are. Just
and me, I don't know

between you
much about bees anyway.

c. c.

M.

of the bee unnecessarily.

The whole subject
great importance, and
come every real item
regarding

it.

It

is

one of very

we should

wel-

of information
isn't altogether a mat-

mere distance. Other factors
have a bearing, and possibly some that
ter

of

have never been thought of. Editor
Root springs a new one when he suggests "that the flight of bees in quest
of nectar is dependent on the distance
they can see pasturage." It is easier
for me to believe that bees might smell
a field of clover 5 miles away than that

they could see it at that distance. Ever
watch bees at work on a basswood
tree

Beekeeping Simplified
This is the title of a small English
work, of 48 pages, with 57 cuts, by W.
Herrod-Hempsall, Editor of the British
Bee Journal. Price 60".
This little work contains the rudiments of beekeeping with instructions
for starting an apiary in the modern
way. The straw skep is given a mention, but with the very explicit state-

ment

printed and worth fully

Covina, Calif., in its December number publishes an appeal to California
beekeepers to sustain that magazine. It
at

is

a

good

journal, published by a pracman, and should have the support
beekeepers on the Pacific Coast, for

tical

a publication of

part of this

sary there.

booklet, for an American,
is that relating to taking the bees to
the heather, a specially ventilated hive
being advised for the purpose. Heather

honey is mentioned as so " gelatinous "
as impossible to extract by centrifugal

matter how slight the breeze, the bees
will be seen on the lee side, the side

vised

So a method of pressing is deand the cut of a peculiarly
grooved press shown.
That bees without combs are not

force.

shipped so far in Great Britain as in
the United States is evidenced by the

its price.

California Beekeeping
The Western Honey Bee, published

that the old methods are " strongly
deprecated." The specially interesting

You'll see the bees at one side
?
of the tree flying back and forth perhaps within a yard or two of the foliage, and none on the opposite side. No

from which the breeze wafts the odor.
But then if we say bees go by odor, we
ought to expect a cloud of bees always

method given of confining them, by
"tying over the receptacle containing
them a piece of cheese straining cloth."
In long confinements such as necessary here, the bees would pull the cloth
apart and liberate themselves.
The book is well gotten up, finely

of

its

character

The present low

is

neces-

prices of

honey

in California will certainly not
the history of the past is a criterion for the future. Those who have
last, if

honey
hold

it

abundance and can afford to
will secure a better price before

in

In the years of plenty it is well
product for the years of scarcity.
The story of Joseph and the seven
years of plenty and the seven years of
famine still proves true in modern
long.

to store

days.

Dr. C. C. Miller's Personal Recollections
Life Story of America's Best
(Continued from January number.)
a good part of the two
my rising hour was 4 a.m.,
when I began study. I got a sort

THROUGH
years

of exercise by standing a considerable
part of the time while studying.

That my mind might not be distracted
from study, I determined to have nothing to do with female society. I do not
recall talking with any woman or girl

tnus of
such as

homemade flannel
money cannot buy nowadays.

substantial

A wammus

takes the place of a coat,
being a sort of jacket with sleeves,
hanging loosely down and coming perhaps 6 inches below the waist. Generally you do not let it hang down, but

financial

take hold of

and

tie

them

the

two corners

in front

in a knot.

peddled maps and books in vacataught singing-school and among
other things worked in what was called
Capt. Jack's garden, a number of acres
then in the rough, but afterward a place
of beauty, at that time in the care of
Prof. Jackson. One Sunday he got me
I

tion

;

;

watch the garden against intruders.
was mostly woods, and I wandered
about at ease, for no one intruded, and
in my ramblings I came upon a little
patch of strawberries, and I sampled all
of them that were colored.
Afterward
I learned that one of the chief things
I was in the
garden for was to make
sure that no one would disturb a small
Ded of Wilson's Albany strawberries,
then an entirely new thing, which in
after years I planted by the acre.
It

problem was perhaps

the most difficult. When I arrived at
college I had less than $70—1 think it
was $68 and some cents. I did anything and everything I could find to do
to add to that sum, or rather to keep it
from being exhausted, for it was more

by keeping down expenses than by
earning money that I managed to get
through. I had the benefit of a public
fund which made my tuition low. I do
not remember that I bought any clothing.
I had one Sunday suit that lasted
me, and I was fairly provided for every
day with serviceable clothing, albeit
some of it was a bit bizarre, such as
trousers checked green and red of
homemade linsey-woolsey, and a wam-

Beekeeper

to

except with Mrs. Nott, the wife of the
president of the college, Eliphalet Nott,
D. D. I sang part of the time in the
choir of the Methodist church. My
seat happened to be next that of a
young woman, and if she asked me
about the hymn we were to sing, I
pointed with my finger to the place, but
I never spoke.

The

Known

some way, perhaps as a pastime, I
learned
to write German text,
which now stood me in good stead. I
nad the job of filling into the diplomas
the names of most of the graduates of
the two years. I got 50 cents for each
name.
It was close work, and very
hard on the eyes, the work being done
by an innumerable number of strokes
with a fine steel pen on the greasy
In

nad

Dr. Miller at

54

parchment.
But the greatest chance for economy
was on my board bill. I boarded myself
the whole time, and my rations were
chosen not because well balanced, but
because inexpensive. The staple article
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THE MILLER HOME AT MARENGO.
was whole wheat boiled and eaten with
milk, sometimes sweetened.
peck of
wheat goes a long way, and is withal a
wholesome food. Rice was sometimes
used as a change, and I bought some
bread.

A

now

say just what my board
some of the time it
did not exceed 35 cents a week. I know
I

cannot

cost, but

at

least

that for a time
cents a week.

I

It

had

a

boarder

at 50

was my cousin and

classmate, John H. Miller. But when I
gave him beef suet in place of butter
for his bread, he struck, and I lost my
boarder. If I had known enough to
call it oleomargarine, it might have
passed muster, but oleomargarine was
then unknown, and he drew the line at

beef suet.
It was optional with students whether
to spend the third term senior at college or to teach. I chose teaching, and
got $100 for teaching one term at an
academy at Delhi, N. Y. That helped
wonderfully, so that after having paid
for my diploma and all other bills I
left college
with some $80 in my
pocket. If I could have foreseen this
I don't think I should have economized
quite so severely; but I had a great
horror of debt, and eagerly seized
every opportunity either to earn money
or economize, lest
the opportunity
might not come again, and so it happened that I left college with more

money

in

my

pocket than when

I

went

there.

Throughout the two years
tained

and

maximum

standing in

my

I

main-

studies,

commencement had
the German

the honor
oration. I
have little recollection what that oration was about, but when I think of the
at

of delivering

I now have
in reading a German bee journal after years of practice
I am constrained to believe that either
the German oration was assigned me

difficulty

some reason other than my profiGerman, or else that there
was poor material in the class from
which to select a German orator. Even
at that, I came near missing that part
at commencement.
My chum and I
for

ciency in

were in the habit of saving over a
meaningless jingle, "Hops clops de
kinny de trickel de raus kooma vas."
Just a few days before commencement
the class orators were ordered to ap-

ILL.

pear before Dr. Nott to recite their
several productions, with the alternative that those not yet fully prepared
would not be allowed to take part at

commencement. I started in on mine
but when near the end the

all right,

whole thing

left

me

tated just an instant,

entirely.

I

hesi-

and then promptly

wound up with "Hops clops de kinny
de trickel de raus kooma vas." Dr.
Nott scowled and said, " We don't
teach Dutch here." "That isn't Dutch,"

answered, and Dr. Nott made no reI do not feel proud of the transaction, although I spoke my piece at
I

ply.

commencement.
The thing of which

I felt the proudest was securing Phi Beta Kappa, the
highest attainable
honor.
Several
others of the class, however, achieved

the

same

j^y^

thing.

After securing the degree of A. B., I
was one of the teachers in the academy
at Geneseeo, N. Y., and then went to
Johnstown, Pa., and began reading
medicine with Dr. C. Sheridan. He
was taken with the western land fever,
and moved to Earlville, 111., where he
had bought a farm. So I went West,
too, and was graduated an M. D. at
Michigan University, Ann Arbor, Mich.
By that time Dr. Sheridan had gone
into partnership with Dr. Vosburg at
Earlville, and upon graduation I also
entered the firm. The principal business of a physician then and there was
administering quinine for fever and
ague. I was pretty well shaken up
with the disease myself, and my ears
were kept ringing with the heavy doses
of quinine taken.
Rev. John Ustick was the pastor of
the Presbyterian church to which I

belonged at Earlville. At a meeting of
Presbytery he was interviewed by Rev.
Geo. F. Goodhue, pastor ot a church at
a place called Marengo, the said Mr.
Goodhue being in search of a young
physician to settle at Marengo. As a
result, I trekked to Marengo, my outfit
being a gaited saddle-horse and saddle
and a large medical library, at least
for a young man just beginning his
career as a physician.
For I had
bought the whole of the library that
Dr. Sheridan had accumulated when
he had decided to quit practice. It may
be remarked in passing that he after-

ward gave up the idea of farming, returned to Johnstown, and ended a long
life of usefulness as a greatly beloved
physician.
Dr. A. Hagar, the leading physician
of Marengo, did not look with favor
upon my settling in Marengo, and advised me to go West and find ground
less occupied.
Later, however, he be-

came my warm

frienrl,

and remained

so until the day of his death. He had
a very extensive practice, extending 8
or 10 miles in all directions. Desirous
to give up his longest rides, he began
to throw them into my hands. That
was, in a way, my undoing as a medical practitioner.
After having visited one of the longdistance patients, carefully considering
the case, and prescribing to the best of

my

ability, I

would mount

my

horse

ride home, perhaps in the
the night, and on the way

for a long

middle of
misgivings would overtake me, and I
" Have I, after all,
would ruminate.
understood the case ?
Any mistake
might bring serious, perhaps fatal, results.
Better look up carefully what is
said in the books about it." Then after

worrying the rest of the way home
about it, I would consult the many authorities, decide that I had done the
best thing, and then conclude to meet
what other exigencies might arise, and
do no more worrying. But the next
visit I would go over the same experience again, question my fitness for
such
important
responsibility, and
finally the burden became so great that
I felt obliged to get out from under it
and give up the practice of medicine.
It seemed like throwing away a good
part of my life, for I had been faithful
in
preparation and
was probably
equipped better than the average.
(To be continued.)

Sweet

Clover—Its Value
the Beekeeper
BY M.

WE

G.

to

DADANT.

have seen sweet clover advance
in the last few years from the
position of a noxious weed to
that of one of the best forage plants of
the country, some claims being made

— —

—

—
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moisture, and how ?
3. Is
sweet clover a
sure honey
yieldei or are there failures ?
4. If you
had 100 colonies within
reach of 100 acres of blooming sweet
clover what would you expect the yield
to be in extracted honey?
The last question of course ishypothetical. but will give an idea of what is

thought of

its

value.

INFLUENCE OF SOIL ON HONEY.
Without an exception all correspondents agree that soil has little effect
on honey yield, except that sweet clover,
of course, grows best on soil with
plenty of lime, and we should reasonably expect honey-producing qualities
to be best where growth was most
favorable.

EFFECT OF DROUTH AND MOISTURE ON
YIELD.

All agree that atmospheric conditions play a most important part in
honey yield. Very probably the irri-

gated regions have the advantage in
this respect, as the moisture can be in
a large degree regulated to suit. " Dry,
hot weather is best," says Wesley Foster, "with plenty of moisture through
irrigation." This is confirmed by L.
W. Benson, of Alabama, who thinks
irrigated lands ideal, but for Alabama
mentions as best " dry, hot weather
with plenty of moisture at tlie roots of
the plants." A. B. Brown, of Alabama,
whose sole dependence is sweet clover,
wants "a hot and sultry atmosphere
with plenty of moisture in the ground."
Others mention weather neither too
dry nor too wet as better than either
extreme.

Eugene Secor and a Yucca
Blooming on His Lawn

Fig. 56— Hon.

that

it is

even superior to

alfalfa.

The

farm papers have contained many articles extolling its value, giving proper
preparation, methods of
soils, their
order to get the best rehas been said also of
expected from the plant.
What, however, is the honey value of
sweet clover ? Beekeepers have known
for a long time that it is of benefit to

tillage, etc., in
sults.

Much
what may be

the bees, that it yields enough honey
for its influence to be noted, especially
in certain seasons. But now that it is
likely to have universal planting, that
your bees or ours may regularly forage
on many acres of sweet clover in
bloom, let us enquire what we may expect.
Will it be only a helper or will
Will I able to deit yield a surplus ?
pend upon it so that I may double the
number of my colonies in each apiary,
and may I be safe in starting apiaries
any place throughout the country
where much of this clover is planted ?
In order to determine this beforehand, if possible, I submitted the proposition to some prominent beekeepers

who have had
with it, many

of

whom

it

considerable experience
whom are at present
harvesting crops from it, and some of
rely

Replies

on

solely for surplus.
the following

came from

Colorado, S. Dakota, Iowa,
Kentucky, and Alabama. Four
general questions were asked as follows
the soil on which sweet
1. Does
States:

Illinois,
:

clover
yield?
2.

is

grown

influence the

Is the yield affected

honey

by drouth or

SWEET CLOVER A SURE HONEY PRODUCER ?
From the above points we deduce
that sweet clover honey production
IS

varies

pheric

much with
conditions.

in atmoshave yet to hear,

variation
I

however, of an absolute failure in
Alabama.
By this I mean a season

where the bees starve with acres of
blooming sweet clover within reach.
however, the

In Illinois,
different.

situation is
have, ourselves, observed
seasons when the yield was nil. A. O.
Heinzel, also of Illinois, reports that
the plant generally yields; but he has

We

seen absolutely flat failures. At one
time his bees were starving with 160
acres of blooming sweet clover within
e?sy reach. This was at Kenney, 111.,
and occurred in a very dry year when
nearly all vegetation was " burned up."
Indications are, therefore, that extreme
drouth or extreme moisture make for
an extremely light yield.
100 COLONIES AND 100 ACRES.

Nearly all correspondents, before answering this question, stated emphatically that theirs could only be a guess
as other factors entered into the crop.
Here are some of the answers:
districts 200 pounds
1. In irrigated
in Alabama probably more
per colony
than half of this. Alabama,
2. 100 pounds to the colony, more if
bees were stimulated. Alabama.
3. 70 to 125 pounds to the colony.
Colorado.
4. 150 to 200 pounds to the colony.
:

Kentucky.
5. 100 pounds
Dakota.

to the colony.

South
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colony would not

be remarkable. Illinois.
better than
7. I have produced

100

Illinoi.s.
pounds average of comb
Frank Coverdale, of Iowa, the sweet
clover man, has his liOO colonies of
bees in one apiary. He harvested a
carload of comb honey in 11)15, most ot
which was from sweet clover. He has
170 acres of sweet clover on his own

place.

Taken

all

and actual

Even

if

we

the lowest

these approximate
are encouraging.
reduce the yield to that of
guesser, 50 pounds would
in

all

yields

be no mean crop when added to what
we already have, even if we had to do
without it some years.

a honey yielder for the Central West, as
alfalfa is at present
for the Rocky
Mountain States, principally because

we cannot control moisture. But when
sweet
clover
is
grown generally
throughout any section of the country,
that section

Emma
writes

:

M. Wilson, of Marengo, 111.,
"There has never been a time

when we have had

to feed bees to

keep

them going through the season since
sweet clover became important, although we may have had to feed in the
spring or for winter. The advantage
shows more in poor than in good seasons. It fills in the gap when other
things

fail."

Another thing mentioned by one or
two correspondents is that if sweet
clover is cut for hay before it blooms
in spring, the second crop blooms later
(not co-incident with white clover) and
continues to bloom until frost. Atmospheric conditions seem to be a little
better, also in the late summer, and the
honey yield is noticeable.
CONCLUSION.

Proper growth of the plant and
proper atmospheric conditions are the
prime requisites for obtaining the best
honey crops with sweet clover. Warm,
sultry weather with plenty of moisture
in the ground for
the plants tends
towards the heaviest yield.
clover
will
Sweet
not prove as good

be assured of a dishoney flora, with

the

some good crops of this honey alone,
while absolute failures, with bees starving, though not absolutely provided
against, will be much more rare than
formerly.
Hamilton,

No.

111.

14.—The Honey-Producing

general characteristics of value.
In the Central West, the white clover
crop ends the spring flow and there is
a lull until the fall crop. This lull may
be filled with sweet clover. As Miss

may

tinct addition to

Plants
BY FRANK

N

C.

PELLETT.

number we turn

aside from
the consideration of plants of the
northeastern States and will mention a few of those familiar to the beekeepers of the great southwest.
this

I

YIICCA.

Over

vast areas of the arid West there
is little for the bees.
few plants
withstand the long continued periods
of drouth even where there is no irrigation, and these add to the total production of the apiaries in the irrigated
regions. Among the attractive plants
may be mentioned the yucca, also called

A

Spanish bayonet, Spanish dagger, Adam's needle, mountain queen and Roman candle. There are about a dozen
species, mostly from Dakota west to
the Pacific and southward. They are
common in Mexico and Central America.
They are also to be found in the
sandy sections alongthe Atlantic coast
from North Carolina to Florida and
Louisiana.
When in bloom the plant is very
ornamental. A single tall flower stalk
contains many large, white or cream
colored flowers.
In many localities
where the plant does not grow wild, it
is

grown

for

ornament

as

in Fig.

6(3,
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duce the

poorer grade

so

that

the

honey is not favorably
eucalyptus
known in the markets.
The blooming period of the different
species varies so that some are in
bloom at all times during the year. The
blue gum, already mentioned, blooms
from December until June, while the
sugar

gum blooms from August

to

November. Several species bloom during the winter months, when they are
especially valuable in sustaining the
bees until the time of the main honeyflows, Figure 67 shows the eucalyptus
blossoms.
PRICKLY PEAR OR INDIAN FIG.
Plants of th ; cactus family are widely
scattered in the arid regions from Da-

kota to Washington and south to Texas
and California. Of the prickly pears
Opuntia, there are about IJO species,
mostly found in the warmer sections of
North America and southward. A few
are to be found in sandy soils farther
east, ranging from Ontario and Massachusetts south to Florida. They are
also sometimes grown as ornamentals,
as shown in Fig. 68. The blossom of
the prickly pear is of pale yellow color
and very attractive. Fig. 69. It is reported as a source of nectar in both
Texas and California. Opunlia cyigelmanyii is reported by Scholl in " Honey

Plants of Texas," as "of much importance to the beekeeper, especially during a season of partial drouth. Both
an abundance of honey and pollen was
obtained, the honey being light amber
in color, of heavy body, but 'stringy,'
so much so that it fairly draws out into
strings when very thick. The flavor is
very rank."
Atlantic, Iowa.
Copyright: 1916. by Frank C. Pellett.

The Use

of

Automobiles for

Outapiary

Work

BY WESLEY FOSTER

sons with autos, and with my observation of other beekeepers' experiences, I
have definite ideas on the type of car
the beekeeper should buy if he considers economy and service as the most

important requisites.
The beekeeper who runs from 100 to
a 1000 colonies can do most of the
hauling with a light car, like the Ford.
By using a touring car, you can remove the rear seat cushions and pile
in 30 to 35 cases of honey, either cased
or in the supers. If you use the regular touring body in this way, carpet
cushions to protect the paint and car
parts from damage, when hauling these
loads, are advisable. Do not get two
bodies for your car, for if you do, it
will be largely a waste of money, because in the busy season you will not
find time to make the change from a
The roadster
utility to a pleasure car.
style of car is better adapted to equip
with a box, but the disadvantage of
this is that you have only a two passenger car.
A well-to-do Boulder county farmer
told, me that any car weighing over
2700 or 2800 pounds was too hard on
tires.
He had a car that weighed 4500,
and it cost him 25 cents a mile for
every mile he ran it.
Mr. J. C. Mathews, of Montrose, uses
a touring car with a trailer and is well
satisfied with it, but he is now figuring
on a slightly larger, heavier and better
equipped car. Right here, I should say

maintained by a number of
it is
beekeepers that the cars, such as the
Buick, Dodge, Studebaker, etc., are
operate than the
really cheaper to
Ford. The claim is made that though
tires cost more, the higher priced cars
have more substantial construction.
Mr. Edgar Polhemus, son of D. C. Polhemus, of Lamar, Colo., who has had
thorough experience in handling cars,
thinks that the Studebaker cars have
cost less for the service obtained than
the Fords. Mr. Polhemus and his son,
who is his partner, drove one of their

that

18 months with only $2.00
expense, exclusive of gasoline, oil and
tires
these items of course being a
fixed charge on the mileage made.
Mr. Polhemus and son have two
Studebakers, or rather E. M. F. Studebakers, four-passenger models. The

Studebakers
;

rear seat is removable and a box is put
on for bee work. Trailers are used
when the rush season comes and then
each car is capable of hauling over a
ton at a trip. It is far easier on a car
to use a trailer and load the trailer than
to overload the tires.
Beekeepers at times are tempted to
overload tires, so that the use of oversize tires on the rear wheels is to be
strongly recommended
it
will save
expense in the end.
;

The manufacturers of auto trucks
have claimed it to be a mistake to build
a truck body on a touring car chassis.
This claim has not been borne out by
tests

where

light

cars

are considered.

The heavy trucks come under

oftener.
If you are a beginner with an auto, I
would suggest that you get a small car,
either new or second hand. If you
make any serious blunders they will

not be so expensive if it is a secondto begin with, and parts
may be replaced very reasonably. Your
second car may be a larger, more expensive car. Don't get your experience
with an expensive car, unless you are
careful by nature or mechanically in-

hand machine

clined.

There are a number of little conveniences that help make an auto more
First, the size of the body;
useful.
make it 46 or 48 inches wide so that it
Make
will take two hives crosswise.
the body long enough for a fair load,
but do not have it extend more than
Use
18 inches behind the rear wheels.
a sheet of heavy iron or steel (one
piece) for the bottom of the body;

AUTOMOBILES

are
now almost
universally used by Colorado beekeepers. Two or three years ago
I mentioned, in one of the bee journals,
that there were 20 autos in use by beekeepers in Colorado. Last June at the
picnic of the Colorado Honey Producers' Association, held in Boulder, there
were 17 autos that brought the beekee()ers

and their families, and none of

autos came more than 40 miles.
There are now doubtless between 100
and 20l» autos in use by the beekeepers
these

in this State.

The successful use of automobiles by
the beekeeper depends upon several
things, roads, cost of gasoline, mechanical ability of owner, and driving
If you can run
ability of the driver.
an auto for not to exceed 7 cents a
mile, you can afford to use one in bee
work. If it costs you 10 cents a mile
you had better use a horse, and get a
motorcycle to use when the roads are
good.
A horse, harness and wagon
can be kept for $150 a year, more or
But you can go three times as
less.
fast with an auto and can haul about as
much load. With an auto of the right
kind, the control of swarming is simplified for the beekeeper can get around
almost any time.
With my own experience

of five sea-

AUTO TRUCK USED BY

E. E.

a differ-

ent class and beekeepers should not be
misled into thinking a big truck the
thing. Get a small machine and go

COVEYOU. PETOSKEY, MICH.
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supers and hives slide over it so nicely,
and any honey can be easily wiped up.
Have a box on the running board for
bee-hive tools, and do not get the auto
tools and the bee-hive tools mixed up.
Arrange the hives in each apiary so
that the auto may be run down between
the rows for unloading hives and supers and loading on honey.
I have found it very handy in hauling
honey on an auto to smoke out what
bees will leave the super quickly and
put the supers right on the auto. When
is loaded the canvass cover is
over until ready to start, then it is
turned back and the bees come out
pretty fast. The throb of the car and
the motor drives the bees out, and being unable to keep up with the car they
return to their hives. This works finely
during the honey flow.
One caution right here, do not try to
drive an auto and kill an angry bee at
the same time, you may run into the
In hauling bees, do not run
ditch.
more than 20 miles an hour, suppose
you should lose a rear wheel. I broke
a rear axle one time when I had on 2(5
colonies, and if the hives had not been
well tied on, there would have been a
bad spill, but not a hive got out of
position, as the car was not going over
10 miles an hour when the break oc-

the auto
tied

curred.

My own experience with a car for
apiary use began in May, 1913, when my
brother and I purchased a 1909 Reo
cylinder, 20-horse
automobile, two
power, with a removable tonneau. The
cost was $275, and the expense of running the car in 1913 was about $300,
counting $75 for depreciation. The car
ran about 6000 miles that year, and
many times hauled loads of 35 to 45
Haulfilled supers from 6 to 20 miles.
ing such loads of course is hard on
In the season, my brother and
tires.
I hauled over 1300 cases of honey, and
did all of the apiary work for 700 colonies, with this car.
In 1914, we used the same car with
an expense of a little less than $300 for
the season's work, but we had more
trouble with the car. The past season
of 1915, we have used the same car and
have run it more than any previous
year, and the expense has been correspondingly more. One thing that has
made the expense of running this car
rather high is that we have had so
many different people running it. If
you can care for your own car, the expense will be very much less.
Quite a number of International
trucks have been bought by Colorado
beekeepers, but while they have given
good service, most of the beekeepers
say they think they will get some other
machine. One of the reasons is that
few beekeepers can go above $500 as
first cost of an auto.
The most costly mistakes have been
made by beemen buying second-hand
cars, because they were cheap, buying
cars because they were getting a lot
for their money, and buying big cars so
that great big loads could be hauled.
When an auto has been bought, you
can count that the expense has just beGasoline and oil will cost as
gun.
much as the average grocery bill
amounts to each month, and when you
have a machine it will be used more

for pleasure than
used.

a horse

and buggy

is

Selling

A Ford

car can be run for 2 to 5 cents
a mile, according to the price of gasoline, oil, the size of loads hauled, the
If you are a
skill of the driver, etc.
cents a mile
careful mechanic, '6'A
should cover cost of gasoline, oil,

expenses for repairs, parts,
depreciation, etc. Our County Agriculturist ran a car one year at an expense of 4 cents a mile and paid his
garage rent, and hired all repair work
done. He figured very liberal depreciation, more than it has been necessary to allow, as secondhand Fords
sell nearer the original cost than any
other car.

tires, actual

The box for the beekeeper's auto is
very important. If you use an open
box, provide tie hooks on each side
about 18 inches apart, so the loads can
be tied securely. A good strong, pliaable tie rope and heavy canvas will be
necessary. If you use stake side-boards
with a canvas, you will ordinarily need
no ropes. The canopy top for the
body is convenient, because by using
side slits hooked or bolted to the uprights, the canvas or tying is seldom
needed. A box 48 inches wide by 60
inches long will hold nearly, if not
quite, 100 8-frame supers, or half as
many hive bodies. Twenty-five colonies of bees may be moved at a time if
they are not too heavy. A good, heavy,
wide drop end gate is a great help to
the b.'ekeeper, and should be included
in your specifications for a box.
The handiness of trailers cannot be
gainsaid; they can be hooked on easily
and autos have no trouble pulling them
well loaded. They should be either
equipped with solid rubber tires or
pneumatic tires. Good springs will be
required, as the trailer is generally
pretty well loaded. The cost of trailers
will be from $35 to $100 each, depending upon the kind of wheels used, and
the looks you want in your trailer. If
yoii use solid tires and do the work
mostly yourself, you may get out on
That is a pretty low
$35 expense.

however.
Boulder, Colo.

figure,

[Our own experience with the use of
automobiles coincides with the opinion given by Mr. Foster in the previous article. We have found that the
light Ford is by far the best machine
for short quick work, and is more
economical to operate. Besides this,
it is simple and can easily be driven by
almost any one. In our apiary work,
we frequently have to send some of
our factory hands to do odd jobs, such
a car is very convenient for this work.
For hauling honey and moving bees,
we have so far used nothing but horses
and wagons, as we keep two teams for
our supply hauling and farm work. Of
course, we produce extracted honey,
and this can be moved at almost any
time when the teams are not busy. For
the beekeeper who runs even as few as
two or three outya'rds, an automobile
seems to us to be almost indispensable.
—Editor.]
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First Car of
I.E

i;.

Honey

STOUROEON.

WOULD

not write this if both Mr.
and Mr. Dadant had not
urged me to do so. I do not like
to appear boastful, nor am I given to
using the first personal pronoun a great
deal.
I happened to be in the office of
the American Bee Journal last month,
and in conversation related how I came
to be in the bee and honey business
and how my first car of honey was sold.
They made me promise to give it to the
readers in the same way that I recounted it to them.
When it comes to marketing honey
my idea is that fundamentally it cannot be different from marketing any
other commodity.
I
mean that the
same principles of salesmanship that
would apply to any other marketing
eflfort with success would also prove
Pellett

successful

applied

if

honey.
Five years ago

I

to

was

a

the

sale

of

cereal sales-

man traveling for a St. Louis mill, with
as little knowledge of the bee business
as the average boy who was reared on
a farm, where a few colonies were kept,
and who later drifted to the city. In
the parlance of the street, so far as
actual beekeeping knowledge is concerned, I might say that " I hardly
knew on which end of the bee the
stinger was."
I was born in Texas and had been
almost always a resident of San Antonio or its closely contiguous environs.

Even though I was technically traveling out of St. Louis, I remembered and
loved my old home to such an extent
that everywhere I went I registered at
the hotels as being from " San Antonio,
Tex."

soon began to notice that one queswas most likely to be asked of me
whenever my place of residence became known. In Elmira, N. Y.. or Red
Oak, Iowa; in Albert Lea, Minn., or
Raleigh, N. C, some one would walk
up to me and say: "You are from San
Antonio ? Do you know where I can
get some of that delicious honey such
as I saw at the World's Fair," or "that
I ate while in San Antonio" or "that I
I

tion

have heard my aunt speak of ?"
This happened with such frequency
that

I

at

realized a

last

field

was

left

fallow which I could till. I had often
wanted to give up traveling and settle

down, and
do so and

this
still

was my opportunity to
remain in my beloved

Texas.

March, 1911.
had a wonderfully
large and excellent crop of honey in
early spring. The Sunny South apiary
operated about 600 colonies of bees in
Atascosa county, and early in the season had a car, 36.000 pounds, ready for
shipment at Jourdanton station. It was
loaded and sent forward by freight to
Knoxville, Tenn.
At last I was going to put my ideas
to the test, to prove that I could find a
market for our honev; that honey
would sell by the same methods that
would sell other commodities; that
there was a strong demand for honey
intelligent effort was made
if only an
to find the demand.
When the car reached Knoxville, I
I

started

That

year

in

business

we

arrived just after

it.

I

did not

know

a

—
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soul in town. I had a letter to Mr. A.
Harris, a commission merchant, and

J.

another to a lawyer whose name I have
forgotten. I went to the depot on the
day of my arrival and took from the
car a few cans of bulk comb honey in
3 pound, 6 pound, 12 pound, and 60
pound sizes. The next morning, bright
and early, I was in the market house
with a large cut glass punch bowl (bor-

rowed from the

hotel) full

of

bright

white slabs of comb honey for every
passer-by to see. I did not know a
single merchant's name nor what the
local price of honey had been. I added
2 cents to theTe.xas price of the honey
to pay my own profit and traveling and
selling expenses, added the freight and
a liberal profit for the grocer, and
placed a price per pound and per gallon upon the honey that would cover
them all. Whoever came by was invited to taste and examine the honey.

Some wondered

could be possibly
"this year's honey, as our bees are
hardly out of the cellar yet." Some
wanted to buy, but I told them I could
only take orders for delivery through
their grocers. I took dozens of orders
that morning and thus got a line on
the grocers, their names, standing with
if

next day worked Morristown, Greeneand Asheville, N. C. At Asheville
I sold one man 40 cases (120 pounds
each). On a sight-seeing automobile trip
to "Biltmore" Vanderbilt's beautiful
country home we passed a small wayside country grocery, and on the way
back I stopped and sold them five cases.
These outside orders were to be

—
—

entire

district.

What

was done

at

Knoxville can be repeated anywhere.
Honey is food and people want food.
It must be prepared for market in a
standard form with grading rules that
all can understand and that harmonize
with the desires of the trade. Whenever a merchant or a consumer orders
honey from year to year he ought to
feel assured that the packing, and manner of preparing for market, will be the
same each time he orders it.
San Antonio, Tex.

it

the trade, etc.
I left the market house and called on
Mr. Harris to act as my cicerone, and
offered him a commission on my business there, to introduce me and handle
the deliveries and collections for me.
The first store we called on bought 25
cases of honey. Remember that "a
case of honey" means in Texas 120
pounds, not a glass-front box of 12 to
24 sections. Before I had been in Knoxville 48 hours I wired for another car.
That night I left Knoxville and the
ville

shipped by Mr. Harris from the second
Knoxville car upon its arrival.
This is the story of my first marketing experience and the way I sold my
first carload of honey.
It is notable
that cars of Texas honey have been
regularly sent to Knoxville ever since,
and our delicious sweet is a popular
seller every spring and summer in the
better class of grocery stores of that

The Importance of Keeping En~
trances Free from Ice
BY LEWIS

L.

WINSHIF.

various
has been printed
MUCH
papers and magazines in the past
in

about keeping the entrances to
beehives unclogged with snow or ice.
Along the first of January, 1915, a blizzard struck us, covering everything to
a depth of from one to four feet. Not
just one night, but four, did the snow
whirl and blow striking into every nook
and crevice that was exposed to the
The photograph shows to
weather.
what a depth the hives were covered.
This photograph taken the first bright
day after the storm is not an old Indian burying ground as some might
suppose, but the mounds are beehives
covered deep with snow, so deep in fact
that they are not discernable.
I hoped that the snow would stay
light and fluffy, keeping the bees warm
Nearly every bee
and comfortable.
paper gives snow, if light and fluffy, as
an ideal protection against extreme

it

any

filled

with

wonder

then that
gratification when
I gazed at the row of mounds and
thought of the countless thousands of
little workers, all waiting to be awakened by the gentle breath of spring ? I
knew that they had an abundance of
stores, and as long as the snow remained light and fluffy my wintering
conditions could not be more ideal than
cold.

I

was

Is

they were. But
" All the plans of
mice and men
gang'aft aglee," asiBurns, the poet, said
in one of his poems. I use these words
as they express my thoughts exactly
an
much better than any words of
i

mine could.

The

light fluffy

week, and

at

snow

lasted about a

the end of that time

we

had a thaw with some rain, which soon
turned to snow again, but not until a
thick crust of ice had formed over the
top of the

snow

effectually shutting out

any air for the bees.
Cold weather followed this thaw but
1 did not remain inactive, and as soon
as possible dug the entrances to my
open, thereby giving the bees
fresh air and ventilation. Figure
2 shows a hive uncovered and the entrance clogged with solid ice. This is
the shape all of my bees were in, having at least three feet of packed snow
over them and from one to three inches
of ice on that.
It certainly was not a
bright prospect to dig out the hives if
a person had many bees, but having
only 11 colonies they were all dug out
in one forenoon.
If these colonies had
not been uncovered, no doubt the bees
hives

some

would

all

have smothered. Doubtless
beekeepers have lost

many amateur

their bee^ in this manner and are yet
ignorant of the fact. My bees, after
being uncovered, had some fine flights,
and they are certainly beneficial where
outdoor wintering is practiced. Where
the bees have no flights from early fall
until late in the spring, they are almost
certain to have dysentery, and this is
one reason I would advise outdoor

wintering, especially to the novice.
When the snow is light and fluffy the
heat from the bees will melt a space in
front of the hives, which serves as a
breathing place through which fresh
air works its way into
he hives. But
how can you expect the bees to melt a
breathing place through solid ice ? It
behooves beekeepers in general to
keep the ice from in front of the entrances to their beehives. If this is
done they will have no trouble with
bees smothering for lack of air.
Sprinfield, N. Y.
I

Queen Rearing
BY HENRY BRENNER.
the beginning of March we start
queen-rearing for our own apiaries and for increase. The method
we use is as follows
make a frame
or rim out of light wood four inches
wide, closely fitting the outside dimensions of a brood-frame with the topbar projections sawed off flush with the
end-bars. About one inch down on
the inside of this rim we tack a strip all
the way around, for the frame to rest
upon when lying flat. The usual top-

AT

:

HIVES COVERED WITH

SNOW

We

bar wedges furnished with Hoffman
frames or comb guides, are excellent

February, 191C.
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We

now have a box
for this purpose.
or frame, open at top and bottom, into
which a brood-frame will exactly lit
when lying Hat upon its side, with the
three-inch space beneath the lower surface of the comb.
use two colonies in queen-rearOne which we call the Rearing
ing.
colony feeds the young larv;e. From
the other we obtain the eggs. This
latter colony we call the Breeder, and
it is chosen for trueness to type, record
of honey produced, color of bees, and
excellence of queen. As a matter of
fact, and a circumstance that is hard
to explain, we have found the best
Rearing colonies to be those that are
more or less hybridized. They seem
to be moie prolific, make larger and
more perfect queen-cells than bees of
purer strain, and also rear cells in
greater number.
go to our Rearing colony, which

We

We

has been strengthened in February by
giving it sealed brood from other colo-

(You cannot have your Rearing
nies.
We take the
colony too strong.)
queen out, some brood and bees, and
make another colony. In the queenthe important
less colony, which is
one, we leave one frame with unsealed
brood and are very careful that it has
several frames containing fresh pollen,
even if we have to take pollen from
other colonies in the apiary. We keep
the frame of unsealed brood in the
middle of the hive, frames of pollen on
each side of this brood frame, and fill
up with frames full of honey.
The new colony or nucleus that has
been made with the queen from the
Rearing colony, is not given too much
brood at once as some of the field bees
return to the old stand and there is
likely to be chilled brood during cold
nights. The remainder of the brood,
if

too

divide

much to put with the queen, we
among other colonies and give

to the queen, if deAfter making the Rearing colony queenless, our Breeding colony
that is the colony containing the queen
from whose eggs we desire to rear our
young queens is given a nice empty,
dry, clean, worker comb in the center
of the brood-nest. At both sides of
this comb should be frames containing
unsealed larvae and eggs. The next
day we see whether the queen has occupied this new comb. Four days after
finding the first eggs in the empty
comb it is taken out and the ends of
the top-bars sawed off so that the
frame will fit into the already prepared
rim or box described above.
With a blunt tool or flattened stick
we scrape away the top rows of cells
clean down to the midrib of this comb,
for about an inch to an inch-and-a-half
parallel with the top-bar of the frame.
We leave one row of cells. We then
rub off or scrape again all the cells
down to the midrib of the next four
rows of cells and again leave an undamaged row of cells. We repeat this
until the bottom-bar is reached. There
will then be several rows of cells, containing eggs, about an inch to an inchand-a-half apart, running lengthwise of
the comb with bare places or strips between, down to the bottom of the
frame. Be very careful in rubbing out
the cells not to injure or rub through
the midrib because if you do the bees
will gnaw into the other side of the
it

back gradually

sired.

—

comb. Now we go crosswise of these
rows of cells and destroy again all except every fourth or fifth cell in the row.
The surface of this comb, on one side,
will then
have the appearance of a
checker board, with individual cells
containing eggs, about an inch to an
inch-and-a-half apart in every direction.
If you look closely while preparing the frame in this way you will find
that a great many of the eggs have just
begun to hatch.
Before placing the frame thus prepared into your Rearing colony take
the frame of unsealed brood away from
them, so that for a few hours at least they
will be in distress at being broodless.
Place an empty super on the Rearing
colony and put the rim containing the
frames of eggs in the super with the
prepared side hanging down over the

brood-chamber.

These

cells will

hang

vertically over the top-bars about three
inches above the top of the frames.
Cover the colony well to conserve the
warm of the cluster.
always put a
cloth cover snugly over the frame box
and another cloth packed down closely
over the top of the uncovered frames
so that the bees cannot go up excepting into the space containing the cells

We

thus prepared.

These coverings prevent the bees
from gnawing through the open spaces
in the comb where the cells may have
been scraped off too closely and also
assist in keeping the brood-chamber

warm for the work of the bees in e.xtending the cells and rearing the young
queens. The bees start right away to
work and draw

t)ut

dozens and dozens

of the finest queen-cells imaginable.
About ten days after we put the
frame in our Rearing colony the cells
can be disposed of as desired for requeening or increase. By this method
the cells are all of the same age, perfectly ripe and clean so that you need

no

protector provided you can use
young queens immediately. Where
cannot
we
use the cells at once we use
the
Rauchfuss cages and nursery
frames such as are listed in supply catalogs. In every cage we put sugar and
honey and a number of nurse bees.
At the time we take out the frame of
brood which we originally left in the
Rearing colony when it was made
queenless, we examine theother combs
cell

the

carefully to see if there may not already
be queen-cells started elsewhere in the
hive.
had two cases in our yards
where the bees transferred larvE or

but the 14th day from the laying of the
where the queen was ready to
hatch and would crawl out fully developed.
Should this happen, the virgin queen can be introduced into any
colony without any precaution. Our
experience is that, it we have cold
weather, queens will hatch a little later,
and sometimes in warm weather they
will hatch a little earlier, than the time
given in the bee books.
If you make a colony queenless for
the purpose of requeening with a queen
of their own rearing, do not ever use
the cells which the bees start right
away or the one which is first sealed.
We destroy those cells no matter how
nice they look. The reason is not far
to seek. When the bees find themselves
suddenly queenless they sometimes use
larvs already too old to make good
queens. When a colony is made queenless and the bees determine to rear a
queen they are naturally in a great
hurry for it and may rear the queen
from a larva that has been hatched for
a day or two.
It is obvious that this
queen has not received royal jelly from
the moment that the egg hatched and
therefore will not make as good a
queen as one that is given proper food
from the instant it came out of the egg
and when the bees have been preparing
for it. For this reason our belief is
that the first cells that are reared by
the bees in the case of a queenless
colony should be destroyed and only
those permitted to hatch which were
built over eggsthathad not yet hatched
at the time the bees found themselves
queenless.
These later cells are as
good as any that can be reared if the
queen-rearing conditions are all right
in other respects.
We believe that our system of rearing queens as described above is the
best and nost natural method. All the
young queens are reared from absolutely fresh eggs or very young larvae,
and there is no transferring necessary
with the incident danger of breaking
the eggs or of confusing the bees. By
the use of our flat-lying frame, as described above, all the queen-cells hang
in a vertical position and can be drawn
out full length by the bees, which is
not always possible when built in
egg),

We

eggs (which we do not know), and we
lost in the first case our batch of cells
because a young queen hatched four

days before they were ready. The bees
sometimes transfer larva; or
eggs from the prepared frame after we
have put it into the Rearing colony, but
we have never found any particular
harm done in this case because the
queens thus reared are of the same age
as those hanging in our queen-rearing
frame.
When we lift the queen-rearing frame
out, the first day or two after it is put
on the Rearing colony, we mark two of
the more advanced cells. After ten
will also

marked cells is cut
open and we know exactly when the
batch of young queens will commence
to hatch. This is a practice which we
We have had cases
always follow.
even at the 10th day (which could be

P

days, one of these

Entrance Clogged with Ice

—

—
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cramped positions on the sides

of the
the bees have built
them under distress conditions without
having had time to prepare for queenrearing by manufacturing abundant
supplies of royal jelly. The cells raised
as we describe them above are always
straight and will always fit into the

comb and when

nursery cages and introducing cells.
By our method we rear as many queens
as are necessary for an entire apiary,
at one time and in one colony, which
save an incalculable amount of time
and labor when requeening.
As in all queen-rearing operations it
is necessary that there be a constant
flow of nectar supplied to the bees
during the period of incubation, and if
weather conditions are such that there
nectar coming in and the bees
is no
cannot fly, it is well to practice constant stimulative feeding during the
time the cells are in the Rearing colony.
Seguin, Tex.
[Mr. Brenner's method is a duplicawith additional and useful improvements, of the method used by
Oscar Dines, described in the American Bee Journal for Tune, 1912, by Mr.
The horizontal comb
F. Greiner.
tion,

method was

original,

we

as

with Mr. H. L. Case,

believe,

New York

of

State.

Our correspondent

will

permit us to

offer a short criticism of his able arti-

regarding his belief that "the
are reared by the bees
in the case of a queenless colony should
be destroyed and only those permitted
to emerge which were built over eggs
that had not yet hatched at the time
the bees found themselves queenless".
This is on the assumption that the socalled "royal jelly "is entirely different
from the jelly fed to the worker-bee
cle.

It is

that

first cells

any stage of their life. The
observations of scientists overthrow

larvje at

There

this view.

that the

any doubt

is little if

richest larval food

is

proportion to the number engaged in
the business are more fully represented
as drivers of autos than are the beekeepers. As I pause in my writing for
an instant, I can call to mind about 20

Ontario beekeepers who own machines,
and no doubt there are at least as
many more unknown to me. It can
hardly be said that beekeepers arj a
more prosperous bunch of fellows than
their neighbors engaged in other callings, so there must be other reasons.
One of these is that their calling requires much travel, especially if they

have outyards, and there are very few
who depend upon bees for a living but
what have outapiaries.
The question of expense of buying,
and more particularly of up-keep of the
machines, looms large before the prospective buyer, and those of us who are
running machines are often asked,
" Does it pay to own an auto for apiary

work

?"

I

want

to say, in the

words

of

our esteemed friend Dr. Miller, "I
don't know," and yet after all it may be
of interest for me to give a few figures
as to what it has cost us to run a machine for the last three years. Please
bear in mind that I consider the question from other angles than simply the
dollar and cent view.
Although we run a car, we also keep
ahorse; that complicates the problem
a bit.
We live in the country,and during the winter months we would be
shut in too much if we did not have a
horse. Fortunately, during the three
years that we have had a car, a neighbor has been keeping our horse in a
way that costs us very little. He has no
driving horse himself, and as we use a
horse but little in the summer season,
he feeds it and in return has the preference for driving during the time that
there is no snow on the ground. During winter the farm horses are idle
and then we have the preference if we
need the horse. The plan works well,
but I am aware that a combination
affectingtwo people's interests so favorably cannot often be expected.
In the season of 1913 we bought a
Studebaker car a five passenger 25 H.
P. model. This car was run until Sep-

—

tember of the present year, and then,
having a chance for a deal, it was
traded for a 7passenger 1916 model of
the same make. The old car was turned
in at two-thirds of its original value,
and it is on that basis that I figure the
cost of the trnnsaction. Repairs were

very light. After hearing what some
have to put up with, I feel like saying
nothing about this item at all. On the
basis of my deal, depreciation cost me
about $130 a year. As the last season
was an average one, I will give figures
for that year alone as to oil, gasoline
and tire costs. During the season we
have run just about 5000 miles ran the
car for the last time this season on
Christmas night snow fell the next
day. I have averaged nearly 20 miles
measure of
to the gallon, imperial
course, which is about one-fifth larger
capacity than the United States measure, which we call " wine measure."
That figures 250 gallons of gasoline
at an average price of about 18 cents
I used about 15
it is much higher now.
gallons of Cylinder oil at 70 cents a

—

—

gallon. My tire bill was light, as in the
5000 miles I had only two punctures
and one blow out; $40 would cover
this item nicely. Will place repair bill

which

will cover all items in
Recapitulating we have for
Dethe year with 5000 miles running
preciation, $130; gasoline, $45; oil,
at

$10,

that line.

:

repairs, $10; tire bill, $40 making a total of $235.50. I have not mentioned the matter of lighting, which
must be put down to about $4.00 for
two tanks of "Presto-lite." My tire
estimate may be a bit low, as we never
know how long old tires will last, so
to be on the safe side we will raise the
bill to $2.50. The new car is electrically
lighted and started so these figures
may be too low for next year's expenses, but there is no use borrowing
$10..50;

;

trouble.

For 5000 miles running, then the cost
figures out 5 cents a mile. But I made
a splendid deal in getting rid of the
used car at the price obtained for it
in
good shape and hardly
it was
scratched, but old cars are hard to sell
But the important
at a fair figure.

supplied

during the first three days
of their existence, it being changed to
a coarser food in the case of drone and
worker after that period while the rich
food, under the name of royal jelly, is
continued to the queen-'larvae to the
to

all

end

larvse

of

their

larval

period.

Were

it

otherwise, the tendency of bees to rear
queens from larva; two or three days
old would have a nefarious influence

on the entire

Our own

race.

ence in queen-rearing
proven favorable to the
queens.

has
first

experi-

always
hatched

Editor.]

Automobiles for Beekeepers
BY

J.

L.

BYER.

AUTOMOBILES have come to stay.
That is the almost universal verdict even on the part of many who
have no love (so they say) for the gas
\vag0n5. Possibly no body of men in

EXTRACTING DAY AT THE MONASTERY APIARY OF FR.'\NCISCAN FATHERS
OLDENBURG. IND.
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South, and there was ice and snow
nearly to Shreveport. It was raining
there, and while quite chilly it was a
decided change from the snow and
cold I had just left.

As

I

here,

I

had to lay over several hours
got out between showers and
secured a good idea of the town.
Shreveport is a hustling place of :i'i,000
inhabitants or over, and it was indeed
cheering to me to see palms and other
green trees in midwinter. Alexandria
is another good town.
Indeed, I like
these two places better than any southern city I have seen, not even excepting New Orleans. There is a hustle
and go to them that shows they are
awake.
My destination was reached that
night at about 1 ;00 o'clock, and I got
the train at a flag station called
Sarto, on the L, R &: N. railroad. The
mud was deep, and it was about the
off

gloomiest night

APIARY OF

E. E.

STERNER. WRIGH'l SVILLE. PA

saving of expense was that I had such
good luck in tires. Users of cars, especially of medium weight, will bear me
out when I say that the tire bill might
be double what mine was for the season justpassed, particularly so when we
have so much crushed stone on our
roads, not limestone, but genuine hard
cobble stones run through the crusher.
Now $250 is a big bill for driving
during one season, when I can keep a
horse for a little over $100. But how
many miles would we have driven with
the horse if we had had no auto ? Much
time was made in going back and
forth, sometimes
three yards were

on one day. Yet in the end I
honestly do not believe that from a
dollar and cent standpoint the auto
called at

paid us. But when I think of the many
pleasant trips the family have had, trips
that would never have been possible
without the car, I am tempted to say
that it paid us very well.
From the
youngest member of the family to the
oldest, who happens to be the writer, we
would be very sorry indeed to have to
get along without the auto after using
one for three years.
Before getting a car I asked friend
Sibbald's opinion as to the paying
proposition of an auto, and he answered
something like this, "Don't ever think
of the expense of the car, for it is
worth all it costs." Only on that basis
can I truthfully say that it pays us to

run a car.
story to

Some may have a
and may make

tell

different

the car

way and even more, but this is
my answer to the many who have asked
me, " Does it pay you to run a car in
apiary work?"
Markham, Ont.
pay

A
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Venture into Southern Beekeeping
BY

J.

F.

ARCHDEKIN.

were several
THERE
influenced us

things which
in deciding to move
South and take up beekeeping as
an exclusive pursuit. In the first place,
I am a farmer by trade and a beekeeper
by occupation. I love the farm and
cannot give up the idea that some day

I will

farm again. Bee work was taken

up as a side line

at first, but has since
the main one. From a boy I
have been interested in bees, and used
to visit a neighbor who had them and
talk to him and look at his colonies.
Finally he sold out and moved away,
but before leaving he presented me
with a colony of black bees.

become

This was about 18 years ago. My
complete, and since then I
have always had a greater or less number of colonies. At first the plan was
to practice migratory beekeeping, but

joy was

was abandoned after investigating
the proposition.
It can
be worked
nicely, as there is plenty of time after
the close of the tupelo here to move to
the white clover regions of the Central
States.
But at present I am content to
remain stationary.
this

Last year was a failure in my locality
Joseph, Mo.), the bees getting no
surplus worth mentioning and requiring to be fed for winter. The prospects were fine for another year, but
they had been just as good the fall before and had come to nothing. Foulbrood is raging in that part of the
State and it got into one of my yards
in the fall and nearly wiped it out.
The bee business was therefore in a
bad way, and it was either quit or
move. In addition to this I had an
attack of rheumatism in August, and
was under a doctor's care for over
three months. There was a chronic
case of appendicitis to consider, too.
I was in hopes of securing a better bee
location and benefitting my health at
the same time that the move was undertaken. In the former it was a complete success as this is one of the best
bee localities imaginable. As to the
latter it was a failure as will be seen
(St.

later.

Three locations were considered.
in Florida, one in Alabama, and
one in Louisiana. After considerable
correspondence the Louisiana location
was deemed the best, and atrip was
made to look it over. When I got on
the train at St. Joseph it was snowing
and the temperature below zero. This
was the week before Christmas. The
storm extended well down into the

One

I

ever saw.

at the first house I
a lantern and get

ceeded to hunt

came

Stopping

to, to

borrow

my bearings, I
up my man, Mr.

proJ.

B.

Marshall.
We are located on Red river, about
50 miles below Alexandria in Avoyelles
Parish, just where the Red river empties
into the Mississippi. This particular
section is enclosed in a loop or bend
of the Bayou de Glace, and is about 30
miles in circumference. It is swampy.
This Bayou is a very crooked stream.
A very striking peculiarity about the
topography of this land is that the
banks of the Bayou are higher on each
side than the surrounding land, so that
the drainage is away from it instead of
toward it as would naturally be expected. The land slopes back on either
side to the swamps and is cjeared of
timber, and is or has been under cultivation. The open land varies in width
from 150 yards to a mile, and miles and
miles of it are abandoned.
This country is badly run down, and
in a most dilapidated condition. First,
the civil war broke these people, and
a few years ago the boll weevil came
and finished up what was left, for cotton is the principal crop. The trouble
is that they stick to one crop too much.
There should be more diversified crops
planted and other industries taken up.
Beekeeping is one thing that has
been neglected but is now in course of
development here, and is destined to
become one of the most important
lines in the near future. There is room
for thousands of colonies in this one
bend alone, and there are numerous
localities just like it.
In fact, I feel
that the production of honey here will
some day rival the cotton crop in value.
This sounds like a big statement, but
every conceivable condition needed by
the honeybee is here. Mild winters so
that a pint of bees and a queen will
winter if supplied with honey and a
continuous flow from the opening in
the spring to Nov. 1, combined with
the even temperature make it ideal in
every respect.

When

we finally made up our minds
to go South, there were a lot of details
to be arranged, and some of them were
really h:rd propositions. It is a big
undertaking to move from one State to
another, especially as far as we went did.
Two hundred colonies of bees were
purchased in the new locality.
had

We
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80 colonies in two yards, but foulbrood

had appeared in one of them too late
in the fall to do anything with it. There
is absolutely no disease in this State,
it was decidedly risky to take these
bees along.
Every one advised us
against it. But we couldn't sell them
in that condition, and there was no

so

one to leave them in charge of so we
brought them along. First, however,
we melted up all the diseased ones.
This left us 55 in all which we considered healthy. All these colonies were
given the McEvoy treatment in the
sprinii as soon as they had built up
sufficiently so as to be certain that any
infection that had escaped our notice
should be given no chance to develop.
We have not been able to detect any

had no attention on their long trip.
We had intended to use a horse for
our transportation in Louisiana, getting about from one yard to another
and hauling material.
After mature
consideration it was given up and a
runabout purchased and loaded into
the car with the bees and other things.
It turned out to be a lucky investment,
for a horse could never have stood the
work, and besides the horse would
have cost more to feed than the up
keep on the car amounts to. In com-

mon with lots of other people, I was
always inclined to poke fun at the
small cars, but I have had my eyes
opened by the service this car has given

evidence of disease in them so far.
This may seem to be an over-cautious
procedure, but coming as we did from
an infected area we wanted to be sure
that no disease was transmitted. No
doubt foulbrood will in time spread
over the South, but at present it is free

from

this trouble.
lots better since we

Anyway, we

During the

latter

part of

January,

bees

suffered severely.

First the entrances
were screened then the covers removed
and wire-cloth tacked over the tops of
the hives. The bottoms were left on
and securely fastened hy crate staples.
The covers were left off during the
trip.
An ordinary box-car was secured
and the bees and fixtures loaded into
one end and our household goods into
the other while a Ford occupied the

middle portion. I will never forget the
day we started to load the bees. Part
were hauled on a sled and part on a
wagon, but no combs were broken.
Indeed, only one or two combs in the
entire lot were broken during the 800mile

trip.

The method of loading them into the
car was as follows
A layer of hives
was placed on the floor as closely to:

gether as possible so as not to allow
any motion sidewise or back and forth.
The frames were parallel with the rails.
A 2x4 was nailed on the floor in front
of the layer to prevent it slipping forward. Three pieces of 2x4 were next
laid edgewise on top of the hives one
at each side of the car and one in the
middle. Pieces of 1x6 board were then
nailed on top crosswise of the car at
the proper distance apart, so that the
front and rear ends of the hives would
rest on them.
Another layer of hives
was set on them and then another set
of 2x4's until

all

were

in.

Death

The

it

as

into a

light truck. It will carry 1000
pounds, and is the finest thing imaginable for outyard work. The car is easy
to understand, there being comparatively little intricate mechanism in it.
I am 50 miles from a repair shop, and

am therefore my own repair man by
necessity, but so far have been able to
do anything required.
Of course, I
should mention that I had automobile
experience before we came here.
Bordelonville, La.
[To be continued].

^ News

Michigan and Wisconsin Beewill be shocked to
learn of the sudden death of Mr. H. C.
Ahlers, of West Bend, Wis., which occurred but recently from hemorrhage.
At about the same time occurred the
death Mr. W. E. Forbes at Plainwell,
Mich. Mr. Forbes was a civil war veteran and a beekeeper of 40 years' experience, having kept as high as 200
colonies of bees.
H. C. Ahlers has practiced North and
South beekeeping with much success
in the last few years, having apiaries in
Wisconsin and in Louisiana.
Our sympathy is extended to the
of

keepers.

were prepared for
shipment. They had been left out on
the summer stands with no protection,
and many were in a weakened condition. The weather being intensely cold
and the ground covered with snow,
they were brought into the cellar so
that we would be in a more comfortable place to work. Even at that we
these

and I am about as enthusiastic ovt r
any one you will find. The turtle
back was taken off the rear and a box
put on in place of it transforming it
us.

Items

rest

are sure of these

bees.
1915,

Miscellaneous

/(

pile of

hives was now braced securely from
the front so that it could not move and
the remainder of the car filled with our
other goods. These bees went through
in fine shape, only two colonies arriving dead, and these were very weak
when they started. They were confined
in the car eleven days.
From the time
the car was shipped until it arrived in
Louisiana I did not see it, so the bees

families of these
in their

A

two

successful men,

bereavement.

Good Insect

Book

We

have re-

ceived from the pubishers, Ginn & Co..
of Boston, Mass., a copy of " Elementary Entomology," by E. Dwight San-

derson, of the West Virginia College of
Agriculture and C. F. Jackerson, Professor of Entomology, New Hampshire
College. The book is bound in attraccloth

tive

and
are

is

cover, contains

372 pages,

unusually well illustrated. There

more than

400 pictures to assist the
student in identification of the various

insects described.

The work

The

price

is $2.00.

is

written in a style quite intelligible
and interesting for the average person.
is

The whole

field of

insect

including bees.

life

is

cov-

While there

This book

is

nothing in relation to practical beeculture there is an interesting account
of the relatives of the honeybee, bumblebees and other wild bees. There is
a chapter on the anatomy of insects,
which can be read with profit by any
beekeeper. Full directions are given

may

well

fill

a place in the

library of any student of insect

Report

life.

50th Meeting.

of Michigan's

—

With an attendance of almost 200, the
Michigan Beekeepers' Association held
their 50th annual convention at Grand
Rapids on Dec. 15 and 16 last.
It does not fall to the lot of every
beekeepers' association to enjoy a 50th
anniversary, and the consensus of opinion of those present was that Michigan

wSrthy celebration, and one that
pleasant memories.
The meeting was marked by several
interesting and novel features, one of
these was the banquet supper, so kindly
provided for by the G. B. Lewis Co., of
Watertown, Wis., and the A. G. Woodman Co., of Grand Rapids, Mich. Another feature was the giving of medals.
The cut gives a good idea of what these
medals are like.
In place of the usual half dozen entries there were over 40 different exhibits, and in the comb honey and light
extracted honey classes competition
was very keen. The medals are cell
shaped, IK inches in diameter, and bear
on one side the portrait of L. L. Langhad

a

has

left

stroth, suggested

by Dr. Phillips.

The medals were provided as follows
The manufacturers of supplies, Messrs.

:

Lewis Co., A.

G. B.

I.

Root

Co.,

Dadant

&

Sons, R. & E. C. Porter, The Marshfield Mfg. Co., The Kretchmer Mfg. Co.,
and Gus Dittmer Co. gave the gold
medal. This medal is 10 karat solid
gold, and

designed as a text book
for short courses in Entomology, and

ered,

for collecting and preserving insects.

— Readers

turers'

known

is

medal

;

as

olies

Messrs. A. G.

:

the manufac-

value $50.

The Michigan jobbers

in

bee-sup-

Woodman

Co.,

M. H. Hunt & Co., W. D. Soper, and
The Beekeepers' Review per E. D.
Townsend, provided the silver medal.
This medal is known as the jobbers'
medal value $20.
The bronze medal is provided by the
association, and is known as the asso;

ciation medal.

The medals were much appreciated
and declared appropriate and beautiful
in design, and created much interest
during the meeting. Many of the beemen present decided that the winners

;

:

61
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Mr. David Running, Fillon, association bronze medal. Medals have to be
won three times before they become
the property of the exhibitor.
Lansing was chosen as the place for
the next meeting. Messrs. A. I. Root

to put up the finest of exyear or the medals would
change hands.
While there were over 40 entries at
this convention, we are preparing for
many more exhibits at the next meeting, in Lansing. The object in providing the medals will no doubt be attained that is, an exhibit worthy the

would have
hibits next

Co. and M. H. Hunt & Son announced
that they would be hosts to the beekeepers present at that time, when they
would serve a banquet supper. Those
present at the banquet at Grand Rapids
will remember what a pleasant time

;

name and

the State of
one that the public will

Michigan, and

come

to see.

For our next meeting we hope to
combine more features that will make
this side of the

convention

a big

ing card to the general public.
Among our many visitors were

prominent beemen from

spent, and visions of another good
at the Lansing meeting are already
arising and will no doubt materialize
F. Eric Millen,
at that time.
Sec.-Treas.
East Lansing, Mich.

was

draw-

time

some

other parts,

including Dr. K. F. Phillips, Prof. Jager,
John C. Bull, George Williams, R. F.

All reported having a
F. Voli.mer, Sec.

adjourned.

ing

Wu.

fine time.

—

The National Convention. The Nameet at Chicago on Feb. 22,
2:! and 24, as announced in our January
A preliminary program will be
issue.
tional will

found on page 24 of that issue. The
Sherman Hotel will be headquarters.

Our associaMeeting
22d annua! conven10, 1.5 in the Farmers'
Court House in North
Yakima, Wash. We are looking foi;Wasliington

tion will hold
tion on Feb.
Room in the

its

'.),

We are anticito a good time.
pating a large attendance even if we
are one month later than usual, owing
to unavoidable circumstances.
/'res.
J. B. Ramai;e,

ward

—

Holtermann, F. Danzenbaker, Dr. Kohn,
etc.
The interest in the meetings was
well sustained throughout, and the at-

Western New York Meeting The annual meeting of the Western New York
Honey Producers' Association was held
at the American Hotel at Akron, N. Y.,
Dec. 14, 1915, and was very well attended considering the weather conditions.

Many more would

have

at-

tended had there not been so much
snow.
After reports of the secretary, treasurer and delegates to State Association
were read and accepted, a suggestive
constitution was read and adopted. As
the weather for two years has been bad
on the day of our meeting, it was decided to hold it in November instead
of December, as heretofore. Several
of the speakers were unable to be present on account of the weather and
other reasons.
We had Mr. J. Roy Lincoln, of
Niagara Falls, with us, who told of his

method of making increase, which
When bees
condensed is as follows
are strong enough to swarm naturally,
place all the brood except one frame
:

Jersey Meeting.— A meeting of

New

the New Jersey Beekeepers' Association will be held in the Entomology
Building, Bleeker Place, New Brunswick, on Feb. 10 and 11, 1916. Mr. Geo.
Demuth, of the Bureau of Entomology
at Washington, D. C, will address the
meeting. Others will discuss various
phases of the business. Don't fail to
hear the man who wrote Farmers' Bulletin No. 503. E. G. Carr, Sec- Treas.

—

Bees as Pollinators Again We cannot too much emphasize the utility of
bees to fruit growers, so our readers
quoted
will be glad of another authority

on

this subject.

Southern Fruit Grower " for
November, J. G. Moore, writes of the
In the

"

and queen above the supers above an

Michigan Medal
at the closing session was
equal to that of the earlier sessions.
President Running, in his address,
alluded to the value of the summer apiary demonstrations, and touched upon
the possibility of some of the Srnith
Lever funds being used for apiary

tendance

demonstration work.

The program was full of valuable
and instructive papers, which contained
some excellent suggestions and ideas,
as follows
"

"

Runnins Outyards for Extracted Honey
E. D. Townsend.
Notes from the Year's Work "-Mr. Mor-

—Mr.
"

ley Pettit.

"Size of the Brood-Chamber "—Mr. C. P.
Uadant.
" Phases of Queen-Breeding"— Prof. J. H.
Haughey.
"Beekeeping in Minnesota"— Prof. Francis Jager.

Transferring Bees"— Mr. A. H.Guernsey.
Question Box— Mr. R. F. Holtermann.
" Some I-essons of the Last Half Century"
"

—Dr. E. F. Phillips.
" Beekeeping as a Prison Industry and its
Reformative Influence '—Mr. O. H. L. Wernicke.

"Business Principles and System a Big
in the Success of the Apiarist"- Ira

Asset

D
a

Bartlett

"Outdoor Wintering"- Dr. E. F. Phillips.
" The Bee Business in Canada as Seen by
Trip Through Different Provinces "—Mr.

Morley

Pettit.

The winners of the challenge medals
were Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Markham,
Ypsilanti, manufacturers' gold medal.
Mr. E. E. Coveyou, Petoskey, jobers' silver medal.

excluder. When cells are started this
top story or nucleus is set off on a new
stand, provided the stock was satisfactory for rearing queens from. If not,
a desirable cell or queen may be given
to this nucleus or nuclei as the case
may be. Now, after the honey crop is
taken off 24 hours exchange places
with the nucleus and the parent hive,
which is generally overflowing with
bees at this time. The flying bees, or
the old bees, seem to get added vigor
by having a young queen in the hive,
and they seem to work harder and wear
themselves out getting the nucleus

stocked with brood. This means young
bees for winter which we must have
in order to get a fair measure of success, thus both colonies are in the pink
of condition for young bees with plenty
of stores. It is rather important in exchanging that the bees are not excited,
as that might cause trouble in uniting.
Several members seemed to think
that sweet clover has a great promise
in store for those who take advantage
of the opportunity it gives.

The secretary told of the different
ways of disposing of the honey crop
namely, jobber, wholesaler, retail groHe
cer, and direct to the consumer.
said that he thought the greatest good
for all concerned was direct to the
consumer. In many cases this is impossible. Mr. D. C. Hubbard, of Wyoming, told of his views of marketing, etc.
Several other questions were brought
out and discussed, after which the meet-

Back View of Michigan Medal
" desirability

of

cross-pollination

of

the strawberry," and among other statements makes the following, which is

worthy
that

of repetition:

commonly believed by growers
when perfect varieties are grown,

"It

is

not necessary to provide for crossThis is true, but investigation has shown that in most cases

it is

fertilization.

—

—
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better results

cross-fertilization gives

than self-fertilization even with perfect
varieties.
For this reason it would
seem wise even when planting a perfect strawberry to use more than one
variety.
" What proportion of the pollenizing
variety should be used? Opinions differ as to the propei answer to this
question.
Doubtless much depends
upon conditions.
Jf the
season is
favorable for pollination, or if bees are
kept in the immediate vicinity, a smaller
proportion of the pollenizer would be
necessary than if climatic conditions

at flowering time

were unfavorable or

pollen carriers scarce."

Quebec Beekeepers

The Beekeep-

Association of the Province of
Quebec met Nov. 11-13, 1915, in Mon-

ers'

treal.

members were presas a number of ladies and
Charity. The meeting was

About

ent as well
Sisters of

150

presided by Hon. Dr. Lalonde.
Addresses were made by Dr. Pilon, a
Provincial delegate; Hon. J. E Caron,
Minister of Agriculture of the Province
J. C. Magnan, official agronomist of the
Province; J. E. Prud'homme; Dr. O.
A. Comire, former secretary; Jacques
Verret, president of the local Quebec
Beekeepers' Association; J. I. Beau-

the next day. The first
early spring, is subject to the
same result, when the bell tolls for a
funeral or rings for noon. In another
magazine, the same notice was given
of the effect of bell ringing; when a
comb of bees is examined they suddenly become still as if an electric

remain

until

flight, in

current had struck them.
These observations explain in a certain measure the custom followed, in
the days of yore, to make noises when
a swarm issued. They also say that it
was to announce the fact to the neighborhood to prevent any one from attempting to take possession or claim
the swarm, but the latter explanation
seems less plausible than the former,
which is based upon the effect produced upon the bees by the sonorous
vibrations which shake the air.

We

wonder whether any remarks

have been made, on our frontiers, upon
the efl'ect produced by the explosions
of artillery?

Stings

long been

Entomologist at the Experiment
Farm of Ottawa, and A. E. Barbeau, of
Montreal.
The Minister of Agriculture announced an increase of $100, in the allowance given by the Provincial Gov-

ernment

to the association,

Curing Inebriety

in the Bul-

matism.
jects into

(?)

— It

has

known

great value in

;

lieu,

— Schumacher

letin D'Apiculture.

that bee-stings are of
the treatment of rheu-

The poison which
your body when

a

bee in-

it

stings

you not only relieves the rheumatic
pains and swellings, but makes a person more or less immune to further
trouble from the disease.
This result is due, it is believed, to
the formic acid which is found in large
quantities in the bee's venom. Formic
acid, as has been shown by experiments
with hundreds of cases, is the best of

antidotes for the poisons in the system
which stiffen the joints and muscles
with rheumatism.
Now it has been discovered that beestings are as effective a cure for inebriety as for rheumatism. This important discovery was made quite by accident in a London hospital.
Five men were being treated for

chronic rheumatism.
Four of them
had been hard drinkers for years, and
one of them was a confirmed drunkard.
Bee-stings were applied to them, and
the rheumatic condition promptly subsided.
When they were finally discharged they found that the treatment
had done more than cure rheumatism
it had destroyed their taste for alcohol.
Even the sight of a drink nauseated
them, and since leaving the hospital
several months ago,
not
one has
touched liquor.

The hospital physicians, who were as
greatly astonished at this unexpected
result as their patients, have set on
foot a widespread investigation into the
effects of bee-stings on drunkards, to
see whether they are an infallible cure
for inebriety.
Facts already brought to light show
that an intoxicated person is quickly
sobered by a bee's sting, and that
drinking men who take up work among
bees, where they are frequently stung,
soon lose their old craving for alcohol.
" Freeman's Journal."
Australasian Beekeeper.

—

—

How
honey

does the bee dispose
?

She

cells

it.

of her
British Bee Jour-

nal.

and prom-

ised to authorize the giving of lectures

by the several bee inspectors of the
Province during the winter.

Bee-Keeping

<^ For Women

The President

of the Bank of HochVaillancourt, offered a
prize of $10, to the association.
A large exhibit was made and 25

elaga,

E.

premiums

A.

amounting

to

$49.50

officers

year

reelected as follows:
Emory
President; A. L. Beaudin,
Lalonde,

were

vice-president;

Oscar Comire, secre-

tary-treasurer.

The

lectures

and addresses read

at

the meeting will be published in pamphlet form, in the French language, and

may be secured by addressing

the sec-

Oscar Coraire,Abenakis Springs,
Quebec.

retary,

The Noise of Bells.— In the Bohemian Bee Journal we find very interesting observations, to help the oft discussed question of the effect of noise

upon

bees.
ary near a

Jung-Klaus owns an apicemetery and a church. If

about noon there

is

a

flight of

noonday ringing

young

bees,

the

church

bell diminishes or completely
this joyful manifestation.
If a

stops

and

of

the

swarm is beginning to rush out, the
effect is the same, the bees return and

deal has been said and written about the value of honey as food,
but the probability is that very few rate
true value either among beeit at its
keepers or physicians. Dr. Ehrhardt,
a physician in Germany, has written a
pamphlet on the subject, from which
quotations are given in the German
bee journal, "Die Bienenpflege." Although nothing original may be given,
the importance of the subject warrants
an extract here.

Dr. Ehrhardt says: "Honey, as is
well known, contains 79 percent of sugar, 42 percent being grape sugar, 35
percent fruit sugar, and only 2 percent
cane suaar. That is very little cane
sugar. For it is only the grape and

sugar that, without any change,
can be received directly into the blood

fruit

from the stomach and

M. Wilson, Marengo.

fruit

III.

sugar alone undergo no such

changes.

A good

the previous

of

Emma

Honey as Food

were

distributed to the exhibitors.

The

Conducted by Miss

intestines.

So

they spare to our bodies the work, while
cane sugar, the kind of sugar in common use, before it can be taken into
be inverted,
the
blood, must first
changed. All our food-stuffs must undergo various and numerous chemical
changes in the digestive organs grape
;

"When

this sugar is

taken into the
goes into immediate
it is laid
up for future use, as
glycogen, in the muscles and liver.
blood,
use or

it

either

Glycogen is in reality sugar, from
which the water has been separated.

The sugar now serves
the source
fed upon

of

in

our bodies as

power; the muscles are

it;
they consume it when
they perform labor. So we work in
reality with sugar. If we become tired,
sugar immediately gives
us fresh
strength. This has been proven hundreds of times through trials with
soldiers and sportsmen. Soldiers again
became immediately fit for service or
thejmarch after partaking of sugar.
"If honey deserves the preference
over ordinary sugar on account of its
high content of grape and fruit sugar,
still
more does it deserve the preference on another account. Honey contains not only sugar, but in addition

important

salts of

lime,

compounds

of

other ash constituents,
Precisely for the
and formic acid.
growing organism, for the child, are
the salts of lime and the compounds of
iron, various
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iron of the greatest importance. On
the same ground are ripe fruits so valuable for nourishment; for the aforementioned materials are unqualifiedly
requisite for the upbuilding of the tissues lacking them there arises sick;

ness, anemia, etc."

people believed this and
where could enough
it,
honey be obtained to supply the demand ? But how many know it ? How
many even among beekeepers ? How
many women beekeepers and beekeepers' wives really believe that honey is
much more wholesome as an article
of diet than sugar ? How many women
use honey instead of sugar in cookery ?
How many women beekeepers insist
that honey shall be used in hot drinks
in place of sugar ?
How many children in beekeepers' homes are brought
up on a diet of bread and milk with
If

all

the

upon

acted

honey

?

not by any means claimed that a
moderate amount of sugar is injurious,
but that beyond a certain amount the
preparation of sugar for proper assimilation throws too heavy a burden upon
the
digestive organs.
The average
consumption annually in this country
is more than 80 pounds for every man,
woman and child. Physicians are generally agreed that that is too high an

of the comb containing honey fit for
table use. The balance of the combs
you can melt up for wax.
2. As far south as latitude 34 degrees
the winters are quite warm, and your

bees will probably need no protection
but it will be no harm to pile against
the hives something to break the force
of the chief winds, and also to keep
;

them a

little

warm on

top.

You can

take the honey any time
you find it sealed in the surplus apartments, removing all when the honey
flow is over.
4. If
you proceed as directed you
will need two new hives.
The fact that
the swarm last summer was very strong
will probably make no difference now.
Like enough provision for 100 pounds
of honey in supers will be enough.
Be sure to let us know how you get
along, and don't be afraid to ask too
many questions.
3.

It is

average.

If

the average

is

too high,

what must be said of those who

much more than

the

average

eat

But

?

while the Doctor warns against the evil
of too much sugar eating, he does not
sufficiently emphasize the fact such evil
may be overcome without any selfdenial, simply by taking the sugar in a
form ready for immediate assimilation
as lound in ripe fruits and honey.
A bee journal is not the best place in
the world to preach to the general public the gospel of health, but it is a good
place to ask what beekeepers themselves are doing. Sister beekeeper, how
about you?- home ?

Double-Walled Hives

have just been reading of Dr. Miller's success
in producing honey in
I

sections,

and

1.

I

caught a

fine

half barrel with
as I had never

swarm

last

May

in a

two cross sections, but
had bees before

I

did

know how to remove them to a
hive, nor how to get out the honey.
Please tell me through the Bee Journal
how to move them to a hive and when.
not

2.

Will they winter without

tion in Mississippi

protec-

?

At what time of the year is the
honey removed ?
4. How
many hives and supers need
I buy in the spring to be prepared for
swarms ?
[Mrs.] Jerome S. Withrow.
3.

Grenada, Miss.

I

new

hive.

Possibly you

may

find

some

if

you

have 14colonies in the Root double-

Dr. Mill£r*s

Should

walled hive.
protection ?

I

give them more
MiCHiCAhf.

Dr. Miller has written a book of 320
pages, called " Fifty Years Among the
Bees," which gives in full detail just
how he manages his bees throughout
the year, and especially his management for securing crops of section
honey. It can be obtained for one dollar from the American Bee Journal,

Hamilton, III.
Double-walled hives are supposed to
need no additional protection for wintering, and yet in some places they may
be the better for it. There is no small
ditTerence between a hive surrounded
on all sides by trees and buildings and
one fully exposed to the continuous
sweep of the winds. In the latter case
additional protection would help, if it
should be nothing more than cornstalks piled about the hive.
There may also be some question
whether it might not be a gain for you
to adopt cellar wintering. You are a
little
farther north than 42 degrees,
and most beekeepers so far north as
that find it better to winter their bees
in cellars.
Still there are those even
farther north
who winter outdoors
successfully. If you have wintered so
far successfully outdoors, it is a good
plan to let well enough alone; but if
your wintering has not been satisfactory, it might be well worth while to
try at least part of your bees in cellar.

<^ Answers^

Send Questions either

He

to the office of the American Pee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo. II",.
does not answer bee-keepine questions by mail.

are Brood -Combs

Worth?

What do you estimate the value of a Hoffman brood-comb after the foundation is
drawn out ? For example, if I purchased ico
Hoffman frames at $j.25. used light brood
foundation

in

full

sheets wired

in

with four

The foundation costs me 58 cents a
pound. The frames were given to the bees
and were drawn out. After extracted the
wires.

I

honey from them. they were totally destroyed
by fire. How much was my loss per frame ?
New York,
Answer— My guess would be about 25
cents each, which guess is subject to re-

(Mr, Davenport

was a popular bee writer
once announced in the American
Bee Journal that he had made so great a discovery about the prevention of swarming

who all

[Would say

20

cents each,— C, P. Dadant.]

at

that he did not

deem

was rumored

it

advisable to publish

wonderful discovery consisted in destroying the brood,
after the colony became populous. It would
indeed prevent swarming, but where is the
beekeeper who would use such a method ?—
it.

It

C, P.

that this

Dadant,]

vision by Editor Dadant,

Queen Leaving Hive

in

December

have a good colony of bees. On Dec 18
the queen came from the hive. I found her
about u inches from the entrance, almost
chilled and unable to move, but not dead. I
am afraid to put her back in the hive as she
could not get to the cluster. What would
Oklahoma,
you do in this case ?
Answer —I'd feed her and give her a good
warming up. pound on the hive so as to stir
up the bees, run her in at the entrance and
Pretty certainly
let her take her chances.
there's something wrong with the queen
that would leave the hive Dec, 18— possibly
a played-out queen with a younger queen in
the hive— and nothing you can do will save
her anyhow.
1

Beekeeping Secrets

send you an old American Bee Journal,
dated March i, iuo6. in which, on page 185. a
Mr, C, Davenport speaks of a great secret
method of entirely preventing swarming, in
a very easy way. Did he ever let out that
Perhaps if he had put his
great secret ?
scheme in book form, he might today be eating peaches and cream every day, I have
heard nothing about it since, I would like
to hear whether the secret ever leaked out,
Indiana,
Answers,— C, Davenport was the fwm ih/>////;/f of C, Davenport Monett, of Chatfield,
Minn, So far as I know he never gave his
secret to the public, but I have an impression that enough was learned about it to
make it doubtful that there was anything
very new or valuable about it. He died in
IQ08. being burnt up in his own house, where
he lived alone.
I

1. You can
transfer into a proper
hive in fruit bloom, but nowadays it is
considered better to leave the bees in
the old hive until they swarm. Then
hive the swarm in the new hive, setting
it on the old
stand, with the old hive
close beside it. A week later move the
old hive to a new stand perhaps 10 feet
away. Then two weeks later still, or
three weeks after hiving the swarm,
drum the bees out of the old hive, leaving them on the same stand in a new
hive.
If you wish, you can cut some of
the best worker-comb out of the old
hive and fasten it in the frames of the

am wondering

of Detroit.

What

Transferring Bees

I

have any printed matter on the subject
which I could buy. Would you tell me
if bees can be wintered successfully in
double-walled hives without further
protection? I am located 20 miles north

i:

Size of Entrance for Winter

What size of entrance would you recommend in 8-frame hives for outdoor wintering
in this

section

?

Answer. -^An

Iowa,

entrance equivalent tq
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square inches

will not

be far out of the way.

That would mean an entrance 2 inches wide
if an inch deep:
4 inches wide if JS-inch
deep; and so on.
deep: 5 inches wide if
''a

damp you may

count that honey will not

keep well there.

smaller.

tinued cold for a long time, they might
starve without being able to reach the honey
in the supers. The probability, however, is
that you left the honey in the supers from
early fall, and that the bees did their part in
carrying it down before severe cold.
introduce a aueen at that
3. Yes. you can
time, but you will have to use the same precaotions as at any other time. See instruction for introducing in your bee- book.

grow
z.

3.
4.

5.

—

Do you
in a soil

Is

Sumac Honey Poisonous?

think that basswoods would
that is very gravelly ?

Can they be grown in a forest
Is the wood good for fuel ?

?

How

long does it take to mature ?
Is there a variety of sumac that pro-

duces poison honey ?
pay to have
6. Do you think that it would
outapiaries of from 10 to 15 colonies ?
honey in
most
the
7. What plant produces
Subscriber
your locality ?
Answers.— I. Yes. it will grow in any soil
where almost any other tree will grow, all
though there is such a thing as having too

much
2.
3.

gravel.

Yes.
Yes. but rather soft, so that

it

is

not a

very lasting fuel.
4. I don't know just when you would call a
basswood tree mature. It keeps on growing
and increasing in size for 50 years or more.

Perhaps you mean when

it large enough
I'm not sure about

is

to begin yielding nectar.

perhaps when about 10 years old.
think not. That impression may have
arisen from the fact that one of the sumacs
poisons the skin of some people if it is handled so that the juice of it gets upon the
skin. It is K/ius mctopium, coral sumac, poison
ivy. But the honey from its flowers is ex.
cellent, and has nothing poisonous about it.

that;
5.

I

might

6.

It

7.

White

in

some

cases.

clover.

Beehives Sweating

in

Winter

have three colonies of bees, and have
them in a good work box. They seem to
sweat. Water runs out of the gum and 1
don't see any cause for it. If you can tell
me anything that will stop the water from
gathering on the gum I would be pleased.
Iowa.
Answer.— It's what you might call the
breath of the bees. They exhale vapor, and
then it settles as water on the sides of the
hive and runs out at the entrance. No harm
is likely to come from it unless it be that it
settles at the top of the hive and drops
down on the bees. That is not likely to
happen if there's good packing on top.
I

Sour Honey

— Wintering

Bees

Isold honey to a neighbor in July. He
him Dec. 26,
I visited
it in a dry cellar.
and there are several pounds of it sour, not
vinegar
or anyCan it be used for
fit to use.
thing ? What do you think caused it to
different
sour? I have sold to at least 50
ones, and have had nothing but praise from
At the time I sold this honey,
all the rest.
we had lots of rain and the early apples
burstedonthe trees and the bees worked
on them. Could that be the cause ?
2 I have packed my bees in sheds, three
in each shed, open in front from the super
down. and have put 8 inches of straw all
around and on top except in front. 1 have
some very strong colonies with scant supplies I think on account of the late warm
fall and brood-rearing. They have left from
6 to 10 pounds of honey in the supers with a
cloth over the supers. Do you think they
will winter all right ?
box-hives I,
3 I have bees in several old
want to transfer next spring into new hives.
introduce
an
Could I kill the old queen and
Italian without any danger of the bees killIowa.
ing her ?
Answers.— 1. Honey is deliquescent; that
atmosphere
is. it attracts moisture from the
when kept in a damp place. In your State
1

put

,,.,..

2.

Oilclotlis

and Straw Mats

— Sugar

it.

I

I

could.

lower story and put all the brood in an upper story, an excluder between. It was
early in the season and the weather turned
quite cold.
There was no brood in the
lower story with the queen, and the cold
weather made the bees go up into the story
with the brood, leaving the queen to perish
below.
Generally in your locality you will not be
able to rear good queens untilclover blooms,
although sometimes you may succeed in
dandelion or fruit bloom.

Syrup, Etc.
Retaining

Mr. Langstrolh recommends using a
straw mat directly over the brood-frames,
and Dr. Miller recommends the use of the
enamel cloth. In either case what becomes
of the "bee-space over the brood-frames"
claimed to be so important by most beemen?
2. In feeding sugar syrup in warm weather
I find that there is a sour odor to the syrup
after a day or two. Is this harmful? What
causes it ?
3. Which is the better, guess at the quant it J* of stores in the hive in springer remove
the winter packing to be certain, and thereby chill the young brsod ? It would be a big
job to remove and replace the winter cov-

Aroma

Honey

of

1.

erings.

4. How do you put comb foundation in sections and extracting frames without the use
of hot wax ? This does not refer to brood
foundation fastening in the grooves with
New York.
thin strips of wood.

Answers—

Years ago I used enameled
cloth, but for a good many years I have not
used or recommended anything between
top-bars and hive-cover. When anything in
the way of cloth or quilt is used, then in
winter something must be laid on the top
bars to preserve a passage for the bees to
passfover the tops from one comb to another.
In warm weather there is no need of it.
2. I don't know what the sour smell should
come from unless it be from actual souring
of the syrup. That should hardly occur in
a day or two unless the syrup be very thin.
A little sourness will do no harm in hot
weather, but lots of harm if it continues in
I.

winter.

how much is needed, and then
3. Guess
feed twice that much. Better still, be sure
in the fall that they have enough to last until
time for unpacking.
At least the foundation must be
4. Can't.
so warm and soft that you can fasten it to
the wood by pressure, as with a Parker machine or putty-knife. Probably most use
the hot-plate fasteners, which melts the
edges of the foundation although some pour
hot wax along the joint.
Bees Clustering

in

Second Story— Deserting
Queen

tlie

two-story hives, and I
I winter my bees in
notice that about half a dozen of them have
clustered in the upper story. There is
plenty of honey below, but it seems to be
just a very little moldy. The honey above
does not show any mold.
Four of those that went above had on
queen-excluders, and at least three of them
have lost their queens I have heard it said
that bees would not desert their queen, but
they did. Why did the bees go above ? Do
they often desert their queen? How early
next spring can I rear queens ?

Westfield.

know why

damp, and you can

the bees
an excluder into the
upper story, leaving the queen with plenty
of honey in the lower story, unless there was
something seriously objectionable in the
honey in the lower story, and I have doubts

hardly do worse than to puc honey in them'
That was probably the whole reason for

whether the honey was bad enough for that.
Possibly if I could examine the hives I might

cellars are likely to be

don't believe

Under ordinary circumstances bees will
stay by their queen, but in some cases they
may desert her. Once I put a queen in a

They may winter all right, but there is
some danger that if there should be con-

Basswoods

but

tell

A very strong colony might have the entrance a little larger, and a weak one

1.

something about

the souring of the honey. Put dry salt in a
cellar, or in any other place, and if it gets

Answer.— I

don't

should go through

In going over the colonies of an apiary
during the different seasons (spring, honey
flow and fall), methods of going through a
colony to determine its condition, to perfect
1.

it.

and

to

record same are used.

What

is

I'lV//- method, or any good method or system
of recording, during each season, whereby

my assistant or myself can know the exact
condition of each colony, record same and
refer to it. A summary of your system of
each season's management of both comb and
extracted honey
How do you build up weak colonies in the
spring ?
2. How may I retainthe aroma of extracted
Minnesota.

honey?

Answers.—
tions

To answer

I.

fully these ques-

would be going beyond the bounds of

department, occupying many pages.
But you will find it all fully given in my
book "Fifty Years Among the Bees."
2. The chief thing is to have the honey
well ripened and sealed by the bees before
extracting, and then to close it upas soon
as possible so that none ofthearomawillbe
dissipated^ You see it isn't doing anything

this

to retain the aroma so much as it is doing
nothing to lose it. One of the quickest
ways to lose the aroma is to heat it.

The "Trick"
In

Gleanings

in

In

Comb-Honey Production

Bee Culture,

last issue,

your praises were sung as a comb-honey
producer, and I wonder whether you could
do anything advisalory to put me also in
line for such praiseworthiness. I use axsxijs
sections and could not very well change.

the great number
I feel greatly annoyed at
of light sections. Of 1150 for which I got full
pay, I doubt that 150 would have toed upKo
" fancy." and if I depended upon anything
but the home market I would have to " shut

up" shop.
,
From my own point of view exclusively,
do not see how comb honey ever could pay
.

.

,

.

,

I

under the established classification rules,
10 percent would be welcome to New
Yorkers and commission men. I suspect
that the princes of comb-honey production
have a trick up their sleeves that they won't
Pennsylvania.
giveaway
Answer.— I've pondered no little upon
your letter, and the more I ponder the more
seem to get anywhere. Is there by
I don't
any possibility some trick of the trade that
as only

I

haven't fully

divulged?

I've

written a

whole book, " Fifty Years Among the Bees."
a book that I think you have, trying to tell
just what I do throughout the year, and especially with minuteness what I do to get
crops of

class section honey:

first

in

this

question and answer, I've
turned my hear* inside out for all and sun
dry. keeping back nothing; and now you
come asking, " What's the trick ?" I don't

department

of

wish

did.
that you use sections 4X5X1H.
really don't know whether that should
I
make any difference. But after trying a
number of different kinds of sections. I

know.

I

I

You mention

is better than the one
most beekeepers have settled down upon,

don't think anything
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the two bee-way i}ixi%.
If

were

I

thing

make

to

it

upon any one

a euess

whicli beekeepers are likely to be

in

at fault in eettini; sections well finished, it
would be in not havint: colonies strong

enough. The two watchwords I would bequeath to younj; beekeepers are; first,
Breed from the best;" second. " Make and

was

strairht

in

good condi-

12. That depends.
If you are anxious for
increase it may swarm three or four times.
If you want best success and some honey,
once swarming is enough. After a few years
you will probably prefer to have no swarms
—if you can Iielp it.

Deaths
Wintering— Quaenlessness— Swarming,

,

there any way of getting a bunch of
bees out of a hollow tree 20 feet high ?
5. Can you put abrood-framewith a queencell from a different colony into a queenless
colony?
,
,
,j
6. Isn't it good to use old combs for feeding, and how long should I feed the bees in
the spring?
is the best honey extractor to
7. Which
use for 20 to 30 colonies ?
8. Should I make my single hive into double-walled, and are hemlock or basswood
boards satisfactory on the outside ?
cover the hives in spring so
I
g. Should
that the bees cannot go out when it is cold
,

,

Is

,

and windy ?
10. Can you

tell

river?

say too

Some

.

,

me

,

if

,,

,

bees do well by a

many

get

drowned.

How long can you keep brood-combs in
the hive before putting in new foundation
many times should a colony
12. How
11.

?

swarm
sides

so they can gather lots of honey be-

Wisconsin.

?

Answers.— I. They may winter well, but
keep the entrance
it may not be best to
darkened

if

bees to

?

fly

Noore and

F.

R. A.

Elliston

.'

like sugar.

Herman

ol

Etc.

to winter bees in a single
it wise
1. Is
board shed and double board hive packed
in dry leaves three inches all around, but
nothing in front only cloth to keep the bees
from the light.
IS the right time to pack bees ?
2. Is Nov.
Then put them out when the first pussy
willow bloom
old honey out of the
3. Should I take the
hive when the trees are full in blossom ? An
old beekeeper told me that it gets like sugar
and the bees don't eat it, and those frames
are of no use in the hive, when the honey is

there comes a good day for the

Packine in November is all right, but it
not be best to unpack when willows
bloom if much cold weather comes afterward.
3. Generally the honey will keep all right,
and the less you meddle the better. Even if
some of the honey is candied it will do no
great harm; the worst being that some of it
will be wasted. Atanyrate. in more than
50 years I've never had to take out any of
the old honey in spring.
4. No way so easy as to chop down the

1

Phelps' Golden Italian Bees are hustlers

tion.

colonies strong."

ini/'

4.

worker-comb

'^•^^^

We

report two deaths

are sorry to

among the noted beekeepers of Illinois.
Herman F. Moore died in an Evanston hospital of cancer of the stomach,
Dec. 21, 191.5. Mr. Moore, although a
beekeeper on a small scale, was well
known to the fraternity in Illinois,
since he was for a number of years the
efficient and active secretary of the
Chicago-Northwestern Beekeepers' Association. He did much to popularize
the use of honey in Chicago, and had
among his customers some of the
wealthiest residents of that metropolis.
He was in the employ of Mr. Geo. W.
York, in the handling of bee supplies
at

one time, and was esteemed by

who knew

all

him.

Robert A. Elliston was born in Kentucky July 2, 1849, died Dec. 29, 191.5.
He was an extensive beekeeper and a
great sportsman. He killed his first
deer in Indiana
killed as

many

when

Later, he
85 deer in a single

as

a boy.

At Bureau, 111., where he died,
he was engaged in the manufacture of
decoys. He was a very successful beekeeper and kept as many as524.5 colonies
and produced up to 12 tons of honey a
year. Mr. EUiston's death was very
sudden, was very sudden, was caused
by a rupture of the left coronary artery
season.

of the heart.

Queens from the Penn
ad.

elsewhere

in this

Co. See our large

Journal.

Will trade
first-class

frames.

fine, young Italian queens for
brood-combs, wired, in Hoffman

C.

S Engle. Beevill e. Texas.

Italian Queens that produce hustlers.
Nuclei and pound packages.
A. E. Crandall i Son. Berlin. Conn.

KoR Sale— irju colonies

of bees in 8-frame
at Dancy. Ala.
Chas. C. Schneider.
Gratiot A ve.. Detroit. Mich.

Langstroth hives.
23»5

Located

Bee-Keeper.

let us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
are nice and cheap.
White Mfg. Co..
4Atf
Greenville. Tex.

For Sale— Bright Italian queens at 75 cts.
each; I7.50 per dozen or $60 per igo. Ready
April 15. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed.
W. Talley.
Rt. 4. Greenville. Ala.

W

Place your order early to insure prompt
service. Tested, $1.25; untested. $1.00. Ital
ians and Goldens.
John W. Pharr.
Bercl air. Tex.

Those Wishing to buy queens next sea
son will find it to their advantage to write
me for price list or watch ad in this paper.
I. N. Bankston, Box 135. Buff alo. Tex.
For SALE-Bright Italian queens this season. 75c each; $8 00 per dozen. Safe arrival
and satisfaction guaranteed.
T. J. Talley. Rt. 3. Greenville. Ala.

My Bright Italian queens will be ready
to ship after April ist at 60c each. Send for
price list. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed. M. Bates. Rt. 4. Greenville. Ala.
For Sale— Three-banded Italian queens.
Nuclei a specialty. My stock will please
you. as it has others. Let me book your or
der for spring delivery. Write for circular
and price list. J. L. Leath. Corinth. Miss.

2.

may

Help Advertise Honey
—By

putting—

EATHONEY^

MATURL'S OWHSmCCT-AIOS OieeSTIOH

Stickers everywhere.

Address

looo

postpaid for 35c

this office.

Sure; they'll accept a queen-cell from
another colony just the same as if it was
5.

Yes; feed as long as needed; although
perhaps better to feed all at once as
much as the bees will use until the new
crop comes.
will do if you
7. A two-frame extractor
never expect to increase.
8. Some like hives with double walls, but
most prefer them single. Better use some
other wood not so much given to warping
6.

Department

Classified

of

my

business bees.

For Sale— Three-banded Italian queens.
Nuclei a specialty. Bees by the pound. My
stock will please you as it has others. Let
me book your order for spring delivery.
Write

tree.

their own.

Untested Queens

each— great honey getters, gentle.
Ready March ist. Disease unknown here
Write me and I will tell you how to make
money buying my queens. Fully guaranteed
M. F. Perry. Bradentown, Fla.

$1.00

for circular and price list.
J. L. Leath. Corinth. Mass.

For Sale— Italian bees and queens from
a one-frame nucleus to a carload. Spring
of 1Q16 is a good time to pick up a carload
here. No disease known. References; R. F.
Holtermann or any bank in Liberty.
J. F. Diemer. Liberty. Mo.

it is

and
g.

splitting.

When

spring,

it is

cleansing

the first warm day comes in
better the bees should have a

flight.

After that,

if

it

continues

cold, it is iust as well they should be confined to their hives, even if it should not
come warm again for three or four weeks.

There is not very much danger. Just
many may be drowned in some wet place
miles away from a river.
11. Opinions
differ.
Some think combs
should be allowed to become more than
three or four years old; some think they
10.

as

never get

to

be too

old.

I

have never

newed a comb, no matter how

re-

old. so long as

[Advertisements in this department will
be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no discounts of any kind Notices here cannot be
.

less th.in

two

lines.

If

wanted

in this de-

partment, you must say so when ordering.

BEES AKD QUEENS.
Phelps' Golden Italian Queens

will please

Tell several thousand people what you
have for sale with a few words in this department.

New Jersey
H. M. Cook.
New York City.

Bees and Queens from my
lAtf

70

Northern
strain

J.
St..

Bred Italians, "Nutmeg"
A. W. Yates,

Circular.
\l

Golden
Tested,

Cortland

Chapman

St.,

Hartford. Conn.

all-over Queens.

Untested.

$1.00.

Breeders, $5.00 and $10.
Robert Inghram, Sycamore, Pa.

$3.00.

Tested,
2Atf

$2.00:

Queens,

you.

apiary.

Golden Queens that produce Golden
of the brightest kind. I will challenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-getting qualities.
Price. $1.00 each;

Workers

J.

Breeders. Js.oo and $10.00.
B. Brockwell, Barnetts. Va.

improved three band
-

Italians

bred for business. June i to Nov. 15. Untested Queens. 7Sceach; dozen. $8.00; Select.
$1.00 each: dozen. $10. Tested Queens, $1.25;
dozen. \\i. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed.
H. C. Clemons, Boyd. Ky.

An established strain of honey gathering
golden stock. Honey is what you want without much swarming. Book your orders early
to save delay. One untested queen. $1.00; 6
for $5.00; 12 for Jo. 00. Wri«e us what you
want.
T. S. Hall. Talking Rock. Ga.
Golden and 3-banded Italian and Carniolan queens, ready to ship after April ist.
Tested. Ji.oo; 3 to 6. gsc each;6 to 12 or more.
00c each. Untested. 75c each; 3 to 6, 70c
each; 6 or more. 65c. Bees, per lb.. J1.50;
Nuclei, per frame, $1 50. C. B. Bankston,
Buffalo. Leon Co., Tex.

February, 1916.

American ^ee Journal
Queens from my honey-eathering

stock

band Italians. Bred in separate
yards. Queens the rest of the season— one,
and

i

750

;

5

$700;

six. $4.00; 12.

25,

$i.?.

Safe arrival

and satisfaction euarannteed

For Sale —

amber

honey in
10,000 pounds
Best qual00-lb. cans or friction-top pails.
ity; prices right; sample.
E. S. Miller, Valparaiso, Ind,

For Sale — Water-white alfalfa, white
amber alfalfa, and amber fall honey

D. E. Brothers, Attalla, Ala.

clover,

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens combine
the Qualities you want. They are great
honey gatherers, beautiful and gentle.
Mated, $1.00: six, $5.00; Tested, $300; BreedC.W. Phelps & Son,
ers, $5.00 and Jio.
3 Wilcox St., Binghamton, N. Y.

Good Italian Queens, prompt
by

breeder.

safe, sim-

new

own

style introducing cage that is
ple and sure. Write for price list on queens
nuclei or full colonies. Queens and nuclei
ready June 1.
J. F. Diemer, Liberty. Mo.

Ib.

package.

$1 25;

one

2-lb.,

$2.25,

ex-

For ten or more write for price; also
nuclei and full colonies. Orders booked
now for bees and queens, both ready for detra.

and after. Safe arrival,
prompt service and satisfaction guaranteed.
J. E. Wing.
Circular free.
155 Schiele Ave., San Jose, Calif.

March

livery

15

Largest Apiaries in the southwest for
sale in lots to suit purchaser up to 1300 colonies. Nine good locations. Up-to-date equipment. Located in heart of large alfalfa
region of southern New Mexico. Assured of
perpetual water supply climate. Bees winter well out-of-doors.

No

spring dwindling.

Three miles from State Agricultural College and town of 5000. Owners have other
interests and can't devote time to bees, so
will sacrifice them for quick sale. Correspondence solicited.
Metcalf & Parks. Mesilla,

New

Mexico.

and Queens — Doolittle's Italian
speaks for itself. They are gentle, re-

.Bees

stock

$r2

per hundred. Three frame nuclei, J2 25
each; $200 per hundred. Bees !4-lb. pkgs..
$tio per hundred; lib. pkgs, {100
each, $85 per hundred. Add price of queens
Complete catalog free on
to above pkgs.
Spencer Apiaries Co.,
application.
Nordhoff, Calif.

SITUATIONS.

For Sale— Finest white
in

Wanted

apiculture.

Henry

Iby

young man)

Age
Chas

Readv

at

Gen. Del.

Wanted— Comb,
beeswax.

10

years.

B.

Saunders, Merom, Ind.

Wanted— A young man to work on fruit
farm and in apiaries all of 1916, Must have
a clean moral character, use no liquor or
tobacco, and be an industrious intelligent
worker, able to do well what he undertakes.
Board and washing and good wages will be
paid to the man who can fill the bill, and a
chance to learn the business from one who
has had 40 years' experience, and has made
Emil J. Baxter, Nauvoo, III.
good.

FOR SALE
for sale. Terms, write
Waite, Shawnee, Okla.

California farms
E. R.

For Sale— 12 inch Root foundation

6Ai2t

173 S.

For Sale— 3 bbls. of No. i white clover
honey. Barrels thoroughly paraffined. 7 cts.
H. L. Rouse,
f. o. b. cars.
New Hampton, Iowa.
clover

and basswood blend, in any
Write for prices. Sample.
M.
may apply on order.
3.

style packages.
10 cents, which
C. Silsbee,
Cohocton, N. Y.

For Sale— Extra good light amber mesquite and alfalfa honey. Two 60-pound cans
to case, 5c a pound; sand lo pound frictiontop pails, 8c per pound per hundred weight.
Cash with order on board of cars here.
B. A. Hadsell, Buckeye, Ariz,

For SALE~Car honey,

half

extra

fine

comb, half extracted, alfalfa, or car extracted. Small lots at $8 00 per case of two 5 gal.
cans; case of
pails, $5.40.
E. F.

six. 10 lb. pails. $5.00; 12,
All f. o. b. here.

Atwater

For Sale — Amber extracted honey well
ripened, 6c per pound. For baking or bee
food we can furnish honey-dew honey at
50 by case or 4>ic in ten case lots, and 4C per
pound
pound cans

to cage.

above

is

Woodman

Co.,

two

60-

H. G. Quirin.
Bellevue, Ohio,

A

$6,so.

Hoff-

,

more, write for price. Also nuclei and full
wholesale prices, shipped direct from factory in Iowa.
Make out list of what you
need and let us quote you special prices.
The Stover Apiaries, Mayhew, Miss.

equipment

conducting an up-todate apiary. Will sell apiary at your own
price, if taken with farm. One mile from
town and R. R. depot. Address,
Meadow Glen Apiary, Carpenter Creek, Mont
for

For Sale— Use cuts in advertising your
queens, honey or bees. We are prepared
to furnish cuts for use in beekeepers' adver
tising at low rates. Let us quote prices on
what you need.
American Bee Journal.
Hamilton, 111.
Free for Six Months— My Special offer
introduce my magazine, " Investing for
Profit." It is worth $10 a copy to anyone
who has been getting poorer while the rich,
richer. It demonstrates the real earning
power of Vnoney, and shows how any one,
no matter how poor, CAN acquire riches.
Investing for Profit is the only progressive financial journal published. It shows
to

how

$100

send
20

it

grows to $220u Wriie now and I'll
months free. H. L. Barber, 546-

six

W. Jackson Blvd

,

Chicago,

111.

POULTRY
If You breed fancy poultry, offer your
surplus stock or eggs for sale in our classified columns.

Forty-one varieties of
3470 Cockerels
chickens, geese and ducks. Address,

Aye

Write for catalog.
A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside.

foundation.

Wash.

Comb Foundation— You can have your
beeswax made into best quality foundation.
Also the wax from old combs or "slumgum."
We get it all out. On shares or very cheap
factory;

old liberal terms;

cheapest and handiest transportation for all
northern beekeepers. You always get your
ownwax back.
J. J. Angus,
434 Fulton St.. Grand Haven. Mich.

Bros.,

Poultry Paper,
to date,

tells

all

44-124

Box

i.

Blair,

Neb.

page periodical, up
to know about

you want

care and management of poultry, for pleasure or profit: four months for 10 cents.
Poultry Advocate, Dept. 230, Syracuse, N. Y

WE ARE READY
figure on your wants. Send us a list of
goods and we shall be pleased to quote you
the very lowest price for the best goods.
Established i8gg. Our catalog may interest

To

you.

DUBY & SON,

St.

Anne,

III

BEE SUPPLIES

—

For Sale Cedar or pine dovetailed hives,
also full lineof supplies including Dadant's

for cash;

our classified columns
good equipment that
Only 15 cents per line

in

If You desire to exchange your surplus,
strong, healthy, striped, mixed, black or yellow bellied colonies for a few greenback
dollars within 600 miles South or West,
state hives, condition and price.
W. A. Small, Waltham. Mass.

H. S.

SUPPLIES.

new

ad

you no longer need.
each insertion.

—

in

For Sale— 173 acres in Musselshell Co.,
Mont., 80 acres river bottom, house, barn, ice
house, hen house, honey house, garage, hog
house, and tool house. All new frame buildings, fenced, 50 acres in alfalfa. $51100, $4000
cash, balance on time. Apiary of 50 colonies,
all

A Little

will sell that perfectly

size,

bees, my apiary,
consisting of over 200 colonies of bees, necessary fixtures, supplies, etc. Purchaser, if
so desire, can find good location for bees
here. Will sell very cheap. For further information, write or see
Ivory A. Shane, Sabinal, Uvalde Co.. Tex.

and

wolf, deer, cat. fox, rabbit

Rockwood Kennels, Lexington, Ky,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

For Sale— A bargain

5 lb.

Co., Meridian, Idaho.

in lots of 25 cases, all

s-lb.

size per too,
Low prices on other sizes in
Also furnished in re-shipping cases.
J21.25; lo-lb.

111.

extracted honey, and
Burnett & Co.,
Water St., Chicago, 111.

R. F. D.

Friction-top pails,
500,

Shipped from Chicago.
A. G.

For Sale— Light extracted honey,

mill in

first-class order. Exchange for wax, honey
or $12.
J. I. Stringham, 105 Park Place, N. Y.

100, $4,50;
$6.25; 500, J30.

R. A.

lo-fr.,

full line at
$2.75 per 100.
$2 25, queen extra. For ten or

a position for 1916

any time— a call may come.
S. B. Barden, Philadelphia. Pa.

For Sale —

clover extracted

Hettel, Marine,

hives, $5.85;

2-lb

Hounds— Bear,

Wanted— A position in a large apiary run
fop comb or extracted honey, or as an assistant in queen-rearing apiary. Best of references of long experience in bee culture.

per

60-pound cans.

one

D. Soper, Jackson, Mich.

and bloodhounds. 5opage illustrated catalog

Have five years' experience
in an apiary
with a small apiary. Completed a course in

bulk.

honey

8-fr.

frames.

so stamp.

75c each;

HONEY AND BEESWAX

W.

MISCELLANEOUS

per dozen;

$85

,

Beekeepers' Supplies sold at a reduction.
New prices now ready. Send for list free.

,

and are fine honey gatherers.
this stock only. Untested queens
75c each; JS.oo per dozen; $60 per hundred.
each;

Good second hand 6D-pound cans, 2Sc per
case of two cans f. o b. Cincinnati: terms
C. H. W. Weber & Co Cincinnati, O

man

the buyer to purchase your honey. Neat,
attractive labels at right prices. Samples
Liberty Pub. Co
free.
Sta. D. Box 4H, Cleveland, Ohio.

the best foundation fastPangb'jrn," mfg. by
Pangburn, Center Junction. Iowa.

Then buy "The

.S.

cash.

$1.25;

Honey Labels— Liberty Labels will tempt

We breed

$1.25

W.

Five

sist disease,

Tested queens,

for

HONEY LABELS

Queens — Early Queens, Golden or
Leather-Colored Italians, one select untested, $1.00. b.U^S: 12. JSoo. Tested, Ji. 25.
Best breeder, $5 00. Early Swarms of Young
Bees in light screen cage a specialty. One iqueen

can

sample of kind desired and state quantity
you can use. Dadant & Sons, Hamilton. 111.

service,

new advertiser, but an old Queen
Queens mailed to purchaser in a

a

Amber

in 60-lb. cans or smaller packages.
extracting, and
fall honey is of our
also be furnished in barrels. Write

Do You want
ener?

of all kinds; low prices.
orders. Catalog free

J.

Discount for early

W. ROUSE, Mexico, Missouri

WESTERN BEE KEEPERS Vo"„,l\V,
get

the best goods

obtainable, especially

made to meet Western condition. Send
new catalog and special price list to

for

Colorado Hon*y-Produc*rs' Association
Donvsr, Colorado

February, 1916.

American ^gc JoarnaJ]

Sweet Clover Seed
QUICK GERMINATION

Get our "Scaritied. sweet clover seed which will germinate from 8; to 05 percent the
By sowing our seed you
first year and thus insure you a good stand right from the start.
will save money, as it only takes about half as much scaritied to sow an acre as otdinary
"

hulled seed.

PRICES

February, 1916.

American Hae Journal

QUEENS FOR EARLY SPRING DELIVERY
We conduct a Bee and Queen rearing business in Florida during the winter, and at Canton, Ohio, during the sumWe now have a carload of selected Italian Bees in Florida for the purpose of supplying you with BEES and
QUEENS for SPRING DELIVERY. WE GUARANTEE PURE MATING AND SATISFACTION IN EVERY RESPECT OR MONEY REFUNDED. We are breeding from Queens that gave a surplus of 300 pounds per colony in a 24mer.

day honey

Will

flow.

it

not pay you to have this strain of bees in your yard

Island Bred Italian Queens.

Shipments begin March ist.
12
1
6

Untested
$1.50
$7.50
Tested
2.00
10.50
Select Tested
3.00
15.00
Tested Breedini; Queens. $500 and $10 each.

?

Prices as follows

:

Prices on Bees by the pound f.
Shipment begins

shipping point.
10.

6

1
.$1.50
2.00
..
3.00
4.00
.. 5.50

J4Ib...
lb..
2
lbs.
lbs.
3
lbs.
5

$12.00
18.00
24.00

o. b.

May

1

.

12
tl2.00
18.00
27.50
36.00
50.00

$ 7.50

10.50
15.00
21.00
27.50

.

.

(These prices are without Queens.)
I

Frame Nucleus.
Address

THE

all

J. E.

I2. 00:

2

Frame

Prices of Nuclei and Full Colonies without Queens. Shipping now.
Nuclei. $3 00; 3 Frame Nuclei, $400; 5 Frame Nuclei, J5. 00; 8 frame Colony, $8

communications

MARCHANT BEE & HONEY COMPANY,

MY QUEENS

GIVE SATISFACTION
MARKHAM.

ONT., Oct.

15. 1015.

D.

$io'

Sincerely yours.

J. L.

Canton, Ohio

(l&OnlyGraiidWze

Diuir

I

(Hi^kesl Award)
^iven lo

I
I

Dictionaries
a{ the Panama-

I

MURRY, MATHIS, TEXAS

Pacific Exposition

I
I

BYER.

Mr. Byer was for two years President of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association, and is a
regular contributor to the columnsof the bee papers; hence, well and favorably known to
the readers of this Journal. I have many similar testimonials to themeritsof my stock
from all parts of the Unted States and Canada. Please write me your wants for the coming
season in the way of queens, nuclei and bees by the pound, and I will be glad to make arrangements in advance of the rush to give you prompt and satisfactory service.

H. D.

Frame Colony,

10

gniiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiniiimB

MURRY, Mathis, Texas.
Mr. A/ur/y:— As I have used quite a number of your queens during the last three
seasons, I thought you might be interested to know how they have turned out. They have
given universally good satisfaction, and in only three or four cases in this time have any
of the queens shown to be defective. In each case, such queens were promptly replaced,
while the queens have given satisfaction, that is only one factor that pleases me in my
dealing during all the time I have had business connections with you. promptness in answering letters, and other factors that go to make even the ordinary routine of business a pleasure has always been in evidence. While I feel that I can confidently recommend your
queens as being satisfactory in every way. I certainly can also assure your prospective customers that they can be sure of a " square deal " every time they do business with you.
MR. H.

50;

to

I
I
I
I
%

was ^rantedio

WEBSTER'S
NEW INTERNATIONAL |
For Superiority of Edacational Merit.
new creation answers with Unal au-

1

thority all kinds of puzzling questions such

=
^

This

1 as
I

g

"How

is

Przem^s/ pronounced?" "Where

iaFlandertf?" "Whatisa continuous voyai/e?"
"What is 3, howitzer f" "Whatis white coal?"

%
s

M

and thousands of olliers.
m
I More thiin 400,000 Vocabulary Terms. 30.000 |
Geographical
Subjects.
12,000
Biographical
i
§
i Entries. Over 6000 illustrations. 2700 Pages. ^
I The only dictionary with the divided page a i
Mroke of genius.
REGULAR and |
I
E

THE BEEKEEPERS' REVIEW CLUBBING OFFER FOR 1916
The Review for igi6
October. November and December.

Ji.oo
igi5,

All fOUr

free

American Bee Journal for 1016
in Bee Culture for 1916
One Review Honey Queen

i.oo
1.00

Gleanings

i

00

—

INDIA- PAPER!
EDITIONS.
1
Write for sped- §
men pages, il- =
lustrations, etc. ^
Free, a set of ^
I'ucket Maps if ^
y(ju name this ^
paper.
|

for only

$3.00

$4.00

For description

of

Review Queen,

see another column.

THE BEEKEEPERS' REVIEW,

Address with remittance

Northstar, Mich.

G.

&

C.
CO.,

I

Springfield, Matf.

^

MERRIAM

|

^iiiiiii)iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii)iiiiiimiiiiiiiiiiUNUiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiuiiitiiiiiiiiiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii]|JUIiNiiliiillll

The Bi^ Four and Free Pattern

Sweet Clover Seed
We have a clean

lot of the yellow biennial
variety; made a growth from 4 to 7 feet on
dry land. When cut for seed. 7 acres made
42 loads on a 10 foot hayrack
feet wide
This variety makes a hay eaual to any

We can furnish clean seed for
cents per pound or $12 per bushel f. o.
alfalfa.

Kalispell.

J. D.

Write

20
b.

for particulars.

KAUFMAN,

Kalispell,

Mont

THE QUEEN OF ALL QUEENS
Is the Texas Queens.
Send me your orders

A

early for Italian and

Year's Reading for Only $1.50

By special arrangement we are able

most unusual bargain in
high grade periodicals. We will send the American Bee Journal, Today's Magazine. Farm
and Home, The Housewife, and Reliable Poultry Journal, all five one year, to any address
for only $1.50. These are all high grade magazines that you will enjoy, and there is somehing for every member of the family. Send today while you think of it.
to offer

American Bee Journal,

our readers

Carniolan.

Queens,

$8.00 per

doz. Bees

a

Hamilton,

Illinois

per

pound,

$1.50.

CIRCULAR FREE

Grant

Anderson,

Rio

Hondo, Texas

February, 1916.

American Hee Journal

The Double-Walled Massie
Surest

Protection

Bees

for

—

Honey —The Best Hive
Furnished

in

the clearest

of

White Pine or Redwood.

for

of

any Climate

lumber

Ail

Supply

Increased

-Hive

in

either Cypress,

Brood and Extracting

Frames Made from White Pine

THE VENTILATED BOTTOM
Admits fresh air into the hive, lessening the chance for swarming, and giving renewed energy to the bees.
It is also equipped

THE MASSIE HIVE
For

CtnTib or Extracted

with a feeder without extra cost.

Honey Fifty years in the bee supply business has shown us that the
Massie is the very best hive, and testimonials to this effect
are recei\ed daily from thost^ who are using this hive.

WHY NOT GIVE US A TRIAL ORDER ?
We are also extensive manufacturers

inb

Honey

EARLY CASH ORDER DISCOUNTS

SATISFACTION FULLY GUARANTEED

Hives and all other Apiarian Supplies. If you are in the market for supplies
will mail our large illustrated catalog and special price list to any one upon request

of Dovetailed

We

be sure to get our prices before buying elsewhere.

KRETCHMER MFG. COMPANY,

1100 3d

Council Bluffs, Iowa

St.,

YOUR SUCCESS

Bee

IN BEEKEEPING DEPENDS ON THE KIND
OF BEES YOU KEEP AND HOW YOU HANDLE THEM

book
free

If

Fine Poultry Book Also Free
you keep poultry, too. ask us for illustrated poultry book;
valuable pointers on poultry raising, as well as a cata-

full of

log of nrofitable poultry supplies.

BLANKE MFG. & SUPPLY CO., PIONEERS IN DEE, POULTRY.
AND DAIRY SUPPLIES, 209 WASHINGTON, AVE., ST. LOUIS, MO.

0G©0COS0OQ©©00®®0©©©GOOCX3G

A BEE BOOK FOR THE PRACTICAL MAN
IS

"PRODUCTIVE BEEKEEPING," by Frank
State

Bee

One

Inspector

for

of Lippincott'.s "

finely gotten

with the author.

Iowa and a Practical Beekeeper as Well

Farm Manual

up, finely bound,

C. Pellett

" Series, this

and has 134

book of 326 pages

illustrations, nearly

is

aU original

Price, $1.50.

READ THE CONTENTS BELOW
I.

z.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

BEEKEEPING A FASCINATING PURSUIT
THE BUSINESS OF BEEKEEPING
MAKING A START WITH BEES
ARRANGEMENT OF THE APIARY
SOURCES OF NECTAR
THE OCCUPANTS OF THE HIVE
INCREASE

Mailing Weight, 3 Pounds

Productive Beekeeping
Langstrotli on the

Honey Bee

American

15.

8.

FEEDING.

PRODUCTION OF COMB HONEY
10. PRODUCTION OF EXTRACTED HONEY
11. WAX-A BYPRODUCT OF THE APIARY
12. DISEASES AND ENEMIES OF BEES
n. WINTERING
U. MARKETING THE HONEY CROP
LAWS THAT CONCERN THE BEEKEEPER
9.

Both postpaid

Productive Beekeeping

for only $2.50

" Fifty

Bee

Journal,

Years

Among

the Bees

Hamilton,

/

Both postpaid

\

for Only

"

Illinois

$2.25

February, 1916.

American Hee Journal
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FACTS ABOUT HONEY

N

THE

December numl^er

404, of the

FACTS ABOUT

HONEY
jCAtSE IT

on the "Pood Value of Honey," on page

editorial

many

highly appreciated, and so

production of

it

in jiamphlet

was so

of this Journal

came

enquiries

for a re-

form that we have prepared a

16-page booklet for advertising honey containing this and

/J

other matter of importance which the consumers ought to

know. Size of booklets 3-4x9 inches. Weight a scant ounce.
"Facts about Honey" contains the following informa-

What honey

tion illustrated with 17 splendid half tones:
is

and where gathered

ent flavors and colors
WHAT HONEY

H
H

IS

hunting

HOW TAKEN FROM THE BEES
ITS

VALUE AS FOOD
HONEY RECIPES

Bees

;

production

Comb

honey

H
H

the section

;

boxes and gums

;

foundation

Bee-trees and bee

The new way

;

of

honey

;

Comb

and sections

hives

Why the

bees build straight in

;

manner

Granulation of honey,
Is

;

;

Differ-

Chunk honey Extracted honey, the honey

extractor and

3

How produced

;

Movable-frame

;

:i

in

Principal kinds of honey.

;

honey a luxury

of extracting; Purity of

how to melt

Honey

;

it

Food value

;

as health food

of honey;

Uses

;

honey;

in cook-

ing; Fifty recipes for use of honey.

On

H
N

N
N
N
N
N
N
m
N
N
N
N
N
Nl

the last page

page there

that no envelope
it

is

is left

to print

the beekeeper's

name and

is

also

needed.

room

to address the booklet to the

A gummed

" Eat

Honey

the prices he

At the bottom

Or the address may be printed on the front cover page.

asks for his honey.
of the last

room enough

consumer, after folding

it

so

" label or wire clasp is sufficient to hold

together for mailing.

We

will

furnish these pamphlets at unprecedented low prices, as follows:

Single copy as sample, free.
Less than 30 copies, postpaid, each $
"
"
30
50 copies, postage extra
"
100
"
"

-

.03
.75
.75

-

1.25

For parcel-post shipment, the weight
Printing
or back page

:

name and address
500 or less, $1.00

;

is

500 copies, postage extra
"
"
"
1000
"
"
"
2000
"
"
"
5000
"
"
"
10,000

'

-

-

$ 5.00
9.00
17.00
40.00
75.00

about G pounds per 100 copies.

of producer, with brief price-list of

honey on either front

1000 or more, $1.50 per thousand.

The pamphlet contains no advertising or address

of

any kind and

is

distinctly a positive,

unbiased and clear explanation of the usefulness of honey, intended for a reply to the numer-

H

ous questions usually asked by the uninformed consumer.

Send your orders

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,
ixxxxxxxxxxxxxix^rxxxxxxx]
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PORTER

BEE
ESCAPE
SAVES

MARSHFIELD GOODS

^

HONEY
TIME

BEEKEEPERS :—
We manufacture

MONEY
Millions of

For sale by

Sections

&

R.

every year that are as good as the best. The
CHEAPEST for the Quality BEST for the Price.
If you buy them once, you will buy again.

Please

;

dealers.
If no dealer, write factory

all

E. C.

PORTER, MFRS.

Lewistown, III., U. S. A.
mention Am. Bee Journal when

FREEMAN'S FARMER
Successor

We

also manufacture

Hives, Brood-

to

writing

North Yakima,

Wash.

Northwest Farm and Horns
69 YEARS OLD

|j

Frames, Section-Holders and Shipping-Cases.
Our Catalog is free for the asking.

you want a descriptive and agricultural
magazine, it will inform you all about the
methods in the Pacific Northwest.

If

Send One dollar and have the magazine sent
for one year. Cut rate of one-half price

now

on.

Beekeepers' Supplies
Write us

,

^

for our 64-Da£e catalog. FREE.
information given to all inquiries. Let
We handle the best make
of supplies for the beekeeper.
Beeswax
exchanged for supplies or cash.
J. NEBEL & SON SUPPLY CO.,
> ull

Marshfield, Wis.

Marshfield Mfg. Co.,

us hear from you.

High

Kill,

Montg. Co., Mo.

OUR VERY BEST

Buy Bee Supplies Now

Best Sections,

Best
Thirty years' experience in making everything for
the beekeeper. A large factory specially equipped
for the purpose ensures goods of highest quality.
Write for our illustrated catalog today.

LEAHY MFG.

CO.,

90 Sixth

St.,

THE VERY BEST

BEE SUPPLIES

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You to

IS

Higginsville, Missouri

Best Shipping Case*
of all

Supplies

Best prices you will get for your honey
when put up in our sections and shipping
" LOTZ " sections
cases.
and shipping
cases have stood the test. Why? Because
they are perfect in workmanship, quality
and material. Buy LOTZ goods when you
want the BEST. Our IP15 catalog ready
now. Send your name and get one.
H. S. DUBY & SON. St. Anne. III., carry a
full line of our goods.

AUG. LOTZ CO.

TIN

t

like it

Dittmer Foundation the bees
for it's made to just suit them,

and

Prices on tin cans, especially the
Friction-Top style. We buy in carlots and can save you money

just like the Natural

DADANT & SONS
Hamilton, Illinois

using
is

Comb

0GX3O0OeXD00CX3XI)G

FIELD SEEDS

they

make themselves.

Full line including seed corn.
for price lists.

F. A.

Send for prices on having your Beesw^ax
made into Comb Foundation, which in-

I
I
I
I

cludes

All

all

in

stock

Gus Dittmer Company, Augusta, Wisconsin

Write

SNELL

Milledgeville, Illinois
DOGSSOOe

freight charges being paid.

other Supplies

CANS

Low

START THE SEASON RIGHT
I
By

BOY^D.

E

NOW'S REPAIRING TIME
Don't Replace Rotten

Wood With Wood

^^^^ WILL
We
Farms.

ROT

That

^^^=

—

have a word to suggest to you practical men of affairs you who build and maintain Bee
The matter of annual repairs is no trifling consideration. Unless you use a lumber that

possesses real INVESTMENT VALUE, these repair bills will eat great holes in the net income of
your property. Cypress is so well certified— its character for " Staying Put " is so thoi'oughly
established that you are about certain to use it in the eai'ly spring repair jobs. Practically all
live lumber retailers carry Cypress stocks, so you need have no trouble about getting exactly what
you want. If your local dealer has no Cypress in his yard, write us and we will tell you where to
get it.

—

AUTHENTIC INFORMATION, FREE
Write our AU-Round Helps " Department if you are at all perplexed about what is best to do in the matter of lumber, for
original work or for repairing. There are 41 volumes in the Cypress Pocket Library, covering all sorts of uses for the " Wood EterVol i is a reprint of Bulletin No q5. Forest Service, Department of Agriculture — a certificate of the
nal." and they are free to you
U. S. Government. Hetter get this booklet. Vol. 3b tells how to make easy a dozen hard jobs in Carpentry. Each of the 41 books is
free. Vol. i contains a list of titles of these books. Start with Vol. 1; it's free to you.
not write right now ?
"

Why

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MFRS.' ASSOCIATION
1251 Heard National Bank Building, Jacksonville, Fla., and
1251 Hibernia Bank Building, New Orleans, La.

^M

ML

Vfijrloulturi

A Bad

Foiilbroocl. This Disease is Especially Prevalent
I>uriug the Early Spring Months

Case of European

;

March,

191(i.

American Vee Journal

Bees and Queens

LEGHORN BREEDERS!
Send in your subscriDtion to The
Leghorn Journal and keep posted on
the progress of the Leghorn industry
as it is devoted exclusively to the dif-

for

1916

GOLDEN AND LEATHER COLORED
We

ferent Legliorn fowls. Subscription
price 50C per year. Special offerSend us loc and the names ot five of
your neighbors interested in Leghorns, and we %vill send you The
Leghorn Journal for three months.

are

now booking orders

for April,

liveries at the following prices, viz.:
Prices of one and over

Appomattox, Virginia

b

i

Virgins

Warranted

iio

Tested
Breeders

1.50
3.00

June, 1916 de12

$2.75

$ .so
85

Untested

THE LEGHORN JOURNAL

May and

$500

450
550

and

8.00
Q.50
7.50
13.50
up to $10.00 each.

i-frame nuclei
without queen
"*
"
2-frame
"
"
"
3-frame

$1.50
2,75

'

When

Honey Jars

\
^

25 screw cap jars,
$4.60 gross. Shipping

No.

and

cartons

1

honey, 11
ber 89

4

can

a

cts. a lb.

lots.

free.

J.

^
f

^
lb. Light am- y
on two 60-lb.

Catalog
I.

cases,

Amber

cans.

cts.

^

1-lb.,

of

3. So

queens are wanted with nuclei add queens
'A lb. package, wire cages, without queens
"
"
•

','

2

*

','

"

'

at

above prices quoted for queenJi.oo

"
"

;

'

'

25
Jio.oo
16.00
iq.oo
26.00

1.50
2.00

queens are wanted with pound packages add at prices quoted for queens.
On all orders amounting to$so and over we will allow 5 percent discount, and orders
amounting to $too and over will allow 10 percent discount from above prices.
We guarantee safe delivery on queens, and safe delivery on bees that are not in transit
If

over

five days.

Our Reference— Any

Mercantile Agency, A. I. Root Co.. or American Bee Journal.
Get into communication with us at once and book your orders early to avoid disappointments in the spring.
.

THE PENN COMPANY,

supplies

Kt't-ycseiiiatives

Penn, Lowndes County, Mississippi

of The A.

I.

Root Co»il>au\\ and Qnecn Specialists.

STRINGHAM,

103 Park Place, N. Y.
APIARIES

1

:

Glen Cove, L.

I.

Preoaredness Pays Bia Dividends

Bee-Supplies

So

fortify

and equip yourself with our 1916 Catalogue. Now Ready. Write toda

LEWIS' BEEWARE. DADANT'S FOUNDATION.
ROOT'S EXTRACTORS, SMOKERS, ETC.

LET US FIGURE WITH YOU

We

know we can

Write

satisfy

you on quality.

for catalog.

C.C.CLEMONS BEE-SUPPLY CO.
Kansas

Oept. S.,

City,

IVIo.

EVERY FRUIT GROWER
Who

wants up

Anything and everything you. might need In Bee Supplies— and at righ
Ship us your old Combs and Cappings for rendering. Write for terms

prices.

204

THE FRED
W. IVIUTH
THE
BEE MEN.

St.
Walnut St

BUSY

CO.
CINCINNATI,

to-date. valuable informa-

tion on the vital problems of the fruit industry, such as Spraying. Pruning. Cultivating. Packing. Marketing, etc.. should subscribe to

BETTER FRUIT

and begin with the January issue our Spe"
cial
$1.00

Spraying Annual. Subscription price
per year in advance.

BETTER FRUIT PUBLISHING COMPANY
Hood River, Oregon

QUEENS OF QUALITY
The Editor

of the Beekeepers' Review

and

his sons

have

iioo

colonies of bees that they

work for extracted honey. With all those bees working with equal advantage, all having
the same care and attention, they have an opportunity unexcelled to ascertain without a

Beekeepers' Supplies
Such

as

Winter Cases,

Hives,

Sections.

Bottoms, Bodies, Supers, Broodframes of every description. Shippingcases, Section-holders, Comb-foundation,
Smokers, etc.
Get my prices before placing your orders.
Covers.

R. H.
Rt. 3,

SCHMIDT

Sheboygan, Wis.

Sweet Clover Seed
We

have a clean lot of the yellow biennial
variety; made a growth from 4 to 7 feet on
dry land. When cut for seed. 7 acres made
42 loads on a m foot hay-rack g feet wide
This variety makes a hay equal to any
alfalfa. We can furnish clean seed for 20
cents per pound or $12 per bushel f. o. b.
Kaiispell. Write for particulars.

J D.

KAUFMAN,

Kaiispell,

Mont

reasonable doubt colonies desirable as breeders from a honey-producers' standpoint.
Likely never in the history of beekeeping was there a better opportunity to test out the
honey getting strain of bees than this. Think of it. nou colonies with ea.ual show, and a
dozen of those colonies storing 250 to 275 pounds of surplus honey this last poor (with us)
season, while the average of the entire 1100 was not more than 40 pounds per colony.
have sent two of our very best breeding queens (their colonies producing 275 pounds surplus each during the season of icis) to John M. Davis and to Ben G. Davis, both of Spring
Hill. Tenn and they will breed queens for the Revieic during the season of 1016 from those
four superioi honey-gathering breeding queens. Those young queens will be mated with
their thoroughbred drones. Our stock is of three-banded strain of Italians, also that of
John M. Davis, while Ben G Davis breeds that disease resisting strain of goldens that is
becoming so popular.
By this time you are likely thinking that your strain of bees may be improved by the
addition of this superior strain of /t'e't'/t'ic queens, and how you can secure one or more of
those superior honey-gathering queens as breeders. We will tell you: They will be sold
to none except Review subscribers. If you are a paid-in-advance subscriber to the Reviezu
for igi6. we will mail you one of the daughters of those famous queens in June for a dollar.
If not a subscriber to the Revieic for 1016. send $1.75 for a year's subscription to the Review
and one of those famous youngqueens. Those queens are well worth $2,00 each compared
to the price usually charged for ordinary queens, but we are not trying to make money out of
this proposition, only we are anxious to have every subscriber of the American Bee Journal a subscriber of the Reviezv. and we are taking this way to accomplish the object. A few
of ihe very first orders for queens that we receive can be mailed in May. but the majority
will not be mailed until June. Orders filled in rotation. Have your order booked early
and avoid disappointment. Address, with remittance.

We

,

THE BEEKEEPERS' REVIEW,

Northstar, Michigan

March,

inifi.

"^^^ --<(^

^^aAnierican Hee

WOODMAN'S SECTION FIXER

IIPEWRIIER

COLD MEDAL
fof tlie finest comb
iiii Micliiitan 50th

c

vuntion. was
of Ypsilanti

honey

at

tlie

re-

anniversary con

won by Kloyd Markham,
Mich He says:

"We

have several kinds of machines for foldins sections and puttine in the starters, but since we got
one of your Section Fixers, about two
years ago, no other macliines for the

purpose are used in our shop. It pays
to use bottom starters and your Section Fixer is the only macliine that 1
know of that will do the job at any
rate of speed and do it right."
DO
that with this ma
chine you always handle large pieces
of foundation which makes the putting in of bottom starters easy. Spe-

GREATEST TYPEWRITER

YOU KNOW

you all about it.
with lamp and one form
block, shipping weight 5 pounds, poscial circulars will tell

Price

$2.75

tage extra.

BARGAIN EVER OFFERED
Only $2.00 a month until the bar^rain

price of
is paid and the machine is yours.
This
Startling: offer has astounded the typewriter world. Absolutely the greatest typewriter bargain ever ofTered. For a short time
only I offer a limited number of these standard,
$29.ri0

Grand Rapids, Michigan
WRITING

CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST

The

AND BEEKEEPER!
Tbe only bee publication In

MODEL No. 3

typewriters at this exceptional price.
Perfect machines, not damaged or shop worn. Complete outfit,
cover, tools. instruLtions. etc. Machine of standard size
but liffht weiijht and unrtahle, keyboard of standard arraiipement writing the full 84 characters, two color ribbon, tabulator, lack spacer, writes on ruled lines; in
fact Bvery late style feature and modern operating
convenience, at less than a third of the regular price,
and each letter visible as printed and all previous writing completely visible at all times.

FREE TRIAL irRi^H
My

Canada

brand new Model No. 3 offer for but §29.60— and

only S2 per month.

the official organ of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association and has incorporated with it the former Canadian Bee Journal.
Beekeepingand Horticulture in its various branches are effectively combined
to form a live, attractive, and practical monthly magazine.
Well illustrated and up-to-date. Subscription price postpaid.
Canada. $1.00 a year.
United States. $1.25 a year.
Foreign, $1.50 a year.
.Sample Copy sent free on request.
It is

The Horticultural Publishing Co., Limited, Peterboro, Ont., Can.

I won't let you buy this typewriter before you see it.
want you to be absolutely convinced that this is the
greatest typewriter barpain ever offered. If you have
the slighest use for a typewriter you should accept this
amazing offer. You cannot equal this wonderful
value anywhere. When the typewriter arrives deposit
with the express agent S5.60 and take the machine for
five days' trial. If you are convinced that it is the best
typewriter you ever saw, keep it and send me $2.00 a
month until my bargain price is paid. If you don't want
it, return to the express agent, receive your $5.60 and he
returns the machine to me. I will pay the return exThis machine is guaranteed just as
press charge::
iff you paid $100.O0 for It.
i

ONLY
THE CAMPBELL SYSTEM OF SOIL CULTURE
Everybody knows Campbell, the father

of dry farming. Everybody knows that
he started this erreat movement for Scientific Farming that is changing the desert
into a garden. But everybody does not know that there is a great school, the

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF SOIL CULTURE
where the Campbell System of Scientific Soil Tillage and Crop Growing are taught
by mail, where a thorough knowledge of Scientific Agriculture can be secured without leaving home, at a very small expense. If you area farmer or expect to be a
farmer, send for the Campbell literature. Campbell's Scientific Farmer, the Campbell manuals, and a catalog of the Campbell Correspondence School. Sample copy
and catalog free. Address.

TYPEWRITERS

100

At

This Price

There is no time to lose. Fill in the coupon and mail
it today— sure. The typewriter will be shipped promptly.
There is no red tape^no solicitors — no collectors— no

>

chattle mortcaije.
It is simply understood that I retain
title to the machine until the full S29.60 is paid.
You
cannot lose It is the greatest typewriter opportun*
ity you will ever have.

H. A.

Tear Out— Mali Tocfdy
SMITH, 230-231 N. Fifth Ave.,

me

Chicago,

111.

your Mudel No 3, F.O.B. Chicago, as described in this advertisement. I will pay you the S24.00
balance of the SPECIAL S29 60 purchase price at the rate
of S2.00amonth. The title to remain in you until fully
paid for. It is understood that I have five days in which
to examine and try the typewriter. If I choose not to
keep it I will carefully repack it and return it to the
express agent. It is understood that you give the standard guarantee for one year.
Ship

NAME

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
325

Broadway

What
You Want

Just
to bring

repeat orders

for your honey and at
the same time increase
consumption generally.

Billings,

Montana

FOOD VALUE OF HONEY
According to a table of food values compiled by the State Food and Dairy
of Iowa, 14 oz. of honey is of equal food value to the following:-

Department

.....

ounces cream cheese worth at average prices 18 cents
20 eggs
30 cents
1 1-2 lbs. raw beefsteak
30 cents
1 lb. 14 oz. boneless codfish
40 cents
.
.
.
16 oranges
40 cents
1 lb. 1 oz. English walnuts
26 cents
II .2

Paste this label on every section of comb or jar ef extracted honey, to inform
your customers of the value of your product. We are prepared to furnish gummed labels like the above at only 60c a thousand or $1.00 for 2000 postpaid.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

llli^'^ois.

BEES & QUEENS
Bred for Hobey Production
Untested Queens 75c
Select Untested - - .
90c
.
- $ 1.25
Tested Queens
.
.
Select Tested
I.50
One Pound bees no queen 1.25
"
Two "
"
"
2.35
Canadian prices, express prepaid to
Toronto, $3.25 queen included.

Chas. E. Hopper

&

Co.

HAYNEVILLE

.

ALA.

-

-

-

:

March, 1916.

American Hee Journal

QUEENS FOR EARLY SPRING DELIVERY
We

conduct a Bee and Queen rearing business in Florida during the winter, and at Canton, Ohio, during the
sumhave a carload of selected Italian Bees in Florida for the purpose of supolvine vou with BFFS anH
QUEENS for SPRING DE^^^^
GUARANTEE PURE MATING 'an'd SATIS^^'SVTo'Nm'EV'fR? RESPECT OR MONEY REFUNDED. We are breeding from Queens that gave a surplus of 300 pounds per colonv in a 24day honey How. Will it not pay you to have this strain of bees in your yard ? Prices as follows

We now

mer.

Island Bred Italian Queens.
,,

,

Untested
rested
Select Tested

Prices on Bees by the pound f.
Shipment begins

Shipments begin March ist.
12
1
6
$1.50
2.00
3.00

Tested Breeding Queens, $500 and

10.50
15.00

Ji.lo
2.00
3.00
4.00
5.50

lb.

lbs
lbs
lbs

Jio each.

shipping poin t,
10

6

^Ib

ti2.oo
18.00
24,00

J 7.50

o. b.

May

12

I 7.50

$12.00
18.0a
27.50
36.00
50.00

10.50
15.00
21.00
27.50

(These prices are without Queens.)
Prices of Nuclei and Full Colonies without Queens. Shipping now
_
trame XT
Nucleus. .$2.00; 2 T~
Frame Nuclei, $3 00; 3 Frame Nuclei. $4.00; 5 Frame Nuclei. $5.00: 8 frame Colony
j
Address all communications to
,

I

THE

J. E.

%a

MARCHANT BEE & HONEY COMPANY,

THE BOOSTER
and coming numbers will discuss the following policies which
its platform of principles.
First—Uniform quality of product, honestly graded and attractively displayed
Second— A system of distribution that will protect the local producer, and prevent Hooding one district and leaving others bare.
Third— A system of crop reports that will give accurate, detailed, and trustworthy information as to crop conditions in all sections promptly and intelligently
Fourth— An efficient method of presenting facts and reasons for the wider use
of honey in cooking, in the arts, manufactures, and on the table, to the people who
who would use it if they knew.
Fifth— An association of beekeepers who will carry these things forward to a
successful consummation.
interested in these policies ? Wrap a quarter in paper and send it AT
^ITn,^^^c.'!P"
OUR RISK, and get these valuable numbers,
and the rest of the good things for the
coming year.

Redkey, Indiana

10

Frame Colony,

Prolific-Hardy-Centle— They are Persistent—Profitable Producers— None Better
Prices

Before July
12

6

Untested
Tested
Sel, Tested...

Nuclei...
lib. pkg. bees
2lb. pkg. bees
2-fr.

$1.00 $ 5 00
I 50
8.00
2.00 10 00
2.50 14.00
1.50 130.
2.50 14.00

I

After July
I

t 0.00 $ .75 $ 4.00 J 7.00

15.00 I 00
5.50
18.00 1.50
8.00
26.00 2.25 12.00
25 00 1.25
7.00
28.00

Above prices

of nuclei do not include
Add price of queen wanted. Satisand safe arrival guaranteed. Absolutely no disease in this country. Get your
order in early and secure prompt delivery.
Orders booked if half of amount accompanies order. Queens ready April 15th. Nuclei
and packages May ist.

F.

ARCHDEKIN,

Bordelenville, La.

STANDARD the WORLD OVER
for a large honey-flow this

year, as the outlook

is

unusually good!

PROMPT DELIVERY
is

12 Factory Branches
New York

assured by

18 Principal Agencies

Send for 1916 Catalog

Philadelphia

Chicago
St, Paul
San Francisco
Los Angeles

The

A.

I.

Root Company

Medina, Ohio

Jo 00
15.00
22.00
13.00

faction

ROOT DOVETAILED HIVES
Be prepared

i

6

queen.

J.

are the

$io'

Archdekin's Fine Italian Queens
3 BANDED

In its current

THE BOOSTER,

.

Canton, Ohio

constitute

Address,

w-^

Washington
Des Moines
Syracuse
Indianapolis
Zanesvillc. O.

Mechanic

Falls,

Me.

March.

77

IHKi.

)[

Amgrican Tiee Joarnal

The New ''F" Super and

Its

^-yi^KJ

Advantages

Tlie "F" Super is one of tlie new improvements which we have
It consists of ;i super holdin}^ 4xr.x:!H plain seciidded toour lino.
The
tions, and can be furnished in either eij^ht or ton frame size.
ciyht-frame super holds 2H sections and the ten-frame ;i:i .sections.
takes
Tliis super is unlike many of the supers on the market, as it
standard equipment, and offers the beekeeper, who, at any time

might care

to cliange over to extracted

honey an exceptonally good

can be used for extracted honey by purchasing 55^ inch frames which
the inside of the super or it can be used for comb honey. This saves the
beekeeper from purchasing a whole new outfit should he ever care to change
outover to extracted honey and at the same time gives him an A-1 comb honey
super can be purchased.
fit for the same price as a comb-honey
Any row of sections can be taken out and replaced with a shallow frame
customers who
without making any other changes or adjustments. Some of our
or in
have been substituting the shallow 5Ji inch extracting frames on each side
much quicker.
the middle are inclined to believe the bees enter the super
Prices of the "F" super will be gladly furnished upon application.
It

will

fit

"Simplified Beekeeping," postpaid

Dealer. Everywhere

Red Catalog. Postpaid

New York

T. Falconer Mfg. Co., Falconer,

W.

the good bee-blves

Where

come from

YOUR BEES ARE WINTERING
And

this

is,

and send In your orders for supplies
therefore, the best time for you to take up an inventory
nail them up and
thus receive your hives, frames, supers, etc., in ample time to

Not only wiU you
prepare them for the spring, but you

will also save 3

Early-order discounts for March,

1

percent.

percent on the cost of these.
It

pays

to

order now.

ROOT'S GOODS, WEBER SERVICE— Tbe Ideal combination

W. Weber Company

C. H.

Cincinnati, Ohio

-

2146 Central Avenue,

Foot-Powerl

Why

Not Add a Lot of Pleasure, Strength
and Safety to Your Work by Using Budd's

BARNES'
I

the wax.
this

A

method

;

trial

is

sanitary

;

will not rust,

Combined Machines

last

winter sochaff hives with
cap. loo honey-racks.
500 frames, and a great
deal of other work. This
winter we have a double

corrode or discolor

wiU convince the most skeptical man that

amount

of hives, etc. to

make with this saw. It
s^ will do all you say of it.
^ Catalog & price-list free

W.

F.

995 Ruby

& JOHN BARNES
ILLINOIS.

St.,

ROCKFORD.

the next best thing to using electrical current

To secure best

— Ask

the

results use

Man at—

Gus Dittmer Company
Augusta

Parent

7-in.

DITTMER'S make
of comb foundation and get NICE STRAIGHT COMBS.
for this work.

I.

"We

The Original Almninum Imbedding Tools
to operate

J.

of Chariton. N. Y., says:
cut with one of your

Wire Imbedders?

Easy

Machinery

Read what

-

SOLE AGENTS
-

Wisconsin

TESTED QUEENS BY RETURN MAIL
$1.00 each
These Queens are not culls or inferior in any way because they are
cheap. They were reared last beptember and October, and wintered in

4-frame nuclei. expressly forour early
guarantrade in tested Queens
tee every aueen to be good as the
best. No disease in our apiary.
Untested queensearly in April. Jioo
for single queen; So.oo per dozen.

We

J.

W.

K.
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California— " Much pleased with your 1916 catalog. Other catalogs are
Your cuts,
for the man who knows the goods and knows just what he wants.

right
description and arrangements are so good they will give delight to the amateur or the
one who wants to know in detail of new things."
all

From

IVIaryland
you on the same."

— "We

are in receipt of your 1916 catalog and wish to compliment

From Texas— "Have heard quite a good many expressions from beekeepers who
have received a copy of the 1916 Lewis Catalog, commenting on the beauty of this catalog
and upon its improvement over any catalog that they have ever seen."
From Wisconsin — "Received your 1916 catalog. It is a dandy."
From New York State — " Congratulate you on its neat appearance.
it is

a

little

Each season

better than the preceding one."
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and described.

One page

is

is

a low cost article with

many
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is
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illustrated

given over to the RAUCHFUSS FOUNDATION CUTTING BOX, a practical httle outfit

for the beekeeper.
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Two whole pages of INSTRUCTIONS TO
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Publicity

Campaign

Honey

for

Suggestions of an Advertising Specialist— By R. C. Gano
•INHERE

much talk about
publicity for honey,"
*
said M. G. Dadant of the American Bee Journal in a letter to an advertising firm, "and if we can place facts
before our readers that will enable
them to unite on a feasible plan we will
I

has been

national

be glad indeed."
That letter landed on the desk of an
advertising man whose job it is to buy
advertising space in various publications for the clients of the firm. He
must have happened to remember that
another fellow in the company had
written some articles for farm papers
about the Sunkist and Sun-Maid campaigns, so he marked the letter to me.

Knowing what remarkable

percent on gross sales as marketing
And through its study of the
cost.

market and

active influence

its

on the

market, it has always succeeded in
securing for its members good prices.
Now there is no use whatever in your
reading how the orange growers' organization achieves such fine results if
it would be impossible in the first place
for beekeepers to perfect a general organization similar to that of the orange
growers. If they can get the organization there is no reasonable doubt that
they can accomplish in their own field
what their California cousins have acSo,
complished in the citrus field.
though I don't know anything about

benefits

orange growers have secured
through organization and cooperative
advertising, I was mighty interested to
hear that the beekeepers have the same

the

bee in their bonnets. I know little
about the honey industry except what
Mr. Dadant's letters tell me, but they
tell

me enough

so that

I

see plainly the

beekeepers can profit from hearing the
inside facts about what the California
orange and raisin growers are doing.
For instance, Mr. Dadant informs me
that beekeepers are widely scattered
and have no general organization, but
only a few local organizations. The
California orange growers present the
They have what
opposite situation.
has been called by good authority the
finest cooperative marketing organization in the world. It has not only the
local associations, but these are grouped
under district exchanges, and the district exchanges are members of the
central exchange the official title of

which is the California Fruit Growers'
Exchange. This exchange thus handles the citrus crops of over 8000 growers, which means that it markets annually nearly two-thirds of California's
entire citrus crop. It has so systematized the selling end of the industry
during its 20 years of existence that in
1911-12, an average year, its total cost
of operation was 2% percent on gross
This is the lowest selling cost
sales.

known
It is

in the food producing world.
estimated that farmers pay 7 to 20

tered honey organization to do. But i
will be seen later that the three most
important functions of the"_California
Fruit Growers' Exchange are standardization of output, cooperative advertising and the maintenance of a central

which keeps thoroughly posted
on market conditions. Its other funcThese
tions are merely incidental.
three are primary, and the honey organization would be on equal terms
with the citrus exchange so far as these
three primary functions are concerned.
^The California Fruit Growers' Exchange is composed of about loO^local
associations, some of which have as
many as 200 members. Each local
association has a salaried manager, and
an unsalaried board of directors, and
owns a packing house. It superintends
packing and
grading,
the picking,
branding of the fruit, and ships direct
to markets acting on advice from the
district exchange.
The local associations are grouped
under 19 district exchanges. These
order cars and have them placed for
loading, secure market data direct from
markets and, through central exchange,
are payees for all shipments by their
local associations. The agent at maroffice

ket sends the

money

to the district ex-

change which deducts operating expenses and forwards lemainder to the
local

association for pro rata appor-

tionment to members.

The Central Exchange
distribution of beekeepers, I am
it is possible
to effect the organization, no matter
what their distribution over the face of
the country.

the

going to try to show why

The question then

is

:

Can beekeepers

States and Cuba be
brought into a single business organization similar to the California Fruit

the

of

headed by

its

own

ply,

legal,

traffic,

advertising, sup-

and insurance departments, and

i^

operated at cost. The Sunkist trade
mark belongs to this Central Exchange
A beekeepers' organization.

United

Growers' Exchange?
I

is

a salaried general manager, and has 19
directors, one for each district. It has

The

think they can.

fact

that the

orange growers are

concentrated in

the southern

a single State is

half

of

an advantage and enables their exchange to do some things which it
would be impossible for the more scat-

Just as the local associations of citrus growers represent natural geographical subdivisions or groups, so
the beekeepers of the United States
must inevitably be divided into natural

geographical groups. The beekeepers
of Illinois might represent a convenient group for one local association, or
those of southern Illinois and Indiana
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more convenient
northern Illinois
would group in with Wisconsin. Or
possibly such groups would be too
large, and these three States could
might represent a

and

single group, while

eagle eye so as to know where supply
is short and demand for honey active.
Honey rushed to such points can
always secure a good price.
Incidentallythe advertising campaign
would try to make the public ask, not
for any old kind of honey but for the
special brand put out by the national
association, a brand which would be
protected and which only members
could use.
Now I am going to take it for granted
that the beekeepers, however widely
scattered they may be, all came originally from Missouri. I am going to
try to shozv them briefly but clearly

form into say eight local associations
each having from 50 to 200 members.

Assuming

that 60

local

associations

should be formed, including most of
progressive
beekeepers of the
the
United States, these might be divided
into ten groups of six each, one of the
six being made district headquarters,
and each ten district exchanges could
send national directors to a Central

Exchange.
Get-together meetings might be much
rare than in the case of the orange growers, due to greater expense,
but they could be held periodically,
and form letters could be used in lieu
of them for ordinary purposes.
To get united action in this matter is
the greatest problem in connection
with the entire project, and if the
American Bee Journal succeedsthrough
this article or a series of articles, in
securing national interest which will
result in a national organization it will
have done probably the biggest thing
that has ever been done in the indusPersonally, I think organization
try.
is bound to come, sooner or later, and

markets with an

watch the

to

more

it is certain
takes the lead

that the

now

in
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quickly or

it

How

require

Ai a

Cleanser: No.hmg

will

At a Hair Wash: Dip

clean soiled Sandi

Rub

lemon
will

it

—

Ihe

remove even ink

iKe hair in a bajin of

warm

Rub the ju.ce of a SonVisl lemon into the scalp
waler
The lemon
Rinse tViotoughly, and div wiih a -ofl towel
juice

removes

dirt

and

At a Swetlener

errsse,

for the

Icavmg ihc

hsi. soil

and glowy

Stomach: Squeeze

of half a Sunkist lerrion inio a g'a" of water
fore breakfast tor a few mornings.

the juice
be-

and dnnW

cuts of meat
improved in flavor and tenderness if boiled
which a leaspoonful of Sunkisl lemon juice is

To Make Tough Meatt Tender: Most
ate immensely
in

men engaged in the same line
of business always pays, and pays better and better as the organization becomes wider in scope. It pays even if
the organization is merely for social
purposes. But it pays best when intelligent plans are formulated to make it
pay.
It has been implied that such a national organization, when finally secured, could reduce selling costs to a
minimum, and could secure for its
members the best market prices. At
present I understand that many beekeepers depend upon cutting prices to
product, but that doesn't
sell their
mean that they wouldn't prefer the
best market price if they could get it.

water

in

To Make Washing of White Clothes

Easier-. Sunkisl

luice softens water and renders washing leas difficult
helps to remove dirt and grease, whitening and freshenDo not use in washing colored clothes
ing white clothes-

lemon
It

There are stores and scores of profitable ways to use
lemons and their juice The above are modem short cuts
which hundreds of thousands of housewives now use to
make the days work easier
Then ask about other uses in which lemons
Try them
play the labor-saving role

California

SmimkiiIt
Practically Seedless

. lo.

hH

lastly,

know what

Ihe

I

quickly than a picte of Sonkisl
hands and rinse olT with water
or fruil Hams from ihe «km

tion of

national association
competition.
not eliminate
would
There would always be those who
would stay on the outside and comNor would its desire be to elimipete.
nate competition, for it would then begin to smack too strongly of monopoly.
Its sole aim would be a cooperative
effort to increase the public demand
for honey by constructive advertising

has changed their habits, in this
regard ? Nothing more nor less than

in 1895 the consumer,
a dozen oranges didn't
was getting until he had

when he bought

liter

e Ibcis

TKr

ganizations is promising. It shows that
local organization may be expected to
pay its own way even before the national organization is effected. And it
may be stated as a truism that associa-

A

What

And

Use

Besides being iKe bas
wKich lemons aid housekeeping
scores o( oth.
of hundreds of cha.ming desserts and making
(oods mote delicious and digestible, lemons setve as (oilow

Everything depends upon how
many beekeepers take hold, read the
signs aright, pitch in and work for it.
That there are already some local or-

their shoulder.

to

Lemons

years.

Local associations would be only the
first step towards national organizations, but it would be an effective step
towards maintaining prices, as has
been proved by the experience of the
Colorado Honey Producers' Association. Their efforts are only partially
successful, however, as the individual
beekeeper who cuts prices is right at

000 carloads. The orange crop has increased 900 percent, while the population has increased 50 percent, and this
indicates what is an actual fact, namely,
that the people of the United States eat
today seven or eight times as many oranges in a year as they did in 1895.

year afraid of over-production.

community

may

day. These figures are absolutely authentic. The California citrus production in 1895 was less than 5000 carloads,
whereas the normal crop today is 45,-

anges per capita, but they received a
smaller profit per box because the speculators got the producers to bidding
against each other.
The speculators
knew the market. The producers
didn't.
So they had to take what they
could get from the speculators.
In 1895 orange growers were every

and works for organization will have a
strong chance for preferment when
national organization finally comes. It

may come

an orange
crop which was one-ninth the size of
the crop they sell at a good profit todifficult to sell at a fair profit

advertising.
In 1895 they not only sold fewer or-

beekeeper who
his

today. Though at that time our national population was over 65,000,000,
nearly two-thirds of what it is today,
the California citrus growers found it

Lemons

book -Sunkitl S*U<t. .nd Doi

CALIFORNIA FRUIT GROWERS EXCHANGE

he

cut them open. He had no guarantee
that they were juicy and sweet, and
quite often some of them were not.
About that time the California Fruit
Growers' Exchange was formed, because the growers realized that some-

thing w^uld have to be done to develop
a future for their business. To say
that it began working miracles right
from the start would hardly be an exaggeration. It studied the science of
selling, and soon had the marketing
end of the industry on a business basis.
It began putting agents in the various
market centers, and when a carload
was ready for shipment it knew from
its agents where to send it to get a
good price. Fear of over-production
soon became a thing of the past.
During the first five years of the Exchange's operation the citrus crop increased 255 percent, from 1900 to 1905
71.7 percent, from 1905 to
it increased
1910 it increased 10.9 percent, and from
1910 to 1914 it increased 48.5 percent.
Two hundred million dollars is now
invested in this industry in California.
It may be said that the putting out of
agents was a form of advertising. At
personal salesmanship.
least it was

Representing

the

citrus

growers as

did active profor oranges in their ter-

they did, these agents
IMlillllltiiiBinBIIIIIIIMIIIBIBIIIill

Kind of Advertising Used to Advertise
Lemons in Magazines of National
Circulation

how

the California citrus fruit growers,
through cooperation, have put their

marketing operations on an efficient
business basis and have secured good
Then, when I get through with
prices.
that, I am going to mention one or two
other selling campaigns which may
throw a little light on the honey-producers' problem.
EXPERIENCE OF ORANGE GROWERS.

Back in 1895 the orange situation
was much what the honey situation is

motion work
ritories, and it was their work in conjunction with general promotion work
by the Exchange that marketed two
crates where one had been marketed
before, in the first few years.
In 1902 Pres. Story, of the Exchange,
began agitating the question of newspaper advertising as a practical method
of increasing

consumption of exchange

oranges and lemons. He was finally
successful with his associates, and arrivals of carloads of California oranges
at various markets began to be announced in the local newspapers. These

announcements grew more frequent as
influence consumption, until finally the advertising cam-

they were seen to

March,

1!)1G.
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American Hee JonrnalJ
paign on " Sunkist
to big proportions.
In

June,

" fruits

the

1!)14,

had grown

For instance, it operates a
company which is a stock company whose stock is held by the local
associations and pays 6 percent divisupply

distribution

of

oranges and lemons having
become quite thorough, the advertising
compaign was expanded and entered a

dends.
This company has effected
large savings in the purchasing of lum-

magazines of general circulation
newspapers. An announcement to dealers after the campaign was in full swing stated that
"These oranges are being advertised
in 28,0(10,000 homes through the most
widely read magazines and in 500 newspapers."
In 1915 the campaign was
few

ber, nails, etc,, for crating.

in addition to the

In the field of fruit production there
are other instances of
cooperation
than that furnished by the California
Fruit Growers' Exchange. The California Associated Raisin Company is
not strictly an association but is a com-

pany

again enlarged, a total of 54 advertisements being run in such magazines as
Saturday Evening Post, Ladies' Home

Woman's

World,

Collier's,

Mother's
Magazine, People's Home
Popular Monthly,
Journal, People's
Ladies' World, Christian Herald, Literary Digeit, Youth's Companion, Good

of

these

change $375,000 as against $225,000 in
1914.
In 1915 the orange and lemon
campaigns were conducted separately
for the first time, $230,000 being devoted to orange advertisements, $100,000 to lemon advertisements, and the
remainder being used for recipe booklets, announcements to jobbers and retailers,

and premiums.

The silverware premiums given

in

exchange for Sunkist wrappers have
played an interesting part in the cam-

By giving

paign.

paper

a value to the tissue

wrapper, the

Exchange gave

consumers an extra inducement
for Sunkist fruits by name.

to ask

F.mou. (Ul, p.cfcr SunUl br<*i.»
ihli

Kin>>ndtTnd'iliu>liTi>k«lhebc*i

f>:.li'nd„.J b«l/.^>ti.xduh»loa.
M.ILooi of houKw.vii me no» And.
out tha« (acr,
>;.u will find ihtm
oul onie you liy Sunkin.
So oida. landcrSiinkmaaadleaa naval
Manaaa lor all cul.nary uara .n ,.".

ma

K8,«

of lu«,oo. or.niK
<I"l>a d..cfibcd in auc (>« .rt.p;
book. TK>y w.II lend •,ic,y lo you,

mukandare v«y

p'CMrcd
""houi

quKkly and ».,ly

No woman

ihia

avc, y.anii In b«

book once aha know, how

htnlllilul oiangaa arc and knowa iKe
akarming a>a,a lo aiy ihu fruK.
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Sample Advertisement Used By the

Orange Growers
market is indicated by the growers' experience in 1912-13, when unexpected
cold weather reduced a crop which
had promised to set a new record of
over 13,000,000 boxes to a scant 5,000,000 boxes, less than half of the number
of boxes shipped in 1910-11, and only
53 percent of the previous year's shipments. But the Exchange knew that
the shortage would result in higher
prices provided
the
oranges were
placed right. Results were that while
shipments equalled 53 percent of the
previous year, cash returns equalled 79
percent.
I think it is obvious from the foregoing that the primary functions of
the
California Fruit
Growers' Exchange are
1. To insure that only
first quality
oranges are packed under the Sunkist

CHARACTER OF APPEAL.

The advertising has been designed

brand.
to

appeal to both emotions and intellects.
is, it has tried to
make the public's mouth water for oranges by picturing them so that in the illustrations
they look good enough to eat, and it
has given reasons why Sunkist should
be specified in buying oranges, instead
of accepting ju$t any brand, or no

That

brand at all. For example, it is always
emphasized that only the best oranges
are packed in Sunkist wrappers, that
they are picked ripe, this being possible because of refrigeration facilities
and general speed in shipping, that the
grading is done by experts, who know
when an orange is sweet and juicy by
looking at it, and lastly that the wrappers have a cash value. The advertisements offer a recipe booklet giving
every imaginable way of serving oranges. As the campaign is designed
to increase demand on retailers the

2. To create and foster a growing
consumer demand for oranges and
lemons through advertising.
3. To keep
in accurate touch with
conditions in the orange and lemon
market.
Incidentally the Exchange does many
other things that it happens to be able
to do on a wholesale scale for its

offer alone allows the Exchange to directly guage the pulling
power of the advertisements. Consumers are not told that they can get
the booklets from dealers, but that they
must write to the Exchange for them.

booklet

well the

Exchange knows

Dr. Bonney's Sign Beside the Railroad
its

later.

BEEKEEPERS COULD DO LIKEWISE.
In conclusion I want to say that I
think a national association of beekeepers might perform in the honey
field all of the three primary functions
performed by the California Fruit
Growers' Exchange as listed above.
Let us see.
1.

It

could

AND Wagonroad

certainly

originate

brand new name and protect
could see that

all

it,

and

a
it

of the first quality

honey
packed
second
second

produced by its members be
under that name, and that no
quality honey be admitted. For
quality honey it could adopt a
different brand name.
2. It could
begin advertising in a
small way, if it desired, picking out
certain localities and using newspaper

copy in an experimental way. That
consumption of honey can be increased
by advertising I believe has already
been demonstrated by a private company which markets a brand called
" Airline Honey." The campaign
would
naturally expand to national dimensions.
3. It would keep in accurate touch
with conditions in the honey market
by appointing agents at the various
market centers, and in other approved
ways.
That such a program would operate
to secure rapid growth in the industry
and a ready market for the increase I
personally have no doubts. The orange growers today are figuring on no
less an undertaking than the doubling
of orange shipments from California
in the next five years, though population increases only about 2 percent
each year. They have only advertising to depend on to take care of this
increase, yet they are getting confidently to work.
Honey is a commodity that the public knows little or nothing about. Only
the other day my wife asked me how

honey happened

are advertised in a very similar manner.
The Exchange also markets a second grade of fruit under the
trade name of Red Ball Oranges and

How

the raisin
field exactly what the
Fruit
Growers' Exchange has been
doing. The Florida Citrus Exchange
furnishes another example of successful cooperative advertising by citrus
growers. The walnut growers of California are beginning to do cooperative
advertising.
The general experience
of all these can add very little to what
has been said, however, though details
in their operation might repay study

to

come

in

little

frames, and I didn't know
whether these frames were put into the
hives, or whether the honey was put
into them after it was removed. Incidentally we had honey on our table
that evening for the fiist time since our
marriage, unless I am mistaken.

square

Lemons

Lemons.

along
cooperative
beginning to do

It is

in

Thrrc „»

//<^./f-f./.l«.

advertisements,

lumped, was over 52,000,000. As regards newspapers in 1915, the total circulation of the papers used equalled
15,000,000, and a series of 17 advertisements was run in each paper.
This year's campaign cost the Ex-

organized

lines, for profit.

Housekeeping, and National Sunday
Magazine. It was estimated that the
circulation

<^ M*J

members.

Sunkist

Journal,

'fee--^

—

:
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entered into beehives, and are reported
to have spoiled them by eating both
bees and honey. They likewise were
seen eating ants."

Copyright:
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Dadant

Oar New England Number
The April issue of the American Bee
Journal will be a special New England
number. We have in mind to give attention to a particular section, in this

THE EDITORS VIEWPOINT
Annoimeeiiieut

We

glad

are

inform our readers

to

that our editorial staff

is

now

increased

by the addition of Mr. Frank C.

who

will act in

the

Pellett,

capacity of

Staff

Correspondent.
He will need no introduction to the
readers of the American Bee Journal
of the past few years, for he has been
a regular contributor and his articles
are appreciated.
Mr. Pellett, who is
now State Inspector of apiaries of
Iowa, a born naturalist and author of
the new book, " Productive Beekeeping," has been furnishing us with a
series of

on

articles

"

Honey-Produc-

ing Flora in the United States." In
his new capacity, he will not only continue this series but will also supply
additional writings and ideas on bees,
both popular and technical. He will
also act

on the Advisory Board

of

the

Bee Journal.
Mr. Pellett spent

a few weeks with
address remains, as before,
Atlantic, Iowa.
us, but his

note that

Honey Day was ob-

served throughout South Africa two
years ago on Aug. 20. There has been
some agitation for a National honey
day in this country, but as yet not
enough beekeepers have become interested to make it a success. Poultry
Day has also been observed in Africa
with much apparent interest.

To Destroy

We often
keepers in

oned with arsenic and placed in tin
cans with small holes to permit the
ants to reach it while keeping everything else away. This remedy is said
to be very effective, but since arsenic
is a very dangerous poison, great care
should be used with the poisoned bait.
Texa.s Field Meeting-.s

The senior
pects to

editor, C. P. Dadant, ex-

attend the series

of

Texas

meetings which are planned early
this month.
March in the North is a
cold and disaagreeable month with
most of the bees still in winter quarfield

ters,

but in

Texas the honey flow

Dadant expects to accompany her husband on this trip and will enjoy meeting the

women

New

England's Contribution to the
of
the Industry" Dr.
Burton N. Gates.
"Honey Flora of New England"^
John H. Lovell.

Aiits

hear complaints, from bee-

warm

climates, that the ants

" New
England Beemen I Have
Known " — J. E. Crane.
" New England Beekeepers' Socie-

ties"— Miss Josephine Morse.
"New England Honey and Honey
Markets" Allen Latham.
"Honey at New England Fairs" A.

—

W.

Minnesota Apiary Inspection
The printed report of the Apiary Inspector of Minnesota, Chas. D. Blaker,
It contains a stateis on our desk.
ment of the Census of Beekeeping in
Minnesota, a report of the number of
and

Locusts and Honey
We already knew that when John
the Baptist lived in the desert, he subsisted on "locusts and wild honey,"
Matthew III, 1-4, but it remained for
Mr. John D. Whiting to tell us about

themselves eating bees and
honey.
This writer, in the National Geographic Magazine, for December, 1915,
gives a very interesting account of the
modern " Jerusalem Locust Plague," in
191.5, with splendid half-tones and vivid
locusts

manner

in

which

are destructive to the bees. In parts
of Africa they are said to drive strong

these insects invaded Judea, obscuring

colonies from the hives and to remove
the honey and brood. Fortunately the

distant rumble of waves." All the vege-

species of

ants which are

most parts

of the

common

United States do

real injury to the bees.

in

little

the sun and

making

a

noise like "the

was destroyed within a very few
hours and they even ate each other.

tation

Then
" Nor was

the craving

—

Yates.

apiaries

folks.

descriptions of the

—

is

A numberof

county
meetings are to be held during the
coming two weeks, and we regret that
we are unable to announce the dates
and locations of these meetings. Mrs.
usually beginning.

"

Advancement

the

Honey Day

We

The South African Beekeepers' Jourrecommends the use of fat pois-

nal

way, from time to time, and thus give
our readers more information about
the advantages of the various States.
We believe that even our Texas and
California readers will find this number of interest, though their local conditions are very different. Among the
special contributions which we
are
promised for our New England number are the following:

for flesh re-

visited, colonies

lastly

a

description

symptoms and cure

treated, etc.,

with cuts of
of the

brood

diseases.

In this report, Mr. Blaker quotes an
argument, by Inspector Frank C. Pellett, of Iowa, in the Iowa report, which
shows very forcibly the value of beekeeping when compared to poultry
raising, and is worth reproducing and

remembering
"

Quite frequently one can hear the
production of poultry and bees
compared, to the disparagement of the
beekeeping industry.
Such persons
forget that 75 percent of the total figures represented by the product of
poultry have already been counted as
corn, wheat or other grain which had
been fed to the poultry to produce the
product, while with the honey produced
we have a net resource. The bees
gather the nectar from which the
total

honey

is

produced

direct

from the

Marrli,
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flowers, and if it were not so used, it
would be lost."
The Minnesota report may be had
free

by addressing Chas. D. Blaker, In-

spector, 4420
lis,

Grimes Ave., Minneapo-

Minn.

The

tempted

for

licity

thing ever atNational pubthe general adver-

biggest

way

the

in

Cam-

Advertisiugf

Airline

paign
By far the

honey,

is

of

a suitable premium
As a result, in several counties
where little attention had been paid to

Strife

and enclosed

products, there is now offered a
very creditably amount for premiums
on honey and wax. Now is the time

touch with the officials of
State and county fairs if anything is to
be accomplished for the coming season. Even now m.iny of the fairs will
have their premium lists fully made up
for this year. Wake up and call upon
to get

in

tisting

campaign of the A. I. Root
Company, for the Airline honey. Advertisements of this brand of honey

the fair officials if you want to help
make the apiary displays worth while.

have appeared in the better class of
magazines of national circulation for

Overcome

the past two years as well as in most
of the daily papers of the large cities.
There can be no question but that this
campaign has been of great value in

steadying the market at a time when it
was very much unsettled. A notable
result of this general advertising has

honey

many

been the appearance
cafes, dining cars and other places
where it had not previously been ofspecial
course, a
fered. While, of
demand has been created for " Airline
Honey," many new customers have
appeared for honey in general, your
honey and ours. No concern is big
enough to absorb all the benefit from
its own advertising, and only a large
corporation is able to conduct a nationwide advertising campaign.
of

in

The Root Company has spent

$50,000

in three years for advertising purposes,

and

this

year

quarter of a

honey.

has handled nearly a
million dollars worth of

While

that they have

it

to

is

made

be presumed

a profit in the sale

of such a large amount, they have made
a market for many carloads of honey

from sections where

it

was not moving

freely previously.

We
Times,

Gas

b.y

Ames, Iowa,
Prof. Bartholomew, the

from

learn
that

the

well-known instructor in beekeeping
and president of the Iowa Beekeepers'
Association, and his family were accidentally overcome by gas produced
by their heating furnace, to such an
extent that Mrs. Bartholomew, the
three children and a nurse were renHad not Prof.
dered unconscious.
Bartholomew himself been able to
summon a physician, it is doubtful if
the family would have survived.

How Long Have You Bead

this

have a very

interesting

letter

from Mr. George Hodges, of Belmont,
N. Y. He writes that he has been a
subscriber to the American Bee JourThis leads us to enquire how many on our list have read
the Journal for a longer period.
w )uld be glad to know how many have
been subscribers for 30 years or more.
nal for 30 years.

We

Sight in Bees
It

been written that

has

ments

insects

indicate that

"

experi-

are very

none being able to see
more than 60 centimeinches) and bees much less

short-sighted,
distinctly for

Mistakes
During the winter months the daily
mail is very heavy and mistakes are
sometimes made in crediting subscribremittances. We are anxious
to correct any error and trust our
readers will notify us when mistakes
ers for

occur.

Premiums

at Fairs

One reason why better premiums are
not offered for hive products at agricultural fairs is that beekeepers do not
make their showing at the proper time.
If the matter is brought before the fair
officials at the time when they are preparing their premium lists it is often
possible to get much better premiums.
Two years ago the Iowa Beekeepers'
Association addressed a letter to the
secretary of every county fair in the

ters (24

than that."
Bees, at their
fly

around

in

exit

first

circles

from the

hive,

to get fully

ac-

where their
home is. Whether it is a hollow tree
in the woods or a movable-frame hive,
they come back to it with the greatest
quainted

spot

with the

having traveled great
woods, fields or
distances, through
brush. No sense except vision directs
after

precision,

It is true that at certain
distances they seem unable to
readily distinguish objects. Perhaps,
having two different sets of eyes, the

them

in this.

short

compound
somewhat
who needs
sight;
sight

eyes and the ocelli, they are
in the position of a man
spectacles for short distance

there
is

disturb a hive of bees on a
when the bees are not active,
able to fly at us, they will no-

we

If

cool day,
but

still

the

tice

intruder, after he runs away,

But if they have had
no cause for anger he may think himself unseen by them because they pay
no attention to him.
The editor of Gleanings in Bee Culture, in his December number, holds
that bees fly longer distances in some
localities, because they may be able to
see fields of blossoms across a valley
two or three miles away. Although
this may be a little excessive, it seems

at

several rods.

to

me much more plausible than
Both, however, may be

vision.

a

short

true

if

the possibility of long vision
from the compound eyes and short
vision from the ocelli.

we accept

isaccepted by many entomologists
have short vision. But to ex-

It

that bees

home from a distance
no other way than a very good
Some men, Gaston
vision.
distant
Bonnier of the Paris Institute among

plain their return

there

is

them, claim the existence of an addi" organ of
tional organ which they call
This is a mere surmise.
direction."
Bees find their way home only from

where they have gone before. If
carry a hive of bees outside of the

places

Paper ?

We

]

spectacles

list.

hive

^^n^r^

is

a

point at which his
with or without

inefficient,

we

range of their harvest, none find their
way back to the old spot. This we have
tested hundreds of times.
I have seen a bee come to a very
short single blossom of white clover,
at my feet, when there was not another
That flower
blossom within 40 feet.
in a lawn, among the blades of
blue grass, and the bee either saw it or
smelt it. I believe it did both.

was

The Sense Organs of the 3Iouth
Parts of the Honeybee
We are again called upon to notice a
very scientific and thorough study of
bee anatomy, by Dr. Mclndoo, the same
man who has already given us a study
of the olfactory organs. This work,
as minute in

its

details

and

as scientific

descriptions and its terms as the
former work, is not intended for the
in its

average reader.
Dr.

Mclndoo

says that

from the

defi-

given " it is evident that the
senses of smell and taste in vertebrates
cannot be sharply separated, and the
present paper will show that these two
senses in the honeybee cannot be sepnitions

arated at

all.

In

the

honeybee

it

will

be shown that the sense of taste is only
one phase of the olfactory sense."
Experiments were made in feeding
foods containing repellents, such as
carbolic acid, oil of peppermint, whis-

:
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and judging from these experiments "we are certainly safe in
saying that the bees avoided the foods
containing repellents on account of
the odors emitted
from these subkey, etc.,

stances."

The results
honey best of
are able to

obtained
all

demonstrate
foods, and that they

distinguish

ences between various

marked

differ-

kinds of hon-

eys.

Substitutes for honey as food
may be better in a few instances, but
these investigations indicate that no
substitute

can be had which

liked by bees as well

as

the

will

be

best pure

honey.

ences

may show

prefer-

between foods
it is

eat a little

emitting weak
necessary for them to
of the foods, which would
first

seem to indicate that bees may have a
true sense of taste. Yet Dr. Mclndoo
prefers to consider it merely as a phase
of the olfactory sense, and he calls this
faculty
olfactory-gustatory.
No organs have been found that are anatomically adapted for receiving gustatory
stimuli,

and

it

is

ion that bees do

Dr. Mclndoo's opinnot have a sense of

taste.
It

would be nothing strange

to hear
beekeeper say, " It doesn't
seem reasonable to think bees don't
a

practical

taste.

We know

that have a

there are

many

things

distinct taste,

and yet have
no smell; sugar, for instance. Quinine
has no color, yet no one would call it
tasteless.
Now if bees have no taste
how can they decide about things that
have no smell ? How can they tell
sugar from quinine? Even Dr. Mclndoo's own statement contradicts his
opinion. He says that " when bees are
given foods with weak odors they first
eat a little to decide whether they like
the food or not."
Wliat is that but
tasting

?

Dr. Mclndoo's reply to this is interesting.
He says
" As Parker has already
said for vertebrates, and as we well know for ourselves, it is almost impossible to determine whether we taste or smell certain
substances when we eat them. To us
sometimes a food, before being eaten,
emits only a faint odor or no odor at
all
but when we eat it, we perceive a
pronounced odor. In such a case the
odorous particles are not given ofT until the
food is taken into the mouth
and mi.xed with saliva.
"The same principle is certainly applicable when bees eat candies which
contain undesirable substances emitting extremely weak odors. As quickly
as the saliva has dissolved the candy
and has had time to effect a chemical or
physical change, the odorous particles
are given off, and since the olfactory
pores on the mouth-parts are nearest
the food, they are the first ones to receive the odorous particles. For this
;

tory sense."
Dr.

Mclndoo has

slightly

modified

his opinions

concerning the olfactory
organs of the bee. In his paper on
"The Olfactory Sense of the Honeybee," in the Journal of Experimental
Zoology, kindly sent to us by him and
mentioned in the American Bee Journal in June, 1914, Dr. Mclndoo doubted
the existence of olfactory organs in
the
antennae, where
practically all
scientists before him located them. In
that number of the American Bee Jour" It seems
nal, page 199, 1911, he wrote
that the antennae have nothing to do
with the sense of smell." We were
loath to accept this view, as were most
of our practical beekeepers and as was
Dr. Bruennich, of Zug, who wrote, in a
review of the Mclndoo study, page 382,
:

In order that bees
odors,

reason the so-called gustatory sense
in insects is only a phase of the olfac-

November, 1914, the following statement as his own conclusion
" The sense for fine
odors, for discovering
honey sources, perceiving
:

foreign individuals, sexual odors,
/s situated in the antennae."

etc.,

In the present exhaustive work on
the sense organs of the mouth. Dr. Mc" Olfactory pores
lndoo says, page 28
were found on the mandibles, maxilla,
:

accept new things.
Here is a very
neat pamphlet issued by the Agricultural Experiment Station of the University of Missouri, intended to show
the farmer how to become a practical

beekeeper.

It would be difficult to put
more information in 40 pages than is

contained in this Bulletin No. 138. It
is written by E. E. Tyler and L. Haseman, and contains some 20 cuts, most
of which are original, and may be had
by addressing the Experiment Station
at Columbia, Mo.
We would suggest that in the next
edition they add a chapter on how to
recognize and cure foulbrood. It is
necessary knowledge these days.

Fertile Workers Laying in Drone
Cells
Why do fertile workers lay eggs in
drone-cells by preference? Once and
only once, I saw a laying worker in
what I supposed the act of laying in a
worker-cell. Her wings were pushed
up about her ears in such an uncommanner that I have always
supposed she preferred the larger cell
because more comfortable, which notion is strengthened by the fact that
fortable

she prefers the

still

larger queen-cell

to a drone-cell.

c. c.

m.

labial palpi, tongue, side of head, in the

buccal cavity, on the cervical plate and
on the bases of the scapes of the antennae." (Italics ours )
This makes us
feel a great deal

for

better

on the subject,

we have been unable

to

fully ac-

cept the statements advanced locating
the organs of smell mainly on the legs,
on the wings and on the sting. How-

ever scientific and careful a study may
be, there are so many minute organs to
consider, that no positive deduction

may be made, unless it apparently fully
agrees with the testimonials of practice.
The

practical beekeeper has long ago
noticed that the bee uses its antenna
most actively to recognize the queen,
or the bees of its own hive from strangers, to scent honey, to care for the
brood, to visit the flowers, in fact in
every motion that it makes. We would

welcome, as

a

confirmation of our con-

victions, a statement that the

most senthough perhaps also the least
visible olfactory organs of a bee had
been discovered at the very tip of each
sitive,

antenna.
Di. Mclndoo has promised us some
articles, explanatory of his studies, to
be published shortly. They will be wel-

comed by our readers

in

both hemis-

pheres.

Farm Beekeepiug^—Missouri
We are told that the Missouri farmer
"wants

to

be

shown

"

before he will

Sixth Annual Apiculture Short Course
This Short Course was
held at the Ontario Agricultural College at Guelph, Jan. 11 to 22.
in Oittario

—

Fifty-nine lectures and demonstrations were given, covering the different
phases of beekeeping.
Typewritten
copies of each lecture outline were distributed to the class so the main points
could be followed closely and carried
home for future reference. As far as
possible the lectures were illustrated
with stereopticon views and the actual
objects under discussion. Members of
the class were also given laboratory
practice in hive construction, and a
visit was made to the apiary of a successful beekeeper in the neighborhood
of the college.
In conducting this course, the Provincial Apiarist, Mr. Morley Pettit,
was assisted by F. W. L. Sladen, Api-

Central Experimental Farm,
Lecturer
in Apiculture and State Inspector of
Apiaries for Michigan; F. W. Krouse,
President of the Ontario Beekeepers'
Association; James Armstrong, Selkirk, Vice-President of the Ontario
Beekeepers' Association also some of
the apiary inspectors of Ontario. Lectures on allied subjects were given by
other members of the college staff. Mr.
Frank C. Pellett, State .Apiarist of Iowa,
paid the class a visit and lectured on
beekeeping conditions in his State.
It is proposed to
hold a summer
school for beekeepers at the Ontario
Agricultural College some time in June
when bees are active and apiary practice will be possible.
Persons interested should write at once for particulars to Morley Pettit, Provincial Apiarist, Guelph, Ontario.
culturist.

Ottawa

;

F. E. Millen, B. S. A.,

;
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Dr. C. C. Miller's Personal Recollections
Life Story of America's Best

Known

[Continued from February!
that time there was started
ABOUT
The Marengo Collegiate Institute,

A

and I became one of its teachers.
large building was erected, expences

were beyond income, and in a year it
was a financial lailure. To me had
been assigned the collection of tuition
and the paying of teachers' salaries.
When the books were closed I had $50
cash and a small pile of old boards as
payment for my year's work.
I was in charge of the Marengo public school at $600 a year for one year.
After an interval I was hired again at
and years later spent another
year at it at $1200. For a time I ran a
small select school. In the meantime I
gave piano lessons and taught singingschool evenings, and at one time had

$900,

enough of this to do to make a good
and for perhaps two or three
years devoted my whole time to it.
August 12, 1857, 1 married Mrs. Helen
Maria White, a widow with one child,
living,

Nellie, a

sweet child 8 years old,

who

A

daughter, Katie,
was born April 12, 1859, and died Dec.
A son, Charles Clinton Miller,
8, 1859.
died July

8,

1860.

was born Aug. 28, 1868. I expected
him to be a beekeeper, but he was of a
different mind. He enlisted in the regular army, then secured a clerkship in
the United States War Department, became a soldier again at the outbreak of

the Spanish-Cuban war, and at its close
became a clerk again in the War Department, where he has ever since held
a responsible position.
My wife died March 18, 1880. No15, 1881, I married Miss Sidney
Jane Wilson. A year later her sister,
Miss Margaret Emma Wilson, stopped
school teaching for a year, to live with
us and help at beekeeping. Her temporary stay became permanent, and
she has been a very important member
of the family ever since. Without her
intense energy and efficiency I never
should have accomplished what I have
in beekeeping.
In 1899 my wife's mother, Mrs. Mar-

vember

Dr Miller

as

He Looks Today

her abode with
remaining until Jan. 24, 191.3, when
she took her departure to her heavenly

garet Wilson, took up
us,

home, nearly

94

presence in our
benediction.

My father

years of age. Her
a constant

home was

came of a musical family,
inherited something from him in
that lineal. At family worship a hymn
was always sung, and I recall that
whichever of the family happened to
be the baby, at the time, always added
its quota to the noise, if not to the
music. So I suppose that is where I
began my musical career. I have deand

I
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tant treasurer. When about 75 years
old I became a chairman of Committees on Young People's Work in Freeport Presbytery (consisting of nearly
30 churches), having to do with Sunday-schools and Young People's societies.
I resigned several years ago, but
the resignation was not accepted, and
notwithstanding the incongruity of a
man of 84 in that position I am still
there.
For several years I was chairman of the Synodical Committee, having care of reports from all Illinois.

Interest

in

fruits

and flowers has

brightened my whole
acres we now occupy
place for a fruit

life.

The 37%

bought as a
farm, and acres of it
I

were

set in apples, cherries, pears,
raspberries, and strawberries. I was
the first secretary of the Northern
Illinois Horticultural Society, and one
year president. Roses have been for
years a specialty, and in 1915 there are
more than 150 plants, most of them the
choicest remontants or hybrid perpetuals.
In 1913 I became aware of the
great strides made in the improvement
of the gladiolus, and in
1915 have
more than a thousand gladioli growing.
I am trying to keep down the

numbers, preferring

a smaller

number

of the choicer kinds, although as yet I
have paid no more than $2.00 for a
single corm, and have only 40 varieties.
About July 4, 1861, I was in Chicago,
and a swarm of bees came flying over

our home in Marengo. My wife got
the swarm in a sugar barrel, and that
started me into being a beekeeper. My
first writing
about beekeeping soon
began, a number of articles over the
nom de flume of B. Lunderer being
published in the
Prairie
Farmer.
Hardly worth while to say more about
my career as a beekeeper, since it has
mostly been put in print in the beejournals and "Fifty Years Among the
Bees."

some

The friendship

whom

of

beekeepers,

have never seen, has
been much to me. I take pride, parof

I

DR.
donable,

I hope, in having been one of
the many editors of the Standard Dictionary, and in having held the record
for. the largest yield of section honey
from as many as 72 colonies.
To get a goodly sum of money for a
crop of honey is a pleasure. But I
don't think that alone would have held

me

to beekeeping.

For every minute

I

of the money
from ray bees, I've spent 20
more likely an hour
in

have ever spent thinking
I'd

get

—

—

minutes
studying over plans and projects for

improvement

the management of
at 84 I think I have just as
in

And
many schemes cooking

bees.

Most

I

IN

may

MIDSUMMER
here mention.

Bottom-board (the reversible bottomboard has been called the Danzenbaker,
but I don't know of anything to entitle
it to that name); bottom-rack; Miller
frame; Miller queen-cage (3 kinds);
top ventilator in cover over sections;
cork-chips for drinking tubs; foundation-splints; Miller
feeder; bottomstarters in sections newspaper plan of
uniting bees; robber-cloth; bee-escape
(in robber-cloth)
short cut in curing
European foulbrood; super - fillingboard for filling sections in T-super;
pounding bees off combs with fist pendulum plan of shaking bees off comb.
s
[The end.]
;

;

;

as

I

had

at 30.

them have turned out the
wrong way, but enough have succeeded
to be of some use.
I never made any
of

great invention, never had the slightest
thought of inventing a hive, but some
little
thing here and there, perhaps
making some slight change in the
plans and implements of others, entitles me to the credit of some things

//

&^i/TL
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Immunity
BY

D.

E.

LHOMMEDIEU.

the bee-master or the bees that
IS are so-called immune ? I believe
anything that prevents the spread
of bee-diseases tends toward exemption
or immunity.
There is no bee-yard
anywhere in the United States but may
at some time contract either of the
foulbrood diseases. The careless beekeeper should quit the pursuit. But if
you are in it for other than the dollar
entirely, you need not be afraid of the
it

foulbrood diseases.
First, next spring when you set your
bees

out

for

the

summer, don't put

them

in nice straight rows so they will
take a fine picture, don't set them in

e-^c-i

/

two and two, or three and three sets,
but study the location of each individual hive, study the line of flight to the
open, so the bees of one hive do not
fly too closely in front of its neighbor,
as the hive nearest to the open will
get some stray bees, and the farther
hive might be the one to contract the
disease; as a result you would have
two diseased colonies in a little while.
Have some special mark, a stick, bush,
stone, or anything different from the
hives anywhere near by. Give plenty of
room where you can it pays.
Second, if you are a careless beekeeper, you are far from being immune,
do not set your bees to robbing, do
not let the disease get a start. Lift a
brood-comb from the center of the
;

colony next May, in dandelion time,
looking carefully for even a diseased
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none, pass to the next hive, etc.
touch with each hive every
three weeks until they are in shape for

cell, if

Keep

in

winter.
Third, we turn to the bees theinselves.
Any strain of bees that are disposed to

other

prying around

forever

rob and

hives, slipping in just wherever they
can, are the ones that will carry and

breed from
contract diseases first;
such as show a disposition to get right
out into the fields for stores. Weed
out the robbers and persist in this,
even if you are obliged to change your
present stock; if you are a close observer you can soon mark the robber
hives to be requeened. My experience
with blacks and goldens is that they

are bad on this one point. That is
the blacks are not called immune.
a
If the American foulbrood once gets
start in any hive, you will find that no
race or strain will clean it up so that
you can depend upon it, if you leave
the bees to clean out the combs.
Colo, Iowa.
[The elder Dadant, who lived and

why

kept bees in localities where foulbrood
was unknown and who never saw a
nevertheless
case of foulbrood was

very particular in giving each colony,
as much as possible, an independent
flight opening through the bushes or
the

of

trees

apiary.

He

insisted, as

does our esteemed correspondent, that
when two or more colonies have a
confused flight-opening, there is considerable danger of one of
many stray bees, from

ing

especially

when
when

them gainthe others,

removed from the
the young bees take

first

A DIGGER WASP.
at

the

S/'/iex ii/iiieHiiumcHs.-'.Vtom

entrance.

hive

As many

as 400

pirates have been captured around one
hive. It will be apparent to the reader
that such a pest must be very serious
It is not an easy matter
in the apiary.
to deal with such a nuisance. About
the only effective methods are swatting
them by hand as they fly about the
hives or setting traps. Two kinds of
traps which have proved effective are
described. Covering branches of trees

with bird-lime and placing them near
the hive is one of the methods described.
When a pirate alights on the branch
its feet are held by the sticky matter,

such as "tanglefoot" in catching flies.
A white plate or basin filled with water

their first flight.

and oil is also recommended. The plate
method is said to be the simplest and
most effective way of fighting the banded
pirate which comes to the hive to cap-

There is probably more in
most of us realize. Successthan
this
ful beekeeping is made of details.— Ed.]

ture its prey. Some bees also fall into
the water, but the number is small compared with the number saved from the
pirates destroyed by the traps. Parafiin
is given as the best oil for the purpose.
No method has as yet been devised for
catching the species that capture the
bees afield as their habits are such that

cellar or

Either the strongest,
puts it, " the
Lhommedieu
Mr.
as
or
nearest colony to the open " will be
likely to gain at the expense of the
others.

The Bee Pirates of Africa
beekeepers

WE much

who must use

and

inch in length.

snow

the lands of

Ic
recent number of the South African Beekeepers' Journal devotes much
space to the habits of the bee pirates,
notes upon which may interest our
,

readers.

pirates are digger wasps.
species are given as destructive to
the bees. Other species are common
in America but are not referred to as
enemies of bees, since they capture
other insects which are taken to their
burrows to furnish food for the larvs.
One of the African species is said to
'catch the bees on the flowers, while
the other catches them more frequently

The bee

Two

are
little

not large insects,
more than half an

few others

BY ADRIAN GETAZ.
Read at Southern Conference for Education and
Industrvat Cliatlanooeea. Tenn.. April, rois.
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source of honey in Tennot
is from the maples;

from their flowers but from the
holes made in the bark by the woodpeckers. Sap exudes from these holes
at any time during the winter when
there is a spell of warm weather.
Then comes the blossoming of the
elms and maples. These furnish both
nectar and pollen. The elms blossom
The
a little earlier than the maples.
time is very irregular, according to the
weather. If early, the blossoming is
gradual, being interrupted by every
cold spell that occurs. Later the pear
trees peach trees, plum trees and a

National

Museum

important bring their

less

other fruit trees. Here, around KnoxThey are in
ville, it is about April 1.
bloom about three weeks; occasionally,
when the weather is very warm only
two. The orchard business is neglected
in

many

throughout the whole

localities

South, and the yield of nectar and pollen none too good at its best. Add to
this the interruptions in the gathering,
from cold or rainy weather, and it is
easy to understand why often the colonies are too weak to take advantage
of the flow when it comes.
White clover has never given me any
surplus. It begins usually a week or
so before the end of fruit bloom and
keeps up brood-rearing in the interval
between it and the poplar (tulip tree)
blossoming. The statement has been
made often that south of Mason and
doesn't
clover
white
Dixon line
amount to anything so far as the production of honey is concerned. There
might be an exception where the soil
is rich and moist.
Our first surplus comes from the
tulip tree. Here it begins during the
last week of April or the first of May.

The

yield
20

is

to

heavy and seldom
25

days.

fails.

The honey

is

reddish tinge, the
taste a little strong. The black locust
and honey locust bloom at about the
same time, but do not yield as much.
Their honey is medium or golden amber, and has a better taste than the poplar honey.
The next source of surplus is honeyThis is extremely variable in
dew.
quality.
It comes
quantity and
in
chiefly from the hickories and white
oaks. There is no regular date for its
appearance; sometimes in May or

dark amber with

Honey Sources in Tennessee

S.

contributions. In this latitude no time
can be set for their opening. The apple
trees require more heat to develop and
therefore do not open until spring
The date for their
actually comes.
blooming is more regular than for the

It lasts

first

ice.

A

pirates

months some-

which the beekeeper meets that are
of

trap.

The

measuring but

times feel that beekeeping must be a
warm countries
in
joyful business
where they can fly every day in the
year. In reading the literature relating
to bees kept in such climates, we are
struck with the number of annoyances
to us

any

so
prepare our bees

care to
for the long winter

unknown

very small numbers could be caught by

Banks, Bulletin U.

a

June. It lasts anywhere from nothing
be scant in
It may
to four weeks.
quantitvor abundant enough to actually
drip from the trees. It may be fairly
good or abnormally bad. Often it is
good at the beginning but gets bad as

the season advances. When good, if
the word good may be used, it is of a
medium amber color with a blackish

March, 1916.
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would be produced
small amount of ink mixed with
amber honey. The taste is slightly
nauseating as far as I can describe it.
If the crop is taken in sections, that
peculiarity disappears in three or four
months and leaves a honey of good
quality.
But if the honey-dew is bad.
quite dark, and of an abominable taste,
it is not fit for anything.
When there is a honey-dew, there is
a gap between the poplar and the persimmon blossoms. This last begins
on or a little before June 1, in this
locality and
lasts
10 or
12
days.
The yield is usually good and the
tinge, just such as

by

a

honey

of
in color.
dry, some

good
If

quality,

the

Perfection Feeder,

"

medium amber

weather

is

not too

minor sources, weeds and
such give enough to keep up broodrearing during the gap. There is also
a gap between the persimmon and sour-

wood blossoming,
dens

in the

unless there are linwhich is not the

locality,

case in this neighborhood.

Sourwood honey, if pure, is the best
we have in America. It is water white,
very sweet in taste with just enough of
aromatic flavor to fulfill the
the highest ideal of what a nectar fit
for the gods should be. But it is not
often pure. Some honey-dew or persimmon honey may have been deposited
a delicious

in the comb previously.
be a mixture of linden

Or

there may
honey if there
is any tree within reach.
The sourwood begins to bloom about June 20
and lasts until the middle of July. This
ends the flow or rather the surplus season. I understand that the lindens begin to bloom about a week before the
sourwoods, and that their blossoming
lasts about three weeks.
Sometimes the sourwood crop fails
completely. At that time of the year
there is an increase of rain that corresponds to the rainy season of Cuba,
South Florida, etc., and some years

showers occur almost every day and
interfere with the
gathering of the
nectar. Nectar in small quantities is
obtained from different sources after
the main flow, from melon fields, cowpeas,
soy beans, cotton, etc. These
depend upon the amount of rain that
may fall. After a good rain, they start
nectar production only to stop after a
few days. One of the chief conditions
for the production of nectar is an
abundance of moisture in the ground.
There must be enough to supply the
evaporation through the leaves and
some besides for the nectaries.
Of these small sources, two need
special mention. One is the late flowering sumac. The yield is good, but unfortunately there are too few bushes to

5\m YfUlias (iott^wUbU
No. 09

*^ee feeder,

syrup. Then, frequently, we desire to
increase our forces, and stimulate our
bees and queens to carry on breeding
at an accelerated pace in order that the
syrup fed may be turned into workers
who will still further swell our strong
forces.
Our queen-rearing boxes, our
spring weaklings, and the small lots
made for increase also demand careful
feeding to keep them breeding right
on to the end of the season to make

amount

to anything in the line of surplus.
It blossoms during the middle of
August. With enough of it a fair surplus might be obtained. The other is
a tall perennial plant similar to the
wild. sunflower so far as the stems and
leaves are concerned, but with an entirely different flower.
I do not know
the English name of it. I think the
botanical name is I'erbesina occidentalis (L )
There was but little of it when
I came here, but it is
gaining ground
in some localities.
It resists the summer drouth better than all the other
summer plants. If the weather is not

dry some surplus is obtained,
about once in three years. The blossoming is during early September. The
honey is somewhat darkerthan medium
amber, but good.
The fall honey comes altogether or
nearly so from the asters. These blossom during the last half of September
and th^ early part of October. A light
frost does not injure them. The yield
would be good if the days were long
enough and warm enough to permit
the bees to
work freely on them.
Usually they get enough to make up
their winter stores. Once in a great
while some surplus can be obtained.
The honey is white and quite good, but
candies very soon, even when in sectoo

tions.

Knoxville, Tenn.

British Feeders and Feeding
BY

II.

M.

MACDONALD.
over,
for feed-

ing his bees under certain circumstances, and almost every individual
has his own favorite form of feeder;
consequently there are manystyles and
shapes, while their names are legion.
Before dealing with a small selection
of those used in this country, it may be
well to
enquire " when should we
feed ?" Whenever it is discovered that
a colony of bees becomes scant of
stores from whatever cause, prompt

and effective means should be taken to
remedy the wrong.
Before entering on the long spell of
cold weather, whatever colonies are
not provided with the 25 to 30 pounds

deemed necesmust be fed up
cupboard with

bees."

At the diflferent seasons syrup of
varying consistency should be fed, and
at different times the amount supplied
must be controlled. Hence we require
different kinds of feeders, because we
desire at one season rapid consumption of the stores while at another
period we desire the bees to take down
only ounces. The words "take down "
show that we almost universally place
our feeders overhead. It will be noted
that No. 1, the " Perfection," is a glass
bottle resting on a wooden block.
It
well suited for stimulative feeding,
and can be easily regulated to any
number of ounces for daily consumption.
The index shown can be turned
to any figure from 1 to 10, thus opening that number of holes and making
them available to the bees. It is in
is

very general use

with the single-hive

man, as well as with those possessing
up to a dozen colonies.
A rough and ready, but albeit perfectly effective, form of this feeder is
found in a one or two pound glass
honey jar. By placing only one fold
of thin cloth over the mouth and tied
on it is a rapid feeder, with two thicknesses ityields a medium supply, and
with three it becomes a slow feeder.
The rapidity of consumption is also

made

to vary with the thickness of

the

cloth used.

A more

artistic but equally effective
feeder is shown in No. 2, the Wilkes
convertible feeder, which can almost
instaneously be
altered
from
a
slow yield to a rapid supply of
the syrup being fed. Section A can
give one, two or three holes, and when

removed and B is substituted, it yields
a copious supply.
All three act on the
suction principle. Bees have to suck
down the syrup, which until then is
held up by the air preventing its escape into the hive. The bees, while
scarcely quitting the cluster of the
brood-nest, can supply themselves with
a steady yield, just sufficient to induce
an keep up breeding or at the will of
their keeper, enough to store some in
the
brood-combs for spare stores.
These feeders suit almost any contingency during most of the year, but in
I

beekeeper, all the world
EVERY
recognizes the necessity

of good healthy stores
sary for safe wintering,
to this ideal winter

more
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Favourite

Feeder.

points to each point of the compass,
thus securing a level site for the feeder.
Formerly I did open air feeding, but
later the presence of other bees induced me to discontinue it. A very
large glass case was hung from the
roof of a shed, to which the bees had
ready access. Even in rainy weather
they worked in comfort under shelter.
Another open air feeder was in the
a shallow trough into which a
quantity of icarm syrup was
poured every hour on fine days. The
food was little more than sweetened
water and served to keep bees con-

form of
small

tented.

autumn when

necessary to feed
it
is
rapidly another set of feeders is used,
acting on a different system.
When feeding up winter stores in
September, now being almost universally recognized here as tlic time to

Another feeder, somewhat like No. 5,
had two compartments, one for nitrogenous and the other for non-nitrogenous food. I was able to feed not
only syrup but also flour inside the

feed bees (spring stimulation in autumn), these appliances require to provide ready access to the syrup by a
large force of bees at one time.
have this secured in illustrations 3, 4,
and 5. The first is made of tin, an objectionable medium perhaps for feeding bees, but it will be noted that the

call soft candy is a favorfood with many. In winter and
early spring it is the only food admissible.
The provision of a two or three
pound cake above the frames saves
many a good colony from death. At
times it is medicated, and in spring,
very generally mixed before cooling
"
with rye meal or flour as " bee-bread
for the baby bees.

We

bees

come

little in

contact with this

material, as the footholds found around
the interior are made of circular rims
of wood on which the bees rest when
sucking up the syrup. Number 4, the
" Favorite," is constructed on the same
principle, but it has the advantage of
being all wood, being turned out of a
solid block; therefore, bees take to it

Of late years it is becoming
very popular, and bids fair to be the
with surburbanites
regular favorite
and similar classes of beekeepers.
Both of these have the advantage of
being easily cleaned, a necessity if the
food given to the bees is to be wholereadily.

to keep well.
Bees have to leave their warm nest and
ascend to the syrup compartment, but
during early autumn that is no detriment, as if the food is supplied hot
this space is as warm as any part of the
A strong colony carries down
hive.
5 to 10 pounds of syrup. Yet another
With these the
style is very popular.
bees have to rise still higher above their

some and guaranteed

Canadian"
frames. The well known
feeder is a first-class specimen of the
type, and is almost universally used in
"

country when feeding up driven
My own took 10
bees in autumn.
pounds of syrup at one time, and a
had a capacity for 20
special one
pounds. They did very efficient and
rapid work, and with one, or at most
two fillings, supplied the necessary
winter stores.
Illustration No. 5 shows a reliable
and rapid float feeder, every part of it
constructed of wood. It is generally
made longer than shown, and the compartment in which the food is found is
divided from the other by a division of
perforated metal through which the
syrup runs, raising the float gradually,

hive.

What we

ite

As a spring stimulant, I prefer a fine
comb reserved from last autumn.

fat

For gentle stimulation the cells are
merely scratched, and the honey does
not run, but the bees scent the rich
store and gradually turn it into more
bees. This is an excellent spring stimulant.

Pollen in most seasons is rather
scarce, so I supply a substitute by placing an artificial supply in corners of
the garden only on bright days, and
on very sunny ones I fill the crocus
cups as I go up and down the rows in
two large beds of the bountiful bee

Water

flower.

is

amply supplied, often

renewed, and given as warm as possible.
Three other plans deserve at least
mention, the frame syrup feeder, and
the dry sugar feeder favored by Simmons, both used at the side of the cluster, and feeding with comb the cells of
which are scratched and then placed
flat above or below the brood-nest.
I
rather like the last.
Banff^, Scotland.

that

no bees are drowned.

It

is

generally supplied with a sheet of glass
for an inner covering, to show when it
needs replenishing, and over this is
fitted a wooden lid or cover.
To enable bees to ascend to the food in each
case the quilt or lower coverings have
a round or square hole to provide access.
If there are four, the piece is so
cut in each that one when folded back

money.
doubt it will ever pay to advertise
snowshoes in New Orleans, or hardware in a ladies' fashion journal, but

that waste
I

is nevertheless a very pracof educating people on many
subjects. The present use of cereals
for breakfast food has come from the
extensive advertising of these foods.
The margin on the sale of honey is too
small to admit of such e.xpensive advertising, but when I saw that article
in the American Bee Journal I said at

advertising

way

tical

once,

why cannot

this

like

be put

leaflet

it

in a

given away with

each

or something
or folder and
retail

sale

of

honey ? If I go to the drug store and
buy a tooth brush or a bottle of turpentine

home
about

I

am

pretty sure

when

to

find a little leaflet
the bottle. Cannot we

I

get

wrapped
beekeep-

A

leaflet on the
hint ?
Food Value of Honey" would doubtless be read by all lovers of honey, and
what is of even more importance, they
would tell their neighbors and friends
about it, and so the news spreads, for
the great mass of
it would be news to
people.
I believe we would be surprised if we
knew how much people talk about
what they eat, especially children.
not give them a chance to talk intelli-

ers take

the

"

Why

gently about honey? People who buy
and eat honey do so because they like
just as girls buy and eat candy and
boys buy and smoke cigarettes. How
much better would it not be if they
knew that the use of honey in our diet
is as legitimate and as economical as
the use of eggs or oranges ?
What kind of a folder shall we have ?
The facts should be boil;d down to the
it,

this

so

these facts be brought before the mass
of consumers. I suppose no nation
ever spent so much for advertising as
the American people.
Almost every
paper, magazine or periodical has all
sorts of
ads. religious and secular,
political and business, pictorial and
plain, ads that bring results, and ads

Food Value of Honey
BY

CONFESS

I.

it

E.

CRANE.

was

a treat,

on open-

ing the American Bee Journal for
December, instead of the often repeated statement that honey is a luxury,
I found a well illustrated article showing very conclusively that honey has
greater food value per pound than
most other articles of diet that are es-

teemed

money

me

Let

Take

necessities,
paid.

and for which more

is

give

Whether

a leaflet or a larger
should be made as cheap as
possible so the beekeeper or bottler
can buy and use them bythe thousands,
so that as our goodly land flows with
milk and honey, it will all be called for
at paying prices.
Middleburry, Vt.
limit.

folder,

it

another illustration

pound of butter that costs 32
cents, and work into it a pound of
good granulated honey costing 16 cents,

The Passing

and we have, at the co t of 24 cents a
pound, an article that the average boy
or girl would prefer to spread on their
bread to butter alone. I believe there
can be no mistake about the correctness of these statements, and the question at once presents itself how can

WOOD, a well and favorably
DELOS
known beekeeper of southern Cali-

a

of a

Well

Known

Beekeeper
BY

J.

E.

PLEASANTS.

fornia, has recently passed

He was born

away.
near Madison, Jefferson

—
March, 1916.
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was swept by

the ranch

a

mountain

all

and had arranged

to

remain with him

another year.
Mr. Wood was

for many years a
California State Beekeepers' Association, and was made a
life member some years ago.

member

of the

He died at his home, 725 East Gutierrez Street, Santa Barbara, Calif., on
Jan. 6, 1916. Although his health had
been failing for some months, his last
He

real illness was very
tended a meeting of the State Association at Los Angeles, was caught out in
a cold rain without suflScient protecHe
tion, and contracted a heavy cold.
brief.

came home New Year's night
other rain. The cold rapidly
oped

Wood

on His 75th Birthday

purchased

10, 1838.

a part

of his

father's farm,

which had been his boyhood home,
and built for himself, living there until
he came to California.
During these years he was a breeder
stock, introducing into this
county the first Costwold sheep, Chesof

ended

survived only bv one daughter.
C. B. Wood, his wife having
passed away nearly 17 years ago.
is

Miss M.

Orange,

No.

Calif.

15.—The Honey-Producing

white hogs, and Light Brahma
fowls; all of which he raised and sold
at high prices, winning many premiums
at State

and County

fairs.

He was

also

the means of introducing
other fine stock into that section.

indirectly

His father had been a beekeeper in
the old-fashioned way of many years
ago, and the son continued the business
under new and improved methods, being the first in that part of the country
to introduce Italian bees and use a
honey extractor.
He was prominent in the Grange
movement, and for the greater part of
his life a writer for agricultural and
apicultural journals. He was for many
years a regular correspondent of the
Indiana Farmer. After the starting of
the Western Honey Bee, a few years
Mr. Wood's articles entitled
ago,
" Chips," had a regular place in its
pages.
Mr. Wood was a soldier of the Civi'
War, having served partly in the State
service, but chiefly in the 29th Indiana
Infantry.
He came to California October, 1881,
and since that time his home has been
in Santa Barbara and the immediate
He was all the while more or
vicinity.
In 1884
less engaged in bee-culture.
he had charge of an apiary of 700 colonies, from which was sold 20 tons of
extracted honey at $200 per ton wholesale

;

most

of

it

BY FRANK

this series of articles

IN the same

we have given

attention to the pollen
flowers as to those that secrete necWhile the latter are much more
tar.
important it is very desirable that the
beekeeper be familiar with the sources
In this article we
of pollen as well.
present some plants which are of value
as pollen producers only, and which
to

be

the flower clusters of the common
elder, Sambucus canadensis.
Since the
plant blooms late May and June, there
is usually an abundance of pollen in
most localities.
The bees, however,
gather the pollen freely at times, and it
is of value where pollen is not plentiful
at this season.
The berries are used for pies and

The flowers and bark are used
some extent for medicinal purposes.

wine.
to

HOI'S
Humulus lupulus.
The common hop plant is too

known

well

need description. It is common from New England to British
Columbia and southward. It is very
to

generally cultivated for making yeast

and for medicinal purposes. The small
greenish flowers are wind pollinated.
It furnishes pollen in abundance but
no nectar. Fig. 71.
PEONY.

The

cultivated peonies are introduced
from Asia, and are commonly grown
ornament.
for
Most varieties are
double and produce no pollen. The
single varieties, however, produce pollen in abundance, and at times the bees
seek them eagerly.
The writer has
seen as many as six to eight bees gathering pollen on a single blossom. Fig.
72.

"

honey

plants."

—

Michigan Short Course. We have just
received the program of the Michigan
short course in beekeeping which will
be held at the Agricultural College at
East Lansing March 13 to 18. Prof.
Morley Pettit, of Ontario, and Mr. Ira
D. Bartlett, of East Jordan, will assist
Prof. Millen in giving the lectures.

A

very attractive program is outlined,
but space will not permit presenting it
in

full.

being shipped to Eu-

rope.

Later he owned a small ranch a few
miles from Santa Barbara, where he
devoted himself to the rearing of bees
and strawberries. One season he sold
$300 worth of berries from one-fourth
acre. In 1905, in Mr. Wood's absence,

is

PELLETT.

C.

{Photoef>it>l!s bv the author.)

cannot be said

elder or elderberry

common

shrub from New Brunswick
west to Saskatchewan and south to
Arizona and Texas. Figure 70 shows

a

Atlantic, Iowa.
Copyright: ipi6. by Frank C. Pellett.

Plants

fine

ter

andevel-

in

grippe, which,
his life in five days.
He
lacked four days of being 78 years old.

He

At his marriage,
which took place November, 1861, he
Co.,Ind., Jan.

at-

The American

with heart

into

failure,

Delos

ELDERBERRY.

fire

buildings, apiary, etc., were
completely destroyed, as well as much
timber. Since this occurrence he has
not been in business for himself, but
has been employed by several of the
leading beekeepers of the southern part
of the State, chiefly in Ventura county.
For the last three years he was associated with W. H. Allen, of Saticoy,

and

FIG.

70-ELDERBEKRIES IN BLOOM

March,

91

11)16.
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ever seen it anywhere. The rush continued 10 days, during which time our
bees stored a fair crop of honey. Then
we had rain and a cool spell for a day
or two that practically ended the tupelo
and willow. Soon after this a red col-

ored honey began to come
flow which

lasted

in

a

light

summer.

This
long summer flow is the finest thing
imaginable for queen-rearing and makall

increase.
Combined with the
Afarm, even temperature of this climate

ing
it

makes thequeen-breeder's life happy.
By Aug. 1 we had a fair crop of red

honey on the hives, and were on the
point of splitting our colonies in two
for increase when I was seized by an
attack of appendicitis. We started for
New Orleans the night of the 10th, and
the next morning I underwent an operation.
I was in
a desperate condition but am happy to relate that I came
out fine, although there was some
doubt for a few days. It was a harrowing experience.

FIG.

A

71.

-HOPS ON A ROADSIDE FENCE

Venture in Southern Bee-

keeping- The Season's
BY

J.

F.

Work

ARCHDEKIN.

(Continued from February number.)

spring of
THEward
one

all

was a very backover the South. Old

1915

residents of this section told me
was the latest spring in 30 years.
Our bees had a fair amount of stores,
but as soon as brood-rearing started
in strong and the population of the
colonies began to increase, these stores

that

This ended my bee-work until the
middle of October.
Although I got
home Sept. 4 I had to lay by and have
done very little work until lately.
About Sept. 10 the fall flow came on in

it

diminished rapidly. There was some
bloom out, but it was so cold and
cloudy that the bees could hardly get
a chance to fly.
When a nice day did
happen along they brought in large

crammed with honey and

the queens
apiary was the bushad ever been in. To hear

honey bound.

An

iest place I
the noise one would imagine a firstclass job of robbing to be in progress.
All the bees old enough to fly went to
the fields, so that on opening a hive it

appeared to have lost half of its population, and cross
I never saw bees as
cross in my life. They were about as
!

sociable as hornets.
White clover began to bloom in a
few days, so that we had Ihree sources
of white honey at the same time. The
best of these were tupelo and willow.
White clover does not seem to yield
here like it does in the Central States,

although

it is

as plentiful here as

I

have

earnest, but the
hives were already
packed with the summer flow, and so
this crop was lost.
The fall honey is a
light amber and is very delicious. This
lasted until Nov. 1.
Bees are still at
this date (Dec. 10) bringing

in

The sources of the honey flows and
some other interesting features have
been mentioned only incidentally. I
now endeavor to tell what I have
been able to observe during the short
time we have been here. I have no
technical knowledge of botany and am
will

not able to give the names of many
flowers which are important honey
sources here, and some sources I have
not located yet.

This locality

on both sides

is

surrounded by swamps

of

the 3ayou.

In these

quantities of pollen from a small yellow flower that grows all over the
fields and from wild berries and willow. But the nectar secured was negligable, so that by the middle of March
we had to begin feeding sugar syrup.

The feeding was done in the open
from wash tubs, so the wild bees, of
which there are immense numbers in
the woods, were fed gratuitously, I was
kept busy every day making syrup and
looking after the yards, so that shop
work had to be neglected. It was very
discouraging, to be sure, but as the old
saying !goes, " Every cloud has a silver
lining,"

we determined

to see the

game

through. By the first of April a good
part of our colonies were in fair shape
as to strength, but none of them had
more than two or three days' supply of
stores. They were
biscuit, so to speak.

down

to

their last

only the tupelo.
whose buds had been swelling since
March 1 would open, all would yet be
If

well.

Then all at once the weather cleared.
Willow, which had been in bloom for
some time, began to yield. A day or
two later the tupelo opened and such a
scramble I never saw among bees. In
just three days colonies which had
been in a starving condition were

FIG.

pollen

on warm days.

7J-SINGLE PEONIES PRODUCE QUANTITIES OF POLLEN
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are covered with water hyacinth which
bees visit, but it is not plentiful enough
to yield

all this

honey.

About the middle of August a weed
called senna blooms and a number of
field plants, and the flow gradincreases so that by Sept. 1 a
heavy flow develops. By Sept. 10 the

other
ually

goldenrod and horsemint begin to
bloom, and these two furnish the nectar for the fall flow. There is some
Spanish-needle, too. Like the tupelo,
the extent of these plants is immense.
I saw one field of goldenrod 1000 acres

The yield is wonderful. The
bees work just as hard as they do in
the spring flow, and as these two
sources last a month a big crop can
be secured. Unfortunately I was not
able to take advantage of it this year
owing to ray convalescence from the
operation.
This is the best table honey to be

in extent.

had anywhere.

Clematis— Photo by Pierre Odier
endless number of
different trees, bushes, and plants, the
bloom of which is visited by bees. A
naturalist would be wild with delight
over the flowers, insects, animals and

swamps grow an

birds which they coniain.
The first flower that opens is a vaIt springs up
riety of wild lettuce.
quickly and covers the fields. Wild
berries and field daisies and a large
number of other flowers whose names
I do not know immediately follow it.
Then hawthorn comes on, and as it is
in endless variety it lasts until midsummer. All these furnish plenty of
pollen and some nectar, especially
the hawthorn. Willow and tupelo furnish the nectar for the spring honey
Willow only yields pollen at
crop.
first, but when it and tupelo open up,
there is as the song has it, " A hot time
in the old town." Toward the last of
the tupelo white clover yields, but is
not very important, at least it was not
this year, although it is abundant.
There are whole forests of tupelo all
around the inside of the Bayou, and
tupelo honey is therefore the principal
one composing the blend. Being a
natural blend this is an excellent honey
of heavy body and good flavor. It is
practically a white honey, the tupelo
faintest lemon shade
giving it the
which is characteristic.
Soon after the close of the tupelo
flow a thin red honey begins and continues all summer. A glass of it held
up to the light resembles very closely
a glass of wine in color. It is a very
poor grade of honey and has a very
pronounced sour taste. A peculiarity
of this honey is that it fermented in the
combs this summer before and after it
was sealed. I don't remember ever
having heard of honey souring in the

comb after being sealed, and I am informed by resident bee-men that it has
never occurred before. Every hive in
our apiaries contained fermented
sealed honey. I do not know the
source. The swamps are almost imsummer, and the
penetrable during
mosquitoes are so bad that I did not
attempt to locate it. Some of the lakes

all

The horsemint honey

water-white, but the goldenrod colors it to a light amber. It has a smooth
and a heavy body.
pleasing flavor
From the opening in the spring until
Nov. 1 there is never a day that nectar
cannot be secured except rainy days.
There is such a multitude of flowers
that the flow never stops.
Before coming here I was told that
ants were very bothersome and would
kill colonies in this country, but I find
this to be a mistake. There are none
of the big black ants common in the
Central States. Instead there is a small
red ant which occasionally gets into
the crevices around a hive and makes
a nest. They are harmless, but they
have a slightly larger brother red in
color that gets under a hive bottom if
down flat on the ground and
it is set

is

makes

a nest.

He

is

a

fierce fighter

if

disturbed and will bite one's hands. As
far as I can see he does the bees no
harm, and if the hives are blocked up
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off

will

the ground as they should be there
be no ants under them. In fact,

the country is remarkably free
enemies of the bee, the only one

from
worth

mentioning being a large black spider
which occasionally gets into a hive
during the winter and spins a web to
he can't

catch bees, but
trouble.

cause

There are two periods when
most profitable to make increase.

much
it

is

The

the close of the tupelo. Two
or three frames of brood with adhering bees can be taken from tach colony and put in a hive on a new stand
together with a ripe cell. The hive can
first is at

out with frames and they will
of combs and store a
in the full flow.
Then about Aug. 1 the extracting
stories can be set off on new stands
with what bees they contain and a
couple of frames of brood and a cell.

be

filled

draw out a set
super of honey

These

fill a super of honey in
have demonstrated the above
plans and know that it can be done. It

the

will also

fall.

I

possible to treble the number of colonies in one season and secure both
the spring and fall crops which are the
most valuable ones.
Bordelonville, La.
is

Displays

as Advertising

BY G. \V. JUDGE,
beekeepers complain that
they experience great difficulty
in disposing of their honey and
wax. This in many cases is the fault
of the beekeepers themselves;
they
fail because they do
not cultivate that

MANY

enterprising spirit which characterizes
the successful business

man.

The public generally is very ignorant
on the subject of honey and its uses,
and even in these enlightened days I
have repeatedly been asked how to
separate the honey from thewixofa
first-class section to render it fit for the
table.
Honey is generally regarded
more as a luxury than as a food. This
being so it is to the advantage of the
honey producer to take every means in
his power to educate the public and so

encourage its consumption as an article of daily diet.
good way of doing
this is to make displays of bees, honey,
honey products, etc., at local flower

A

HONEY EXHIBIT AT AN ENGLISH FLOWER SHOW

Bee-I^epinc

and vegetable shows.
The enclosed
photograph is of a display the writer
made a year or two since at an exhibition of this kind. The observation
hive (seen

on the

the picture)
never fails to attract the attention of a
large number of visitors, and if the
exhibitor is present he should take
this opportunity to explain the habits
of the bee, and in particular the virtues of honey as an article of food.
In this display there was approximately 220 pounds of honey, wax, mead,
vinegar, cakes, etc., staged, and although the photograph does not render the color of the honey and wax
accurately, it shows the manner in
left

it was arranged.
By putting up a first-class

article in
is
able to
price.
Here

receptacles, one
the maximum
England for years past I have always been able to dispose of much

command
in

more honey than

could produce at
one shilling (2.5 cents) per pound jar
of extracted, or section of comb honey.
Dartford, England.
I

Surplus

Combs

of

Emma

Honey

of

which

suitable

Conducted bv Miss

^

this time of year, every woman
of
the name of beekeeper
be doing some planning as to

About
worthy
should

how
son.

to do better for the coming sea
There are beekeepers
both

women and men — who

—

can make no
improvement in one direction, having
for years made it a practice to save up
an extra lot of brood combs full of
sealed honey, ready to be used in the
fall or spring, wherever they will do
the most good by being given to the

The probability is that the number of such is very small. Another
small number make partial provision,
leaving a large number with whom the
season closes with never a pound of
honey but what is in the brood-chambers of their hives.
With those who have large hives
this does not matter so much, for in
these the bees have enough room to
bees.

Copyright

For Women

M. Wilson. Mareneo.

III.

store sufficient to last until they can
again gather in the following season.
Even then there may be advantage in
having combs of honey for the following spring, for in most places the early
honey is more salable than the late.
Suppose we have a colony in a 10-frame
hive with just enoUi;h honey to keep
the bees from starving until the flow,
say of white clover, begins, the next
summer. But when that flow begins
there will be empty cells enough to
hold 10 pounds of honey or more, and
those empty cells will first be filled by
the bees before they do any storing in
supers. If, now, we can give the bees
two or three combs of dark honey
saved from the previous fall to replace
that many combs, they will commence
just so

much sooner storing in supers,
much more white surwe have disposed of

giving us just so
plus.
In effect
that dark

There

is

honey

at the price of light.

another reason for replac-
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ing empty combs in spring with combs
Whatever may be
of sealed honey.
the reason for it, the bees seem a little
chary of rearing a large amount of
brood when no great amount of honey
But,
is present in the brood-chamber.
as that very practical beekeeper, G. M.
Doolittle, says, when there is an abundance of honey in the brood-chamber,
the bees say, "There's millions at our
house," and they proceed to rear brood

on

winter, and the bees must be fed heavYet a little later the brood-nest

ily."

found containing little brood and
How does it come ? If
the flow is the stimulus that keeps up
breeding, why doesn't the queen continue laying just the same until the
is

much honey.

a lavish scale.

Some will say,
feed, we may as

Well, if we are to
well use sugar and
gain the difference in price between
sugar and honey.
There are places
where certain honeys are gathered in
the fall that seem 'to be death to the
bees in winter, and in such places sugar makes better food for winter. But
such places are exceptional. Wherever
good honey is to be had, sugar should
Good aufind no place in the hive.
thorities tell us that there are elements
to be found in honey not to be found
So it may easily
in sugar-fed bees.
be that the extra vigor of honey fed
bees may enable them to do enough
work at storing to more than make up
for all that might be gained by feeding
sugar.
These things all considered, therefore, let it be your earnest determination, if you have never done so before,
to end the next season with a fair
"

stock of filled combs ready to meet all
emergencies.
DEEP BOTTOM FOR FEEDING.
At the close of the season last summer, as usual, we made the rounds of
the hives to see that each colony had
stores enough.

We

found the custo-

flow stops ? Evidently she diminishes
her laying, likely under the direction
of the workers, sufficiently early to
allow honey to be filled into the cells
vacated by the emerging brood. Wise
little creatures, the bees.
At any rate we found colonies well
stored, as already said, and filled up any
that were exceptions to the rule. Yet
for some reason there is always a likelihood that when bees are taken into
cellar a few colonies will be found not
as heavy as desired. So when the two
men carried the bees into the cellar it
was Dec. 4 they were told to mark
any colony that seemed lighter than the
others. There were half a dozen that
they marked. It may be remarked in
passing that judging the weight of a
hive by its feel in carrying is not entirely reliable
still
it
serves some
purpose.
What, now, would you think the best
way to feed those marked colonies ?
had the very best thing with which
to feed them, sealed combs of honey,
but to open a hive would unnecessarily
disturb the bees, and moreover the
hives were all piled up in the cellar.

—

—

,

;

We

Miscellaneous

mary

state of affairs, few colonies needing to have any help, nearly all colo-

supplied, and heavily supis a thing rather marvelous the difference between conditions
at the close of the season and a few
weeks before. When the flow got to
its heaviest the frames were crowded
with brood, some of them so much so
that not five pounds of honey were in
the hive, if there was half that amount.
Looking at it the novice might say,
" Why, this state of affairs won't do.
When the flow stops there cannot possibly be enough honey in the hive for

be no small work to do
it would
the lifting to get each one down
from the pile. Well, this is what we
thrust a comb of sealed
did do.
honey into the entrance of each hive
under the bottom-bars. It was a very
easy thing to do, since the bottomboard was two inches deep.

and

all

We

It

was surprising

to see

how

rapidly

took

possession
of those
heavy combs of honey, and in two
days the honey was cleaned out from
the lower as well as the upper side,

the

bees

and the combs left dry.
This is only one of the advantages of
a deep bottom-board, and a minor one,
since we do little feeding in the cellar,
but it is a nice thing to be able to do it
so easily the few times that we do want
thus to feed. In the winter it is no
s nail advantage to have an entrance
two inches deep, so that there is no
danger of its being clogged with dead
bees, and to have that deep space under the bottom-bars so that the whole
thing can be easily cleaned out any
it
is not often that we
take advantage of this latter item. The
freer access of the air to all parts of
the bottom-bars is no doubt an advan-

time, although

tage.

In summer the deep space is a big
aid to ventilation, and to that extent a
preventive of swarming. A deep bottom-board is a good thing.

^ News

Items

nies being

plied.

Herein

:

A Book for the Apple Grower The
Lippincott series of Farm Manuals are
" Productive
very attractive books.
Beekeeping," by Frank C. Pellett, is
one of this series, which is intended to
cover all branches of agricultural activity.
The books are uniformly bound
in attractive cloth covers, have colored
frontispiece, and are printed on enameled paper that brings out the best
effect of the many half-tone engravings

with which they are illustrated.
We have just received a copy of
" Productive Orcharding," by Fred C.
Sears, of the Massachusetts Agricultural College.

Fruit growing and bee-

keeping are coming to be so closely
associated that we feel sure our readers will be glad to know of this book
on the apple orchard. Of special interest is the following in regard to
spraying while trees are in bloom
"Avoid Spraying When Trees are in
Another important point is
Bloom.
the desirability of avoiding spraying
while the trees are in bloom. Authorities differ as to just how serious a matter it is, but there seems to be considerable evidence to show that bees may
be killed by such a spray. It is also
probable that the pistils may be injured
done just when they
if the spraying is
are in "full bloom." In any event there
seems to be nothing gained by spraying when the trees are in full bloom,
over spraying just after the petals fall.
It is certainly worth while to avoid
any chance of injuring either the bees
or the blossoms."
The price of this book is $1.50, and
it may be obtained from this office on
:

—

receipt of price.
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Our readers who raise poultry will
also be interested in " Productive Poultry Husbandry," another of the Lippincott farm manuals by Harry R. Lewis,
of the New Jersey College of AgriculIt is uniformly bound with the
ture.
others of the series, contains 535 pages

j
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and 320 illustrations. Price, $2.00. Any
of these books can be had from this
office.

This poultry book treats the subject
very fully
from every angle, from
choosing a poultry farm, selecting
stock and equipping the plant to marketing the product. It is the most complete single volume that has come to
our attention.
However, we were a
little disappointed in not finding some
reference to the special needs of water
fowl, turkeys, etc. The volume deals
entirely with chickens and with general
principles.
The book is well,
worthy of a place in every poultry fanciers' library.

—

Advertising Contest. We
are getting many inquiries asking for
particulars about our proposed postal
card scheme having for its object the
booming of honey as an article of

New York

Some want to know what ideas
we want incorporated in the sketches,
others what size these sketches should
be, others again whether in colors or
in black, whether photographs of apifood.

are acceptable, etc. To all the
inquiries we can only say, you must
work this out yourself.
are more
after the ideas than the artistic execution of them. One very good thing
has been suggested to us. It is a label
to nearly or entirely cover the top of a
honey section as it stands in the shipping case, with following reading:
aries

We

©O0®©0©(iXIX3®®©©©©©®0®0©®®®©
This section of Honey (u
in food value
24 oz. of beefsteak

oz.)

equals
3oc
4oc
5oc
i6c
i6c

or 30 oz. of codfish
or 20 eges
or 11.2 oz. cream ctieese
or 2 Quarts milk

©<S®®®6X3©Oe)0OOGQOG
Comparative figures were taken from
American Bee Journal December,

the

of rendering and the product procured.
will also be on exhibition a
large display of beeswax from different
parts of the world, and the materials
made from it. On Tuesday'at 10 a.m.,
in this laboratory there will be a demonstration of wax-rendering processes.

There

The Hampshire, Hampden, Franklin
Beekeepers' Association will hold their
annual meeting in the Apiary Building
Thursday at 10 a.m. The business
meeting will be brief, followed by an
address by Mr. O. M. Smith, president,
"Timely Suggestions to Beekeepers,"
and a discussion by Dr. Burton N.
Gates on " Honey Packages, a Standard."

For the purpose of co-ordinating
beekeeping work in the several counties of Massachusetts, there will be on
Wednesday afternoon at 1 .'30, Room F,
Entomology Building, a conference of
county workers and agents.
Essex
county will be represented by Mr. Fred
A. Smith, Director of the Independent
Agricultural School of Essex county,
where beekeeping forms a part of the
instruction. Mr. Chas. H.White, Manager of the Worcester County Farm
Bureau, will speak for the beekeeping
interests of his county. This will be
followed by a general discussion during which several other speakers will
take part on subjects relating to county
work.
What promises to be an exceedingly
valuable contribution to the program
is a symposium or round table for the
discussion of " Spraying Practices rs.
Beekeeping."
This will be held in
Room F, Entomology Building, Tuesday at 1 :30 p.m. Each year beekeepers
are taking more lively interest in protecting their colonies against what
they have termed a wholesale slaughter
resulting from the injudicious use of
spray poisons. A corps of authorities,
including government. State and mucicipal officials, will attend, to present
the several aspects of this subject which

attacked from the standpoint
the beekeeper, chemist, horticulturist, forest entomologist, and municipal
forester.
After the reading of the
papers, there will be a discussion which
will be

of

should arouse considerable enthusiasm.

The Beekeeping Department of the
is prepared to make an elab-

College

orate display of equipment.

Illinois Inspector's Report.^Bulletin
No. 2, which includes the 4th and .Sth
annual reports of the Illinois State Bee
Inspector may be had on request from
A. L. Kildow, of Putnam, III.
Mr. Kildow requests the address of
beekeepers in the southern part of the

who desire a visit from the inspector this season. He also issues a
warning to beekeepers to guard against
robbing as spring weather approaches.
State

Short Course in Bee Culture at Winona
Lake, Ind. There will be given a short
course in bee-culture the week of
March 20, at the Winona College of
Agriculture, Winona Lake, Ind. The
course is primarily intended for the
amateur beekeepers, but I believe any
one interested in bees will find it a

—

week

of

profit.

Any one

—

The Columbus Meetings. The fact
that special sessions should be held for
the consideration of problems relating
to beekeeping in connection with the
meeting of the American Association
for the advancement of science is very
encouraging. This annual gathering
of scientists brings together the foremost men who are devoting their attention to scientific work, and many

hundred are usually

in attendance.

1915.

One
is

" This
of our committee says
the best thing brought to our notice,

although

:

not e-xactly in line with the

We may recomconnection with
photo of articles named, all put upon a
postal-card scheme.
mend it also used in
postal card."
hope to hear

We

from

others.

H. L. Case,
F. Greiner,

W.

F.

Marks,
Commtiiee.

—

Pennsylvania State Meeting.
We
have just received an announcement of
the Pennsylvania
State
beekeepers'
meeting which is to be held at Lancaster

on March

3

and

4.

No program

reached this office, but we
presume it will appear in the Pennsylvania newspapers.
has as yet

Am-

Massachusetts Farmers Week at
herst, Beginning March 13
Besides the
hour program of speaking and discussion, there are several special features
offered during Farmers' week.

In the

wax laboratory there will be throughout the week a beeswax exhibition,
showing the raw material, the process

J.

W. TINSLEY'S

TOWN LOT

interested

should correspond with Dr. J. C. Breckenridge, president of Winona College
of Agriculture, Winona Lake, Ind.
B. F. KiNDIG.
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some time past there has been a section devoted to apiary inspection, and
at the last meeting, at the suggestion
of Morley Pettit, a session was also
held to discuss the problems of the
instructor in apiculture.
At these

special sessions representaof probably 1.5 or 20 States were
present. Many of these men are directly responsible for the inspection
work. Others connected with the department of entomology of a State or
agricultural college, had an indirect
interest.
It is
doubtful whether so
many official representatives of the industry were ever before brought together.

way cautiously. A committee
was appointed to outline a course
which would be suitable for general
use, in the hope that similar work could
be given in all colleges where apiculture is taught. Arrangements for annual meetings were made.

their

tives

Dr. Phillips

presided at the session

devoted to apiary inspection and made
some interesting suggestions in his
opening address. Lack of space, since
we have so much convention material,
forbids our going into detail as much
as the importance of the occasion justifies.
The consensus of opinion
seemed to be that inspection work
should be placed on a higher plane,
and the service greatly improved. It
was pointed out that in some States
the work at present is not efficiently
handled nor is there competent supervision.

The suggestion first made by N. E.
France, at the inspectors' conference
at Keokuk, Iowa, that there should be
some plan of cooperation through the
United States Bureau of Entomology, to the end that inspectors be
promptly advised of the appearance of
disease near their borders in other
States, was approved. The action of
the Keokuk conference in undertaking
to work out a satisfactory plan was
endorsed. The importance of uniform
reports in the various States in order
that comparisons of results might be

Some Eastern Bee-Neetings.

— The

writer recently had the pleasure of attending several of the meetings of beekeepers of the eastern States. The
weather was rather unfavorable and

conditions were such that visits to apiaries along the way were out of the
question. It was a great pleasure to
meet the eastern men and to learn

something of their methods and outlook which differ in many respects
from conditions in the West.
The first meeting attended was the
Eastern Massachusetts Society of Beekeepers which met in Old South Building in Boston, Jan. 8. Within a stone's
throw of the meeting place are historic spots closely associated with the
stirring events of the days of our Nation's
birth
Fanueil Hall, King's
:

Meeting

Chapel,

Old South

Boston

Common, and many

House,
others.

With but a few hours in Boston, there
was little time for sight-seeing, but the
genial secretary, Benjamin Sands, gave
us a wonderful

make

opportunity to

and do not

find it necessary to travel
such long distances as we of the West
in order to get a sufficient number of
people together for an interesting session. The question of securing legislation to prevent spraying while the
trees are in full bloom was discussed
at both these meetings, as there is
much complaint on this score in Mass-

achusetts.

The next stop was at the Agricultural
College at Amherst. Dr. Gates has a
most interesting museum

of apicultural

appliances in connection with his department. Of this we will have more
to say in another article. At Amherst,
the outside attendance was small, as
the day was very stormy. A. W. Yates,
the well-known inspector of Connecticut, was the only man from outside the
State who came. Mr. Yates has been
secured by the Agricultural College of

Connecticut for a series of lectures on
beekeeping to be given at the college
during the spring months.

An

night ride made it possible to
the meeting of the Ontario

all

attend

County, N. Y., Beekeepers' Association
the following day. This was the 26th
annual meeting of this county association and a strong program was carried
In this section of New York
out.
commercial be;keeeping is well developed and a number of those in attendance count their colonies bythehun-

was brought out.
number of interesting papers
which we have not space to review
were read. A paper by Dr. McCray

possible,

A

concerning the difficulties of diagnosis
of bee diseases emphasized the importance of fully trained men for inspecDr. McCray has examined thousands of samples in the United States
Department, and has had a wider general experience with the problems connected with diagnosis of the various
brood diseases than perhaps any other
tors.

man.
Morley Pettit explained the system

living

of inspection as practiced in Ontario,
a general discussion of the subject

and

followed.
At the session devoted to problems
in instruction, Morley Pettit presided.
The interest in bee-culture is growing
at a surprising rate and about a dozen

new courses were announced. Among
the States where some work in beeis
either being given or is
planned we made note of the following
Alabama, California, Connecticut, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota,
Mississippi, Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, Ohio,
Pensylvania, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Wisconsin, and the Canadian provinces of Ontario and New
Brunswick.
Since the work is so new there are
no precedents to be followed, and those
who have the work in hand are feeling

culture

:
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the most of the short time available.
This society has held monthly meetings
during the winter months, and holds
summer field meetings also. In attendance and interest the meeting compared
favorably with many annual meetings
that the writer has attended in western
States.

Mr. Allen

Latham, who

is

a

well-

known

contributor to the bee journals,
was the principal speaker of the day,
and talked on " Building Up Nuclei into
A number of wellFull Colonies."
known persons were present and the
discussions were lively. Jos. H.Chase,
of Maiden, Mass., who is 90 years of
age, and who has kept bees continuously for 66 years, was in attendance.
At Worcester, in the evening, there
was another good meeting when the
Worcester county association held
It is a
their regular monthly meeting.
little
surprising to a man from the

West

to

find

ern

men

much

so

monthly meetings.

interest in
east-

However, the

are not so

widely scattered

dreds. Mr. C. B. Howard, the newly
elected president, has 1200 colonies.
There was not a minute when discussion lagged or interest waned. Space
will not permit a detailed mention of
the various papers read or subjects discussed.
From Canandaigua to Guelph, Ont.,
one passes through the fruit belt and
In
wonderful orchards.
sees some

Ontario and New York fruit
is highly developed in certain
localities and land values are very high.
At Guelph the short course was in
progress in charge of Morley Pettit.
There was a very good class in attendance, mostly farmers who have but a
small number of bees or beginners
who intend to develop their apiaries.
One encouraging sign was that some

both

growing

young men whose fathers are extensive
When an
beekeepers were present.
honey-producer sends his
extensive
son to the short course it speaks well
for the practical nature of the instrucProf. F. E. Millen, of the Michition.

•

;

American IBce Journaiij
gan Agricultural College, was assisting
Prof. Pettit as were some of the practical

beemen

of the Province.
President Krouse, of the Ontario association, J. F. Uiinn, of Ridgeway, and Jas.
Arrnstrong, vice-president of the association, were among the number who
gave lectures during the course.

Altogether it was a most interesting
and enjoyable trip and did a westerner
a lot of good to learn something of
the way the East do things.

Frank

C. Pellett.

A. W. Yates to Give a Course ol Lectures on Beekeeping
The trustees of
the Connecticut Agricultural College
have engaged A. W. Yates, of Hartford,
to give a course of lectures on bee-

—

keeping

accompanied by demonstralectures will be given on
Saturdays during the months of April
and May, and will be open to the attendance of students and others who
tions.

The

may be interested in this subject. The
topics of the lectures are as follows
1. Establishing
an apiary
natural
history, hives and location, adaptability
of the person.
2. Comb and wax
the mystery and
origin of wax, its relation to honey,
commercial value.
3. Spring
management
the early
necessity of a force of young bees to
care for the queen, spring dwindling,
stimulative feeding.
4. Diseases of
bees causes, how to
detect, treat and prevent.
5. Increase and queen-rearing
the

—

:

—

—

—

—

importance of good queens, easy methods of rearing and making increase.
6. Wintering— providing the colonies
with sufficient stores in a compact
brood-nest, packing, ventilation and
feeding.
C. L. Beach, Fres.

Notes from

— Among the

New York

State Meeting.

topics that

came up

for

discussion at Syracuse Dec. 7 and 8,
1915, none seemed of greater importance than increasing the demand for
honey.
The subject of advertising, thereby
interesting the public in our product,
had been assigned to a special committee at the 1914 meeting, and this publicity committee reported on the work
done. The association voted that certain funds might be used by this committee.
The committee favored the
scheme of getting up postal cards with
attractive cartoons pointing to the use
of honey, such cards to be placed in
the stores, beekeepers to be instrumenthe distribution. The committee
was authorized to offer prizes for
snappy, comic,
captivating sketches
suitable for this purpose.
tal in

It

was emphasized by Mr. Geo. B.
that a proper label would attract

Howe

the attention of the public, thus serving
as an advertising medium. The colors
of the label should harmonize with the
color of the honey; blue was hardly
considered admissible.
As to the wording on the label, the
less of reading matter the better, the

word "honey" most prominent. The
general opinion was that it is not advisable to

use thhftt extracted or fure
connection with honey. We should
have a well gotten up label and stick
to It.
It will become our trade mark.
in

Mr. Howe uses a stamp in two colors
on his section honey. Mr. Arthur C.
Miller and Dr. Schamu prefer a small
neat label, and say that a section of
honey with such a label pasted on the
top looks very tasty. Only honev of
good quality should be put out under
our label or trade mark.

Some previously accepted practices
received a black eye in a quodlibet in
which Mr. Arthur C.Miller summed up
his experiences of years of beekeeping.
He said: 1. It ischeaper for the honey
producer to rear his own queens than
to buy them;
their cost is only In
cents.
2.
It
is
easier to introduce
queens by the direct method (smoke
method) than by any other. 3. One
can produce as much chunk honey as
extracted.
4.
Requeening each year
gives best results, insures greatest uniformity in yields. 5. Honey judiciously
given away makes many sales. 6. The
least fussing the least swarming.
7.
Spring feeding pays when done six
months in advance. 8. When feeding
unripe honey the bees involuntarily
produce wax, not so when feeding
ripened honey (a fact of value when
feeding back honey to have section

honey

finished up).

Mr. Miller explained his system of
queen-rearing, exhibiting his small
nucleus hive and the frame, which is
larger than the Swarthmore. During
the absence of a honey flow Mr. Miller
feeds soft sugar in a little feeder hanging like the brood-frame on the rabbets of the hive he does not advise to
feed honey or even sugar syrup to
small nucleus colonies. He rears his
;

queens

in third stories; a

colony may

thus rear queens all through the season he uses the same wooden cellcups season after season, grafts his
larvs into these after priming them.
By dequeening a nucleus he obtains all
the royal jelly needed for this purpose.
A little wire nail driven into a stick
serves for priming, and for transferring
larva; a toothpick or sliver of wood answers well.
;

Incidentally Mr. Miller mentioned
that quite a saving could be made by
using section foundation in the broodchamber, saying that a sheet of section
foundation cost much less than of
brood-foundation and by painting the
sheets with melted wax after being
secured in the brood-frames, sagging
is prevented.
The process is like putting a coat of cast-iron upon a base of
wrought-iron.
He also stated that
honeydew is a welcome visitor with
;

him.

When

abundant he has

it

stored

in nucleus frames for which he has a
special super constructed which holds a
large number of them. When he gets
them filled he preserves them for future
use in the nuclei.

Mr. F. W. Lesser, of East Syracuse,
gave a very interesting address on
comb-honey production and controlling swarming. Said he formerly practiced the Doolittle method, but it did
not give him best results. He preferred shaking swarms on a full set of
frames with only starters, reducing or
contracting after the third day to six
Langstroth frames.
The honey thus
obtained was better, and more of it,
expenses less.
He summarized his
method as follows
Clip all queens
early, equalize brood, give set of empty
:

comb on

top to catch early undesirable
clover flow is on give
sections instead, baits if possible, put

When

honey.

on shade-board and ventilate; visit
each yard every week, make examinations by tipping hives back and look
for queen-cells.
He finds cutting out
cells to
prevent swarming useless.
When necessary he shakes. Re-enforces shaken swarm with bees from
old hive about two weeks later, taking
about half of the bees, gives plenty of
room when bees require it.
Mr. Byer, from Canada, talked about
wintering bees in their cold clime'
where
45 degrees Fahr. is not uncommon. Some years his bees are con-

—

fined to the hive for five

months;

still

he has wintered them well usually. A
good queen is essential, he said, next
plenty of good stores. Wants his liives
crammed with honey, provides no
empty comb (winter nest). Lots of
stores is the best asset to be turned
into later; he uses winter cases, taking
two hives each. No alighting-board
should project where snow might collect and clog entrance.
Packing is
just

used on all sides except bottom, finds
packing later unnecessary. A combination of leaves and sawdust is used
generally and answers well.

The rendering

of old

comb

into

wax

very distasteful to the writer; it is a
thing he has not yet learned to do successfully and profitably, and he had
hoped at this meeting to be enlightened on the subject, but he has to acknowledge that he has brought nothing
home that will be a help to him. Mr.
Looks was not there.and his paper was
read by the secretary.
The writer
urged to save all bits of comb and buris

combs, scrapings, etc., said that the
heat ought not to be applied direct to
the wax but to the water only.

From

cappings practically all wa.x is
even by the simplest
method the solar machine doing good
work, but with old comb it is a different proposition. Many beekeepers prefer to send their old combs to the professional wax makers and pay from 5
to 8 cents for the making of it, than do
easily obtained

—

it

themselves.

What does it cost to
produce a pound of honey ? has often
been asked. Arthur C. Miller attempted
to answer it as follows:
The two factors entering into the cost of any article are capital and lab ir. We may take
The question

:

hive of bees, fixtures, appliances,
foundation, etc., at $10. The interest thereon will be 6 percent; depreciation, 10 percent; labor, $1.00 per
hive or 10 percent; insurance and
taxes, 2% percent making a total of
27;^ percent. This represents the cost
of the crop, which, according to the
United States census is 55 pounds.
Therefore, the 55 pounds cost the producer $2.75 or 5 cents per pound.
a

comb

;

[The writer does not know whether
Mr. Miller took into account the buildings necessary, the wagons, horses,
automobiles and other equipments, but
believes that few professionals produce
as low as he figures.]
for the year are as
President, C. B. Howard,
Geneva; Vice-President, S. D. House
Secretary-Treasurer, F. Greiner, NaOfficers elected

follows

:

;

ples.

F.

Greiner.

:
;

-
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The Missouri Apicultural Society. —
The Missouri meeting was held during
Farmers'
5.

Two

Week

at

Columbia, Jan.

rooms

large

tural Building
ciety.
One of

in

the

4

and

Horticul-

were allotted to the sothese was used as an

assembly room, with display of literature and honey. The other contained
models of hives and supers, all occupying one long table. On another table
were the implements of the craft.
This being the first meeting since the
granting of the charter, a constitution
and by-laws were adopted. Treasurer
Liberty, unable to be
J. F. Diemer, of
present, sent a short, spicy paper on
"How I Began." E. B. Gladish, of
Higginsville, also unable to appear,
sent his brother, Mr. Charles Gladish.
Mr. Gladish's subject, "What Hive
Shall I Use ?" led to a discussion which
brought out the fact that beemen generally are discarding the 8 frame for
the 10-frame hive with the HoffmanLangstroth frame.
The society is most fortunate in
coming at once into close relations
with the Department of Horticulture
of the State University. Dr. Leonard
Haseman, associate professor of entomology, aided by an admirable working model of a bee, delivered a plain
and very interesting lecture on "The
Anatomy of the Bee." It was the kind
of lecture that would entertain and instruct a gathering of farmers or of
scientists just the thing for a rural
school.
But all the time there was a stream of
visitors who demanded to be " shown."

—

On

program was enabandoned and Mr. Tyler, Prof.
Haseman and Mr. Darby had their
hands full, as they took class after
the last day the

—

and

constructed, answering questions
on the manipulation and care of bees,
it is

elucidating the uses of the extractor

and of the different implements to be
seen on the tables, and doing a general
promotion work. Young men were
there who wished to make their farm
incomes greater. Students from the
university were there, attracted by what
they had learned in their courses in
entomology; women and girls were
there who liked honey and were willing
to help produce it. Some teachers and
county superintendents were there, who
manifested a ready sympathy in the
thought that boys and girls might take
blue ribbons at school fairs for honey
just as well as for corn, poultry or

The
look upon
dings.

prospect

pud-

society gained a new outits
opportunities, and the

highly encouraging.
were elected as follows
President, E. E.Tyler. Columbia; Vicepresident, Emil F. Nebel, High Hill
Secretary, Austin D.Wolfe, Parkville
Treasurer, J. F. Diemei, Liberty.
The society plans to enlist the cooperation of the extension department
and the home economics department
of the university, and to inaugurate a
campaign to popularize the production,
consumption and sale of honey on the
farms of Missouri. A. D. Wolfe, Sec.
is

Officers

;

Send Questions either

He

to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, II',.
does not answer bee-keeping questions by mail.

Comb Honey Supers

Clipped— Uniting, Superseding

All

1. I have read
that where any queens in
an apiarj are clipped all should be. The
writer added. " I( you don't know why, try it

and you will learn why." I would like to
learn without trying. Can you tell why ?
2. When colonies are weak
in the spring,
all having queens, would it work well to
keep them separate, getting the increase of
all the queens until just before the honey
Row. then uniting to make strong colonies
for the honey flow.
i.

How

do you determine when a queen

unprofitable and should be superseded

Answers.— I.

I

think

if

is

?

Indiana.
any are clipped all

because there's as much reason for clipping all as one. But I don't know
any reason why it would not work all right
to have only part clipped. At any rate I'd
rather have three-fourths clipped than none.
should be.

2.

just

Yes.
Settle

it by the work of the colony.
If
the colony stores less than the average, the
queen is a good candidate for supersedure.
If it stores away beyond the average, the
queen should be allowed to live as long as
3.

possible.

Honey Drink

for Babies

Articles in the past in our bee journals say
that sugar as a winter store leaves the bees
in a dull, weak condition in spring, while
good clover or basswood honey brings forth

spring bees full of life and activity. We
have had several articles in the past two
years on good honey as winter stores. If
this is the case it would be well for all doctois to be encouraged to use honey as a
baby drink, for if it acts on bees why not on
the babies?
New 'VoRK.

Chicago.

Answer.— I should

guess from your question that you have been producing section
honey and want to change to extracted. You
cannot well use the sections and their containers for extracting, but will have to use
frames the same as in the brood-chamber or
shallower. If I haven't guessed right, please
ask again.

Traps— Why

Answer.— There might

be

some question

are important, and whatever may be best in
the case of the baby, there can be no doubt
that children in general, and indeed grownups, would be better off. in some cases very
ereatly better off. if honey could replace at
least a part of the more than 8o pounds of
sugar now consumed as the average for
every man. woman, and child in the United
States. It is doubtful if the average physician is as well informed as he should be on
this subject.

Not Used?

Does the Alley queen and drone trap
catch the queen every time when she tries
to get away with the swarm, and are the
bees more irritated than when left to pro1.

ceed naturally to the limb of a tree?
2. How do
the bees act when a trap is
?
Do they fly around and come back
when the queen is not with them and cluster on the trap? What is the length and
height of an Alley trap for a lo-frame hive ?
3. What is the reason that
beekeepers do
not use them more, and there is nothing in
the bee journals and papers about them ?
used

Illinois.

Answers.— I. The

trap retains the queen
and the drones, but you will probably not
notice that they are irritated by it.
2. The swarm will issue just the same as
if there were no trap, and the bees may set.
tie in a cluster just the same as if the queen
were with them. As soon, however, as they
discover the absence of the queen the bees
will return to the hive. Often they will discover the absence of the queen while on the
wing within a very few minutes of issuing,
and sometimes not until they have remained
hanging in a cluster several minutes. The
trap may be of any size, only so it allows no
bees to emerge except through the trap.
why traps are not more
3. A chief reason
used is because beekeepers so generally

have

queens clipped and need no

their

traps. Then, too, neither traps nor clipping
will entirely prevent swarming, at least satisfactorily.

a trap

If

be kept on. the bees

keep swarming and returning until a
virgin is reared, and if the trap prevents the
virgin from flying you will have a drone
will

layer on your hands.

in

as to the advisability of givinga daily allowance of sugar to a baby, but I think there
can be no question as to the superiority of
honey over sugar for that purpose. To be
assimilated as food, the cane sugar must be
inverted, and it is just possible, at least at
times, that the inverting might put upon the
tender baby organs too much of a burden, a
burden that would be spared in the case of
honey, whose sugar is already inverted.
Then there are elements, iron. etc.. contained in honey that are not found in sugar
at all.
Although in minute quantity, they

Extracting

can I use the supers that honey has
been taken out of by the bees ? I want to
work for extracted honey this summer.

Cutting Out

One Clipped,

for

How

few individuals

in each group,
tables, explaining the nature
purpose of the hive, how and why

class
a
past the

^ Answers^

Dr.Miluer*s

Using

tirely

Cells
It

When

Piping

Is

Heard— Will

Prevent Suvarming ?

When, in the evening, we hear queens
piping, and next morning c;r;-i' queen-cell is
cut out will said colony swarm? My contention is they will not. At our State beekeepers' meeting there were some who arWisconsin.
gued they would.

Answer.— When piping is heard in the
evening, and cells are killed next morning
without missing any. I have never heard of a
case where swarming occurred. I think the
plan may be relied on as well as almost any
plan with such uncertain things as bees.
But it is a plan I would hardly advise you to
use. since you can get the bees themselves
to kill the cells, and they are not in danger
of missing cells. When the prime swarm is
hived, set it on the old stand with the old
hive close beside it. A week later move the
old hive lo feet or more away to a new
stand, and all the field bees from the old
hive when they return from foraging will
join the swarm. That will so discourage
the old colony that it will destroy all cells
as soon as the first virgin emerges.
Italian
1.

Can you

Bees

— Bottom-Board

give a full description of the

Italian bee ?
2. I have a bottom-board that

H

is reversible
inch on the other.
to use each side ?

inch on one side and

Can you

tell

me when

."&
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does the
be kept open or can [ let
it completely?
lowA.

In winleriiiB bees oulof-doors.

entrance have

to

the snow drift up and close
Will they run out ?

Answers.— I. If you examine Italians, as
come from Italy, you will find each

they

worker has three yellow bands, the first
band toward the head beins often quite indistinct, theother two quite distinct. There
are also Italians bred in this country wiih
more than three yellow bands, those with
live bands being called troldens.
2. If I undertand correctly, when the small
side is up there is only H of an inch between bottom-bars and floor. That's too
small a space at any time, and I would
always use the larger side up.
3. So long as the snow
remains dry and
porous there is little or no danger from having it close the entrance. But if it becomes
slushy and then freezes, there is danger it
may smother the bees.
No Patent On

tlie

Dovetailed Hives

the dovetail hive patented or are the
other hives patented? My object is this. I
can make my own hives and it will save so
much; then I would buy the sections. Is the

fall?
Should we leave more stores, comparatively, for the weak colonies than we do
for the strong?
2. If we Icav
cells to hatch in nursery
cages without cantly .ind remove those
hatched twice daily, will the lack of food
this long injure the young queens ?
3. If we have the nursery frame in a queenless colony will the bees feed young queens
through the wire ? I have reared a good
many queens with no candy in cages.

Indiana.

Answers—

think such a nucleus is inclined to rear brood later than a full colony,
although I hardly know why. Late rearing
makes more winter stores necessary; and it
is also true that a weak colony needs more
stores proportionately than a strong one. If
colony A is twice as strong as colony B. then
colony B will use more than half the stores
A will possibly three-fourths as much.
2. Not much; perhaps not at all.
3. Queenless bees will feed such virgins,
although there may be exceptions. I doubt
if it was a good thing to receive queens with
no candy.
I.

—

?

Virginia.
Answer.— Langstroth took out a patent
that covered all movable-frame hives. 1 hat
patent expired years ago. There is no patent on the dovetailed hive. Indeed, there is
nothing patented in the way of hives or fixtures that are in use generally. I doubt,
however, whether one beekeeper in a hundred can afford to make his own hives. It's
a very nice job to make a hive so that all
parts are perfect, and the large manufacturers have everything convenient to make
hives on a large scale, so they can sell them
at a lower price than the average beekeeper
can afford to make them for.

Questions About Queens

?
What advantage is gained by
buying pound packages without a queen ?
5. What method would you take in introducing a new queen into a new or an old
colony ?
6. How
can a beekeeper keep his bees
from swarming about the first of June ?

ages of bees

Wisconsin.

Answers.— I. Every queen

(Many

Where

As

to

Bees for the First Flow ?
Put Frames of Foundation in Hive

Worlter

understand, you experts tell us to
treat our bees so as to have the most possible workers for the first flow, of course, in
every way trying to obviate their forming
thf loafing habit or swarming fever, and
hei J comes thejanuarv Beekeepers' Review,
page s. and says among other things that
"
beekeepers think so much of our bees
that we almost kill them with kindness,"
and that a colony with 20,ouo workers is better for surplus honey than one W(th 35,000
1.

I

We

workers.
2.

If

five frames of foundation in a
with five drawn combs do you put
together in the middle of the body or

you put

body
them
to one side, or do you alternate them with

combs?
Kentucky.
Answers.— I. Not having the article to
which you refer, I do not know the connection in which it was said. But if it means
the

that

a

colony in

harvest-time with

20,000

workers will store more than one with 35,000,
the bees being equally good in each case,
then it is certainly an error. For every 20
pounds stored by the weaker colony I should
expect not only 35 from the stronger, but

more likely 50.
2. Something depends
on circumstances.
Usually I would put the drawn combs at
one side and the foundation at the other.

outside the hive, generally

I. Is a two or three frame nucleus with a
young queen more inclined to brood-rear-

ing late in the fall than a full sized

colony

?

have wintered such
nuclei
in
this
locality out-of-doors, but they are usually
short of stores in early spring, one having
starved already this winter. I leave as much
honey in each of their frames as the full
colonies have in each of theirs. Is it because they must eat more to keep warm or
do they use it in brood-rearing late in the
I

a virgin

when she

is 5

to

2. A young queen begins to lay when she is
about lu days old, more or less, and as soon
as she begins to lay she may be sold as an
untested queen. Three weeks after she begins to lay her worker progeny will begin to
emerge, and if the markings of her young
workers show that the queen has been
purely mated, she may then be sold as a
/t-.\7f(/ queen.
Of course, the average tested
queen is worth more than the average untested queen, but she must have a higher

Some think it better, instead of buying a single tested queen to buy two or more
untested ones,
price.

3.

There are good and bad

in

both kinds,

but taken on the average most beekeepers
prefer 3-banded Italians.
4. If you buy a pound of bees without a
queen, you gain just so many bees, somewhere in the neighborhood of 500a. If you
have all the bees you want, and merely
want to make a change in queens, then it is
better to buy the queen without one or more
pounds of bees. If you want to increase
your number of colonies, then it may be better to buy bees with the queen, especially
as in the latter case you save the risk of introduction,
all
about introducing queens
5. To tell
would make a longer story than there is
to tell here.

^ .number of sections left from
ast 'r*^?,^?
fall in all stages of completion
I believed at that time they would be a big help
for next season's crop, and that the
bees
woud finish them into a first-class article.
But I learn that such sections will not be of
a good color and are apt to granulate
sour.
'.

1

In order to use them up I would have
to put
eight or ten in each colony
Would it be
well to use them at that rate ?
2, In my apiary of eight colonies
I know
t lat six of the
queens are young ones. Will
that fact tend to lessen the swarming impulse ?
,3- In buying queens would it be well to get
them from different breeders rather than
all from one breeder?
My idea is that getting a variety might give more chances of
finding the best strain for my locality, and
when the best strain was found I could build
from It in the future.
New York.

Answers.-i. Those that have no honey in
them will work all right, provided they were
not left on late enough in the fall for the
bees to cover them with propolis. If badly
varnished with bee-gluethe bees may utterly
refuse to use them. You wi
do well to let
the bees rob out those that contain honey.
If you set them out to be thus robbed without any precaution, the bees will be likely
to tear the combs to pieces; so cover them
up in such way as to leave entrance for only
one bee at a time. Next time be sure that
the bees empty them in the fall. It makes
little matter how many you rive to each col1

ony

to

fill.

The age of the queens may or may not
make a difference about their swarming. If
it is a bad season for swarming they may all
swarm alike; but if some of them fail to
swarm it will more likely be the youngones.
2.

days old

room
Wintering t Nucleus

is

from the time she is born until she meets
a drone, which meeting occurs high in air
10

How

What

is the difference between a virgin
queen and any other queen ?
2. Which is the
best to buy to introduce
into colonies, untested or tested queen, and
what difference is there?
3. Whicharethebest for gentleness, breeding and honey gathering, goldens or Italians ?
4. Is it best to buy queen with pound pack1.

Unfinished Sections

I

Is

Hoffman brood-frame patented

only, and here's a good way to prevent all
aflerswarms; when the colony swarms, sit
theswarmon the old stand and set the old
hive close beside it; a week later move the
old hive to a new stand 10 or more feet away.
The bees will do the rest,
I advise you,
s/iMis/y, to get a good beebook, such as Dadant's Langstroth.

II

you buy a queen you

are pretty certain to receive with her instructions for introducing, and like enough
you will be told to kill the old queen and
put in the hive the introducing cage containing the new queen, allowing the bees to eat
out the candy that imprisons the queen,
thus liberating her.
6. You can keep a colony
from swarming
by taking from it all its brood but one.
Many prefer to let each colony swarm once

words, other things being equal, a
is not so likely to swarm as an

In other

young queen

old one.
3 Yes, getting from

more than one source

may increase your chances, unless you
know in advance which was best.
Shifting

Frames

You say

— Hoffman

in

" Fifty

Frame— Good
Years

Yield

Among

the
Bees," in overhauling a hive the frames containing the brood are to maintain their original relative position.
I
use the m frame
hive. If I start taking out frames from the
side near me. say first, second, and third do
not contain brood and fourth does, do I put
in frame three (frame three belonging to the
last frame that did not have brood), and
1.

frames containingbrood. and then
frames that do not have brood ? In
it would change the position, as it
would put the brood two frames closer to
one side
2. Is the Hoffman
frame good for comb
honey, also for extracted? Do you know of
then

all

last the

that case

a better hive

?

you were to start keeping bees what
would vou buy for comb honey ?
4
4. I use the 4 '/ix '-4x1,'4 two bee-way section
Is this about the best section to use ?
5. How do you
hive a swarm that has a
clipped queen ?
6. I had 22 colonies lasts pringand increased
to 42 extra good colonies by natural swarming, and had 3000 good sections of honey and
500 pounds of extracted. Do you think this
a good yield ?
Iowa.
Answers —I. Changing the place of the
brood in the hive does not necessarily
change the position of the frames containing brood ri'hitive to each other. Suppose I
am sitting at a hive, and i, 2, j. ./, /, 6, -, 8, 0.
10 indicates the frames in the hive. No. i being the frame nearest me, and
4. S, b. 7 (in
3.

If

size hive

,-,

;
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being thie frames containing brood.
That's where the brood may happen to be
in a strong colony first time it is overhauled.
When I return the frames to the hive they
are likely to occupy this position: i. o. lo, 2,
J.J.S.b. 7. 8. Thus, although not a single
brood occupies the same place in the hive as
before, yet it occupies the same relatii'c
Italics)

position.

It

is

some importance

of

that

2

to the frames containing
brood, since they are likely to contain pollen, and at any rate that's the way the bees

and

8

had

it

remain next

As

arranged.

to

i. q.

and

10. it

doesn't

matter about their order.
Some one may ask why I change the place
of the brood at all. I want the brood-nest
changed so that brood shall begin in the
frame next to the outside frame farthest
from me. Then the next time I overhaul I
don't need to lift out all the frames to know
how many contain brood, but after lifting
out I and g, if I find brood in 10 I needn't go
any farther, for I know there is brood in all
the rest except the outside one.
The rule to have the frames of brood
maintain the same relative positions is not
so iron-clad as to have no exceptions; but
there must be some good reason for the ex-

cells with several eegs. some none, hit and
or three cells looked as if she
miss.
had dropped the eggs from the top of the
cell, for they were scattered all the waj
down on one side and over the bottom of
the cell. I closed this hive and moved to
the one next to it, where I found another
queen just as large, just as yellow, and I presume just as worthless as the other. Instead of killing I spared them to see what
they would do in 1916. I was led to withhold judgment until I had ample proof of
I had a very
guilt, by an incident of 1882
yellow colony of bees to cast a swarm in

Two

September.

and

I

wanted

There were several queens
to save them all, which I did.

a half gallon of bees settled
hived them in empty
I
to themselves.
combs. She laid so sparingly that I went
to the hive the third time to kill her, but my
nerve failed me. Her brood was so fine, and
cranky then as now. resolved to let
I, as
her go over to see what she would do next

One with about

year, as in this case.
The next year, to my great surprise, she
proved to be the most prolific and best
queen in the yard. According to the book I
had been reading she ought to have been
killed in '82. but kept for a breeder in 83
Remembrance of this incident induced me
to keep the two bogus queens referred to.
.

Illinois.

a good bit like gambling to
keep a queen of that kind, for while she
?nav turn out to be a good queen the chances
are against it.

Answer.— It's

ceptions.

no Hoffman hive, but the Hoffused in the dovetailed hive,
which is as good as any for either comb or
extracted honey unless it should be to have
a hive still larger than the lo-frame dovetailed. The Hoffman frame was one originally with wooden shoulders on the endbars for self-spacing; but it has been
changed more than once, being now a frame
with metal spacers. It is a good frame, and
perhaps more in use than any other, its popularity being, however, due more I think to
its being pushed by manufacturers than to
For my own use I prefer the
its real merits.
Miller frame; although I do not think many
others use it.
Like enough the lo-frame
i. I don't know.
dovetailed or something still larger.
in use than any
4. It is more generally
other section, and the fact that it is so in
spite of the most strenuous efforts of manufacturers to push others ahead is pretty
strong evidence that it is really the best
J.

There

is

section there

Watch

5.

is.

Queen as the swarm

for the

is-

sues (she may be among the first or anywhere to the last cage her. set the hive off
the stand and put the empty hive in its
place. By the time you have done this the
swarm will begin returning, or it may be a
quarter of an hour before it returns. When
the bees begin entering the new hive, let the
Queen run in with them and the thing is
done. It is the easiest way there is to hive a
swarm, for it hives itself.
" good yield " is a comparative affair.
6. A
What is a good yield in one place may not
be in another, and what is a good yield one
year may not be so another. You averaged
about J36 sections and 23 pounds of extracted
honey for each colony, which would be
equivalent to something like 170 pounds of
extracted. This with •;! percent increase
sounds good for almost any time and place.
.

Poor Queens
I

have two queens out

of cells that

that

I

mated

could not

so

tell

same brood
near the same time
of the

the

date of either.

There was. however, not more than three
days difference,

examined
first

was

thing

I

any.

if

The

first

of these

I

she was mated, and the
saw was sealed drone-brood. I

to see

if

just in the act of killing her.

when

I

saw

sealed worker brood. Further examination
showed that she had behaved in egg producon very similar to a fertile worker. Some

think anS-frame hive has enough
good queen ?
think you can get more comb ana
extracted honey with the 8-frame hive ?
to a distant market do
3. When vou ship
they return the shipping-cases ? Illinois.
Answers.— I. No. there are times when
some queens will keep a dozen frames well
Not for very long, howfilled with brood.
ever. With such a queen you can get along
very well by giving her a second story as
soon as she needs it. and then reducing to
one story as soon as the full harvest is on.
2. No.
3. No.
1.

Do you

room
2.

for a

Do you

Bees
1.

Do bees work

in

the

Florida

whole year

in

central

Florida?

State better for bees than more
northern States; that is. does one get a
larger flow of honey ?
Are bees more susceptible to diseases
3
climate than cold ? In looking
in warm
through the Bee Journal I don't find a word
about bees in Florida or any one advertising
2.

Is this

from that State.
Answers.— I. Yes and

Iowa.

no.

story of the hive to another, so it may be
best to answer both. The hive with divisible brood chamber was introduced years
ago by James Heddon. and pattented by
him. He made me a present of the right to
use the hive, but I never thought enough of
the hive to make me believe it worth while
to try it. Yet I know that good work can be
done with a hive of that kind; I merely
think that on the whole there is no special
value in the divisible feature. Now as to
the queen going back and forth— or up and
down — across the bottom-bars of the upper
frames and the top-bars of the lower frames
I have used the dovetailed hive with Langstroth frames in two strories. and the
queen seemed to have no difliculty in going
back and forth; at least she kept a brood
nest going in each of the stories, and this in
spite of the fact that my top-bars are much
thicker than the top-bars generally used in
divisible-chamber hives. I have thus used
them many times. So I do not believe that
this feature offers valid objections to the
system.

Which Yields the Most Honey, White or Yellow
Sweet Clover?— Stingless Bees

Size of Hive

is

man frame

want my opinion of the divisible brood
chamber hive or as to the question whether
a qaeen will go freely from one section or

They may

fly

every week in the year, but there is much of
the time when they do not work because
there is nothing for them to do.
where fine crops
2. There are localities
of honey are secured, but on the whole no
better than farther north.
3. I don't know; probably not much difference. Paralysis is much worse in the South,
diarrhea in the North.

white sweet clover yield more
1. Does
honey than yellow sweet clover ?
2. Will sweet clover grow in the shade ?
3. Are stingless bees found this far north ?
Indiana.

Answers.—

don't know, but I don't
suppose there is any material difference.
2. Yes. but if
too much in the shade it will
not yield much nectar.
No; they belong in the tropics.
3
I

I.

/

Two

Story Hives

Many

beekeepers place a full depth
super or hive-body on top of the broodchamber, and place part of the broodframes, which are filled with brood and
covered with bees, in the top super. These
frames taken from the brood-chamber are
replaced by frames with full sheets of comb
foundation. This method gives the bees a
great deal of room, and they often have two
bodies full of frames filled with brood by
the time the clover crop comes. Now if the
above is practiced, and the bees have both
bodies full of brood at the time the clover
comes, what is done with the hive-bodies,
are they left this way and supers put on the
two or are they separated ?
2. If empty comb is saved by putting them
in an empty hive-body and a good strong
colonv is put over these, can these combs
be taken from the bees at any time we wish
1.

to use

them

?

should go down and lay in
3. If the queen
these combs, and they would be filled with
brood at the time wken a new swarm comes
could these combs be given to the new
swarm or what would you advise doing with

them

?

4. In using starters in sections, is it better
to use a piece ^Vi inch at the top and fa at
the bottom, or is there a better way to use

starters

Iowa.

?

Answers.— For extracted honey the
two stories may be left or one may be taken
away; for comb honey it is usual to reduce
I.

Divisible

Brood-Chambers

have always thought of trying the divisible brood-chamber hive, but there is one
thing I do not understand about it. I once
asked a beekeeper what he thought of it,
and he answered that he considered it
wrong in principle. I am unable to find anything wrong about it. It is said the small
brood-chamber does not give sufficient
room for the queen.
I

Now I absolutely failed to see why two
half sized brood-chambers, one on top of
the other, should not give the queen just as
much room, unless it is meant that the horizontal division in the center acts as a fence
or check to the queen, which she is unwilling to pass, and thus comfines her to one
division. I have heard of apiarists in my
State, however, who use the divisible
brood hive, and are said to be very success-

to

one

story.

Yes.
3. Yes. they can be given to a swarm, and
generally it will be an advantage.
right for the bottom, but 3!* is
4. fs is all
better for the top.
2.

i
I

EAT HONEY^

KATURfS own SWEET- AlOS DIGESTIOh

own
ful.

Answer.— I am

uncertain

Texas.
whether you

Over

a million stickers like the

have been sent out in two years.

above

March. 1016.

I^American l^ae Joarnaj
Department

Classified

[Advertisements in this department will
be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no discounts of any kind Notices here cannot be
less than two lines.
If wanted in this department, you must say so when ordering.
.

BEES AND QUEENS.

For .Sale— Three-banded Italian queens.
Nuclei a specialty. Bees by the pound. My
stock will please you as it has others. Let
me book your order for spring delivery.
Write for circular and price list.
I. L. Leath, Corinth, Miss.

An established strain of honey gathering
golden stock. Honey is what you want without much swarming. Book your orders early
to save delay. One untested queen. $1.00; 6
for $5,00; 12 for $g ou. Wri*e us what you
want.
r. S. Hall. Talking Rock. Ga.

Italian Qukkns. prompt service; queens
mailed to purchaser in new style of introducing cage that is safe and sure. Bees
from a one-frame nucleus to a carload.
Write for price list on colonics, queens and
nuclei
J. F. Diemer. R t 3. Liberty. Mo
If
less

You wish to get early queens and comb
packages place your orders earlv with

Marchant Bros,. Sumatra. Fla. After
March islhour address will be Fitzpatrick.
Ala, See our ad elsew here in this Journal,
the

Phelps' Golden

Finest

DeWolfe

1150

Send

Queens.

Italian

Jay Smith.

St..

Three-Banded Italians ready May and

for booklet.

Vincennes. Ind.

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens will please

June, $1 00 each; 6 for $s.oo; 12 for $9.00; after
June, 75c each; 6 for $4.25; 11 for $8.00. For
larger lots write Curd Walker, Jell ico.Tenn.

Mated.

and

Tell several thousand people what you
have for sale with a few words in this department.

New

Bees and Queens from my
apiary.

lAtf

Cortland

70

Vigorous
each;

6

J.
St..

Jersey
H. M. Cook,

New York

City.

Italian Queens. $1.00
June ist. A. V. Small.

Prolific

for $5

00.

Agency Road.

2302

Joseph, Mo.

St.

Northern

Bred Italians. "Nutmeg"
Circular.
A. W, Yates.
3 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

strain

Golden
Tested,

all-over Queens.

Untested,

Phelps' Golden Italian Bees are hustlers

Queens from the Penn Co. See our
ad.

elsewhere

in this

large

Journal.

Bees by the pounri
of
or

Will trade

young

fine,

Italian

brood-combs, wired,

frames.

queens

in

for

Hoffman

S Engle. Beeville. Texas.

C.

For Sale— Leather colored
by pound. Queens and nuclei
Write

Cobb.

C. H.

to

Italian bees
a specialty.
Belleville. Ark.

Italian Queens and early shipments o]
bees by the pound from Texas. Write us for
prices.
R. V. & M. C. Stearns. Brady. Tex.
Italian Queens that produce hustlers.
Nuclei and pound packages.
A. E. Crandall & Son. Berlin. Conn.

a specialty.

Swarms

young bees shipped anywhere in the U. S.
Canada and safe arrival and satisfaction

are guaranteed.
Largest shippers in the
South. Capacity loolb.
swarms a day.
Write for free circular and price list.
M. C. Berry & Co.. Hayneville, Ala.

honey-gathering strains
will be ready to ship April ist. In honeygetting qualities they have few equals. See
my advertisement elsewhere in this Journal.
D. E. Brothers. Attalla, Ala.

For .Sale— Golden

Italian

queens about

the first of May. Untested. 70c; $800 dozen.
Select untested. 80c; Jo. 00a doz. Tested, $,100.
Select tested, $1 25. No foulbrood in my apiary, D. T. Gaster. Rt. 2. Randleman, N, C.

For Sale— Northern-bred
Untested.

Sel.

$1.00.

Italian queens.
tested. $1 50
Bees by

best plans for beginners, " How to
Introduce Queens and Increase," 25c. List
free.
E. E. Mott. Glenwood, Mich

Some

Langstroth hives.
2305

Chas. C. Schneider,
Gratiot Ave.. Detroit, Mich.

Bee-Keeper,
hives,

of bees in 8-frame
at Dancy. Ala,

Located

us send our catalog of
smokers, foundation, veils, etc. 'They
and cheap.
White Mfg. Co.,
Greenville. Tex.
let

are nice
4Atf

Indianola Apiary

offers bees and Queens
Untested, 75c. Tested, $1.25, Bees
in i-lb. packages. $1.00; i-frame nucleus, ti 25.
Add price of Queen if wanted.
J. Warren Sherman. Valdosta. Ga.
for sale.

For Sale— Bright Italian Qusens at 75 cts.
each; J7. 50 per dozen or $60 per 100. Ready
April 15. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed.
W. W. Talley,
Rt. 4. Greenville, Ala.

Goldens.

fjoc

each.

strain of Italians at the low price of $l5o
each. Queens of our own strain at 75c each.
One pound bees. $1,50; 2-frame nuclei, $2,25.
Full colony in 8-frame hive at $6. 50; lo-frame.
$7.50; 200 colonies for
each. lu-fr. hives.

spring delivery at $6,00
The Stover Apiaries.

Mayhew.

Miss.

tested, $1,00;

Golden Queens
Workers

that

I

will chal-

lenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-getting qualities.
Price, ti.oo each;

Tested.
2Atf

$2.00:

Breeders, $5.00 and $10.00.
Brockwell, Barnetts, Va.

J. B.

Queens,

improved three band Italians
bred for business, June i to Nov. 15. Untested Queens. 75ceach; dozen. $8.00; Select.
$1.00 each; dozen, $10.
'Tested Queens, $1.25;
dozen, $12. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed.

Italian queens, untested,
75c; tested. $1.00; nuclei. 2-frame, $3,00; ilb.

package, $2.00; 2-lb. package, $3 00, Untested
queen with bees at above prices. Will begin to send about April ist.
G. W, Moon,
1004 Park Ave.. Little Rock. Ark.

For Sale— Bright Italian queens this season, 75c each; $8 00 per dozen. Safe arrival
and satisfaction guaranteed.
T. J. Talley. Rt. 3. Greenville. Ala.

For Sale— Tested Italian Queens for $i.oci
each. In order to make room for cells in the
early sprine. we are
tested Queens for the

offering these young
above price, if taken
by April the 15th. They were reared late
last fall and are large beautiful queens.
guarantee them to give satisfaction.
M. C Berry & Co.. Hayneville, Ala.

We

will

be ready

Send for
and satisfaction

price list. Safe arrival
guaranteed, M. Bates. Rt,

my

of

business bees,

each— great honey getters, gentle.
Ready March ist. Disease unknown here.
Write me and I will tell you how to nsake
money buying my queens. Fully guaranteed
M.

F.

Perry. Bradentown. Fla.

Italian and Carniolan queens, ready to ship after April ist.
Tested, $1.00; 3 to 6. 05c each ;6 to 12 or more,
00c each. Untested, 75c each; 3 to 6. 70c
6 or more, 65c.
Bees, per lb,. $1.50;
Nuclei, per frame, $1.50. C. B. Bankston.

each;

Buffalo.

Bees

and Queens —

sist disease,

We

itself.

and are

Leon

Co.. Tex.

Doolittle's Italian
gentle, re-

They are

fine

honey gatherers.
Untested queens

hundred.
Tested queens, $1 25 each; $12 per dozen;
per hundred. Three frame nuclei. $2 25
each; $200 per hundred. Bees >^-lb. pkgs
75c each; $60 per hundred; lib. pkgs, $100
each, $85 per hundred. Add price of queens
$85

,

above pkgs.

application.

$1.25.

One

i-

package. $125; one 2-lb.. $2,25. queen exFor ten or more write for price; also

nuclei and full

colonies. Orders booked
for bees and queens, both ready for delivery March 15 and after. Safe arrival,
prompt service and satisfaction guaranteed.
Circular free,
J. E. Wing.
155 Schiele Ave.. S an Jose. Calif.

now

Carniolan. Golden

and Three-Banded

Italian queens from April to October. Tested. $1 00 each; 6. $5 40; 12. $10 20. Select tested
$1.25 each; 12. $1380.
Untested. 7Sceach: 6.
$4,20;
12. $7.80,
Select untested. 85c each;
6 $4.80; 12, $g,oo
Breeders, $3 CO to $5.nr.. Virgins, ;oc each; 6, $2.5u; 12. $400. Bees, i -lb..

%

$1,25; 2 lbs, $2.25;
lb.. 75c.
Nuclei, i frame.
$125; 2 frames. $2.25; 3 fr.. $3 uo. Full colonies with tested queens. 8 fr,, $6.50; 10 frame,
$7,00.
disease, safe delivery and satis-

faction guaranteed.
Money must accompany the order. Write for price list,
I. N. Bankston. Buffalo. Tex.

HONEY

ANI>

BEESWAX

Wanted— Comb,

extracted honey, and
& Co..
" '"
Water St.. Chicago,

beeswax.

^—

R. A. Burnett

6Ai2t

173 S.

III.

flavor alfalfa sweet clover honey at
reasonable price. Ask for delivered
2 bo-lb. cans or more
Wesley Fos ter. Boulder. Colo.

price on

For Sale— Honey-Dew Honey

(for

baking

or bee food), sc by case; 10 cases. 4J2C; 25
cases. 4C per pound; 2 60-lb. cans to case;
also some fall comb honey. $2 50 per case of
24 sections.
H. G. Quirin. Bellevue. Ohio.

For Sale— Extra good
quite and alfalfa honey.
to case. 5c a
top pails. 8c

light

amber mes-

Two 60-pound

cans

and 10 pound frictionper pound per hundred weight.
pound;

5

Cash with order on board

of cars here.
B. A, Hadsell. Buckeye, Ariz,

For Sale— Car honey, half extra fine
comb, half extracted, alfalfa, or car extractSmall lots at $8 00 per case of two 5 gal.

ed.

cans; case of six. 10 lb. pails, $s, 00; 12.51b.
pails. $5,40. All f. o. b. here.
E. F. Atwater Co.. Meridian. Idaho.

Complete catalog free on
Spencer Apiaries Co.,
Nordhoff, Calif.

amber

10.000 pounds
honey in
60-lb. cans or friction-top pails.
Best quality; prices right; sample.
E. S. Miller. Valparaiso. Ind.

For Sale — Water-white alfalfa, white
amber alfalfa, and amber fall honey

clover,

Amber

in 60-lb. cans or smaller packages.
fall honey is of our own extracting, and can
also be furnished in barrels. Write for

sample of kind desired and state quantity
you can use. Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. III.

breed this stock only.
75c each; $8.00 per dozen; $60 per

to

Tested.

tra.

For Sale—

Golden and 3-banded

stock speaks for

$8,00.

12,

Early Swarms of Young

screen cagea specialty.

in light

Greenville, Ala.

4.

$1.00

-

H. C. Clemons. Boyd, Ky.

queens

to ship after April ist at 60c each.

produce Golden

of the brightest kind.

$4 25;
$5,00.

6,

Best breeder,

Bees

Best

For Sale— Good

Untested Queens

Y.

Queens— Early Queens. Golden or
Leather-Colored Italians, one select un-

Having secured breeders of Dr. Miller.
we are offering daughters of his famous

Italian

BreedSon.

$3.00;

Binghamton. N.

No

Goldens— California

Alameda Apiaries. W. A, Barstow. Breeder,
1042 Alameda Ave,, West San Jose. Calif.

My Bright

.

early to insure prompt
service. Tested. $1.25; untested. $1.00, Italians and Goldens.
John W. Pharr.
Berclair. Tex.

a very

For Sale— ICO colonies

Tested.

W. Phelps &

St.

Place your order

Ib.

Queens from my

lb.

first-class

Queens and

Nuclei about June ist. Send for price list,
J. I, Danielson. Fairfield. Iowa.

$i. 00.

Breeders. $5.00 and $10.
Robert Inghram. Sycamore. Pa.

$3.00.

Italian

C.

$10,

Wilcox

3

Queens combine

want.
They are great
beautiful and
gentle.

$1.00; six. $5.00;

ers, $5,00

you.

For Sale— Golden

Italian

the qualities you
honey gatherers,

FOR SALE
For Sale —
per

100,

$450;

Friction-top
500.

Low

pails, s-lb. size,

$21.25; lo-lb.

size per

100.

prices on other sizes in
bulk. Also furnished in re-shipping cases.
Shipped from Chicago.
A. G. Woodman Co.. Grand Rapids. Mich.

$6.25: 500. $30.

March, 1916.

American ^eg Joornalj
For Sale— 200 colonies
land.

of bees. 5 acres of
N. L. Anderson. Scearfish. .S. Dak.

For Sale or to let on shares 250 well kept
colonies, in irrigatedalfalfa region (Kansas);
season lou averaged no pounds. Address.
C. O. Davison. Presby. Hosp.. Pittsburg. Pa.

For Sale— Select bred three-banded Italqueens and bees, After 20 yearsof select
breeding we have a strain of bees that for
hustle, hardiness and honey gathering qualities are unexcelled. Write for free cii cular
M. C. Berry & Co..
and price list.
ian

Good second hand 60-pound cans. 25c per
case of two cans f. o b. Cincinnati terms
cash. C. H. W. Weber & Co.. Cincinnati. O
;

Beekeepers' Supplies sold at a reduction.
prices now ready. Send for list free.

New

particulars, address Gillman H. Wright.
R. F D. No 1. Fallon. Nev.

Sale— 173

acres in Musselshell Co.
Mont.. 80 acres river bottom, house, barn, ice
house, hen house, honey house, garage, hog
house, and tool house. .All new frame buildings, fenced. 50 acres in alfalfa
$5000. $4000
F^or

cash, balance on time. Apiary of 50 colonies,

equipment

conducting an up-todate apiary. Will sell apiary at your own
price, if taken with farm. One mile from
town and R. R. depot. Address,
Meadow Glen Apiary, Carpenter Creek. Mont

and

all

D. Soper. Jackson. Mich.

NoTiCK— Beekeepers when in need of supplies write us for prices
can save you
money.
make a specialty of odd sized
hives.
TheM. C. SilsbeeCo
Cohocton, Rt. 3, N. Y.

We

We

MISCELLANEOUS
For Sale— Barnes' saw. heavy
i^i

iron

frame

inch maple ton. complete; Jio a bargain'
M. D. Smith. Preston, Iowa.

F"OR Sale— Two fr. No. s Novice Root's extractor, wax press and uncapping can. both
new.
Joe Nafziger. Goodland. Ind.

F"oR Sale — California little suburban
farms, suitable for poultry, fruit and garden. Terms, write
E. R. Waile.
Shawnee, Okla.

for

For Sale— ,^5 colonies pure Italian bees
with select tested queens of J. P. Moore
strain. $4.50 per colony; 35 colonies with mismated queens from same strain. $4 00 per
col.; 35 cols, light colored hybrids from the
same strain with queens. $,1.50 per col., all in
8-frame bodies in good winter cases, mostly
the Quinby standard, full depth self-spacing Hoffman frames. H to each hive, all combs
straight, and all strong and healthy with
plenty of honey, f. o. b. here.
Wilmer Clarke, Box 2oo.Earlville,
N. Y.

Weed

Co.,

,

Wanted— 103 drawn brood combs. Hoffman frames, well wired, not too old. and free
from disease. Q note your lowest price.
Willis N. Zeitler. Philipsburg. Pa.

Free for Six Months— My Special

.

Hayneville. Ala.

For Sale— 170 colonies of bees equipped
for extracting in 2 apiaries one mile apart,
in an alfalfa belt three miles from Fallon.
Nev.. in the heart of the Carson-T ruckee U.
For
S. Government Reclamation project.

W.

For Sale— A good bee location; 40 acres
with good house and barn; also 30 colonies
of bees with fixtures. Located in the central part of Wisconsin. F'or further information write to
Geo Delano.
Royalton. Waupaca Co Wis.

A Little

ad

our classified columns
good equipment that
Only 15 cents per line

in

will sell that perfectly

you no longer need.
each insertion.

For Sale— Use cuts in advertising your
queens, honey or bees.
are prepared
to furnish cuts for use in beekeepers' advertising at low rates. Let us quote prices on
what you need.
American Bee Journal.

We

Hamilton.

For Sale— A

farm

fine

how

$100

send

it

in Florida. 10

or

If You breed fancy poultry, offer your
surplus stock or eggs for sale in our classified columns.

White Leghorns

Rhode Island Reds— Bo:h Combs. High
grade; carefully bred; none better. Prices
reasonable. Stock and eggs, by setting or

hundred

St.

Wanted- Industrious man

Joseph. Mo.
of good habits
fruit farm for

to help care for apiary and
Salary, share or will sell— 7S colonies
T. K. Rea. Pottsville. Tex.

1016.

Wanted— A

work with fruit,
Will help with bees.
Paul Coyner. Merom. Ind.

position to

garden or farm work

Age

18.

Lady of 32 wants to learn apiculture and
help with poultry. Services for board.
Musician, good companion for old couple or
children. References exchanged.
Address, Miss M,, care Am Bee Journal.

HONEY LABELS
Honey Labels that create a favorable impression on the buyer. Dealers admire them
and give them prominence. Catalog Free.
Liberty Pub. Co.. Sta.D.Box4H. Cleveland, O.

20

Hoffman
$3. Co; 500,

J

13 75;

Sivelevetts

spacing frames

self

in

flat, too.

ro o. $27

Frame Works. Whitneyville,

For Sale— Cedar or pine dovetailed

Ct.

hives,

also full lineof supplies including Dadant's
foundation. Write for catalog.
A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside.

Wash.

Do You want

the best foundation fastener? Then buy "The Pangburn." mfg. by
W. S. Pangburn, Center Junction. Iowa.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
Chicago. Feb. 16— During the last few
days there has been more movement in
honey than for some weeks past, which, of
course, is usual at this time of the year;
prices, however, are weak. Best grades of
white comb honey are selling at about 15c
per pound with the amber and off colors at
from ic to 3c per pound less. Extracted
white at -@8c per pound, according to the
kind and quality. Amber grades range at
from 6@7C per pound. Beeswax steady at
3oc per pound.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

Kansas City. Mo Feb. 18.— The supply of
comb honey is not large and the demand is
light. The supply of extracted is large and
the demand very light. The market is really
,

overstocked. We quote as follows: No. 1
white comb. 24 sections per case. $3.00. No.
2 while comb. $2 75. No. i amber. S2 7^ to J3 00.
No. 2. $2 50 to $2.75. No. I. white extracted,
per pound, 7.'j@8c; amber. 6@7C. No. i beeswax, per pound. 28c; No 2 25c.
C. C.

Clemons Produce Company.

Denver, Feb. 10.— Local demand for comb
honey light with ample supply. We are selling in a jobbing way as follows: Fancy

water-white sage. iMc: white sage. 7c; light
sage. 6J4c; light

.

amber

alfalfa. 4J4C,

carload lots f. o. b. Coast. Comb honey,
fancy white. $2.75 per case. Stocks of all
kinds of honey are fairly well cleaned up.
in

Hamilton & Menderson.
F'eb.

We

selling at present.

No.

17.— Very

2

little

quote No.

honey

comb at
White
amber in
i

The Fred W. Muth

Co.

is

more than

We

we write them ihat the season is
we would not feel justified
stocking up.
As to extracted, the market is in pretty
good shape with a fair demand. There seems
to be plenty of supply of all kinds, with ihe
possible exception of California water- white
sage, but we would not encourage shipments
without first writing us.
We quote nominal: California. 6!4@8c. according to quality; clover and basswood.
7^@8c; off grades, amber and light amber.
in

6;4&7C;

buckwheat.

65c per gallon,

Beeswax

o@'6!4c; West Indian. 55®to quality.

according

is in

demand from 2q@3oc.
HiLDRETH & SEGELKEN.

fair

<~:"»*><":"><'<"'"X
Productive Bee-Keeping — %
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at S3.50 to $3.75-

in cans. 7(»pc;
barrels. 5/4@7C. according to quantity and
quality. For choice bright yellow beeswax
we are paying 28c a pound delivered.

it

practically over,

.%

Cincinnati..

not heavy, but

honey, and

,,

amber

is

sufficient to fill the present demand.
have letters coming in right along from producers asking what we can get for comb

Los Angeles. Feb. 18— Extracted honey,

clover extracted

old liberal terms;

III.

York. Feb. 18.— The market on comb

Our stock

X

for cash;

factory;

Brighton.

honey is practically at a standstill at present, and of late the demand has been next
to nothing, there being some little demand,
however, for i-pound and fancy white, but
there is no demand for off grades whatever.

amber. 7@3c. We pay 25c per pound
in cash and 27c per pound in trade for clean
yellow beeswax delivered to us here at
Denver.
The Colo. Honey-Producers' Ass'n.
F'rank Rauchfuss. Msr.

8@8'4c;

$3.75 to $4.00;

new

24.

page periodical, up
you want to know about
44-124

care and management of poultry, for pleasure or profit; four months for 10 cents.
Poultry Advocate. Dept. 230. Syracuse. N. Y.

Comb F'oundation— You can have your
beeswax made into best quality foundation.
Also the wax from old combs or " slumgum."
We get it all out. Ou shares or very cheap
cheapest and handiest transportation for all
northern beekeepers. You always get your
own wax back.
J. J. Angus.
Grand Haven. Mich.
434 Fulton St

free.

to date, tells all

white, per case of 24 sections. $315; No. i.
per case, $2.g3; No. 2. per case. S2.70. White
extracted, per pound. 8j4C*8Kc; light amber.

SUPPLIES.

lots.
Mating list
Fred Oertel. Box

Poultry Paper.

Kew

A. V. Small.

Agency Road.

that lay Barron strain

Eggs for hatching from high record hens"
Will exchange eggs for nuclei of bees.
Sidney Johnson, Boydton. Va.

teen

and garden.

2J02

III.

acres.

Mannville. Putnam Co.. Fla.

Wanted—A young man to help with bees
A chance to learn queen-rear-

Blvd.. Chicago,

POULTRY

SITUATIONS.
ing.

grows to J2200 Wri.e now and I'll
months free. H. L. Barber. 546-

six

W. Jackson

20

III.

2 acre orange grove, also apiary.
F'ifminutes walk from railroad depot.
Write for particulars.
Chas. Mack.

offer

introduce my magazine. " Investing for
Profit." It is worth Jio a copy to any one
who has been getting poorer while the rich,
richer. It demonstrates the real earning
power of money, and shows how any one.
no matter how poor, can acquire riches.
Investing for Profit is the only progressive financial journal published. It snows
to

*?

X
!•

methods for producing
under the greatest variety of
conditiona, have been studied, sifted
and excellently arranged iu this

The

best

hone.v,

thorough, scientific, yet practical voluiue by Frank ('. Pellett, Iowa State
From the first page to the
Apiarist.
last bee-keeping is treated as a biisiness, or as a money-making side line
in whicli almost every farmer should
There is a chapter ou wax
engage.
as a by-product, a chapter upon
marketing the honey, with twentieth
centur.v information upon advertising,
Diseases and methods of prevention
and care are given a chapter that
probably will mean big money saved
'I'here are 134
for every bee-man.
It is a
illustrations and 316 pages.
splendid work. Price, $1.50 net, or
with the American Bee Journal, one
year, only $2.00.
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Northern Beekeepers!

to

specialty
the pound package trade, and
sliipfromoiir yards
Kitzpatrick and other points
WE are makinga
and queens durmu April and May
the following prices: One pound with queen.
without queen,
of

will

aires

at

at

in

Alabama pack-

Two pounds with
queen. j2,9o: without queen, J.: 15. Three pounds with queen. $) 80; without queen, I) 00. Untested queens,
sinitle. Si.orv six for $4 sodozen for J8.50; in lots of 50 or more. 60c each. Select tested. $; 01. Breeders. $3.50. A special price quoted on
packages of ?o or more and
5 percent discount on all orders by March 15th. We have improved on pound package, making it larner. lighter and k'iving
more ventilation
Our vast experience with the Root Company, and our father. A. rt. Marchant. enables us to know what the trade wants
and needs
and we are well equipped to take care of any and all orders regardless of size. Our aim is to carry surplus
so as to be enabled to till all
orders by return mail and on the day they fall due. Our stock is of the three-band Italian, and has stood
the test for 20 years
There is
none better. We have sold the A. I. Root Company two cars of bees and several hundred queens, and will sell
this season
We guarantee safe arrival, freedom from disease, pure mating, no inbreeding, and your money refunded ifagain
not satisfied
References: The American Exchange Bank of Apalachicola, Kla.; also The A. I. Root Company. Insure
yourself against loss bv
placing your orders with

The Marchant
AFTER MARCH

$2 oq;

Bros.,
15.

Sumatra, Florida

-

OUR ADDRESS WILL BE FITZPATRICK, ALABAMA

YOUR SUCCESS IN BEEKEEPING DEPENDS ON THE KIND
OF BEES YOU KEEP AND HOW YOU HANDLE THEM

Bee

book
free

ti 25.

Blanke'soS page book is not merely a catalog; it is an authoritative expert guide on the kind of apiary supplies that
successful beekeepers have proved to be profitable in actual use. Blanke carries the largest stock of bee supplies
west of the Mississippi, and can make prompt delivery
Kvery article carried is perfect fitting. Whether you're a
beginner or an expert beekeeperyou ought to get the Blanke

WE ARE READY
To figure on your wants. Send us a list of
goods and we shall be pleased to quote you
the very lowest price for the best goods.
Established 1800. Our catalog may interest
you.

DUBY & SON,

Bee Book— send for it today.
Fine Poultry Book Also Free
If you keep poultry, too. ask us for illustrated
poultry book
full

H. S.

BLANKE MFG. & SUPPLY CO., PIONEERS IN BEE, POULTRY.
AND DAIRY SUPPLIES, 209 WASHINGTON, AVE., ST. LOUIS, MO.

THE QUEEN OF ALL QUEENS

of valuable pointers on poultry raising, as well as a catalog of Dron table poultry supplic;,

Is

St.

Anne,

III

the Texas Queens.

Send me your orders
early for Italian and

AN AUTOMATIC FOOT SCRAPER
Give

Your

Wife a Surprise

When

days when

a fellow comes in from the barn on
most of the farm sticks to his shoes, it is

one

Carniolan.

Queens,

$8.00 per

doz. Bees

per
of those

wet

almost impossible
to get them clean with an ordinary scraper. Surprise your wife by
placingan Automatic Foot Scraper at the back door. Mud. snow,
dust and dirt will not be tracked over your floors if you use

pound,

$1.50.

CIRCULAR FREE

Grant

Anderson,

Rio

Hondo, Texas

CRAB'S FOOT SCRAPER
The only device made which cleans bottoms and
sides of shoe in one operation. Has ten parallel plates for scraping soles and two stiff bristle brushes which cleans sides of shoe

outside your door.

AUTOMATICALLY ADJUSTS ITSELF

We

to ariy size shoe. Handsomely enameled. Looks neat. Canbero
tated and swept under. Fastens to doorstep or any handy place
Get one and save yourself useless work. Price, $1.00.

offer the

Bee Journal one year with foot scraper

;

both only $1.50

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, HAMILTON, ILLINOIS

SUPPLY YOUR

ITALIAN QUEENS
THREE-BAI^DEO
Ready April

i.

OUR TEXAS BEES
Having locations %vhere I can rear bees
almost the year around. 1 am prepared to
furnish you the very best stock of bees and
queens at prices where you can afford to
buy and build up those weak colonies for
the honey season. My pound packages are
hne for making increase at a reasonable
price.
One pound package. $1.50; 2-pound
packages. J2.50; lo-pound lots. $13: 100 pounds
for J120. Queens shipped with pound packages at 75 cents each. By mail at $0.00 per
dozen. Special prices to dealers in large
lots.

WM. ATCHLEY,

Mathis, Texas
"The TexasTBeeman
'"

of an ex-

ceptionally vigorous and
long-lived strain of bees.

They are

Customers
With

fine

Alfalfa,

Amber
We
suit

Fall

Any

packages

or

to

Quantity.

Send for my free circular
and price list, and see the
natural conditions under
which my queens are reared. Will book orders now.
JOHN G. MILLER
723 C Street,
Corpus ChristI, Texas

Also a limited amount of nice comb
honey for sale. lV7-!te us now.

DADANT & SONS
Hamilton,

III.

Untested.

$1.00; 3.
$2 75: 6. J5.00: 12.10 00. Tested. $1.25; 6. $6.50; 12. $12.50.

Honey

can supply you in

your trade.

Clover

gentle, prolific,
of honey gath-

and the best
erers.

BEE SUPPLIES
of all kinds; low prices.
orders. Catalog free.

J.

Discount for early

W. ROUSE, Mexico, Missouri

®®©©©©6XB©©©SSG©G©©©©©©®®®®
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Secure These
Rare Plants—
Free

Gets Big
'latches

Peter Kilpatrick, Nazereth, Pa., writes
'Have made better hatches thananyone here."
Strongest, most durable Incubator made.
Hot water heat— double wall dead airspace
asbestos lining self regulator metal cover.
Will not warp or shrink. Money cannot buy
a better Incubator.

—

—

—

The wonderful Progressive Ever-

40
DAYS

bearing Strawberry Plants are

TRIAL

IP
becoming immensely popular.
No wonder! You set them out in
May and enjoy fine berries during the following summer and
fall.

No

long wait for this crop!

Progressive Everbearing Strawberries take the risk out of
Strawberry growing, too. The plants are much hardier than the common
Even if a heavy
varieties. Ordinary spring frosts will not hurt them.
freeze does kill the early spring bloom, in 30 days they will bloom again.
Through a special contract with a grower of National reputation, The
Farming Business is able to furnish to you FREE, these wonderful

Progressive

ir;^Sfi,«??

pay more? A bigger, better, simpler
machine at no increase in price. A proven cold
weather hatcher. Built on U. S. Gov't, specifications. Write today sure for Free Catalog, or
order direct from this ad and save time. You
take no risk. Satisfaction guaranteed or money
refunded. Comes set up ready to run, with
egg tester and book of instructions. Don't
delay. Get the facta at once.

Why

if you prefer, Fall-bearing Strawberry Seeds— the true hybridized sort,
and also plants of the ever-popular Chesapeake variety. All strains are pure.
The Progressive plants will actually grow and fruit as described. A test
patch of a square rod was set in May, 1914. Just 83 days after, the owner
began gathering a fine crop, which continued till late October, aggregating
74^4 quarts. The great Chesapeake variety needs no introduction. The
Fall-bearing Seeds afford a most interesting way to grow Strawberries.
These plants and seeds are scarce this year, and prices will be high, where
they are obtainable at all. Act now and insure yours.

or,

NATIONAL INCUBATOR CO.
Box

Racine. Wis.

38,

Our Plan

MONTHS FOR
—

1— Send $1 (stamps

Trial Subscription ct><]r7kV«

accepted) for The FarminR Business—one yeai 52 big issues— and
we will send in addition 12 healthy Progressive Everbearing Strawberry Plants, this spring
just at the right time to set. Postage prepaid.
No. 2— Send one yearly subscription to The Farming Business together with $1 (stamps
accepted), and in addition to the paper we will mail you one packet of true hybridized Fallbearing Strawberry Seeds. This will give you about 500 plants.

No.

nmX

send

and

spr.ijing^

tj.irdcn tnick.

Ask Us Your Hard Questions,
\Vc coiiduct
lal

itiis

department

benefit of or.r subscribers.

wer
columns

all qiR'Slioiis

$2 (stamps accepted)for The Farming Business— 2 years,104 big issues— and we
in addition 12 Progressiveplants and also 25plantsof the popularChesapeakevariety.

Fniiln-an

the Farming Business in your home. It is practical, helpful, progressive, cheery. A great paper for the busy farmer and the entire family.
The Vegetable GrowersMagazine Section alone
It will pay
is worth the subscription price.
you to accept one of our liberal offers. If already a subscriber your paper will be continued
for an extra year or two. Accept today to
make sure of your free berry plants or seeds.

10'

pLinlnif,'. ptMUii)^,

(riiit

.;

No. 3— Send
will

s^

Freight Paid East of Rockies

Plants

by mnil and

for

the bpec-i

Hvperts

ans-*

lhroiij;Ii

the

ot the magazine.

and Gardener, IlUMainSl. Ml. Vernoa,U.

You need

QUINN'S QUEENS OF QUALITY

Have Made Good — " There's a Reason "
They are Thoroughbred, Pedigreed

—

GREY CAUCASIANS

The Farming Business
Dept.
Q
500 N.

Dearborn Street

Chicago,

111.

^

The mountain bee of Mt. Caucasus is
vigorous, hardy, very resistant, and exceedingly nentle. Bred in the light of
Mendel's Laws of Heredity, good
qualities are accentuated. The pioneer
scientific queen-rearing establishment
of America. We lead others may folExtreme care is taken in the
low.
selection of drones from special queenmothers results are obvious. Apiary
absolutely clean disease unknown.
;

—

REPRINT OF OLD 1853 EDITION OF

;

Langstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee
when read

in connection

Langstroth Revised,

$1.20

Both
postpaid
$1.85

Both

Reprint of Langstroth, $1.00

for

American Bee Journal,

$1.00

)

$1.50

HOUSTON HEIGHTS, TEXAS

CULTIVATE HORSE-RADISH
GARDEN, FIELD OR FARM
Large Profits
Increasing Demand

—

100 Root Sets with

full

information $1.00

for list of our $1.00 Friend Makers,
consisting of all kinds of Fruit Trees. Berries and Roses. Honey accepted in payment
for all of our products.

Write

All three above for $2.50

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

609 W. 17th Ave.,

with the

This book is very interesting
Revised Langstroth. Many are surprised at the number of devices
mentioned by Langstroth years ago, which are re-written as new today. We offer the old reprint at a special postpaid price of $1.00.
Reprint of Langstroth, $1.00

CHARLES W. QUINN

Illinois.

VALLEY FARM

CO.,

NEWBURCH,

N. Y.

March. IDIG.

American ^ec Joarnal}

The Double-Walled Massie Bee-Hive
Surest

'

Protection

for

Honey—Tlie
Furnished

in

Bees— Increased

Supply

of

Best Hive for any Climate

the clearest

of

White Pine or Redwood.

lumber

All

either Cypress,

in

Brood and Extracting

Frames Made from White Pine

THE VENTILATED BOTTOM
Admits fresh air into the hive, lessening the chance for swarm_
It is also equipped
ing. and triving renewed energy to the bees.

THE MASSIE HIVE

with a feeder without extra cost.
,
l-'ifty years in the bee supply business has shown us that the
^,,5,(5 j, ,^0 very best hive, and testimonials to this effect
are received daily from those who are using this hive.
,

For Comb or axtractea
ror^-omo
Extracted Honey
Honev

WHY NOT GIVE US A TRIAL ORDER ?
We are also extensive manufacturers

SATISFACTION FULLY GUARANTEED

We

1100 3d

St.,

SAFETY FIRST
You are always

safe in buying Murry's bees and queens. Unexcelled for prolificness,
gentleness and honey-gathering Qualities. No disease. Health certificate with each shipment of bees and queens. Three-banded Italians. Goldens. Tested queens any time.
Untested after March 25th.
1st to
6

Untested
Tested

May

May

ist
12

ist to

Nov.

ist

6

I

12

Ii.oo
1.2s

Select tested

200

Bees by the pound after May loth. Safe arrival guaranteed to any point within six
days of Mathis. Tex. Large orders must be placed 30 days in advance of shipment, accompanied by 25 percent advance payment. This means orders amounting to $50 and up.

Pound packages

12

i-pound
package
"

$1.50
2.50

"
'

2
3

There
nucleus.

I

3.75

Si6.oa
20.50
44.75

So

100

$ 6; 09

$127.00
330.00

116.50
117.50

Any number wanted
If

3';2.50

no better way for the beginner to start with bees than with the old-fashioned
make a specialty of shipping nuclei.
is

i-frame nucleus
without
queen
"
"
"
2-frame
"
"
"
3-frame
nuclei.

at these prices.
of

queens are wanted, add price

H. D.

Comb Honey

EARLY CASH ORDER DISCOUNTS

Hive* and all other Apiarian Supplies. If you are in the market for supplies
will mail our large illustrated catalog and special price list to any one upon request

KRETCHMER MFG. COMPANY,

March

for

of Dovetailed

be sure to get our prices before buying elsewhere.

Queens

The Dovetailed Hive

$1.50
2.50
j.io

No queens included with bees by the pound or
queen to price of nucleus or pound package.

MURRY, MATHIS, TEXAS

Sweet Clover Seed
QUICK
GERMINATION

Get our "Scarified," sweet clover seed which will germinate from 85 to 05 percent the
year and thus insure you a good stand right from the start. By sowing our seed von
wi save money, as it only takes about half as much scarified to sow an acre
as oidinarv
a^^i^maiy
hulled seed.
first

PRICES

Council Bluffs, Iowa

:

CYPRESS BY TEST

Substitutes by Talk
THE PROOF.7 -2 LETTERS FROM BEEMEIi
"

Our correspondent makes

CITRESS

as a

and

serious complaints against

BEEHIVE MATERIAL. We hope

you

:

MAKES A PLEA FOR

will look into this matter."

(Etc.)- and

here's another

"Mr.

,

of

,

just

came

into the office.

He informs

us that they tried a car of
with it that they are

CYPRESS LUMBER last year for the first time, and are so well pleased
ORDERING ANOTHER CAR for use in making HIVE-BOTTOMS."

Is there value to you in an endurance test of 45 years in greenhouse sash ?
It is reported to us that sash
of heart Cypress by a prominent greenhouse contractor in Chicago, and placed in position in a greenhouse at
Plaines. 111., in 1868 are STILL
SERVICE.

made
Des

IT

DOING
WILL SERVE YOU AS WELL and

save you the nuisance and expense of repairs and replacements.
facts cannot be answered by mere talk.
Ask the manufacturer or contractor
who wants to give you a "substitute" for Cypress to cite you to an endurance test of 30 or 45 years to the credit of
the so-called " substitute."
That is no more than a fair precaution on your part good ordinary business sense.

The argument backed by such

—

WRITE CS FOR

VOL.

/,

OF THE FAMOUS CYPRESS POCKET LIBRARY WII H FULL
REPORT ON " THE WOOD FTERXAI."

U. S.

GOVERNMEXT

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MFRS.' ASSOCIATION
1251 Heard National Bank Building, Jacksonville, Fla., and
1251 Hibernia Bank Building,

New

Orleans, La.

'^^^
')

-J

[(i>]

TN-'

J

i

Q,

-iAl-.

EARLY-ORDER DISCOUNTS ON
.1

l

o

DADANT'S FOUNDATION
Send us a

y

list of

1916,

the bee-supplies and foundation you wiU need for
will gladly quote you our best prices.

and we

It will

-t

BEESWAX

to buy^early.

— We buy^beeswax the

cash and trade

^^i

pay you

prices.

especially wanted.

Your

Light

year around and pay highest

yellow

wax from

BEESWAX worked

cappings

is

into foundation at

moderate rates.

ItfATP
^'''*^

T.

combs, cappings,|and
our^terms. We will get
^''^

slumgum rendered on shares. Send for
all the wax and save you a "mussy " job.

t

.

\^/

&

,;j.

'

iO.J

1

^I.

Maivli,

i:il(l.

American Vee Journal i
iaoaooovyyoy^^:»yyyxc^c^:^ac^sccaoc^yayysccccccccccai

BEE

PORTER

ESCAPE
SAVES

MARSHFIELD GOODSl

HONEY
TIME

MONEY

BEEKEEPERS:—
We

For sale by

dealers.
if no dealer, write factory
R. & E. C. PORTER, MFRS.
Lewistown, III., U. S. A.

manufacture Millions of Sections

every year that are as good as the best. The
CHEAPEST for the Quality BEST for the Price.
If you buy them once, you will buy again.

all

Please mention

;

Am. Bee

Journal

FREEMAN'S FARMER

when

writing

North Yakima,

Wash.

Successor

We

also manufacture

Hives, Brood-

S
K

Frames, Section-Holders and Shipping-Cases.
Our Catalog

a
is

free for the asking.

n

Northwest Farm and

to

Noma

89 YEARS OLD
If you want a descriptive and
agricultural
magazine. It will inform you all about the
methods in the Pacific Northwest.

Send One dollar and have the magazine sent
for one year. Cut rate of one-half price

now

on.

Beekeepers' Supplies

8

Write us

Marshfield, Wis.

Marshfield Mfg. Co.,

for our 64-pa6e catalog. FREE.
information given to all inquiries. Let
us hear from you.
handle the best make
of supplies for the beekeeper.
Beeswax
exchanged for supplies or cash.
I<u

|
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We

J.

NEBEL & SON SUPPLY
High

Hill,

OUR VERY BEST

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You to

Buy Bee Supplies

CO.,

90 Sixth

St.,

IS

THE VERY BEST

BEE SUPPLIES
Now

Thirty years' experience in making everything for
the beekeeper. A large factory specially equipped
for the purpose ensures goods of highest quality.
Write for our illustrated catalog today.

LEAHY MFG.

CO.,

Montg. Co., Mo.

Higginsville, Missouri

Best Sections,

Best ol

Best Shipping Cases
all

Supplies

Best prices you will get for your honey
when put up in our sections and shipping
" LOTZ " sections
cases.
and shipping
cases have stood the test. Why ? Because
they are perfect in %vorkmanship. Quality
and material. Buy LOTZ goods when you
want the BEST. Our 1015 catalog ready
now. Send your name and get one.
H. S DUBY & SON. St. Anne. III., carry a
full line of our goods.

AUG. LOTZ CO.

TIN

BOYD,
WIS.

CANS

I Low
We
START THE SEASON RIGHT
money
I DADANT & SONS
Hamilton,
By using Dittmer Foundation the bees
I
for
made to just suit them,
and
just
the Natural Comb they
I
I
make themselves.
I
Send for prices on having your Beeswax
I
made into Comb Foundation, which
i©©S©GO©©S®
eludes
freight charges being paid.
I
New
I
I g©®
All other Supplies in stock

Prices on tin cans, especially the
Friction-Top style.
buy in carlots

and can save you

Illinois

like it

it's

like

is

in-

all

®®65®©®(IXD©6XD0e

I
%

Gus Dittmer Company, Augusta, Wisconsin

I

©
©
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Quinby's
Beekeeping, by L. C.
Root.— This is a modern edition of
"Quinby's Mysteries." Mr. Quinby
is well known to all beekeepers.
He.
with Mr. Langstroth. was responsible for much of the early growth in
beekeeping in America. Cloth bound,

220

pages.

Price,

postpaid.

$1.00.

or

with the American Bee Journal for

one year.

$1.75.
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FACTS ABOUT HONEY
THE

editorial

404, of the

FACTS ABOUT

HONEY

on the "Food Value of Honey," on page

December number

and so many enquiries came for a

higlily appreciated,

production of

it

in

was so

of this Journal

re-

pamphlet form that we have prepai'ed a

16-page booklet for advertising honey containing this and

other matter of importance which the consumers ought to

know. Size of booklet 5 3-4x9 inches. Weight a scant ounce.

"Pacts about Honey" contains the following

What honey

tion illustrated with 17 splendid half tones:

and where gathered

is

ent flavors and colors
WHAT HONEY

IS

HOW TAKEN FROM
ITS

;

Principal kinds of honey;

How produced

;

hunting; Bees in boxes and

THE BEES
VALUE AS FOOD

production

HONEY RECIPES

honey

Movable-frame

;

Comb

;

the section;

foundation

manner

Granulation of honey,
Is

;

gums

honey a luxury

;

Differ-

Bee-trees and bee

The new way

;

of

honey

;

Comb

and sections

hives

Why

;

the bees build straight in

Chunk honey; Extracted honey,

extractor and

infoi'ma-

the honey

of extracting; Purity of

how to melt

Honey

it

Food value

;

as health food

of

honey;

honey

Uses in cook-

;

ing; Fifty recipes for use of honey.

On the last page room enough

tliat
it

page there

no envelope

is

to print

the beekeeper's

name and the

is

also

needed.

room

to

prices he

At the bottom

Or the address may be printed on the front cover page.

asks for his honey.
of the last

is left

address the booklet to the consumer, after folding

A gummed

" Eat

Honey"

it

so

label or wire clasp is sufficient to hold

together for mailing.

We

wiU furnish these pamphlets

at

unprecedented low prices, as follows

Single copy as sample, free.
Less than 30 copies, postpaid, each $
30
50 copies, postage extra
"
100

For parcel-post shipment, the weight
Printing
or back page

:

name and address
500 or less, $1.00

;

is

about 6 pounds per 100 copies.

of producer, with brief price-list of

honey on either front

1000 or more, $1.50 per thousand.

The pamphlet contains no advertising or address

of

any kind and

is

distinctly a positive,

unbiased and clear explanation of the usefulness of honey, intended for a reply to the numerous questions usually asked by the uninformed consumer.

Send your orders

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

to

Illinois

Hew EDgland Number

Dr. Gates, of Massachusetts,

Demonstrating Bees

:

110

April, 1916.

American Hee Journal
and

Send 25c.

names

the

three

of

growers,

fruit

and you will get a
months' subscription to the AMERI-

trial 12

CAN FRUIT-GROWER

at one-half the regular price of Fifty Cents.
A monthly publication devoted to fruit
growiUF. edited by practical orchardists.
and published in the heart of the Appala'

chian fruit

Bees and Queens

PAPER AT THIS SPECIAL RATE

GOLDEN AND LEATHER COLORED
We are now

booking orders for April,

liveries at the following prices, viz.
Prices of one and over

May and

June, 1916 de-

AMERICAN FRUIT-GROWER

$.50

$2.75

85
i.io
1.50
3.00

450

8.00

5.50
7.50

13,50

Tested
Breeders

and Scarified Hulled

WHITE SWEET

CLOVER
OWOSSO, IHCH.

,

25
Jlo.oo
16.00
19.00
26.00

Boo
p. so

to $10.00 each.
$1.50

"

When

YOONC RANDOLPH SEED CO

and up

$

i-frame nuclei without queen
"
"
2-frame
"
"
"
3-frame

Charlottsville, Va.

!^^^ UnhuIIed

12

6

i

Virgins

Untested

Warranted

—ADDRESS :-

^^

1916

belt,

TRY THIS P RACTICAL, HELPFUL

Dapt. 8

for

2.75
3.50

queens are wanted with nuclei add queens
'A lb. package, wire cages, without queens
"
"
"
"
"
1

2

at

above prices quoted

"

"

"

"

"

for

queen?

$1.00
1.50
2.00

"

"

queens are wanted with pound packages add at prices quoted for queens.
On all orders amounting to J50 and over we will allow 5 percent discount, and orders
amounting to $ioo and over will allow 10 percent discount from above prices.
We guarantee safe delivery on queens, and safe delivery on bees that are not in transit
If

•over five days.

Bee-Supplies

Our Reference— Any Mercantile Agency, A. I. Root Co., or American Bee Journal.
Get into communication with us at once and book your orders early to avoid disappointments in the spring.

THE PENN COMPANY,

LET US FIGURE WITH YOU

We

know we can

Write

Penn, Lowndes County, Mississippi

Representatives of The A.

I.

Root Company, and Queen

Specialists.

you on quality.

satisfy

for catalog.

C.C.CLEMONS BEE-SUPPLY CO.
Kansas

Dept. S.,

City,

Mo.

Preoaredness Pays Big Dividends
EVERY FRUIT GROWER

So

fortify

and equip yourself with our 1&16 Catalogue. Now Ready. Write to

Who

wants up-to-date, valuable information on the vital problems of the fruit industry, such as Spraying. Pruning. CultivatPacking. Marketing,
scribe to
ing,

etc.,

LEWIS' BEEWARE. DADANT'S FOUNDATION,
ROOT'S EXTRACTORS. SMOKERS, ETC.

should sub-

BETTER FRUIT

—

Anything and everything you. might need in Bee Supplies and at rl
Ship us your old Combs and Cappings for rendering. Write for ten

and begin with the January
cial
ti.oo

issue, our Spe
Spraying Annual. Subscription price
per year in advance.

prices.

THE FRED
W. MUTH
THE BUSY BEE

BETTER FRUIT PUBLISHING COMPANY
Hood River, Oregon

204

IMEN.

Walnut St
St.

CO.
CINCINNATI.

Beekeepers' Supplies
Such

as

Winter Cases,

Hives,

Sections.

Bottoms, Bodies. Supers, Broodframes of every description. Shippingcases, Section-holders, Comb-foundation,
Smokers, etc.
Cet my prices before placing your orders.
Covers.

R. H.
Rt. 3,

SCHMIDT

Sheboygan, Wis.

THE UTILITY POULTRY HOUSE
AND YARD ON ROLLERS
Easily

moved about about by hand.

Dimensions

10 feet

Accommodates

®®6XD®®©GX3©0®00©GXDeX3©®©©©OO

I

furnish a

bees

in a

hive for

hive. $12-50.
J14

full

colony of Italian

complete new 8-frame dov'd.
In an 8-frame chaff
$10.50.
In a lo-frame chaff hive.
includes a tested

This price

Italian queen.

Q
ra
©
©
I
g

Combs

are

all

drawn from

full

sheets of wired foundation. Untested
Italian queens. $1 10.
Tested. $1.50.
Catalog of bees and supplies free.
I.

J.

STRINGHAN

by

fowls.
as the floor partly
covers the yard, the roosts are hung
above the floor and the nests above
the roosts.
A small ventilating door dt the top insures fresh air.
Floor easily cleaned in one minute with
a hoe.
Separate doors and openings to yard,
floor and nests.
18

Economizes space,

Moved about

a

space of ground 15x30 will

give the hens fresh green and clean
ground all the time, as by the time the
house is moved over the ground that
it hrst occupied the grass and weeds
will have had time to grow again.
In the winter the snow may be removed
from,!a space and the yard moved

Protected and

105 Park Place, N. Y.
APIARIES

:

Glen Cove, L.

I.

over to the ground, preventing snow
eating.

10 feet.

THE POULTRY EXCHANGE

Warm

in winter, as the house conserves
the animal heat to an extent as the
ventilating door at the top is closed.
The high pitch of the roof prevents

leaks.
off at night protects from rats, foxes, skunks, etc.
Provides fresh, clean yard continuously.
Improves trees near which it is allowed
to stand.
Fertilizes the ground, keeps chickens
out of the garden, as the yard is enclosed at top.

Floor above ground shut

Nests. Roosts, Floor and Yard all combined.
Is in fact positively the best thing in a
poultry home for a colony ever put
out.

Price— Knocked down
Freight, $8

f.

o. b.

Express or

50.

ma nufactured solely by
BONAIR FARM,
STAMFORD, CONN.
R. D. 29

I

111

April, 1916.
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Woodman's

Specialties

SECTION FIXER
COLD MEDAL for the finest comli
honey at the recent Michigan 50th
anniversary convention, was won by
Floyd Marltham. of Ypsilanti Mich.
He

says:

"We have several kinds of machines for foUlinK sections and putting in the starters, but since we got
one of your Section Fixers, about two
yearsago.no other machines for the
purpose are used in our shop. It pays
to use bottom starters and your Section Fixer is the only machine that I
of that will do the job at any
rate of speed and do it riijht."

know

YOU KNOW

that with this ma
DO
chine you always handle large pieces
of foundation, which makes the putting in of bottom starters easy. .Special circulars will tellyou allabout it.

Price

J2.75

with lamp and one form

block, shipping weight
tage extra.

5

pounds, pos-

PROTECTION HIVE
Air spaces or packing as you prefer.

Seven-eights', material in the outer wall, which
as the best hive on the market by

means that they will last a life time. Used and endorsed
many prominent beekeepers of this and other countries.
Price,

and

$14.75

for five hives, delivered to any station in the U. S. East of the
Mississippi and North of the Ohio Rivers.

I Story Protection Hive with divisible
deep wood roof cover, consisting of shal

low cover and rim.

NORWICHTOWN. CONN.. May 24. 1915.
Our State Agricultural College has just been voteda generous sum of money to be used In the construction of an Apiarian Building
They are negotiating with me for some colonies, and will fu nish them in your Protection Hives, for believe them to be the

outfit.

I

I

ALLEN LATHAM

best on the market.

Send

A. G.

for catalog

and special circulars. We are
requirements for 1916, and

e beehive people. Send us a
us figure with you

list

of your

let

WOODMAN CO.,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
TIN HONEY CAN S— L O W PRICES
we

wur tnree-year contract IS protecting us trom high prices until July ist.
will give tne
the beekeepers
oeeneepers
the benefit
oenet of our low prices, so
r
'
.
be sure you secure your supply before that date. 5o-lb, cans shipped from Ohio factory or '"'
Chicago— friction-top
froi
m Chicago. Give us the
Quantity wanted and let us figure with you. Friction-top cans and pails— s'b. size, per 50. $2.50; 100,84.50; 203. $8,50; i:or5, $40 lo-lb. size per
.

50. I3.50;

100, $6.25;

113, J6.75; 56.S, $33.75.

A. G.

WOODMAN

CO., Grand Rapids, Michigan

THE CAMPBELL SYSTEM OF SOIL CULTURE
Everybody knows Campbell, the father

of dry farming. Everybody knows that
he started this great movement for Scientific Farming that is changing the desert
into a garden. But everybody does not know that there is a great school, the

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF SOIL CULTURE
where the Campbell System of Scientific Soil Tillage and Crop Growing are taught
by mail, where a thorough knowledge of Scientific Agriculture can be secured without leaving home, at a very small expense. If you are a farmer or expect to be a
farmer, send for the Campbell literature, Campbell's Scientific Farmer, the Campbell manuals, and a catalog of the Campbell Correspondence School. Sample copy
and catalog free. Address,

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
325

Broadway

Billings,

Montana

Archdekin's Fine Italian Queens
3 BANDED
Prolific-Hardy— Gentle— They are Persistent—Profitable
Prices

6

Untested...

Tested
Tested,
2-fr. Nuclei
i-lb. pkg. bees
2-lb. pkg. bees
Sel,

THERE OUGHT TO BE QUALITY HERE
are furnishing Kennith Hawkins, the 'Quality Hill Queen' Breeder, one
of our Queens of Quality,' and will offer queens from one of The Review mothers crossed with his 'Quality Hill' Drones for 1916. Mr. Hawkins' breeders
originated with Ooolittle. We do not think one can make a mistake in buying
this stock."

The Review, Dec,

This Townsend breeder exceeded the average of iioo
colonies by over 500 percent last year. These excellent honey aueens i, $1, 6. $5.12, Jo
until July I
Write for booklet on Quality Hill Queens and pound packages, and get
our special discount for Quantities. There sure will be quality here.
igis

KENNITH HAWKINS, PLAINFIELD, ILLINOIS

12

I

Better

After July
I

5

i

12

$1,00 $ 5.00 t 0.00 J .75 ( 4.00 $ 7-00
8.00 15-00 1. 00
i.SO
S.50 10.00
2.00 10.00 18,00 1.50
8.00 15,00
2.50 14.00 26.00 2.25 12.00 22.00
7.00 13.00
1.50 13. oc 2S.00I 1.25
2.50 14.00 28,oo|

Above prices

of nuclei do not include
Add price of queen wanted. Satisand safe arrival guaranteed. Absolutely no disease in this country. Get your
order in early and secure prompt delivery.
Orders booked if half of amount accompanies order. Queens ready April 15th. Nuclei
and packages May ist.

Queen.

faction

J.

"We

Producers— None

Before July

F.

ARCHDEKIN,

Bordelonville, La.

CULTIVATE HORSE RADISH
GARDEN, FIELD OR FARM
Demand Large Profits

Increasing

—

100 Root Sets with fall information $1.00
Write for list of our li.oo Friend Makers,
consisting of all kinds of Fruit Trees, Berries and Roses. Honey accepted in payment
for all our products.
VALLEY FARM CO., NEWBURCH, N. Y

April, 1916.
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You Should Earn $25 Per Colony from Bees

this Season

THIS

can be accomplished if you have a young prolilic queen and a strong colony when the honey flow arrives. Many beekeepers fail
to secure the greatest possibilities from their bees because their colonies are not strengtliened and built up early in the season,
making it possible for them to take advantage of the honey How when it arrives. This should be a good season for clover honey, as
weather conditions last year throughout the country were the best we have had for many yeas for securing a good strong stand of clover
We now have a large queen-rearing outfit in Florida for the express purpose of supplying you with EARLY QUEENS ANE) BEES IN
PACKAGES. We are breeding from queens that gave a surplus of ?oo iDounds per colony in a 2a day honey How. You should have this
strain of bees in your yard, and insure the placing of each of your colonies on a paying basis. We have a large supply of queens at this
time, but as orders are coming in rapidly, we recommend that you provide for your requirements early.
Island Bred Italian Queens. Shipments began

6

1

Untested
Tested
Select Tested

$5.00

54

J12.00
18.00
24,00

10.50
15.00

and

Prices on Bees by the pound f.
Shipment begins

ist.

12

$7.50

$1.50
2.00
3.00

Tested Breeding Queens,

March

lb..

2

lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

3
5

$10 each.

shipping point.
10.

12

6

1
.$1.50
.
2.00
.. 3.00
.
4.00
.. 5.50

lb...

1

0. b.

May

$12.00
18.00
27.50
36.00
So.oo

( 7.50

10.50
15.00
21.00
27.50

.

(These prices are without Queens.)
I

Frame Nucleus.
Address

THE

all

J. E.

$2.00; 2

Frame

Prices of Nuclei and Full Colonies without Queens. Shipping now.
Nuclei. $3.00; 3 F'rame Nuclei, J4.00; 5 Frame Nuclei, $5.00; 8 frame Colony,

communications

MARCHANT BEE & HONEY COMPANY,

"MARTINE FOUNDATION

FASTENER

»»

Latest and best device invented for
fastening foundation securely to the
frame or section with a tiny stream
of hot wax.
Prevents breaking down of foundation with the weight of the bees,
thereby avoiding crisscross combs.
Saves expense, time and labor.
One filling of the fastener is sufficient to fasten the foundation in five
frames and can be done in one-third
PATENT APPLIED FOR
the time required by any other device. Price, .50 cents, postage paid. Satisfaction guaranteed. On sale only by

MARTINE & SON

J. P.

$8. 50;

206 East Jefferson

10

Frame Colony,

suZTZL,

Louisville,

St.,

Kentucky

Canton, Ohio

Northern Bred

Queens

Italian
More hardy

than Southern bred. Try
them once. Untested. $i.oo. Sel. tested. $1.50Plans for beginners. "How to Introduce
Queens and Increase." 25 cents.

E. E.

MOTT, GLENWOOD, MICH.

WE ARE READY
To

tigure on your wants. Send us a list of
goods and we shall be pleased to Quote you
the very lowest price for the best goods.
Established i8qq. Our catalog may interest

you.

H. k.

DUBY & SON,

St.

Anne,

POUNDS or 120 TONS
OF COMB FOUNDATION

240,000
That

is

the

Amount We Manufactured and

This Extraordinary Output Must

Sold in 1915

Mean

that

Root Foundation Has Quality
56,000 pounds was made and sold from our branch
factory in Los Angeles during ten months of 1915
New York

Washington
Des Moines

Philadelphia

Chicago
St. Paul
San Francisco
Los Angeles

Jio.

to

The

A.

I.

Root Company

Medina, Ohio

Syracuse
Indianapolis
Zancsville, O.

Mechanic

Falls.

Me.

III

113
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It

Embargo on Bee Supplies
In the

East

in the Eastern States, particularly in New England, should not delay ordering their stock of supplies as early as possible.
The Isastern railroads are conjested and have even placed an embargo on shipments
to various points, refusing to accept freight until their roads are unburdened.
Ordering your requirements a
ti'an
usual will not cost any more and will assure you of having supplieson hand when the time comes
month earlier
to use them. This will allow for any delay which might occur while in transit.

BEI^KI'".l"-PERS

Our New England States representatives, Ross Brothers Co., 90-92 Front Street, Worcester, Mass., have a
" Falcon " bee supplies, and are especially equipped to handle the New lingland States beekeepers'

large supply of

orders whether they be large or small.
Those beekeepers living in the New ICngland States can order direct from the factory at Falconer, N.
can write for the name of the nearest dealer as they find it more convenient.

Dealers Everywhere

Red Catalog, Postpaid

W.

NOW
To order your
We

carry a

full

New York

come from

THE TIME

IS

Goods

Hives, supers, frames, sections,

I

the good bee-blves

supplies, and thus have everything

line of Root's

at all times,

comb

or

"Simplified Beekeeping," postpaid

T. Falconer Mfg. Co., Falconer,
Where

Y.,

and are always prepared

to

in

fill

readiness for spring

any and

orders on short notice.

all

foundation, section-presses, foundation fasteners, queen-excluders, queen,

and drone traps, swarm-catchers, feeders, honey and wax extractors, capping melters, honey-knives, honey-tanks,
honey-packages, shipping-cases, bee-escapes, bee-veils, bee-gloves, bee brushes, smokers

— in

short, everything

the

beekeeper requires for the proper conduct of an apiary.

1
C. H.

I

W. Weber

&

Company, 2146 Central Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio

>«SsiSw^D

The
I

CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST
AND BEEKEEPER

Foot-Power

BARNES'

winter sochaff hives with
cap. 100 honey-racks.
frames, and a great
deal of other work. This
winter we have a double
7-in.

500

the official organ of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association and has Incor"
it the former Canadian Bee Journal.
Beekeepingand Horticulture in its various branches are effectively combined
form a live, attractive, and practical monthly magazine.
Well illustrated and up-to-date. Subscription price postpaid.
It is

Si.oo

United States.

a year.

Sample Copy

a year.
sent free on request.
$1.25

Foreign.

$1.50 a

year.

The Horticultural Publishing Co., Limited, Peterboro, Ont., Can.

CUT DOWN EXPENSES
By using labor saving devices, The
Rauchfuss Combinded Section Press
and Foundation Fastener, The Rauchfuss Foundation Cutting Box, The C. H.
P. A.

amount of hives, etc.
make with this saw.

to
It

"

do all you say of it.
Catalog & price-list free

will

W.

F.

995 Ruby

& JOHN BARNES
St.,

ROCKFORD,

ILLINOIS.

TESTED QUEENS BY RETURN MAIL
$1.00 each
re not culls or inThe
tiese Uueens are
ferior in any way because they are
cheap. They were reared last Sep_

tember and October, and wintered in
4-frame nuclei, expressly forour early
guarantrade in tested queens
tee every queen to be good as the
best. No disease in our apiary.
Untested queens early in April. $1.00
for single queen; Snooper dozen.

We

S oction Sc raping Knives

are three articles that will save comb-honey producers many precious hours during the
busy season. They are now used by many beekeepers of the West, and the price is low
enough to place them within the reach of all. Write today for our 68-page Illustrated Catalogue of the best bee-supplies made.

THE COLORADO HONEY PRODUCERS' ASSOCIATION,

Parent

"We

porated with

Canada.

I.

of Chariton. N. Y., says:
cut with one of your
Combined Machines last

Tbe only bee pablicatlon In Canada

to

Machinery

Read what J

Denver, Colo.

J.

W.

K.

SHAW & COMPANY

Loreauville, Louisiana

3
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MAKE

THIS

A

LEWIS YEAR
While you are starting the year's

work— getting your

bees ready for business

taking stock of supphes on hand and speculating as to what the season's outcome
will

be

That you

MAKE THIS RESOLUTION
will

use

LEWIS BEEWARE

surance to you---because

by

skillful

it

it

—because

means bee-hives and parts made

workmen— because

packed— because

this year

it

it

means success

in-

of the best material

means goods accurately and systematically

means sections made

of bright lumber, highly polished,

accurately dovetailed and scientifically grooved.

LEWIS HIVES ARE BUILT LIKE FURNITURE
Lewis sections are the kind that do not break
You

will find

Lewis Beeware almost at your own door— thirty

distributing houses in the United States
If

in folding

and foreign countries.

you have not one of our catalogs, send for a copy at once.

G. B. Lewis
Exclusive

Company

Manufacturers-Lewis Beeware

Watertown, Wisconsin, U. S. A.
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Beekeeping
What One

State

is

in

Massachusetts

Doing for the Advancement of the Honey Producing

Industry— By Frank
N many

C. Pellett

respects Massachusetts is
doing more for the beekeepers
I than any other state. There have
been courses offered for a longer or
shorter period in the agricultural colleges of several states, but it remained for Massachusetts to set the pace
by being the first to take up beekeeping seriously and place it on the same
footing as other agricultural activities.
As much of the pioneer work in
the development of practical apiculture was done in New England, so the
pioneering in educational work along
the same line has also been done

ers regard it as a business of such
limited possibilities that they fear
the development that will come from
the entry of new men into the field.
The authorities of the Massachusetts
agricultural college were among the
first to realize something of the posThey
sibilities of honey production.
were able to see that as a specialty
it was bound to prosper, as vegetable
growing, dairying, floriculture and
other agricultural specialties are do-

there.

lines.

As was said

about
official
beekeeping at Washington,
beekeeping as a serious business is
very new; so new, in fact, that the
general public has not yet come to
take it seriously. Too many beekeepin

MONTHLY, $1.00 A YEAR
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LVI.— No. 4

the

article

ing. Provision was
to lend the same

made

accordingly,

encouragement to
beekeeping that was offered the other

The work was started on a modest
scale by the employment of Dr. Burton N. Gates, at that time of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture, to give a

line, and Dr. Gates was eventually induced to take up the work permanently at Amherst.
Since Massachusetts was the first
state to organize the beekeeping work
extensively, there was no precedent to
serve as a guide. Dr. Gates and his
associates are therefore entitled to a
great deal of credit for the admirable
manner in which the work has developed. There is a tendency in some

agricultural colleges to make the
work in various departments so technical as to be of little real value to
the man who seeks training for pracThe writer has heard
tical work.
the complaint that boys trained in
some agricultural colleges were no

course of lectures. The interest justified further work along this
sliort

THE APICULTURAL BUILDING

Dr.

Burton

N. Gates.
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CLASS IN APICULTURE IN THE MUSEUM
longer of value on the farm, as they

were filled with fine spun theories
which would not work in practice.
Pear has been expressed in several
quarters
that
conditions
similar
would prevail in the new courses in
beekeeping that are now being offered
in several institutions.
A recent visit to Amherst convinced
the writer
that Dr. Gates is very practical in

his instruction, and that the student
will know something besides the anatomy of the honey bee when he gets

While Dr. Gates places due
importance on the scientific side of
beekeeping, he insists that everything
must first be practical, bearing in
mind that greater efficiency in honey
production is the ultimate aim of apthrough.

icultural education.

One feature that especially pleased
the writer is the centralizing of all
apicultural work under one head. Dr.
Gates has charge of the apicultural
work for regularly enrolled students,
investigation for the experiment station,

apicultural extension authorized

by the extension service, and, also,
the inspection work under the State
Board of Agriculture. Where these
different lines of work are handled by
different persons without the
same
central authority, it is out of the question to secure as efficient service and
as satisfactor., results as is possible
under the Massachusetts plan.
Pour years experience as state inspector of apiaries has convinced the
writer that best results from Inspection work will never be secured in any
other way. Special skill is required
in inspection work and an inspector

should have wide experience in bee
In an epidemic of glanders,
diseases.
none but trained veterinarians are
permitted to represent the state.
While an inspector should be a practical beekeeper he needs at the same
time a special training that few beeWhere the work is
keepers have.
properly correlated it is quite possible
to utilize the services of the same man
in inspection work at one season, and

extension work or some similar line
the rest of the year.
Massachusetts makes a larger appropriation for inspection work than
most other states, considering the
the
state
and
size
the
of

A CORNER OF THE MUSEUM

number

of

apiaries.

The

work

April, 1916.
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as well as in the art of beekeeping,
courses are so arranged that those
who need the scientific training can
readily take it in connection with the
practical work. Space will not permit
detailed account of courses offered.
Interested persons can secure full Information from the catalogue
.

THE MUSEUM AND LIBRARY.

Nowhere

the world, perhaps, Is
of beekeeping utensils equal to the one at Amherst.
Dr.
Gates has collected thousands of speci.nens of utensils of every conceivable kind, both American and foreign.
The natural history of the bee and the
products of the hive are illustrated by
numerous illustrated examples. The
museum affords a splendid opportunity for comparisons of the ef|uipment
used for various sections of the country and systems of management. The
supplies offered by the various manufacturers are placed side by side, and
the interested beekeeper is able to see
for himself what are the merits of the

there a

WAX

EXHIBIT AT THE COLLEGE

in

museum

various brands. The development of
apiculture is nicely shown in the var-

Beginvery thoroughly done.
ning in an infected locality every colony of bees is examined in an ever
is

widening

circle, until the limit of in-

many states such
impossible because
The effect of the
of lack of funds.
work is aparent in comparing the percentage of infected apiaries in 1911
and in 1914. During that period of
time the percentage has dropped from
45% to 14%, while there has been increased interest in bee culture owing
Dr. Gates reto improved conditions.
gards the inspection work as an educational unit in the general system,
and while diplomacy is sometimes necessary in dealing with a refractory
case, there is no longer any question
of the value of the work to the bee
keepers of the state.
In

fection is found.

thorough work

is

THE COURSES.
Dr. Gates announces that the work as
given in the college has but one primary aim, viz., to fully equip the student with the fundamentals of the industry. However, since research work
requires broad training in the sciences

WAX EXTRACTORS SET UP FOR COMPARISON AT MASSACHUSETTS
ious kinds of hives and implements
that have been used during the past
half century. Straw skeps, box hives,
cupboard hives and almost all the
other kinds in use before the standard
hanging frame hive came Into use, are
displayed. It is worth a long journey
just to visit this museum and see this

wonderful collection. The writer had
never seen Allen Latham's let-alone
hive until he visited the museum, nor
had he seen a number of other articles
of equipment often mentioned in the
beekeeping literature. The student
who has this wealth of material at
hand when he is studying the books
and papers relating to his specialty
will have a splendid opportunity to become familiar with everything in the
way of equipment that has been used

JOHN

L.

BYARD

IN

THE COLLEGE APIARY

in recent years, as
well
as many
things long obsolete. There are some
things of historical interest, such as

April, 1916.
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the necessary equipment for rendering wax thoroughly and the crude
methods in common use waste a large
part of the product. Wax is the highest priced commodity which the bee-

keeper has to
ford to waste

amount

is

sell
it

and he can ill afeven though the

small.

In order to meet the need which
was so apparent the wax rendering

equipment was
is done entirely

installed.
The work
for the benefit of the

beekeepers of the state and without
any financial profit. The charge is

PART OF THE

WAX RENDERING EQUIPMENT

eauiDment used by Langstroth when

sity,

he was making his experiments.
The library of beekeeping literature
is also very complete and the student
has the advantage of a reference list
such as is to be found in few places in
this country.
Dr. Gates is laying a
splendid foundation for a permanent

work in handling bees, but apiary
work and hive manipulation are a

institution

and the museum and

li-

brary are very valuable features.
APIARY AND GARDEN.

There

is

nothing particularly strik-

ing about the apiary. It is much like
an..- other well kept apiary where upto-the-minute practice is followed. The
beos are in standard hives and the
students are thus able to become famwith the
practice,
iliar, by actual

equipment and methods

of

lack the opportunity of actual

part of all the summer courses as
well as the regular full year courses.

WAX

RENDERING.

The wax rendering station is a
unique feature of the institution. We
had intended to describe it somewhat
in detail, but this article is already
very long. The field work in connection with inspection and extension
soon
convinced
college
the
authorities that thousands of pounds of
wax were being lost every year because the average beekeeper is not
equipped to care for it properly. The
man with but a few bees seldom has

the actual cost of operation. By means
of the superior equipment they are
usually able to get enough more wax
than the beekeeper could get, to pay
This is
for the cost of rendering.
quite an advantage since It saves the
producer a mussy job. While the
writer has never had the opportunity
to take advantage of such a station
conducted for the benefit of the beekeeper at cost of operation, he has
found that some commercial establishments are able to get enough more
wax than he can to make it unprofitable for him to render his own
wax. Accordingly it is all carefully
gathered through the season and sent
The returns
to such a firm in kegs.
have been very satisfactory. The
cappractice of shipping of combs,
pings and refuse wax to commercial

establishments is becoming more common every year as beekeepers learn
of the saving in labor.
For each shipment sent to the college there is a blank to be filled out
by the shipper. This gives full instructions for the disposition of the
wax. Sometimes it is sent to market
to be sold, sometimes returned to the
shipper and again it may be sent to
some supply dealer to be made into
foundation. The wax rendering service is evidently very popular with
the beekeepers of the state.

manipula-

tion commonly used in well regulated
equipped
apiaries. There is a well

workshop where the student
(actual

practice

and assembling

in

is given
nailing up hives

supplies.

There

i'.i

'the usual equipment in e.xtracting and
Jiottling honey so that all the operijations necessary to successful honey

production are followed out as part of
regular class duty. Both ou?-of
;,door and cellar wintering are practThe bee cellar is as good as
|iced.
can well be made and the packing
cases are of the four colony size.
After preparing the bees for winter by
both methods and noting results the
following spring, the student has received the best possible instruction in
proper wintering. It is very apparent
in
the
that every step is followed
|the

practical manner.
earden of honey producing plants
is now being developed, where the
various plants to be found in that
section may be gathered and studied.
The time when each secretes nectar
can be noted, and the comparative
value considered.

same

A

Since several short courses of vary
ing length are given, every facility
is offered to students to make the best
possible use of such time as is availThe winter students, of necesSable.

A BATCH OF

WAX RENDERED FOR ITHE

PUBLIC
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Trading in Live Bees
liY

Evpry
used

E.

I.

FARRINGTON.

year thousands of bees arc
in greenhnuses, i>articuliirly

in tlioso sections where cucumbrrs
arc raised under glass. It is impossible

in winter without
unless, indeed, the tedious and
expensive plan of fertilizing tlie blossoms by hand is resorted to. In long
houses a. hive is located every 150
In liOO-foot houses, which are
feet.
common, one colony is sufficient to
a house. Sometimes the hive is placed
near tlio middle aisle and sometimes
at the side of the house with another
opening leading to the outside. The
to

grow eueumbcrs

bees,

average greenhouse man knows very
little about bees and has no desire to
increase his knowledge. As a result,
a considerable proportion of the colo-

end

nies perish before the

son and

when

it

is

of the sea-

time to

fill

the

with cucumbers again, it is
necessary to buy more bees. One big
greenhouse concern in Massachusetts
has spent nearly $175 for bees in one
season. In sections of the country
where greenhouse work is an important industry, the breeding of bees for
the cucumber growers has come to be
liouse

a

specialized

Benjamin

A.

line.

Ford,

of

Abington,

makes a large part of his living by selling bees to cucumber growfor him to
ers.
It is not unusual
winter with 200 colonies,
is reduced to 50 or 60
by Spring, all the others having been
sold to the greenhouse men. At one
time Mr. Ford had three outapiaries,
but he has given them up because of
the attention required by other lines
of work on his little farm, a farm,
by the way, which the bees have made
possible.
It has been found that a
combination of bees, pigs and small
fruit give a good living on ten acres.
Mr. Ford winters his bees in a manner different from that of most beekeepers in New England. He uses
the

which number

IN

APICULTURE AT THE SUMMER SCHOOL

what are termed tenement hives
which are really covered boxes large
enough to accomodate five eight-frame
hives.
There is a separate opening
hive so arranged that it
comes just opposite the hive entrance.
Three of the hives stand side by side
at the front of the box, their entrances
coming near the sides of the box at
the rear. By that arrangement the
tenement hive is filled and there Is
The top, which
little waste room.
can be lifted off, has a sloping roof
to shed water, and some straw or
other similar material is wedged between the hives in the Fall to give
extra protection through the winter
for

Mass.,

start

CLASS

each

months.

There

much more
than when bees
not

is

but

and
consumed

little loss

stores are

are wintered in the
Mr. Ford has tried both plans
and likes the present method well
enough to continue it year after year.
The tenement hives are used in sumcellar.

mer as well

as in winter, and they
aid in keeping the bees cool in hot

weather.
The best granulated sugar

is fed in
large quantities, especially in early
Spring. Full sheets of foundation are
used in the new frames placed in the
hives when the colonies are divided,
unless there are partly drawn combs
that can be used left over from the
previous season. Mr. Ford rears his

own queens and of course uses a good
many each season.
The business is one which seems
likely to grow rather than otherwise,
for there is a constant increase in the
growing of cucumbers under glass
and, besides, a call for bees is coming
from orchard men and the owners of
cranberry bogs. The value of bees
to cranberry growers is just beginning to be realized, and the demand
year
from
grow
will doubtless
There is a bright future
to year.
for beekeepers in the East, not only
from the Increased demand for honey
stimulated
by honest advertising,
value of bees
the
but because
by fertilizing the flowers of fruit

and vegetables

is

coming

to

be under-

stood as never before.
Weymouth Heights, Mass.

(Probably very few of our readers
demand for bees in
greenhouses was as large as this interesting statement shows.
The only fault that we can find
with this method of keeping hives,
realized that the

five in a box, is the possibility of ren-

dering the bees irritable when one of
the colonies in such a box is being
handled, as the jarring stirs up the
other four. The only way would be
to smoke all of them before handling
any. But such a box is ideal for
bringing colonies through winter outof-doors, wherever bees are confined
in a hive for several weeks in succes-

MR. FORD'S

TENEMENT HIVE

sion.

Editor.)
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This office is in receipt of two very
valuable booklets on sweet clover put
out by the extension department of the
International Harvester Company at

assist

Chicago.

The larger, 64-page booklet, entitled,
"Sweet Clover No Longer a Despised

Weed — A

Valuable Crop," is an excellent source of information to any one
interested in this crop.
scription of the plant,

It

gives a de-

method

of

sow-

1016,

by C.

P.

Dadant

ing the seed, influence of different soils
on growth, etc., and also reports of the
experiences of reliable farmers in scat-

of the firm.

It will be used to
readers to determine the
source of their crops in doubtful cases,
and is not designed for any commer-

our

cial use.

Dr. Cook to Retire

A

recent issue of the California Culcontains the information that
Dr. A. J. Cook has announced that he

tivator

from his position
Horticultural Commissioner
of California and take a much needed

will

as

shortly resign

State

Adapted

Des Moines, Iowa, on
Tuesday evening, Feb, 22.
Mr. Wallace was one of the best
odist church in

known writers in the entire field of
agriculture, and enjoyed the confidence
of men in all walks of life.
truly

A

man

has gone from among us
and his passing is widely mourned.
great

Cooperation in Houey Sales
Comments upon the leading article
in our March number on a publicity
campaign and cooperation, are made by
some of our readers. Some discouraged
producers ask why the National Beekeepers' Association

has

discussed.

citrus

all

It

deals

true.

especially

But perhaps the beekeepers are not

lished.

build a house,

we do not

of the edifice

at first.

these booklets are for free

Collection of

We

Houey

thing

When we

right.

plan the top
begin with

We

Have we done

The National Association

so

?

started to

organize beekeepers centrally, before
they were sufficiently organized locally.
Our National meetings have thus far
always been composed of a large number of beekeepers living in the imme-

Sample.s

beginning a collection of
honey from different sources and hope
to make it as complete as possible.
These samples will be labeled with the
date and locality where produced, the
name of the producer and the source
from which they are gathered. We intend to keep this collection in a case
in the office of the American Bee Jourgreatly appreciate the
nal, and will
assistance of our readers in securing
the samples. All honey should be as
pure as possible and about a pound to
are

diate vicinity of the place

selected for

meeting and of a few leading producers,
dealers, queen breeders, writers, and
publishers from a distance. With an
organization of this kind, little if any
money could be put into any plan that
would benefit the beekeeping world.
The beekeepers are scattered producers. In only a few privileged spots
are they close together in sufficient
numbers to help each other. Even in
places where they are fairly numerous
they have rarely considered coopera-

the sample.
so many sources
such a collection should be of
much value. Samples intended for this
collection should be addressed to the
American Bee Journal and not to any

this

the foundation.

and may be obtained by
addressing request to the Extension
Department of the company as above.
distribution

A

claim.

growers are

more at stake than the
beekeepers, and can better afford to
pay expensive men to manage their
advertising and their sales.
This is

starting

of

utterly

some enthusiasts

as

that the

with the northwestern States, and is a
36-page pamphlet very recently pub-

Both

so

proposed system of concentralization, if cooperation is as sure
failed in the

wealthier, have

the advantages of this plant in the sec-

tions

editor

Wallace's Farmer, is dead.
He
passed away very suddenly at the Meth-

of success

booklet, " Sweet Clover

the Northwest," gives

to

Henry Wallace, founder and
of

They say

tered sections.

The second

Death of a Well Known Editor

money

THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
More About Sweet Clover

bee-culture.

1016.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We

send

rest.
It seems that Dr. Cook is not enjoying the best of health, and that he
feels it is time to have a change. He
is well
known to the beekeepers as
author of "Manual of the Apiary," and
was formerly a professor in the Michigan Agricultural College, where he was
one of the first to offer a course in

Honey comes from

tion.

that

Prolification in white clover, or the extension of stem and the production of a second head of flowers above the first.— Photo
by John H. Lovell.

Yet cooperation for the adver-

and sale of their product, or for
the purchase of their supplies, must begin at the bottom. They must build
the cellar before they can hope to erect
tising
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the house.

There are several associations now
organized to help the apiarists. But
among them we know of only one

which

is

a

positive

so

success

Bee Journal
for April, 1915, by their secretary, Mr.
Rauchfuss, who may be called one of
the most efficient men in our pursuit,
scribed in the American

an efficient salesman and a good manager.
As Dr. Miller wrote, "A Frank Rauchis

a practical beekeeper,

is not to be found growing on
every tree." This is true. Yet in order to succeed in organizing the bee-

fuss

keepers of America in the manner in

which the citrus growers are organized,
take a "Rauchfuss" in each of
it will

many

districts

different

of

this

im-

mense country. When an organization
made, and in successful activity, in
is
each of 20 or 30 honey-producing districts, cooperation between these will
become an easy matter. They will then
be able to send to some central meeting their most capable managers with
clear understanding of what is needed.
plausible and do our
Is this not
friends see any other way to succeed ?
We must not expect such a scheme
to mature in one day, or even in one
But if we
year.
operation "from

are
the

agreed that co-

bottom up"

Let each locality, where
dozen producers or more can

be erected.
a

get together, organize
ciation,

ment

of

(Jouveiitioii

National which
was fully up
Since the delegate
to expectations.
plan of representation was adopted the

The attendance

at the

Chicago Feb.

at

22-24,

attendance has never been up to former

Only five States were represented by delegates: Minnesota, Michigan, Tennessee, Montana and Idaho.
Neither Pres. Gates nor Sec. Foster
was present, and there was serious talk
of disbanding the organization. After
much discussion it was decided to
elect new officers and to reorganize on
the old plan. During the coming year
years.

an effort

made to eliminate the
objectionable features of the

will be

last of the

new

organization, which
by delegates.

sentation

has

been

who
own

will

sold to

is

the repre-

The Review
Editor Townsend,

conduct the journal on

advantage of that publication to

be separated from the National, owing
that have developed.

to the differences

Mr. Townsend is a capable beekeeper
long experience, and it would seem
that there is ample room for the present number of bee journals without
of

conflict.

Prof.

Francis Jager, of Minnesota,

was elected president, Dr. Copenhaver,
of Montana, vice-president, and F. K.

A

Millen, of Michigan, secretary.
ter selection of officers could not

bet-

have

a nucleus asso-

view the improve-

having in
the market and the securing

supplies

Since the greatest difficulties in the
of organization are caused by the
isolation of the bulk of our producers,
it is quite likely that many spots will

to

tion in the

in the

future

would be confined

entirely to educational matters.

A

was

resolution

upon Congress

to

adopted calling

provide for exten-

work in beekeeping through the
United States Department of Agriculsion

ture.

An

interesting demonstration of

Ferguson

uncapping

machine

the

was

made by its inventor. After long
periods of experiment this machine at
last bids fair to
be successful. By
means of electric current or steam the
instrument is kept warm, much like the
steam knife is heated. Some adjustment to uneven combs is also possible.
The writer, for the first time, feels that
a practical uncapping machine is now

beekeeping

for

many

C.

Miller, because

of

his

prolific

unusual success is perhaps the most widely known living
beekeeper. He was accorded a warm
demonstration and listened to with
marked attention. M. M. Baldridge is
also well

known, and told

of

his ac-

quaintance with Langstroth and of the
introduction of the Italian bee.
F.
Wilcox, of Wisconsin, was the third

selling.

man

Success for the beekeepers, in disposing of their product at remunera-

of the trio.

be hoped that the change of
enable the National to resume its old time interest, and that
future conventions where all members
enjoy equal privileges will be largely
attended once more.
f. c. p.
It is to

policy will

means success for the bee-

in

Wilson was elected

board of directors.
In order to eliminate all unnecessary
machinery, the three executive officers
were also elected directors. The present constitution provides for individual
membership in the association whether
or not a State association is affiliated.
It was
understood that at the next
meeting the association would be
placed on a basis which would give
every member in attendance at the
conventions full authority to vote on
every question before the organization
and that the activities of the organiza-

C.

points in apiary management at any of
the local meetings. Let the question
be widened to mutual help in honey

is

Emma

writings and

remain unorganized for a long time.
This should not deter those who are
close together from associating. Thus
far, little has been done but discuss

who

Miss

membership

years deserve especial mention. Each
in turn was introduced to the audience
and requested to say something. Dr.

way

bee-material, for everybody

an exceedMr.

is

Millen has proven a very expert and
secretary in the Michigan
Association, and Dr. Copenhaver is a
new man who ably represents the far
West. All three of them were in attendance.

velopment of

mem-

magazines. It means also success for
the queen-breeders, for the writers of
bee-books, for the manufacturers of

Prof. Jager

men who have been

bers.

tive prices,

the

present three aged
closely associated
with the organization and with the de-

step

trusted with the interests of their

ing officers.

opinion of

himself one of the retir-

is

within sight.
Among those

Each
for its members.
must be taken with deliberation.
None but careful, honest and industrious men must be selected to be enof

his

responsibility. It should be greatly

to the

the

in

who

diligent

is

us try to
likely to be a
gather the stones that will wall the
cellar upon which the structure is to
success, let

half

The National
met

made,

been

writer,

ingly efficient and active educator.

the rut.

far,

"The Colorado Honey Producers."
Their manner of organizing was de-

for he

any way connected with bees and their
product. We should, therefore, all push
together to get the band wagon out of

Francis Jager, of Minnesota.
National Association President
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Honey Flora of

New

England

BY JOHN H. LOVELL.
{Pkotogral^hs bv the author.)

so very long ago, as geologists
MOTreckon
time. New England was

covered with an immense sheet of
ice thousands of feet in thickness.
Slowly the great glacier moved seaward.
The downward pressure was
enormous 450 pounds to the square
inch for every thousand feet of ice. The
forests, the entire vegetation, even the
soil was swept away.
The underlying
rocks were planed, furrowed, ground
down, pulverized as by a huge millstone. There was visible only a barren sheet of ice and snow.
But at last the ice melted and the
rivers were filled with floods and the

—

valleys with great lakes. The new soil,
composed of clay, sand, grave) and
boulders, with large areas of barren
ledges, was far from being propitious
to a new growth of plants. Do you
wonder that New England has a meager flora, or that its vegetation is

starved and scanty ? How widely different are the conditions in California,
which was never covered with ice.
Here the valleys and foot-hills display
a multitude of beautiful and varied
flowers with more species than are to
be found elsewhere in this country in
an equal area.
oAsa result of the glacial period New
England contains comparatively few
honey plants. Most of the honey is
stored from white clover and the goldenrod, although in special localities
sumac, fruit bloom, tobacco and other
species rise to local importance. The
majority of the apiaries are of small
size, averaging from four to six colonies, although in favored sections 100,
or a larger number have been reported.
According to the census of 1910, there
was during the preceeding ten years a

large decrease both in the
beekeepers and colonies.

number

of

Certainly
any one would hestitate to attempt to
gain, by present methods, a livelihood
from bees in New England.
No serious attempt has yet been

made

to list the honey plants, and the
flora is totally ignored by most
beekeepers.
In the case of the little

honey

bee-yards, managed largely on " the
let-alone " plan, it probably does not
make much difference whether it is
well known or not. If, however, it
was desired to establish outapiaries a
thorough knowledge of the species
valuable to the beekeeper would be indispensable in order to select the best
locations. With the exception of the
standard honey plants the crudest notions are current as to what yields nec-

offered by the nectarless alder {J/mts
incana), one of the commonest (Fig. 1)
shrubs, blooming the last of March or
early in April. In sheltered ravines I
have seen large numbers of honeybees
(the only bees then on the wing) gathering the pollen; and in Maine they
are fortunate if their labors are not interrupted by a snow storm. Like the
alder, the elm, hazel-nut, hickory, oak,
etc., are wind-pollinated, and are at
times visited by bees for pollen.
But the procession of the honey
plants actually begins with the blooming of the willows. There are many
species, rich both in pollen and nectar'
while a month is covered by the succession of bloom. Among the more
noteworthy are the pussy willow, the
river-bank willow, and several introduced trees, as Salix alba. Great companies of wild bees also resort to the
willows and carry away a large share
of the flower food. I have never heard
of a surplus of honey being obtained
from the willows in New England; but
they are most helpful in tiding over
the inclement spring.
The early herbaceous flowers, as the
anemones, bluets, violets, etc., are in
part wholly nectarless, or in part yield
very little nectar. The rare roundleaved yellow violet is attractive to
bees, but it is an unusual event to see
Most of the
a bee on a blue violet.
seed of the latter is produced by closed
flowers, near the roots, which never
open. Whole fields are colored yellow
by the dandelion. To my bees it is of
more value for pollen than for nectar
but Mr. J. E. Crane, of Middlebury, Vt.,
writes me that he has had the brood-

chambers filled with dandelion honey
and that later it was carried above into

I— Common hoary alder

The

[Al/nis imiuut

alder is the earliest comof pollen in New England. The
flower-buds are formed the preceding season and open long before the leaves have
appeared. The flowers are wind-polli(/..}

Mociich).

mon source

nated and nectarless.

nated.
Fruit bloom is a somewhat indefinite
term, but I shall use it to include all
plants producing edible fruits whether
trees
or herbs, wild or cultivated.
Honey bees visit the apple and pear in
large numbers, and are often common
when no other insects are visible.
Their value as pollinators is beyond
calculation, for
many apples, pears,
plums and cherries are wholly or par-

tar and what does not, and bumblebee
flowers, pollen flowers, wind-pollinated
flowers, and flowers with minute quantities of nectar, are not infrequently
believed to be highly beneficial.
In New England there is no spring,
and cold raw days continue up to the
middle or last of May, when in a warm
season summer makes a sudden advent. The first pollen in quantity is

;

Fig.

two. Outside of the fruit trees there
are few other trees in New England
which are of much value to the beekeeper. The basswood is no longer
abundant, and neither is the locust, a
short lived tree, attacked by borers.
The horse chestnut is a bumblebee
flower, and the chestnut is wind-polli-

the supers. It is a dark amber and,
well ripened, has not an unpleasant
taste suggestive of the flowers.
Both the red or swamp maple and
the rock maple yield considerable nectar and are visited by many insects.
Large groves of the rock maple occur
in Vermont. The red maple has the
stamens (Fig. 2) and pistils (Fig. 3) on
different trees, and is, I should say,
rather the better honey plant of the

2— Red or swamp maple [Aicrruirinn L
Staminate flowers; the numerous stamens
are clearly shown; the flowers yield nectar and are sweet scented. The flowers
appear before the leaves, which indicates

FiG.

).

that earlier in the history of the species
they wrre wind-pollinated.

tially

The pear seems
more nectar than the apple;

self-sterile.

secrete

to
it

accumulates in the cup-like receptacle,
and in favorable weather is said to
overflow and drop to the ground. The
plums, especially the Japanese plums,
which produce their flowers in immense
profusion, are

much more

frequently

by solitary bees of the genera
Andrena and Halictus than by honeyvisited

They contain little nectar. The
wild choke cherry is very attractive to
insects, and I have seen clouds hovering about the bushes. The raspberry is
an excellent honey plant, but the blackberry is of little importance. There is
not much nectar in the flowers of the
latter, and honeybees do not visit them
in large numbers, and when present
are usually seeking pollen. For every
honeybee there are ten wild bees, and
the latter may be easily collected by

bees.
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the hundred as I know from personal
experience. The elderberries are pollen flowers, and are absolutely devoid
of nectar; they are visited mostly by
flies,

and

a

honeybee might properly
Irishman a ittia <ivis.

be called by an

The gooseberries,

currants, blueberries
yield nectar, and
attract
honeybees.
The

and cranberries

all

frequently
gooseberries and currants produce

lit-

the absence of insects. The
strawberries tend to have the stamens
and pistils in different flowers the pistillate flowers are of necessity dependent on insects for pollination, while

tle fruit in

;

1915.
Buckwheat is planted on so
small a scale as to be negligible, except
perhaps in special instances. Many of
the mint family are good bee flowers,
but they are seldom abundant. Milkweed, according to Gates, is an important honey plant in
Berkshire Co.,

Mass.
The columbines, Tartarian
honeysuckle, red clover and gentians
are

bumblebee

flowers.

Mustard

is

common

in grain fields; in California,
Mendleson states that one year one of
his hives gathered exclusively from

mustard.

The sumacs occur throughout New
England and in certain sections, as the
hillside pastures of Connecticut, sometimes afford the beekeeper a startling
surprise. The flowers appear in July,

and on hot days the nectar flows very
says that a
Allen Latham
strong colony has no trouble in gaining 20 pounds or more in atypical day.
In good seasons his colonies store
freely.

to 100 pounds each. The honey
a bright yellow color, and has at first
a bitter taste, which disappears when
it has ripened.
He adds that it is safe
to say that much of Connecticut would
be worthless to beekeepers but for this
plant {Rhus fflabra). The stamens and
different plants; the
pistils are on

from 40

is

staminate flowers are white and the
pistillate green.
According to E. H. Shattuck there
are thousands of acres in Connecticut
devoted to tobacco culture. Tobacco
plants were formerly topped " or cut
back, but they are now permitted to
bloom and produce myriads of flowers
from Aug. 1 to late in September. The
bees visit the flowers very eagerly, and
a surplus of a hundred pounds to a
colony may be obtained. The honey
is dark or brownish, but is without a
''

eler, after

<v^^
whom

named, says that

the genus Kalmia
if

;

is

domestic animals

eat the leaves they fall sick or die, but
that they are harmless to wild animals.
The belief that the leaves are poisonous seems to have extended to the
honey. But Dr. Bigelow states in his
Medical Botany that he repeatedly
chewed and swallowed a green leaf of
the largest size, without perceiving the
least effect in consequence.
powder
made from leaves recently dried in
doses of from 10 to 20 grains produced
no perceptible effect. The taste of the
leaves is perfectly mild and mucilaginous. Dr. Biglow was inclined to
believe that the noxious effect of the
leaves on young domestic animals was
due to their indigestible quality. The
probablitv is that the honey is perfectly harmless the matter should be
tested, using, of course, proper caution.
It would seem far more probable that
the poison ivy {Rhus toxicodendron)

A

;

and poison dogwood (Rhus vemix),
both common shrubs in New England,
would yield poisonous honey; but so
good an authority as Dr. Miller tells us
that the honey is excellent and has
nothing poisonous about it.
If I were compelled to stake the existence of bee-culture in New England
on a single genus of plants I should
select the goldenrods. There are many
species, and they all yield nectar and
pollen. They begin to bloom in midsummer and continue to bloom in October. They are very common, and
there are species adapted to the seashore, the fields, the rocks and the
woods. I have never known the flow
of nectar to fail, and a great quantity

taste, and is comparable
buckwheat honey. Where tobacco
raised under cloth it is less accessi-

rank odor or
to
is

than in the open, but there are
always numerous openings through
which the bees can pass. In August
there ar * in this State few other honey
plants in bloom. Apiaries seldom exceed 25 colonies.
In Massachusetts, Gates says that the
sweet pepper bush {^Clethra abiifolia)
yields a fair surplus of light colored
honey. It is abundant along the eastern coast. Another shrub widely distributed in New England, and a great
ble

Fig. 3— Red or swamp maple (A<erriibruni L.).
Pistillate flowers; the stamens and pistils
are borne on different trees, but both
kinds of flowers secrete nectar.

many

perfect plants
are partly or
wholly self-sterile.
Since the cucumbers, squashes, melons, etc., have the stamens and pistils
in different flowers and
the nectar
more or less deeply concealed, four
words cover the condition no bees,
no fruit. Among the plants producing

—

edible fruits cross-pollination is the
rule, many varieties are self-sterile and
nearly all are benefited by cross-pollination, pollen from other varieties of
the same species being prepotent over
own pollen or pollen from the same
variety. The structure of the pollen
is such that it cannot be carried by the

wind.

The early honey flow in New England comes from the clovers, chiefly
white and alsike.
According to my
experience the flow from white clover
is very dependable, but the flight of
the bees may be greatly hindered by
rainy weather, as during the season of

favorite of insects is the New Jersey
tea {Ceanothiis americaniis). Banks has
listed 382 visitors (bugs, flies, beetles,
wasps and bees) taken on Ceanothus in
Virginia, a larger number than has

been taken on any other American
flower, and I believe, on any other
flower in the world.

In pastures throughout New England
lambkin {_Kalmia angustifolia) (Fig. 4)
is common, and in western Massachusetts

I

have seen

mountain

laurel

a hillside covered with
lalifolia).
Honey

(A',

from the flowers of these
very commonly believed to be
poisonous, but apparently on very insufficient evidence. These shrubs are
abundant over large areas, and in the
mountains of Carolina the mountain
an unbroken
laurel often presents
sheet of bloom. If the honey were
deleterious frequent reports of illness
might be expected, but nothing of the
sort happens. Kalm, the Swedish travobtained

plants

is

Fig.
'

4— Sheep

laurel or lambkill Kalmia anBee flowers: the anthers are
pouche- in the corolla and

sustifolia L.)'
held in little

the tilaments are elastic. A bee in moving
a flower strikes the stamens,
setting free the anthers, which fly Quickly
upward throwing the pollen on the body
of the insect.

around on
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very cross bees and getting stung so
severely as to become nearly unconscious, but after an hour or two was
able to go at them again and conquer
them, after which he was immune to
bee poison.
Two or three years ago, at the request of Earl M. Nichols, a son-in-law,
I again visited the old place, and found
the house and grounds of .50 years
ago greatly enlarged and improved,
the better to harmonize with Mr. Cary's
large heart and hospitable nature. The
old cider mill has become an immense
vinegar manufacturing plant, one of

of a heavy yellow honey is stored annually.
Honeybees show a preference
for Solidaja^o lanceolata, or according
to the 7th edition of Gray's Manual S.

graminifoJia.

The asters are freely visited by bees,
but they are not common enough to
vie with
the goldenrods, neither do
they secrete nectar as freely. Properly
ripened and sealed aster honey is an
excellent winter food, as scores of beekeepers can testify; but if it is gathered so late that it has not time to
ripen and is left unsealed it will very
likely deteriorate and prove injurious.
But I have lost a colony of bees by
feeding sugar syrup very late in the
fall.
It has been suggested that perhaps different species of aster yield
very difTerent kinds of honey, but there
are no grounds for such a supposition,
on the contrary they are much alike
just as in the case of the goldenrods.

the largest and most successful in the
country.
The rearing of queens and the supply

business was looked after by Mr. Nichwhile Mr. Cary was as enthusiastic
over fruit growing as he had formerly
been over beekeeping or queen-rearing.
The thorough manner in which he was
preparing the soil for a prospective orols,

Wm. W.

Gary. Sr.

more than

60 years ago, full of ideas
and- enthusiasm, came to consult the
elder Cary as to the value of a movablecomb hive, and doubtless to construct
it in his workshop.
Certain it is that
here the movable-frame Langstroth
hive was first used, and the exact spot
where it sat is still shown to those
interested.

Wm. W.
Long

Cary.

Sr.,

went

Island, in 1860, to

to Flushing,
care for the

successful importation of Italian
bees by Mr. Parsons. A few years later
I
visited Lyonsville, then known as
Coleraine, hoping to meet Mr. Cary,
but much to my disappointment he was
absent from home. I met, however,
his son, then a young man and as enthusiastic over bees as I was, and we
"talked bees" until I suspect every one
about the premises was disgusted. He
showed me some of their choicest
first

queens and told me of their honey resources, so different from my own. He
told me of trying to hive a colony of

chard accounted for much of his success as a business man.
To my mind there is no beekeeper
in

New England

suited to
ings.

5— Purple vetch. Violet-purple bee flowcommon in worn-out fields. The structure of the flower is similar to that of the
garden pea. The pollen is placed on the
under side of the bee's body. After pollination the flowers bend downward and
turn a dark purple.

There are many other flowers bethose enumerated, which are

sides

more or less helpful to the beekeeper,
as the fireweed, thistle, Spanish-needles,
and many bee flowers
belonging to the pea. mint and figwort
families (Fig. 5), but the more important honey plants are believed to have
been mentioned. The most promising
method of improving the honey flora
would seem to be the more general
introduction of white sweet clover.
Waldoboro, Maine.

thoroughwort

England Beekeepers
r.

E.

CRANE.

LYONSVILLE, MASS

.

is

a place of

unusual interest to New England
beekeepers, for here lived the elder

\Vm. W. Cary some

70 years ago, already an enterprising beekeeper, and
here his son W. W. Cary, Jr., still lives.
It was here that Rev. L. L. Langstrofh,

I

am more

his

own needs and surround-

Being confined much of the time by his
profession as a teacher, he persuades
his bees to give up the old and popular
way of increase by swarming and to
work on contentedly in his " let-alone
hive." The surplus he removes at his
leisure in midsummer or perhaps not
until the Christmas vacation. He makes
his increase in small nucleus hives,
often wintering them in these same
small hives on an amount of honey
that is almost unbelievable. He has a

ers,

BY

whom

Association, and to whose efforts much
of the prosperity of that institution is
due. Of a scientific turn and decidedly
original, he rarely follows the beaten
road of the crowd, but instead has
worked out a method of beekeeping

Fig.

New

in

interested than Allen Latham, of Norwichtown. Conn., for many years president of the Connecticut Beekeepers'

LANGSTROTH
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vacation

camp on Cape Cod, where

through the influence of Prof. Gates,
the first in the country to give a complete course in beekeeping, with an
apiary and a building for laboratory
work.
My acquaintance with Prof. Gates
has been exceedingly pleasant. He is

there is supposed to be little but a succession of sand dunes, and of course
he keeps there a few liives of bees for
his amusement, which pay tribute to
his skill with a small amount of surHe is a typical Yankee. You
plus.
visit his garden in late summer.
reminds one of another garden described by a very ancient historian as
a place where the Lord " made to grow

greatly interested in the uplift of beekeeping, not only in Massachusetts but
through the length and breadth of our
country.
There are few persons, perhaps, in
New England who have spent more
time in the careful first hand study of
bees than Arthur C. Miller, of Providence, R. I. Confined as he is to his
office as a bank cashier much of the
day, we can imagine the pleasure he
takes with the bees during his leisure
hours. He holds a facile pen, and is,
when he has the time, a charming
writer.
While we do not agree with all

should
It

every tree that

is

3
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pleasant to the sight

and good for food ;" only Mr. Latham's
garden contains a bewildering profusion of vegetables as well as trees bearing fruit. Better than garden, and better than success in beekeeping, Mr.
Latham has a most charming family

and delightful home.

Some 3t> or 35 years ago Mr. A. E.
Manum, of Bristol, Vt., was one of the
most pushing and enterprising beekeepers in New England. In addition
to a large stock of bees he did quite a
business in manufacturing hives and

beekeepers. There
came a particularly good season when
basswood gave an unusual flow, and he
secured 35,000 or 40,000 pounds of
choice section honey. He reasoned
that if he could produce such a crop
with the stock he then had he could
with a much larger stock secure in a
few years a fortune, so he began to increase his yards rapidly without much
regard to the seasons.
Meanwhile the lumbermen were busy
cutting down the basswood for lumber,
and by the time he had seven or eight
hundred colonies his bee-pasture was
ruined and his large stock of bees literally ate him out of house and home.
His stock dwindled until he lost interest in them, and before he left for California some years ago his last colony
was dead. Mr. Manum was very hos-

Allen Latham

his conclusions, I count it one of my
misfortunes that I have not had the
opportunity to
become better ac-

quainted with him.

other supplies for

and many are the enjoyable
chats or visits I have had with him.
He had a rather unusual command of
language for one with no greater advantage of educalion
than he had
enjoyed. He was of French extraction,
and in learning English he seemed to
choose his adjectives with unusual
care, more so by far than the average
person born of English-speaking parents. His swarm-catcher, invented and
introduced by him is, I believe, still
listed in the catalogs of our large sup-

pitable,

Henry

Alley,

now

deceased, of

Wen-

ply houses.

New England

as a whole is not an
section for beekeeping. This is
especially true of Massachusetts. Yet
Prof. Burton N. Gates is doing a great
work for that State. The Agricultural
College at Amherst was, I believe.
ideal

J. E.

Crane

ham, Mass., was for many years an extensive queen-breeder. My acquaintance with him was slight. I do not
think he tried to produce honey to any
great extent, but confined his efforts to
rearing queens. His contributions to
bee journals were read with interest.
For a number of years he edited the
Apiculturist.
Mr. A. W. Yates, of Hartford, Conn.,
for many years secretary of the Connecticut Beekeepers' Association, is a
man of splendid physique and push,
and to him perhaps more than any one
else are due the wonderful bee and
honey exhibits at the Charter Oak Fair,
as he has been the superintendent of
the exhibit for a

He

ARTHUR

C.

MILLER OF RHODE ISLAND

number

of years.

in business in the city of Hartford, yet he finds time to care for two
is
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or three yards of bees besides inspection work and the rearing of Italian
queens, for which he finds a good demand. He rears his queens from imported stock, believing such to be more
satisfactory than queens reared from

American mothers.
Messrs, Latham,
Mr. Yates, with
Coley and Rockwood have, I believe,
been the largest exhibitors at the Charter Oak Fair and carried off the largest

number
If

of prizes in recent years.

there

anything

is

I

admire

in a

the ability to think for
himself. Such a beekeeper is Mr. A.
W. Darby, of Alburgh, Vt., the extreme
northwest corner town of the State.
Some years ago European foulbrood

beekeeper

it

is

came down on him from Canada when
much less was known about this disease than at present. Yard after yard

among

his neighbors with hundreds
colonies were wiped out while he
carefully studied it, finding its weakest
points, and has practically overcome it
and succeeded in securing good crops
of

One of his methods of
in spite of it.
fighting this disease is never to use a
queen reared in a hive where the disease exists as colonies with such queen
are sure to prove very susceptible to
disease. Another is to rear queens for
his use from resistant strains of Italian
bees. And yet another is to keep his

success with bees, his main crop being
raspberry, with a good early yield of

He was
some years president of the Vermont Beekeepers' Association.
maple and dogberry honey.

for

Mr. Chas. A. Monroe, a mail agent
on the railroad between Albany, N. Y.,
and Burlington, Vt., while not a large
beekeeper is a good one and has succeeded in keeping his yard free from
diseas
while all around him yards
were going down with European foulbrood. His home is in South Shaftsbury, Vt. His method is to keep only
:,

very strong colonies.
Much of the success of our Vermont
beekeepers' associations has been due
to men like Dr.
wall, Vt., H. L.

Frank Bond,

of CornLeonard, of Brandon,
Vt, G: W. Larabee, of Shoreham, Vt.,
and others like them.
There are many other most excellent
beekeepers in New England if there
were room to speak of them.
Middleburry, Vt.

New

Dean of

England

Bee-

keepers
BY BENAJMIN

WANT

tell

a

P.

SANDS.

little

colonies strong, which he has been
pretty successful in doing.
Mr. Darby has worked out methods
adapted to his location, and has been

of Massachusetts, a charter member
of the Eastern Massachusetts Society of
Beekeepers, organized under the name
of the Massachusetts Society of Bee-

producing chunk honey and selling it
successfully. One can hardly visit him
without getting some new ideas worth

keepers in March, 1906.
State,

carrying away with him.
Mr. E. Clinton Britton, of Canton,
Mass., for a number of years president
of the Massachusetts Beekeepers' Association, has been very successful in
wintering large colonies of bees in his
attic, from which he has secured crops

public schools, learned the trade of
cabinet maker, and for many years followed the craft. He has always been
interested in fruit, flowers, and bees,
has been a beekeeper for (56 years, and
has, for the last 40 years, given his entire time to the nursery business and
rearing of bees, on his beautiful estate,

of

honey from

early

bloom

that

have

surprised those accustomed only to
small colonies wintered in the usual
way. He has found and proved quite
conclusively that if a colony has the
strength it can secure a large amount

honey from fruit bloom.
Mr. Geo. C. Spencer, of Addison,
Vt., president of the Vermont Beekeepers' Association, is an extensive farmer
of

in addition to

A

his large yard of bees.
I found his yard of
in bad shape from Euro-

Mr. Chase was born in Salem, in our
received his education in the

comprising five acres, on Mt. Vernon
Street, in Maiden, one of our beautiful
suburban cities.
Mr. Chase will be 90 years of age on
April

very

much

respected
citizen, hale and hearty, reads without
glasses, attends to his daily work, and
his place is kept up to a standard of
excellence which is admirable.
He attends regularly our winter meet19,

is

a

ings which are held the first Saturday
afternoon of every month, and always
has some new idea of interest for our

members, and is a well-known
New England Field Days.

figure at

all

He

the father of six children, five
are living. The youngest, Mr.
I. N. Chase, 50 years of age, is the proprietor of one of the largest lumber
of

about Mr.
Joseph H. Chase, our dear old man
to

JosEPH H. Chase and Wife.

is

whom

concerns in our city.
Mr. Chasa is easily the Dean of New
England beekeepers, and our society
has arranged to visit him in a body at
his home on his coming birthday.
Boston, Mass.

New

England Beekeepers' Societies
MISS JOSEPHINE MORSE.

preparing this article

I

was greatly

IN surprised to find that only four of
the six New England States boasted
beekeepers' societies.

These four are

Maine, Vermont, Massachusetts and
Connecticut.
It would be strange if there were no

Vermont, since that
association
in
State probably produces more honey
than the balance of New England. The

Vermont

Beekeepers'

Association

its 41st

annual convention in February.

few years ago

100 colonies

Scarcely a healthy
pean foulbrood.
colony in the whole lot. He is now
on top, and he told me some time since
that he found but one colony afflicted
with this disease the past summer. This
for the encouragement of others who
are getting their first taste of it.
R. H. Holmes, of Shoreham, Vt., has
been a very successful beekeeper, and
has carried off many of the prizes on
honey offered by the New England

Fair Association. He keeps his shop
and honey rooms the tidiest and neatest of any beekeeper I have ever visited.
He stores his honey up under a
ripen before cleaning the
sections for maiket, a most admirable
practice as it greatly improves the

hot roof to

quality.

Mr. M. F. Cram, of West Brookfield,
Vt., living at the geographical center
of the State, at an elevation of 2000 feet

above sea

level,

too short to

where the seasons are
corn, has had good

grow

EXHIBIT OF

25

is

the only organization in the State. It
meets regularly once a year, and held

VARIETIES OF GRAPES RAISED BY JOSEPH

H,

CHASE
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Mr. G. C. Spencer, .of Vergennes, is
president, and J. 1*2. Crane, of MiddleThe
bury, secretary and treasurer.
membership of 40 is but a small proportion of the honey producers of the
State.
Mr. J. E. Crane tells me that in
Addison county alone there are over
3000 colonies of bees.
If Vermont has more bees and produces more honey than the rest of New
England,
Massachusetts produces
more beekeepers' societies. There are

six associations flourishing in the old
Bay State. The oldest of these is the

Worcester County Beekeepers' Association,

organized

April

14,

1900

— the

membership then being about 25 beekeepers—all from Worcester county,
accordance with a by-law in the constitution which limited the memberin

those residing in the county.
since been changed and
This has
amended so that any one anywhere
who is interested in bees can become
ship to

a

member.

In the early days of the association
things were "doing" every minute.
Meetings were held every month in the
year, during the summer at different
beekeepers' homes. Sometimes there
were as many as 500 present. Also
there was the annual banquet supper.

by the attendance and general spirit of
the affairs (to say nothing of strong
personal feelings on the subject), .Vo/

We go with basket lunches in hand,
prepared for pleasure and a real beeorgy. We meet in some beekeeper's
apiary with free opportunity to inspect
the owner's pet inventions and contrivances and talk them over. When the
inner man begins to demand satisfaction,

we

sit

down on

the

ground

in

groups to eat hard-boiled
eggs and ham sandwiches. Usually hot

sociable

little

coffee is served, and, sometimes, hot
biscuits and honey.
Then comes the afternoon program
with interesting addresses by men of
ability. We finally return home,
hot and tired, yet wholly satisfied. One

marked

of the pictures illustrating this article
of the Field Day held by the Eastern
Massachusetts Society of Beekeepers
at the home of Mrs. Susan M. Howard,
of Stoneham, Mass., in July, 1912. The
apiary, as may be seen, was surrounded
with buckwheat, at that time in full
flower and a beautiful sight. The bees
were fairly roaring in it all the morning.
Mrs. Howard is shown transferring a colony from an old box-hive
into a modern movable-frame hive.
is

The Eastern Massachusetts Society

i

bee, of North Andover, is now president, and Philip S. Crichton, of Boston, secretary and treasurer. They hold
meetings the third Saturday in the
month in Ford Hall, Boston.
If we look at the map we will see
that the beekeepers' societies are very
well distributed throughout Massachusetts.
Every section of the State, except the Cape and the very southeasternmost part, has its own representative

The Eastern Massachusetts

society.

takes care of the district for quite a
way north, south and west of Boston,
the German Beekeepers' Club in the
northeastern corner is active, the Worcester County Association looks after
the wide central strip, the Hampshire,
Hampden, Franklin Association, the
west central and the Berkshire County
Association, all that fine beekeeping
country in the extreme western part
of the State. So the Massachusetts
beekeepers are well looked after, and
no one need travel far without finding

men and

some

organized

women
Two

interested in the honeybee.
very prominent apicultural au-

body

of

Mr. John L. Byard and Burton N. Gates, Ph.D., of Amherst, are
president and secretary respectively of
an organization whose official name is
the State Beekeepers' Association of
Massachusetts, lately formed for the
purpose of affiliating the various local
thorities.

societies of the State, its members being delegates from the different State
Associations. Its object is not only to
bind these societies together but to act
as a medium of exchange and cooperation among them.
In Lawrence the German beekeepers

have formed into a club, the German

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS FIELD DAY
always well attended. The society has
held three exhibitions in Horticultural
Hall, Worcester, devoted entirely to
bees, honey, and all that pertains to
bee-culture; claimed to be the only
such
exhibitions
ever held in the
United States devoted entirely to this
subject and not connected with any
other exhibition or fair. This association was first to record resolutions in
favor of the present very important
apiary inspector law. They went on
record a year ago in favor of an increase in the appropriation for inspection made by the legislature. At the
present time there are 90 listed members.
President, O. F. Fuller, Blackstone; secretary, and treasury, J. S.
Whittemore, Leicester. Meetings are
held monthly during the winter with a

Day in the summer.
And speaking of Field Days! Would

Field

any beekeeper ever miss one

humanly possible

to get to

it ?

was
Judging
if it

of Beekeepers was originally organized
in 1914 as the Massachusetts Apicultural Society. In 1906 the society reformed as the Massachusetts Society
of Beekeepers. In 1913, at the request
of the State Inspector of apiaries, the

name was changed by unanimous vote
members present to the East-

of the 70

ern Massachusetts Society of Beekeepers.
There are rumors that the name
may be changed once more atthe March
meeting. There are over 100 members
who hold seven meetings during the
winter, with a fine list of speakers.
Thos. J. Hawkins, of Everett, is president, and Benjamin P. Sands, of Brookline, secretary and treasurer.
The aim
of the society is to solve the problems
presented by the members, which it

endeavors faithfully to do.
The Massachusetts Society of Beekeepers is an offshoot of the Eastern
Massachusetts Society, and was organized May 23, 1914. Frank W. Fris-

Society for the Cultivation of Honey
Bees, with Mr. John Uller, of Lawrence,
as president, and Mr. Paul Loeffler, of
Methuen, secretary and treasurer. A
picture of one of their gatherings is
printed herewith.
The Hampshire, Hampden, Franklin
Beekeepers' Association, organized in
1909, is and has been a thriving society.
An annual meeting is held and other
meetings periodically at the discretion
of the executive committee. The membership has never been large (.56 at
present), but it is not inactive by any
means, and there has always been a
surplus in the treasury. The officers
elected at the last annual meeting are:
President, O. M. Smith, of Florence;
secretary and treasurer. Burton N.
Gates, of Amherst.

The Berkshire County Beekeepers'
Association is presided over by Mr. C.
M. Musgrove,

of

Pittsfield.

Buckler, also of Pittsfield,

is

Mr. John
secretary

and treasurer.
There is one small organization in
Maine, the Aroostook Beekeepers' Association, of which C. I. Spaulding, of
Perham. is president, and O. B. Griffin,
of Caribou, secretary. As yet there is
no State wide organization in Maine.
In Connecticut there seems to be a
very wide-awake spirit among the beekeepers, and their society accordingly

very active. The present membership of the Connecticut Beekeepers'
is

Association is 155, and growing. SherE. Bunnell, of Winsted, is president, and L. Wayne Adams, of Hart-

man

ford, secretary and treasurer. Through
the efforts of this body one of the best
foulbrood laws in the United States,
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carrying with it an appropriation for
inspection work was passed by the 1913
legislature.
In 1915, they secured the installation
of an apiary at the Connecticut Agricultural College. The importance of

the beekeeping industry is increasing
as fruit growers are recognizing the
poUenation value of the honeybee. All
those who have attended the Connecticut Fair at Charter Oak, Hartford, during the last seven years, and have seen
the beautiful exhibit of bees and honey
displayed by members of the Connecticut Beekeepers' Association have been
fellow
if
filled with admiration and

—

—

with pride. Very liberal
($500) have helped to make
this the finest exhibit in the country.
Since its beginning the Association has
been steadily fulfilling the purpose for
which it was created, namely, "The
promotion of scientific bee-culture by
forming a strong bond of union among

beekeepers

operated to any extent in Maine, New
Hampshire or Rhode Island. Those
sufficiently interested in bees to wish
to hear more, are obliged to go out of
the State to do so. This seems a pity,
for there must be plenty of 'home talent," if only some one was energetic
enough to discover it and start things
going. It often takes us New Englanders a long while to get started,
but we can anticipate a time when the

beekeeping societies of Maine, New
Hampshire, and Rhode Island will vie
with those of the other New England

negligible.

States.

slight

He spoke first of their being no
tion.
bee societies, then of the decrease of
50 percent in the number of colonies
kept on account of "old methods of
caring for them, giving foulbrood a
chance
lack of

to deplete and destroy, also
State inspection and instruc-

The
show more
but where

tion."

State, as

interest

he says, should

and give more

aid,

you ever find a State
which will give interest and aid without
being forcefully urged, and a strong
desire shown and demand made by
organized bodies? Here, certainly, "a
strong bond of union among beekeepwill

ers " will help to impress the solons of
Ihe State with the economic importance of beekeeping interests. The bee-

keepers cannot lie back and do nothing and expect plums to fall in their
laps.

As

yet the beekeepers have

not co-

New England Honeys and Honey
Narkeis
BY ALLEN LATHAM.

ENGLAND

a
has possibly
variety of honeys than any
the
equal area anywhere else in
United States. This fact is due to the
varied soil and climatic conditions in
these New England States.
Any white honey is clover honey to
the average grocer and buyer in New
England (note that I do not say consumer), but New England has several
kinds that I should class as white
honeys. Clover needs no description
here nor does basswood. Both of these
honeys we have, also raspberry which
is so commonly blended with clover,
with us, that few people know one
from the other. Then we have clethra,
a very white honey, but of rather
marked flavor; only a few localities

MEW
larger

abounding
latter

in

swamp ground have

There are other sources which yield
white or very light honeys, but of too

i

importance to mention here.
Of our amber honeys, that from blueberry and huckleberry is the most

South Lancaster, Mass.

premiums

beekeepers.
wish to repeat those words, " a
I
strong bond of union among beekeepers," so they will stay in the reader's
mind. For I could not help recalling
them when I received a letter from a
successful New Hampshire beekeeper
to whom I was referred for informa-

honey probably i» in its perfection in
southern New England, and it has no
superior. It is straw colored, heavy,
mild flavor,
never candies, is of
and meets with keen demand in the
market. In a few localities surplus is
occasionally
from apple
gathered
bloom. This is also to be classed white,
being about the color of pure raspberry
honey. Its quality is unsurpassed, but
so little gets into the markets that it is

this

source of honey.

Our asters produce a very light-colored honey, but like the clethra it has
so marked a flavor that only a comparatively few cPeople like it. Some
goldenrods produce an almost white
honey scarcely to be distinguished from
aster honey. The writer believes that
sumac honey should be classed as
white, for it surely is not amber. This

This comes late in May
important.
and early June. The flow, from one to
two weeks, usually about ten days, is
rather profuse, and if colonies are full
strength from 60 to 100 pounds may be
put in. These plants abound in many
parts of New England, and but for
them beekeeping could not be carried

on

at all

in

some

localities.

Among

the swampy regions along the coast, in
the drumlin region 30 and 40 miles inland, and over pretty much all the hilly
and mountainous parts of New England, this honey plays an important
part in our industry.
Blackberry bloom also yields, I believe, an amber honey which is so similar to that just described that the two
are scarcely to be distinguished. In
some localities the honey from goldenrod is amber, and is so poor in quality
that it is worthless for table use. Other
sources of amber honey are negligible
so far as my knowledge goes.

Buckwheat

New

is

England,

grown somewhat
and

once

in

in

several

years yields a bumper crop. I have
kept bees over 30 years and can count
one big crop from buckwheat. This
honey, of course, is beyond the amber
shade.
We not infrequently, altogether too
frequently, have a flow of honeydew.
This is usually a very dark rank honey
(?) which can be used by the bakers,
but had better be used for spring feeding.

There are, to be sure, many other
honeys, but most of them are not well
enough known to the writer to speak
with assurance of their quality and
value. They come blended with the
more abundant honeys, occasionally
adding value to the eating qualities of
the product, but not infrequently injuring it by giving it an oflf flavor or poor
One alone I will mention becolor.
cause it does, on occasion, greatly injure a honey crop. In many sections
of New England, during the second

week

of

July the

bees, for a few days,

enjoy a profuse flow of honey. It is
yellow, of fine body, but so bitter that
If kept until
it is inedible for months.
winter the bitterness
well into the
mostly works out and the honey is then
rich

and

paltable.

The New England market calls for
more honey than is produced locally.
Hence, much honey is imported, espefrom the West. Several carloads
California honey go into Boston
every year, besides much honey from
elsewhere. Almost all of this honey is
used by bakers and confectioners, but
a great deal is bottled.

cially

of

The honey

THE GERMAN BEEKEEPKRS CLUB

very varied.

taste in

New England

is

In the country towns and
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villages only

native

honeys are easily

sold, though bottled honeys, if mild in
Alfalfa comb
flavor, sell fairly well.

honey, white sage comb honey, and
even comb honeys from Illinois and
New York State do not sell well in the
smaller towns of New England. The

comb honey

New England

of

is

more

than not a blended honey and
any foreign honey fails to taste right.
Nearly all people buy comb honey for
If it does
the enjoyment of eating it.
not taste as it did "at grandfather's"
then it is not pure.
In our manufacturing towns the vast
population of foreign born, not knowing the taste of New England honey,
buy the western honeys if the retail
price is not too high. From these facts
New England is not a
I reason that
often

to ship comb
but
excellent for
extracted
In this locality, this very win-

good market into which
honey,
honey.
ter,

a

comb honey brought
more per case than western
The grocers preferred to pay

Connecticut

dollar

honey.
the difference rather than load up with
a honey which they might have to carry
on their hands until they finally sold it
at less than cost.
New England doubtless has flowers
which yield enough nectar to produce
honey enough for all her markets. Unfortunately the business of honey production is too precarious to encourage
many to go into it on a large scale.

There are rare localities where more
than 50 pounds per colony can be
counted on. The weather conditions
which prevail in New England are most
uncertain. Almost every honey flow is
doomed to be broken into several
pieces by storms of uncertain duration,
and there are few years when one does
not have to feed more or less for winter.

NorwichtOAn, Conn.

requires a

good

deal of time, energy,
keep it up to its
high standard, but when the time arrives and everything is set up and in
order, and we
hear visitors saying,
"This is the prettiest place on the
grounds," I feel well repaid for the exertion.
had about 12 tons of honey on
exhibit, this past season, of different

and enthusiasm

to

Wc

shades

and

quality,

coming from

all

at

New

England

and a large electric sign,
Bees and Honey."
But how do we get up such an exhibition as this ? There must be some
inducement or we could not get this
large amount of bees and honey together. The premium list, which foots
up to $500 or a little more, is spread
electric lights
"

out

into classes, with three liberal
to each class, so that each exhibitor does his best to obtain one or
more of these, and they long ago found
out what the consequences would be if

probably threefourths was extracted. This with some
40 or 50 colonies of bees in single
frame observatory hives, representing

awards

different races, drew a crowd of interested sightseers, who were led to think,

negligent in any way. The competiis very keen, but usually each gets
something.
To defray the expenses of the fair
committee, which are very light, an
entrance fee of 25 cents in each class
is imposed.
This has thus far been
more than sufficient, and the balance
has been turned into the treasury of

sections,

"How

of

which

wondrous are His works"!

Several different exhibits of queenrearing outfits, including cell-cups, cells
in diflferent stages under development
and mating-hives, with large displays
of hives and fixtures, were shown and
their uses explained.

The culinary department received its
share of attention. The cookies, gingersnaps, cakes, canned fruits and pickles,
in
which honey was used for
sweetening had recipes attached that
were copied by many and will encourage a more liberal use of honey in
cooking.
Honey sandwiches, a roll with a slice
of comb honey inserted, and honey
phiz, a concoction of extracted honey,

cream and carbonated water, were sold
near

the entrance of the building,
where those passing were invited to
try a sample at 5 cents. About 1200
sections, averaging eight sandwiches
each, and between 200 and 300 pounds
of extracted honey in the drink, were

disposed of in this way.

Our building, which is 50x75 feet, is
situated near the main entrance where
about 150,000 people are obliged to
pass in going to and fromthe grounds.

Advertising

provide plenty of light and air, and it
is lighted
at night with hundreds of

Being occupied solely by "Bees and
Honey," it is a distinctive feature of
the fair.
The large, open windows

tion

the association.

The largest award last fall, of $153,
which was received by the writer, was
allotted on the following classes:
1st,
Carniolan queen, queens in cages, queen
rearing, display of honey, fixtures and
sweepstakes. 2d, Golden queen, Caucasian queen, largest collection of different races, 10 sections, one case
packed for market, and 24 jars of

chunk honey.

Amounts of the awards were
W. K. Rockwell, $98; Allen Latham,
$51; H. W. Coley, $33; C H. Clark,
:

Wm

Ehouse, $17
$39; J. T. Cullen,$8;
J. G, Griswold, $39; A. G. Bristol, $16;
A. E. Crandall. $6.

The balance

of the $500 was awarded
of the culinary department, and this year as before, whether
it was the
sweet in the articles themselves or in those that prepared them
that influenced the judge in his decisions, I am unprepared to say, but when
I noticed his
light appetite at dinner
to the

ladies

afterwards

I

wondered whether

Fairs
BY

A.

W. YATES.

purpose of advertising
honey and its uses, stimulating a
larger consumption and creating
that favorable impression necessary to
its universal use, what better method
can be employed than bee and honey
exhibits at fairs
Since honey is used
much more freely during cold weather,
fall is the proper time to do this adver-

FOR

the

.''

tising.

Almost

all

fair

associations

are willing to
allow exhibitors the
privilege of selling at the same time, so
long as they do not impair their display.
Thus the exhibitor is more or
less repaid for time and expense incurred and his advertising will be
gratis.
As an exhibitor, at the Hartford fair since its inception, I have

found this method of advertising of no
small advantage, assisting in the disposal of about 8000 pounds of honey
this season and a considerable number
of bees and queens.
Being much more
interested in the
rearing of choice
bees and queens than in honey production, my energy is expended largely in
that

direction,

and

I

know

many spring orders can be

a great
attributed

to this source.

As superintendent
for the past

department

of this

seven years,

I

find that

it

;
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it
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:

,
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mind or stomach trouble.
We have made a practice

of

chang-

judges each year, securing one
that is a stranger to all if possible, and
I think it pays, but those that understand this line of work thoroughly and
will serve within the price limit are
few. We are allowed $2.5 for this purpose, to cover salary and expenses.
Our judge this year was Wheeler D.
Wright, of Altamont, N, Y.
The only restriction to entry into
this department is
that all must be
members of the Connecticut Beekeep
ers' Association, the yearly dues of

ing

which are one

dollar.

The educational

features of such an
exhibit, to the honey producer, are valillustrating different styles of
uable
jars, manner of putting up, labels, cleanliness, clearness, and body of honey,
methods employed for display, etc.
Again, a whole week in the company
of fellow workers engaged in the same
God-given occupation, healthful because it is God-given, to exchange experiences, is better than a vacation
taken in any other way.
;

A.W.YATES
IMPORTER'"'

I

BREEDER.,!

Hartford, Conn.

Some Things New England Has
Done

for the

BY ARTHUR

C.

Bee World
MILLER.

beekeepers of the rest of North
THEAmerica
oft seem inclined to look
of New England and
their business as of small consequence.
Well, there is a lot of comfort in an
ample stock of self complacency, but
sometimes there is more benefit and
looking about and seeing
profit in

upon those

what the other fellows have done and
are doing.
the boys to learn
indebted to the
beekeepers of little old New England.
Here are a few of the things: The
first importation of honeybees into the
United States, the publication of the
It will jolt a lot of

how much

they are

half dozen American bee-books,
movable-comb hive (Langstroth's),
real system of commercial
first
queen-rearing (Alley's improvement of
first

the
the

Quinby's), the baby nucleus and its
accessories (Pratt), the sectional outercase protected hive (Manum's), the
hot plate foundation fastener, the steam
heated uncapping knife and sundry
systems of practice and management
now so universal as to excite no curiosity as to their origin or development.
There were also many things now obsolete which were the foundation for
things now more or less indispensable.
It isn't always the country producing
the most of anything that produces the
best or gives a thing its fame. " Clover
honey," the synonym for the " best,"
the honey by which all others are measured, got its fame in New England, and
today the finest comes from New England and New York. The fame of
clover honey was built on a natural
blend of clover with a little raspberry,
basswood and some of the mints, and
from places giving that natural
it is
"
blend where the finest " clover honey
is produced today.
New England beekeepers have not
only originated and developed apicultural things, but at sundry times have

YATES' EXHIBIT AT
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shown

the fallacies of widely exploited
plans and methods which were costing

beekeepers a lot of money.
It does not follow from all the foregoing that the beekeepers of New England have been superior to those of
the rest of the country, but that possibly their
environment, their closer

touch with manufactures, with commerce and more time and facility for
experiment gave them a
study and
broader knowledge and a better perspective than some of their fellows in
other sections.
Times have changed, and today other
sections of the country are challenging each other as well as New England
in the race for progress.
And it is
well.
I recall, at this moment, the names
of a few who have made a greater or
lesser mark in the progress of apiculture.
Most of them noted for real
progress, a few for errors and black

marks, but by those tokens arousing
others to energy and advance. Of the
following, but one is left in the beebusiness, and all but two or three are

dead

Thomas, Thatcher, Smith, Packard,
Langstroth, Hubbard, Russell, Freyer,
Wakefield, Bigelow, the three Carys,
Manum, Larrabee, Alley, Kidder, Cotton, Weeks, Mason, Davis Sweet, Pond,
Jeffrey. True, Locke, Cushman, Pratt,
and Chase, the latter, over 90 years old,
still
keeps bees and attends the beemeetings, and on Feb. 5, this year, I
heard him give a forceful address, clear
and to the point. Cushman is living but
out of the business, and Locke and
Larrabee, I believe, are alive. All the
Of
rest went more or less long ago.
the others living I will not speak save
of one of the greater ones who now
makes his home with us and is still
actively interested in bees, and that is
Has
L. C. Root, of Stamford, Conn.
not little old New England a record to

be proud of?
Providence, R.

I.

Beekeeping for

N. Gates

Women

BY MRS. HELEN MATHIE.

womWhat
home?"

these days when, everywhere,
IN en are asking the question "

do to earn money at
that more of them do not
turn their attention to beekeeping. The
can

I

I

wonder

greater part of the work is easily within their strength, and requires attention
only for a part of the year. The initial
investment need not be large, and the
up-keep is not heavy. Once established
the hives and working tools will last
indefinitly if properly cared for. Even
die out, the outfit is left,
if the bees
and an outlay of a few dollars will start
another apiary, presumably with better
stock than the bees that died. In a
good year the profits for time expended
are larger than on almost any work a

woman
I

can do.

say

lieve I

I

wonder why, but

know why

after

all.

really I be-

Almost

all

women

Of the apiaries
fear them.
within a radius of several towns only
one is owned by a woman other than
myself. However, she does not fear
them, and when at home works among
them. I reason that women fear them
because although " crazy about bees"
for years before I had any, I could not
muster courage to start with them, not
knowing anything about them, because
I felt sure they would sting me if I
went near them. If Providence had
not sent a swarm to alight almost on
my doorstep I doubt if I should know
any more about bees today than I did
20 years ago. That it was a mistaken
fear I very soon learned, and it would
take some pretty hard knocks of adverse fate to drive me out of the beebusiness now.
At the time my first swarm adopted
me, my sole actual knowledge of them
was the seeing of about a peck basketful of them winged into a hive by a
neighbor arrayed in veil and gloves,
while the remainder of bis family hov-
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recommend beekeeping to
wishing to earn money at home
in a pleasant easy manner.
I notice in
picture groups of
beekeepers white
I

heartily

women

^^^*?->>-

My own

haired ladies.

Age

hair

is

white.

no obstacle. Years ago I knew
an old lady who had a small apiary.
She was small and white haired, and
soft voiced.
To hear her crooning to
her bees, and to see her handling them
without harm was a pretty sight, but
her grandson could not come within
is

sight of the hives without being chased.
Quite evidently they kn ;w their friends
from their enemies.
No doubt our
progressive young women, if they de-

can make a much greater success
on a larger scale than we older folk,
and we will be glad to have them do so.

sire,

Glover, Vt.

&

Distance Bees Fly After Honey

EXHlBll Al

ered at a safe distance as did I. I had
heard a great ringing of bells, beating
of pans, shouting, and had seen much
running to and fro, but I arrived after
the excitement was mostly over. The
bees, deposited on a white draped table
were marching decorously into their

new home urged by

a

man armed

with

had never seen the inand my reading had
been confined to newspaper articles una hen's wing.
I
side of a hive,

so that my knowledge of
bees was very slight: however, I was
fascinated and eager to learn, but I
kept at a safe distance from any hives
with bees in them.
illustrated,

When

the swarm came to me it was
folks who were shy, and I had
no notion to let them leave me because
I had not grit enough to capture them.
I sallied forth arrayed in my husband's
rain coat and gloves, with my head tied
up in the biggest hat veil I had. I
seized a box, a table cloth and a wing,
and adopting as nearly as I was able
my neighbor's tactics I soon had them
in a box. The veil was not all that
could be desired, and I received stings
through it where it was drawn close to
ray chin, but I was too much engaged

men

the

mind about

to
I

—Smell

HARTFORD FAIR-ROWS OF BEES SHOWN AT RIGHT
frequently another guess coming.
I have not lost my interest in them
with familiarity.
Indeed, the more I
learn about them the more interested
I
become.
I have
raised chickens,
ducks and geese, taught school, taken
boarders, canvassed, raised small fruit,
done sewing and fancy work, and I
have never found any of these occupations so interesting as beekeeping.
There has been but little of the work
in which I needed help. The hives are
carried in and out of the cellar for me,
and if a swarm gets too high some one
has to help me get them, but in three
years this has happened only once.
To the woman of frail physique I

know nothing more
ing, profitable, and
There are really not

healthful, interest-

within her power.
more than si.x weeks
or two months of the year when they
require much time or labor. By planning to prevent swarming and having
a man to carry them in and out of the
cellar or pack them for winter, there
is little work requiring much strength.

BY GEORGE

vs. Sight
S.

WHEELER.

AFTER

reading the interesting articles in Gleanings of Dec. 1, by F.
M. Baldwin, and of the editors in
the American Bee Journal of February
on the above subject, I should like to
give a little of my experience, as I have
been interested in bees for many years.

my first swarm in 18.56, and
I had
have kept bees ever since, both in
the North and in Florida. I procured
my first Italian queen in 1866, of K. P.
Kidder, of Burlington, Vt.

Soon

after

had some 40 colonies, mostly Italians.
I was very fond of hunting bees, and
as no one in my vicinity kept any but
the blacks, I had a pretty good chance
to line them. If I went north 4 or 5
miles I could find plenty of Italians,
and after feeding them they would fly
I

straight for the Wheeler Farm Apiary.
When I went in the opposite direction
These bees certainly
it was the same.
could not see the flowers, as my home

among

and mountains. I have
times to the west and
northwest. There is a mountain which

is

lined bees

hills

many

that.

longed inexpressibly to overhaul

the inside of the hive all that

summer,

but had not the

courage, and about
Thanksgiving time I had them carried
into the cellar where they wintered
with the loss of but a small handful of
dead bees on the bottom-board. My
experience since then has been varied,
some good, some bad, but all highly
educational.
Like most novices, I
wanted to try everything I heard of,
and some of these trials were not all
that could be desired, and I feel sure

one thing, and that is that the honey
is not subject to any set of ironclad
and very frequently overturns
the best laid plans and most plausible
theories.
I am
more and more confirmed in this opinion by reading the
experience of others as given in the
of

bee

rules,

bee journals.

The bees frequently upset all calculations.
As long as they
follow nature's way unchecked it is
quite easy to guess what they will do,
but when trying to manipulate them
to ways of human planning there is

AMHERST. MASS- AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

IN DISTANCE
Photo by John H. Lovell.
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bees since 1856, and a historical sketch
of himself was published in the American Bee Journal for Jan. 13, 1898. He
is therefore one of the pioneers, and
his experience is of value.

miles to the top and probably as
to the foot on the opposite
lined them
I have caught and
side.
more than one mile beyond there and
they steer for my apiary, and are gone

is lyz

much more

a long time.

there were no flowers on which to find bees, I have often
made what I call a smudge (heating
honey and comb), and the bees would

In late

fall,

when

between the
flight of bees for nectar and the flight
of the sexes for mating. The drone is
stronger of wingthaneitherthe worker

There

come 1% miles, good looking Italians.
Could they see or smell the scent of

comb and honey?

I

difference

Bee-Keepinc

the Caloosahatchee river, some 2
miles below Alva. I have spent several
winters at Owanita, as I have a house

smell the fumes of the honey and comb
when heated.
I have been interested in the flight
of bees for many years, as some queen-

breeders have contended their queens
would not mi-x except at only a short
distance.

When I first had Italians there were
three apiaries in different directions,
but none nearer than 1}4 miles, and
two of them 2 to 'iyi miles, and their
swarms soon became mixed with Italian blood. If their queens did not meet
the drones from my yard, where did
the Italian marks come from ? No one
nearer than 8 or 9 miles had Italians.
Ipswich, N. H.

[Mr. Wheeler is one of the original
subscribers of both the American Bee
Journal and Gleanings. He has kept

•

beekeeper since

have been
and also a reader of the American Bee
Journal, though at first not a subscriber.
Your department has naturally appealed
I

there.

Mr. E. R. Root's idea of sight, it
seems to me, is a little overdrawn. In
my northern home it would be impossible for bees to see over the hills and
mountains, but they evidently could

So matings

to

me most

1910,

strongly.

Early in the spring of 1910 we ordered two hives of bees from Rapid
City to be shipped to our nearest railroad point, Philip, and from there my
husband brought them the 40 miles to
the ranch on the top of a load of genThe first half day
eral ranch supplies.
on the road was mid-summer heat, and
though he shaded the hives as well as
possible, the poor bees must have suffered terribly. Honey ran from one
hive. The next morning he started on
in the teeth of a bitterly cold northwest
wind. When he reached home one
hive was a sticky mess, and we brought
it into the house to see what I could do
with it. It was a pathetic sight. Every
bee that still squirmed I bathed and
warmed and dried (of course, it seems
There were only
like a joke now).
about a dozen of them that ever
crawled again, and though I sought
diligently I could find no bee that
looked as though it might be a queen.

the two

at 4 miles

would only

indi-

cate a probable flight of half that distance for either, though perhaps the

male would travel

I

a

more than

little

Editor.]

the queen.

For Women

was anxious

could
chance.
I

a

when

only necessary

that each should travel half the distance
that separates them in order to mate.

^

A Successful South Dakota Beekeeper

is

it

Conducted bv Miss Emma M. Wilson. Marengo.

of

New

a

have also hunted

bees many times in Florida, and I feel
sure some of the bees there were more
than 2 miles from home. There was a
Frenchman called Longo who kept a
hundred (.r more colonies, and I often
lined bees that flew in a straight line
for his apiary, at least 2 miles from his
I think perhaps Mr. Baldwin is
place.
familiar with the locality I have just
mentioned, as it is on the south bank

and grove

is

Besides,

or the queen.

insects take wing,

tell

to

111.

find her to

royalty

when

make
I

sure

had

a

At the time I was in the primer class
and had never been any where near close
enough to a beehive to touch it before.
I had stu lied a bee-book, however, until I knew from pictures what I ought
to see. The spring of 1911 I started
with 2 hives, 1912 with 5, 1913 with 7,
1914 with 11, 1915 with 15, and this

spring I have 30. The first two years I
did not get any honey. They were dry
years even for this terribly dry country.
In 1912 we got 264 pounds of
comb honey; in 1913, 450 pounds; in
1914, 1187 pounds of both comb and
exti acted, and last year 4000 pounds,
450 pounds of it being comb honey. I

aim to have only enough comb honey
supply this immediate neighbor-

to

hood, as a 40 mile freight haul in a
lumber wagon over rough and hilly
roads is rather hard on the combs.
It is a fine grade of honey, alfalfa
and sweet clover, and a case of the
comb honey which went in our county
exhibit to

the State

Fair,

and

it

later

was entered by our county representative for an individual prize at the TriState Fair in Sioux City, carried off

the

first

prize in

its

class.

Of course,

we South Dakotans were much

pleased

kind of honey that is universal
in this State should be able to carry off
honors over white clover and basswood and the other fine honeys there.
The lonj rough haul that makes
comb honey so impossible for us makes
glass and tin honey containers expensive also, so our problem was to find
a light container that would not be
bulky to haul out. That brought us to
the Aikin honey bags. We tried them
this year for the first time, and think
our problems are solved, as our honey
candies so quickly. In our cool Septembers it will candy in two weeks and
be real hard in a month sometimes. It
that a

is

beautiful

when

it

is

candied, too,

and has proven very popular wherever
we have offered it.
Our bees were the first that succeeded

They have
in this part of the State.
attracted considerable interest for that
use double-walled hives
reason.
and winter out-of-doors. My husband
and the rest of the men are far too
busy with the stock to give me any
great amount of help with the bees.
Not being able to depend on any strong

We

TYPICAL SCENE

IN

THE WILDS OF MAINE-MOOSEHEAD LAKE FROM

MT

KINO-Photoby John

H. Lovell
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man

for assistance, cellar wintering
of the question for me, and
we have so far been very successful
wintering them right where they are
the year around. They are somewhat
sheltered by trees and brush besides,

seemed out

;

we

live in a deep and narrow valley.
" success "
with bees has in-

Our

.

spired several people to go and do likewise.
I have sold seven hives of bees
so far. They do not all have such
favorable situations as we. The first
neighbor who tried them took a hive
of bees with a new queen home just
before the Fourth of July and harvested
50 pounds of comb honey. She was
much pleased.
Stores were low in all the hives in
spring and I was feeding syrup.
friend telephoned me about her bees.
She told me she would put some syrup

My

Later she telephoned they would
not touch it. By that time my bees had
left the syrup, as there were plenty of
early spring blossoms down in our valley, so I told her not to worry as probably they were gathering from flowers.
A week later she looked through her
hive and rushed to the telephone to
tell me there w;is absolutely not a cell
out.

full

of

honey

in the hive.

could scarcely credit it as they are
only five miles from us, but out on the
flat and
not so sheltered, and she said
she could not find any flowers either.
She decided to put the syrup she still
had outdoors for them.
The next
morning she telephoned me in great
excitement, her bees were all dead or
I

but any manufacturer of bee-supplies
ought to make them to order.
Will some one kindly tell us where
to obtain the Aikin bags such as desired.
Your plan of wiring frames,

although not entirely new, is good.
Don't you have trouble sometimes with

Miscellaneous
—

Connecticut Meeting. The ConnectiAssociation will hold
its annual meeting at the State Capitol, Hartford, April
3.
Following is
the program

—

10:30 a.m. Reports of officers and
committees, election of officers, collec-

new

business, etc.

"Reminiscences and progress of beekeeping in Connecticut"
Geo. H.
Yale. Mr. Yale was third president of
the association and presided continually for five years. His address will
deal with the early history of our asso-

—

"History of foulbrood
Stephen J. Griffen.

cut "

—

in

and
medals for beekeeping awarded by the

would

like

a

pound

size

that

would

be just half the height of the two-pound
size instead of being so narrow.
I
enclose a small plan to show
how I wire frames. The bench is low
and I sit on a small stool almost the
same height.
Lisle W. Cheney.

Hardingrove,

S.

Dak.

One would hardly suppose corn
syrup so poisonous as actually to kill
bees when
they are making daily
flights, yet there seems no other explaiiation, and if that is the true explanation think of your neighbor feeding
such stuff to her family! Possibly,
however, she only got it to feed her
bees.

Perhaps you will not find advertised
anywhere the small frames you desire,

Nauvoo, III, a new set of officers
were elected as follows:
President— Prof. Francis Jager, Uni-

ter, of

"Can a woman manage an apiary?"
—Mrs. D. R. Bristol.
—
"
1:30 p.m. "Beekeeping in Hungary
— Alexander Luko. Mr. Luko will tell

few still able to cling to the frames.
She said she could see some of the cells
had syrup in them, and they had about
emptied the feeder.
The feeding of
scorched syrup was the only thing I
could think was the cause of the trouble, so I asked her about it.
She said,
" Oh, dear, no
I took it just as it came
from the can, just ordinary store syrup."
There was doubtless corn syrup in it.
Do you suppose that if the bees were
actually starved to it they would eat
the corn syrup and die like that ?
Mr. Frank F. France described in
the American Bee Journil a mating
box large enough to hold frames half
the size of the ordinary frame. I used
the mating boxes last year with frames
one-third the size of the regular frame.
I would rather have the larger ones.
1
cannot find them in any catalog I have.
Where are the Aikin bags manufactured ? I would like to get them made
with my name and address on them
with the kind of honey mentioned. I

pressed that the new officers should
avoid commercialism, in the form of
selling supplies, etc.,
and that they
should confine themselves to helping
the beekeepers along other lines, educational
and fraternal, which they
thought were just as profitable and
more needed by the beekeeper.
With the exception of Mr. E. J. Bax-

Connecti-

us of the interesting methods
pliances in use in Hungary.

!

Items

ciation.

dying,

some just able to crawl, and
some on their backs kicking, and very

says: " A bad promise
better broken," so please break that
promise not to write often.

The proverb

is

^ News

cut Beekeepers'

tion of dues,

the spool playing too freely? If so,
drive a nail at each side, and stretch a
rubber band from one to the other.

sesses

a

number

of

and ap-

He

pos-

certificates

government

at various competitions.
Ventilation affecting storing and
"
swarming
John T. Cullen.
"

—

L.

Wayke Adams,

Sec.

—

The National Secretary's Report. At
the 46th annual meeting of the National
Beekeepers' Association, held at the

Sherman House, Chicago,

111., on Feb.
and 24, the delegates present
made an effort to place the National
on a more stable foundation.

22,

23,

The National has not made much
headway during the past few years, and
to have receded somewhat
it seems
from the prominent position it formerly held.
The past is gone and it
would serve no good purpose to dig up
differences which we hope are safely
buried. All of the officers did their
best, but with a lack of unity progress

was impossible.
There is room and need
tional

for a Naof beekeepers, and
amount of good work can

association

an immense
be done by such a body, for the good
of beekeepers individually and collecDr. C. C. Miller, fittingly expressed the sentiments of those pres-

tively.

when he said that it would be a
pity to see the National break up. The
Doctor recalled many profitable conventions in days gone by, and these
meetings had been the source of much
pleasure in the meeting of brother beekeepers and the exchanging of greetent,

ings with one another. I am sure the
Doctor's remarks made every one of
us feel that the National must live, and
now that the Doctor has diagnosed, let
us make the prognosis favorable.
The sentiment was strongly ex-

F. Eric Millen
Newly elected Secretary of the National

versity

Farm,

St.

Paul, Minn.

—

Vice-President Dr.
haver, Helena, Mont.
Secretary-Treasurer
East Lansing, Mich.

W. M. Copea-

— F.

Eric Millen,

These three officers, together with
Mr. E. J. Baxter and Mr. E. S. Miller,
of Valparaiso, Ind., to act as directors.
E. D. Townsend, editor and owner of
the Beekeepers' Review, resigned as
director, so that the new officers would
feel free to inaugurate new policies
without being tied in any way. Those

who

are personally acquainted with
know that he has the
interests of the beekeepers at heart,

Mr. Townsend

and that he would sooner remove himthan oppose any measure that
self
seemed to be for the good of the cause.
While the Review is still the official
organ of the National, it is now owned
by Mr. Townsend, who dictates its
policies.

:
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The National Beekeepers' Association will work under the articles of the
constitution as printed in the 1915 December number of the Review.
Membership dues to the association
are $1.50, which includes the Review.
cordially invite all beekeepers to
join the National Beekeepers' Association, members are
eligible whether
their State association is affiliated or
not.
hope the beekeepers will
show their confidence in the officers
elected and aid us in building a National that will be a source of pride
and a credit to one of the greatest beekeeping countries in the world.
F. Eric Millen.

We

We

New

Zealand Regulations Concerning

—

Honey Honey intended for export
from New Zealand must be inspected
and graded by an official " grader."
It must be packed in new and clean
tins, not weighing over 120 pounds,
lacquered or oiled on the outside to
prevent rusting. The cases containing
it must be also clean
and new. The
honey musl all be granulated. Four
grades are recognized, and the grade
to which each case belongs is stamped
on the outside. This grading is done
without cost to the producer.

We are informed that this official
grading of honey for export has a very
decidedly favorable influence upon the
sale of

honey exported.

A Valuable Manual on Vegetable
Growing. A most interesting book in

—

the "

Farm Manual "

series to

which be-

longs Frank C. Pellett's book, " Productive Beekeeping," is "Productive
Vegetable Growing," by John W. Lloyd,
Professor of Olericulture at the University of Illinois, and an authority on
the subject.

The

part of the book is given
over to a description of various soils,
their adaptabilities to certain vegetables and methods of preparation. Other
chapters deal with moisture and temperature conditions, selection of seed,
hotbeds and greenhouses, insect pests
and their eradication, market gardening and truck
growing, harvesting,
first

packing and marketing.

By

the most interesting part of
the book, however, to the ordinary
small gardener, is that part dealing
with home vegetables, gardening and
the special chapters on the different
vegetables. Too many of the best vegetables do not receive the consideration they should in the ho re garden,
owing to the fact that they are not
given the proper growing and cultivating conditions. To these matters Mr.
Lloyd gives special attention.
A chart giving approximate time to
plant both indoors and outside, etc.,
is included.
The book is handsomely
bound and well illustrated and contains
340 pages.
The price is $1.50, and it
can be obtained either direct from the
publishers, J. B. Lippincott & Co., of
Philadelphia, Pa., or from this office.
far

Summer

Beekeeping Course at the
Iowa State College. A course in beekeeping is to be offered during the first

—

weeks of the summer session at
the Iowa State College.
This course
will
consist of three lectures and
six

recitations a week and three periods
of practical work a week for the six

weeks.
all

The course

not occupy
they will
to take other

will

the students' time,

and

have an
opportunity
courses that may be related to apiculture in other departments of the college.

This course is offered in addition to
new four-year course in apiculture
which will ,be offered for the first time
at the beginning of the next college
year in September, 1916.
It will offer an opportunity for school
teachers and beginners to obtain the
necessary information for successful
beekeeping, and it will offer to the beekeeper the chance to learn the latest
and best methods.
Information in regard to this course
may be had by writing to the Director
the

of the Summer Session,
College, Ames, Iowa.

Iowa

Slate

—

Correction. In our September issue
the address of R. B. Davis was given as
^taunton, Iowa, instead of Indiana, in
connection with the article on packing
in single-walled hives.
On page 56, of
the February issue, Lewis Winship's
address is given as Springfield, N. Y.,
when it should be Springville, N. Y.

—

Wisconsin Meeting. The 37th annual
convention of the Wisconsin State Beekeepers' Association was held at Madison Dec. 9 and 10, 1915. The attendance
at this convention was the largest in
the

history of

the

association,

more

than 125 being present the afternoon of
the first day. The proportion of ladies
in attendance was noticeably large.
The following papers were read and
discussed
" Better beekeeping "
F. J. Wells.
" How and why I paint comb foundation with wax" Edw. Hassinger, Jr.
Under the question box, H. H. Moe
questioned the immunity of yellow
Italians from European foulbrood. Dr.
Phillips responded, asserting their immunity and giving his reasons, based
on information and research.
The value of fiber board as a covering for wintering and spring, to act as
a non-conductor of heat and an absorbent of moisture, was discussed. It
was commended by all who are using it.
The report of the State inspector of
:

—

—

apiaries was read.
A talk by F. Kittinger,
did the
bees crawl out of hives and die ? "This
matter was discussed at length, but no
satisfactory conclusion was reached as
It appeared,
to the cause or reason.
however, that it was something uncommon, having happened to only two
or three present, but did not again
recur.
Prof. L. V. France, of the University
of .Minnesota, addressed the convention on the "Recognition of beekeeping by the College of Agriculture of
the University of Minnesota."
charge of the
C. W. Aeppler, in
queen-rearing department at the agricultural college, reported at length. It

"Why

appeared from his report what was
mostly needed for the success of this
department, was a more hearty financial support, and hopes were expressed
that this department would be better
encouraged in this respect for the com-

ing season.
Mr. Aeppler reported that he was unable to fill all orders, owing to several
reasons, noticeable two. First, the loss
of young queens through cold and wet
weather; second, large orders to the
extent of 50 queens to one beekeeper.
This was discussed, and the consensus
of opinion was that as the object of
rearing these queens is to furnish new
blood and stock to the beekeepers of
the State, and obviously not to furnish
queens cheap, the supply should be
limited to individuals so that each beekeeper should have a chance of securing them. It was suggested to limit
the number furnished to one person to
ten queens.
Dean Russell, of the Agricultural
College, addressed the convention on
"State recognition of beekeeping." The
address was well received, as it gave us
positive assurance that more attention
and adequate financial support would
be given the beekeeping department
with a view of giving it the importance
in the Agricultural College that the
beekeepers of the State had a right to
expect.
Prof.

Wilson, Entomologist of the

Agricultural College, in charge of the
beekeeping department, spoke at length
on the work and condition of this department. Prof. Wilson is an enthusiastic practical and scientific beekeeper,
who will give this department all the
attention and encouragement possible,
and the beekeepers were more than
pleased with his address.
The following papers also were read
and discussed
" Beginning in extracted honey production" A. Swahn and Oscar Ritland.

—

"

The agricultural beekeeper"

— Henry

A. Rather.
"

Does beekeeping pay in connection
with farming?" A. L. Kleeber.
The balance of the evening was taken
up with stereopticon views by Prof. L.
V. France and Dr. Phillips.
The convention convened the next

—

morning

at 9 :00 o'clock.

"]Marketingof honey"— C. P. Dadant,
read by the secretary.

"Value

of

young

queens"

France.
" Selling

— N.

E.

—

E. B. Rosa.
honey by
"Outdoor wintering"— Dr. Phillips.

mail "

Dr. Phillips paper and the resulting
discussion brought out the following
facts established by scientific research
That bees rightly prepared for wintering, with plenty of the best stores,
no disturbance, and the right temperature to maintain 57 degrees inside the
hive, will come out of the cellar with
the slightest possible amount of dead
bees, and normally with nearly the
same vitality as when put into the
cellar; that disturbance and low temperature will cause them to form a
compact cluster, generate heat and
this in turn will
start brood-rearing
cause loss of vitality by exertion and
dysentery by consuming too much
honey. The older bees will die off,
and also many of the younger bees before their time by reason of the abnor:

;

mal loss of vitality, all of which accounts for so many dead bees on the
cellar bottom and spring dwindling of
those that are

left.

Prof. Norgord, of the Agricultural
Society, spoke at length on beekeeping
in connection with agricultural pursuits.

.
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On the whole, the convention was
honored as never before by the presence before them of the representative
men

University, Agricultural
College and Agricultural Society, and
of their very evident effort to recognize
the Wisconsin State Beekeepers' Association and the general bee-industry of
the State as an established factor in the
economic industries of Wisconsin.
" Whv and how the State of Wisconof

the

Wilcox, of Mauston, was
for the appointment of
judge of the Apiarian ICxhibit at the
State Fair.
Officers for

President, N. E.
vice-president, Mrs.
Wm. Haberman, Lodi secretary, Gus
Uittmer, Augusta
treasurer, A. C.
Allen, Portage.
Gus Dittmer, Sec.

Would you advise

foundation for sections
2.

3.

;

4.
5.

?
I

?

?

Whatrisdo you have

for cutting foun-

relief given slowly as by opening
only an inch of the entrance. If the whole
of the entrance is opened at once the bees
may pour out in a mass and sometimes the
queen with them. They soon quiet down,
even ivith only the inch outlet, and when
quiet the entrance may be fully opened."

I

use

The bees

thin.

are

more apt to tear down extra thin, especially
if no honey is coming in for a few days.
2,
3,
4.

I

think about

8

pounds.

3% inches wide, and
3% by H.

3'A

have used different

rigs.

The one

affect a

2.

Is

I

3.
I

I wrote to a friend to get a full description
of the smoii: w/.-Md./. which I never saw described in the American Bee Journal since I
have read it My friend did not know it. In
your next issue would you have a description of the smoke method of introducing
queens; it would be of great service to me ?

Montana

Answer —You

no doubt refer to the plan
of Arthur C. Miller, which he prefers to call
the distress plan, although it might not inappropriately be called the smoke-distress plan.
It has been given fully in this Journal, but I

now give it again in the words of Arthur C,
Miller himself, as given in a late number of
Gleanings in Bee Culture;
" A queenless colony has the entrance to
its hive nearly closed, say all but an inch
Into this space a cloud of smoke is blown
until the bees
roar; then this space is
quickly closed. In about a quarter of a
minute a queen is run in and the space reclosed. In 10 minutes more the inch space
is opened and the bees allowed to ventilate
slowly. I'hat is the sum and substance of
the method.
" Here are some of the qualifying conditions: First, the hive must be smoke-tight.
corners, warped covers, cracked
are conditions fatal to success
with this method. All possible chance of
ventilation must be prevented
Second, the
smoke must be such as to create the greatest distress and the least danger, and that
sort of smoke is the thick white choky kind.
Third, enough smoke must be driven in to
till the chamber
so completely that no bee
will fail to feel it. Fourth, the smoke and
bees should be confined for 10 or 15 minutes,
floors, etc..

— Queens

Does

as

Smoke Method

Open

Clipping
1.

it

South

deep.

use
5.
mostly consists of a series of parallel bars
used as rulers by which to cut with a pocket
Years
in "Fifty
fully described
knife,
Among the Bees." but the description would
take too much space here.
I

to

Texas.

?

Answers.— I.

American Pee Journal or direct

and then

thin or extra thin

?

dation true

;

;

to tiie office of the

How many pounds of foundation will
800 sections
What size do you cut the top starter
What size the bottom starter

need for

li)16:

France, Platteville

Answers^

Section Starters
1.

E.

recommended

Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo, If..
does not answer bee-keeping questions by mail.

He

— W.

Krause.
Franklin

Dr. Miller*s
Send Questions either

beekeepers"

sin shouldassist its

?

am

from

tlie

Etc.

SoutI),

queen in clipping her ?
advisable to buy queens from the
Is the change too great as far north
it

?

How

can

from hives
I have

bees

transfer

I

where combs are built crosswise?
four colonies and no extra hives.
4.

In crossing

one good

is

common

cell

bees with Italians,
for every swarm
1 have one

enough

after removing the old queen ?
Italian colony and three hybrids.

Missouri.

Answers.— I.

No.

2. So far as I know queens from the South
do as well as from the North.
3. Wait until
the colony swarms, hive the
swarm in a proper hive, set it on the old
stand with the old hive close beside it. a

week

later

move

the old hive to the oppo-

swarm, two weeks later still
break up the old hive, add the bees to the
swarm and melt up the old combs.
4. One good cell is just as good as a dozen.
site side of the

A Boy's Questions

What

kind of bees would you advise;
also beehives and where can
they be
bought ?
2. What kind of bee-stands?
3. What direction should they face ?
4. Should I have double-walled hives here
in northwest Arkansas ?
5. How far apart should the stands be ?
6. Should supers be painted ?
7. What kind of paint should I use for the
1.

hives
8.

9.

kind of alighting-boards should

I

?

How many

beehives should

I

have on

one stand?

What

the difference between the
tested and untested queens ?
11. Are the Caucasian
bees good; if so.
where can they be bought ?
12. What kind of frames are best ?
13 I am working very hard so as to make
enough money to take the American Bee
Journal. What would be the price for three
years of the back numbers ?
14- What are nuclei bees ?
15 How IS the best way to winter bees
out-of-doors ?
16. Is Arkansas a good honey State ?
17. How
far apart should apiaries be
10.

placed

is

?

Answers.— 1. The

Arkansas.

general opinion is that
there is no better bee than the 3-banded
Italian, such as you already have, although
some 3-banders are better than others- The

I

lo-frame dovetailed hive is most generally
favored, and the advertisements in the

American Bee Journal

will tell

you where

they can be obtained ?
2. Cement stands are good. Common drain
tile may be used;
also bricks. You may
also use two pieces of scantling.
3. There is probably not much difference:
although it is not generally considered best
to have them face north.
4. Probably not.
enough so that there shall be a
5. Far
space of three feet or so between any hive
and the hive on the next stand
6. Paint makes them
look better and last
longer, although some think it as well to
leave them unpainted.
7. Probably nothing is better than the best
white paint.
8. There is really no need of any alightingboard other than the extension of the bottom-board in front, although some like to
have a board with one end on the ground
slanting up to the entrance.
9. Some have only one. but there is advantage in having two standing so close as to be
almost touching.
10. An untested queen is one which has
been laying more than one to 20 days: a
tested queen is one which has been laying
three weeks or more, so that it may be seen
by her worker progeny that she is purely
mated.
11. They are not generally considered as
good as Italians, although some think them
Advertisements will show you
better.
where to find them.
12. You can hardly do better than to have
the frame most commonly in use. i7fSxgJ^
inches, outside measure.
13. You can get the back numbers of the
American Bee Journal for $1.00 a year. But I
strongly advise you to get jf r.r/ a good book
such as Dadant's-Langstroth. If I couldn't
have both, I'd rather have the book than the
back numbers for five or even ten years.
14. A nucleus is a small colony, perhaps
one with only bees enough to cover two or
three combs, and a bee in a nucleus is just
the same as any other bee.
15. It would be too long a story to give all
the particulars of the different ways in
which bees are wintered outdoors, and this
you will get from your bee-book, this department being a sort of supplement to the
book, and not expected to tell again the
things to be found in any good book on beekeeping. But the main thing is to have the
hives sheltered as much as possible from
the winds, and to have some kind of packing to help keep the hives warm.
16. Yes.
17. Two miles at least, and more is better.

Queen-Excluders for

?

What

have

)>=TPtifr

Extracting

would like to put a queen-excluder on
an empty hive above the brood-chamber for
extracting wit', the queen confined below.
If it happens that drones are left above,
what will they do ?
2 I
notice Mr. Byron Walker's plan of
using an upper entrance in connection with
1.

I

an alighting-board so drones can go out
freely. I am pleased with the plan.
Why
does he use two crates or supers at the bot-

tom

?

I

notice in "

ABC

of

Bee Culture."

page 21Q. in Mr. Walker's picture, he uses
two supers at the bottom; that the second
hive contains full sheets and brood above
Indiana.
I.
If left with no chance for exit, sooner
or later the drones will die, and their bodies
will be found on the excluder, not whole,
but in pieces, for the bees in their attempts
to drag them down tear them in pieces,
dragging down all pieces small enough, and
finally there will be nothing left of each
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drone but the shiny thorax.
2
F"rom the picture. Mr. Wallter seems to
have three stories under the excluder, but
no information is given as to what is in
them.
Mr. Wallter's idea is not merely to have
an opening above the excluder through
which bees may pass out. but more especially through which they may pass in. so
that they may be saved the journey from the
lower entrance clear up to the super, and
in order to make them enter this upper entrance he places in front of the hive a board
slanting at 45 degrees.
I
don't know iust
how well this will work, but I should be
afraid that the bees would carry into the
super pollen that they would leave better
below the excluder.
Telescope Cover

Would you consider

a telescope cover. I2
inches in depth to allow 3 inches of packing
over brood-frames, sufficient protection
against cold after removal from cellar in
early spring, where we have frequent snow
Nova Scotia.
and frost ?

Answer.— Yes;

it

Getting

ought to answer well.
Drawn Combs

1. What is the best way to have foundation drawn to have a supply of drawn comb
on hand when needed ?
2. Why is
the method used by foundation
makers to get nearly all the wax out of
slumgum better than the small presses sold

the beekeeper

?

Do you have

3.

for sale

the book called

Wax Craft
Indiana.

?

Answers. — i. Bees

will

draw out founda-

Value of

colony of bees in a good hive for $5 00, while
in others it may increase from thai up to
$10 or more. To find the value of a colony
such as you describe, it would probably be
a fair thing to find the cost of a good colony
in a good hive, and then from that deduct
about a dollar more than the cost of anew
hive without any bees.
2. It will work satisfactorily if at the time
of making the change halt, or more than
half, the bees are brushed from the combs
taken away, leaving with the brood only
enough bees to keep it from chilling.
3 Some prefer them to all others, while
most beekeepers prefer Italians.
4. It is likely to be quite a step in advance,
since they can be thus sent by express at
much less expense than when shipped on

combs.
Entrance Guards

an entrance guard be placed on a hive
in the early spring and kept on all summer
what would be the result? When they
If

swarmed what would become

court disaster.
to

know very much about it pracdo know that can't do as well
those who do things on a larger scale. I

don't
tically, but
as

I

I

I

am

not sure but in some cases live steam is
thrown into the mass. Perhaps, however,
the chief thing is that with a small press
using a small mass it is not possible to make
and keep the materials hot as it is when
there is a large mass. If I am wrong in this I
am ready to be corrected by Editor Dadant.
3. Cowan's book. Wax Craft, can be had
from the office of the American Bee Journal
at

Si. 00.

—

Metal Covers

What

Clover, Etc.

honey

Which

of the clovers is best for hog
southwestern Minnesota ?
the slough that bees gather
honey from ?
6. Is it advisable to use the flax board under telescope covers in winter and summer ?
4

5.

in

What

is in

Minnesota.

Answers.— I. The metal seems

to

be grow-

ing in favor.
2.

The honey.
I don't know

that there's any difference
the honey, but the white clover has the
advantage over the yellow that it comes
later, and so continues after white clover
is done.
4. Alsike is good, yet some of the others
may be better. Farmers in that neighborhood can tell you better than I. tWhite or
sweet clover is good.— Editor.
heartsease; maybe something
5 Maybe
3.

in

1

else.
6, It

is

considered an advantage.

?

It would lessen ventilation
extent. Drones could not get out
would die in the hive. In most cases

some

and

the colony would swarm, and the queen not
going with them the swarm would return,
although it is possible it might unite with
some other swarm or go to some other hive.
This swarming might continue for several
days; then a young queen would emerge,
and in a few days would be the only queen
in the hive. Not being able to fly out to
meet a drone she would produce only
drones, if indeed she laid at all. The colony would finish its existence by the death
of the last worker in a little more than two
months after the death of the old queen, unless robbers completed the job much before

is

?

pasture

queen
Kansas.

of the

Answeb.— To keep an entrance guard on a
hive all summer would be quite likely to

that.

the best for telescope cover,
wood or galvanized iron ?
is the
best for feeding in the
2. What
spring, diluted sugar or honey ?
3 Which one of the sweet clovers is the
best ? Is there any difference in the color of
1.

5.

Uniting
1.

I

have

well so

—

Granulation, Etc.

colonies in the cellar doing

I
have some of Dadant's bees
breed from; they are pure marked
I will let these swarm and use the

far.

want to
Italians.

I

80

I

cork
Italian bees be

Answers.— I. The price of bees varies
very much. In some places you can get a

tracting-super and then extract the honey
2.

Caucasians, Etc.

would good

worth when the hives they are in are so
poor that they wouldhave to betransferred?
2. 1 see in the American Bee Journal where
a man moved the hive a little and put another with a frame of brood and the queen
in its place and let the field worKers go into
that one to prevent swarming Do you think
it would work ?
3. What do you think of the
Caucasian
bee as a honey producer ?
4. What do you think of buying bees by
the pound ?
New York.

tion only as they want to use it to put something into it; and if you want drawn combs
that contain nothing, in other words empty
combs, you can have them filled in the ex-

from them.

Italians,

How much

1.

small swarms to Italianize my hybrids in
the fall, paper plan. Tell me how long to
leave them on top, how to get bees and
queen down, and what to do with the broodcombs if there are any ?
2. I run
for extracted honey and have
combs and foundation. I do not want to increase my hybrids, as I want the hives
heavy for winter and all the comb honey I
can get. Bees swarm here about June i.
I have scarcely any
tame fruit bloom, but
some wild fruit bloom before clover, and
seldom any buckwheat. I have read of put-

queens down on one brood-comb and a
wire screen and queen-excluder between
them. Please tell me when to put the excluder on and in how many days to take the
screen out and when to cut out queen-cells ?
3. I want to know how to manage a colony
when it swarms, as I want no increase from
my hybrids, but want the hives heavy in
the fall and full of supers ?
4. Will honey extracted from combs threefourths capped granulate quicker than from
combs fully capped ? My clover honey granulates very soon after I extract it in the
honey house ?

have a }^-inch hole in the cover with a
it, and when the temperature is up

in

to go degrees I take the cork out for ventilation.
Would you recommend it open in
winter in the cellar ?
Ontario.

Answers.— I. You

will kill the queen that
replace, and at the same time
out newspaper over the hive and set over it
the hive with the better queen. In five to
seven days the bees will be thoroughly
united, when you can take away the upper

you want

to

story, although

leave

it

will

it

untouched

for

do no harm if you
two weeks or more.

You

will leave in the lower story the best
frames from both stories, and if you have
no use for the combs you take away you can
keep them over winter to be used the next
summer for swarms or any other way you
like, looking out that micedon't get
at them.
As you want to have your colonies supplied with queens of the better stock it may
do no harm to suggest another way that ysu
might like. Take brood from colonies with
poorer queens and give to colonies with best

queens, making these last strong so that
they will swarm first. For instance, suppose colony A has one of your best queens,

and

B,

and

C,

Strengthen

A

D

have

poorer

queens.

by giving

it sealed brood from
the others, so it will swarm first. When A
swarms, hive the swarm and set it on the
old stand, taking the old hive away and putting it on the stand of B, and setting Bon
some new stand. The field bees of B will
unite with A, making A strong, and in something like a week or more it will swarm.
When it does, do as you did before, setting
the swarm in place of A, only this time set
A in place of C, setting C in a new place.

Perhaps two days

when you
setting

new

later

will set the

A

place.

in

A

will

swarm

swarm
in

again,

place of A.

place of D, and setting

D

in a

Thus you have improved queens

in the hives that

took the places of all the
hives you have moved, and later on, if you
wish, you can kill any of the old queens and
unite,
2. What you purpose to follow is the Demaree plan. You will operate just before you
think there is danger of the bees swarming.
If you want to take a little more pains,
you
can look for queen-cells once a week or ten
days, and operate as soon as you find cells.
No screen is used, just the queen-excluder,
the queen and one brood comb being left in
the story under the excluder, and the hive
filled up with frames filled with foundation.
Eight or ten days later destroy any cells
that may be found over the excluder.
3. Kill the old queen and destroy all queencells but one. Or, kill the old queen and
leave the cells. Then, beginning a week
later, go every evening after bees stop flying,
put your ear to the hive and listen to hear a
young queen piping. When you hear this,
go next morning and destroy ,/// queen cells.
Pay no attention to the queen, she is free in
the hive and will take care of herself.
4. The honey in combs only partly sealed
is likely to granulate before that which is
more thoroughly ripened and all sealed.
ventilation is good both summer
5. The
and winter, and it would be no harm to have
two or three times as much.

ting

When Does

Does

Alfalfa

alfalfa yield

Yield

honey the

Honey?
first

year

?

Illinois.

Answer.— No.

nor the tenth year in your
locality. At least alfalfa has never yielded
to amount to anything in my locality, and I
am within 25 miles of you. As a rule it yields
no honey east of the Mississippi. Where it
does yield, I //;/«/{• it is not until the second
year.
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Exlracting

at the bung-hole.

Wax

know liow to get wax out
have
of old comb in some clean easy way.
a lot of it, and have spoiled some in boilinK
will be Klad
the comb to net the wax out.
New York.
if yon will tell me some wav.
Answer.— suspect that you have no book
I

would

like to

I

I

I

strontfly advise von to
on beekeeping, and
get one. I feel pretty sure you will say it is
worth five times its cost. In that you will
find answers to most of the questions you
I

like to ask. I am always glad to rereceive questions about things not entirely
clear in the books, and this department is
meant to til just such cases. As to the matter of wax. I have had a good deal of experience on a small scale, and the very best
thing I know is to send the old combs and
scraps to those who advertise that they
melt up such material and get out the wax.
It is quite a saving, for they get out more
wax than I possibly can.
[The only absolutely indispensable requirements in rendering combs into wax
are to use plenty of rain water with the
combs, in a tin boiler and dip the melted
wax out through a screen pocket with a
ladle, as it comes to the surface, and not let
But the experience
it overboil or run over.
of the past indicates that those who make a
business of it can save you some money, as
they get enough more wax out of it to make

would

it

profitable to both.— c.

p.

d]

Increase by Division
I

locked together. They would roll down the
inclined entrance board to the ground, and
after strugling for a while would sometimes
fly off together while clinched.
Was this

robbing?

There

is

no other bee-yard within

two miles.
In Gleanings for April 15. igi4, you say
that you had seven or eight swarms, but that
7.

they were not hived as such.
done with these swarms ?
8.

Since

I

day. shook

cannot be with

What was

my bees every

swarming would.

presume, be
my only plan to control swarming, and as a
swarm may issue anyhow, in spite of the
preventive methods tried, the books say
that if this happens the old colony should
be set on a new stand if increase is desired,
and given a queen or ripe queen-cell. Now
what becomes of the queen-cells that were
built in the old colony when it swarmed ?
In Gleanings for April 15, 1015. page 338.
you say " put the empty 8-frame bodies on
top," In the American Bee Journal for January, 1015. page 30, you say " always put the
second story below." Which way is better ?
I

10. My hives are 10 frames.
Could I work
your plan of building up the bees by using
shallow or half story bodies to give the
queen more room in the same way that you
use full depth Bframe bodies ? Would it be
better to use regular hive bodies ?

Pennsylvania.

Answers —Before answering any
questions

I

want

to say that

it is

always be

a pleas-

2.

I

interferes much, cer"
it
enough to overbalance the advanand yet it does no good to open a hive
don't think

tainly not
tage,

unless there is some reason for it.
3. Both are
good, and both happen at the
same time. A hive may have on it three to
seven supers of sections, some of them containing very little honey and from that up to
being filled and yet a number of sections unsealed. As soon as any one of the supers
has its sections completed the super is removed. Indeed, generally the super is removed while the sections at the four
corners are not yet completed.

Generally you will not— indeed, generyou cannot— judge as to the value of a
queen by opening the hive and examining.
You can hardly judge in ordinary cases un4.

have a single colony and would like to
make some increase, say two colonies out
of the one and get some surplus. In order
to do this would it be best to divide early or
wait until the main flow is over and feed if
necessary ?
hives once a week
2. Doesn't opening the
to look for indications of swarming, etc., as
advised in the books, greatly interfere with
the work of the bees ?
part of your book you say that
3. In one
sections are removed as soon as completed,
and on another page the statement is made
that you sometimes have six or seven supers
on at a time. Which is the better way ?
4. You
say that you do away with all
queens that are not good. Is there any other
way of telling other than tearing open the
hives frequently, if she is good or not ?
5. In making a single frame observation
hive what should be the inside width between the two sheets of glass ?
6. During last summer I sometimes noticed
two bees tumbling out of the hive, tightly
1.

will

It

ure to receive questions from you. Now for
your questions.
1. In
your case it would probably be as
well to make the division just before danger
of swarming, perhaps by the plan that later
on you call shookswarming (only please
don't call it by that name unless you favor
saying. " I have took more lioney than was
took by my neighbor." Shake or shaken is
better Knglish. and you're not in the habit
of using bad English). If you wait until the
flow is over you are likely to have too much
trouble with the bees trying to swarm. It
might be a good plan for you to set the hive
with the rest of the brood close beside it.
then a week later remove the latter to a
new stand. That would probably give you
more surplus anti still allow both colonies
to be in good shape for winter.

of your

refreshing

to meet a man who has more bee-books as
well as more bee-journals than he has colonies of bees. The man who thinks he can

keep bees without having any book of instruction is saving at the spigot and wasting

which it would be advisable to "out the
empty 8-frame bodies on top." but in the
case quoted from American Bee Journal. I
should put them below. (Last year I put
them on top beiiiinea more lazy way. but not
so good a way.
Kindly give me the exact
place to find what you quote in Gleanings,
and
think I can explain that there is no
conflict, although I do not by any means
claim that I am always consistent.
10. I think the shallow stories would work
just as well as the deeper ones.
I

Transferring Bees from an Old Box-Hive

have a good colony of bees in an old boxhive. I never transferred any or ever saw it
I

done. I am rather afraid to start the job. If
I put
a good hive above or below, do you
think the queen would go into the new hive
to lay her eggs as the old box-hive is not very
large?
Illinois.

Answer.— Yes. when
come

the old quarters be-

cramped the bees will work up
into a new hive placed over, and still better
into one placed under. Another way you
can do is to wait until the bees swarm,
too

hive the swarm into a proper hive, set the
swarm on the old stand with the old hive
close beside it. a week later move the old
hive to the other side of the new one. and

then two weeks later

still,

at

which time

all

the worker-brood will have emerged, break
up the old hive, adding the bees to the
swarm and melting up the old combs.
Transferring Bees into Standard lO-Frame

Hives

ally

the close of the season, when the queen
his done a full season's work. Then she
will be considered good or bad according as
her colony has stored above or below the
average amount of surplus.
til

5.

1

don't

know what

is

the generally ac-

cepted distance between the two panes of
glass, but from my experience with nucleus
hives having only one frame. I should judge
it might be twoinchesor a trifle more. With
less than that the bees are more likely to

swarm out. A less distance is likely to
make less trouble with bits of comb built
where not wanted, but

it is no great trouble
clean out such bits from time to time.
6. You may feel certain that one of those
bees was trying to rob. It could easily come
two miles. It is just possible, too. that bees
might be nearer than two miles without you

to

knowing

it.

7. The queen being clipped could not go
with the swarm, and so the swarm returned
to the hive, and then the colony was treated
in one of the ways described in " Fifty Years
Among the Bees."

What becomes of the queen-cells after
colony has swarmed and is removed to a
new stand depends somewhat on the time
when the removal is made. If moved at the
time of swarming or very shortly thereafter,
8.

a

it is

possible that the

will

be allowed to

virgin

emerging

her royal sisters
also possible that
afterwards will issue before all

in their cradles,

one or more

first

kill

and

it

all

is

cells are destroyed. If. however, the swarm
be set on the old stand with the old hive

on a new
certain that
ing, all the
stroyed. If
queen or a
set

stand a week later, it is almost
there will be no more swarmcells after the first being dethe beekeeper wants to give a

ripe cell, he must make it his
business to destroy first all cells in the hive.
0. I have spent no little
time looking over
and over again page 338. to which you refer
in Gleanings, but cannot find what you quote.
There may have been some special case in

have seven colonies of bees in soap boxes
and home-made.hives no two alike as to size,
etc. Kindly give me instructions as to the
best way to transfer them into standard
I

dovetailed lo-frame hives that I have. When
will be the best time to do this, and what
will I do for starters in the new hives ?

Answer.—Wait

Arkansas.
swarms

until the colony

and hive the swarm

in one of your up-to
date hives. Set the swarm on the old stand
that the old hive occupied, and set the old
hive close beside it. A week later jump the
old hive over to the other side of the swarm.

Two weeks

later still, when all the workerhave emerged, break up the old
hive, add the bees to the swarm, and melt
up the old combs. You can fasten starters
of foundation in the frames, but it will be
much better to fill the frames with full

brood

will

sheets of foundation.

Drone-Comb

in

Sections

In as much as a given area of drone-comb
will store the same amount of honey as a
like area of worker-comb, and as less wax

and therefore work is required to construct
the drone-comb, why is not all super foundation for use in sections, drone foundation,
instead of worker ?
New 'York?

Answer.— I

don't know for certain, but 1
some doubt has been thrown upon the
belief that drone-comb takes less wax than
worker-comb. However, even if it should

think

take less, the gain in that direction could
not be enough to counterbalance the objections. It goes without saying that no dronecomb is wanted in the brood-nest, although
some favor a little there. Probably, however, no one wants as much of it in the
brood-chamber as the bees would have
there if left to their own devices. If there
is not as much in the brood-chamber as the
bees like, then they prepare for eggs any
drone-comb found in the super, or build
drone-comb in any vacancy found there,
and the queen goes up and lays there. Unless one wants the trouble and expense of
using queen-excluders, the only thing is to
have worker-foundation in the super, and to
have each section #//ci/with it.

April, 1916.

American ^ee Journal
For Sale— Bright Italian queens this season. 75c each: $8 00 per dozen. Safe arrival

Department

Classified

and satisfaction guaranteed.
T. J. Talley. Rt.

[Advertisements in this department will
be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no discounts of any kind Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this department, you must say so when ordering.
.

3,

Greenville. Ala.

want. They are great
beautiful and gentle.

Mated,

$1.00; six, $5.00; Tested, $3.00; Breeders, $s,oo and $10.
Phelps
C.
Son,
3 Wilcox St., Binghamton, N. Y.

&

W.

My Bright

Italian

queens

will

be ready

Send for
and satisfaction

to ship after April ist at 60c each.

price list. Safe arrival
guaranteed. M. Bates, Rt.

4,

Greenville, Ala.

Golden Queens that produce Golden
of the brightest kind. I will challenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-getting qualities.
Price, $1.00 each;

BEES AND QUEENS.

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens combine
the qualities you
honey gatherers,

Place your order early to insure prompt
service. Tested, $i.2s; untested, li. 00. Italians and Goldens.
John W. Pharr,
Berclair, Tex.

Workers

Finest Italian Queens. Send for booklet.
Jay Smith, 1159 DeWolfe St., Vincennes. Ind.

Tested,
2Atf

Breeders, $5.00 and $10.00.
B. Brockwell, Barnetts, Va.

$2.00:
J.

Golden and leather-colored Italians; 32
years' experience as honey producer and
queen-breeder.
Prices; Select untested, i
queen.

$1.00;

$4.00; 12, $7.25.

6.

Tested,

i, $1

so;

Make P. O. orders payable to BIythe,
Money returned for any queens not satisfactory.
B J. Cole,
12, $15.

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens will please

Tell

several thousand people what you
have for sale with a few words in this de-

partment.

-

apiary.

lAtf

70

Cortland

J.
St..

H. M. Cook,

New York

City.

Wanted— To buy
bees.

a few colonies of Italian
Bennett. Jamestown. N. Dak.

F. C.

Vigorous
each;

6

Prolific Italian Queens. $1.00
A. V. Small.
for $5.00. June ist.
2302

Agency Road,

Northern Bred
3

St.

Joseph, Mo.

A.

Chapman

St..

Hartford. Conn.

Phelps' Golden Italian Bees are hustlers

Queens from the Penn Co. See our
elsewhere

frames.

young Italian queens for
brood-combs, wired, in Hoffman
C. S, Engle. Beeville. Texas.
fine,

For Sale— Leather -colored
Queens and nuclei

by pound.

Write

C. H.

to

Italian bees
a specialty.

Cobb. Belleville, Ark.

Italian Queens that produce hustlers.
Nuclei and pound packages.
A. E. Crandall & Son. Berlin, Conn.

Doolittle & Clark's
queens
Prices.

Un-

will

Italian

breeding

be ready for delivery May

$10. $5 00,

Ready now

and

$2.50.

Marietta,

For Sale — Three-banded

N

Nuclei a specialty. Bees by the pound. My
stock will please you as it has others. Let
me book your order for spring delivery.
Write for circular and price list.
J. L. Leath, Corinth, Miss.

Bees Wanted— 20 lofr. Lang, hives, telescope covers, with Italians or Carniolans.
from the closest distance. Inquirer must
S. H.,

Russell Ave. No,, Minneapolis, Minn.

2042

We Want to tell you about our bees,
quote our prices on queens and bees by the
pound and let you know the express rate
from Brady to your station. Let us hear
from you. R, V. & M. C. Stearns, Brady. Tex.
An established strain of honey gathering
golden stock. Honey is what you want without much swarming. Book your orders early
to save delay. One untested queen, $1.00; 6
for $5.00; 12 for $g.oo. Wri'e us what you
want.
T. S. Hall. Talking Rock, Ga.

Fertilla, Riverside Co., Calif

Bees

and Queens —

stock speaks for

For Sale— Golden

Queens and

Italian

Nuclei about June ist. Send for price list.
J. I. Danielson. Fairfield, Iowa,

Queens from my honey-gathering
will be

3-band Italian bees with
nuclei with queen. J2.2';.
queen, ti.65.
Rosedale Apiaries.
J.B.Marshall.
Big Bend, La.
us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
nice
and
cheap.
are
White Mfg. Co.,
4Atf
Greenville. Tex.
let

Indianola Apiarv

offers bees and queens
Untested, 75c. Tested. $1.25. Bees
packages, $1 00; i-frame nucleus, $1.25.
price of queen if wanted
J. Warren Sherman. Valdosta. Ga.

for sale.
in i-lb.

We

ready to ship April

1st.

strains

honey-

In

getting qualities they have few equals.

my advertisement elsewhere

See

this JourD. E. Brothers. Attalla, Ala.

nal.

For Sale— Golden

Italian

in

queens about

the first of May. Untested. 70c; $8 00 dozen.
Select untested. 80c; Jo. 00a doz. Tested. $,100.
Select tested. $1 25. No foulbrood in my apiary. D. T. Gaster, Rt. 2, Randleman, N. C.

itself.

and are

ity "

honey gatherers.

;

Italian Queens, prompt service; queens
mailed to purchaser in new style of introducing cage that is safe and sure. Bees
from a one-frame nucleus to a carload.
Write for price list on colonies, queens and
nuclei.
J. F. Diemer. Rt 3. Liberty, Mo.

Queens— Early Queens, Golden or
Leather-Colored Italians, one select untested, $1.00;

Bees
Ib.

in light

package.

$4 2s;

6.

Best breeder,

one

$1 25;

For ten or
nuclei and full
tra.

for bees

12,

$8,00.

Tested.

$1.25.

Early Swarms of Young
One i-

$5.00.

screen cage a specialty.
2-lb.,

more write
colonies.

$2.25,

queen

ex-

for price; also

Orders booked

and queens, both ready

for de-

livery March i? and after. Safe arrival,
prompt service and satisfaction guaranteed.
Circular free.
J. E. Wing,
iss Schiele Ave., San Jose, Calif.

Carniolan, Golden

and Three-Banded

Italian queens from April to October. Tested, $1.00 each 6. $s 40; 12, $10.20. Select tested
Untested, 75c each; 6,
$1.25 each; 12. $13,80.
Select untested, 85c each;
$4.20;
12, $7.80.
Breeders. $3,00 to Ss.oo. Vir6, $4.80; 12, $9.00.
gins, 50c each; 6, $2.50: 12. $400. Bees, i -lb.,
;

%

lb,, 75c.
Nuclei, i frame,
$1.25; 2 lbs. $2.2s;
$1.25; 2 frames. $2.'25; 3 fr.. $300,
Full colonies with tested queens. 8 fr., $6,50; 10 frame,

$7.00.

faction

No

disease, safe delivery and satisguaranteed.
Money must accomWrite for price list.
I. N. Bankston. Buffalo. Tex.

pany the order.

SITUATIONS.
Carniolan. golden, and 3-banded
queens. Tested.

$1.00.

Italian

Untested, 7SC;

6.

$4.20;

$7.80.
;4-lb bees. 75c; i-lb. $1.25. Nuclei,
per frame. $1.25. No disease; everything
guaranteed. Write for prite list.
C. B. Bankston, Buffalo, Leon Co Tex.
12,

Wanted an expert bee man at once to
help in season of 1016. iioo colonies. Good
wages

to right

man.

J. E. Hanks,
Hagerman, Idaho.

,

Queens of QuALiTV—The genuine

Doolittle's Italian
gentle, re-

They are

fine

breed this stock only. Untested queens
7Sceach; $8.00 per dozen $60 per hundred.
Tested queens. $1.25 each; $12 per dozen;
$8s per hundred. Three frame nuclei. $2. 25
each; $200 per hundred. Bees H-lb. pkgs.,
7SCeach; $60 per hundred; lib. pkgs., $1.00
each. $85 per hundred. Add price of queens
to above pkgs.
Complete catalog free on
application
Spencer Apiaries Co.,
Nordhoff, Calif.

now

Three-Banded Italians ready May and
June. Ji 00 each; 6 for $S-oo; 12 for $g. 00; after
June. 7SC each; 6 for $425: 12 for $8.00. For
larger lots write Curd Walker, Jellico, Tenn.

i.

Y.

i-lb.
2-fr.

Bee-Keeper,

Italian queens.

large

in this Journal.

Will trade
first-class

is.

75c each; dozen, $8. 00; Select,
each; dozen, $10. Tested Queens, |i. 25;
dozen, $12. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed.
H. C. Clemons, Boyd, Ky.
$1.00

state price.

"Nutmeg"
W. Yates.

Italians.

Circular.

strain

Italians

sist disease,

Bees and Queens from my New Jersey

Add

improved three band
business, June i to Nov.

bred for
tested Queens,

you.

ad.

Queens,

"qual-

kind of dark Italians bred for business.
to please or your money back.
J. I. Banks.
Dowelltown, Tenn.

Guaranteed

Circular free.

For Sale— Bright Italian queens at 75 cts.
each; I7. So per dozen or $60 per 100. Ready
April 15. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed.
Talley,
Rt. 4. Grernville, Ala.

WW

QuiRiN's superior northern bred Italian
bees and queens are hardy, and will please
More than 20 years a breeder. Orders
booked now. Free circular. Honeydew for
bee food, sc a lb. H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, O.
you.

For Sale— In order to make room for early
cells we are offering select tested queens
for $1,00 each if taken by April 15th. These
are young queens and were reared late last
fall.
M. C. Berry & Co.. Hayne ville. Ala.

A Limited number of new colonies threebanded Italians in nearly new eight-frame
hives, $6 so each. This includes one super.
Strawberry bed, postpaid. $1,00.
Cherry Grove Fruit Farm, Dows, Iowa.

Gray Caucasians— Early

breeders; great
cap beautifully white;
builders; very prolific; gentle;
hardy; good winterers. Untested. Ji 00. SeSelect
lect untested. $1.25. Tested, $1,50.

honey gatherers;
great

comb

tested,

$2.00.

H.

W. Fulmer,

Andalusia, Pa.

Having secured breeders of Dr. Miller,
we are offering daughters of his famous
strain of Italians at the low price of $i.so
each. Queens of our own strain at 75c each.
One pound bees. $1.50; 2frame nuclei, $2. 2s.
Full colony in 8-frame hive at $6.5u; lo-frame,
$7.50; 200 colonies for spring delivery at 16. 00
The Stover Apiaries,
each, lo-fr. hives.
Mayhew, Miss.
For Sale— Good

Italian queens, untested,

Wanted— Man with some experience to
take care of 150 colonies of bees for igi6.
Who. if conditions suit him. buy bees or
take them on shares for 1017. German with
some experience in farmingpreferred. Give
all particulars in first letter.
Chas. Bentrup, Deerfield, Kans.
Deputy Inspectors— On May

6,

iqi6,

e.x-

aminations will be held to provide an eligible list of deputy bee inspectors for the

State of Illinois, the salary of whom is J4 00
per day. F"or further particulars address
vV. R. Robinson, Secretary State Civil Service Commission, Springfield. III.

HONEY AND BEESWAX

7Sc; tested. $1.00; nuclei, 2-frame, $300; i-lb.

package, $2.00; 2-lb. package, $3.00. Untested
queen with bees at above prices. Will beG. W. Moon.
gin to send about April ist.
1004 Park Ave., Little Rock, Ark.
If
less

the

You wish to get early queens and combpackages place your orders early with
Marchant

Bros.,

See our ad elsewhere

Union Springs,
in this

Journal.

Ala.

Wanted— Comb,
beeswax.
6Ai2t

extracted honey, and
Burnett & Co.,
St.. Chicago, 111.

R. A.
173 S.

Water

Best flavor alfalfa sweet clover honey at
a very reasonable price. Ask for delivered
price on 2 6o-lb. cans or more.
Wesley Foster. Boulder, Colo.

April, 1916.

American ^ec Journalj;^^^ i^
For Sale— Extra good
Quite and alfalfa honey.

liulit

amber mes-

Two 6opound

cans

to case. 5c a pound: sand lo pound frictiontop pails, 8c per pound per liundred weij;ht.
Cash with ordcron board of cars here.
B. A. Hadsell. Huclteye, Ariz.

For Sale— io.oqo pounds amber honey

in

6olb. cans or friction-top pails. Best quality; prices right; sample.
E. S. Miller. Valparaiso. Ind.

For Sale — Water-white alfalfa, white
amber alfalfa, and amber fall honey

clover,

or smaller packages. Amber
of our own extractini;, and can
be furnished in barrels. Write for
sample of kind desired and state quantity
you can use. Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. III.
in 6o-lb. cans
fall honey is

For Sale— Me<lium brood foundation, one

If You breed fancv poultry, offer your
surplus stock or eggs lor sale in our classified columns.

Up to 2S lbs.. 50c. Up
to ten lbs., S2C per lb.
to 50 lbs.. 48c; 100 lbs,. 48c. prepaid in Louisiana. Root's goods for sale. Beeswax wanted.
26c cash. 27c in trade.
J. F. Archdekin. Bordlonville. La.

Hakreu Rocks standard bred eggi
W. Coffman.
Rt.

For Sale — Friction-top
er

too. $4.50;
16.25; 500. }3o.

500.

Low

pails, s-lb. size,

size per 100.
other sizes in

$21.25; lo-lb.

to date,

prices on
in re-shipping cases.

Also furnished
Shipped from Chicago.
3ulk.

A. G.

Woodman

Grand Rapids. Mich.

Co..

For Sale— 20.1 colonies

of bees. 5 acres of
N. L. Anderson. Spearfish. S. Dak.

land.

season igu averaged no pounds. Address.
C. O. Davison. Presby. Hosp.. Pittsburg. Pa.

See our

On

large ad elsewhere in this Journal.

bees in packages we will express on lots
of five or more packages to points east of
the Dakota. Nebraska. Colorado and Texas
lines, south of
the Canadian boundary.
Prompt delivery guaranteed.
M. C. Berry 6c Co.. Haynev ille. Ala.

,

i

•

'

Italian bees

;
',

,

.

'

,

'

'

',

For Sale— 170 colonies

of bees equipped
for extracting in 2 apiaries one mile apart,
in an alfalfa belt three miles from Fallon.
Nev., in the heart of the Carson-Truckee U.
S. Government Reclamation project.
For
particulars, address Gillman H. Wright,
R. F. D. No. I. Fallon. Nev.

For Sale— i5oAlexanderfeeders. 12c each,
used one season. $16 cider mill. J8.00. 800
wire moving screens, strong frame, 600-B fr..
4c; 200-10 fr.. 5c. 4-00 gal. honey tanks, used
one season. J6.00 each. 4 fr. Root automatic
reversible extractor.
cost

$55.
$32. J15.

New

$70 Reflex
4x5. 18 in. bellows,

$12,50.

An Eastman

camera.

hive bodies, painted,
frames wired. 50c each. 200 new zinc queen
excluders. 20c each. Empty 60-lb. cans. 2 in
a case. 40c each. Will sell for cash or will
trade for honey, or bees in two-pound packages,
Wesley Foster. Boulder. Colo.
100 8-fr.

2

acre orange

P'"*^

in

dovetailed hives

C.HW

,

>

Geo, Delano.
Royalton. Waupaca Co.. Wis.

>

'
•

Free for Six Months— My Special offer
introduce my magazine. " Investing for
Profit." It is worth $10 a copy to anyone
who has been getting poorer while the rich,
richer. It demonstrates the real earning
power of money, and shows how any one.
no matter how poor, can acquire riches.
Investing for Profit is the only progressive financial journal published. It shows
how $100 grows to $2200. Write now and I'll
send it six months free. H. L. Barber. 54620 W. Jackson Blvd.. Chicago. III.

'

to

I
.

•

•

[
,
.

,J,

Apiarist.

J,

bee

^
^
y
V

honey-producer, instructor to the profession, and an official government
It is a new kind
inspector of hives.
He
of bee book and the best kind.
lets the other fellow talk about the
the
talks
about
poetry of the bee he
relation between your hives and your
pocket-book.
Here will be found the material
needed by the extensive producer
who wants to have the latest information at his hand, the small produeer who wants to study that he
may make progress on the surest
lines, by the beginner or student who
wants to set up for himself and to do
so upon the scientific basis that will
bring the best return. The last word
upon every subject connected with
the industry is presented in a manner
easily understood and immediately
applied in the work of the expert or
the beginner.
The 134 photographic illustrations
are of the highest class, the handsome cloth binding is durable. 316
Price $1.50 net, or postpaid
pages.
with the American Bee Journal, one
only
vear,
S2.00.

—

a

,

>^S^o|;;g^^i^^-^ed^^n.
D. Soper. Jackson.
Mich!
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POULTRY

Mating list
lots.
Fred Oertel. Box

|:|\J!|i|!IA'i

free.
24.

Brighton,

III.

PREPAREDNESS
Bees by the Pound

Prepare for a big crop of honey by
IM.

C.

ge-tting

bees and queens from

BERRY & COIMPANY

THREE-BANDED ITALIAN BEES AND QUEENS BRED FO R HONEY PRODUCTION
Price Li5t— Swarms of bees

in

packages ready to ship now.

Swarms. $1.25; 2-lb. Swarms, $2.35; 3-lb Swarms, $3.35; 5-lb. Swarms, J5.35.
If queens are wanted add price as according to price list.
On lots of 5 packages or more will prepay express to your address east of the Dakota.
Nebraska. Colorado and Texas lines, and south of the Canadian boundary. This applies
only on orders received in April.
i-lb.

Price List of our queens by return mail.
Select Untested, go cts.
All queens are warranted purely mated.

Untested.

P"

.

We

I

mation write to

^''^"^^

Weber
weoer A.VrA"'vW"^-"'
Co Cin cinnati. O

W.

'

location; 40 acres
with good house and barn; also 30 colonies
of bees with fixtures. Located in the central part of Wisconsin. For further infor-

Bu rdick. Sunnyside. Wash.

ca"e"o° ^',JS"^a^^^"f^„V?^""''•<=^"^. ''^
cash.

•

For Sale— A good bee

flat. 100

fi^u°nni,r°,^-t^e^l;r,'-,i.dingDadaI,1?s
A- E.

,

C. Pellett, Iowa State
The author has been in a
atmosphere sinre early youth,
his career has been that of s-successful

ume by Frank

High Grade Queens

frames

'he best foundation fasten^??
enert' '^TV,»"'^"'
Ihen buy The Pangburn " nrice
»L75. postpaid, mfg. by
W. S PangburS
Center Junction, Iowa.
.
"i"^

,

'

Frame Works. Whitnevville Ct

als^fn^n'Tn^S'''''"'

I

grade; carefully bred; none better. Prices
reasonable. Stock and eggs, by setting or

SUPPLIES.
Sivelevetts

in Florida. 10 or 20
grove, also apiary. Fif-

Mannville. Putnam Co.. Fla.

pression on the buyer. Dealers admire them
and give them prominence. Catalog Free
Liberty Pub.Co..Sta.D.Box4H.CIevllandb.

H.oo; 500. ti3.75; loco. $27.

farm

teen minutes walk from railroad depot.
Chas. Mack.
Write for particulars.

that create a favorable im-

self spacing

'

•

hundred

Hoffman

•

Rhode Island Reds— Bo;h Combs. High

HONEY LABELS
Honey Labels

,

N. Y.
acres.

44124 page periodical, up
you want to know about

t Productive Bee- Keeping— %
The best methods for producing X
honey, under the greatest variety of a
conditions, have been studied, sifted ^
and excellently arranged in this y
thorough, scientific yet practical vol- 5*

with select tested queens of J. P. Moore
strain. $4.50 per colony; 35 colonies with mismated queens from same strain. $400 per
col.; 35 cols, light colored hybrids from the
same strain with queens. $3,50 per col all in
8-frame bodies in good winter cases, mostly
the Quinby standard, full depth self-spacing Hoffman frames, to each hive, all combs
straight, and all strong and healtny with
plenty of honey, f, o. b. here.
Wilmer Clarke. Box 200. Earlville, Mad. Co.
fine

all

•:•

For Sale — California little suburban
farms, suitable for poultry, fruit and garE. R. Waile.
den. Terms, write
Shawnee. Okla.

For Sale— A

tells

.:..:..:":..:..:..>.:..:":•<<<">•>:•:-:••:•>•>:•**

.t

For Sale or to let on shares 250 well kept
colonies, in irrigatedalfalfa region (Kansas);

Benton Harbor, Mich.

care and management of iioultry. for pleasure or profit; four months for xo cents.
Poultry Advocate, Dept. 210. Syracuse. N. Y.

MISCELLANEOUS

For Sale— .35 colonies pure

3.

Poultry Paper,

"

Also the wax from old combs or slumgum.
On shares or very cheap
it all out.
for cash; new factory; old liberal terms,
cheapest and handiest transportation for all
northern tjeekeepers. You always get your
own wax back,
J, J. Angus.
414 Fulton St.. Grand Haven. Mich.

We get

also

FOR SALE

for

hatching.

Comb Foundation— You can have your
beeswax made into best quality foundation.
"

75 cts.

Tested.

Ji. 25.

Wings clipped

Select Tested.

$i.so.

free of charge.

Our queens are bred from Select Honey Gathering Stock, the choice of over looo, hustAll
ling, honey-producing colonies, that produce about two solid cars of honey annually.
orders for either bees in packages or queens will be filled promptly by return mail or express or as per booking. There will be absolutely no delay. We take only as many orders
as we can fill and do so promptly. Let us have your order and get your bees on time, or
your money back by return mail Our capacity is 100 i-lb swarms a day and 6000 queens a
year. Wehave no disease of any kind. Safe arrival and satisfaction we guarantee. Write
for prices on wholesale quantities.
:

M. C.

BERRY & COMPANY,
Successors
Brown
to

Largest Paclcage Shippers

Hayneville,
& Berry
In

the South

Alabama

140
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American Hee Journal
The National Agricultural Society
Was

founded

men

SMlDg

Their aim

of

is

together the

t

by

group of

a

national

—

to

Chicago. March 18.— During thepast three
weeks there has been quite a free movement
of honey, and stocks have been greatly reduced, as also the prices, because holders
have become anxious to realize, and much
of the honey has shown a tendency to granu-

Prosperity

weld

Patriotism

agricultural in-

lation.
15c per

and make the organization a

terests

HONEY AND BEESWAX

Progress

reputation,

high one

various

:0^^^

far-

grade

Broader Citizenship

7@gc. according to kind and quality, but
sales have been mostly at 8c per pound for

patriotic

farmer

Bigger Opportunities

the clover and basswood. with the amber
grades at from 6@7c per pound. Beeswax is
sellingfreely at 30c per pound if clean and of
good color.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

should give

his support.

CONSTITUTION —Articte
The
and

objects of

'Inis

.Society shall be as follows;

(<;)

To

non-political,

-

All

ILLUSTRATED

What

That

plies and

National Agricultural Society Can

Do

for

You

addition to the obvious advantages that
will come to you as a member of a society of
such high standing there are two distinct,
tangible benefits. THE FIELD illustrated
In

and

Name

Its

THE AGRICULTURAL DIGEST

will

be sent without further expense to each
member for one year upon payment of his
annual dues of $2.00.
Tear off blank at right, fill in name and address, and mail with currency, check or
money order for $2.00.

Im-

More

AGRICULTURAL
DIGEST

The NATIONAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY

West 42d Street, New York
1 here7vitii apply tor jucmbership in J

No. 17-21

HE

15.— The supply
honey is large and the demand
The supply of comb is not large
demand is light. We quote as fol-

of extracted

very

light.

and the

I
white comb. 24 sections per
No 2 white comb. $2.50 to $2,75.
amber. $2 75 to $3 00. No. 2. $2 50 to $2 75,
I. white extracted, per pound. 7J4@8c;
amber. 6@7c. No. i beeswax, per pound. 28c;

lows: No.
case. $3.00.

No.
No.

America's Only Quar
'
~
hly

AFIELD

No.

I

2 25c.

C. C. Clemons Produce Company.
Los Angeles. March 15.— The market here
in California at present on honey and wax
is as follows; Water-white sage. 7/4c; white
sage. 6>^c; light amber sage, 5>4c; light am-

ber alfalfa. 4^»c. All in straight carload lots
f. o. b. shipping point.
Choice country beeswax, 27c per pound.

Hamilton & Mende rson.

NATIONAL AGRICUZTURAL SOCIETY
enclose $2.00 annual dues, to include THE
FIELD ILLUSTRATED and THE AGRICULTURAL DIGESl without further charge.

and

NEW ENGLAND

Name.

Beekeepers
supplies

in

THE RAREST AND BEST OFFER YET

1: 82

Combless Bees for Sale With Queen

early.

Address.

THE BEEKEEPERS' REVIEW,

line of

JEPSON
Boston, Mass.

MONTHS FOR

4

Trial Subscription c^a^'p.'Ar

.i!liii'^

(tint

ir

and gjrdtn tnn.k.

Ask Us Your Hard Question
\Vc comiiict
lal bciiefii of

wer

.ill

litis

dcparlmeiit

oiirsubscribeis.

questions by mail and

cohiiniis n( tlic

ft't ilie vj

F\|trK

iiin'^-ivini.-.

Fruiln-an and Gardener, 1111

Main St. Ml. Vernon

About April ist I wil'
again be ready to mail un'
tested queens of my tine
strain of Italians. I breed
no other race. Choice tested and breeding queens at
times. Insure against a
pos s b e disappointment
by ordering early. Satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free
Untested queens
Choice
$1 each; doz., $g.
tested.li 50 each. Breeder.
all

i

$3.oci

C. S.

Northstar Mich.

ENCLE,

1

to $5.00 each.

Beeville,

Bee

Co.,

Texas

YOU CAN'T AFFORD TO MISS THIS
CLOSIHG OUT SALE ON THE "TewJS"

THE QUEEN OF ALL QUEENS
Texas Queens.
Send me your orders

ARE PEERLESS-"THERE'S A REASON"

early for Italian and

centuated. Special drones from superior
mothers; results are obvious.
Prices— Uuntested. April. May and June.
$1.50 each.
After June lu. $1.00 each. Tested
queens of each race. J2.00 each.
For Italians, address Ft. Myers. Fla. for
Caucasians, address Houston Heights. Tex.

Is tlie

Carniolan.

Queens,

$8.00 per

doz. Bees

per

pound,

$1.50.

CIRCULAR FREE

Grant

QUINN'S QUEENS OF QUALITY

Anderson,

Rio

Hondo, Texas

They are thoroughbred, pedigreed, threebanded Italians and Grey Caucasians.
"Mendelian" bred; good qualities are ac-

;

CHARLES W. QUINN
609 W. 17lh Ave.,

HOUSTON HEIGHTS, TEXAS

GOODS, 20 Percent

off,

10-frame Wisconsin

CATALOG PRICE

1-2 story hives
10-.frame dovetail hives with Colorado
or Cabel covers. No. 1, 10-frame supers
Get my special price on a complete line of
the " LEWIS" goods. DandarU's foundation.
Catalog of LEWIS
free.
Addreii,
ADAM A. CLARKE
1

BKEWARE

Le Mars. Iowa

WESTERN BEE KEEPERS lll,\':A
get

the best ^'oods

.

Uir'>i!L:li

LEATHER COLORED ITALIANS

Did you ever ask a breeder to quote you a price upon a thousand pound packages of
combless bees ? If you did. you will have noticed that he took his pencil from his pocket
and began to figure what such a sale would save him in advertising, postage, office help, etc.,
and the results would be that he would make you a very close price. Now we have that
very close price on one pound packages of bees, as is usual with us to chaige no profit on
supplies furnished subscribers of The Review, none will be charged upon those, but our
subscribers will get all the advantages of this good " buy." Notice that this close price is
not for a late fall delivery, but for April and May deliveries, later deliveries at a less price
will be quoted later, or by mail for the asking. Upon this deal we have two big points:
First the price, second, the old experienced breeder who has spent his life breeding bees
and queens for the market. We mention this so you will not get the idea into your heads
this is a " cheap John " lot of goods, but they are as good as money can buy. no matter what
price you pay. The price is $i6 for ten one-pound package of those combless bees, each
containing a young untested three-banded Italian queen. Additional pound packages without queens, one $1.00 each. For larger lots ask for special price. They are shipped from

Alabama by express. Book your order

a full

Friend Street,

A daughter of one of Dr. Miller's best honey getting Queens and The Beekeepers' Review
one year for only (2 00. Every one will want one of tlie famous world champion honey producers. Listen to the record; A yard of 72 colonies produced in one season 17.684 finished
sections of comb honey or an average of 245 sections per colony. This is without a doubt
the world's record crop from a yard of that size. Start breeding a honey strain of bees by
using one of those famous queens this season. This is the first time stock from this noted
yard has been- on sale. Our breeder, one of the very best in the Gulf States, will breed
from one of those best queens, and as his original stock is of the best three-banded stock,
wonderful results is to be expected. Let us book your order at this time for one of those
fine queens, for we only have for sale something like Suo for June delivery.
The queen is
well worth all we are asking. $2.00 and the Review a year.
of

find

will

Boston. Send for catalog.

H. H.

1000 Pound Packages

from

sells at

Kansas City. Mo.. March

11

effect an organization, non-par-

which by its unquestioned sponsorship and membership shall command general confidence and afford a common mouthpiece for the varied and diversified'
agricultural interests of the country on matters of National concern

tisan

is

tracted honey, white grade

strong factor in national development.

Every

Fancy comb honey is held at about
pound, and anything off from this
from ic to 5c per pound less. Ex-

Better Agriculture

fj

obtainable, especially

made to meet Western condition. Send
new catalog and special price list to

for

Colorado Honey-Producors' Association
Denver, Colorado
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The Double-Walled Massie Bee-Hive
Surest

Protection

Honey
Furnished

for

—The

Bees

the clearest

in

—

Supply

Increased

of

Best Hive for any Climate
of

While Pine or Redwood.

lumber

All

in

either Cypress,

Brood and Extracting

Frames Made from White Pine

THE VENTILATED BOTTOM
Admits fresli air into the hive, lessening the chance for swarming, and giving renewed energy to the bees.
It is also equipped

THE MASSIE HIVE
For Oumb or E.xtracted Honey

with a feeder without extra cost.
I'if'y years in the bee supply business has shown us that the
Massie is the very best hive, and testimonials to this effect
are received daily from those who are using this hive.

WHY NOT GIVE US A TRIAL ORDER ?
We are also extensive maniifactLirers

SATISFACTION FULLY GUARANTEED
of Dovetailed

be sure to get our prices before buying elsewhere.

We will mail

all

other Apiarian Supplies.

1100 3d

St.,

SAFETY FIRST
You are always

safe in buying Murry's bees and queens. Unexcelled for proliticness,
gentleness and honey-gathering qualities. No disease. Health certificate with each shipment of bees and queens, Three-banded Italians. Goldens. Tested queens any time.
25th.

March

Queens
Untested
Tested

$1.00
1.25

t 5.S0

6.50
lo.oo

200

Select tested

ist to
6

May ist

May ist

12

to

Nov.

ist

6

I

12

tio.oo
12.00
18.00

Bees by the pound after May loth. Safe arrival guaranteed to any point within six
days of Mathis. Tex. Large orders must be placed 30 days in advance of shipment, accompanied by 25 percent advance payment. This means orders amounting to $5o and up.

Pound packages

12

i-pound
package
"
2

"

3

There
nucleus.

I

is

"

$1.50
2.50

"

3.75

$16.00
29.50
44.75

50

100

S 65.00

$127.00
330.00
352.50

116,50
117.50

no better way for the beginner to start with bees than with the old-fashioned
a specialty of shipping nuclei.

make

i-frame nucleus
without
queen
"
"
"
2-frame
"
"
"
3-frame

Any number wanted
nuclei.

If

at

H. D.

$1.50
2.50
3.50

these prices.

queens are wanted, add price

of

No queens included with bees by the pound or
queen to price of nucleus or pound package.

MURRY, MATHIS, TEXAS

Sweet Clover Seed
QUICK GERMINATION

Get our "Scarified," sweet clover seed which will germinate from 85 to 05 percent the
first year and thus insure you a good stand right from the start.
By sowing our seed you
will save money, as it only takes about half as much scarified to sow an acre as oidinary
hulled seed.

PRICES

f

lib

Honey

EARLY CASH ORDER DISCOUNTS

you arein the market for supplies
our large illustrated catalog and special price list to any one upon request

Hives and

KRETCHMER MFG. COMPANY,

Untested after March

The Dovetailed Hive

If

Council Bluffs, Iowa

I
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Notice to Northern Beekeepers!
are making specialty
pound package
and
ship from our yards
Fitzpatrick and other points
WE ages
without queen.
and queens during April and May
the following prices
One pound with queen,
a

trade,

of tiie

will

at

at

ii oo;

:

$i 25.

in

Alabama, packpounds with

Two

queen. $2.00: without queen. $2.15. Three pounds with queen. $3. 80; without queen. $3.00. Untested queens, single. $1.00; six for $4So;
dozen for $8.50; in lots of 50 or more. 60c each. Select tested. $2.00. Breeders. $3.50. A special price quoted on packages of ?o or more.
We have improved our pound package, making it larger, lighter and giving more ventilation.
Our vast experience with the Root Company, and our father. A. d. Marchant. enables us to know what the trade wants and needs.
and we are well equipped to take care of any and all orders regardless of size. Our aim is to carry surplus so as to be enabled to fill all
orders by return mail and on the day they fall due. Our stock is of the three-band Italian, and has stood the test for 20 years. There is
none better. We have sold the A. I. Root Company two cars of bees and several hundred queens, and will sell again this season.
We guarantee safe arrival, freedom from disease, pure mating, no inbreeding, and your money refunded if not satisfied.
References: The American Exchange Bank of Apalachicola, Fla.; also The A. I. Root Company. Insure yourself against loss by
placing your orders with

The Marchant

Union Springs,

Bros.,

Ala.

OUR POST-OFFICE ADDRESS WILL BE UNION SPRINGS, ALABAMA

YOUR SUCCESS IN BEEKEEPING DEPENDS ON THE KIND
OF BEES YOU KEEP AND HOW YOU HANDLE THEM

book
tree

Blanke'sdS page book is not merely a catalog; it is an authoritative expert guide on the kind of apiary supplies that
successful beekeepers have proved to be profitable in actual use. Blanke carries the largest stock of bee supplies
west of the Mississippi, and can make prompt delivery.
Every article carried is perfect fitting. Whether you're a
beginner or an expert beekeeper you ought to get the Blanke
Bee Book— send for it today.

Fine Poultry Book Also Free
you keep poultry, too, ask us for illustrated poultry book;
full of valuable pointers on poultry raising, as well as a cataIf

log of profitable poultry supplies.

BLANKE MFG. & SUPPLY CO., PIONEERS IN BEE, POULTRY,
AND DAIRY SUPPLIES, 209 WASHINGTON, AVE., ST. LOUIS, MO.

ITALIAN QUEENS
THREE-BANDED

Ready April i. of an exceptionally vigorous and
long-lived strain of bees.
They are gentle, prolific,
and the best of honey gatherers.
Untested. Ji.oo; 3.
$2.75; 6, $5.00: 12. Jg.oo. Tested. $1.25; 6, $6.50; 12. $12.50.

Send for my free circular
and price list, and see the
natural conditions under
which my queens are reared. Will book orders now.
JOHN G. MILLER
Carpus Christ!, Texas
723 C Street,

OUR TEXAS BEES
Having locations where

©®QOO®OeXD®0©0®GXD0eXDOeXS©©©®GG©©eXD©0

aine Farmer
{Established 1832)

The

only

Exclusively

America.

Agricultural

Newspaper

$1.00 per year in advance.

in

I can rear bees
almost the year around. I am prepared to
furnish you the very best stock of bees and
queens at prices where you can afford to
buy and build up those weak colonies for
the honey season. My pound packages are
fine for making increase at a reasonable
price.
One pound package. $1.50; 2pound
packages. $2.50; lo-pound lots. $13; 100 pounds
for $120. Queens shipped with pound packages at 75 cents each. By mail at $0.00 per
dozen. Special prices to dealers in large

lots.

WM. ATCHLEY,
"

Mathis, Texas

The TexasTBeeman "

Issued every Thursday by

THE MAINE FARMER COMPANY
Augusta, Maine

BEE SUPPLIES
of all kinds; low prices.
orders. Catalog free.

J.

Discount for early

W. ROUSE, Mexico, Missour

Our Catalog No.

26 shows a very complete line of Honey Labels, nearly 50 designs in all.
need of labels we advise that you write for a copy of this catalog which will be mailed to
your address promptly.

When

in

HONEY ADVERTISERS AND PRINTING
Honey Health Books, Honey Advertising Blotters, Honey Display Cards, Eat Honey Stickers,
Honey Pood Value Stickers, also Envelopes, Note and Letter Heads, Circulars, Rubber Stamps,
etc., are all listed in our catalog with prices in large and small quantity.
Write now for catalog or
send copy for estimate. Our goods are guaranteed to satisfy or money refunded. Address,

EASTERN LABEL COMPANY,

Dept. 3,

CLINTONVILLE, CONN.

I
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PORT E R

NARSHFIELD GOODS
BEE KEEPERS :—
We manufacture

Millions of Sections
good as the best. The
are
as
every year that
BEST for the Price.
Quality
CHEAPEST for the
will buy again.
you
once,
If you buy them
;

We

Hives, Broodand ShipSection-Holders
Frames,
ping-Cases.
Our Catalog is free for the asking.
also manufacture

Marshfield, Wis.

Marshffield Mfg. Co.,

|

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You

to

Buy Bee Supplies Now

Thirty years' experience in making everything for
the beekeeper. A large factory specially equipped
for the purpose ensures goods of highest quality.
Write for our illustrated catalog today.

LEAHY MFG.

CO.,

90 Sixth

St.,

Higginsville, Missouri

START THE SEASON RIGHT
By

using

Dittmer Foundation the bees
made to just suit them,

like it

for it's

and

just like the Natural

is

Comb

they

make themselves.

I
I

Send for prices on having your Beeswax
made into Comb Foundation, which ineludes

All

all

freight charges being paid.

other Supplies

in

stock

Gus Dittmer Company, Augusta, Wisconsin

ESCAPE

BECAUSE

LASTS

IT

That is One Argument in Favor of
Cypress as a Beelieeper's Lumber
There are many qualities that make the value in lumber depending, of course, on the uses to which they are put. But of
virtues that of endurance comes tirst. The wood that
resists rot influences longest, especially when the wood is used
in a service by which it is exposed to wet and dry conditions and earth-contact
that wood is
accredited with being able to give the user the greatest
VALUE.
No use tries the lasting qualities of lumber greater than that of Bee Hive construction. It is the
very duce to get lumber that will not too readily rot unless one gets Cypress lumber. Then there
is a good show for endurance that means real
saved on Repairs
Don't
all

—

INVESTMENT

—

money

Have

to Make.

Try

it,

You

Mr. Beekeeper.

STUDY THE WOOD QUESTION
—

There's one way to get at this matter of endurance through books of authority. Such are the
41 volumes of the internationally famous Cypress Pocket Library.
These books are not "advertising "—they are authoritative references on file in the libraries of scores of technical schools and
National institutes. Ask for Vol. 1 to start with it contains the complete U. S. Govt. Kept, on
Cypress, " The Wood Eternal," and a full list of the other volumes then branch out until you cover
;

;

the subject.

SOUTHERN CYPRESS

IVIFRS.'

ASSOCIATION

1251 Heard National Bank Building, Jacksonville, Fla., and
1251 Hibernia Bank Building, New Orleans, La.
P'or

auick service address nearest

oJVice.

AJ,

EARLY-ORDER DISCOUNTS ON

DADANT'S FOUNDATION
Send us a

list of

1916,

the bee-supplies and foundation you will need for

and we

will gladly

It will

BEESWAX— We
cash

1-.
'V,

and trade

IVTATP
i'" 1"

to buy'early.

buy beeswax the year around and pay highest
Light

prices.

especially wanted.

moderate

quote j'ou our best prices.

pay you

Your

yellow

wax from

BEESWAX worked

cappings

is

into foundation at

rates.

combs, cappings, and slumgum rendered on shares. Send for
our terms. We will get all the wax and save you a "mussy " job.

^''^

I

m

\''>
.ij.

n

^71
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Amgrican ^ec Joarnalj
and

Send 25c.

names

the

three

fruit

of

growers,

and you will get a
months' subscription to the AMERI-

trial 12

CAN FRUIT-GROWER

at one-half the res'

ular price of Fifty Cents.

A monthly publication devoted to fruit
growin?. edited by practical orchardists
and published in the heart of the Appala
chian fruit belt
TRY THIS PRACTICAL, HELPFUL

Bees and Queens

for 1916
GOLDEN AND LEATHER COLORED
We are now

Warranted
Tested
Breeders

AMERICAN FKUIT-GROWER

^:^°^°^ Unhulled and Scarified Hulled

WHITE SWEET

CLOVER
OWOSSO, lUCH.

,

Bee-Supplies
we can

275
3.50

queens are wanted with nuclei add queens
ii lb. package, wire cages, without queens
"
"
"
"
"
1

"

"

"

"

"

at

above prices quoted for queen
$1.00

"
"

1.50
2.00

If queens are wanted with pound packages add at prices quoted for queens.
On all orders amounting to$so and over we will allow s percent discount, and orders
amounting to$ioo and over will allow 10 percent discount from above prices.
We guarantee safe delivery on queens, and safe delivery on bees that are not in transit

five days.

Our Reference— Any Mercantile Agency. A. I. Root Co.. or American Bee Journal.
Get into communication with us at once and book your orders early to avoid disappointments in the spring.

THE PENN COMPANY,

Penn, Lowndes County, Mississippi

Representatives of The A.

LET US FIGURE WITH YOU

We know

and

8.00
Q.50
7.50
13.50
up to $10.00 each.
$1.50

2

over

Write

450
550

'

When

25
$10.00
16.00
10.00
26.00

$500

$2,75

i-frame nuclei without queen
"
"
2-frame
"
"
"
3-frame

Charlottsville, Va.

YOONC RANDOLPH SEED CO

June, 1916 de12

6

$ .so
85
i.io
i.so
3.00

Untested

—ADDRESS:-

May and

i

Virgins

PAPER AT THIS SPECIAL RATE

Dapt. 8

booking orders for Apri 1,

liveries at the following prices, viz.:
Prices of one and over

I.

Root Co7npa?iv, and Queen

Specialists.

you on Quality.

satisfy

for catalog.

C.C.CLEMONS BEE-SUPPLY CO.
Kansas

Dept. S.,

City,

Mo.

EVERY FRUIT GROWER

Preoaredness Pays Bia Dividends
So

fortify

Who

wants up-to-date, valuable information on the vital problems of the fruit industry, such as Spraying. Pruning. CultivatPacking. Marketing,
scribe to
ing.

etc..

LEWIS' BEEWARE. DADANT'S FOUNDATION.
ROOT'S EXTRACTORS, SMOKERS, ETC.

should sub-

BETTER FRUIT

and begin with the January
cial
$1.00

issue, our Spe
Spraying Annual. Subscription price
per year in advance.

and equip yourself with our 1916 Catalogue. Now Ready. Write toda
,

—

Anything and everything you. might need in Bee Supplies and at righ
Ship us your old Combs andCapplngs for rendering. Write for terms

prices.

BETTER FRUIT PUBLISHING COIMPANY
Hood River, Oregon

204

Walnut

THE FRED
W. IVIUtH
THE BUSY BEE
IMEN.

St.

GO.

^

CINCINNATI.

Beekeepers' Supplies
Such

as

Winter Cases.

Hives.

Sections.

Covers.

Bottoms. Bodies, Supers. Broodframes of every description. Shippingcases. Section-holders. Comb-foundation.
Smokers, etc.
Cet my prices before placing your orders.

R. H.
Rt. 3,

SCHMIDT

Sheboygan, Wis.

SAFETY FIRST
You are always

safe in buying Murry's bees and queens. Unexcelled for prolificness.
gentleness and honey-gathering qualities. No disease. Health certificate with each shipment of bees and queens. Three-banded Italians. Goldens. Tested queens any time.

Untested after March

Queens

D©©0©e

BEES AND HIVES
you are in need of bees, aueens
apiarian supplies and want the
best at a reasonable price, send for
our catalog. Sand lo frame chaff hives.
Full colonies, nucleus colonies or
bees by the pound, shipped promptly.
Tested Italian queens. Ji so; untestIf

or

ed. $1.00.
I.

J.

STRINGHAM

105 Park Place, N. Y.
APIARIES

:

GItn Cove, L.

I.

25th.

H7

American Vee Journal

Woodman's

Specialties

SECTION FIXER
COLD MEDAL

for the finest

comb

honey at the recent Michiaan 5oth
anniversary convention, was won by
Floyd Markham. of Ypsilanti Mich,

He

says:

"We have several kinds of ma
chines for folding sections and putting in the starters, but since we got
one of your Section Fixers, about two
years ago, no other machines for the
purpose are used in our shop. It pays
to use bottom starters and your Section Fixer is the only machine that I
of that will do the job at any
rate of speed and do it right."

know

YOU KNOW

that with this ma
DO
chine you always handle large pieces
of foundation wjiich makes the putting in of bottom starters easy. Special circulars will tell you all about it.
Price $2 75 with lamp and one form

block, shipping weight
tage extra.

5

pounds, pos-

PROTECTION HIVE
Air spaces or packin? as you prefer.

Seven-eights material in the outer wall, which
as the best hive on the market by

means that they will last a life time. Used and endorsed
many prominent beekeepers of this and other countries.
Price,

$14.75

Story Protection Hive with divisible

I

for five hives, delivered to any station in the U. S. East of the
Mississippi and North of the Ohio Rivers.

deep wood roof cover, consisting of shal
low cover and rim.

NORWICHTOWN.

CONN., May

24, i«i5.

just been voted a generous sum of money to be used in the construction of an Apiarian Building
They are negotiating with me tor some colonies, andlwillfu nishthem in your Protection Hives, for I believe them to be the

Our Stale Agricultural College has
and

outfit

ALLEN LATHAM

best on the market.

Send

A. G.

for catalog

and special circulars. We are the beehive people. Send us
requirements for 1916, and let us figure with you

a list of

your

GRAND RAPIDS, MICHIGAN
WOODMAN CO.,
TIN HONEY CAN S— L O W PRICES
A. G.

WOODMAN

CO., Grand Rapids, Michigan

Fine Queens and Bees
Queens from my honeygathering strains of three
bands and goldens at the
following low prices: Un-

THE CAMPBELL SYSTEM OF SOIL CULTURE
Everybody knows Campbell, the father of dry farming. Everybody knows that
he started this great movement for Scientific Farming that is chansing the desert
into a garden. But everybody does not know that there is a great school, the

tested, one. Ji.oo;

6.

$5.00; 12.

$17.50; 50. $32; 100.
$60. Tested queens, i. (1 50:
$8.00;
12. $15. Nuclei or lb.
6.

$0.00; 25.

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF SOIL CULTURE

packages, i-fr. with untested queen. $2.50; 6. $14; 12.

where the Campbell System of Scientific Soil Tillage and Crop Growing are taught
by mail, where a thorough knowledge of Scientific Agriculture can be secured without leaving home, at a very small expense. If you area farmer or expect to be a
farmer, send for the Campbell literature, Campbell's Scientific Farmer, the Campbell manuals, and a catalog of the Campbell Correspondence School. Sample copy
and catalog free. Address.

$26; 2-fr., I. $3,50; 6. $18;
If tested queens
$34.

12.

are

wanted add price as above
D. E.

BROTHERS

Attalla, Ala.

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
325 Broadway

Billings,

FOR SALE

Montana

IF

A

ALL TAKEN AT HALF PRICE

large quantity of Bee-Supplies used

unused.

Hives. Sections,

numerous

THERE OUGHT TO BE QUALITY HERE
"

We

are furnishing Kennith Hawkins, the Quality Hill Queen Breeder, one
of our 'Queens of Quality,' and will offer queens from one of The Review mothers crossed with his 'Quality Hill' Drones for 1916. Nobuyerof 2400 more
Queens for delivery after June 15, can afford not to ask for our special discounts
on these great honey gatherers. We do not think one can make a mistkae in
buying this stock,"
The Review. Dec. tgis This Townsend breeder exceeded the average of iioo
colonies by over 500 per cent last year. Sure will be quality here. These excellent
honey queens I. $1.00; 6, 00; 12. 0.00 until June i. Later, i. 75c: 6. $4.00; 12. $7.50. Write
for booklet on Quality Hill Queens.
'

to

list.

etc.. etc.. etc..

and
too

Can be seen and exam-

ined at residence of undersigned. ir)5 South
Forest Avenue. River Forest. Cook Co.. 111.

P.

W.

DUNNE

'

f;.

KENNITH HAWKINS, PLAINFIELD, ILLINOIS

WHEN ORDERING SUPPLIES
Remember we

carry a full stock and sell at
the lowest catalog price. Two lines of railroad—Maine Central and Grand TrunkPrompt service and no trucking bills.

THE

A.

I.

ROOT
J. B.

CO.,

Mechanic

Falls,

MASON, Manager

Me.

_
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STOP! LOOK! READ!
MARCHANT'S FAMOUS 300-POUND BREEDERS

are now beinsr bred in Florida during our honey iiarvest. and every beekeeper
knows the best queens are reared during the honey Iiarvest. Our 30o-DOund breeders are still holding their own; daughters from
these breeders have on their fifth story in the first week of the honey harvest.
can fill your orders from the above
When you order Bees and Queens from us you have quality, purity and honey gatherers.
famous strain for Queens. Bees. Nuclei and full Colonies promptly, or at such time as the purchaser may desire, and guarantee safe delivis
market
ask
satisfaction
to
in
every
respect.
Our
aim
to
give
stock
on
the
at the time you want it.
you
you the best
ery and entire
will ship from Florida until May 20th. after
you to give us a trial and let us prove to you that everything we claim for our bees is true.
Ohio.
Prices
as
follows:
that date from Canton.
Prices on Bees by the pound f. o. b. shipping point.
Shipment begins May 10.
fsland Bred Italian Queens. Shipments began March ist.

We

We

We

6

1

Untested
Tested
Select Tested
Tested Breeding Queens,

$5.00

10.50
15.00

and

^Ib...

$12.00
18.00
24.00

1

2

3

$10 each.

5

.$1.50
.
2.00
.. 3.00
4.00
•• 5-50

lb..
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

12

6

1

12

$7.50

$1.50
2.00
3.00

(12.00
18.00
27.50
36.00
50.00

$ 7.50
10.50

.

15.00
21.00
27.50

.

(These prices are without Queens.)

Frame Nucleus.

I

Address

THE

all

$2,00; 2

Frame

Prices of Nuclei and Full Colonies without Queens. Shipping now.
Nuclei, $3.00; 3 Frame Nuclei. $4.00; 5 Frame Nuclei. $5.00; 8 frame Colony,

communications

J. E.

MARCHANT BEE & HONEY COMPANY,
to men. women beginners my 8-page
folder on butterflies, insects. I buy hundreds for

FREE

MULLIN'S

museum

art

purposes, and rich collectors for their

5C

10

Frame Colony,

$10.

strains.

To

figure on your wants. Send us a list of
goods and we shall be pleased to quote you
the very lowest price for the best goods.
Established 1800. Our catalog may interest

you.

Beekeepers

will

find

a full

St.

Italian

line of

supplies in Boston. Send for catalog.

H. H. JEPSON
82 Friend Street, Boston, Mass.

NULLIN, Holton, Kansas

DUBY & SON,

Anne,

More hardy

Queens

than Southern bred.

them once. Untested.

$1.00, Sel.

MOTT, GLENWOOD, MICH.

Extracting Honey is a Pleasure
the

new

Root Friction-drive

Power Extractor ....
Power-saving

Smooth-running
No gears to break

Easiest to operate

Ask the man who owns one

Noiseless

Srnd for

New York
Philadelphia

Chicago
St. Paul
San Franrisco
Los Angeles

The

A.

I.

l')16 Catalii

Root Company

Medina, Ohio

Try

tested, $1.50
Plans for beginners, "How to Introduce
Queens and Increase," 25 cents.

E. E.

when done with

III.

Northern Bred

NEW ENGLAND

After May ist to July ist, untested
queens, $1.00 each. $g.oo per dozen.
After July ist, special rates. Threeframe nuclei with untested queen.
$2 75. After June ist try one; you will
want more. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Canton, Ohio

WE ARE READY
H. S.

three-banded,

andoneof the veiy best honey

0. S.

museums.

to $7,00

QUEENS
prolific,

work, study

each paid. Easyoutdoor employment.
Sinclair, Box 244, D 18, Los Angeles, Calif.

Unrivaled Italian
Gentle and

$8.50;

to

Washington
Des Moines
Syracuse
Indianapolis
Zanesville. O.

Mechanic

Falls.

Me.

M

May.
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Embargo on Bee Supplies
In the

East

in the Eastern States, particularly in New l^ngland, should not delay ordering their stock of supplies as early as possible
The Eastern railroads are conjested and have even placed an embargo on shipments
to various points, refusing to accept freight until their roads are unburdened.
Ordering your requirements a
month earlier t an usual will not cost any more and will assure you of having supplies on hand when the time comes
to use them. This will allow for any delay which might occur while in transit.

BEI'^KICI'lPERS

Our New England States representatives, Ross Brothers Co., 90-92 Front Street, Worcester, Mass., have a
" Falcon " bee-supplies, and are especially equipped to handle the New England States beekeepers'

large supply of

orders whether they be large or small.
Those beekeepers living in the New I'-ngland States can order direct from the factory at Falconer, N. Y., or
can write for the name of the nearest dealer as they find it more convenient.

Dealers Everywhere

Red Catalog, Postpaid

W.

"Simplified Beekeeping," postpaid

T. Falconer Mfg. Co., Falconer,

New York

Where the good bee-blves come from

rAfsa(:<0!UUXfysKceiWJCKKKCKCtBfaKCK!Ctaccc^^

NOW

IP

i

THE TIME

IS

b
To order your supplies, and thus
We
carry a full line of Root's Goods at all times, and
9
A

Hives, supers, frames, sections,

comb

have everything
are always prepared to

in

readiness for spring \

any and

fill

8

all

orders on short notice.

foundation, section-presses, foundation fasteners, queen-excluders, queen,

u and drone traps, swarm-catchers, feeders, honey and wax extractors, capping raelters, honey-knives, honey-tanks,
O
Q honey-pac:kages, shipping-cases, bee-escapes, bee-veils, bee-gloves, bee-brushes, smokers — in short, everything
V
the

N
O
I

beekeeper requires for the proper conduct of an apiary.

_

.

C. H.

W. Weber

Bee

book
free

&

Company, 2146 Central Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio

YOUR SUCCESS IN BEEKEEPING DEPENDS ON THE KIND
OF BEES YOU KEEP AND HOW YOU HANDLE THEM
page book is not merely a catalog; it is an authoritative expert guide on the kind of apiary supplies that
successful beekeepers have proved to be profitable in actual use. Blanke carries the largest stock of bee-supplies
west of the Mississippi, and can make prompt delivery.
Every article carried is perfect fitting. Whether you're a
beginner or an expert beekeeperyou ought to get the Blanke
Bee Book— send for it today.
Fine Poultry Book Also Free
If you keep poultry, too. ask us for illustrated poultry book;
full of valuable pointers on poultry raising, as well as a cataBlanke's

68

Foot-Power

BARNES'

the official organ of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association and has Incorit the former Canadian Bee Journal.
Beekeepingand Horticulture in its various branches are efifectively combined
attractive, and practical monthly magazine.
-Hi ^u,^'
Well illustrated and up-to-date. Subscription price postpaid.
It is

United States,

$1.25 a year.

Sample Copy sent free on request.

Foreign,

of your

Combined Machines

amount
'

$1.50

a year.

The Horticultural Publishing Co., Limited, Peierboro, Ont., Can.

last

of hives, etc. to
this saw. It
"

make with

do all you say of it.
Catalog & price-list free

will

F.

& JOHN BARNES
St.,

ROCKFORD,

ILLINOIS.

Q©0©000®000©S®©©63®0©0©®®©©
TESTED QUEENS BY RETURN MAIL i
$1.00 each
These Queens are not culls or inway because they are
cheap. They were reared last September and October, and wintered in
ferior in any

porated with

$1,00 a year.

Parent
Y.says:

wintersochaff hives with
7-in. cap. 100 honey-racks,
500 frames, and a great
deal of other work. This
winter we have a double

W.

Canada,

I.

"We cutwithone

995 Ruby

The only bee publication la Canada

J.

of Chariton. N.

log of profitable poultry supplies.

CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST
AND BEEKEEPER

Machinery

Read what

BLANKE MFG. & SUPPLY CO., PIONEERS IN BEE, POULTRY
AND DAIRY SUPPLIES, 209 WASHINGTON, AVE., ST. LOUIS, MO

The

|

4-frame nuclei, expressly for our early
trade in tested queens
guarantee every queen to be good as the
best. No disease in our apiary.
Untested queens early in April, $i.oo
for single queen; $0.00 per dozen.

We

J.

SHAW

K.
& COMPANY
Loreauville, Louisiana

W.

9®©©©®©©©®©®@i

§

—

MAKE

THIS

A

LEWIS YEAR
While you are starting the year's

work— getting your

bees ready for business

taking stock of supplies on hand and speculating as to what the season's outcome
will

be

That you

MAKE THIS RESOLUTION
will

surance to

by

use

LEWIS BEEWARE

you— because

skillful

it

it

means

year—because

it

means bee-hives and parts made

workmen— because

packed— because

this

it

means success

in-

of the best material

means goods accurately and systematically

sections

made

of bright lumber, highly polished,

accurately dovetailed and scientifically grooved.

LEWIS HIVES ARE BUILT LIKE FURNITURE
Lewis sections are the kind that do not break
You

will find

Lewis Beeware almost

at

distributing houses in the United States
If

your own

and

in folding

door— thirty

foreign countries.

you have not one of our catalogs, send for a copy at once.

G. B. Lewis
Exclusive

Company

Manufacturers-Lewis Beeware

Watertown, Wisconsin, U. S. A.

LVI.— No.

Vol.
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MONTHLY, $1.00 A YEAR

A WORKING COMBINATION
and Poultry Provide Safety Against Seasons of
With Something to Sell Every Day in the Year

Bees, Fruit

has been
THERE
of whether
is

much

discussion

better to combine
beekeeping with some other purit

suit to
ure, or

guard against seasons of failkeep a sufficient number of

bees to enable one to harvest a sufficient crop in the good season to carry
over the poor one. This will depend
very much on the temperament of the

beekeeper and on his locality. Failures are much more frequent in some
localities than in others and there is
a great difference in the number of
colonies that a given acreage will support.
These matters are always best
decided by the beekeeper. He should
be the best judge of his own locality
and also of his own capacity as a
honey producer.
Since many beekeepers live in lo-

also another place not far away so
that Mr. Baxter has about thirty acres

devoted to fruit growing in all. Since
Mr. Baxter is located within less than
a mile of the Mississippi river, the
limestone soil and proximity to the
water are very favorable to fruit
growing. Loss from spring frosts is
less frequent than farther from the
river.
Locality is as
important in
fruit growing as in beekeeping.
The beekeeper looks for a large
acreage of nectar-secreting plants,
while the fruit grower must have a
suitable soil and freedom from unseasonable frosts. Poultry can be
if
properly
kept almost anywhere

calities which will not profitably support a sufficient number of colonies to

furnish an entire dependance, or prefer for other reasons to combine beekeeping with some other pursuit it
may be of interest to discuss the possibilities of such a combination.
It is usually safe to measure the
possibilities in a given direction by
some man's accomplishment and the
description of a successful business
has the added attraction of the human
interest story.
With this idea in mind
the staff correspondent kaf the Ameri-

can Bee Journal visited Nauvoo to interview the president of the Hlinois
Beekeepers' Association and to learn
something of his methods. Mr. B. J.
is well known to many of our
readers, having been an officer in the
National as well as his own state association.
Nauvoo is an interesting old town
because of its connection with the early
history of the Mormon church; bat
that is outside our story.
The Baxter
home is just in the outskirts of the
town and the first thing to attract the
visitor's attention is the well kept
vineyard and orchard. There are ten
acres in the home place which gives
the impression of being intensively
cultivated, mostly In fruit.
There is

Baxter

Grapes Yield Heavily

Failure,

cared for, but the margin of profit in
poultry is very small after the farm

waste has been consumed.
The kinds of fruit which can most
profitably be grown depend greatly
upon a man's situation. If he has a
good local market and plenty of help
available,

berries will
often
prove
although the rush of berry
picking usually comes during tha
height of the honey flow when the beekeeper needs little else to occupy his
attention. Mr. Baxter has grown raspberries, strawberries, grapes and apples principally, with small quantities of pears and other fruits. He now
grows grapes and apples with a small
acreage of strawberries. Apples combine very
nicely
with beekeeping
since the care of the orchard comes
ahead of the honey flow and the picking of the fruit comes after the honey
profitable,

flow is over. With a suitable situation and a wise selection of varieties
the apple orchard is a dependable
source of revenue. While there are
often seasons when the crop is light
the average annual returns from ths
orchard will prove more satisfactory
than from field crops. Mr. Baxter
has a small orchard of seven acres
which began bearing four years ago.
f lis first two crops were good for such
young tree's, and for the last two years
the return has been about one thousand dollars net per year, or about one
hundred and fifty dollars per acre.
In planting an apple orchard great
care shou'd be used in the selection of
varieties.
There are many varieties
fhat are such shy bearers that the>
could never pay, while others are not
popular in the market and bring unsatisfactory prices.
It is important,
also, to buy the trees from a responsible nursery to insure that they will
be true to name. It too often happens
that after caring for an orchard six
or seven years in the hope of realizing handsomely from later crops the
owner will find himself imposed upon
by the substitution of inferior varle-
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through the year and there is less
danger of failure all-round. If he
makes the mistake of selecting fruits
which ripen at the time of his honey
harvest, either fruits or bees are likely to be neglected with a consequent
loss somewhere and unless both are

properly cared for he would be

much

better off with one alone.
Grapes are a very satisfactory fruit

grow where good markets are at
hand. They yield heavily and continue to produce large crops for many
years if the vineyards receive proper
attention. Mr. Baxter harvested sixteen thousand baskets of grapes in
one year from eight acres. These at
twelve cents per basket returned
about two hundred and forty dollars
per acre. His average however, is
only from one hundred and twentyto

five to

THE BUSY SEASON

IN

THE BERRY PATCH COMES DURING THE HONEY

FLOW

ties instead of those for which he has
contracted.
If one starts an apiary in an unsuitahle location the bees
can be
moved with but little loss, but an orchard is permanent and if a mistake
is made in choosing the location or
the trees the resulting loss will be
heavy. Too much care cannot
be
used in selecting a location of this
kind.
If
the
owner has neither
enough bees nor enough trees to furnish a sufficient support alone, he
should be very sure that his location
is favorable both for fruit growing
and for honey production.
If one is not sure of his location
strawberries can best be grown as a
temporary crop. They yield well under favorable conditions, come into
bearing quickly and since they must
be re-set frequently a change of location will not result in serious loss.
When asked about the profits from
strawberries Mr. Baxter pointed to a
small patch of less than half an acre

which

returned

two

hundred

'

time.

in

All

both heat

handling
breakage
attention

are sensitive to
While careful
necessary to prevent
fruits

and
is

frost.

in comb honey and some
must be given to temperature

avoid granulation,
with
proper
attention to these details there is less

to

from changes
of
temperature
with the honey than most other comloss

modities.
The extensive honey producer will
consider all these matters carefully
before starting into fruit growing alIf only
such fruits are grown
which are suited to his location and
which come at a time when work in
so.

the apiary is not pressing, it will be
an excellent combination, since his
work can be more evenly distributed

one hundred and

fifty dollars

per acre annually. In many localities
there is no honey flow at the time of
the grape harvest.
In Mr Baxter's locality there are
frequent seasons when the honey crop
is short and in such a
locality
it
seems more desirable to combine beekeeping with some other pursuit as
he has done. He himself has about
one hundred and eighty colonies in
two yards. The writer was interested in knowing whether with a larger
number of bees he would not have
done as well or better to occupy his
entire attention with honey production.
No figures for a long period of
time were secured but the total sales
of honey for three successive years
when added gave a net return of about
seven dollars and seventy-five cents
per colony per year. Of course if a
longer period of time had been considered during which time some years
of failure occurred it would bring the
average somewhat below these figurHowever, Mr Baxter assured the
es.
writer that the bees had paid better
for time and money invested than any
other crop which he harvested and
pointed to his fine home which had

and

twenty-five dollars last year. Berry
growing Is much on the order of market gardening. Quick returns and
good profits are to be expected, but
much labor is required. Unless the
location is such that plenty of assistance can readily be secured for hoeing and picking there is danger of
loss.

Another serious drawback to berry
growing is the necessity for immediate
marketing. In case of necessity the
honey crop can be held for several
months without injury, while the
berry crop begins to deteriorate as
soon as picked and a few hours more
or less in the time of reaching mar
ket makes a great difference in the
returns. This condition holds good to
a greater or less extent for all fruit.
Apples if carefully handled can be
placed in storage and held for several
months but even if stored prompt handling is necessary to get them moved

THE APPLE CROP

IS

HAkVESiEU AFTER THE HONEY FLOW

IS

OVER
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been paid for from the proceeds of the
apiary as an example of what can be
cxpcctfd from honey production. Mr
Baxter's largest lioiiey crop was in
1882 wlicn ho took twelve thousand
pounds of honey from forty-one colonies spring count. Tliis was when
he had only a few bees and before he
came to regard the business seriously.
Prom that day to this he has been an
enthusiastic beekeeper and although
such unusual crops come only at rare
intervals the memory of such a one is
sufficient to lend encouragement during several years of failure. It is
needless to state that this crop was not
included in figuring the average return for the three years above quoted.
Mr Baxter began life without assistance and has accumulated his modest
fortune entirely by

his

When asked whether

a

own

efforts.

young man

without capital could hope to succeed
under present conditions he did not
mashesitate to say that, if he would
the bees
ter the business and stick to
through thick and thin, he could withindepenin a few years make himself
producing
dent by growing fruit and
honey for market.

There are numerous examples oi
a
young men who have started with
and
few colonies under difficulties
have
while attending to other work

until
gradually increased the number
and
they were prepared to cut loose
depend entirely upon the bees. While
capital to
the man who has sufficient
carry him over a season of failure
to
will "usually find it more profitable
depend entirely upon honey proto

duction and extend his business to
the point where it will justify his entire attention, the man with limited
resources will usually find it better
to

combine beekeeping

with

some

other line for a time until he is more
secure in case misfortune in the form
of an epidemic of disease, poor seasons or other calamity should overtake him.

)>^:<rn,^f»
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
from extracting

bottoms and hive
durable for
stands. Soft woods decay rapidly in
contact with the soil, and because of

see covered

hive

durability cypress

greater

its

much

is

better for such purposes. In a letter
to this office. Dr. Bonney recently com-

mented

as follows

My

deal-

Most manufacturers and supply

ers are anxious to give their customers
a product that will give satisfactory
service and we note with interest the

tendency to offer cypress
prefer

to those

who

it.

Two

Our readers appear

to like

the

in the

March number,

the services of

a staff

correspondent who will make long
journeys when necessary to get such
material as we believe our readers
In our June number there will
bean illustrated feature on marketing.
To get this the commission merchants

want.

retail dealers

We

mation gained

of

Chicago were

in-

believe that the inforbe valuable to our

will

work of the
government at Washington in the February number, also that of the work in
readers.

The

New

like the

England number

in April.

These issues

contain little except information
about the particular locality or by conwill

who live in that section.
are now trying to plan our work

We

for a full year in advance, and accepted

may be longer in appearing
than formerly. This does not indicate
lack of appreciation of the contributions, but that we must wait until it fits
material

the plan

story of the

Massachusetts in the April issue are
samples of the information our staff
correspondent will furnish.
We hope during the coming months
to publish articles

from many

we have

number.
We have
mind and

still

in

mind

for a special

other improvements in

will be very grateful to

who

write to

tell

our

us what they

to see in the Journal.

new

articles of general interest.

terviewed.

will issue

number,

want

arrangement of the American Bee
Journal. Four issues have been published since we dropped most of the
departments and substituted illustrated

and

we

or three times a year

like to

sections

and to describe some of the best methods of doing the work in the apiary,

by and

by.

We

have been compelled to disappoint some friends who were expecting us and have been disappointed ourselves in being unable to visit as many
spots as we wished. Yet we traveled
some 2400 miles and probably visited
the best beekeeping region, where we
met the representatives of about 35,000
colonies of bees. But Texas is such
an immense State. Their honey crop
of 1915 was well sold out, and the crop
of 1916 keenly expected.
Our thanks are due to Prof. F. B.
Paddock, State Entomologist, and to
our genial friend E. G. Le Stourgeon,
of San Antonio, for the courtesies exc. p. d.
tended by them.

articles.

by these feature

a special locality

readers

Give Us Suggestions

As announced
we have secured

which they would

gest subjects

tributors
:

hive-stands are of cypress, and
stand in the mud and wet all the time,
and are as solid as when I got the first
one several years ago."
"

We

to queen rearing.
desire our readers to write us and sug-

Cypress for Hive Stands
There is an increasing demand among
the beekeepers for something more

of requests for a detail of our
impressions. This will be given just
Besides,
as soon as we can prepare it.
a "Texas number " will be published

number

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

Poisonous Spraying and Bees
The 6th annual report of the MassaInspector of Apiaries,

chusetts State
Bulletin No.

10, of

the State Board of

Agriculture, contains

a

of gathered information

done

to bees

large

amount

on the damage

by ill-timed spraying of

fruit trees.

Enough

has been said on this subject
convince the rational fruit grower
that there is much to lose and nothing
fruit
to gain from spraying during
bloom. Reports similar to the bulletin
above mentioned will do much to im-

to

press the public with the advisability of
spraying fruit only after the dropping
Professor
of the petals of the flower.
Gates has done good service in prepar-

ing this bulletin.

Transferring Bees
Special Bulletin No. 76, of the Michigan Agricultural College Experiment
Station, by F. E. Millen, in charge of
beekeeping, is the most exhaustive
article on transferring bees which we
have ever seen. It gives several methods and also directs how to remove

bees from buildings.
In spite of modern progress, there
are still many bees kept in logs and
box-hives, in some parts of this counSeveral States have laws demandbees be kept in movable
ing
frames so that possible brood diseases

try.

that

may be more

readily detected.

As long

existence such
bulletins as the above will be useful.
E. Millen,
It may be had from Prof. F.
East Lansing, Mich.

as

box-hives

are

in

Visit to Texas

Wife and I reached home, late in
March, from the Texas trip mentioned
We have a
in the March Bee Journal.

Shipping Heavy Colonies in Hot

Weather
article in this number by
Mr. Hayes. Often more may be learnt
through failures than through sucBut the average man does not
cesses.
So those
like to acknowledge failure.
are most to be praised who inform
others of their mishaps and thus warn

Read the

I)
of danger.
Colonies of bees may be shipped
even if heavy with honey, in hot
weather, but there must be a free current of air through the hive, with full
screens at both top and bottom. There
must be no virgin combs heavy with

the

honey, as the least jar is sufficient to
break these, and when once honey is
running the bees become daubed with
There must be no
it and are doomed.
honey in any of
unsealed
quantity of
part
the combs. It is best to extract a
shipbefore
days
few
a
of the honey
ping, so they may have at least one-
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third
to

combs empty, on which

of their

In addition it is well to
empty super over the brood-

cluster.

have an

chamber for the bees to cluster in also.
They must be sheltered from a possible
exposure to the sun's rays. Protective
cleats must be nailed at both top and
bottom, to maintain a space between
the hive and the floor, or between the
different hives if piled on top of each
other in transit.

W. Z. Hutchinson wrote in the
American Bee Journal, in November,
1885:

"A

colony confined

strong

to

its

hive and disturbed, in warm weather,
generates a large amount of heat, and
combs that are heavy with honey are
almost certain to become so soft as to
break down unless they are very old
and tough.
"In hot weather, or if the bees are to
be confined any great length of time,
there must be openings in the bottom
as well as the top of the hive, in order
that there may be a current of air to
carry away the superabundant of heat."

In 1881

we transported

110 colonies
north of our home to
the Mississippi river lowlands, 24 miles
away, about July 25. The hives were
dry, as far as honey was concerned,
and they had very little brood. They
were entirely confined, with the exception of the cracks or joints of the bottom and top. But they had each an
entire empty super in which to cluster,
and the transporting was done at night,
starting from the apiary at midnight

from the

hills

and getting
hours later.

to

the

destination

cluster.

Not only

is

a

hive heavy with honey

to transport unless the

combs

are very old, the honey all sealed and a
current of air supplied from top to

bottom; but even swarms of bees may
suffer from confinement in hot weather.
Mr. Langstroth wrote some 65 years
ago:
"I have several times examined the
bees of new
swarms which were
brought to my apiary, so closely confined that they had died of suffocation.
In each instance their bodies were distended with a yellow and noisome substance, as though they had perished
from dysentery. A few were still alive,
and although the colony had been shut
up only a few hours, the bodies of both
the living and the dead were filled with

same disgusting fluid, instead of the
honey they had when they swarmed."

this

Demand
Among

for
the

Sweet Clover

number

of

sidering

its

value than

common

1916 bee-sup-

in fuel value sweet clover stands
twice as high as timothy, alsike or
red clover, and nearly twice as high
even as alfalfa. It has more ash and
more carbohydrites than any of the
above mentioned plants and only a
little less protein and fat than alfalfa.
The bulletin gives a clear and comprehensive description of the nature,

and

given to show

great value for culti-

its

vation.

•

and management

habits

distribution,

articles

needed by beekeepers. The seed can
be handled at a reasonable profit.
There has been a long felt want; in
fact, a demand among beekeepers for a
plant that would produce nectar and
otherwise be worth while cultivating.
Sweet clover answers this demand.
What bee-supply dealer has not been
requested for information about the
best plant to grow for the bees ? Sweet
clover can be universally recommended
as it will grow well in almost any
locality, and abundant authority can be

of this valuable plant.

About

bee-pasture, the

value as

its

author says, "On account of the prolonged blooming season from June
until frost in autumn— sweet clover
The
proves an ideal honey plant.
honey obtained is colorless and of

—

The name of this plant,
comes from the Greek and
means honey or syrup of lotus. Hence,
at the time the plant was named it was
flavor.

fine

Melilotus,

recognized
honey."

as

The bulletin
we presume is
least in

leading

a

well

is

source of

illustrated,

and

for free distribution, at

Canada.

Iowa Inspector Report
hardly proper to praise people
our own staff.
Yet we
would make a mistake not to recommend Mr. Pellett's Report for the year
1915.
It is just as full of information
as the report of the previous year, and
we predict that the edition will be exhausted before everybody gets a copy
who ought to have one. It may be had
from Frank C. Pellett, Atlantic, Iowa.
It is

who

are of

ten

Not a single colony suffered, no bees were lost.
In 1915, 10 colonies were transported
four miles on an automobile truck,
without any other ventilation than
above mentioned, on a hot July evening, but they were light with honey
and had an entire super in which to

difficult

we have seen, only one
mentions sweet clover orlists the seed.
New articles on which there is doubtful pecuniary gain do not readily find
their way into a catalog, but sweet
clover is so valuable that no catalog
should fail to offer the seed. Prominence, a cut, and brief hints about the
plant, will not call for more space conply catalogs

Don't Let

Them

There seems
age of honey
in

some

Starve

to be a general shortin the hives this spring,

locations,

owing

to the great

They have
bred plentifully and might suffer before
the clover flow, if the fruit blossoms
fail
to yield honey.
In the Middle
States, the beekeeper will do well to
watch closely his colonies until the
crop is on.
strength

of

the

colonies.

Those Compound Words
In the literature of our favorite pursuit,

to

the

discussion

manurial
stages

value,

of

feeding

digestibility,

value,

proper
and

for cutting, nutrients, etc.,

he accomplished what he did, too, in a
manner that should leave little doubt in
the minds of the readers of this bulletin
as to the future value of sweet clover.
For instance, in its contained nutrients

compound words

words on the printed page;
which, indeed, may be said to be true
regarding compound words in general.
Some time ago. Dr. E. F. Phillips
opened a conference with Editors E.
R. Root and C. P. Dadant, with the
writer as assistant counsel, with the
design of securing greater uniformity,
and a list was made out in which there
was more or less agreement.
The Beekeepers' Review has thought
this list of sufficient importance to publish

it,

and one

of

its

associate editors,

made some
comments upon it, in which he says:
"The effort is probably a worthy one,
Prof.

G. Baldwin, has

E.

inasmuch

as

it is

a step

He

usage."

of

toward

unifica-

asks, " Is

it

too

add that many obvious compounds have been omitted from this
list ?
Or is this merely intended as a
starter, and others are to follow if
these are accepted ?" Hardly as a starter,
Professor, for nothing was said about

much

Bulletin No. 235, of the Ontario Department of Agriculture, has for its
title "Sweet
Clover" (,Mililotus). It
is a 32-page
bulletin, and was written
by H. L. Fulmer, B. S. A., Lecturer in
Chemistry.
Being a chemist, the author devoted
a considerable portion of the booklet

of

these

tion

More About Sweet Clover

number

a

occur, and there has been a lack of entire uniformity as to the appearance of

to

further additions, yet it is not at all
claimed that the list is complete. At
the same time it is doubtful if a single
" obvious
compound " was omitted
that is, that was obvious to either of
Frankly, I'm glad you give that
us.
hint, for I hereby challenge you to
;

give us a

list

of

the

"many "

that are

be glad of the outcome either way if you can't think of
half a dozen additional, I'll be glad of
the joke on you; if you give quite a

obvious to you.

I'll

;

— j

"
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long

list, I'll

more

of

be

more glad

still

man who can

a

to

know

give a lot that

—

I couldn't think of
or at least didn't
think of. And in the latter case I'll
hide behind the claim that I never
spent much of my life lexicographying.

Prof. Baldwin

seems

to see inconsis-

The whole business
of writing compound words is more or
less a thing of inconsistencies.
The
tencies in the

list.

Professor will have a busy time of it if
he attempts to reconcile all the compound words in the dictionary. Let
him try his hand on egg-shell and
horsehair.

In the present case there is
in the
dictionary for there are four men with
different notions, and no distinct law
by which to be guided.
If they can
less

chance for consistency than
;

compromise

their differences

a gain, in spite

it

will

be

of the inconsistencies.

have all write " bee-yard "
and "outyard than to have no unaniIt is better to

"

mity."
If there be any law in the case, it
seems something like this: When a
word is compounded, a hyphen is written between them; then when the compound is sufficiently familiarthe hyphen
is thrown out and the two words are
written as a single word. Yet some
seem inclined, when throwing out the
hyphen, to let the two words fall apart
as single words. That way lies con-

fusion.

Prof. Baldwin seems to think that a
change in putting in or leaving out a
hyphen has some effect in changing
the accent. That's new to me, and I'm

sure

it's

my

not true in

"For example.

Dr.

case.

Phillips'

He

says

list

:

has

on both bee and
obviously common
as no one would ever
try to say bee
culture,' with only one
accent."
Beg pardon. Professor, but
that's exactly the way I've pronounced
it all my life, without any reference to
the way it might be printed, and I never
noticed that any one else pronounced
'bee-culture' accents

which
sense, inasmuch

culture,

is

'

'

'

it

differently.

word "beestings."
Prof. Baldwin
says:
"This word
beestings is a poser. Do you know
In the

list

is

the

'

only one

that

it

rect

spellings

first

milk

is

of

given

of the

the

by

word

cow

a

two corfor

the

ing

is,

biestinffs' ?

that the other spell-

We

would respect-

suggest that this word, at least,
better be spelled either bee stings' or

fully

'

'

bee-stings.'

Well, you're not the only individual.
Professor, who objects to " beestings."
" I agree with Prof.
Another writes
:

'

'

—

Well, now, suppose just suppose
the milky beestings had never

that

come

we want to
decide how to write the word that
means the stings of bees. If we write
it in two
separate words, then we may
into

as well

our good friend, Mr. Prieur filled our
pockets with them at our passage in
Poitiers, as reported in our Journal for
July, 1915.
A quart box of these pastilles was distributed ::mong the beekeepers at the National meeting in
1914.

HONEY

existence, and

throw to the winds

all

idea of

using hyphens for a«v compound
words, or of writing them as single
words, and say that when more than
one bee stings bee stings always result.
If we admit that at any time in its history our word was entitled to a hyphen,
surely the frequency of its use warrants that the hyphen now disappear
and that the two words be run together as one. In short, any reasoning that warrants "fleabite" warrants
" beesting."
" beesting " it
Clearly
should be if that other word were not
in the way.

PASTILLES.

These are made of a mixture of sugar
and honey. Honey alone, even if much
cooked, would not reach sufficient stiffness or consistency. Then take Sugar
5 pounds, water 2K pounds, honey 2
pounds. First melt and heat the sugar
on a slow fire until it is cooked, without being burnt; as it is cooked for
the making of candy for bee feeding.
The proper point of cooking is very
:

It takes a little experience.
has reached the proper degree the syrup becomes glittering. One
may ascertain its proper degree as fol-

important.

When

it

lows

Dip your finger in a glass of

:

Trot out now your beestings that
you get from the cow, and see how

cold water and immediately after in
the boiling liquid. Withdraw it quickly.
sufficiently cooked it
If the syrup is
will in cooling become firm enough to
be rolled in the fingers. If you are

much claim

afraid

it

has to

drive

out our

comes from the bee. Your
question as to one's knowledge of it,

friend that

together with your giving its full definition, shows that you do not believe
many know of the existence of such a
word. I am not ashamed to confess
that I never knew there was such a
word until hunting in the dictionary

Honest Injun,
Professor, did you know of the word
with the milky meaning before you saw
that list ? And now you and our friend
of the tender conscience want us to
give up a perfectly good and useful
word — allowing that "bee sting," " beesting," and " beesting " are three different words — all because there is in the
dictionary a word that we have never
met elsewhere, never have heard used,
and probably never will, for no other
after the sting of a bee.

reason than a bit of sentimentality.
Don't you really think that's carrying
sentimentality just a little too far ?

Anyway, I'm glad of your interest in
the matter, and the longer you make
that

list

of omitted obvious

the better

I'll

like you.

compounds
c. c.

m.

that has

freshly calved, and is a technical word,
when spelled as a single word, not

compounded, and

Baldwin on 'beestings,' which looks
beestly to me. I have been trying
hard to follow the rule, but my conscience hurts whenever I write that
word."

Honey Desserts
This is a little French publication by
Tante Line, containing some 2U recipes
for honey desserts and ending with a
pretty legend connected with the present devastated condition of poor Belgium. We have selected among them
a recipe of honey pastilles, because we
are already acquainted with these, since

of burning your fingers, you
mav, instead of the finger, use a straw
or a little stick of wood. This is also
dipped first in the cold water and then
in the hot liquid. Then let a few drops
of the latter fall into the glass.

These

drops will harden in the bottom of the
glass, if the syrup is sufficiently cooked.
The honey should be added then 4
pounds for every 10 pounds of sugar,
and continue the cooking until the
syrup becomes brittle when dropped
into cold water. One must be careful
all the time not to allow it to burn.
:

This

cooking

last

is

the

most

difficult

part of the operation.

When

the syrup

is

done, the paste

poured upon an oiled marble

table,

is

and

before it gets cold it is divided into
squares or lozenges, or, still better, it
may be put into moulds to give it whatever shape is wanted.

The large confectioners' shops are
provided with moulds which work automatically and permit the manufacture
of a large number of lozenges in a
short time.

As honey is very deliquescent and
absorbs moisture readily, those pastilles, when put up, would stick to each

To

avoid this trouble, they put
them another small box punched full of holes
and containing chloride of lime, to absorb moisture. Another method is to
slightly steam the pastilles and then
other.

into the tin boxes containing

roll

them

other.

powdered sugar, which
from sticking to each

in fine

prevents them

Mny,
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bee:keeping in chile
By M.
the

IN of

fall

of the year 1844, 25 colonies

left Milan, Italy, on a long
journey around Cape Horn to the
Port of Valparaiso, Chile. Their owner,
Patricio Larrain Gandarillas, who had
previously made an unsuccessful attempt to introduce bees into Chile, was
this time rewarded for his efforts. Two
colonies out of the 25 survived the

bees

p

C.

Richter

158
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FIG.

3._CARDO.

THE GIANT THISTLE OF CHILE

and
called
"El Apicultor
Chileno."
But, alas
This, like so
many of her sister journals, died a natural death. In 1892 Echeverria Gazette
put out a comprehensive treatise on
bees, entitled, "Colmenas y Colmenares." Later a similar but smaller work,
"Tratado de Apicultura," by F. Balaguer appeared.
The latest book on
beekeeping, however, is by a Swiss,
Juan Brunner. It is "Curso de Apicultura," and the writer understands that
Lafitte,

!

Senor Brunner

is

way with

in large

quantities of

a finely flavored

white honey.
The southern provinces are famous
for their honey-producing trees, most
of which yield an excellent white honey.
They are theulmo, quillay, maiten (Fig.
IV.), maqui, coigue, and piche.
White
and red clover and Palo Santo are also

good honey producers.
San Francisco, Calif.
•

[To be continued].

some
Agronomico at

connected

in

the Institute
Santiago, where there is now an experimental apiary and where courses

beekeeping are also given.
of Langstroth hives
that the writer found was that of Mr.
John A. Wolflfsohn. In fact, Mr. WolfTsohn has been the only beekeeper that
has been successful with the American
hive, although prior to 1912 there were
some 800 or 900 of our hives in use in
Chile. The failures were due solely to
the fact that those employing our make
lacked knowledge of the rudimentary
principles of beekeeping. As an exporter, Mr. Wolffsohn, at one time han-

What

Constitutes a Good

Queen

in

The only apiary

dled one-half of the entire amount of
honey that was shipped out of Chile.
He is today not only the best informed
man on apicultural matters, but is also
doing more than any other to advance
our industry in Chile.
The future of beekeeping in Chile is
exceptionally bright. Th
climate is
like that of California, and the honeyproducing flora is not only rich but
:

practically limitless.
Splendid locations abound from the northern Province of Atacama to the southern Province of Llanquihue. The uppermost
provinces are comparable with the Imperial Valley of California, and, where
there is irrigation, good crops of alfalfa
honey are produced.
The central provinces are not unlike
the big valleys of California, with the
exception, of course, that they are not
nearly as large. Of the trees, the best
honey flora in these regions are eucalypti (several species), willow, locust,
acacia, fruits (all the common varieties), pepper, quillay, and corontillo.

BY

ALTHOUGH

J.

P.

MOORE.

there are queens

and
queens of all varieties and colors,
very few buyers state just what
they want in them, and very few breeders take the care that they should in
rearing them. .4 good queen is two
words with a big meaning, for she must
be good in many more respects than
one. Her pedigree must be looked up
well.
I consider the three-banded Italian
queens superior for all purposes, and

this article treats of that strain only.

Many

beekeepers never stop to think
in their bees, looking only to the one quality, namely,
" honey gathering," but if they would
dernand in their queens all the points
which are listed below, beekeeping
would become established on a higher
of

what they want

plane and would improve faster than it
does.
Every beekeeper, whether large
or small, should be a subscriber to at
least one beekeeper's magazine.
The queen-breeder must rear his
queens from mothers who nave made
an extra good record for honey productiveness, for non-swarming (under
trying conditions), for gentleness, for
prolificness, for hardiness, for purity,
and for size. Next, these daughters
must be mated with drones whose
mothers have been selected with the
same care as the queens. This should
produce a strain of bees that will not
only bring in the honey fast but withstand
severe weather, be gentle to
handle, and disease resistant as well.
It is safe to say that if our queens
are reared and mated with the above
points carefully kept in mind, they will
resist almost any disease known to
bees unless through ignorance or neglect the disease is actually thrust upon
them.
We take great care in the breeding
and rearing of our fine stock, such as
horses, cattle, etc., why not put this in
practice with our bees also ?
Hardiness in bees develops the honey
gathering qualities. I have often seen
bees out at work just as dawn was
breaking and almost at dark in the
evening on cool days.
This means
good workers that will withstand some
of our severe winters, and it takes the
right kind of queen to produce these
workers; therefore, I make hardiness
one big point.
I do not place much stress on color,
as I have had dark queens in my apiary
as much honey as did
best breeders or even more.
Large yellow queens are desired by
many for the reason that they are
easier found when examining the colThese queens become darker
ony.
and more leather colored as they grow
older.

that

produced

some

of

my

Never under any circumstances breed
from a queen whose workers are inclined to swarm. Let us try to get rid
of

this kind.

In the interest of beedemand the best in

keeping always
your queens.
Morgan, Ky.

The

latter two have no English names,
and are, by far, the two best honeyproducing trees of the central part of

the country. The honey-producing
plants in this section are: filare, wild
mustard, wild turnip, wild radish, phacelia, white clover, red clover, alfalfa,
the various vegetables and melons.

Mayweed,

horehound,

sweet

^:

fennel,

cardo, peppermint and sunflower. Cardo
(Fig. Ill) is the well known giant thistle of Chile, and is a regular producer

FIG.

IS BUT ONE OF THE MANY KINDS OF TREES THAT
PRODUCE GREAT QUANTITIES OF NECTAR
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What

Queen
BY

C.

M. nOOLlTTLE.

the past year or more there
DURING
been a prize contest going on

has
regarding which kind of hens will
give the most eggs under the same
conditions as near as may be, the same
reported in the Rural Newbeing
Yorker. Many different breeds were
entered, breeds advertised to be the
very best, as well as those " show birds
bred to a feather." The Rural man
sent in the same number as the others
of what he picked from his farm stock
which he called "scrubs," and when I
last read in the matter these scrubs
were keeping well up toward the
'head," out-equalling many of the show
birds and others that were advertised
the "best in the world."
this vividly in my mind, I am
asked to say something about " What
constitutes a good queen." The breeder
of "five-banded bees" will tell you, like
the chicken man breeding "to a feather,"
that any queen which does not give
four-fifths of five-banders is not worth

With

having. Now, don't all laugh. I have
been offered $50 for a queen that would
so give, and $500 for a queen that would
give every worker showing five golden
bands on the abdomen, the two to be
taken to some isolated from other
bees island, the one to be used for
rearing drones and the other for rearing queens.
This party desired "peaceful disposi-

—

—

tion "

and

"

our main surplus yield begin their
bloom.
Now, the most of our queens come
up to these requirements in our home
apiary and outyards. However, some
single queen, after being taken from
her colony, and shipped from 1000 to
2000 miles away, may not prove, after
arriving, equal to what she was before
shipment, and thus an expectant purchaser may be disappointed. Notwithstanding the eggs and larv:e from such
queens will have just as good queens
of

Constitutes a Good

good

honey-gathering
qualities," together
with the "white
capping of section honey," if these
could accompany the five golden bands
but if the others were not consistent
with the bands, give him the bands and
he would look out for the other points.
Now, if he gets just what he wants
along the "bands " line, I mistrust that
some queen in an afterswarm in a boxhive in some farmer's yard, should the
colony winter through, would be "way
up near the head" in a contest for
honey with anything that could be
picked from these " bred to a feather "
;

queens.
tells me that a short artiwanted, and here I have run on
and told nothing of value to the one
who is keeping bees for the dollarsand-cents in honey production. But,
say, Mr. Editor, make sport of "bands"
as we may, there is more moqey for the
work in rearing "banded stock" for
the wealthy men who have a few colonies and desire to run them for pleasure and profit than there is in rearing
queens for the beekeeping specialist
who has only honey in sight. There-

The Editor

in the purchaser's apiary as they would
before she was shipped. At least such

has been my experience.
Marietta, N. Y.

BV

v.

OREGGIA.

of my former letters I promised to ascertain the exact confines
in which live the two races of bees,
in Italy.
After a trip made for my
business, I am able to give these limits,

IN

verification,

for

bees in the

fields,

visited rustic apiaries as well

one

which coincide almost exactly with the
information already furnished. To succeed best in making one understand at
a glance the position of the places
mentioned, I send a railroad table of
the locality. On this I have marked
with black lines the places where the
common bees are found, with dots
where the hybrids exist and with circles where the yellow bees are.
As a matter of course, eastward and
northward from the circles marked,
the bees are Italian and cannot be
otherwise.
Our colleague, Mr. Edward Bertrand,
who for several years spent the winter
in Ospedaletti, in western Liguria. has
called my attention to the fact that the
entomologists were incorrect in naming the Italian bee Atis ligustica, for in
that part of Liguria he has found none
but common bees. However, although
this is true for that part of western
Liguria, it is different in the eastern
part, for at Genoa and at Spezia, on the
Genoa-Rome railroad line, I have never
found any but pure bees.
In my tour, made especially for beekeeping operations, I had the leisure

Proceeding eastward from San Remo,
the first Italian bees I found were at
Alassio, on the San Remo-Genoa line.
In this place, which is the first station
west of Albenga, I found, at the college " Del Salessiani," about 40 movable-frame hives well stocked with
bees.
Among them were six colonies

with yellow bees, in one about onefourth yellow, in the others less. At
Albenga, 7 kilometers farther, I found
no apiaries, but saw yellow bees on the

Proceeding towards Genoa,

the common bees diminished rapidly,
so that at Voltri. 14 kilometers. I saw
but a few common bees. At Pegli. 10
kilometers. I saw none but yellow bees.
Desirous of verifying around Genoa, I
found two apiaries, one east, the other
west of the city. The first was at Sampierdarena (3 kilometers west), at the
college of Don Basco. The other was
at Quarto (8 kilometers east), at the
home of Signor Nicolo Ageno. After
having most carefully examined the
bees, I found not a single common bee
Similarly, in the conin either apiary.
fines of
Piedmont, at Novi, Ovada,
Acqui, only the pure yellow race can
be found. Going back towards Savona,
from the last named city, I found the
bees at Carlo-Montefirst common
notte. There I visited two numerous
apiaries, one belonging to Signor Carlo
Brondo, the other to the attorney

Rodino.
few.

The common bees were very

From

there

I

and Bastia, where

went towards Ceva
I
again found the

pure race.

On

the

line

Turin-Modane,

I

found

black bees altogether at Bardonecchia,
but at the intermediate station of Bassoleno I visited two apiaries and did
not see a single common bee.
"
I send a photo of our " honey-moon
of the box in which we put it up
for sale. I do not know whether it will
interest you, but thought it might please
your readers. As to the details of its
manufacture, the glass rings are put into
shallow frames, just like ordinary section boxes. The frames are adapted to
them, and we use separators to
fit

and

cle is

what constitutes a good queen
depends upon our standpoint of looking.
My aim in queen-rearing during
the
past 35 years has been tiardiness of bees to stand our northern
winters, for on this hangs the success
of summer, long-lived bees having lots
of energy and "vim " for rolling in the
honey, white capping of comb honey,
for this catches the eye of the consumer; bees fairly gentle to handle,
and with a combination of these qualifore,

the best-of-all quality, the laying
of a maximum number of eggs in time
for the bees from these eggs to come
ties,

on the stage of action when the flowers

not
but
as those
I

with movable-frame hives.

flowers.

Bees in Liguria

Italian

thorough

only watched

for

LIGURIA IN ITALY

—
160
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secure regularity. The frames contain
four moons and are 10x40 centimeters
inside (4x16 inches). The first difficulty
encountered was getting the bees to
work in such small and numerous
rings. This difficulty is eliminated by
getting the bees to work out the foundation in large frames first, then cuting it of proper size with a circular
cutter, making round pieces which exactly fit the inside of the ring. We
then use a hot wire to make the comb
stick to the glass ring in a few spots.
In this way the good looks of the
comb, seen through the glass, are not

whether we take away honey or introduce a new queen. But their disposition changes, highly influenced by outside

the season or the
weather on one side, their normal or
abnormal state on another side.
In the spring

the bees are in better
temper than in fall. When there is
honey in the fields they are more tractable than in time of scarcity.
In a
normal condition, having a laying prolific
queen, healthy brood and rich
stores, they are more peaceable than in
times of scarcity, of robbing, or while
queenless or having a virgin queen.
Even when the queen has been accepted, the beekeeper cannot always be
sure that the operation has been successful the queen must not only be
accepted, she must be ^ovcd by the bees.
Love is the tie which unites her to the
workers of the colony. I have observed cases where a young queen was
accepted, but changed four weeks later.
I suggest that such cases are much less
scarce than the average apiarist thinks
and that there are, every season, many

injured.

have a few

other inventions of
send descriptions, a
smoker, a feeder and a patented box
for transporting bees.
Accept my
thanks for sending me the Bee Journal
I

which

which

I

I

will

;

receive regularly.

Tavole,

Italy.

[An adequate

idea of the mountain-

ous aspect of the country described in
the above letter may be obtained from
the fact that, from Genoa to Arquata,
on the way to Novi, there are 24 tunnels in a distance of 25 miles.

Editor.]

rier to the bees.

Introduction of Queens
SPUHLER.

H.

and rational rearing of
indispensable to the success of the modern beekeeper, who
with the new methods obtains as good
and as prolific queens as are produced
by natural swarming. Unluckily there
are many instances of the loss of valuable queens in introducing, in spite of

THEqueens

artificial
is

many safe methods recommended,
which happen to fail in the most im-

the

portant cases, usually because an insignificant circumstance has eluded the
notice of the beekeeper.
In every case the temper of the bees
plays a very important role if they are
in good humor everything goes well,
whether we examine the hive from end
to end
or remove only one comb.
;

Italian

Luna

di

queens changed in some apiaries, owing
to an insufficient production of brood,
caused by their being only tolerated by
the bees instead of being loved by

From

Genoa to Pisa, about 100 miles eastward, there are some 80 tunnels. The
same thing applies all through western
Liguria. This explains why there is a
variation in the bees at such short
range.
The ruggedness and barrenness of the mountain tops, offer a bar-

Miele— Honey-Moon

conditions,

.

them.

The different methods of introduction of queens may be classified in two
groups:

The

first

group comprises
new queen

the proc-sses in which the

introduced directly, unknown to the
workers, the second those in which the
worker bees are deeply conscious of
their orphanage.
In the first group the processes are
as follows: 1. As soon as the old
queen is found, she is removed and replaced by the new queen. 2. A few
combs are removed, and as soon as
the old queen has been found and removed some bees from those combs
are shaken down on the alightingboard and the new queen thrown down
among them. 3. The attention of the
bees is diverted from the new queen by
sprinkling them with water, syrup or
flour, or by smoking them vigorously.
The first and second processes can succeed only when conditions are very
favorable, when the bees are pleasantly
is

when there is a good honey
flow, when all the colonies have similarly the odor of the principal blosdisposed,

soms and the robbers are non-existent.
In the third case, each worker is busy
with her own troubles and does not
attend to anything else.
Regarding the second group of processes, the requirement is that the bees
be fully conscious of their orphanage,
but that they be not yet supplied with
queen-cells. These processes furnish
the best results at any time or season.
Usually the queens are introduced at
the end of 24 hours, by using an introducing cage (such as is used in the
United States and which I have made
known in our country some 20 years
ago). This cage is composed of a metallic screen closed with a stopper at
one end of a cylindrical wooden tube
containing food.
The old queen is
caught and placed in this cage hung

between two brood-combs. The next
day she is killed. The metallic portion
of the cage is wrapped in paper soaked
with .honey and the cage is put back
into the hive. At the end of two minutes, the cage will be filled with bees. It

then withdrawn, closed and exposed

is

to full light, after

removing the paper.

The queen is introduced
wooden tube, separated from
by

a thin sheet of

At the end

into the
the bees

paper or foundation.

of 15 minutes this is perforated with a light wire and the bees
soon reach the strange queen. As they
are agitated and frightened and queenless otherwise, they readily accept her.
The final stage of introduction consists
in closing the end of the wooden cyl-

inder with honey or candy. This is
eaten by the bees of the colony and
the queen is liberated. But it is never
advisable to examine a colony in which
a queen has been introduced, before a

week

elapses.

What

are

success?

the

causes that guarantee

The cage has acquired

the

odor of the old queen which mingles
with that of the new one. The caged
bees bring to her the odor of the colony itself, so that there is little danger
of suspicion towards her. But disturbances must be avoided and the queen
must be released by the workers themselves.

Another good method of introduction consists in the use of a nucleus or
fertilizing-box.
But ours are built
somewhat differently from yours. They
are larger and contain a supply of powdered sugar mixed with honey or of
granulated honey sufficient to last the
bees two weeks. About 200 grams of
bees (6 ounces) are placed in it with a
10-day queen-cell, and they are not allowed to fly before three days have
elapsed.
The air is furnished by
screened openings in the floor of the
nucleus, which may be closed with a
sliding stopper. Another opening in
the floor is to be used in uniting these
bees to the queenless colony. This is
temporarily stopped with a cork. When
they are to be introduced to a full colony, after the queen is fertile, the entrance is closed and the floor opening
stopped with only a thin perforated
card. The bees must have an ample
supply of provisions so as to be in normal condition. The nucleus is placed
immediately over the brood-frames of
the queenless colony, above the cluster.
The latter readily ascertain that the
nucleus above is a normal colony with
queen, and after gnawing the card they
are soon united in peace.
In a very short time the queen goes
down to take possession of the larger
space and devote herself to the greater
task.
If the advanced season prevents
her from doing this, she may be readily
compelled to move by taking away the
nucleus and placing its combs cross-

Honev-Moon "—Comb Honey
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wise over the brood-combs of the colony. When the nucleus combs are of
the same size as those of the hive, they
may be readily exchanged. As a rule,
in our German hives, separated by a
a house-apiary, a
board, in
single
queenless colony often joins its neighbor through a crack between the two,
or if both have queens one of the
queens may be killed and the two coloThe method
nies peaceably united.
just given is really not an introducCion
but the uniting of two colonies, the
queenless colony being the larger of
the two. Where all other methods fail,
this gives good results.
When a colony has killed the first
queen introduced to it, it will frequently refuse to accept another, especially if it has been queenless for some
time. It is then useless to try further
Mr. Cowan has menintroductions.
tioned an occurrence, over 20 years
ago, in which five queens were use-

Mr. Brulessly sacrificed in this way.
ennich reported an analogous case in
the American Bee Journal of DecemIll-success should be attribber, 1914.

abnormal conditions. The
uted to
longer the queenlessness the more difficult the cure, because the bees become
accustomed to their condition arid lose
even the energy and the desire to
change it. They have grown old and
nurses are lacking. Such colonies had
best be treated by the method used
with queenless colonies at the end of
winter they must be united to others.
The nucleus method is the proper one
for this purpcrse as the small colony is
sufficient to save the other.
Zurich, Switzerland.

rough handling. However, I
was not discouraged.
I
was determined to save my pure-bred queen and

tirely to

her handful of golden bees. I immediately bought a colony of black bees
not more than
three blocks from
home. In the cool of the morning I
closed the entrance with a cloth and
carried the hive (which was heavy)
home on my shoulder. I intended to
replace the black queen with the golden
Italian.

When I reached home I was again
rudely disappointed to find that three
of the combs had broken down and the
bees were drowning.
The hive had
not been closed more than ten minutes
and

it

had had the most careful hand-

However,

ling.

make

ness.
If this enables some brother to avoid
a similar experience I will console myself with the thought that my sad experience was not in vain.

Elgin, Minn.

Clipping Queens
BY

BY GEO.

Aug.
ABOUT
fronted with

8,

F.

HAYES.

1915,

was

I

con-

the problem of moving three colonies of bees from a

point in Illinois to southern Minnesota, about 300 miles.

My

better judgment told me I should
not take the bees. But I was going
myself. I had given them pure queens,

with them; in
with them for two years,
and I simply could not leave them beAnd, anyway, bees could be
hind.
shipped successfully, for the bee litera-

and had experimented
fact,

lived

saved enough bees

a strong

three colonies of bees, paid $6.00 to the
express company and $2.50 for that last
colony; and in addition I had to apologize to the express agent for falsely
accusing his co-workers of careless-

;

Disaster in Shipping Bees

I

colony by winter.
Experience is a dear teacher but a
good one. I learned that bees cannot
be shipped in hot weather if the hives
contain honey.
In a few minutes a
confined colony will generate enough
heat to melt down the heavy combs.
For this bit of information I sacrificed
to

J.

L.

North is here again. The hunting
the queens so as to be sure that all

are clipped
constitutes the greatest
part of the work at this examination.
Please note that I say " all," for unless
all of the queens are clipped I hardly

worth while to bother taking
ofT the wings of any.
On page 98, March issue, the question is asked from Indiana, why some
writer, un-named, said that all should
be clipped, and further added as a sort
of mystifier, " If you don't know why
try it and you will learn why." Dr.
it

does not

reply, says that he

ture said so.

Miller, in

Accordingly they were prepared for
shipment. The covers were removed
and wire-cloth nailed over the top.
The entrances were closed in the same

would not work all right to
have only part of them clipped. As I
have more than once made the statement both in private and public that it

way. I tried to follow all the directions except I did not pour water upon
the bees before shipping them. Each
hive had two supers and enough honey
to make the three weigh 250 pounds.
They were started by express Sunday

is

morning, and I was anxiously awaiting
them Monday evening when they arrived.

All were powerful colonies when
they were packed, but, alas only one
contained live bees when I opened
them.
The queen and a handful of
bees had found a dry corner and huddled into it. In all of the hives the
combs were broken down and the
honey had run out at the entrances.
I
was keenly disappointed and was
bitter against the
express company,
for I supposed the disaster was due en!

see

why

it

necessary to have all clipped or
none, a word in explanation is necessary.
First,

want to say once more what
been told to beginners
hundreds of times, that clipping queens
in no way stops swarming
it simply

has

I

already

;

provides a

swarm

issues

is

to

and while the swarm

first

think

Under normal conditions a swarm may
be expected to issue in about nine or
ten days after first swarming, in case
the old queen was then lost, but sometimes swarms are held back for a few
days on account of bad weather, and
then the second swarming occurs earlier, as during the period of waiting
for fair weather the started queen-cells
will be maturing all the time.
Of course, this condition is more apt
to occur in outyards where no one is
in attendance, but even for a home apiary the practice of clipping is a great
labor saver. Who has not had swarms
issue on a real hot day, and probably
cluster on the top of a tree ? Perhaps to
make things more aggravating the
bees persist on alighting on a tree
trunk or large limb.
With clipped
queens all that is necessary when a
a

BYER.

time for the
general overTHEhauling
of colonies here in the
of

clipped queen, quite often after the
bees have returned to the hive the
clipped queen will find her way back
into the hive again and the process of
swarming will be repeated again the
next day. I have heard of swarms
coming out this way for three days in
succession. However, in the event of
the queen being lost during the first or
subsequent swarming of the colony,
the bees will return to the hive and no
swarming will again be possible until
the first young queen hatches and goes
with them. But as there will be from
six to ten days of interval before a
young queen hatches, the apiarist will
have time to discover that things are
not as they should be in the hive, and
measures will be taken to handle the
situation and prevent any more swarming with the chance of losing the bees.

way

to control this problem,
and in the case of outapiaries I think
that nine out of ten apiarists would not
know how to manage the business unless queens were clipped.
Under normal conditions, as all bee-keepers of

experience are aware, the old queen
issues with the first or prime swarm,
leaving young queens developing in
the hive. If the swarm issues with an
undipped queen, and the apiarist is
not there, of course bees, queen and all
are lost. If the swarm issues with a

get
is

a hive ready,
in the air lift
set it aside,

off the parent hive and
placing the prepared hive on

The queen

stand.

the old
of course has been

picked up and placed in
cage.

a wire-cloth

,

As the bees miss their queen and
come rushing back, how simple and
easy to just place the qneefi at the entrance and allow bees and all to rush
in
Supers from the old hive, including bees and all, can be placed on new
hive on the old stand, and the job is
done. All this is common practice
with experienced beekeepers, and is
simply given for the benefit of beginners constantly joining the craft.
But to return to the question as to
why it is necessary to clip all, really
the temptation is strong to repeat the
advice " try it and learn why," for by
so doing the matter wo^ld be cleared
up so much plainer than by words, if
things turned out as they did twice in
my experience, when part of the yard
was clipped and we happened to have
heavy swarming seasons. A colony
would swarm having a clipped queen.
Just about the time we picked up the
!

queen

in a

cage and thought of chang-

hives around, out would come a
swarm with undipped queen, and of
course all would go together. It was
impossible to separate the bees with
any degree of satisfaction, and one
never was sure but what the undipped
queen might be shaken with the bees
any attempt was made to divide
if

ing

Swarms

will sometimes mix up
have undipped queens, but
they will not mix half so badly as
when part are clipped and part un-

them.

when

all
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They will ahaays go together
two swarms issue at nearly the same
time, one with an undipped queen and
the other clipped, and that cannot be
said when none at all are docked.
At any rate, the two seasons we were
clipped.

if

this dilema caused us to come to the
conclusion that we must clip all or
none, and I feel sure that if our Indiana correspondent has a fairly large
apiary and will this spring clip half of
the queens and leave the rest alone,
granted that the season will be bad for
swarming, he will conclude that ray
ill

advice

is

practical.

Markham, Ont.

No.

16.—The Honey-Producing
Plants
BY FRANK

Photosr'tl'hs by

M.

C.

C.

PELLETT.

Ruhter,

Sati

Francisco,

our 16th installment of the
IN honey plants, we will consider some
which are frequently reported as
sources of nectar on the Pacific Coast.
Some of them occur in the East, but
are seldom mentioned as sources of
nectar east of the Rocky Mountains.
For the photographs which appear this
month we are indebted to M. C. Richter, of San Francisco.
this

PIN-CLOVER OR FILLAREE.

The pin-clover, alfilaria or
Erodium cicutariinn, is widely

fillaree,

distribin this coun-

uted in the old world, and
try has been naturalized from Europe.
It is especially well known on the Pacific Coast from British Columbia to
southern California. There it is said
to be one of the most valuable wild
pasture plants.
It is
bill.

also called pin grass and Heron's
has a long period of bloom,

It

February or March in
and in some places continuing through the summer. It produces an abundance of pollen and conbeginning

in

California,

siderable

honey

of

good

quality.

In
FIG.

73.-FILAREE OR PIN

Gray's botany

it

is

listed

CLOVER-A COMMON HONEY-PLANT
as

"stork's

mentioned as scarce in
New York and Pennsylvania. It is recorded as occurring in Alabama where
it apparently was carried with railroad
ballast.
June is given as the blooming
bill,"

and

is

period in the vicinity of Mobile.
It is also known in several places in
Connecticut, where it is said to bloom
in May and June. Prof. Pammell states
that it is abundant in the dry soils in
the Salt Lake basin and from Colorado
to Texas. The seeds cling to the wool
of sheep and this aids in its wide distribution.

Figure 73 shows the plant with blosseed pod. It is from the peculiar shape of the latter that it gets the
names of " stork's bill " and "Heron's

som and
bill."

MANZANITA OR BEARBERRY.
Figure 74 shows the blossoms and
leaves of the manzanita, which is seldom heard of as a honey-plant east of
California. The following information
" Honey Plants
is copied from Richter's
of California:"
" .;>c/os///o'fo*,

Fig. 74.— Manzanita

Blossoms

manzanita, bearberry.

Throughout coast ranges, Sierra Ne-

vada

foothills,

Mountain (2000

and

IN

San

CALIFORNIA
Bernardino

to 9000 feet),

November

to Februaiy.

The honey is amber and of excellent
much like manzanita itself (Colusa county) pollen. San Diego county
"

flavor,

;

honey from the manof the most important
honey- plants to induce bees to early
breeding. In some parts of Monterey,
Colusa and Eldorado counties a 20 to
40 pound surplus is obtained, and on

reports a white
zanita.

One

very warm days (Monterey county)
nectar can be shaken from the bloom.
A beekeeper from Applegate reports it

honey yielder."
The .Irc/os/f'liylos m'aitrsi, bearbtrry

to be his best

or beargrape, according to Gray, occurs
on the rocks and bare hills from New
Jersey and Pennsylvania to Missouri
and far north and westward. It is also
said to be common in Europe and Asia.
It is recorded in the local lists of plants
of Connecticut and Ontario.
It is a little surprising to us to find
plants which are so highly regarded in
California reported from so many eastern localities, although, probably be-

cause

nowhere abundant, they are not
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known as sources of honey. Although
Richter's list does not give the species
from which their honey is secured, it is
probably not./, itni-ursi, which is found
in the East, but ./. /^n>if_'riis or I. /omen
tosa, or other species peculiar to the
west coast.
The leaves of the eastern species are
much used in medicine. It is said to
be an astringent tonic used in diseases
.

of the liver.

MU.STARD.

Figure 75 shows the common yellow
mustard, h'rassica camf^eslris, which is
common all over North America and
in Europe. The black mustard, B. A'iffi-a,
also has a very wide distribution in
Europe and America. There are about
50 species, including the closely related
cultivated varieties of cabbage, turnips,
rutabagas and mustard. All produce
some nectar, and in some localities they
are an important source of nectar. In
parts of California, notably the Lompoc
valley, mustard is grown commercially
for seed; much honey is stored from
The honey is said to be
this source.
Aplight in color and mild in flavor.
parently there is much variation in the
amount of nectar, according to climatic
conditions. In any locality where it is
sufficiently abundant mustard can be
expected to add something to the product of the apiary.

GORSE OR FURZE.

Gorse or furze Ulex europacus (Fig.
76) is a spiny evergreen shrub with
yellow flowers that is common in Europe where it issaidto be used to some

extent for fuel and fodder. I can find
but few references to it in this country.
In California it is said to bloom during
all seasons, although much more freely
in spring.
Richter reports it as a very
good honey-plant on the hills of Marin
county.
Atlantic, Iowa.
Copyritjlil: ioi6, by Frank C. Pellett.

Swarm

Prevention

Comb

for

Honey
BY GEO.

\V.

STEPHENS.

of the greatest
fronting the rnan

ONE

duce comb honey

problems con-

who would

pro-

a system of
management that will effectually prevent swarming and hold the bees tois

gether and keep them at work storing
honey without sulking or desiring to
swarm a plan that requires little labor
and that can be used in an outapiary
for comb honey without watching for
swarms. From the viewpoint of the
average beekeeper bees swarm for lack
;

room for the queen to lay to rear
more brood to store more honey to
rear more brood to pester and torment
of

keeper. If a colony of bees is
provided with plenty of room, however,
and all other conditions are ideal, they
have no valid excuse for swarming;
and if they do swarm under such ideal
conditions it may be attributed to the
innate contrariness of bee nature.
Dr. Phillips, in his book on " Beekeeping," says
"The lack of adequate
space for breeding is a common condition in colonies from which swarms
issue." This and a little experience I
had two years ago have helped to confirm my suspicions that a crowded condition of the brood-nest is the principal and primary cause of swarming.
I
was sent for to take a colony of bees
their

:

Shaken swarms, like natural swarms,
the brood is united with the
swarm, divide and weaken the working
unless

force of the colony so that the swarm
does not get the benefit of all the brood
as it emerges, and it is thereby deprived
of the usual and necessary daily reinforcement of young bees to take the
place of the daily loss of old bees consequently the swarm constantly dwindles for three or four weeks before
there are any young bees to keep up
its strength.
A swarm is not as strong
and does not do as good work in the
sections three weeks after it issues as
during the first week. By that time it
has spent its gathering force, the honey
flow may be drawing to a close, and
there are a lot of unfinished and lightweight sections in the supers with not
enough bees to finish them; whereas
if the strength of the colony had been
maintained and the bees and brood
held together the sections would have
;

been well filled and sealed, and comparatively few, if any, unfinished ones

would have been found.

Now. to hold the bees together and
keep them contentedly at work storing
honey and have no swarming or sulking it is necesssary that they have
adequate breeding space in the proper
place and given at the right time. Some
try to prevent swarming by adding a
super of sections above an excluder,
but this will have no eff^ect because the
crowded condition of the brood-chamber remains the same.
I have tried out and adopted
ivhat
was to me a new plan for the production of comb honey. It may be that
somebody has tried and abandoned
something similar, but I am not so informed. The late Oliver Foster, in an
article in one of the bee-papers some

from the attic of a farm house. They
had been in that attic for four years
and had not in all that time cast a
swarm. I found them in a corner near
the chimney, and their combs filled a
space a yard square and hung down
from the rafters fully two feet. They
certainly had an abundance of room to
spread (18x36 feet), and apparently had
not thought of swarming. I presume
they might have swarmed when their
"hive" became crowded if they had
not been removed.
Swarming may be almost entirely
prevented by certain timely manipulation, and it is up to the beekeeper to
adopt a system that will best serve the
purpose. Almost any system of management that will hold the colony together during the honey flow will
result in an increase of surplus honey,
but most of the plans recommended
and practiced by many beekeepers
demand too much time and labor. For
instance, opening hives and cutting
out queen-cells once a week, as some
do, is no small job, and frequently leads
to sulking and does no good because
the condition that causes swarming is
not changed thereby.
Watching for

and running after swarms

is

a

great

waste of time. Jumping the parent
colony from one side of the swarm to
the other every few days to catch the
flying bees is not only a waste of time
but of main strength and awkwardness
Fig. 75.— Common

Yellow Mustard

besides,

Fig. 76.— Gorse

or Furze
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shaken swarms
ought to have a restricted access to
their brood, and that they would be
more contented and would not swarm
Acting on this idea, which had
out.
been developing in my mind for some
time, I prepared some hives and tried

years ago, wrote that

scheme

my

entire satIt is needless to say my enisfaction.
thusiasm has gone up several degrees.
Prepare two botThis is the plan
tom boards for each colony to be
operated by cutting a slot about ^sx5
inches in one of the side-cleats of each
board equi-distant from the ends.
Place the colony on one of these
boards, closing the slot temporarily
with a piece of lath tacked on. Now
follow Mr. Doolittle's plan, and in early
May set a hive-body of empty combs

the following

to

:

thus making my 100 percent increase,
If increase is not wanted I let the brood
all emerge and insert a Porter escape
for a day or two, then set the empty
combs away to be used in the same
way the next season.
.\nd what is the result? Well, I have
extra-strong colonies at a time when
they will do the most good, and, as Mr.
Doolittle says, "Very strong colonies
will store a surplus of honey when
weak or only fairly good colonies will
hardly make a living." Compared with
natural or shaken swarms one can get

some honey stored in the cells. If any
one claims that the bees would not take

an average of anywhere from 50 to 100
percent more honey and 100 percent

Can any one prove that a colony of
all drawn comb in the hive
will produce more wax involuntarily

on top with

being

duction. Then just as the main honey
flow opens I deviate somewhat from
the Doolittle plan, and instead of separating the brood from the bees, I lift
off the top story and set it on the other
bottom-board by the side of the first
one so that a slotted bridge between

them

will

form

a

passage from

one

hive to the other through the slots. A
strip of excluder-zinc is nailed to one
side of the bridge to hold the queen
where she is put. The brood-section is
moved to one side enough to allow the
other section to take its place on the
stand.

Find the queen and put her and a
frame of unsealed brood in the new
hive, or shake the bees out if the queen
cannot be found readily. Close the
entrance of the brood-section and let
the bees use the new entrance, now at
the old location. Slip a piece of section under the back end of the broodsection to raise it from the bottomboard an eighth of an inch, or raise
the cover slightly in order to give the

Put a
ventilation.
supers of sections on the
new hive with an excluder under them,
and the bees will do the rest. The capacity of the hive is now doubled, the
colony has not lost its brood and has
plenty of room for breeding and storThe bees will go to work with a
ing.
rush and transfer the honey in the
combs to the sections and the queen
will fill the hive with new brood, while
the old brood in the other hive will be
well taken care of and none of it lost.
The natural daily loss of flying bees is
constantly recruited by the emerging
young bees from the old brood-chamber, which will maintain a rousing
colony to the end of the honey flow
without a break, and there will be no
dwindling during the next three or
four weeks, as is the case when the
brood is separated from the swarm.
Before the brood has all emerged,
say in about two weeks, I make a reverse shift by returning the queen to
the original hive, transferring the supers and opening the closed entrance
and closing the open one. This causes
the colony for the second time during
the honey flow to work with the vim
and energy of a prime swarm during
If I want increase, after
its first week.
a few days I set the queenless section
on a new stand, giving the brood a
queen or a cell and let them build up,

brood

sufficient

couple of

nite statements could be made on this
subject, if some one will determine just
where the dividing line may be drawn

between the voluntary and involuntary
secretion of wax in the average colony
of bees.

bees with

of colonies or no swarms at
he chooses. The sections are

as

This

a queen-excluder between.
prevent the brood-chamber
becoming congested and will delay
swarming as in extracted honey pro-

—

increase
all,

invariably better filled and sealed. The
plan has the advantage of two broodnests one full of brood and the other

will

down the base of the cell
walls in a heavy honey flow I should
say he had a freak colony of bees under his observation.
Third I have reason to believe that
it pays in dollars and cents. More defitime to thin

—

hatch

filled to

later.

If it is

true,

as claimed, and I have no doubt it is,
that too many young bees in the hive
will create an unbalanced condition
and discontent of the colony, the double hive affords the young bees a place
to stay out of the way of the workers
until they are old enough to go to
work, as they do not come out of the
brood-section until they are several
days old. I have kept bees on a sideline for "going on" 29 years, and I
never have seen a colony too strong to

do good work

if it

to its strength.
There is, of
this plan, but a

room according

has

course, some work to
man knows what he is

doing and what the bees will do every
time, and every move is a profitable
one, considering the extra amount of
honey he will get even the last move
gets a new colony of bees from every
hive, worth $5.00 each, and the faster
one works the more he will make and
the sooner he may become a million;

aire.
If

any beekeeper would like to have
do something worth while,
and then some, in comb or extracted
honey, in either eight or ten frame
hives, let him try the Stephens twinhive method. It is sure and easy, and
there is no rainbow chasing attached
his bees

to

it.

Denison, Iowa.

than is required to seal the ripened
honey, etc.? If they do, what do they
do with it if they deposit it all in the
hive in the form of brace comb? I am
then satisfied that it does not amount
to much. Finding wax scales on the
bottom-board does not prove that the
bees had no use for them in the supers.
The question is Would the bees carry
:

own wax

scales outside of the
hive simply because the combs were all
built in the hive ?

their

A

drawn comb Langstroth

size con-

A

tains about five ounces of wax.
sheet
of medium brood foundation contains
two ounces of wax.
sheet of light

A

brood

foundation contains one and
three-fifths ounces. It takes no more
time to paint a sheet of light brood
foundation than it does to paint the
medium brood foundation therefore,
the advantage is in favor of the light
brood foundation.
If I add not less than one ounce of wax
to each sheet of light brood foundation
;

make the sheet two and
ounces in weight, or onefifth ounce more than half the wax required for a full drawn comb. One
hundred and twenty-five pounds of wax
would make 1000 sheets of medium
brood foundation at a cost of 11 cents
a pound or $13.75. and it takes only 100
pounds of wax to make 1000 sheets of
light brood foundation at 13 cents a

this would
three-fifths

pound or $13.
The balance in favor of the light
brood foundation would be 75 cents in
cash and 25 pounds of wax, not counting the labor of painting this wax on
the foundation, but as it is assumed

Why

and

How

Paint

I

Comb

Foundation
BY EDWARD HASSINGER,

JR.

experience with painting comb
foundation with wax is limited
to two years, and 3000 Langstroth
frames for brood-combs and extracting
combs.

MY

WHV

I

DO

IT.

—To secure as nearly
is

all perfect
possible to get in

Second The bees
cupy whole supers of

will enter and octhis painted foun-

First

worker-comb

as

it

Langstroth frames.

—

dation as readily as they do supers of
all

drawn combs.

about

it

that

is

There

is

something

very alluring to them

;

they will draw it into comb in the
smallest kind of a honey flow and will
fasten the foundation to the end-bars
before drawing the comb. In a heavy
honey flow I have repeatedly seen
whole supers drawn into comb ^s-inch
in length in less than 24 hours and

work would be done anyhow and
enough more wax added to equal one
ounce per sheet.
Assuming that it takes 10 pounds of
honey to produce one pound of wax,
and if honey is worth 10 cents a pound,
then it cost $1.00 to produce one pound

this

of

wax.

Then by buying wax

cents a pound
cents a pound

a saving or gain
is

One thousand

30
of 70

at

made.
sheets

at

one ounce

per sheet would require 62^ pounds of
wax same at 30 cents a pound would
be $18.75. It would cost $62.50 worth
of 10-cent honey to produce this wax,
the balance in favor of buying the wax
and painting it on the foundation would
be $43.75 plus the 75 cents that it costs
less to have 1000 sheets of light brood'
foundation made, and have it better
liked by the bees than any lighter or
heavier foundation made by machinery.
The price of labor deducted from the
;

mentioned figures would still
a favorable balance.
It takes
from 1)4 to 2 minutes to paint one
sheet of foundation of Langstroth size
above
leave
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with one ounce of wax.
This work should be done in the
winter when time is not worth so mucli
in fact, it must be done in cool weather,
the foundation should be cold and the
wax hot for best results.

with a space of three-sixteenths inch
between the foundation and the bottom-bar.
The frames should be all wired and
the ioundation fastened, and the wires
imbedded in it before starting to paint
I do not want any combs
it with wa.x.
without being wired, and I believe no
argument should be advanced in favor
of trying to get along without wires.
small two-burner oil stove
I use a
and a tin pan about 8x8 inches wide, 3
inches high. A wire screen is fitted
into the bottom of the pan in such a
way that the screen does not touch the
bottom of the pan this is to hold up
the brush. Then wedge a square stick
in between the sides of the pan at the
top; the wedge should be in the center
of the pan and nailed through the pan
into the stick; this is to brush the surplus wax out of the brush before using
The brush is an ordinary paint
it.
brush 3 inches wide, with the hair or
bristles of the brush 4 inches in length.
About half-way between the top and
bottom of the hair are placed two
sticks, one on each side of the brush
crosswise of the hair.
Each stick
should be 4 inches long, ji of an inch
wide, and 3-16
of an inch
thick;
they are nailed together through the
hair of the brush tight enough to
force the hair of the brush all in one
narrow straight line, at the same time
making the brush one inch wider at the
bottom. To keep the sticks from slipping down fasten them to the handle
with a tack and a piece of wire or a
crate staple.

fixed in this

manner

make

has been allowed in Patent Office. Royalty one-fifth to one-tenth of a cent per

before using it. If many
cells are closed with wax at the bottom
it may result in drone-corab being built
on the spot.
After using the brush for some time
the bottom of the brush will form into
a curve this is an advantage in applying the wax by brushing against the
curve with the first stroke or two and
then reversing the brush.
Use the
same form to hold the frames with the
foundation that you use for imbedding
the wires into the foundation. Only
practice can teach you just how much
pressure to use for a uniform distribution of wa.x over the side walls of the
foundation.
The temperature to keep the wax at
depends upon how fast you use it and
the temperature of the room. The
colder the foundation and the warmer
the wax, the better it works. Have the
wax broken in small pieces, and add
some continually as needed.
I have sent a copy of the above, to
Mr. Henry Vogeler, as he has a patent
on the process. I asked him to com-

quite evident that Mr. Vogeler
uses only a fraction of the amount of
wax that I use per sheet of foundation.
Therefore, the difference in results and
the difference in the time for painting.
In warm weather it is necessary to wet
the board.
Evidently Mr. Vogeler does not get
the idea of my brush. It is only two
inches long below the sticks as explained before, and the sticks help to
feed the liquid wax for a longer time,
because it stays hot longer between
the sticks.
I cannot agree with Mr. Vogeler's
statement of 75 percent more comb
honey with no fishbone. I agree with
the no fishbone (midrib) part, but the
best way to make a comparison between the painted and unpainted foundation would be by stating definitely

ment on my article. He comments
follows to which I reply again

as

I

are ahead of other statements,
e., 8 or 10 sheets drawn out in a day.
had Dadant's extra thin surplus grade

comb

foundation, Langstroth frame
over 15 sheets to the pound, and
when painted only on top I had over
13 sheets to the pound.
I paint on a
board same size as sheet and have it
wet. Your brush is too long about two
inches. I got the best. Wax should be
melted, not hot. I paint only on one
size,

side.

I

don't imbed wire.

wire and weave

it in,

I

wax

the

two on one side

You are too
slow to paint ten sheets in six minutes.

and two on the other.

"The beeswax scales 1-5 inch wide,
1-180 inch or less thick will likely give
75 percent more comb honey and no
fishbone in the center.
,

beeswax scales

REPLY TO MR. VOGELER's COMMENT.S.
It is

•

how much wax by weight

is

added to a

sheet of foundation if
enough wax is painted to equal twothirds of what the same size would
certain

weigh

"You

I.

Process to

Langstroth frame size sheet."
Oakland, Calif.
Henhy Vooei-er.

brush

;

;

"

much better and faster work can be
done with little danger of closing the
bottom of the cells with wax if the
proper amount of wax is brushed from
the

to order
I have my foundation made
and have it fit the frame less one-eighth
inch from each end-bar, and one-fourth
inch from the bottom-bar, the most
perfect all worker comb is secured

With the brush

^^M^^

Amgrican ^ee Journal

-4^^^-^,

size

in

drawn comb.

Then

I

should

say that it was equal to drawn comb or
very nearly so. Therefore, the value of
wax-painted comb foundation must be
determined by the amount of wax
painted on it by weight.
Many beekeepers told me personally
at the conventions that they were cona good thing, and wanted
the manufacturers could or
would have foundation painted with
wax and sell it as such, especially for
comb honey. Manufacturers will please
take notice.
Greenville, Wis.

vinced
to

it

know

was

if

[There is need of an explanation of
Mr. Vogeler's last statement, concerning the patent on beeswax scales. Mr.
Vogeler took a patent, years ago, on
painting the sheets of foundation in a
manner similar to that mentioned by
Mr. Hassinger.
But the wax scales
patent is another. This consists in a
method for manufacturing artificially

wax

scales for the bees to use in building comb.
To the enquiry of Mr. Hassinger as
to whether bees produce more wax involuntarily than is needed to seal the
combs, we will reply that the consensus
of opinion among students is that the
bees produce wax involuntarily only
when they are compelled to remain
honey. Bees that gather
filled with
honey from the blossoms, and bring it
to the hive to deposit it at once, produce a very inconsiderable amount of

wax.

But when the crop

that the

cells

are

all

so heavy

is

filled,

the

young

bees remain loaded with honey until
wax is produced, while the field bees
keep on bringing more. Then is the
great amount of wax produced which

GREAT PICKING SCENE AT
(See our

first

E. J.

BAXTERS AT NAUVOO.

article in this issue.)

ILL,

is

needed to build more comb to store
It is s very wise arrange-

this surplus,

—

:
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ment. We do not believe the bees
waste any wax except in extraordinary
circumstances, such as the breaking
down of the combs, when we have seen
plastered indiscriminately on the
it
wall of the hive, in little lumps. This
was evidently because the space where
combs could be built was in such a
mess that it could not be occupied by
the builders.

When
bees in

a
it

the young
loaded, not only

swarm emerges,
are often

with honey, but with wax scales ready
to emerge and that explains why superficial

but

observers believe that

little to

produce

at

The honey consumed

wax

costs

swarming time.
two or three

value as a remedy for appendicitis.
Our object is to sell honey, and it will
be impossible to falsify ads to aid that
object as much as is done for many
other things, but this advertising a
delicious food product side by side as
a feed and a remedy for foul ulcers is
repugnant to me, and I honestly believe that for every ounce sold as a
remedy we injure the sale of ten as a
food or table sweet.
I have before me a card issued by a
neighbor, which reads as follows
"Honey is Nature's one pure sweet."
"Honey is both food and medicine."
"Money invested in honey is an in:

vestment
"

is cheaper than doctor bills."
Eat plenty of Money and you'll save
doctor bills."

" If

for

days previously is not taken in consideration, by them. Editor.]

in health."

Honey

"

you want good honey every time

."
buy it of
This card was vastly

better, as a
truthful production, with only the first
and last lines, to-wit

Honey

Honey as a Medicine
BY

much

A.

F.

ff

buy

BONNEV.

it

of

Who,

has been said about honey

SO as a medicine that

is Nature's one pure sweet.
you want good honey every time

I finally

became

curious, and having investigated
thoroughly give the result to the fraternity.

honey producers, may

ask, vaunt their

Does it do any good ? Does it sell a
pound of honey ? People buy honey
because they want it, and if not for

In the United States Dispensatory,
which is the reference book used by
doctors and druggists when drugs and
medicinal substances are concerned,
we find it stated that: " Honey possesses the same medical properties as
sugar, but is more disposed to affect
th * bowels. Though largely consumed
as an article of food, it is seldom employed medicinally except as a vehicle.

table use they will practically never
buy it for other purposes. Once in a
great while I sell a pound to fill a
demand for something for a cold, but
99 percent of my honey is sold to be
eaten, and because the people want a
delicious sweet.

and demulcent qualities renand
sometimes employed as an applica-

Net Weight on Sections— Ob-

Its

taste

der

it

it is

a useful addition to gargles,

tion to foul ulcers."
This compels us to look up sugar,
and under the head of Saccharum we
" Medifind the following statements

Buck Grove, Iowa.

jections

cal

and Pharmaceutical Uses.

As

taste of medicines
I wish to state that

Practical

BY FRANK COVERDALE.

a

demulcent, cane sugar has been used
to some extent in catarrhal affections,
especially of the respiratory tract
According to Dr. S. Meslach (now unknown to fame), glucose, when given
in doses of 6 to 6>^ ounces a day in the
form of the concentrated syrup, acts as
and is useful
a powerful diuretic
in the treatment of cardiac dropsy.
In pharmacy, sugar is used to render
oils miscible with water, to cover the

of a

Beekeeper

:

The producer of comb honey has no
control of how many ounces the bees
will put into each section.
The netweight law should be forced upon those
only to whom it is applicable. The
producer who has secured 20,000 sections has a job the accurate doing of
which is unthinkable. And if those
sections are
not stamped correctly
how is the consumer to know what he
he asks the retailer
is getting unless
to weigh them again, for they may
vary from 5^ to 6 ounces?
The producer of extracted honey can
readily fill all the requirements of the
law, like any other packer of commodities, even to the fraction of an ounce.
But the producer of comb honey can't
change its weight. A ruling for the
poultry owners to mark each egg, or
for the farmer to mark each ear of
corn its actual or minimum weight
would be no more of an impossibility.
Neither is there any method by which
he can compel the bees to help him
one iota in securing greater uniformity.

.

besides

product as medicinal
agents, and, again, why is it necessary?
I

that requirement.

very plain to me that the Governshould not require the stamping of the net weight on the sections of comb honey, because it is an
accurately perform
to
impossibility
is

IT ment

It is

not to be wondered that so

the sections
vary from the
of

them.

and

I

many

upon the market
weight marked upon

put

have been through

this trial

call it a farce af best.

conclusion that
I have come to the
the only thing to do is to appeal to the
Government to set aside all rulings on
the comb honey put upon the market
and let it sell by the piece, just as they
letail apples, or melons, or oranges,
or pineapples. For the producer has
no more control of the weight of a
comb of honey than he has of cantaloupe or a pineapple. The buyer must
use his eyes in either case and judge
weight or value of what he
of the
purchases. If he does not rely upon
his judgment, he can always require
the retailer to ascertain the weight for
him.
I for one am in favor of appealing to
the Government to set aside this impossible requirement, which if tested
out would probably not stand in the
courts, for the simple reason, already
mentioned, that no one has any control
upon the net weight of each package.

Delmar, Iowa.

"

many substances

are retained in the Dispensatory which
are practically no longer used as remeWormwood is one of
dies for disease.
them, and why it and others are retained I cannot understand. Whisky
held an honored place in the venerable
volume for a century, but has been
eliminated, and sugar is no longer used
as a remedy for foul ulcers and cardiac
dropsy.
As a matter of 90 percent of human
ailments will " get well " if left severely
alone, I shall not discourage the use of
honey as a cure-all, for it is the least
harmful of all the vaunted " cures,"
while if it becomes as popular as
whisky the sales will increase tremendously. It does not matter that I consider it a poor dressing for the hair,
not a ?uccessfy! foot ease, and lacking

Hot)ey

13ofyr?ey

J
A. F.

BONNEY THE ORIGINATOR OF THE HONEY STICKER
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Comb Honey and the
Net Weight

Federal

Law

mentioned conditions.
The beekeeper who wishes to put up
comb honey in glazed sections still en-

:— Is the application of
the net weight law to comb honey

joys this privilege, but he has to mark
each section either witli the actual net
ivtight or a certain adopted minimum
net weight.
The consumer, who is
willing to pay for glass, can readily see
about how much actual honey he gets.
The beekeeper who previously used
thick lumber in his sections will not
see any profit in doing so any longer
and adopt regular stock material.
The production of thin-conib, lightweight sections is also likely to be
dropped, since net weights must be

justifiable

stated.

BV FRANK RAUCHFUSS.
lAmoni; the producers of comb honey on
who are able to see both sides
of this question, none is in a better position
to k'ive the consumers' side than Mr. Krank
Rauchfuss. of Denver, who has handled
hundreds of carloads of honey for the Colsent him a
orado Honey Producers.
copy of Mr. Coverdalj's Utter and insert
his comments, thus givintr both sides of the
" net weight " Question.— Editor.
a large scale

We

1

QUESTION

?

My

answer would be, mosi assuredly.
I will state a few reasons why, by showing up some of the weak spots of honey
marketing conditions, past and present.
Comb honey in glared sections was
being sold by weight. The consumer
ordering a pound of honey and generpaying a fancy price for it, 25 to
30 cents received from 8 to 9 ounces of
actual honey, comb included.
This
looks pretty much like a case of selling
glass and wood and throwing a little
honey in the bargain.
ally

Is

any wonder these consumers got

it

the idea that comb honey is a luxury
that only the wealthy can afford?
have seen some cute tricks played by
producers to get the best of the other
fellow one party used tall two-piece
sections, to make the honey weigh up,
the bottom piece of the section was
made of y^-inch lumber.

We

;

Others in localities where comb
honey was sold by the case, adopted
narrow sections, inducing the building
of a thin comb, so as to give as little
honey as possible and still make a fair
showing.
We have seen cases of non-separatored honey, the front sections facing
the glass looking all right, but woe to
the fellow who would buy by front appearances, back of this front could be
found pot-bellied sections weighing 20
ounces,
next correspondingly lean
ones weighing only 12 ounces in some
;

instances two or three sections would
be found built solidly together, so they
had to be handled and sold as a unit.
We don't want to imply that separatored honey could not be found just as
objectionable, because there are some

beekeepers who would not hesitate to
put white and dark honey, light and
heavy sections and even culls in the
same case to the utter disgust of every
person who has anything to do with
such a case thereafter.
With such conditions existing in the
principal markets of the country, the
dealer should not be blamed for refusing to handle comb honey.
/t is a ivell established fact, that no
commodity can be handled satisfactorily
in large quantities aud with profit to the
producer of it, unless it is conscientiously
graded and packed in uniformfackages.
The closer the producer can come to
the ideal of having all sections of
;

honey

in

a

case

practically alike in

weight and finish the better
he will realize, when a fair
minded dealer finds that he can absolutely depend upon said beekeeper's

color,
price

pack.

Now,

let

us see

what

effect a reason-

enforcement of the federal net
weight law has in bettering the above
able

Non-separatored honey

will likely be

many markets, as
be very difficult to comply with
the net weight law when packing a

a thing of the past in
it

will

poorly produced

We

article.

realize

some

beekeepers do produce a
very satisfactory article of non-separatored comb honey, but it cannot be dethat

nied that their

number

surprisingly

is

small.

The majority of beekeepers who do
produce a good article of comb honey
and who are willing to grade and pack
their honey in an honest and businesslike manner, will no doubt soon realize
that the federal net iveight laiv does not
increase the cost of firoduction materially
(if

weighing and grading

done

is

in

cost of weighing
will not exceed two cents per case),
while the elimination of the aforesaid
objectionable features cannot help to
but ultimately bring prices to a more
large quantities the

uniform basis.
By grading and packing our honey
right, by enabling the consumer to
readily find well-produced honey, which
is properly
marked, attractively displayed and is sold at a reasonable price
by our working either co-operatively
or individually to accomplish this end
and by supplementing it with well
directed advertising, we should soon
be on the way of seeing pure honey in
one form or the other on the tables of
the majority of our people.
Denver, Colo.
;

That Net Weight
BY

DR. C. C.

Law

MILLER.

considering the law as to marking
on sections, the first thing
we must do is to dismiss from our
minds the thought that the law is made
for the benefit of the producer. It is

IN weight

made

for the benefit of the consumer.
as it should be the greatest
to the greatest number; and the
number of consumers is twenty, fifty,
a hundred-fold more than that of the
producers.
If the
consumer gains
more than he loses by having the
weight stamped on the section, then
the section should be so stamped, " and
there's an end on't."
No use to say that there's any impossibility about weighing each section.
Thousands upon thousands of sections

That
good

is

;

have been accurately weighed in fact,
in years gone by the great majority of
them were thus weighed. The fact
that they were weighed by the grocers
doesn't change the case
if
a grocer
could weigh them so could a bee-

"Oh, but the grocer can weigh them
one at a time as he sells them, and the
beekeeper with 1000, 10,000, or more to
be weighed all in one lot would be
swamped." Well, now, which will con-

sume the

greatest sum total of time, to
1000 sections all in one job,
with everything in the most convenient
shape for it, or to have a grocer make
a separate job of each one, in many
cases adding the time of the customer

weigh

who

stands waiting

?

realize that a man with
20,1100 sections to be got ready to ship
at a given time would be utterly unable
to get through so long a job in the

"But do you

given time ?" Well, there is no law
against hiring extra help, and there are
plenty of people waiting to accept such

weighing sections.
Of course, when the grocer weighs

a nice little job as

the section he gets his pay for that extra work by the extra profit he gets on
the section. If the weighing is shifted
from the grocer to the producer, and
if the producer can do the weighing as
cheaply as the grocer, then the cost to
the consumer should not be increased.

"Well, if you insist upon anything of
the kind, the beekeepers ought to be
paid for the extra work, while the fact
is that they'll not get a cent more, and
the result will be that they will be
driven out of the business, and there

no comb-honey produced. Do
you want that ?" That would be rather
deplorable, and if you can establish it
as a fact^or if you can establish the
fact that consumers would lose more
than they would gain by the stamping
will be

of each section, then it is a pretty clear
case that the law should be repealed.
It is pretty certain that it is to the
advantage of the buyer to know just

what he is buying and how much, but
he must pay too much for that knowledge he will be the loser. If the pres-

if

ent law results in raising the price to
the consumer, then it is hardly a good
law.

It

looks a

would thus

result

little

though

as

it

when comb-honey

—

producers are thinking or at least
talking about giving up comb-honey
production. Should any considerable

—

number of them do so, it must inevitably make comb honey scarcer, and so
more expensive to the consumer. But
there

is

possibility

a

that

these

bee-

keepers are more scared than hurt, and
that there will be no diminution in the
number of comb-honey producers, if in
the long run they find that the law puts
no burden upon them for which they
will not receive a fair compensation.
It is on these lines that the matter
should be considered, and from the
standpoint of the consumer rather than
the producer, and in no case should
there be any hint as to the impossibility
of carrying out the present law to the
strictest letter.

Marengo,

Season

111.

in

BY

Southern California
J.

E.

PLEASANTS.

;

;

keeper.

HONEY-PLANTS

are coming into
early here this spring. The
bees are increasing rapidly and
swarming in the valleys Orange bloom
is coming in gradually instead of all at
once as is often the case. This is very

bloom
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favorable to the bees in the orange belt,
as the flow will thus be prolonged.
Alfilaria and other minor early spring
nectar-producing plants have been in
bloom for some time. Black sage is
beginning to come in, in the mountains.
We have had a heavy winter rainfall;
the principal thing here in order to

no cracks at the tops of the hives
where the heat can escape ? Is the
entrance contracted ? Are all supplied
with abundance of stores ? Are the
combs straight and of worker size
cells? Is the cover rain proof? If
you cannot say yes to all the above
questions, it is up to you to remedy the

Then adopt whatever system

trouble.

you think

is best for you, but don't
divide your colonies before the harvest
unless you prefer increase to surplus
honey. Let every mistake be a lesson
so as not to let the same thing happen
again.
Elroy, Wis.

produce a crop.

Now with favorable spring weather
the outlook is good. Bees are in better
last year, generally
condition than
speaking; there is less European foulbrood. The disease mentioned in the
January issue of the American Bee
Journal, which affected the adult bees,
has not appeared in other apiaries,
though the one infected has made no
improvement, but the bees are dying off.
The

Orange

County

BeekeepTs'

Club, at its meeting April 8, considered
the best methods of buying cans and
cases. Mr. George J. Brown, the newlyelected vice-president for California of
the United Honey Producers, made a
report of the lowest figures quoted him
by eastern firms with whom he has
been in correspondence, on carload

cans and cases.
This is one of the initial movements
here for cooperation in the handling of
If enough beekeepers
a honey crop.
join together to make buying in large
lots practicable, there ought to be considerable saved in getting the crop
cased ready for market. At this meeting also Mr. Brown will begin his campaign of boosting commencing in his
home club. When the proper literature
is ready the subject is to be put before
the Domestic Science teachers of the
California Public Schools.
Orange, Calif.
lots of

APIARY OF OSCAR RITLAND AT ELROY, WIS.

—

Bee-Keepinc
Conducted bv Miss

Strong Colonies for the Harvest

Sections Unsealed in

BY OSCAR RITLAND.
are several systems of
THERE
aging bees in the spring, but

manif

we

are going to expect a good surplus they must all come to the same
end, and that is, strong colonies for the
This is especially true in
harvest.
producing comb honey, but it is also

very important in extracted honey production.

Center

of

<^ For Women
Emma

Super

notice in your department in the
Bee Journal for August,
1913, an article entitled, " Ventilation
of Sections." In the fourth paragraph
you speak of several sections in the
center of the super being only partly
Now, in the American Bee
sealed.
Journal for Jan. 31, 1907, I asked Dr.
Miller a question regarding the same
trouble as you will see by the enclosed
clipping.
The year previous to the one I asked
Dr. Miller that question, we opened
many supers to find all sections enexcepting the center
tirely finished
ones. I attributed the trouble to hot
weather, as all the colonies were very
I

American

A medium colony will do well when
supplied with empty combs, whereas it
very little at comb honey.
it will do
For this reason beekeepers who produce both comb and extracted honey
usually divide their colonies into two
classes at the eve of the harvest; one
enough for comb
strong
of those
honey and the other those not strong
enough. These latter are then used for
extracted honey. If you are a combhoney producer don't be satisfied with
having most colonies strong, thinking
the rest can be used for extracted
honey. For if the medium colonies
were strong they could still be used for
extracted honey.and the amount stored
would of course be much more.

find unsealed sections in the center of a super while the outside ones
are finished is not a thing of frequent
occurrence; or if so, it has not been
Dr. Miller is inclined to
reported.
think that he never heard of a case of

The noted beekeepers of today would
not have been what they are had they
not continually set the mark a little

the kind until
ter to which
1907, page 95.

higher. It is the weak colonies that
take down the average. Are you sure
that you have done everything that you
can to help all your colonies to become strong ? Are they protected
from the prevailing winds ? Are there

cause: 1, a difference in nectar; 2, objectionable sections 3, brood in central sections. These were only guesses,
as he knew nothing about the matter
from experience.

populous. Can you throw any light on
the cause or have you found a remedy ?
A. C. Gilbert.

To

he got from you the lethe replied in January,
In that reply he gives
three guesses as to what might be the
;

M. Wilson. Mareneo.

111.

But a very few years later we were
surprised to have the same thing occur
in

our

own

apiary,

and

this

was men-

tioned in his department (as you say)
on page 2(!2, August, 1913. It was
there vaguely suggested that heat might
be the cause, and there is very little
doubt that you are correct when you
say, "I attributed the trouble to hot
weather."
As to the remedy. If heat is the
cause, then the thing to do is to reduce
the heat. That can be done in part by
having the hives where there is a free
circulation of air, and by keeping them
If the hive be well ventilated
shaded'.
at the bottom, there will be less heat at
top.

More

the super

effective
If

itself.

is

ventilation of

shoved far enough

forward, a space will be made

at

the

back end so large that there is little
danger of too much heat in the super.

when

cool spell comes it
the end where the
opening is. Making the opening less
and more, according to the weather, is
a pretty big job. In any case, ventilating a super at the end doesn't seem to
After
be where it is most needed.
studying long over the problem Dr.
Miller devised a way that may help out.
In the latest edition of " Fifty Years
Among the Bees," page 121, occurs
But, then,

will be too

cool

a

at

this:
" If we could only have ventilation at
the center, where sealing is first done,
instead of at the ends where the last
Well, why not at the
sealing is done
!
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center ? In 1912 I tried it, making a
ventilation cover. Here is the bill of
material for it: 2 pieces 20x45sxU;
2 pieces 13?sx>ix>^
2 pieces 4x4^x'.(
At each side will be
2 pieces 7x'/ixyi.
one of the 20-inch pieces, and between
them, one at each end, the 4-inch pieces.
These will be nailed upon the 13%
pieces, one at each end, and the 7-inch
pieces will come at the inside ends of
now have a
the 4-inch pieces.
cover with a central opening 12x4's
inches. This is laid upon the super with
the K-inch-square pieces uppermost,
and on this is placed the usual cover.
If desired, this ventilation cover can
be lightly nailed to the hive-cover, to
be removed at the close of the super
season. These ventilating covers have
not been thoroughly tested, but give
promise of being an acquisition."
The foregoing is not as complicated
;

;

We

as

it

sounds, and

is

worth trying.

either one is to
well also, if the hive is
not in a shady place to shade it in
some way. One way is to put an armful
of fresh-cut hay, or something of the
kind, on the cover, anchoring it there
with something like two or three sticks
of stove-wood.

above.

do both.

Better
It

than

is

1. What is the difference between the
leather-colored Italian and the nutmeg

Italian ?

once hived a new swarm on the
and moved the old colony
away. The next day the bees swarmed
again. What was the reason ? Does
it often happen that way ?
[Mrs.] Mary L. Hines.
2.

I

old stand

Holly, Colo.
1. The
leather-colored Italian is one
which has three bands, not bright yelmore nearly approaching the
what is called fair leather.
There is no bee generally known as

low, but
color of

nutmeg bee; but it is likely that
some one has given that name to his
bees, just as you would call a colony of

the

bees the Smith bees, or the Iron City
bees,

if

you had bought them from Mr.

Smith, of Iron City.
2. Such a thing
happens only too
often, and generally because the place
is uncomfortably warm for the bees.

week after a swarm is
hived, it is a good plan to give abundant ventilation, either by raising the
hive on blocks or shoving the cover
For the

first

forward

so as

to

leave an

opening

.-•^^^

Cross-Building of
I use full sheets of

Combs

comb foundation

brood-frames, yet the bees build
across from one frame to another.
After they have filled the sheets they
are hard for me to get out of the hive.
I use the super on top for comb honey.
Etta Moore.
Wedderburn, Oreg.
If your frames are properly spaced
the only way in which the trouble you
mention could occur is by the weight
of the bees upon the foundation breaking it away from the top-bar because
not properly fastened. It would have
been better if you had made an examination within a day after the bees were
put upon the foundation.
Th thing to do now is to cut away
any comb fastened to the wrong frame,
press it back into its proper place, and
then fasten itthere by means of strings.
In some cases you will need to use
pieces of broken sections, or something of the kind, to make the center
of the comb come in the center of the
frame.
In three or four days the fastenings
may be removed.
in the

Lady Beekeeper Scores Highest Average
in British Columbia

The honey crop reports for 191.5 in
the Province of British Columbia have
been tabulated, and show an average
of 23 pounds to the colony; not a bad
record for what is asserted by our
oldest beekeepers to be the poorest
season in 30 years, this being the beekeeping life of our oldest, and, I believe,
the best beekeeper in the Province.
The highest average is 83 pounds from
14 colonies, and is reported by Miss
Violet Ruddick.

Questions on Beekeeping

picion arises that the instructor may
not have been entirely impartial.
At any rate, we are thankful to Mr.
Todd for telling us about it.

Miss Ruddick was born and reared
on the ranch. When the district inspector visited the ranch in 1911, he
found about a dozen colonies in a
rather derelict condition, and he induced Miss Ruddick, then about 20
years of age, to undertake the responsibility of them, giving her a very little
instruction as a starter.

two she made but

For

a year or

headway, but in
1914 she raised 919 pounds from 14
colonies. That was rather a good season, when almost everybody got a
little

crop, so she deserves all the more
credit when she increased the yield in
a very poor season to 1169 pounds
from the same number of colonies.
To show the eflfect of systematic instruction the following figures tell the
story: Estimated crop of British Columbia in 1910, 20 tons; reported crop
of 1913, 50 tons; crop of 1914, 150 tons;
crop of 1915, 100 tons.
Victoria, B. C.
F. Dundas Todd.

One cannot

t

help wishing Mr.

Todd

had told us a little as to why this lady
beekeeper should have out-distanced
her competitors of the male persuasion.
Being reared on the ranch, it is possible the superior climate accounts for
her superior achievements but a sus;

Divided Brood-Chamber

am

enclosing a leaf from a booklet
which I have marked. I would like to
know when rearing queens by that
method. Article 4, what will prevent
the bees from building queen-cells in
I

the

compartment from which the queen

has been transferred

The paragraph

Beginner.

referred to reads as

follows

—

"A Divided Brood-Chamber. For
purpose a hive of not less than tenframe capacity should be used. The
bottom-board should be nailed on.
4.

this

Make two

tight-fitting zinc divisionboards, bound with wood. Let these
securely on the bottom-board, and
fit
come up even with the top of the hive.
They must be made to fit so nicely that,
when thehive is closed, no bee can find
a passage above, below, or around the
sides of them. Place them parallel in
the middle of the brood-nest in such
a manner that the same is divided into
three compartments of equal dimensions one on each side of them and
one between. Each of these compartments will be capable of obtaining
three frames. The central one is for
two frames of unsealed brood and a
frame of cells. Always put the cells in
the center. The other two compartments are to be occupied by the queen,
she being transferred from one to the
other as occasion demands, thus keepthe combs well supplied with
ing
brood."
When the queen is transferred from
one compartment to the other there is
nothing to prevent cells from being
started except disinclination on the
part of the bees. There is free passage
through the excluders from one compartment to another. In such cases
cells will not usually be started although the bees will respect cells given
them which are already started.

—

AN ILLINOIS APIARY

?

A Woman

— —
May,
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alike, but if one can come close to
working one outapiary a day, then five
or six outyards may be worked each
week, with an extra day or two to go
on if one gets behind or bad weather

intervenes.

Mr. M. W. Harvey, formerly of MonColo., now of Nevada, follows
the plan of having a honey-house at
each outyard and storing all supers,
sections, etc at each yard. The plan
followed by most beekeepers entails the
hauling of supers to the outyards and
back each year, as the honey is packed
trose,

IsIe-oI-Wight Disease Still

—

Rampant

in England.
My bees are gone with
" Isle-of-Wight" disease.
I
lost them
all in 1914, but I had a good colony

given me last March it did not live
very long. I finished it off just as it
was, honey, brood, and cheese-box in a
bonfire.
In May I had two stray
swarms come to me. The first, a very
large swarm, was hived in a Royal
Notts hive that had not had bees in for
;

some

years.
It started well, and in 14
days I put a super of sections on, but

the bees never occupied them, and soon
showed signs of '' Isle of-Wight " dis-

The wasps finished them ofif.
other, a small colony, was put into
a hive that was burnt out with a paint-

ease.

The

lamp, and had everything new in
the interior, but it never strengthened
as it ought to have done (the weather
was wet). When I went back to pack
it up there
was plenty of honey, a lot
of brood, but only a few bees, so I expect it will go this winter.
There were four other swarms that
came to the village, but they are all
dead. Where all the bees come from I
cannot make out, as we have heard of
several other swarms going over, and
there are scarcely any bees left in the
neighborhood. John R. Truss, UfTord,
Stamford, England. Brilish Bee Journal, Jan. 20.
er's

^

Beekeeping.

Siberian

—

Interesting
from the

statistics are translated for us

Review, by Mr.
P. SchafiEhauser, of Havelock, N. C,
concerning bees in the province of
Sudzenskoye, Government of Tomsk,

Russian

Western

Beekeepers'

Siberia.

There are

in

that

province 1388 apiaries with 42,507 colonies of which 23,675 are movable-frame
hives and 18,832 log-hivt-s. The product
1913 was 99,484 rubles
($51,234).
different styles of modern hives
are in use, the Dadant large hive, the
Dalinov and the Root, with crop results very much in favor of the first
in

Three

mentioned.
The proportion of colonies to the
population is only 25.4 per 100 inhabitants.
Siberia, which most of us have
been taught to consider a cold, inhospitable and unproductive country is
reported to be able to sustain, in some
places, more than ten times the number
of colonies

now

existing there.

Annual Meeting of the Colorado Honey
Producers' Association.
The annual
meeting of the Colorado Honey Producers' Association was held in Denver
Dec. 27-28, 1915.

—

The demonstraions took place
warerooms of the association.

at the

The

most important demonstration was the
grading and packing of comb honey,
and also the way shipping cases should
be nailed up and the edges planed off
80 that cars of honey can be easily
and well loaded.
Samples of comb affected with American and European foulbrood were ex-

by the writer, and a short tal'given on the European foulbrood situation. Mr. N. L. Henthorne made a
motion that the members be cautioned
against bringing in or shipping in bees
or queens from localities outside of
the State to prevent the spread of beehibited

The motion was carried.
The outdoor wintering

of bees was
pretty thoroughly thrashed over, and
the most of those present thought that,
all things considered, wintering on the
summer stands is the best for the arid
regions. The sense of the meeting was
that Dr. E. F. Phillips was too broad
in some of his statements in the bulle.tin on the outdoor wintering of bees.
by several that chaff
It was stated
hives were very poor for wintering
bees, some losing half to all of their
colonies so housed.
Some admitted that better wintering
might result from packing in outer
cases, but the gain would not pay for
the expense.
It was brought out by Mr. Herman
Rauchfuss that we lose many of our
strongest colonies by starvation each

those colonies that store
the most surplus honey and breed up
the best in the fall that are short of

honey

it is

in

the winter.

Mr. Rauchfuss

upon these colonies
weak and queenless colonies that

practices placing
his
are

heavy with honey.
Foster tried

Oliver

every

protection and requeened his colonies
with young queens of his own rearing
Two different
in July and August.
years he wintered an apiary of Caucasians of more than 100 colonies on
the summer stands in 8 frame, singlewalled hives and flat wood covers without the loss of a single colony. This
was at a time when he was operating
over 400 colonies, with hired help.
These bees were not pampered or given

any special attention.

The usefulness of the association to
members was brought out by Mr.
Frank Rauchfuss, the manager. He

its

told of the facilities for combining in
the purchase of apples, pears, produce,
Many members were not availing
etc.
themselves of the opportunity to secure
many articles at wholesale through the
association. The association's help in
the sale of bees, securing beekeeping
labor, transfer of stock and beekeeping
exchanges, was discussed, and the feasibility of issuing a monthly sale and
list.

The evening

of Dec. 27, the association served a supper to the members
present, 31 being in attendance. After
the supper, the question of honey pro-

duction in outyards was taken up, and
was asked by the president,
Mr. George Miller, to begin the discussion. The importance of some plan or
system was emphasized. It is impossible to follow in detail one's plans for
the reason that no two seasons are
the writer

outyards.

Mr. Herman Rauchfuss pointed out
no plan one could make in advance

that

Weather condiwill work in practice.
tions are too disturbing.
The morning session, Tuesday, Dec.
28, was the business session. The president, George Miller, read his address,
pointing out the main features of the
year's business.
Mr. Frank Rauchfuss gave the secretary and treasurer's report, which imparted the information that the financial affairs of the association were in a
very satisfactory condition.
It was gratifying to learn that the
commission required to sell the members' honey was but about 1'4 percent,
being rebated back to the
3;'4 percent
members.

The election of a board of directors
President, George
resulted as follows
Miller vice-president, Fred Wick secretary and manager, Frank Rauchfuss;
directors,
treasurer, Harry Crawford
Herman Rauchfuss, A. Elliott, Fred
:

;

;

;

Stone.

about

method known to beekeepers, and his
least loss came when he quit giving

exchange

and stored at the home honey house.
On account of the frequency of beekeepers having to move their bees, not
very many use honey-houses at the

diseases.

year as

,

The afternoon session was probably
the most important. A committee was
appointed to secure legislation on the
matter of stealing honey and molesting
apiaries. This Legislative and Protective Committee consists of Herman
Rauchfuss, Wesley Foster, B. F. Hastfund of $18 was contributed
ings.
by members, and this is just a starter,

A

as the

committee plans assessing

all

members who comply with

the provisions up to 5 cents a colony to create a
fund sufficient to prosecute cases of
tampering with bees and stealing honey.
The members voted to accept the invitation of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Lindenmeier, Jr., of Fort Collins, to hold the

next summer field meeting at their
This is a
park Lindenmeier Lake.
beautiful spot on the edge of Fort Colby good roads
lins, and is reached
from all points in northern Colorado.

—

Boulder, Colo.

Wesley

Foster.

Queen-Rearing at Wisconsin AgriculA very interesting paper
tural College
read at the Wisconsin meeting last
winter was the report on the rearing of
queens at the college, which was in
charge of Mr. C. W. Aeppler.
The proposition of furnishing queens
to beekeepers for 50 cents each was
tried for the first time last season.
There were handicaps which kept the
venture from being the great success
Two of these were
it might have been.
lack of funds and supplies to work
with, and bad weather conditions durIn spite of
ing the mating season.
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however, quite a number of beekeepers were furnished with queens. It
is interesting to note that all bee-l<eepers getting such queens were unanithese,

mous in their praise. The fact that
there was no limit placed on the number of queens to each beekeeper prevented a wider distribution.
This year it is proposed to get more
nearly equipped, and to furnish not
less than 500 queens to the beekeepers
of the State^with a limit of six to each
individual.
Wisconsin and Minnesota are the
first two States to undertake the rearing of queens in this manner. The
benefits to be derived from selection
of stock and requeening from well and
carefully bred colonies is not to be
estimated lightly.

Foulbrood Insurance in Switzerland.
We are in receipt of the annual report of the Union of Swiss Beekeepers
Foulbrood Insurance. As prefor
viously stated in these columns, the
membership of this association is 9224,
with a total number of colonies of

—

118,810.
In 1915. 47 apiaries

were found infected, and the total number of colonies with the disease was 113. Of these
38 were brushed to new combs while
the other 75 were totally destroyed and

combs either burned or melted up
and the interior of the hives scorched.
the

HOW THE INSURANCE WORKS.
The report does not show whether
there was a different rate of payment
when a colony was shaken and when it
was destroyed. The total amount of
insurance paid, however, was about
$320, or

an average of $2.50 for each

The premium paid
by members was one cent a colony or
diseased

colony.

a total for the year

of $1189, leaving a
balance for the year of $791 after paying
all expenses.
This added to their previous balance makes a total available
in the treasury of the association of
$2257.
The aim of the association is to reduce the insurance rates each year and
still keep ahead of losses from
foul-

brood.

Under the leadership of Prof. Leunenberger, this association is getting
good results. There are still a number

of beekeepers outside

but
the

its

the

association,

advantages are so evident that

number of members is increasing
rapidly. The percentage of disease is
also becoming markedly smaller.
The question now is to apply the
principle on which

this association is
run to conditions in this country. Reference to the foulbrood reports of the
different States shows that the percentage of disease is much greater than in

However, it would not
be necessary to pay quite such a high
damage for each colony, and we feel
sure that it would be possible to get a
large membership at a higher premium
rate, say 3 to 5 cents a colony.
Naturally such an organization should
be carried out in cooperation with the
State inspectors. It ought not to be
extremely hard to get a nucleus of beekeepers to try such a plan. As percentages, etc., were worked out the membership could be increased until it bethat country.

came national

in character.

The Washington Meeting.— The 22d
annual convention of the Washington
State Beekeepers' Association was held
at North Yakima, Wash., on Feb. 9 and
10.
The weather conditions were unusually bad, and the attendance was not
expected; but those who
braved the elements were well repaid,
for the program was an excellent one.
There were papers and addresses by
some of the best known beekeepers of
as large as

the State on subjects of interest to beekeepers, one by Mr. Sauter, of College
Place, on queen-rearing being particularly interesting.
Mr. Sauter is the
only large commercial queen-breeder
in the State.
There was a paper by Prof. Wilson,
Entomologist of the University of
Wisconsin, on " Better Queens, Better
Bees Better Bees, Less Disease."
Prof. Thornber, of the Washington
State College, told of the college extension work.
On the evening of the 9th, Prof.
Melander, Entomologist of the State
College, gave an illustrated lecture on
" Ants, Bees and Wasps," which was a
revelation to many of those present.
Anson S. White, the only surviving
one of the charter members of the
association, read an interesting paper
on the original membership and the
;

n^mt^^^

early days.

The members were so well pleased in
buying containers in carload lots in
1915, that they decided to order the
same way this year, and may add some
other articles to the list.
During the year four members have
passed away, viz.
L. R. Freeman, a
charter member and the first secretary
of the association, D. B. Greenwalt, at
one time president, J. D. Mcintosh and
Mrs. Pressy, all well and favorably
:

known.

Ten new members were added during the year.

A

committee was appointed to draft
a foulbrood law, and also one to arrange for purchase of containers for

coming season's product.
The officers elected for the ensuing

the

year were:
of

W.

President,

J.

B.

Raraage,

North Yakima; vice-presidents, C.
Higgins, of Wapato, E. Sauter, of

College Place,

W. H. Tucker,

of Pros-

ser, J. J.Peters, of Arlington; secretary, H. T. Skinner, of North Yakima;

treasurer, Gus. Sipp, of Selah.
H. T. Skinner, Sec.

Western Washington Meeting.— The
meeting of the Western Washington beekeepers was held at Chehalis
Jan. 21 and 22. There were bee-men
from all parts of the State present. The
following program, which proved very
interesting, was rendered;
first

Address of Welcome— Judge
Rice, of Chehalis.

Up

A. E.

to-Date Apiary— W. L. Cox,

of

Porter.

.Value of Bees in Fruit Growing
E.

Rambo,

— W.

Chehalis.

Paper, Securing
State Aid— C. P.
Dadant, Hamilton, 111.
Producing Extracted Honey N. P.
Nelson, Centralia.
Short Cuts in American Foulbrood
J. B. Espy, Chehalis.
Experience with Apis Dorsata in
India, the Biggest Honeybee in the

—

World— W.

E.

Rambo, Chehalis.

Bee Diseases, Particularly Xosema
Af'is
Prof. Trevor Kinkaid, University of Washington, Seattle.
Interesting discussions followed each

—

speaker.
An organization to

be

known

as the

Western Washington Beekeepers' Association was launched. J. B. Espy, of
Chehalis, was elected president, and W.
L. Cox, of Porter, secretary-treasurer.
Messrs. Espy, Kinkaid and Cox were
chosen as a Legislative Committee;
the Legislative Committee is to meet
with the State Association and a joint
committee to draft necessary bee laws.
There was also a strong resolution
by State Senator J. E. Leonard, adopted to be presented to the legislature.
The Colorado grading rules were
adopted. The meeting was a very enthusiastic one, and we expect good results to follow.
W. L. Cox, Sec.

The Farm Manual Series
Through
the courtesy of the Lippincott Company of Philadelphia, we are in receipt
of the last farm manual series. The
names of these are " Productive Swine
Husbandry," "Productive Feeding of
:

APIARY OF

F.

KITTINGER. OF FRANKSVILLE, WIS.

Farm Animals," "Productive Farm
Crops,""Productive Horse Husbandry,"
and " Common Diseases of Farm Ani-
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Boston, Mass., Saturday evening, March

mals." The complete series make a
Prices of
fine addition to any library.
any of these books is $1.50, and they
may be obtained direct from the publishers or from this office if desired.

Miss Dorothy Q. Wright, of Lowell,
Mass., (one of our own members) was
Being a practical beethe speaker.
keeper, she was very interesting and
held the attention of the large gathering for about two hours. She had a
display at an exhibition in Lowell recently. There were miniature hives in
an apple orchard, dolls with hoods of
The trees were
net tending them.
made of bayberry shrubs with the berAbove was a sign,
ries painted red.
"An Apiary," and a large number of
visitors stepped up to ask her what
sort of animal an apiary was. She believes that all beekeepers should rear
their own queens, as queens by mail
are more or less injured.

—

Shakespeare Quotation. In our number for June, 1913, we gave seven quoof Shakespeare, mentioning
tations
"hives," and thought we had given
them all. But here comes the British
Bee lournal with another:
'
He is not worthy of the honeycomb
That shuns the hive because the bees have
stings."

Can any
where

tell

of our Shakespeare students
this is to be found ?

Massachusetts Society of Beekeepers.
—The 5th of the six regular meetings

Arthur C. Miller, of Providence, R.
was also present.

L,

1915-16 was held in the
Williams Room in the Ford Building,

year

of the

Queenless colony, they will stay better tha
taken from a queenright colony, [tf the
weather is hot keep them in the cellar during the confinement to the hive.— C. P. D.]
if

18.

Transferring

My

— Hiving

Swarms

8-frame hives and I wish
to put them in lo-frame hives. When shall I
make the change, and where shall I put the
two frames of foundation on the sides or
between the combs ?
2. Will you explain the working for bulk
comb honey.
3. In hiving a swarm should I hive them on
the old stand in a new hive or give them a
1.

bees are

in

new

location ?
4. In hiving a swarm on the old stand, having no flow on at the time, should I use starters or full sheets of foundation ?
5. What size of foundation would you recommend to use in shallow frames 3?s inches

deep

of bulk

Will

6.

as

comb honey

light

In

7.

?

brood foundation do as well

medium when wired

?

buying bees in pound packages how
of foundation should be given
Ohio.
time?

many frames
them

Henry W. Brixton.

at the

Answers —I. You can do it any time when
warm enough so bees fly freely. Put the

it is

frames of foundation at one side.
2. Cut the combs of sealed honey out

Dr. Miller's

^.Answers*

to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo. II-..
does not answer bee-keeping questions by mail.

Send Questions either

He
Starting to

Starting a

Keep Bees

to try to keep a few bees.
a calling that always appealed to me.
lived in such cities as
having
but always
London, Paris and New York, where there
disposal, I never tried
my
at
was no space
But I consider that I have an ideal spot
it
like to start
I would
Wisconsin.
here in
with two hives, and gain knowledge by lookI buy the
Could
these.
after
ing carefully
hives, frames, bees. etc.. from a dealer
them
set
how
to
instructions
already with
I

am anxious

It is

In reading the Bee Journal I see that a
great deal of mention is made of Queens. Is
or
it necessary to change the aueen yearly
oftener ? I would like a few hints that might
you
let
to
write
will
and
help a beginner,
know later what has been my luck or otherMenasha.
wise.
first thing I would advise
that you get a good book of instruction on
beekeeping, such as Dadanl's-Langstroth. if

Answer.— The

is

you do not already have such a book.
You will have no difficulty in buying all
the things you need, but I am not sure that
dealers send out printed instructions for
putting together hives, etc. Generally, however, those who buy supplies in the flat
have on hand hives, etc.. that are already
put together, and by looking at these thev
have no trouble in understanding what is to
be done. It might be advisable for you to
have at least one hive that is put together.
Some beekeepers have a practice of
changing their queens when a year or two
years old. but probably the larger part do
not.

In

my own

practice

queen merely because she

I

never replace a
is

old, leaving

it

bees to supersede her themselves. So
are left to die a natural death,
unless I find one that is not a good queen
and then her head comes off as soon as I can
replace her with a better.
The hints that you want you will get from
the bee-book, better than I can give you by
You will, however, find
filling many pages.
things that are not fully clear to you in the
book, and then this department is at your
fullest service to help you out. By all means
let u§ hear of ygur experience.
to the

my queens

I,

Can

I

Colony— Introducing

make

a

new colony

frames of bees and
spring

in

How

a

a Queen

of bees with 2

queen, and how early

?

,

,

^

long will I have to leave them shut
up with the queen before they get acquaintSubscriber.
ed in the hive?
2

Answers.— I.

Yes.

2

,

frames well

filled

with brood and well covered with bees
ought to make a good colony before winter.
If you mean how early it will be wise to begin, all things considered, it will not be wise
to begin until colonies are so strong that
they can spare the 2 frames of brood and
still be strong, and that will likely be not
such a great while before swarming time. If
Tou mean how early it will be necessary to
begin so that there shall still be time for
building up. that depends upon the strength
of the nucleus with which to begin, and also
upon the pasturage and the season If the
2 frames are hardly half filled with brood,
with scarcely enough bees to cover it, in a
place where there is no late flow and the
season poor, there might be some difficulty
about the colony being strong enough for
winter, no matter how early the beginning is
made. If the frames are well filled with

brood abundantly covered with bees, in a
place where there is rich pasturage continuing until late in the fall, there might be
no need to begin until some time in August,
or possibly even the first of September.
2. I suppose you mean how long the bees
must be fastened in the hive so they will not
return to the hive from which they were
taken. If two frames of bees and brood are
taken from a colony, and put in an empty
hive in the same apiary, many or all of the
bees will desert if no precaution is taken.
If they are fastened in the hive for three or
four days there should be no trouble, and
not many bees will return if they are imprisoned two days. There will be less need
for fastening the bees in the hive if a double
portion of bees be given. The old bees may
then return and still leave a good force of the
younger bees. U the bees are taken from a

of

the frames, divide it into pieces small
enough to go into the container, and after
filling the container with these combs pou
in all the extracted honey you can.
3. If you don't want the colony to swarm
again, hive the swarm on the old stand; if
you want an afterswarm. hive the swarm on
a new stand.
J. Better use full sheets at all times unJ
less you want a good deal of drone-comb.
J. Thin super.
6 Yes. if it has a little closer wiring.
7. You may give just what the bees will
cover, or you may give any number more up
to the full capacity of the hive.

Comb

or Extracted Honey ?

Mixing

of

Races

of

Bees
1. Would vou advise a beginner to start in
with extracted or comb honey ?
in the air with a
2. Will a queen mate
drone from other colonies? It they do it
would it be hard to keep pure-bred bees ?
Mine are getting black; they mixed with my
neighbor's bees, as one of them kept black

Michigan.

bees.

Answers.—

That's a difficult question,
the matter depending so much on your market, your bee-forage, and other things, so
that no one can decide the question so well
as yourself. For a beginner it is easier to
run for extracted, and you get more of it.
probably a half more, and some good authorities say even double. If you have lightcolored honey, and can sell sections for
twice as much as extracted, or even possibly a half more, then comb honey may be
the thing for you; if you are in a location
where extracted will sell for nearly as much
as comb, then by all means extract.
2. You thought exactly right; they do mix
at a distance of two miles, more or less,
and it's not an easy thing to prevent such
I.

mixing.
Hiving a

Swarm

Last August a swarm of bees took possession of the piazza, going through a knothole
under the clapboards. Would it be possible
New Jersey.
to get them into a hive ?

Answer.— Leave them until the fruit trees
in bloom. Then cut away one or more

are

of the boards so as to expose the bees and
combs, using enough smoke to keep the
bees subdued. Set a hive close by, cut out
the combs, fastening at least some of them
in the frames and put them in the hive,
brush and smoke the bees out of captivity,

close up the boards

and the knot-hole, keep-
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inu
will

up such a'dense smoke that all the bees
be kept out The bees may fly about

the place for a time, but will Anally conclude to make the best of it and settle in thi'
hive, and may then be taken away.
Entrances Too Small

had three swarms in factory-made hives,
and the rest are in old bo-tes. I lost two of
those in the good hives, and the third one
lost half of its bees. What would cause it ?
Could the hives have been too tight ? I found
dead bees piled inside the entrances. The
opening was '4x1 inch on the one that was
partly dead, and I opened it to >'3!ti2 inch,
and they have cleaned the dead bees out
and seem to be all right now. The rest of
my bees in the old boxes are doing tine.
What was the trouble ?
Iowa.

by the pound. In either case it is hardly
well to begin before honey is yielding pretty
freely.

Answer.— A bee can

barely crawl through
space one-sixteenth of an inch deep. You
left them a space of '4 inch through which
they could readily pass, yet so shallow that
clogged with dead bees, and
it was easily
then the bees could not get out at all. It was
pretty warm, the excitement of the bees
made it warmer, and the bees smothered.

Temperature for Opening Hives

in

Spring

1. What
should the temperature be to
open a hive safely in spring?
2
How much spaceshould be left betiveen
the tops of the brood-frames and the cover
of a hive?
Subscriber.

Answers.— I.

If you go by the thermomeperhaps it may be said that it should
not be less than 70 degrees. But something
depends upon what you are doing, and also
the weather. If you merely glance into a

ter,

hive to see whether stores are lacking, or
even take out a frame to see whether there

any brood

the hive, there will be no
great risk at 50. provided it is still and the
sun is shining. But if there is a fierce raw
wind, there may be danger at anything less
than 70. A pretty safe way is to let the bees
decide the Question for you; do not open
the hive at a time when bees are not flying
is

in

freely.
2.

About

1,

Which do you consider

a

quarter of an inch.

Wintering— Best Hive
or outdoor wintering

Which

for

Comb Honey
the best, cellar

is

the swarm.

When

Answers.— I. South

of

degrees north latitude it is better to winter outdoors.
North of that cellaring is
generally considered better, although some
winter successfully outdoors as far north
2.

Canada

I

think

the great majority prefer the

dovetailed.
Starting a

4.

Is

a

colony swarms there are always

queen

of

a

colony sends

off a

swarm,

will

they rear and provide a queen for this same
colony that swarms off ?
5. Will a
full colony rear more than one
queen for a new colony, if so, can you save
these ?
6: Can
yoii rear queen-cells, or what are
some of the best methods for queen-rearing?

Missouri

Answers.— 1. That depends. If you have
plenty of strong colonies and are not anxious
for very rapid increase,

then it will probably
be better not to send away, but if you have
very few bees and are anxious to increase
rapidly,

it

will

the hive, and

in

and there

whole book
devoted to queen-rearing by that master in
queen-rearing, G. M. Doolittle.
that in the books,

is

Laying-Workers

queenless colonies that have fertile
workers, how would it be to brush the bees
all off the combs into the hive, then carry
the hive and bees off, say 100 feet, dump the
bees out. then put the hive on the old stand.
In that way I think the layers could not fly
back to the hive. If this would not be satisfactory would it be wise to unite them to a
weaker colony ?
Pennsylvania.

Answer. —Taking

laying

workers a

dis-

tance from the hive, hoping they would
never return, has been advised sometimes,
but I am afraid you wouldn't find it satisfactory. Yo'j will probably find that a large
proportion of the bees are at the foolish
business of laying eggs, and that they will
find their way back as well as other workers. Uniting with a weaker colony is good.
One way is to lay a newspaper over the colony of laying workers, and then set the weak
colony on top.
Non-Swarming Plan

have no drawn comb, and run for section honey only. Could I work this plan by
placing a hive-body on top of the swarm and
raise a well filled frame of brood up to the
hive-body, then fill that with frames of full
sheets of foundation, and as the brood
hatches drop that and raise another so as to
keep brood always above ?
2. When the honey flow begins and I place
the sections on will the bees work in the
sections as well as otherwise?
I

Pennsylvania.

Answers—
work

I.

filled

I

be advantageous to get bees

8.

read tliA bees that are in hives in the
live until spring
causes lots of
to die off during the winter ?
I
noticed quite a few dead bees over
I

What

back of the hives and near the door, how do
they get over there ? My cellar is perfectly
dark.
0. Before I put a super on a colony
that
didn't swarm, the hive was full of honey.
but when I took off the honey in the fall
there wasn't five pounds of honey left in the
hive. Can you tell where the honey went ?
,

Answers

a

In

don't see any reason

why

with foundation should not
drawn combs, and the plan

as well as

you propose seems to fulfill the conditions,
which are to have unhatched brood constantly in the top super and space below in
the hive proper.
2. No. so long as there are drawn combs
above, the bees will show at least a little
preference for them.
If you try the plan please be sure to report how it works for you.

it

When

cells

you can save the surplus ones
6. Yes, you can
make queen-cells, at least
the queen-cell cups, and can get the bees to
use them. To go into a discussion of methods of queen rearing would be going beyond
the scope of this department. You will tind

1.

7
fall

them

Colony— Rearing Queens

better to start a new colony with
nuclei or bees by the pound, and when
should they be placed in the hive ?
2. Can
you start a colony by putting a lone
queen in the hive ?
3. When a small colony is placed in a hive
with a queen is it likely to swarm out and
go away ?
1.

number

a

frames

?

40

as in

5.

comb honey

Michigan.
somewhere about

cut out drone-cells will the bees rear
the supers unless I use excluders?

in

I

No; but it may sometimes happen.
4. No
normal swarm ever issues unless
there is already present a queen to go with
3.

?

the best hive for
the dovetailed or Danzenbaker
2.

I

I

No.

2.

I

a

If

5.

drones

Do excluders hinder the bees ?
d.
had a small swarm that came out late,
and gave it three frames of sealed honey.
Will that swarm amount to anything in the
spring and will it likely swarm out ?

Weak Swarms
Last spring! bought four colonies of bees,
three of them swarmed. The one that didn't
swarm made 125 pounds of comb honey. Can

—1.

When

Minnesota.
good enough

a colony

pounds of honey does not swarm
while other colonies do. the likelihood is
that it is simply because the strain is so
good that the bees bend all their energies to
storing without wasting time swarming; in
other words, the bees don't swarm because
they are too good to swarm. That may not
be very much of an answer, but it fits the
case as well as any other answer I happen
to store 125

have on hand at present.
I don't know.
The queen may have been
at fault, but the fact that brood was in the
hive looks a little as if the bees may have
been starved into swarming out, and so
there would be a hunger swarm. The bees
were not queenless in tl.e first place, for
they had brood within a week after being
to

2.

hived,'
3. It will be all right to use
the hive for a
swarm again, in spite of the dead bees and

brood, provided there was no disease in the
hive.

After cutting out the drone-comb, cut

4.

away the cells on one side down
tum or middle wall, to the extent
of an inch or more all around the

to the sep-

of quarter
hole. In a

warm

place, with the foundation so warm
pretty soft, press down the edge of
the foundation upon the bared septum and
the bees will do the rest.
unless the super is filled with
5. Yes,

that

it is

worker foundation so the bees have no
chance to build dronecomb in it. Excluders
do not hinder the bees much.
6 It is likely that it will be dead in the
spring or before that, yet possible that it
may live through, make a good colony and
send out a swarm.
7. The bees in the hive in the fall don't by
any means all live until spring. The older
ones die of old age all through the winter.
8. Bees about to die come out of the hive
and crawl away, so you may find dead bees
on any part of the cellar bottom.
Q. During the summer the honey was taken
out of the cells (eaten or moved into the
super) to make room for the brood, the
combs being well filled with brood. Then
when brood-rearing ceased there wasn't
enough honey gathered to fill up the combs
again.

1.

you
2.

tell
I

why

hived a

swarm

it

didn't swarm ?
third swarm of bees.

little

The

did fine for about a week, and then
found there wasn't more than 200 bees left
the hive. Can you tell where the bees
went? The swarm had brood, but it was
unsealed. A few weeks after I took two
frames of brood and honey from another
colony and gave them this swarm. The
brood hatched out, but the bees died off.
Was the colony queenless ?
1. Can I use this
hive for another swarm
next year? Quite a few cells have dead
bees, and a few have sealed brood that did
I

in

not hatch.
4. I am planning on cutting out drone-cells
this spring. How does a person fasten the
foundation in, especially if there is a little
piece of drone-comb in the middle of the
frame surrounded by worker-comb ?

Two Swarms No Queen

— Where

Return

When

two swarms issue and unite, and
both queens are taken away, why will not
these bees separate and return to their respective original hives?
Cuba.

Answer.—! don't know, but I can make
something of a guess. When a lot of bees
issue as a swarm, they have made up their
minds they don't want to stay in the old
home any longer. !f their queen was
taken away, or, being clipped, fails to go
with the swarm, the bees may return to the
old home, but in a more or lesssulky humor.
If there is extra excitement at some other
hive, they are very likely to go to that hive,
thinking it a good place for a lot of bees to
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BO that want to get away from their old
home. Please understand that these bees
which were formerly so attached to their
home that they would have willingly sacrificed their lives in its defense have undergone an entire change of heart. Instead of
pining for home, they would as soon, or

somewhere else. So if A and B
sametime andcluster together
and then find there is no queen with thenv
the bees of A may make a start to return to
their own home, and the call at the entrance
is due to notice to the bees of B that there's
a place where they will be kindly received,
rather, go

swarm

at

the

and they go there in preference to going to
their own home. Suppose, however, that a
Quarter of an hour before A and B swarmed
C hid swarmed and were returning to their
own hive at the time A and B issued. It is
Quite likely that A and B. hearing the call at
the entrance of C would go there in prefer
ence to going to A,

Whether my interpretation of the feelings
of the bees be correct or not. you may rely
upon it that the actions of the bees are as
stated, for I have observed it many and
many a time.
Weak Colony— Best

Stales for

Honey

other swarms whenr.hey came

That

is

There was some dead brood that
was near to emerging, and that may have
been there

probably outside the
brood-nest, where it had chilled to death.
From what you say there was no indication

the Union

in

is

Pennsylvania.

Answers.— Likely the colony was weak,
and was caught clustered away from the
main stores in a cold spell so long that all
the stores within reach were consumed and
then the colony starved with plenty of
stores in the hive but out of reach.
hard to say. California and
2. Rather
Texas claim preeminence.
Super— Mixing

of

Bees

III. Last season I put a super on a late colony of bees, but they did not make honey in
During the winter they removed all the
it.
Must I refill
starters from the section.
them this spring?
2 I have a hive of pure Italians in an apiary with black bees. Will the swarms
which come from it be pure Italians ?
Subscriber.
Answers.— I. It will be necessary for you
to refill the sections from which the bees
have torn the starters. These supers should
have been taken off just as soon as the
honey flow was over last summer or fall,
2, When the swarm issues it is
the old Queen will go with it, and therefore
the swarm will be headed by an Italian

likely that

will be also pure Italian. The
parent colony will rear a new Queen which
is pretty apt to be a cross between Italian

Queen and

and blacks.
Late

American foulbrood you are likely
here and there a hole in the center of
the capping over a brood-cell; and if you
stick a tooth pick into the dead larva it will
string out as you withdraw the pick; and
there is also a very foul odor. In European
you will find larvs not yet large enough to
be sealed that have quite a yellowish color4. Yes, if there is no disease present.
In

3.

found some dead brood, there was no odor
about the combs; they had no queen. What
do you think was the matter ? Uo you think
it was foulbrood ?
2. If it was not foulbrood would it do to
save the combs and honey and give them
to other
3.

swarms

How

brood

?

I

can you

Department

Classified
,

[Advertisements in this department will
be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no discounts of any kind Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this department, you must say so when ordering.

tell

when

there

is

?

A. V. Small.

Agency Road,

Joseph, Mo.

St.

Place your order early to insure prompt
service. Tested, $1.25: untested. $1.00. Italians and Goldens.
John W. Pharr,
Berclair. Tex.

You wish

to get early queens and combpackages place your orders early with

Marchant Bros.. Union Springs, Ala.
See our ad elsewhere in this Journal.
the

Indianola Apiary

offers bees and queens
Untested. 75c. Tested, $[.25, Bees
packages. $1 00; i-frame nucleus, Ji 25.
price of queen if wanted.
J. Warren Sherman. Valdosta. Ga.

for sale.
in i-lb.

Add

Queens of Quality—The genuine
ity

"qual-

" kind of dark Italians bred for business.
to please or your money back.

Guaranteed

J. I. Banks,
Dowelltown, Tenn,

For Sale— Bright Italian queens at 75 cts.
each: I7. 50 per dozen or $60 per 100. Ready
April 15. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed.
Talley,
Rt.

WGreenville.
W
Ala.

4.

.

For Sale— Bright Italian queens this season. 75c each; $8 00 per dozen. Safe arrival
and satisfaction guaranteed.
T.

BSES AND QUEENS.
Finest

Jay Smith,

iiso

Send

Queens.

Italian

DeWolfe

for booklet.
St.. Vincennes, Ind,

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens will please
you.

More Bees
50

than
E. L.

colonies.

have room for. Will sell
McDowell. McGregor, la.

W.

Greenville, Ala.
will

be ready

Three-Banded Italians ready May and
June, Ji 00 each; 6 for J5. 00; i2for$«.oo; after
June. 75c each; 6 for $4.25: 12 for $8.00. For
larger lots write Curd Walker, Jellico, Tenn.

Lindle. Muscatine, Iowa

Corinth. Miss.
several thousand people what you
have for sale with a few words in this de-

Tell

partment.

New Jersey
H. M. Cook.
New York City.

Bees and Queens from my
J.

Cortland

St..

ready to ship April

ist.

my advertisement elsewhere

Fine three-banded Italian queens. Circuand price list free.
J. L. Leath.

apiary.

Queens from my honey-gathering

strains

In honey-

getting qualities they have few equals.

lar

70

3,

queens

to ship after April ist at 60c each. Send for
price list. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed. M. Bates. Rt. 4. Greenville, Ala.

will be

of bees for sale.

For Sale cheap 45 colonies of bees, extractor and other supplies. Write.
Mary Vernon. Carlyle. III.

lAtf

Italian

I

Twenty-Five colonies
G.

Talley. Rt.

J.

My Bright

See

in this JourD. E. Brothers. Attalla. Ala.

nal.

Golden Italian Queens

Select tested,
Tested. $1.00. Untested. 70c; 12. $8.00.
untested. 80c; 12, $g.oo. Untested,
July, IOC off each; $1.00 per doz. off. No foulbrood. D. T. Goster, Rt. 2, Randleman, N, C.

$1.25-

Select

For Sale— Forty or 50 colonies of bees
with good straight combs built mostly from
Bees are nearly
full sheets of foundation.
Write me at
all Italian with some hybrids.
B. A. Manley, Milo. Iowa.
once.
Quirin's superior northern-bred Italian
bees and queens are hardy, and will please
More than 20 years a breeder. Orders
booked now. Free circular. Honeydew for
bee food. 5C a lb. H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, O.
you.

Northern Bred Itallans, "Nutmeg"
A. W. Yates,
Circular.
3 Chapman St.. Hartford. Conn.

straiTi.

Phelps' Golden Italian Bees are hustlers

Queens from the Penn
ad.

elsewhere

Co. See our large
Journal.

in this

Italian Queens that produce hustlers.
Nuclei and pound packages.
A. E. Crandall & Son. Berlin, Conn.
«-frame hives.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
$5.00 per colony.
L Boomhomer. Freehold. Greene Co.. N. Y.

Italian Bees for sale

Doolittle & Clark's
queens
Prices,

Italian breeding
be ready for delivery May i.

will

$10. $5 00,

and

$2.50.

For Sale— In order to make room for early
cells we are offering select tested queens
for $1.00 each if taken by April 15th. These
are young queens and were reared late last
fall.
M. C Berry & Co.. Hayneville, Ala.
.

A Limited number

of new colonies threeItalians in nearly new eight-frame
hives. $6.50 each. This includes one super.

banded

Strawberry bed. postpaid. $i.oj.
Cherry Grove Fruit Farm. Dows. Iowa.

in

Marietta,

N

Y.

Ready now i-lb. 3-band Italian bees with
queen, $1.65. 2-fr. nuclei with queen. $2.25Rosedale Apiaries.
J. B. Marshall.
Big Bend, La.

Italian Queens, prompt service; queens
mailed to purchaser in new style of introducing cage that is safe and sure. Bees
from a one-frame nucleus to a carload.
Write for price list on colonies, queens and
nuclei.
J. F. Diemer. Rt 3. Liberty. Mo.

Golden Queens that produce Golden
of the brightest kind. I will challenge the world on my Goldens and their
Price. $i.oo each;
honey-getting qualities.

Workers

"Testecf. $2.00:

Bee-Keeper. let us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
White Mfg. Co.,
are nice and cheap.
Greenville, Tex.

4Atf

2Atf

Fine Italian queens by return mail
land bred.
tested.

E.

T.

Is-

for J6.00; 12 for $11 Unfor $u 00.
Blaine, St. Petersburg, Fla,

Tested,

6 for t^i.oo; 12

ti

J.

Breeders. $5.00 and $10.00.
B. Brockwell. Barnetts, Va.

Gray Caucasians— Early

breeders; great

cap beautifully white;
builders; very prolific; gentle;
hardy; good winterers. Untested. Ji.oo. Se
Select
lect untested, $1.25. Tested. Ji 50.

honey gatherers;
great

foul-

have three other hive-bodies on top
with nice combs with honey in. Would it
be advisable to save them and give them to
4.

2302

Circular free.

Swarms

swarms last season that
1. I had three
came after Aug. 8. Knowing that it was too
late for them to make enough to winter on.
I put each one in hive bodies thai had been
Apparextracted and partly filled again
ently the swarms went tiirough the winter
discovered
ago
I
all right; but a few days
one of them was not flying out much, and on
examining found but a small handful of
They had 20 or 25 pounds of nice
bees.
honey and no eggs nor young bees, but I

introducing.

to find

Yielding

the best

Vigorous prolific queens, ti 00; 6 $5.00;
June I. My circular gives best methods of

If
less

Yes.

2.

I.

Putting Starters in

a long time,

of foulbrood.

In
of

State
2. What
honey vielder?

Texas.

say there was no queen.
enough to account for the whole

trouble.

examining my bees this spring I found
them had perished during the winter,
one
although they had plenty of honey and
ventilation throughout the winter.
1.

?

Answers.— I. You

comb

tested.

$2.00.

H.

W.

Fulmer,

BoxTio, Andalusia, Pa.

May. 191C.

American Hee Journal /^^^^^

--if^^^C

\

Queens,

improved three band Italians

bred for business, June i to Nov. 15. Untested Queens, 75ceach; dozen, $8.00; Select,
ti.ooeach: dozen, Sio. Tested Queens, $1.25;
dozen, $12. Safe arrival and satisfaction
H. C, Clemens, Boyd, Ky.
guaranteed.
I-ET us send you price list and descriptive
circular of our bees and queens, and if you
will tell us what sized and how many packaues you may want, we will be glad to write
you what the express will amount to.
R. V. & M. C. Stearns, Brady, Tex.

An established strain of honey gathering
eolden stock. Honey is what you want without much swarming. Book your orders early
to save delay. One untested queen, $1.00; 6
for $5.uo: 12 for Sq.oo. Wri*e us what you
want.
T. S. Hall, Talking Rock, Ga.
Carniolan. golden, and i-banded
queens. Tested.
$7.80.

12,

J^lb,

per frame.
guaranteed.
C. B.

$i. 00.

Untested,

bees. 75c; ilb.

No

J1.2S.

Write

7£C;

list.

ti. 00;

$1.00; six. Is. 00; Tested. $3.00
and Jio.
C.
Phelps
Son,
3 Wilcox St., Binghamton, N.

W.

Golijen

Untested. 75c or
Select untested.

Tex.

Italian queens, untested.
nuclei. 2-frame, $3.00; i-lb.

package, J2. 00; 2-lb. package, la. 00. Untested
queen with bees at above prices. Will besend about April ist. G. W. Moon,
iwi Park Ave., Little Rock, Ark.

gin to

Having secured breeders
we are offering daughters

of Dr. IMiller
of his famous
strain of Italians at the low price of $1.50.
each. Queens of our own strain at 75c each.
One pound bees, Ji. 50; 2-frame nuclei, $2.25
Full colony in 8-frame hive at $6.50; lo-frame,
$7.50; 200 colonies for spring delivery at $6.00
each. lo-fr. hives.
The Stover Apiaries.

Miss.

A Daughter of one of Dr. Miller's best
honey queens and the Beekeepers' Review
for 1916 for only $2.00. A daughter of one of
the best honey getting queens selected from
iioo colonies worked for extracted honey,
from the yards of E. D. Townsend & Sons,
and the Review for I3i6 for only $1.75. The
queens will be mailed in June direct from
our breeders in the South. A rare buy.
and Queens —

Doolittle's

Wanted— Position

We

per hundred. Three frame nuclei, $2.25
each; J200 per hundred. Bees J^-lb. pkgs.,
75c each; $60 per hundred; lib. pkgs., Ji.oo
each, t85 per hundred. Add price of queens
to above pkgs.
Complete catalog free on
application
Spencer Apiaries Co..
Nordhoff, Calif.
$85

For Sale— 36 colonies of bees in 8-frame
frames and drawn
comb; 30 brood-frames full of honey; 2u
comb-honey supers and a lot of bait combs;
hives; 50 supers full of

queen-excluding honey-boards; 10 Porter
bee-escapes; 8 drone-traps; 100 new Hoffman frames not nailed; 100 or more other
frames; i Cowan honey-extractor; i Doolittle wax-extractor; all of last year's wax and
cappings Must all go in a lump. Sale here
on the farm. 3/^ miles from Livermore. At
t2oo.
S. C. Boyle, Bode, Iowa.

30

and Three-Banded

Italian queens from April to October. .Tested, $1.00 each 6, $5 40; 12, $10.20. Select tested
Untested, 75c each; 6,
JI.25 each; 12. J13.80.
J4.20;
12, J7.80.
Select untested. 85c each;
6. l4.8o; 12, Jg.oo.
Breeders, $3.00 to $5.00, Virgins, 50c each; 6, J2.50; 12. $400. Bees, i -lb.,
;

11.25; 2 lbs. t2.25; }i Id., 75c.
Nuclei, i frame.
»i.2s; 2 frames, $2.25; 3 fr., $3.00.
Full colonies with tested queens. 8 fr., $5.50; 10 frame,

No disease, safe delivery and satisfaction guaranteed.
Money must accompany the order. Write for price list.
I. N. Bankston, Buffalo. Tex.

$7.00.

For Sale— 35 colonies pure

apiary by

in

HONEY LABELS
HoNEV Labels that create a favorable impression on the buyer. Dealers admire them
and give them, prominence. Catalog Free.
Liberty Pub. Co.. Sta.D.Box4H. Cleveland. O.

man

of

Wanted— Young man who

SUPPLIES.

has had good

experience

in taking care of bees, to assist
apiary of ISO colonies. Must have best of
references as to character and otherwise.
Address, Mrs, Robt. Elliston, Princeton. III.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
Wanted— Comb,

extracted

and

honey,

R. ""'
A. Burnett & Co.
~
173 S.' Water St.. Chicago.

Italian bees

with select tested queens of J. P. Moore
strain, $4.50 per colony; 35 colonies with mismated queens from same strain, $4.00 per
col.; 35 cols, light colored hybrids from the
same strain with queens, $3.50 per col all in
8-frame bodies in good winter cases, mostly
the Quinby standard, full depth self-Spacing Hoffman frames. 8 to each hive, all combs
Straight, and all strong and healthy with
plenty of honey, f. o. b. here.
Wilmer Clarke, Box 200. Earlville, Mad. Co.
N. y.

Ten-Frame Supers nailed up. only 30c
W. D, Soper. Jackson. Mich.

each. All new.

Good second hand 6o-pound cans. 25c per
case of two cans f. o b. Cincinnati; terms
C. H. W. Weber & Co.. Cincinnati. O

cash.

Beekeepers' Supplies sold at a reduction.
prices now ready. Send for list free.

New

W.

Do You want
Come Honey our

D. Soper. Jackson. Mich.

III.

Highest market prices obtained; prompt returns made.
Send us your shipments
Albert Hurt & Co New Orleans, La.
specialty.

I1.75.

the best foundation fast-

Then buy "The Pangburn." price
W. S. Pangburn.

ener?

postpaid, mfg. by

Center Junction. Iowa.

.

For Sale— Cedar or pine dovetailed

New Crop
Comb

white mesquite and
Bulk comb and extracted.

of rich,

in two 60-lb. cans, iic; in 6-in lbs
in 12 s lbs
izc.
Extracted. 2c per
less.
C. S. Engle. Beeville. Tex.
.

ii>^c;

hives,
also full lineof supplies including Dadant's
foundation. Write for catalog.
A. E. Burdick. Sunnyside. Wash.

.

pound

For Sale— Extra good
quite andalfalfa honey.
to case. 5c a

light

amber mes-

Two 60-pound

pound; sand

10

pound

For Sale— Good second-hand pound
2SC

per case of two cans.

Cash with order.

cans

3836

For Sale — Water-white alfalfa, white
amber alfalfa, and amber fall honey

70

T

Amber

in 60-lb. cans or smaller packages.
fall honey is of our own extracting, and can
also be furnished in barrels. Write for

sample of kind desired and state quantity
you can use. Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. III.

For Sale or to let on shares 2So well kept
colonies, in irrigatedalfalfa region (Kansas);

soo.

Low

pails. 5-lb. size,

$21.25; lo-lb.

size per

100.

prices on other sizes in
in re-shipping cases.

Also furnished
Shipped from Chicago.
A. G.

Woodman

Co..

Grand Rapids. Mich.

For Sale— ISO Alexander feeders. 12c each,
used one season. $16 cider mill. $8.00. 800
wire moving screens, strong frame. 600-8 fr..
4C: 200-10 fr.. sc. 4-00 gal. honey tanks, used
one season. $6.00 each. 4 fr. Root automatic

New $70 Reflex
4x5. 18 in. bellows,
hive bodies, painted,
frames wired. 50c each. 200 new zinc queen
excluders. 20c each. Empty 60-lb. cans. 2 in
a case. 40c each. Will sell for cash or will
trade for honey, or bees in two-pound packages
Wesley Foster. Boulder. Colo

reversible extractor.

camera.
cost

$55.
$32. $15.

111.

M-frame hives with

inside fixtures; also 240 fences and 180 section holders for 4^x4/4x1^ plain boxes. Bar-

gain

if

G.L.Allen.

sold at once.
R. D. No.

2.

Ulster. Penn.

Notice— Beekeepers when in need of supplies wiite us for prices
can save you
money.
make a specialty of odd sized
hives.
TheM. C. SilsbeeCo.
Cohocton. Rt. 3. N. Y.

We

We

to ten lbs., 52c per lb.
to 25 lbs.. 50c. Up
to so lbs., 48c; 100 lbs.. 48c. prepaid in Louisiana. Root's goods for sale. Beeswax wanted.
26c cash. 27c in trade.
J. F. Archdekin. Bordlonville. La.

Sections $2.85 per thousand. The Beekeepers' Review is making a lead on sections and furnishing their subscribers with
tfNV ma/:eyou prc/ir at from $2.85 to $4 50 per
M. Order the same make of section as usual, but do not send us but $4.50 per M. for
the No. I grade and 50c less tor the No. 2
grade. One make can be furnished as low
as $2 8s per M. for the No. 2 plain. Do not ^uy
ii

sinffle su/'/'lv

lor i\\e bees without first in-

vestigating our cooperative plan of buying.
to the Beekeepers' Review. Northstar. Mich.

Write your wants

MISCELLANEOUS

$12.50.

An Eastman
100 8-fr.

—

For Sale Two-frame Cowan reversible
extractor, used one season. $8 00. 40 4x5x1^5
plain section supers, complete with fences,
holders and springs, used one season.
Root's make. $10.
Ed .Swenson.
Spring Valley. Minn.

,

F'or Sale— Ames' hulling and scarifying
machine for sweet clover seed; used but
two weeks; delivered to you $5 55. Indian
motor cycle. $60. Deering mower, excellent

condition.

for

Up

season 1014 averaged no pounds. Address.
C. O. Davison. Presby. Hosp.. Pittsburg. Pa.

bulk.

cans.

Chicago.

For Sale— Medium brood foundation, one

FOR SALE

per 100. $4.50;
$6.2S; 500. J30.

o. b.

North Kostner Ave.. Chicago.

Tin supers

clover,

For Sale — Friction-top

f.

E. H. Bruner.

friction-

top pails. 8c per pound per hundred weight.
Cash with order on board of cars here.
B. A. Hadsell. Buckeye. Ariz.

Italian

stock speaks for itself. They are gentle, resist disease, and are fine honey gatherers.
breed this stock only. Untested queens
75c each; $8.00 per dozen; $60 per hundred.
Tested queens, $1.25 each; $12 per dozen;

Carniolan, Golden

;

Ji.oo,

some experience. Please apply to
Edw. C. Towne, Elroy, Wis.

catclaw honey.

Bees

J4 no

SITUATIONS.

6Ai2t

of bees, 5 acres of
Spearfish. S. Dak.

ist.

per half doz. $8.ci. doz.
Tested. $1,25 each or
$7 00 per half doz.; ti2 a doz. Breeders, $3 n.!
to $5."o each. Purely mated guaranteed. Send
for circular.
J. I. Danielson.
Rt. No. 7, Fairfield, Iowa.

beeswax.

Mayhew,

L Anderson.

Y.

Qiikkns by June

Italian

N.

&

in

.

KoR Sale— Good
75c; tested,

Mated.

For Sale— 200 colonies
land.

$4.20;

6.

Nuclei,
everything

Bankston, Buffalo, Leon Co

want. They are great
beautiful and
gentle.
gei

ers, $5,00

$1.25.

disease;

for prite

Italian

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens combine
the qualities you
honey gatherers,

$15.

400

potato sacks. 3c each.

30

seamless bags (new) 20c each. Will trade
for honey.
Weslev Foster. Boulder. Colo.

Deer Heads
for bees-

nicely mounted. Will trade
O.G.Mills. Bayfiield. Wis.

For Sale — California little suburban
farms, suitable for poultry, fruit and garE. R. Waite.
den. Terms, write
Shawnee. Okla.
For Sale— A fine farm in Florida. 10 or 20
acres. 2 acre orange grove, also apiary. Fifteen minutes walk from railroad depot.
Chas. Mack.
Write for particulars.
Mannville. Putnam Co.. Fla.
For Sale— A good bee location; 40 acres
with good house and barn; also 30 colonies
Located in the cenFor further inforGeo. Delano.
Royalton. Waupaca Co.. 'Wis.

of bees with fixtures.
tral part of Wisconsin.
mation write to

,

May,

176

1916.

American l^ee Journal
tiARANTEED purely mated three-banded
queens ready in May. Price; Select

Italian

untested

each 6 for Ss.oo. Select tested.
J. M. Gingerich. Kalona. Iowa.

$i.oo

each.

$1 75

;

Free for Six Months— My Special offer
introduce my magazine. " Investing for
Profit." It is worth $io a copy to anyone
who has been getting poorer while the rich,
richer. It demonstrates the real earning
to

of money, and shows how any one.
no matter how poor, can acquire riches.
Investing for Profit is the only progres-

power

It shows
to $2200
Write NOW and I'll
months free. H. L. Barber. 546W. Jackson Blvd.. Chicago. III.

sive financial journal published.

how

$100

send

it

20

grows

Italian

Queens— Three-Banded

HONEY AND BEESWAX

We

have bred queens over 25 years.
have hundreds of customers
who will testify to the quality of our
queens. We haven't any disease
among our bees and never have had.
Our prices are as follows; Untested
queens, $i.oo; $io per dozen. Tested.
$1.25 each; $12 per dozen. Select tested. $2 00
each; $20 per dozen, Breeding, queens. $500
each.
Special prices on large orders. Our
customers must be pleased Safe arrival
guaranteed. Send check with orders to
,and

W, TAYLOR

Chicago. April 18.— Trading is of a very
limited nature in both comb and extracted
honey; especially is this true of the comb
situation.
Our stocks are not heavy, but
there is a great deal of it offered on the
market, and prices are uncertain, ranging
for best grades of white comb from I2®i5c
per pound, but sales are made mostly at 13c
per pound for No. i to fancy. Extracted.
white. 7®8c per pound; amber grades 6@7C
per pound. Beeswax 30@32c per pound.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

& SON

J.
Dept. F, Box No. 25, Beeville, Bee Co., Texas

six

Prices on nuclei on request.

POULTRY

THREE-BANDED

If You breed fancy poultry, offer your
surplus stock or eggs for sale in our classified columns.

Egg Incubator,

155

half price.

Rhode Island Reds— Bo;h Combs. High
grade; carefully bred; none better. Prices
reasonable. Stock and eggs, by setting or

Mating list
lots.
Fred Oertel. Box

hundred

Statement

free.
24.

Brighton.

111.

If

you buy once you

will

1

to

July

i

The Colo. Honey Producers" Assn.

Prices

Untestted
Select untested
Tested

S .75
00

% 4.2s
5.00

We GUARANTEE

that

all

11.00

queens

I

New York.

American Bee Journal, published
monthly at Hamilton, Illinois.
Editor— C. P. Dadant.
Managing Editor— M. G. Dadant.
Owner C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.
Knownbondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders holding one per-

will

FOREHAND

Fort Deposit, Alabamba

THE QUEEN OF ALL QUEENS

—

My Commission

Archdekin's Fine Italian Queens
3 BANDED
Prolific-Hardy— Gentle— They are Persistent— Profitable Producers— None Better
Before July

Prices

6

Untested...

Tested
Sel. Tested
2-fr.

i-lb.
2-lb.

Nuclei
pkg. bees
pkg. bees

After July

i

6

I

$1.00 $ 5.00
1.50
8.00
2.00 10.00
2.50 14.00
I. so 13. oc
2.50 14.00

i

t g.oo J .75 S 4.00 $ 7.00

15.00
5. 50
8.00
18.00 1.50
26.00 2.25 12.00
25.00 1.25
7.00
28.00
1.

00

10.00
15.00
22.00
13.00

demand

LEATHER COLORED ITALIANS

early for Italian and

About April ist I will
again be ready to mail untested queens of my fine
strain of Italians. I breed
no other race. Choice test-

Carniolan.

Queens,

$8.00 per

doz. Bees

pound,

times. Insure against a
pos s b e disappointment
by ordering early. Satisfaction guaranteed. Circuall

i

CIRCULAR FREE

Grant

Anderson,

Rio

I

lar free

Hondo, Texas

Untested queens
Choice
$0.

each; doz..

{i

tested. $1.50
$3.00 to $5.00

QUINN'S QUEENS OF QUALITY
C. S.

ARE PEERLESS-"THERE'S A REASON"
They are thoroughbred, pedigreed,

ENCLE,

Beeville,

three-

banded Italians and Grey Caucasians.
"Mendelian" bred; good qualities are ac-

each. Breeder,
each.

Bee

Co.,

Trial Subscription d,dZ

TIU
1

Texas

MONTHS FOR-

4

centuated. Special drones from superior
mothers; results are obvious.
Prices— Untested. April. May and June,
After June 30. $1.00 each. Tested
$1.50 each.
queens of each race. $2.00 each.
For Italians, address Ft. Myers. Fla.: for
Caucasians, address Houston Heights. Tex.

10'

puimiiff, spra>ing
yardcu truck.

Jl)utii plaiiiiut;.

dsfUiii- fruit and

Ask Us Your Hard Questions
\\ e couiliict tliis dt-p.irtmcnl k>i tlie spcc1

CHARLES W. QUINN

c

HOUSTON HEIGHTS, TEXAS

Hsperls ails'
our siibscriters.
questions by iii.ul and lliroiit;li tUe

Ibciiefii of

1

J.

F.

ist.

ARCHDEKIN,

Three-Band

Bordelonville, La.

Italian Stocl(

Only

all

mis

o( tliC

iii.i^.;a7ine,

Fru Iran and Gardener.

Ul Main St. Ml.
1

Vernon.

Eight-frame colony (new hive) J8.50. Threeframe nucleus with warranted 3-band queen,
Two-frame nucleus with warranted
I4.0O.
j-band queen. J3. 00. Untested warranted jband queen. $1.00. Tested queen. $1.25. Test
ed Italian queens with either colonies or
nuclei.

made

30

after

E. A.

more

Suc

spected;

No

years a

May

15th.

disease;

LEFFIWCWELL. ALLEN, MICH.

the best k'oods

Comb-Honey producers can put up

Rauchfuss Combined Section Press and Foundation Fastener.

Now used by hundreds
It is

of

Western Beekeepers
it any more.

not think to be without

guaranteed

to

do more and better work than any other

device on the market.

Your money back

tirely satisfactory.

Made

obtainable, especially

made to meet Western condition. Send
new catalog and special price list to

for

Colorado Honey-Producers' Association
Denver, Colorado

if

not en-

for 4 1-4x4 1-4 and

also for 4x5 sections.
Price

$3.00, complete with

lamp and treadle, delivered

Write for 68page illustrated catalog of the Best Bee Supplies made.
THE COLORADO HONEY PRODUCERS' ASSOCIATION
postpaid anywhere in the United States.

^h'oneyVnd

their sec-

tions complete in less than half the time with a

in-

Shipments
breeder.
Orders booked now

WESTERN BEE KEEPERS
get

State

MAKE MORE PROFIT BY REDUCING COST OF PRODUCTION

who would

1424 Market

I

ed and breeding queens at

$1.50.

Above prices

and packages May

,
•

Texas Queens.

Send me your orders

per

60S W. 17th Ave.,

of nuclei do not include
queen. Add price of queen wanted. Satisfaction and safe arrival guaranteed. Absolutely no disease in this country. Get your
order in early and secure prompt delivery.
Orders booked if half of amount accompanies order. Queens ready April 15th. Nuclei

no

Hildreth & Segelken.

Is the

cent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages or securities None.
[Signed] M. G. Dadant, Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me
this 3d day of April, 1916.
R. R. Wallace.
A'oiary Public.
expires Sept. 21, 1917.

is

for

reach you in good condition to be purely
mated, and will give perfect satisfaction.
All orders filled at once.

—

[seal.]

April 17.— There

comb honey to speak of. and while No. i
and fancy white is cleaned up there is quite
a stock of off grades still on the market for
which there is practically no demand and
hard to dispose of at any reasonable price.
The market on extracted honey is in a little better shape and prices now show an upward tendency, especially as on fancy West
India honey. Supplies sufficient to meet all
demands.
Beeswax steady at from 2g@3ic per pound,
according to quality.

20.00

Circulation, Etc.,

of the

Rauchfuss. A/er.

F.

8.00
o.od

1$

7.00:13.00

1.25
2.00

Select tested

L. L.

We

light

We

buy always.
April

Ownership, Nanagement

of

honey

They are bred from imported mothers.
They are the best for honey-producing purposes; very gentle and not incline to swarm

Exchange

for honey extractor. Winchester shotgun or
Lorenzo Clark. Winona, Minn.
offers.

18.— Local demand for comb
are sellwith ample supply.
ing in a jobbing way as follows: No. i. per
case of 24 sections. $2.03 per case; No. 2. $2,70
per case. White extracted. 8>4@8?lc; light
pay 25c per
amber. 8@8'4c; amber 7@8c.
pound in cash and 27c per pound in trade
for clean yellow beeswax delivered here.

Denver. April

QUEENS

ITALIAN

Street,

Denver, Colorado

Ifc

May. 191G.

American Hee Jonrnaij

The Double-Walled Massie Bee-Hive
Surest

Protection

Honey
Furnished

in

Bees

for

—The

—

Increased

Supply

of

Best Hive for any Climate

the clearest

of

White Pine or Redwood.

lumber

All

in

either Cypress,

Brood and Extracting

Frames Made from White Pine

THE VENTILATED BOTTOM
Admits fresh air into the hive, lessening the chance for swarmIt is also equipped
ing, and giving renewed energy to the bees.
with a feeder without extra cost.
ii'vtrart<.ri HnnpiT
nr
or extracted
Honey Fifty vears in the bee supply business has shown us that the
,^,ggjg is the very best hive, and testimonials to this effect
are received daily from those who are using this hive.

THE MASSIE HIVE
For
For

pnmh
Cumb

WHY NOT GIVE US A TRIAL ORDER ?
We are also extensive manufactLirers

SATISFACTION FULLY GUARANTEED

The Dovetailed Hive

for

Comb Honey

EARLY CASH ORDER DISCOUNTS

Hives and all other Apiarian Supplies. If you are in the market for supplies
will mail our large illustrated catalog and special price list to anv one uiton request

of Dovetailed

be sure to get our prices before buying elsewhere.

We

KRETCHMER MFG. COMPANY,

1100 3d

St.,

Council Bluffs, Iowa

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS
Mr. Beekeeper, do you want the best queens that money can buy V If so, try the strain of Goldens that for fifteen years has been a leader. All queens reared from superior Golden mothers and
mated with select Golden drones are large, vigorous and prolific the bees gentle and hustlers, and are
noted throughout the United States as a disease-resisting strain. Mated from strong nuclei, three to
five full Langstroth frames.
No disease. Safe arrival (United States and Canada), purity of mating and
satisfaction guaranteed.
Write for descriptive circular.
;

PRICES or QUEENS

Notice to Northern Beekeepers!
wE

are making: a specialty of the pound package trade, and will ship from our yards at Fitzpitrick and other points in Alabama, pack
ages and queens during April and May at the following prices: One pound with aueen. Jj oo: without aueen. $i 25. Two pounds with
queen. $2 00: without queen $2.15. Three pounds with queen. $3 80; without queen. $!.oo. Untested queens, single. $1.00; six for $4-5o;
dozen for $8.50; in lots of 50 or more. 60c each. Select tested. $2 00. Breeders. <3 50 A special price quoted on packages of 50 or more.
have improved our pound package, making it larger, lighter and giving more ventilation. fl
Our vast experience with the Root Company, and our father. A rf. Marchant. enables us to know what the trade wants and needs,
and we are well equipped to take care of any and all orders regardless of size. Our aim is to carry surplus so as to be enabled to fill all
orders by return mail and on the day they fall due Our stock is of the three-band Italian, and has stood the test for 20 years. Thor* is
none better.
have sold the A. I. Root Company two cars of bees and several hundred queens, and will sell again this season.
guarantee safe arrival, freedom from disease, pure mating, no inbreeding, and your money refunded if not satisfied.
References: The American Exchange Bank of Apalachicola. Fla.; also The A. I. Root Company. Insure yourself against loss by
placing your orders with

We

We

We

The Marchant

Union Springs,

Bros.,

Ala.

OUR POST-OFFICE ADDRESS WILL BE UNION SPRINGS. ALABAMA

A NEW MODEL TYPEWRITER!
Yes, the

oum}
THa Standard

Buy

Viiiblt

Triumph

Think

Here!

out— and comes years before experts expected

And Oliver

time to attain this ideal machine.
its first visible

Is

NOW!

it

It is just

TYPEWRITER

M^^T

Writn

Crowning

writing.

There

is

has

won again,

run the keys

come alone on

this

ma-

chine are all controlled by Oliver. Even our own previous models famous in their day never had the
Optional Duplex Shift.

—

—

puts the whole control of 84 letters and characters
in the little fingers of the right and left hands.
And it
lets you write them all with only 28 keys, the least to
operate of any standard typewriter made.
It

7 hus luriters of
run the Oliver Xo. "9

all other machines
" zcith more speed

17 Cents a Day!
plus the Optional

Yet
to

we have

Duplex

Hhtjt. .Selective

decided to sell

it to

new

life-

the world

Oliver "9."

!

WARNING!

CAUTION!
that

we scored when we gave

truly no other typewriter on earth like this

of touch so light that the tread of a kitten will

The new-day advances

as

For makers have striven a

it.

can immediately

and greater

ease.

This brilliant new Oliver comes at the old-time
price.
It costs no more than lesser makes
now out-ofdate when compared with this discovery.
For while the Oliver's splendid new features are
costly we have equalized the added expense to us by

—

—

simplifying construction.
Resolve right now co see this great achievement
before you spend a dollar for any typewriter. If you are
using some other make you will want to see how much
more this one does.
If you are using an Oliver, it naturally follows that
you want the finest model.

Remember

this brand-new Oliver "o" is the greatest value ever given in a typewiter. It
our previous special inventions— visible writing, automatic spacer, bH-ounce touch—
Color Attaclniieitt and all these other new-day features.

has

all

every one everywhere on our famous paymcnl plan—n cents a dart Now every user can easily afford
PRINl YPE. that writes like print, included
if desired.

have the world's crack visible writer, with the famous

FREE

and be among the first to know about this marvel of writing machines, see why typists.
Full Dpt<lil%
nine for
VVHI Writf
lUI run
WCldllO employers, and individuals everywhere are flocking to the Oliver. Just mail a postal
aton<e. No obligation. It's a pleasure for us to tell you about it.

TODAY^—

THE OLIVER TYPEWRITER

CO., Oliver Typewriter BIdg., Chicago

You can Rent an Oliver Typewriter 3 months for $4.00
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PORTER

NARSHFIELD GOODS
BEEKEEPERS:—

For sale by

We

manufacture Millions of Sections
every year that are as good as the best. The
CHEAPEST for the Quality
If

;

R.

BEST for the Price.
will buy again.

Please

all

&

dealers.
If no dealer, write factory

PORTER, MFRS.

E. C.

Lewistown, III., U. S. A.
meation Am. Bee Journal when

writing

you buy them once, you

FREEMAN'S FARMER

We

North Yakima,

Wash.

Successor to Northwest Farm and Horn*

Hives, Brood-

also manufacture

Frames, Section-Holders and Shipping-Cases.
Our Catalog

is

free for the asking.

If

you want

magazine,

it

69 YEARS OLD
a descriptive and agricultural
will inform you all about the

methods in the Pacific Northwest.
Send One dollar and have the magazine sent
for one year. Cut rate of one-half once

now

on.

Beekeepers' Supplies
Marshfield, Wis

Marshfield Mfg. Co.,
I

>Si600QOS09 SQOO

beoceoooooosoosQCOsooocce

Write us

for our 64-pa8e catalog. FREE.
Full information given to all inquiries. Let
us hear from you.
handle the best make
of supplies for the beekeeper.
Beeswax
exchanged for supplies or cash.

We

J.

NEBEL & SON SUPPLY
High

OUR VERY BEST

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You to Buy Bee Supplies

Now

Thirty years' experience in making everything for
the beekeeper. A large factory specially equipped
for the purpose ensures goods of highest quality.
Write for our illustrated catalog today.

LEAHY MFG.

CO.,

90 Sixth

St.,

Higginsville, Missouri

IS

THE VERY BEST

BEE SUPPLIES
Best Sections,

Best Shipping Cases

Best ot

all

Supplies

Best prices you will get for your honey
when put up in our sections and shipping
" LOTZ " sections
and shipping
cases.
cases have stood the test. Why ? Because
they are perfect in workmanship. Quality
and material. Buy LOTZ goods when you
want the BEST. Our IQ15 catalog ready
now. Send your name and get one.
H. S. DUBY & SON. St. Anne. III., carry a
full line of our goods.

AUG. LOTZ CO.

I

CO.,

Montg. Co., Mo.

Hill,

BOY^D.

START THE SEASON RIGHT
By

using

Dittmer Foundation the bees
made to just suit them,

like it

for it's

and

just like the Natural

is

Comb

they

make themselves.

Queens and Bees
Send for prices on having your Beesw^ax
made into Comb Foundation, which ineludes

All

all

freight charges being paid.

other Supplies

in

stock

Gus Dittmer Company, Augusta, Wisconsin

FROM THE COTTON-BELT APIARIES
Will and must please you. Three-band Italians only
Prices from May ist to July ist
as follows: Queens, untested. 75c each; Si.oo
for six or $7.50 per dozen. Tested Ji.oo each;
$5.70 for six. or J10.75 per dozen.
Select tested. $2.50 each. Breeding queens, ts 00 each.
One pound package bees. $1.25; 25 packages.
Jiooeach; 2-pound package. J2.25 each; 25
packages. $2. 00 each; 3-pound package. $3.25
each; 25 packages. $2 75 each.
Special prices on larger quantities booked
early. Twenty years experience. No disease. 75 percent of untested queens guaranteed purely mated. Safe arrival and reasonable satisfaction guaranteed.

THE COTTON-BELT APIARIES
Box 83,

Roxton, Texas

NOW'S REPAIRING TIME
DON'T REPLACE ROTTEN

WOOD WITH WOOD THAT

^^^=

^^^=

WILL ROT

suggest to you practical men of affairs— you who build and maintain Bee
that
Farms. The matter of annual repairs is no trifling consideration. Unless you use a lumber
income of
possesses real INVESTMENT VALUE, these repair bills will eat great holes in the net
thorouglily
your property. Cypress is so well certified— its character for "Staying Put" is so
all
established— that you are about certain to use it in the early spring repair jobs. Practically
what
exactly
live lumber retailers carry Cypress stocks, so you need have no trouble about getting
tell you where to
will
and
we
us
yard,
write
in
his
Cypress
no
dealer
has
local
your
you want. If

We have

get

free!

it.

a

word

to

AUTHENTIC INFORMATION, FREE

Vol.

i

contains a

list

of titles of these book's.

Start with Vol.

i;

ifs free to

you

Why

not write right

now

?

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MFRS.' ASSOCIATION
Fla., and
1251 Heard National Bank Building, Jacksonville,
1251 Hibernia Bank Building, New Orleans, La.
For Quick service address nearest

office.

r^'

\m

^

Q.

EARLY-ORDER DISCOUNTS ON
n.;

DADANT'S FOUNDATION
Send us

a list of the bee-supphes and foundation you will need for
1916, and we will gladly quote you our best prices.
It will pay you to buy early.

BEESWAX— We

m

a

cash

and trade

buy beeswax the year around and pay highest
prices.

especially wanted.

Your

Light

yellow

wax from

BEESWAX worked

cappings

is

into foundation at

moderate rates.

*T/\mp
II

U 1 Li

Old combs cappings, and
our terms. We will get

slumgum rendered on shares. Send for
the wax and save you a " mussy "job.

all

,>

1916

Vol. LVI.

/

Colic,

t

p'^m^

i<i

*v--

'fe
,T1

kiA.
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Bees and Queens

for 1916
GOLDEN AND LEATHER COLORED

BEES AND HIVES
If you are in need of supplies or
bees shipped promptly, write us. Our
stoci^ is complete, no delays. Chaff
and single walled hives. Hees by the
pound, nucleus or full colonies. Untested Queens. Ji.oo. Tested, $i 25.
Catalog free.

We are now

booking orders for April,

liveries at the following prices, viz.
Prices of one and over

STRINGHAN

J.

I.

APIARIES

Tested
Breeders

|
^

I.

i-frame nuclei without queen
"
"
2-frame
"
"
"
3-frame

When
Scarified Hulled

WHITE SWEET

^^

OWOSSO, MICH.

CO..

"

"

"

Write

for

queen

$1.00
1.50
2.00

"

queens are wanted with pound packages add at prices quoted for queens.
On all orders amounting to $50 and over we will allow 5 percent discount, and orders
amounting to $100 and over will allow 10 percent discount from above prices.
We guarantee safe delivery on queens, and safe delivery on bees that are not in transit
five days.

Mercantile Agency, A. I. Root Co., or American Bee Journal.
at once and book your orders early to avoid disap-

THE PENN COMPANY,

Penn, Lowndes County, Mississippi

Representatives of The A.

you on quality.

satisfy

above prices quoted

Get into communication with us
pointments in the spring.

LET US FIGURE WITH YOU
know we can

[\
"

"

at

"

If

Our Reference— Any

We

to Sio.oo each.
$i.5o
2.75
3.50

queens are wanted with nuclei add queens
lb. package, wire cages, without queens
J^ "
"
"
"
1

over

Bee-Supplies

7.50

and up

25
$10.00
i6 00
ig.oo
26.00

;

2

CLOVER
YODNCRANDOLPH SEED

450
550

*

DG)©©®®©©©©©®©©000©©
"2^'^ Unhulled and

85
i.io
1.50
3.00

Warranted

Place, N. Y.

Glen Cove, L.

:

$.50

Untested

June, 1916 de12
I 5.00
8.00
0.50
13.50

6
$2.75

i

Virgins

105 Park

May and

I.

Root Companv. and Queen

Specialists,

for catalog.

C.C.CLEMONS BEE-SUPPLY CO.
Kansas

Dept. S.,

City,

Mo.

Watchful Waitina Causes You to Get L
Fine Queens and Bees
i
So Buy your B«e Supplies Now.
Promises to be a Honey year. Ship on day of receipt of order.
Lewis' Beewa re— finest in the world.
Send for our 1916 Catalogue.
We do Beeswax rendering. Ship us your old Combs and Capplngs.

Queens from my honeygathering strains of three
bands and goldens at the
following low prices: Untested, one, $1.00;
J<j,oo;

j6o.
6.

$17.50:

25,

6.

$5.00; 12,

50.

Tested queens,

packages,

$32; 100.
i, $1 50:

i-fr.

ed queen, J2.50: 6. $14;
$26: 2-fr.. I. $3.50: 6. $i8;
If tested queens
%u.

THE FRED W.

12,
12.

are

wanted add price as above

W

for prices.

Nuclei or lb.
with untest-

$8.00: 12. $15.

204

Walnut

St.

li/IUTH

CO.
CINCINNATI,

THE BUSY BEE MEN.

D. E. BROTHERS
Attalla, Ala.

SAFETY FIRST

WE ARE READY
To

figure on your wants. Send us a list of
goods and we shall be pleased to quote you
the very lowest price for the best goods.
Established i8og. Our catalog may interest

You are always

safe in buying Murry's bees and queens. Unexcelled for prolificness,
gentleness and honey-gathering Qualities. No disease. Health certificate with each shipment of bees and queens. Three-banded Italians. Goldens.

you.

H. S.

DUBY & SON,

Anne,

St.

May

Queens
III.

Untested
Tested

Northern Bred
Italian
More hardy

Untested queens per

Queens

than Southern bred.

them once. Untested,

Ji.oo. Sel.

Plans for beginners,
Queens and Increase."

E. E.

Select tested

"How
25

Try

tested, $1.50-

to

ist
12

$ .75
1.2s
1.50

I4.00
6.50
8.00

% 7.50
12,00
15.00

100, $62.50

operate about 500 queen-mating nuclei, besides some 300 colonies in outyards, and
ship by return mail. For prices of bees by the pound and nuclei, see April and May issues
of this Journal.

Introduce

H. D.

cents.

MURRY, MATHIS, TEXAS

MOTT, CLENWOOD, MICH.

NEW ENGLAND
Beekeepers
supplies

in

will

find

a full

line of

Boston. Send for catalog.

H. H.

1

Nov.

6

I

Beekeepers' Supplies

1

ist to

I

JEPSON

182 Friend Street,

Boston, Mass.

Such

Winter Cases,

Hives. Sections,
Covers, Bottoms, Bodies, Supers. Broodframes of every description. Shippingcases, Section-holders, Comb-foundation.
as

Smokers, etc.
Get my prices before placing your orders.

R. H.
Rt. 3,

SCHMIDT

Sheboygan, Wis.

EVERY FRUIT GROWER
Who

wants up-to-date, valuable inforrnation on the vital problems of the fruit industry, such as Spraying, Pruning, Cultivating. Packing. Marketing, etc.. should subscribe to

BETTER FRUIT

issue, our SpeSpraying Annual. Subscription price
per year in advance.

and begin with the January
cial
$1.00

BETTER FRUIT PUBLISHING COMPANY
Hood River, Oregon

June,

I'Jlfi.
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Queens— Three-Banded

Italian

N£w

Wi- liavr bred queens over 21; years.
and have luindreds of customers
who will testify to the quality of our
queens. We haven't any disease
amoni! our bees and never have had^
Our prices are as follows; Untested
queens. $1 .m; $iu per dozen. Tested.
tested. $2.00
li 25 each; I12 per dozen. Select
each; $20 per dozen. Breeding;, queens. Is.co
Special prices on larue orders. Our
each.
customers must be pleased Safe arrival
guaranteed. Send check with orders to
J.

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER

B ingham
Smoker.

Nearly forty years on the market and
the standard in this and many foreign

Palented

countries.
of

dealers in Beekeepers' Supplies.

Smoke

W, TAYLOR & SON

Doctor.

Two

Box No. 25, Beeville, Bee Co., Texas
Prices on nuclei on request.

Dept. F,

Little

THREE-BANDED

Engine. 4 inch stove
3^4- inch stove

28 oz.
26 oz.

$1.25
.85
.50
,75
.50

larner sizes in copper extra.

Conqueror, vinch stove

QUEENS

ITALIAN

the all-important tool

It is

most extensive honey-producers
the world. For sale direct or by all

of the

Wonder,

Hiniied

25^

23 oz.
16 oz.

-inch stove

cover on

the two

larger

sizes,

postage extra.

They are bred from imported mothers
They are the best for honey-producing purposes; very uentle and not incline to swarm
always.
If you buy once you will buy
April 1 to July i
12
t
Prices

Untestted

$

Select untested..
Tested
Select tested

We GUARAN'l EE

that

75
-00
1.2;
2 00

all

$ 4.25'

5
I

queens

8. CO

iS

00|(

7 00
11.00

I

I

0.03
13.00
20.00

will

reach you in good condition to be purely
mated, and will five perfect satisfaction
All orders filled at once.
L. L.

FOREHAND

Fort Deposit, Alabama

QUINN'S QUEENS OF QUALITY
ARE PEERLESS-"THERE'S A REASON"
They are thoroughbred, pedigreed, threebanded Italians and Grey Caucasians.
"Mendelian" bred; good qualities are acSpecial drones from superior
centuated.
mothers; results are obvious.
Prices— Untested, April. May and June.
After June so. ti. 00 each. Tested
$1.50 each.
queens of each race. $2.00 each.

For Italians, address Ft. Myers. Fla.; for
Caucasians, address Houston Heights, Tex.

WOODMAN'S SECTION FIXER
A combined section press and foundation
fastener of pressed steel construction. It folds
the section and puts in top and bottom starters
all at one handlinu. saving a great amount of
labor.

Hundredsof them

CHARLES W. QUINN
609 W. 17th Ave.,

in use.

The

sale this

year has increased wonderfully, and they give
perfect satisfaction in every case when properly operated. Dadant & Sons say: "The sale
on Woodman
Section Fixers now farexceeds all
"
others
With top and bottom starters the comb is
attached to all four sides, a requirement to
grade fancy Increase the value of your crop
this season by this method
The best and most
successful producers, such as Dr. Miller, use
ton and bottom starters.
Their honey would
ship across the continent without breaking
down, even if only half completed
Price $2.50 without lamp; with lamp, $2.75.
Weight. 5 pounds, postage extra.
Adjustable to any size section. Send for
special circular with large illustrations.

TIN

HOUSTON HEIGHTS, TEXAS

HONEY CANS— LOW PRICES

THE QUEEN OF ALL QUEENS

size,

Is the

Texas Queens.

me your

Send

orders

We

will give
three-year contract is protecting us from high prices until July ist.
the beekeepers the benefit of our low prices, so be sure you secure your supply before
that date. 60-lb. cans shipped from Ohio factory or Chicago-friction-top from Chicago.
Give us the quantity wanted and let us figure with you. Friction-top cans and pails-5-lb.

Our

per

50. S2.50; 100. $4.50; 203, J8.50; 1015, $40. 10- lb.

A. G.

WOODMAN

size per

50, $3 50; 100, $6.25;

m, J6.75:

505. »33.75.

Grand Rapids, Michigan

CO.,

early for Italian and
Carniolan.

Queens,

$8.00 per

doz. Bees

pound,

per

$1.50.

CIRCULAR FREE

Anderson,

Grant

BY ALL MEANS BUY A GOOD VEIL
Muth's Ideal Bee

Hondo, Texas

Rio

THREE-BANDED ITALIANS

75c

Honey-gatherers at the following prices:
warranted purely mated queen $i oo
Tested
1.25
3-fraine nucleus and untested queen
3 50
2-frame nucleus and untested queen
2.50
8-frame nucleus and untested queen
7.00
(Colonies shipped in a new hive.)
Tested queens in colonies or nuclei. 50 cts.

Veil, postpaid,

with other goods, 70c.

;

Untest..

No

OLD COMBS AND CAPPINGS

State inspected. Orders
booked now. Shipment after June 20th.
E. A. Leffingwsll, Allen, Michigan

more.

disease.

rendered into
draulic

Cray Caucasians
Early

breeders

gatherers

;

great

We

honey

press. Perfect

buy your wax

at

hy-

work.

highest

cap beautitally white,

great

csmb

lific

gentle

;

;

wax

wax with our

builders

;

very pro-

hardy

;

good win-

;

market

price.

Write

us.

Untested, $1.00. Select

terers.

$1.50.
The best

nntested, $1.2S. Tested,
Select tested,

$2.00.

all-purpose bee.

W.

H.

Box

10,

THE FRED W. MUTH COMPANY

FULMER
Andalusia, Pa.

204 Walnut

Street,

-

Cincinnati, Ohio

June, 1916.
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QUEENS!

QUEENS!

m^,ir'„'i'.7?\'"^^5>'"^'='j"*'°^^,'''PPi"^Q"^*'"l''^"'='*^',*"''
from
^.^"P'us of 300 pounds per colony

gen npny;c"fnH h!,5L

,t

QUEENS!

f"" Colonies from Florida during the present month.
in a 24

day honey flow

in Florida,

We

and that are unexcelled

i
are
breeding

for proiificness,

stock
Island Bred Italian
1 estea
select Tested

Tested Breeding Queens,

THE

all

communications

$5.00

Prices on Nuclei and Full Coloniss Witheut Queens

6

1
$1.50
2.00
3.00

Untested

Address

Queens
12

$7.50
10.50
15.00

and

i-frame nucleus
2-frame nuclei
3-frame nuclei..:

$12.00
18.00
24,00

$2 no

300
4.00

5-frame nuclei
8-frame colony
frame colony

850
10,00

Jio each.

to

MARCHANT BEE & HONEY COMPANY,

J. E.

$ 5.00

[0

THE CAMPBELL SYSTEM OF SOIL CULTURE
Everybody knows Campbell, the father

of

dry farmini;.

QUEENS OF MOORE'S

Everybody knows that

STRAIN OF ITALIANS

he started this great movement for Scientific Farming that is chaneing the desert
into a garden. But everybody does not know that there is a great school, the

PRODUCE WORKERS

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF SOIL CULTURE

That

the supers quick

tion for honey gathering, hardiness, gentleness, etc.

Untested queens, i, $1.00; 6, $5 00; 12, Jg 00
Select untested, I. $1.25; 6. J6.00; 12, $11.00
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Billings,

fill

With honey nice and thick.
They have won a world-wide reputa-

where the Campbell System of Scientific Soil Tillage and Crop Growing are taught
by mail, where a thorough knowledge of Scientific Agriculture can be secured without leaving home, at a very small expense. If you area farmer or expect to be a
farmer, send for the Campbell literature, Campbell's Scientific Farmer, the Campbell manuals, and a catalog of the Campbell Correspondence School. Sample copy
and catalog free. Address,

325 Broadway

Canton, Ohio

J. P.

Montana

Queen Breeder

MOORE
Rt.

1,

Morgan, Ky.

EUROPEAN FOULBROOD
spreading in various parts of the country.
step in its cure is a vigorous strain of
is

The first
ITALIANS

The Root Strain of Bees have Shown
Themselves
While

we do

that

will not

to

be

Highly

Resistant

not claim their introduction will alone cure European Foulbrood, or
make a start in their colonies, we have reports of where they have,
with a little help, fought themselves nearly clean of Eux'opean Foulbrood which was
all around them in black and hybrid colonies.
it

These queens

will be ready for delivery about June 1.
Orders will be
Later in the season we will make delivery promptly.

tion.

filled in rota-

PRICES.— Our

regular price is $1.50 in June and $1.00 after July 1 for untested
queens; but we will club them with Gleanings in Bee Culture for one year and a
queen for $1,50, provided we can fill orders for queens when we have a surplus of
them. This will probably be July and August.

The A.

1.

ROOT COMPANY

Medina, Ohio
S)©©®©eXi)®®©<i)®©GX3®©®©®©©6)®®(
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Embargo on Bee Supplies
East

In the
New

BEEKEEPERS

I*-ngland, should not delay ordering their stock of supin the Eastern States, particularly in
plies as early as possible. The Eastern railroads are congested and have even placed an embargo on shipments
Ordering your requirements a
to various points, refusing to accept freight until their roads are unburdened.
month earlier t'lan usual will not cost any more and will assure you of having supplies on hand when the time comes
This will allow for any delay which might occur while in transit.
to use them.

Our New England States representatives, Ross Brothers Co., 90-92 Front Street, Worcester, Mass., have a
"Falcon " bee-supplies, and are especially equipped to handle the New I'^ngland States beekeepers'

large supply of

orders whether they be large or small.
Those beekeepers living in the New England States can order direct from the factory at Falconer, N. Y., or
can write for the name of the nearest dealer as they find it more convenient.

Dealers Everywhere

Red Catalog, Postpaid

W.

New York

T. Falconer Mfg. Co., Falconer,
Where

NOW

the good bee-blvea

Hives, supers, frames, sections,

comb

have everything
are always prepared to

in

fill

readiness for spring

any and

wax

orders on short notice.

If

8

extractors, capping melters, honey-knives, honey-tanks,

honey-packages, shipping-cases, bee-escapes, bee-veils, bee-gloves, bee-brushes, smokers

k

all

foundation, section-presses, foundation-fasteners, queen-excluders, queen,

swarm-catchers, feeders, honey and

traps,

come from

THE TIME

IS

Q
To order your supplies, and thus
V We carry a full line of Root's Goods at all times, and
y and drone

'Simplified Beelteeping," postpaid

— in

short, everything

the

beekeeper requires for the proper conduct of an apiary.

H. W. Weber & Company, 2146 Central Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio
8
iC.
>90eOOOOOOQO»SOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO(>SCOOOOOOO«SOOaO!>OOOOOOOOCCOOOOCOOOCOOOCOOOO<>SCO«>^^
YOUR SUCCESS IN BEEKEEPING DEPENDS ON THE KIND
OF BEES YOU KEEP AND HOW YOU HANDLE THEM

Bee

page book is not merely a catalog; it is an authoritative expert guide on the kind of apiary supplies that
successful beekeepers have proved to be profitabi* in acBlanke's

book

08

Foot-Power

BARNES'

AND DAIRY SUPPLIES, 219 WASHINGTON,

I,

Parent

"We

Combined Machines

last

50 chaff hives with
cap, 100 honey-racks,
500 frames, and a great
deal of other work. This

winter

7-in.

winter we have

a double
of hives, etc, to
this saw, It
"
will do all you say of it,
Catalog & price-list free

If

log of Drofitable poultry supplies.
BLANKE MFG. & SUPPLY do., PIONEERS

J.

of Chariton, N. Y,,says:
cut with one of your

tual use. Blanke carries the largest stock of bee-supplies
west of the Mississippi, and can make prompt delivery.
Every article carried is perfect titting. Whether you're a
beginner or an expert beekeeperyou ought to get the Blanke
Bee Book— send for it today.

Fine Poulti7 Book Also Free
you keep poultry, too. ask us for illustrated poultry book:
full of valuable pointers on poultry raising, as well as a cata-

free

Machinery

Read what

amount

make with

IN

BEE,

POULTRY

AVE., ST. LOUIS,

MO

W.

F.

995 Ruby

& JOHN BARNES
St.,

ROCKFORD,

ILLINOIS.

Q-U-E-E-N-S
Three- band Italians, bred for honey
and gentleness from imported stock

TESTED QUEENS BY RETURN MAIL

LEATHER COLORED ITALIANS
About April ist I wil
again be ready to mail un
tested queens of my tine
ed and breeding queens at
times. Insure against a
DOS s b e disappointment
by ordering early. Satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free
Untested queens
Choice
$1 each: doz., $q.
tested, $1.50 each. Breeders,

$.75

$425

$8.00

i.oo
1.50

4.75
8.75

17.00

$1.00 each
These Queens are not culls or inferior in any way because they are
cheap. They were reared last September and October, and wintered in

Breeders. $(.oo to J5.00.
Bees in i-pound packages. $1.25; no
queen. If queen is wanted, add price.
Every queen purely mated. Safe
delivery and perfect
satisfaction
guaranteed,

4-frame nuclei, expressly for our early
trade in tested queens
guarantee every queen to be good as the
best. No disease in our apiary.
Untestedqueens early in April, Ji,oo
for single queen: $0.00 per dozen,

of

medium

color.
1

Untested
select untested
Tested

N.

6

FOREHAND

Ft. Deposit,

12

goo

strain of Italians. I breed
no other race. Choice test-

We

J.

all

i

SHAW &

K.
COMPANY
Loreauville, Louisiana

W.

1

53,00 to $5.00

Alabama
C. S.

ENCLE,

Becville,

each,

Bee

Co.,

Texas

—

MAKE

THIS

A

LEWIS YEAR
While you are starting the year's

work— getting your

bees ready for business

taking stock of supplies on hand and speculating as to what the season's outcome

''''''

MAKE THIS RESOLUTION

That you

will

use

LEWIS BEEWARE

surance to you— because

by

skiHful

it

it

means

—because

means bee-hives and parts made

workmen— because

packed— because

this year

it

it

means success

in-

of the best material

means goods accurately and systematically

sections

made

of bright lumber, highly polished,

accurately dovetailed and scientifically grooved.

LEWIS HIVES ARE BUILT LIKE FURNITURE
Lewis sections are the kind that do not break
You

will find

Lewis Beeware almost at your own door— thirty

distributing houses in the United States
If

in folding

and

foreign countries.

you have not one of our catalogs, send for a copy at once.

G. B. Lewis
Exclusive

Company

Manufacturers-Lewis Beeware

Watertown, Wisconsin, U. S. A.

Vol.
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GETTING YOUR HONEY TO
What Happens
is
has been some
THERE
the part of honey
it

It

Honey Leaves the Producer and What
Necessary to Insure a Good Price?

After the

complaint on
producers of

late that honey is not moving as
should and that prices are too low.
is

the policy of the

American Bee

Journal to render assistance to its
readers if possible and accordingly
the staff correspondent was sent to
Chicago to see if he could find out
where the trouble Is and give the producers some hints that would assist
in marketing next year's crop.
February is usually the dullest month for
honey sales and the dullest possible
time ought to be the best time to find
where the trouble lies, so this was
done in February.
In order to learn as
sible about conditions

much

MARKET

ply would not last one third the year.
If a man orders honey from his grocer
and is unable to get it, maple syrup
lor corn syrup will take its place and
the next order will be for the substitute.

Some beekeepers are forever talking about overproduction and lack of
demand. When corn flakes first appeared on the market there was no de-

but the manufacturers proceeded to create a demand by extensive
advertising and to fix the price at a
point which would pay for their product and pay for the advertising in
addition.
In our March
issue
Mr.
Gano tells how the orange growers
have increased their output more than
three hundred times and how they
have increased the demand for
oranges and the price at the same
time.

Competition

is

very keen, especially

in the large market centers. One firm
visited, handled three million dollars
worth of produce last year. This

amount would make a pretty big hole
in the

as pos-

As

an effort was
made to follow the honey from the
producer to the consumer. This involved a study of the conditions of

to

honey crop for
it

last season.
is no effort
at all seasons of the

now stands

supply honey

there

year. The crop is moved as quickly
as possible after it is harvested with
the result that the market is either
crowded with honey or bare. A dealer who would build up a trade must

transportation by freight or express, a
visit to the wholesale district and to
the retail stores which serve the best

depend upon buying large quantities
long in advance and anticipate the demand of his trade for several months.
The honey producers seem to be in
about the same condition that the
orange growers were in 1895 before
they perfected their marketing or-

trade.

One point that soon became very apparent was that of the hundreds of
commission firms on South Water
street only a few handle honey at all.
There were hundreds of crates of
celery,
potatoes,
cabbages,
sweet
oranges, apples, and other staple products to one case of honey. It did not
take the writer fifteen minutes to decide that the trouble was not overproduction.
After talking to a number of commission merchants who do not handle
it at all as well as those who do, it
began to look like the trouble was of
quite a different kind. It looks very
much to the writer like it is improper
distribution and lack of incentive for
the merchants to push our product.
A merchant dislikes to establish a
trade for a product which he is unable to supply. If even twenty per
cent of the commission merchants
should undertake to establish a trade
in honey and should succeed to the
extent that a few have done the sup-

mand

ganizations.

WHY
To

Ed.

Swenson, of Minnesota, Has No
Trouble Selling His Honey. He
Advertises.

freight rates ARE HIGH.

get back to the beginning, the
first thing that confronts the honey
producer who would send his honey to
market is the matter of high fi'eight
rates.
Too much care
cannot
be
taken in packing honey for shipment,
not only to guard against damage in
shipment but also to keep the number
of broken packages down to the point
which will enable the railroad to carry honey at a low rate and still make
a profit.
Too many beekeepers take
the attitude that it matters very little,
for in case the shipment is damaged
in transit the railroad company will
pay for it anyway. This is a mistaken viewpoint as was pointed out

.
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by P. G. Snook, claim agent of the
Erie road at the national convention.
Claims for damages are a pan of the
regular expense account of the railroad company and when the damages absorb too large a part of the
profits the rate is raised accordingly.
Mr. Snook pointed out that it is not
only the damage to the honey which
results in a loss to the railroad but
the damage to other goods which may
happen to be in the same car with
the broken package. As an example
he cited a case where a broken package of honey damaged a shipment of
silk.
The railroad had to pay for
both the honey and the silk, the latter of course, worth many times the
value of the honey. In many cases
the damage from broken packages
could be avoided if the producer would
use sufficient care in preparing his
shipment. It is easy to see that in
the end the entire loss must be borne
by the honey producer. The careful
shipper must divide the expense with
the careless one, since the freight rate

made high enough to cover all such
losses in addition to the operating expenses of the railroad.
The writer was for a time engaged
in the practice of law and never during the years when his time was so
occupied did he find any difficulty in
is

ioioioiisioii

getting a fair settlement for a client
or damage in shipment by
Some railroads are much
more prompt in payment than others,
but all with whom we had any dealings seemed entirely willing to make
for loss
freight.

good any loss for which they were responsible. There was never any necessity to start suit on cases of this
kind, for once proper proof of loss

was presented settlement was secured
without difficulty. The attitude of
the railroads seemed fair enough and
if it were possible for them to get into touch with the shippers and make
clear the difficulties
under which
they work there would be much less
friction because of high freight rates.
If the beekeepers desire to reduce
freight rates, the first move to make
is to educate the shippers to use more
care in packing for shipment and thus
reduce the amount of damage. If the

man can be kept from shipimproperly crated honey there
will be no difficulty in getting a reduction of freight rates on this commodity. Until then all honey shippers must contribute something to
pay the losses.
careless

ping

When

a

man

goes into the large

markets and sees the large variety of

yM*M*M'C«^ iloioioioioioioioioioioioigioigiSiSioiioioioi

P£i

when a retailer came in to
a purchase with which to supply
his trade.
There was a liberal supply of extracted honey in sixty-pound
cans on the floor of the warehouse.
He examined the various lots with a
good deal of care, sampling each lot
two or three times to make sure that
the quality was good. The thing
that
impressed the writer, however .was
not the care this man used in
looking
for the best flavor, but that
he re-

lOI
lOI
lOI

lOI
lOI

lOI

Stop that

lOI
lOI

Cough

lOI

fused to sample honey In rusty cans
There was one shipment in cans that
were rusty on top and which had a
rather unattractive appearance generally.
He sampled honey only in
bright new cans that did not show a
particle of rust. When
the writer
asked the commission man about
the difference in price he was informed that they were compelled to sell the
honey in rusty cans at from one to
three cents per pound less. In spite

Cure that Cold

lOI

i
lOI

lOI

lOI
lOI

lOl

USE HONEY!

lOI
lOI

HAVE A CAKE 7.0

lOI
\Q\

iSi

lOI

r„

lOI

i3i

lOI

lOI

lOI

lOI

Try

lOI

lOI

It

lOI

On Pancakes! f^^r

lOI
lOI

lO^

Very, Very Healthful!

lOl
lOI

^M^

lOI
lOI
lOI

lOI

lOI

lOI

lOI

61 Uf

lOI

BLUER

n

consumer any commodity to be used
for food must be offered in the
most
attractive form possible. The writer
saw a very good example of that in
one of the well known commission
houses

101

lOI

products that are offered, he at once
learns that in order to appeal to
the

make

lOI

lOI

Wrappers

VALUE OF ATTRACTIVE PACKAGES.

loi

lOI

Design On the Stephens' Comb Honey

RIBBON

™ EOGS

COYNE BROTHERS

WHOLESALE

Wholesale Honey House

VEGETABLES

FRUITS

lOI

m

lOI
lOI
lol
I

loi

I
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UNE UF THE COYNE PLACARDS

of the difference in price this buyer
at it.
Probably
the shipper of that lot of honey wil'l

would not even look

blame the commission merchant and
charge him with stealing a dollar or
two per case on the shipment. It
surely is poor policy to save fifteen
cents by using a second hand can in
which to ship the honey to market
and lose from sixty cents to one dollar and eighty cents per can in making the sale. Tf the writer had not
already been convinced of the value
of new packasres for honey this observation would have convinced him.
However, another example was in
store, with comb honey this time. The
honey was well graded and in new
shinning cases but seconds had been
used which showed dnrk streaks of
wood instead of *he clean white of
the first quality shipping cases. This
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Those stores
iiiid

ttiey

parlor.

sell to higli class trade
are as neat and clean as a

The

first

streak of honey would catch all the
dust and thus it soon became anything but attractive. The label was
printed in only one color so that altogether there was no comparison in
the appearance of the brands. Had
the writer been in search of honey for
his own table it is easy to guess which
he would buy if he knew nothing of
either producer.
Further more he
left the store with the feeling that he
had learned some lessons which he
could utilize to good advantage in

one visited offered

"Airline" honey. When asked if they
handled no other kind they replied
hat they did not.
The writer then
cmiuired whether it was because the
public insisted on "Airline, owing to
its advertising, that they handled no
other.
The reply was that it was because of the clean packages in which
it was offered.
The salesman then
showed the comb honey in clean,
tight cartons, and the extracted jars
wrapped in oil paper. There was no
dri[) and every separate section or jar
was as nice and clean as any other
line which they had on their shelves.
The public asked for "Airline" honey
because of its advertising, but most
buyers would as readily accept any
other if equally attractive.
This
dealer handled "Airline" honey because it was clean and saved him
the annoyance of dirty packages.
The reason was clear enough and we
went out to find a store that handled
something else. We found it but a
few doors away and the honey was
the only sticky package that we found
in that store.
The extracted honey
packages were sealed in the ordinary
way and nearly every one showed a
slight drip down one side. This little
I

Freight Shipments Must Be Protected

was on the floor of another store so
that the two examples did not occur
Although
in the same establishment.
the honey was of about the same
quality, the more attractive package
sold for fifty cents more per case than
the other.
Someone had bought inferior cases and had probably saved a
few cents in the price but it cost two
cents per pound in the selling price of
the honey. The producer who must
sell in a distant market should in-

marketing his own honey crop. One
does not have to look far to see that
money spent in putting up our product in the most attractive package
will come back several times over

when we

sell the crop.

PACKAGE MUST

FIT

THE TRADE.

This brings us to another consideration; the kind of package in which
to ship.
This depends altogether on
the trade to which the honey is to be
sold.
If to a buyer who will sell it
again under his own trade name it
should have no mark of any kind excepting the net weight which the law
requires.
If on the other hand it is
to be sold through
some regular
channel which recognizes the producer's

trademark as an

asset

on the best possible quality in
shipping cases, and before placing an
order for supplies should know that
the quality is O. K.
In this establishment the writer was
sist

shown a model shipment of
comb
honey. The grading was remarkably
uniform, the sections were perfectly
cleaned and the cases as clean and
white as one could wish. This honey
was selling at the highest price the
market would afford. Possibly the
curiosity of the reader may be aroused as was that of the writer to know
where this honey came from.
The
only thing that worked against
it
was the fact that it was western

honey and western honey has the reputation of granulating in the combs
more easily than eastern honey and
the buyers are somewhat partial to
eastern honey on that account. This
honey, however, was so nicely put up
that its appearance insured a good
sale. When asked where it came from

"Why that comes
from Frank Rauchfuss of the Colorado
Honey Producers." It thus became
apparent that the advantage which
this organization has gained in eastern markets is the result of the care
used in grading and packing their
product before it leaves their hands.

5 GflLS.

the dealer replied,

ATTRACTING THE CONSUMER.
After noting the great advantage
that attractive packages had in wholesale sales the writer was more interested than ever in the retail package.
Retail stores were visited in the best
part of Chicago where the rents paid
for space would make most of us gasp.
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USE STANDARD PACKAGES AND HAVE THEM CLEAN AND NEAT

it
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The Honey Sold eor Less When Dark
Streaks Showed in the Wood and
Shipping Cases

should be labeled with the producer's
own mark. In one warehouse there
was a big pile of shipping cases
marked "J. E. Crane & Son, MiddleOne of the cases was opbury, Vt.
ened and some of the sections removThey were very nice and each
ed.
was wrapped in a clean carton with
the Crane name and the usual printed matter. The dealer remarked that
he had been handling Crane honey for
nearly thirty years. In this case the

honey was known to the buyer and the
name was a guarantee of quality. But
a few weeks before the writer had
asked for honey in the Boston market and had been shown a jar of extracted honey with the Crane label.
There is no question but that it is
greatly to the advantage of the seller
to market his best product under his
own trade name when he can do so.
However, it ofte.i happens that when
he goes into a strange market the
only buyers who will present themselves will be those who buy to sell
and
again under their own name
such would not buy honey with the
individual trademark. It is well to
correspond with the commission merchant with whom one expects to deal
and learn something of the market requirements. Coyne Brothers who are
among the largest sellers of honey in
the middle west have a trade which
they supply with comb honey in their
own cartons and with each case they
send a placard for advertising purposes. This trade has come to look for
the Coyne Brothers brand. Honey sold

Burnett has sold honey since 1877 and
Mr. Coyne nearly as long. Mr. Coyne
began as a helper at $3.00 per week
and worked up until he was getting
$60. per week before he started in
business for himself. Both men have
specialized in honey for many years
and were in position to give many
in
the
pointers on the conditions
honey market. When asked for some
general advice to the honey seller
they agreed on the following:
Sell through a firm that specializes
in honey, for such a firm can get a
better price. Be very careful about
grading and packing and use corrugated paper lining for the shipping
cases to catch drip. Both agreed that
in general comb honey sells better in
bright wood shipping case with glass,
than in corrugated paper cases, and
usually arrives in better condition.
Mr. Snook, the railroad claim agent,
gave the following advice in regard to
shipping:
Use only factory-made
shipping cases and load the honey so
that the combs will be parallel with
the rails. This will place the shock
of shipment on the edges instead of
coated
face of combs. Use cement
nails since they hold better, and use
cushioned carriers. Stencil name and
address on the package instead of
with
using a shipping tag put on
tacks.
Tags often get rubbed off and
the shipment goes astray while the
stenciled address cannot be lost. Also
avoid as far as possible the shipment
of comb honey in cold weather.

Grading and Packing

Comb

Honey
BY WESLEY FOSTER.

A

FEW

our Rocky Mountain districts have a late honey flow. The
beekeepers in these places have

difficulty

of

in

selling

satisfactorily

be-

cause they cannot get their honey
shipped for the early market, and if
they hold for the late market in March,
April and May, which is usually good,

a proportion of the honey will
granulate more or less. These mountain locations (many of them) have a
dark or amber honey of poor quality,
and for this reason the honey cannot
be held. There is no alternative but to

quite

reduced price, which

sell at a

is

usually

We

caution them to not hold
this later honey for prices better than
those offered for the early honey.
Beemen often make mistakes of this
kind.
An instance comes to mind.
One car of comb honey was sold last
fall at a very satisfactory price
in fact,
at a higher price than had ever been
secured for honey in that locality, Not
a great distance from there was another car of honey for which 5 cents a
case less was offered. The beekeepers
held out for the additional 5 cents, and
the buyer refused to take it. As a consequence the honey was not sold for

done.

;

some

time, and when a buyer was
secured the honey brought 35 cents a
case less
than the price originally
offered.
I often hear it said that what beekeepers need is several buyers buying
honey in a locality and competing with
each other for the honey. This might

help, but

it is

just a little easier for the

buyers than for the beekeepers to
have an understanding. Where prices

around

$3.00 a

case for

comb honey

can be secured, the honey should be
sold.
No beekeepers should have had
to take less than $2.75 for fancy honey
last year in the Rocky Mountain country.
Some prices lower than this were
paid, but it was for honey packed late
in the season, and some of it was not
very carefully graded.
It

is

still

the practice for

some bee-

men

to put sections in the No. 2 grad.
if half or two-thirds of one side of the
section is sealed, provided it is good

weight. Then another mistake is packing honey below the minimum stamped.
It is strange that some will take the
risk of getting into trouble with Uncle.
Sam, but it is done in some instances,
and with the consent of the buyers.
The minimum net weight is placed
at

10

under

ounces for No. 2, and it should
no circumstances run below

cartons
reaches their

to this trade is placed in the

and repacked after

it

warehouse. Of course not all of the
honey that passes through their hands
is handled in this manner.

1

GENERAL REQUIREMENTS.
interviewed

a

of dealers both wholesale

and

While the writer

number

most satisfactory interviews
were with Daniel J. Coyne of Coyne
Mr.
Brothers and R. A. Burnett.
retail the

BEST QUALITY OF SHIPPING CASES SHOULD BE USED

I
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this.
The average for the whole case
should be well above this figure, and
some of the buyers are requiring it.

Weight of the honey carries farther
than some of us realize.
Another thing that I have noticed is
the packing of decidedly light amber
and even amber combs in with white
fancy honey. The objection to light
amber and amber fancy honey cannot
be well made, but the mixing of grades,
shades and colors will not do. Let us
follow the spirit and the letter of the
rules as closely as it is possible for us
to interpret them.
The poor quality of a few beekeepers'
grading has driven buyers away from
some of our heavy producing districts.
Boulder, Colo.

Marketing
BY ARTHUR
••

MO man is
he who

M

so

C.

far

MILLER.

from market

as

nothing to sell," is
an old saying, but perhaps more
true today than ever before. "Nothing
to sell," means nothing which the market wants quite as much as absence of
anything whatsoever.
Some of the
veteran producers, as well as some of
the big producers who are not veterans, will say it does not apply to them.
Perhaps so however, it may. Let us
has

;

see.

The Ontario man produces

some

crystal clear honey and tries to sell it
to persons who have always had a

strong dark honey. It does not sell.
Reverse the conditions and the results
are the same, but more understandable to the producer of light honeys.
Honeys of familiar colors but unfamiliar flavors cause more trouble. They
retail readily on their looks, but "repeat orders" fail to come. To the producer this is often hard to understand.
To him his honey is as fine as the
finest.
All was well while he marketed
it where
the consumers were familiar
with it, but when he sent it into other
markets he was disappointed. Therefore, producing a good honey is only

one step towards selling it. Knowing
whereto market it is equally important.
The producer far from big centers of
consumption must sell to jobbing
houses who know where and how to
place the honeys of all sections. So,
also, must many producers nearer to
markets but for sundry personal reasons not able to sell direct to retailers
or consumers.
To these two classes quantity of crop
(per colony yield) is the first consideration and quality is the second.

To

the

man

retailers or
is or should be (and
eventually will be) the first consideration, and per colony yield the second.
These men can well aff^ord to shift
their apiaries until they find locations
giving honeys of the finest flavors
natural blends. I have several times
heard this policy scoffed at and quite
as many times I have seen men who
appreciated it take the market right
away from the scoffers and often at
higher prices. And the longer I raise
and sell honey the more am I confirmed
in ray belief that all producers will
profit by placing quality first. By quality I not only mean well ripened honey
but fine flavored honey. The ignorant

selling to

consumers, quality

marketing of ill-flavored honeys or
honeys not fitted to the markets they
are offered in has been the cause of
many persons stopping buying honey.
There are but few of us who have not
known or heard of such instances.
Therefore, as the

first

condition of

good marketing let us place <]ualil\\
good flavor, good body and good color.
As the second essential the honey
should be put in
clean packages fixe

new and

perfectly
break-proof. Second-hand cans and other packages of
an inferior character cost the producers
each year many times more than they
save in the first cost. It is almost impossible to make some men see this,
but sooner or later it will come home
to them in a forceful unpleasant way.
The foregoing applies particularly to
extracted honey.
In the matter of
comb honey there are several other
factors.
First, is the importance of a
fine honey from the same source year
after year, and the locations giving a
natural blend prove to be the most satisfactory in the long run. The producer can well afford to search long

and

carefully

And when

he

for
fails

1

suitable
to

get

locations.

his sections
of honey he

filled with his usual grade
had better dispose of it in anyway than

to his regular trade. Comb honey of
any particular brand is expected by the
consumer to be the same year after

year. The difficulty in obtaining this
result will be well appreciated by all
veterans.
I believe that no
sections should be
shipped away to any general market
unless the combs fill the sections from
top to bottom and are fully sealed; in
other words, of extra fancy finish. I
believe such a policy will in the long
run prove the most profitable one.
Could the producers see the sticky
messes which reach the markets they
might or at least some of them might
be convinced of the folly of trying to
ship sections other than those fully
filled.

Cartons remedy

this

somewhat,

but often these are so sticky as to be
almost or quite unsalable. If No. 1 or
less perfectly filled sections w«iV be
sent to more or less distant markets
they should be re-cartoned after reaching their destination if at all soiled.
Another cause of trouble with comb
honey is insufficiently ripened honey.
Sections containing honey naturally of
light body or with unsealed cells containing honey, should be subjected to a
drying process until the honey is thick
and "gummy." Still another cause of
trouble is the use of the cheapest possible cases. Use cases big enough for
a layer of corrugated paper beneath,
and all around. And the thicker the
bottom and top of the case, the better.
If the store clerk is watched for a few
minutes and you see the way one case
is banged down on top of another or
dropped onto the floor with a bump, a
better understanding will be had of the

need of amply corrugated cushions
and thick cases. Fumigation before
shipping is desirable unless the honey
is to be repacked at its destination.
Successful comb honey marketing is a
fine art which cannot be acquired in a
day. If you do not fully understand it
in all its intricacies you had better,
both for yourself and for the rest of
us, turn it over to some one who does.

The

third essential of general selling

t

a knowledge of markets, something
which relatively few producers have.
It will be far better for most of them

is

to

join

in

a

producers'

association

which can employ an expert to do the
selling.
And this brings up the matter
expenditures
for
literature, for
of markets, and for associations.
Beekeepers, like so many other
agriculturists, are worse than parsimonious in such matters. Men whose
incomes range from $3000 to $10,000 a
year will haggle over dues of a dollar a
year to an association and will say
they can only afford one trade paper
of

knowledge

and

at that will take a h% cent one in
preference to a dollar one. Ask them
to spend $25 for such things and they

drop in a faint.
would take a surgical operation to
get wisdom into the heads of those
persons. But there are others who if
shown a saving or a profit in such expenditures will make them. Unfortu-

will

It

nately the men best fitted to explain
the matter are not always the ones on
whom such duty devolves. The broad
gauge men are not always the ones
who take the most active part in the
beekeepers' associations, and in the
cooperative marketing bodies they are
all too
frequently outnumbered and
out-voted by men of small experience
and narrow vision. For a short time I
have been urging the big fellows of
certain sections to get together, assess
a sufficient amount to yield
substantial fund for work and take
on the lesser men only as they find
them willing to cooperate and be
"broad gauge." The policy heretofore
has been to " bid low to get the crowd."
It surely has been tried long enough to

themselves
a

prove its wisdom; now it is time to
chang^.
Many producers for sundry reasons
prefer to do their own selling, and if
they had accurate knowledge of conditions of crop and markets would do so
successfully. But it is seldom that they
have such information or know where
to get it. They depend on some one
trade paper, and if that chances to err
they suffer. To illustrate: Last fall one
of the trade papers said that, owing to
the large crop, prices would rule 1.5 to
20 percent below last year. Depending
on that many producers sold for about
that much less. But other producers
knew better; they had the National
Government's crop report, reports from
various associations and personal letters from different parts of the country
and they sold for30 to 50 percent above
what the others got. That fuller knowledge did not cost those who had it over
three or four dollars a year. Did it

Was it not safer to depend on
dozen sources of information and
base action on deductions from them
than to depend on one which this time
happened to be wrong ? For the crop
proved to be short of the market and
prices were equal to and in some places
above last year.
pay?

half a

Finally there is the matter of the
cost of producing the crop.
Figuring costs is not a simple matter

and needs fuller consideration than
can be given it now. Perhaps it should
have preceded this article on marketing, but the latter is still fresh in your
minds (painfully so with some of you),
so I guess it is as well to treat it first.
Providence, R. I.
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of the honey which will
enable banking houses to estimate the
probable price, money can be borrowed
to nearly the full value of the crop at a
very low rate of interest (probably
from 'iyi to 4 percent), which will enable the producer to hold his crop for
a time in order to take advantage of the

the quality

most favorable market.

We commend

Dadant

this

move

beekeep-

to

ers of other States.

THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
June

i>lanageiueut

This

month

of

the year, in the North and Middle
States, for it is the month of swarms
and large honey crop. Be sure and
have the supers on all strong colonies

they are whitening
Give
brood-combs.
plenty of entrance room. Well shaded
hives, young queens and ample ventilation will help prevent swarming, if
early, especially

if

tops of the

the

there

room

also plenty of

is

An

surplus.

contains to recognize that
do with as serious and posiscientist
as Uncle Sam ever

issue also

the most important

is

excess of

for the

drones

is

an

we have
a

tive

to

his people. Dr. Mclndoo
has volunteered to refrain from any
scientific expressions in the descriptions here published, in order to make
himself fully intelligible to all. As the
manner in which bees recognize each
other or distinguish between odors or
flavors is of practical importance, we

found among

are

all

interested in the studies of this
may also take pride in

question.

front with

no drone-comb.

in the

The bees should not be permitted

When this hapin clusters.
pens they need more super room, more
ventilation or more shade.
you want increase, beware of overdoing it. Better make less divisions
and have all your colonies strong. Be
sure that the queens reared are from
the best mothers.
Strong colonies
with prolific queens are the key to
If

success.

This

is

the

in Wi.sconsin
title

of

Bulletin No. 264

Agricultural Experiment Station of the Wisconsin University. It
is written by N. E. and L. V. France,
and nothing more needs be said concerning it, as these names recommend
of

the

Beekeeping

it.

more

to

is

coming more and

the front, and these

publica-

tions are a great help.

The

8en.se

Organs of the Bee

In this number our readers will find
the first article of a summary by Dr. N.
E.

Mclndoo concerning

the sense

his

studies of

organs of the honeybee.

Mclndoo

If

not already possess
titles to the attention of the public by
his previous studies, it would only require looking at the photo which this
Dr.

did

America has come

to the

who

are leaving
an imprint equal to that of the leaders
scientists

Old World.

to

hang out

Beekeeping

We

the fact that

incentive to swarming, as the burly
noisy fellows are much in the way.
No drones are reared where there is

Loo.sestrife

Honey

We

received a short time ago a sample of loosestrife honey from Mr. R.

New York. This is
time we have heard of this
plant yielding honey in sufficient quantity to be graded separately. The honey
is a very dark amber and rather strong
in flavor.
The "twang" resembles
slightly that of the sumac of the East
except that it is much stronger.
H. Terpenning, of

the

first

Standard Gra<les of Honey

We learn from the Western Honey
Bee that California beekeepers are just
now undertaking to do what should
have been done many years ago, to
standardize the grades of honey. Honey
comes from so many sources and the
mixtures vary to such an extent that it
will be rather dil'ficult to establish a
standard, but once a standard is established it will be of untold value in marketing our product.
California beekeepers are informed

money can be borrowed on warehouse receipts of honey, at low rates,
provided that it has been standardized
inspected and labeled by the State.
The matter of determining standards

that

Dr. N, E.

McIndoo

!

Foreign Beekeeping

We

are happy to say that, in spite of
bloodshed and strife, in war-torn
Europe, the progress of beekeeping is
The Swiss and Italian
continuing.
bee journals are appearing regularly.
The French-Swiss or Romanic "Bulletin d'Apiculture " has not missed a
single number. Its former editor, Mr.

the

Ulric Gubler,
chair in

March

resigned

his

of last year,

editorial

on account

advanced age. He was 80 years old
on May 18, 1915, and this anniversary
was celebrated not only bythe Orphan's
Home of which he has been the manaof

ger for over a quarter of a century,
but also by the city and Canton of
Neuchatel, who sent him numerous and
valuable presents.

He

is still

interested

His successor in the management of the Bulletin is Mr. Schumacher,
of Daillens, Vaud.

in bees.

France, the ancient I'ApicuIteur,
the oldest bee magazine in the
world, is still published, but irregularly.
Some other journals, such as " L'Abeille
In

now

June, 1916.

American Hee Journal k
Bourguignonne

"

" Revue Franappear as usual.
An occasional German bee journal
reaches us. In Russia also, the bee magazines are continuing in spite of difficulties.
We have lately received from
Tiflis, Transcaucasia, a publication describing the gray Caucasian bees as
distinguished from the yellow bees of
Erivan or Persian bees, The former
are said to be much more hardy than

and the

faise d'Apiculture "

the latter.

A map

tached

the

in

three

colors at-

pamphlet shows the
spots, between the Black Sea and the
Caspian Sea, in which the pure gray
Caucasian bee exists, as well as the
territory of the bee of Lenkoran and of
the crosses between the two.
to

The Smoke-Distre.ss Method
D. E. Lhommedieu writes: "In your
smoked-in queen, you forgot to give
the queen a puff or two as she goes in,
page 135."
I gave on page 135 the latest directions, as given by Arthur C. Miller
himself. Gleanings, page 108. Whether
Mr. Miller thought that final puff unimportant, or whether it was omitted
by oversight I do not know. At any
rate it was a part of previous directions,
and I thank Mr. Lohmmedieu for call-

ing attention to

Illinois

it.

c. c.

Committee

of

the

Beekeepers' Association
and the committee appointed to try to
secure a special apiary building at the
State Fair Grounds met at Peoria April
15.
The members present were E. J.
Baxter, president of the association,
Dr. A. C. Baxter, of Springfield, Aaron
Coppin, of Wenona, C. P. Dadant, of
Hamilton, and A. L. Kildow, State Inspector of Apiaries. Messrs. Jas. A.
Stone and C. Becker were absent.
Illinois State

Dr. Ba.xter reported to the committee
his interview with the secretary of the
State Fair as follows:

"The Agricultural Fair Management
agree to give to the Apiary Department
for 1916

all

the

ground

the
Building,

floor

and the empty combs returned.
The committee recommends to the
State Association at its next meeting
to apply for a bee and honey building
measuring 80x140 feet at the Fair
Grounds. The suggestion is made that
one long side of this building be next
to a grove of trees or a row of shrubbery and arranged with an upper gallery to place hives of bees or nuclei,
with an outlet for their flight under
the eaves, the hives to be glass hives or
nuclei for observation and display.
The committee voted to apply to the
State Fair Management, for 1917, for a
list of premiums amounting to at least
as much as is allowed by the State of
Minnesota, the amount of which is
$1168.
sub-committee is to be appointed by Pres. B?xter for that purpose.

A

in the libraries is such

as

to be found in

is

We

need an authoritative book on
which shall give only
enough of beekeeping to inform the
public as to how it is produced. Full
information as to the extent and value
of the industry should be included, as
well as extended and reliable information about the sources of honey and its
various uses and the value of bees in
pollination, etc. The work should be
published by one of the leading book
publishing houses, to insure as wide a
distribution as possible. If necessary
to insure its appearance from such a
the

subject

known publishing house, the beekeeping interests should guarantee a
sufficient support to induce them to
bring it out.

well

The material should be prepared in a
popular form in the best literary style
possible, in order to make it attractive
to tlie patrons of the libraries. There
are numerous hackwriters who employ
the preparation of
all their time in
popular articles for newspapers and
magazines. Such writers would find it
concerning

demand

library to

for their product.

difficult,

indeed, to get material enough
honey in the average
fill

a half

column

in a

news-

paper.

Winteriug Bees by

A
to us

Speciali.st.s

very interesting statement comes

from the division

of

bee-culture

the Minnesota University.

Reports
beekeepers show
that those who keep 50 colonies or
more have averaged only 5.3 percent of
loss, while those who own less than 50
colonies have suffered a loss of 11.2
percent average. It indicates that specialists are more successful than avershows that
age beekeepers.
It also
many of the losses of wintering can be
avoided by proper methods. As Instructor L. V. France puts it: "The
necessity for the average beekeeper to
take notice and secure the best information on proper wintering conditions
of

received

is

from

125

apparent."

of

Australian Bee Farming
By the kindness of Mr. Geo. Nisbet,
we have received an Australian Government pamphlet entitled, " Bee Farming." It may be a surprise to some
American beekeepers to read the
lowing passage:

others, bee farmers' leases, giving apiarists the right to farm over a mile or
two of country, are to be obtained at
the rate of one cent an acre.
" Victorian conditions make it necessary for a bee farmer on Crown lands
to take out two licences, the one which
gives him sole permission to use one
acre of land as a site for his apiary,
and the second— what is known as a
bee-range— secures the exclusive use
of the bee-flora to the holder over a
radius of one mile. No other licence
is allowed at a lesser distance than two
The first lease, that for the
miles.
apiary site, costs $0.24 per acre per
annum, and the second amounts to one
cent an acre, or approximately $20.60
per annum. Equally liberal conditions
are available in many of the other

and for

miles.

viduals.

only information on honey to be found

date people.

A

Sugge.stion to Writer.s

In current magazines we note the
advertisement of a new book entitled
" Cuban Cane Sugar," which is said to
be " an authoritative new book by
Robert Wiles, on Cuban cane sugar

and its development as an industry."
There is a field which the honey producers should cultivate as well. There
should be a good book on honey, not
for beekeepers but for general readers
About the
a reference book.

fol-

"In some States there are practically
no restrictions on the range of country
over which beekeepers may farm. In

northeast wing of the Dome
They assure the committee that it will not be difficult to secure
a special building for bees and honey,
for 1917, if a good exhibit is made in
1916.
Up to this time, they say, only a
limited exhibit has been made."
The date of the Fair is Sept. 15-23.
The committee decided that the State
Beekeepers' Association should make
an association exhibit, non-competing
and educational, and that the beekeepers should be urged to contribute voluntary and educational exhibits aside
from the personal and competing exhibits which may be entered by indiat the Fair.

meager mention
books on bee-

the

keeping.

The American Bee Journal urges the
beekeepers of Illinois to give their
hearty support to the State Fair move,
as the exhibit of honey and bees on a
large scale will be sure to increase the

m.

Beekeepers aud the State

Fair
The E.xecutive

The beekeepers of the State are also
requested to send or bring combs of
honey to be publicly used in running
a honey
extractor every day of the
Fair, as was done the past season at
the Minnesota State Fair.
For further
information on this address Dr. A. C.
Baxter, 301 Leland Building, Springfield. 111., who will have charge of this
part of the display. Honey received in
this way will be fully accounted for

States."

a good many beekeepers
country would be glad to pay a
round sum to be assured that no one
else would plant an apiary within two

No doubt

in this

Those Australians are up-toc. c.

M.

"
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A SHORT
The

First of a

TRIP INTO TEXAS
By

Series of Articles

the Editor, Giving His

Impressions of Texas Beekeeping
SEVERE

told me that a
to bees is a
technical journal, and that nothing in the way of travel experiences is
proper in such a publication. But hundreds of readers appear to have enjoyed
the account of my trip to Europe,
which was surely anything but techni-

A

critic

magazine devoted

cal.

Even some

Europeans whose
seemed to delight in it.

homes I visited
So I have concluded

to follow a simi-

and now give warning to the
solemn lover of exclusively technical
beekeeping discussions to stop right
here and pass on to another article.
lar path

Neither will

I

take

it

for granted that

arral," composed of scrubby live oak
and dozens of sorts of shrubbery. I
had already seen this, in a previous trip
to Texas, but had not fully comprehended that such lands as these were
the best honey-producing sections of

Texas, for

many

of

these shrubs

are

honey producers.
The weather was

dry, the dust and
the heat made the trip tiresome. But
we nevertheless watched the landscape.
Once in a while we saw an apiary, in
the brush.
found that some people
in Texas know how to advertise, for as
the, train sped along we read a sigil, in
large letters: "B. Robinson, Taylor,

We

any of you have ever visited Texas, but
will speak of it as if it were a newly discovered spot.
A cold Sunday morning, early in
March, when the thermometer stood at
20 degrees, and Cooper Lake, in front
of our ho ne, still had a coat of ice 8 or
10 inches thick, wife and I took the
train for San Antonio.
Our tickets
were bought by way of St. Louis and
the Iron

Mountain

We

railroad.

We

city

We

;

A

emphasis.

were going towards

the sun-

shine, indeed, and soon found it out.
Th,! temperature slowly raised during
the day, until at 2 p.m. the thermometer
marked !)0 degrees in the I'ullman
coach. Wife protested that if this were

Texas winter temperature she wanted
none of it. She proposed to return

home as promptly as possible.
The nature of the landscape changes
along the way. Hills change to plains.
Brush and pines change to immense
fields cultivated for corn and cotton.
After passing Austin, the capital, we
begin to see the cactus and the "chap-

The mesquite (Prosopis

limits.

fflandulosa), a noted honey-producing
tree looms up everywhere in the open
land. The trees were just budding and
promised abundant bloom. They are
in appearance, at a distance, somewhat
like an ill-kept fruit tree that is, as long
as the leaves are not on. Wife wondered
why they did not plant their orchards
They did look like ill-kept
in rows.
orchards, until we reached the real
chaparral, which is a wilderness.

morning when we awoke, we were in
Texas and much of the shrubbery along
the tracks showed green buds, ready to
few peach trees,
around farm homes, were in full bloom.
But we were yet far from the end of
our journey. Texarkana, the last city
in Arkansas, before reaching the Texas
line, is just a little over half way between St. Louis and San Antonio.
Did you ever try to measure the State
of Texas, as compared to other States
of the Union ? Placing them end to
end, four such States could not find
room, from east to west, on the map of
the United States. Another State, of
the same size, placed north of Texas,
would reach into North Dakota. Since
we were going into the south central
part of the State, the reader can understand why we traveled in Texas from 6
a.m. to 8 p.m., on the " Sunshine Special."
We crossed the Red river and
understood its name. It is red, with

How

We

Louis, 180 miles south. We were disappointed. There was still more snow
at St. Louis than at home, but the temperature was already milder. The next

out in leaves.

troubles.

expected to rest for an entire
day. But we counted without our hosts.
About 3 p.m., friend Le Stourgeon came
with the president of the local beekeepers' association, Mr. Lewis Maverick, an active lawyer and extensive
beekeeper, and invited us to ride in
to refuse?
Mr. Maverick's auto.
accepted and visited the city, the
parks, the barracks from which a few
days later the soldiers were to start in
visited
search of the villain Villa.
an apiary and found that the brush, the
chaparral, was thriving even within

The ground was covered with snow,
but we fully expected to see this white
mantle disappear before we reached St.

come

The night was pleasant, so was every
night of our stay, as the Gulf breeze
blows over the land. The next day was
warm, but not as torrid as we had anticipated, from the previous day's experience, and we found our clothes
very endurable. We became reconciled
to the climate and cheerfully agreed to
the continuation of our peregrinations.
There was a very decided advantage to
the climate. We both had left home
with colds. They had entirely disappeared during that hot day's ride and
did not come back. No wonder tourists come to
San Antonio for lung

The mesquite

is

a

dry season honey-

a number of
apiarists, in different sections of Texas,

producer.

Spanish Mission
Tex.,

Honey

in

the Distance

for Sale," just in front of
Good That is the

a fair-sized apiary.

!

way to succeed.
The sun at last went down,

to our
and the " Sunshine
reached San Antonio station at 8 p.m.,
where Mr. Le Stourgeon and his wife

great

relief,

awaited us. Look at the cheerful face
shown herewith and imagine how glad
you would be to have the owner of it
welcome you at the end of an 1100
mile trip.
They accompanied us to
our hotel, putting themselves at our
command for the following day. But
we needed rest and thought we would
certainly have to get some summer
clothes before we began our visits.
This was Monday, and the first beekeepers' meeting was set for Thursday,
at Pearsall, in Frio county.
So we had
ample time before us.

was told by

driest years are the best for
mesquite honey. Of course, there is a
limit.
When we were there, they had
not had an honest rain for eight months
and they needed one badly. The mesquite has two distinct blooming periods,
one in March-April, the other in JuneJuly. The reason why dry weather is
to honey-production from
favorable
that tree is not far to seek. In wet
weather it produces abundant stems
and leaves and only a little bloom. In
(Iry weather, like all suffering vegetation, it blooms abundantly.
Discussing this matter, Mr. Le Stoureon said to me: "The provisions of
Nature are wonderful and her mosaic
I have always
fits together gracefully.
mentioned this trait of the mesquite
shrub, when striving to point out her
wonderful adaptations. In wet or even
normal years, the rainfall produces
grass, corn, weeds and foliage for the
hungry fauna to feed upon, but when
the drouth comes and the long arid
summer stretches before them, the
mesquite mesas spring into bloom and
tons of the succulent and life-sustaining
mesquite beans hang within easy reach

that the

A Maguey Plant (Century Plant)— Old

I
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pertaining to the same subject
recently been published in the
Smithsonian Miscellaneous Collections,
Vol. G.5, No. H. This bulletin, entitled,
"The Sense Organs on the Mouthparts of the Honeybee," deals with the
sense of smell, taste and touch.. In order that beekeepers may better understand the various activities of their
bees, the writer will briefly summarize
the results in this second bulletin and
then add a few remarks about the uses
of the sense of smell and about the
other senses in the honeybee.
Up to date the writer has found organs of smell on the legs, wings, sting,

letin

has

mandibles ("jaws"), tongue, labial
and maxillre (appendages by the

palpi

tongue), on the "throat," in the cavity
leading to the mouth, on the sides of
head, and a few at the extreme bases
of the antenn;e (feelers). As an average a drone has about -3000 of these
organs
a worker about 2800, and a
queen about 2200. Experiments showed
that drones smell slightly better than
workers and considerably better than
queens.
Since drones have only one duty to
perform, it would appear that their
highly developed sense of smell is used
primarily in mating, and as a queen is
more or less an egg-laying machine,
such an acute sense of smell is not
needed, and compared with that of a
worker, it seems that her ability to
smell is somewhat degenerated.
In the higher animals the senses of
smell and taste are not sharply separated, and in the honeybee it will be
shown that these two senses are not
separated at all. For this reason the
honeybee possesses a combined sense
of smell and taste. The mouth-parts
cannot be removed, nor can they be
covered with any sticky substance without making the bees abnormal while
eating therefore, such operations are
useless in trying to find out how bees
distinguish differences between foods.
On account of the abnormal conditions
resulting from any kind of an operation, it was decided to find out whether
bees have likes and dislikes in regard
to foods and to make a careful study
of all the sense organs on and near the
mouth-parts.
In determining the first point more
;

E. G. LE STOURGEON, AND HIS AUTO USED FOR
DELIVERIES AND OUTYARD BEEKEEPING

OUR JOVIAL HOST

or fall upon the ground to "temper the
wind."
The mesquite country does not extend more than 30 miles north of San
Antonio and perhaps 60 miles east, but
to the south it extends beyond the Rio
Grande. The bees do well even within
a mile of that pretty city of a hundred
thousand. Why brush should be left
to grow undisturbed close to a large
It
city is explained by water shortage.
is a semi-arid climate and only where
irrigation is easy can they depend upon
bountiful farm crops. Cattle and bees
may be kept and made to thrive with
but little trouble comparatively. I then
understood why so many bee associations exist within a few counties while
many others have none.
Honey production is mainly "bulk
comb honey " throughout Texas. I
knew of it long ago, but did not know
that it was so universal. Ten-frame
hives, and half-story supers with frames
filled with thin-surplus foundation are
found everywhere. When the comb is
filled and sealed, it is carefully cut to
fit as closely as possible in tin pails or
cans. The few vacant corners are then
filled with extracted honey, of which
enough is produced for that purpose.
Sections of comb honey are rarely to
be found, not because the beekeepers
are unacquainted with the methods, but
because they say that bulk honey sells
best and pays best. To prove that they
are well informed in progressive beekeeping it is only neeessary to say that
in all our trip we did not see a single

box-hive.

The Texas crop of early honey ap
pears to have been good. A friend
sends us this item from Beeville
"The drouth has been a severe blow
to cattlemen and to farmers, but not so
with the bee-men. Already two carloads of honey cans have been received
here and they have gone like the proverbial hot cakes. Three more carloads have been ordered. Each carload
has cans enough to put up 75,000 pounds
of honey. The apiaries of this section
are busy places now and we are glad
the bee-men, at least, have profited by
the drouth."
:

[To be continued]
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A

second bul-

The Texas foulbrood law

Entomologist "to
order any owner or possessor of bees
hives without movable
dwelling in
frames, or not permitting of ready examination, to transfer such bees to a
movable-frame hive within a specified
time." The beekeepers of Texas seem
to be of the opinion that this is right.
In fact, this law was gotten up at their
urgent request and they are looking
But more of
after its enforcement.

empowers

the State

this later, for

we

will

soon meet the

State Entomologist himself and
look further into the matter.

we

will
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than 5500 bees were used in their normal state. Foods fed to them contained
repellents and those having the four
attributes of human taste sweet, bitsour, and salty.
The following
:

ter,

substances are the most important
ones used: carbolic acid, oil of peppermint, whiskey, various acids, formaldehyde, kerosene, lime-sulphur, seven different kinds of sugars, quinine, strychnine,

lemon

juice,

and

11 different salts,

including our common table salt. Some
of these substances were mixed with
honey, others were mixed with canesugar, while the various sugars were
made into candies. Cane-sugar candy,
three varieties of honey, sugar syrup
honey and pollen mixed, and honey
and sugar mixed, not containing any
of the above substances, were also fed
to bees.
It was found that bees generally avoid
foods containing repellents unless they
are forced to eat them when the pure
foods are removed. In such cases the
bees show preferences between the
foods containing the various repellents.
They are fond of their favorite food
flavored with whiskey, but they do not
like it as well as pure honey.
Bees show decided preferences between candies made of various sugars.
They cannot be forced to eat saccharine (a sugar 50(t times as sweet as cane
sugar) candy, but greedily eat manose
(a simple sugar) candy which kills
them as quickly as strychnine. They
are particularly fond of cane-sugar,
levulose (fruit sugar) and maltose (malt
sugar) candies, but care little for dextrine (a starch gum and not a sugar)
and lactose (milk sugar) candies.
They care little for raflinose (a sugar
from a certain Australian eucalyptus
plant) candy when they have the preference of cane-sugar, levulose or maltose candy, but much prefer it to dextrose (grape sugar) candy. Bees can
be forced to eat any of these candies,
except saccharine, when no other food
is present, but these experiments were
not aimed to determine what candies
agree with them best. Of these candies, they like cane-sugar candy best,
although levulose candy is a close
second.
The bees liked fresh basswood honey
much better than an old dark-colored
honey given to them. The source of

the latter honey was unknown. It was
taken in the crystallized form from old
combs and was then melted. They
care little for either sugar syrup (half
and half), or for basswood honey and
pollen (4 parts honey to 1 part pollen),
or for basswood honey and sugar (half
and half) when they are given pure
basswood honey at the same time.
In
these experiments
bees
also

showed marked

preferences between
foods containing bitter and sour suband
between
stances
the foods containing the various
salts.
They could
scarcely be forced to eat chinquapin
honey, and in a few instances showed
decided preferences between certain
foods while the writer could detect
only little or no differences between

same foods.
The preceding

the

results

clearly

dem-

bees have likes and
dislikes in regard to foods and can discriminate between some foods better
than we can. As a general rule, foods
agreeable to us are also agreeable to
onstrate

that

bees, but there are a few marked exceptions.
Substitutes for honey as
food for bees may be better than honey
in a few instances, but these investigations show that no substitute can be
had which will be liked by them as well
as the best pure honey.

That bees must first eat more or less
the foods before being able to discriminate differences between them,
of

unless they contain repellents, indicates that bees have a sense of taste,
provided this discrimination is not accomplished by means of the sense of

This point was decided after
making a study of all the sense organs
on and near the mouth-parts. Only
two types of sense organs were found.
The organs of smell, already briefly
discussed, make up
the first type.
These cannot be used as taste organs
smell.

because they rarely, and perhaps never,
come in contact with the liquid food
being eaten. Sense hairs form the second type. These also cannot serve as
taste organs because the liquid foods
cannot pass through their walls in
order to stimulate the nerves attached
to them.
Since bees are covered with a hard
outside coat, they cannot feel weak
pressures, and for this reason certain
hairs have
become connected with
nerves.
Nearly all the hairs on the
mouth-parts are connected with nerves.
The tongue is quite sensitive to touch,
because it has about 85 sense hairs,
which lie among the dead hairs so
easily seen on this appendage. These
long hairs are not true hairs and are
not connected with nerves. The mandibles or "jaws" are literally covered
with sense hairs and organs of smell.

These hairs are irregularly scattered,
except there is a curved row at the tip
of each mandible on the outer side. The
hairs in this row curve slightly over
the edge of the mandible toward the
biting surface or inner side. These
hairs may be roughly compared to the
fingers at the tips of the trunks of
elephants, although they are certainly
many, many times as sensitive. In fact,
the tips of the most sensitive human
fingers imaginable cannot be compared
in sensitiveness to the mouth-parts of
a worker-bee.
Such a keen sense of
touch easily explains how workers can
handle the eggs and larva; without injuring them, and why they are able to
mold the walls of their cells of a uniform thickness. The sense hairs of
the mouth-parts and also those on the
antennae enable the bees to communicate with each other merely by touch.
There are a few sense hairs in the
-cavity leading to the mouth, and the
fleshy three-lobed "tongue "-hanging in
front of the mouth bears two large
groups of sense hairs. In the mouth,
just in front of the pharynx, there are
two more large groups of sense hairs.
All over the head, on the throat, on
the legs and even on the body of t-he
bee, there are sense hairs so located
that it is impossible for a person to
touch a bee without touching some of
these hairs.

We are now ready to explain how
bees eat solid and liquid foods. By
means of sense hairs on the mandibles,
these appendages can separate the pollen or bee-bread into pieces small
enough to be swallowed. These pieces

are then dropped upon the extreme
base of the tongue which resembles a
small crane in that it may be moved up

and down, backward and forward and
from side to side. The upward movement carries the pollen to the mouth,
where it is pushed into the mouth by
means of the fleshy "tongue " covered
with sense hairs already mentioned.
Should a piece of pollen be too large to
pass through the esophagus, it could
not pass between the two groups of
sense hairs just in front of the pharynx
without touching them. In such a case
these hairs would cause the muscles

attached to the sides of the mouth to
contract whereby the pollen would be
thrown to the exterior. It is thus seen
that these sense hairs serve as a safety
device to prevent the bee from swallowing pieces of solid food too large
to pass through the esophagus.
When a bee smells food it at once
extends its tongue and touches the
food. The sense hairs at the tip of the
tongue inform the bee as to whether
the food is liquid or solid. If liquid, it

immediately eaten. But suppose it
candy containing an undesirable substance which the bee cannot detect
until the candy is dissolved.
At once a
small current of saliva passes through
the canal in the center of the tongue to
the tip of this appendage. As soon as
the saliva mixes with the food, a chemical or
physical change is brought
about, and this change perhaps liberates odors that were not smelled by
the bee before the food was eaten. The
dissolved food now passes through the
deep groove on the underside of the
tongue merely by capillary attraction.
Since the organs of smell on the
is

is

mouth-parts are almost in contact with
food as it passes from the underside to the upper side around the base
of the tongue, the faintest odor imaginable from the undesirable substance
could be detected by these organs.
This is why the writer claims that
the bee has a combined sense of smell
and taste, although it is easily seen that
this

the sense of taste really plays no part
in the reactions shown by bees while
eating. To us sometimes a food, before
being eaten, emits only a faint odor or
no odor at all; but when we eat it, we

perceive a
a case the

given

pronounced odor. In such
odorous particles are not

off until

the

food

is

taken into

mouth and mixed with saliva. The
same principle is certainly applicable
when bees eat candies which contain

the

undesirable substances emitting extremely weak odors. The liquid food
now lying on the upper side of the

tongue is raised to the mouth opening
where it is sucked into the mouth by
means of the pharynx acting as a powerful pump. The pharynx is able to do
this because it is supplied with several
large muscles.

The preceding closes the summary of
the writer's published bulletins pertaining to the senses of smell, taste and
touch. Since the writer is no longer
connected with the office of bee-culture
and perhaps will never study the senses
of the honeybee any more, a few remarks about the uses of the sense of
smell and about the other senses of
this insect may not be out of place here.
Washington, D. C.
[Concluded in July number.]
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Beekeeping in Chile
BY M. C. RICHTER.
IContinued from May.)

CHOOSING

a

much

location

in

Chile

is

choosing one in
This is due to the
California.
similarity of both the honey-plants and
the climate, the only difference being
very

like

that the seasons are the reverse.
The writer, after examining bee territory over a large area, finally decided
to locate in the Melipilla Valley at a
point about 40 miles from Santiago.
The location was half way between the
foothills of the coast range and the
river that flows through the valley. It
was expected that here the bees would
breed up in the spring on the mustard
and wild radish of the pasture lands,
which would put them in fine shape
for the foothill bloom from vuillai and
corontilla. Then, in summer, the bees
could work chiefly on alfalfa and white
clover. In the fall there would be considerable peppermint along the river
that might yield a surplus. Altogether,

under California conditions, it looked
very much like a 300 colony location.

i.-ANOTHER VIEW OF SAN ANTONIO. FACING THE SAME DIRECTION
BUT SHOWING WESTERN PORTION OF THE APIARY— (Note liangini; swarm

FIG.

)

treatment upon this
bees ? Had they degenerated ? Would they swarm to such
an extent that it would be most difficult
to handle them along practical lines ?
With these thoughts in mind, the
writer, in the spring of 1912, secured
an old fashioned Chilian apiary. The
fall before it numbered 127 colonies,
but now it had dwindled to 84. These
were transferred to Langstroth hives
and increased to 200. This apiary was

years of severe
Italian

THE CHILIAN

BEE.

The location was there, to be sure,
but how about the bees ? As stated in
the previous article, the bees are descended from two colonies out of 25
that were brought from Italy 70 years
ago. The conditions following their
introduction were most adverse. Wintering, for instance, was passed in hives
having the equivalent in comb area of
but six or seven Langstroth frames.
Instead of having 30 or 40 pounds of
honey as winter stores, they had perhaps less than 10. A winter loss of
nearly 50 percent was the result. Furthermore, the swarming during this
period was incessant, due principally
to the very cramped condition of the
colony. For the queen, after filling
the equivalent of, say three Langstroth
frames of

worker-comb and two

of

drone, was soon compelled to leave
with a swarm. Moreover, second and
third swarms were nearly as frequent
as prime swarms.
What was the eflfect then of these 70

called

strain

San

of

Antonio (Figs.

I

and

II).

Later in the season a nearby apiary of
100 colonies was added, making 300
colonies in Langstroth frames.
Accurate records were kept of the
transferred.
After the
84 colonies
summer's honey crop was harvested,
six of these colonies were selected as
possible breeders. There had been extracted from these six an average of 214
pounds of honey, and during the entire
month of December their brood-nests
contained 10 solid frames of brood.

The one colony that was

finally selected

from had maintained a 10frame brood-nest from Nov. 18 to Jan.
to breed

15, and on Dec. 8 had as many as 14
frames of brood. This colony did not
swarm, and, in addition to drawing out

27 sheets of foundation, produced 220
pounds of honey.
It is believed that the queen ancestors of this colony, for the 70 years
past, did not have room during the
height of the breeding season, to lay
even half the eggs that this queen did.
The Italian bees of Chile have had a
hard struggle for existence. Inconsequence, those that survive today possess great vigor and hardiness, perhaps
to a greater degree than many of the
so-called modern apiaries in the United
States.
But the reader must not imagine that
a Chilian apiary, transferred to movable frame hives, within one or two
years can be made equal to an apiary
of properly bred bees in this or any

other country.
There was but little
uniformity in the production of the
colonies of this apiary. It will take
years of proper application of scientific
breeding to overcome this. But "new
blood " is not necessary. The above
mentioned breeding colony, during
her second and third seasons, maintained her position amongst the "first
ten" of the 300 colonies in the apiary.
The Chilian strain of the Italian bee
would be known in America as " leather
colored." Bees from various parts of
Chile were examined, and in every instance the workers were of uniform
markings. The queens were, perhaps
slightly more uniform than our leather
colored.
The drones, on the other
hand, were not at all uniform. They
were leather colored, or showed graduations from leather to black, as we
find them in some of our colonies that
we term pure Italians.
In disposition the Chilian bee is very
mild. It is not at all necessary, even in
large apiaries, to wear a veil before
extracting time.
SW.VRMING.
In apiary San Antonio the first season there were 49 swarms, the second,
a poor season, only 8. This indicated

FIG.

I.

-APIARY SAN ANTONIO FACING WEST. AND SHOWING
ON THE EAST SIDE OF THE BUILDINGS

150

COLONIES

that after all swarming was perhaps not
Such, however,
a serious problem.
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was not the case, for the third season
showed a total of 140 swarms. On Oct.
9, for instance, 14 swarms issued, and
from the 13th to the 18th of the same
month five swarms issued daily. This
was during foggy and drizzling weather.
Strange to relate it was fully two
months later before the main honey
flow started; then 19 more swarms
issued.
L.\BOR.

The farm laborer
in

wages from

15

in Chile receives
to 25 cents a day,
fluctuations in the

according to the
rate of Chilian exchange. The laborer
must board and house himself. The
working day consists of 12 hours. In
return, however, he receives from two
to four acres of land to dwell upon.

What, then, was the necessity for a
power extractor, when 20 cents would
revolve the baskets for 12 hours. It is
no expense to keep the weeds
down, in and about the apiary.
Felix Soto (Fig. Ill), the writer's
best bee hand, learned beekeeping at
20 cents a day. This salary soon received a substantial raise. When Felix
could stock nuclei, introduce queens,
etc., he felt quite proud of being a 30cent rnan. Today he has full charge
of apiary San Antonio, and there is
every reason to believe that he is succeeding. Apiary Marruecos (Fig. IV)
another apiary of 300 colonies is now
handled by a Japanese, A. Hatae, who
is a very careful and thorough student
also

of apiculture.

Although some of
good, there

this

cheap labor

is

great deal that is bad.
Slost of the help cannot be trusted.
The writer soon found that two good
sized padlocks, one on either end of
his solar wax extractor, were the only
means of protection. In apiary San
Antonio there were no less than 11
locks and keys necessary. With all
these precautions, however, the writer
was caught napping.
One night he
left just outside the extracting house a
super full of dry brood combs, thinking that nothing in the world would
is

a

MARRUECOS CONTAINING 300 COLONIE.S ON CONCRETE
BUT WITHOUT THEIR WIRESCREEEN ALIGHTING "BOARDS" BASIS

4.-APIARY

KIG.
.

them before morning (no wax
A hungry dog, however, had
in some manner broken through the
fence surrounding the apiary and had
eaten every bit of pollen in the combs!

scamp had several accomplices, each of
which was similarly equipped.
San Francisco, Calif.

TRANSPORTATION DIFFICULTIES.

Get Ready for the Honey Flow

disturb

moths).

frequently happens that the railroads in Chile lose considerable freight

BY

It

through

theft.

Honey

in this respect. Of late
largely in sealed cars.

on record where
rived

at

its

a

is

no exception

it is

transported

There is a case
car of honey ar-

destination with seal un-

broken and some of the honey gone;
that is, several of the barrels were
empty. The cause of this shortage was
soon detected. Evidently while the car
was stalled in transit along some siding
an enterprising Chilian, crawling beneath the car, with a good sized brace

and bit, soon established direct communication between the bottom of a
honey barrel and a leceptacle previously provided. Doubtless this clever

THERE

is

three

four

F.

GREINER.

no better place for a beekeepers' meeting than the workshop of an extensive honey producer, though such a meeting might
not be attended by any more than
or

interested persons. I
that such meetings be
arranged for by the beekeepers all over
our land, and if possible frequently;

would suggest

they will be found very profitable at
any time of the year. This by way of
introduction of what I wish to say on
the subject of "Preparedness."
The
reader need not fear that I will say
anything on building battleships or increasing our standing army or anything of the sort. It is only along the
line of getting ready for the 1916 campaign from the honey-producers' standpoint.

There were quite a few beekeepers
season who were caught with no
dishes ready to catch the honey when
the downpour came. Supers had to be
emptied and refilled with sections.
last

Comb

foundation as well as sections
had to be ordered hastily and shipped
by express; same with receptacles for
extracted honey. One of my neighbors,
I observed, is
sawing out and nailing
up a lot of wide frame section holders
just now.
He has also a liberal supply
of sections on hand, and has ordered
suflficient comb foundation not to
be
caught again. Another friend was getting his supers ready, filling the sections with sheets of comb foundation.
He had gotten along pretty well with
his

work.
can

We

never

tell

before hand

how

the honey season may turn out, and to
be on the safe side we should always
be well supplied with all and everything
that can possibly be needed. Many do

FIG.

^.-CHILIAN BEE

HAND INSPECTING A COLONY OF BEES

not order or supply themselves with
shipping cases for comb honey or glass
packages for the extracted until the
crop is secured; but even this is not
the best way. Such things do not de-

.
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eriorate if they have to be held over.
not wait until the rush is on before
you order a supply. But a short time
ago I oflfered a near-by beekeeper his
supply of sections at the price I paid,
taking 25,(HI(), but he refused, saying he
would wait until he saw the need. If I
have to hold his sections until then, of
course, he will have to pay 20 percent
more for the goods. It will be to my
advantage and I ought not to find fault.
As to the real work now of getting
hives and supers ready a few suggestions might not come amiss.

Do

Brood-frames, shall we wire them ?
how? I find that the deeper the
frame the more necessary it is to
strengthen the comb foundation to
keep it from sagging. The painting of
the upper portion of the foundation
will probably solve the problem in the
cheapest way. One or two horizonal
wires for the Langstroth frame would
help to keep the comb where it belongs. It would not in itself prevent
sagging. Even four horizontal wires
do not accomplish this end, even if
put in ever so tightly stretched. In
If so,

better comb will result when
the wire is rather slack; when taut,
buckling between the wires very often
am using a comb of -ih
results.
I
inches of depth here no sagging ocfact, a

;

curs with medium weight brood foundation, but I consider a horizontal wire
of advantage, even then, in order to
hold the foundation in the center of
the frame. When frames are spaced l;s
inches or less from center to center it
is much more necessary to have the
foundation in the center of the frame
than when the spacing is more, one or
two wires will be sufficient to hold the
foundation in the Langstroth frame
where it belongs.
With lj4 inch spacing there is little more
beeway, and we may be a
little more careless, we may dispense
with the wires and even use the loose
hanging frame. To prevent sagging in
deep frames, perpendicular wiring will
do, as Dr. Miller's splints also. That
kind of wiring will demand a stiff
bottom-bar.

flat top-bar with no groove.
frame has to be used the second time the groove is a drawback.
We are now cleaning up our supers,
scraping the section-holders and sep-

the sections when clamped together in
the super holds it and makes a most per-

arators, the supers themselves, the inside and the edges. A great deal of
propolis intermingled with particles of
wax, which should be secured, is the
Different beeresult of this scraping.
keepers use different tools for this
work. I observed a friend the other
day using an uncapping knife, the tip
end i'i) of the blade being broken off.
piece of
He said it worked nicely.
steel 2^x6 inches, from a broken crosscut saw serves my purpose well. I
keep the edges filed square.

therefore not much used. I have been
obliged to cut the foundation into
sheets to fit the sections, and then
fasten these little sheets in with some
sort of a machine like the Daisy, or an
improvement on this. 1 have not found
it practical to use sheets of foundation
to exactly fill or fit the section.
There
must be a little space left at the sides
as well as at the bottom. At the bottom in particular there will have to be
a space of
or ^^s inch. The same
space must be left, when bottom starters are used, between that and the
sheet of foundation above it. Extra
light section foundation is apt to sag
more or less, and therefore allowance
has to be made.
I am
not sure that it would do very
much harm if the sheet of foundation
exactly fitted the section laterally, but

I

prefer a

When

a

A

When all our supers and frames are
cleaned we proceed and make up the
sections and fill with full sheets of
comb foundation. I have been looking around for some time to see if
there was not a better method to do
this work than my way of doing it, but
nothing has impressed me very much
so far. I do not use a machine for
folding. I have never seen the need of
one, as it does not facilitate the work.
In fact, but little time can be gained at
best by the use of a machine for that
purpose. I easily fold 1000 per hour by
just using my hands folding the sections into a square corner improvised
by a piece of scantling clamped against
the work-bench projecting above the
bench the height of section when
folded. The dovetailed ends are pushed
together with the hands. I demonstrated the operation before a small
gathering of beekeepers a few days
ago to their entire satisfaction.
What shall be the shape and
the

comb foundation

to

admit that

with

the split

managed

in

size of

I have
no experience
section, which may be
I

starters

?

have

such a manner as to avoid

the cutting of the foundation into
little sheets.
In other words, we may
insert a long strip of the material into
the four sections of the holder at one
operation, and we need not use any
artificiil means to stick it (the foundation) fast to the wood. The pressure of
all

fect job,

I

suppose.

However, this style of sections has
not met with favor generally, and is

'.i

it

seems

room

a little

is

necessary to

make

the fastening by the Daisy or
similarly working machines practical.
It IS practical to fasten sheets of foundation into sections by the hot wax
method, using a pencil brush. In fact,
this method most securely fastens the
sheets, and none ever drop off while

handling or transporting ready supers
to the outyards; in this case sheets

may

be cut to exactly fit the sections
laterally; but the method is slower and
not popular with the majority of honey

producers.

I

have concluded that

it is

use as much comb
foundation in sections as possible,
although I took the opposite stand at

most profitable

to

one time.

As said above, I want the sheets of
foundation for my 4x5 sections in
height ,'4 to ^8 inch less than the inside
dimensions of the section, which would
be between 4;V and 4% inches. In
width I would have the sheet just 3}^
inches wide at top and 3^^ or 3^8 wide
I have used them thus for
at bottom.
years with good results. The bottom
starter is not needed, and is of advantage only with the first supers when the
occasionally begin their work
bees
here.

The
easily

sheets of foundation may very
be cut the desired shape with

almost no waste in a properly arranged
cutting bo.x, cutting 12 to 15 sheets at a
time. The foundation should not be

too

warm when

this

work

is

done.

I

have worked in the cellar at times when
the temperature was high outside. I
also often do the work of handling the
foundation and fastening the sheets
into sections during the early morning
hours in the summer time.
There are some who do not deem it
best to put foundation into sections
until wanted for use.
I have not discovered that it makes any dirterence
whether this is done just so or not.
The principal thing is to have the supers ready when needed.
The same
rule is true when running for extracted
honey; have all e.xtracting supers ready
and have plenty of them.

F.

GREINER USES FULL SHEETS WITH SUFFICIENT ROOM SO THE
FOUNDATION WILL NOT "BUCKLE
"

I find worker-comb in the extracting
supers is more profitable and satisfactory than drone-comb.
Naples, N. Y.
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17.—The Honey-Producing
Plants
BY FRANK

C.

PELLETT.

Wkotoerai>ks bv the

atttkor.)

the uncertain and backward
spring which has just passed, the
writer has taken a great deal of
interest in trying to determine the value
of the spring wild flowers to thehoneyAside from references to fruittDees.
bloom, dandelion and the forest trees,
such as maple and willow, the author
has been able to find few statements of
value in determining the importance of
the spring blossoms. This season in
our section the days when the bees
could go to the field for forage have

DURING

been few and far between. Brood rearing started early, and as a result many
colonies were on short rations, and

the flowers are taken to the laboratory,
there is an advantage in getting a picture of the plant in its natural environ-

ment.
In western Iowa the first wild flower
to appear is a small white trillium,
commonly called " wakerobin." During its period of bloom there were few
times when the bees could go afield,
but when they df8 go they sought these
flowers eagerly. It was impossible to
determine with any degree of success
whether or not they were getting nectar.
Since these spring flowers can
never be of importance aside from the
assistance they give the bees in early
brood-rearing, and as pollen is as valuable at that period as is nectar, the
matter is not important. No photograph was secured suitable for reproduction as conditions were not favorable.

GARDEN FLOWERS.
In cities and towns such introduced
species as crocus, scillas, etc., take the
place of the wild flowers. The bees
sought the blossoms of the Siberian
squill, Scilla siberica, very eagerly and
appeared to get some nectar although
as with the others the matter was not
definitely determined. This is an Old
World flower which is very attractive
when naturalized in the grass of parks
or lawns. The blossoms are blue and
appear some time in advance of the
fruit trees.

soms about

Figure 77 shows the bloshalf natural size.
Flower
find this a very desirable

lovers will
plant to grow by hundreds or thousands. Aside from planting the bulbs
no care and it blooms in
it requires
spring before time to mow the lawn,
and the plant has died down again before it is necessary to clip the grass
thrives without
closely.
It not only
care in a stiff sod of a well-kept lawn,
but adds a touch of beauty at a season
when there is little enough that is attractive to be seen.
The crocus blossoms were out at the
same time as the squill. This plant is
a native of the Mediterranean region
of Europe, but is widely cultivated in
this country for its attractive flowers
which range from white to purple in
Figure 78 shows a honeybee
color.
searching for some honey treasure in
a crocus blossom.

THE BLOODROOT.
The bloodroot, Sanguiiiaria canadensis, is

a

common

moist woods of

wild

flower in the

our northern States.
It blooms early in April, and is eagerly
sought by the bees for pollen. The
plant

is

shown

£SS^

all

at Fig. 79.

SPRING BEAUTY.

Figure 80 shows a bee gathering pollen from a blossom of spring beauty.
These little flowers grow abundantly
FIG. 77.- BLOSSOM

OF THESIBERIAN SQUILL

in the

woods from Nova Scotia

to Sas-

many died from starvation where their
owners did not take the trouble to insure sufficient stores. When they could
get out they made the most of everything in sight, and the fact that bees
were to be seen eagerly seeking the
blossoms did not in itself establish the
fact that they were getting much help
from any particular plant.
At one time when a hive was opened
considerable thin nectar
there was
which had evidently just been brought
Yet as far as could be ascertained
in.
there was nothing available except the
wild flower blossoms. Maple and willow had passed their blooming period
with the weather so unfavorable that
the bees could not fly. Box-elder or
had not yet opened.
fruit blossoms
Possibly there was something within
reach which the writer overlooked, but
the indications were decidedly to the
effect that the bees were finding these
spring blossoms of much help in tiding

them over an unfavorable

period.

The photographs

with this article
were taken in the field, with one exception.
A camera was carried along and
notes taken on the blossoms which the
bees were visiting and the picture made
where the flower grew. While it is not
possible to get as satisfactory pictures
in some respects in this way, as where

FIG.

-BEE VISITING A CROCUS BLOSSOM-THE CROCUS
FIRST FLOWERS TO BLOOM IN SPRING

IS

ONE OF THE
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katchewan and Alaska, and southward
and Alabama. (Yny/onni
one of the most widely
American wild flowers and
may be expected in woodlands almost
anywhere except the extreme southern
States.
The bees have sought it very
eagerly on the few days when they

to Georgia
virgitiica is
scattered of

could By during its early period of
bloom. It was just at its best when
fruit bloom opened
ter pasturage ^to be

and there was bethad.

All the bees

which the writer observed at work on
this plant seemed to be gathering pollen only.

VIRGINIA WATERLEAF.

The Virginia

waterleaf, Hydrophyl-

Itim virginicmn, does not bloom until
after the fruit blossoms are gone and
so has less competition for attention

than some other plants that come into
It
bloom during the same period.
blooms abundantly and grows luxuriantly in moist woods. The bees have
been so eager for the blossoms of this
plant in the writer's wild garden and in
the surrounding woods
for several
years past, that he has come to regard
it
as quite
a valuable honey-plant,
although nowhere so listed as far as
can be learned. Figure 81 shows the
blossom and leaf of this plant while
Fig. 82 shows masses of the plants in
bloom.
Apiaries in the vicinity of
woodlands should find this plant of
considerable value, judging from the
writer's limited observation.
Atlantic, Iowa.
Copyright: ioi6. by Frank C. Pellett.

European Foulbrood
LETTER BV W.

DEAR
you

DR.

S.

PANGBURN TO

DR.

MILLER.

MILLER:— The

used in treating
•foulbrood in those two

method
European
colonies

in your article on " Foulbrood at Dr.
Bee Journal
Miller's," in American

(raising the brood-nest

and putting the

FIG.

a,..—

BEE GATHERING POLLEN FROM SPRI.NG BEAUTIES

queen below on clean combs), was a
failure with me with but few exceptions.
Did you ever try that again ? If so,
what success ? I had no confidence in
of the treatit from the very nature
the first thing I
ment, and it is
I
have
ever questioned from you.
had the best success in caging the
queen for 10 days and then give a
clean set of combs and raise the old
brood-nest and use it for extracting.
Of course, every one would not have
the combs, but I think it safer to take
away the old brood-nest whenever pos-

U seems there is no European
foulbrood after these combs are filled
with honey and extracted, at least I
sible.

Fig. ai.— Blossom of Virginia

have found

it

so.

I

Waterleaf

have also found

diseased combs can be put on top of
clean colonies provided there is no
larv?e in them to feed a queen-excluder
and a clean body betiveen the brood-nest
and diseased body, get them cleaned up,
filled with honey, and not transmit the
disease below.
I have yet to find one single instance

where I thought the queen was to
blame for the disease, and I have done
all I

could to bring this about.

Until

I

am shown

differently I will retain the
idea that in the vast majority of cases
the nurse bees are to blame for the
spread of the disease. I have some
proof for this last statement that I will
not explain here. I may be wrong,
however; I hai'e been before.
European foulbrood cost me some-

FIG. 7P.-THE

BLOODROOT BLOOMS EARLY WHEN BOTH NECTAR AND
POLLEN ARE SCARCE

thing

last

summer

because

my

bees

were getting the disease from other
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sources faster than I could get rid of it,
but I would not take a considerable
sum for what I have learned.
Center Junction, Iowa.
DR. miller's answer.

Your experiences are

interesting.

I

out blubbering over the
that may need the hoe.

Marengo,

Relation

do not remember that I tried again
putting the diseased brood over excluder, leaving queen below.

few

weeds

their

111.

Between

Apliid Infes-

tation and Blight Infection
BY

J.

H.

MERRILL, PH.

0.

think it safer, in addition to caging the queen for 10 days, to give her
clean combs, putting the old, combs
above an excluder. Undoubtedly. Yet
those of us who do no extracting cannot take advantage of that plan. However, the proportion of failures with
merely caging the queen is so small
that it cannot make such a very great

Assistant Entomologist. Kansas Slate
turat Experiment Station

difference.
You also

"hold-over" cankers on the limbs,
which exude a gummy substance filled

You

found diseased combs with
no unsealed larvie, put two stories
above a healthy brood-nest, did no
harm. Yet I suspect if you followed
that up long enough you would now
and then find an exception. For the
spores are in that upper story, and
there

while

now and

little

is

probability that

then one of those spores will

be carried down and fed to a larva,
the fact is that so long as there are
any spores in any of the combs of a
colony, no matter how far removed
from the brood-nest, there is always a
chance of infection. Indeed, we may
go a good deal further than that. Take
an apiary in which European foulbrood
has been, and suppose it has been so
cleaned up that not a spore can be
found in any comb, hive, or super in
the apiary, and that there is not a diseased colony within a thousand miles,
yet there is a chance that the disease
may break out at any time. For in
cleaning up, the bees have carried out
millions of spores, and they are scattered all over the ground in all directions about the apiary. There is a
chance that one of those spores may
become attached to the foot of a bee
that lights on the ground, to be carried
into the hive and by some means get
into the breakfast of a baby bee, and
there you are with European foulbrood
on your hands again. There may be
not one chance in a million, but all the
same the chance is there.
Let us return to that plan of putting
the diseased brood over excluder, leaving the queen below. It appears that I
tried it in two cases and it was a success in both. You tried it, and it was
generally a failure, although a success

many years
FORmary
to put

Agricuh

has been custothe blame upon the
honeybee for spreading the various
formsof blight, commonly called " blosit

all

som

"twig blight," "fire
blight,"
It is known
blight," "pear blight."
that this disease passes the winter in
with blight bacteria, in the spring. It
also known that in order to damage
twigs and blossoms the bacteria have
to "be carried by some agency from
these cankers to other parts of the tree.
As bees visit orchards when in bloom,
they were considered to be the agency
by which this blight is spread. For
years this was accepted without any
questioning.
However, it has been noticed that
present in young trees
blight was
growing in nurseries which never had
bloomed and which consequently ofis

fered no attraction to bees. It was
also noticed that new growth which
appeared on apple trees after blossoming time was blighted and there seemed
to be no reason for blaming the bees
as they did not frequent such twigs.
Experiments have been carried on
of late to determine what other insects
might play a part in spreading this disease.
In order for blight to appear on
a young tree which never has bloomed,
or on new growth twigs, it is necessary
for the bacteria to gain an entrance
into them. How can this be more
easily accomplished than by sucking
insects crawling over the cankers.

the young growth with
beaks and thus introducing the

later piercing

bacteria into the twig?
Experiments are now being carried
on by the entomologists of the Kansas
Station to
Agricultural Experiment
relation exists between
blight infection. At Cornell Experiment Station, it was definitely proved that sucking insects, such
as the tarnished plant bug, can and do
spread the blight.
In Kansas, observations on the relation of the abundance of aphids to the
severity of blight infection have been
carried on during the years 1913, 1914,
and 1915. In the spring of 1913, large
numbers of green aphids were noticed
clustering on the unopened apple buds.

show what
aphids and

Several orchardists were induced to
spray their trees with a contact insecLater,
ticide to control these aphids.
blight appeared quite generally in the
apple orchards, but it was noticed that
in those in which the aphids had been
controlled very little of this disease
was present. In 1914, there were very
few aphids and very little blight. In
the spring of 1915, the aphids again appeared in very large numbers, but this
year more of the orchardists controlled
the aphids by spraying their trees before blooming time with a contact inlater in
Blight appeared
secticide.
every orchard in which the aphids were
not controlled, while there was practically no blight in those orchards which
had been sprayed with a contact insecticide.
Jonathan trees are very susceptible to blight injury, yet in a large
block of these trees, part of which were
treated for aphids and part untreated,
blight was found only in the untreated
portion.

These observations, which have been
carried on for three years, show that
there is a direct relation between the
aphid infestation and blight infection.
It is not the intention to claim here
that aphids are the only carriers, as
other sucking insects have also been

What does that prove ?
of anything. It might be
thought that it proves it is sometimes a
success. Not at all. For sometimes
bees clean up of themselves, and the

in a

few cases.

Not much

treatment
it

at

proves

was

It

it is

For

all.

to do
might be thought that
sometimes a failure. Not

may have had nothing

in the case.
it

effective

may

be that the treatment
every case that you
colonies treated were

in

tried, but the
freshly infected
eased colonies.

from neighboring

dis-

of this is that, do the best
can, there are chances lurking in
wait; but if we stop the feeding of
brood for a certain time the chances
are so favorable that we may go right
on producing crops of honey without
worry, fighting the disease whenever it
shows itself again, just as we keep on
raising good crops of garden stuff with-

The moral

we

FIG.

8J-VIRGINIA

WATERLEAF

IN

AUTHOR'S WILD GARDEN
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found

These

may

show

results tend to

tirely too

Towards the termination of
honey season the super space is
gradually withdrawn so that all incoming honey is stored — natually, since it
is the top of the hive — in the second
brood-chamber as fast as the young
bees emerge from the cells. This effec-

of prunalso be responsible for

Improper care

guilty.

ing tools
its spread.

much blame

that en-

has been hith-

attached to the honeybee as an
agent for spreading blight. The honeybee visited orchards which had been
freed from aphids as well as those
which had not, yet blight was found
only in the portions infested with
aphids. Further experiments are be-

erto

There is no loss of brood, as
it cannot get chilled nor does it starve
owing to a dearth of nurses while the
young bees seldom, if ever, desert the
new stand. The supers from the parent colony may be extracted or used
to entice other colonies to work "up-

when

the

removed!
all

get

crammed

one story
second brood-chamber is
Sometimes the bees cannot

is

into

In mild seasons, the
placed over the body of
and left to winter in that

inside.

brood-nest

is

empty combs
position.

Hives and

Using the 8-frame bodies in the manner described reduces the swarming
difficulties to the minimum, while in
our every day work we have proved, to

Swarms

no frame
or other hive stands out preeminently

our satisfaction

BY TARLTON RAYMENT.

at least, that

the advent of spring the quesWITH
tion of swarm control crops up

with regularity; that the subject
as fresh as the vernal greenness
may be gauged from the prominence
given to recent discussions. With your
permission, Mr. Editor, and with all
due apologies to those writers whose
schemes we have unintentionally plagiarised, Iwe shall endeavor to detail our
treatment of colonies that insist on
is still

first love.

It is

;

sents itself

with

our system of work-

The size of the
number of frames

hive, and the
constitute such
an elaslic whole, that we are never
forced to extract from combs containing brood; they are simply moved to
the sides of the super. On the next
visit they are free from brood and full
ing.

large

a crop

of

honey with

its

We

accompanying drawing.
be perN. B.— Should queencells
mitted to remain in the super contiguous to the queen, the intention will be
defeated by the reissue of the swarm.
The provision whereby the queen is
kept at a distance from the cells is a
vital portion of the scheme.
Gippsland, Australia.

Pacific

CANVASS

homa and Pennsylvania had no

exhibhoney, and manifested no interest
in its production; while other States
that produce honey extensively apparently did. not consider the occupation
Especially is this attitude
seriously.
true of Indiana and Texas.
The manager of the Indiana Building
somewhat reluctantly explained that
his State was giving very little official
attention to the honey industry, probably for two reasons, because there
were such quantities of wild honey,
and because other pursuits were more
profitable to the farmers. This gentleman had specialized in animal husbandry, yet the housing of the bee had
never been considered by him, although
Indiana is rich in bee-pasturage. Under propitious natural conditions it did
seem a bit strenuous to set up an apiary
when, according to our informant, one
could go out and gather honey by the
pound from a hollow tree in the back

its of

;

difficulty pre-

is

have
natural corollary, hard cash.
endeavored to illustrate the position
and arrangement of the combs in the

States, Arkansas, Illinois, Iowa, Maryland, Massachusetts, New Jersey, Okla-

of extended

no

jective

A

—

practice, however,

The practices here described are not
put forth as original, but the plans outlined are practical, and, with us at least,
have provided a constant and reliable
method of handling bees when the ob-

of the Panama Pacific
International Exposition exhibits
on Sept. 23, 1915, revealed some
curious phases and facts concerning
honey-growing in the United States
as well as in foreign countries.
Of the 26 State buildings visited, only
one, California, exhibited honey, and
few exhibited other food products in
Eight of these
their State buildings.

but they are synonymous also
larger sizes of Langstroth hive. Experience, however, sent us back to our

in

stairs."

BY CHARLES DUFF STUART.

—

generally conceded by beekeepexperience, that the
swarming problem is greater with the
8-frame than with any other standard
hive, yet we have found no material
difference in the bees' behavior due to
the house they live in. We have no set
rule nor limit to the number of bodies
and combs each colony shall occupy.
It not infrequently happens, during a
flow, that the colonies of an entire
yard tenant hives of four stories two
bodies each containing 8 frames for
brood, while the remaining couple
have 7 frames each for supers. The
bees actually use 30 frames. The use
of supers even on the 10-frame size is
universal.
What, then, constitutes a
large hive ?
The whole subject of swarm control
hinges mainly on the management of
the apiarist, while the hive pattern is
but a minor factor, bearing in mind, of
course, our refusal to be tied down to
any specific number of frames. Since
the queen may utilize 16 or more frames
for brood and eggs, there is little or no
use for queen-excluders frior to the
issue of the swarm.
It may be objected that brood in the
honey frames is very inconvenient
when extracting. In theory that is so

;

Exposition

Like many American apiarists, we
have a predilection for the dimensions
of the 8-frame hive, and time was when
we experimented with the Heddon or
Bolton pattern, as it is known in Aus-

ers

nuclei.

Honey at the Panama

swarming.

tralia,

profitably be divided into

tached

population

Manhattan, Kan.

may

of honey.

the

tually precludes the future use of the
combs for brood purposes. When
severe winter threatens, what a mighty

ing carried on by the Entomology Department of the Kansas Agricultural
Experiment Station to secure additional data on this subject.

t

as

a regulator

stinct.

of

the colonizing inis the paramount

Management

influence.

With our system, which

entails the
queens' wings, we await,
free from all misgivings, the advent of
the big swarms from the 4-story hives.
When the expected happens, the parent hive is removed to one side, temporarily, while the swarm is provided
with two bodies of dry comb. A queenexcluder covers 'the top.
The two
brood-chambers of the original stock
are then carefully overhauled and all
frames showing well developed queencells are grouped together in one body.
The cell-less frames are placed over
the excluder and the body containing
completes the pile.
the queencells
Being on top the queencells are readily
accessible,
and needless to remark
those completed in this manner cannot
be surpassed. When all brood in the
top stories has emerged and the ripe
cells are disposed of the excluder is

clipping of

all

removed.
Should increase be desired the surplus brood-combs with ripe cells at-

lot

somewhere.

Texas, although second only to California as a producer of honey, made no
exhibit at the Exposition, and had no
However, a
literature on the subject.
delightful old Texas Colonel unoffirescue of the
to the
cially came
Lone Star State and assured us that

honey-growing
cial

industries;

alone $1,000,000

one of its commerfrom Beeville
worth was shipped in

is

that

that the apiaries are all large,
containing from 250 to 1200 colonies
each that the State annually appro-

1914;

;

—
;
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priates $10,000 to fight bee-diseases
that the crop is from 75 to 100 pounds
to the colony and consists of both extracted and comb honey, while unripe
honeys find their way to the vinegar
cruet.
He attributed the success of
the bee-industry to the dry climate and
the abundant honey-flora, on which he
was equally well-informed.
In other States, judging from information gathered in our rounds, the bee
is regarded more or less humorously
a nuisance tolerated only because of its
ministrations to the sweet tooth of

And

man.

in

no

State, not excepting

had

O/ii'o

large

a

show-case

filled

with comb and extracted honey, also a
considerable amount of wax, and the
Idaho and Virginia booths contained
exhibits of extracted and comb honey
from private exhibitors. In Idaho
alfalfa and white clover furnish the

and in lirginia, alfalfa and
crimson (not red) clover are the principal honey plants. AFontana had a fine
display of white sage and alfalfa honey.
The honey in the Xei'ada booth while
of good quality and tastefully arranged,
did not fairly represent the importance
of an industry which though still in its
nectar,

California, was there a full appreciation
of the
commercial possibilities of

infancy,

honey-producing.
A'ansas does not recognize honey as
a commercial enterprise, though it is
said to be an important by-product.
J/issoiiri claimed
to produce some
honey from wild flowers, alfalfa, sweet
and white clover; Xorth Dakota disposes of its honey locally when there is

Nevada, but the principal pasturwhich, in the higher altitude, furnishes a fine grade of waterwhite honey.

a surplus.

Italian bees are kept

and

a

honey

white

is
generally produced.
does not recognize honeygrowing commercially.
Besides Texas, of the three other
southern States represented by sep-

Wiscojisi'n

arate buildings, Mississippi, West Virginia and J'lrghu'a, only the latter exhibited honey, although interviews with
the managers indicated unlimited and
almost untouched possibilities in their
sections, owing to the mild climate and
the abundant pasturage.
charming MississiPpihostts,% talked
very entertainingly on bees and beekeeping in that State. At first it would
seem that bees are kept solely for the
wax that is needed in grafting pecan
and orange orchards; but later she
told of a poisonous yellow jasmine
honey, for which there is no known
antidote, and of a superior product
called the melilotus honey, produced
in the central part of the State.
Some
one indiscreetly remarked that he had
never seen the honey advertised, to
which the lady indignantly replied,
"
don't have to advertise ouah
honey.
haven't enough for ouah-

A

We

We

selves."

48 counties out of 55 recently
visited by a State official in ITcst I'irf^htia, nearly every farmer kept a few
In

No

literature on beekeeping was
in their building.
Buckwheat is said to be the important source
of honey, a dark product with a peculiar odor and strong flavor, delicious
to the native but for which the outsider
must cultivate a taste.

bees.

obtainable

Louisiana had no separate building,
but her extensive exhibit of resources
in the Agricultural Building contained
no honey, although we were told that

much
sweet

produced from the tupelo gum,
Japanese clover.

is

gum and

AGRICULTURAL BUILDING.

Of the honey exhibited in that building, the famous 12 varieties of a leading
N^ezu York dealer were the most fascinating not that the honey was whiter
or more attractively displayed, but who
could gaze on such labels as locust,
raspberry, milkweed,
white clover,
;

buckwheat, alfalfa, dandelion, heartsease, sumac, goldenrod, fruit blossom
and basswood, and not be consumed
with a desire to sample the contents of
the jars

?

yields

many

annually

Both white and sweet clover are

tons.
plenti-

ful in

age

is alfalfa,

HORTICULTURAL BUILDING.

Both Washington and Oregon had a
modest exhibit in that building, while
Utah's was somewhat more pretentious.

The latter display occupied a separate
show case, and their comb honey was
displayed in attractive cartons appropriately decorated, in the sides of which
round holes were cut to permit of inspection.

CALIFORNIA STATE BUILDING.
to be only two sections
in California so far as honey-produc-

There seem

ing is concerned, north of Tehachapi
and south of Tehachapi, the latter
claiming quality and climate and the
former claiming quantity and a sure
crop.

Los Angeles, San Diego, and Ventura
counties and Imperial Valley combined
in one splendid exhibit representative
of southern California honey-growers,
The northern counties of Sacramento
Valley had an equally imposing e.xhibit
characteristic of the honey industry in
that section of the State.
Monterey had the best exhibit of any
single county in the California Building, and is eager to secure more beemen for its fine locations which they
claim will accommodate 1000 apiaries.
The pasturage is white sage and wild
flowers, and their exhibit included also
honey made from manzanita, a dark
amber, and honey from button sage
and cascara.

HONEY EXHIBITS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES.
Of the 18 foreign buildings visited,
only four, Canada, Australia, New Zealand and Siam included honey in their
exhibits.

Honey

in

Australia

is

produced

many varieties of
gum tree, of which

mainly from the

the

the
eucalyptus or
red gum is said to produce the best

Sample jars were distributed
quality.
to the public, that to the unaccustomed
palate left a peculiar aftertaste, like a
dose of medicine disguised in honey.

A

large upright show case was devoted
exclusively to both comb and extracted

ter

from white

clover.
small, ornate Siam Building contained two tiny bottles of very dark
honey and a few cakes of wax.
Cuba's exhibit in the Food Products
Building contained some honey of a
light color and somewhat muddy in

The

appearance.
Argcyitina was represented by a small
exhibit of extracted light-colored honey
said to be

clear

white

extracted

honey

alfalfa,

and

there is excellent bee-pasturage in the I'Jiilippincs, it is said that
the climate is too hot for any except the native wild bee. Several attempts have been made to domesticate
the bee, but colonies imported from
Australia and Italy soon die.
Unlike our States, that consider the
honey industry important as it may be
estimated commercially in dollars and
cents, European countries accept the
bee as matter-of-factly as the family
cow or hen. It has its own place in

scheme of domestic economy.
Everybody keeps bees in Sweden''

their
"

said the hostess of that pavillion but
there was no special information or
literature to be had.
\ young man in the Xetherlaiids
Building, after an exhaustive search
through the literature of their information bureau, found mention of honey
wine and honey brandy, and a honey
plant called heyde, a low-growing shrub
found in sandy regions. One naturally
concluded that nectar from heyde must
be of an intoxicating character, but
this impression was later corrected.
We found that both comb and extracted
honey is produced, and the black German bee is kept. The Indian colonies,
like the Philippine Islands, are too
warm for the production of honey.
;

The

coffee-tree of

Guatemala has a

small white cluster flower, said to con-

much nectar. There being 200,000
acres in coffee plantations in that coun-

tain
try,

honey growing should become

a

great industry provided the climate is
favorable.
Apparently the Japanese are going
into honey-growing with their charac-

energy and thoroughness. The
government is investigating methods
and equipment for getting the best results.
They use the American hives
and only Italian bees. Through the

teristic

interpreter we learned that the rape
plant is the principal source of commercial honey in Japan, though there
is other and greatly diversified pasturage. " It is not like here in California,
here a flower and there a flower, said
he, " but in Japan everywhere flowers,
all kinds."
The industry is still in its
infancy. There was no exhibit. They
produce both comb and extracted
honey. At present honey is imported

Japan from both Italy and France.
in other lines, Japan is passing on
to China the knowledge gained in apiculture.
General conditions are much
to

As

the same in the two countries.

honey.

A

produced from

some wax.
Though

MISCELLANEOUS EXHIBITS.
is

The

Ontario,

Canada.

live-bee exhibit in the Education Building attracted much attention.

In New Zealand the vegetation and
general conditions are much the same
as in Australia. The honey runs from
dark to a very light amber, almost
white, the former being produced from
a wild plant called catsear, and the lat-

There were three observation hives
housing respectively Carniolans, Caucasians and Italians. The most unique
feature was the wooden chutes or passage-ways that projected through the
outside wall of the building and fur-

made from white clover

in

I
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nished

the

means by which the bees

trafficked in the nectar from the myriads of flowers that decked the Exposi-

The passage-ways were

tion grounds.

sufficiently high not to interfere with
the passing crowds on the outside, and
on the inside of the building at a point
near the hives, they were provided with
a tiny pane of glass in order that the
comings and goings of the bees might

be observed.
Another observation hive was stationed in the A. I Root exhibit in the
Food Product Building. This was
mounted on a pedestal and was continually surrounded by an interested
group endeavoring to locate the queenbee.

In the same booth, under the auspices of the California State Beekeep-

Association, were shown some
curios in a glass case, labeled, " Bees
in Literature and Art." These were a
loan from the valuable bee library of
Mr. M. C. Richter, our western authority

GENERAL INFOBMATION.

ers'

Amherst

is

desirably situated in the

Connecticut Valley. In May and June
the scenery is at its height in beauty,
hence this season offers a pleasant
opportunity for the course at the Agricultural College.
Besides the work in
beekeeping, ample opportunities will

on apiculture.
But most interesting to the impecunious beginner in apiculture, were
the five maps of the United States Forest Service on the walls of the booth.

be afforded to visit the other parts of
the Massachusetts Agricultural College
as well as to visit Amherst College.

ICach map showed a particular forest
in California where " Special Use " permits for apiaries had been granted,
and the exact* location of such permits
issued by the Forest Service. An explanatory chart told how interested
persons might proceed to take up (at a
nominal rental) an apiary site upon the
government forest reserves.
Los Gates, Calif.

Excursions will be taken as opportuand the work may demand. It is
usually customary to make a trip to
some practical beeyard and queen-rearnity

ing establishment.

Students returning
course
should
be well
equipped to handle bees on their own
account.

from

this

—

Miscellaneous

^ News

Save the Waste Paper. ^This is the
recommendation of A. L Root, in Gleanings for April 15. Although a matter
of this kind

is hardly in the line of beekeeping, we feel it to be wise enough
to repeat it.
America is a country of
wastefulness. It is time we should
learn better.
A few days ago, we received a letter
from the publisher of the Spanish edition of the " Hive and Honeybee," Mr.
Gustavo Gili, of Barcelona, Spain. He
stated that paper for book printing
was getting so high priced that he
wished to have American quotations.
In compliance, we wrote to two firms

asking them to send Mr. Gili their
wholesale prices on book paper. The
replies were that
they could barely
supply the home demand and that it
was of no use to make offers to foreign
purchasers.

We

waste

American

Soaking Old Combs in Water. On
page 1811 of 1914, you say " keep old
combs covered with water to preserve
from moths until they have time to
render them." I have had sorry expe-

Items

bee-yard of about 50 colonies as well
as outyards, and a well appointed beehouse and laboratories, besides a wax
working laboratory, library, and bee-

keeping museum.

These exceptional

facilities are offered the

student in this

subject.

with
unseemly, dirty, flying
newspapers, wrapping papers, cardboard, etc. We may see the day when
we will wish we had been less wasteful.
littered

New

—

Lectures
1.
Practical Beekeeping
laboratory practice in the general work
of the beekeeper; beekeeping equipment, practices in the preparation of
materials, location of the apiary; commencing with bees, handling of bees,
practice in beeyard procedure spring
manipulation fall preparation, wintering comb and extracted honey production bee diseases and their treatmaking inment, apiary sanitation
crease elements of queen-rearing, etc.
Burton N. Gates, Associate Professor
of Beekeeping John L. Byard, Superintendent of the Apiary; Gladstone H.
:

;

;

;

;

;

;

Laboratory and Apiary Assistant.
Lectures
Life of the Honeybee
Henry T. Fernald, Professor of EntoCale,-

Spring Beekeeping School
The most
study bees is
May and June when the colonies are at
their maximum in strength and activities.
The bees are easily handled. The
student quickly gains a full acquaintance with the majority of the manipulations necessary to beekeeping. At
this time of the year once in three
years an intensive course in beekeeping
is offered at the Massachusetts Agricultural College, primarily for a limited
number of practical beekeepers. This
year particularly the course is being
conducted by an especially strong staff
of the college faculty, and will occupy
seven hours daily for two weeks at

Amherst, beginning May 31 and ending
June 14, Saturdays being devoted to
excursions.
The course comprises
lectures, laboratory practicums, work
in the bee-yard and field excursions.
It is under the direction of Dr. Burton

N. Gates.
The college

maintains a

practical

—

2.

mology.

:

—

Special Problems of the Beekeefei
demonstrations in requeening, the races of bees, the introduction
of queens;
swarming and handling
3.

Lectures

ideal time in the year to

:

swarms; comb honey production, enemies of bees.

James B. Paige, Professor of Veterinary Science.
4. Crops Foraged by Bees
Lectures

—

field

E. G. Carr.

ful.

COURSES.

;

paper. In the average
the streets are often

city,

with this plan. The mass fermented and the wax was rendered a
dark greenish-brown color, and gained
an odor which is positively vile. This
may not occur if there is absolutely no
honey to cause fermentation. I am not
sure there will be no fermentation,
even with dry combs, because of the
cocoons and other refuse.
Perhaps a word of caution to your
readers along this line would be helprience

P.

Experiment

Brooks, Director of the

Station.

The relation of bees to the pollination of plants, int lading coloration, odor,
nectar secretion Lectures laboratory
work in blossom structure and dissec5.

—

J.

Mr. Carr is right, and the advice
given did not contemplate keeping the
combs in water beyond a few days, in
summer. In cold weather or fall they
may be immersed for several weeks
without injury, and we have found the
color even improved and the quantity
of wax secured is increased because of
the water-soaking of the residues. The
wax separates better in such a case.
But Mr. Carr's warning is good.
Bees at the Michigan State Fair.

— The

Michigan State Fair authorities have
adopted the recommendations of the
State Association of beekeepers concerning regulations and premiums at
the Fair. The list of premiums now
offered amounts to $575, instead of
$132 as formerly. Full information may
be secured by addressing E. B. Tyrrell,
Superintendent of Apiary Department,
20 Grand Avenue, W., Detroit, Mich.

:

excursions.

William

Egypt, N.

:

An Error In our last number we
made the advertisement of Mr. Kennith
Hawkins read "2400 more queens"
while it should have read "24 or more
queens." Not even a combine of queen
breeders would think of offering prices
on such a batch of queens at one time.

tion.

A. Vincent Osmun, Associate Professor of Botany.
6. Bees
in Horticultural Practices
Lectures field work in the utilization
of bees in
fruit production, market
gardening, cranberry culture and green-

—

:

house cucumber growing; beekeeping
as affected by spraying practices.
Walter W. Chenoweth, Associate
Professor of Pomology.

Report on the Wintering of Bees in
Ontario.— Up to the present date, April
20, about 700 persons keeping 20,000
colonies of bees have reported a winThe loss
ter loss of about 13 percent.
was largely due to starving, owing
partly to an insufficient supply of stores
on account of the high price of sugar
and partly to a mild spell in January,'
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which caused the bees to rear brood
and draw heavily on their stores. The
few warm days early in April gave the
bees a cleansing flight, and their general condition now is reported as very
good. Few really heavy losses have

been reported from extensive beekeepers.
More report forms than ever
have been returned marked " Not a
beekeeper."
These are mostly from
the smaller beekeepers, who are finding that specialization pays best. It is
an indication that the industry is getting on a better business basis from

year to year.
Clover prospects seem very good
throughout the Province. The latter
part of the season of 1915 being wet
gave the
new seeding an excellent
start, and the scarcity of farm labor
has increased the acreage seeded down.
On the whole, present indications are
for a good season, and beekeepers are
even more optimistic than usual.
MORLEY PeTTIT,
Provincial Apiarist,

the success with different methods of
wintering, information concerning the
e.xtent of
spring dwindling, pollen
and honey plants, honey flows and best
locations (for honey production. The
distribution of the oeekeepers and the
extent of bee-diseases will also be

looked

survey will be
invaluable to the beekeeping interests
of

any

Obituary.

— Dr.

J. J.

Brinkerhoff, aged
and beekeeper of

Minooka,

111., died at Joliet, 111., April
following an operation on his throat.
Dr. Brinkerhoff was a scientific beekeeper, and because poor health kept
him from his practice much, he

4,

in bees.
He did his
the foulbrood law in Illinois, and worked early and late in helping rid his community of foulbrood,
often giving his services gratis to beekeeping neighbors who needed help
He was well known at
in cleaning up.
the Illinois and Chicago-Noithwestern
meets and always a booster. Beside his
his wife he leaves four children, John

a

State.

Queens are bred
:piary and offered

in the State Farm
to the beekeepers

get

Eva

Rachael 9, and Gertrude 7
years old. His beekeeping friends extend their sympathies to them.
17,

16,

Kennith Hawkins.
Death

of C. C.

gret that

Clemons.

we chronicle

—

It is with rethe death of Mr.

C. Clemons, of Kansas City, Mo.
Personal acquaintance with Mr. Clemons had given us the highest opinion
of him both as a man of kind and conC.

personality as well as a busiof integrity and honesty.
Mr. Clemons, who was 76 years old
at the time of his death on May 4, had
been engaged in the commission business for many years, and in that time
made the handling of honey one of
He also handled bee
his specialties.
supplies to some extent, working under the name of the C. C. Clemons Bee
Supply Company. So far as we are
siderate

ness

man

informed, this company will continue
business, his
charge.
in

associates assuming

—

Ninnesota to the Front Again. The
division of bee-culture of the University of Minnesota, under the management of Prof. Francis Jager, helped by
L. V. Fiance, is taking steps to secure
a

complete survey of beekeeping con-

ditions in the State by sending to each

beekeeper

cards with

A

greatly improved breeding.
Attention is called to the fact that the
Minnesota State Fair is offering $1168
in premiums, the largest* amount, by
far, of any State in the Union.
The Fair secretary, in his 1915 report
" The exhibit of honey and bees
says
in the Apiary Building attracted more
than usual interest this year. The fact
that one Minnesota beekeeper brought
•30,000 pounds of honey (15 tons) to the

Course in Ontario. -A sumbeekeeping is being
in
arranged at the Ontario Agricultural
College for the week of June 12. It
will consist of apiary demonstrations
and practice. Day sessions will be
conducted in the apiary as far as possible, and illustrated evening lectures
will be given.
Such special subjects as Wintering,

:

worth

$4500,

seems almost un-

believable; nevertheless it is a fact. A
large part of this honey was used in
extracting and bottling demonstrations
during the Fair. It is said that the 15
tons was only about one-half of the
owner's crop for the year."
Minnesota is at the front, surely.

—

British America Regulations of Bee
Importations
Owing to the existence
of foulbrood, the Province of British
Columbia has passed the following
order:
"Notice is hereby given in conformity with Section 12, of the Foulbrood Bees Act, 1911, Chap. 18, that anv
or all bees imported with their hives
into the Province of British Columbia
shall be quarantined at the point of
entry into said Province, or at such
other place as may hereafter be appointed for a period of not more than
nine months, and if such bees are
found to be infected they shall be deand to further recommend
stroyed
that bees imported by the poufid, in
;

packages, or crates,

may

be admitted

into the Province of British Columbia
upon production of a satisfactory certificate, from a State or Provincial Inspector, of freedom from foulbrood at
point of origin."

Shippers of bees and queens will
need to comply with the above requirements. The need of inspectors of bees
in every State is becoming more and

more apparent.

—

When inspectInspection Warning.
ing an apiary for disease, one is apt to
look for it in the weakest colonies.
This is correct. But if the disease is
in the incipient form, it may have been
gained from the bees of some neighbor,
by robbing. In that case it will be
found most likely in the strongest colonies. Therefore, after examining the
weak ones it is well to go to the strongest for possible initial stages.
An Inspector.

blanks asking

him

to reply to questions and join in
the effort and become observer for his
special locality.
The ground to be covered includes

will be made for the benefit
visitors.
large number- of bee-

treatment
of

became interested
share to

'

of the State at 50 cents each, no one being entitled to more than three at this
price.
If good queens are produced,
as aimed, this will give opportunity for

Fair,

47 years, a physician

Such

into.

nic on June 18, in San Antonio. The
meet will be held in the apiary of Mr.
E. G. Le Stourgeon and the Bexar
County Beekeepers' Association will
be host, having invited the attendance
of the other county associations. State
Entomologist F. B. Paddock, Prof.
Louis H. SchoU, and other well known
beekeepers of Texas will be on the
program. Demonstrations in handling
bees and an object lesson in foulbrood

Bexar

Co., Tex.,

Field

Meet.— The bee-

keepers of south Texas will hold their
annual field meet and and basket pic-

keepers and their families are expected.

—

Summer

mer course

Swarm

Control, Bee Diseases, Queen
Rearing, Requeening, and the like will
be taken up in turn, and demonstrated
by means of the bees and appliances in
the apiary. Instruction will be given
by the Provincial Apiarist, assisted by
prominent beekeepers.

Mr. Frank C.

Pellett, State

Apiary

Inspector of Iowa, has consented to
spend a few days of the week in attendance and assist in the instruction. He
will also give illustrated evening lectures on " Beekeeping in the Mississippi Valley,"

Neighbor."

and on "Our Backdoor

The

latter subject deals
particularly with the economic importance of wild life, including bees and

insects.

The Wellington County Beekeepers'
Association is arranging to hold a
field day at the college during the week
of the

summer

course.

MORLEY

PeTTIT.

—

New Brunswick Meeting. The New
Brunswick Beekeepers' Association
met in annual convention at Fredericton March 2. While the attendance
was not large those who were present
made up in enthusiasm for what they
lacked in numbers.

Mr. L. T. Floyd presided. The president's address was most interesting
and optimistic in tone. It spoke of
good crops of honey, good markets,
and a greatly increased demand for the
products of the bee.
The secretary-treasurer reported a
membership of 53. He also reported
that several hundred dollars worth of
supplies had been purchased through
the association by its members at a
very considerable saving to themselves.
The Provincial Apiarist, Mr. H. B.
Durost, told of greatly increased interest in bees.
Many inquiries for bees
and for information for their care were
being received from all parts of the
Province.
F. W. L. Sladen, Dominion Apidelivered a most interesting and
helpful address on general beekeeping
practice.
The many questions with
which the speaker was plied and the
lengthy discussion which followed the
address showed the amount of interest
aroused.
The election of officers resulted as

Mr.

arist,

,
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follows: President, Mr. L, T. Floyd,
Central Norton;
1st Vice-President,
2d
Mr. David Hiscoe, Fredericton
Vice-I'resident, Mr. G. S. Peabody,
Woodstock; Secretary-Treasurer, Mr.
;

Dr.Miller*s

H. B. Durost, Woodstock.
The question of handling supplies
again this year was left for the Board
of Directors to settle.

H. B. DuROST, Sec.-Treas.

^ Answers^^

cleaned up in advance
Fill them into a
hive-body and set this hive-body under the
hive of a strong colony.
The combs will be
nicely cleaned up by the time you will want

them

for a

swarm.
Bees Thin Honey

Do bees store water in combs ?
Do they work over their honey,

1.

2

He

wise, for the bees

swarm are more particular about their
combs than are the bees of an established
colony.
But you can have such combs

It

Send Questions

That would not be

left.

of a

with water

Answers—

tlie office of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo, II",.
does not answer bee-keeping Questions by mail.

either to

2.

in
1.

I

thinning

Vermont.

the spring?

don't think they do.

think they do.

I

A Beginner
Aver8ge^Relurn Per Colony— Locition

amount of money can one make
1. Wliat
out of a colony of bees each year ?
2. I would also like to have your opinion
as to a good location in Michigan
Michigan.

—

temptation
to answer by saying. " I don't know. but I
suppose the roughest kind of a guess would
suit you better than that. You see there are
so many factors to be considered: the season, the kind of bees, the locality, and the

Answers

i.

There

is

a strong

"

Dr. E. F.
mail, or at least part of them
Phillips estimates the average annual crop
at 25 to 30 sections, or 40 to 6o pounds of extracted honey. Some probably don't do half
as well as that, while there are beekeepers
who would not feel satisfied if they could
not double it. As you are among those who
have literature upon the subject. I should
suesi that you would do better than the average, perhaps averaging 40 sections, and that

might bring you $).oo. Jb.oo, or $8. 00, according
would wholesale it at a low figure or
retail it by the section at a high figure.

as you

the best locations in Michigan
are already fully occupied, which is as
much as saying they are no locations at all
2.

Most

of

the most important item in choosing a location being to find one where there are few
or no beekeepers. From what little I know
about it. I should guess you would do well
to do a little prospecting in the northern
part, perhaps in the burnt districts where
fireweed and raspberries abound.

Granulation of

Comb Honey

am sending you under separate cover two
small pieces of comb honey marked sample
I

"A"and"B."

Both of these samples are

comb honey, which was
represented to be white clover, and both, as
you will note, are of distinctly different
is from a New York
flavor. Sample "A
Stale producer, and considerable honey of
this tfavor was included in a shipment of
white clover and basswood. All sections
" A " showed
of the honey similar to sample
a remarkable tendency to granulate; in fact,
fall,
about
October or
granulated last
it
November, while the basswood comb in this
condition
shipment is still in good
Would you kindly give your opinion as to
the source each of these samples have been
gathered from. Also state as far as you
know which of the eastern and western
comb honeys are the most apt to granulate,
and if there would be any way of telling
from looking at a comb of honey whether it
was of a kind that would granulate Quickly ?
frequent remarks about
I have read your
keeping comb honey at about 80 degrees
Fahr.. and at a uniform temperature, but
isn't it a fact that somesorts of comb honey
will granulate no matter how much care you
take of it ? What do you think is the cause
of this ? Is there something in one honey
not found in another, which will cause one
to granulate QUicklv and the other to keep
liquid a longtime? Would a chemical analysis of the comb honey reveal whether it
was of a quick granulating kind ?
Have you ever kept comb honey in a super
over a colony of bees; if so. what about the
tendency of comb honey kept in this mancut from section

"

ner to granulate

New

?

York.

Answer.— It was a surprise to find these
of comb honey in such excel-

two samples

lent condition.

was wrapped

in

A little square of honey
tissue paper, then in writ-

and put
into a common pasteboard box. the whole
wrapped in manilla paper. There was
scarcely any leakage, and if honey would
always come through in such good condition
the problem of sending it by parcel post
would be solved
ing paper, then in manilla paper,

can I save a swarm of bees after
they have clustered in a 45 or 50 foot tree ?
Is
the
honey ripe when it is all sealed
2
or how long should it stay in the super after
sealed until it is ready to be taken out and

how

show you some bees
work on other tlowers than white clover.
I don't think
there is any way by which
you can tell by looking whether a piece of
best, a little search will
at

comb honey

will granulate readily or not.

Of course, if you know that one section is of
alfalfa and another of sage, you will know
that one will granulate more readily than
the other; butthat is hardly what you mean.
.Alfalfa granulates very readily, and sage
very slowly. I don't know why. Also, a
sample of honey will sometimes granulate
more readily than another of the same kind
of honey. I don't know what makes the difference, and I doubt whether chemical analysis would show which one would granulate first. I have an idea that a sample that
is throughly ripened will be more slow about
At any rate I've had whitegranulating.
clover honey keep three yearsor more without granulating, and I know no reason for it
except that it was kept in an attic where it
got very hot in summer.
I never kept a superof honey over a colony
of bees in winter; but I have, of course, had
frames of it in the brood-chamber, where it
keeps well.
Moldy Comb
removed my bees from the cellar
this spring several of the combs were covered with a light green mold This comb
was put into the frames last summer in

When

comb

I

foundation.

moldy comb

all

replaced with

Will

the

right or will

Answer— The

bees fix this
have to be

it

comb foundation

?

Michigan.
clean them up

bees will
no doubt find that in the
brood-nest itself there will be no mold, and
as the broodnest expands the bees will
clean up each cell before using it. Some
colonies may die in winter, and you may
think of using for swarms the moldy combs
all right.

You

will

the best

is

way

to get

it ?

\yould a honey-board be a great help ?
a person smoke bees too much ?
5. Would it be any advantage or disadvantage if the super was glass on each side except one inch all around the out edge?
Would it be too light or too warm for them
3.

4

if

Can

shaded well ?
Should bees be transferred when apple

6.

trees are in bloom

How can

?

keep my bees from swarmno entrance guard on the hive?
8. I caught a swarm of bees last spring.
Will they swarm this year, and did they get
the old or young queen ?
Kentucky.
,

am

not an expert at judging honey, but
my guess would be that sample "A" was
white-clover honey. Sample " B " might be
a mixture of white clover and something
else, or it might be without any white cloverand from some source which I don't know.
It would, however, probably pass muster
generally as white clover. It is probably
not very often that you will find a section of
honey that is cff/^rA' of one kind of honey.
At a time when white clover is doing its
I

How

1.

7.

ing

if

there

I

is

Answers — i. Climb up and get
basket; then climb down

the swarm
with it or
Likely you can't do

in a

lower

with a rope.
is out at the tipend of a limb.
Maybe you can throw a stone over the limb,
with a tight cord tied to the stone, so that
the stone will bring down to you the end of
the cord. Then you can tie a rope to the
end of the light cordandpull it down. Then,
the rope being aero s the limb, you having
hold of both ends of the rope, shake the
limb like sixty. If your hive is sitting on the
ground where the bees fall, maybe they'll
enter it. Now. seeing it's you. I'll tell you
something a good deal easier. Cutoff the
queen's wings on one side, and then if the
swarm settles on a high tree, don't bother
your head about it. but find and cage the
queen; set the old hive off its stand, and set
the empty hive in its place, with the caged
queen at the entrance; then when the
swarm comes down, as it surely will, free
the queen after the swarm begins to enter
the hive.
2. There may be rare times when honey is
sealed before it is ripe enough, but you are
safe in counting that it is ready to take off
that

it

if

it

when

I can't give you special
it is sealed.
instructions about taking it off without
knowing in just what shape it is on the hive,
the kind of super, etc.
3 By a honey-board I suppose you mean a

queen-excluder. Nearly all who produce
extracted honey consider an excluder important; for section honey it is not needed
if you have your sections >//fi/ with workercomb foundation.
Don't smoke them more
4. Yes. indeed.
than enough to keep them from flying at you.
needless expense, and I
s. It would be a
don't think the bees would like it so well.
6. There is perhaps no better time if you
use the old-fashioned way of cutting out the
combs of brood and fastening them in the
frames. Belter wait until the bees swarm;
hive the swarm and set it in place of the old
hive, with the old hive close beside it; then
three weeks later cut out the combs.

One way

is

to kill the old

find queen-cells in

queen when you
and when they

the hive,
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are sealed destroy all the cells but one.
8. They are likely to swarm if the season is
good. If the swarm was a first swarm, the

queen

is

old;

than a month

an afterswarm

if

sh;? is less

old.

use again a /live, although some object even
that. But the combs cannot be used
again safely. But in the case of European
foulbrood. either of the plans you mention
will generally result in a cure if the queen
given be a vigorous Italian.
to

Queen Eggs Sent by Mail— Making Queen Lay
in Prepared Cups

Why

can't the eggs of a queen be sent
1.
by mail in a piece of comb ?
2. What is the Swarthmore plan of getting
the queen to lay in prepared cell-cups ? See
Beekeepers Review, page so. lo'*'. 4th para-

Wisconsin.

graph.

Answers.— I. lam

not sure about it. but I
think in Europe they do send them by mail.
Of course, the distance sent makes a difference, and like enough the age of the eggs.
The way is open for you to do some experimenting.
2. In the paragraph referred to. Jay Smith
does not mention the Swarthmore plan; but
does object that " taking a larva up with the
needle, giving it a punch in the stomach, a
gouge in the ribs, and taking it out into the
sunlight and hot, dry air," may not "make
quite such a vigorous, long-lived queen for
having received such a heroic massage."
Mr. Smith's ideas are worth considering. I
do not now recall, if I ever knew, just what
was the Swarthmore plan to get the queen
to lav in prepared cells. For rearing my
own queens. I have not for years done any
transferring: preferring to use eggs and
larvas, as described in " Fifty Years Among
the Bees." leaving the bees to do all the
manipulation themselves.
vs. Hybrid

Italian

Stock

suppose are hybrids, and
there are other hybrids around me. Would
it be profitable for me to invest in a pure
Italian queen, or would there be no gain by
it on account of the hybrid drones ?
the Italian red clover
2, I have read of
1.

I

have what

I

Have you this strain,
much would you charge for a

strain as valuable.

and how
queen ?

Answers,— I.

Illinois,

Yes,

it

would be well worth

while to get a pure Italian queen. Just how
much gain there would be depends upon the
quality of your present stock. The poorer
they are the more the gain. Even if your
young queens meet hybrid drones, you
would have more Italian than black blood,
and by rearingyour youngqueens constantly
from a pure queen you would be getting in
more and more Italian blood, and soon some
of your stock would be pure.
2, I don't personally sell queens, although
there is a company that sells queens of my
stock. I have no red clover stock, and if
any one has queens of such stock you will
be likely to find them advertised in the
American Bee Journal. There 'have been
bees that would work more than others on
red clover, but the characteristic has not
been well fixed, and the strain has generally
run out. Some, indeed, insist there is no
such thing as a red-clover strain.
Foulbrood

claimed that if a colony has foulbrood
and the queen is taken away or killed and
the colony left ten days, then requeened
with a good Italian queen, it will in most
It is

cases cure the foulbrood. If a colony has
died with foulbrood, and after a few days or
months I throw a strong swarm into that
hive, will they clean it up and will the foulbrood be cured ? Or if I take a hive that
has foulbrood and kill the queen, and after
ten days I take a swarm and hive them with
this colony, will that cure the foulbrood and
will they clean it up ?
Pennsylvania.

Answer.— If you are talking about American foulbrood, then you cannot safely do
any of the things you suggest, unless it be to

Cause

have

of

Wingless Bees

a hive of

Answers —I. Once in a while a young bee
emerges with defective wings, for which
there seems to be no special reason unless
it be lack of vigor.
Oftener it is caused by
the bee moth.
Exchanging the queen for
one of vigorous Italian stock, and then keeping strong colonies will likely
trouble.

A

2.

nated
.

drone proceeds from

remedy the

an unimpreg-

egg.

How

to

in the old hive. The only way I know of in
that case is to have the old hive either under
or over the new one. with all cracks closed,
so no bee can gel in from the outside except
through the regular entrance of the new
hive. The chances are that even after you
have done this the bees w'ill make very poor
work at emptying the combs, and if they are
gathering, just as like as not they will fill
more honey into the combs. But you can
cut out the combs, put them into a dish, set
an empty hive-body on the hive, and set the
dish in it, close up bee-tight, and the bees
will make a good job of cleaning out.

Swarms

Knowing that you ran outapiaries
comb honey, would you kindly tell me

for

the
best plan to control swarming as far as possible. I want to put an outyard three miles
from home and cannot be there all the time.
I have
your " Fifty Years Among the Bees,"
but don't seem to get what I want to know

Iowa.
any one thing
have worked harder

that.

Answer.— I doubt

if

there

is

beekeeping that I
upon than finding an answ'er to your question; and I think I succeeded in keeping
down to a minimum the matter of swarming
in

in outapiaries. Exactly the plans I used are
given in full in " Fifty Years Among the
Bees." I don't think I can add anything to
what is there given; but I may help by calling attention to what is given. I think it will
pay you to study carefully all contained on

pages

156 to 186.

Turn

to

any other way. the " Dequeening
181) will be used.
This
you will find given in the following very few
"
words
The queen is removed, the queencells are killed, and in ten days the queencells are again destroyed and their own
queen returned or another queen given."
I don't know of
any better way than one
of the foregoing ways to prevent swarming
in an outapiary, and if you find any point
upon which you would like to ask further
light, it will be a pleasure for me to answer.
likely than

Treatment" (page

Rearing Queens

How

early do you consider it advisable to
rear queens in the State of Alabama ?

Minnesota.

Answer.— As

rule good queens can
hardly be reared earlier than the last of

page

174,

"

my

in

know

would be

honey left in the old crooked combs. How
can I get the bees to remove this honey
from the combs without permitting the bees
from any other hive to get a taste of it ?
Michigan.
Answer —Your problem is not the easiest,
if you want the combs to remain unbroken

from

We

"

don't

Combs

I
have often read your answers to the
question " How to transfer bees from old
box-hives ?" and have frequently used your
method, but when the bees are all out of
the old box-hive there is generally some

Controlling

place.

"

May
Get Bees to Empty Old

swarming had actually taken

:

bees that has a lot of
wingless bees; their wings seem to dry and
shrivel up. They seem to be healthy otherwise. What is the cause of it ?
2. Is a drone reared from fertile or unfertile egg?
Minnesota.
I

1.

fore

may use the Excluder Plan. page 177. It
may be "Forced Swarming" (page 166). more
commonly called shaken swarms. More

Preliminary Work,"

and you will see that before there was any
real danger of swarming we began once in
about ten days to look for queen-cells, and
up to the bottom of page 176 you will find
particulars as to proceeding up to the time
when it would no longer do to depend upon
killing cells. Then radical measures were
taken, by taking away for a period of perhaps ten days the queen, or the brood, or
both. One of the plans to do that was the
" put-up plan," page 157. Although it is given
there as a plan for proceeding after a colony
had actually swarmed, we used it later be-

in

a

locality in northern Illinois
I
how much earlier the date

Alabama; perhaps

a

month or

two.

The Swarming Problem

keep bees

in four outyards. and they are
honey. One often sees articles
for outyards for extracted honey, but comb or section honey is
a different and more serious proposition.
The questions which now concern me are
not so much swarm prevention as the best
methods of treating bees to secure the most
I

run for

comb

on swarm prevention

honey and no increase.
I
doubt whether there is any method of
non-swarming manipulation whereby one
can get as large crop of section honey as to
hive prime swarms and prevent after-

swarms in a locality of summer or clover
flow, and fall flow of about equal proporHowever, don't want increase and
tions
I

so here

is

the rub;

I

have followed your

as described in " Forty Years Among
the Bees " in my outyards for ten or a dozen
years, and it is all right if done thoroughly
and in time; but the question of lotsof super
room, big entrances, lots of ventilation,
shade and things to aid non-swarming have
been thrashed out in bee journals for years,
and are valuable and good advice, but for all
this, the rt'a/ t>robU-m still remains, how to
manage swarming with the least interfer-

method

ence with the honey crop. I have never been
able to get much super work done with the
queen caged or killed and virgin given, or
when a colony prepares to swarm. Bees
loaf, build burr-combs, crowd honey into the
brood-chamber, and this time is lost right in
the best of the honey flow. Others report
work with the queen caged or absent, but it
doesn't happen here; possibly they extract.
Here is a plan I have thought of trying
this season, a week or ten days before
swarming: Start cells from the best queens.
A couple of days before maturity of the
cells, go through colonies and kill all queens
except the best, and 6 to 12 hours later give
each a cell.
1. Would one run too much risk of hatched
queens leading a swarm ?
2. If not, wouldn't this cause the least interruption in super work, and at the same
time get better stock ?
3. Also, would this be more successful if
colonies so treated were given cell before

any swarm preparation
4.

How

long after

?

queen

is

killed

would

you give an unprotected cell ?
Would it pay to go through colonies in
5
three to five days and look for other cells
Iowa.
and destroy them ?

Anwsers.— I,
cell,

If. at the time you give the
cells are not already started in the

I
should not expect swarming: and
perhaps not if you kill all cells already

hive.

started: but not having tried it I am not
sure.
2. It should, I
think, cause as little interference as any; although I doubt if the in-

terference would be less than with my plans
as they work here; although they may not
work so well with you.
3. Yes, but the later the better, so long as
no cells are actually started,
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About a day.
It would seem hardly worth while, provided the cell you Kave was quite ripe.
Instead of a ripe cell.it minhl be worth
while to try a virgin less than a day old
Such a one. think, could be dropped in the
4.
5.

I

hive without catine. at the time you
old queen.

kill

the

Alexander's Plan for Increase

Would you

1.

advise

me

to

use Alexan-

der's plan for increase in a small outapiary.

good way to make increase ?
2. Can you tell
the best way to introduce
a queen at an outapiary, when using this

and

is it

a

plan for increase ?
there many boys in the bee-busi3. Are
ness; if so. why don't the American Bee
Journal have a page for the junior apiarists ?

Maine.

Answers.—

The

plan is good, and would
work all right in an outapiary. But you will
most likely be sadly disappointed if you ex
pect as much as has been claimed for the
plan; for it has been claimed that you have
two good colonies in place of one to begin
the clover harvest, and that you will get
nearly twice as much surplus as you will by
not dividing.
2. Any plan that is good in general will
work well here; indeed, there is not much
risk with any plan, for when the queen is
given the bees feel themselves hopelessly
Queenless.
many boys engaged in bee3. There are
keeping; but in connection with older beekeepers, generally their fathers.
So few
boys are beekeepers on their own hook that
it is not at all likely enough of them could
be mustered to sustain a department of
I.

used two. Lay the newspaper over the topbars, set the other hive on that, of course
without its bottom board, and cover up.
That is all there is to it; the bees will do
the rest. There is no chance for a bee to
iret out of the
upper hive until a hole is
gnawed through the paper, and then one bee
at a time will get through at first, and there
will be no fighting.
If there be any choice of queens, kill the
poorer, and it will be as well to do this two
or three days previously, and then set the
queenless one on the other. But if you leave
it to the bees they will be likely to kill the
poorer.'
After doubling the weak colonies you have
an increased number of empty hives, and
can now double up swarms. After having
the first swarm, when the next swarm comes,
instead of hiving it in an empty hive, hive it
in the same hive wiih the first swarm. Then
hive the third and the fourth in the same
hive,

and so

on.

There's another way you can do to keep
down increase. When a colony sWarms,
return the swarm and kill or remove the
queen. It will be better if the queen be

Then

week later kill all cells
A better way is to begin listening
with your ear to the hive about a week after
you returned the swarm. Go in the eveclipped.
but one.

ning, after the bees have stopped flying and
will hear better.
you hear the
young queen piping, go to the hive the next

When

you

morning and
Getting a

kill

ing

Wintering
I

— Increase

should remove a brood-frame from

each side of a

iii-fram.e

Danzenbaker hive

and substitute a solid board, and fill in the
space at the ends of the frameswith a board
of the proper thickness, would it be equal
for wintering to a hive with an outer case
packed in the usual way?
2. Do you think it a good way to make increase and build up. as in an article by
Hattie L. McManus. page 192. American Bee
Journal for June, 1915.
Wisconsin.

Answers.— I. My guess would be that it
would be nearly as good, but not quite.
that exact plan, my
2. Not having tried
opinion could not be very conclusive; but
the plan looks hopeful enough to warrant
that you would experience no great loss to
give

it

the cells.

That's

all.

— Foulbrood

may be a little break in brood rearing that
may affect the harvest more than requeening at the close of the harvest. On the other
hand, requeening with a young queen just

before harvest might stop the colony from
swarming, and so increase the crop,
3. Some good authorities think that such
a
hive should be scorched inside with a
painter's torch, or else have straw put in it
and burned; and that no matter whether it
has been freshly occupied by a diseased
colony or not for years. Others think there
is no need to give the hive any
treatment
whatever. But all agree tliat the only treatment tor the combs is to burn or melt them.
Distances lor Proper Mating
In mating queens does it
terial difference if they are
1.

what

is

escape, without tearing off the boards? If
cannot, how would you get it out ?
2. Would it be of
any value to requeen
just before a honey flow ? I would like to

change my strain of bees to 3-banded
ians, and would like to do it early.

Which

3.

the best

is

way

Ital-

to treat hives

where bees died of foulbrood several years
and have never been used since ?

ago.

Iowa.
Answers.— 1. By means of an escape you
could get all bees that would fly out, but not
By injecting carbolic acid, or
the queen.
something of the kind, you might get the
queen.
2. Almost
any time is a good time to re
queen if you requeen with better stock. If
you requeen just before the harvest, there

the difference

mated with
if

so

?

Also how far would one have to put his
mating nuclei away from other bees to insure mating with proper drones.
3. What would you consider a good test to
prove that bees were /»« Italians ?
2.

Wisconsin.

Answers.— I. Like any

other case of

in-

breeding, there is danger of weakness and
deterioration.
2. Some think a distance
of half a mile is
pretty safe. A mile is better, although there
may be a A'.s.f/i^;7//r of trouble at a distance
of two miles or more.
3. The orthodox test
is the three yellow
bands on all the workers. But a few workers off color should not condemn a colony,
for they may have come from another colony, as bees do a good bit of straying.

Could

it

make any ma-

drones from the same queen mother;

a swarm of bees be taken from
the walls of a house with the aid of a bee1.

If

.?//

Swarm irom Between Walls- -Requeen-

their own.

1.

a

fa^sgfe^l

Returning Afterswarms

afterswarm to the parent
where the hive is some distance
above the ground; in fact, too high to permit of conveniently hiving them at the entrance, would you advise shaking them in an
empty super placed on the parent hive ?
In returning an

colony,

Illinois.

Answeb.— Yes, your plan

of returning is
but it would be better and easier
to avoid the trouble of returning by preventing the afterswarm in the way that has
been given so many times. Afterswarms are
more ticklish things than prime swarms,
and sometimes when you try to hive an
afterswarm it takes into its head the foolish
notion to take its departure, leaving you
to gaze somewhat foolishly after it.
all right;

a trial.
Increasing

— Controlling

Swarms

have 30 beehives and do not wish any
more than 30 colonies. Twenty-seven of the
hives have bees in them, nearly all Italians.
They have straight combs made on full
sheets of foundation and wired. The other
three hives lost their bees during the winter,
but have the full drawn combs; have a few
weak colonies. I use the precaution of
giving plenty of storage room and ventilation
to prevent swarming, and have been pretty
successful so far in keeping down too great
number of swarms. I want to have a few
warms this season on account of the seeming good prospects for a honey flow from
white clover and alsike.
Of cours«. I expect to fill my empty hives
with my first swarms, but what shall I do
with any other swarms that I may have ?
Would it be practical to unite them with my
weaker colonies; if so, how would you unite
them? Please give your plan of uniting
I

newspapers between colonies.
many sheets of paper do you use ?
with

uniting a swarm with a
you kill either queen ?

How
When

weak colony would
Kentucky.
Answer. — Yes. you can unite swarms with
weaker colonies; but it may be as well or
better, in your case, to unite the weaker
colonies first. Uniting them by the newspaper plan is very simple. I generally use a
Single thickness of newspaper, but have

Reports And
A
One day
and as
track.

I
I

^

Skunk and a Bee Tree
March

last

I

started to

my

traps,

was walkingalong I saw a skunk
it and it led me by an elm

followed

3/4 feet in diameter and 12 feet high.
The snow was packed down and I noticed a

stub

little black specks on it. When I
looked closer saw they were bees' heads.
the bees, all but the
heads; also a small amount of broken comb
was on the ground. The hole in the stub
faced the east, and was about 12 inches in
height, and by looking in I could see comb.
The skunk I was tracking had gone on. I
followed it and soon got it; it yielded me
About a week later, as I was going by
$2 50.
the stub. I had my ax. so I chopped into the
tree to see if there was enough honey worth
bothering with, I did not cut the tree down,
but commenced chopping at the bottom a
strip about a foot wide, and kept chopping
until I had an opening as high as my head.
All I could see was honey. I went home.
lot of

I

The skunks had eaten

Experiences

hitched the horse to the cutter, took a washtub and boiler with me and filled them up;
drove home again, got another tub and tilled
that full of nice white honey. I also got a
potato crate full of empty combs which I
made into wax and shipped it to A. G. Woodman. I sold the honey, three pounds, for 25
cents, and it brought me over $15 beside
what I kept for my own use or gave away. I
have cut lots of trees, but not one ever had

as much honey as this one.
Riverside. Mich.
Archie

Kelley.

Publicity for Honey
has been with much interest that I have
followed all that has been said in both the
American Bee Journal and other bee publications for some months past, about advertising honey.
The interest seems to be
growing, and from your issue of March i. it
seems that something definite may be done.
The article, "A National Publicity Campaign for Honey, is a fine one.
It

"
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In my very small way I have already
learned the value of advertising. Three
years ago. when I offered my honey in jars,
the merchants gave me the laugh, saying the
Cuban people did not eat honey; they have
an idea it is not healthy, being too heating,
and this idea is furthered by the physicians.
where they would let rne to
I left a few jars
be returned or paid for. and I never had any
chancel had. and I schemed
Every
returned.
in every way to make chances. I wrote somepapers about bees or
local
our
thing in
honey, receiving more or less ridicule. Last
printed
a small booklet
I
know,
you
year as
called •Campanula." in which I described
extracting and
of
methods
and
honey
my
marketing. This I mailed to various adStates. In
United
and
the
Cuba
in
dresses
this booklet I had. as you advised me, my
It
did.
I
glad
very
I
am
but
high,
prices
places my honey on a higher plane than the
ordinary.
„
,
My advertising in the United States has
not brought me any great amount of business so far but scarcely a mail comes without something from someone about honey,
where can it be had in the United States, or
please give me some cooking receipts for
honey, etc. To my belief, telling people
how to use honey is away ahead of any other
advertising
My jar business has increased steadily,
,

empties to
This year
carry
have sold in barrels my best honey at 72
cents per gallon, but as yet I have not
enough local trade to consume it all. Yesterday I received a telegram from a firm in
Cuba. "Ship me all the Nos. 32 and 12 jars
you have." This firm sent me a check
March I for Jioo to settle for honey bought in

and

had

I

to

buy

me through

loo gross of
this season.

1

April. What the jar business nets is easily
figured; about four times the barrel price.

D.W.Millar.

Holguin, Cuba.

Excluders
farmer beekeeper and run mostly
for bulk comb honey. I have a number of
hives with supers, same size as lower bodies.

use the Hoffman frame. Last
I
the first time I ran my hives in this
way / e large super with frames in which
to store the surplus, and was fortunate
enough to escape without the aueens going
into the upper story. I did not use queen-

which

year

is

excluders

Now

the question

is:

fare this well
rather not use the
not necessary, as I

Will

I

would
every year?
excluders if they are
think to some extent they retard the bees
from entering the upper story I only use
As you
strips or starters of foundation.
are a large honey-producer. I would like
to have your opinion as to whether or not
there is much danger of the queens entering the upper story when running as 1 do tor
Nathan Clair.
bulk honey?
I

Mendon. Mo.
built
(If you were to use combs already
you would have brood in the upper story
about half of the time, because the Langstroth hives are both too small and too shallow, even the lo-frame

The

hives.

latter,

however, are better than the 8-frame hives
as they give

more room

to the

queen

in

the

lower story.
running
It is probable, however, that in
for chunk or bulk honey you will have but
the
little trouble with the bees breeding in

upper story. You will find it to happen in
seasons when the honey flow is irregular,
because in such seasons the bees build
comb to place the crop. ;^nd the bad weather
causes them to empty a part of the cells. It
quite often happens that the queen lays in
the upper story at such a time. But whenever the season continues steadily to yield
honey there is but little danger of the queen
finding any "-oom above if she happens to go
there.

were

your
place, I would use queen-excluders. In our
large hives, with deeper frames, and producing extracted honey, we do not use excluOnce in a while only do we find
ders.
brood in the supers.— Editor!

On

the whole, however,

if I

in

The New Disease
The new

,

They had built up strong, producing some
surplus The disease disappeared with the
last

maturebee.

It

did not attack queens

or drones
,.
j
,,
I
tried introducing queens and cells (in
one colony), but they would not accept
They seemed at first to be attacked
either
by robbers, but upon closer inspection the

apparent robbers proved to be occupants
of the hive. Upon opening a hive the first
thing to attract my attention would be
healthy bees chasing diseased ones across
the top-bars

^ee-disease struck this locality

,

.

They lose their down and become shiny
black and greasy looking ind smaller in
Their wings become spread, and
size.
I'hey have
slightly raised and narrowed
this appearance before or about the time
the healthy bees attack them. They do not
seem to die directly from the disease; the
life is hounded out of them by the other
bees much the same as they kill drones At
first I thought the weather had something
to do with the cause and cure, it being very
q-et when it started, about June i. and dry
But
when they recovered, the last of June. their
since then I believe the cure was in
killing every diseased and mature bee. Next
George E. Morris
season ?
South Barre. Vt.
,

ease or /Voscma A/>is
I am sending some of the diseased bees to
i*

Dr. Phillips, of Washington. D C, for examination, lam very anxious to learn just
what the disease is. and hope some correspondent will be able to give me light, and. if
H, C, Gadberky.
possible, a remedy.

Miami. Mo.
IMr. Gadberry's description

is similar to
that of the so-called " paralysis " which answers in practically all particulars to 'he
maladies mentioned on pages 14 and 15 of the
January number. Personally, we ascribe
the trouble to the exceedingly wet season of
As the climate of the Mississippi ValigiS.
ley is usually dry.' there is probably no
danger of such a scourge as they have had in
England under the name of Isle-of-Wight
disease, but the complaintsaresimilar. Our
columns are open to the discussions and
suggestions of beekeepers and scientists on

matter.— Editor.]
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Paralysis
In my bee-yard there appeared a disease
of the adult honeybee in three colonies last

winter, and in other colonies in the spring

and summer

of 1015.
In the first three

lama

in

the past season. The symptoms described
in the bee papers apply here with one exception, namely, the abdomen does not
swell; it s/irivis. it becomes much smaller
than normal.
,
pnv
It only attacks mature bees. In one co
of dark hybrids every maturebee was killed.

,

.

,

.

colonies almost every
day there would be a few bees that
would fly and drop in the snow, although
A conwas too cold for bees to fly
it
number would have greatly
siderable
swollen bodies and were full of fluids and
had a greasy, shiny look. They looked like
they had been in syrup or honey. Every
day that was warm enough for flight, the
bees carried out great numbers of bees that
were daubed and swollen. When spring
finally came these colonies were greatly
depleted, and one was so weak that it was
robbed out almost the first thing. Very
soon I found two other colonies were
affected in the same way. But as warm
weather came on I noticed that the number
of bees that had swollen bodies was much
less, as was also the number with the shiny

appearance.
j,.
.
But there were other characteristics dissimilar to those of winter time. There was
and
great commotion all about the entrance
a considerablearea of ground in front ot the
I he colhive, a seething quivering mass.
ony spirit seemed to have changed from a
desire to store honey to one of self-destruction. Many of the bees that were ejected
looked as it nothing were the matter with
them, but were unable to return to the hive.
A peculiar thing about many of the ejected
bees was that, contrary to the natural instinct of the bee to relieve the colony of her
presence when disabled, they seemed to
resist being ejected, would pull back. It
reminded one of incidents on the police
to
coijs
force, when it took two or three
put out one "drunk." So it looked like
were
these sick bees did not know that they
diseased and resisted being ejected; but
once out. being unable to return, lay with
wings quivering. I assure you that it looks
bad to the bee-lover to see his harvesters
lying by the gallon in front of the hives in
.

,

this condition.

,

,

,

,

.

u.
eight
•

During the season just passed I had
colonies affected as desciibed; all of them
pure Italians. I had some hybrids and a
few black bees in the yard, but none of
them had this disease In this yard of 60
colonies, 8 were diseased. A part of them
recovered enough to build up and store
others
some honey from fall flowers; the winter
had to be supplied with honey for

stores. All seemed to have recovered fully
by late fall. Today (Jan. 22. igi6) we have
had a fine warm day and the bees had a
good flight after three weeks' confinement.
To my surprise. I found threeother colonies
with the disease. They. too. were doing
just as the others had done. These three

colonies were not affected the past season,
but did big work storing, and went into winter with abundant stores, strong in young
bees and plenty of insulation.
During the past season I supposed that my
bees had bee-paralysis, or is it that other
disease of the adult bee, Isle-ofWight dis-
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BEES AND QUEENS.
Finest

Italian

Jay Smith.

1150

Send

Queens.

D e Wolfe

St.,

for booklet.

Vincennes, Ind.

Phelps" Golden Italian Queens will please
you.

Twenty-Five colonies of bees for sale.
G. W. Lindle. Muscatine. Iowa.

For Sale cheap 45 colonies of bees, extractor and other supplies. Write,
Mary Vernon, Carlyle, 111.
Fine three-banded Italian queens. CircuJ. L. Leath,
and price list free.

lar

Corinth, Miss.

Tell several thousand people what you
have for sale with a few words in this department.

New Jersey
H. M. Cook,
New York City.

Bees and Queens from my
aoiary
lAtf

J-

84

Cortland

St..

Phelps' Golden Italian Bees are hustlers

Queens from the Penn Co. See our
ad,

elsewhe re

in this

DooLiTTLE & Clark's
queens
Prices.

large

Journal,
Italian

breeding

be ready for delivery May i.
Marietta. N Y.
t s 00. and $2.50.

will
Jio.

i-lb, 3-band Italian bees with
queen, $1.65. 2-fr. nuclei with queen. $2.25.
J. B. Marshall,
Rosedale Apiaries.
Big Bend, La.

Ready now

June, 1916.

American Hee Joarnalj^
Rhode Island

northern-bred

Circular.

Ji.oo.

().

queens

Ital.

Tulip. Arlington. R.

I'"..

FOK Sale— Tested hybrid queens by

I.

re-

turn mail at 25c each.
Peter Schaffhauser, Havelock. N. C.

Leather Colored "Nutmeg strain"
queens. $1.00: doz.. Si".
cial price on large lots.

W

A.

Yates.

3

Chapman

Tested,

Return
St

.

Hartford. Conn,

Mott

E.

Send

queens of the

Italian

strain. June,
for free list.

unt.. i)rc;

July.

W.

Mott.

Earl

E.

75c.

Lfai'iikk Coi.fiRF.i) (banded Italian bees.
Untested queen. 7!;c Testby mail. Safe arrival guaranteed.
No diseases around here. Send your orders
to
C. H. Cobb. Belleville. Ark.
ed. $100

Glenwood. Mich,

A. V. Small.

introducing.
2.5U2

Agency Road.

Joseph, Mo.

St.

Place your order early to insure prompt
service. Tested, ti.25; untested. $1.00. Ital
lans and Goldens.
John W. Pharr.
Berclair, Tex.

Three BANDED
Untested queen.
tested.

$1.25.
J. B.

If
less

You wish

the

Marchant

Italian bees. $1 00 a pound.
Tested. $1.00. Select
65c

Rosedale Apiaries,
Marshall. Big Bend. La.

to get early queens and combpackages place your orders early with

See our ad

in

Union Springs, Ala.

Bros..

May

Journal.

For Sale— Bright Italian queens this season. 75c each; $8 00 per dozen. Safe arrival
and satisfaction guaranteed.
T. J. Talley. Rt. 3. Greenville, Ala.

"Oukens of 0"ALitv reared from a
daughter of one of Dr. Miller's famous
queens. $1.00 each by return mail After July
ist. 75c each; J8 00 per doz.
J. Ivan Banks. Dowelltown, Tenn.

Queens— Improved 3-band Italians; bred
Untested
for business; June i to Nov. 15
Tested. 85c
queens. 60c each; doz., $7.20.
each. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded.
Sinking Creek Apiaries, Gimlet. Ky.

queens

Italian

will be

to ship after April ist at 60c each.

price list. Safe arrival
guaranteed. M. Bates. Rt.

Send

Golden Italian Queens by June

1st.

$4.00 per half doz.; $8.co doz.
Tested. $1.25 each or
>i.oo.
$12 a doz. Breeder:,. J3 00
doz.;
half
per
$7.00
to $5.00 each. Purely mated guaranteed. Send
Danielson.
for circular.
J
Rt. No. 7. Fairheld. Iowa.

Untested. 75c or
Select untested.

for

and satisfaction
4.

Greenville. Ala.

Queens from my honey-gathering
will be

ready

ready to ship April

In

ist.

honey-

getting qualities they have few equals.

my advertisement elsewhere

in

See

Golden Italian Queens

Select tested.
Untested. 70c; 12, $3, 00.

Tested. Ii.oo.
Untested,
Select untested. 80c; 12. $«.oo.
July. IOC off each; Si.oo per doz. off. No foulbrood. D. T. Gaster, Rt. 2, Randleman. N. C.

$1.25.

Quirin's superior northern-bred Italian
bees and queens are hardy, and will please
you. More than 20 years a breeder. Orders
booked now. Free circular. Honeydew for
bee food, sc a lb. H. G. Quirin. Bellevue, O.

Italian Queens, prompt service; queens
mailed to purchaser in new style of introducing cage that is sate and sure. Bees
from a one-frame nucleus to a carload.
Write for price list on colonies, queens and
nuclei.
J. F. Diemer, Rt. 3. Liberty. Mo

Golden Queens
Workers

that

produce Golden

of the brightest kind.

I

queens. Tested.

$1.00.

3

For Sale— Bright Italian queens at 75 cts.
each; I7. So per dozen or $60 per 100. Ready
April 15. Safe, arrival and satisfaction
Talley.
guaranteed,
Rt, 4. Greenville. Ala.

WW

For Sale— F"ine Italian bees and queens.
Untested, $1,00; 6 for $5,110; 12, Sq.oo; Ioo, $60.
For prices on nuclei and pound bees see my
big ad in this paper for April and May.
J, F, Archdekin, Bordelonville, La,

i

$4 '0,
fr.. Si 75;

2 fr.. S2 75;

$(.5m.

Queens

by return mail or your money
guaranteed purely ina'ted, 3-banded
northern bred strain for gentleness,
honey gathering and wintering. Select untested, $1.00 each; 6 for $500. Select tested.
Write for price on large orders.
$1.75 each.
Italians,

Satisfaction
State inspection certificate.
guaranteed. .J. M. Gingerich. Kalona, Iowa,

A Daughter of one of Dr. Miller's best
honey queens and the Beekeepers' Review

for igi5 for only $2 00. A daughter of one of
the best honey getting queens selected from
1100 colonies worked for extracted honey,
from the yards of E. D. Townsend & Sons,
for only $1.75. The
and the Review for
queens will be mailed in June direct from

Nuclei,
54-lb. bees. 75c; i-lb, J1.25.
$7.80.
per frame. $1.25. No disease; everything
guaranteed. Write for prite list.
C. B. Bankston, Buffalo. Leon Co Tex.
.

An established strain of honey gathering
golden stock. Honey is what you want without much swarming. Book your orders early
to save delay. One untested queen. $1.00; 6
for J5.00;

want.

12

our breeders

rare buy.

and Queens — Doolittle's Italian
itself.
They are gentle, re-

Bees

and are fine honey gatherers.
breed this stock only. Untested queens
$8.
00
75c each;
per dozen; $60 per hundred.
Tested queens, $1,25 each; $12 per dozen;
$85 per hundred. Three frame nuclei. $2.25
each; $200 per hundred. Bees >4-lb. pkgs..
75c each; $60 per hundred; lib. pkgs, St. 00
each. $85 per hundred. Add price of queens
Complete catalog free on
to above pkgs.
application
Spencer Apiaries Co..

sist disease,

We

For .Sale— 24 colonies of Italian bees at
each; 20 colonies with mis mated Italian
queens. $4.co each; 8 colonies of light- colored
hybrids at $3.50 per colony; all from the J. P.
Moore strain; all in 8 frame bodies in winter
cases; mostly the Quinby standard fulldepth self-spacing Hoffman frames. 8 to
each hive; all combs straight, and all strong
and healthy with plenty of honey; f. o. b.
Wilmer Clarke.
here.

$4.50

Box

Wri'e us what you
$g.oo.
T.S. Hall, Talking Rock. Ga.

Gray Caucasians— Early breeders;
cap beautifully

A

the South.

stock speaks for

for

honey gatherers;

in

Italian

great

whit,:;

comb builders; very prolific; gentle;
hardy; good winterers. Untested. $100, SeSelect
lect untested. Ji,25, Tested. $1.50,
H, W. Fulmer.
tested. $2,00,
Box 10. Andalusia. Pa,
great

For Sale— 250 colonies of high grade Italians; fine location on virgin alfalfa at a barNew modern equipment, comb and
gain.

extracted. New country, fine climate, and
bee business developing rapidly. Splendid
opportunity for energetic man
A. W. F. Lee. Cordell. Okla.

will chal-

lenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-getting qualities.
Price. $1.00 each;
Tested, $2.00; Breeders, ts-oo and Jio.oo.
2Atf
J. B. Brockwell. Barnetts, Va.

.

Nordhoff. Calif.

banded

Untested. 75c; 6.1420;

this Jour-

D. E. Brothers, Attalla, Ala.

nal.

Carniolan. golden, and
12,

strains

Bees bv the

Breeders.
Nuclei,

without queen. Full colonies in
A. I. Root hives with Hoffman frames with
queen. 8-fr. hive. $7,'^o; lo-fr.. S8 00.
D. L. Dutcher. Bennington. Mich.
fr

m6

us send you price list and descriptive
circular of our bees and queens, and if you
will tell us what sized and how many packages you may want, we will be glad to write
you what the express will amount to.
R. V. & M. C. S tearns. Brady. Tex.

Let

1

My Bright

i,$i.25; 6. $7. 20.
lb , it. 2', per lb.

back:
"

Vigorous cirolific queens. $i uo; 6 $5.i»i;
June I. My circular gives best methotis of

Italians.

1

$2 2^ for 2-lb. pkk'.

Northern URED

Carniolan Golden and three-banded
One untested. 8sc; 6. }4 So. Tested.

of

Spe-

$1 50,

mail.

Queens, improved three band Italians
bred for business, June i to Nov. 15. Untested Queens. 75ceach; dozen. J8.00; Select.
Tested Queens, $1.25;
Ji.oo each; dozen, $10.
dozen, $I2. Safe arrival and satisfaction
H. C. Clemons,
guaranteed.
Rt. 3. Williamstown, Ky,
-

For Sale— Three-banded Italian queens
and bees from the best honey-gathering
strains obtainable. Untested queen, 75c; 6.
Tested queens, $1,25;
J4.25; 12, $8.00.
J7.00;
For select queens add 25c each to
12, $12,
above prices. Queens in quantity lots or
bees by the pound, write for prices.
Robt. B. Spicer. R.F.D, i3i. Wharton. N, J.
(>,

200,

Earlville.

Mad.

Co.. N. Y.

For Sale— 36 colonies of bees in 8-frame
hives; 50 supers full of frames and drawn
comb; 30 brood-frames full of honey; 20
comb-honey supers and a lot of bait combs;
queen-excluding honey-boards; 10 Porter
bee-escapes; 8 di one-traps; 100 new Hoffman frames not nailed; 100 or more other
frames; i Cowan honey-extractor; i Uoolittle wax-extractor; all of last year's wax and
cappings Must all go in a lump. Sale here
on the farm. 3;'2 miles from Livermore. At
$200,
S, C, Boyle. Bode. Iowa.
30

Carniolan, Golden and Three-Banded
from April to October, .Test-

Italian queens
ed, $1.00 each

6. $5 40; 12. J10.20. Select tested
Untested. 75c each; 6.
$1.25 each; 12. J13.80.
Select untested. 85c each;
$4.20;
12. $7,80,
Breeders. $3,00 to $5,00, Vir5. $4.80; 12. Jo.oo.
gins. 50c each; 6. $2.50; 12. $400, Bees, i -lb,.
Nuclei, i frame.
Si, 25; 2 lbs, $2. 25; ii Id., 75C.
Full coloSi. 25; 2 frames. $2.25; 3 fr.. $300.
nies with tested queens. 8 fr., $6.50; 10 frame,
disease, safe delivery and satis$7.00.
;

No

Money must accomfaction guaranteed.
pany the order. Write for price list.
I. N. Bankston, Buffalo, Tex,
For Sale— 35 colonies pure Italian bees
with select tested queens of J, P. Moore
strain. $4. 50 per colony; 35 colonies with mismated queens from same strain. S4.00 per
col.; 35 cols, light colored hybrids from the
same strain with queens. $3 50 per col all in
8-frame bodies in good winter cases, mostly
the Quinby standard, full depth self-spacing Hoffman frames. 8 to each hive, all combs
straight, and all strong and healthy with
plenty of honey, f. o. b. here.
,

Indianola Apiary

offers bees and queens
Untested, 75c. Tested. $1.25. Bees
in i-lb. packages. $1.00: i-frame nucleus, $1 25,
Add price of queen if wanted,
J, Warren Sherman. Valdosta. Ga.
for sale.

For Sale— Good

Italian queens, untested.
75c; tested. $1. 00; nuclei, 2-frame. $3.00; i-lb.

package. S2. 00; 2-lb. package. $3 00. Untested
queen with bees at above prices. Will begin to send about April ist.
G. W. Moon.
igo4 Park Ave.. Little Rock. Ark.

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens combine
the qualities you
honey gatherers,

Mated,
ers.

li. 00;

Js. 00

and
3

want.
They are great
beautiful and
gentle.

six. J5.00;
lio.

Wilcox

Tested. $300; Breed-

C.W. Phelps &
St.,

Son.
Binghamton, N. Y.

Having secured breeders of Dr. Miller.
we are offering daughters of his famous
strain of Italians at the low price of $1,50
Queens of our own strain at 75c each.
One pound bees, $1.50; 2-frame nuclei. $2.25
Full colony in 8-frame hive at $6.50; lo-frame.
$7.50; 200 colonies for spring delivery at $6.00
each. lo-fr. hives.
The Stover Apiaries.
Mayhew. Miss.

each.

Wilmer

Clarke. Box

MuLLiN's Unrivaled

Italian

Queens. Gen-

and prolific, three-banded, and one of
the very best honey strains, .-^fter May ist
to July 1st. untested queens, $1,00 each; Sg.oo
per dozen. After July ist, special rates.
Three-frame nuclei with untested queen.
After June ist try one; you will want
J2.75.
more. Satisfaction guaranteed,
O. S. Mullin, Holton Kan.

Earlville.

For Sale— Three-banded

Mad. Co.

Italian bees. 3
with queen. $3.00; without
have
more
bees than we
queen. $2 25.
can manage, and can, therefore, supply you
strongest
nuclei
you will be
with the biggest,
able to find anywhere. Our bees are all on
size
Hoffman
frames,
combs
the standard
built on full sheets of foundation and wired
now
shipping
nuclei
and
frames.
are
can now fill your order promptly. Bees
free
from
disease.
guaranteed to be
Hyde Bee Company. Floresville, Tex.

frame nuclei

We

tle

200.

N. Y.

We

212
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American ^ee Journal
HONEY AND BEESWAX
Wanted— Comb,
beeswax.
t'Aizt

173

Wanted

to

extracted honey, and
R. A. Burnett & Co..
S. Water St Chicago. III.
..

buy a quantity

ber bakin? honey.
gathered from.

of

dark or am-

State price and source
A G. Woodman Co.
Grand Rapids. Mich.

Comb Honey our specialty. Highest market prices obtained; prompt returns made,
send

us your shipments
Albert Hurt &Co..

New Crop

Orleans, La.

mesquite and
Bulk comb and extracted.

in two 6olb. cans, iic; in 6-io lbs
in 125 lbs.. 12c.
Extracted. 2c per

n>«c:

pound

less.

C. S. Engle. Beeville.

For SALE-Extra good
quite and alfalfa honey.

light

Tex

Make^ore

Profit

amber mes-

pound;

s

nours.

For Sale- Water-white alfalfa, white
amber alfalfa, and amber fall honey

clover,

cans or smaller packages. Amber
is of our own extracting, and
can
be furnished in barrels. Write for
sample of kind desired and state quantity
you can use. Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. 111.
in 60-lb.

honey

also

FOR sale"
colonies of bees. 5 acres of
^5"*
land. ^W^T^^'i"
N. L. Anderson. Spearfish. S. Dak.
.

Homestead. School. State Lands

for poultry, fruit, bees.

suitable
Booklet. loc stamps

Joseph Clark. Sacramento.

For Sale— Indian motor cycle. |6o Deering mower, excellent condition, $is. 400 potato sacks. 3c each. 30 seamless bags (new)
20c each.
Will trade for honey
Wesley Foster. Boulder. Colo.

by Reducing Cost of

E COLORADO HONEY PRODUCERS' ASSOCIATION
1424 Market Street, Denver, Colorado

Our queens are very
hustlers

SUPPLIES.
covers.

exchange for honey.

T

all

new. to

color.

Goldenrod Apiary.

Good second hand 60- pound cans. 2sc oer
o b. Cincinnati; terms
C. H. W. Weber & Co.. Cincinnati, O

little,

Our Queen Booldet

how

tells

to rear the finest queens.

It is free

f.

for the asking.

For Sale — Good second-hand 6onound

H

QUEENS

For Sale-io new i,,-fr. dovetailed i-story
hives, nailed and painted white two coats
at
$1,35 each; G. B. Lewis make.
Fred H. May. Me redosia. 111.

One, $1.00;

Notice— Beekeepers w-hen in need of supplies wi ite us for prices
can save you
money.
make a specialty of odd sized
hives.
The M. C. SilsbeeCo..
Cohocton. Rt. 3. N. Y.

We

We

For Sale— Medium brood foundation, one

to ten lbs.. 52c per lb. Up to 25 lbs.. 50c. Up
to so lbs.. 48c; 100 lbs.. 48c, prepaid in Louisiana. Root's goods for sale. Beeswax wanted.
26c cash. 27c in trade.
J. F. Archdekin. Bordlonville. La.

yi lb.,

"

Our Bees are Gentle

Nope, yon won't |tt stnn|

ITALIAN

$1.00

;

1

$1.25;

lb.,

2 lbs.,

$2.00;

3 lbs., $2.50.

"

Nothing but select queens sent

yon bny our Qumus

out.

JAY SMITH

1159 De Wolfe Street,

Vincennes, Indiana

QUEENS—THREE BANDED
From June
1st.
i::.

ist until

only 75c each;
Tested.

J7.S0.
$=.00: 12.

Sq 00.

6.

Nov.
$400:

$1.00:

Of an

6.

MONTHS FOR

4

ex-

ceptionally viKorons and
Jong-lived strain of bees.
I hey are gentle, prolific,

and the bestof honey-gatherers.
Send for my free
circular and price list, and
see the natural conditions

4x5. 18 in. bellows,

cost
hive bodies, painted, frames
wired. 50c each. Empty 60-lb. cans. 2 in a
case. 40c each. Will sell for cash or will
trade for honey, or bees in two-pound packages
Wesley Foster. Boulder. Colo

If

Address,

For Sale— 150 Alexander feeders. 12c each
used one season. J16 cider mill. J8.00. 800
wire moving screens, strong frame. 600-B fr..
4C; 20010 fr. 5C. 4-00 gal. honey tanks, used
one season. $6.00 each. New $70 Reflex cam-

An Eastman

six, $5.00; twelve, $9.00.

Bees by the Pound

For Sale— Cedar or pine dovetailed hives
also full lineof supplies including Dadanfs
foundation. Write for catalog.
A. E. Burdic k. Sunnyside. Wash.
Bee-Keeper. let us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
are nice and cheap.
White Mfg. Co
<Atf
Greenville. Tex.

Prices from June

15th to Sept. 1st.

cans. 25c per case of two cans. f. o. b Chicago. Cash with order.
E.
Bruner
3836 North Koslner Ave.. Chicago, 111.

$32, $15.

great

and are of a beautiful light leather

supers;

cash.

era. $SS

;

swarm but

bees

;

prolific

Lenox. Iowa.

,

case of two cans

—=

for 68-page illustrated catalog of the best Bee-supplies

Honey Labels that create a favorable impression on the buyer. Dealers admire them
and give them prominence. Catalog Free
Liberty Pub.Co..Sta.D.Box4H. Cleveland O

—1

sample ind

for

made.

Calif.

HONEY LABELS

Metal Top

Send

free booklet.
How to Make Money With a Kodak."
Webb s Kodak Stu dio. Morganton, N. C.

Comb-honey producers can put up their sections
complete in less than half the time with a Rauchfuss
combined section-press and foundation fastener. Now
used by hundreds of Western beekeepers who would
not think to be without it anymore.
It is guaranteed to do more and better work tlian
any other device on the market. Your money back if
not entirely satisfactory. Made for 4Jix4X and also
for 4x5 sections.
Price, $3.00 complete with lamp and treadle, delivered, postpaid, anywhere in the United States. Write

Cash With order on board of cars here
B. A. Hadsell. Buckeye. Ariz.

tall

nicely mounted. Will trade
O G. Mills. Bayfield. Wis.

Hatch Wa.v Press almost new, $3 ,o
Ed Stvenson. Spring "Valley, '.Minn.
Kodak work hnishedand mailed in 12 to 24

Production

Two bopound cans
and 10 pound frictionper pound per hundred weight

to case. 5C a
top pails 8c

Deer Heads
'or ''ees.

of rich, while

catclaw honey.

Comb

Ne w

Sections $2.8'; per thousand The Beekeepers' Review is making a lead on secand furnishing their subscribers with
7'/x M.iie }vu /„;-frr at from $285 to $4 so per
M. Order the same make of section as usual, but do not send us but $4.50 per
M. for
the No. 1 grade and 50c less tor the No
2
grade. One make can be furnished as low
as »2 85 per M. for the No. 2 plain. D<' notbuv
.' j'W/fjv//.//!.
for the bees without first investigating our cooperative plan of buying
Write your wants to the Beekeepers'
Rev = i^c
view. Northstar. Mich.
tions

100 8fr.

under which my queens

are reared.

JOHN
723 C

Street,

C. MILLER
Corpus Christ!, Texas

Telt^

and

a(juiit ptjniiiip,

stlliiij^

(ruit

10-

pruniiig.

spr.T>ing

and garden inick.

Ask Us Your Hard Questions,
\Vc

cotiiliicl tins

ial beiiefii of

department

our subscribers.

wer all questions by in.iil and
columns ol the inagaime.
Fruilicanand Gardener,

(or

the spec-

Experts on^
lliroiigli

the

lltlMainSLMLVemoa,lfc
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The Double-Walled Massie Bee-Hive
Surest

Protection

Honey
Furnished

in

for

— The

Bees

—

Supply

Increased

of

Best Hive for any Climate

the clearest

of

White Pine or Redwood.

lumber

All

in

either Cypress,

Brood and Extracting

Frames Made from White Pine

THE VENTILATED BOTTOM
Admits fresh air into the hive, lessening the chance for swarmine, and giving renewed energy to the bees.
It is also equipped
with a feeder without extra cost.
THE MASSIE HIVE
For Comb or Extracted Honey Fifty years in the bee supply business has shown us that the
Massie is the very bast hive, and testimonials to this eflfect
are received daily from those who are using this hive.

WHY MOT GIVE US A TRIAL ORDER ?
We are also extensive manufacturers
be sure

to get

The Dovetailed Hive

SATISFACTION FULLY GUARANTEED
of Dovotailod

our prices before buying elsewhere.

We

Hives and

for

Comb Honey

EARLY CASH ORDER DISCOUNTS

other Apiarian Supplies. If you are in the market for supplies
will mail our large illustrated catalog and special price list to any one upon request

KRETCHMER MFG. COMPANY,

all

1100 3d

Council Bluffs, Iowa

St.,

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS
If you care to know what others think of this strain of Goldens, read these two letters from satcustomers
NAMPA. ID.'VHO, Feb. 12. iqi6.
RENO. NEV, April 16, 1916.
MR BEN G. DAVIS. Spring Hill. Tenn.
MR. BEN G. UAVl.S. Spring Hill, Tenn.
isfied

Dear Sir .—Yours at hand, and in reply will say you may book me
for 200 untested Queens, will give you dates later to ship. No. Mr.
Davis, I do not care to part with the queen this season, but I think
another season I shall send her in and probably one or twoothers
and have you breed from them for me. The surplus was 250 pounds,
comb honey, besides I drew four cards of brood from them. They
cap their honey white. She is quite yellow and fair size. The workers are yellow and well marked and uniform color; drones extra
yellow.
Yours respectfully,
L. C. McCARTY.
(The above queen is a Golden from my apiaries.)

Dt\if- Sir:— I have tested out several of your Golden Queens by
the side of several leather and three banded slock from seven or
eight breeders in the last two years, and find your stock superior to
any of the darker races in resisting and curing European foulbrood,
and find them gentle, good winterers, and the equal of any for getting honey.
Yours very truly,

Rt.

I.

Box

Safe arrival
guaranteed.

M.

40.

(U.

W. HARV'EY.

S and Can.), purity of mating, and satisfaction

PRICES OF QUEENS
Not.

1

to

May 1

May 1

to

June

1

June

1 to

July

1

July

1

to

Not.

1

:
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FACTS ABOUT HONEY
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THE

editorial

"Food Value

tlie

highly appreciated, and so

HONEY

of

Honey," on page

December American Bee Journal was

404, of the

FACTS ABOUT

on

production of

it

in

many

came

enquiries

so

for a re-

pamphlet form that there was prepared a

16-page booklet for advertising honey containing this and

other matter of importance which the consumers ought to

know. Size of booldet 5 3-4x9 inches. Weight a scant ounce.

"Pacts about Honey" contains the following informa-

What honey

tion illustrated with 17 splendid half tones:
is

and where gathered

ent flavors and colors
WHAT HONEV

IS

Principal kinds of honey;

How

;

hunting; Bees in boxes and

HOW TAKEN FROM THE BEES
ITS

;

VALUE AS FOOD
HONEY RECIPES

production

the section;

foundation

;

Bee-trees and bee

The new way

;

manner

Gi'anulation of honey,

honey a luxury

honey

;

Comb

the bees build straight in
the honey

of extracting; Purity of

how to melt

Honey

;

of

and sections

hives

Why

;

Chunk honey; Extracted honey,

extractor and

Is

gums

Movable-frame

;

Comb

honey;

produced

Differ-

it

Pood value

;

as health food

of honey;

Uses

;

honey;

in cook-

ing; Pifty recipes for use of honey.

On the

last

page room enough

page there

that no envelope
it

is

to print

the beekeeper's

Or the address may be printed on

asks for his honey.
of the last

is left

is

also

needed.

room

" Eat

Honey "

the prices he

At

the front cover page.

to address the booklet to the

A gummed

name and

the bottom

consumer, after folding

it

so

label or wire clasp is suflicient to hold

together for mailing.

We

wiU furnish these pamphlets at unprecedented low prices, as follows

Single copy as sample, free.
Less than 30 copies, postpaid, each $
'^
30

.03

"

""^

50 copies, postage extra
"
100

For parcel-post shipment, the weight
Printing
or back page

:

name and address

is

about 6 pounds per 100 copies.

of producer, with brief price-list of

honey on either front

500 or less, $1.00; 1000 or more, $1.50 per thousand.

The pamphlet contains no advertising or address

of

any kind and

is

distinctly a positive,

unbiased and clear explanation of the usefulness of honey, intended for a reply to the numerous questions usually asked by the uninformed consumer.

H

Send your orders

to
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nNARSHFIELD

BEE
ESCAPE

PORTER

SAVES

GOODS

^

HONEY
TIME

BEEKEEPERS :—
We manufacture

MONEY
Millions of

For sale by

Sections

R.

every year that are as good as the best. The
CHEAPEST for the Quality BEST for the Price.
If vou buy them once, you will buy again.

Please

;

dealers.
If no dealer, write factory

all

&

PORTER, MFRS.

E. C.

Lewistown, III., U. S. A.
mention Am. Bee Journal when

FREEMAN'S FARMER

writing

North Yakima,

Wash.

We also manufacture Hives, BroodFrames, Section-Holders and Ship-

Successor to Northwest Firm and Horn*

ping-Cases.
Our Catalog

methods in the Pacific Northwest.
Send One dollar and have the magazine sent
for one year. Cut rate of one-half price

is

you want
magazine, it
If

free for the asking.

now

69 YEARS OLD
a descriptive and agricultural
will inform you all about the

on.

Beekeepers' Supplies
Marshfield, Wis

LMarshfield Mfg. Co.,

Write us

for our 64-paee catalog. FREE.
Full information given to all inquiries. Let
us hear from you.
handle the best make
of supplies for the beekeeper.
Beeswax
exchanged for supplies or cash.

We

SOOOOCOOOOQCOOCeOSOOOQC

J.

NEBEL & SON SUPPLY
High

OUR VERY BEST

THERE OUGHT TO BE QUALITY HERE

i.

Later,

i.

75c;

6.

$4.00; i:. $7.50.

Write

KENNITH HAWKINS, PLAINFIELD, ILLINOIS

THE VERY BEST

IS

BEE SUPPLIES

"We

are furnishing Kennith Hawliins, the 'Quality Hill Queen' Breeder, one
of our 'Queens of Quality,' and will offer queens from one of The Review mothers crossed with his 'Quality Hill' Drones for 1916. We do not think one can
make a mistake in buying this stock." No buyer of 24 or more Queens for delivery
after June 15, can afford not to ask for our special discounts on these great
honey gatherers.
The Review. L>ec,, igis This Townsend breeder exceeded the average of iioo
colonies by over 500 per cent last year. Sure will be quality here. These excellent

honey queens i. Si.oci; 6. 5 00; 12. g.oo until June
for booklet on Quality Hill Queens.

CO.,
Montg. Co., Mo.

Hill,

Best Sections,

Best Shipping Caa*s

Best ol

Supplies

all

Best prices you will get for your honey
when put up in our sections and shipping
" LOTZ " sections
cases.
and shipping
cases have stood the test. Why? Because
they are perfect in workmanship. Quality
and material. Buy LOTZ goods when you
want the BEST. Our lois catalog ready
now. Send your name and get one.
H. S. DUBY & SON, St. Anne. III., carry a
full line of our goods.

AUG. LOTZ CO.

BOY^D'

I

START THE SEASON RIGHT
I
I
By

like it

Dittmer Foundation the bees
for it's made to just suit them,

and

just like the Natural

using
is

Comb

they

I
I

make themselves.

Queens and Bees
FROM THE COTTON-BELT APIARIES
Will and must please you. Three-band Italians only
Prices from May ist to July 1st
as follows: Queens, untested. 75c each: $4.00
for six or $7.50 per dozen. Tested $1.00 each;
$5.70 for six. or $10.75 per dozen.
Select tested. $2,50 each. Breeding queens, $5 00 each.
One pound package bees. $1.25: 25 packages.
$100 each: 2pound package. $2.25 each: 25
packages, $2.00 each; 3-pound package, $3,25,
each; 25 packages. $2 75 each.
Special prices on irger quantities booked
early. Twenty years experience. No disease. 75 percent of untested queens guaranteed purely mated. Safe arrival and reasonable satisfaction guaranteed.
I

Send for prices on having your Beeswax
into Comb Eoundation, which in-

made

I

cludes

All

all

THE COTTON-BELT APIARIES
Box 83,

freight charges being paid.

other Supplies

in

stock

WHEN ORDERING SUPPLIES
Remember we

Gus Dittmer Company, Augusta, Wisconsin

Roxton, Texas

E

carry a

full

stock and

sell at

Two lines of railand G and Trunk

the lowest catalog price.

road—Maine Central
Prompt service and no trucking

THE

A.

I.

ROOT
J.

oills.

Mechanic Falls, Me.
B MASON, Manager
CO.,

BECAUSE

IT

LASTS

That is One Argument in Favor of
Cypress as a Beekeeper's Lumber

qualities that make the value in lumber depending, of course, on the uses to which they are put. But of

There are many

virtues that of endurance comes first. The wood that
resists rot influences longest, especially when the wood is used

all

—

in a service by which it is exposed to wet and dry conditions and earth-contact that wood is
accredited with being able to give the user the greatest INVESTMENT VALUE.
No use tries the lasting qualities of lumber greater than that of Bee Hive construction. It is
the very duce to get lumber that will not too readily rot unless one gets Cypress lumber. Then
saved on Repairs You
there is a good show for endurance that means real

—

money

Don't Have to Make.

Try

it,

Mr. Beekeeper.

STUDY THE WOOD QUESTION

There's one way to get at this matter of endurance— through books of authority. Such are
These books are not
the 41 volumes of the internationally famous Cypress Pocket Library.
on
file
in
the
libraries
references
of
scores of technical
"advertising" — they are authoritative
schools and National institutes. Ask for Vol. 1 to start with; it contains the complete U. S. Govt.
Kept, on Cypress, " The Wood Eternal," and a full list of the other volumes; then branch out until

you cover the subject.

MFRS.' ASSOCIATION
SOUTHERN CYPRESS
Bank Building, Jacksonville, Fla., and
1251 Heard National
1251 Hibernia Bank Building,

New

For quick service address nearest

Ep<!$!*!^'>l^^

Orleans, La.

oftice.

*

Results of White Clever in the Apiary of E. L. Hofmau, at Jauesville, 31iiiiiesota

;
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Bees and Queens

for

1916

GOLDEN AND LEATHER COLORED
We

are

now booking orders

for April,

liveries at the following prices, viz.
Prices of one and over
I.

Warranted

Glen Cove, L.

:

i.io
i.so
3.00

Tested
Breeders

105 Park Place, N. Y.
APIARIES

J .50
85

Untested

I.

June, 1916 de-

6

i

Virgins

STRINGHAN

J.

May and

12

$2.75

$5.00

450

8.00

5.50
7.50

13.50

and up

25
$10.00
16.00
ig.oo
26.00

15.50

to $10.00 each.

i-frame nuclei without queen
"
"
2-frame
"
"
"
3-frame

$1.50
2.75
3.50

'

I®®®©©©®®®®®®©®®®®®®®®®
When
iW^T QOM*

Unhulled and Scarified Hulled

WHITE SWEET

CLOVER
YOONCRANDOLPH SEED

CO.,

OWOSSO, MICH

1

2

LET US FIGURE WITH YOU

We

know we can

Write

you on quality.

satisfy

"

"

"

"

at

above prices quoted for queen
Ji.oo
I.so
2.00

"
"

"

queens are wanted with pound packages add at prices quoted for queens.
orders amounting to $50 and over we will allow 5 percent discount, and orders
to (too and over will allow 10 percent discount from above prices.
We guarantee safe delivery on queens, and safe delivery on bees that are not in transit
If

On all

•

amounting
over

Bee-Supplies

queens are wanted with nuclei add queens
without
wire
cages,
queens
a lb.
" package,
"
"
"
"

five days.

OoR Reference— Any Mercantile Agency. A. I. Root Co., or American Bee Journal.
Get into communication with us at once and book your orders early to avoid disappointments in the spring.

THE PENN COMPANY,

Penn, Lowndes County, Mississippi

Representatives of The A.

for catalog.

I.

Root Cmnpany, and Queen

Specialists.

C.C.CLEMONS BEE-SUPPLY CO.
Kansas

Dept. S.,

City,

Mo.

WE ARE READY
To

Watchful Waiting Causes You to Get Left

on your wants. Send us a list of
goods and we shall be pleased to quote you
the very lowest price for the best goods.
Established iSqq. Our catalog may interest
figure

^
So Buy your Bee Supplies Now.
Promises to be a Honey year. Ship on day of receipt of order.

Lewis' Beeware—finest in the world.

you.

H. S.

DUBY & SON,

St.

Anne,

Send for our 1916 Catalogue.
We do Beeswax rendering. Ship us your old Combs and Capplngs.

III.

Writel

for prices.

THE FRED W. MUTH

Northern Bred
Italian
More hardy

Queens

than Southern bred.

them once. Untested,

Try

204

Walnut

St.

THE BUSY BEE MEN.

CO.
CINCINNATI,

tested. $1.50.
Plans for beginners. "How to Introduce
Queens and Increase." 25 cents.

E. E.

li.oo. Sel.

MOTT, CLENWOOD, MICH.

SAFETY FIRST
You are always safe in buying Murry's bees and queens. Unexcelled for prolificness,
gentleness and honey-gathering qualities. No disease. Health certificate with each shipment of bees and queens. Three-banded Italians. Goldens.

May

Queens
Uutested
Tested

WRIGHT'S FRAME-WIRING DEVICE
in

Most rapid in use. Saves cost of machine
one day. Titrhter wires, no kinks, nosore

hands.
G.

Price. $2

Select tested

Untested queens per

6

t .75
1.25
1.50

$4 00

Nov.

650
8,00

ist
12

t 7.50
12.00
15.00

100. J62 50

operate about 500 queen-mating nuclei, besides some 300 colonies in outyards, and
ship by return mail. For prices of bees by the pound and nuclei, see April and May issues
of this Journal
I

00.

W. Wright Company, Azusa,

Calif.

H. D.

OUR TEXAS BEES
Having locations where

can rear bees
almost the year around. I am prepared to
furnish you the very best stock of bees and
queens at prices where you can afford to
buy and build up those weak colonies for
the honey season. My pound packaKes are
fine for making increase at a reasonable
price.
One pound package. $1.50; 2-pound
packages. %2 50; lo-pound lots, $13; 100 pounds
for $120. Queens shipped with pound pack-

MURRY, MATHIS, TEXAS

I

ages at 75 cents each. By mail at Jo.ooper
dozen. Special prices to dealers in large
lots.

WM. ATCHLEY,
"

ist to

I

Mathis, Texas

Th* Texas Beeman "

Beekeepers' Supplies
Such

Winter Cases,

EVERY FRUIT GROWER
Who

wants up-to-date, valuable information on the vital problems of the fruit industry, such as Spraying. Pruning. Cultivat-

Hives, Sections.
Covers. Bottoms, Bodies, Supers, Broodframes of every description. Shippingcases, Section-holders. Comb-foundation.

ing. Packing. Marketing, etc., should subscribe to

Smokers, etc.
Gat my prices before placing your orders.

and begin with the January

as

R. H.
Rt. 3,

SCHMIDT

Sheboygan, Wis.

BETTER FRUIT

cial
$1.00

issue, our SpeSpraying Annual. Subscription price
advance.
per year in

BETTER FRUIT PUBLISHING COMPANY
Hood River, Oregon

O.

liiKI.
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Mfiw

BINGHAM BEE SMOKER

niNGHAM

Nearly forty years on the market and
the standard in this and many foreign

Gentle. i;o(i(i lioneygatherers, bred for
business. Their mothers were imported—
the best to be had. If you buy once you will
buy always
.lust look
at tliese prices.
Where can you tind better ?
July to October i
6

I

Untested

countries.

So in any quantity
$ 8.110
75
I 4 25
11.00
20,00
$2.00

We

ail

queens

at once.

L.

L.

is

the all-important tool

dealers in Beekeepers' Supplies.

reach
you in rood condition to be purely mated,
and to give satisfaction. All orders filled
gruaranlee that

It

most extensive honey-producers
of the world.
For sale direct or by all
of the

12

Select untested
Selecttested

<S^^^^

will

Smoke

ICngine. 4-inch stove

Doctor,

3 J^-

Two

28 oz.
26 oz.

inch stove

Conqueror.

inch stove
Little Wonder, 2)^-inch stove

FOREHAND

.85
.50
.75
.50

23 oz.
16 oz.

3

Hinged cover on
postage extra.

Fort Deposit, Alabama

$1.25

larger sizes in copper extra.

the two

larger

sizes

Cray Caucasians
Early

bretders

gatherers

;

great

;

honey

cap beautifnlly white,

great

romb builden

;

very pro-

lific

gentle

hardy

;

good win-

;

;

Untested, $1-00- Select

terers.

untested, $1.25. Tested,
Select tested,

$1.50.
The best

$2.00.

all-purpose bee.

W.

H.

FULMER

10,

Andalusia, Pa.

BEEKEEPERS' SUPPLIES
Sold at a reduction. Best sections, dovetail hives, foundation, and all goods for the
beekeeper. Second-hand fcolb. cans, like
new. 25c per case. Give me a trial order.
PRICES FREE

PER

S

D.

A combined section press and foundation
fastener of pressed steel construction. It folds
the section and puts in top and bottom starters
all at one handling, saving a great amount of
labor.

Hundredsof them

in use.

The

sale this

year has increased wonderfully, and they give
perfect satisfaction in every case when properly operated. Dadant & Sons say: "The sale
on Woodman Section P^ixers now far exceeds all
others,"

Box

W.

WOODMAN'S SECTION FIXER

With top and bottom

starters the

comb

is

attached to all four sides, a requirement to
grade fancy. Increase the value of your crop
this season by this method. The best and most
successful producers, such as Dr. Miller, use
top and bottom starters.
Their honey would
ship across the continent without breaking
down, even if only half completed
Price J2. 50 without lamp; with lamp, $2.75.
Weight, 5 pounds, postage extra.
Adjustable to any size section. Send for
special circular with large illustrations.

325 South Park Ave., Jackson, Nich.

TIN

HONEY CANS— LOW PRICES
We

Our

THE QUEEN OF ALL QUEENS
Is the

Texas Queens.

me your

Send

orders

will give
three-year contract is protecting us from high prices until July ist.
the beekeepers the benefit of our low prices, so be sure you secure your supply before
that date. 60-lb. cans shipped from Ohio factory or Chicago— friction-top from Chicago
Give us the quantity wanted and let us figure with you. Friction-top cans and pails— 5-lb
size,

per

50. J2.50: 100, $4.50; 203, $8.50; 1015. $40. lo-lb.

A. G.

WOODMAN

size per

50. $3 so. 100. $6.25; ii.3.$6.75; 565. $33.75

Grand Rapids, Michigan

CO.,

early for Italian and
Carniolan.

Queens,

$8.00 per

doz. Bees

per

pound,

$1.50.

CIRCULAR FREE

Grant

Anderson,

Rio

BY ALL MEANS BUY A GOOD VEIL
».,5^1 Muth's Ideal

Hondo, Texas

75c

Bee

Veil, postpaid,

with other goods, 70c.

;

OLD COMBS AND CAPPINCS
rendered into
draulic

A

FINE untested
ian

Queen for 60c.

Tested, $1.00.

market

press. Perfect

hy-

work.

buy your wax at highest
price.

Write

us.

Satisfac-

tion guaranteed.
J. F.

We

Ital-

wax

wax with our

ARCHDEKIN

Bordelonville, La.

THE FRED W. MUTH COMPANY
204 WalRut

Street,

-

Cincinnati, Oliio

July. 1916.
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QUEENS!

QUEENS!

QUEENS!

We will make a specialty of shipping Queens. Nuclei and Full Colonies from Florida during the present month. We are breeding
from Queens that produced a surplus of 3co pounds per colony in a 24 day honey flow in Florida, and that are unexcelled for prolificness.
gentleness and honey gathering.
When you order queens from us. you get QUALITY. PURITY AND HONEY GATHERERS. We can fill your orders from our
famous Honey Gathering Strain for Queens. Nuclei and Full Colonies promptly, and guarantee safe delivery and entire satisfaction to you
Write for special price on orders of 50 or
in every respect. Our aim is to give you the best stock on the market at the time you want it.
more. We ask you to give us a trial and let us prove to you that our stock is unexcelled bv anything on the market.
Island Bred Italian

Prices on Nuclei and Full Coloniss Without Queens

Queens
6

1

Untested
Select Tested

Tested Breeding Queens,

Address

THE

all

$7.50

$1.50
2.00
3.00

Tested

communications

J. E.

$5.00

12
$12.00
18.00
24,00

10.50
is. 00

and

$10

I

frame nucleus

2-frame nuclei
3-frame nuclei

i.oo
4.00

5-frame nuclei
8-frame colony
frame colony

(

5-

00

8.50
10.00

10

each.

to

MARCHANT BEE & HONEY COMPANY,

THE CAMPBELL SYSTEM OF SOIL CULTURE
Everybody knows Camobell. the father

of

dry farming.

Everybody knows that

he started this great movement for Scientific Farming that is changing the desert
into a garden. But everybody does not know that there is a great school, the

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF SOIL CULTURE
where the Campbell System of Scientific Soil Tillage and Crop Growing are taught
by mail, where a thorough knowledge of Scientific Agriculture can be secured without leaving home, at a very small expense, If you area farmer or expect to be a
farmer, send for the Campbell literature. Campbell's Scientific F"armer. the Campbell manuals, and a catalog of the Campbell Correspondence School. Sample copy
and catalog free. Address.

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
325 Broadway
iK••r/^!>»XK}

$200

Billings,

Montana

Canton, Ohio

QUEENS OF MOORE'S
STRAIN OF ITALIANS
PRODUCE WORKERS
That

fill

the supers quick

With honey nice and thick
They have won a world-wide reputation for honey gathering, hardiness, gentleness, etc.

Untested queens,

i.

$1 co; 6. $5 00;

12.

$0 00

Select untested, I, Si. 25; 6, $6.00; 12, $11,00
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.
J. P.

Queen Breeder

MOORE
Rt.

1,

Morgan, Ky.

o «« o o o o o»s> 9 » e » »»i»»x} v> o » ox^^^^

EUROPEAN FOULBROOD
spreading in various parts of the country. The first
step in its cure is a vigorous strain of ITALIANS

is

The Root Strain of Bees have Shown
Themselves

to

be

Highly

Resistant

While we do not claim their introduction will alone cure European Foulbrood, or
it will not make a start in their colonies, we have reports of where they have,
with a little help, fought themselves nearly clean of European Foulbrood which was
all around them in black and hybrid colonies.
that

These queens
Later

tion.

will

in the

be ready for delivery about June 1. Orders will be
season we will make delivei'y promptly.

PRICES.— Our

regular price

queens; but we

will club

filled in rota-

is $1.50 in June and $1.00 after July 1 for untested
them with Gleanings in Bee Culture for one year and a
queen for $1.50, provided we can fill orders for queens when we have a surplus of
them. This will probably be July and August.

The A.

I.

ROOT COMPANY

Medina, Ohio

voio;v::v>:i;v:>:ox}xw>:o:o:6:»:»;^^^
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TENNESSEE-BRED QUEENS
43 Years' Experience
Nov.

May

to

I

in

Rearing— Breed

Queen
May

i

1

to

June

i

June

3- Band

to July

i

Only

Italians
July

i

i

HONEY AND BEESWAX

.

12

50 { 7 50

J 4 00

2.00

8 50

5.00

e 00

250
300

13.50

8.00

15-00

1650

10 00

18.00

ti

(

.75

Bees by the pound i lb.. Ji 25; 2 lb J2.25; i lb., $2.75.
Nuclei (no queen) i fr.. $1 w: 2 fr J2.15; 3 fr.. $2 75; 4 fr.. $1 S>; pure 3'band Italians.
Select queen wanted, add price.
Capacity of yard, 5000 queens a year
Select queen lor breeding, $5.00
The very best queen lor breeding, $10.
Queens for export carefully packed in lon^; distance caijes. but safe delivery not (guaranteed
.

.

—

LONCiMONT, COLO June 2). ivi6
too supers— one is doing good work now
MtCARlY.
A.
.

had ten of your queens

I

in 1013 that finished

her age.

for

very little
extracted or

is

honey, either

quoted, there being no large sales toqiiote
R. A Burnett & Co.
from.

Kansas City. Mo.. .lune 17— The honey
market remains about the same. There is
very little old honey left on this market.
believe that the new honey— when it comes
in— will sell at around Ji so to $1.75 per case.
Kxtracted honeyis cleaning up very rapidly,
and while prices are no higher, there is a
considerably firmer feeling to the market.
Prices range from 6c a pound for dark am*
ber to 7c a pound for lighter honey. There
is no white extracted on ihis market.

We

C.

C Clemons Produce Company.

June 17— We have nothing
at the present time.
honev in a jobbing
way as follows; White, 8j4f^8Mc per pound;
lii;ht amber, 8(?8'ic per pound, and amber.
7@8c per pound. We pay 26c per pound in
in cash and 28c per pound in trade for clean,
average yellow beeswax delivered here.

Denver. Colo

to offer in

,

comb honey

We are selling extracted

I

JOHN

in

comb. The stocks of both are ample for all
demands, prices remain about as recently

i

6

Untested
Select Untested
Tested
Select Tested

Chicago. June it.— There

movement

Nov.

to

M. DAVIS, SPRING HILL, TENN.

The Colo Honey Producers' Assn
F.

A SINGLE IDEA
May be worth many dollars. Good books are invaluable to the
honey-producer.
The man who keeps abi-east of the times is
man who makes his bees pay.

Beeswax
28c

good demand at 25c ca*h and
Southwestern Bee Co.

Los Angeles. June

i8

— The

market

at

«age, s.'-'C; light amber alfalfa.
All in straight carload lots f. o. b. shipping point Choice country beeswax 27c per
light

amber

S'lC.

pound.

New

American Bee Journal. 575 pages.
any address for SI. 25, or with the American

Hamilton & Mendeson.
of comb

York, June 18— Old crop

honey is now pretty well cleaned up with
the exception of some off quality, odds and
ends for which there is practically no demand. New crop from the South is now beginning to arrive, and No. i white stock selling around 14c; in some instances 15c; while
off grades sell accordingly lower as to qualhave nothing new to report as to
ity.
the market on extracted. There is a fair
demand at unchanged prices with liberal
supplies. Beeswax steady at 3c@3ic.

Postpaid to
Bee .Journal one year, both for bl.TS.

Hamilton,

is in

exchange.

present on honey and wax is as follows:
Water-white sage, t'^c; white sage, r.J^c:

Is the one book that no up-to-date beelceeper can afford to do
without
Written by Rev. L. L. Langstroth, the inventor of tlie
movaljle-frame hive, it has been revised and kept up-to-date by

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

.\/er.

Wholesale prices on
the heavy offering-*.
bulk comb honey is steady at oc basis, extracted according to quality at 6@7/^c.

The Revised Langstroth
the editor of the

Rauchfuss.

.San Antonio. June 15— The demand is
good for bulk comb honey, but little trade
The south Texas crop is
for extracted.
larger than normal, and of very good quality.
Prices have had a tendency to shrink under

III.

We

Hildreth & Segelken.

©©©®©®®GXS®©®®®®©®®GXDG)®®®©©

Q-U-E-E-N-S
Three-band
Soc each.

I
g
S

Untested for
The same as you pay $i.oo
Italians.

and just like the ones you get for
$1 50.
Guaranteed to be as good as
money can buy. Every one fully
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction. Safe delivery. Write for prices
on 25 and more.
for.

N.

,r

We

J.

Choice

July and reof season

)ne breeder

One comb

Send

Sale arrival guaranteed.

2,50

nucleus, no

queen
i^poundbees
One pound bees

21B E. Logan

and

st.'l!iny Iruit

10-

priiiiiiip.

and garden

spr.ijing

tnick.

Ask Us Your Hard Questions
\Vc coiidiict
ial

litis

department

bcnefii of our subscribers.

for

the spec-

Experts ans-

questions by mail aud lliroiigb the
coUiiTins of the inagaiine.

wer

all

Fruilir,:Ln

and Gardener, llll Main

SlMl Vernon, Ifc

SHAW & COMPANY

®©©®®©©®6XS®©©©®®©®©©©©®®®®

One untested queen. .$ .go
One tested queen
1.3"
One sel. tested queen 1.60

L.

Tells about plamiiig,

Home Bred

for

mainder

J.

K.

Trial Subscription cid^'p'^'

Loreauviile, Louisiana

Alabama

Prices

<

W.

@
@
Q
@
q

MONTHS FOR

4

TALIAN BEES

I

»,

$1.00 each
These Queens are not culls or inferior in any way because they are
cheap. They were reared last September and October, and wintered in
4-frame nuclei, expressly for our early
trade in tested queens
guarantee every queen to be good as the
best. No disease in our apiary.
Untested queens early in April. $1.00
for single queen; $0.00 per dozen.

FOREHAND

Ft. Deposit,

TESTED QUEENS BY RETURN MAIL i

go
go
i.

lor Iree catalog

STRONG
Clarinda, Iowa

St.,

-

5
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Nominated by Acclamation

Lewis Sections!
The Kind

Does Not Break

that

in

Beekeepers everywhere, no matter what their

preference

hives or special

comes

apparatus, agree that

when

it

to

Folding

may be

for

sections that

There are No Sections Like Lewis Sections

WHY

THIS TRUE?

IS

FIRST
Because

LEWIS SECTIONS

for sections— the stock used

enough— when

not

it

are

made

of Wisconsia

—

basswood the best material known
by the lumber people— but this is
is re-sorted by the Lewis inspector,

carefully selected

is first

reaches the Lewis factoi*y

leaving only the whitest material to go into

it

LEWIS SECTIONS.

SECOND
Because the

enough— but

V groove in LEWIS SECTIONS is scientifically made— it is cut just deep
not too deep, so that the section will not break when folding or be loose at

the corners.

THIRD
Because LEWIS SECTIONS are polished on both sides on a double surfaced sanding
machine which was designed in the Lewis plant especially for this purpose.

FOURTH
Because

LEWIS SECTIONS

are packed in a tight

wooden box entirely enclosing contents

— no discoloration from air or sun can occur, no matter how long they are carried in stock—
this

package

is

strongly braced at

all

corners, insuring delivery in good order.

At the same price yon pay for other standard makes of sections you get all
of the above— the making- of Lewis Sections has been under the supervision of
a Lewis Section Expert who " has been at it " for over thirty years—no wou«ler Lewis Sections are perl'ect. One of our customers tells us that he has put up
(folded) thirty thousand Lewis Sections in a season, and has not found one
section in the whole lot that was not jjerfect. Can we mention any more
convincing evidence of quality ? Can you say the same ot even live hundred
of any other

Insist

G. B.

make ?

on the Lewis Sectioiis Look for the

Beeware Brand

LEWIS COMPANY, WATERTOWN, WIS.
Catalog on

request

giving

nearest distributer

y^\
i:

%.
Vol.

LVL— No.

7

MONTHLY, $1.00 A YEAR
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Importance of Full Sheets of Foundation
in the Broodnest
Some Observations on

Losses in the Average Apiary Because of
Neglect to Secure Good Combs
By Our Staff Correspondent

—

the things to be impressed
ONRuponof the
writer as a result of his
as a bee inspector, is the
enormous losses among the beekeepers generally from rearing useless
drones.
It is not uncommon in neglected apiaries to find
hives with
from one third to more than one half
drone comb. In some apiaries where
good equipment is used and fairly
good practice followed otherwise, this
worlt

fault is still common.
It
very
is
evident that the owners of such outfits cannot realize the great cost of
rearing such large numbers of loafers
in the hives where they should be

producing a profitable working force,
otherwise such conditions would not
be tolerated.
It requires as

much

food and atten-

from the nurse bees to rear
drones as workers, and drones will
continue to be a tax on the colony
when mature, as they are consumers
and not producers. It will readily be
seen that a colony that is raising
twenty-five percent or more of drones,
will seldom yield a satisfactory profthe owner. At the last Iowa
it to
convention, C. E. Dustman had an interesting paper on drones. He estimated that a square foot of drone cells
would produce more than two thousand drones, while the same amount
of space would produce more than
three
workers.
[Drone
thousand
comb over 5,000; worker comb over
8,000.— E.]
The writer has often found it hard
full
to convince the novices of the
tion

value of

The
they

full sheets
of
first cost looks big to
prefer to let the bees

foundation.

them, and
build their

own combs with

a narrow strip to
insure that they will not be built
crosswise. To show something of the
habit of the bees, we have gone to
considerable trouble to get a series
of pictures that show the real condition more clearly than any amount
of description.
The Impressions on
the foundation
being exactly
the
shape and size of worker cells, the
bees will build most of the cells of
this size where
the foundation
is
used. Drone cells, being larger, require less wax in the construction of

an equal amount, and probably less
labor as well. This being the case
wherever worker cells are not needed
for immediate use to meet the needs
of the queen, drone
cells
will be
built, for they serve as well for stor-

ing honey. Figure 1 shows an ideal
comb attached to all four sides of the
frame and composed entirely of worke'' cells, most of which contain sealed brood. Such a comb can be used
anywhere, whether for a brood comb
or an extracting comb. Figure
2,
shows a comb which is composed
mo.stly of drone cells, as the result
of using a narrow s^tarter instead of
The high
a full sheet of foundation.
arched cappiiigs show that many of
these cells contain drone brood. The
cost in honey necessary to raise a
single brood of drones, in such a comb,
would pay for a full sheet of foundation.
This comb can be used as an
extracting comb, but is a nuisance,
since if it chances to get into the
brood nest, a lot of drones will be the
will pay to melt
once and replace
them with full sheets, rather than
risk getting them used in this man-

Usually
result.
up such combs
FIG.

i-FRAME OF SEALED WORKER BROOD AS A RESULT OF USE OF
FULL SHEETS OF FOUNDATION

it

at
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ner.

Aside from the drone

much

cells,

there

Is

smooth
combs all the way down, with narrow
starters.
Figure 3 shows such a
comb that is not only composed mostly of drone cells, but also is so uneven
as to be a bother in uncapping or
also

difficulty in getting

nianipulatiiig.
The bees will

drone comb

always build some

best requlated
hives and a small amount is not objectional.
A few drones are necessary, of course, to fertilize the young
queens that emerge during the season,
but there is little danger that there
will ever be a shortage for that purpose under normal conditions. Figure 4 shows how the bees will build
small clusters of drone cells at the
ends and corners of full sheets of
foundation. Most of the surface, howin

the

worker brood.
combs are damaged in any way
the tendency is always to repsir them
with cells of the larger size. Mice
ever, is occupied by
If

FIG.

2.-

•

FRAME WHICH CONTAINS MOSTLY DRONE-BROOD-RESULT OF
NARROW STARTER
much more
much quicker and

are occupied so

drawn

so

readily,
filled so

much more evenly

that there Is no
question of the economy of full sheets
in the sections.
However, the use of
full sheets in the brood nest is a vital
matter, fo'- without a large working
force, big crops can never be harvested.
The rearing of several thousand
worthless drones, to consume the honey, take the attention of the workers
and get in the way generally, does
not tend in this direction.

More Bees or Greater Intensity?
.\RTHUR

C.

MILLER.

question has been put to me as
to whether we should work for
decreased cost of production or
increased per colony yield ? It is a
good question, and is one which every
producer should ask himself and ultimately will have largely to decide for

THE

FIG.

3.-COMBS BUILT WITH LESS THAN FULL SHEETS NOT ONLY CONTAIN
MUCH DRONE-COMB. BU ARE IRREGULAR AS WELL
I

are fond of gnawing the combs, and
where the entrances are left large
enough in winter, they are likely to
enter the hive and cause a lot of damFigure 5 shows an extracting
age.
comb that has been injured by these
little animals.
If the injury is slight,
as in this case, it will not pay to
destroy the comb. However, it is
likely to be repaired in
the same
manner as was the one shown at Fig.
6.
Figure 7 shows another that
has been repaired with the larger
cells and utilized by the queen so
that at the time the picture was taken
the repaired portion was filled with
sealed drone brood.
I
am convinced not only that it
pays to use full sheets of foundation,
but also, that without it honey proprofitable.
duction can never
be
That I practice what 1 preach is
evident by the fact that I am just
finishing putting in 1200 full sheets
for use in one small apiary, in replacing discarded combs and providing reserve extracting combs.
The use of full sheets of foundation
in the sections is also much more
common than formerly. The sections

FIG.

4.-DRONE-CELLS IN

himself.

LOWER CORNER BUILT ON FULL SHEETS
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harder the bees he has or keep more
bees ? The second man must either
push harder or maintain present average with less labor.

The

relation of equipment to cost of
is a delicate one.
It is easy
much money into equipment
and it is equally as easy to add materially to one's labor by insufficient or

operation
to put too

poorly made and

There

apparatus.
for the exercise of
in the matter of equipill-fitting

is a fine field

good judgment
ment.

FIG. 5.— HOLE IN

Taking the case of the specialist and
granting a well chosen equipment, can
he sufficiently increase his per colony
yield by different or increased manipulation to pay for the labor, or will he
make more money by using less manipulation and putting his time into caring
for more bees ? Will he make more
by investing more, hiring more help
and generally spreading himself, or will
he do better to devote every possible
moment to just what bees he can care
for himself ?
Dr. Miller and Miss Wilson are shining examples of what may be accomplished by the intensive method, but
the cost of securing those results they
have not given.

BROOD-COMB GNAWED BY MICE

The conventions and the beepress
have always devoted most of their time
and space to manipulation and apparatus.
To prove that these have brought
progress it is scarcely necessary to
compare present per colony yields with
those of box hive days. But the cost
of manipulation has been ignored and
that of the apparatus not considered as
broadly as it should have been. Perhaps times are chauijing with us and
we shall come to consider the interrelation of capital, apparatus and labor.
Before entering on the discussion of
lowered cost Tersus increased yield
(which are in a sense synonymous), it
were well if we differentiated between
those who depend on bees for all or a
large part of their living and those
who keep them as a side line. The first
man must decide whether he shall put
in more time on his present outfit or
more capital in equipment for more
bees; in other words, shall he push

FIG 6-D.\MAGED

COMB REPAIRED WITH DRONE-CELLS

ZiT^^A*!^ • • • *«**WVI

The chains

of apiaries run by some
the New York beekeepers
and
the big apiaries in the far west both
run on the 'hustle and finish" plan,
are good types of the other method;
but here also we have no figures of the
cost of operation.
of

must be admitted that the individand their circumstances may determine which line to follow.
Dr.
Miller and Miss Wilson would not care
to follow the wide spread plan, nor
would the beekeeping world want them
to, for the restful peace and joy of their
apiary and home shine forth over the
whole beekeeping world. And when
one looks upon the scenes of their
labors, one can but ask if a lot of the
hurly-burly and bustle of business life
is not a great big mistake and that the
rushing, wide-spread beekeepers would
It

uals

be better

ways
I

off

of the thoughtful life
of the sage of Marengo.

have

not

which opened

7— DRONE-CELLS

WHERE

A DAMAGED COMB HAS BEEN REPAIRED

answer

?

and

answered the question
and I did not

this article,

intend to when
FIG.

they should mix in a

if

more

little

I

began.

What

is

Providence R.

the
I.
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT

a couple weeks you will
what there may be left of
worms hatched from the eggs in the
meantime. Of course, it is best to have
the honey cases sufficiently open so
the fumes may pervade them.
Extracted honey should be thoroughly ripe when put up in retailing

tion

after

packages. If not quite ripe it should
be kept in a tank, in the hottest room
of the bee-house or of the home. Every
one of us has had unripe honey which

might have been improved very much
by proper management.
Quality

Cooperatiou Amoug' Beekeepers
Mr.

L.

L.

Poplin, of Raleigh, N.

C.

writes to the American Bee Journal to
suggest that State Beekeepers' Associaorganized in every
tions should be
Where they do not exist, as in
State.
his own State, he proposes that the
State

Board of Agriculture be requested
by employing the farm demon-

to help

arrange county organizaFurther, he wants the farmer
tions.
bee owners urged to change their old
methods to movable-frame methods
and cooperation to follow. All this is
good. Those beekeepers who live in
strators

to

where

no State

beekeepers'
association exists should take the matter in hand and correspond with their
Agriculture, urging
State Board of
such work in connection with farm
demonstrations. The time has come
States

for active

work

in this line, as well as

in all agricultural colleges.

Insi>e<-tor of Apiarie.s

We

understand that a movement

is

on foot to create in Illinois a State
Department of Agriculture, and put
under its secretary the Stale Veterinarian, the Biological Laboratory, the

Nursery inspectors and the Apiary inspectors. This is all right. But they
further propose to have an inspector
of apiaries and nurseries. We suggest
that a man who is very good at examing trees for San Jose scale will probably be unable to properly examine a
hive of bees. On the other hand an
apiary inspector would probably be an
Are we
inefficient nursery inspector.
going to make a shoemaker out of a
If so we will have poor shoes
tailor ?
or

splendid

along

in

this

microscopist.

number, is a
Those photo-

indispensable

customers and retain them.

parative increase

Pennyroyal Honey

of thickness of the
base of the cells and of the side walls.
They show that the cast-off skins and
dejections of the larvse at the bottom
of each
cell increase its thickness
much faster than the cocoons thicken

But concerning the bees changing
worker-comb into drone-comb, we are
rather skeptical. Following every assertion of such a change, we have so
far invariably found that the bees did

of

not tear down to rebuild in another
kind any of the comb given them, but
that they only filled such spaces as
were accidentally left open, or where

dark.

moved.

It

was only

in

imperfect cell base that even the foundation given them was ever changed. I
will remind Dr. Brunnich, of his stating
to me, among other interesting experiments, during our visit at his home in
August, 1913, that he tried supplying a
swarm with a hive full of drone-comb,
and that the only thing they did was to
narrow the mouth of those drone-cells
to the proper opening for worker-cells,

when

the queen

laid

worker-eggs in

them. This confirmed the similar experiments of Editor Cowan of Eng-

Drory of Bordeaux and myself.
do change worker-comb
drone-comb, why would they not

land, of

Now if
into

bees

do the reverse

?

This question has some importance,
for an excess of drones induces bees
to swarm and drones cost a large
amount of honey, without returns, unless wanted for breeding, from the best
colonies.

Although carbon disulphid is the
drug to use in destroying the
moths, the old brimstone method is
still good.
To destroy the moths in a
easiest

amber

in color, very clear,

body, with a flavor
not at all

own, very

its

like the flavor of

distinct, but

pennyroyal leaves.

It

would no doubt rate among the average amber honeys, and some might
prefer

it

to

any

other honey, light or
c. c.

Practical

Queens

Method

of

m.

Keai-iug

the Average Apiary
There has been much discussion as

re-

case of very

secure

light in

It is light

somewhat

combs had been broken down or

to

E. M. Rennolds has sent a sample of
Florida honey that he says is as nearly
pure pennyroyal as can be secured in a
general way.

the side walls.

Care of Honey

further

is

graphs of magnified sections of combs
give a clear conception of the com-

ill-fitting clothes.

Dr. Brunnioh'.s Article
Dr. Brunnich, whose article appears

the worms and the
By repealing the opera-

kill

destroy

cates the end of the month to which subscription is paid. P"or instance, " deci6" on
your label shows that it is paid to the end
1st Nat'l

you keep your comb
honey, burn enough of it to kill the

in

whether it pays the ordinary beekeeper to rear his own queens. This
is a question for every man to settle for
himself. Some of our largest honey
producers say that they cannot afford
to rear their own queens.
Others and
very careful ones say that they would
not accept any queens in their colonies
except those of their own breeding.
However, since many beekeepers think
they cannot afford to buy queens in a
wholesale
manner, they should be
familiar with the ordinary method of
queen-rearing.
To the beginner there is usually
much of mystery in this subject, which
is one of the most interesting things in
connection with the business of honey
production. Most beginners start with
scrub bees. Nine out of ten buy black
or hybrid bees, which are undesirable
from any standpoint. It is fortunate
for the beekeeper that a change of
stock from the poorest scrubs to the
best of the pure races is such an easy
matter. Simply by replacing the queen
with one of the desired stock the colto

made over. There are
new readers of the
American Bee Journal, many of whom
ony

is

shortly

several thousand

mm.

July.
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beginners

who

are

the practices of
for

their

benefit

not familiar with

the veteran, and
that

this

it is

article

is

prepared.

The

first

of

course,

is

a

pure queen to serve as a breeder. If
one has none, a good one should be
bought from a queen-breeder who has
desirable stock. As a rule it is not
indispensable to buy tested queens,
since two or three untested queens
can be bought for the price of a select
tested one, and if one buys from a conscientious breeder the untested queens
seldom prove disappointing. However,
they must be tested before using them
as breeders.

WHOLE APIARV FROM ONE
rURE nUEEN.

BEullEENINC A

With one purely mated

Italian queen
requeen a whole
apiary of ordinary bees and have them
all practically pure Italians at the end
it is

quite possible

to

two or three years. If the beekeeper has 100 colonies it will be necessary to rear as many queens and replace
the hybrids already in the hives. The
of

young queens

will

stock, but since

of

many

course be pure
mate with

will

the hybrid drones their workers will

all

However, we now
know that the mating of a queen does
not affect her male offspring, and if
her mother was purely mated all her
drones will be pure. Thus we will
be crosses

essential,

<<^^.
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also.

have thousands of pure Italian drones
within a few months.
If
the first
queens are reared early in the spring, a
second lot can be reared from the
purely mated mother in August or September and used to replace those of
the first ones
which are impurely
mated. By this time most of the drones
present will be pure Italians, so that
the percentage of purely mated queens
will be large.
If the first lot are not
reared in time to be replaced the same
season it can be done the following
spring.

A

little

later

on

a third

lot

can be reared to replace such as are
not purely mated and thus we have the
whole apiary Italianized with little outlay except the time necessary.
If

the beekeeper thinks he can afford

he will buy several good queens to
begin with and will rear as many
drones as possible from those which he
does not use for producing queencells.
To rear plenty of drones in a good
season is not difficult. It is only necessary to place drone-combs in the center of the brood-chamber. The greater
difilculty is in preventing the rearing
of drones in colonies that are undesirable as breeders. To do this in early
it,

spring, we remove the drone-comb
from those colonies and replace it with
worker-comb. In spite of all you can

some drones

do,

will be reared in cor-

But the processes indicated

ners.

will

greatly increase the possibility of pure
matings.

REARING THE IJUEENS.

The cell-cup or Doolittle method of
rearing queens will not be touched in
this

article.

queens

in

He who wants
large

numbers

secure the Doolittle book.

to

rear

had best

We

exhibit

the cell-cups and the matured cells only
to

show

the

method

natural wav.

GETTING A LOT OF QUEEN-CELLS ON A FRAME BY DR. MILLER'S METHOD

as

compared

to the
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number of our Journal
we gave a cut of Dr. Miller's
method of securing a large number of
queen-cells from one comb in a strong
In the August

for 1912,

queenless
here,

We

colony.

for the

benefit

reproduce

of

it

the novices-

The colony containing the breeding
queen is supplied with one or more
frames of foundation or of new comb,
cut

into

to

strips

secure

plenty

of

edges, since the bees build queen-cells
in preference on
the edges of the

combs. As soon as the queen has
filled one of these combs with eggs, it
placed in the center of a strong colony after depriving it of its queen and
of most of its young brood. It is well
to trim the edges of this comb with a
sharp knife, as during the repairing the
bees are the more likely to build a
great number of queencells. This is
'he best method of rearing queencells
is

SiJ

was successful. If not,
and the bees have reared queencells of
their own brood, destroy these and
give them a cell from the second batch.
September is a fine time to requeen
an apiary. By this time the honey flow
is about over in most northern or central localities, and few colonies with a
fall-hatched queen will swarm the following season if properly handled. In
the way above described the queen is
mated from the hive in which she is to
remain, and the beekeeper is saved
the operation

further trouble

except to

make

sure

where the queen fails to
return from her mating trip are properly supplied with another queen. For
this purpose it is well to have a few
that colonies

queens reared in nuclei. The nuclei
made for queen-rearing are usually
united together or to some neighboring colony just before winter.
--•if:^-M\::^-r?sn^-

1.

"•,>!«!.

T't

;5;f»i:

Colonies which are rearing queen
must be strong and well supplied
with honey. Queen-cells must be handled carefully and placed as near the
center of the brood-nest as possible so
as not to be neglected. The colony
cells

from which a young queen is to mate
must be closely watched to ascertain
when the queen is laying.

Breed from the Best
you can buy better stock than you
have, your first step toward improvement is to buy a tested queen of
that stock perhaps still better two or
If

now

—

more untested queens.
well have

all

You may

as

the advantages of the im-

provements that others have made.
But you are not to stop at that. It is
first step.
With that as a start,
you are to begin a ceaseless effort
toward further improvement, which
effort is only to end with the end of
your life.
You must know your stock, must
know each colony, and i/ie most imJ>oi-tant thing to know is the amount of
honey each colony gives you as surplus.

only a

No

indefinite

guessing

about

it,

but

you must put down in black and white
each pound of honey you take from
each colony throughout the season.

You may

be surprised to find

how

great

and especially at the
small amount you get from the poorest
colonies. Like enough you will find
that the best colony gives at least five

the

variation,

times as

FIG.

-FRAME OF CELL-CUPS READY FOR THE LARV.E

I

naturally in comparatively large

much

as the poorest.

Suppose you have five colonies, and
from them you get in a given season
20, 40, 60, 80, and 100 pounds, an average
of 60 pounds to the colony. Then in-

num-

bers from your choice queens.
The
process may be repeated as often as
necessary.
Usually we repeat it in

about five days in order to have fresh
queencells to replace the ones which
may have accidentally been destroyed
in inserting

When

them

the

in colonies.

cells

usually nine days

are
after

nearly mature,
the operation

mentioned, open the colony and
count the queencells.
One cell, of
course, must be left in this colonyThe others may all be used in requeen-

just

undesirable stock.
queenless as
you have cells to spare, during the
afternoon of that ninth day. The next
morning, carefully cut out each of
these cells with a sufficient amount of
comb to make sure that the cell itself
will not be injured and insert it carefully in the center of a brood-comb in
each queenless colony.
Within five
days you may readily ascertain whether

ing

colonies

Make

as

of

many

colonies

FIG. 2.— FINISHED

CELLS BY THE DOOLITTLE METHOD
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allowing each colony to con-

stead of
tinue

own

its

stock, suppose

you

re-

queen the two poorest from the better
and suppose that should only
bring them up to the average, 60 pounds.
The increase of surplus from the two
colonies would be (iO pounds, or 30
pounds for each of the queens you
Right here it may
have introduced.
be worth while to stop and inquire
whether it might not pay well to buy
stock,

two queens, say at a dollar each, for
those two colonies. With a gain of
30 pounds each, you would need to sell
it at only 3'i cents a pound to come
out even, and all you would get more
than that would be so much clear gain,
with only the trouble of introducing
Instead, however, of buying, it may be still better to requeen

two queens.

from your own
But that

stock.

pounds

60

part of the gain.

the smaller

is

You have brought up

the average from GO to

colony, an increase

of

72
12

most important work is to weed out
the poor stock, replacing with someas the average, or
thing
as good
better.

The great thing

is

that

this

and
For after the poorest have
been weeded out one year, although
there shall be none so low the next
weeding

out shall

be

persistent

constant.

been raised,
and any below that raised standard
must in their turn be weeded out, and
so on year after year.
But while the number of pounds surplus is a matter of exceeding importance in selecting a queen from which
year, yet the standard has

If
to breed, it is not the only thing.
you should decide that you will follow
the plan of breeding each year from
the very best, freak or no freak, and
should find a colony giving a yield
decidedly beyond that of any other
colony in the apiary, and yet it should
happen that this colony should be ex-

ceedingly vicious in temper such colony
possibly true that your
it
is
should at once be ruled out as a
proper one from which to breed. If
section honey is the aim, then a colony
would be ruled out eligible for a
breeder if it should show sections so
After
filled as to have a watery look.
throwing out any colony with an ob-

for

jectionable trait of any kind, there will

no doubt be plenty to choose from.
So keep right at it, year after year, until
you reach that point where every colony in the apiary is just as every other
colony, and then but just wait unti
c. c. m.
you reach that point.
still

—

—

Southeastern Iowa Field Meet.
meet for the beekeepers of south-

field

eastern Iowa

is

to

be held at the

pounds per
pounds per

colony, and the beauty of it is that,
with any kind of proper management

on your part, that increased average
of 12 pounds is to continue year after
year.

Having secured a

definite record of
each colony, you
are now to choose the colony or colonies from which you will breed in the
following season. Two ways are open.
One will tell you " Breed from the colony that gives you the most honey."
Another will tell you, " Don't do that.
A colony that gives away above the
average yield is a sport, a freak, and
young queens reared from the queen of
such a colony are inclined to sport in
Having departed from the
their turn.

the performance

fixed

type,

some

of

their

of

progeny may

be good, and some may be very poor.
Breed from those that are just a
little above the average, and you will
hold the gain you have made, and thus
gradually and surely you will advance
the character of your stock. Slow but
sure is the better way." To this will be

replied,

you

"There

say. but

I

is

much

truth in

what

have tried the plan of

from the best,
and I know that I
Of course,
have made great gain.
I cannot say what might have been if I
had followed the other plan, but I doubt
if I would have gained as rapidly."
So there you are, and you c in take
your choice of the two plans, or, indeed,
use both. In either case, your record
is important.
Not only is it important
to know which queens are best, or a
little above the average, but
perhaps
breeding

constantly

freak or no

freak,

is still more
important to know
which colonies are below the average

it

DR.

MILLER AT HOMK

J. I.

Danielson qu -en-rearing yard, Fairfield
on July 27. All are urged to come. An
interesting time is in store.

raph by

E. F. Phillips
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Trip Through Texas
BY THE EDITOR.

MARCH

10 was the day set for the
first local beekeepers' meeting at
Pearsall, county seat of Frio
county, 60 miles south of San Antonio.
The State Entomologist, Mr. F. B. Paddock, who had promised to accompany
us, was unable to leave the college

before the following Monday, so we
went with friend LeStourgeon and his
wife only.
At Our arrival, the first

man

I

met,

when

stepping

off

the train,

was the president of the local associa-

Frank Talbot, who turned out to
be from our county in Illinois. Both
he and his wife were as delighted as
we were. They invited us for lunch
before the meeting and we had a feast.
At the meeting, which followed and

tion,

took place

in the

Court House, we met

16 or 20 beekeepers. The Texas sources
of honey were discussed. Besides the
mesquite, some of the leading honey
producers are the guajilla (huajilla,
pronounce waheeya), or zygia brevifolia, like the mesquite a mimasace;c,
producing fine white honey; the catclaw (Acacia gtegii), another shrub
yielding plentifully; the horsemint furnishing honey which is called "a little
strong," indeed, and numerous others.
Of course, in the cultivated spots, the
cotton plant yields honey also. The
hackberry was in full bloom and bees
working upon it. I am told they get
honey as well as pollen from this

source.
I asked a question which brought a
short discussion. What is the color of

beeswax when first produced by the
Most authors call it "pearly

bees?

white," but is it always so, even when
the bees are gathering yellow honey ?
The beekeepers of the sainfoin districts of France state that while gathering that exceedingly white honey
their
bees produce dark wax. The
pollen of sainfoin is brownish. Along
the lowlands of the Mississippi river,
during a flow of Spanish-needle honey,
the combs assume a yellow color. What
is, after all, the original color of bees-

wax

?

Opinions were divided.

It ought not
be difficult, if the wax is colored
only after production, by the action of
pollen of deep shade, to make sure of
the color of the newly made scales.
Yet no one could speak positively.
Some held that, since wax is a product
of digestion, its color must be the same
regardless of the color of the pollen or
the honey. To this Mr. Talbot replied

to

that

cows produce butter

of

different

shades according to the food they

get.

He

also said that steers fattened upon
corn yield white tallow while in the
steers fed upon cotton-seed meal the
tallow is yellow.
should not the
bees produce wax of deeper shades

Why

when they
honeys
sible,

feed
upon dark yellow
This reasoning seems plauand the beekeepers agreed to
?

watch more closely the newly formed
wax-scales and report in the Bee JourIt is quite probable that we will
have to change slightly the description
of wax-scales as "pearly white," in our
text books.
The foulbrood situation is well in
hand in Frio county. Mr. R. A. Little,
the inspector for that county, reported

nal.

two cases in 1915. But
plentiful at times. It always
disappears in summer. There is no
European foulbrood in Texas.
The readers will perhaps remember
that in our February number the distance bees fly for honey was discussed,
and that Texas, with its extensive
plains, was suggested as perhaps the
most favorable to long flights. This

These

finding only

bull-nettles

sacbrood

plants are armed with spurs about onehalf inch long and a little bag of poison
at each spur, which causes more pain
than a beesting. The seed is large,
shaped like a castor bean and edible,
with rich nutty flavor. They are very
plentiful, but the barefoot urchins apparently fear neither these nor the rattlesnake dangers. Yet there are rattlesnakes, and large ones, too.
A very interesting little animal, which
feeds on insects and roots and gives
testimony to the " survival of the fittest" is the armadillo, a four-footed
mammal, with a carapace or shell
which enables it to get around safely
among the numerous thorns. It looks
as if a mongrel of the opossum, the
turtle and the hedge-hog or porcupine.
It is absolutely harmless, and its shell
is made into baskets by fastening the
end of the scaly tail to the tip of the
slender snout or nose. It lives in the

is

a good opportunity for investigating the matter. But practically every
beekeeper declared that in his experience bees rarely went beyond a mile or
two though they can fly much farther.
Mr. Talbot mentioned having had seven
colonies at one spot which harvested
honey from the bitterweed, so as to
produce a surplus of that bitter honey
of 60 pounds per colony, while 75 colonies, 1 '4 miles away, secured no bitterweed honey at all, even although the

was

crop of mesquite honey was about over
when the bitterweed came into bloom.
The statement quoted on page 49 of
February, that Mr. L. B.Smith reported
his bees as working, by preference, at
the distance of 4 miles rather than
within one mile of their home, was not
confirmed by any one.
The cons;;nsus of opinion is that
bees smell the honey odor brought by
the wind. As the wind helps them in
their return trip, it was said that they

were most successful when working

in

the direction of the prevailing breeze.
"This," said friend LeStourgeon, "is
another evidence of the mosaics of Nature fitting together so well. If they
went by sight the bees might fly with
the wind. When they had to return
against it, in a heavy honey flow, count-

numbers of them would never
regain the hive. To my mind this is
one of the strongest arguments in support of the smell theory as against the
less

sight."

The next day was spent in a trip to
Pleasanton, Atascosa county. As the
distance was but about 35 miles from
San Antonio, we made the trip with
Mr. LeStourgeon and his wife, in their
automobile. The day was fine, and we
stopped here and there to examine the
vegetation. It is astonishing to see so
many blooming plants in such a drouth.
In some spots the ground was covered
with a carpet of purple verbenas. As
they had not had any showers for about

two months and no real rain since
August (we were then in the middle of
March), it is evident that all those
plants and trees can get along with
moisture.
Most of the cabins found along the
way are inhabited by dark-skinned
people. No rain seems to be needed
for the crop of little darkies or Mexicans that swarm about those homes in
the brush. As my wife put it, there
were " more children than chickens."
Why do they not keep chickens and
pigs ? Because they leave home for
two or three weeks at a time and " go
fishing" and camp out, and they cannot leave anything at home that requires attention and care. There are
many lakes in the country and plenty
of fish in the lakes.

very

little

We saw some daisies and phlox and
number of other flowers. However,
we were told that the soil is compara-

a

on account of the drouth,
as the land is carpeted with bloom in
ordinary years, at this date.
saw

tively bare,

We

with

fine

blooms.

ground, and when caught after it
reaches its hole, it braces itself with
claws and shell, so that a strong man,
pulling at its tail can rarely succeed in

drawing it out.
But why are plants and shrubs so exceedingly thorny in southern Texas?
The catclaw, for instance, is named on
account of its thorns having a return
curve similar to the claws of the cats,
an ugly tree to handle, but a splendid

honey yielder. LeStourgeon says that
these thorns are another evidence of
the survival of the fittest; that in such
a climate their thorns are the only
thing that protect them against extermination by the grazing animals, in
seasons of drouth.
At the meeting, in the Pleasanton
Court House, we met the inspectors of
Atascosa and Wilson counties, and the
State Representative, F. H. Burmeister,
who secured the State inspection law,
in concert with our old friend and contributor, Louis Scholl, who is also a
State Representative.
Here we heard for the first time of
the dwindling of colonies, in spite of
the mild climate. From the consensus
of the reports, lam inclined to think
that it is due to lack of pollen for
breeding, during a succession of months.
Several apiarists practice feeding cotton-seed meal, as we feed flour in the
North, for a pollen substitute. I believe this will
if it is

become popular in Texas,
so in a number of

not already

locations.

There was also reported another
kind of dwindling which could not be
caused by this pollen shortage. Some
apiarists ascribed it to unhealthy honey
Mr. J. E).
harvested late in the fall.
Bell, of Jourdanton, accused soured
horsemint honey of the mischief. In
different countries different sources of
honey are claimed to be the guilty
agents. It is probably more the condition of the honey, its unripeness,
which causes the trouble, rather than
the kind of honey. There is ample
field for study in these incidents.
Corn is grown and yields good crops,

when there is enough

moisture. In

some

moist spots
we saw
It was about 4 inches high,
fields of it.
but suffering. However, they have had
a good rain since and the prospect is
improved.
Mr. V. Booer, the inspector for Wilson county, made a suggestion worth
comparatively

11)16.

.Inly,
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recording. When colonies are treated
for American foulbrood by the starvation plan and transferred twice, there
is a tendency for some swarms to desert the hive, at the second transfer.
In prevention of this desertion, Mr.
Booer clips the queen's wings just before treating the colony, and insures
the withholding of the swarm. A comb
of brood, given after treatment, helps
satisfy the swarm.
Mr. Davidson, the Atascosa County
Inspector, a man of great experience,
mentioned paralysis as a disease quite
common after long spells of confine-

ment. He calls it "constipation," which
changes to an epidemic, under certain

"
conditions.
believe " constipation
the better name.
Our next trip was to Hondo, on the
Monday following.
[To be continued ]
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About the Combs
BY

|HEN

DR.

BRUNNICH.

hive the

beautiful cluster
of an artificial swarm, I often find
in the swarm-box a new white
comb then I cannot but admire the
charming little work of the beautiful
hexagons of wax, which no human
master with all the craft of his race
and with all the perfect instruments at
Considering
his disposition can copy.
that this little mrsterwork is not only
a wonder of exactest and minutest
architecture, but that it represents the
simplest, the
most suitable and the
most parsimonious cradle, the enjoyment in beholding it is the greater, and
one is touched for an instant by a
solemn feeling before the wonderful
works of the Almighty. These little
cells, formed of the very blood of the

w

;

I

bees, represent the cradles of the coming generation, they serve as s/orcrooms for the noblest product of the
plants, the pollen, and for the divine
nectar, the honey.
But like all things of the world, the
golden combs urmu old, the more generations of bee-children are reared in
them from the egg to the full-grown
insect, the darker becomes the waxen
palace. The fresh new comb is white;
in the course of time in the
it colors
hive to yellow, without brood being
reared
therein.
Already the great
Huber endeavored to find the reason
of this coloration, without giving a
satisfying explanation. Huber found
that the bees fasten a thread of propolis
on the horizontal edges of the hexagons, partly perhaps to bring the hexagon to the circle, partly for solidity.

Only breeding

in

changes them

in

essentially.

is

the

color

new combs
and

solidity
well known that the
bee-egg evolves in the open cell to the
grown-up worm (larva) in %}i days.
The cast off skins, as well as the excrements, are left in the bottom of the cell.
Now the larva is enclosed under a
porous cover and it spins its cocoon,
an extremely fine weft, by drawing a
thin thread in all directions.
It

After being spun in, which takes
about a day, the larva remains motionless, but in the body of the worm an
exceedingly active work begins, the
Iransformatioyi ; under the subtile skin
there are growing feelers, eyes, tongue,
etc
there are forming
their delicate clasps or
spirals of chiiin and the glands.
All
these are built of a fatty and albuminlegs,

sting,

,

trachea with

ous substance, which fills the greatest
part of the interior of the larva; 21
days after the queen has laid the egg
into the cell the young bee is ready to

emerge.
As soon as it has left its
narrow room other young bees come
prepare

the cell for a new egg.
the inner wall of the cell,
especially the bottom containing the
skins and excrements of the larva, with
an extremely thin layer of wax. Before
the queen lays an egg, she "looks"
with her antenn:e into the cell to satisfy
herself that it is well prepared.

to

They varnish

Every beekeeper knows the brilliancy
of the cell-bottoms, when the bees have
prepared the brood-nesi for the queen.
So the young "house bees" have not
only to clean their hive, take care of
the brood, look after the honey, etc.
every day in the busy season they have
wax and dry— rub over—3000 cells.

to

The accompanying

shows

cut

the

schematic section of an old comb. The
bottom of the cells has become thick
on account of the skins and excrements, the thickening of the walls is
insignificant, because the cocoons are
extremely slight. If one puts a piece
of old comb for some hours into benzine, which dissolves the wax, it is not
difiicult to draw out one cocoon after
the other, like little bags, and by counting all the bags it is possible to establish how often bees have been bred in
the comb. If a comb is used for brood
only once, its solidity is remarkably
augmented, and every one knows the
extreme toughness of old black combs.
As a rule, I discard all brood-combs,
which are so thickened, that by looking
through against the light, they are not
transparent at all. These combs are
unfit for breeding, and it is chiefly the
last years that the bee-men have learned
that the bees do not like to breed in
those old black combs. My explanation
for the antipathy of the bees against
old combs is the following
If we examine early in spring a colony with
rather new combs, we can observe that
the brood-circles on both sides of a
comb are very exactly corresponding
to each other. It is as if the queen or
the bees could recognize across the
middle rib of the comb the eggs of the
other side. It is clear that this corresponding of the two brood-circles is
useful the larva: on both sides of the
bottom of the cells are warming each
other.
If the cell-bottoms are very
thick, it is diflScult, if not impossible,
to match the brood-circles on both
sides of the comb besides the thick
wall between the two larvs is a considerable hinderance for mutual warm:

;

;

ing.

In

summer

this

circumstance

no longer important, but

is

spring the
effect is indeed this, that colonies with
old combs cannot develop themselves
to the desirable strength.
in

possible that in the United
(where the honey crop is not
only five to ten times as large as with
us, but also much later and longer),
It

is

States

this fact is of

little

significance, but in

most parts of Switzerland and middle

SECTION ACROSS A VERY OLD WOKKEK-CO.MB

Germany it is of the highest importance. Here the bees begin to breed,
as a rule, in March, and it requires a
good queen and resistant bees for
bringing the colony to its full development in the middle of May. Very often
the weather in April, and even in May,
is wet and cold and frosts are frequent,
but as the honey yielding lasts only
from the middle of May (sometimes
earlier) until the hay harvest, which
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begins sometimes as early as the last
days of May, it is absolutely necessary
that we have an exceedingly rapid and
strong development of the colonies

from the beginning of April until the
middle of May, or our bees come too

when

the table

already cleared.
It is a strange fact, which I often
have observed, that some one begins
beekeeping with zeal and love, augments his colonies until his bee-house
(You know our hives are, as a
is full.
rule, close together in a little cottage.)
For 6, 8 to 10 years he gets nice honey
crops, and then his yard begins to fail.
He gets no swarms and has difficulties;
the
crops
become more and more
late,

is

meager. The bee-man loses his interest
in bees and his colonies languish, or a
bee-disease makes short work with
them. This phenomenon finds its simple explanation in the growing old of
the brood-combs.
In the beginning
the hives had beautiful new combs,
thrived, and even gave swarms. Later
on, when the house was full, the beekeeper did not think it necessary to
give foundation to his colonies, and
the poor bees were obliged to spend
lives on
the old, thick, black
combs. It is no wonder that they no
longer swarm, owing to the bad devel-

their

opment in spring.
With our poor seasons we are obliged

small drones. Therefore, I cut away
every year in spring the old drone
corners or drone rectangles. In April
and May it is a pleasure for the bees to
fill
those empty spaces with dronecomb, and I get stately and vigorous
bee-lads. Of course, I avoid giving
drone-comb to bad colonies, while
colonies with remarkable .qualities will
be given a great many drone-cells,
especially colonies selected for a mating stalion.
Zug, Switzerland.

The Senses of the Honeybee
BY

N. E.

MC INDOO PH

D.,

[Continued from June.]

BUTTEL-RE;EPEN thinks that
VONbees
have a queen odor, a family
odor, a drone odor, an individual
odor for each worker, a particular
odor for the bees canying wax scales,
a hive odor, etc. He produces almost
no experimental evidence in support of
his views. The writer is a firm believer
in his views, but has not been able to

devise experiments to prove most of

them.
It is certain that a queen gives oflf
an odor, and it seems reasonable that
the odors from any two queens would

be slightly different. It is also quite
probable that all the offspring of the

same queen inherits a particular odor
from her. This odor, called the family
odor, perhaps plays little or no use in
the lives of

bees, for

it

is

certainly

masked by the other odors. Drones
seem to emit an odor peculiar to their
sex, but

little can be said about it.
It
seems certain that each worker emits
an individual odor which is different
from that of any other worker. It is

also probable that the comb builders,
nurse bees, and those secreting wax
emit odors slightly different from those
of the field bees. Such a statement is
easily made, but perhaps beyond our
means of proving it.
Of all odors produced by bees, the
hive odor is probably the most important.
It seems to be the fundamental
factor or principle upon which the
social life of a colony of bees depends,
and perhaps upon which the social
habit was acquired. It is the same as
the nest odor among ants. Without it
a colony of bees could not exist, since
it is composed chiefly of the individual
odors from all the workers in that
hive, and is supplemented by the odors
from the queen, drones, combs, frames
and walls of the hive, etc. In brief, the
odors emitted from all the objects
within a hive make up the hive odor.

do in every line our best, and therefore a regular renewal of our broodcombs is a conditio sine qua ?io>i .' I
for my part give every year to each
colony two sheets of foundation in
winter my bees occupy 10 combs, 10>^to

;

xl4 inches; in summer II to 13 combs.
In spring or summer I hang the old or
bad combs behind, for removal in the
fall.
Thus I remove a number of old or
damaged combs, or combs with dronecells in places where we do not like
them. These combs are very useful, if
one is running for extracted honey. The
drone cells are cut out and a corres-

ponding piece of good comb is set in.
For extracted honey, old brown combs
are very good, because those combs do
not break in the extractor as new ones
However, the bees deposit the
do.
honey always at first in the brown
combs and not in those quite black.
Now a word about drone comb. The
experienced
beekeeper knows that
each colony ought to breed a certain
number of drones. A colony without
any or with only a little drone comb
does not work with the same zeal and
delight as another, which is allowed to
breed drones enough. We must not
forget that the worker-bees are female,

and that

in their little heart there must
be some sentiment of love towards the
other sex. If they have on account of
entire foundation
no possibility to
construct drone-cells, they will satisfy
their desire by transferring workercomb into drone-comb in places where
we may not like to have the latter. I
let them build drone-comb on the bottom of a center frame, a piece about

4x6 inches, or in

4

or 5 frames

them triangular spaces

I

give

lower
avoid having

in

the

corners of the frame. I
drone-combs in adjoining frames, because the space of l^s inches is too
for drone-cells. The drone-combs
old very rapidly and contrarily to
worker-comb, the diameter of the cell
is
considerably
diminished in old
little

grow

drone

-

comb,

producing

remarkably

SECTION ACROSS A RATHER OLD DRONE-COMB-MAGNIFIED
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this definition

when

stood

why no two

cases, fight

it is,«asily undercolonics have the
same hive odor. The hjve odor of a
queenless colony is perhaps, considerably diflferent from thaC^of a queen
right colony. The abserfffe of a queen
odor in the hive odor probably explains
why the workers in a queenless colony
are irritable and never work normally.
workers, queens and
All the bees
drones— in a colony carry the hive
odor of that colony on their bodies
among the hairs. This odor serves as
a sign or mark by which all the occupants of a hive know one another.
Since the queen and drones are
aristocrats, they seem to disregard the
sign that has been forced upon them,
but whenever a queen enters the wrong
hive, she soon realizes that she wears
the wrong badge. Bees carry the hive
odor wherever they go. Bees returning to the hives from the fields pass
the guards unmolested, because they
carry the proper sign, although the
hive odor that they carry is fainter
than when they left the hive, and it is
also partially masked by the odors
from the nectar and pollen carried by
these bees. A nectar carrier from a
strange hive is often admitted because
the bees are willing to tolerate a worker
carrying a foreign hive odor for the
sake of getting its load of nectar.
Bees kept in the open air for three
days lose all the hive odor carried on
their bodies, but each bee still emits
When a colony is
its individual odor.
divided, the hive odor in each half
soon changes so that after the third
day one-half possesses a hive odor so
different from that of the other half,
that the workers from the two halves.

—

in observation
as though they
separated all their lives.

together

put

had been

one another

When bees are united we are dealing
altogether with the hive odor. The
mixture of two or more hive odors and
more or less smoke so confuses the
workers that they do not offer to attack
one another.
While a foreign hive odor calls forth
the fighting spirit in workers, the queen
odor always seems pleasant to workers
regardless of whether the queen belongs to their hive or to another hive.
This is shown in introducing queens
by the cage method. By the time the
introduced queen has emerged from
the cage she has taken on the hive odor
of the workers around her, and for this
reason she is perhaps accepted chiefly
on account of her peculiar odor not
being partially masked by a foreign
hive odor. Even if the queen odor
forms a part of the hive odor, it is
probable that this odor to the workers
stands out quite prominently from the
hive odor. That workers do not miss
their queen for some time after she has
left the hive, indicates that her odor
thoroughly permeates the hive odor,
and that
faint the

among

whenever this odor grows
workers know that she is not

them.

When

queen is introduced by the
smoke method, the hive odor is changed
by the smoke, the workers are confused
and excited, and by the time they have
become reconciled, the introduced queen
has taken on enough of their odor to
allow her to remain in their hive witha

out being attacked.
Perhaps every beekeeper has witnessed what happens to queens when

'^<n^^^

they are held too long

between the
the fingers change
the hive odor on the queen, and as a
result the workers ball the queen.
In
such a case only a little foreign odor
Is needed to overbalance the pleasant
queen odor. This is further shown
when a finger is rubbed over the back
of a worker.
In observation cases the
worker thus treated is immediately
attacked by its hive mates.
fingers.

Odors from

There has been much speculation
concerning the ruling spirit or pow.er
in a colony of bees.
In the writer's
opinion a normal hive odor serves such
a purpose.
The hive odor is a means
of preserving the social life of the bees

from without, and the queen odor perpetuates it within. As already stated,
the workers know their hive mates by
the odor they carry. This odor insures
harmony and a united defense when an
enemy attacks the colony. The queen
odor constantly informs the workers
that their queen is present.
Even if
she does not rule, her presence means
everything to the bees in perpetuating
the colony.
Thus, by adopting the
stimuli of these two odors and being
guided by instinct, a colony of bees
perhaps could not want a better ruler.
The sense of smell of the honeybee

much keener than that of man, and
perhaps no other animal, except ants,
can compare with it in this respect.
is

The

ability of the bloodhound to foltrails is only one of the
many uses of the sense of smell in the
bee. Bees do not follow scented tracks
as much as ants, but it is quite probable
that queens in flying leave scented
trails behind them, and these trails may
aid the drones in overtaking the queens.
The sense of smell of the honeybe^'2>
is poorly developed compared with that,
of smell.
It is still a disputed questionj
as to
whether bees can distinguish

low scented

from the many experiments
performed it seems that they can,
although perhaps not as we do. It is
also doubtful whether they can tell
whether objects are round, square, flat,
rough or smooth, by sight, although
this is easily done by touch when the
colors, but

objects are small. It is certain that
bees see long distances, but how distinctly, we do not know.
The only use
of sight inside the hives is perhaps to
tell light from darkness;
outside the
hives it is perhaps the most important
sense used in mating, in finding flowers
and in returning to the hives. The
writer believes that bees find flowers
by seeing them from considerable distances, but when within a few feet of
them, they are able to select the ones
they want primarily by the odors from
these flowers.

SECTION THROUGH A NEW WORKER-COMB, THROUGH AN OLD WORKER
COMB, AND THROUGH AN OLD DRONE-COMB

We still know practically nothing
about the sense of hearing in the bee.
Perhaps every beekeeper has heard
queens pipe and workers squeal. A
worker is almost sure to squeal every
time it is pinched or caught in a tight
place and cannot escape.
When the
wings are pulled oflf the workers continue to squeal, showing that they have
special
organs for producing these
sounds. No such organs have ever
been described, but three special organs
for receiving sounds have been found.
The pore plates in the antennae have
been called organs of hearing, besides
special devices to prevent the insect
from

flying against objects that

it

can-
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not see. A second so-called organ of
hearing is found in the head at the
base of each antenna, and a third one
in the tibia (fourth segment) of each
leg.

Bees can usually

shower

is

coming

tell

up,

when

a

thunder

and they seem

to

Unless
have a sense of humidity.
humidity is sufficiently connected with
temperature, bees need a special sense
organ to tell dry air because they cannot feel moisture through the hard outside covering, judging from the fact
that water does not pass through this
covering.

Bees seem to have a sense of temperature,

but since

heat

readily

passes

through the outside covering they do
not need special organs for this sense.
Bees, like people, need a sense of
direction, but they probably do not
have such a sense. Instead of this
sense, the landmarks that they know
seem to answer this purpose.
The honeybee has been called a reflex
machine. By reflexes we mean those
actions which are involuntarily performed, or those actions which are
performed without thinking. Most of
our daily actions in dressing, eating
and working are reflexes, but whenever we care to we can think of doing
all of these actions before performing
them. The bee, according to psychologists, cannot think, and therefore all
But when we
its actions are reflexes.
consider

all

the strange things that bees

other,

and further more the associations

our minds are so highly organized
that they are able to recall past experiin

ences.

According to the above way of reasoning, bees do not experience pain,
but when we carefully consider the
behavior of injured bees we are almost
convinced that bees do feel pain. Bees
with antennje either cut off or pulled
They seem
ofT live only a short time.
to die from a shock to the nervous
system. Another form of shock may
even be cited. Bees confined in observation cases without food or water
begin to die within an hour after being
put in the cases, and all of them are
dead within four hours. Bees confined
in the same cases with water Ive the
same length of time. Bees confined in
the same cases with honey covered
with cheesecloth so that they can smell
they cannot touch it, live
it, although
from 43 to 67 hours with 50 hours as
an average. There seems to be only
one way of explaining such behavior,
because the question of starving to
death can have no weight. The first
two sets of bees soon died because
their case was hopelessfrom the beginning. The third set lived 50 hours on
"hopes" only. During all this time
they smelled the honey and tried to get
Other
it, but their efforts were in vain.
cases might be cited to show that the
" mind " of a bee is more highly developed than psychologists would have us
believe.

emergencies we must admit that
bees are more than reflex machines;
how much more we do not know, but
in this respect there is probably a difference between the various races, and
even between individuals of the same

In conclusion it may be said that if
we understood the senses of the bee
better we would know how to handle
bees better; we could unite them and
introduce queens more successfully;
we would better understand the condi-

race.

tions governing successful wintering
in short, if we thoroughly understood
the senses of the bee, we would thoroughly understand the bee itself and all

do

in

bees cannot think, they do not
have a memory, and consequently have
is
If this statement
no conscience.
true, how do they find their hives, know
their queen and hive-mates, etc.? All
this is accomplished by what psychologists call association of ideas. Two
examples will be used to explain what
by association of ideas. A
is meant
field bee, ready to return to its hive,
flies high into the air, and after seeing
If

a landmark travels in a bee-line. The
sight of the landmark called forth an
idea concerning this object which had
previously been fixed in the nervous
system of the bee. This idea was then

associated with another idea concerning its hive. After having had several
landmarks
ideas concerning various
called forth, and after having associated
these ideas with other ideas, the bee
returns to its hive perhaps without
making a single mistake. The same
method may be used to explain how a
worker knows its queen and hive mates,
but in this case the queen odor and
hive odor are the chief stimuli used in
calling forth the ideas concerning these
two odors. In turn these ideas are
associated with other ideas. Psychologists tell us that the ideas in the nervous system of a bee do not associate
with one another until some of them
are called forth by a stimulus, and even
then these associations are not sufficiently organized to recall past experiences. This is why bees do not have a
memory, while with us a stimulus is
not always needed in order to cause
our ideas to associate with one an-

;

its activities.

Washington, D. C.

Home QueenRearing
BY

IT

D.

E.

LHOMMEDIEU.

40 years since I commenced
working with bees. I have tried
rearing queens for my own use, the
is

now

various ways advocated from time to
time, more or less successfully. Last
summer I succeeded in rearing larger
and better queens outside of natural
swarming than by any other plan, as it
comes nearest to the natural cell. The
bees that start the cells are not excited
more than with natural swarming.
The plan is not new, but ought to be
brought forward oftener in the bee
journals, as some who keep bees depend
mostly upon them for their information.
Just a little ahead of natural swarming, when the weather andflowof honey
is right, take a full set of brood from a
good colony with no hatched bees,
place them in an extracting super, set
the brood over a strong colony just

with queenbrood-nest,
its
excluder between, and if all goes well
at the end of nine days look up your
crop of big queen-cells. If any should
There
not suit you, destroy them.
should be two or three to eight, large
and fine, and I cannot discover that
they are inferior to the natural cells.

above

having not been excited or
any time. Give the good colony
from which the brood was taken either
combs, brood, starters, foundation or
what you think best at the time their
brood is taken away. About one colony
the bees
lost

in ten fails to start cells.
To finish up your large fine cells,
there needs to be plenty of bees and
heat to carry the cells until the queen
is laying, and then she will look almost
as large as a bumblebee. Take two

combs, bees and all with one cell, place
in an empty hive on a new stand,
not closing the hive until evening of
the second day; making five or more
such nuclei.

them

The accompanying cut shows how
the rear and front boards of bodies
may be grooved to supply from 3 to
7 nuclei in one body, by using a rabbet
plane 5-16-inch wide, cutting perpendicularly, so that when you slip in the
division-boards, it cuts the bees off
from passage. These must be full
length and depth of hive.
No. 1 will make three small 3-frame

IHH
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better than those we have if such
can be olitained at all.
How shall we proceed in selecting
our queens in view of improving our
stock ? Two ways or two systems prestill

sent themselves. One is to cross bees
in
the hope that
of diflferent races
among the crosses something far bettt-r
than either parent stock may eventually
be obtained. That is what Burbank has
After a superior
done with plants.
plant has been obtained it may lie propagated indefinitely by cuttings and
grafting.
But that cannot be done
when crossing animals.
may gather a few lessons from
stock-breeding. The greater the difference between the parent stocks the
greater
will
be the variations between the crosses and their descend-

We

Hence, to obtain something
and superior, stocks as differ-

ants.

new

should
be secured.
cross combines the
qualities that are the strongest and
best established in the parent stock.
For instance, if we cross a Jersey bull
with a cow of common, hardy stock,
we may have crosses that are good
milkers and at the same time possess
the hardiness and strength of the common stock. Occasionally some are
even more profitable than the pure
Jersey stock, as they can be fed successfully on much cheaper food. But
we cannot perpetuate these qualities.
If we use these first crosses for breeders, the next generations wi'l show all
sorts of variations and combinations,
some of the individuals exhibiting only
the defects of the parent stocks instead
of their qualities.
And the same thing
would occur with bees. Yet by preserving and breeding all the time from
the best, good results can be obtained.
The second method would be to start
with the best stock obtainable and
breed exclusively from it, selecting
always th
best queens
that is my
preference. An objection to it is that
when in-breeding or breeding from the
same stock indefinitely, there is a risk
of the stock deteriorating; the faculty
of reproduction being the one most
likely to suffer. In support of that opinion, Darwin's theory has been quoted
that in the natural state in-breeding
is rather the exception, that animals
cross between far-related parents, and
that in the majority of cases plants are
fecundated by pollen brought from
other plants by insects or by the wind.
I don't think this argument has any
ent

as

possible

Generally the

first

;

Inbreeding in some classes of
plants or animals is the rule instead of
the exception. But suppose the theory
always correct. It is easy to conceive
that a defect might be perpetuated by
in-breeding and eventually bring the
extinction of the race. But such need
not be the case when man is in control, because the defections individuals
can be eliminated.
There are some cases in which close

value.

in-breeding has brought in a weakness
of reproduction.
But such cases exist
only in cattle and swine raised exclusively for fattening purposes.
Nothing
of the sort has ever occurred in cattle
bred for milk or in horses. The weakness must be due to the excessive disposition to storing fat. This could be
expected if we consider that such a
disposition is in some respects a kind
of diseased condition.

Another thing must be mentioned,
the

influence

of
the sexes. In the
higher animals the concourse of both
sexes is needed to insure reproduction.
The offspring partakes of the
characters of both. Many farmers dispute that statement and insist that the

male has more influence than the
female. But the authorities say that if
the male of a pure race has more influence it is due, not to his sex, but to
the fact that his characteristics are
stronger, or to use the proper word,
better " fixed." What does the word
fixed mean ?
Let us take the Jersey
cattle.
From away back, only calves
showing the regular standard color
have been used for reproduction. So
that color has become fixed and now is
invariably reproduced. But if calves
of any and all colors had been used,
the color would not have become fixed,

and we would have Jersey

cattle of

all

colors.

When we come

bees we are confronted by altogether different conditions. The drones are produced without the concourse of the male element,
and therefore reproduce the characteristics of their mothers.
The male element is strong enough to invariably
change the sex of the eggs, and for that
reason we might expect it to predominate in the workers, and it so happens.
When Doolittle began to keep Italian
bees, he had the only ones in his
locality. At the beginning what crosses
occurred were necessarily first crosses.
He tells us that the workers from a
black queen
crossed to an Italian
drone showed the characteristic of the
Italian race to a very marked extent.
On the other hand, the hybrids from
an Italian queen mated to a black
drone possessed the traits of the black
bees, almost exclusively, some of them,
their temper for instance, even exagto

The experiments made by
Frank Benton, published in Gleanings
some eight or ten years ago, gave the
same results.
Such being the case it is very important to have drones of good stock. We

gerated.

cannot control the individual drones,
and this is not necessary, for there is
probably very little difference between
the drones of the same colony. What
is necessary is to have plenty of drones
from our selected colonies and suppress
the others as completely as possible.
We come back now to the all imporquestion:
What constitutes a
? Evidently the one whose
workers gather the most honey or give
us the most surplus. It does not matter to what their superiority is due.
It
may be long tongues, it may be longevity, it may be something else.
So far
as practical or rather financial results
are concerned, we want to breed from
queens whose colonies have given us

tant

good queen

the best returns.
Still a few other conditions have to
be met; gentleness for instance; a disposition to cling to the combs instead
of falling off at the least jar color for
those who care for it. I prefer the
lightest, but this is with me a question
of locality.
All the bees around me are
black hybrids, or very dark Italians.
The difference of color enables me to
detect misraating easily.
Two other considerations are very
important to the comb-honey producers
but not so much to the e.xtracted-honey
;

men. One of them is the disposition
swarm. It can be easily controlled
when working for extracted honey if
to

the directions given in l.ingstroth revised are followed, including the use
of a hive of the proper size.
But it is
not so with the comb-honey worker.
However, as the colonies which refrain
from swarming are usually those that
give the most surplus, the selection of
the best will automatically help some
in that direction.

The other is the capping of the cells
white. A good deal depends upon the
flow, the temperature and other conditions, but after all is considered, the
fact remains that some colonies cap
their honey much whiter than others.
That has some importance with the
comb-honey producers, for the honey
capped white outsells the other. Needless to say that for the extracted honey
apiarists, the color of the capping does
not matter at all.
Knoxville, Tenn.

Drone and Worker Comb

in

a

Hive
BY

DR.

HOWEVER
work

C.

C.

much

MlLLtR.

we admire

the

of the bees under ordinary
conditions, their exhibition of skill

and intelligence under unusual conditions

demands

still

more our admira-

tion.

A

piece of honey comb is a sample
exquisite workmanship, whether it
be worker-comb or drone-comb, but
the manner of changing from one to
the other is a feat of engineering to
which human skill can haidly attain.
How rapidly the change is made from
worker-cells to drone cells, and how
few irregular cells, or accommodation
cells, between one kind and the other!
of

Bees build their combs so that there
plenty of space between them for
them to pass over the two opposing
without any
surfaces
interference.
Between two worker-combs this space
But somewill be about half an inch.
times a meddling beekeeper interferes
with their arrangement, and two oppos-

is

ing surfaces are placed too close together. If this be done at a time when
the cells contain young larvae, the
brood goes on to completion, but the
bees are necessarily dwarfed. The bees,
however, take good care that this shall
not happen again. Rather than to have
the young bees dwarfed in both combs,
they decide that the youngsters in one
comb shall have plenty of room, and
they proceed deliberately to gnaw down
to the septum the cells of the opposing
side.

The up

to-date beekeeper considers
the proper thing to suppress all or
nearly all drone comb in the broodnest, but he has not yet trained his
bees to understand that this is a desirable thing, and so instead of thinking
that a colony or two can rear drones
enough for the whole apiary, each colony, at certain times proceeds, so far
as it is able, to rear as many drones as
it

would if not another colony were
within a hundred miles.
be lacking in the
If drone-comb
brood-nest, the bees seem desperate in

it

;
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their efforts

to

rear drone-brood

hook or by crook.

Indeed,

some

that they go so far as to change
comb into drone-comb. To

by

insist

workerdo this,

however, by gnawing the worker-cells
down to the septum, and then upon the
unchanged septum to build cells of the
larger diameter, is a physical impossibility.
For if the septum be a plane,
and the walls of the cells perpendicular
to it, then those walls must be parallel
to each other, and the cells no wider

From these cells will emerge in due
time young workers that are normal in
every respect. The change of drone to
worker-comb
than

the

Marengo.

No.

;

is

Plants
BY FRANK

PELLETT.

C.

(Phoh'£ra1>hs hv the author.)

is

never observed such a case.
When drone brood is desired, and no
drone-comb is found in the brood-nest,
the beekeeper not infrequently finds a
patch of
drone brood outside the
brood-nest, if drone-comb happens to
be there. When the brood-chamber is
entirely filled with worker-comb, and a
super of sections is on the hive, if it
happens that a section is not entirely
filled with worker-foundation, the bees
are quite sure to fill the vacancy with
drone-comb, and the queen will come
and if she is
up and lay eggs in it
prevented from going up by an excluder, the bees will often refrain from

beekeeper

111.

18.—The Honey-Producing

mouth than at bottom. The only
exception to this is when the septum

have

much more common

likely to think.

at

not a plane, but is curved. In that
case the bees not only can, but they
must, build cells wider at the mouth
than at the bottom. But in order that
the cells be enlarged enough to serve
as drone cells, the septum must be
very much curved.
Such cases are
very rare, and the accident of such
curving can hardly allow the bees the
changing from
credit of design in
worker-cells to drone-cells. In fact,
there really is no chayigc, for even if
the bees should gnaw the cells down to
the base, they would only build again
just what was there before.
Moreover, if it were possible for the
bees to change worker-comb to dronecomb, examples of it should be common, considering the efforts the bees
at times make to have drone-brood
yet plenty of beekeepers of many years
experience and observation say they

is

unobservant

wild cherries
THEuted
over the

are widely distrib-

North American

continent, and beekeepers who live
in timbered sections may expect to find
one or more species within reach. The
photographs shown herewith. Figs. 83,
84, are of the wild black cherry, Prunus
serotina, which is a large tree with reddish brown branches and oblong taper

pointed leaves.

woods

the

in

This tree

from

is

common

Newfoundland,

Ontario and Manitoba, south to Florida
and Arizona. There is a smaller tree
with very similar flowers, the choke
cherry, P. virginiana, to be found over
much the same territory, while the
western choke cherry, or western
wild cherry, P. demissa, ranges from
Dakota, Kansas and New Mexico west
to California and British Columbia.

The

larger tree, P. serotina,

is

also

occur in Mexico, Peru and
Columbia.
There is also a varietal
form known as the mountain black
cherry found in southwestern Virginia,
Georgia and Alabama. It is found on
the open rocky summits of the higher
altitudes. This form is a tree 25 to 35
feetlhigh with very rough bark and
drooping branches.
The wild red
cherry or pigeon cherry, P. Petinsyb'asaid

to

common in the northeastern
States and secretes nectar freely.
Both leaves and seeds of all these
forms are poisonous, although the fruit
is edible.
There seem to be well authenticated cases of poisoning of cattle
nica, is

Fig. 84._Single

Flower Cluster of Wild
Cherry

from eating the leaves, and of children
dying from swallowing the seeds. Prof.
Pammel, in his book of poisonous
plants, gives an extended description of
the chemical action in such cases. The
poisonous property of all species of
cherry leaves, according to authorities
quoted there, is due to prussic acid.

The poison does not

exist as

exists in the plant a complicated chemical reaction takes place when the leaves

separated from the stem.
Wild
cherry bark is used to some extent in
medicine.
Wild cherries are not often reported

are

storing honey in the drone-cells, leaving them vacant for the expected coming of the queen. Why all this roundIf
bees can change
about work ?
worker comli to drone-comb, why not
take the simpler plan of changing a
sufficient amount and having it right
where it is wanted, in the center of the
brood nest ?
But l>ees can and do change dronecomb to worker- comb. Left totheirown

devices the bees of a swarm build more
or less drone-comb. But after a young
queen has been reared in the hive and

begun laying, drones are neither needed
nor wanted, and a large patch of dronecomb in the middle of the brood-nest
seems to be only in the way. Why not
rear
worker brood in it.' But the
queen either will not or cannot lay
worker-eggs in drone-cells. So the bees
proceed to change the drone-cells to
worker-cells, at least so far as
make the mouths of the cells

worker

size,

which seems

to

to
of

answer

every purpose. Sometimes a beginner,
or even one not a beginner, is puzzled
to know what it means that so often
he meets with patches of what appear
to be drone-cells with very thick margins. The margins are not so thick as
they appear, but the ceils are partly
sealed over so as to reduce the mouth
to the proper siz§ for worker-brood.

FIG.

83.-BLOSSOMS

such in

growing plant, but by the action of
moisture and a vegetableferment which

the
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as valuable sources of nectar. Richter
the western choke cherry as a
source of honey in California, and

lists

Lovell mentions the wild red cherry in
the eastern States. The writer has a
sample of this honey sent to him from
the apiary of W. S. Pangburn, of Jones
Co., Iowa, having a distinct cherry taste
and bright yellowcolor. After 2 years it
shows no trace of granulation although
subject to all changes of temperature
of Iowa climate both summer and winAll, but few of the samples of
ter.
honey in the collection have candied
under similar conditions.

northern States the bloom
the blossoms have fallen
from the domestic fruits and just before
the opening of white clover, it should
prove of considerable value where
Since in

comes

after

present in quantity.
Atlantic, Iowa.
Copyright: i<)i6, by Frank C.

A

Pellett.

Beesting Victim's Idea of a

Bee-Hat
BY

DR. G. R.

RICHARDSON.

been told times without
HAVING
number about persons whom bees

would not sting under any circumand how grandfather handled
bees with his bare hands and never was
stung, and that such foolishness as
wearing a veil was never thought of, I
began to wonder if some of these
stories were not on a par with the oftassertion that
father had
repeated
double teeth all around and was in the
habit of cracking hickory nuts and
biting cut nails in two. I wondered
what a double tooth looked like and
what sized nails they had when father
was a young man, and also why it is
that we no longer have those deep
snows that covered the fences out of
sight, and finally concluded that most
of these stories were told by men who
had been eating artificial comb honey
and didn't know it.
There is a difference in persons getting stung, and it is not all in knowing how to handle bees, nor is it all in
the kind of bees, nor the time of day or
state of the honey flow; although all
these factors must be understood and
stances,

,

the sting as quickly as possible, having
it does not swell so badly if
removed at once, and that alone may
account for the unusual effect that day.
First I noticed a tingling sensation
in both feet, but thought it imagination
until my hands also began to feel as if
asleep, (and only then I awoke to the
fact that something unusual was^happening, and told my wife that I vvould
have to stop. By the time we reached
the house I began to see high lights,
and in 15 minutes that was all I could
see, as both eyes were closed and my
throat and tongue were so thick I could

found that

speak with diflSculty.
Even then I was not alarmed until I
felt for my pulse, and getting no return
I asked my wife to put her ear down
and see if it had really stopped. She of
course told me that it was still beating,
but by that time I was too sick to joke
any longer, and although I had never
fainted in my life, I thought that my
time for it had come. I deny that I lost
consciousness, but will have to admit
that at one time I was not far from it.
My wife made strong coffee, but I was
too sick to drink it, and thinking of
some aspirin we had in the house, she
gave me 15 grains. After keeping quiet
for some time I felt enough better to
drink a cup of coffee, and then the
worst was over. I was so full of fire
that I did not sleep much the first part
of the night, but awoke the next morning fully conscious that I had missed a
meal. It did not take me long to make
up that, and aside from a swollen ankle
I

was none the worse for my experi-

ence.

The strange

part of

it

was

that I

had

^^'^Z]

ii

been stung over

a

had not inconvenienced me in the
The effect of these two stings
was certainly out of all proportion to
the size of the dose I received.
I know of no reason for this unusual
effect unless it was because of being
overheated, and yet I have been hotter
than I seemed to be at this time. It
may have been that, my circulation
being
more rapid, the poison got
action all at once instead of gradually
being distributed, and then again there
may have been a difference in the virulence of the poison at this particular
it

least.

part of the

At any

honey
I

of time, but did any one ever work
long at that time of year when there is
the most to be done with bees who

taken into consideration if the full enis to
be derived from beekeeping.
at for being
I have been laughed
afraid of bees, and have been told how
they should have been handled, and
have had the satisfaction of seeing the
bragger with both eyes swollen shut,
and so those stories that appear from
time to time in the bee-papers in which
the smarty gets bitten appeal to me.
I was not sure at the time I received
my near-lethal dose whether it was a
heart stroke, a snake bite or bee stings,

remembered

after

it

was

all

over,

and in calmer moments, of feeling two
stings on my left ankle and> also of
seeing the bees.
It was a sultry July day and we were
going over our bees to see that everything was right. VVe were standing,
one on each side of a hive which was
raised up on blocks, as it was in the
height of the flow. We were busy. I
knew that I had been stung, but did
not pay much attention to it; in fact,
not as much as usual. I always remote

THE

RICH.'\RDSON

flow.

have concluded to get
along without a repetition of this kind
of experimentation in the future and
with this end in view have put together
a uniform which is in part a diving
suit, part Ideal, part
Coggshall, and
part Globe.
The headpiece of wirecloth attached to a discarded office coat
of duck, which has been sewed together
down the front and cut out at the neck
so it is easier to get into. With gauntlet gloves and high shoes, which are
laced up outside my trouseis' legs, I
imagine that if any bee gets at me now
it will have to go through, and there is
no place it can do that as I sewed it
myself and wa.xed the thread. While I
was sewing I was thinking of what a
time I had, and would go over it again
if it looked at all weak at any place.
I own up that I do get sort of heated
up when I wear it for any great length
rate,

joyment

but

dozen times on the

same ankle only the week before, and

BEEPROOF SUIT
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didn't get sort of thawed out? The
part of the outfit that I particularly
the ventilating
pride myself on is
apparatus which holds the top of the
hat away from my head and at the

same time keeps the whole thing from
around, as a hat
large will do, just at the

falling

made

It is

vanized

and

of

iron

size of

that

is

wrong

too
time.

half inch strips of galriveted into the shape

a hat

band and

is

the spring, pasture lands covered with
white clover, dandelion, hound'stongue
(Cy)iofflossum opicinale^, which has even
the vervain on the run, together with
persicaria and the swamp flowers, we
have all that could be asked for in the
way of fall feed to winter on, and a
delightful
place
to spend
the hot
months of summer.

Princeton,

;

The Strittmatter House Apiary
BY

THEfrom

F.

.T.

STRITTMATTER.

following description
F.

J.

is

received

Strittmatter, of

Ebens-

burg. Pa., concerning the Carroll-

town house apiary mentioned on page
383, November, 1914, and page 94, March,
1915, of the Bee Journal.
This is in
reply to

the request of Mr. E. G. Carr

:

lumber, etc, used in our latest
house apiary, 12x24 feet, 2 stories, conBill of

taining 62 hives for bees, built in solid.
Bill does not include any supers or
brood-frames, as we had these with our
outside equipment.

Forty-two studding, 2x4—12

feet.
26
550 lineal feet 2x4,
any length, for sills, plates and odds.
14 joists 2x8—12 feet. 60 lineal feet 2x6,
surfaced one side for window sills. 550
hemlock boards for sheeting, etc. 500
feet of flooring.
1200 feet of siding.
150 lineal feet hemlock boards, 10-inch,
surfaced two sides, for roof boards over
entrances.
150 lineal feet hemlock
boards, 6 inch, surfaced two sides, for.
alighting-boards under entrances. 120
lineal feet hemlock boards, 8 inch, surfaced two sides for brackets to fasten
alighting-boards. 550 lineal feet hemlock boards, 9>^-inch, surfaced one side
for sides and ends of hives. 150 lineal
feet hemlock boards, 6-inch, surfaced
one side for top boards or edge of
hives.
700 lineal feet hemlock boards,5-inch, surfaced one side for top boards

rafters,

111.

covered

with outing cloth which makes it more
comfortable for the head.
I made two of these uniforms so that
to one I would
if anything happened
have another to put on but my wife
says that I made two because I was
bees would gnaw a hole
rfraid the
through the wirecloth and then I would
have to stay in the house. In the picture, I am holding the headpiece higher
than it is in actual use, so as to show
better how it is made, but when down
where it should be it is not so top

and others

2x4—9

feet.

and window frames and corner

strips.

150 lineal feet of roofing lath for bracing and odds. 4 rolls of roofing. 900
square feet of red sheeting paper. 900
square feet of tarred sheeting paper. 15
single light windows with 16x30 inch
glass.
1 door, hinges and lock.
have concrete wall and floor in
bottom. The wall is built about a foot
higher than the floor, and a frame is
placed on the level with the top of the
wall, about 2 feet wide, on which a
smooth floor is laid which forms the
bottoms of the hives in the lower story.
have the hives arranged with the
frames running parallel with the sides
of the building, making the entrance in
side of the hive. This makes it more
convenient
to
handle frames and
supers.
The hives upstairs are placed on the

We

We

PART OF THE RICHARDSON APIARY

regular floor. We use spouting on
building to keep the water out of the
way in times of rain. We have ample
room, for all extra supplies needed, in
the middle of
the building without
interfering with the work with the bees.

heavy as it looks, and the muslin apron
does not come up so as to obstruct the
view.

My wife laughs at my pet uniform,
but when anything really serious, such
as transferring combs from odd sized
frames, happens along, she takes in the
common sense outfit readily enough.
Our apiary is situated on the top of
height of which may be
a hill the
guessed at by looking at the team of
horses at the bottom of the picture,,
and also by knowing that there are 90
acres in the field of corn in which the
team is plowing. The view from this
hilltop is certainly grand, and one can
scarcely imagine that the picture was
taken in the prairie State of Illinois,
between locks 4 and 5 on the famous
Hennepin canal.
The town of Hennepin on

a clear
the middle distance, also the valleys of Big Bureau
and East Bureau creeks, and then on
out to the heavily timbered overflowed
lands of the Illinois river.
Sweet clover is abundant, and with
plenty of wiUp^vs \q furnish pollen in

day may be seen

in

VIEW FROM HILLTOP. LOOKING TOWARD HEN.XEPIN AND THE ILLINOIS
RIVER-AT THE RICHARDSON APIARY

July,
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The cost

of labor included building a
fence on one side of the apiary ground
and making a road about 300 feet.
Our hives in the house apiaries are
made to take the regular Hoflfman
brood-frames the same as we used outside and to take the standard factory
10 frame supers for either comb or
extracted honey.
The lumber for this building cost us
about $75 at the mill, and the other
material
including windows, door,
paint, roofing, nails, cement for foundation and spouting, etc., cost about
$50, making the total cost of material
$125, the labor, counting hired help at
cost, and my own time, $3.00 per day,
cost $145, including about $20 paid for
boarding our men part of the time near
the job, and we figured $30 for gasoline
and wear and tear on automobile, looking after the job and taking our crew
back and forth nearly every day, as this
building is six miles from home. The
above makes a total cost of $300. We
sent to a mail order house for the roofing, windows, door, and such things,
and saving some money on these.
We used two kinds of sheeting paper
we put this on just ahead of the
weather boarding, putting on next the
studding, the heavy, regular red sheeting paper and on this the tarred sheeting the idea being to have the tarred
paper make it more secure against mice
or other vermin chewing through, and
the red paper, lighter in color, to make
the building as light as possible inside.
Of course, you could use any light
colored paper for this.
;

important to have corners cut
out of the window lights at all four
It is

corners, so bees may get out when
you are working with them.
also
have galvanized screens on the windows outside, spaced out from facing
at top and extending up a little further
so bees can crawl up and out and to
prevent them getting back in, but these
interfere some with their getting out on
a cool day, and can be omitted if you
are careful not to leave any honey
exposed inside when there is no flow.
had enough extra lumber in
about all sizes for stair risers, treads
and scaffolding, so this could be left
up for the painters. Studdings are
placed 24 inches from center to center,
and one hive for each space. The windows are just the right width so frames
can be set in without cutting out any
studding. Entrances are painted different colors so the bees can the better

We

We

find their

We
aries

own

have

now

places.

our bees in house apiand would not like to go

all

back to the outside apiaries for several

We

reasons.
find in the first place we
can get more work done in the house
apiary on account of being able to
have things handier as well as more
independent of weather.
use all

We

frame hives, having same built in
solid in the last two house apiaries we
built; while in the first one we put in
hives previously nailed up. We run for
extracted honey almost exclusively,
producing a little comb honey at the
10

home

We

apiary only.

go overall colonies in the spring
as soon as the weather permits to see
that all queens are clipped as well as to
clean out any dead bees or other refuse
that may be in any of them, and note

We

general conditions.

make

a

more

thorough examination atthis time than
In fact,
at any other time of the year.
many colonies may not have their
brood-nest disturbed again until fall
we have reason to suspect disease.
Of course, if a colony does not
progress properly it is examined again
unless

We

are careto ascertain the trouble.
ful to place supers on all hives before
they seem to be ready for swarming.
I
figure that as to cost, while we
had to make an extra investment to
change to house apiaries, the expense
in case of starting a new apiary is very
little more for a house apiary than that
for chaff hives and a necessary supply

But of course you would not
want to build a house apiary unless
you were satisfied that you would want
to keep the same location for a number
of years and could buy the ground
house.

reasonable.

Ebensburg, Pa.

though we doubt much

As

of the Greening
honey production,
we would be glad to hear from those

who

in extracted

tried

Our

it.

wants us to
"avoid endless repetition." This we
aim to do. Yet if we were to give only
new things, we would have to be concorrespondent

stantly perusing the past

Journal

for

;

TURRF.LL

expected to see some
this method of swarm
control, in later issues of the Bee Journal, but so far none have appeared.
Would it be too much to ask that you
submit the article in question to some
of your regular contributors, and ask
them to tell us what they think of it ?
It seems to me, like a great many other
things, we read of in bee-keeping " important if true."
For my part, I believe I should rather
see more articles such as Mr. Greening
rather

comment on

contributed than so much about wintering and foulbrood. Wintering is a
subject of no especial interest in our
cellar wintering,
latitude, especially
and as this subject, as well as bee diseases is fully covered in the various
books on apiculture, and by publications of the State and national governments, it seems that those wishing
information concerning such subjects
might well be directed to the proper
sources of information, and to avoid
the endless repetition which we find in
the bee journals.
To get back to Mr. Greening, he
states that his crop ran to from 150 to
200 pounds per colony. Such a yield
must have required good management
in addition
to
any non-swarming
method he may have used, >i' eat cc pas '

Wheatland, Ind.

[The Greening method -,vas commented upon in several numbers of the
"Questions and Answers Department,"
especially in the number for May, 1915,
page 171. Mr. Greening was a successful man, but perhaps a little emphatic.
We believe his method is excellent in
the

production

of

extracted

years of the
astonishing to find

is

how many

of the so-called new methods have been published at one time or
another and forgotten. Some things
bear repeating on account of their

Many good

things,

worthy of
and for-

practice, are read

gotten.
his death

the American Bee Journal for SepIN tember, 1914, Mr. C. F. Greening has
an article in which he tells how he
prevents swarming in his apiary. His
method as set forth in his article is so
simple and so easily followed that one
would expect it to be adopted by all
it
works out
beekeepers, provided
according to his statement.

We

it

Mr. Greening died July 1, 191.5, and
was recorded in our October
number, page 335. Editor.]

Prevention
B.

value

the

to

method,

putting in

BY H.

advisability

May number.

value.

The Greening Method of Swarm

its

comb-honey production. We do not
like his method of making artificial
swarms for the reasons given in that
in

honey.

Hiving Bees from Combless

Pacloges—A Suggestion
BV KENNITH HAWKINS

TROUBLE

in keeping many of the
bees in packages from going into
the air, if they are shaken at onee
into liii'es and not left to go down per
usual directions, has led me to a new

plan, at least nciv to me. I don't like
the plan of letting the bees go down to

brood or combs after opening packages and laying them above in a super,
as too often they fail to do so in reasonable time. Trouble that way, led me
to think of wetting the bees with a
sprinkler as in making up queen-mating nuclei, to keep them from flying,
and now I do it with all packages, just
before opening cages. They never ily,
and are at once zchere they are ivanled
luithout delay.

Care must be used not to use too
water, and if the plan has not
been already given to beekeepers, I
would be glad to see it published, for
it is a bee saver, time sai'cr, and a sure

much

method.
Plainfield,

Yield of

111.

Honey

in

Southern

Calilornia
BY

T-

SOUTHERN

E.

PLEASANTS.

honey yield
will be less than half a crop this
year. The honey is of good quality, and prices, so far as can be ascertained to date, are considerably in
advance of last season. Buyers are in
the field trying to make contracts for
California's

So far, little has been sold
cents per pound is offered f. o. b.
shipping points for white sage, 6,'s for
orange honey, and 5 cents for amber.
We nave had very unusual climatic
conditions. Our season might be sized
up as a flood followed by a dry year. It
honey.

6K

:
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rained almost the entire

month

Much damage was done

uary.

of Jan-

through-

out the State by floods. There was
considerable rain in February. The
ground was packed by flood waters
standing for a considerable length of
time. This was followed by an intensely dry spring, with considerable
wind, both hot and cold. There was
practically no spring rain, nights cold,
days warm and dry. This made a very
unfavorable condition for nectar flow
and for crops generally. Many other
crops are light here, some almost a

It is

Farmer's Beekeepers' Club. Cois everywhere, but it remains
with Bruce Anderson to be the first

County Agent

form

to

a

the

of

first

bees.

bees have been

for the

So
left

number

of colo-

far nearly all the
in box-hives.

But

Bruce Anderson isn't the kind of a
who is going to be content with
conditions as they are now. He wants
In order to join his
improvement.
county beekeepers' club the beekeeper
has to agree to 17 different rules. These
fellow

are as follows

must have one or
1. Each member
more colonies of bees in frame hives, a
smoker and veil.
2.

Study bulletins and literature on

beekeeping.
3. Subscribe to a reliable bee journal.
4. Attend meetings of beekeepers.
5. Watch the brood-nest for loss of
queen, disease and time to put on supers.
6.

Have two or more supers

for each

colony, spring count.
7.

We

Calif.

Pievent swarming by giving colo-

plenty storage room for surplus
honey, laying room for queen and vennies

tilation.
8. Requeen colonies after honey flow
every two years from the best honeygathering colonies
Italians from breeders of
9. Secure
high honey-yielding bees.
10. Provide each colony in October
with 2.') pounds or more of honey or
syrup, if they have not that much.
11. Give bees plenty of protection in
winter from the cold and winds
12. Keep records of colonies, cost of
running apiary and honey yield for
each colony.
report to County Agent at
1.3. Make

the end of the season.
14. Cooperate with other members in
buying supplies and marketing honey.
market only good
15. Put on the
honey well graded.

honey' is intelligible and not con
founded with something else.'
With
that

way

of

deciding

I'm afraid there

would be trouble. One might think of
some way in which there would be
confounding and another might not;
so one would use hyphen and the other
not.
He proceeded to comb honey
out of his hair, and when he did comb
honey he found it was not comb honey

16.

Beekeeping Industry

club

of the

17.

Make an
at the

Some

of

exhibit

of

bees and of

Winston-Salem

Fair, 1916.

these days North Carolina

considered more seriously is a
beekeeping State. The South is diverwill be

sifying.

Honey Prices

in Switzerland

culiar statement

He

pe-

comes from Consul

General F. B. Keene, of
erland.

A

Zurich, Switz-

reports that, out of 29 arti-

and household consumphave increased in price since
the beginning of the war, from 3 to 175
percent, except one, honey. Accordcles of food

tion, all

ing to this authority

honey

land has decreased in

in Switzer-

price,

from

were

of

New

Zealand.

introduced into
New Zealand in 1839, and in 1880 and
1882 the Italian, Cyprian, and other bees

Items

Follow instructions

honey

but
extracted.'
That's strained of
course (although not strained honey),
but it's simpler and better to follow
the general rule, that when two nouns
are joined together a hyphen be used,
or else run together the two words as
one."

— Honeybees

leader.

beekeepers'

club in order to foster beekeeping, and
they need it in North Carolina where
Mr. Anderson is working. In fact, we
never think of North Carolina as much
of a bee State, although in reality it is

have ever seen

'

^ News

operation

I

also proven a bad
one for all bee diseases.
have
European foulbrood a plenty.
Sacbrood and paralysis are unusually prevalent.
The combination of diseases is
keeping us busy here.

—

A

season

The season has

Orange,

Miscellaneous

nies

first

tion.

failure.

among

the

here, during a period of perhaps 40
years, where so much rain has produced so little honey. But, after all,
the distribution of a season's rainfall
counts even more than the precipita-

77,2

centimes per kilo, to 73,3 centimes
is for
($6.75 per cwt. to $6.41). This
extracted honey, of course, as they produce no other.

first

were brought in. Modern methods of
beekeeping were introduced in 1878,
principally from the United States. The
industry is now supported by New
Zealand laws
and regulations.
In
1906 the government established an
experimental apiary, where between 40
and 50 students are trained annually.
According to law no common boxhives are allowed in this dominion, the
hive in most general use being the
American Langstroth. It would seem
that here should be a fine opening for
beekeeping supplies, and it would seem
wise for American makers of such
wares to get in touch with the beekeeping associations.
Since 1907 disease among bees has
been kept under control, and the business in general is prosperous, with the
that in 1915 there were in the
11,200 beekeepers who owned
72,340 hives, with an estimated production valued at $250,000. It is expected
the output will be doubled within the
next three or four years.
During the year 224,000 pounds of
honey were exported to England, and
it is anticipated that this trade will be
more than doubled during 1916. All
result

dominion

honey is inspected and graded by government experts before it is allowed to
be exported.

A

Suggestion
In reply to your request for suggestions, I would like to
hear of the experience of successful

wax-producers.
R. Deimer.
Chico, Calif.
We suppose our enquirer wants to
hear of the cost of wax, to the bees.
The honey consumed for wax-production has been estimated all the way
from one pound to 30 pounds for each
pound of wax, with the majority putting it at from 7 to 12 pounds. Several
producers have announced their intention to make a practical test by feeding
honey to produce combs. Have any
positive results been attained?

Hyphen Between Beekeeping Words
To a short criticism of the newly
hyphenated words decided upon by the
Pnillips-Root-Miller-Dadant agreement
Dr. Miller replies as follows:

"You
to

say 'I also feel like objecting
as long as 'comb

'comb-honey'

Con. Gen. Alfred A.Winslow.
Auckland, New Zealand.

A

Massachusetts

successful meeting

—

Meeting. A most
the Hampshire,

of

Hampden, Franklin Beekeepers' Assowas held in the Board of Trade
rooms, Springfield, on May 13. This,
the annual meeting, was postponed
from March 16, when it was to have
been held in Amherst in conjunction
with the beekeeping meetings during
Farmers' Week.
ciation

Much the same program was followed. The election of officers resulted
President, O. M. Smith;
as follows:
Vice-President, A. C. Andrews, Rev. D.
D. Gorton, and L. R. Smith SecretaryTreasurer, Burton N. Gates, Amherst.
Unanimous vote reestablished the annual fee to 50 cents per annum.
Among the papers read was the annual
address of the president, O. M. Smith,
who presented numerous "Timely Suggestions to Beekeepers." By way of
a report of progress for the committee
on honey labels and standard packages,
Dr. B. N. Gates, chairman, explained
what constituted an attractive label
;

July,

inifi.
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Mention was also made of the standardization of honey containers, particuhirly
small glass containers. After the report, discussion followed wherein it
was particularly emphasized that beekeepers give more and more attention

home

to supplying their customers IG ounces
for a paund package and 8 ounces for
a half pound package. It is being considered by the association to adopt a
label which the members of the association may use. This attached to their
products indicates their affiliation with
the local society, and is thought to be
of advantage in selling local products.

one of the most hospitable families in
Illinois, we will meet Mr. Faulkner, Sr.,
who is probably the oldest and one of
the most successful beekeepers in the
United States. Mr. Faulkner, Sr., is in
his 100th year, and was born among

A most interesting address followed
by A. W. Yates, of Hartford, Conn., on
the " Spring Handling of Bees."
A committee consisting of the president as chairman, the three vice-presidents, and the secretary-treasurer was
appointed to wait upon the managers of
the agricultural fairs for the purpose of
obtaining proper recognition of beekeepers for displays of beekeeping products at these fairs. It was left to the executive committee and the secretary
particularly to arrange for the society
to hear Mr. C. P. Dadant, of Hamilton,
111., when he visits the East next August.
This will constitute the field meeting
The meeting adjourned shortly
fore

5 :0U

o'clock,

pm,

bethere having

B. N. G.\TES, Sec.

Nichigan Fairs and Premiums. ^The
State Fair at Grand
Rapids has increased the premium list
in the Apiarian Department from $60

West Michigan

in 1915 to $600 in 1916.

The Michigan

State Fair at Detroit has increased the
list

from $132

in 1915 to $575

This has been the result of the
Michigan State Beekeepers' Cooperation and many members supporting the
special committee in this work. This
illustrates just one instance of how
beekeepers' associations can do much

in 1916.

effective

W. W.

Faulkner, 3000 North
Chicago, 111., Saturday,

15.

Many

combine

things

to

make

this

an ideal place for a meeting of beekeepers. Besides being entertained by

the bees in Scotland. The family recently sold a large portion of their beerange for over $260,000.
They still
retain the buildings and ten acres of
the best part of the farm, worth an-

other $50,000.

The house stands on a ridge that was
once the shore of Lake Chicago, which
at one time covered the entire site of
the present city. It can be reached by
trolley from anywhere in the city for a
5-cent fare.

A

basket

picnic

will

Bumblebees Wanted by

Dr. Burton N.
take pleasure in thanking the
beekeepers of the country who so
kindly sent me numerous specimens,

—

I

a hundred, in response to
appeal for bumblebees taken in or
about beehives last year. Although this
large collection has been of great value
to the student, further specimens are
needed, particularly from the West and
South.
I hope, therefore, that the beekeepers
will mail me in a secure package either
bumblebees or other insects caught
robbing hives or taken dead from inside of hives. They should be prepared
for shipment in a strong box and bear
the name and address of the sender in
order that due credit may be given.
All kindly write me stating the circumstances and date of the capture. These
notes which I am receiving from the
beekeepers are exceedingly interesting
and valuable.
Burton N. Gates.

my

Amherst, Mass.

dian Beekeeper sends us the following
information, which will prove of use to

for fairs together with a table of stand-

all

Mr. E. D. Townsend is to be
the judge at the State Fair which is to
be held Sept. 4 to 13.
We urge all Michigan beekeepers to
write to the secretary of their association, Mr. F. E. Millen at East Lansing.
He will be glad to put you in touch
with the proper fair authorities. Every
live beekeeper should be an exhibitor.
It is not only a recreation, but it is the
very best way of advertising your product.

ers'

—

The field meet
Chicago-Northwestern Beekeep-

Chicago Field Neet.
of the

Association will be held at the

"They should contain two entries
the cost of the goods, fair market
value as sold for home consumption at
the time shipped, and selling price to
the purchaser in Canada.
3. "They should contain place
and
date and signature at the bottom.
2.

of

4. "'The Certificate Form M' should
be either typewritten or printed on the
lower part or back of the invoice."

Blank copies of invoices may be
obtained by Canadian importers from
the different

Shipping Bees to Canada.

— The

Cana-

shippers of bees from the United
States as well as to the Canadian purchasers

TELLING THE BEES

Among

" A number of bee importers have
bien complainingabout their shipments
of bees being delayed by the Customs
Department. There is no duty on bees
and queens coming into Canada, but
special attention should be given to the

Customs requirements."
arist

for

the

Pettit,

Province

of

Ontario,

writes Canadian Beekeeper as follows:

"I have had some rather serious complaints from beekeepers importing bees
from the southern States, stating that
their bees had been delayed by the
Customs authorities, both at the border
and at the Port of Entry. I took this
matter up with the Customs Department, and in reply have the statement
That if the importers would take the
'

old

readers
Here is the place;

there

superstitions

riifht

over the

hill.

Runs the path I took
You can see the gap in the old wall

And

the stepping-stones
brook..

There

is

the

in

still.

shallow

the house, with the gate red barred.

And the poplars tall.
And the barn's brown

length and the cattle
yard.
the white horns tossingabove the wall.

And

There are the beehives ranged

in the sun;
the brink
weedher
pure
flowers,
the
brook
are
Of
o'errun;
daffodil,
rose
and
pink.
and
Pansy

And down by

A year has gone, as the tortoise goes.
Heavy and slow;
And the same rose blows and the same sun
glows,
And the same brook sings of a year ago
There's the same sweet-clover smell

in

the

the burrs and smoothed

my

breeze.
And the June sun

warm

Tangles his wings of fire in the trees.
Setting, as then, over Fernside farm.
I

I

mind me how. with a lover's
From my Sunday coat
brushed

off

hair.

And

cooled at

care.

the brookside my brow and

throat.

we parted, a month had passed.
To love, a year;
Down through the beeches looked at last.
On the little red gate and the well-sweep

Since

I

near.
1

Government Api-

the

was one which required that the bees
be told and put in mourning when
some one died in the family. Otherwise they dwindled and left. The following poem on this subject by one of
the most celebrated American writers
XlXth century is probably
of the
known to only a few of our younger

:

Mr. Morley

Custom Houses.

be

intellectual feast as well.

work.

tions.

duplicate.

queens that do not
swarm, which we hope will attract
enough drones to furnish us with an

Not content with this, however, a
special committee of the association
after a large amount
of work has
formulated a model list of premiums
ards by which such premiums are to be
awarded. This table has been adopted
by both the Michigan Fair Associa-

matter up with the collectors at the
various ports and produce the invoices
and declarations promptly, or even before the arrival of the shipments in
question, there should be no delay in
so far as the Customs is concerned.
1. "Invoices
should be made out in

by the

served

upwards of

been a good attendance.

premium

July

Gates.

of the association.

of

Cicero Ave.,

can see

Of

light

all now. the slantwise rain
through the leaves;

it

The sundown's blaze on her window pane—
The blooms of her roses under the eaves.
Just the same as a month before—

The house and the trees.
The barn's brown gable, the vine by

the door;

Nothing changed but the hives of bees.
Before them, under the garden wall.
'orward and back.

Went

drearily singing the chore-^iirl small.

Draping each hive with a shred of black
I listened; theSummer sun
Had the chill of snow;
I knew she was telling the bees of one
Gone on the journey we all must go!

Trembling,

For

July, 1916.
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" My Mary weeps
I said to myself:
For the dead today;
Haply her blind old grandsire sleeps
The fret and pain of his age away.'

Then

sill.

Sung

to the

bees stealing out and

still

the song she was singing ever since
in my ear soundson:
" Stay at home, pretty bees, fly not hence.
Mistress Mary is dead and gone."
—John Greenleaf Whittier

Meeting

of

Beekeepers

—

In accordance with the action of the
beekeepers at the summer meeting held

Hamilton, Illinois last year, the committee appointed has arranged for another meeting to be held at Dubuque,
Iowa, on Aug. 1 and 2. It is to be
hoped that a permanent organization
of the beekeepers of the upper Mississippi valley may be effected, and that
these valuable meetings may be continued. The Commercial Club of Dubuque has promised royal entertainment for all who attend. The meetings
at

Bee-F^eping

public attention to

attract

in.

And

A Summer

held

of the
Mississippi.

But her dog whined low; on the doorway

With his cane to his chin.
The old man sat. and the chore-girl

in beautiful Union Park,
beauty spots along the
If the weather is inclement the meetings will be held in the
park pavilion.
These meetings are of vital importance to the beekeepers as they help to

will be

one

the

tise

of

honey, in addition to the value of information gained by the personal contact
Dubuque is a city
of honey producers.
of several thousand population and a
honey market that has hardly been
touched. If more city meetings were
held so as to bring the use of honey
before the general public at home it
would not be long before tie demand
honey would be doubled and
for
trebled.

Every beekeeper who can possibly
make arrangements to attend this meetgain much of value besides
having a royal good time. Come, bring
your wives and families and help make
this one of the best meetings ever held.
N. E. France,
A. L. KiLDOW,
ing will

C. E.

Bartholomew,
CoTnmi'ttee.

^

For Women

the

frames, the rods to have a lever
handle at one end, and by raising the
handle the pins would be moved over,
leaving all frames in the hive hanging
loose; this would combine the advantage of metal spaced frames and loose
hanging as required, and to prevent
the frames from moving slightly when
turned
over, the underside
of the
frames could be notched where it rests
on bars; the bars would have a screw
thread at each end to connect to outside handle on one side and nut on the
other side. This would simplify hive
making, as rabbets would not be necessary.
Lilian G. Bland.
Quatsino, B. C.
1.

There

is

probably no

reason to

believe that foxglove honey is poisonous either for bees or people.

Thimbleberry or raspberry is one
honey plants. Likely
salmonberry is good also, as that is the
name by which the white-flowering
2.

of the very best

raspberry

is

known

in

some

places.

Huckleberry may be fairly good, although it is doubtful if any great surplus from it has ever been reported.
3. Nobody knows.
Perhaps an acre;
possibly a fourth of that.
4. Different factors make
much difference in the number of days travel a
colony can endure. Hot weather is
more unfavorable than cool; and a
ride on a boat would be very different
from one with much jarring. Under
favorable circumstances a journey of a
month might be none too long while
conditions might be so unfavorable
that a week would prove too long. To
stand a journey of 15 days the frames
should contain plenty of stores, yet
they should not be so heavy as to risk
breaking down there should be abundant ventilation water should be contained in sponges or otherwi>e, unless
water can be sprinkled upon the bees
and the hive should
at proper intervals
be so placed that any jarring may be
received endwise and not sidewise.
Unless the combs are pretty old they
should be strengthened by wiring. This
is in reply to your question as to the
condition of the hive; yet nowadays
the tendency is toward shipping bees
packages without combs, so of
in
course without hives, and that may be
the better way.
very safe to judge just
5. It is not
how well a thing would work with bees
until it has bad an actual trial; but it
is rather doubtful if your plan would
;

Conducted by Miss

Emma

Feeding

M. Wilson. Mareneo.

111.

supers, the bees will fill all vacancies
If, now, we
the brood-chamber.
have saved up sealed combs from the
preceding year and they may just as
well be of dark fall honey we can put
them in the brood-chamber, and the
white honey will at once go into the
super. The result is that we swap just
so much dark honey for light.
You are not likely to find soiled

in

We

have only been keeping bees for
know much about it
yet. but we have increased the number
of our colonies from 34 to 237, and
have also added a second boy to the
" last
family. We " weighed our bees in
fall as heavy as usual, but lost some by
breeding and starvation in the cellar,
and have had to feed extensively for
six years, so don't

time this season.
to try some of Dr. Miller's
I intend
queens this year, if we don't have to
spend every spare penny for sugar. We
have tried to getsoiled sugar, but absoHave you any
lutely without success.
sure place where you can get it ? About
the only bit of information I can give
is to those sister beekeepers who use
an Alexander or Ideal bee-veil, and
that is when the cloth parts of eit ler
become soiled it can be put in the tub
and washed. Use a brush to scrub the
top, and after drying the skirt it can be
ironed, but not the crown of the Alexander.
reading Dr. Miller's conI enjoy
fessed mistakes and troubles in "Fifty
Years Among the Bees" as much as
the useful hints and bee lore.
Florence A. Robinson.

the

first

Pellston, Mich.

More than ever, with the price of
sugar going skyward, it is important to
learn the lesson that we should make
our plans in advance to have on hand
each spring extra combs of sealed
honey, say two such combs for each
colony. Not only do we need such
combs as a safeguard against starving.
When the white-honey harvest opens,
before any honey is stored in the

—

—

ordinary groceries where
not handled on a large scale.
Sometimes you can get it from the
railroads, when a bag of sugar has
been spilled in a freight car; but your
best chance is with one of the big
houses that handle sugar on a large
scale, such as Sears, Roebuck & Co., or

sugar
sugar

in

is

Montgomery Ward &

Co., in

Chicago

Honey Plants— Shipping Bees
1.

the

Is

;

prove very satisfactory.

? Is
injuri-

ous either to bees or man ?
2. Are the huckleberry, salmonberry,
thimbleberry (all grow wild here) and

good bee-plants

What

?

area of clover, white, sweet,
and alsike is required to give a surplus
from one or two colonies ?
how many days journey will
4. In
bees come through alive, and what are
the best conditions for the hive to
stand a journey of say 15 days ?
idea be any
6. Would the following
improvement on the present type of
hive fitting: Instead of having a wood
and metal rabbet and self spacing
frames, to have a steel or iron rod on
which the end top-bars of the frames
could rest, the rod having '4 -inch pins
on it, and correct distances to space
3.

;

foxglove poisonous to bees

honey from these flowers

shallot

;

A Beginner
Last summer was my first experience
with bees. A neighbor gave me three
swarms; they were as late as June 30,
July

1

and

3.

They seemed

to

do well

at first, but as I only had two hives (the
third in a box •with slats across). I ex-

amined the two other hives, which had
appeared in good shape. I found the
combs almost empty in one hive, and

swarm starved.
The weather during that time was not
knowing
fit to gather honey, and not

the other

were robbing, I had had the
entrance wide open. I now began to
feed syrup above the brood to the colonies left, and I soon found out they
were still robbing the bees. I saved
them by feeding every evening until I
the bees

July,

llilil.

24:t

r-4^a^-<Q^^
took them into the

cellar.

I

They seemed

to

fed

American ^qh Journal
them

do well
until aloMR in February, when one
colony had diarrhea, and finally died.
The other colony died in March.
1. Do vou think my bees were robbed
winter.

all

in the fall

.''

have some old combs that are all
worker-combs e.xcepting one end of
one comb that is about two inches
wide by five inches long, which is
4.

I

drone-comb. Isthis drone-combenough
one hive?
5. Is June 1^> too late to save a swarm ?
If it is, do you kill the queen that leaves
the hive and return the bees to the hive
for

they left?
6.

have a large space of ground

I

want

put in flower beds.
advise me to put in ?
There is a little white flower they use
for border. Does it yield nectar, and
do you know the name of it? Do the
gilliflower and gladiolus yield honey ?
7. Can I use the
shallow extracting
frames in .the Langstroth hives ? The
that

I

chamber.
^^-•-m^

My

?

2. Does the old queen leave the hive
before the young one leaves the cell ?
i. Can I use, for a
new swarm, old
combs that are slightly moldy at the

bottom

super a hive-body the sami- size as the
brood chamber if you use in it combs
of the same size as those in the brood-

to

What kind do you

brood-chamber

is

fitted

was

I

Orchards,

some

visiting

Wash

.

in

my

Bees

daughters,

11)13, I

bought

with the idea of
beginning beekeeping. The putting up
of the first hive was a Chinese puzzle,
but after that the others went together
hives

quite

in

easily.

bought of

home

the

a

first

the

flat,

Our

swarm was

first

neighbor and brought

week

in July.

After a few weeks I placed another
hive on the first, with starters in the
frames. Before the first of September
both were solid full of comb honey.
Our principal wild honey plants were
fireweed. salal, mountain
mulberry,
spirea,
blackberry, wild gooseberry,
syringa, vetch and lupine.
Vetch is
wild in western Oregon and Washington, and grows everywhere. I found
five

diflEerent

single lavender blossom. Another va
climbed on the bushes higher
than my head, and had a large cluster
of dark purple blossoms. One variety
riety

had

First Experience With

While
at

<^^:i

varieties.

dwarf only a few inches

One

tiny
high with a
a

a

yellow

blossom.

The summers

are very pleasant, there being no rain
from the middle of June until October;
from the middle of December until the
middle of March it rains «// the time.
Orchards is a township of prune orchards, and is 14 miles from Portland,
Oreg., which is farther north on the
map than Portland, Maine; Imt the
winter that I was there (1913) the roses
bloomed until the middle of February,
then there was a freeze which stopped
them a few weeks.
In April they

bloomed

as they

do

in

Connecticut in

June.

Western Oregon and western Washington are noted for their large fir
trees. Unless the land has been cleared
it is stump land, and
nearly everything
has a background of large spindles and
stumps with a heavy tangle of brush
and undergrowth.
[Mrs.] E. p. Flint.
Rockville, Conn.

with a cover

deep, or must I use supers to
[Mrs] Chas. White.
these hives ?
8 inches

North

1.

2.

Prairie, Wis.

They were probably robbed.
When a prime, or first, swarm

the

case of

an afterswarm, a young

queen goes with the swarm, and another young queen or several of them
are ready to emerge about as soon as
the
3.

the

swarm has

left.

Yes; but there

is

a little

swarm may not be

Send Questions either

is-

sues, the old queen
goes with the
swarm, and the swarming takes place
generally about the time the first queencell is sealed, and the young queen will
not emerge from her cell until a week
or so after the prime swarm issues. In

danger that

He

to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr.
C. Miller. Marengo. II",.
does not answer bee-keepiae questions by mail.

C

Data for United States Agricultural Department

United States Department of Agriculture asked me to fill out a sciiedule pertaining
I.

to condition of colonies in tiiis township.
There are two questions I do not understand, nor where to get the data for the
honey-plants, and what the percent was before this year. The questions are as follows:

"Condition of honey-plants compared with
normal condition at this season," and

sence of sufficient data, you can only guess.
With regard to the first question, you cannot measure the condition of the honeyplants in feet and inches, nor yet in pints
and quarts. But il you have been on the
watch for several years— if you haven't vou
may be able to learn something about it
from others— you can tell whether you think
the present condition is better or worse

willing to stay

on such combs unless it be induced to
do so by the presence of a comb containing some brood. But if you give

moldy combs into the care of a
strong colony for a few days, they will
be cleaned up so that the swarm will
promptly accept them. They can be
put in the brood-chamber of the strong
colony, or in a hive-body under or
over the hive.
4. Yes, or more than enough.
.5.
No, it is not too late, although if
the season should be poor you may
have to feed for winter. If you wish,
however, you can kill the queen, return
the swarm, and destroy all queen-cells
but one.
the flowers you are likely to
6. All
raise in a flower-bed are not likely to
amount to much unless you have half
an acre or more. Mignonette is one
of the best. The little white flower
used for borders may be sweet alyssum,
on which bees may be seen at work;
but whether they get much from it is
Stock (or gillianother question.
flower) and gladiolus are likely not of
much value as honey-plants.
7. The orthodox depth of the frame
for a Langstroth hive is 9}s inches, and
it will
not be satisfactory to use one
very much shallower. You will need
supers, although you may use as a

the

CHP:.SrER KEISTER IN HIS APIARY
"

Condition of colonies at this time compared with normal strength and health at
this season."

2. Would it hurt bees to give them a frame
moldy comb without any honey in the
comb? Will they clean it out ? Illinois.
Answers.— I. No great wonder you should
find it somewhat troublesome. In the ab-

of

AT CLARNO.

WIS,

than the average. If only half as good, then
of course it is 50 percent. If about a fourth
better than the average, then it is 12s percent,

and so on.
the same way

Much

as to health and
strength of colonies. If colonies are just as
healthy as usual, then of course they are 100

July, 1916.
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percent as to health. If thev are below the
average as to health, then you will mark
them 75 percent, oo percent, or whatever it
may be. but don't ask me to say how you
will tell when the colonies of an apiary are
half as healthy as the average, so as to be
percent. I don't know how You'll
guess the best you know
to
iust "have
how. As to strength, you can be more defi-

marked

so

nite if you have kept a record for a number
of years and know that during that time the
average has been a certain numberof frames
of brood at a certain time, say 5 frames. If
this year it's sH frames, then it will beuo
If it's 4 it will be 8o percent, and so
you have no such record, you can
only guess, and I don't begrudge you the job.
2. "Ves. it will be all right if no foulbrood is
in the comb.

percent.
on.

If

Robbers— King-Birds— Waxmoth
had six colonies of bees and one of
I. I
them was not working like the rest I saw a
bee go in. and in about a minute or two bees
came out clung together, and rolled off on
the ground, and then both flew away, and in
about five minutes 25 or 3" bees went in. carrying pollen on their feet; then some came
out and flew away again, while another two
came out fighting Can you tell me what is
the matter?
,
,

,

,

,

,

2 'Will a bee-bird destroy a colony of bees
or will they iust destroy the drones ?
was inspecting one of my swarms
1. As I
this spring. I found some white worms on

Honey-Plants of the

beginning to lay; and it is a good plan t°
make a business of hunting up the queen in
each colony every year, at least a litile be-

South— Transferring

1. Do bees
gather honey from California
and Japanese privet ?
2 Which
kind of poplar is the honeyplant?
on honey-plants
%. Where can I get a book
of the South ?
and
put on a super
hived
big
swarm
a
4. I
at once, but bees are laying out. Do you
again
?
will
swarm
think they
5 The swarm I hived came out of a boxhive. Would it be all right to transfer the
bees from the box hive into a frame hive?
Texas.
The box-hive is full of honey.

Answers.— I.

fore there's any danger of swarming, and
clipping any that are found undipped.

A good many, like mynever trap drones. They prefer to
destroy them in the form of brood, or, still
better, to suppress all. or nearly all. dronecomb. But if you want to trap them after
they are mature, you can have traps on at
any time when there are drones to be

don't know, but have an
is not an important

I

trapped.
4. All but those that you consideryour best

impression that privet
honey-plant.
2.

drones

the botanical
of a honey-tree that goes under the
of poplar, also whitewood, and tulip-

IJriodendroii tulil'ifcra

name
name

is

Do bees gather honey from apple
?

blos-

,
t
6. What do bees get from pumpkin, squash,
cucumber, and melon blossoms ?
7 Do bees work on black and red raspberries, and what do they get ?
Pennsylvania.
Answers.— I. Bees from other hives try to
enter and steal honey, and are pounced
upon by the guards at the entrance.
2, King-birds, or bee-birds, have the reputation of killing both drones and workers,
although it is said that the workers are not
swallowed, but the juices are extracted and
.

•

the carcasses spit out.
wax3. It was probably the larva of the
moth, commonly called wax-worm.
4 Both honey and pollen, lots of both.

that

is

left

after

wax

is

6. There are a number that are good, the
two most in use being Dadant's-Langstroth
and Root's
and X Y Z

ABC

3. You may find what you want by inauiring of the Agricultural College of your State.
4.

S

is in

1.

way

Shipping Bees from the South, Etc.

in

that
2.

to get into

the spring

5.

Miscellaneous Questions

Should 1 have double-walled hives here
in northwestern Ohio?
2
'When should queens be clipped ?
3. When should drone-traps be put on the
?

What

6

What

,

all

,

slumgum

is

the best book for the beginner

majority in

5

Yes.

the

6.

Both nectar and pollen.

walled hives.

7.

Yes; thev gf ( both nectar and pollen.

2.

,

the drones be destroyed?

is

?
?

Ohio.
but I think
our region prefer single-

Answers.— I. Opinions

I

differ;

They may be clipped any time

?

?

bees as far north as I am ?
6. If in
the cellar should any screen be
placed in fron[ of entrance ? Minnesota.

1.

Should

if

How far apart should beehives be
How would you recommend wintering

4.

placed

farthest ever reported was
1. I think the
seven miles; but probably none of your bees
go farther than two or three miles.
No; keep a tub standing with cork-chips
3
in it, and fill it with water only as often as it
needs replenishing.

5.

have any effect on bees

is,

each other if kept in one apiary ?
be expected from a colony
3. Can honey
that was started from a pound of bees in

2. How far have bees been known to go to
gather honey ?
3. Should bees have fresh water given to
Kansas
them every day ?
Answers.— I. .Ants enter hives because it

4.

it

to me from the South;
the climate conditions ?
Will two different kinds of bees bother

had them shippe d

?

hives

Would

I

Ants— Distance Bees Go
What causes ants and moths

hives

the

,

5.

one or a few colonies.

pressed out of combs.

tree.

Not very likely.
Yes. although the honey
transferring.

in

The residue

5

MISSOURI BEES ARE BOOMING THIS YEAR, THE FIRST CROP FDR A
GOOD WHILE-S. J. KNOX APIARY AT BOWERS' MILL, MO.
is a warm place to have their nests, and
top of the frames; they were about half an
inch long. Can you tell me what kind of a
sometimes to get honey or bees. Moths enworm it was?
j
j
ter to lay eggs where their young can have
4 What does a honeybee get from dandetheir proper food, wax.
lion? Do they get any honey?
soms

That depends

3.

self,

after

Answers.— I Other things being equal,
the shorter the distance bees are shipped
the better, but the bees are no better or
worse for the southern climate.
2. If you mean will bees of different kinds
quarrel, no. Several kinds will live just as
peacefully in the same apiary as if they
were all of the same kind. If you mean
whether they will bother about mixing, yes.
You can keep only one kind in your apiary
if you want your bees to keep pure.
them; but
3. That's asking a good deal of
it is not at all impossible with a good honey
flow, and especially a good late flow.
On an entirely level sur4. That depends.
face, with no trees or other objects. 10 feet
If there are trees, buildis none too close.
ings, or other objects by which the bees can
mark their locality, then all that is needed
is have enough room between hives so that
the beekeeper can work comfortablv, say
two or three feet. But if you want to economize room, set your hives in pairs, the two
hives of the same pair almost touching, and
then a space of two feet or more between
that pair and the next pair.
3. In the cellar.
6. No; unless it be a screen of wire-cloth
having three meshes to the inch. That will
bar the passage of mice, but not bees.
Feeding Capped Honey to Bees

you had combs of old honey, either in
hives where bees had died or if you had
combs of honey that were kept over, would
you uncap the honey before putting it in the
hives where there were bees? Do you believe bees would ever uncap this old waxy
honey and clean it out of these combs ?
2 In forming colonies with bees in pound
packages, would you give them honey capped
I.

If

or uncapped ?
3 I notice where a colony dies that robber
bees will rob out around the brood-nest and
leave combs of honey nearly or quite full at
the sides and along the top bars. This honey
is not granulated altogther, but there seems
to be some reason why the bees do not take
it

while

it is

capped.

Answers.— I.

Nehraska.

don't believe there will be
any trouble but what the bees will use that
honey all right, and there will be no need of
I

.Inly,

I

IMC.

American Hee Journal I
your uncappiiiy it either. Vou will Drobal)ly
liiid llial you can use it anywhere for the
bees that you cou'd use any other honey.
2
It will
be all rinhl to Kive it either
capped or uncaiiped
never knew robbers to leave honey
1
because it was sealed except under one
condition.
Sometimes it hapiiens that a
comb of sealed honey is given more room, so
that the bees build fresh cells over the capIn that case
pitiKS and HU them with honey.
they will never uncap the old honey, but
will starve with it in the cells, and robbers
1

uncap

will not

it

either.

Queenless Colony— Rearing Queens

One

of my colonies went into winter quarters heavy with honey and bees, but now I
teacup of bees, ample
find about half a
stores, no queen, and the whole thini; as
good as dead. The honey in the combs has
a watery surface, looking very much like a
mess. What is the trouble
has brood in a fair
2. One of my colonies
Quantity, no eggs, and I could not find any
queen, but found a few queen cells I destroyed all but one. which was good sized
and not yet capped Is it too early for this
i*

colony to rear a good queen

?

What about combs

3.

with mold; should

I

that are quite white
use them ?

Pennsylvania.
Looks a good deal as if the
colony had lost its queen so early last fall
or summer that nearly all the bees have

Answers.—

I,

died off from old age.
2 Doubtful about the value of that queen,
although she may be fair if it happened that
the bees were busy gathering during the
five days the young queen was fed.
3. That white mold doesn't seem to matter.

time enough it will build up with no help
from you exceiit that you shall give it combs
filled
with foiindalion either as fast as
needi d or all at once. If you want to help
it to build
U[) faster, a eood way is to swap
from time to time one of its combs conlaining a good share of young brood aijd eggs for
one from a strong colony containing sealed
brood well advanced; If your question
means something else, please come again.
3. It is best that
the queen remain on the
old stand where the whole field-force will
be.
But in that case the queenless part will
be in a discouraged condition, with no fieldbees and no honey coming in, so the queen
it rears is not likely to be of the best
So
we compromise: Leave the queen with the
part put on the new stand; the queenless
part, being on the old stand, will have plenty
of honey coming in, and will be in good
shape to have queen cells of the best sort.
A week later, when the feeding of the royal
larvai will be over, make the two hives swap
places, and all will be lovely.
4. Give it a frame of brood with adhering
bees from a colony having at least five
combs well filled with brood, and continue
the same thing every ten days or two weeks
as long as necessary.
5. Yes. it's a good way.
6 By " no-beeway sections" you probably
mean plain sections. They may be liked as
well in some markets, but I think generally
not
7. I never do it myself, and
I
doubt its being a good thing for you.
Of course, you
must feed if there's the least danger of
starving, and then honey is much better

than syrup.
Wintering

Oregon

in

What is the best cover for wintering in
this locality which has a rainfall \'arying
from 6o to 100 inches with little or no frost
Oregon.

snow ?
Answer. — I don't know

or

of anything better
described in "Fifty
Years Among the Bees." A cover of -Jjinch
stuff with the grain running one way, another the same with the grain running the
other way. a :^3-inch space between them
made by strips ->s by Is, and a tin, or still
better, zinccover over all.

than the one

Buililing

I

use,

Inducing Queen to

have

Work

in

Super— Pure Stock

colonies that are strong in
brood and bees, and I would like to keep
them from swarming I put the supers on
the last of March with what bait sections I
had, and ihey removed the honey from the
sections to the frames below. How can I
induce them to go to work in the supers for
1 want to
get as much comb honey as possible? Would you advise puttingan empty
hive-body below to give the queen plenty of
1.

I

room
2.

I

five

?

would

like to

introduce pure Italians

p^'^<^

the last of the season, and

am thinking of
queen-rearinK.
could keep pnre
bees by starting with two or more colonies
and keeping the drones trapped in the colonies I do not wish to breed from ?
experimenting some
would like to know

in

if

I

I

Missouri.
Like enough your colonies
have done about the best they could. Hutting on supers until there is a sulficienl flow
will not hurry up storing, although the honey
that the bees carried down out of the sections probably did some good in helping to
build up. As soon as the harvest begins the
likelihood is that you will see good work in
the sections. Putting an empty hive body
below is a good thing to be done early if the
queen has not room enough without it, but
by the ti ne this gets into print the season
will be so far along that giving more brood
room below would do harm instead of good,
so far as work in supers is concerned.
2. If
there are no other bees anywhere
near you. you can keep your stock pure in
the way you propose. The probability, however, is that you are not thus isolated, and
at least part of your young queens will be
mismated. the danger being the greater in
proportion to the number and nearness of
bees surrounding you

Answers.—

I.

Hiving

What would
swarm would

Swarms— Queens
be the result

if after hiving
I
later remove the bottom of
the hive and set it on the old colony ? Would
they unite ?
2 Can hives be set too close together ?
If
not how far apart should they be placed ?
3. What
advantages have the ten-frame
hives over the eight ?
4 When hiving a swarm, should I let it
set there a few days before I move it to
the apiary ?
5. How old does a queen get ?
vVhat is the cause when a colony has
6
little black bees? They cannot fly. Is it the
I.

a

queen's fault ^
7. What causes the queen to die in winter ?
8. Are be-s that work on red clover more
profitable than those that do not ?
0. Can you smoke the bees too much, or is
it good for them ?
Ohio.

Answers.— I, They would unite, but if it
was done in less than ten days after swarming
they might swarm again, unless an
excluder were used. It would work better

Up Colonies— Hanilllng Nuclei

be advisable to put new swarms
1 he
bees from
in hives with old combs ?
this hive died during winter from lack of
1.

Would

it

(

stores; one-third of the cells
in

them

2.

have bets

still

j

How

do you handle

a

nucleus

?

increase, is it better to
3. In dividing for
take queen from original colony and let the
original colony rear a new one ?
hive of mixed bees to which I
4. 1 have a
gave an Italian queen last fall (colony was
strong, but the bees were old; the colony

was queenless some time before
it).

is

It

rather

weak

this

I

noticed

spring.

How

handle it ?
5. Would it pay
to build up an apiary by
buying 2-frame nuclei with queen ?
6 Are the no beeway sections as well liked
in the markets as the beeway sections ?
7. Is it a good plan to help bees increase to
feed syrup in the spring before blossoms
come out?
Pennsylvania.
should

1

Answers. — I. With decaying dead bees

in

the combs, there is danger that a swarm put
into such a hive would desert. If a frame
of brood were given, the bees might not
desert. The better way will be to have the
combs cleaned out before they are given to
a swarm. Put them in a hive-body under or
over a strong colony, and in a few days they
will
2.

be cleaned out.
'Your question is so vague that

know
want

I

don't

what you mean. Perhaps you
know what shall be done to help a

just

to

nucleus to build up.

If

strong enough, with
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to put the old hive over the new. In that
case you should use an excluder if you unite
in less than ten days. After ten days, if you
cutout Queencells you can unite without

excluder.
trees, buildings, or other objects are
present to help the bees to mark the loca2. If

tion, they may be set as close, together as
will allow you to work comfortably between

them.

If

there are no such objects, then

belter to have a space of perhaps five feel
separate the hives, or pairs of hives
that
3. Perhaps the greatest advantage is
there is room for more stores, making very
much less danger of starving in winter or
to

spring.

Never; the sooner

it

is

moved where

bees

it

If left over night, and
is to stay the better.
then moved, there is danger of loss of bees.
in rare cases
5. Generally 2 or 3 years old
even 5 or 6 years.
D. Possibly a case of paralysis. Some think
the queen to blame; some not.
Some queens are older
7. Likely old age.
at a year than others at two.

to get

it

in

quarts, count about 5"00

to the quart.

Yes. any hive makes a good decoy hive;
the better if some old honeycomb is in
it; only you must look out that the comb
doesn't get to be wormy. The decoy hive
may be set anywhere, in or out of the apiary;
some put them in crotches of trees in the
3

woods.
4

this

would be going outside the scope of
department to give full instruction for

It

finding wild bees; but the chief thing is to
use honey as a bait, watch what direction
the bees take when they leave the bait,

moving the bait and gradually following up
the line of flight until the home of the bees
reached, using also cross-lining.

Yes.
Yes. indeed, you can hurt by too much
smoke. It's never any benefit to the bees:
0.

and you should never smoke any more than
just enough to keep them under subjection.
Transferring— Decoy Hives^Wild Bees
1. What can
ioned hives?

seem

do with bees

in

old-fash-

are working and

How many

2.

be

I

The bees

fairly strong.

to

gallons of bees should there
constitute a colony strong enough to

is

3.

how

there a satisfactory decoy hive;

is it

if

so.

made and used?

How can

bees ?
Indiana.
Answers.— I. Leave them as they are until
they swarm; hive the swarm in a movableframe hive, setting it on the old stand with
the old hive close beside it: three weeks
later all the worker-brood will be hatched
out, when you can break up the old hive,
adding the bees to the swarm.
the season a colony of
2. Early enough in
be satisfactory enough,
10.000 bees might
while in the harvest 40.000 would not be considered so very strong. So you see it varies
according to the time in the season. If you
4.

I

proceed

to find wild

Brush

Foundation

Painting

for

have found that if a brush is prepared
for painting foundation as have described,
that it will be further improved by cutting
out about one-third or more of the fiair
I

I

lengthwise of the brush: that is. only the
center of the brush, more properly speaking, thinning out the hair so that it will be
of a uniform thickness from end to end
lengthwise
If the hair of the
brush is
longer through the center of the bottom than
at the ends, it should be trimmed with a
shears square across all the length of the
brush.
Edward Hassinger. Jr.
Greenville. Wis.

is

To Stop Robbing
When

to

Add

a

Super

;

8.

the bees be really at the bottom of all sue.
cess or failure in queen introduction ?— Ed. 1

all

it

is

i.

want

My bees are working early and late now.
have some honey in the brood-chamber.
to put on a super
it be advisable
before much honey is stored. If one was
added at such a time would the bees continue storing in the hive until full before
starting to store in the super, or would they
start in the super as soon as added ?
Missouri.
I

Would

Answer.— The bees

are likely to continue
the space available before
beginning in the super, but it is well to put
on supers a little before they are really
needed. The old rule was to put them on
when bits of white wax are seen along the
top-bars, but that is rather late. As you are
probably in a clover region, a good rule is to
give supers just as soon as you see the first
blossom on white clover, although there
may be no storing in supers until ten days
filling

up

The

following method has never failed to
stop robbing for me. Lay two boards across
the top of the hive with the ends projecting

about two feet in front. Over this spread a
blanket or old carpet. The carpet is fastened tight against the sides and back of the
hive, leaving a dark space in front. Since
all possible light is shut out from in front
the robbers are unable to find their way to
the entrance of the hive readily, while the
bees which belong there will go in witnout
trouble.
J. H. Morris.

Kansas

later.

Answer. — Without seeing

it

is

a

disappointment to most beekeepers. No
rain since March, and cool, cloudy weather
has cut the crop very short. Orange honey
not over one-third of a crop. Sage is not
yielding at all well, and is sure to fall away
below a crop. Buckwheat (wild) is blooming, but bees are getting very little honey
from it. I think the crop will not exceed

L

one-half at present.

Bees Tearing Combs

Calif..

June

L.

Andrews.

3.

North Carolina Report

have a strong colony of Italian bees
which has some honey and a good laying
queen. For the last two weeks they have
been tearing very large holes in empty
combs and carrying it out of the hive. The
movable combs have plenty of space between them. Why do they do this ? Ohio.
I

one can only

guess. A fair guess is that the comb is so
offensive by being badly molded or in some
other way, that they are discouraged about
it

28.

The California Crop
The honey crop in southern California

Corona.

cleaning

City. Mo.. Ian.

all

out.

This has been a trying year for local beemen. Our spring losses ran about 25 percent for the county. Then up to May the
During May popfirst bees were starving.

berries and clovers yielded lightly. My
11 colonies vno winter loss; 8 were
in quadruple cases) have gathered
some excellent clover honey (white and
crimson). Very little swarminghas occurred
lar,

yard of

packed

until lately, and it is light yet. Some yards
visited have gotten hardly any surplus.
are on the eve of our sourwood flow, and of

We

course are anxious. It has yielded hardly
any for the past two seasons. Frequent
rains have fallen for two weeks.

Bruce Anderson.

Reports And

^

Salem. N. C, June

Experiences

Abundance

of

White

I

well last winter, but

the spring was hard on them. January and
February were mild; March very rough;
April dry. cold and windy.
We had a forest fire; it burnt for three
weeks; the wind blew the smoke one day
from one direction, the next day from another, ^o hard sometimes that a man could
not see a thing five steps away That was
hard on the bees, too; they had to stay in
during that time. The fire destroyed all the
early low honey-producing plants and many
million feet of timber.
May was dry until the 15th; since that
time we have had showers nearly every day.
and now everything is just booming.
The way I introduce my queens: When I
notice a queenless colony I catch my extra
queen, open the queenless colony and hold
the queen by the wings on top of the best
occupied frame- Directly comes a bee and
salutes her majesty, gives her a drop of food,
fans her wings; the whole colony changes
to a different tone: the nearest bees coming
swarming, fanning their wings for happiness,
and sometimes even the new-born babies do
the same; then I let (he queen loose, cover

up the hive, and she is introduced, and the
queen attends to her job at once.
I tried the cage method, thesmoke method
and the daubing method, and still I had to
lose some, but my last method works successfully. I have never lost any queens
since then. I hope to use this method hencePeter Schaffhauser.
forth.
Havelock, N. C. May 18
(To our mind the foregoing letter from our
good friend Mr. Schaffhauser illustrates the
correctness of the statement made by our
learned Swiss correspondent. Mr. Spuhler.
in his article on introduction of queens,
page 160: " In every case the temper of the
bees plays a very important role. If they are
"
in good humor, everything goes well
Evidently the queens introduced by Mr
Schaffhauser in so simple a way had to
deal with bees in good humor. We have
seen many cases where the queen so introduced would have been treated as a robber.
Poes it not look to you as if the temper of

clover in

have ever seen during any of

the best seasons

Fires Injure Crop

Clover, Yet Pros-

Not the Best
At present there is more white
pects

bloom than

The bees wintered

10.

in

this

locality.

Under

normal weather conditions there would
consequently be a heavy honey-flow. But
this is not exactly the case, and I suppose
that cool nights cause a drawback. White
clover seems to yield the most honey only
when days and nighis are warm, with enough
rain to supply the ground with sufficient
in account of prevailing cool
moisture.
weather during all the spring, bees did not
'

build up quickly, especially being short of
stores as a consequence of the poor season
of lOI'.
For some time bees have been storing
honey in the extracting supers (8 frame
Langstroth). and while they should be ready
for extracting by this time, the best are
only a little more than half filled. So far.
we are free from foulbrood.
St.

Meinrad.

A

Ind..

June

4.

Glimpse from South Dakota

do not believe in putting flowers on a
man's grave, but rather in giving him a bouI

quet while he is living.
I see that Mr. Francis Jager. of Minnesota,
has been elected president of the National
Beekeepers' Association, and for the benefit
of some of the readers of this paper. I want
to say that I had the privilege of meeting Mr.

July,

\'.nr,.

the

.lager at

American Hee Journal t

^Q

'ffig.M.fLii

Iowa State meetine

in

DoOLiTTLE & Clark's untested queens

Des

liearini,' liim talk, of sittint; with
during' the lunch liour. of lioint; to his
train witli him. and it made a tleeo impres-

Moines, of

$1,011

each;

per dozen. $g .jo.
Marietta, N. Y.

ts.oo for 6;

him

my mind, wliich stays with me.
venture tlie assertion that he is one of
the most practical and thoroughly up to date

sion on
I

Bees and Queens from my New Jersey
apiary.

men in the country, and it is a blessing to
us all to know that he is in a State that is
doing more for apiculture than any other

H M Cook,
New York City.

J.

lAtf

84

Cortland

St.,

Phelps' Golden

Italian

Ready now

3-band Italian bees with
nuclei with queen. $2.21;.

Bees are hustlers

State.

Dr. Phillips is also the right man in the
right place, and I trust that with these two
men workiut; in perfect harmony we shall
shortly real) some great results. With Mr.
Jager as president of the National, we shall
all feel an interest in it and shall want to
boost it.
K A Morgan.
Vermillion. S. lOak., April K

queen.

Ii 65

i-lb.
2-fr.

J.B.Marshall.
Big Bend, La.

Rosedale Apiaries.

Northern hred

queens of the F.
Unt queens. 75c for July and

E, Mott strain.
on. Send for free

More Disease

W.

Earl

list.

Mott,

California

in

with the rest have had the same trouble
that my neighbor, Mr. Miner, of Fowler,
Calif., had with his bees. AV-«vk,; ,!/'is
Some
of the bees are t'lmhid ii/', others spin v.
others 7(«M/r or Jhii-y. They crawl out of
the hive and wander off to die. Some hives
cast out sick bees as an act of house cleaning, and the very bees that act as police to
cast out the lepers are the sick bees of to-

The queen sometimes seems

morrow.

to

and dies. The brood dies
from disease or is chilled (I think it is
chilled).
I
tried Mr. Poppleton's remedy,
and found it severe, somewhat like cutting
a man's head off to cure rheumatism.
get the disease

1

mode of curing the troumy neighbor beekeepers,

did not like this

ble.

consulted

I

told me to put sulphur on the aliehtingboards. I tried the plan with indifferent
success; observing that sulphur had a good
effect, but that the mode of using it was at

who

About this time saw men fighting
mildew on grapes and red spiders on fruit
fault.

I

trees by blowing fine flour of sulphur over
the vines and trees during the warmest part
of the day, so as to get the best use of the

sulphur for their purpose.
I

got the inspiration to trv

blowing a

fine

cloud of flour or sublimated sulphur into
the entrance of each hive. I think that my
nephew and I had 150 sick colonies at that
time; in fact, the whole apiary of nearly 300
colonies seemed in a very demoralized condition the bees crawling over the ground in
all directions and dying by the thousands
We used a machine that is used here on the
ranch to sulphur the vines and trees. We
blew in quite a blast of tine sulphur into
each hive about twice a week. We treated
the whole apiary. It did not cause the brood
10 die like tlie Poppleton method did. but
the bees got better all at once, and seemed
well in about three weeks
had a return
of the disease in a few colonies, but the sulphur spray cured all.of them.
The sulphur seemed to do the most good
when used during the hottest period of the
day, preferably above go degrees Fahr. I
believe the sun heat has something to do
with the good effect of the sulphur.
Selma. Calif.
(1. S. Davis.
:

We

For Sale— Tested hybrid queens by

1-Band Italian Queens bred for business
Whitt & Lovejoy.
Untested, 50c each
Sinking Creek Apiaries. Gimlet. Ky.

Place your order early to insure prompt
service. Tested, $1.25; untested. Ji. 00. ItalPharr,
ians and Goldens.
John

[Advertisements

in

department

this

will

.

two

W

lines.

better honey

gatherers anywhere at any price. Untested,
Wallace R Beaver,
Tested, (i 50.
ti 00.
Lincoln. III.

Tlalian Queens bv return mail, isTested. for 16 00; 12 for $11 Un-

P^iNE

land bred.
tested.

6

()

for $^ 00; 12 for $0 00. No disease.
E. J. Blaine St, Petersburg, Fla.

For Sale— Bright Italian queens at 55c
each, or $6 00 per dozen. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed,
T. J. Talley. Kt. i. Greenville, Ala.
Three- Banded Italian queens.

Prices:
Tested. $125 each.
>ne. 75c; 12 for $800.
Write for prices on nuclei and full colonies.
J. F. Diemer, Liberty, Mo.
'

ex-

tracting equipment
Unlimited range, continuous honey flow. No disease
J. O. Hallman. Unadilla. Ga.

Italian Queens as good as can be produced Untested, 50c each. Sel. unt.. 60c.
Tested. $1 00. Safe arrival and no diseaes.
Guaranteed.
W. J, Forehand & Sons
Ft.

Deposit, Ala.

Italian Queens that produce hustlers.
Nothing but select queens sent out Untested,

per dozen.
A. E. Crandall & Son, Berlin, Conn.
$1.00; $y,oo

Vigorous

Finest

Italian
1150

Queens.

DeWolfe

Send

St.,

at 6oc each; $6.00
Safe arrival and satis-

W. W.

4

Talley.
Greenville. Ala.

queens.

$1 00; 6.

My circular gives best methods of
troducing,
A. V. Small.

$500.

2302

Agency Road.

St.

in-

Joseph. Mo.

for booklet.

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens will please

fruit

Queens— 1 banded Italians untested, 50c
each.
guarantee safe arrival and satis
faction or your money refunded.
Sinking Creek Apiaries. Gimlet. Ky.

We

you.

Corinth. Miss.

Rhode Island
Circular.

northern-bred
<).

Ital.

queens,

K. Tulip. Arlington. R.

I.

Tell

several thousand people what you
have for sale with a few words in this de-

partment.

each

(iOLHEN
Ji 25.

Italian

Tested,

$1.00.

J. V.

queens
Michael. Winchester, Ind.
Italian

queens, select
Untested. 60c;

tested.
12. $.7n'i.

Select untested, 70c; 12, $8.00. .No foulbrood.
D. T. Gaster. Rt. 2. Randleman. N. C.

Leather Colored "Nutmeg strain"
queens, $i,uo; doz
cial price on large

Send

for

Greenville. Ala.

Quirin's superior northern-bred Italian
bees and queens are hardy, and will please
More than 20 years a breeder. Orders
booked now. F^ree circular. Honeydew for
bee food, so a lb. H G. Quirin. Bellevue. O.

For Sale— 300 colonies of bees, free from
disease; mostly in Root hives, with equipment, at a bargain; should have about 10,000
pounds of honey to take by July iSR, W. Rogers. Lometa. Tex.
Workers

produce Golden

that

of the brightest kind.

will chal-

I

lenge the world on my Goldens and their
Price, $1.00 each;
honey-getting qualities.
Tested. $2.00: Breeders. I5.00 and $10.00.
2Atf
J. B. Brockwell. Barnetts. Va.

For Sale— Good

Italian queens, untested,

75c; tested. $1.00; nuclei, 2-frame, $300; lib.

package, $2.00; 2-lb, package. $!. 00. Untested
queen with bees at above prices. Will beG. W. Moon.
gin to send about April ist.
i<jo4 Park Ave.. Little Rock. Ark.

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens combine
the qualities you
honey gatherers,

want. They are great
gentle.
beautiful and

$1.00; six. $5.00; Tested, $300; BreedPhelps
Son,
C.
ers, $5.00 and $10.
3 Wilcox St.. Binghamton, N. Y.

Mated.

&

W,

1st.

per half doz. $8.00 doz.
Tested. $1.2'; each or
$7.00 per half doz.; $12 a doz. Breeder^, $3 00
to $5,uo each. Purely mated guaranteed. Send
Untested, 75c or

$4 00

Select untested.

;

$1.00.

for circular.

J
Rt. No.

Danielson.

I.

Fairfield. Iowa.

7,

Carniolan. golden, and 3-banded
queens. Tested,
12.

$7.80.

5^-lb.

$1.00.

Untested.

bees, 75c;

Italian
$420;

75c;

i-lb. $1.25.

6.

Nuclei,

per frame, $125. No disease; everything
guaranteed. Write for price list.
C. B. Bankston. Buffalo. Leon Co Tex.
,

An established strain of honey gathering
golden stock. Honey is what you want without much swarming. Book your orders early
to save delay. One untested queen, Ji. 00; 6
for $5.00; 12 for $0.00. Wri*e us what you
want.
T. S. Hall. Talking Rock. Ga.
Italian

Queens bred

strictly for

business that produce a strong race of bees
as honey gatherers. Untested 75c each; 6
for $4.25; 12. $8.00. Safe arrival, prompt delivery, and satisfaction guaranteed.

Dunn. Box

338. J.

R.R.

6.

San Jose. Calif.

Gray Caucasians— Early

breeders; great
cap beautifully whit,;;
builders; very prolific; gentle;
hardy; good winterers. Untested, $100. SeSelect
lect untested. $i.2.s. Tested. $i.,^o.

honey gatherers;
great

comb

tested.

$2.00.

Box

H. W. Fulmer,
Andalusia, Pa.

10.

Queens, improved three band Italians
bred for business, June i to Nov. 15. Untested Queens, 7Sceach; dozen, $8.00; Select,
Tested Queens. $1.25;
$1.00 each; dozen. $10.
dozen, $12. Safe arrival and satisfaction
H. C. demons.
guaranteed.
Rt. 3, Williamstown. Ky.

Tested,

$1 50.

of

Spe-

will sell that perfectly

F"or Sale— Three-banded Italian queens
and bees from the best honey-gathering
strains obtainable. Untested queen. 75c; 6.
J4.25; 12, J8.00.
Tested queens. $125; 0. $7.00;
12. $12.
For select queens add 2?c each to
above prices. Queens in quantity lots or

you no longer need.
each insertion.

bees by the pound, write for prices.
Robt. B. Spicer, R.F.D. 181. Wharton, N.

A.

W,

Yates.

3

$1.1,

,

lots.

Chapman

A Little Ad

For SALE--Untested(;olden
6nc

4.

-

Fine three-banded Italian queens. Circular and price list free.
J. L. Leath.

$1.00.

be ready

and satisfaction

price list. Safe arrival
guaranteed. M. Bates. Rt.

L. J.

farm, near town,
well improved; ideal location for bees. Will
sell cheap. Address.
R. C. Hugg,
Burlington. Iowa.

Vincennes, Ind.

My

Bright Italian queens will
to sfiip after April 1st at 60c each.

Golden
prolific Italian

For Sale— 10 acre

Jay Smith,

;

GOLDEN' Italian Queens by June
For Sale— 200 strong colonies with

If

BEES AND QUEENS.

'

Golden Queens

Golden Italian Queens, no

wanted in this department, you must say so when ordering.
less th.in

"Queens ok QuALirv reared from a
daughter of one of Dr. Miller's famous
queens, $1.00 each by return mail After July
1st, 75c each
$8 00 per doz.
J. Ivan Banks. Dowelltown. Tenn.

Berclair. Tex.

Rt

be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no discounts of any kind Notices here cannot be

colored Italian 3 band queens.
Untested. 70c. Tested. $100, by mail. No
disease.
Safe delivery guaranteed. Send
your orders to C, H. Cobb, Belleville, Ark.

you.

per doz; $50 per 100,
faction guaranteed.

Department

338).

Leather

re-

turn mail at 25c each.
Peter Schaffhauser. Havelock. N. C.

Bright Italian Queens

Classified

W

Phone Haymarket

Italian

Glenwood. Mich.
I

Choii K Italian. Carnlolan or Caucasian
queens. Untested. 75c. Tested, li. 2;. Breedingyueens. $2.50 Virgins. 40c each; 3 for $10./.
C.
Finch. 1451 fJgden Ave., Chicago. 111.

in

Return
St.,

mail.

Hartford, Conn.

our classified columns
good equipment that
'.Inly 15 cents per line

J.
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Having secured breeders of Dr. Miller.
we are offering: daughters of his famous
strain of Italians at the low price of Ji.so
each. Queens of our own strain at 75C each.
One pound bees. $1.50; 2-frame nuclei. $2.25
Full colony in 8-frame hive at $6. so: lo-frame.
$7.50; 200 colonies for spring delivery at $6.00
each. lo-fr. hives.
The Stover Apiaries,
Mayhew, Miss.

MuLLiN's Unrivaled Italian Queens. Gentle and prolific, three-banded, and one of
the very best honey strains. After May ist
to July 1st, untested queens. $1.00 each: $goo
per dozen. After July ist, special rates.
Three-frame nuclei with untested queen.
$275. After June 1st try one; you will want
more. Satisfaction guaranteed
O S. Mullin. Holton Kan.

YouVG

tested queens. $100 each; $12 per

doz Untested. 75c: per doz. $0 on. We breed
three-banded Italians only, and sve breed
for the best; our 31 years of queen rearing
prove this. We never had a case of foulbrood in ourapiary, and we guarantee every
queen sent out by us.
J.

W.

Shaw

K.

Co.. Loreauville. La.

tM

Special low prices on queens. After July
queens at soc each
We have 500 or more
of choice tested queens we are offering at
$100 each; 50 or more 75c each as long as

we will offer untested
lots of 50 or more, 45c.
If,

they

Our stock

;

the three-band
Italian, and guaranteed to be of the best.
The Marchant Bros Union Springs. Ala.
last.

of

is

Wanted to buy a quantity of dark or amber baking honey. State price and source
gathered from.
A G, Woodman Co.
Grand Rapids. Mich.
Come Honey our

-

northern-bred pure

Queens by

return mail or

money back.

Guaranteed purely mated 3-banded Italians.
Northern strain bred for gentleness, honey
gathering and wintering. Select untested.
each 6 for $1,00. Select tested, Ji 25 each.
Write for prices on large orders, also bees
by the colony. State inspectoi's certificate.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
J. M. Gingerich, Kalona, Iowa.
75c

;

Fine Italian Queens by return mail. Select Golden and 3-banded lined to select
drones, hardy, prolific honey gatherers Sinqueen, $100; 2 queans, $c.75; 3 queens,
dozen queens. $0 tij; six or more at doz.
No disease. Safe arrival. I positively
guarantee every queen to give reasonable
satisfaction.
Chas. M. Darrow.
Star Route, Milo, Mo.
gle

$2.50:

rates.

Carniolan Golden and three-banded
One untested. 85c: 6, J4 So. Tested.

Italians.

Breeders. $4 1.0. Bees by the
per lb. Nuclei. 1 fr., $1 75; 2 fr.. $2 75:
without queen. Full colonies in
A. I. Root hives with Hoffman frames with
queen, 8-fr. hive. $7 so: 10-fr., $8 00.
D. L. Dutcher. Bennington. Mich.
I,

$1.25; 6. S7.20.

lb., $r.2S

3fr..J3.5n.

For Sale— Pure Italian bees with tested
queen, $4 EC per col.: cols, with mismated
queens, $4 00 each: light colored hybrid cols
with queen. J3.50. All from the J. P. Moore's
strain and in 8 frame hive bodies in winter
cases, standard full depth self-spacing Hoffman frames, 8 to each hive. All combs
straight, strong and healthy with plenty of
honey, f o b here. M-lb. package wire cages
without queens, one. Ji. 50; 2, $2.00. If queens
are wanted add price of queens to package.
Untested, 85c
Tested, $1.50. Breeders, 3.00
toSs.oo.
Wilmer Clarke,
Earlville,

Mad.

Co., N. Y.

Carniolan, Golden and Three-Banded
Italian queens from April to October. Tested. $1 00

each

$125 each;

6.

;

$5 40; 12. I10.20.

Select tested

Untested. 75c each;

$1380.

12.

6.

Select untested, 85c each;
Breeders, $300 to $5.00, Virgins, soc each; 6, $2.50; 12. $400. Bees,i-lb.,
$1.25; 2 lbs. I2.25; ii Id., 75c.
Nuclei, i frame,
$1.25; 2 frames. J2.25; 3 fr., $300.
Full colonies with tested queens. 8 fr., $6.50; 10 frame,
No disease, safe delivery and satis$7 00.
faction guaranteed.
Money must accompany the order. Write for price list.
I. N. Bankston, Buffalo. Tex.
$4.20;
12. $7.80
6. $4.80; 12, to. 00

HONEY AND BEESWAX
Wanted— Comb,
beeswax.
6Ai2t

extracted honey, and
Burnett & Co.,
St., Chicago. 111.

R. A.
173 S.

Water

specialty.

without

labor or

expense.

Present

easily changed to it. Other adSend for particulars.
McCready. Bx. 2. Estero, Lee Co.,Fla'

vantages.

Wm. F.

,

For Sale — Water-white

SITUATIONS.

white

alfalfa,

amber alfalfa, and amber fall honey
in 60-lb. cans or smaller packages.
fall honey is of our
extracting, and can
also be furnished in barrels. Write for
clover,

Amber

own

sample of kind desired and state quantity
you can use. Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. III.

SUPPLIES^

Wanted by a young man with no bad habor language. Have had five years' experience with bees, with aid of the teaching of
bee journals and books. Want a position in
a large apiary in the State of Colorado or
its

Texas.

Good second hand 60-pound cans, 2sc per
case of two cans f. o b. Cincinnati; terms
C. H. W. Weber & Co Cincinnati, O

cash.

hives,

also full lineof supplies including Dadant's

Write for catalog.
A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside.

foundation.

Wash.

Homestead, School, State Lands

for sale,

medium brood

lb. Thin surplus, ssc per
Send on your wax and old combs for all

ins-lb lots. 45c per
lb.

there

is

in

it.

J.J.Angus,

Grand Haven, Mich.

suitable

for poultry, fruit, bees. Booklet. 10c stamps.
Joseph Clark, Sacramento. Calif.

Bee-Keeper, let us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
are nice and cheap.
White Mfg. Co.,
4Atf
Greenville, Tex.

Comb Foundation

Best of references given.
Bruce Tharp, Hale Center, Tex.

FOR SALE

.

For Sale— Cedar orpine dovetailed

Ita'ian queens must be seen and tried to be
fully appreciated for hardiness and honey
gathering qualities, etc. Give me a trial order. Select untested $1 25.
Select tested,

with one winp clipped. S^.oo.
Fay L. Barber. 2«o State St.. Lowville, N. Y.

erly

equipment

Highest market prices obtained; prompt returns made.
Send us your shipments
Albert Hurt & Co New Orleans, La.

,

My Three Banded

New HrvE!— Tested out threeyears. More
honey produced. No heavy lifting. Nonswarming and robber proof. Winters prop-

HONEY LABELS
Honey Labels that create a favorable im
pression on the buyer. Dealers admire them
and give them prominence. Catalog Free.
Liberty Pub.Co.. Sta.D,Box4H. Cleveland,0.

Sweet Clover Seed
QUICK GERMINATION

Get our "Scarified," sweet clover seed which will germinate from 85 to 05 percent the
By sowing our seed you
first year and thus insure you a good stand right from the start.
will save money, as it only takes about half as much scarified to sow an acre as oidinary
hulled seed,

PRICES

July,

lit
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Embargo on Bee Supplies
In the

East

New

BEEKEEPERS

England, should not delay ordering their stock of supin the Eastern States, particularly in
The Eastern railroads are congested and have even placed an embargo on shipments
plies as early as possible.
Ordering your requirements a
to various points, refusing to accept freight until their roads are unburdened.
month earlier t'lan usual will not cost any more and will assure you of having supplies on hand when the time comes
to use them. This will allow for any delay which might occur while in transit.

Our New England States representatives, Ross Brothers Co., 90-92 Front Street, Worcester, Mass., have a
" Falcon " bee-supplies, and are especially equipped to handle the New I'^ngland States beekeepers'

large supply of

orders whether they be large or small.
Those beekeepers living in the New England States can order direct from the factory
can write for the name of the nearest dealer as they find it more convenient.

W.

T. Falconer Mfg. Co., Falconer,
Where

NOW
To order your
We

carry a

full

and drone

at all times,

comb

V.,

or

New York

come from

THE TIME

IS

Goods

Hives, supers, frames, sections,

I

the good bee-bives

supplies, and thus have everything

line of Root's

Falconer, X.

"Simplified Beekeeping," postpaid

Dealers Everywhere

Red Catalog, Postpaid

at

and are always prepared to

fill

in

readiness for spring

any and

all

orders on short notice.

foundation, section-presses, foundation fasteners, queen-excluders, queen,

traps, swarm-catchers, feeders,

honey and wax extractors, capping melters, honey-knives, honey-tanks,

honey-packages, shipping-cases, bee-escapes, bee-veils, bee-gloves, bee-brushes, smokers

— in

short, everything

the

beekeeper requires for the proper conduct of an apiary.

I

C. H.

W. Weber

&

Company, 2146 Central Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio
§

Foot-Power

Make More

Profit

by Reducing Cost of

~^

Production
Comb-honey producers can put up

for 4x5 sections.

with lamp and treadle, deWrite

livered, postpaid, anywhere in the United States.

for 68-page illustrated catalog of the best Bee-supplies

made.

THE COLORADO HONEY PRODUCERS' ASSOCIATION
1424 Market

Street,

Denver, Colorado

Machinery

Read what

J.

I.

Parent

of Chariton. N. Y.. says:
cut with one of your
Combined Machines last

"We

winter sochaff hives with
cap. 100 honey-racks.
500 frames, and a great
deal of other work. This
winter we have a double
7-in.

their sections

complete in less than half the time with a Rauchfuss
combined section-press and foundation fastener. Now
used by hundreds of Western beekeepers who would
not think to be without it any more.
It is guaranteed to do more and better work than
any other device on the market. Your money back if
not entirely satisfactory. Made for 4 '4x4 '4 and also
Price, $3.00 complete

BARNES'

amount of hives, etc.
make with this saw.
will

do

all

Catalou

W.

F.

995 Ruby

you say of

&

to
"

price-list free

& JOHN BARNES
St.,

It

it.

ROCKFORD.

ILLINOIS.

:

;

nrYXYTXTTXYTXX YYTYYYYYYTYXYYYYTXYYYYYYX#

ti

FACTS ABOUT HONEY

H

THE

on the "Pood Value of Honey, "on page

December American Bee Journal was

404, of the

FACTS ABOUT

N
N
N
N

editorial

higUy appreciated, and so many enquiries came

HONEY

production of

it

in

so

for a re-

pamphlet form that there was prepared a

16-page booklet for advertising honey containing this and

^^„,..»---"-cc^

other matter of importance which the consumers ought to

N

know. Size of booklet 5 3-4x9 inches. Weight a scant ounce.

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
N
N

"Pacts about Honey" contains the following information illustrated with 17 splendid half tones:
is

and where gathered

ent flavors and colors
WHAT HONEY IS

HOW TAKEN FROM
ITS

N

N
N
N
Nl

H

Principal kinds of honey;

How produced

hunting; Bees in boxes and

THE BEES
VALUE AS FOOD
HONEY RECIPES

production

honey

;

Movable-frame

;

Comb

the section;

N
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N

;

;

foundation

;

gums

manner

Granulation of honey,

honey a luxury

;

Differ-

Bee-trees and bee

The new way

;

of

honey

;

Comb

and sections

hives

Why

;

the bees build straight in

Chunk honey; Extracted honey,

extractor and

Is

Wliat honey

the honey

honey;

of extracting; Purity of

how to melt

Honey

it

;

Pood value

as health food

of

Uses

;

honey

in cook-

ing; Pifty recipes for use of honey.

On the

last

page room enough

Or

asks for his honey.
of the last
tliat
it

page there

no envelope

is

is

is left

the address
also

needed.

room

to

to print

may be

the beekeeper's

name and

printed on the front cover page.

will

At the bottom

address the booklet to the consumer, after folding

A gummed

" Eat

Honey"

furnish these pamphlets at unprecedented low prices, as follows

Single copy as sample, free.
Less than 30 copies, postpaid, each $

it

so

label or wire clasp is sufficient to hold

together for mailing.

We

the prices he

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
N
N
N
M
N
M
M
W
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
M
N
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PORTER

BEE

ESCAPE
SAVES

NARSHFIELD GOODS

HONEY
TIME

BEE-KEEPERS :—
We manufacture

MONEY
Millions of

Sections

For sale by

dealers.
If no dealer, write factory
R. & E. C. PORTER, MFRS.
Lewistown, III., U. S. A.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing

every year that are as good as the best. The
CHEAPEST for the Quality BEST for the Price.
If you buy them once, you will buy again.
;

all

FREEMAN'S FARMER

North Yakima,

Wash.

We also manufacture Hives, BroodFrames, Section-Holders and Ship-

Successor to Northwest Farm and Horn*

ping-Cases.
Our Catalog

methods in the Pacific Northwest.
Send One dollar and have the magazine sent
for one year. Cut rate of one-half price

is

free for the asking.

Marshfield, Wis

Marshfield Mfg. Co.,
I
ibooooooooscooococcecccooe

>sioosoooax>

If

you want

magazine.

now

It

69 YEASS OLD
a descriptive and agricultural
will inform you all about the

on.

Beekeepers' Supplies
Write us

for our 64-pa8e catalog. FREE,
hull information given to all inquiries. Let
us hear from you.
handle the best make
of supplies for the beekeeper.
Beeswax
exchanged for supplies or cash.

We

J.

NEBEL & SON SUPPLY
High

Italian

Queens— Three-Banded

QUINN'S QUEENS OF QUALITY

We have bred queens over 25 years.

ARE PEERLESS-"THERE'S A REASON"

,and have hundreds of customers
who will testify to the Quality of our
Queens. We haven't any disease
among our bees and never have had.
Our prices are as follows; Untested
queens, $1.00; $10 per dozen. Tested,
each; $12 per dozen. Select tested. $2.00
each; $20 per dozen. Breeding, queens. $5.00
each.
Special prices on large orders. Our
customers must be pleased Safe arrival
guaranteed. Send check with orders to
Ji. 25

J.

W, TAYLOR & SON

Dept. F, Box No. 25, Beeville, Bee Co., Texas

Prices on nuclei on request.

They

OUR VERY BEST

mothers; results are obvious.
Prices— Untested, April. May and June,
After June w. $1.00 each. Tested
$1.50 each.
queens of each race, $2.00 each.
For Italians, address Ft. Myers. Fla.; for
Caucasians, address Houston Heights. Tex.

CHARLES W. QUINN
609 W. 17th Ave.,

HOUSTON HEIGHTS, TEXAS

IS

THE VERY BEST

BEE SUPPLIES

are thoroughbred, pedigreed, three-

banded Italians and Grey Caucasians.
"Mendelian" bred; good qualities are accentuated. Special drones from superior

CO..
Montg. Co., Mo.

Hill,

Best Sections,

Best Shipping Cas*a

Best ol

all

Supplies

Best prices you will get for your honey
when put up in our sections and shippinc
cases.
"LOTZ" sections and shippinc
cases have stood the test. Why? Because
they are perfect in workmanship, quality
and material. Buy LOTZ goods when you
want the BEST. Our 1015 catalog ready
now. Send your name and get one.
H. S. DUBY & SON. St. Anne. 111., carry a
full line of our goods.

AUG. LOTZ CO.

START THE SEASON RIGHT
By

like it

Dittmer Foundation the bees
for it's made to just suit them,

and

just like the Natural

using
is

Comb

they

make themselves.
Send for prices on having your Beeswax
into Comb Foundation, which in-

made

cludes

All

all

Queens and Bees
FROM THE COTTON-BELT APIARIES
Will and must please you. Three-band Italians only
Prices from May ist to July ist
as follows: Queens, untested. 75c each: J4.00
for six or (7.50 per dozen. Tested $1.00 each;
Select test$5.70 for six. or $10.75 per dozen.
ed. $2.50 each. Breeding queens. $5 00 each.
One pound package bees. $1.25; 25 packages.
$100 each: 2pound package. $2.25 each; 25
packages. (2.00 each: 3-pound package. $3.25
each; 25 packages. $2 75 each.
Special prices on larger quantities booked
early. Twenty years experience. No disease. 75 percent of untested queens guaranteed purely mated.
Safe arrival and rea^
sonable satisfaction guaranteed.

THE COTTON-BELT APIARIES
Box 83,

freight charges being paid.

other Supplies

in

stock

Gus Dittmer Company, Augusta, Wisconsin

BOY^D'

Roxton, Texas

WHEN ORDERING SUPPLIES
Remember we carry a full stock and sell at
the lowest catalog price Two lines of rail
road— Maine Central and G and TrunkPrompt service and no trucking oills.

THE

A.

I.

ROOT
J.

CO., Mechanic Falls, Me.
B MASON, Manager

:

:

CYPRESS BY TEST
Substitutes by Talk
THE PROOF ?-2 LETTERS FROM BEEMEN
"

Our correspondent makes

CYPRESS

as a

here's another
" Mr.

,

of

and

serious complaints against

BEEHIVE MATERIAL.
,

just

We

came

hope you

MAKES A PLEA FOR

will look into this

matter," (Etc.)-and

He informs us

that they tried a car

into the office.

CYPRESS LUMBER last year for the first time, and are so well pleased
ORDERING ANOTHER CAR for use in making HIVE BOTTOMS."
of

you

Is there value to

in an

endurance

111.,

in 1868 are

it

that they are

greenhouse sash ? It is reported to us that sash made
Chicago, and placed in position in a greenhouse at Des

test of 45 years in

of heart Cypress by a prominent greenhouse contractor in
Plaines,

with

STILL DOING SERVICE.

IT WILL SERVE YOU AS WELL and save you the nuisance and expense of repairs and replacements.
The argument backed by such facts cannot be answered by mere talk. Ask the manufacturer or contractor
who wants to give you a "substitute" for Cypress to cite you to an endurance test of 30 or 45 years to the credit of
the so-called " substitute."

That

is

no more than

WRITE US FOR

I'OL.

a fair precaution
/.

on your part

— good ordinary business

sense.

OF THE FAMOUS CYPRESS POCKET LIBRARY WITH FULL
REPORT ON" THE WOOD ETERNAL.-

U, S.

GOVERNMENI

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MFRS.' ASSOCIATION
1251 Heard National Bank Building, Jacksonville, Fla., and
1251 Hibernia Bank Building, New Orleans, La.
For quick service address nearest

office.

Y^

i^
JJ
.^.

0)'

DO YOU WANT
Your Bee Supplies Shipped Promptly?
BEEWARE

We
times,

PING

carry four to six carloads of the finest
fill your orders without delay.
BEE-HIVES,
CASES, TIN CANS, and all other Bee Supplies, also

and can

on hand

at

all

SECTIONS, SHIP-

DADANfS FOUNDATION
by return freight, mail or express. We have forty years' experience and thousands
of satisfied customers. Are you one of them ?

DADANT

SONS. Hamilton. Illinois.
Dear .bVrj>\— The box of foundation arrived a few days ago in fine condition.
for over thirty years, and have purchased foundation from
I have kept bees
many firms, and must say that your foundation is the nicest that I have ever
wish
to
thank you for the prompt shipment and large amount of
used, and i
Yours truly.
wax you secured for me.
Alburg.

N^.

.S:

Vt..

May

3.

1016.

A.

W. DARBY.

,^.

.;r.

l

CHANCE TO Il\G^
a TRENCH OR
Son^THlN'
I

in

How

-~

-"

^

1 First

Found Out How Far a Bee

Will

Go

iu Search of Flowers or

Any Other

Blooinin$r Thing:

:
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BEES AND HIVES

Bees and Queens
We are now

booking orders for April,

liveries at the following prices, viz.
Prices of one and over

:

Glen Cove, L.

85
i.io
1.50
3.00

Warranted
'ssted
Breeders

105 Park Place, N. Y.
APIARIES

$.50

Untested..

STRINGHAM

i

I.

May and
6

i

X'''8'ns..

J.

1916

GOLDEN AND LEATHER COLORED

If you are in need of supplies or
bees shipped promptly, write us. Our
stock is complete, no delays. Chaff
and sintile walled hives. Bees by the
pound, nucleus or full colonies. Untested Queens, ti.oo. Tested, $i 25.
Catalog free.
I.

for

12
t 5.00
8.00
0.50
13.50

$2.75

450
5.50
7.50

and up

June, 1916 de-

to $10.00 each.

i-frame nuclei without Queen
"
"
2-frame
"'
"
"
3-frame

J1.50

'

t::^^;"^

^^

UnhulUd and

WHITE SWEET

CLOVER
YODNC RANDOLPH SEED

CO.,

OWOSSO. MICH.

Bee-Supplies
LET US FIGURE WITH YOU

We

know we can

Write

When

Scarified Hulled

satisfy

2.75
3.50

Queens are wanted with nuclei add Queens
a |b. package, wire cages, without queens
'

',[

W

\\

2

'

25
$10.00
16.00
ig.oo
26.00

",

",

"_

*

"

'

at

above prices quoted

for

queen

$1.00
I. so
2.00

queens are wanted with pound packages add at prices quoted for queens.
On all orders amounting to $50 and over we will allow 5 percent discount, and orders
amounting to Jioo and over will allow 10 percent discount from above prices.
Weguarantee safe delivery on queens, and safedelivery on bees that are not in transit
If

over

five days.

Our Reference— Any

Mercantile Agency, A. I. Root Co., or American Bee Journal.
Get into communication with us at once and book your orders early to avoid disappointments in the spring.

THE PENN COMPANY,

you on quality.

for catalog.

Penn, Lowndes County, Mississippi

Reprtsentath'Ci of The A.

I.

Root Companv. and Queen SpeiialiUs.

C.C.CLEMONS BEE-SUPPLY CO.
Kansas

Dept. S.,

City,

Mo.

Northern Bred
Italian

Queens

YOU DON'T WAIT FOR MONEY WHEi
YOU SHIP MUTH YOUR HONEY

More hardy

than Southern bred. Try
them once. Untested, 75c. Sel. tested, $1.50.
Plans for beginners. "How to Introduce

Queens and Increase," 25 cents.
E. E. MOTT, GLENWOOD,

MICH.

We Remit the Day Shipments
We
HONEY,

are in the

market to buy

Arrive.

FANCY AND NUMBER ONE WHITE COM.

in no-drip glass front cases.

Tell us

what you have to

offer

and nam

your price delivered here.
Will also

Most rapid
in

one day-

hands.
C. W.

in use.
Saves cost of machine
Tighter wires, no kinks, nosore

Price. $2

00.

Wright Company, Azusa,

buy-

White Clover extracted and Amber extracted.
A few cars of California Water White Sage.
A few cars of California Orange Blossom.

WRIGHT'S FRAME-WIRING DEVICE

Calif.

When offering extracted honey mail us a sample and give your lowest pric
delivered here, we buy every time you name a good price.

OUR TEXAS BEES

We

Having locations where

I can
rear bees
almost the year around. I am prepared to
furnish you the very best stock of bees and
Queens at prices where you can afford to
buy and build up those weak colonies for
the honey season. My pound packages are
fine for making increase at a reasonable
price.
One pound package, $1.50: 2pound
packages, $2.50; lo-pound lots, $13; 100 pounds
for $120. Queens shipped with pound packages at 75 cents each. By mail at $q.oo per
dozen. Special prices to dealers in large

do beeswax rendering; ship us your old combs and cappings.

i

THE FRED. W. MUTH
BUSY BEE MEN'

CO.

"THE

204

Walnut

CINCINNATI, O

Street.

lots.

WM. ATCHLEY,

Mathis, Texas

"The Texas Beeman "

EVERY FRUIT GROWER

FOR SALE

Who

wants up-to-date, valuable informaon the vital problems of the fruit industry, such as Spraying, Pruning. Cultivating. Packing. Marketing, etc., should subtion

scribe to

BETTER FRUIT

and begin with the January issue, our SpeSpraying Annual Subscription price

cial

$1.00

per year

in

advance.

BETTER FRUIT PUBLISHING COMPANY
Hood

River, Oregon

Writ

us for terms.

My

good

will

and

hardware stock
1800;

in

Bee Supplies with
connection, in a town of

line of

doing business from

J3oou to $12,000

per

The best chance for the right party
make money. Reason for selling, ill health.

year.
to

Write or
H. S.

call.

DUBY & SON,

St.

Anne,

III.

BEEKEEPERS' SUPPLIES
Sold at a reduction. Best sections, dovetail hives, foundation, and all goods for the
beekeeper. Second-hand 60 lb. cans, like
new. 25c per case. Give me a trial order.
Iprices free

W. D. S O P E R
325 South Park Ave., Jackson, Mich.

August,

lOlfl.
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BEE SAFETY—HOW?
By ordering Murry's queens.
monialsonKle that my <«lrain

have testi
of bees are

I

I'.uropean foulbrood.
Isleof-Wii;lit disease and paralysis. Plenty
of queens ready to ship on short notice from
now until Nov. ist. Safe arrival and satis"
slrotiKly resistant to

BINGHAM

Untested,

Improved Cold

the

for $1.00:

that iiHc each. Tested
six for $5,00. Over that $[o per doz

MURRY,

H. D.

£~

Mathis, Texas

'

^

ife.

Early

breeders
;

comb

lific

gentle

builders

;

very pro-

hardy

;

good win-

:

A. C.

WOODMAN

CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Untested, $1.00. Select

terers.

untested, $1.25. Tested, $1.50.
Select tested,

$2.00.

W.

H.

10,

TIN

The best

all-purpose bee.

Box

knife,

We

honey

cap beaDtifolly white,

great
;

great

;

send two standard and one steam

he steam knife suits me I shall want about
three," This is just the kind of knife we furnish, the kind Mr. Bingham furnished years
ago, before others crowded him out with their
knew, because we
inferior substitutes.
have kept bees nearly 40 years. Old timers
will again find what they want in our Bingham
knife.

Cray Caucasians
gatherers

,

;

Any number over
I

Ilantlle

.Standard length, SJj in 75c.; ship, wt
is oz.
Extra long.io inch: each. 85c, ship. wt.. 16 oz.
Steamlieated with 3 ft. tubing, $2.50; wt., 24 oz.
Our knives are made of the best razor steel,
and we could produce them at least 10 cts. per
knife cheaper by using inferior material. Mr.
W. W. Culver, of Calexico. Calif,, writes: "We
have had diflticully in getting Bingham knives,
such as we are accustomed to; that is. a light
flexible knife that will give somewhat in moving; over the comb. If you can furnish such a

for 75c; six for $400.

i

^-^^rl

Uncapping
^^
^ Knives
With
New

HONEY

faction guaranteed. No disease of any kind
in my apiaries.
Three banded Italians and

Goldens.

ite.-

5-lb.
lo-lb.
60 lb,

FULMER
Andalusia, Pa.

A. G.

HONEY CANS-LOW

PRICES

friction-top pail lots of 50. $3,25; 100. $5 35: 203. $10.35. io'5. $So.
friction-top pail lots of 50. $4 30: 100. $7,60: H3. $8.35; Sbs. Iio.
cans, two in a case, 70c per case: over 10 cases, oac; 25 cases, 68c; 50 cases, 67c; 100
cases. 65c per case. All f, o. b. Chicago. 111.
are making prompt shipments.

We

WOODMAN

Orand Rapids, Michigan

CO.

Q-U-E-E-N-S AT 50c
These queens are guaranteed to be as good
as money can buy
They are bred by the
same methods and same care as the high
priced ones. They are bred from imported
mothers, the best in the world, and will produce bees that are the best for honey gatherand are

gentleness

ing,

BY ALL MEANS BUY A GOOD VEIL
Muth's Ideal Bee

not inclined to

swarm.
Untested....!
Select unt...

Tested
Select test..

100
25
50
Sj.oo $ 6 00 $11.75 $22.50 $43 75
3.50
675 1250
5.50 1000
8.50 16.00
6

I

.50
.55

i.oo
1.50

Veil, postpaid,

12

75c

;

with other goods, 70c.

We

guarantee that all queens will reach
in good condition, to be purely mated,
to give perfect satisfaction.
All orders filled at once.

you
and

L.

L.

OLD COMBS AND CAPPINGS

FOREHAND

Fort Deposit, Alabama

rendered into
draulic

Q-U-E-E-N-S
Three-band

Italians,

We

I

Untested for

204 Walnut

FOREHAND

Ft. Deposit,

work.

price.

Write

us.

THE FRED W. MUTH COMPANY

money can buy. Every one fully
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction. Safe delivery. Write for prices
on 25 and more.
N.

press. Perfect

hy-

buy your wax at highest

market

The same

as you pay $1.00
for. and just like the ones you get for
Guaranteed to be as good as
$1.50.
50c each.

wax

wax with our

Street,

-

Cincinnati, Oliio

Alabama

I

The
Fifty Years

Among

the Bees

This

is a standard book of something
like 350 pages and over 100 illustrations. Its author. Dr. C. C. Miller, is
a specialist beekeeper with an experience of over 50 years. He has read
a majority of the literature on bees
published in this country, and nauch
of that published in Europe, and is
everywhere considered as a high authority on the subject.
It t^lls in
detail how Dr. Miller keeps bees.
Bound in cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00,
or with a year's subscription to the
American Bee Journal, both for $1.75.

f:t}»:i>XKo»:oo:o»:«»:»x»:»a>:»:»:&»sj:»:6:is

CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST
AND BEEKEEPER
Tbe only bee publication In

Canada

organ of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association, and has incorit the former Canadian Bee Journal
Beekeeping and Horticulture in its various branches are effectively combined
to form a live, attractive, and practical monthly magazine.
Well illustrated and up-to date. Subsciption price postpaid.
Canada. $1.00 a year.
Foreign, $150 a year.
United States. $125 a year.
Sample copy sent free on request.
the
porated with
It is

The

official

Horticultural Publishing Co., Limited, Peterboro, Ont., Can.

I
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GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS
If you care
customer —

to

know what others think

of this strain of

Goldens,read this letter from a

satisfied

FRANKLIN, TEXN.. J.ly 8. m6.
B..G, DAVIS. SPRING HILL. TENN..
Dear 5jV.— I have one of your Golden queens whose colony has stored 250 pounds of honey this season, while the average of the yard
was 00 pounds She is very proliBc. and her bees are gentle and sure hustlers. Would like for you to take this qjeen and rear me 50 or 75
queens from her and mate with your drones, as I want to requeen with this strain.
Yours truly,
J. M. BUCHANAN.

August, 19JG.
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Embargo on Bee Supplies
In the

East

New

BEEKEEPERS

England, should not delay ordering their stock of supin the Eastern States, particularly in
plies as early as possible.
The Eastern railroads are congested and have even placed an embargo on shipments
to various points, refusing to accept freight until their roads are unburdened.
Ordering your requirements a
month earlier t'lan usual wrill not cost anymore and will assure you of having supplies on hand when the time comes
to use them. This will allow for any delay which might occur while in transit.

Our New England States representatives, Ross Brothers Co., 90-92 Front Street, Worcester, Mass., have a
" Falcon " bee-supplies, and are especially equipped to handle the New England States beekeepers'

large supply of

orders whether they be large or small.
Those beekeepers living in the New England States can order direct from the factory at Falconer, N.
can write for the name of the nearest dealer as they find it more convenient.

Dealers Everywhere

R«d Catalog, Postpaid

W.

Y.,

or

'Simplified Beekeeping," postpaid

T. Falconer Mfg. Co., Falconer,

New York

Where the good bee-blves come from

i
I
^
1^
^
IS

^

WANTED
HONEY
Comb
and Extracted

Both

grade and how it is put up, and your lowest price delivered Cincinnati.
mail
a fair size sample, state how it is put up, and your lowest price delivExtracted honey,
If

comb honey,

state

ered Cincinnati.
If prices are right,

H. C.

we can use

W. Weber

&

unlimited quantities.

Company, 2146 Central Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio

Sweet Clover Seed
QUICK GERMINATION

Get our "Scarified." sweet clover seed which will germinate from 85 to qs percent the
By sowing our seed you
first year and thus insure you a good stand right from the start.
will save money, as it only takes about half as much scarified to sow an acre as oidinary
hulled seed.

PRICES

I
i
^
^
[^
[^

^

Nominated by Acclamation

Lewis Sections!
The Kind

Does Not Break

that

Beekeepers everywhere, no matter what
hives or special

apparatus, agree that

their

when

it

in

preference

comes

Folding

may be

for

sections that

to

There are No Sections Like Lewis Sections

WHY

THIS TRUE?

IS

FIRST
Because

LEWIS SECTIONS

for sections— the stock used

enough- when

are
is

made

of Wisconsin

first carefully

basswood

—the

best material

known

selected by the lumber people— but this

is

reaches the Lewis factory it is re-sorted by the Lewis inspector,
leaving only the whitest material to go into LEWIS SECTIONS.
not

it

SECOND
Because the

enough— but

V

groove in LEWIS SECTIONS is scientifically made— it is cut just deep
not too deep, so that the section will not break when folding or be loose at

the corners.

THIRD
Because LEWIS SECTIONS are polished on both sides on a double surfaced sanding
machine which was designed in the Lewis plant especially for this purpose.

FOURTH
Because

LEWIS SECTIONS

are packed in a tight wooden box entirely enclosing contents

—no discoloration from air or sun can occur, no matter how long they are carried in stock—
this

package

is

strongly braced at

all

corners, insuring delivery in good order.

At the same price yon pay for other standard makes of seotion.s you get all
of the above— the making of Lewis Sections has been under the supervision of
a Lewis Section Expert who " has been at it " for over thirty years— no wonder Lewis Sections are perfect. One of our customers tells us that he has put up
(folded) thirty thousand Lewis Sections in a season, and has not found one
section in the whole lot that was not perfect.
Can we mention any more
convincing- evidence of quality ? Can you say the same ot even five hundred
of any other make ?
Insist

on the Lewis Sections-Look for the

G.B. LEWIS

Beeware Brand

COMPANY, WATERTOWN, WIS.

Catalog on request

giving

nearest distributer

Vol.

LVI.— No.

MONTHLY, $1.00 A YEAR

HAMILTON, ILL, AUGUST, 1916
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MINNESOTA SNAP SHOTS
Items of Interest About Minnesota Beekeepers Gathered By Our
Staff Correspondent During a Swing Around the State
beemen are live
wlio keep in touch
with the progress of the industry
know already that the beekeepers of
that State have been pushing things
They have a
for some years past.
splendid building devoted especially
to the exhibition of hive products at
the State Fair and better premiums
than any other fair offers. They have a
separate department for bee-cuture
in their State University, and it is
well supported. While several States
include beekeeping in the courses at
the agricultural colleges, as far as
we know Minnesota is the only State
which gives to the industry a separate
department on the same basis as
acagricultural
dairy and other
Minnesota
THE
wires.
Those

tivities.

Feeling that our readers would be
interested

in

knowing something

of

the conditions in the State that leads
the country in the amount of State
support, and something of the men
who have been responsible for bringing about this condition, our staff
correspondent spent a few days in

our sister State.
Several hundred miles of railroad
and automobile journeys enabled him
to visit a few representative apiaries.
The average production per colony is
high, but they have the same honeyplants

that

are

common

in

all

the

White and alsike
northern States.
clover furnish the main dependence,
with basswood and such fall flowers
as heartsease, asters etc., in addition.
If crops are good it seems due rather
to good beekeeping than to especially
favorable locations. There are thousands of acres of good clover pastures,
and possibly the honey flows are a

Mrs. Butterfield. a Successful Minnesota Beekeeper
little

more dependable than farther

south. The writer could see very little
difference in the conditions in Min-

nesota from Wisconsin and Michigan.
The beekeepers of the State work
together harmoniously in their State
organization, else they never could
have accomplished what they have
done. The writer, on his various trips
in Minnesota, has never yet met a
calamity howler, among the beekeepers.
The association agitated the importance of a division of bee-culture
at the University until the legislature
was prevailed upon to give beekeeping the same attention given to pigs,
cows and sheep. The work has grown
until

BEE BUILDING AT THE MINNESOTA STATE FAIR

two men now give their entire

time to it. Besides the usual class
work, queen-breeding is carried on
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extensively for the purpose of improving the stock of bees in the State.
Experimental work of various kinds,
a survey of honey sources and of other
conditions relative to beekeeping are
in progress. L,.
V.
Prance is in
charge of the experimental work and
the survey, and Prof. Francis Jager
personally supervises the queen-rearing operations.

On arrival at Minneapolis our representative was met at the station by
J. P. Doll, Dr. L. D. Leonard and P. W.
Ray, all former officers of the Minnesota association, who are now content to work just as loyally in the
ranks. In Mr. Ray's automobile the
journey was made to St. Bonifacius,
to see the home apiary of Prof. Jager,

1
queens for distribution
keepers of the State, he

to

the

still

bee-

super-

vises his outapiaries, which are cared
Arriving at
for by two assistants.
his home we were met with a cordial

welcome and enjoyed every minute of
our stay. The apiary is situated in a
grove of seven acres with good shelter
from north, east and west. Enough
of the trees have been cut to permit
the grass to grow freely, and still retain sufficient shade for practical purposes.
The ground rises from the
road, and a fine new work-house is
nearing completion at the crest of the
hill.
There are two stories, beside a
concrete basement for extracting, etc.
The building is 24x66 feet and when
completed will be one of the finest

equipped honey-houses in the country.
Mr. Jager prefers to carry on the
queen-rearing at his own apiary, because the neighborhood is free from
disease, and disease is present in the
vicinity of the university.

There are about 350 nuclei scattered under the trees. The hives are
placed far enough apart to prevent
danger of queens entering the wrong
hives. There are no other bees nearer than two miles, and these have
been requeened with satisfactory stock
Care has been taken to secure the
best possible breeders. Every queen
is given a chance to fill the combs in
the nucleus which she occupies, with
eggs before she is sent out. In this
manner the bees in the little colonies
used for mating are renewed, and the
quality of the queen is tested to a
limited extent. All queens are destroyed which do not come up to the
high standard set by Prof. Jager. Unlike a commercial enterprise which
must be made to pay, this establishment, supported by the State of Minnesota, is to furnish the beekeepers
of that State with the best possible
breeding

stock,
to
improve
their
strain of honey producers. The queens
are sold for 50 cents each, and the
number is limited to three to any one
person, who must be a resident of

LIVE MINNESOTA BEEKEEPERS— PROF. JAGER.

F.

W. RAY,

P. J.

DOLL. DR.

LEONARD, AND PROF. JAGER'S ASSISTANT AT THE JAGER HOME APIARY

Minnesota.
They expect to send out 1,000 queens
this season, thus providing more than
300 beekeepers with good stock with
which to rear their own queens.
While some are mated in baby nuclei
most of the nuclei are composed of 2
Langstroth frames. Partitions in 8
frame hives provided 3 nuclei to
each hive. An entrance at one end
and at each side makes it possible to
provide an opening to each of the
compartments with little danger of
mixing.
A short visit was made to the University farm to meet L. V. Prance, who
as Prof. Jager's assistant is starting

where the State queen-rearing operations are carried on. It is a most
delightful ride of about 25 miles along
the shores of lake Minnetonka and
through the native groves now largely
settled by city people who go back
and forth to their work in town. There
are many basswood trees, and the
clover was just beginning to yield
well.
The bees were humming merrily.
On the way, we stopped at the
Butterfield home at Long Lake. Mr.
Butterfield is engaged in fruit growing and Mrs. Butterfield has taken up
beekeeping which she finds very inSurrounded by forest trees
teresting.
they have a sheltered position where
fruit bloom starts the bees nicely in
spring. Clover is abundant, and they
also get some fall honey. Last year
they harvested 14,000 pounds from 78
colonies.
The women beekeepers are
usually enthusiastic, and Mrs. Butterfield is no exception.

Father Jager is a very busy man.
still has supervision of his parish,
although an assistant assumes the
work. While most of his own time is
occupied during the summer months
with the rearing of the hundreds of

He

L.

V.

FRANCE AND STATE INSPECTOR BLAKER AT THE UNIVERSITY
APIARY-BEE BUILDING IN BACKGROUND

August, 1916.
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several interesting lines of research.
sliows the apiary building with the long line.s of beehives
which constitute the college apiary.
The bee department is provided with
ample quarters for their work. Ex-

The picture

periment for artificial mating of
queens is being carried on extensively.
While it is too soon to determine
the possible value of this work the
results will be watched with interest.
DR. Leonard's home.
The evening found us at the delightful country home of Dr. L. D.
Leonard, who is well known to many
of our readers because of his activities
as secretary of the Minnesota Beekeeper's Association in years past.
The doctor has an office in Minneapolis for his professional duties, returning to his home at the close of the day.
A 20 mile trolley ride brings him to
as pleasant surroundings as can be

training in the Minneapolis schools
and at the same time a very practical
beekeeper. Kay looks for the dollars
rather than the fun to be had from
beekeeping.
His apiary faces
a
small pond which would be called a
lake in some localities. The bees
were piling in the honey at the time of
of our visit, and there was every prospect of a satisfactory harvest. Ray
succeeded Dr. Leonard to the office of
secretary of the State association,
which office is now held by Prof.
France. He placed his big touring
car at our disposal and gave us a
most interesting opportunity to see
beekeeping about the twin cities. In
passing through the city our attention
was called to a small apiary beside
the sidewalk and next to the police
The bees are the property of
station.

<^^1rl\

the police captain, who also has an
apiary on the roof. It is unusual to
see bees In such a situation, yet we
were informed that they had not annoyed the thousands of people who
pass daily. As will be seen by the
picture the bees are on ground that
properly belongs to the street.
THE APIARY INSPECTOR.
In the evening a group of congenial
spirits sat down to dinner together at
the home of Chas. D. Blaker, the inspector
of
apiaries.
In Minnesota
the office sought the man, which Is

unusual nowadays. There were several candidates for the position, but
the leaders in the association got together and decided that Blaker was
the man they wanted. They went to
the governor with the request that he
be appointed. In Minnesota the in-

imagined. Although within two bocks
he lives as quietly as
though he were a thousand miles from
the city. His home is surrounded by
native trees, and a little lake lies beof the car line,

fore his front door, where the water
come to nest and the water
lilies bloom in profusion.
The Doctor
and his
is
great for experiments,
apiary has been the trial labratory
of many implements now in use in his
plan to show some of his
State.
inventions at some future time. Just

birds

We

now he is experimenting with shallow
extracting combs with the idea of
preserving a set containing about 25
pounds of honey to be placed over each
colony for winter stores. With a beespace under these shallow combs,
which provides easy access to diffe'cnt
parts of the super for easy movement
between the combs, he hopes for better wintering than on the full-depth
combs alone. His limited trial has
been very encouraging.
F.

Mr. Ray

is

W. RAV.

a teacher

of

manual

THE

F.

W

RAY APIARY

IN

MINNEAPOLIS

is on salary, so that he is
free to give his attention to the interests of the beekeepers throughout
the year. In most states the work is
paid for by the day, and since a man
must look after his own business it

spector

sometimes happens that such matters
are not attended to as promptly as
they might be if the inspector had no
other duties. Mr. Blaker has a very
good system of records, so that conditions in any locality can be followed up from year to year. He is now
president of the association.

THE HOFMAN APIARIES.
The morning of the fourth of July
our party went to Janesville to see

EXAMINING THE QUEEN-MATING NUCLEI-PROF. JAGER.
PROF. JAGER'S APIARY ASSISTANT

F.

W. KAY

AND

Hofman

apiaries. Mr. E. L. Hofprobably the largest honey
At present
producer in Minnesota.
he has 850 old colonies and an increase of 90 making 940 colonies in
all.
Hofman belongs to that rare
class combining neatness with good
practice and extensive production.
His hives are nicely painted, stands
are level, grass is cut, all equipment
is in place, and everything is slick
as the parlor of a Dutch housewife.
With seven yards, he has no time to

the

man

is
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permit the grass to grow under his
feet during the honey flow.
The surprising feature is that he finds time
to care for his hundred acre farm and
to do a good business with a clover
huller in the fall. He did not say so.
but the writer has a notion that he
keeps the huller as much for the convenience of his neighbors who grow
alsike clover for seed, as he does for
the profit from the machine. Wi'h a
large acreage of alsike grown for seed
his chances of success are greatly increased.

We

were much

pleased to meet
Matt Miklovitch, of Krain, Austria at
the
Hofman home. In his home
country Mr. Miklovitch is connected
operating
with
extensive
apiaries
1.500 colonies on the migratory plan.
He is spending the summer with Mr.
Hofman in order to become familiar
with American methods, and to learn
'.vhether some of our ways can be
adopted with profit in his country.

stock is apparent. The cover
picture of our July number gave a
good idea of the appearance of one of
the outapiaries.
A corner of the
home-apiary and the bee-cellar are
shown herewith.

good

At the time of our vl.sit the honey flow
just beginning, and many of his
colonies were three stories high, with
the brood on jumbo frames. More and
more of the extensive producers are
being converted to the deep frame because of the ease with which swarming is controlled. There was prospect
of an average of a hundred pounds to
the colony, but you never can tell.
We hope that Mr. Hofman will tell us
later all about it.
With pressing work at home calling, and other journeys to be taken
shortly, the time spent with our Minnesota friends was too short. When
men place the business of honey production on so high a plane it makes
one feel proud to be a beekeeper.

was

Disposing of the Honey Crop
BY

G. C.

may not

WE method

all

GREINER.

pursue

the same

of disposing of ourhoney
crop, but we rau;t all agree that
the sale of our season's products at
paying prices is the most essential part
of our profession. If we have to sell
below cost, beekeeping will be uphill
business and lose its most inspiring
feature as far as gaining a livelihood is

concerned.
In all my past beekeeping life I have
found 6nly one beekeeper who kept a
limited
for his

number

of colonies exclusively

own amusement and enjoyment.

The family undoubtedly used all the
honey they wanted on their own table,
but to sell the overplus did not seem
to be any temptation to them.

At my former home, miny of my
farming neighbors kept from one to

more colonies of bees, of course,
the various forms of the old fashioned box-hive patterns for the purpose
of supplying their own table with the
coveted sweet. Whatever they had to
spare they sold as best they could
regardless of cost; they considered the
income from this source a clear gain.
It is very different with the professional beekeeper. He expects to make
his living by his bees, and if he fails to
dispose of his crop above the actual
cost, his season's work will prove a
financial failure.

ten or
all in

Among the

different

by their advocates

methods adopted
be mentioned
on commission,

may

cooperation, selling
selling right out at wholesale, selling
from house to house direct to the consumer, etc. All these have their advantages and disadvantiges, and it depends
very much on the conditi ins and en-

vironment of the individual, which is
best. Years ago, before I moved to my
present location, circumstances compelled me to depend wholly on city
commission houses for my honey sales.
Our experience at that time had not
yet taught us that it was safer and
cheaper to ship comb honey by freight
(in carriers) than by express.
The
commission fee, 10 percent, in addition

POLICE CAPTAIM AND BEES BESIDE THE STATION IN HEART

When beekeeping
tensively

it

is

becomes

necessary

CITY

to

the

exorbitant

express

to

non-essentials.
Hofman seems to be able to care for twice
as many colonies as most men, without extra labor. Our picture shows
the feeder which he uses. It is a
large open pan which at one filling
will hold the syrup made with 200
pounds of sugar. It would be an endinside
a
less task to place syrup
thousand hives, but it is not a big
task to fill one of these outdoor feeders in each of seven yards and let the
bees help themselves. Of course the
colonies that already have a sufficient
.supply will get as much as those
which are short of stores, but it won't
be lost. With one assistant, Mr. Hofman is caring for all these bees, and
it would be physically impossible to
care fo"- so many and give each the
detailed attention of ordinary methHis combs are wired; full sheets
ods.
of foundation are used so that there
is little dronecomb in his hives, and

eliminate

r]F

carried on ex-

the

THE

E. I„

HOFM.->lN
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which

had to pay, reduced the net
such low figures that a proht

I

returns to

above actual cost was out of the questhe
But what else could I do
tion.
surrounding country was too sparsely
house to
settled to make selling from
house a profitable undertaking, and no
easy reach, 1
city market being within
had to submit to these unfavorable
.''

conditions.

The very

best of

wood honey, which was

my

in

bass-

no way

fancy white clover 1
produce in my present location, seldom
netted me over 12 cents, and frequently

inferior to

the

less

that that same
I had reason to believe
honey sold at that time to the consumer at from 22 to 24 cents, when 1

satisfied with about one-halt
I wondered many
those figures.
times why we producers could not cut
expenout some of these intermediate
stimulate the
ses, and at the same time
goods
use of honey by furnishing our

had to be
of

consumer at a less price.
of these outI could account for some
goes. The express company charged
commission
$1 25 per hundred and the
the

direct to

nation opened up a new outlet for my
product. I am within easy reach of
two city markets, one four and the
other six miles from my home, and to
escape the embarrassing feature of
calling at private homes, I made a trial
one of them. The result was
surprisingly satisfactory. There I could
trip to

more honey

in two hours than I
two or three days on the
road. This discovery induced me to
change my former tactics of selling
from house to house to making regular
weekly visits to these two markets,
where, by close attention and fair deal
I have established a home market that
sell

could

sell in

a ready outlet for all the
can raise.
If my crops should be counted by the
25 and 50 tons, I would probably have
But I am
to look for another market.
The few tons I
a small beekeeper.
produce at present I can easily dispose

furnishes

honey

I

good prices at these home
markets.
My advanced age compels
me, as Dr. Miller says, to long for less
work. My ambition does not run so
of at fairly

for the greatest number of colocan keep as for the greatest
average amount of surplus honey I can
take from my bees. If with better
methods and less labor I can take the
same amount of honey from one-half
of the bees it formerly took under
common management, I am the gainer
in more than one respect, and in this I
have been successful beyond my most
sanguine expectations.
La Salle, N. Y.

much
nies

I

—

Honey. A good crop, in
record-breaking crop,
has been harvested in the central and
northern States.
When you establish your prices for
honey, bear in mind that sugar is high
Selling the

some

places

a

season and that honey
and usually sells at better
prices than sugar. On the other hand
in price

should

it is

this

sell

a mistake to ask exorbitant prices.

Honey cannot

be a staple unless the

firms 10 percent for their service, covering together about 3 cents per pound
But what about the remaining 8 or 9
cents? Did they go into the retailer s
till

as his profit

?

If so,

he received too

big a share.

Since

I

have moved to

my

present

home, some 14 or 15 years ago, I have
changed the foregoing program maPresent conditions enable

terially.

me

consumers and
to deal direct with
retailers, and by doing so save all my
former commission and express exOf course, I have to spend my
time on the road; but during the latter

penses.

honey season, when the hurrywork of the bee-yard is out of the
way and when the early honey is ready
part of the

ing

for the market, a couple of days each
week on the road pay me ample traveling fees.
At first I started to sell from house
to house. Although I did quite well
under the circumstances, it did not
not agree with my nature. Being naturally bashful and adverse to making
friends with strangers, it is th; hardest
work I can do to enter a house and

myself and my business
not already known. This
inclination, or rather disincli-

introduce

where
natural

I

am

HOFMANS OUTDOOR FEEDER AT THE HOME
families of limited

.APIARY

means can

afford to

buy it.
Avoid shipping your crop to the
large centers, from whence it will be
shipped back to your local retailers
and country stores. Work your locality
thoroughly, exhibiting samples to prospective customers, or hire some competent salesman to do it for you. It
than shipping your
will pay better

honey away for an unknown
There

is

nothing

so

price.

attractive

as

honey, in the entire line of country
are easily
produce, and consumers
secured if the honey is properly put up
and well presented. The United States,
little effort on the part of the
honey producer, can consume readily
twice as much honey as has ever been
put upon its markets.

with a

G. C.

GREINER IN HIS WELL KEPT APIARY
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be the product of a 100-pound queen
and a 200-pound drone, and drones will
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THE EDITOR*S VIEWPOINT
Breeding for Better Stock
our

In

breed for better
stock we are handicapped by the fact
that we cannot control the mating of
the queen, and the average beekeeper
pays no attention to the matter of
drones.
Yet this is a real mistake.
effort

to

Although we are utterly helpless as to
control of the mating of
any queen, we can do no little to con-

the absolute

trol the probabilities

in the case.

We

can suppress almost entirely the rearing of poor drones, and have none but
good drones reared in the apiary.
To be sure, the drones from neighboring apiaries are to be reckoned
with. A virgin may meet a drone from
a colony three miles or more away.
Yet while such a thing is possible, some
maintain that a virgin rarely goes more
than a quarter or half mile from home
on her wedding trip. If that be so^
and it would be a difficult thing to
prove whether it be true or not— and
the drone goes no farther from home
than the virgin, then we are safe if
there be no other bees within a mile.
In most cases an up-to-date beekeeper

who makes much

of a business of beenot located within a mile of
any other apiary of considerable size.

keeping

is

So his drones are
making the chances

in

the majority,

for

home mating

greater to the extent of that majority.
it is a matter of imporand of great importance, that we
encourage none but the best drones.
How shall we do that? "Oh, that's
easy," you say. " Select half a dozen

Clearly, then,

tance,

or so of the best colonies, rear virgins
from one of them, and rear drones
from the others. That's all there is to
it."

Is

matter a

it ?

Suppose we consider the

little.

certain colony in the apiary, in an
average season, yields a surplus of 100

pounds, and we call the queen of that
colony a 100-pound queen. Of course,
the workers that do

mother, but also upon the drone with
which her mother mated.
In other
words, that worker is the daughter of
her mother and also of her father, her
father being the drone with which her
mother mated. While it is true that

worker is the daughter of her
mother and of the drone with which
her mother mated, it is not true that the
drone is the son of his mother and of
the drone with which his mother mated.
As the drone proceeds from an unimthe

pregnated egg, he is not at all influenced by the drone with which his
mother mated. He is the son of his
mother alone; or if you insist that he
must have a father, then he is the son
of his grandfather, the drone with
which his grandmother mated. He is of
the same blood as his mother was
without any reference to her mating;
that is, his blood is the product of the
combined blood of his grandmother
and the drone with which she mated.

As

the storing,

grandmother gets her rating
combined blood, whether
50 pound queen, a 100 pound

his

that

she be a
queen, or

whatever she may be, the
have precisely the same rating as his grandmother on his mother's
side.
If his grandmother is a 50-pound
queen, he is a 50pound drone.
His
mother may be a 25-pound queen, a 75pound, or something else. That doesn't
make any difference; he is a 50-pound
drone, because his grandmother was a
50-pound queen.

drone

Now

will

let

us see

how

it

will

have half a dozen of the best queens,
using one for rearing virgins and the
others for drones. Suppose they are
1.50-pound

them

is all

simpler and easier.
our queens are reared from
our best stock, the matter of drones

For

if all

takes care of itself automatically.

No

matter if a queen has mated with the
poorest scrub stock of a neighbor, her
drones are just as good as any, for they

come from

same grandmother.
queens persistently from
best stock, and suffer no drone that has
not a respectable grandmother.
So

the

rear

C. C.

When we
the sixties,
Italian

first

M.

kept Italian bees, in

we found hybrids from our

drones three miles away, but

was through

it

In
Switzerland they hold that bees a mile
and a quarter away are safe from impure dones.
a fairly level country.

Probably none of us had looked into
this matter of the drones'

forbears as
Dr. Miller has done in the foregoing.

Breeding for better stock is especially
indispensable with the men who make
it a business to sell
queens. We call
their attention to both this article and
the one on queen selection.

To avoid rearing drones

in undesirnot only necessary
to cut out the drone-comb, before the
queen breeds in it, but it is indispensable to replace it with worker-comb,
as the bees would almost invariably
build drone-comb again in the same
spot. Some drones will be reared anyhow. But we can avoid the promiscuous production of thousands of drones
in all but the colonies of our selection.
In those we will encourage it. As to
our neighbors' bees, if we cannot pre-

able colonies,

it

is

upon them

to do likewise, we can
be certain that through our
efforts their own bees will finally improve. We can also rear drones and
queens at seasons when their bees have
no drones, either early or late. Success
always attends the persistent worker.

vail
at

least

c.

p.

n.

work out

to

all

A

it is

and a worker of that colony depends
for.her character, not only upon her

from

grandmother.
With this view of the case we have
the comfort of knowing that the problem of securing the best drones is

made immensely

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.— We

Copyright:

not answer. Just remember that in
considering the value of a drone, we
are not to consider his mother, but his

queens.
Any one of
for rearing queenS,

right

how about drones? One of them
may be the product of a 200-pound
but

queen and a 100-pound drone, and her
drones will be all right. Another may

The Prospect
During the past few weeks our staff
correspondent has traveled about 5000
miles over eleven States, from Niagara
Falls, New York to Aberdeen, S. Dak.
In all this region there is an unusual
crop of white and alsike clover, and
prospects for a crop of clover honey
were very good indeed. By the time

S
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is printed the early flow will be
over and mucli of the honey extracted.
While we anticipate a good crop we
can see no reason why a fair price
should not he realized. Those who get
nervous when a big crop is in sight
and sell at the first opportunity are

this

quite likely to

ket price.

sell

When

a

below the best margood price is offered

do well to close out early, but
one
it is a mistake to sacrifice anything in
order to insure an early sale simply
because the prospect irtdicates a large
will

country.
son.

This for more than one reafirst place, those who take

In the

bee journals and report in them are
likely to be better beekeepers than
those who do not. In the second place,
we do not have in the bee journals reports from all the subscribers. Beekeepers, like other folk, like to tell of
their successes, but not of their failures.
So the reports in the bee journals tell us of the possibilities rather
is done in general, and we
cannot get from them very much of an

than what

idea as to the general average.

crop.

area where honey production

The

Last year, under date of Aug.

is

ley Pettit, the efficient

and sweet clover are now common in
many localities where they were not
There are
to be seen a few years ago.
many sections where mustard,
still
which grows abundantly in the wheat
fields, is about the only source of nec-

The addition

is

during the clover season, but yellow
sweet clover is being scattered along
the railroads and highways, and white
clover is beginning to appear in similar
tar

places.

One man who was

visited shipped a

colony of bees from Wisconsin several
years ago. They have received but lithave increased by
tle attention and
natural swarming until the neighboring farmers are now supplied with a
few colonies, and the original apiary
has increased to 40 colonies. They
have done so well for their owner that
he plans to make substantial increase
and to give them much more attention.

wheat

As Dakota grows older and the
fields give way to pastures and

honeyproducing territory will be added.
However, there is little danger of
overstocking except in limited localiNot 5 percent
ties in any State as yet.
of the available territory seems to be
occupied in any State east of the irrigated regions. With so much unoccupied territory to be found by going
a short distance there is little excuse
for crowding into territory already
diversified crops a large area of

fully stocked.

Average Crop of Honey
One

of the

questions a beginner

pretty sure to ask

is,

"

is

How much honey

colony should I expect ?" The
is a troublesome one, and it
is not at all certain any one has the
right answer. If we take the reports
given in a bee journal during any given
year, and strike an average, that average is sure to be much higher than the
average of all the beekeepers of the

5,

Mor-

Canadian leader,
sent out a " Final White Honey Crop
Report," which gave the average number of pounds of honey 55.1 per colony.

constantly being e.xtended.
In South Dakota and Nebraska the
clover growing districts are gradually
being extended westward. White clover
profitable

of the

flow would, of
But that report

fall

course, increase that.

included only 19,107 colonies, and it is
estimated that there are 300,000 colonies in the province of Ontario. That
was only one out of 15, and no doubt
the other 14, if reported would bring
down the average greatly. In any case
the report for a single year gives noth-

ing decisive.
In his book, "Beekeeping," Dr. E. F.
" In apiaries managed
for comb-honey production, it is perhaps fair to estimate the average anPhillips says

:

nual crop at 25 to 30 sections.

For ex-

tracted honey, larger averages

may be

expected, perhaps of 40 to 60 pounds."
If that errs either way, it is quite possible it may be on the side of being too
high.

At any

rate,

there are

men who

have made a success in beekeeping
whose average in their earlier years of
inexperience did not show up so well.
So the man who gets per colony 25
to 80 sections, or 40 to 60 pounds of
extracted honey need not be discour-

But he should never be satisfied
to be only average.
c. c. m.
aged.

A

Special Eciuipment

Number

be of interest to many others. Equipment which saves time and lightens
labor is always worthy of being given
to the public.

Another Step iu Cooperation
Texas Honey Pro<lucer.s Organize
More than

70 beekeepers from every
Texas, representing more
than 16,935 colonies of bees, met recently in San Antonio, and organized
the Texas Honey-Producers' Associaincorporate with a
tion. They will
in

district

capital stock of

$2.'>,000,

which more

of

subscribed from the
floor of the convention. The shares
are in demominations of $10, and each

than

$5i»00

member
make

is

was

limited

shares.

100

to

the organization

most

To

effective,

the organizers went

on record

ing the holding of
ten shares each.

small allotments of

as favor-

The purposes of the organization as
expressed during the convention are
primarily for cooperative selling, adverand for the standardization of

tising,

the Texas output of honey, both in qualThe organization is
ity and packing.
modeled after the plan of the " Colorado
Honey Producers' Association," the

strong and successful cooperative organization whose headquarters is Denver.

A

system of grading and labeling
established with inspectors at
the various points of collection and
will be

A

re-distribution.

trade-

distinctive

be adopted, and
every crate of honey put out by members of the association will be thus
labeled. Directors for the new association were elected as follows: W. A.
Winters, Jourdanton Louis H. Scholl,

mark or

will

label

;

Braunfels Richard Voges, Poth
W. C. Collier, Goliad; W. J. Stahmann,
El Paso; Henry Brenner, Seguin and
E. G. LeStourgeon, of San Antonio.

New

;

;

;

Officers elected are

:

President, Louis

that

H. Scholl; vice-president, W. J. Stahmann secretary, E. G. LeStourgeon.
Some of the principal beekeepers of

of

the State

Some

of

our readers have suggested

we should issue a special number
the American Bee Journal devoted

equipment. We
are considering the matter and if there
is sufficient interest will do something
of the kind in November or December.
If our readers who have worked out
some new plan of operations will d.;-

to the description of

method

and

possible

per

scribe the

question

send us pictures to illustrate it we will
be glad to have it and will make use of
as many such articles as space and importance will justify.
Nearly every practical beekeeper has
something which he has developed in
connection with his work which may

fully,

if

;

were present, among them

being Mr. Scholl,
nies

;

W.

450; R.

C.

who

Collier,

J.Ormand,530;

has
1300;

Tom

1600
J.

colo-

C. Cox,

Campbell,

Louis Biediger, 550 W. J. Stahmann, 1200; W. A. Winters, 1000; W.
A. Grant, 475; E. G. LeStourgeon, 860.
With as able officers and directors as
has this association, it should gather all
the influential beekeepers of Texas under its standard for their own good,
and be a success from the beginning.
Further information may be obtained
by addressing the new secretary, Mr.
E. G. LeStourgeon, of San Antonio.
500

;

;

:
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3.— A

Trip Through Texas

BY THE EDITOR.
third trip, on March 13, took us
to the Medina County Beekeepers'
meeting, at Hondo, a distance of
50 miles west of San Antonio, and this

OUR

was made in an automobile, in company with the State Entomologist, Mr.
Paddock, and our inseparable friend,
Mr. Paddock had arLeStourgeon.
rived the same morning from College
I do not know what impression my
account of Texas has so far produced
upon the reader. It may be unfavor-

able, as far

as

the description of the

concerned. But I want him
to know that, as a bee and honey country, those brushy plains and low hills
can hardly be equaled, except by highly
cultivated localities such as the alfalfa
or the white clover regions. I compare the chaparral, as it is called, to
the heather plains of Gascony, described by me in November, 1913, the
" Landes," fit only for pitch pines, cork
oaks and bees. The chaparral, however,
They
is fit only for bees and cattle.
is

say that it takes 10 to 30 acres of it to
support one steer. But the possibilithat
ties of honey are endless, and
is why the beekeepers are all large
producers.
As stated by Prof. C. E.
Bartholomew, of Iowa, in the last Iowa
report, "Texas has more successful upto-date beekeepers than Iowa and less

who keep

persons

Owing
had

beekeepers
"

And men live there; a hardy race.
Like none born on the earth;
feai less eye. a sun-tanned face.

With

And

Station.

country

to take a walk and lose ourselves a little while, in the brush.
There was for
us an enchantment and more or less
romance, in this little walk, in such
silent
solitude.
Men are driven to
poetical effusion, by life in such a
country, and we take the liberty to
break our rule and quote one stanza
from a poem by one of our southern

to

to stop

bees."
a slight tire trouble, we
for a half hour in one of

the wildest spots along the way, and
wife and I took occasion of this delay

hearts of truest worth.

Proud

of their

Texas

birth."

-G.

E. L.

say that, in some districts, there
is plenty of game yet, and a photograph
received from friend Laws, some years
ago, is good evidence of it.
We arrived in Hondo, a little before
noon. It is the county seat, and has
a very pretty courthouse.
entered
the hotel and asked for a room, as we

They

We

expected to remain over night. The
landlord was playing dominoes. He
pointed to the desk and said: "There
is the register.
You'll find a room at
the top of the stairs." And he continued playing.
found the room,
washed our faces and refreshed ourselves. Then we had lunch.
After lunch came the meeting at the
courthouse. Prof. Paddock delivered
a speech, upon several bee subjects,
but mainly upon bee inspection and the
treatment of foulbrood.
Prof. Paddock is State Inspector of
Apiaries as well as State Entomologist.,
He does but little inspecting himself
but has under him some 25 county inspectors in as many counties.
The
Texas method is to appoint inspectors

We

W. M. FAUST. OF FLORESVILLE. TEX.. ADDRESSING

such counties as have a local association and select for this purpose men
indicated or recommended by the local
association. This method has excellent results, because the inspectors are
well known. In this way a good feeling exists between the State Inspector
and the local beekeepers who are
always ready to lend a hand, as I could
see by the favorable comments of the
members present. The central office
of the inspector serves as a tabulating

in

and

recording

station,

from

which

directions are given to the various inspectors, as from the headquarters of

an army.
Personally, I spoke to the beekeepers
as I did at all places visited, upon the
advisability of local cooperation, which
must precede State or National organization in order to make the latter successful.

Among the discussions, I heard the
statement made, I believe by the president of the Medina Association, Mr. A.
E. Saathoff, Jr., of D'Hanis, that the
moths are not only kept out of combs,
but killed, by the evaporation of mothballs if the combs are kept in a wellclosed box with this drug. Dr. Bouncy made a suggestion of this kind in
the Bee Journal some time ago, but we
did not know that it had been tried
successfully. Recommendation is made
to close the hive or box hermetically
by using .a sheet of paper under the
cover. After a day or two of airing,
when the combs are wanted, they lose

moth-ball
odor. This is worth
knowing.
Here, again, to the question of distance usually traveled by bees, the rethe
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were almost uniformly "less
Mr. Louis Biediger,
than two miles."
of LaCoste, keeping some .550 coloMedina county, has apiain
nies
ries three miles apart in which the
quantity and quality of the honey diflfer,
plies

showing that their range is different.
However, Inspector H. L. Mofield, of
Hondo, once had his bees get honey
fed outdoor to bees by W. O. Victor,
four miles away. No doubt they can,
and do go farther than two miles, in
occasions.
of the dryness and
mildness of the climate, Mr. Biediger
told of having had a strong colony lose
cover, and remain with all the
its

As an instance

in the auto, to the cattle-feeding.

As most

of our readers are probably
"tenderfoots " like ourselves, it is necessary to explain that feeding cattle on
cactus is a daily job in drouth times.
They don't harvest the cactus. The
only thing necessary to "feed "is to
burn off the cactus needles. To do
this, a special gasoline torch is used,
which throws a broad flame over the
bush. In the twinkle of an eye, a cactus bush four feet high and several feet
much larger,
in width, with leaves
broader than a man's
thicker, and
hand, is stripped of its needles. The
cattle, accustomed to the performance,
come running and bellowing, as soon

as they hear the roar of

the torch. In
a couple of hours two men feed over
100 head. The thornless cactus of the
great Burbank was produced to obviate
this labor.
But it would have to be
planted, cared forand protected against
the cattle who would soon destroy it,
since it is without defensive thorns.
With this method, until cactus ranches
can be established, of the thornless
kind, the cattle get only as much as the
owner cares to give. The supply is

limitless.

The same day

at

noon, Miss Saathoff

kindly brought us

to the D'Hanis staand we continued our trip to
Uvalde this time, meeting, on the train,
our friend Paddock.
Uvalde, which
we reached at 2:00 p.m., is by many
people called the best honey-producing

tion

spot of Texas.
In October, 1901, the
editor of Gleanings, E. R. Root, described it as the beekeeper's paradise,
and paid a visit to the very man who
awaited us at the station this time, Mr.
W. D. Bunting. Mr. Bunting was then
a bachelor. He is now a married man
with a charming wife and a nice little
son.
Mr. Bunting was then one of the
largest honey producers in the country.
He has had as many as 1200 colonies
and still runs about 5.j0. He is secretary of the local association.

The beekeepers we met

at this spot
large producers. There were
some 15 or 20 at the meeting, and I do
not believe a single one of them owns
less than 500 colonies of bees.
They
looked like practical men, every one of
them. The county of Uvalde, in the

are

all

Texas

statistics

shown

to

published in 1913, is
have over 10,000 colonies of
bees in movable-frame hives, and prob-

ably the tabulation is incomplete.
But the weather was too dry. The
bees were invariably reported suffering,
dwindling, probably for want of polUsually there is plenty of pollenlen.
furnishing flora, early in winter. This
year there was none. The mesquite,

THE

I-RUIT

OF THE CHASE-W.

H.

LAWS. BEEVILLE, TEX,

however, was almost ready to bloom,
and no doubt in a few days the bees
must have boomed. Moisture came at

frames uncovered from November till
March, and still prove a first-class colony. 'They had done all they could to
close up the top with brace-combs and
propolis.
By the way, propolis is not
so plentiful in those countries as it is
in Illinois.

At the Hondo meeting, a number of
ladies were present, three of them of
the Saathoff family, who own a ranch
15 miles from Hondo.
were given
an invitation to go and spend the night
at the ranch and see cattle feeding on

We

the next morning. This was
enticing to "tenderfoots" like
us, and there was no hardship since
they had a good automobile to bring
us, and good roads.
accepted, of
course.
had an opportunity to see
an interesting side of Texas, in this
way.
The Saathoff people own 5500 acres,
have three or four ranches two or three
miles apart on this pasture. The father
lives with his wife and one daughter,
Miss Lena, at one of the ranches, his
sons at the others. Miss Lena is a lady,
a real Texan, a splendid auto driver,
and used to the circuitous roads of the
chaparral.
spent the night at the
ranch, and the next morning were taken,

cactus
quite

We

We

We

EXAMINING BROOD AND COMBS
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following

the end of the month.
stayed that night at

We

Mr. Bunting's.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor came and
spent the evening with us. W. O. Victor will be remembered by members of
the National Association as the president of the Texas association when the
National met in San Antonio, in 1906.

He

is

one of the representative bee-

keepers of the South.

Both Bunting and Victor agree on
the advisability of using cotton-seed
meal as a substitute for pollen, in times
of scarcity of bloom. I believe the
beekeepers of Texas will do well to
keep this in mind. Proba1)ly a great

many

already do

Paralysis, or
pation (take

it.

May

disease, or consti-

causing
dwindling, appears to be, after foulbrood, the most dreaded trouble for
bees in warm countries, as well as in

your choice),

damp ones like England, where
known as Isle-of- Wight disease.

it

is

Mr.

:

The honeybee
ways than one.

is

curious in

queenbee fails to
which will
During the
busy season a worker-bee lives but
about 40 days, but if hatched in the
If a

mate, she still lays eggs
hatch, but only male eggs.

late

fall

it

lives

until the following
live during the

The drones
summer, but when

spring

the honey flow
ceases in the fall they are expelled
from the hive and left to die.

This summer I shall print an offer
similar to the following
To the school child in Washington
township who sends me the best letter
of 200 words on the subject, " Why I
Like Honey," I will give a lOpound
pail of Bonney honey free of all cost.
The letter must be in by July 15.
This offer will be sent out on postal
cards and in local papers. Of course,
any subject can be used, and to save
printer bill one can simply send a no-

Victor suggests decayed or bad pollen

tice to

one of the main causes. Honey-dew
from live oaks, honey from dodder and
arnica blossoms souring in the hive

for the teacher to post.

as

are all suggested as initial or determining causes for this puzzling epidemic.
No particular kind of honey may be
blamed, since the trouble appears in
countries with entirely different flora.
It is the condition of the honey, rather
than its kind, that causes the disease,
and souring pollen may have a great
influence also. The statement is almost

unanimous everywhere

that

it

is

in

damp

confining weather that the disease begins.
The next day, we took the train for
our headquarters at San Antonio. Mr.
LeStourgeon had gone back there from
Hondo, after the Hondo meeting, and
Prof. Paddock had returned ahead of
us to the college.
Our next visit has to do with our old

friend Louis

SchoU and

the

Texas

col-

lege.

[To be continued

]

Short Catchy Articles About
Bees
BY

A.

F.

more

each school in their township

Buck Grove, Iowa.

cided not to follow the slogan, "Keep
more bees," but keep only a few, and
see that //ley were well cared for as far
as my spare moments would permit.
I did not intend to keep bees for
profit, further than my personal needs,
and as I only had one colony to start
with, I did not invest much in tools
and appliances.
My first trouble came when I tried to
fasten the foundation in sections. I
made a device similar to the Parker
fastener, but the foundation would not
adhere well to the cold section. It
would often fall away after the sections were placed over the bees, and
the result was very imperfect work on
the part of the bees, but my fault.
Some time afterward, when cleaning
out some sections from which the
comb had been removed, I noticed
that on the three sides of the section

where no wax had been applied, it was
an easy matter, but on the side where
the wax had been it was far more difficult to scrape the adhering comb from
This gave me an idea.
decided to make a trial to induce
the bees to anchor the comb and foundation more securely to all four sides
the section.
I

Getting Better Filled Sections
BY THOS.

D.

BUDD.

HUMPER, in Gleanings, 1913,
DR.told us how he had tried to induce
the bees to build perfect sections
with only partial success. The remarks
of the Editor, reviewing the article,
stated that breakage in shipping imperfect combs or sections, where the comb
was not securely fastened to section,
discouraged many beekeepers from
producing comb honey and turned
their attention to the production of
extracted honey. At the time I thought
what a pity it would be to be deprived
of the beautiful sections of comb honey
and see this delicious food product disappear entirely from the market. I
always pay special attention to the appended remarks of the Editor in reviewing an article.
When I started to keep bees, my

spare time was very

limited, so

I

de-

of the section.
(Think "induce" is
the proper word according to the old
saying about
leading the horse to
water). I decided to do mechanically
what the bees naturally have to do before the comb is fastened to the sides
of the section or any place that they
start to build comb.
In watching the bees work in sections, I have noted that wherever they
want the comb to adhere they apply
wax enough to penetrate well into the
fiber of the wood.
Basswood is a very
porous woo I, and the fiber is soft and
very absorbing, hence quite a quantity
of secretion must be used by the bees
in order to get the comb to adhere
firmly to the section, and if the outer
cells, or those next to the wood, are
filled with honey, new wax is used to
coat the entire surface, to prevent the
honey being absorbed by the wood of
the section.

BONNEY.

tried with many styles of
iHAVE
articles to get free advertising for

honey, but, as a rule, the editor deduplicity. However, here is
tects
one that stuck
If a fat steer sold for what a good

my

queen bee does, what would he bring ?
One dollar and fifty cents is a fair price
for a pedigreed bee, and her ladyship
will weigh about 20 grains. This is
$36 an ounce, or $576 the pound. Now,
a steer of good family should weigh at
least 1200 pounds, which multiplied by
$576 brings the tidy sum of $691,200.
Almost any editor will publish and
readers see Ihe statement that
Careful study and observation have

shown that a bee
60,000 flowers to

must

visit a matter of
secure one pound of
is considered that a

honey. When it
colony of bees will consume something
like 200 pounds of honey each year in
housekeeping, besides yielding a surplus of 50 to 3i'0 pounds, it will be seen
that they rival the ant in industry.
The average person is woefully ignorant of the life and habits of the honeybee, and I have ready to send out the

APIARY OF F K WINKLER. OF STONEHAM. TEX WHO INCREASED FROM
TWO BOX HIVES TO i6o COLONIES IN GOOD HIVES
,
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How much
to

surface do the bees have
cover or secrete wax on when they

build the section full of comb and fill
the outer cells and leave no rounded
edges ? As an example take a i Vx4 '4 1% inch section; the average thickness
of comb in this style of section will be
about l;'s inches: figure four sides
4xl>'8 inches and we have 22 square
inches of surface to each section. Multiply this by the number of sections in
super and you will find that the bees
have some reason to hesitate before
starting on this task, and no wonder
if some of the work is left undone and
not perfect. Of course, if some of the
sections are supplied with full sheets
of foundation, this gives the bees about
30 square inches of surface to build
comb on in each section, and is a great
The more the bees are aided
help.
with their work the more honey they
produce, and the beekeeper will be
well paid for any extra expense incurred.
My device for coating the inside of
sections with wax leaves only a very
thin coating on the wood of the section
about the width that bees build the

comb.
Nothing but pure clean wax is used,
nut clarified in any way. The wax is
applied hot, at about the temperature
of boiling water, and penetrates well
into the wood and leaves surface nonabsorbant, just as the bees prepare the
wood of sections before building the
comb thereon. This is an incentive to
get the bees to anchor the comb firmly
to all four sides of the section, reduces
the number of "pop holes," renders
the surface non-absorbent and induces
the bees to fill more of the outer cells,
leaves an ideal surface to attach foundation with any style of machine, and
build more perfect combs
the bees
with less rounded edges. Bees accept
more readily sections prepared in this
manner, the honey grades up better,
and the loss from breakage in shipping
is reduced to the minimum. Have tried
my plan out for two seasons and am

qualified endorsement of the catalpa as
a nectar producer, although
I
find
slight mention of it in our literature.
The fact that large areas of these trees
are being planted for timber in many
places make it of special interest to the

well satisfied with results obtained.

La Crosse, Wis.
[Producers of section honey will be
in Mr. Budd's scheme for

interested

wax the inside of section
boxes.
Just how much of practical
value there is in the plan, it is not easy
It certainly looks as if a surto say.
face of wax upon which to fasten the
comb would suit the bees better than
one of wood more or less porous.
Those who have trouble in getting the
bees to fasten the comb to the sides
and bottom may find it a paying operation, and even those who do not have
such trouble may possibly find the
painting with

work done

a little faster with the

beekeeper.
The catalpa or Indian
bean, Catalpa spcdusa, is a native of
the woodlands of southern Indiana and
Tennessee, west to Arkansas.
This
form, known as the hardy catalpa, is
also widely planted in Iowa, Illinois,
Kansas, Nebraska and other States.

There

is another similar species closely
resembling it which
occurs further
south, and is common in the Gulf

States.

The

waxed

grow

waxed

No.

—

c. c.

are heart-shaped and the
large, nearly white, and
large clusters as shown in

in

The tree grows very rapidly,
furnishing desirable timber for fence
posts, telephone poles, railroad ties, etc.
In
Kansas large areas have been
planted by the railroad companies for
Fig. 85.

Of

sections alternating.

leaves

blossoms are

course something depends on the time it takes to apply the
wax, and Mr. Budd does not tell us
about this, nor how he does it. A fair
test of the plan would be had by having a super filled with waxed and unsurfaces.

^>

^

the purpose of growing ties. Beekeepers situated near such plantings should
find the trees of material value.
Atlantic, Iowa.
Copyright: 1916. by Frank C. Pellett.
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19.—The Honey-Producing

Vocational Opportunities in

Plants
BY FRANK

C.

Beekeeping

PELLETT.

From

{Photoeraiihs bv tke author.)

tree produces a great
of bloom.
The blossoms are so large that a bee can
readily crawl right in the heart of the
flower. However, I do not remember
ever having seen a bee on the blossoms of one of the trees on our lawn.

the Standpoint of Apicultnral

THEprofusion

catalpa

From my own observation I could
never list the catalpa as a honey-producing tree. It blossoms with us just
at the height of the white clover flow
when the bees have little inclination to
seek other pastures.
The testimony of those who should
be competent observers gives an un-

Instructions

BY BURTON

SOME

N. GATES.

ONE

has said that "beekeeping is the oldest art under the sun."
True, but business beekeeping is

young.

It is,

moreover, becoming much

diversified yet sub-divided into narrow
specialities, as has the fruit industry,
within recent years. There is the honey

producer; the one producing extracted
honey likely does not produce comb

honey and

There is the beeproducer, whose sole aim
throughout the season may be to
make" more bees, the surplus stock
which he may sell by the colony, nucleus, pint or pound.
Then there is
the professional queen-rearer, whose
business it is to rear and mate queenbees for market. Annually thousands
and thousands of these are distributed
by mail throughout the country and
abroad. In some localities there is a
rearer

vice versa.

or

'

tendency toward specialization in wax
production from a commercial standpoint, by no means a negligible product.

Finally there are the specialists
expert in handling

who have become

the products of beekeepers in some of
these establishments many tons of
honey are daily graded, bottled and
shipped to market. Massrchusetts has
her increasing share in all of these.
There is another opportunity for the
specially trained.
With the growing
recognition of the young
industry
comes the demand from all parts of
the country, and even abroad, for those
who can teach and investigate or organize and develop the industry of a
given locality.
In many States beekeepers are requiring of their entomologists or beekeeping specialists,
field service in the suppression of brood
diseases of bees. One who is merely a
beekeeper, without college and specia
;

FIG.

85.-CATALPA BLOSSOMS
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training, can scarcely be expected to
meet all the requirements. Massachusetts is a pioneer in the field, for men
and assistance.
This outline is already extensive,
representing an apicultural income to
the country of millions of dollars, the
figures of which have never been de-

But beekeeping has an even
greater, more important, fundamental
and stupendous agricultural aspect than
any yet enumerated. It is that inestimable service of the honeybee in seed,
fruit production, the
vegetable and
value of which may never be computed.
This horticultural relationship of beekeeping is of deepest significance whertermined.

peaches, plums, cherries, pears,
apples, various berries, certain seeds
as the clover seeds and cucurbitaceous
vegetables (like the squash, cucumber
and melon) are grown.
It may be conjectured that by a fiat
or decree, all manner of bees in a
locality could be temporarily annihi-

ever

been able to judge carefully of the
most desirable locations.
Generally speaking, the older an irrigated district becomes, the less certain
the honey crop. Just notice that
Colorado has a lower average crop
than any of the Rocky Mountain States.
The reasons for this are numerous.
Alfalfa is cut sooner, because the great
cattle ranches are being broken up;
dairying is fast being taken up and
cow hay is not allowed to stand in the
field and bloom.
The methods of farming are improving and there is much less vacant, unis

land to grow up
The establishment of
tilled

to

sweet clover.
beet sugar

the

industry has had its effect upon the
Arkansas Valley as a honey country in

If sweet clover in abundance is accessible to bees within one-half mile of
an apiary, I doubt whet lerthey will go
much farther, but 1 know they will fly
across a valley a mile wide to sweet
clover pasture, and in a season of

drouth,

I

have known apiaries of mine

honey in fair quantity (40
pounds surplus to the hive of comb
honey) by flying over a dry hill nearly
two miles to a well watered alfalfa and
store

to

sweet clover pasture.

The distance of the flight of bees is
pretty well determined in western Colorado, where the orchards cause trouble for the beemen.
By removing apiaries two miles, little if any poisoning
results.
One mile, or 1 '4 miles, does
no appreciable good.

this occurred when
blossom. What would
Orchardists are willing

Suppose
lated.
fruit trees are in

be the results ?
to prophesy an entire failure in the
harvest. At least, there would probably be few well matured vegetables or
fruits, berries, plums, pears or apples.
Where bees have died out in certain
towns the vegetable crops and even
fruit crops have materially suffered,
owing to the lack of the bee's inestimable service in transporting the male
element of the flower, the pollen, so
essentially necessary to fertilize many

domestic vegetables and

fruits.

Even

though

horticulturists till, fertilize,
prune, spray, and thin, their harvest
may fail unless the bees are sufficient
to pollinate the flowers. Beekeeping,
therefore, may be considered the root
and foundation of successful crop getting.

So particularly dependent are certain
horticultural specialists that at least
2000 to 25011 colonies of bees are annually used in the cucumber greenhouses of Massachusetts alone. Within
the last few years Massachusetts cranberry growers have found that honeybees assure greater success, in their
Similarly
million dollar enterprise.
field-crop growers, as of melons and
cucumbers, are introducing bees on
Likewise, the comtheir plantations.
mercial orchardists, small fruit growers and the professional seed producers
realize that it is most profitable to
maintain apiaries.
Amherst, Mass.

THE HORSEMINT

Overstocking and the Distance

Colorado. Wherever a sugar factory
has been built, considerable alfalfa has

flight

been plowed up, lessening the available

Rocky Mountain

Bees Fly
Also Touching On the Qualifications
of a Good Rocky Mountain Location
BY WESLEY FOSTER.

WHEN

the Editor of the American
Bee Journal asked me to say
something on the overstocking
of locations in the West, and also
something on how far bees fly, I
thought the subject, if properly handled, should cover the qualifications of
a good bee location. And here it
should be said, that many beekeepers
who have settled in the West have not

IS

A VALUABLE DESERT

FLOWER FOR THE WESTERN

BEEMAN

bee pasturage.
is

Three acres of
the ratio most

alfalfa to

one colony

common where

over-

stocking has not occurred. And I find
that where one colony of bees is found
for every acre of alfalfa in a given
area, that the poor crop and the failures come
quency.

with an

unwelcome

fre-

Sweet clover, acre for acre, is worth
three acres of alfalfa, which is not saying sweet clover is worth any more
than Mr. Frank Coverdale's estimate of
$4.00 an acre. This value of an acre
of bloom can never be accurately determined for it varies from year to
year.

I

believe that one mile

is

the average
in the

range of working bees
region.

THE DESIRABLE LOCATIONS.

The Rocky Mountain region is one
great cattle range, and in the valleys,
where the hay is raised for the winter
feed of these cattle, desirable locations
are had. The large hay ranches are
not yet broken up into smaller places
in many valleys, so that the cultivation
is not so intensive and the alfalfa stands
Many of
in bloom for a longer time.
these valley locations have a very fine
spring flow from the mountain bloom
and fruit blossoms. Where these conditions prevail are the desirable locaThe bees have opportunity to
tions.
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obtain supplies of pollen, and there is
many places almost a continuous
flow of more or less importance from
in

March

until October,

SWEET CLOVER.

I

know

of.

I( is

in-

however, to be patchy in its
growth on poor soil thick here and

thin there.

high as ten bushels of hulled
per acre. This was on a very
heavy growth, where little clover grew
the next year the ground was so well
shaded that the next growth could not
get a start.
The average seed production for me
has been three bushels. Where one
has 40 acres of it, it is impossible to
prevent loss from shattering, before
and after cutting, while threshing it
out either by hand or with a machine.
If weather conditions are just right
all the time you are cutting it, little
seed may be lost, but extremely dry
weather will make it impossible to cut
very much without shattering off half
or more of the seed. Cutting after a
rain or early in the morning, while the
as

—

have harvested sweet clover seed
for five years, and have observed conditions here in Colorado for some time.
Sweet clover of the white blossom
variety is very hardy and will do well
on a greater variety of soils than any
clined,

White sweet clover has yielded for

me

seed

I

other plant that

so hard.

—

Wherever the

soil is rich

and well watered, a heavy growth occurs, so heavy in fact that the next
year little if any will grow on that spot.
This condition may be avoided, however, by cutting a hay crop and letting

^^^F

:
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bees at

again by being stocked with bees, $5.00
of working capital should be added for
each one.
If you have not the working capital
you must not figure it, but you should
Failure to have sufficient
have it.
working capital is the cause of trouble
in many lines of business besides honey
production. To the beekeeper it means
trouble in getting needed supplies at
the most favorable time and price. It

supers,

also

eluded in the inventory. Next, do >!o/
Why ? Are they
include the bees.
not the whole thing ? What would the
supplies be worth for honey production

without them

?

Look

at

it

this

am

not right; see if
omitting an estimate of the possible
value of the bees does not simplify the
figuring of tbe invesment beside being

way and

see

if

I

correct.
First, a

say $10.

man buys a colony of
Then he buys hives,

from time to time, increases his
bees by swarms or by division and

etc.,

ultimately has say 500 colonies. What
have the bees cost him ? As soon as
the number of his colonies was above
perhaps 25 they returned enough cash
for honey to pay for the time he spent
in handling the colonies, in getting the
honey. The increase is found to be
incidental to the other work, and it
would be difficult and useless to determine what part of the time was devoted
to it, so we won't try. In other words,
a necessary incidental of honey
it is

production, and we can very properly
let it go into the cost of production. Or
you still insist, then tell me how
if
much a swarm of bees costs you ? Aside
from the hives and supers to house it
and the working capital to operate it,
how much cash does it cause you to ex-

pend for it ? None.
Here is another way of showing the
reason for not including the bees. The
colonies and equipment can be sold
for how much ? Just about the first
cost of the equipment, seldom more,
often less. The equipment without the
bees would bring very little as compared with first cost. In other words,
the bees have a productive value; they
can gather honey or help us sell our
equipment for what it is really or nearly
worth, but they have no cash value.
You may say you can sell the bees " by
the pound." Yes, but deduct packages
and labor and the reduced price the
hives, etc., will bring and see where
.500

you stand.

The value to place on your equipment you must determine for yourself.
If

fine

it is all

made up and

new

factory

painted, that

is

well
one thing.
stuff,

box shop or home-made stuff it
If it is old and has been
is another.
long in use, what is its present worth ?
Whether it is "standard" or not is
If it is

much consequence. How
or how much is
it cost you

not of so

much
it

did

That is, what is the amount
you have in equipment ?
estimate based on the factory-

worth

?

of capital

An
made

outfit of some^.big eastern operators is in round figures about $4.50 for

each hive with its necessary supers and
brood foundation, and .50 cents as its
share in the other equipment such as
extractors, smokers, tanks, etc., making
Next comes an item
a total of $5.00.
which I have seldom found to be included or considered

and that

is

working

by beekeepers,
It should

capital.

be at least equal to the fixed investment of $5.00. In other words, every
colony of bees in a commercial apiary
should be considered as representing
an investment of $10. In this figuring
the few odd hives, etc., usually on hand
are included in the general estimate. If
a considerable portion of one's hives
were empty, one would have to figure

them

in at $5.00, because it is capital
tied up, and when they go into service

means the necessity

of

selling the

crop quickly for most any offer. Working capital is needed to pay for labor,
insurance,

taxes,

freight,

containers,

super foundation, living expenses and most important of all, to
carry the business and its owner over a
year or two of whole or partial crop
failure.
The annual per colony charge
against working capital at 6 percent is
30 cents. The loss to the operator
who does not have working capital is
quite apt to be several times 30 cerits,
50 bear in mind that proper working
capital reduces cost.
sections,

Having found the amount
vestment the next step
the operating costs.

is

To

of

the in-

to determine
figure the ex-

pense of conducting the business the
following items are to be included
interest on the investment, insurance,
taxes, labor, owner's salary, and depreciation and upkeep. The owner should
charge the business for his services at
least as much as he could earn in any
other gainful occupation in which he is
skilled. If all or a major part of his time
is devoted to bees, this is easyto figure,
but if they take only a minor part of
his time (as a side line) it is more
difficult, still a satisfactory estimate can
be arrived at by a little pains. The
business should only be charged with
what he is worth, what he can earn in
some other business in which he is
All returns over that and the
skilled.
other charges is "profit" on the investment.
The proportion to charge to the sundry items of expense is estimated as
follows: Interest, 6 percent; labor, 10
depreciation and upkeep, 10
percent
percent; insurance and ta.xes, XYz percent; total, 27 >^ percent. Here I have
only figured under labor (at 50 cents an
hour) the amount devoted to the bees,
in getting ready for and during the
harvest, packing the crop, and closing
down for the season. The owner's
salary for the rest of the year, if he
uses that time for no other gainful
work, must be added.
;

By this figuring you will find that
you must get $2.75 (27^ percent on
$10) from each colony of bees just to
cover running expenses. On an average annual per colony yield of 50
pounds, this makes the cost 5K cents
per pound. Charging 10 percent for

"upkeep and depreciation " against the
working capital (cash) is not strictly
as I have omitted specific
"
allowances for loss by " bad debts
and sundry other leaks which are so
easy to forget or overlook, and as the
beekeeper's outfit deteriorates so much
more rapidly than things under cover
and having constant care, on consideration I decided that charging 10 per-

correct, but

cent against the whole capital would
more nearly represent the true conditions and at the same time simplify the
subject for the beekeepers.
The specialist in order to keep costs

down must make his business big
enough so it can carry the expenses of
his idle time without adding too much
to the cost of operation, per colony.
As a rough illustration The 10 percent
charged for labor (or $1.00 per colony)
covers only time devoted to the business. If the man does all the work
:

himself, and has 500 colonies, he gets
$500 for his labor. He is idle the rest
of the year and needs, and in some
other occupation could earn, in a year,
$1500, therefore he must charge for
cost just $1000 more or $2.00 per hive,
making the labor item 30 percent instead of 10 percent. On a 50 pound
average yield it means increasing the
cost of the honey just 4 cents per
pound, or, instead of the 5K cent cost
prices as given elsewhere in this artiObvicle, the cost rises to 9>^ cents.
ously that man must keep more bees,
or raise his average per colony yield,
or do both, if he would reduce the cost
of his honey.

Operative costs will be pretty much
the same one year with another unless
disease breaks out or some other exceptional or abnormal condition arises.
After keeping records for a few years

you can determine with fair accuracy
your average annual per colony cost.
Then determine your average per colony yield over a period of years and
you can easily figure the average cost
of honey per pound to you. In exceptionally good years, those of heavy
per pound cost drops, but
the next year may be one of failure, so
you must use ai'crage to figure on.
The figures I have given of cost per
should
pound are tentative only.
have returns from many persons and
many places before we accept any
figures as exact. The amount of capital per colony will vary, the average
annual yield per colony will vary, the
time devoted to each colony will also
vary with different individuals. The
rate of charge for labor will be debatable, but until a better figure is found,
50 cents an hour will do very well, provided we all use it. This rate is for
the owner, not for hired labor. The
interest rate may be higher in some
sections. The rate for depreciation
and upkeep I believe will be found

yields, the

We

about

right.

whom I have discussed
the subject lean towards the belief that
my figures of cost are too low, and I
shall not b surprised if that proves to
be true. Now, go to it and tell us what
Those with

.

your figures

are.

taken off some of the glamor
of the business ? Have I given you a
bad quarter hour ? Console yourself
with the fact that in your misery you
Scrutiny of
company.
have much

Have

I

costs is going on in many lines as
never before, and we must know ours.
Get busy.
Providence, R. I.

Production Costs—How to
Figure Them
BY THE EDITOR.

WHAT
pound

does

that

it

cost

to

produce a

honey? The answer
depends upon so many things
every man must figure for himself.
of
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How much

did your apiary cost you ?
you have purchased two or three
hives of bees and have made your increase from these, the apiary has cost
you the value of the material, hives,
etc., and the labor spent by you in producing the increase. While you have
produced increase from your bees, you
If

have secured but little honey, for intensive increase of colonies is always done

expense of surplus crop. Howshould not be difficult to figure
what your colonies have cost you, if
you take all these matters in consid-

at the

ever,

it

the cost of the food given, but
find

we

gin and abundance of natural wax provided, which would not be utilized with
painted foundation therefore, it is not
yet clear that painting is profitable.
But there is still another witness to
be heard from, "Is wax secretion a
voluntary function, or is it an involuntary process ? In my opinion, based
on many years of observation, wax
secretion is an involuntary process
oyer which bees have no control.
Under certain conditions bees cannot
keep from secreting wax, and the conditions are:
First, a moderate harvest
when considerable nectar is digested
to make honey, second, any contingency that would cause bees to retain
honey in the sac or stomach for a considerable time, as in shipping long disstress of excitement.
tances under
Molding wax into comb is evidently
an innate voluntary habit, but I cannot
conceive of a condition under which
bees voluntarily secrete wax. It is,
therefore, apparent that considerable
wax is wasted when extracted honey is
produced with drawn combs. If these
deductions are correct, I prefer to sell
my surplus wax, and get a lot more by
having a few combs drawn in every
extracting super, they cost nothing,
and are valuable assets, like money in
the bank. Personally, I regard wax as
an article of commerce just the same
as honey, therefore, am loth to waste
it unnecessarily.
Birmingham, Ohio.

will

our labor considerably increased

over that of the indifferent season.
The last thing for us to do in figuring costs is to take the average of a

;

number of seasons. Good bookkeeping is required. But the beekeeper is
often like the average farmer. Beekeeping and bookkeeping are not often
found together. Yet as the cultivation
of bees is becoming rapidly a specialized
pursuit,

bookkeeping in beekeeping
connected in the future.

will be oftener

eration.

After your apiary is established, the
cost of honey will be represented by
the interest on the amount invested
in bees, the depreciation, the rental of
the ground, the interest and wear and
tear on the building which is usually
very insignificant and, above all, the

What your

time is worth should
determine the cost of production.
labor.
If

you are

in

a

good honey-produc-

region, where crops are almost
uniform, the result will prove profitable.
As you must take the average of one
season with another, in order to figure
crops you have the
costs, the less
greater the cost of production. If you
are trying to keep bees for a living,
you must therefore locate in a favorable spot.
If beekeeping is for you a side issue
and you give to them only your spare
moments, you can afford to charge to
this business a lower price per hour
or per day than you would otherwise,
for the moments thus employed would
be otherwise lost as far as profits are
concerned, and perhaps the healthfulness of beekeeping is a benefit to you,
especially if you are a person of sedentary occupations otherwise.
The number of colonies you keep in
each apiary will have much to do with
the question of profits. If you have
only 50 colonies in an apiary that could
yield as much per colony if there were
double that number, you will be at a
disadvantage, since you could probably
look after a greater number at each
trip or at each visit.

ing

Painting

Foundation With

Melted
BY

J.

E.

^^(^^p^

Wax
HAND.

page 164, is an interesting article
on painting foundation with melted
wax. In my opinion, the efficacy
of this method hinges on several contingencies: First, will it supersede wirSecond, is foundation heavier
ing ?
than light brood advisable ? Third, is it
advisable to have more wax in section
foundation than is contained in the
Since these questions
thin grade?
cannot well be answered in the affirmative, it would seem that painting foun-

ON

dation is of doubtful expediency, but
there are two more witnesses to be
examined. 1. Do bees accept painted
foundation enough more readily to pay
for painting ? I have a suspicion that
this question will be answered by some
in the affirmative, but with a strong
force of bees and a good flow of nectar, involuntary wax secretion will be-

not at all apparent to us that
wasted when extracting combs
are supplied in the supers. There are
[It is

wax

is

Your method of beekeeping will have
much to do with costs. Numerous manipulations must be followed by greater
advantages in results or the labor eats
up the profits. As a rule, the simpler

But
profitable.
well selected breed of honey producers, convenient implements, and
well made uniform hives are requisites
sine qua non.
The difference in cost between comb

methods are the more

a

and extracted honey

will be

found im-

portant. The amount of labor required,
the amount of swarming caused and
the cost of equipment have co be taken
in

consideration.

The

sections and

foundation used in the production <<f
comb honey must be reckoned, since
they are each year to be replaced, while
the combs supplied to the colonies run
for extracted honey are retained from
year to year and are part ot the capital
on which only interest rates and sinking fund are figured.
The cost ot running an apiary in a
season of heavy crop is greater than
that of a
case the

minimum crop, for in the latter
number of manipulations is

But in a very unfavorable
reduced.
season, when bees have to be fed at
different times, not only must we add

THE DESERT FLORA

IS

PROFUSE

IN

COLORADO NEAR THE FOOTHILLS
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always a few spots where wax is needed,
to repair or lengthen cells, and we
have never seen wax thrown away in
greater quantity than is thrown away
accidentally in a hive where the

swarm

has to build all the combs. What do
our extractedhoney producers say
about this ?

Bees voluntarily secrete wax when a
gap is made accidentally in the middle
of the brood-chamber. At such a time
they also use particles of wax taken
from other combs, with very evident
aim at economy, and the comb then
built often has more or less the appearance of old comb. To witness this
peculiarity it is only necessary to remove a comb from the center of a
and wealthy colony in early
strong
spring, replacing it with a frame containing only a narrow guide, or starter.

— Editor.]

A.

Dr. C. C. Miller once guessed for me
that there were in the United States
about 200 persons who depended wholly
upon honey for a living. As to the
number who produce as much as 1000
pounds ($100 worth) annually, it is a
wild guess. The number who belong
to any organization pertaining to apiculture is almost negligible. The citrus
fruit growers of California spend $350,000 annually to sell $25,000,000 worth of
oranges.

How much
of

the

could the honey producers
United States be persuaded to

spend to sell $25,000,000 to $50,000,000
worth of honey? $10,000? I doubt it,
judging from my own 'case, for with $25
1 can do more for myself than any
advertising firm can. I can sell more
honey and get better prices.
Packing oranges calls for one box

which is made of the cheapest native
lumber for each 100, 150 or 200 oranges,
according to size. The quality of Sunkist oranges is supposed to be the

Advertisng Honey
BY

cally limited to Florida and the south
half of California.
Honey is produced
in every State in the Union, in Canada
and Alaska. There are 12,000 orange
growers, and they nearly all belong to
their association.

tainers.

Honey must have

tumblers, cases or

cans.

The California people hive made a
name for oranges, navels, Sunkist. As
these oranges being better than
other navels I have my doubts, for I
have taken the tissue paper wrappers
from some mighty poor fruit, but oranges are so similar that they may be
called "all alike" and
not miss it

to

much.

Honey is everything from the finest
Bonney honey to bitter and even poisonous kinds; therefore, it will be practically impossible to have a name of a
National advertising character. Some
individual may invent a name and even
copyright it as " Airline " honey, or Mr.
Mason's "Sweet Clover Brand," Mr.
Roth's "Quality Honey," or Mr. Hassinger's " Bee Line Honey," as they are
doing, which is my idea of personal,
local advertising.
is intended to help. There
a way to advertise honey
nationally. Just get together $100,000
and turn it over to some big advertising firm and let them tell the people of
the world that honey is a mighty good
thing to eat. That is all there is to it.

This article

is, I

know,

BONNEY.

F.

observations on Mr. Gano's
FROM
article in the March American Bee
Journal, I am fully convinced that
the solution of the advertising problem
for honey producers is in personal,
I do
local, and individual advertising.
not believe our product, honey, can be
advertised profitably in violation of
established rules.

With

all

Washington, D C. March 6.— A tariff on
citrus fruit was suggested to President Wilson today by Representatives Kettner, Raker. Randall and Cliurch of California, wtio

him that citrus fruit growers in their
State were losinu money because growers in
Italy and Sicily were dumping their products
told

I

United States as a result of the war.

have before

fornia,

me

which says

a letter
in part:

from

Cali-

"There are approximately 12,000 citrus fruit growers in the State of California.

m

-I

due deference to Mr. Gano's

position in the advertising world, I am
compelled to differ with him from start
He is ignorant of both the
to finish.
honey and orange business. As proof,
he says in his article (March, 1916) that
he could not tell his wife whether the
bees put the honey in the wood frame
or if man put it in, and lays great stress
on the claim that with only advertising
to help them the orange growers expected to "double the orange shipment
from California in the next five years."
Were he posted, he would have known
the following sad, sad tale:

in the

"^—I

The annual crop amounts

to

and the
value of the crop ranges from

between 40,000 and 50,000

cars,

total
$15,000,000
fornia."

f.

to

$25,000,000

o.

b. Cali-

It is from Mr. Arbuthnot, secretary
and manager of the La Verne Orange
and Lemon Growers' Association. As
an advertising proposition there can be
no comparison between the citrus fruits
and honey because the production of
oranges in the United States is practi-

C. AXKLTON. Al GRAETTINGER. IOWA, WHICH PAYS ITS
OWNER AN AVERAGE OF TEN DOLLARS PER COLONY PER YEAR

APIARY OF W,

an ad writer's dream.
expensive containers
from 6-ounce glass jars to 60-pound
same, but that

Honey

is

calls for

Comb honey

tin cans.

particularly

is

expensive to produce and ship, in time,
sections, foundation and shipping cases.
Orange producers have practically no
local market; honey producers have.
In regard to the Orange Producers'
Association saving their members on
supplies, they only have to buy "lumber and nails." Cheap Mexican labor
does the rest.
The honey season is long.
Oranges smell better than they taste.
Honey tastes better than it smells.
Oranges may be eaten out of hand at
any time and place.

Honey

is

practically restricted to the

table.

Oranges

require

no

special

con-

—

Will it pay? I— er I don't know, nor
does the big advertising firm. Millions
of dollars are sunk each year in the
United States in advertising schemes.
The trouble with beekeepers is that
not 10 percent of them care to advertise, and of that number not one in a
hundred can write an ad, but there is a
rule to help them, and that is "boil it
down." Do not tell your customers
that honey, the most delightful sweet
in the world, is good for boils, colds
and constipation. If you can afford it,
use "Facts About Honey," with which
to keep in touch with your customers,
otherwise use a postal card with your
name, address and price list, and send
these to bankers, farmers and others
within a reasonable distance of your
home. Do this every year if you would
succeed.
Buck Grove, Iowa.
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Advertising— A Reply to Bonney's Criticism
BY FRANK

PRODUCING
selling

it

C.

TELLETT.

an article

is

is

one thing,

quite another.

Few

men

are efficient at both ends of
the same business. The fact that expert advertising men draw larger salaries than in any other department of

commercial
that the

When

proves in itself
not an easy one.
the Editor asked Mr. Gano for
activity

game

is

that would assist in
getting desirable publicity for honey
he did not ask for information concerning its production. Fifty years of
producing honey for a livelihood
equipped the editor to handle that subSometimes it is an adject himself.
vantage for a man who would undertake the selling campaign for a commodity to know nothing of it in the
beginning. He very naturally begins
to ask questions, and the thing that he
wants to find out is what the general
public wants to know also. The fact
that Mr. Gano did not know whether
the bees put the honey into the section

some principles

ing agents

make

a study of advertising

and get results for their patrons at less
Otherwise they could not exist.
cost.
Very few successful business men will
risk placing their own advertising. The
editor wishing to secure the best possible advice for his readers appealed
to one of the largest advertising concerns in the world. They handle adver-

accounts of every conceivable
kind from oranges to automobiles.
In the nature of things they cannot
know the details of the production of
all the articles, but they do know how
When the Editor sent
to sell them.
the writer to Chicago to see what he
could learn about the honey markets
and to write the article which appeared
in the June number, he visited this
To his surprise
advertising agency.
he found more people employed in
their offices than would equal the entire population of a half dozen places
When the
like Dr. Bonney's town.
tising

Doctor says that all the supplies the
orange growers have to buy are lumber
and nails, he makes it evident that he
knows less about oranges than he accuses Mr. Gano of knowing. How
about cultivators, spraying machinery,
Knowing so little about the proetc.?

watch

to guard the dairy interests
against unjust competition in any quarter.
Hundreds of publications carry
their advertising calling particular attention to the merits to the output of
their special breed of cattle, as the
Holstein or Jersey clubs.
A large number of lumbermen who
are engaged in sawing cypress timber
contribute to the fund that pays for the
lumber that
advertising
of cypress
appears in so many high class publications.
While any member may not
be able to trace a special sale to his
own yards as a result of this publicity,
he knows that the extent to which the
public comes to realize the special
merits of cypress lumber for the purposes to which it is best adapted will
Lumbermen
benefit him personally.
are doing business on a business basis,
and are prosperous as a result.
While Dr. Bonney's methods may
succeed in disposing of a small crop in
a local market they are not applicable
to the industry as a whole, and cannot
be used to make a general market for
honey as a commodity in a national
way.
Under present day conditions no industry can thrive greatly without general cooperation among the producers.
When the beekeepers unite and fight
together instead of fighting each other
then will honey production become a
profitable industry. The Doctor's tendency to belittle the business is to be
regretted. His statement that less than
200 persons are largely dependent upon
honey production is erroneous. More
than that number could be found in
many limited localities.

Atlantic, Iowa.

Does the Female Osmia Decide
the Sex of the Egg?
BY JOHN
has been

H. LOVELL.

commonly

IT the queen honeybee

APIARY OF

H, E.

ROTH AT STRAWBERRY POINT, IOWA.
COLONY IN igis

proves his point that the beekeepers
have not been alive to the benefits of
well directed publicity. If honey and
its process of preparation for use was
as well known to the public as is butter, more of it would be consumed by
men in that class in preference to inferior substitutes.
The fact that we beekeepers some
times find it hard to dispose of a crop
that aggregates
only about a pound
per capita for the population of the
United States, proves in itself that we
are unfamiliar with the rules of advertising as practiced in
the business
world today. There is no reason why
the public will not consume ten times
the amount of honey that now goes to

market

our

product

properly
placed before the readers of our newspapers and magazines. The average
merchant wastes half or more of his
advertising appropriation in ill-advised
copy or poor mediums. The advertisif

is

loo

POUNDS PER

duction of oranges he is hardly competent to attempt a comparison. He
would likely be surprised to learn the
size of the orange growers' supply bills.
Bonney writes from the standpoint
of the small producer who has no competition in the local market. Mr. Gano
writes from the standpoint of a business
man familiar with the congestion of
the large markets, and with the general

body

methods

who

of

marketing.
anything

knows

Everyof the

orange
growers are vastly more prosperous
since their organization and advertis-

conditions

admits

that

the

Bonney has failed to show that
the same principles would not apply to
honey producers. Butter !s advertised
nationally. If the Doctor was a careful
reader of the magazine advertising
pages he would long ago have seen the
large advertisements of Meadow Gold
Butter. Not only this, but several dairy
organizations are constantly on the
ing.

believed that

can lay drone

or worker eggs at will. The observations
and experiments of Fabre
with several solitary bees belonging to
the genus Osmia are in this connection
of much interest. Several species of
this genus build their cells in a continuous series in the hollow stems of
brambles, from which the pith has
been excavated, or in the old deserted
burrows of other solitary bees. When
the tunnels are sufficiently long and
large to contain a complete laying of
eggs, a series of cells containing female

and then a series of
male eggs. If, however, the
tunnel is short, and it is necessary to
break up the laying of eggs and divide
it among several burrows, then in each
case female eggs are laid first, followed
by male eggs, for instance, if the tunnel
is only long enough to contain two
cells, the bottom one contains a female
egg and the upper one a male egg.
The males of Osmia are much smaller
than the females, and the cells in which
eggs

is

first built,

cells with

they live in the larval state are consequently smaller and contain a smaller
stock of provisions than the cells of
the females. The mother Osmia must,
therefore, instinctively be conscious
that she is about to lay an egg correlated with the small cell and the little
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store of food; that is, so far as this
discussion is concerned she knows beforehand the sex of the egg she is about

Not infrequently the same tunnel
or burrow is used for several seasons
by species of Osmia. Here the female
bee has no power to alter the succession of the cells, and she invariably
lays female eggs in the larger cells and
male eggs in the smaller cells. If, for
example, the mason bee has at her disposal five cells, three large and two
small, in the large cells she puts females
and in the small cells males. It is thus
impossible,
says Fabre,
that there
should be an invariable succession of
the eggs.
Fabre induced many mason bees to
make use of glass tubes, instead of
hollow reeds and brambles, in which
the method of procedure could be more
easily followe I.
When the glass tubes
to lay.

normal size each series of
cells, whether complete or incomplete,
began with females and ended with
males. Sometimes females were more
were

of

abundant, at other times males if the
tube was reduced to the exact length
;

of two cells the bottom one was a
female, the upper a male. If the mother
Osmia can lay an egg of either sex, as
she pleases, the question arises, may it
not be possibleto induce her to reverse
the usual order and lay male eggs first.

For

purpose Fabre employed two
glass tubes of very different diameters
set end to end.
The black tubes or
cylinders were too small to contain
female cells, and if used at all must
contain males. Now what happened?
The mothers laid male eggs in the
small rear tubes, the exact converse of
their way of proceeding under normal
this

which she is about to lay. To meet
the conditions of building, which is
often the work of another or else a
natural retreat that admits of little or
no alteration, she lays either a male
egg or a female egg as she pleases.
The distribution of the se.xes depends

upon

herself.

Should

circumstances

require it, the order of the laying can
be reversed and begin with males;
lastly, the entire
laying can contain

only one sex."

(An extended description of Fabre's
observations will befound in "Bramble
Bees.")

Waldoboro, Maine.

ling frames singly. These hives were
not built with that intention they were
built with the idea of handling the
frames in full sets. It is a matter of
handling hives, not frames. If your
management is such that you cannot
avoid handling frames you will never
like a closed-end tight-fitting sectional
frame hive. In the eastern portion of
New York State we have beekeepers of
note who use a sectional hive with
loose hanging frames. It is liked very
much by these honey producers they
certainly make a success of it; I have
a few such hives in use, but I prefer the
closed-end style Hand or Heddon pat;

;

tern.

The Sectional Hive
BY

F.

GREINER.

not to be wondered at that the
IT readers of our bee journals receive
the impression that the sectional
hive has gone out of use, for we do not
find anything written on the subject in
recent years. I do not know whether
I am the only
beekeeper who uses
them at this time, but I think there are
a few, some quite extensive beekeepers,
who use nothing else. However, the
fact cannot be denied that this style of
hive has not gained in popularity.
is

The original sectional hive was called
the Heddon hive from its inventor.
Hutchinson
Our lamented
friend.
favored

it

New York
it

one time. A few of us in
State tried it but discarded

at

as not practical.

I

was among them

;

When our management demands the
manipulation of brood-frames singly,
the larger the frames the better and
quicker we will get along with our
work.
The frames of the sectional
hives are not intended to be manipulated singly; they must of necessity be
very shallow, so that we can tell what
they contain by taking a look at them
from the top or bottom. The shallower
they are, the easier we can drive or
shake the bees out. There are no hidplaces between and around the
frames except the straight long beespaces between the combs, and those

ing

of bees

are easily cleared

when

neces-

sary.
It

may

not be

so easy to

find the

queens in this type of a hive, but we do
not have to see the queens every time
we visit our bees. During the spring
months «re have no difficulty to hunt

When

they came to the
tubes they at once laid
female eggs topping off with males as
conditions.
larger front
usual.

The nests of a species of Chalicodoma, are round balls of mud varying
from the size of a walnut to that of an

A

apple.
part of the cells are deep, a
part shallow.
The female of Osmia
tridentata often uses them, laying females in the deep cells and males in
the shallow ones. Fabre scraped off
the mud from the outside of one these
nests so that it contained 12 shallow
cells and 2 deep cells. In all the former

the mother Osmia laid male eggs, and
in the latter female.
The following
year the experiment was repeated with
a nest of 1.5 cells
but this time all the
cells were scraped down until they
were shallow. Every cell was occupied
by males, all the offspring of one
mother. " He would indeed be difficult
to please," says Fabre, " who would not
bow before the results of these two

OLD STYLE EKE HIVES

;

experiments."

A

single additional experiment may
Fabre also gave
his species of Osmia empty shells of
the garden snail so plugged with mud
in the widest part that there was hardly
space for any except male cells. One
of these snail-shells contained 25 males
and only one female. It is obvious,
says Fabre, that the Osmia is able to
reverse the order of her laying and
start with more or less long series of
males before producing females.
" So as to be able to give each larva
the amount of space and food that suits
it according as it is male or female, the
mother can choose the se.x of the egg

be briefly described.

was glad when the colony in this hive
died and I did not have to bother with
had almost forgotit any longer.
ten the Heddon reversible sectional
hive when Mr. Hand came out with his
brood-chambers with their
shallow
close fitting closed end frames. As the
second inventor explained the management of these hives, also Mr. Taylor a
similar hive, we became convinced that
the trouble was with us and not with
the hive, and we made another attempt
using these hives in our yards.
were not only successful this time but
it afforded us pleasure.
I

We

We

We

more and more

of them,
have half of my bees in
these little sectional brood-chambers,
and I am satisfied that I can run more
colonies when they are in sectional
hives than when in standard hives. In
order to get along at all with them one
must get away from the idea of handbuilt

and today

I

out queens, later in the season we
simply don't.
The bee-spaces between the shallow
brood-chambers may be considered an
objectionable feature, but they are not;
they are an advantage in several ways;
you will find it so when you get to
using the hive.
Naples, N. Y.
[Sectional hives, before the time

of

movable frames, were known under the
names of " ekes," " nadirs," or in French
as "hausses." Hamet, in his " Cours
d'Apiculture," 1859, recommends those
hives above all others. They consisted
all alike, with slats
top to which the combs were attached. In cases of necessity, the combs
could be loosened from the ends and
Dzierzon's movable-comb
lifted out.

of shallow stories,
at the

August, 191G.
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hives were built similarly but were not
shallow, neither did they have a movable ceiling.

Afew beekeepers, like Friend Greiner,
use exclusively shallow sectional broodchambers. Perhaps the most successful man with these hives is our Texas
friend, Louis H. Scholl, who claims
that at least 10 percent more honey can
be produced with his method and his
shallow brood-chambers than in any
other way. The management has much
to do with the success.
Editor ]

Serious Effect of Stings
BY W.

I would like to ask .Mr. Dadant
he thinks the same thing would
occur with the veteran beekeeper who
had stood the "shot and s'lell " for

rare."

years."
hear of

that

If

was the

more

it

case,
frequently.

we would
Very few

some stage

severe stinging at

game, and we

of the
the bees are not
where. In the writer's
impossible to work irith
all

know

is

//

I

for

believe Mr.

;

Pangburn answers

his

am

in-

question, when
oculated."
As Mr.

effects

described is treading on dangerous ground.
Personally, I had rather be stung by
a bee than bit by a mosquito. But, then,
I think I am inoculated.
In the past

he says "

I

Langstroth said:
" It may be some comfort to novices
to
know that the poison will produce less and less effect upon their
system. Old beekeepers, like Mithridates, appear almost to thrive upon
poison itself." Editor.]

PANGBURN.

S.

serious illness

of

his

caused from being stung on the
neck by a bee. Two cases somewhat
similar occurred in this neighborhood
wife,

Miscellaneous

^ News

Items

number

of years ago.
In the first case, the man had kept
bees in a small way all his life until a
few years previous to the incident. He
had purchased two swarms of bees
at a sale in the fall, and the next spring,
while working with them, he received
a sting on top of the head.
In a very
short time he commenced to get sick,
body and limbs swelled; his fingers
swelled until they stuck straight out,
and his ears were about twice their
natural size. His eyes were bloodshot,
and his throat and tongue swelled until
he could hardly breathe, and his body
finally got spotted all over. He told me
that he never suffered so in his life.
The other was a mpn who was helping
me in haying, and on the last load that
a

me

own

bees and aToid all stings, as some brag
of doing. The beekeeper who cannot
stand a few stings without getting the

American Bee Journal for NoIN vember, Mr. Frank C. Pellett dethe

[I

at all particular

opinion

years

treat

persons who keep bees for any length
of time get along without getting a

the

scribes

have been letting the bees
rheumatism the beauty
of it is one can take a treatment at
any time and it doesn't cost anything.
As to results, I have nothing to say except I do not care to express myself in
the presence of Dr. Bonney.
Center Junction, Iowa.
five

if

evening he got stung by a bumblebee

on the calf of his leg. Nothing was
thought of it until after the load was
off and we were in for supper, when he
was taken with a terrible itching sensation.
His face, hands and arras resembled red flannel in color, and the swelling was similar to the first case only
not so bad. I never saw a man get in
such a condition in so short a time. I
did not know what to do, for at that
time I had had very little experience
with stings.
I
wanted to take him
home, but he said no, that he could
walk. He lived just one mile from us.
He did not seem sick, as he was joking
and laughing all the time. On the road
home he stopped at a neighbor's about
80 rods from our house and told them
the circumstance, and the lady brought
out a pan of sweet milk, and told him
to bathe his hands and face with that,
which he did. It relieved him and the
itching stopped almost immediately.
It is very evident that some people
cannot stand the poison from the sting
of a bee, no matter where it is inflicted.
I
know people who were
severely stung in childhood and who,
if they receive a single sting now, suffer the same effects as with the first
severe stinging.
In the footnote to Mr. Pellett's letter
" It looks as if, in
Mr. Dadant says
the above mentioned case, the poison
had reached an artery or a vein so as
to get into the
circulation instantaneously. Luckily, such instances are
:

New

England Meetings When this
of the Bee Journal reaches the
subscribers, the Editor will be in New
England, and neighboring States, making his
proposed visit organized
through the kindly efforts of Prof. Burton N. Gates, of Amherst, Mass.

number

Up to the present time, July 18, the
following meetings have been planned
:

July

29

— Massachusetts

Society

of

Beekeepers, Glenwood Farm, summer
home of Frank R. Swert, West Mansfield, Mass.
July 31 New Jersey meeting. Mount

—

Holly, N.

August

J.

1— New

Elizabeth, N.

August

3

J.

and

4

Jersey

meeting

— Connecticut

at

Lockport, or 10 miles northwest of
Akron, or four miles south of Gasport,
N. Y. A good program is in preparation, and a most
enjoyable time is
looked for. Bring your friends, your
veil, and don't forget the basket lunch.
All beekeepers welcome.
William F. Vollmer, Sec.

A Busy Spot The Dadant family
has produced during this clover crop,
more honev than it ever did. We have
just put up the 125th barrel of clover
honey.
Our largest day's extracting yielded
5700 pounds, and we did not use a
power extractor either.

meet-

ing at the Agricultural College, Storrs,

Conn.
August

5— Worcester

— We

County Bee-

keepers
and Eastern Massachusetts
Society at W. E. Parker's, West Boylston, Mass.
August 10
Berkshire Beekeepers'
Association at Pittsfield, Mass., at Hon.
W. Murray Crane's estate. A three-

—

minute walk from trolley. If it rains,
meeting will be held in Y. M.C. A. Hall.
August 11 Eastern New York, phce
not yet named.
August 12— Adirondack Beekeepers'
Association at Moreau Farm, one mile
from the station, H. E. Gray, Fort Edward, N. Y.
August 14— Vermont Beepeepers' Association, Addison House, Middlebury,

—

Vermont.
Correspondence for the Editor should
be addressed in care of Prof. Gates, at
Amherst, Mass.

A

delightful time

is

anticipated.

Correspondence.
are receiving
the American Bee Journal regularly,
the May number having arrived yesterday, and I thank you for your kindness.

The blooming season has been very
fine so far.
The black locust {Robinia
Pseudo-acacia) has just closed its bloomwhich has been hurried a little
We had ample fruit
bloom and kale. Now the tulip trees
(Liriodendron tulipifera) are about to
bloom, and we expect the sweetly perfumed lindens to open next week.

ing,

early by a storm.

My

father spends much time with his
bees.
He had but few swarms this
year, so we are expecting a good honey
crop.

With my thanks I send my compliments and those of my father.
[Miss] Valentine Visconti.
Cernusco, Province of Milan, Italy.
Honey Crops

The Western New York Honey-Producers' Association will hold its annual
basket picnic and field meeting on Saturday Aug. 12, at the apiary of Roy
Wisterman, at Dysinger's Corners, N.
Y., which is located on the LockportAkron road, six miles southeast of

in

Russia.

— According

Beekeepers' Review, a
Mr. Kormiljcew harvested from one
colony 688 pounds of extracted honey.
At the close of the crop the colony
had a working force with a weight of
37 pounds. From this he tries to show
that the crop of anyone colony is in
direct proportion to the working force,
such proportion being one-half of the

to the

Russian

—

—

:

—
August, 1916.
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Honey Producers'

square of the weight of the working
force. In other words, a colony with
a weight of five pounds would produce
12>2 pounds of honey, one of Id pounds
would harvest 60 pounds of honey,
while one of 40 pounds should produce

honey annually.

800 pounds of
rate,

if

a

At

Association, Dec.

29-30, 1915, a protective committee was
appointed to work out plans for an
organization to aid in protecting member's
apiaries from molestation by
thieves. Twenty-two dollars were paid
in by 17 charter members.
The committee appointed to prosecute this work consists of Herman

this

person could only have two

or three 80 pound colonies in his yard,
he would be pretty well fixed for honey
on his table during the winter.
7 rayislated by P. SchaffJtauser.

Rauchfuss, Chairman, Englewood;
Wesley Foster, Secretary - Treasurer,
Boulder B. F. Hastings, Arvada.
The admission fee of $1.00 is to be
paid upon joining the club.
An assessment fee of 2 cents per colony, payable in advance, must be paid
by each member the first year. Later
assessments to
be levied when the
funds in the treasury fall below $100.
Such assessments, however, shall not
raise the fund in the treasury to exceed

—

;

Advertising in Colorado
A recent
letter from Mr. Rauchfuss, of the Colorado Honey-Producers' Association,
says that at their field meet in Ft. Collins
in June, there were over 120 people in
attendance.
record breaker. In this
letter he also enclosed a little slip

A

which they get out with all correspondence and which reads as follows:

$150.

Funds

of the club are to be spent as

action.

Claims

for

reward

Members
of the club

once,

are to notify the secretary
or local representative at

when or where

YOU HAVE

SWEETE NED BERRIES

TRY

NOT,

IT

cards
FIFTY DOLLARS REWARD.
$10 to be paid for information
leading to the arrest, and $40 additional for conviction of any one

tampering with or molesting

In a(Jdition to sending these out himMr. Rauchfuss is asking berry
growers to include some of the slips in
It not only helps
all crates sent out.
the sale of honey but it increases the
self,

sale of berries.

Try

it

in

your

locality.

this

apiary.

Inform C. H. P. A. Protective
Club, 1424 Market Street, Denver,
Colo or
Local Represen,

This announcement merely gives an
outline of the purpose of the club. Bylaws for the government of the organization will be submitted to the members
for approval at a later date.

TODAY

Queenbees Supplied at Rate of 25
The first consignment of Italian
queens has been sent out from the apiaries of the Wisconsin College of Agri-

DELICIOUS

IS

mo-

The reward cards will be furnished
members when joining.
The following is the text for the

Daily.

IT

thieving or

lestation occurs.

tative.

WITH HONEY?
IF

bills

all

case.)

,

HAVE YOU EVER

and

against the club, to be passed upon by
the committee before payment (no reward to be paid to the plaintiff in any

—

culture to beekeepers in the State

follows
Printing reward cards (to be
furnished members to be posted about
their apiaries), stationery and postage,
necessary expenses, as allowed by the
committee. Rewards.
Cases of persistent molestation to be
reported to the committee for special
:

who

had ordered them.
If the weather conditions are favorable it is e.xpected that from half a
dozen to 25 queerts a day will shipped
throughout the summer. The work has
been made possible through the cooperation of the State Beekeepers' Association.

Press Bulletin.

—

Kansas State Fair Premiums. The
State Fair of Kansas will be held at
Topeka Sept. II to 16, with Mr. J. W.
Priddy of that city as superintendent
Honey Department.
of the Bee and

The amount

of

premiums

offered

in

BEE-t&:EPiNG

<^ For Women

department amounts to about $150.
Kansas beekeepers are urged to enter

this

in the competitive exhibit for the prizes.
Write to Mr. Priddy today for a list of

exhibits with entrance blanks, etc.
It will not only give you an outing
and probably get you some prize
money, but above all it will be the
means of disposing of a quantity of

your honey, and of making
customers.
.^

many new

—

Another Sweet Clover Bulletin. One
the shortest and still among the
most complete booklets issued on sweet
of

clover

is

that issued by

W.

E. Watkins,

County Agent at lola, Kan. The bulletin was issued in conjunction with the
Kansas State Agricultural College and
the United States Department of Agriculture.
It contains 16 pages of very valuable
information on sweet clover: the soil
required, manner of treatment of same,
seed and seeding, and in fact almost all
The
requirements in concise form.
booklet is illustrated with ten cuts,

showing the relative value
methods of treatment, etc.

of

different

Conducted by Miss Emma M, Wilson, MareoEO.

A Beginner
have been thinking of going into
the bee business for some time, but
every one discourages me. My husband does not say much one way or
the other, and I am anxious for some
good honest advice. It is necessary
for me to do something to help, as my
I cannot
husband's health is poor.
afford to spend the money for bees and
bee supplies unless there is some prospect of getting something out of it.
We do not know anything about bees
and would have to learn. Do you honestly think a woman without any experience can succeed in the bee business after a few years' trial ? They say
I

disease among bees
there is nothing to be
made by an inexperienced person.
[Mrs.] Ida Commons.
Fair Haven, N. Y.
there

is

so

nowadays

— Colorado

at random, the likelihood is that by far
the majority would do well to let beekeeping alone. Not every one has a
liking for the business, and without
such liking it is practically certain to
be a failure. And until you actually
make the trial there is no way to tell

whether you like beekeeping or not.
Because you are a woman is a matter
that hardly merits attention. With the
same strength as a man, a woman
should make just as good a beekeeper
perhaps better. And there are not a
great many times when the average
woman needs extra strength, and then
she can get the help of a boy or a man.
The matter of diseases in bees is not
so important as you might think. Many
experienced beekeepers have as yet
had no experience with a serious disease, such as foulbrood, and you can
learn about it as well as they.
is to begin at once with
to make a considerable
part of your living, dismiss the thought.
You're practically sure to fail. But if
you think worth while to try it, begin
with not more than two colonies, and

If

Whether
Announcement

much

that

—

ducers' Association Protective Club.
At the annual meeting of the Colorado

woman — or a man

either

has at present no knowledge of
beekeeping, can make a success of it.
is a question very difficult to answer.
Out of a hundred such women, taken

who
Honey-Pro-

a

111.

your idea

enough bees

Aiigust, 1I11G.
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you succeed you can easily get more.
you fail, the loss is not heavy.
So you see the only way to learn
whether you can be a successful beekeeper is to try it and see. But try it

scraped off. It may be well to use
gloves on account of the poison however, it is not necessary if one is care-

if

If

easy.

;

ful.

"Gum

Wood

Thanks for your suggestion about
having the small frames made to order.
trying to plan a way of
I have been
dividing a 10-frame hive into three parts
and using that if I cannot get the small
hives this year. I very successfully introduced
the great number of two
queens by what I called "Dr. Miller's
Smoke Method," though I must admit I
was rather generous in administering
the smoke.
I consider myself a convert, though
it is possible I might later strike such a
slippery place that

I

would

A common

working on merely a
wood. There were a
great many bees at the wood pile and
they rather annoyed a man who was
stick

of

cutting there.
The bees have also
been working on some freshly cut
green cottonwood trees that they are
sawing up to haul away from the river

bank where the river is cutting badly.
They seem to be very resourceful little
insects to

make use

of such

unpromis-

is

the difficulty

I

think.

we got we had

labels

printed on paper that reached clear
around the pail and lapped over an
inch or so. Of course, there was no
trouble about the paste holding on the
lap.
The label was printed double, the
same label showing on two sides of the
pail.
This is a little more expensive
than the single label, but it looks a little
better than to have the bare tin showing on one side.
Fred W. Muth says he has no trouble
getting paste to stay on tin if he first
scratches the surface of the tin; and
that there is no need of the scratching
if sugar is used in the paste.

Brumfield, a Kansas druggist,

P.

J.

it

sowill

It

know

will stay

when

have tried

applied as above.'

this,

and found

it

a

Mr. Brumfield sends also the following, clipped

from

a druggist's

book:

FLOUR PASTE.
Flour (wheat)

4 oz. (troy)
fl. oz.

Water

16

Nitric acid
Oil of cloves
Boric acid

1

fl.

dr.

5 minims.
10 grains.

Thoroughly mix the flour, boric acid,
and water, and strain the mixture
through a sieve; add the nitric acid
apply heat, with constant stirring until
the mixture has thickened when nearly
cold add the oil; strain it through
coarse muslin if not perfectly smooth.
This paste keeps well, and is much superior to tragacanth mucilage and ordinary paste. When it is required for
pasting labels on tinned surfaces, the
addition of 10 percent of glycerin will
prevent the labels from falling off after
drying.
;

The next

" I

have never had any trouble,
using almost any kind of paste for tin.
Wet a rag with the paste, and rub sursays:

and

success.

by the

used in the labels. We were in haste
to use the labels, and in the emergency
used light rubber bands to hold the
labels on, one band near the top, the
other near the bottom.
They served
better than one would be inclined to

nearly

Just

We

The case was probably made worse
fact that pretty heavy paper was

off.

or
.ipply,

seems to clean the greasy surcommon dextrine and hot
water makes a good, cheap paste, and
stay.
face.

We

suffer a slide

watching was

punk

complaint

the surface is
dry
then paste label and

of getting labels to stay on tin.
tried using common flour paste in putting labels on .5-pound pails. As soon
as thoroughly dry the labels dropped

backward.
The other day I saw some of our
bees packing their pollen-pockets full
of the dust of rotten wood at our wood
pile.
We use cottonwood, and usually
cut only dead trees or drift logs lodged
on the sand-bars of the river, so there
are often quite soft and rotten pieces.
I suppose the fine dust left by wood
borers would be particularly satisfactory to the bees, but the one I was

also good, but
acid destroys the

is

more expensive. The
grease on the tin. I have not seen this
in print before.
It is certainly of great
value to me."

-•-*
Pollen from Dried

tragacanth

^^j

^^^(

face of tin

where

label

is

to

go

until

^

•

»

•

123 Pounds from One Colony
Deutsche Imker, a German bee
journal, under the heading "Unusual
Honey Yield," it is reported that Miss
In

Emily Lustinetz took from one colony
pounds of extracted honey. Some of
the sisters in this country would hardly
12.3

consider that remarkable.

we

can't get

But, then,
the prices they get in

Germany.

ing materials for early supplies.
[Mrs] R. L. Cheney.

Hardingrove

S.

Dak.

The smoke method

of introducing
queens should not be credited to Dr.
Miller, but to Arthur C. Miller.
You are right about bees using unpromising material for pollen, and it
almost looks as if they sometimes use
unsuitable material, as when they use

Dr. Miller's
Send Questions either

coal-dust.

He
Paste for Labels

Mrs. C. A. Wurth, of
Calif.,

Englewood,

writes:

"Enclose find a recipe for paste that
will stick your labels on tin honey containers, as we have used it for a number of years and found it all right
" Two
tablespoons of corn starch
mixed in a half teacup of water. One
half teaspoon of lye dissolved in a tablespoon of water, then stir the lye into
the corn starch. This will make half a
teacup of paste.
Be sure and use
enough lye so your paste will be clear

and not milky looking."
of

Frame of Brood
I took from a
brood indifferent
stages witli iSees attached and put it on tlie
old stand, moving the old hive somewhat
aside, thinking that this nucleus would rear
a queen and develop into a good colony.
They worked for a few days, carried in
honey but no pollen, nor did they start any
Queen-cells. So I gavelhem a sealed queencell. The next day 1 found this queen-cell
lying on the floor.
I
put it back on the
frame, but when I opened the hive again the
same day. the bees were gone.
Now. what could have been the reason that
these bees did not rear a queen. as there
were eggs and plenty of brood and a good

About the middle
strong colony a frame

honey flow

gives another recipe

"To make

stick
;

it

on tin use
can be had

from a drug store. A small size Kpound bottle costs 25 cents. Apply
with a cloth and one minute later you
may apply the label. Try it and you
will want nothing better.
The labels
never

May

?

Why did

put
3.

in

and

Is

Pennsylvania.
labels

muriate acid (poison)

will

of
of

they tear down the queen-cell
finally leave their brood ?
there any feasible way to build up a
new colony with a frame of brood and bees
without giving them a queen at the start ?
2.

Hales Corners, Wis.,

to the cilice of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo. II-..
does not answer bee-keepins questions by mail.

Building Up Nucleus With a

1.

I

John Kneser,

<^ Answers^'

come

off

unless they are

Answers.— I

I

don't

know

suspect that the trouble was

for sure, but
in

I

moving the

old hive "somewhat aside." leaving it so
near that the bees could too easily find their
old home.
2. I suspect
you didn't properly fasten
the queen-cell, for if it had been sufficiently
fastened the bees would not have toin it

down, even

they tore it open. Like enoueh
brood; as I have said, their old
home was so near that they found it.
1.
Yes. it may be done with a queen-cell,
or even with young brood. If you will try it

they

if

left the

and move the old hive farther away
than the nearest neighboring hive, or a rod
away in case there is no neighboring hive,
you will likely succeed.
again,

Late Requeening

— Wintering

When

requeening is done as late as
may be in accordance for best all-around
results, what prospect is there that the colony concerned will not swarm in the year
I

following

?

2. Please state the latest time requeening
should be done ?
3. On page 208 of
the June American Bee
Journal last, in center column, you answer a
question about controlling swarms in an
apiary run for comb honey. At the end you
say the foregoing to be the best for an outapiary." Now. which of these is the best
for a home-apiary, or please name them in
the order of preference for the latter ?
4. Previous to this last winter, I seemed to
have good results in wintering single-walled
hive colonies, by just dumping a box over
them two to three inches all around, no
packing, overlapping back and sides of bot"
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make one pound of wax, and the way it is
made it is only about one-third wax That
way a pound of wax would go quite a ways.

tom-board "and full half exposure to the
Soulh This last winter did not show up
well: there was considerable evidence of
mice haviner gotten in between the outside
of the hive and inner side of box or boxes.
Mice or any such animal could not get inside
of the hive, the back of the latter being all
closed, and the entrances being provided
with grating. The queer thing was that ail
such colonies at tirst examination had
queens, and almost all of them had ample
stores left, but number of bees rather small.
Do you see any way mice. etc.. might have
gotten at the bees, or how can you account
for the low state of the colonies ?

that is true, I believe a person does not
save anything by using full sheets of foundaIf

tion
7.

8.

coming

rearing

hive have to be
filled with brood before they swarm ?
10 Do the field bees ever change with the
bees that work in the hive, and can the bees
in the hive gather honey and pollen ?

Minnesota.
—I. That isn't easy to say; but I
suspect that in the height of the laying sea-

son the average queen would use more room
if she had it.
2. Perhaps the greatest reason
is because
it allows a larger surface on top than would
a deeper frame.
3. All that can conveniently be clipped of
the two wings on one side, say half or more.
•

old.

didn't mean that the plans mentioned
were the best for an outapiary. and that
some other might be belter for a homeapiary. What I meant was. that the plans
were given for a homeapiary. and "I don't
in an outapiknow of any better way
ary." As to preference. I gave that when
I

"More likelv than any olher way.
the dequeening treatment will be used."
and II may here add. especially if a queen
can be given that has lately begun laying.
As to the order of preference of the others,
"Circumstances
it would be hard to say:
saying,

alter cases'"

But

4-

it's all

the

same

for

home-

apiary and outapiary.
4. It there was no chance for the mice to
get inside the hive itself. I don't see how
they could do any harm by being between
the hive-walls and the outside box. unless it

One would

be by their jarring and noise.

Figure it out for yourself. Yoa can get
.along with so little foundation that you can
practically save the cost of it, say 8o cents
per colony. Then you will have drone cells
in about a fifth of your combs. That means
a fourth more worker-cells in your combs
built upon fullsheelsof foundation, a fourth
more workers raised, and a fourth more
honey produced. If the colony without
foundation yields you $j 20. the one with
foundation should yield a fourth more, and a
fourth of J? 2ois 80 cents. So it just comes
out even, doesn't it? You have saved 80
cents on foundation and lost 80 cents on
honev. But that is not the end of it. Those
combs ought to be good for 30 years or more,
but say 25. If you lose Bo cents every year
for 25 years, it will make J20 in all. So vour
saving of 80 cents has cost you a loss of $20.
making you $iy.2o out of the whole dicker
Then something more should be added for
the rearing and feeding of the extra drones.
But I don't want to be hard on you: a loss of
$ig 20 is bad enough.
have always
I want to save all I can. and I
felt I couldn't afford to do with less than
full sheets.

hardly think that would amount to much.
Uniting by the
1.

When

6.

Newspaper Plan
the newsleave the new
for the bees to

by

uniting colonies

paper plan, how longshould

I

separate, if I leave it
the queen ?
2. How long should I let the paper remain
in the hive ?
,
,,
j
3 Do bees winter better in double-walled
.Pennsylvania.
or single-walled hives?

swarm
kill

.

,

,

Answers— I. It doesn't matter greatly:
you may leave them for weeks untouched,
generally better to get the broodtogether in one story as soon as
the bees have united, say in three to six
days.
2. 'Vou may leave it for the bees to clean
out at their convenience, but it is better to
take it away when you put the brood all in

but

it is

combs

one
3.

all

story.

Some have

walls,

better success with double

and some with
A

single.

Beginner

1. Is a hive with ten Hoffman frames large
enough for the average queen ?
2. Why do they make the Hoffman frame
so shallow?
,
clipping queens wings how much of
3. In
the wing do you clip ?
is that enough
i. If you only clip one wing
to prevent her from going with a swarm ?
anything
by using
make
man
a
Does
5.
foundation in full sheets, or is it just an advertising scheme to get you to buy lots of
.

foundailon?
6. 1 hey say

,

,

takes

lo

pounds

of

honey

to

1

don't

know whether

it

takes more or

less than 10 pounds of honey for a pound of
wax, and you are away off if you think there
is anything but pure wax in a new comb (you
may get less than a third of wax from old
comb, but that's nothing to the point), but I
didn't figure anything for the cost of the
wax, and in any case more wax must be used
if there is no foundation, so the only difference is to add something more to that $10.20,
if you insist upon it.
but from the way I've
7. I don't know:
seen them about a salt barrel I suspect they

do.
8.

honey mixed

in

Montana our
granulation in October,
but since then we have had it keep in good
condition all winter.
One store has five
cases left as clear as when gathered. We
had half a case not sold: it stood in the
shop where there was no fire all winter, and
the temperature was down to about 60 degrees Kahr. below, and to 30 degrees below
zero several times, and for a month zero

comb honey showed

weather was considered a "warm spell." I
doubt if it was much warmer inside than
out. Yet today the honey does not show
any granulation. It is alfalfa honey mostly,
with some sweet clover, no doubt.
Our extracted honey usually granulates
quite early, but when speaking of comb
honey I doubt if alfalfa honey will granulate
any sooner than white clover, under same
conditions.
I do not
know

alfalfa

keeping liquid.
always read answers

its

honey should

1

to

questions

in

American Bee Tournal and other places
with much profit, even if once in a while Dr.
Miller says " I don't know.
Montana.
Answer —This is very interesting, but
leaves one wondering why in the same climate alfalfa honey should sometimes granulate in October, when no self-respecting
clover honey would ever think of granulating,
and at other times remain liquid
through a winter so cold thatordinary whiteclover honey would make no attempt to
"

keep

liquid.

Width of Entrance— Crosses— Small Swarm, Etc.
1.

What do you

an

in

8

think of a ^-inch entrance

frame hive

?

Are the crosses of Italian and black
bees any good as honey gatherers ?
3. Today, June 4. I hived a small swarm
2

with a hatfull of bees in it. Do you think
they will make a strong colony by autumn
and store enough for winter ?
use a Parker foundation
4. Did you ever
fastener ? I got one but it was not good.
5. I see no bees working on white clover.
Do you think there is any nectar ?
6 Does it
cost more
honey than extracted ?

Answers.—
large: in

to

produce comb
loWA.

In winter, outdoors,

1.

it's

too

summer, too small.

2. Yes. the first cross may be as good gatherers as pure Italians, but after that they
are likely to deteriorate.
3. If the season is good, yes,
ago I used one and made quite
4. Years

good work with it.
You
5. There may. and there may not be.
can tell better later in the season. You will
see very few bees on clover where it is
plenty and not many colonies of bees.
6. Oh. my! Yes,

Yes. the cold lessens brood-rearing, and

no honev comes in for a sufficiently long
time it will stop brood-rearing altogether.
necessarily: but when a swarm
g. Not
issues you will generally find all the cells in
the brood-chamber filled with brood or

why

have such a bad reputation, but probably
the weather conditions have much todo with

Miscellaneous Questions

if

stores.
10 In a

pinch field bees may do house
work, and it's the regular thing for nursebees to become field bees, but I don't believe there's ever a swap, field-bees becoming nurse-bees so that nurses can take the
places of the field-bees. In other words. I
don't believe field-bees ever becom nursebees so long as there are plenty of young
bees in the hive.
It.

Yes.
Facts About Alfalfa Honey

am

writing a few facts about alfalfa
honey suggested by Dr. Miller's reply to a
I

it

Plenty.

5.

A
2. That would depend upon the season.
good queen could be reared from an egg laid
eight days before theclose of thehoney flow
provided that conditions would still allow
the flight of drones until the queen was a
3

in a

Answers

rent year's rearing.

orado we

In our first season here in

?

Does every frame

Q.

I.

The difference in bees,
hardly be given.
seasons, and management have special bearing. Speaking in very general terms— and
at that only a guess— I should say that with
such a queen the prospect for no swarming
might be three times as good as with a
queen three months to a year older. But I
would guess that the prospect would be five
times better still with a queen of the cur

week

thespring. or it being cold and no honey
in. has it anything to do with brood-

in

Pennsylvania.
So many factors enter into
the problem that a definite answer can

Answers.—

?

Do bees need salt ?
Do bees fill all their frames with brood

In Colin American Bee Journal.
produced both comb and extracted honey, and it frequently granulated
in the combs, but one spring a neighbor
brought us about 100 supers of comb honey
that had been kept in the loft of a barn covered with hay all winter. There was not a
granulation in the lot. This was largely
alfalfa honey, with moreor less sweetclover

question

1.

recommended when bees swarm to
new colony on the old stand, moving

It is

set the
the old hive back first on one side then on
the other, so that most of the flying bees
will go with the new colony. If one does not
wish to increase, would it not be better to
shake most of the bees from the old frames
in front of the new colony, giving the brood
to weaker colonies, thus finishing the job at

once
2.

?

When

a colony has died

workers are

move them

in
if

and many

of the

the cells, will the bees rein or over a strong

placed

colony ?
3. When there are patches of white mold
on comb from which bees have died, will
bees remove this if placed over or in a
strong colony ?
4. When a queen is removed from the hive
for any purpose such as the curing of European foulbrood. and it is desired to return
her later, should she be caged in her own
hive or some other, or put m a nucleus ?
wire cages similar to
5. Are the coiled
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queen-cell protectors all right, or should the
Miller caee or some other be used ?
be caged alone or should
6. Should she
some bees be caged with her. and if so how

many

?

How

7.

cage

,

,

,

long can she be safely kept in the
,

?

8 In rearing queens is it necessary to have
a nucleus ready to receive each queen as
she hatches unless she is to be immediately
introduced to a queenless colony ? If not.

how

is

she handled

?

If queen-cell protectors are used with
wire-cages attached as illustrated on page
450 of "A B C and X Y Z of Bee Culture."
and described on top of next page, how
soon after hatching should queens be re-

moved?
Answers.— I. Yes. and

Indiana.

it

may be

still

bet-

ter to shake off i;// the bees, provided the
weaker colonies are strong enough to take
care of the brood if no bees are added.

cells died just before it was ready to
few cells had been sealed, and I
find a littleof it yet. None of it dies in
the co'l as ttiey do in Kuropean foulhrood.

few

A

seal.
still

and

it has no ropiness. but is watery.
2. Please state whether or not
European
foulbrood visited you in ioi4 or not.
Missouri.
Answers.— I. Like enough it's pickled
brood, but instead of taking my guess about
it send to Dr. E. K. Phillips, United States
Department of Agriculture, Washington. D.
C, and he will send you a box in which to
send a sample, and then he will tell you
what is the trouble, and what to do. without

charge.
2. Yes,

I

published that

I

had some cases

in igi4.

Feeding Extracted Honey
1.

how much water should

to

I
put in the
My honey is very thick.
put the feeder over the frames, and
put a shallow super over the feeder will it
not be too cold for the bees as I winter them
outdoors in single hives? The thermometer
goes sometimes as low as 35 degrees above.
I have
been wintering them outdoors successfully so far. but never fed them over

If

I

the frames.

One colony
pounds

out on the ranch

of honey, half

gaveme2co

comb and

half ex-

California
Answers.— I. So far as my knowledge of
the matter goes. I wouldn't add any water,
no matter how thick the honey.
2. It would have to be a good deal warmer
than 35 degrees above for the bees to go up
and feed. But probably you don't often go
very long without a temperature of so detracted,

grees or more.
Beestings

have been handling bees for the past
two years and have been stung several times,
but it never seems to affect me very much;
in fact. I have been stung five or six times at
I

R

B.

I

would

know what
way again.

like to

in this

Answer—

to

do

in
in

the least'
case I am

Nebraska.

might explain that one

s physidifference in the
effect of stings, or being stung in a particular spot, but the fact is I don't know a thine
about it Once in a great while such a thing
occurs, and I know of no accounting for it.
It may never happen to you again, and yet I
should be more afraid of it than if it had not
already happened
Packing in a sheet wrungout of cold water
has been recommended as treatment, yet
possibly one might recover as soon without it.

cal

I

condition

makes

a

Requeening

honey

honey?
2.

me

they never seem to bother
stung

Winter

in

In feeding in winter extracted

bees,

^^'^^i

I have one colony headed by a remarkable
good queen and several whose queens are
not as good. I am a business man with little
time that I can give to the bees except after
4:30 p.m. Will you kindly advise me as to

the best

way

to get all

my

colonies headed

by a daughter of a good queen.

Answer—

Ohio.

you one way that
may suit your case. Let us say your best
queen is on stand No. i. Take from No. i
about half its brood with queen and adhering bees, and put them in an empty hive on
a new stand, say No. 8. Although not absolutely necessary, it may be well to alternate
the brood left in No. i with empty combs, or
at least with frames containing no brood— it
will be likely to give you more queen-cells,
likely one or more on each frame. If any
frame happens to contain no cell, staple
upon it one that you cut from one of the
other frames. Now you can make a nucleus
for each frame in No. I. Put it in an empty
hive on a new stand, and put with it a frame,
or better two frames of brood with adhering
bees taken from some other colony or colonies. Plug the entrance tightly with green
I

will give

CiRAVES WITH A Swarm, of Springfield. Ky.

may help the bees if you
2. Yes; but you
dry the combs thoroughly and then, holding
each comb horizontally, knock the top-bar
hard against some solid substance. It may
ar out many of the dead bees.
and it may be still better to put
3. Yes;
such combs under a strong colony.
4. Either way; but generally it will be better to cage her in her own colony.
is better to have a
5. Either will do. but it
cage large enough so a queen can move
about in it freely.
6. Alone.
7. A week or two; perhaps longer.
8 A virgin just emerged from her cell may
be given to a queenless colony or nucleus. It
may be more convenient not to wait for the
emerging of the virgin, but to give a ripe
cell. Often, however, it is a great convenience to be able to keep a number of virgins
a few days until places are ready for them,
and for this purpose a queen nursery may be
used The one I like best is the Miller nursery described in my book. "Fifty Years
Among the Bees."
0. They may be left several days, if necessary, but the sooner they are relieved from
their

imprisonment the better.
Diseased Brood

have found some dead brood, and I
would like to get your idea of what might
cause it. I have read the American Bee
Journal for several years and lots of other
books on foulbrood. and this looks more like
Dickled brood than anything else. About a
month ago I found some dead brood; very
1.

I

R. B.

GRAVES

IN HIS

APIARY AT SPRINGFIELD, KY.

one time and nevergave

it a second thought.
the i4th of last month I underlook to look
at my bees and one bee stung me in the face
just under my eye. In less than five minutes
I
was deathly sick, and my entire body

On

broke out in a terrible rash, or seemingly
Please tell me why one sting would
make me so sick and leave my head as large
as a bushel basket at this time where before
welts.

grass or leaves, so that when the bees dig
their way out they will stay. Then when the
queen in the nucleus is laying, you can use
her wherever you like, or you can give nucleus and all to a colony that has been
queenless two or three days.
Number 8 can be strengthened with sealed
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well to

several holes.

make additional nuclei for them if you wish.
A week after making No. queenless count
i

the cells started in it. and if you find you
will need extra nuclei, start them at that
time, so they will be ready to accept cells
three days later. [Do not close the colonies
or nuclei if the weather is very hot. Put
them in the cellar a day or two instead —
Editor.)

a

.

Swarming

Honey

Bottling

Are drugs used in bottling extracted
honey, or do they use the heating process
Missouri.
to keep it from granulating?

1.

had

I

swarmed

queens clipped, and when they
expected to catch the queen in

all
I

front of the hive. In putting them in a hive
found a young queen. What had they done
with the old queen ? I have had several
that way.
They did not swarm out. as I
have been here to look after them and nothing grows on the land where a queen could
get lost. Have only had a few days favorable for them to swarm, as the weather has
been cold and backward.
have one swarm that was working in
2. I
the super in May with lotsof brood I looked

I

Answer.— I know

of

no one who puts into

bottled honey anything but pure honey.
Some heat the honey to I30 to i6o degrees.
I'll tell you the way I do in selling a small
quantity of extracted honey in my home

market. It is put in 5-pound pails, each pail
bearing a label that says the honey will
candy or granulate, and instructions are
given for reliquefying. When the consumer
buys a pail at the grocery he knows what to
expect, and I've never heard a word of complaint
Nothing original about it; I am only
following the track of hundreds of others.

is it

at

them

in

June and found no queen and no

Why

brood.

queen

?

again

in

did

they

not

rear another

The 14th
3 One swarm came out June ti
it swarmed again, and as I couldn't find a
queen I ran them back. They came out
the afternoon with a queen, so

I

which may have been

lost

a young queen
on her wedding

flight.
3. Bees sometimes swarm out with a queen
on her wedding flight, and when the first

not successful

it will be repealed.
however, a plurality of virgins
but
were in the hive, all
one in their cells
and when the first one came out with the
swarm and you hived the swarm, a second
virgin was liberated from its cell. The two
virgins had a Ifight to the finish, and the vie
tor then issued with a swarm, which you
hived separately. Then during the night,
the old colony being reduced, the bees gave
up thought of further swarming, allowing

flight is

More

likely,

the free virgin to kill the others in their
cells, or else all were allowed to emerge
from their cells and fight it out until only
one was left. Then when you returned the
swarm next morning, the two virgins had
their bout, and the incident was considered
closed.
4. The clipping of the wings had nothing
to do in preventing the queen from issuing

with a swarm, for a clipped queen comes
out with a swarm the same as any other,
only she cannot go off with the swarm. The
likelihood is that when the swarm issued
the first time the queen returned with them.

Swarms

Selling of

Why

1.

.

They may have reared

2.

distance as 5imile it will
not be well to bring the bees home until
they have ceased daily flights in the fall,
unless you take the precaution to leave in
the place of the hiv« another hive in which
is an empty comb.
Many of the tield-bees
will return and be found on this comb in the
evening of the second or third day. when
you can shake them in front of the hive at
your home. After you have repeated this a
very few times the bees will stay where you
want them.

first

If

make

At so short

2.

place, to put in No 8.
you have extra Queen-cells. you can

the

ably so bad that there was no chance for
swarming until time for the old queen to be
put out of the way.

with a crowbar, pour into it half a pint or
more of kerosene and plug up the hole with
dirt. If the nest be very large it may be

brood from other colonies, and the process
repeated. If you don't care to repeat it.
then you will do well, instead of dividing
No. I into two eaual parts, to take only two
frames of brood and bees with the queen, in

that bees of a

swarm

after be-

much outdoor work the
day?
2. I
had a swarm issue from a hive and
alight and cluster on two separate branches
ing hived do not do

first

Why

of the same tree.
this way ?

is

it

that they did

swarm ever

go
Will the old bees of a
to the old stand after being hived on a
new stand ?
4. Is it advisable to use shallow extracting
Ohio.
frames for comb honey ?
3.

back

Answers.— The first thing needed
new home of a swarm is an outfit
I.

the

in

of

combs. In preparation for this the bees
have loaded up with honey, a good many
bees hang idly, secreting wax. there is work
to do fitting up the new home, and this
should account for less bees afield.
Quite often they do
2. I don't know why.
Let me ask you in turn, why do the bees
so.
of a swarm generally settle in a single cluster ? It will not do to say that it is because
the bees want to settle where the queen is,
for I have seen many a swarm settle in a
cluster when their clipped queen was not
however, such a
with them. Generally

swarm returns without settling.
any bee. old
I don't know that
5

or young,
'/i/JM

that issues with a swarm, ever deserts the
swarm, but it is possible that there may be

MY

FIRST BEE

DREAM

exceptions.
4.

It

may

be, in

some

cases, for a

home

market; and is always advisable for bulk
honey, that is where combs are cutout, put
in a container, and the container then filled
up with extracted honey.

kept them in a hive until morning and put
them back. Now they stay. Why did they

swarm

?

4. I had one swarm come out and return.
They came out the next morning I placed
an empty hive on the old stand. When they
returned they would not go into the new

went into two other hives near, so I
placed the old hive back, and now the most
hive, but

Ants
I.

About

bees.
eggs.

a

week ago

caught a swarm of
full of black ants and
I

Now the hive is
What can do to keep

the hive? 2
house before

I

Can

fall

I

?

move

the ants out of
the bees to the
Illinois.

not likely that ants will
do a great deal of harm in your region, the
bees being able to take care of themselves;
although in some parts of the South they
»re very destructive. If you can trace the
ants to their nest you can punch a hole in it

Answers.— I.

It is

of

them are

queen-cells.

at

home

They had

several
.

Why did they persist in swarming with no
queen, or would she not come out because
her wings were clioped ? There were no
eggs in the comb. They stay now and are
working in the super. British Columbia.
Answers.— 1. If from any cause the old
queen does not issue with a prime swarm at
the proper time, she is put out of the way
and a young queen is allowed to take her
place. In this case the weather was prob-

but was lost the second time, and the bees
would not stay in an empty hive without a
queen, but were willing to accept the old
hive when given to them.
Miscellaneous Questions

i36of the American Bee Journal
for IQ16. you said that with the use of entrafice guards to prevent swarming, when a
colony does swarm and possibly unites with
another swarm, after a time there will be
only a young queen in the hive. Now what
has become of the old queen if she could
I

On page

not leave the hive?

Do

the bees destroy

her?

2. Can bees store as much honey in worker
comb as in drone or surplus comb ?
3 Do bees sleep any at night or any other

time except
4.

What

5.

I

in

winter

?

are bur-combs?

have read a

lot

.

about honey being so
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have never read anythine
about honey comb. Is it easily digested if
healthful, but
at all

When

bees start queen-cells preparatory to swarminK, if these and all subsequent cells are destroyed will this not prevent swarming at least to a great extent ?
6.

Georgia.

Answers.— I.
and

Yes. the bees probably ball

her. or else the first virtin emerging is allowed to kill her.
2. lam
not entirely sure; the difference,
if any, is hardly worth considering.
kill

I

3.

in summer as well
know much about it.
bits of wax that bees

suppose they sleep

as in winter, but don't

4. Bur combs are the
put between top-bars and elsewhere aside
from the regular combs.
5. I think the wax
Is utterly indigestible.
That does not say there is anything unwholesome about it. A large part of the
food of animals, man included, is needed
merely for its bulk, and is not digested at
all.
A bill of fare containing nothing but
that which is entirely digestible would not
be conducive to the best health.
6. The first time you kill the cells of a colony preparing to swarm, it will certainly
delay swarming, at least a few days. In

myself, what's that queen-cage there for?

Poor Winterings Damp Cellar

P
1.

Some

of

my bees

How would

stores.

it

Then

are short in winter

do instead of giving

it

to them to go into the cellar about January,
take off the cover and set on a super with
about 10 pounds of good capped honey.
2 Would it be best to put on an excluder
or would the queen go up into the super ?
How would it do to put an inner cover on
top of the excluder and let the bees feed up
through the hole left for the bees to escape ?
3. My celler is very damp, and
the water
always runs out of the hives in winter. Is
there any way to prevent this ?

Wisconsin.

Answers.— I.

might work, but I'm afraid
it would not do so well as to have the honey
sealed in the combs in the brood-chamber
in the first place.
If you try it. I would advise that it be not on a large scale.

There

It

danger that the bees would not
go up unless it should be too warm in the
cellar for good wintering, and if they should
all go up it would mean death to the queen
to be left below the excluder.
2.

is

son,

know of any easy way to dry out
cellar except bv having a fire or hot
stones or bottles in it. Lime might do some
good. But moisture in a cellar is not likely
to do great harm if the cellar is warm
enough. Indeed, there are reports of fine

erally,

wintering with water running through the

some cases you may continue killing cells
every week or lo days throughout the seaand there will be no swarming. Genhowever, the bees will swarm sooner
or later, in spite of you

Reports And
Influence of

Nurse Bees

note with interest the speculations as to
nurse bees from cross colonies being able to
transmit their cross traits to progeny which
they may he nursing.
In my opinion there is nothing in it, for as
long as I can remember I have caught stray
swarms, or bought them when it would keep
bees out of the hands of those who knew
nothing of them and would not take care of
them. To bring them home would be to expose young bees mating to undesirable
drones whose history I knew nothing of. So
I have found
it expedient to destroy their
queens and use the colonies either as starters or builders of cells in my queen operations. The fact that I have never noticed
transmission of those cross traits from such
blacks would indicate that there is nothing in the theory.
K.Hawkins.

Handling

III.

Comb and

For five years I
honey consumers'

Honey
have been handling my
Extracted

don't

cellar.

Experiences

thing of a sucker if I did. What on earth
would be the good of this anyway if you are
uncapping say 200 combs an hour? Why.
one would be choked every few minutes.
Not only that, but the opening at the top is
too mall to allow the cappings to fall in
freely enough.
I do not use the Dadant can, but I use tubs
on the same principle, and 1 took the idea
from the Dadant can. The tub I use holds
all the cappings from 200 to 400 combs, depending on the amount of cappings on the
combs. When full, it is pushed along the
bench and another put in its place.
The tub underneath has a tap in, and the
honey is drawn off and the cappings allowed
to drain indefinitely.
Those tubs full of
cappings can be piled one on top of another
up to the roof and take up very little room
in the building, and when not in use they are
piled away outside, as one fits right inside
the other. For this reason they are handy
to cart about from one farm to another.

The kerosene

tin

arrangement

is

of no use

Mator Shallard.

to me.

Glenbrook. Australia.

were not
"put up in ex-

combs

very embarrassing to me, at my age,
not to be able to handle an apiary large
enough to supply my home demand.
Fraser, Idaho.
F. F. George.
It is

Kerosene Tin Uncapping Cans
The word " uncapping as applied :o the
fixture may be incorrect, as you. Mr. Editor,
'

say on page 47. P'ebruary number, but I guess
will stick to it all the same.
With regard to the kerosene tin uncapping
can. I had one of ihese when I first started
in the game, but I threw it away because its
capacity was too small, after I became the
proud possessor of a dozen hives, and as to
having many of these fixtures kicking
around: well. I should consider I was some-

I

think the colony will be able to get into
in lime.
I shall
soon requeen for the
is not a good one.
No, do not recommend such a long period
of caging, but will bear tes'imony that it
serves to get the combs well cleaned of
as

I

shape
queen

I

disease.
"I tried a doubtful experiment last sum-

mer.
place

I

in

have some colonies at
Lancaster, Mass., and

early in July.

my

brother's

last summer,
went there to treat them for
was before I realized that

I

foulbrood
It
colonies should be very strong to warrant
success in the caged-queen treatment.
These were very strong, and I drove fairsized swarms from four of them to bring
back here with me I gave caged queens so
shut in that the bees could not liberate
them, leaving them to my brother to liberate after the lapse of a week or so
Even_
with this poor treatment, so far as I know'
only one of the colonies is now diseased
"The four swarms were brought to Norwich, some 80 miles, in my auto As my auto
is an
old one-cylinder Cadillac, they got
well shaKen on the trip. At any rate. I did
not wait the regulation four days before
hiving them on chambers of brood. It was
just at the opening of the sumac flow and I
wanted those bees to store a super of honey
per swarm. I hived them on shallow frames
of brood (for I have a few colonies with
divisible brood-chambers, and I like to cut
down to one body when the flow begins).
I fully
expected that they would all be diseased, but intended to treat them after the
flow
iV('/ t'//f ('/ //tost' four swarms eave the
disease to the brood with tvhieh they ivere JurnishcJ.
Honestly, Ur Miller, would not g5
percent of all experts assert that a swarm
shaken from diseased combs and hived in
less than three days upon combs of brood
of all ages transmit the disease to the new

brood ?
" Yet I do not advise
Norwichtown. Conn

Same
I

see Mr.

Orange

this as a practice."

Allan Latham.

Disease Again

E. Pleasants, inspector of
Co.. Calif., has apparently the same
J.

bee disease to contend with that I had ten
or more years ago. If he will requeen and at
the same time move every diseased colony
out of bee-range to a new yard I think he
will cuTe it. I moved colonies out only two
or three times, and it has never come back,
it not onlv stopped it at the home-yard but
it cured those I moved
Requeening in the home-yard will do no
good, at least it did not for me. It may be a
kind of bee paralysis, but it is not the kind
lost several colowe are all used to
nies entirely, and many lost nearly their entire field force: some lost nearly all their

We

brood.
At the time.
ton.

I

had

He seemed

of paralysis he

to

a talk

think

was used

with O. O. Popplewas not the kind
I think there is

it

to.

rousing them up and moving
Colonies that do not have
bad need not be requeened.
Irving E. Long.
Marceline. Mo.

something

in

that helps them.

that

quite all capped over,
tracted honey," something like sardines
are put up in olive oil. The combs stand on
edge with little bayous of liquid honey between. It makes a very appetizing looking
dish. The cans are scalded, corners paraffined, and a can 4X5X7/4 inches, weighing?
pounds brings |i oo. Twenty-two of these
slipped out of a store in four days.

It

I

damp

^

I

Plainfield,

3.

a

it flashed over me that
had caged the
queen back in the summer time
"Well, I)r Miller, the queen was alive
though all her attendants were dead. There
were still about 8000 bees in the hive, so I let
out the queen, took up the hive and set it in
my home-yard. Today there are two patches
of healthy brood and enough bees to pull
through. The colony really needs some help
to make it build up rapidly, but for the test
I shall refrain
from any assistance so long

European Foulbrood Again

The

following private letter from an exwill prove valuable to

perienced apiarist
our readers:

"I have great faith

ment

for

now

in

Dr. Miller's treat-

European foulbrood. I do not inany more good worker-

tend to destroy

combs when

it is

at all

convenient to save

them.

"Last July, early in the month. I caged a
queen inoneof my outapiaries. It so happened that I did not visit that apiary again until
late in the fall, and I had forgotten all
about the caged queen. It was late in September or early in October. 11 weeks later,
that I went there thinking to take home
that diseased colony, wishing to have it
where I could keep an eye on it. I opened
up the hive totsee how things were. To my
surprise I found no brood at all. though
brood-rearing seldom ends here until well
into October. But there was a good lot of
honey and the combs showedlno sign of disease. I pulled one full frame out for a look
and noticed a cage in the bottom. Said I to

it

Encourage the Use of Honey
Dear Editor:— I am enclosing a clipping
from our local paper. One of the ladies'
clubs here known as "The Housekeepers."
decided that they would have a Bee and
Honey Day. and insisted on my helping

I
had just retheir program.
ceived your pamphlet " Facts About Honey."
and considering it very good material, gave
it to a member who read it at the meeting.
Each member responded with a short
article on bees and honey, and some gave
demonstrations in baking cakes, cookies,
etc. with honey.
This was my first experience as " Bureau
of Information on Bees and Honey " at a
ladies' club, but I enjoyed it very much and
thought the ladies did well, and the demon-

them with

strations

were interesting and instructive.

You never

tasted anything better than these

honey cakes and cookies.
When it was too late I concluded that the
ice cream should have been made with

—
'
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honey, and instead of mints or candies the
ladies might have served some white clover
candied honey cut in small cubes
Another thing also occurred to me: If they
ever have another such program, should it
be in the honey season. I could have some
bees and honey there; take the honey from
them, extract, and give the bees the combs
again. I believe it would be an inducement
for more oeople to eat extracted honey, and
why wouldn't this kind of a program be a
good thing for lots of other clubs to take up ?
It would be a change and not only interesting but instructive, for there are lots of
housewifes that do not realize the food
value of honey.
Lots of manufacturers of food stuffs have
a national day for their product, why not
have one day of the year for a " honey day ?"
A. Coppin.
Wenona. 111.

Summer Field Meet in Tennessee.
Tennessee beekeepers will hold summer field meetings as follows

Golden Italian Queens, no better honey
gatherers anywhere at any price. Untested.
$1 00. Tested, $1 50.
Wallace R Beaver.
Lincoln. III.
For Sale— Bright Italian queens at ssc
each, or $6.00 per dozen. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed,
T. J. Talley. Rt. 3. Greenville. Ala.

Three-Banded
One.

queens.

Italian

Prices:

Tested. $125 each.
7Sc; 12 for 58 00.
for prices on nuclei and full colonies.
J. F. Diemer. Liberty. Mo.

Write

given by Dr. E. F.
Phillips, Frank C. Pellett, E. R. Root,

Short talks

Dr.

will be

Ward,

J. S.

M. Buchanan, Ben G.

J.

Davis, and others.

Department

Classified
[Advertisements
be inserted at

is

department

this

in

will

.

Finest

Italian

Jay Smith.

1150

Queens.

DeWolfe

Send

St..

for booklet.

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens will please
you.
for sale, ss cents.

A. E. Crandall

& Son.

Berlin. Conn.

Bright Italian Queens
perdoz;

per

$so

at 60c each; $6.00
Safe arrival and satis-

100.

W. W.

faction guaranteed.

Rt

4.

Talley.
Greenville. Ala.

Phelps' Golden Italian Bees are hustlers

Vigorous prolific Italian queens. Ji 00; 6.
My circular gives best methods of introducing.
A. V. Small.

$S 00.

2302

Agency Road.

St.

Joseph. Mo.

Golden Italian queens, select tested.
Tested. $1.00. Untested. 60c; 12. $.700.
Si 2S.
Select untested. 70c; 12. $8. on. No foulbrood.
D. T. Gaster. Rt. 2. Randleman. N. C.
Leather Colored "Nutmeg strain"
queens. $i.m; doz., Snj.
cial price on large lots.
A.

W,

Yates.

3

Chapman

Tested.

Return
St

,

$1 50.

of

Spe-

mail-

Hartford. Conn.

Golden and three- banded queens. Choice
untested queens at soc; 100 for I40. Dr. Miller's strain. Untested. 75c; 25 or more at 60c.
The Stover Apiaries. Mayhew. Miss.
our classified columns
good equipment that
Only 15 cents per line

in

you no longer need,
each insertion.

For Sale— eo colonies of bees and fixtures;
equipped for section honey. Or will let
Ihem out on shares to party with good locaAddress. E. B Milton, Greggs. Ga.

"Queens of Quality reared from a
daughter of one of Dr. Miller's famous
queens. $1.00 each by return mail. After July
ist, 75c each
J8 00 per doz.
J. Ivan Banks. Dowelltown. Tenn.
"

D. Keene. Bunkie. La.

.^

Fine three-banded Italian queens. Circuand price list free.
j. L. Leath.

lar

Rhode Island
Circular.

northern-bred

Ital.

queens

O. E. Tulip. Arlington. R.

I'

Tell several thousand people what you
have for sale with a few words in this de-

For Sale— 500 colonies
nies operated

are located

J. F.

Michael. Winchester. Ind.

DOOLITTLE & Clark's untested queens
li. 00

each;

Is. 00

for

6;

per dozen. $q 00.
Marietta. N. Y.

Bees and Queens from my New Jersey
apiary.

lAtf

84

Cortland

J.
St..

H. M. Cook.

New York

of bees;

2tu colo-

honey.

Apiaries

the famous Snake River Val-

Gem

Italian

queens

will be

ready

ship after April ist at 60c each. Send for
price list. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed. M. Bates. Rt. 4. Greenville. Ala.
to

for circular.

Un-

Bees for Sale— 50 strong colonies in loframe hives. Stock from best breeders.
Write S. E. Ackerley, Grand River. Iowa.

Ready now i-lb. 3-band Italian bees with
queen. I1.65. 2-fr. nuclei with queen. $2.25.
Rosedale Apiaries.
J. B. Marshall.
Big Bend. La.
early to insure prompt
service. Tested, li. 25; untested. Ji. 00. Italians and Goldens.
John W. Pharr.
Berclair. Tex.

J
Rt. No.

Italian,

Phone Haymarket

$7.80.

For Sale— Medium brood foundation, one

52c per lb. Up to 25 lbs soc. Up
toso lbs., 48c; 100 lbs.. 48c. prepaid in Louisiana. Root's goods for sale, cieeswax wanted.
26c cash. 27c in trade.
,

J. F.

.

Archdekin. Bordlonville. La.

GoLDCN Queens that produce Golden
of the brightest kind. I will challenge the world on my Goldens and their
Price, li.oo each;
honey-getting qualities.
Tested. t2.oo: Breeders. Isoo and $10.00.
2Atf
J. B. Brockwell. Barnetts. Va.
Workers

Italian

Untested. 75c;

ti. 00.

bees. 75c;

'A-\h.

i-lb. $i.2S.

6.

J4.20;

Nuclei,

per frame. $125. No disease; everything
guaranteed. Write for price list.
C. B. Bankston. Buffalo. Leon Co Tex
.

An

established strain of honey gathering
golden stock. Honey is what you want without much swarming. Book your orders early
to save delay. One untested queen. $1 00; 6
for $5.00; 12 for Sg.oo. Wri*e us what you
want.
T. S. Hall, Talking Rock. Ga.

Golden Italian Queens bred strictly for
business that produce a strong race of bees
as honey gatherers. Untested 75c each; 6
for $4.25; 12. $8 00. Safe arrival, prompt delivery, and satisfaction guaranteed.
L.J. Dunn. Box

338. J.

R.R.

6.

Gray Caucasians— Early

San Jose. Calif.
breeders; great

honey gatherers; cap beautifully white:;
comb builders; very prolific; gentle;
hardy; good winterers. Untested. $1.00. Select untested, $1.25. Tested, Si.w.
Select
tested. $2.00.
H. W. Fulmer.
Box 10. Andalusia. Pa.
great

Queens, improved three band Italians
bred for business. June i to Nov. 15. Untested Queens. 75ceach; dozen. $8.00; Select,
$1.00 each; dozen, $10.
Tested Queens, $1.25:
dozen. $12. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed.
H. C. demons.
Rt. 3. Williamstown. Ky.
-

For Sale— Three-banded Italian queens
and bees from the best honey-gathering
strains obtainable. Untested queen. 75c; 6.
Tested Queens. Ji 2S; 6, $7.00;
$425; 12. $800
12. J12
For select queens add 2sc each to
above prices. Queens in quantity lots or
bees bv the pound, write for prices.
Robt. B Spicer. R.F.D. 181. Wharton. N. J.

Young

tested queens.

Ji.oo

each;

$12

We

per

doz. Untested, 75c; per doz, J7. 00.
breed
three-banded Italians only, and we breed
for the best; our 3) years of queen rearing
prove this.
never had a case of foulbrood in our apiary, and we guarantee every

We

queen sent out by
J.

W.

K.

us.

Shaw &

Co.. Loreauville. La.

Mv Three -Banded

northern-bred pure

Italian queens must be seen and tried to be
fully appreciated for hardiness and honey
gathering qualities, etc. Give me a trial order. My prices for August and September.

tested.

Soc.

Select untested.

$2. 50.

2go

$[.15.
Select
Fay L. Barber.
State St. Lowville. ^I. Y.

Carniolan Golden and three-banded
One untested. 8sc; 6. $4 80. Testeti,

Italians.

3384.

QuiRiN's superior northern-bred Italian
bees and queens are hardy, and will please
you. More than 20 years a breeder. Orders
booked now. Free circular. Honeydew for
bee food, sc a lb. H. G. Quirin, Bellevue. O.
to ten lbs

Danielson.

I.

Fairfield. Iowa.

7.

Carniolan. golden, and 3-banded

Breeders. $4 CO. Bees by the
$7.20.
per lb. Nuclei, i fr.. $1 75; 2 fr., $2.75;
without
queen. P'ull colonies in
3fr.,J3.5o,
A. I. Root hives with Hoffman frames with
hive.
queen. 8-fr.
$7 50; lo-fr.. $8 00.
D. L. Dutcher, Bennington. Mich.
I.

III.

ist.

$7.00 per half doz.; $12 a doz. Breeders. $3 00
to Js.oo each. Purely mated guaranteed. Send

Untested.

Carniolan or Caucasian
queens. Untested. 75c. Tested. $1.25 Breeding queens. $2.50. Virgins. 40c each; 3 for $1.00.
C. W. Finch. 1451 Ogden Ave,. Chicago. III.

Choice

City.

Golden all-over queens of quality.
tested, 75c. Tested, J1.50.
A. O Heinzel. Rt. 3. Lincoln.

Place your order

comb

State Apiaries.
Box 67. Rigby. Idaho.

My Bright

For Sale— Untested Golden Italian queens
each

in

for

ley.

partment.

60c

Golden Italian Queens by June

Untested. 75c or $4 00 per half doz. $8.lo doz.
Select untested. Ji.oo. Tested. $1.2'; each or

;

Corinth. Miss.
Ji.oo.

&

W.

12.

tion.

Golden Queens

Ji.oo; six. J5.00; Tested. J3.00; Breeders. $5. 00 and $10.
Phelps
Son,
C.
3 Wilcox St., Binghamton, N. Y.

queens. Tested,

will sell that perfectly

Vincennes. Ind.

want.
They are great
beautiful and gentle.

Mated.

tested, $1.00; $g,oo per dozen.

A Little Ad

BBES AND QUEENS.

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens combine
the qualities you
gatherers,

honey

Italian Queens that produce hustlers.
Nothing but select queens sent out Un-

cents per line, with no dis

counts of any kind Notices here cannot be
less th.m two lines. If wanted in this department, you must say so when ordering.

Italian queens, untested

package. $2.00; 2-lb. package, $3 00. Untested
queen with bees at above prices. Will beG. W. Moon,
gin to send about April ist.
1004 Park Ave.. Little Rock. Ark.

;

For Sale— 200 strong colonies with extracting equipment. Unlimited range, continuous honey flow. No disease
J. O. Hallman. Unadilla. Ga.

:

—
—
—

August 9 Nashville, at the home of
Mrs. Grace Allen, 4409 Charlotte Ave.
August 10 Hollow Rock, at the apiary of L. E. Smith, Memphis.
August 11 At the Tri-State Fairgrounds. Meetings to begin at 10 a.m.

For Sale— Good

75c; tested. $1.00; nuclei. 2-frame, $300; i-lb.

$1.25;

6.

lb.. $1.25

For Sale— Pure Italian bees with tested
queen. $4 sc per col.; cols, with mismated
queens. $4 00 each; light colored hybrid cols,
with queen. J3.S0. All from the J. P. Moore's
strain and in 8 frame hive bodies in winter
cases, standard full depth self-spacing Hoffman frames. 8 to each hive. All combs
straight, strong and healthy with plenty of
honey, f.o b. here. !4-lb package wire cages
without queens, one. Ji. 50; 2. $2.00. If queens
are wanted add price of queens to package.
Untested, 85c. Tested. $1.50. Breeders. 300
toSs.oo.

Wilmer Clarke.
Earlville.

Mad.

Co.. N. Y.
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For Sale— joci colonies of bees, free from
disease; mostly in Root hives, with equipment, at a baruain; should have about lo.ooo
pounds of honey to take by July 15
R W. Rogers, Lometa. Tex.

HONKY AND BEESWAX
Wanted— Comb,
beeswax,
6Ai2t

173

extracted honey, and
R. A, Burnett & Co,.
S, Water St,. Chicaso. Ill,

For Sale— Well ripened white clover
in new 60 lb. square cans. Write for
wanted. Sample loc,
L,
Mundhenke. East Dubuque, 111.

honey

prices, statintr quantity

W

CoMii Honey our specialty. Highest market prices obtained; prompt returns made.
Send us your shipments
Albert Hurt & Co New Orleans. La.
,

For Sale— Raspberry, basswood. No, i
white comb. J) 00 per case; fancy. $.).25; 24
Extracted. 120-lb.
Danz. sections to case.
cases, oc per lb,
W, A. Latshaw Co..
Clarion, Mich.

SUPPLIES.
For Sale— Cedar or pine dovetailed hives,
also full lineof supplies including Dadant's
foundation. Write for catalog.
A. E, Burdick. Sunnyside, Wash,
Bee-Keeper.

let

producers, the prices are somewhat demorSouth Texas bulk comb honey is
moving freely at 8c basis, and good quality
extracted at 6c. Prices show a tendency to
become stiffer. and we expect higher prices
to rule in this section within lo days
Beeswax is firm at 2f;c cash and 27c exchange
basis.
Southwestern Bee Co.

Denver, Colo. July

— We

ig

new crop comb honey

in

the

amber
pound

The Colo. Honey Producers'

division-

boards are put in supers at sides next broodnest and bees seal up all cracks, thus creatine double walled dead-air chambers on all
six sides of brood-nest, result is bees in our
hive are in better condition in spring than
those of any colonies in ordinary hives.

Wm.

F.

McCready. Bx

Ft>K
Eighty Acres

2.

Estero.

Lee Co

,Fla

Ass'n
Rauchfuss. Afer.

F.

and Bees

for

Less

20 Years of Select Breading Gives Us Bees and Queans
Queens
Queens for Honey Production

Money

of

Highest Quality

of

Unusual Vitality

F0UL3R0OD

RESIST EUROPEAN

QUEENS THAT SUCCESSFUL LY

select colonies for breeding [imposes, larva and select drones are those of tlie
highest standard, the choice of over 1000 hustling honey producing colonies of pure Italian
These
select colonies are located at such a distance from all other bees as to assure
bees.
pure mating, and thus effective use of our select drones. The larva we use in grafting is as
small as can be seen and handled, having just come out of the egg These are placed cells
which in turn are placed and nourished in strong ten-frame colonies, which, when honey is
not coming in sufficiently, are heavily stimulated by feeding. Thus we get large, well nourished cells which in turn produce large long-lived and hardy queens, which give workers
use no baby nuclei. All our queens are
unexcelled for honey producing qualities.
hatched and reared in strong three and five frame full depth hives. Thus natural condiproduced.
tions are preserved and the best queens

Our

We

PRICE LIST OF OUR 3-BANDED AND GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS
READY BY RETURN MAIL
Untested
Select untested

50c
60c

each or
"

'

$45
bo

per

too

"

"

Tested

PRICE LIST OF OUR
lib.

swarms with
"
"

3-lb.

We can now

till

express.

M.

C.

"

all

ooor

125

$ go

'

per

100

ti5

Wings clipped freeof charge.

SWARMS OF BEES FOR YOUR FALL INCREASE

select
queens
"

We

$1

Select tested

All queens warranted purely mated.

Winter Protection — When

per pound We pay 2t)C per
cash and 2Hc per pound in trade for
yellow beeswax delivered

7f".'8c

in

clean, aveiage
here.

are selling
local mar-

Better Queens

us send our catalog of

hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
White Mfg. Co..
are nice and cheap.
Greenville. Tex.
4Atf

ket at the following iobbing prices: Fancy
per case of 21 sections. $138. No. i. $115:
No. 2. t2 ')3. White extracted. 8!4®8Jic per
pound; light amber. 8@8!<c per pound, and

alized

ti 75

2- lb.

350

5-lb.

swarms with

select

queens

"

$2.50
S.oo

orders for either queens or swarms of bees by return mail and
have no disease of any kind. Satisfaction we guarantee.

BERKY &

CO.,

HAYNEVILLE, ALABAMA

SALE

of good land in Jersey Co..

well fenced, tine six-room house, good
barn and outbuildings. All kinds of fruit.
Price. J7. 000, If taken quickly, will include
26 hives of bees in standard lu-frame hives,
in good condition.
This is a fine honey location with several good market towns near.
111.

Frank Brown, Route

2,

Jerseyville.

Ill,

THERE OUGHT TO BE QUALITY HERE
"We

are furnishing Kennith Hawkins, the Quality H'll Queen' Breeder, one
of Qual'ty," and will offer qu«ens from one of The Review mothers crossed with his 'Quality Hill Drones for 1916. We do not think one can
make a mistake i- buying this stock." No buyer of 24 or more Queens for
delivery after June IS, can afford not to ask for our special discounts on these
great honey gatherers.
The Review. December igis; This Townsend breeder exceeded the average of
1100 colonies by over 500 percent last year. Sure will be quality here. These excellent honey queens, one for $1 00; 6. $5,00 12. $g.oo until June i. Later, one. 75c; 6. $4.00;
Write for booklet on Quality Hill Queens.
12. $7.50.
of our

'

Queens

'

HONEY LABELS
Honey Labels that create a favorable im
pression on the buyer. Dealers admire them
and give them prominence. Catalog Free.
Liberty Pub.Co., Sta.D.Box4H. Cleveland. O.

KENNITH HAWKINS, PLAINFIELD, ILLINOIS

HONEY AND BEESWAX
Chicago. July 18— For the past month
there has been little doing in honey, so that
a market price is really a difficult thing to
quote, as parties who have carried over
their honey are accepting what they are
offered.
look for the new comb honey
to sell at about nc per pound for the best
grades of white, and for the time being the
ambers may bring nearly as much, as there
does not seem to be much of that in the
Extracted ranges from /@8c per
market.
pound for the white, and 5@7C per pound for

We

the amber.

Very

the harvest of iq;6 is on this
market, and what there is, has not been sold,
the weather now being warm, the retail
trade are not endeavoring to sell.
Beeswax is bringing 28@3oc per pound according to color and cleanliness.
R. A Burnett &. Co.
little of

Kansas City. Mo., July

17.— There

is

quite

heavy fiow of white clover honey in this
section, and on account of the heavy crop,
a

demand

or less slow. The price
for the best stock. 24 sections, ranges around
$3.50 a case. Extracted honey is moving fairly
well at 7C for old and 8c for new,
C. C. Clemons Produce Company.

the

is

more

San Antonio. July 17.— Owing to the large
crop of honey having been thrown on our
market, and the lack of cooperation among

®®®®®®®®®®®©®®©©©®©®©©®®G>©

I

®®®®®®©®®®©G©®©0®®©©©®®©®®
A Year's Work in an Out-Apiary.
This is a booklet by G, M, Doolittle.
the well known honey producer of
New York State. He tells how he
secured an average of luii pounds of
honey per colony in a poor season. It

is fully illustrated, and tells in detail
iust how Mr. Doolittle has won his

great success as a honey producer.
Price, postpaid. 50 cents; or with the
year, both
for {125. Every beekeeper should
have a copy of this booklet and study

American Bee Journal one
it

thoroughly.

4

MONTHS FOR

Trial Subscriplion cud^'k'p^

10'

Tells abuiil plaming. piumiig,
ind sflhn^ (ruit and gatdco truck.

sprjjmg

Ask Us Your Hard Questions
\Vc conduct this dep-irtmcnt tor the specbcne&i of our subscribers. Experts answer all questions by ih.tiI and llirough the
col iinns of the magazine,
ial

Fruidran And Gardener, UIlMa'inSLMLVem(Ui,lib

:

;
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FACTS ABOUT HONEY
THE

editorial

404, of the

FACTS ABOUT

HONEY

on the

December American Bee Journal was

so

and so many enquiries came for a

re-

higlily appreciated,

production of

^^,,»ec.«s..r,.

'Pood Value of Honey," on page

it

in

pamphlet form that there was prepared a

16-page booklet for advertising honey containing this and

other matter of importance which the consumers ought to

know. Size of booklet 5 3-4x9 inches. Weight a scant ounce.

"Pacts about Honey" contains the following informa-

What honey

tion illustrated with 17 splendid half tones:
is

and where gathered

ent flavors and colors
WHAT HONeV l«

HOW TAKEN FROM
ITS

hunting

THE BEI*
VALUE At FOOO

;

Bees

in

;

Principal kinds of honey;

How produced

;

boxes and gums

production; Movable-frame

HONEV RECIPES

honey

Comb

;

the section

;

foundation

The new way

;

Granulation of honey,

honey a luxury

;

Comb

the honey

honey;

of extracting; Purity of

how to melt

Honey

honey

the bees build straight in

;

manner

of

and sections;

hives

Why

Bee-trees and bee

Chunk honey Extracted honey,

extractor and

Is

;

;

Differ-

it

Pood value

;

as health food

of

Uses

;

honey

in cook-

ing; Pifty recipes for use of honey.

On the

last

page room enough

page there

that no envelope
it

is

to print

the beekeeper's

name and

is

also

needed.

room

to address the booklet to the

A gummed

" Eat

Honey"

the prices he

At

Or the address may be printed on the front cover page.

asks for his honey.
of the last

is left

the bottom

consumer, after folding

it

so

label or wire clasp is sufBcient to hold

together for mailing.

We

will

furnish these pamphlets at unprecedented low prices, as follows

Single copy as sample, free.
Less than 30 copies, postpaid, each $
'^
"
30
50 copies, postage extra
"
100

.03
.75

.75

1.25

For parcel-post shipment, the weight
Printing
or back page

:

name and address
500 or less, $1.00

;

is

500 copies, postage extra
"
"
"
1000
"
"
"
2000
"
"
"
5000
"
"
"
10,000

-

-

-

-

$ 5.00
9.00
17.00
40.00
75.00

about 6 pounds per 100 copies.

of producer, with brief price-list of

honey on either front

1000 or more, $1.50 per thousand.

The pamphlet contains no advertising or address

of

any kind and

is

distinctly a positive,

unbiased and clear explanation of the usefulness of honey, intended for a reply to the numerous questions usually asked by the uninformed consumer.

Send your orders

to

American Bee Journal, - Hamilton, Illinois
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BEE
ESCAPE

PORTER

SAVES

NARSHFIELD GOODS

\ HONEY
'''^

BEEKEEPERS
We manufacture

TIME

MONEY

:—
Millions of

For sale by aN dealers.
If no dealer, write factory

Sections

every year that are as good as the best. The
CHEAPEST for the Quality BEST for the Price.
If you buy them once, you will buy again.

R.
Please

;

&

E. C.

PORTER, MFRS.

Lewistown, III., U. S. A.
mention Am. Bee Journal when

FREEMAN'S FARMER

writing

North Yakima,

Wash.

We also manufacture Hives, BroodFrames, Section-Holders and Ship-

Successor to Northwest Farm and Horn*

ping-Cases.
Our Catalog

methods in the Pacific Northwest
bend One dollar and have the magazine sent
for one year. Cut rate of one-half
price

is

free for the asking.

now

ftoeOOQOOeOGOOOOQCCOOCCOOi

69 YEARS OLD
a descriptive and aericultural
will inform you all about the

on.

Beekeepers' Supplies

Marshfield, Wis

Marshfield Mfg. Co.,

s

you want
magazine. It
If

\Vriteus for our 64-pa£e catalog. FREE,
full information given to all inauiries. Let
us hear from you. We handle the best make
of supplies for the beekeeper.
Beeswax

}Qoeos<soeii>»

exchanged
J.

for supplies or cash.

NEBEL & SON SUPPLY
High

QUINN'S QUEENS OF QUALITY

Is the

three-

early for Italian and

mothers: results are obvious.
Prices— Untested, April, May and June,
each. After June w. $1.00 each. Tested
queens of each race. $2.00 each.
For Italians, address Ft. Myers, Fla.; for
Caucasians, address Houston Heights, Tex.

$8.00 per
per

CHARLES W. QUINN

doz. Bees

pound,

$1.50.

CIRCULAR FREE

Grant

Anderson,

Rio

OUR VERY BEST

Hondo, Texas

IS

THE VERY BEST

BEE SUPPLIES
Best Sections,

Queens,

Carniolan.

$1.50

HOUSTON HEIGHTS, TEXAS

Texas Queens.

Send me your orders

banded Italians and Grey Caucasians.
"Mendelian" bred; good qualities are accentuated.
Special drones from superior

609 W. 17th Ave.,

Best Shipping

Best ol

all

Best prices you will get for your honey
in our sections
and shipping
LOTZ " sections and shipping
cases have stood the test. Why? Because
they are perfect in workmanship, quality
and material. Buy LOTZ goods when you
want the BEST. Our 1915 catalog ready
now. Send your name and get one.
H. S. DUBY & SON, St. Anne. III., carry a
full line of our goods,

when put up
cases.

'

I Queens

START THE SEASON RIGHT I
using

Dittmer Foundation the bees
made to just suit them,

like it

for it's

and

just like the Natural

is

Comb

they

I
I

make themselves.
Send

cludes

All

all

Comb

Beeswax

Foundation, which
freight charges being paid.

into

other Supplies

BOYD.

and Bees

FROM THE COTTON-BELT APIARIES
Will and must please you. Three-band Italians only
Prices from May ist to July ist
as follows: Queens, untested, 75c each; Jj.oo
for six or $7.50 per dozen. Tested $1.00 each;
J5.70 for six, or $10.75 per dozen. Select tested, $2,50 each. Breeding Queens, $5 00 each.
One pound package bees. $1.25: 25 packages,
$100 each; 2pound package, $2.25 each; 25
packages, J2. 00 each; 3-pound package. $3.25
each; 25 packages. $2 75 each.
Special prices on irger quantities booked
early. Twenty years experience. No disease. 75 percent of untested queens guaranteed purely mated. Safe arrival and reasonable satisfaction guaranteed.
1

for prices on having your

made

CasM

Supplies

AUG. LOTZ CO.

By

CO..

Montg. Co., Mo.

THE QUEEN OF ALL QUEENS

ARE PEERLESS-"THERE'S A REASON"
They are thoroughbred, pedigreed,

Hill,

in

in-

stock

I

THE COTTON-BELT APIARIES
Box 83, Roxton, Texas

A

FINE untested
ian

Tested, $1.00.

Gus Dittmer Company, Augusta, Wisconsin

Ital-

Queen for 60c.
Satisfac-

tion guaranteed.
J. F.

ARCHDEKIN

Bordelonville, La.

BECAUSE

LASTS

IT

That is One Argument in Favor of
Cypress as a Beekeeper's Lumber
f=

qualities that make the value in lumber depending, of course, on the uses to which they are put. But of

There are many

^^Xif V(PiJ

virtues that of endurance comes first. The wood that
resists rot influences longest, especially when the wood is used

all

—

that wood is
it is exposed to wet and dry conditions and earth-contact
INVESTMENT
VALUE.
greatest
the
give
the
user
to
able
being
accredited with
No use tries the lasting qualities of lumber greater than that of Bee Hive construction. It is
the very deuce to get lumber that wiU not too readily rot unless one gets Cypress lumber. Then
there is a good show for endurance that means real money saved on Repairs You
Don't Have to Make. Try it, Mr. Beekeeper.
in a service

by which

—

STUDY THE WOOD QUESTION
—

There's one way to get at this matter of endurance through books of authority. Such are
the 41 volumes of the internationally famous Cypress Pocket Library. These books ai-e not
"advertising "—they are authoritative references on file in the libraries of scores of technical
it contains the complete U. S. Govt.
schools and National institutes. Ask for Vol. 1 to start with
Rept. on Cypress, "The Wood Eternal," and a full list of the other volumes then branch out until
you cover the subject.
;

;

CYPRESS MFRS.' ASSOCIATION
SOUTHERNNational
Bank Building, Jacksonville, Fla., and
1251 Heard
1251 Hibernia Bank Building,

New

For quick service address nearest

m^K

0^1^^

Orleans, La.

office.

m,
.^,

DO YOU WANT
Your Bee Supplies Shipped Promptly?
BEEWARE

We
times,

carry (our to six carloads of the finest
BEE-HIVES,
fill your orders without delay.
CASES, TIN CANS, and all other Bee Supplies, also

and can

PING

on hand

at

all

SECTIONS, SHIP-

DADANfS FOUNDATION

(N-

by return freight, mail or e.xpress. We have forty years' e.xperience and thousands
of satisfied customers. Are you one of them ?

DADANT

& SONS. Hamilton. Illinois.
Dear Sirs: — The bo.x of foundation arrived a few days ago in fine condition.
have kept bees for over liiirty years, and have purchased foundation from
many firms, and must say tfiat your foundation is the nicest that 1 have ever
wish to thanii you for the prompt shipment and large amount of
used, and
Yours truly.
wax you secured for me.
I

I

Alburg. Vt.

May

3.

i«i6.

A.

W. DARBY.

n^

XEd*£

September,

1916.
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BEES AND HIVES
If you are in need of supplies or
bees shipped promptly, write us. Our
stock is complete, no delays. Chaff
and single walled hives. Bees by the
pound, nucleus or full colonies. Untested Queens. Ji.oo. Tested, $125.
Catalog free.

I.

J.

Bees and Queens

GOLDEN AND LEATHER COLORED
We are now

STRINGHAM

Glen Cove, L.

:

booking orders for April,

liveries at the following prices, viz.:
Prices of one and over
Virgins

,

,
'

Untested

'

1"

,°5
''"
'5°

Warranted
Tested....
Breeders..

105 Park Place, N. Y.
APIARIES

1916

for

I.

3.00

May and

June, 1916 de-

,

, '
'^''S

,

5.5o
'-So

and up

"

.

25
Sio.oo
16.00
ig.oo
26.00

t 5.oo

450

8.00
.

Q.50
I3.50

to $10.00 each.

i-frame nuclei without queen
"
2-frame
"
"
'.'.'.'.'.'.\'.[',\\\',
3-frame

•

i-5°

'

^^ Unhulled

When

and Scarified Hulled

WHITE SWEET

CLOVER

YODNC RANDOLPH SEED

queens are wanted with nuclei add queens
^/4 lb. package, wire cages, without queens
2

If

•

•

•

••

••

Bee-Supplies
LET US FIGURE WITH YOU
know we can

Write

over

fi^e

'dayT""^

j, ^^
1-50
2.00

at prices

quoted

for

^"-^

delivery on queens, and safe delivery on bees
that are not in transit

Mercantile Agency, A. I. Root Co., or American Bee
Journal
°"" ^""^^""^ your orders early to avoid disap-

THE PENN COMPANY,

Penn, Lowndes County, Mississippi

Representatives of The A.

C.C.CLEMONS BEE-SUPPLY CO.
City,

queens
'"'

ZtLlt d'^^'<lo^u',l?7roVa%^S?^'pr1'c\^s°""''

pointment"s'irtheTpr"i'n""°"^'''' "' ^'

satisfy you on quality.

Kansas

"^^

^ '^

above prices quoted for^queen

"

queens are wanted with pound packages add

Our REFERENCE-Any

for catalog.

Dept. S.,

at

OWOSSO, MICH.

CO.,

amou?t"in^^'t°oft^o"an^d"'Sv"e"r"^fll°a!f^rt^

We

•

I.

Root ComPanv. and Queen

Specialists.

Mo.

Northern Bred
Italian

Queens

YOU DON'T WAIT FOR MONEY WH
YOU SHIP MUTH YOUR HONEY

More hardy

than Southern bred. Try
them once. Untested, -5c. Sel. tested.Si.so
Plans for beginners, "How to Introduce

Queens and Increase." 25 cents.
E. E. MOTT, CLENWOOD,

MICH.

We Remit the Day Shipments

Arrive.

We

are in the market to buy FANCY AND NUMBER
ONE WHITE C
no-drIp glass front cases. Tell us what you have
to offer and
your price delivered here.

HONEY,

in

1

Will also

WRIGHTS FRAME-WIRING DEVICE
.

in

Most rapid in use. Saves cost of machine
one day Tighter wires, no kinks, no sore

hands.
G. W.

Price.

$2 00.

Wright Company, Azusa,

Calif.

When offering extracted honey mail us a sample and give your
lowest J
delivered here, we buy every time you name a good
price.

OUR TEXAS BEES
Having

locations where I can rear bees
almost the year around. I am prepared to
furnish you the very best stock of bees and
queens at prices where you can aflford to
buy and build up those weak colonies for
the honey season. My pound packages are
nne for making increase at a reasonable
price.
One pound package, $1.50; 2-pound
packages. J2 50: lo-poundlots. $13; 100 pounds
tor I120. Queens shipped with pound
packages at 75 cents each. By mail at $0.00 per
dozen. .Special prices to dealers in large

WM. ATCHLEY,

buy-

White Clover extracted and Amber extracted.
A few cars of California Water White Sage.
A few cars of California Orange Blossom.

us for terms.

THE FRED. W. MUTH
••THE BUSY BEE MEN"
204

Walnut

CO.

Street.

CINCINNATI

Mathls, Texas

" The Texas Beeman "

BEEKEEPERS' SUPPLIES
Sold at a reduction. Best sections, dovetail hives, foundation, and all
goods for the
beekeeper. Second-hand 6o-lb. cans, like
new, 25c per case. Give me a trial order.
^PRICES FREE
W. D. S O P E R

325 South Park

Ave., Jackson, Mich.

FOR SALE
My

good will and line of Bee Supplies with
hardware stock in connection, in a town of
1800; doing business from J8000 to $12,000 per
year. The best chance for the right party
to make money. Reason for selling, ill health.
Write or call.

H. S.

DUBY & SON,

St.

Anne,

III.

g©30003GO0OCQG)OGOO3OOOG
Beekeeper's Guide, by A.

J.

Cook-

T1hs_ book on btes is also known as
the Manual of the Apiary." It is instructive and inipresling, as well as
practically scientific. It has 544 pages

and2«5 illustrations. Bound in cloth.
Price, postpaid, $1.20: or with a year's
subscription 10 the American Bee
Journal, both for $i.8u.

D3C<DeOCXXXXXDO©GXDO©Se
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BEE SAFETY — HOW?

in

my

Three-banded

apiaries.

Italians

P> EE

Smoker.

BEE-SMOKER

Patented

Nearly forty years on the market and
the standard in this and many foreign
countries. It is the all-important tool
of the most extensive honey-producers
For sale direct or by all
of the world.
dealers in Beekeepers' Supplies.

and

Untested, i for 75c; six for $400.
Any number over that biKc each. Tested
I for $1. Co; six for $5 00. Over that $10 per doz.
Goldens.

H. D.

MURRY,

BINGHAM

Ew niNGHAM

By orderinij Murry's queens. I have testimonials on file tliat my strain of bees are
stronuly resistant to ICuropean foulbrood.
IsleofWiElit disease and paralysis. Plenty
of queens ready to ship on short notice from
no%v until Nov. ist. Safe arrival and satis
faction guaranteed. No disease of any kind

Smoke

Mathis, Texas

Doctor,

Two

Cray Caucasians
Early

breeders

gatherers

;

great

Hinged cover on
postage extra.

honey

cap beantirnlly white,

great

comb

lific

gentle

;

;

builders

;

very pro-

hardy

;

good win-

;

28 oz.
26 oz.

J1.25
.85
.50
.75
.50

A. C.

the two

WOODMAN CO., Grand

lareer

sizes

Rapids, Mich.

Untested, $1.00. Select

terers.

untested, $1.25. Tested, $I.SO.
Select tested,

$2.00.

TIN

The best

all-purpose bee.

W.

H.

5-lb.
lo-lb.

FULMER

10,

Andalusia, Pa.

HONEY CANS-LOW

PRICES

friction-top pails, lots of 50 at $2.75; 100 lots, $5 20; crates of 203 at $10.
friction top pails, lots of 50 at $4.00; 100 lots. $7.50; crates of 113 at 8.30: 565 at
f.

Box

Engine. 4-inch stove
3?^- inch stove

larger sizes in copper extra.
23 oz.
Conqueror. 3-inch stove
16 oz.
Little Wonder. 2H-inch stove

0. b.

b.

A. G.

$40,

Chicago.

two in a case, 70c per case; quantity lots, 67c per case; crates of 50 at J12
Chicago or Ohio factory. Prompt shipments are being made at this time.

60-lb cans,

WOODMAN

f.

o.

Grand Rapids, Michigan

CO.

Q-U-E-E-N-S AT 50c
These queens are guaranteed to be as good
as money can buy. They are bred by the
same methods and same care as the high
priced ones. They are bred from imported
mothers, the best in the world, and will produce bees that are the best for honey gathering, gentleness
and are not inclined to
swarm.

Untested. ...$

.50

Select unt...

.65

Tested
Select

i.oo
test.. 1.50

Muth's Ideal Bee

100
25
50
$3.00 t 6,00 $11.75 $22.50 $43-75
6.75 12.50
3.50
5.50 10.00
8,50 16.00
6

I

BY ALL MEANS BUY A GOOD VEIL
75c

We guarantee that all queens will reach
you in good condition, to be purely mated,
to give perfect satisfaction.
b.All orders filledat once.
and

L.

L.

;

with other goods, 70c.

OLD COMBS AND CAPPINGS

FOREHAND

Fort Deposit, Alabama

rendered into
draulic

Q-U-E-E-N-S
Three-band

Italians.

Untested

We

I
for

guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction. Safe delivery. Write for prices
on 25 and more.

FOREHAND

Ft. Deposit,

wax

wax with our

press. Perfect

hy-

work.

buy your wax at highest

market

50c each. The same as you pay $1.00
for. and just like the ones you get for
Guaranteed to be as good as
$1.50.
money can buy. Every one fully

N.

Veil, postpaid,

12

price.

Write

us.

THE FRED W. MUTH COMPANY
204 Walnut

Street,

-

Cincinnati, Ohio

Alabama

The

CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST
AND BEEKEEPER
Tbe only bee publication In

Canada

organ of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association, and has incorporated with it the former Canadian Bee Journal
Beekeeping and Horticulture in its various branches are effectively combined
to form a live, attractive, and practical monthly magazine.
Well illustrated and up-to-date. Subsciption price postpaid.
Foreign. $150 a year.
United States. $125 a year.
Canada. Ji.oo a year.
Sample copy sent free on request.
It is

the

official

The Horticultural Publishing Co., Limited, Peterboro,

Ont., Can.
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EUROPEAN FOULBROOD
spreading in various parts of the country. The first
step in its cure is a vigorous strain of ITALIANS
is

The Root Strain of Bees have Shown
Themselves

to

Highly

be

Resistant

we do

While

not claim their introduction will alone cure European Foulbrood, or
not make a start in their colonies, we have reports of where they have,
with a little help, fought themselves nearly clean of European Foulbrood which was
all around them in black and hybrid colonies.
that

it will

These queens

will be ready for delivery about June 1.
Orders will be
Later in the season we will make delivery promptly.

tion.

filled in rota-

PRICES.— Our

regular price is $1.50 in June and $1.00 after July 1 for untested
queens but we will club them with Gleanings in Bee Culture for one year and a
queen for $1.50, provided we can fill orders for queens when we have a surplus of
them. This will probably be July and August.
;

The A.

ROOT COMPANY

I.

Medina, Ohio

QUEENS OF MOORE'S

THE CAMPBELL SYSTEM OF SOIL CULTURE

STRAIN OF ITALIANS

Everybody knows Campbell, the father of dry farming. Everybody knows that
he started this great movement for Scientific Farming that is chancing the desert
into a garden. But everybody does not know that there is a great school, the

PRODUCE WORKERS
That

fill

the supers Quick

With honey nice and thick.
They have won a world-wide reputation for honey gathering, hardiness, gentleness, etc.

Untested queens, i. $i oo; 6. $5 oo; I2, (g oo
Select untested. I. $1.25; 6, {6 oo; i2.Sii.oo
.Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.
I am now filling orders by return mail.
J. P.

Queen Breeder

MOORE
Rt.

1,

Morgan, Ky.

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF SOIL CULTURE
where the Campbell System of Scientific Soil Tillage and Crop Growing are taught
by mail, where a thorough knowledge of Scientific Agriculture can be secured without leaving home, at a very small expense. If you area farmer or expect to be a
farmer, send for the Campbell literature. Campbell's Scientific Farmer, the Campbell manuals, and a catalog of the Campbell Correspondence School. Sample copy
and catalog free Address.

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
325 Broadway

Billings,

Montana

REPRINT OF OLD 1833 EDITION OF
®®©©®®©G©<S©©<iX3GX3©(30©0©®®S®

Langstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee
This book is very interesting when read in connection with the
Revised Langstroth. Many are surprised at the number of devices
mentioned by Langstroth years ago, which are re-written as new today.

We

offer the old reprint at a special postpaid price of $1.00.

Both

Reprint of Langstroth, $1.00,
-

Langstroth Revised,

$1.20

\

postpaid
$i,6S

Reprint of Langstroth, $1.00

)

Both
for

[-

American Bee Journal,

$1.00

(

$1.50

All three above for $2.50

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

Illinois.
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Shipping Cases for

Comb Honey

It will
in poor shipping cases.
Don't make the mistake of putting a fine lot of section honey
be a
will
and
"falcon" cases arc A No. 1,
lower the price to you and damage your future sales,
Prices are as follows
credit to any crop of honey.
Shipping Cases, With Glass
Shipping Cases in Flat, Without Glass
No.
I
3

jU
6

8

10

I

I

100

holding 24 sections. 4KXIJ4. showine4
holdinKi2 sections. 4'* XI 'a. showing 3

2 00

18 00

holdintr 24 sections. 4!*xi!i.

30
QO
80
80

17 00
16 00
16 00

.holding
holding

24
24

I

showing

4

I

sections 3? 3X=xi!2. showing
sections. 4X5Xi>^, showing

4

I

4

I

II

Number and

00
II
13

iiH
jb
18

description

Same as No i...
Same as No 3-..
Same as No. lii.
Same as No. o
Same as No. 8

—

Nominated by Acclamation

Lewis Sections!
The Kind

Does Not Break

that

Beekeepers everywhere, no matter what their
hives or special

apparatus, agree that

when

it

in

preference

comes

to

Folding

may be

for

sections that

There are No Sections Like Lewis Sections

WHY

THIS TRUE?

IS

FIRST
Because

LEWIS SECTIONS

for sections— the stock used

are

made

is first

of Wisconsin

—

basswood the best material known
by the lumber people— but this is
is re-sorted by the Lewis inspector,

carefully selected

not enough— when it reaches the Lewis factory it
leaving only the whitest material to go into LEWIS SECTIONS.

SECOND
Because the

enough— but

V

groove in LEWIS. SECTIONS is scientifically made— it is cut just deep
not too deep, so that the section wiU not break when folding or be loose at

the corners.

THIRD
Because LEWIS SECTIONS are polished on both sides on a double surfaced sanding
machine which was designed in the Lewis plant especially for this purpose.

FOURTH
Because LEWIS SECTIONS are packed in a tight wooden box entirely enclosing contents
no discoloration from air or sun can occur, no matter how long they are carried in stock—
this package is strongly braced at all corners, insuring delivery in good order.

—

At the same price you pay for other standard makes of sections you get all
of the above— the niakin^j^ of Lewis Sections has been under the supervision of
a Lewis Section Expert who " has been at it " for over thirty years— no wonder Lewis Sections are perfect. One of our customers tells us that he has put up
(folded) thirty thousand Lewis Sections in a season, and has not found one
section in the whole lot that was not perfect.
Can we mention any more
convincing evidence of quality ? Can you say the same of even live hundred
of any other

insist

G. B.

make ?

on the Lewis Sections-Look for the

Beeware Brand

LEWIS COMPANY, WATERTOWN, WIS.
Catalog on request

giving

nearest distributer

^»»

y

D

r
^,^>v'r

Vol.

i 45^

—

LVl.— No.

9

HAMILTON,

ILL.,

1
MONTHLY, $1.00 A YEAR
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PACKING BIG APIARIES FOR WINTER
A

Simple Method that May Be of Use Where Packing of
Sort is Required and Time is T.imited

beekeepers object to out-ofMANY
door wintering because they think
that too much labor is necessary to properly pack the bees. Since

extensive honey producers who practice wintering on the summer stands
have systems by means of which they

pack the bees as easily as
they can be placed in the cellar, an
article describing such a system someare able to

While
seems timely.
in detail
the particular system described in this
article may not be suited to the conditions of the extreme north, it is well
adapted to localities where the bees
have frequent opportunity for flight.
Where more careful packing is necessary, as in Canada and the northern
United States, the same method of
gathering leaves may be used. Such
modifications as are necessary to meet
different climatic conditions will readily

what

pack four or five colonies, and a
hay-rack will carry perhaps 25
filled nets, or enough to pack about

will

large

100 colonies.

The

first

operation

is

to lay the nets

on the ground and stake down the
corners. With hand rakes, the leaves
are piled on the net as high as possible.
The corners are then taken up and
fastened together, making a big bundle
flat

as shown in Fig. 1. As fast as the nets
are filled they are corded in big piles,
and if to be left for future use are covered with a canvas to prevent being
wet by rain. (Fig. 2). If the apiary is
situated in the woods where the leaves
are gathered they can be used as raked,
but otherwise it will be necessary to
haul them to the apiary as shown in
Fig. 3. Fifteen filled nets are piled on
across the
with strips
this wagon
box to serve the purpose of a rack.

The cover

picture

is utilized

quantities

of

leaves.

serve as well as anything and can
usually be obtained at little cost. In
order to handle the leaves economically
nets must be provided in which to carry
them from place to place. In the Dadant apiaries nets are still used which
were first made by the late Charles

FIG. i.-A

shows how the auto-

for carrying smaller
The five nets
shown in the picture contain enough
leaves to keep the men packing until
moving wagon or truck
the slower
reaches the outyard.
The nets last many years if properly
cared for. Some made by the elder
Dadant 25 or 30 years ago are still in
If purchased in the market they
use.
cost about $1.25 each, and enough
should be provided for a full day's
operations.
In the Dadant apiaries straw mats
are used over the brood-frames as
shown in Fig. 5. When the packing
begins the first operation is to remove
the oil cloth from the top of the frames
and replace it with the mat. Care is
used to see that a bee-space is provided
between the frames and the mat to per-

mobile

suggest themselves.
The pictures with this article are
nearly all taken in the Dadant apiaries
where nearly 600 colonies are wintered
on the summer stands. It should be
remembered that the Dadant frame is
2>s inches deeper than the Langstroth
frame, and that a deep frame is considered an advantage in out-of-door winHowever, if there are plenty
tering.
of stores and a deep bottom to provide
under the frames,
clustering space
bees will winter very well outside on
Langstroth frames.
The first essential in preparing a
large apiary for outside wintering is
an abundance of some cheap packing
For this purpose, leaves
material.

Dadant. When empty they somewhat
resemble a large hammock. They are
about six feet square, with meshes of
about four inches and are made of
heavy fish-cord. A net full of leaves

Some

NET FULL OF LEAVES
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I
large cellars would be required to furnish sufficient storage room for cellar
wintering. The interest on the moneynecessary to build seven such cellars
would more than pay all the cost of
preparing the bees for winter by the
packing plan, lerving capital free for
use otherwise and saving depreciation.
Thirty-five years of experience in wintering large numbers of bees by this

method

offers

convincing evidence that

climate no better results are
likely to be obtained by any plan yet
for thi<

made

public.
this method is entirely satisfactory for this latitude and southward,
we would hardly recommend it for
northern latitudes. Farther north more

While

packing is desirable and an outside
winter case is very satisfactory. This
adds somewhat to the expense.

Wintering in

tlie

West

BY WESLEY FOSTER.
has been said that we have no wintroubles here, and it is partly
true, although we do lose 10 percent
of our bees every winter.
But we also
lose 10 percent of our bees from swarming and nearly as much from bee diseases. If we saved all of our colonies
that we now lose from disease and in
wintering, and also saved all swarms
that issue and abscond, we would have
to either buy many new hives each year
or we would have to learn how to preserve the full strength of our colonies
in the hives that we have, and keep
them constantly at work.
If the swarming
will balance the
losses we are about even, but not quite.

IT tering

FIG.

2

-LEAVES ARE CORDED

mit the bees to move from one frame
another.
If burr
combs are not
present to serve this purpose a small
stick is laid across the frames before
the mat is put in place. The big cover
is then filled with leaves and placed on
the hives, as shown in Fig. 6
In practice it is found that four men can work
together with a minimum loss of time.
Two men go ahead and place the mats
and fill the covers. These are followed
by two others who pack the hives on
the outside. (Fig 7.)
For holding the outside packing a
small strip of woven wire is used (Fig.
This encircles the hive as shown
8)
in Fig. 8, leaving the front open.
Fig.
9 shows the final operation oi packing
and Fig. 10 shows the hive snug for
to

IN BIG PILES

come through

in most excellent condiIn winters when extreme cold
prevails for long periods of time, much
depends upon the quality of stores. If
care is used to see that only good quality honey or sugar syrup is present in
the hive, and that no honey-dew or
poor honey is left for the winter food
supply, the bees will withstand a surprising amount of
cold and come
through nicely. A combination of poor
stores and extreme cold is likely to
prove disastrous by any method of
tion.

winter.

With this system the straw mat and
super of leaves absorb the moisture
that would otherwise condense within
the hive. In ordinary winters the bees

FIG 3.-A

WAGON LOAD OF LEAVE5 READY TO GO TO THE OUTYARD

wintering.

Four men

Fig.

5

—Straw Mats are Placed Directly
Over the Brood-Frames

The

gather the leaves and
pack about loo colonies in a day. If
the weather is favorable a force of four
men pack the entire 6U0 colonies in
the seven Dadant apiaries in one week.
It is doubtful whether they could be
prepared for winter in shorter time by
any other method. Their large hives
when full of stores are very heavy and
will

ideal condition is freedom from
losses in swarming, disease and winter-

ing.
This may be done, and is being
done, to quite a large extent by a few.
We can winter colonies well in 2story 8-frame hives, so why not unite
all colonies headed by old queens with
those colonies having young ones ?
This will give us the next spring plenty
of extra hives for the increase we may
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tracting chambers are almost sure to
perish unless requeened with young

queens in August or September. Such
a queen that has done excellent work
during a season rarely is superseded
and she is very apt to die in the fall or
winter.
I

in

have several rows of missing hives
apiaries that are mute testimonies

my

best colonies in
extracted honey production will not
requeen themselves where their queen
begins to fail. The bees may take her
slackening in egg laying to be but the
normal let up of the season. Such a
queen does not come back to fall
breedingand the colony perishes before
to the fact that these

spring.

The desired condition in the Rocky
Mountain country is to winter every
normal colony, and this is being done

FIG.

5.-THE BIG COVER

IS

FILLED WITH LEAVES AND PLACED ON HIVE
This does not refer to Wyoming Montana or Idaho, where the winters are
either more severe or the atmosphere
not so dry as in Colorado. For Colorado, Utah, Nevada. New Mexico, parts
of Wyoming and Montana, the wintering problem cannot be helped by packing.
Let us look to having young
queens, sufficient stores of best quality
and protected locations, with our hives
so placed that the combs and bees will
remain dry, and the winter loss will be
very slight.
Colonies that have bred heavily
nearly all season, or those where the
queen has had the run of several ex-

Fig.

8.-

by many beekeepers right along. We
do have unfavorable conditions, but
the exceptions prove the rule. Colonies wintered in packs, double-walled
hives or in cellars, do not wint r so
well as those colonies left on the summer stands where the location is favorable and where the honey is of good
quality and the queen a young one.
One of our troubles in wintering is
from inferior fall honey, and we can
get a good percentage of such honey
stored in shallow extracting combs
placed on the hives at the close of the
season. These may be removed during
the winter and replaced on the hives
again in the spring when the bees can
use

it

in breeding.

Our winter

losses largely occur from
remedied troubles. We do not
from the winter
protect our hives
winds; we can so easily keep the hives
dry, but we neglect it. Our queens
appear to be all right until the colony
dies of queenlessness foulbrood is so
easily controlled that we wake up after
a colony has been robbed out; bees
need so much ventilation, and we let a
colony go a month or more in an outyard with no cover on it. Our outapiary fences need repairing, and cattle

easily

;

-Wire Used to Hold Outside
Packing

make or have forced upon

us.

have tried this, and know that large
2story hives with young vigorous
queens are heavy honey gatherers. Another experiment that was tried on five
colonies and worked out well was to
divide five normal single-story colonies
I

of the honey flow.
Each
division was given a young queen
and these 4-frame nuclei were wintered
in lOframe hives, two in each one. The
following spring each of these nuclei
was equal in bees and vigor to the
average of my single story colonies
that had not been divided.
Of course,
I had to add honey and combs in the
spring, but the experiment was an interesting one.
This plan probably
would not work at all unless the season was a normal one. The colonies
were all wintered on the summer
stands.
In the Rocky Mountain region, where
the winters are comparatively dry and
the temperature not severe, we will undoubtedly waste our time in trying to
obviate winter losses by wintering in
cellars, in packs, or double-walled hives.
at the close

new

FIG 7.-TWO

MEN FOLLOW AND PACK HIVbS UN THE OUTaiUE
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get in among the hives, disturbing the
bees and causing loss. These causes
of winter loss may not be worth while
mentioning in an article on wintering,
but they are the things that cause the

bulk of our losses.

We lose something every winter
from thieves stealing honey from colonies until they either starve or die from
exposure caused by lack of combs in

the sun shines. To prepare bees for
the winter season here they should be
confined to the brood-chamber or not
more than one super left on. That is
sometimes best to take care of full
combs. Of course, all bees are winThe hives
tered in the open here.
should be carefully examined to see
are all thoroughly
that the covers
water-proof, and a weight should be put

the cluster.

There is one condition where the
advocate of more protection might
score a point, and thatis when we have
a month of zero weather and some of
our normal colonies perish. We should
have some accurate data on the losses
from this cause in the Rocky Mountain
region. If the expense of more protection will not be more than the losses
suffered we should know it. The majority of beekeepers here think that
the losses are less than the e.xpense
would come to.
of more protection
Are they right ?
Some of our most successful beemen
have even given up trying to winter
bees in their locations and fill their
hives with bees from the South shipped
in one and two pound packages. If
this is cheaper than solving the winquestion, we would like to
tering
see the matter handled by men who
know. Bees from the South received
bloom in the
at the time of fruit
North gather honey more rapidly than
do those that have wintered here in
the North. With cheaper express rates
and a lessening of the losses in shipment we may find the wintering question vanishing for there will be none
if we quit trying to winter our bees.
Boulder, Colo.

Wintering Bees in
BY

J.

E.

Fig. 0.— Putting

on the Outside Packing

California

PLEASANTS.

WHILE

there is no wintering problem in California as in colder climates, there is a certain amount
of preparation necessary to meet the

side line.

Orange,

condition of partial rest, which occurs
during the cessation of the honey flow
and the rainy season. There is never
any time of the year when there is not
something in bloom from which bees
gather some nectar. This is especially
to be noticed in the irrigated valleys
The eucalyptus,
and along streams.
where planted in sufficient numbers,

is, however,
There are
only relatively speaking.
not sufficient suppliesfrom such sources
to justify any beekeeper in stinting his
bees at the last extracting, expecting
them to fill up in the fall enough to go
through the rainy season safely. Every
colony should be left at least 25 pounds
of honey, or more.
From Sept. 1 until the middle of
January (or Feb. 1, if in the mountains)
there is very little for the bees to work
on. Rain may be expected any time
during this period, though it is unusual to have much before the latter
part of November, cool nights, and occasionally high winds.
Bees fly almost any time here when

Calif.

Winter Warmth in the Colony
BY

DR.

K BRUNNICH.

FORfor outdoor beekeeping,
wintering,
rational

especially

it is

furnishes much nectar, and many species are winter bloomers. Even in the
mountains and on arid plains there are
several species of "drouth" plants that
furnish nectar to some extent in late

summer and autumn. This

may be returned to the bees in good
condition the next spring. They should
be fumigated and stored away in mothproof quarters, ii possible. Where one
super is left on the hive, most of the
full combs can be taken care of here
and used as a surplus for the bees. The
hives should be looked through carefully to be sure all have good queens.
The hives should be raised from the
ground a little on a frame stand a few
inches high to keep them from dampness, where cement slabs are not used
as foundations for the hive. This, the
cement slab, is the very best I have
seen, as it is permanent and where extended a few inches in front of the hive
obviates the necessity of hoeing away
weeds close to the entrance.
As the fall here is the dangerous season for forest fires, an apiary should
be well cleaned from grass, and where
fire-break should be
it is possible a
made around it. By Nov. 1 the entrance
of the hive should be slightly contracted, and those who use ventilators
should close them, or the bees will.
Skunks are a menace to bees here at
this season, and outapiaries should not
be neglected in allowing them as they
will soon weaken a colony.
Poison is
the best method for getting them, as
outapiaries are not visited frequently
enough to use traps. A little poison
put in an egg slightly open at one end,
and set up in some receptacle near the
hive, will almost always get the skunks,
as they are very fond of eggs.
After an apiary is prepared for winter, the less the bees are disturbed the
better.
The best way to tell if feeding
is necessary is to "heft" the hive, as
opening it may cause robbing.
With these few precautions, or rather
preparations, our bees winter comfortably here in the apiary and unless the
beekeeper has other occupation this is
the time for his vacation. Most beekeepers here though, even those who
have large apiaries, have some other

Fig. 10— The

on the cover.

Hive Snug kue Winter

The common

practice

weight them with stones.
These are always handy in the mountains, and one finds them used in sizes
varying from 5 to 20 pounds in weight.
They hold the cover in place and prevent the hive from being blown over
Sometimes these
if hard winds occur.
stones do not appeal to an inspector
who has to go through an apiary of
several hundred colonies alone, but as
here

he

is

is

to

sure to use them at

nothing to be
the honey

said.
flow, and

home

there

is

Of course during

especially in outapiaries, supers are used up to three.
and even four, stories.
In fixing up for winter these surplus
combs must be taken care of so they

impor-

tant to be well informed concerning the economy of warmth in the hive.
Everybody knows h iw much the bees
depend upon the outside temperature.
Ordinarily they do not fly below 48 to
50 degrees. Still higher temperatures
are needed for queens or drones to
leave the hive. At about 56 degrees a
The
single bee is soon paralyzed.
brood needs a uniform warmth of 98
degrees; if the temperature sinks under that point, the growing insect may
be injured.

important question is: How does
quiescent bee produce warmth ?

An
the

How

does

it

proceed to keep

its

tem-

perature higher than that of the surrounding air ? I cannot agree with Dr.
Phillips' theory that they produce heat
by motion, especially of their wings,
for two reasons. First, I think it is
impossible on account of lack of room.
We know that in the coldest weather
the bees are crowded together in the
narrow lanes of their wax town, many
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them being motionless in the cells.
Under those circumstances, they cannot move their wings, and moreover
the oscillations of the wings would

of

produce currents of air unfavorable to
the conservation of warmth. Every one
who has had occasion to see a colony
dead from hunger will agree with me.
The bees are packed so closely together
that any considerable free motion of
And a starved
the wings is excluded.
colony is indeed a frozen colony. When
the bees are unable to produce heat for
want of food, the temperature of the
cluster sinks and at last the bees are
paralyzed and die. Secondly. I believe
it impossitile for physical reasons, /. e.,
the bees are unable to furnish mechanical activity sufficient to maintain the
A cluster concaloric equilibrium.

suming daily, in very cold weather, an
ounce of h.ney, produces about 120
greater calories, which correspond to
360,0i'() foot-pounds, a mechanical labor
which can hardly be produced by a
quiescent cluster.
Nevertheless I admit that, in strong
chills, the peripheric bees often make
movements with their wings to protect
Further
freezing.
themselves from
more I admit that a small part of the
production of heat is due to mechanical
labor through the muscular work of

and digestion.
believe that the greatest part of the
production of heat is purely of a chemical nature.
It may be as with the bear
or marmot, in their winter sleep, who
burn their fat probably mainly in the
liver and
transform it directly into
resf'irat/o?!, circitlatioyi
I

warmth. The liver is the great stove
which warms the blood, and by this the
whole body. The necessary oxygen is
brought by the arteries, the poisonous
gas is eliminated by the veins and the
I
fuel is supplied by the portal vein.
the bees, the tubes of
Malpighia correspond to the liver in
mammals. They are a bundle of exceedingly rich, fine tubes discharging
themselves into the small intestine. The
oxygen is furnished by a rich web of
air capillaries, the fuel sugar comes
from the blood and the poisonous gases
take their way out through the air
believe that, in

—

—

capillaries.
It is a

the bees

fact that the more
of their stores the

well-known

consume

more unfavorable are the circumstances
of warmth conservation in the cluster.
Besides the material loss, a surplus consumption has other disadvantages the
wear and tear on the bee is greater on
account of the augmented labor of
digestion.
What is worse, the waste
of food augments in the large intestine
and the danger of dysentery in spring
is considerably increased.
Let us now examine how bees proceed to preserve warmth. We know
that they cluster together closer as the
temperature sinks, in order to diminish
to a minimum the surface, which radiates heat according to physical laws.
The loss of heat is proportional to the
surface and to the difference in temperature between the surface and the
surrounding air. Similarly there is in
the cluster a constant radiation of
warmth from the center to the periphery.
For outdoor wintering there are
four possibilities
;

there is no warm wall around
the colony. In this case the cluster
1.

If

takes the form of a sphere, because this
form represents the minimum surface
of all solids with the same volume. If
the room does not allow the formation
of a sphere, the bees cluster in the

form

of an ellipsoid.

the top of the combs there is
a warm cover, which reduces the loss
In this
of heat there is a minimum.
case the bees form a hemisphere and
the free radiating surface is only about
4-,'j
A warm cover, thereof case 1.
fore, saves in cold weather about 20
percent of the food.
3. If two colonies are close together,
have one common wall and are both
covered with a war ii cushion (twinhives).
In this case, both colonies behave as if they were a single colony
without a separating wall; both form,
together, a hemisphere. Therefore, in
each colony, there is no loss of warmth
against the neighbor, the temperature
being the same on both sides. Here
2.

If at

colony forms approximately half
of a hemisphere, and the e.xposed surface of each colony is only about }i of
case 1, or about 5-6 of case 2.
each

4. If four colonies are close together,
have four common walls, and are cov-

ered with warm cushions. All the four
colonies behave like a single one and
Here
form, together, a hemisphere.
the free surface is about Yz of case 1,
^/i of case 2, % of case 3 (50 percent, 36
percent, 24 percent). If I understand it
correctly this would be the case with
the tenement hive.
thus see that the contraction of
the cluster is a means for the regulation of the temperature inside of the
colony; the greater the cold the greater
being the contraction. Another factor
of this regulation is the greater or less
production of heat by the bees individIn view of the wonderful adapually.
tation of the bees to external conditions, we judge their proceedings in
the regulation of the inner temperature
to be as follows
When it is very cold, the cluster
must produce, in the center, sufficient
warmth, that the heat at the periphery
may keep the bees from being chilled,
57 degrees. Therefore, the
/. e., about
colder it is, the higher the warmth of
the center must be to make up the
greater loss by radiation. This gives
a law which appears at first view paradoxical.
The colder it is, the higher
the temperature is in the center of the
cluster.
If the temperature of the air
is higher than 57 degrees, it is not necessary for the bees to form a compact
cluster and each bee produces its proper
warmth, for itself, probably some degrees higher than the outside air.
The above explanations agree well
with the researches of Phillips. He
found 57 degrees Fahr., the critical
temperature of the cluster, i. e., that if
the outer air begins to fall under this
temperature, the bees produce warmth
so that the inner temperature rises.
Should the bees allow the inner temperature to sink below 57 degrees without taking precautionary measures, they
would be chilled and would perish unless the temperature should rise again.
Phillips has already pointed out the
injurious effect of inside or outside

We

:

disturbances (noise, mice annoyances,
drafts of air, unsuitable food, etc.), this
producing an unnecessary rising of the

temperature at the center, with all its
bad consequences.
The circumstances are different when
the colony begins to breed. In this
case, the central temperature is higher
than necessary, i. ? it is under all circumstances about 98 degrees. The surplus warmth causes a loosening of the
,

which is favorable to the free
befcs as
circulation of the breeding
nurses, fetching pollen and honey. It
is then most important to keep up the
warmth by cushions or otherwise.
cluster,

Zug, Switzerland.

Queen-and-Drone Traps
BY

F.

GREINER.

occurred to me
years ago
SOME
might more successfully hanthat
it

I

dle my bees in the outyards if I
could in some way hinder the queens
from leaving the hives. I therefore
went to work and got out enough material for a large number of queen-anddrone traps, intending to make them
However, I
up for use that season.
made up only a very few, and after
observing how much the bees were
hindered by them, particularly in en-

tering the hive,

how many

pollen pel-

were dislodged from their pollen
which the
baskets, the manner in
drones behaved attempting to gain the
outside, etc., I concluded that I would
lose more by using the traps than I
could possibly gain. I admit I did not
simply did not have the
test it out.
I
courage to torture my bees with such
a nuisance and I dropped the matter.
When our colonies are most populous, when most honey producers give
lets

entrance, even placing
largest
blocks under all four corners of the
hives, in order to make it as comfortable for the inmates as possible, if we
are to shut down to a small entrance
full of obstructions, thus aggravating
the already dangerous conditions, what
Everything
result can be expected ?
crowding to the only exit, multitudes
of drones trying to force their blocky
bodies through the narrow perforations,
thereby hindering the workers! The
drones are slow in finding their way
through the little cones up into the
the

trap and collect in great numbers. The
noise they make is trying on the nerves
of the apiarist.

should have laws on our
prevent such torture of
these little insects. I have not found
much use for drone-traps so far.
The clipping of the queens is only a
safeguard, at best, in case we make a
miss in our management. When every
queen is clipped the chances that a
possible mass of 25 pounds of bees may
I

think we

statutes

to

woods are small. The larger
number of bees kept in a place the
more necessary it is to have all queens
clipped. In a large yard several swarms
may issue at the same time, and if one
go

to the

the

is with them, they are sure to go
somewhere before the apiarist is likely
to give them attention. To his sorrow
he will discover that the supers on a
number of colonies are empty of bees.
He may then wonder why. Queens

queen

not all clipped.
Naples, N. Y.
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THE EDITOR^S VIEWPOINT
Instructions to Beekeepers

The Agricultural Extension
of the University

Minnesota

of

monthly

service
is

pub-

advice to
the beekeepers of the State, under the
management of Prof. Francis Jager.
lishing a

good

It is a

thing.

do well to follow

letter

of

Other States would
method.

this

that a queen should generally be laying
wlien 8 or 9 days old. At first, however, eggs
are so few as not to be
easily found, so in ordinary cases it is
as well not to make an examination
until the queen is 12 days old or older.

must be remembered, however, that

It

Fertilization of

Queens

tunities for observation as to the ferti-

his

of

young queens, reports some
Leipziger Bienen-

findings in

Zeitung, page 115.

He

says

that

usually

occurs between 12:00 m. and 5:00 p.m.,
with still weather and a temperature of
at least 65 degrees Fahr., mostly be-

tween

1 :00

The question

and 3:00 o'clock

quite rarely before

p.m.,

and

of sectional hives hav-

ing been raised lately, we have secured
for the Bee Journal a very interesting
thesis covering the entire subject by an
enthusiastic Canadiin student, Mr.

W.

This thesis was approved
by the able Canadian professor, Morley
Pettit, of Guelph, Ont.
F.

fertilization

may

Sectional Hives

H. Mulct, having in the course of
years had more than a thousand opporlization of

is not always favorable, so
be delay.

the weather

there

Geddes.

Heatlingr Off

A

Swarmiug

Pennsylvania correspondent asks

my comment on

P. Blunk's

way

of

lower temperature than
the weather is favorable,
most queens are fertilized at the age of

heading ofi swaiming, as
Gleanings for July 15, page

6 or 7 days.

is

"Several years ago." he writes, " virgins emerged from their cells on the
same day in about 20 of my colonies

" Prepare a hive with an empty comb
to catch the pollen, a comb of suitable
brood from which queens can be reared,
and fill up the rest of the space with
dummies. Put this hive on the stand
of any strong colony that is preparing
to swarm, with a couple of supers on
Put on a good wire escape-board,
top.
and on top of all set the strong colony
without its bottom-board. The flying
force will all go downstairs in 24
hours, and so few bees will be left in
the original hive that they will tear
down all queen-cells, which might be
on the combs; the queen, of course,
being left in the old brood-chamber
on top.
" The queen will keep right on with
her laying. In 14 days take the old
hive off, remove the queen, or leave
Put one of the queenher, as desired.
cells built in the lower story in the old
hive and set it on a new stand. Contract the entrance and remove all cells
except one from the new colony. Supply frames of foundation, put on more
supers, and the job is done.

65 degrees.

If

and nuclei. To determine at what age
they were fecundated I exajnined each
day after 5:00 o'clock p.m., to see
whether fertilization had taken place,
as every experienced beekeeper knows
the signs of fertilization are easily
seen; besides one may know from the
beginning of egg laying, which usually
occurs 42 to 48 hours after fertilization.
One queen mated at 4 days of age 3 at
5 days; 8 at 6 days; 6 at 7 days; and
the remaining two at a later age; the
weather during this time having been
favorable throughout."
;

may

It

be

recalled

said no virgin ever
of

age,

that

Henry Alley

mated under

5

days

which very nearly agrees with

the foregoing.
It

would appear from Mulct's

figures

in the

is

desired

put

the

prepared hive below back

old brood nest, after removing
the queen from the latter. This will
not take long, as the bees are scarce,
as above mentioned. It is necessary
to remove all queen-cells but one on
the frame of brood in question."
in the

I am not certain whether I fully understand the whole proceeding, but on
the face of it it looks as though the old
brood-nest with the queen is left for 14
days in the story on top, with nothing
coming into it, with a ticket-of-leave
for any bee that might want to go below, and never a bee returning, and
with such a dearth of two weeks durahardly expect the
tion one would

brood-nest to be in the most flourishing condition. But Mr. Blunk is a beekeeper of experience, and no doubt
makes it work all right. Possibly he
makes an opening from without to this
story above, through which the younger
bees establish an entrance.
My correspondent says: "Bees
might, with the arrangement directed,
not go through the escape in 24 hours;
I have just now three cases in which I

had three comb-supers on that many
colonies, and in 24 hours the bees did
not get out, while they did wherever
there were but two or one super."
Well, if they were very much longer
than 24 hours, it wouldn't matter, the
important thing is that nothing would
be going in, and that would discourage
the bees so as to insure the destruction
of all queen-cells. But it must be noted

two cases are very differentput an escape under surplus
honey, we want all the bees to get out,
and the sooner the better. In the cise
in hand we do not want all the bees to
get out it would be a disaster if they
should, and Mr. Blunk expressly says
thTii the /lyhiff force \)i\\ go downstairs
in 24 hours, leaving the younger bees
c. c. m.
to do duty as nurses.

that the

When we

12:00 or after 5:00

p.m., or at a

no increase

"If

IMPORTANT NOTICE.
THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

*\^

J.

;

given in
610,

which

as follows:

United Effort
The following item appeared in a
recent issue of the Breeders' Gazette:
NATIONAL ADVERTISING OF DAIRY PRODUCTS

A
by

fund of $50,000 has been subscribed

men prominent

in

try for the preliminary

the dairy induswork of the big

national advertising campaign to increase the production and consumption
of milk, butter, buttermilk, cheese atid
Advertisements are in
ice cream.
preparation and will shortly appear in
weeklies and monthlies of national circulation and in leading dailies.

proposed to raise a total fund of
$750,000 to cover a complete
campaign of three years and to expend
in advertising, general publicity and
organization work approximately $20,000 a month for 36 months.
It is

at least

There has been no more remarkable
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than

development

shown by the

is

dairy industry in this country during
the past 25 years. While honey has
shown a tendency to lower prices, but-

production

ter has steadily increased in

at the same time the price now averages at least twice and probably three
times what it did once. If honey production is to become a leading industry the
beekeepers must learn from their pros-

and

perous neighbors. From the above
will be seen that a fund of $50,000 was
readily subscribed to begin a campaign
of advertising which has for its object
not only increased consumption but
production of dairy
also increased
products. With a fund of three quarmillion dollars they will do

a

wonders in a 3-years' campaign.
A few years ago there was an element among the dairymen loud in its
cries that butter and cheese would
shortly be produced at a loss because

Now

of over-production.

the

leaders

are proposing to advertise the increase

consumption.
They know full well that if production
does not keep pace with the increased
with

production along

demand

substitutes will take the place

been the case
with us when corn syrups have to a
large extent replaced honey on the
table of the American family and low-

avoid

to

winter

large

and so as to

have all colonies in the best possible
condition for the harvest next year.
There are four major factors in the
colonies for winter
preparation of

which make for

They

this desired end.

are

Plenty of good stores.
A strong cluster of young bees.
A good queen.

1.

2.
3.

it

ters of

so as

shape,

losses, spring dwindling,

Protection.
is absolutely imperative that all
colonies be supplied with abundance
of good stores so that they will not
want at any time during the winter.
It

especially true

is

the

of

North,

where it is harmful to disturb
the cluster on account of the cold. It
localities

is

equally

advisable in

warmer

the

climates, although not so imperative,
since feeding could be done during

winter

if

necessary.

The beginner will ask how much
honey is required. It is advisable to
have

pounds

at least 30

quantity varying

to the hive, the

some with

and duration of lack of honey

localities

more imperative

stores.

the

of their products, as has

This

ered the price of honey instead of rais-

North where the bees are often months
without a flight. Here, care should be
taken to avoid honeydew, sour honey,
fruit juices, and other honeys which

ing

The

A

__^__^__^

it.

Oldest of the

Bee

Jourual.s

magazine entitled
America," in its July
number, gives a quotation taken from
Gleanings in Bee Culture, which it
mentions as "the oldest of the bee
journals." We do not wish in any way
to disparage our courteous and wellmanaged contemporary Gleanings. But
this qualification does not belong to it.
The oldest of the bee journals now in
very pretty

" Little

Lands

existence

is

little

in

L'Apiculteur,

of

Paris,

which was established in 1856. The
next oldest, and the oldest in the Engthe American Bee
lish language, is
Journal, which was established in 1861,
Gleanings and the
in Philadelphia, Pa.
British Bee Journal were established
simultaneously in 1873.

is

also

in

have a deleterious eflfect on the bees.
Aster honey has been reported from
time to time as belonging to this class,

though in some localities
good as any other honey.

A

it

seems as

The

strong cluster of young bees.

emphasis should be placed on young.
Too many beekeepers think their colonies in excellent condition because at
the close of the

summer
The fact

flow th

:y

are

is that most
strong in bees.
of these bees have done their share of

the

work and

dwindling in

The result is a
the numbers of the coloare old.

nies early in the winter, causing either
total loss of the colony during the win-

dwindling. In
the absence of breeding in the early
fall, owing to a dearth of nectar or

ter

or serious

some other

it is

very often advis-

such breeding by

fall

feeding.

Prepare
To the
beekeeper

Now

for

Winter

and inexperienced
may seem premature to

smaller
it

open the discussion

of

wintering in

of the American Bee
this number
Journal which reaches our readers on
the first of September.
And yet it is even now late enough
to make the most thorough preparations if we would have our colonies
come through the winter in good

fall breedcaused by a failing queen, especially after such a honey flow as the
central West has had the past summer.
Queens become worn out with excesshould be replaced.
sive laying and
Very often the bees replace the queen

Only too often the lack of

ing

ture, ventilation

to be

watched

and temperature have

carefully.

In a large proportion of localities
outdoor protection is afforded. When
such is given the beekeeper should
sure of a good tight hive, a shel-

make

if possible, abundance of
good packing, and proper ventilation.
Several methods of outdoor packing
are practiced, some of which are given

tered location

in this

number.

Summer Course

in

Ontario

tural College,

June

12 to 16.

There were

attendance, which was a
good number considering the busy season and the fact that backward weather
had put all farmers behind with their

about 20 in

work.

The speakers included Mr. Frank

C.

Iowa, Mr. F.
W. L. Sladen, of the Central Experimental Farm, Ottawa, Mr. James Armstrong, Vice-President of the Ontario
Pellett,

State Apiarist of

Beekeepers' Association, Morley Pettit,
Provincial Apiarist, and Geo. F. Kingsmill, assistant to the Provincial Apiarist.

The work was concluded to supplement the winter course applying in the
apiary the things learned in the classroom. Members of the class were ex-

pected to supply themselves with veils
and smokers and were given apiary
practice.

spring

cause,

able to stimulate

is a good tight hive as a
protection against robbers and against
the rain.
In other localities cellar wintering
conditions of moisis practiced, and

The first summer course in beekeeping was held at the Ontario Agricul-

flow.

Such stores should be good

may come out in spring
with a good prolific queen rather than
be queenless or have a drone laying or
failing queen.
Protection varies with locality. In
some parts of the country the only pro-

the colonies

tection needed

4.

This

go into winter with young vigorous
This is not only desirous on
account of fall breeding, but also that
queens.

is

themselves by superseding, but the instances of failure of the bees to do this
are not rare, and it behooves the beekeeper to make sure that his colonies

Crop Conditions
Latest crop reports indicate a good
flow of clover honey throughout the
central and eastern States. Colorado
conditions are probably below normal,
while parts of Idaho, New Mexico, and
Arizona indicate about half a crop.
California will probably yield 60 per-

cent of a normal crop with Texas conditions about normal.

So far the honey markets have been
low, owing to the large amount of
clover offered. Conditions should improve, however, and prices should rule
about as strong as last year unless
present reports are erroneous.
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Trip Through Texas

BV THE EDITOR.

WE now hadSan Antonioourandheadquarto leave

ters at
did so
with regret, for the beautiful city,

with

its

tropical
river, its
ture, its

warm, dry breezes, its semiits winding little
Spanish-American architecfar-famed Alamo, rendered

vegetation,

venerable by the tragic death of its
garrison of 150 Americans in 1836, its
numerous but peaceable, bronzed, semiMe.xican population, made a very pleasant impression upon us.
Among the beekeepers whom we met
at San Antonio, during our stay, in
addition to those already mentioned,
were Messrs. H. Grossenbacher and
Emil Ripps. The former is county inspector of Bexar county, and from him
I received
the first intimation of the
value of this county in honey production,

Group of Five Hives Arranged After Scholl's Method
ever seen. A herbarium is difficult to
preserve in good shape. We know this
by experience, for we secured the

Newman collection from Mr. Your
some years ago, and we would be
ashamed to exhibit it today. The Texas
honey flora is so extensive that a collection of most of its specimens is in-

Mr. Grossenbacher asserts that
some 700 beekeepers in the

there are
county.

According to the statistics of the
Texas Experimental Agricultural Station, there are in Texas about 16 colonies in movable-frame hives to one in
box-hive.
But in Bexar county the
proportion is 92 to 1.
Mr. Ripps is the apiarist whose hospitable wife offered to the National
Association, at its San Antonio meeting of 1906, an immense bouquet from
her flower garden, although the date
was Nov. 15, and northern flower gardens were bare. This bouquet was presented to Dr. Bohrer. the oldest member in attendance. The Ripps are still
at San Antonio, and still hospitable.
Our next stopping place was New
Braunfels, for a call
on our friend
Louis Scholl, well-known to the readers pf the Bee Journal, by his articles
on " Southern Beedom," beginning over
ten years ago. He was secretary of the
Texas State Association when the National met at San Antonio, a position
which he held for a number of years.
We had again to thank Mr. and Mrs.
LeStourgeon for the trip to the Scholl
home, in their automobile. It had all
been arranged
beforehand and the

teresting and instructive.

Scholl has at present between 1000
He has had
a greater number of apiaries, but lost
seven of them in the flood of the Brazos
Valley in 191-3. All his colonies are in
shallow stories, the brood-chamber being of exactly the same size as the
supers. Two or more stories are used
for breeding and as many more as necessary for surplus. The crop is mainly
buik comb-honey : as a rule only enough
extracted honey being secured to fill the
spaces between the joints of the combs
when they are cut and fitted into the
receptacles. This custom seems to be
uniform all through southern Texas.
Scholl's method of beekeeping is very
simple, since all the stories are alike.
He claims better results than with full-

and 1200 colonies of bees.

Louis H. Scholl
Scholls were expecting us. These young
people had just been married, in 1906,
when I met them first, and they look as
young as they did then, though they
now have a daughter 6 years old.
Louis Scholl has as fine a collection
of specimens of honey-plants as I have

sized brood-chambers.
The distance bees usually travel for

honey

is

IK

estimated by him at less than

miles, and with apiaries two miles
aijart he often notices a great difference
in ihe yield, both as to quantitv and
quality, indicating that the bees do not

work on

He

the same pasture.
has a few rare bee-books, two of

which I had never seen, though I knew
of them:
"The True Amazons or the
Monarchy of Bees," by Joseph Warder,
London, 1726, and a translation of
Huber's work of 1841.
We visited with Mr. Scholl an apiary
which depends solely upon cotton blossoms for its crop, being too far from
the chaparral for other grades. The
hives are arranged 'Scholl fashion" in
groups of five, so the workers and
queens are less likely to make mistakes
and enter the wrong hive. I believe
our friend is correct in saying that
long, uniform rows of hives, that are
exactly alike, have
a
tendency to
weaken
the
weak colonies and
strengthen the strong ones, as the
young bee, at its first flights, is apt to
hesitate as to the exact location of its
hive, in a long row, and the hum of a

LOUIS

H.

SCHOLL ADDRESSING BEXAR COUNTY FIELD MEET

strong colony attracts it. This is good
reasoning. The worst losses are those
of young queens returning from their
wedding flight. The colony is at that
time usually without young brood from
which to rear another, if the queen is
lost.
So it is doomed unless the loss
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cision, the morning call and the meals
being announced with the bugle.
One of the views given here shows

one of the main academic buildings in
front of which is assembled the cadet
corps. There are three battalions composed of four companies each. This
formation is made for all meals and all
military maneuvers. The little building

shown

to

the

right of

the

Academic

Building is Pfeuflfer Hall, one of the
dormitories. The part of the building

shown on

the extreme right of the picthe Civil Engineering Building,
in which is housed the departments of
Civil Engineering, Irrigation Engineering, Rail^yay and Highway Engineering
and Physics.
ture

is

The other view shows a portion of
new mess hall, and to the left is
shown the Shirley Hotel and the Shir-

the

is

A

fine city

said before, apiary inspection

the

associations of beekeepers.
an incentive to organization.
The entomologist's principal duty is

line

with

and to direct the

work.

The investigations and statistics begun by the previous entomologist, Mr.
Wilmon Newell, well-known to our

has re-

planters'

groves and

built in colonial style, in level plains,
indicate cotton plantations. The little
cabins, for negro or Mexican field
hands, are strung in endless rows along
a private byway.
The absence of outbuildings for chickens or pigs, around
cabins
is
striking.
these
Is the planter
to blame or are the tenants too shiftless to keep poultry ? No wonder there

is

to tabulate the reports

That evening we bade good bye to

railroad

the

local

This

our hosts and to the LeStourgeons,
whose kindness it will be difficult for
us to repay. The next morning saw us
on the train for College Station.

Along the

is in

hands of the entomologist; but it is
with the help of county inspectors
whose names are suggested to him by

sulted.

homes, surrounded

many of

beekeeping I found very accurate methods and a wonderful system. As I have

and supplying several hundred cubic
feet per second, of the clearest water
that may be seen anywhere. It forms
a small lake and a river. It is fine. We
were told that New Braunfels was an
early settlement, and that the scouts
sent by the immigrants selected this
location because of these beautiful and
springs.

great

It would be out of the limits of my
subject to discuss or describe the main
agricultural studies of the college. In

promptly discovered.

The afternoon was spent at the public
park of New Braunfels, whence their
Here, as in San Antonio,
river flows.
a very beautiful stream comes out of
the hillside, boiling up from the ground

immense

Annex.

In these two buildings a
the officers of the college
live and board.
ley

AUTOMOBILE CROSSING ON TEXAS GROUNDS TO SAVE GATE OPENING

F.

B Paddock, of Te.xas

readers, are ahiy continued by the present encumbent. Prof. Paddock. Blanks
to be filled are sent to the inspectors
and to beekeepers generally. Among
the questions asked is whether beekeeping is preferable as a side-line or
as a profession. In most States the
answers would almost invariably favor
it as a side-line.
But in Texas, Bulletin No. 58 shows 705 beekeepers favoring beekeeping as a profession, a remarkable large number, perhaps not to
be equaled in any other State.
The replies as to the production of

should be a tendency to 'provide" by
visiting at night the coops of more
thrifty neighbors.
That is the explanation of the proverbial love of the southern negro for chicken. It appears to
be a rarity.
expected to find something of a
town at College Station. But the city,

We

Bryan,

is

about four miles away.

The

on a gentle sloping hill.
Professor Paddock was at the station
and informed us that we were to be
the guests of the institution, an unexpected honor. An hotel is the usual
stopping place of visitors at colleges.
The Agricultural and Mechanical
College is not a co-educational institution.
It is only for young men and
the cadets have military drills during
every year of their stay. This 4-year
drill ought to come in every United
college

is

States College. It would help make
every man a soldier, in case of need, as
in Switzerland, a small country with

democratic institutions which is now
setting an example to the entire world.
The college boards its students and
everything is done with military pre-

:APPR0ACH to THE MESS HALL AT THE TEXAS

A.

AND

M.

COLLEGE.

;
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honey are

also noteworthy. Out of a
production reported of 2,400,000
pounds, in round figures, 1,510,000 was
bulk comb honey, 823,000 extracted
honey, and less than 76,000 pounds section honey, indicating the enormous
proportion of bulk comb honey pro-

total

duced.

The college has at present no apiary
on the grounds. This is a deficiency
that ought to be supplied, in order to
give the students of apiculture ample
opportunities to study and experiment.
Apiculture in Texas is too important
not to give

it all the attention possible.
spots of that immense State have
no resources as valuable as honey production. The honey of these districts
is of good quality and sells readily.
They are just beginning to find out the
possibilities of the industry. They have
a capable, young and energetic entomologist at the head of this department
and will doubtless give him good backing.
The time has come for full recognition of beekeeping even in States of
lesser production.

Many

There

is

no winter problem

in

Texas

the worst features being spring dwindling of colonies and foulbrood. The
former may be warded off by attention
and the supplying of artificial pollen
when there is a dearth of flowers. The
latter has spent its force and the system of inspection employed will sooner
or later put it under full control, when
sufficiently sustained by legislation. In
the olden days such
scourges were
like prairie fires and died only for want
of fuel, after having swept the land.
Nowadays they are stopped by man's
ingenuity and persistence.
The acting professor of entomology
is S.

W.

Bilsiiig,

and Mr. B.Youngblood

director of the experiment station.
were taken over the Agricultural
grounds in his automobile, and I noticed the peculiar auto passages by the
side of the farm gates. They are built
like the cattle guards of railroad crossings. This does away with the necessity of opening
gates, except when
horses are used. It saves time.
I said we were the guests of the college.
Before leaving, I must acknowledge the courtesies and kindness of
Mr. Sbisa, supervisor of the subsistence
department, and of his kind wife, who
looked after our welfare. Mr. Sbisa,
a foreigner by birth, has occupied his
present position for 38 years out of the
39 of the college's existence. His motto
is "economy."
He does not believe in
the too common habit of wastefulness,
but knows how to provide abundance
through judicious saving.
A visit
is

We

honey produced here has been shipped
to the States and sold at very low
prices.
The readers of the American
Bee Journal maybe interested in learning more about it.

We

have

daughter

a

who

has been

Honolulu for some time. Wife
and I came to visit her last winter. We
left our home in Caldwell, Idaho, on
Nov. 4, and spent some time at the San
Francisco Fair. We sailed for Hawaii
on Nov. 9, making the trip in six days.
The sea was quite rough when we left
the harbor, but Mrs. Porter and I
seemed to be good sailors, and the
passage was a great pleasure.
living in

It is difficult

to express the beauty of

and climate of these islands,
where there is but little change of temperature the year around, no excessive
heat, with the thermometer rarely below 60 degrees.
Through the kindness of Mr. Westgate, superintendent of the Experiment
Station, I was handed the reports concerning beekeeping
in the islands.
There are about 20,000 colonies, and
the output of honey is around 1000
tons, or an average of 100 pounds per
colony. But it is a very low grade of
scene

honey. A portion of it is honeydew
gathered from the sugar cane, mixed
more or less with nectar from the
flowers. The only good table honey is
from localities where the algarroba
tree is abundant and no sugar cane is
produced.
This tree is
somewhat
shaped like our honey locust. But the
pods are more like bean pods. It was
introduced from Australia in 1838 by a
Catholic priest, and the original tree
is still standing on the corner of the
Mission grounds. It is now the principal forest timber of the islands, for it
grows rapidly. It blooms twice a year,
in May, and again in the fall. The pods
contain a sweet
gummy substance.
They are picked by the natives and the
and
sold
for about $8 per ton to
Japs,
make algarroba meal, which is used as
feed for all kinds of stock. Its honey
is white, like alfalfa honey and of
mild
flavor.
When it is free from mixture

with honeydew
honey.

it

makes good

table

Most of the other honey-producing
plants bloom in the spring, but there
are flowers in greater or less number
the year around.
The honeydew is an aphis production
similar to that of the United States.
They have no wintering problem here
and

looks like a bee-paradise, but
to look into the situation very few people will be tempted to
make the change. The greatest drawback is the exceedingly low quality of
it

when we come

the honey and the poor price

Mr.

Longley,

most

of

it

brings.

superintendent of the
Island Marketing Association, informed
me that he had on his hands a quantity
of that honey which he is willing to sell
at 1 U cents per pound, and algarroba
honey at 2% cents. They used to ship
it

to

Germany, where

it

was

used for baking. They then realized
about 4 cents per pound.
The freight to Seattle or San Francisco is $400 per ton, so that this
honey on our coast is worth about $29
per ton. If it were not of such poor
quality, we would face a hard proposition to compete against it.
Mr. E. C. Smith superintendent of
the Garden Island Bee Co is one of
the best
posted beekeepers on the
island. I went to visit him, but he had
just sailed for Australia, so I could not
meet him. Miss Brown, his wife's sister, had the business in charge.
She
kindly entertained us and showed us
things of interest. She has charge of
the queen-rearing for 3000 colonies.
After a thorough inspection of the colonies is made, the most of the work is
performed by Japanese.
Since the honey market is so low,
they aim to produce a large amount of
beeswax. ^Ir. Smith is conducting experiments in this matter, to convert
honey into wax by feeding it back.
The experiments have not been carried
far enough to obtain anything definite
on this interesting subject.
In extracting the honey, they aim to
get as much wax as possible. They
,

through his department which ended
our stay showed us that the " high cost
easily lessened by good
is
management. The total cost of board
and rooms is less than $180 per year
of living"

for each student.
After 18 days in the

Lone Star Siate
we returned home March 23, to find
ice

still

A

ruling a

good part

of Illinois.

Letter from Hawaii
BY

\V.

L

PORTER.

CULTURE

in Hawaii interests
me because this tropical country
is quite different from our North
Temperate Zone. Since the beginning
of the European war, nearly all the

BEE

CADETS

IN

REVIEW AT THE AGRICULTURAL AND MECHANICAL COLLEGE
OF TEXAS
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use lO-frame

only 8 frames
They use foundation

hives, but

in the supers.
starters, and when the

combs

are filled
the honey is extracted and the wax
rendered. Then new starters are put
By this method a great amount of
in
wax is produced and of the very finest
avoids the danger of
It also
quality.
wax-moths who are very numerous and
very destructive.
acquainted
It is my aim to get fully
with the value of this cheap honeydew for feeding bees. I expect to shipIdaho
a ton of it to my locality in
experiment in feeding, and
for an
be glad to report upon it in
will
the American Bee Journal, as it might
prove of value for that purpose to the
beekeepers of the sweet clnver and
They could thus save
alfalfa districts.
their better grades for sale.
There may be beekeepers in the
United States who are looking for better locations

and thinking of coming

here. In my opinion it is not the place
the
to locate, the best spots are in
hands of four large companies and belong to men who live in the city. The
small beekeeper who would live near
his bees would have only natives and
There
Japs as neighbors and society.
are no bee diseases here, but the moth,
clias I said before, is very bad. The
mate is pleasant, but the warm air and
dampness cause one to perspire so
freely that those unaccustomed to it
cannot stand hard labor. Very few of
the whites here do any manual labor.
But it is a beautiful place for a vacation.

Honolulu. Hawaii.
portrait was
||[Mr. Porter, whose
given in our June number, page 189,
bee1915, is one of our old experienced
His interesting letter conkeepers.
firms some of the things mentioned by
Dr. Phillips, in 1909, in Bulletin No. 75
Part 5, on "Hawaiian Beekeeping." Dr
Phillips already

mentioned the desir-

increasing the production of
beeswax instead of honey. This branch
have
of the industry does not seem to
seven
the
in
progress
any
if
much
made

ability of

years that have elapsed.

An

apiarist

of South America at one time claimed
scale
to produce beeswax on a large

;>^

from low priced honey. Hawaii would
certainly be the proper country to do

because of

the thing is feasible. It is quite
probable that the Hawaiians have as
good method as may be devised. Even
beeswax costs the bees 10 pounds of

capped

this

queen

if

if

honey for each pound produced, there
would be a fortune in a practical
method of wax production that would
not weaken the colony.
We will be glad to hear further from

Habits and Life Functions of
Bees
BY

J.

HANP.

E.

involving the
important to
have an experimental knowledge
of bee nature and a correct interpretation of the laws that govern their acts,
conlest we draw wrong conclusions

problems

IN activities

the

it is

As well try to
planets in the
constellations with a tele-

cerning their
define

of bees,

activities.

motion

of

heavenly
scope, without experimental knowledge
draw
of astronomy, as to presume to
right conclusions from observations
with glass hives, without the ability to

distinguish between abnormal and normal activities of bees. An interesting
feature of the domestic economy of the

hive is that many important problems
are solved by bees incidentally and insensibly through the performance of
the ordinary functions of life.
For example, nectar is digested to
make honey, and incidentally and insensibly wax is secreted by the internal
organs. Likewise, honey is consumed
to sustain life, and incidentally and insensibly larval food is secreted by involuntary action, and heat is generated,
presumably by the process of metabolism and the oxidation of food consumed and transmitted to the cluster.
bee
It is, therefore apparent that every
that consumes food and inhales oxygen
heat
is a unit of incessant involuntary
generation, not excepting queens and
drones.
Likewise supersedure cells are built
.

J

temporary exhaustion o
and incidentally swarms

fertility,

precipitated by the presence of
believe that
I
queen-cells.
swarming is a momentary impulse developed and quickened by the antagonism of a vigorous queen towards a
capped queen-cell, aided and abetted by
the innate habit or impulse of bees to

are

seek a new home
cord demands it.

when domestic

dis-

Again, bees form a
for mutual warmth

compact cluster
and comfort, and incidentally heat is
conserved and regulated by external
meteorological fluctuations

friend Porter.— Euitor.]

solving

<n^^

operating

through the expansion and contraction
For example, cold
of said cluster.
weather contracts the cluster, conserving the heat, and causing a rising temperature within said cluster, and 7'ke

Even

versa.

a slight

contraction will

immediately be followed by a corresponding rise of temperature, and vice
versa It, therefore, follows that expansion and contraction of the cluster
is the sum and substance of heat generation and regulation so far as relates
to the activity of bees. While I believe
these deductions are reasonably correct, mortal is not immune from error,
therefore, I have great respect for any

whose opinions may differ from mine.
Birmingham, Ohio.
[The term "digested" applied to necwhich is transformed into honey is
not accepted by all. There is an undoubted chemical change in nectar,
between its secretion in the blossoms
and its deposition in the cells and this
change is wrought in the honey-sac.
But it is not a true " digestion."— Ed.]

tar

Packing a Small Apiary
BY JOHN

A.

STEVENS.

a photograph of a
ATTACHEDmy apiary
and also a phois

part of

tograph of the winter case which
have used for the past four years. As
my winter losses are so small I shall
continue to use the same method. The
cases are 24x28 inches, inside measurement, 30 inches high. Roof hung on
hinges so as to turn back out of the
way when packing or other m mipulaA shows a bottom-board on its
tions.
edge or side. The tray is 24 inches
It should have been
long over all.
turned the other way so as to show the
4-inch cap that goes across the front
end on tOp of the tray. This leaves 20
inches to set the hive on, and it butts
up against the cap, which makes 5

I

inches (when the hive is placed in
case) for the bees to travel. The trays
are about 3 inches deep, which leaves a
space between the bottom-board and
ihe lower part of the hive for dead
bees to drop, and as the entrance in the
tray is at the top, there is no danger of
the entrance filling up with ice or dead
bees.

OF BEES
PACKING CASE READY FOR INSERTION OF A COLONY

B shows the hive with an inverted
butter chip placed on top of the broodframes, which I claim permits the bees
to pass up over the top of brood frames
when thev have consumed ill the honey
above the cluster and pass over where
there are more stores, instead of bumping their heads up against the cover
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and starving to death. I place a cloth
over the butter chip and entire top of
frames, then an empty super which I
fill
with planer shavings, then another
cloth, and finish with the cover on top
of it. Then I have a -l-inch space all
around (ends and sides), which I pack
with planer shavings 10 or 12
inches thick on top of cover. The roofs
of the cases are covered with tar felt. I
have two long cases in which I place
eight colonies in one and nine in the
other, but I use the trays the same as
also

in single cases.
You will notice

the entrance in the
tray corresponds with the entrance in
the case. I keep the bees in the cases
until all danger of cold nights and killing winds are past.
The second photograph shows the
hive, tray and super in position as it
appears when inside the case.
My
losses last winter were a little greater
than any winter before, but it was on
account of a lot of unsealed aster

honey which I am sorting out this fall.
Photograph No. 2 shows myself and
good wife, who is a great assistance to

me in the apiary. My bees have averaged me 7.3 pounds to the colony. We
have had so much rain that they had
too much time to loaf. While I am a
would-be beekeeper, I am proud to
realize that I am slowly improving,
thanks to the American Bee Journal
and other good bee-literature which I

for their livelihood.

It

was argued that

while citrus growers have their primary
interest in their orchards and can thus
afford to take the trouble of cooperating, only a few honey producers consider this part of their production important enough to take unusual pains
with the marketing.
This situation certainly complicates
the problem, which was complicated
enough before this point was brought
up.
With
other
objections
that
have been raised it makes the fact
apparent that national publicity for
honey, joined in by the entire industry,
while it would undoubtedly be a good
thing, is so far ahead that it becomes
necessary to urge the preliminary steps
towards it on their own merit. A great
many producers will feel this way:
" Oh, what you say may be true, and we
would like bigger demand and higher
prices; but it's too long a haul. There
is too big a preliminary investment of
time and trouble." The only answer
to that is to show that the preliminary
steps would pay, themselves, even before the bigger ideas were achieved.

The first step towards national organization of honey producers should
be local organization. The producer
can't be blamed for refusing to organize
locally if it is going to cost him money

in the first

few years until a national
organization is formed especially when
he realizes things may go wrong and a
national organization may never be
formed. But suppose it can be shown
that local organization would pay of
itself, and be a good investment of time
and trouble, even if no bigger organization were ever attempted. Then he
might well consider taking part in a
local organization plan.
What are the benefits of a purely
local organization ? Do they pay by
themselves, in any agricultural industry ? Would they pay in the honey
industry ?
In an endeavor to answer this ques;

tion at least in part, a query was sent
to a district exchange within the Cali-

fornia

Fruit

Growers' Exchange, and

here is the reply: "Organizations for
the purpose of marketing would be ineflfectual and useless, we maintain, operating as independent local associations. All they could accomplish would
be possible uniformity of the product
through pooling interests, establishment of a regular brand, and reduction
of handling costs by cooperating in
the preparation of the product for market."

This statement, on analysis, is not so
unfavorable to local associations as it

obtain.

Mio, Mich.

Why

Honey Producers Should
Organize?
BY

A

NUMBER

R. C.

GANO.

doubts have been expressed and objections voiced regarding the plan for a national
of

organization of honey producers, discussed in the March issue of American
Bee Journal, underthe title, "A National
Public ity Campaign for Honey " One
of the most valid was that while the
annual production of honey is probably
in excess of the annual production of
oranges and lemons, most of the honey
producers carry honey as an unimportant side line, probably less thfin 200
producers depend solely upon honey

APIARY OF JOHN

A,

STEVENS AT

MIO. MICH.

may

sound. The writer, in saying "for
the purpose of marketing" evidently
means ''for the purpose of controlling
or influencing market prices:" because
he goes on to show that in other ways
local associations are not ineffectual
and useless. What are the things that
he says local associations can accomplish

?

Uniformity of the product.
2. Establishment of a regular brand.
3. Reduction
of handling costs in
preparation of product for market.
1.

From the

Citrus

standpoint of the California
it is entirely proper

Exchange

regard a local as by itself ineffectual
and useless. One of the citrus locals
would certainly appear so if it seceded
from the Exchange. Yet it is well to
to

remember

that the locals out in the
citrus territory are the very heart and
sinew of the larger organizations.

BENEFITS FROM LOCAL ASSOCIATIONS.

A PACKED AND AN UNPACKED COLONY

IN

THE APIARY OF

J.

A.

STEVENS

When

every citrus grower was for
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growers in a given comA buyer
munity were competitors.
would come into contract for fruit and
the growers would bid against each
other, cutting each others' prices. The
lowest bidders got the orders and more
or less set the market price away down
below where it should have been. This
same thing happens in every market
where the producers are unorganized,
though it may not be obvious on the
Maybe it was more obvious
surface.
to the citrus growers than to most
farmers, because they saw way back in

resulted in much better packs, and this,
too, strengthened their position with
reputation for uniform,
the trade.
quality goods is of infinite value in

1893, how foolish it was for them
to combine against the buyers.

beekeeping.

himself, the

—

not

It is perfectly true that local associations of honey producers would not be
Still
very powerful in the markets.

eliminate neighborhood
they would
wouldn't
competition.
If the buyer
meet the fair price agreed on he would
at least have to travel to the next community. And there, if another association was met with, he might still be
associations
Local
unable to buy.
would help a little in the crusade for
District or State associafair prices.
help more, as has been
tion would

proved in Colorado.
Saving in Packing —Before the citrus
locals were formed the buyers bought
the fruit on the tree, ps a rule, and did
the packing themselves, charging the
growers so much per box for this serThey usually charged 60 to 70
vice.
cents a box for oranges, and $1 00 a
box for lemons. The local association
built a packing house and the growers
began doing thrir own packing cooperaiivcly.
Supplies were bought on a
fairly large scale, paper, shook, nails,
etc. Savings were made at once, though
the present cost is probably lower than
a local alone could have ever carried it.
The present cost is about33cents a box
for oranges and 60 cents for lemons.
Supplies are now furnished by the Exchange's own supply company which
secures greater economies than wholesale buying by the locals could accomplish.

Saving in Picking
citrus truits

is

— The

a science.

If

picking of
the fruit

is

handled carelessly it is pretty apt to
decay in transit, Deing sensitive. Even
picking by any but experts
careful

some decay.
The growers formerly picked

causes

own

their

and in a single year, about
1910, loss from decay in transit to the
industry was a million and a half dollars.
Local associations have taken
over the picking now; it is all done
by trained pickers under watchful foremen, and most of the decay in transit
has been eliminated. Individual growers could not afford to have their fruit
fruit,

picked as

today, cooperatively.
The local associations quite early
adopted brands for which they gradually earned good will in certain markets,
by always insuring that only
quality fruit was packed
under the
brand. This fortified their position in
the markets and led to better prices.
A general Exchange brand was not
it is

adopted until 1907.
And, also, the pack became more
uniform. A small grower, attempting
to operate alone, would find it difficult
to insure only fruit of a certain size
and quality being packed in a given

many growand reducing grading to a system

box. Pooling the crops of
ers

A

marketing anything. The localslearned
and logically aimed at such

this early

reputations for their brands.

benefits to beekeepers.

Now, it is for the beekeepers themselves to study out the various ways in
which local organizations would be of
Only a few would
benefit to Ihem.
occur to an outsider unfamiliar with
Beekeepers prepare their honey for
I have no doubt that a system
for doing this cooperatively, where a
number of beekeepers are in the same
community would not only result in a
money saving right on the ground, but
would result in a better pack. There
agriculare
today few packs of
tural products that could not be much
improved, and improved pack means
higher price and market prestige.
Then, in the selling there should certainly be a profit from cooperation. If
a farmer has honey as an insignificant
side line why should he devote any
time to selling it, when one man in the
community could sell the honey of a
dozen farmers in the same time he
could sell only his own, and cooperatively it would probably get a better
price? Where the buyer comes to the
producer the price paid is notoriously
the lowest. Where the producer goes
to market and knows how, he gets the
A farmer can't travel to a
best price.
distant market with a few cases of
honey. But when a carload is involved
market.

A

man told
that is a different story.
in a recent issue of the Bee Journal of
going from Texas to Tennessee with a
carload of honey, and he knew how to

marketing for many, can afford
markeling.
Thus both
production and marketing are done by
specialists and are done right.
Of course, while there are numerous
benefits from local cooperation, there
he

is

specialize

to

are certain additional benefits when
several locals get together, purchases
in larger quantities, shipments in larger
units, a bigger market control, etc.,
and as associations gradually assume
control of a whole industry's output it

becomes ideal.
The beekeepers, where enough of
them are in a single community, should
by all means work out a cooperative
for themselves. Many of
locals will form the basis for
thing bigger in future years.

plan

Chicago,

these

some-

III.

Gano seems

to have taken Dr.
Bonney's estimate of not to exceed 200
extensive honey producers seriously.
The Doctor was either joking or had
not investigated the matter or he never
would have made such an estimate.
There were more than 70 producers
present at San Antonio recently when

[Mr.

the

Texas cooperative association was

organized. There are several limited
sections where more than that number
of extensive producers are to be found.
The honey-producing industry is much
greater than it is generally supposed to
be and is capable of marvellous expansion.

Editor.]

The Sectional Hive
BY

VV.

F.

GEDDES.

market it and got high prices.
There should be many minor benefits
from local associations. Keepers of
cows hire cow testers cooperatively
and save a lot of money each year by

(Second year thcsh in the Ontario Aericultural

disposing of their least productive
cows. They could not afford to hire

tists say,

cow

individually.
Farmers
testers,
build grain elevators cooperatively and
thus handle their grain at a little above
cost, instead of paying extortionate
prices as they once did to the elevator

companies

They operate cooperative

stores and cooperative creameries sucUniversity farm investigacessfully.
tors in Minnesota have reported that
farmers handling their cream through
cooperative creameries are realizing 5
to 8 cents per pound more for butter
fat than are farmers who sell independently.

In marketing, the writer has been
convinced by a rather careful study of
the farmer's methods both in organizations and on the outside, that the difference between individual marketing
and cooperative marketing of agricultural products is the difference between
doing things wrong and doing things
There are exceptions, but the
right.
farmer is essentially a producer, not a
marketer. The more he can specialize
on production the better; but he can't
specialize on production as long as he
tries to do this marketing all by himMarketing is too big a problem.
self.
By association he relegates his marketing to another person who, because

Collesc.)

sectional hive
THEticular
invention of

is

not the par-

any one man,

a growth, or. as the scienan evolution from the hives
in use, particularly the standard hive
of today, the Langstroth. Shallow or
"eke" hives are nothing new, as they
date back to the 18th century at least.
In the evolution of the hive the eke
followed the box type. Some beekeep..'rs having noticed that bees place their

but

IS

honey at the highest part of the hive
added an upper story. Later the hives
were divided into several horizontal

The eke, of
sections called "ekes."
course, had not movable top bars, and
the first ekes were made of straw, but
in 1821 Radouan, a beekeeper, introduced ekes of wooden structure. In
1845, Chas. Soria, invented a straw eke,
in which he used triangular bars at the
top and bottom of each story, placed a
bee-space apart so that the sections
could be renioved, exchanged, or reversed without crushing the bees or
damaging the cells. Just as the eke
has developed from the box-hive so
has the sectional hive of today developed from the Langstroth.
While it is very important to have
good well-made hives for the bees,
their importance must not be overestimated. A good swarm of bees will
store as much honey in a nail keg as in
the most elaborate hive made, other
things being equal. Beekeeping con
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in understanding bee nature, and
the hives are only our tools.
The question of the selection of a
hive must be left with the individual
He or she must study the
himself.
conditions prevailing in the locality,
and adopt a hive suitable to their requisites.
For the average man, or the
farmer beekeeper, the standard Langstroth is probably the best; but if one

sists

by means of a rivet.
This allows the frames to be reversed.

ter of the end-bars

considerable experience with
wishes to manage a series of
for the production of either
extracted honey, with a minimum of labor, he would possibly do
well to look into the merits of the sectional or divisible brood-chamber hive.

There are many types of sectional
or divisible brood- chamber hives. These
hives are shallower than the Langstroth, but the frames are generally
close-ended and standing. In the sectional hive introduced by James Heddon in 188.5, each section consists of
frames
eiijht closed-end close-fitting
inches deep by 18 1-16 inches
5^8
long supported at the bottom by strips
of tin on the ends of each section. The
set of eight are squeezed firmly
together by means of thumb-screws as

whole

in the

photograph (Fig.

1).

for

the

nearly all the
necessary manipulations are performed
by handling the sections of the hive instead of the frames individually. This
necessarily entails a different system
from that followed
of management
with single brood-chambers.
Unless
this is understood and taken advantage
of it would be folly to use divisible
hives because it would require more
work to obtain the same results that
could be obtained with single broodchambers. Perhaps one may say that
this principal of
hive manipulation
may be applied to other hives. That is
true, but at the same time not so easily
or so well. There is quite a difference
between handling shallow chambers all
day and deep ones. The ease of handling the sectional hive makes it particularly adapted to lady beekeepers.
This hive is also claimed to possess
the particular advantage of being a
large or small hive at the option of the
owner. It can be enlarged for the
strongest colony or reduced in size for
the weakest. It also permits of a more
gradual expansion to keep pace with
the increasing size of the colony. Sectional hive beekeepers claim that bees
sectional

has had
bees and
outyards
comb or

shown

comb supers are alike.
The principal claim made

or

The

hive

is

that

do more and better work if less room
given at a time, and given oftener;
also, the room given is in the most accessible form for use, shallow and
spread out wide, as near to the broodis

chamber

as

it is

possible to get

it.

Louis Scholl says: " A satisfactory
hive must be so constructed that it can
Fig. 2.— The

Heddon Sectional HiveUnderside

sectional hive used by J. E. Hand
similar to the Heddon in principle.

The
is

iVs inches deep by 17;s
Instead of thumbscrews
one side of the section is made with a
removablefollower board which is held
in place with Van Deusen hive clamps,
but this follower board is only threefourths the depth of the section. The
remaining space is taken up by a permanent wooden strip which holds the
ends and sides in position.
The type of divisible brood-chamber
hive which is used by Louis H. Scholl
(Fig. V), consists of the ordinary shallow extracting supers 5->8 inches deep.
It is fitted with Hoffman frames byi
inches deep with >^-inch top-bars %
inches wide. All the sections whether
for brood-chambers, extracted honey

The frame

is

inches long.

Fig. I.— The

Fig. 3.— The

Danzenbaker Hive

be enlarged or contracted at will, and
this can hardly be done with the Langstroth." The force of this claim comes
home during the early breeding season
when a large hive is often necessary to
give room for the rearing of a large
number of workers; and, again, there
may be a colony, in early spring, not

Heddon Sectional Hive

bottom-board will be seen to have a
raised rim on two sides and an end to
allow for a bee-space under the broodchamber.
In another type known as the Danzenbaker hive (Fig. Ill and IV), the
frames are 7}4 by 17 inches; the hive
holds ten frames, and they are crowded
together by a follower. On the inside
of the ends of the hive a cleat is nailed,
and ©n this support the closed-end
frames hang, being pivoted at the cen-

FIG.

4.-THE DANZENBAKER

FRAME
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even able to occupy one section of the
brood-nest. This also applies to strong
colonies in short flows and bad years.

Some beekeepers state that when the
ordinary shallow extracting super is
used there will be just as much honey
obtained under such conditions as with
the sectional hive. The disadvantages
of this method, however,- are that all
parts are not interchangeable, and a
comb of honey cannot be taken out of
the brood-chamber and placed in the
extracting super; also, there are two
sizes of

frames,

supers, two different sizes of
and different sized sheets of

foundation to buy. In the sectional
hive every part is interchangeable.
The interchangeable feature of the
super and brood-chamber on sectional
hives is said to enable colonies to bu\ld
up faster in the spring and to render
the stimulation of brood rearing much
Usually a colony is wintered
easier.
in two sections (which have a capacity
about equal to a ten frame Langstroth).

These two sections are usually large
eiough for the early part of the breeding season; the upper section is filled

SluiUuu-

Hive Complete.

Fig. 5.— Louis Scholl's

Hive

OBSERVING THE CONDITION OF A COLONY WITHOUT REMOVING.FRAMES
with brood first, then the sections are
transposed. The devotees of this hive
claim that it is surprising to see how
soon the queen will now fill the transposed combs with eggs.
Many sectional hive beekeepers first
adopted this style of hive because they
found that the bees, in deep hives, very
often store a rim of honey above the
brood in the brood-chamber. Once
this has been done the bees are loath
to go up and work in the supers. With
the brood-nest in two shallow stories
the sections are transposed and the
rim of honey thus kept away from
above the brood. Beekeepers who use
the divisible brood-chamber hive say
that the expansion of the brood-nest
upwards is in keeping with the nature

bees, and produces better rethe same amount of heat generated by the bees will warm a much
larger area above than at the side of
the brood-nest. As to the stimulating
feature, the transposing of the shallow
stories before the honey season begins
is claimed to be one of the very best
ways of stimulating the queen to greater
egg laying.

of

the

sults, as

With the deep frame hives this manipulation is also possible, but it involves more labor and the prevention
of the swarming fever (it is claimed)
cannot be so well accomplished. There
are several objections offered to this
transposing feature of the hive by beekeepers who have tried it. In the first
place they claim that they have no
trouble with a rim of honey along the
top of the frames in this brood-chamThey also claim that this storage
ber.
of honey is due to the stretching of
the cells along the top-bar caused
by improper wiring, which results in
the foundation sagging and stretching
the cells. These stretched cells are
only suitable for the storage of honey.
They also found that exchanging the
two brood sections does not always
result in forcing the honey along the
top-bars into the surplus boxes. It
works reasonably well, they say, providing the change is made before the
honey is sealed if it is sealed the bees
will remove very little except in two
or thite central combs. It was also
stated that the queen, in spring, is slow
in crossing over from one section to
;

another to lay and start

a

brood-nest

there.

E. Eggeman says: " Scores of times
have seen enough surplus bees to
cover and nurse a Langstroth frame of
brood, clustering in bee-way spaces
and empty combs for a week or more
waiting until they get strong enough
in numbers for the queen to start a
After
patch of brood in that part.
steady warm weather I could see but
little difference between the Langstroth
and the sectional hive as to the amount
of brood cared for."
I

FIG.

6— ONTARIO AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE SHOWING HEDDON HIVES

THE FOREGROUND

IN

[To be continued].
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Angry Bees
BY ELVIN M. COLE.

PROBABLY

most

beekeepers have
a nucleus often
when in possession of queen-

noticed
is

cells;

I

how savage

don't

know

this

if

is

true

of

baby nuclei, but in the strong 2 and 3
frame nuclei in which are hatched the
few queens I rear they are sometimes
almost unmanageable with any amount
of smoke.
Mr. G. M. Doolittle mentions this on
page 48, in "Scientific Queen-Rearing,"
but I do not recall ever seeing it mentioned that these same bees become as
gentle as usual when the cells have

hatched; and this explains, I believe,
the remarkable change sometimes noticed in the temper of cross bees when
requeened from gentle stock.

Miss

Emma

stance of this

M. Wilson gives an
in the Bee Journal

in-

of

February, 1914, page 47: "The colony
was already queenless, a new queen of
best stock was given, and the temper
of that colony began to improve immediatelv, not even waiting for the new
generation of bees." It hardly seems
possible that the new queen could influence the temper of the colony except as her bees hatched and replaced
the original stoek. I believe such colonies are trying to supersede their
queen, and when the cells hatch, or
they are supplied with a good queen
their temper improves.
Here is my reason for thinking so
On June 1, last year, I received a queen
by mail; a fairly strong colony was dequeened, the new queen clipped and
"smoked" in. A few days later, wishing to use some of her brood, I opened
the hive and the bees came at me with
such vindictiveness that they nearly
drove me to cover. Their fury reminded me of some of my nuclei with
queen-cells, and I concluded that they
had cells and were superseding the
queen; an examination proved this to
be the case. I kept the cells cut out of
this colony for more than two months,
the bees continuing so ill-tempered all
this time that I came to dread opening
the hive. The queen was not nervous,
and on more than one occasion I
watched her deposit eggs in the cells
while I had the comb out of the hive.
On Aug. 18, I opened the hive and

tracted by odor, but it doesn't help the
wing sound theory any, and leaves it
reasonable to suppose that the drone is
not attracted to the young queen until
sexual odor is developed.
Audubon, Iowa.

[Our correspondent gives evidence
of a careful perusal of the

periences and

statements published in

American Bee Journal, while doing
practical work and making remarks
himself. Let us have more of this, all
the

around.

Concerning the different theories on
the manner in which the bees, workers,
queens or drones recognize each other,
is it not likely that all the organs of
these highly developed insects are used

each other as well
Is it not
?
most reasonable to surmise that sight,
odor and sound serve in their recognition of each other, as sight odor and
taste serve in their search after food ?
in their relations to

as in their search

receive the usual welcome.
as gentle as could be

The bees were

desired and required almost no smoke;
so much did they remind me of a nucleus in which a queen-cell has hatched
that I felt sure I had missed a cell and
a queen had hatched. The open cell
was soon found and later the young
queen.
I have been re-reading some of the
back numbers of the Bee Journal, and
in the May number, 1914, page 168, I
" But I beg to
notice the following
call his (Dr. Brunnich) attention to
the fact that the male bees are not attracted to the queens by odor, but by
wing sound."
I will
admit I don't
know just how the drone is attracted to
the young queen, but the virgin queen
may occasionally be seen playing in
front of the hive with the other young
:

bees,

flying

back and

forth,

making

plenty of wing sound, but not attracting the least attention from the drones.
This doesn't prove that they are at-

OUR FIRST TROUBLE.
I had paid, on loading, the approximate charge of $98 per car, or $196 for
the two cars, estimated at the minimum
rate of 20,000 pounds per car. On the
road my cars were rolled on the scales,
and at my destination I had a gentle
surprise handed me. They called on
me to " cough up " $126.50 more freight.

Say, brothers, there may (?) be lots of
fun in moving bees by railroad, but let
me tell you, if you live in the West, it
is an expensive luxury.
Counting my
screen covers, cleats, lumber and hired
help at each end, and the railroad fare
of my family that followed about a
week later, my move cost me $450.

for food

— Editor.]

Moving Bees By
Spring

Dwindling

—

Rail

Conditions

in

Northern California— Beemen

Hard Hit

:

failed to

varied ex-

The car end
ventilation and each side door
a little ajar. Two days, and a little over,
landed us at our destination.
cross slats of the hives.

window

BY

SLIGHTLY

J.

G.

GILSTRAP.

over-crowded ranges for

bees, together with my fast failing
health in Stanislaus Co., Calif.,
where I had resided about 20 years in
the bee-business, and 20 years in Tulare
and Fresno counties, 10 of which were
in beekeeping pursuits, determined me
to move to wider fields. So on Feb. 1,
1916, my oldest boy, 15 years old, and
I started from Keyes, Stanislaus county,
with one carload of bees and one carload of extras household goods, team,
implements, etc., billed for Montague,
Siskiyou Co., Calif., a distance of over
300 miles.
;

READY FOR SHIPMENT.

had had my bees prepared for shipment by leaving all two story high, the
brood-nest and super well cleated together with four common pine house
lath strips, two on each side near the
corners; screen covers made from
I

screen just the size of the hive, then
with laths I made a rim, two thicknesses of laths with the screen placed
between, and then with 2-penny nails,
firmly nailed and clinched, this rim
made a neat but firmly built screen
cover for each hive. About 450 in all
were loaded on the car. The entrances
were closed with lath strips. The
screen covers were fastened on with
ten 4-penny cement nails, three to each
side and two to each end.
When placing in car we put the back
the hive to back end of the car, one
and then nailed 1x4 pieces
on top of the hives, one at the front
end and one at the back end, then anoth :r tier of hives, and so on, finishing
up in the center of the car where all
were firmly wedged and braced. The
hive lids were piled on top above^ the
of

tier across,

Fig.

86— F. W, L Sladen, Dominion

Api-

arist OF Canada Before a Spruce

Tree on the College Grounds
However, we landed in good shape
with only a loss of two colonies they
having "leak holes" allowing the bees
;

to escape.
The territory around here is rather
in patches, and the best locations were
taken before my arrival, so I had to
scatter mine. I have eight locations,
twice as many as I had hoped to require
to give my bees room, and they are so
scattered that it takes 57 miles of continuous driving to reach each apiary

and return home.
unfavorable season.
Thisjspring has been the worst ever
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known

in

this part

of

the State, cold,

windy and frosty. The first crop of
Bees ran
alfalfa was nearly all ruined.
short of stores and feeding had to be
kept up until the last of May, and I fed
some yards until late in June, but on
July 1 some nectar started, and at present

there

(July 22)

alfalfa

is

a fair flow

of

and sweet clover, some white

and red clover.

The cool spring and scattering clouds
had caught so many field bees out that
worst " spring dwindling"
it gave the
I ever experienced in 30 years of beework, and now many colonies are not
yet strong, to say nothing about 75
colonies that died. I only know of one
way that I could have saved them, and
have been to clip their
that would
wings so they could not leave in search
of honey or pollen.
Say, brothers, if you "evolute" a
good variety of wingless honey bees to
use to keep up the " spring count" on
colonies, so as to stop this everlastiiig

spring

let me know and I
an advance order for 200

dwindling,

will send you
of the queens.

the balance of the season runs as
has for the past two weeks, northern,
and extreme northern, California will
produce about 60 percent of a normal
If

it

in large
numbers. There are
hundreds of these trees about the college grounds, and considerable honeydew seemed to be coming to the college apiary from this source. Honeydew is seldom desirable, as it is usually
of poor quality and only serves to spoil
the quality of good honey. However,
this spruce honeydew seemed to be of

trees

rather better quality than is generally
the case with honeydew,and, as it came
ahead of the clover flow, was probably
nearly all consumed for brood rearing.
Mr. F. W. L. Sladen, the Dominion
apiarist of Ottawa, was present at the
college where he was giving lectures
at the summer school.
He, together
with the writer, took much interest in
the spruce. For a time we were puzzled to know whether the bees were
getting an exudation of sap from the
tree, or were in fact getting honeydew.

They were working on what appeared
be buds at the base of
but which under the
microscope proved to be scale insects.
Mr. Sladen took the matter up with
the entomological department of the
college and the insect was identified as
Physokerm.es ficea.
Atlantic, Iowa.
at first sight to

the

new growth,

Copyright:

1916.

by Frank C. Pellett.

Beekeeping as a Prison Industry
BY

0.

!I.

BEEKEEPING
now

L.

WERNK.Ki:.

prison industry
within my knowledge affords no
precedent beyond the experiments
being undertaken by Warden Naas a

than F. Simpson, of the Michigan State
Prison at Jackson, under the supervision of the Board of Control, of which
the -writer is chairman.
Until 1911, Jackson Prison with 700
inmates, was conducted under the socalled "contract system" in making
sundry products, including chairs, small
implernents and other things, with the
exception of about 100 men employed
in the manufacture of binder twine on
State account, authorized by the legislature in 1907.
In 1909 the legislature passed

an act

prohibiting further contract industry
with the expiration of then existing
agreements and requiring the employ-

ment of all
thereafter.

inmates on State account

Under the old system the contractors paid the State so much per inmate
and obligated themselves to employ a
given number for a definite period. In
the nature of the case this plan resolved itself into a matter of exploiting

crop.

HANDY HIVE

Among

TOOL.

many hive tools I have
pocket knife, butcher knife,
case knife, corn knife, hatchet, hand ax,
planer blade, broken seat spring, screw
driver, wood chisel, sheep shear blade,
putty knife, and several varieties of
home-made and standard factory-made
used

is

the

a

hive tools, but the best all-around hive
tool I have yet found is a brick mason's
trowel with about one-third of the
blade cut off, leaving it about five sided
that is, what is left is five sided, and
grind it sharp. It is just the thing to
open hives, pry off cleats, scrape wax
off from the tops of frames, scrape out
hives, wax and dirt ofT floor after extracting, cut caps out of cans, and if
you wish, turn your flap jacks with
when in camp at outyards, as well as to
pry out frames in the hives. They are
all steel, hold edge well, and have a
good round end handle that doesn't
hurt the hand. Try one.
;

Montague,

No.

Calif.

20.—The

Honey-Producing

Plants
BY FRANK

C.

PELLETT.

{Photoeraphs bv the author.)

years past there has been
FORcasional
mention of spruce

an oc-

honey

or of bees working on spruce in

our beekeeping literature. As far as
the writer has been able to ascertain
this is true only of the Norway spruce.
Picea abies. Since the Norway spruce
is not a native to this country, it is sel-

dom found in considerable numbers
except in the vicinity of cities where it
is planted trcely for ornament.
(Fig.
86-87.)
It was at the Ontario Agricultural
College at Guelph that the writer first
saw the bees working on spruce to any
extent.
It was about June 12, and the
bees were
humming through these

FIG. 87.-A

CLUMP OF NORWAY SPRUCE ON THE GROUNDS OF ONTARIO
AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE

;
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convict labor for the profit of contractors, resulting in practices neither reformative in principle nor profitable
to the State. The present management,
by establishing a variety of industries,

now

provides more useful and reformative employment to the unfortunates
under its care with manifest advantage
to all concerned; and as a result, an
annual deficit approximating $90,000
has been turned into a profit.
There are now over 1000 inmates in
the institution who are more than selfsustaining.
The management has
drawn no State money for current expenses for several years, has accumulated a surplus and is permitting the
inmates to earn and receive substantial

With the foregoing in mind, you will
grasp the purpose in the minds of the
authorities when it was decided to add
apiculture to the othei prison industries.
No industry, unless it is conducted on a profitable basis according
to the best standards prevailing in successful free industries, is either instructive or reformative
and therefore fails
in its purpose as a desirable State ac;

count prison vocation.

Whether bee-

BEE-IftEPiNC

sums for themselves.

Among the industries carried on are
farming, which involves nearly 3000
acres of land, mostly owned by the
employing several hundred inmates who live on the farms in dormitories or are provided from the institution under proper supervision; but
in the main, all farm hands work on
honor much the same as free men, and
this plan is being extended as rapidly
as circumstances permit.
The farm

culture will justify our expectations on
basis cannot at this time be foretold, but it is hoped that the members
of your association and all other beekeepers everywhere will lend us their
helpful support to make it a success,
so that the State apiaries at Jackson
Prison may become model institutions
of their kind, affording examples of
profitable beekeeping.
tliis

Conducted by Miss

Jackson, Mich.

^
Emma

For Women

M. Wilson, Mareneo,

111.

State,

industries include stock raising, dairying, chickens, meat, fruit, gardening,
and supplies all the food consumed excepting salt, pepper, tea and cofifee and
some sugar, although sugar cane is
raised for syrups used in cooking and
otherwise.

Much

building,

ditching, draining,

fencing and other permanent work is being done. Most of

tiling, clearing,

the tools and much of the machinery
used are home-made, including wagons,
sleighs, harness, horseshoeing, general
repairs, etc.
There is an up-to-date
sanitary canning establishment through
which surplus farm products are pre-

served and marketed involving huge
sums; these include peas, beans, apples,
berries, beets, corn, sauerkraut, cider
vinegar, jellies, and many other items.
There is also a stone shop where
many inmates are employed and become skilled artisans in stone craft,
such as making monuments and the
like.
A tile and brick plant employs a
large number, and is supplying high
grade building materials for the institution as well as to the citizens of the
State.

Then

there is the twine plant, which
year produced
over
12,000.000
pounds of sisal twine not excelled in
quality by any free industry in the
world. A chair factory employing several hundred inmates, a broom shop,
printing plant, tailor shop and many
other activities which go to make the
institution very nearly independent of
outside industries, including the manifold activities of preparing food, clothing and other necessities for the instilast

tution.

As

a

cap stone to these varied indus-

and activities there is the prison
school and its curriculum devised to
facilitate and supplement the practical
knowledge gained by work in the vocational industries. This is not only a
school in name, but in fact, teaching
all grades up to the 12th, and its certificates given under the supervision of
the State Board of Public Instruction,
admit to the University, Michigan Agricultural College or School of Mines.
tries

Cellar Wintering

^For

years

we wintered

in

a

cellar

was too cold for
best results with bees. So to keep it
near 45 degrees, which at that time was
supposed to be the orthodox temperawhich,

left

to

itself,

temperature, but it is clear that the
temperature can usually be raised to at
least 50 degrees Fahr. with beneficial
results," and on page 353 he says: "In
general a cellar temperature of 50 degrees Fahr. or higher, results in a saving of the vitality of the bees."

ture, we kept coal fires going in the
cellar during the coldest weather.

We

succeeded in wintering pretty
well with this arrangement, too, but
when the furnace supplanted stoves it
was impossible to keep the temperature as low as 45 degrees, it often going
as high as 50 degrees, and sometimes
even 60 degrees, though the furnaceroom was separate from the bee-room.
In order that the bee-room might be
kept cooler the outside cellar doors
which open into the furnace-room were
left open, most of the time, and the
door from the bee-room into the furnace-room was left open practically
always, so the bees had plenty of fresh
outdoor air all of the time except in
the very coldest weather.

At

first

we were somewhat anxious

how

the bees would winter with
the furnace. With higher temperature
and greater activity they consumed
more stores, making it necessary that
into winter quarters with
they go
heavier stores than previously. Since
the installment of the furnace the bees
have wintered better, coming out in
the spring stronger and in better condition.
The bees look brighter, the
hives and combs are dry, never any
wet or moldy hives or combs, and very
few dead bees on the bottom-boards,
often none. Either the bees clean out
the dead or they leave the hive to die
on the cellar floor. We no longer
know what spring dwindling is; and it
surely is a comfort not to have to doctor up weak colonies in the spring.
The question as to why bees winter
better in a cellar with a furnace was
for years answered by saying that they
wintered better because of the greater
amount of fresh air in spite of the too
high temperature.
Since Dr. Phillips very thorough exas to

periments upon wintering bees, we may
now say that bees winter better in a
cellar with a furnace, not only because
of the pure air, but because of the
higher temperature. In his book, "Beekeeping," Dr. Phillips says, page 347,
"The majority of beekeepers consider
40 to 45 degrees Fahr. as the cellar

Results of Excessive Swarming

In the fall of 1914 we bought six
hives of bees and wintered them in a
log building where they were sheltered
from the winds and snow, but had
plenty of light and ventilation.
In the spring of 1915, when we took
them out-of-doors, one hive seemed to
have lost its queen. The bees of this
hive were united with another one.
Some of the colonies swarmed several times during the season, but we
lost every swarm.
The bees left in the
hives very little honey, and this spring
some of these colonies were dead.
Here in Marinette Co., Wis., there is
bisswood, acres of white clover, hundreds of acres of red clover and alsike
wild berry
bloom everywhere also
;

buckwheat. An ideal place, it
seems to me, for honey production.
Could you through the columns of
your journal give me a solution of this
problem ? Could there be moth or any
fields of

sickness
late

to

bees?

among the bees ? Is it too
get a queen for a swarm of
[Mrs.] Lucy L. Ferguson.

The trouble was that your colonies
swarmed themselves to death." You
should never allow a colony to swarm
more than once. It is a difficult thing

"

to prevent prime swarms, but comparatively easy to prevent afterswarms.
the first, or prime, swarm issues,
hive it and set its hive on the old stand,

When

setting

A week

the old
later

hive

move

close beside it.
the old hive to

new stand two yards or more distant
—that's all. The bees will do the rest,
a

for all the field-bees that go from the
old hive to gather nectar, will upon
their return go to the old location and
join the swarm, thus weakening the old
colony so much that they will give up
all

thought of swarming. Neither will
your honey-crop, but rather

this lessen

increase it, for the swarm will store so
much the more.
With the pasturage you mention,
bees should do splendidly, but they
must not be allowed to waste all their
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energy in swarming.
A queen may be introduced almost
any time when bees are in flight, and
there

is

no better time, other things

being equal, than

near or

after

the

close of the honey harvest.

Bees Hanging Out -Ventilation

An

Illinois sister writes

:

Please say what causes bees to hang
around entrance, with good ventilation
and shade the hottest part of the day.
I have a colony that has done this for
two summers. They will fill brood-

combs with honey, but

will

not work

sections in
supers.
They were
treated for foulbrood early in the season, but are strong now. This is the
at

second year. Ought I to requeen ?
Do you advise the cover of hive to
be raised a little for better ventilation
on hot days ?
Do you advise crossing with other
strains of bees ?
Mrs. V. A.

When

bees hang out at the entrance
considerable numbers.it is generally
because it is too hot and close for them
in the hive, or else because there is
nothing for them to do in the fields.
You say they have good ventilation,
but it is just possible that you haven't

in

large ideas
might have.

as

of ventilation as you
give our bees venti-

We

by having the entrance two
inches deep the whole width of the
hive, also allowing '4 -inch opening at
the top of the hive at the back end. In
the daytime there is rarely any hanging
out, even when there is very little to
be done in the fields, but in the hottest
weather they hang out at nights. It is
just possible
that more ventilation
would help in your case. Raising the
cover might help, but sections near
such an opening are often slow of
completion.
You would probably find that one or
more baits in a section-super would be
a great help in starting the bees at
storing.
If
you have sections that
have been partly filled previously, that's
just the thing for a bait.
Even any
piece of comb, old or new, put in a
section in the middle of the super will
lation

do.

Yes, it is a fine thing to introduce a
fresh strain of blood, provided it is
better than what you have already, a
thing easily possible in your case, for
it looks a little as if the bees you now
have are troubled with downright laziness.

The Social Side

tion are

among

The Club

is

secreted in small quantities from a
variety of plants and shrubs both culti-

the most popular.
somewhat loosely or-

ganized, its members being called together now and then by its one officer.
Anderson, secretary.
Dr. Annie M.
There is no regular place of meeting
and no financial obligations except to
be present on the rare occasions when
The
the hat is passed for postage.
Club, judging from the meetings which
in fair weather are held at the apiaries
of the different members, is a sort of
clearing house for ideas either original
or gathered from bee literature, as well
as the weird and wonderful experiences
of the members.
One enthusiast with an artistic eye,
proudly exhibited a brood-frame filled
with pollen in which the reds, blues
and yellows had been blended by the
bees into a mosaic of the most exquisite pastel shades; another can hardly
paint hives fast enough for
increasing colonies; another has
taken 100 pounds of comb honey from
a phenomenal yield in a
a single hive
locality that has no special honey flows,
but where, on the contrary, the nectar

make and
his

—

Miscellaneous

sion Department of the University of
Wisconsin, under the direction of Prof.
H. F. Wilson, declares that successful

beekeepers have found that pure bees,
better queens, clean honey, neat packages bring more honey, less disease,
better price, larger profits. We quote
:

The most important

Polit

County Association Meets

The Beekeepers' Association

of

Polk

Iowa, held its annual summer
meeting and picnic at Union Park, Des
Moines Friday, July 28. The following
Co.,

program was given, after which a business meeting was called. At this meeting the oflicers were elected for the
coming year and routine business attended to:
Addresses by A. L. Clinite, of Des
Moines, and Hamlin Miller, of Marshalltown.
Readings,
Misses Alice
Hoare and Vasie Crow, of Des Moines.
Folk games by children. Demonstrations were given
in queen clipping,
shaking to prevent swarming, and extracting of honey.

Belle McConnell,

Sec.

vated and wild, almost every
the year; and still another

has reared a
queens.

number

individual in
every colony of bees is the queen.
Why ? Because upon the queen you
have depends the kind of bees you will
Also, she is the producing factor,
get.
and the strength and vitality of each

colony depends upon its queen.
We have asked many beekeepers,
"What, in your opinion, are the requirements for a satisfactory strain of
bees ?" The answers received may be
summed up
Bees that will gather the maxium of
honey and produce well-filled cells with
clean, white combs and cappings bees
that build few queen cells and do not
swarm excessively; bees that do not
;

require too much care; bees that are
gentle and do not run on the combs;
bees that keep their hives clean and do

of

month

in

member

fine

Italian

At the June meeting of the Club a
praciical demonstration of queen-cell
grafting was conducted by Dr. Anderson, who, by the way, has discovered a
safe method of approach to the most
belligerent colony. She merely says,
"Now, little friends!" and calmly proceeds to business. Other members are
trying out the formula.
C. D. Stl'art.
Clearly, this
affair,

but

woman

it

affair,

Club is not a one-man
looks a little like a onehaving a woman for its

sole officer, and evidently depending
largely upon her for its inspiration. It
is easy to believe that when the Club
gathers at the call of the leader a good
time is had, baby and all.
It may be well to mention that Dr.
Miller, as well as the conductor of this
department, has for some time been
using a hat very like the one worn by
the lady in the center of the picture,
only we do not have the veil sewed to
the brim of the hat, but the veil is the
common form of bee veil, an open bag

with an elastic

and the

veil
elastic

cord

at

each opening,

drawn down over the

hat,

cord fitting close at the
When worn
of the hatband.
without the veil, the brim may be
turned up, when the hat gives up its
dejected appearance and looks altogether like a different hat. Cost 25
the
place

cents.

^ News

Better Queens Produce Better Bees.
—Stencil Bulletin No. 11, of the Exten-

bulletin as follows

I

is

Honeybee

One cannot ride a hobby horse for
long without offering a lift to wistful
being overtaken by
pedestrians or
other riders on similar steeds, until
quite a company is collected. In such
wise the Los Gatos Bee Club was
formed, and now our various steeds
are engaged in a friendly race along
the by paths of bee-culture, of which
the study of honey flora, queen-rearing,
increase in colonies and honey produc-

from the

*-•-•.

of the

)'^=^es^

Items

smear everything with propolis
(bee glue) practically all of these answers include health, vigor and resisnot

;

tance to disease.
BEES, TOO,

CAN BE BRED FOR PRODUCTION.

Is it possible to secure a strain of
bees that have all of these good qualiYes.
ties without undesirable traits?
Through breeding and selection, the
characters of plants and animals can
be changed to meet any desire of the
breeder. No character, whether it be
desirable or undesirable, is so strong
but that in time it may be improved or
eliminated.
At present there are perhaps a dozen
or more strains of the common honey-

one having developed under
conditions that have given rise to considerable variation both in color and

bee, each

temperament. Phillips, of the United
States Department of Agriculture, mentions four of these as having some desirable characters; the Italians, Germans, Carniolans and Caucasians. He
has found that it is the almost universal
verdict of American beekeepers that
the Italians are the best.

KEEP MONGREL BEES ?
this strain as the one
upon
Settling
having the most desirable characters,

WHY

—
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the next step would be to improve existing stock so as to approach more
nearly to the qualities of the best
strain. Fortunately, some of our queenbreeders have carried on a more or
less selective process and, in general,
both the leather colored and golden
Italians have improved.

However, we cannot
any, real

if

scientific

find that

much,

work has been

done

in connection with the different
strains, and for the most part, bees are
just bees, sometimes blacks, sometimes
hybrids, and frequently Italians.
As a

of these conditions, mongrel
stock is to be found to a more or less
extent in all sections of the country,
and it is a continual menace to the in-

"geared up to 90"), but one man enquired of an attendant if they were
"fer weshing (washing) pertaters." A
member of another group declared
they
were
mixing "dooah"
for
(dough). Said he, "They hev these
sooart o' things fer mixing dooah, they
put in t' flaar an' watter an' barm, then
thurn t' handel an' mixes 'era aul oop "
" Nay," put in another, " they're weshing machines. "Nay," was the reply,
"they cuddn't get a blanket in 'em
sittha."
British Bee Jottrtial, July 6.

result

Too much

stress
getting rid of

cannot be placed
queens in weak or
on providing new

sickly colonies and
queens for colonies that arc not
tant to disease.

Similarly, a

resis-

new queen

be provided tor a colony that is
cross, or in any way undesirable. The
beekeeper who has queens that are
strong and vigorous, and whose bees
are good producers, should use her
daughters in place of less desirable

sho

Id

stock.

..

California

Honey

Sale.

— The

sale,

by a Pasadena apiarist of 32
of extracted honey at lYz cents,
doubt'.ess records the high-water mark
of both production and sale for this

June
tons

year.

Farm

sity

dustry.

upon

Colony on Scales.

28,

— IVestem

Honey

Bee, July, 1916.

—

A Better "Bee Cutting." -The usual
bee tree party simply robs the tree late
in the fall and leaves a helpless but useswarm to starve to death. It is
much better to have the " bee-cutting "
much earlier in the season when the
swarm may be transferred to a good
hive, moved home, and allowed to store
enough honey to keep itself through
ful

the winter. If there is not a favorable
fall for honey gathering, it may be necessary to feed this swarm through the
the first winter, but a good swarm is
well worth it.
Students at the Missouri College of
Agriculture were recently shown how
to do this. They were equipped with
an a.x, a saw, a few bee veils, a good

— Mr.

L.

assistant in beekeeping at
at

St.

V. France,
the Univer-

Paul, Minn., sends us

weighing of one
colony on scales during 31 days, from
June 14 to July 15. It shows an increase of weight, maximum of 14 pounds
8 ounces on July 11, with an additional
gain, instead of the usual loss of a few
ounces, during the mght, owing to the
fact the colony was daily weighed at
7:30 pm, and that on that day the
additional increase of weight after 7:30
p.m., was honey brought until nightfall.
The total net gain of the colony during
the 31 days was 122 pounds, or nearly
The heaviest net
4 pounds average.
loss during a single night was 2 pounds
6 ounces, out of 11 pounds 6 ounces
gain during the preceding day. The
colony, at the end of the time, occupie five Langstroth 10-frame bodies.
Beekeepers could have a great deal
better idea of the honey flow if each
apiarist kept one of his colonies on
scales and registered the daily gain or
the

results

of

the

I

loss.

—

Tri-State Field Meet.
The second
Tri State Field meeting of the beeWisconsin and
keepers of Illinois,
Iowa was held in Union Park, Dubu-

que Aug.

1

and

2.

The meeting was

called to

Nauvoo,

order by Mr. E.

J.

Baxter, of

111.

The excursion and luncheon given
by the Commercial Club of Dubuque
on the steamer Sidney, were greatly
enjoyed by all who were present. This
was given on the first day.
There were about 90 present, and 17
new members were secured for the
Iowa

Beekeepers' Association.
The
slogan for this association is at least
500 members enrolled by the time of
the December meeting at Des Moines.
We were greatly honored by having
with us Mr. C. H. Bocock, from England, who IS the expert in apiculture of
the British Beekeepers' Absociation;
Dr. Phillips, of Washingtoi, D. C
inspector N. E. France, of Wisconsin;
Mr
Mr. Kildow, of Illinois;
Blaker, of
;

Minnesota; Mr. Pyles, of Illinois; and
Mr. Elmore, of Iowa. Prof Jager and
his assi'-tant, Mr. France, {'om the
of
Minnesota,
Agricultural College
were present and took part in the discussions.
Mr. Kildow took charge of the question box.
Mr. Bocock gave a very interesting
talk on the Isle-of Wight disease. He
told of the spread of the disease by the
wind causing the bees to drift, and of
the great destruction of the bees over
all

the British Isles.

It is

certainly to

be hoped that the disease in its malignant form will stay within its present
bounds. It is not sure that any cases
of the disease have been found in this
country. The exact cause of the disease has not been found.
The question of weights and the price
of honey were well discussed as was
also the foulbrood situation. There
seems to be a difference of opinion in
regard to the smell of European foulbrood, and it is quite certain that it has
a distinctive smell of its own, differing from that of the American foulbrood.
A motion by J. W. Stine was made
and carried to have a committee of one
appointed from each State to bring before the Inter-State Commerce Commission the urgent need of the same
classification

of

freight

rates in

and a basket of tools. The basket
contained a few feathers, a buggyspring hive tool, a putty knife, two
butcher knives, a few slender wood
splints and a smoker.
After the tree was cut the boys
sawed into the trunk just below the
knot-hole used by the bees as an entrance and made another cut about
hive,

eight feet above the first one and a
third cut about half way between these
two. The bees were then transferred
to the hive and the hive moved to this
permanent location in accordance with
directions found in Experiment Station
Bulletin 138, entitled " Farm BeekeepPress Bulletin, University of
ing."
Missouri.

—

^

at the Royal Show,
As usual the
Manchester, England.
honey extracters were a puzzle to those
who are entirely ignorant of beekeeping, or appliances for carrying it on.
We not inly heard one again described
as a churn (one man remarking "it
would soon fetch butter," as it was

Honey Extractors

JUNE OUTDOOR MEET AT LOS GATOS.

CALIF.~(Photo by

J.

R.Douglass.)

the
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western States which

is

given in the

eastern States.

A

motion by Mr. France was made

to continue the present
organization to be known as the Mississippi Valley Beekeepers' Association,

and carried

and meet again next year some time
during the first week in August.

The committee named

to

make

ar-

rangements for the next meeting was
Mr. N. E. France, Prof. Jager, Mr. Kildow, and Mr. Hamlin B. Miller.
Sec.
J. W. StINE,

—

An Announcement It has been the
dream of beekeepers for many years
to have honey so widely and thoroughly
advertised that it would become an

printed hereon. From the register of
elij^ibles resulting from this examination certification will be made to fill
two vacancies in this position in the

Bureau

of

Entomology, Department

in the field, at
salaries ranging from $1400 to $lt)00 a
year, and vacancies as they may occur
in positions requiring similar qualifications, unless it is found to be in the
interest of the service to fill a vacancy
by reinstatement, transfer, or promo-

substantial

Honey Producers

form.

tion.

The services of an apicultural assistant are desired in connection with extension work about to be undertaken in
the South.
Competitors will be examine 1 in the

The United

are arranging to have

Dr. Miller's

the food value of honey and domestic
use taught in the schools of the United
Obviously there is no quicker
States.
way to popularize it than to educate
our future housekeepers to use it in

The school officials have been asked
assist in this, and in
if they would

the editor of the Western Honeybee
declares, "A grand idea, and no one
interested in the production of honey
can afford not to endorse it."
will take it for granted that you
do endorse it, but we want you to say
Write to your vice-president or
so.
to the secretary and tell them so. It is

We

planned to have one or more beekeepers in each county, and more when
possible, to represent the United Honey
Producers, and be ready when called
on to give simple demonstrations before the pupils, to supplement the instruction and for other necessary work
in connection with the United Honey
Producers.
This is a matter of general importance as well as personal advantage to
the county members, as it will bring
liberal compensation to them in the
way of prestige as representatives of

For the
the National organization.
present these positions will be filled by
volunteers, later they will be elective
or be appointive.

The United Honey Producers will
specialize on this policy, and concentrate its efforts in pushing it to a sucWhen its present
cessful culmination.
plans are successfully realized, then it
will take up some other things that are
needed and carry them out. The discipline and organization that this campaign will bring will make possible
other things.
Detailed information can be obtained
by writing to your vice-president or to
the secretary. Geo. W. Williams, Sec.
Apicultural Assistant (Male) $1400$1600 The United States Civil Service Commission announces an open

competitiveexamination for apicultural
assistant, for men only, on Sept. 20,
1916, at the places mentioned in the list

:

Points

Subjects
2.

40
Practical questions
Thesis (to be delivered to the examiner on the day of the examination) 20

3.

Education and experience

1.

40

At least two years' experience with
apiaries of at least 100 colonies, or two
years' experience in apiary inspection
service, or two years' experience teaching bee-culture in a college, is a prerequisite for consideration for this posiFor particulars, blanks and
tion.
nearest place of examination. Address,
U. S. Civil Service Commission, Washington, D. C.

^ Answirs*

to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo. II-,.
does not answer bee-keepine questions by mail.

Send Questions either

the best manner.

almost every instance they have agreed
to do so, if suitable bulletins are supplied to the schools by the beekeepers.
The United Honey Producers are arranging to do this, and will print them
in quantities to supply all the schools.
This is a great opportunity, and as

following subjects, which will have the
relative weights indicated

Agriculture, for duty

article of common everyday household
use. This dream is now crystallizing

into

of

-^.»^^#>"l

He
Different

yielding as it was at the time your
written, feeding is not at all
will hardly do any good.
2, The cells that have their cappings projecting contain drone-brood, and if there is
much of such work it shows the work of a

honey

Kinds of Italians

is

was
needed, and
letter

In looking over the Bee Journal I find
mentioned bright Italian bees, three-banded
goldens and leather colored ones. Is there
Indiana.
any difference in them
Answer— You have probably not often
read of three-banded eoldens. Goldens are
generally supposed to have five bands. Perhaps leather-colored have the general prefii

erence. " Bright" may apply to bees lightercolored than the leather-colored, although
" bright
is often applied in a general way.
"

Combs— Drone-Brood— Feeding

Cleaning Old

We bought a pound of bees and a young
queen along in May. We put them in a hive
1

comDs in which bees had dwindled
away during winter. There is some brood
in the old combs that seems to be dead and
dried up. and bees don't seem to work on it.
Do you think it would be all right to uncap?
that way
it and see if bees will work on it

of old

you think we should do with this
hive ? They have some brood, but very litthem from the
We have tried feedingbut
tle.
they do not
top with entrance feeders,
take it up very last; it takes them about a
gave them
also
We
week to :use a quart
four or five frames of sealed brood, which
came out all right.
,,
.u •
2 In our brood-frames we have cells that
project H to M inch beyond other cells: they
look like worker cells: otherwise what are

defective queen.
3. It is no trick at

all to get bees to take
syrup when weather is not too cold for them
to get at It, and they need it. But when they
are getting honey from the flowers they care
little for syrup made with sugar, and feedWhen feeding at such a time is needless
ingat a time when bees are getting nothing
from the fields, it is important to have the
feed so near the brood-nest that the bees
will not be chilled in getting to it. The
warmer the weather the farther they can go

for

it.

Hive— Increase^Not Working

Lingstroth

they?;
3

What

,

is

sugar syrup

a good plan to
?

make ubees .take
,

1

Pennsylvania.

Answers.— I. It seems a little difficult to
understand how there should be sealed
hive in which a colony died in
winter, when generally there is no brood
present. However, the bees should be expected to clean it out, but not so very much
ahead of their needing it; that is, a weak
colony need not be expected to clean out
combs a considerable distance from their
brood-nest. But it will be a help to them
tor you to uncap the dead sealed brood, and
even to dig it partly out. Yet generally bee-

brood

in a

cheaper than man-work.
you gave four or five frames of
sealed brood to a pound of bees, it is quite
possible that there were not bees enough to
cover the brood properly, and that much of
frameswell filled
it perished, for fouror five
with sealed brood should make a pretty colony of itself. There is probably nothing
you should do more to help along, for when

work

is

When

in

Super

What do

Is the hive patented which is made with
porch or portico in the front, grooved

1.

a

where supers and top fit on and having
bonded ends ? Would it be lawful for us to
make some, for our own use, over the same
pattern, with some changes ? Could we sell
them?
2. We have 12 colonies and wish to increase
from these. As yet we have had no swarms

a few of

What is the best way to make
them swarm without using extra queens or
to issue

cells?

...

.

,,
swarm will issue
3. How can you tell that a
soon, without examining the hive ?

4.

,

What would you consider an average
8 frame hive
What is a good way to get the bees to go

swarm from an
5.

?

to work in the super? We are running for
comb honey, and have not been able so far

to work in the sections.
the enclosed queen, which I killed
while trying to transfer her colony, a fullblood Italian or only a hybrid? How can
to get
6.

you

them

Is

tell

Oklahoma.

?

Answers.— I. The hive was covered by the
Langstroth patent, which expired years
ago, so you are at liberty to make, use, and
But you will do well to
sell all you like.
leave off

the portico, which

nowadays because

it

makes

is

discarded

a fine refuge

for spiders.
2 It may tend to hasten swarming if you
strengthen the colony by giving brood or
bees, or both, from other colonies. Also to

keep their room limited and to keep their
entrance rather small. But you can take
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the matter into your own hands, and divid "
artificially. Full instruction for this will be
found in Dadant's Langstroth and other
eood bee books.
3.

You

can't.

something

somewhat

You

can.

idly

when

however, make

the bees hang out
other colonies are busy

of a guess

if

at work.
4. At a rough guess, about a

peck and a
This while the bees are loosely clus-

half.

tered; for when they settle down quietly in
a hive and cool off. the cluster will shrink in
size.
5. Put in the super a section that has been
partly or wholly built out. Even any old
piece of comb will do.
6. She looks like a nice Italian aueen, but
you never can tell from looks. You can decide only from her worker progeny. If they
all have three yellow bands you may decide
the queen is pure.

Keeping Sections of Honey

What am most

interested in at the presthe best method to keep section honey. Ever since 1 have kept bees I
have fumigated with sulphur about ten days
after I took the honey off. which makes an
endless job Is there any shorter way ?
Prospects were never better, but a good
shower would help the white clover. Linden
is iust in bloom, but is about three weeks
I

ent

moment

is

Missouri.

late for this locality.

Answer —Years

ago

I

sulphured my sec-

them off the hive,
and then again about two weeks later. For
years I have not fumigated them at all. The
only thing I have done to make the differtions soon after taking

ence

is

to get in Italian blood.

Like enough

there is too much black blood in your bees,
and blacks are inferior at keeping the bee-

moth

at bay.

Eggs Don't Hatch

On May 6

a queen hatched, and on the 12th
she began to lay quite freely, but the eggs
do not hatch. I have failed to find the
larva in any stage at any of the frequent
examinations. The queen is a fine looking
one and quite active. Theeggs are deposited
very regularly and there is plenty of honey

coming

in.

What

is

the matter

?

Kansas.
don't know the answer. I had
one queen of the same kind, and I think
only one, and I have read of some others.
The eggs just don't hatch, although everything appears all right, and I don't know
why. Fortunately you're not likely to have

Answer.— I

another such case
Cleaning Old

How

in

your lifetime.

Combs— Building Up— Swarming

can old combs having larva and
dead bees in them be cleaned up so they
can be made into foundation ?
2. At the beginning of the honey flow, before my bees started in the supers, they
were very gentle, but after they started
work in the super they would sting me,
when I opened the hives despite the smoking I gave them. Is there a reason for this ?
3. I have a few small hives of bees which I
would like to build up. If I put frames of
brood in them from larger colonies, would it
be safe to add also the adhering bees ?
bees from swarming so
4. I have kept my
far by cutting out queencells. I would like
for them to put up all the honey possible,
and then swarm. How soon shall I stop cutting out queen-cells to let them swarm in
time to gather stores for their winter use ?
Missouri.
Answers.— I. Clean them up what you can
conveniently, brushing off the dead bees,
arid then melt up dead bees and all; and
when the melted mass cools, having plenty
of water with it, you wijl find the impurities
separated from the wax.
2. 1 don't know why there should be the
difference, bui I know that sometimes bees
are much worse at stinging than others Of
course, when the flow stops suddenly, and
1.

bees have nothing to do but to defend their
homes, we expect them to be cross, but

sometimes they are crosser with a full flow
on than they are at others. There seems to
be more complaint than usual this year.
3. You can give the adhering bees if you
do not give too many at a time. If, for instance, you have a weakling with only two
frames of brood, and you give it two more,
with adhering bees, you will jeopardize the
queen; but you may feel pretty safe if you
give only one brood with its bees. The point
is that in giving the bees they should not be
more than half as many as those already in
the hive. But if you make the bees queenless two or three days previovsly. then you
may add all you like.
4 Don't you woi"ry; those bees will swarm
in time enough in spite of all your cell cutting. There may, however, be some exceptions, and what timeyou should stop cutting
depends on how late your flow is. In some
places there are years when a swarm in
July would not store enough for winter use.
while in others a September swarm might

make

good.
Uniting

Have

just

—

Artificial

Increase

read your book. "Fifty Years

Among the Bees," and think it is the best
What would be your
I have ever read.
opinion of uniting swarms coming off at the
beginning of the honey flow and keeping the
number of colonies good by artificial inNew Hampshire.
crease?
book

Answers.— I suppose your idea is to unite
two swarms so that the combined force will
be stronger for storing. If your bees cannot
be persuaded not to swarm then you will
gain in surplus to unite two swarms, for the
combined force will store more honey than
would the two kept separate. Exception,
however, must be made in places where
there is a heavy flow late, for in such places,
especially if the swarming be early, you will
get more surplus by keeping the swarms
separate.

A Boy's Questions

When transferring

bees from a box to a
hive, and when adding the bees in the old
box to the hive, would an entiance guard be
necessary so as to keep the queen out ?
2. Would a queen-excluder be needed for
producing comb honey ?
3. Last summer I heard a noise in the hive
that sounded like burnt paper. Do you
Subscriber.
know what it was ?
1.

Answers. — i. No; I don't know of any reason why you should want to keep the queen
out.

No. I never use any. But if no excluder
used it is quite important to have the sec-

2.

is

quite filled with worker foundation.
Otherwise the vacant space will be filled
with drone comb, and the queen is likely to
come up and lay there.
3. It was probably nothing but the noise of
tion

the bees. It is interesting to put one's ear
against a hive in the still of the evening and
listen to the various sounds made by the
Some of them sound like little
bees.
squeals, and some a good deal like the
crackling noise of burning paper.
Miscellaneous

When

you take off your comb honey
supers, and the season is about over, do you
)ut on other supers? The swarms are too
fa
.arge to shut in the one story, and it seems
that if given a super many of them would
gnaw the full sheets of foundation down
three of my swarms that had
2. I shook
cells capped over on empty or wired foundaiion. leaving an outside comb on each
side, then set the brood on top over the
queen-excluder for three or four hours I
then carried the top hive away and gave
them a queen-cell. In a few days they
swarmed for three days in succession They
1.

came back the

first and second time, but the
third time they would have gone if I hadn't
sprayed water on them. I then put on a
drone-trap, and a few days after I saw a ball
of bees like a walnut on the outside of the
trap. I examined it. and found the young

queen trying to

get into the hive but couldn't,
so I clipped her wing and let her in
How
she got out through the trap I don't know.
Why did they swarm that way; they had
two full sheets of foundation in the lo-frame
hive that hadn't done any work ?
3. One swarm
had cells started, so I cut
them out and filled the hive with full sheets
of foundation
with the exception of one
frame with brood, which I put in the middle
with the queen, then put the brood on top
over the excluder and in eigh' days cutout
all cells.
In a few days they ^warmed, but
as the queen was clipped they came back. I
carried the top hive away and gave them a
cell. Why did they swarm ? Was it because
I didn't put ihe queen below soon enough ?
4 I have a swarm that was shaken early in
June, queen clipped and brood taken away;
they worked in the sections, but today they
swarmed, making the second time they had

tried it. Of course, thev came back
What
is the cause, and will they keep on until they
kill the queen ?
5. If they supersede their queen, when do
they generally do it. and do they build more

than one cell ?
6. After a cell is capped, how long is it until the prime swarm issues?
7. Three of my
lo-frame hives are painted
a dark green. One had a very large swarm
of hybrids with ib sections nearly ready to
take off. so I gave another 28 on top and
lifted the bottom or tilted the hive up to
look for cells and found none. Abbut 2:00
o'clock in the afternoon and about 7;oo
o'clock in the evening I found honey over
part of the running-board with a pool on the
ground. I examined them and found one
outside the comb about half melted down.
The hive was setting in the hot sun with a
shade-board on top. and excelsior cover on
top of the cover. Bees clustered out in
front clear to the top of the third super.
some drowned. The .^a-inch entrance was
wide open. Was it because of the dark
paint or my working with them that caused
this? Other hives being within six feet of
them it must have melted in about an hour,
or should say three hours, after I left them
or there would have been robbing started;
but nothing of the kind happened.
8. Is it
right to shake bees through the
queen-excluder in hunting for the queen?
It seems that part of my queens can hardly
be found to be clipped in any other way.
g. How do you keep the wind from blowing
your hives over where they are tiered as
high as the bee journals picture them at
times ?
Ohio.
Answers—I. No supers are allowed on
the hives after the flow is over. If a colony
is so large that the hive is too small for
them, they can stay outdoors. Won't hurt
'em a bit. As soon as it is too cool for them
outdoors they can crowd into the hives, and
there will be plenty of room for them.
2. If I understand correctly, you set the
brood-combs with a full complement of bees
on a new stand. Their first business was to
start cells, even if you had already given
them a cell, and being strong they were
ready to swarm as soon as the young queens
matured. The swarms were practically
afterswarms. just as would naturally be expected, for in the few days intervening before the virgins were ready to emerge the
colony had been becoming stronger all the
time. If. instead of leaving the bees over
the excluder a few hours, you had left them
for a week, there probably would have been
no swarming.
With the queen and only
3 I don t know.
one brood below excluder I should not expect swarming. But bees sometimes break
I

all rules.
4.

They may keep on until the queen is
may give up. You might keep

killed, or they

the queen caged in the hive 10 days, then
kill cells and free the queen.
Of course,
however, that would not tend to strengthen
the colony greatly.
5. Superseding is generally done toward
the close of the season. Only one cell may
be started or there may be two or more.

I
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6. The natural tliini; is for tlie swarm to
issue as soon as the tirst cell is sealed.
The dark paint and your
7. Hard to say.
disturbins; the bees may both have been to
blame, and it may also be that ventilation of
the surrounding air may have been too little
on account of surrounding shrubbery or

'|}uildint;j.

Yes. such a practice
vogue.
«

is

considerably

in

Nothing is needed to keep them from
blowing over. My supers are often piled
six to eight hik'h, with nothing put on lop.
and not one has evtr blown over. There
may be localities with such very strong
winds tliat it is necessary to pile stores on
<j.

top.

Swarm

Control

My

aoiary consists of 30 colonies, and I
have only had one year's experience. lam
running for comb honey. Could you give
me some advice on swarm control ? 1 do

not like to have any more increase. All my
Illinois.
queens are clipped.
Answer— The most common means used
to prevent swarming is called shaking a
swarm. Look through the hive every week
or ten days, and when you find queen-celTs
started take away all brood but one. The
brood taken away may be used to strengthen
weak colonies, or wherever it will do most
good. If you want it to make a new colony,
you must take with the brood enough bees
to keep the brood from chilling. It may be
better to leave the brood for a week or ten
days over an excluder, leaving the queen
with her one brood below the excluder.
It may do no harm to mention that a satis-

way of preventing swarming has
been one of my most difficult problems, and
it may be protitable for you to study the
different plans I have tried, as given in my
book " Fifty Years Among the Bees."
factory

Swarming
hived a swarm of bees about June 6.
Will those bees build queen-cells soon and
is it likely they will swarm ?
2. After
my bees quit swarming and I
know that my bees have queens, would it
be all right for me to cut the queen-cells out.
and if so. would the bees build them again
soon ?
3. Is a queen and drone trap successful or
not. and when a swarm issues will they
hang on the hive outside or will it cause
1.

I saw three nice large
did not send for a queen.

two days

in

I

What, in your mind, caused the death of the
queen? She had done fine.
I
3.
got a two frame nucleus and have
taken two one-frame nuclei away for increase, and they (the parent hive) have filled
nearly half a super now and no queen since
June 26 until today a virgin will hatch. Is
that very good ?
4. Now.
if
this virgin mates with these
dark drones will the bees be three-banded
like the ones from the dead queen (she proving to be purely mated) ?
black bees one-half mile
5 There are
away (bee line). Will they be as apt to mate
with my queen as one from my own yard ?

New

I.

have dark drones, especially if they be of
the leather-colored variety that so many
prefer. If the workers show the three yellow bands, it doesn't matter about the color
of the drones. The queen also may be quite
dark, so long as the workers are all right.
2. I don't know.
It is just possible that she
was in some way injured the last time previously that you opened the hive, or that the
bees balled her on that occasion, a thing
that sometimes happeni.
3. You did well, and yet the loss of the

queen would show more later on.
4. Yes. I would expect the worker progeny
to

be three-banded.

There

5.

is

a likelihood that at least half

your virgins will meet your neighbor's

of

drones.
Leather
I

would

there

is

Colfred— Three

Bandeil

know

the difference, if
any, between the leather colored
like

to

and the three-banded Italians

?

Minnesota.

Answer.— The name "leather colored"
applies to that type of Italians whose workers are of a hue somewhat like leather that
Their
is 'tanned without being colored.
workers are three banded as well as the
workers of the light colored Italians.

to go

back

in

Illinois.

?

Answers.— I. Having sent out a prime
swarmjune6.it would be nothing strange
for a second swarm to issue about eight days
later, and it they didn't swarm within 16
days you would not expect any afterswarm.

The colony is
or to swarm

not at

all

likely to start cells

The swarm may start
cells for superseding, out not tor swarming.
2. There will be no need to cut out cells in
the old colony, and to cut them out in the
swarm would only interfere with superseding the queen
the queen, and so pre3. A trap will catch
vent the swarm from leaving, but if left on
more than two weeks or so after issuing of
the prime swarm it would hinder the young
queen from going on her wedding trip, and
again.

so bring disaster to
the queen is caught
ing of a swarm, the
out if the weather is

the colony. Yes, when
in a trap upon the issubees are likely to hang
hot.

Replacing the Queen

bought from a queen-breeder a queen
as advertised by him. and the drones are
very dark, some having only one band, and
none are light like Italian drones I have
seen before.
2. On June 26 I found the queen dead on
On examining the
the entrance board.
I

•

Introducing a Queen-Cell

will explain to you the
that lead to the question;
I

at the time the comb was put over the ex
cluder, So there would be present brood
not more than four days old. young enough
to be changed into queen larv;e. even though
a four-day larva will not produce a queen of
the best grade. Notiiing strange, then, that
a strong colony with several young queens
should do some swarming. If the comb has
been over the excluder ten days, as you
suggest, possibly if only eight days, there
would have been no trouble.

One-Half Story Hives

York.

Answers.— You cannot judge by the
drones. Some of the best Italian stock may

I

them

1.

frames

queen-cells, so

)>=-^^^^5l^"]

circumstances

I
had a very
strong colony with a mismated queen. She
when
I
shook
the
frame
bees off I
on
a
was
noticed her down on the bottom-board a few
drawing
She
was
her abdolater.
minutes
men in and out. giving her the appearance of
later
she
was
not to be
Ten
days
panting.
no eKgs or unsealed
found, there were
cells
been
started,
the
had
so
brood, and
that 1 considered the colony queenless.
and
put
in
frame
the
cells
a
of
I destroyed
brood that had a nice cell on it. This
the
been
raised
above
excluder
frame had
in my best colony, seven days before. Ten
days later there was a big swarm cast at 2:ro
1 hey
m.. and another one at 4:30 p.m.
were looked for, but not found. I looked
through the hive and found a queen, evidently young, judging by her speed and shy-

am

locality with an intermittent
flow and a long season with conditions such
that all early swarming colonies will prepare and swarm again in about five or six
weeks, as will the parent colony; also the
1.

I

in a

is about four to one regardadding comb-honey supers.
using 8-frame hives (too small undoubtedly for this vicinity). An article in
June 1st Gleanings outlines what seems to
be an ideal plan, using 1J2 stories as a permanent brood-chamber, this being equivalent
to 12 frames regular.

natural increase
less of

am

I

It

seems that where colonies naturally

swarm twice and construct three new sets
of combs with a surplus, one could easily
maintain a I'A story brood-chamber manipulated as described with less swarming and

more surplus and less manipulating. Would
the depth be detrimental to securing section
honey, and what has been your observation
with a iH story permanent brood-chamber.
2. In a recent answer to questions in the
American Bee Journal, you mention doubling up on swarms, hiving the second, third
and fourth swarms with the first. What
about the queens in this case? Do you
mean to run in the swarms, queen and all on
a previously hived swarm, or should the
queen in the hive be killed before hand ?
Beginner.

Answers.— I have

not experimented with
1% story hives, but would not expect any
difficulty with supers for either comb or extracted honey over the hives of such depth.
It may do no harm for me to suggest that if
you do not care to procure the half stories
you can accomplish the same end by using
two full-depth eight-frame stories, having
only four frames in the lower story, using
dummies in the vacancy. You could also
experiment to see whether you would like
five frames in the lower story better than
four.
2. Yes. no attention is paid to the queens,
they can settle their differences to their
own satisfaction. It might be mentioned
that sometimes an afterswarm is returned
to the parent colony as often as it swarms.
If an afterswarm is hived in a hive or box.
and returned to the old hive 24 hours later,
there will generally be no swarming. For
when the swarm is kept separate for 24
hours, or even over night, the likelihood is
that all virgins in the cells in the old hive
will be allowed to emerge, and they will
fight until only one is left.

ness, also two more cells, which I cut out.
Now. am wondering how to account for
two swarms and a queen left, also whether
I

ever safe to requeen a strong colony by
giving a cell. You speak of this condition
on page loSof " Fifty Years Among the Bees."
but I don't think you quiteanswer this question there. Would all have been well it the
cell had been on brood that had been ten
days above the excluder instead of seven, or
would they have swarmed anyway ?

Bee House— Cypress Lumber

it is

New York.

Answer,— It is fairly safe to introduce a
queen-cell into any colony which is queen
" fairly
less and has no unsealed brood. I say
safe." because it occasionally happens that
when the virgin goes out on her wedding
trip the bees swarm out with her. and some
have reported that she does not always return.

The cell you gave was on a comb that had
been over an excluder seven days. In all
probability the. comb contained brood in all
stages down to eggs that had just been laid

am

starting into the bee-business for the
second time with frame hives. I have a
beautiful little grove not far from the house,
say 150 steps with it> acres pasture in front
and a clear running spring and fresh cool
water not far distant. I have only three colI

onies now, but want to increase to about 25
or 30. and 1 would like to put my bees or my
hives in this little grove, but that would

for me. for men and boys
honey here.
Now what 1 want to ask you is. can I keep
my bees in a house ? Can I put up a house
say 12x20x8 feet and leave a hole just in front
of each hive for a bee entrance, say Hxo
on the south side of the house, and on the
inside have my hives side by side, so no bee
can get in from outside; have alightinginches wide all along
board outside s or
the side, just under the bee entrance, and it
covered over with a plank a foot wide and
only about 4 or 6 inclies above the alightingboard, all painted nice and good. Then
have holes at the top of the wall for bees to

mean no honey

steal

September, 1916.

American Hee Journal
perhaps, when you say thatat the end of the
time vou put the old queen in the new hive.
If the old queen was in the old hive all that
time.it is no wonder the bees clung to it,
the only wonder being that any bees at all
would stay in the new hive. Ordinarily the
old queen would be with the swarm at the
time of hiving, and I don't understand how

escape from house when I would be taking
honey from supers. The balance of the
house I could use for work and storeroom.
My hives would then be in the dry at all
times, no damage from rain or hot sunshine,
and honey and all under lock and key Besides. 1 would have a nice and clean house
for all things pertaining to beekeeping, a
sealed up bee tight. Would a house built
this way be practicable, and could I have a
row of hives on the north side of the house
the same as south side ? I would prefer
them kept out in the shady grove but for
robbers. Could have plenty of light froni
windows in east end and on north side of
1

house.

u

J

cypress timber and there is a
1 have some
sawmill near at hand I aim to have enough
timbers sawed into plank suitable for mak,

brood-chambers and supers.
Don't suppose there is more than

Reports Affo

ing

colonies in this county.

300

aim

250

the old queen remained in the old
likelihood is that the queen will
be with the swarm in your future experi-

strange
hive.

if

The

ence when

^

all will

be

straight.

Experiences

or

After this year

buy queens. Will you tell me about
cypress lumber for hives and supers, and
give sizes of hives and supers inside and
outside measurements, or would it be best
for me to buy one eight frame hive and one
ten-frame hive ? I have eight-frame hives.
What length should I have saw stocks cut
at stump, so I would have no loss, or the
least loss from cutting sides and ends ?
Ignoramus.
I

you managed to leave her in the old hive.
Also the brood would ordinarily be all
hatched out at the end of three weeks, but
you found brood present, a thing not at all

to

is a complete
to feed.

Cowen. W.

Answer.— Yes. you can keep your bees in
a house as you propose, the entrances being
so arranged that through them the bees can
get into the hives from outdoors, but can
never get into the house except when the
hives are opened. I am afraid, however, that
you would change your mind about such a
house being nice and cool in a hot summer
day. A good many years ago such houses
were advocated quite strongly, and some
still advocate them, but most have given

them up.
You seem

We

Poor Crop

The honey crop in

want a house to keep your
hives safe from thieves, and! cannot help
wondering why you do not keep them close
to your house instead of 150 steps away, for
that distance would cut no figure with the
bees, and it would be inconvenient for you
to

this section of the State
failure, and some are having
Elzie L. Bee.

Va.. July

2=.

Crop Poor

The honey crop

is short in this part of the
State, owing to dry weather and cool nights.
No late rains to keep the flowers going.
There were lots of flowers, but they did not
seem to have the nectar, and the weather
was too cool for bees to work good.
hope for better conditions next year.
\V. A. Bales.
Otay, Calif.

We

agreed that an
one-fourth of the space.
average of 40 pounds might be expected per
hive, at 16 cents per pound or $6,40 per hive.
One-fourth of that or the crop of one colony
in four is lost by this excess of drones.
With this amount you canreadily buy sheets
of brood foundation at 10 cents each for 64
frames, or enough for 6)2 hives. This argument made an impression at first sight.
The following year, at least 20 beekeepers
reported having tried it on half of their
swarms Those colonies on full sheets averaged one super full of honey, over the hives
hived on i!4-inch starters. That was the
first

At

year.
least 20

beekeepers tried

this

from

!

1883

One man stated, at the end of the
fourth season, that each full sheet of foundation he used saved him 50 cents in value
till 1B54.

product increase.
Some of the readers may say that there is
another side to this question. Well, ask the
bees to answer for you. They will answer it

of

Foundation

in Full

Sheets

The first article in July American Bee
Journal on "FullSheets of Foundation." has
been read, re-read, and read again. The advice is good, not only for the brood-frames
but for the sections as well.
Tests are made for the benefit of the
State Board of Agriculture of Connecticut
for at least eight seasons and by 20 or more
beekeepers. The question was asked at one
of the State Board meetings; What is the

readily and truly. In Dr. Miller's hives. I
am sure the deficiency of drone cells counts
something in his big yields. All rhis matter
may be proven by the bees themselves.

Woodbury. Conn.
[It is

Henry

L.

Jeffrey.

necessary that we should correct a

slight error in the foregoing letter. As the
cells of the bees are hexagon, the number of

to go that distance.

Cypress lumber

is all

right for hives, but

I

don't know enough to answer
your questions as to measurements. Although I have put together a great many

am

afraid

I

know little about measurements,
I
having bought the stuff from the factories
as a matter of economy. You will do well to
have at least one hive as a model to pattern
hives.

after.
Pollen

When

a

frame

is

of pollen

full

and the

bees have no use for it. what should be done
Vermont.
with it
Answer.— Generally the best thing is to
leave it in the brood-chamber for the bees
to use out as they want it. I don't know, but
I think that when bees have a stock of pollen on hand they gather less. I have known
pollen to be cleaned out of combs put in
i"

the extracting chamber. It is possible that
there are places where the bees store more
than they can use. and then there maybe
nothingbetter than to melt up the combs

Hiving a

Swarm

As per instructions you gave me in the
.April number of the American Bee Journal,
I

have transferred the

colony that

first

swarmed.
,
During the three weeks waiting for the
brood to hatch, none of the bees seemed to
goto the new hive, all remaining with the
old one. Yesterday I drove them out into
the new hive, putting the queen in, too; today they are quiet. The old hive had quite
a lot of young brood, but not much honey.
Arkansas.
Did 1 do anything wrong ?
.

,

Answer— am
I

a bit

.

,

puzzled to

under-

You say the bees remained
hive during the three weeks

stand the case.
with the old

waiting— something unusual.

It is

explained.

HIVES AND EXTRACTING HOUSE OF
most profitable size of foundation starter in
either brood-frames or sections ?
My answer was: A starter is too expenI cannot afford to use less than full
sive
sheets. I was asked to prove it. My reply
was that four drone-cells to the inch make 16
to the square inch; five worker-cells to the
inch make 23 to the square inch. Every 32
drone-cells may be displaced by 50 workers.
Thirty two consumers rob the apiarist of 50
producers. Often the drone-comb occupies

F, A.

WICKLEIN. AT PERCY,

cells to the

ILL.

greater than the
Drone-cells
5about 18 on each of the

square inch

is

or the square of

square of

4

in reality

number

comb, for each square inch. Worker-cells
number a trifle over 27 on each side or nearly
of comb.
55 for both sides of a square inch
This does not diminish in any way the arguemphasizes
ment of friend Jeffrey. It rather

September, 1916.

American ^ee JoarnaT|
the arsument made. P"or proper measurement of cells see the Langstroth Dadant
"

Hive and Honeybee." page 103.— Editok.)

beekeeping except one that had its entrance
clogged with snow and ice and smothered

Good Crop

the bees.

We have one

of the old time honey seaBees are swarming plentifully, as the

sons.

hives are crowded with bees and honey.
White clover is more plentiful than it has
been in this section in the 3i years that we
have lived in this western country. Our
bees wintered with very little loss

Lenexa. June

Max Zahner,

i3.

Sr,

Wintering on Aster Honey

A

correspondent who signs himself "DocSmoker." under date of December. igi5.
reports that he has lost two colonies out of
12. and he attributes this loss to unripened
aster honey. During the winter of 1014-1015.
my bees subsisted on honey gathered in ihe
late autumn— aster and Spanish-needle. It
is claimed that bees will work on goldenrod;
yes. indeed, they do here, if there are no
tor

asters.

Your valuable magazine requested reports
on this subject; for this reason and not to
dispute what brother "Doctor Smoker"
said. I am making this report of my obser-

vations on aster honey as winter food. I have
three hives under observation. When I prepared them for winter there was an abundance of capped and uncapped honey in the
hives. I did not open any hive until last

found brood both
5. and
capped and in larval state. I may mention
that the temperature during this and last
month was as low as 12 degrees.
Sunday. March

Nashville.

Frederick Bender.
Tenn., March 12. igi6.

Beekeeping in Japan

It is true that we mostly use American
hives, but not only Italian bees, as there are
some foreign races, viz., Carniolan. etc.. and
Japanese native bees in Japan.;
" rape plant " is one of
It is true that the
the principal sources of commercial honey
in Japan, but the "genge" plant is more
common, and the same may be said of the

name

is

of

At present.

Percy,

Department

Classified

[Advertisements in this department will
be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no dis
counts of any kind Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this department, you must say so when ordering.
.

BEES AND QUEENS.
Phelps' Golden Italian Queens

will please

you.

Mr. Swensen's way. pages

413-4.

December.

good; but one thing I do not like is
that the sun cannot strike the hive to warm
the bees which causes them to take a cleansing flight on warm days. My plan is similar,
but 1 take out the front part of ;he box so
that the sun can strike the full entrance of
the hive and cause the frosty walls of the
hive to get warm and melt the frost which
cannot leave the hive until a certain tem-

perature is reached.
The sooner the sun can strike the hive the
sooner the frosty vapor will melt away; but
by Mr. Swensen's plan the sun must first
warm the outer box. and before the warmth
of the sun gets through the wall of the box
and packing of straw or leaves, the warmer
part of the day is over. I always have my
hive lower at the entrance than at the back,
so the melted vapor can flow out at the entrance. I havewintered my bees in this way
for seven winters, and they are always
strong and ready to work when spring
comes.
Henry F. Carrillon.
Highland. III.

A.

D

Keene. Bunkie. La.

Fine three-banded Italian aueens. Circuand price list free.
J. L. Leath.

lar

Corinth. Miss.

A

for

Winter

part of my apiary and the extracting
house, which is situated on the north, is
shown in this picture. A trellis of semievergreen honeysuckle runs along the west
and north side of the apiary to check the
cold winds in winter— a good wind break.
I winter on the summer stands with sealed
covers. I place some paper or burlap on

tested,

Ji, 00; Iq.oo per dozen.
A. E. Crandall & Son. Berlin. Conn.

For Sale— 300 to 600 colonies of bees, in the
famous Hagerman Valley where failure is
unknown; very reasonable. Address.
E. Hanks. Hagerman. Idaho.
I

Bright Italian Queens
perdoz;

$50

per

at 6oc each; $6. 00
Safe arrival and satis-

too.

W. W.

faction guaranteed.

Rt

4,

Talley.
Greenville. Ala.

Phelps' Golden Italian Bees are hustlers

Vigorous

queens.

prolific Italian

$1 00: 6,
in-

My circular gives best methods of
A. V. Small.
troducing.

Js 00.

2302

Golden

Afency Road.

St.

Joseph. Mo.

queens, select
Untested. 60c;

Italian

tested,

Leather Colored "Nutmeg strain"
queens. Si.od; doz,. $10.
cial price on large lots.
A.

W.

Yates.

3

Tested.

Return

Chapman St

$1 50.

of

Spe-

mail.

Hartford. Conn.

.

Wanted— Every lb. pkg. shipper to quote
his lowest possible price on 50-lb. pkgs.
with queens, to be shipped about May 20,
W. L. Lovejoy. Clarkston. Mich.
1Q17.
me

Golden and three-banded queens. Choice
untested queens at 50c; 100 for $40. Dr. Miller's strain. Untested. 7SC; 25 or more at 60c.
The Stover Apiaries. Mayhew. Miss.
in

you no longer need,
each insertion.

our classified columns
good equipment that
Only 15 cents per line

"Queens of Quality" reared from a
daughter of one of Dr. Miller's famous
queens. $1.00 each by return mail. After July
J8 00 per doz.
ist. 75c each
J. Ivan Banks. Dowelltown. Tenn.
;

For Sale— White clover extracted and
Henry Hettel. Marine. III.
comb honey.
DooLiTTLE & Clark's untested queens
$1.00

each;

Is. 00

for

per dozen. Jo 00.
Marietta. N. Y.

6;

BEES and Queens from my New Jersey
apiary.

lAtf

84

Cortland

J.
St..

H. M. Cook.

New York

City.

very best tested Caucasian. Italian queens at 75c each; hybrids at 25c each.
Peter Schaff hauser. Havelock. N. C.

For Sale— From

40 to 60 colonies of Italian
All in good shape.
Manley. Milo. Iowa.

and hybrid bees.

B. A.

For Sale— 200

colonies of bees; first-class
location. Rosedale Apiaries.
J. B Marshall & Son. Big Bend. La.

Place your order early to insure prompt
service. Tested. $1.25; untested. $1.00. ItalJohn W. Pharr.
ians and Goldens.
Berclair. Tex.

Golden Italian Queens, no better honey
gatherers anywhere at any price. Untested,
Tested. $1 50. Wallace R. Beaver.
fi.oo.
Lincoln. 111.
Northern-Bred

queens of the E.
Unt. queens. 7Sc July and

E. Mott strain.
on. Send for free

Italian

W.

Earl

list.

Mott,

Glenwood, Mich.
Preparing

Italian Queens that produce hustlers.
Nothing but select queens sent out Un-

will sell that perfectly

for sale, ss cents.

1915. is
-

Diemer. Liberty. Mo.

J. F.

A Little Ad

Golden Queens

Try my

Wintering

Italian queens
Prices:
75c; 12 for $800.
Tested. $1 25 each.
for prices on nuclei and full colonies.

Write

J1.25.

"

the industry is still in its infancy" in Japan, but we are going into the
honey business with our characteristic energy and thoroughness, as the Editor said.
Y. Hiratsuka.
Tara. Gif u-Ken. Japan.

Three-Bandkd
One.

12. $7.00.
Tested. $1.00.
Select untested. 70c; 12. $8.00. Nofoulbrood.
D. T. Gaster. Rt. 2. Randleman, N. C.

III.

mentioned under

"Louisiana," page 204 of the
American Bee Journal. The rape is for
small plantations, and blooms in a rather
early period for the bees; on the contrary,
tiie " genge" is planted in most parts of the
country and blooms in favorable season, in
May. So the latter is the principal crop.

the

During the hot summer days I protect my
and burlap, as
hives with shade-boards
shown in the photograph. I produce extracted honey exclusively, using the shallow
extracting supers, our main honey flow being in the fall, and it has never failed in tiie
eight years that I have kept bees. I had
about 1400 pounds of fall honey last year
from 18 colonies.
I don't see how some people can keep bees
and be without any bee journal or text book
on bees. Before I had bees I did not know a
It was in the year 1007
thing about them
when a neighbor offered to give me a swarm,
saying he had more than he needed. I accepted his proposition and at once subscribed for several bee journals, and got a
a few text books on bees. Now I have 18
colonies and have had good success with
them, while my neighbor is just about out of
business, being one of those who knows
everything about bets without reading any
F. A. Wicklein.
bee literature.

—A Correction

Reading the article of Mr. Stuart, page 204
of the American Bee Journal. I am sorry to
find some misinformation in it.

Japanese clover, which

too of the hives, then put on paper roofing;
fold it around the hive and tack it down
with small nails. So far I have not lost any
colonies during winter in the eight years of

The

For Sale— 500 colonies of bees; 200 colofor comb honey. Apiaries
are located in the famous Snake River ValGem State Apiaries.
ley
Box 67. Rigby. Idaho.
nies operated

Bright Italian queens will
to ship after April ist at 60c each.

My

price list. Safe arrival
guaranteed. M. Bates. Rt.

be ready

Send for
and satisfaction

4.

Greenville. Ala.

Carniolan or Caucasian
Choice
queens. Untested. 75c. Tested. $1.25 BreedVirgins.
40c each; 3 for li.oo.
ing queens. $2.50.
C. W. Finch. 1451 Ogden Ave.. Chicago. Ill,
Italian.

Phone Haymar ket

Golden Queens
Workers

3384.

that

produce Golden

of the brightest kind.

I

will chal-

lenge the world on my Goldens and their
Price, Ji.oo each;
honey-getting qualities.
Tested, $2.00: Breeders, Is.oo and $10.00.
zAtf
J, B. Brockwell, Barnetts, Va.

Italian queens, untested
nuclei, 2-frame, $300; i-lb.

For Sale— Good
75c; tested.

$1. 00;

package, $2.00; 2-lb. package. $3,00. Untested
queen with bees at above prices. Will beG. W. Moon.
gin to send about April ist.
1Q04 Park Ave.. Little Rock. Ark.

For Sale— 250 colonies of high grade Italians; fine location on virgin alfalfa at a bargain.

New modern

equipment, comb and

extracted. New country, fine climate, and
bee business developing rapidly. Splendid
opportunity for energetic man. ,,,„,,
A. W. F. Lee. Cordell. Okla.

best Italian queen that can be had,

$1.00; 6 for $5.00,

June

to
J.

3113

Locust

For Sale— Bright

November.

W, Romberger,
St., St.

Italian

Joseph, Mo.

queens

at

55c

each, or $6.00 per dozen. Safe arrival and
satisfaction guaranteed.
T. J. Talley. Rt. 3. Greenville. Ala.

For SALE-Three-banded Italian queens
and bees from the best honey-gathering
strains obtainable. Untested queen. 75c; 6.
$4.25: 12. $3 00. Tested queens, ti 25; 6. $7.00;
For select queens add 210 each to
12. $12.
above prices. Queens in quantity lots or
bees by the pound, write for prices.
Robt. B. Spicer. R.F.D. 181. Wharton. N.

J.

September, 1916.

American l^ee JoarnaiJ
Phelps' Golden Italian Queens combine
They are great
Qualities you want.
honey gatherers, beautiful and gentle.
Mated. $i.oo; six. $5.00: Tested. $3.00; Breeders. $5.00 and $ia
C. W. Phelps & Son,
3 Wilcox St.. Binghamton. N. Y
the

Golden Italian Queens

by June

1st.

per half doz. $8.. doz.
Tested. $1.25 each or
$7.00 per half doz.; $12 a doz. Breeders, $3 00
to 55.00 each. Purely mated guaranteed. Send
Untested, 75c or

$4 oo

Select untested.

;

Ji.oo.

for circular.

J
Rt. No.

Danielson.

I.

Fairfield.

7.

$1.00.

Untested.

Italian

75c;

6.

$4.20;

bees. 75c; 1-lb.l1.25. Nuclei,
per frame. $1.25. No disease; everything
guaranteed. Write for price list.
C. B. Bankston. Buffalo. Leon Co Tex
12.

$7.80.

^-Ib.

,

An

established strain of honey gathering
golden stock. Honey is what you want withmuch
swarming. Book your orders early
out
to save delay. One untested queen, $1.00; 6
for $5.00; 12 for Jg.oo. Wri'e us what you
want.
T. S. Hall, Talking Rock. Ga.

Golden

Queens bred

Italian

Dunn. Box

L. J.

338, J.

R.R.

6,

San Jose, Calif.

Gray Caucasians— Early breeders;

great
cap beautifully white;
builders; very prolific; gentle;
hardy; good winterers. Untested. $1 00. SeSelect
lect untested. $1.25. Tested, $1.50.

honey gatherers;
great

B Hoffman frames

for

For Sale— Cedar or pine dovetailed hives,
also full lineof supplies including Dadant's
foundation. Write for catalog

A

E. Burdick.

Sunnyside. Wash.

us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
White Mfg. Co..
are nice and cheap.
Greenville. Tex.
4Atf
let

Wanted— lo-fr.

bottom-boards, extracting

and comb supers; extractor for jumbo frs
winter cases, and any equipment that will
fit lofr
jumbo hives; also bees in lb. pkgs.

WClarkston.
L Lovejoy.
Mich.

with queens.

For Sale— Medium brood foundation, one

Up
to ten lbs 52c per lb. Up to 25 lbs soc
to 50 lbs 48c; 100 lbs.. 48c, prepaid in Louisiana Root's goods for sale. Beeswax wanted.
26c cash. 27c in trade
.

.

.

J.

F Archdekin, Bordelonville. La.

Work Incentive— In

long,

good seasons

spring-weaklings' yields equal strongest.
Why. unless tiering-up destroys work incentive ? Quincompactness Hives every
uper adjoins broodnest— incentive always
there For printed matter, address.
Wm. F. McCready. Estero. Lee Co.. Fla.

Box

-

My Three Banded
-

Untested.
tested.

80c.

Select untested.

Fay

$2.50.

2Q0

State St

.

$1.15.

Select

L. Barber.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
Wanted— Comb,
6Ai2t

extracted honey, and
Burnett & Co..
Water St.. Chicago. 111.

R. A.
173 S.

The Colo. Honey Producers'
F.

Ass'n
Rauchfuss. Mer.

New York, Aug. 6 —There are no prices
established as yet on the new crop of honey,
comb as well as extracted From reports
we have thus far received it seems evident
that a good crop of white honey has been
produced in the eastern and middle States,
whereas California reports a very short
crop, especially so of sage honey.
The old crop is pretty well cleaned up
with the exception of West India, which is
arriving in largequantities, and thereseems
to be an unlimited supply.
will not be able to tell or make you
any quotations until next issue.

We

Hildreth & Segelken.

Lowest prices Samples free.
Liberty Pub.Co.. Sta.D.Box4H. Cleveland.O.
ideas.

re'ail.

Dovetailed

hives. Marshfield sections, shipping
cases, and all kinds of small needs.
Beeswax wanted. Prices for the asking.

W

325

So. Park Ave.

D.

SOPER
Jackson, Mich.

MISCELLANEOUS
envelopes, cards, tags etc, printed and postpaid 1000 of either, $2.15; 500. $130; 250.05c.
Fine stock and cuts used Lowest prices in
the United States. Complete line of samples and price list free.
Rennecamp Printing Co., McKees Rocks,Pa.

®®®©®®®©®®©©®®©©0©©®©G)©©(3®

Lowville. N. Y.

For Sale— Pure Italian bees with tested
queen. $4. 5c per col.: cols, with mismated
queens. $4 00 each; light colored hybrid cols.
with queen. $3.50. All from the J. P. Moore's
strain and in 8 frame hive bodies in winter
cases, standard full depth self-spacing Hoffman frames, 8 to each hive. All combs
straight, strong and healthy with plenty of
honey, f. o. b. here. >4-lb. package wire cages
without queens, one, $1.50; 2. $2.00. If queens
are wanted add price of queens to package.
Untested. 85c. Tested. $1.50. Breeders, 300
Wilmer Clarke.
toSs.oo.
Earlville. Mad. C0..N. Y.

beeswax.

Honey Labels that have broken away from
the all-look alike bunch. Made to suit your

Printing for Beekeepers— Noteheads.

northern-bred pure

Italian queens must be seen and tried to be
fully appreciated for hardiness and honey
gathering qualities, etc. Give me a trial order. My prices for August and September.

We

At wholesale and

10.

Queens, improved three band Italians
bred for business, June i to Nov. 15. Untested Queens, 75ceach; dozen, }8. 00; Select,
Tested Queens, $1.25;
$1.00 each; dozen. $10.
dozen. $12. Safe arrival and satisfaction
H. C. Clemons,
guaranteed.
Rt. 3, Williamstown. Ky.

.

BEE SUPPLIES

HONEY LABELS

H. W. Fulmer.
Andalusia. Pa.

I2.00.

We

Denver. Colo Aug. 10—
are selling
in the local market at the followint: jobbing prices; Fancy
per case of 24 sections. J< 38 No. i. $3,15;
No. 2. $2,Q3. White extracted. liii®sUc per
pound; lieht amber, 8@3^c per pound, and
amber 7@8c per pound
pay 26c per
pound in cash and 28c per pound in trade for
clean average yellow beeswax delivered
here.

new crop comb honey

;

comb

tested.

Texas Honey Producers' Association and
the expectation of cooperative prices ruling
in the future has had a tendency to make
buyers more anxious for honey than sellers
were for a market. Beeswax prices are
still low. ranging from 25c cash to 27c exchange basis
Southwestern Bee Co.

SUPPLIES.

strictly for

business that produce a strong race of bees
as honey gatherers. Untested 75c each; 6
for $4.25; 12, $8.00. Safe arrival, prompt delivery, and satisfaction guaranteed.

Soo

honey or offers. Address.
H. O. McElhany. Vinton. Iowa.

ex. clover

Bee-Keeper,

Iowa

Carniolan. golden, and 3banded
queens. Tested.

To exchange
good

Comb Honey our specialtv. Highest market prices obtained; prompt returns made.
Send us your shipments
Albert Hurt & Co.. New Orleans La.

Honey for Sale— New

clover honey in
6o-pound cans, oc per pound. Comb honey.
No. I to fancy, $3 50 per case; No. 2, $3.00 per
case of 24 sections, six cases to carrier.
H. G, Quirin. Bellevue, Ohio.

For Sale— Raspberry, basswood. No. i
white comb, $300 per case; fancy. $3.25; 24
Danz. sections to case. Extracted. 120-lb.
W, A. LatshawCo..
cases, oc per lb.
Clarion. Mich.

Wanted— Come Honey— Fancy and No.
Mxih inch sections preferred.
i

qualities;

Also white extracted honey, carload or less
Hoffman & Hauck.
Quantity.

Richmond

Hill. N. Y,

HONEY AND BEESWAX
Chicago, Aug. 17— The new honey from
the harvest of

1016 is

appearing on the mar-

No sales have been
Comb is being held at

ket.

reported.

13c per pound for
warm weather
the best grade.
that has prevailed during the past four
to prehave
tendency
a
weeks that would
vent any activity, so that at this time it is
especonditions,
the
difficult to diagnose
cially as to what the price is going to be this
that
indications
are
Yet.
coming month.
there is not going to be much, if any. adobtained
been
which
has
that
vance over
for the product of 1015. a goodly quantity of

Owing

to the

is yet unmarketed.
Extracted also remains quiet at from 7@8c
per pound for the white and ambers at from
5@7c per pound.
Beeswax is steady at 28@3oc per pound,
according to color and cleanliness.

which

R.

A Burnett

Kansas City. Mo.. Aug. 16—There

6c
is

Co.

2

amber comb honey

at $2.«o to $3 od.

Strictly fancy white extracted honey is
sellingat about 8^c a pound, and amber at
7!^c a pound, The demnd for honey is only
fairly good.

C.

C Clemons Produce Company.

San Antonio. Aug. 15 -In line with our
prediction in the August number, would say
that there is a distinct feeling of confidence

in the minds of Texas honey producers and
a perceptible stiffening of prices.
honey is reaching a basis of oc f. o. b. ship-

Comb

ping point and extracted honey

7C.

bee culture.
bee book brought up-to-date. It is
an authority, and is used as a text
bookWn many schools and colleges.
Finely illustrated and well indexed.
It is a book which should be in the
hands of every beekeeper, large or
small. Chapters are devoted to all
important bee subjects from bee-anatomy to diseases and honey production and marketing. Price, postpaid.
$1.25. or with American Bee Journal
one year, both only $1.75. French. edition of this
$1.50.

book, price, postpaid.

Spanish edition, postpaid,

$1.85

still

quite a surplus of comb honey on the market. Strictly No, i white comb honey, 24
section cases is selling at J3 25 to $3 40 per
case. No. i amber comb honey at $3.00. and

No

Honey Bee— (Re
The classic in
A 575 page cloth bound

Langstroth on th*
vised by Dadant.)

The

practical assurance of the forming of the

DGXSCXDQQOOOeOOeXiXDOg
The Big Ben Binder.— It has a stiff
book outside cover with the name
American Bee Journal printed in gold
letters on the back. It is made to hold
the issues of three years

(36 copies).

Makes reference easy and preserves
copies from loss, dust and mutilation. Price, postpaid, $1 no, or with
the American Bee Journal one year,
both for $1.(10, or given free as a premium for sending in two new subscriptions at $1.00 each.

SEX3QQ2
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A BEE BOOK FOR THE PRACTICAL MAN
"PRODUCTIVE BEEKEEPING," by Frank

IS

Bee

State

One

Inspector

Iowa and a Practical Beekeeper as Well

for

of Lippincott's "

C. Pellett

Farm Manual

" Series, this

book

of 32G

finely gotten up, finely bound, and has 134 illustrations, nearly

with the author.

all

payes

is

original

Price, $1.50.

READ THE CONTENTS BELOW
I.

2.

i.

4.

5.

6.

7.

BEEKEEPING A FASCINATING PURSUIT
THE BUSINESS OF BEEKEEPING
MAKING A START WITH BEES
ARRANGEMENT OF THE APIARY
SOURCES OF NECTAR
THE OCCUPANTS OF THE HIVE
INCREASE

Mailing Weight, 3 Pounds

15.

Productive Beekeeping
Langstroth on the Honey Bee

American

BEE

-

}

^'

FEEDING.

PRODUCTION OF COMB HONEY
HONEY
10. PRODUCTION OF EXTRACTED
11. WAX-A BY-PRODUCT OF THE APIARY
12. DISEASES AND ENEMIES OF BEES
13. WINTERING
14. MARKETING THE HONEY CROP
LAWS THAT CONCERN THE BEEKEEPER

Both postpaid
for only $2.50

Bee

8.

9.

Productive Beekeeping
"Fifty Years Among the Bees"

Hamilton,

Journal,

KEEPER'S NOVELTY POCKET

-

}
j'

Both postpaid
for only

$2.25

Illinois

KNIFE
Trial SubscriptioD cLd^'p/A,

10-

Tells jbuiil platjling. pruning,

and sellin-

fruit

and gatdca

spr.ijirg

tiiitk.

Ask Us Your Hard Questions

Phil. H. Oraf,

\Vc conduct tliis department for lire specExperts ansbenefit of our subscribers.
wer all questions by mail and ihrougl) the
magazine.
columns of the
Frviuranand Gardener. UllMainSt-ML VefiMO,Ifc

Canton, o.

ial

Your Name and Address

will be put on one side of the handle as shown in
a picture of a Queen-Bee, a Worker-Bee, and a
Drone-Bee. The handle is celluloid, and transparent, through which is seen
your narne. If you lose this Knife it can be returned to you, or it serves to identify you if you happen to be injured fatally, or rendered unconscious.
The cut is
the exact size.
have succeeded in getting this knife made in lots from gen-

the cut, and

on the other side

We

uine car-van steel. It is especially well tempered and keeps its edge remarkably.
When ordering be sure to write e.xact name and address. Knife delivered
within two weeks after we receive order.
Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with a year's subscription to the American Bee
Journal— both for $1.80; or given Free as a premium for sending us 3 New subscriptions at $1.00 each.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

S

Life of the Bee, by Materlinck.
Tliis author,

who

is

acknowledged by

Illinois.

Amerikanische Bienenzucht.— This
a beekeepers' hand book of 138
pages in the German language, written b? Hans Buschbauer. It is just
what German beekeepers will want.
is

fully illustrated and bound in
cloth. Price, postpaid, $1.00. or with
It is

the American Bee Journal one year,

both for

$1.75.

Bienenzucht and Honiggewinnung
is the name of another and smaller
paper-bound book by J. F. Eggers. It s
postpaid price

is 30

cents.

;

^HE

"Pood Value of Honey," on page

December American Bee Journal was

404, of the

FACTS ABOUT

on the

editorial

highly appreciated, and so

HONEY

production of

^^,.,e— "«c„„^

it

in

many

enquiries

came

so

for a re-

pamphlet form that there was prepared a

16-page booklet for advertising honey containing this and

other matter of importance which the consumers ought to

know. Size of booklet 5 3-4x9 inches. Weight a scant ounce.
" Facts about

Honey

" contains the following informa-

What honey

tion illustrated with 17 splendid half tones:
is

and where gathered

ent flavors and colors
WHAT HONEV

IS

HOW TAKEN FROM
(TS

hunting

THE BEES
VALUE AS FOOD

Bees

;

production

HONEV RECIPES

honey
tlie

;

in

Principal kinds of honey

How produced

;

boxes and gums

Movable-frame

;

Comb

section;

foundation

;

manner

Granulation of honey,

honey a luxury

;

Differ-

;

Bee-trees and bee

The new way

;

of

honey

;

Comb

and sections

hives

Why

;

the bees build straight in

Chunk honey; Extracted honey,

extractor and

Is

;

the honey

honey;

of extracting; Purity of

how to melt

Honey

it

;

Food value

as health food

of

Uses

;

honey

in cook-

ing; Fifty recipes for use of honey.

On the last page room enough
page there

that no envelope
it

is

to print

the beekeeper's

name and

Or the address may be printed on the front cover page.

asks for his honey.
of the last

is left

is

also

needed.

room

to

the prices he

At the bottom

address the booklet to the consumer, after folding

A gummed

" Eat

Honey"

it

so

label or wire clasp is sufficient to hold

together for mailing.

We

will

furnish these pamphlets at unprecedented low prices, as follows:

Single copy as sample, free.
Less than 30 copies, postpaid, each $
'^
"
30
50 copies, postage extra
"
100

For parcel-post shipment, the weight
Printing
or back page

:

name and address
500 or less, $1.00

;

is

about 6 pounds per 100 copies.

of producer, with brief price-list of

honey on either front

1000 or more, $1.50 per thousand.

The pamphlet contains no advertising or address

of

any kind and

is distinctly

a positive,

unbiased and clear explanation of the usefulness of honey, intended for a reply to the numer-

M

ous questions usually asked by the uninformed consumer.

American Bee Journal,

-

Send your orders

Hamilton,

to

Illinois
JJ
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NARSHFIELD GOODS

BEE
ESCAPE

PORTER

SAVES

HONEY

I

TIME

MONEY

BEEKEEPERS:—

For sale by

We manufacture Millions of Sections
every year that are as good as the best. The
BEST for the Price.
once, you will buy again.

CHEAPEST for the Quality
If

you buy them

dealers.
If no dealer, write factory
R. & E. C. PORTER, MFRS.
Lewfstown, III., U. S. A.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writiotf

;

all

FREEMAN'S FARMER
^.^

We

also manufacture

Hives, BfOOd-

Frames, Section-Holders and Shipping-Cases.
Our Catalog

is

one year.
on,

Beekeepers' Supplies
Write us

for our 54-paee catalog. FREE,
hull information given to all inouiries. Let
us hear from you.
handle the best make
of supplies for the beekeeper.
Beeswax
exchanged for supplies or cash.
J.

NEBEL & SON SUPPLY
High

QUINN'S QUEENS OF QUALITY

Is the

three-

early for Italian and

mothers; results are obvious.
Prices— Untested, April. May and June.
After June .io, $i.oo each. Tested
$1.50 each.
queens of each race, $2.00 each.
For Italians, address Ft. Myers. Fla.; for
Caucasians, address Houston Heights, Tex.

$8.00 per
per

doz. Bees

pound,

$1.50.

CIRCULAR FREE

Grant

Anderson,

Rio

OUR VERY BEST

Hondo, Texas

IS

Best Sections,

Best Shipping Casaa

Best of

all

and material. Buy LOTZ goods when you
want the BEST. Our 1015 catalog ready
now. Send your name and get one.
H. S. DUBY & SON. St. Anne. 111., carry a
our goods.

AUG. LOTZ
^

By

using

Dittmer Foundation the bees
made to just suit them,

like it

for it's

and

just like the Natural

is

Comb

they

make themselves.
Send for prices on having your Beeswax
into Comb Foundation, which in-

made

cludes

All

all

Supplies

Best prices you will get for your honey
when put up in our sections and shipping
" LOTZ " sections
cases.
and shippina
cases have stood the test. Why ? Because
they are perfect in workmanship, quality

full line of

START THE SEASON RIGHT

THE VERY BEST

BEE SUPPLIES

Queens,

Carniolan.

CHARLES W. QUINN
HOUSTON HEIGHTS, TEXAS

Texas Queens,

Send me your orders

banded Italians and Grey Caucasians.
"Mendelian" bred: good qualities are accentuated. Special drones from superior

609 W. 17th Ave,,

CO.,

Montg. Co., Mo.

Hill,

THE QUEEN OF ALL QUEENS

ARE PEERLESS-"THERE'S A REASON"
They are thoroughbred, pedigreed,

Cut rate of one-half price

We

SOOOSCOOOSIdOi

»0906GCOeOOCCOOQ<SCeOGG<

69 TEARS OLD

you want a descriptive and agricultural
magazine. It will inform you all about the
methods in the Pacific Northwest.
Send One dollar and have the magazine sent
If

now

Marshfield, Wis.

Marshfield Mfg. Co.,

Wash.

Successor to Northwest Farm and Horn*

for

free for the asking.

"<>'« Yakima,

CO.

BOYD,
WIS.

Queens and Bees
FROM THE COTTON-BELT APIARIES
Will and must please you. Three-band Italians only
Prices from May ist to July ist
as follows; Queens, untested. 75c each: $4.00
for six or $7.50 per dozen. Tested $1.00 each;
$5.70 for six. or J10.75 per dozen.
Select tested, $2.50 each. Breeding queens. $5.00 each.
One pound package bees. $1.25; 25 packages,
$100 each; 2-pound package. $2,25 each; 25
packages, $2.00 each; 3-pound package. $3.25
each; 25 packages. $2 75 each.
Special prices on Urger quantities booked
early. Twenty years experience. No disease. 75 percent of untested queens guaranteed purely mated. Safe arrival and reasonable satisfaction guaranteed.

THE COTTON-BELT APIARIES
Box 83,

Roxton, Texas

freight charges being paid.

other Supplies

in

stock

PINE untested

A

ian

Ital-

Qneen for 60c.

Tested, $1.00.

Satisfac-

tion guaranteed.

Gus Dittmer Company, Augusta, Wisconsin
J.

F.

ARCHDEKIN

Bordelonville, La.

:

CYPRESS BY TEST
Substitutes by Talk
THE PROOF ? -2 LETTERS FROM BEEMEN
"

Our correspondent makes

CYPRESS

as a

serious complaints against

BEEHIVE MATERIAL.

here's another
" Mr.

,

of

,

CYPRESS LUMBER last year
ORDERING ANOTHER CAR for

of

Is there value to

of heart Cypress

Plaines,

111.,

by

a

.just

We

came

hope you

use in making

He informs us

(Etc.)-and

that they tried a car
it that they are

and are so well pleased with

HIVE BOTTOMS."

you in an endurance test of 48 years in greenhouse sash ?
prominent greenhouse contractor in Chicago, and placed

in 1868 are

MAKES A PLEA FOR

will look into this matter,"

into the office.

for the first time,

and

:

It is

reported to us that sash

in position in a

greenhouse

made

at

Des

STILL DOING SERVICE.

IT WILL SERVE YOU AS WELL and save you the nuisance and expense of repairs and replacements.
The argument backed by such facts cannot be ansvi^ered by mere talk. Ask the manufacturer or contractor
who wants to give you a "substitute " for Cypress to cite you to an endurance test of 30 or 45 years to the credit of
the so-called " substitute."

That

is

no more than a

WRITE US FOR

VOL.

I.

fair

precaution on your part

— good ordinary business

sense.

OF THE FAMOUS CYPRESS POCKET LIBRARY WITH FULL
REPORT ON " THE WOOD ETERNAL."

U. S.

GOVERNMENl

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MFRS.' ASSOCIATION
1251 Heard National Bank Building, Jacksonville, Fla., and
1251 Hibernia Bank Building, New Orleans, La.
For quick service address nearest

K

office.

Tbe Wiuuingr Honey

Exliibit at the

Iowa State Pair

October, 1916.
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BEE SAFETY— HOW?
By ordering Murry's queens.

I

have

testi-

that my strain of bees are
strongly resistant to European foulbrood.
Isle-of-Wight disease and paralysis. Plenty
of queens ready to ship on short notice from
now until Nov. 1st. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. No disease of any kind
in my apiaries. Three-banded Italians and

monials on

Goldens.

file

Untested,

for 75c; six for $4,00.

i

Any number over
I

for

$1. Co;

that b2l4c each. Tested
six for $5.00. Over that $[o per doz.

H. D.

MURRY,

Bees and Queens

for 1916
GOLDEN AND LEATHER COLORED
We are now

butterflies,

Tested
Breeders

in-

When

2frame

"

3-frame

"

1

"

II
"

"

'I

over

"

"

]

25
Jio.oo
16.00
19,00
26.00

to Jio.oo each.
ti.50
2.75
3.50

"_

"

at

above prices quoted

for

queen

$1.00
1.50
2.00

'_!

"

five days.

Our Reference— Any Mercantile
Get into communication with us
pointments in the spring.

satisfy you on quality.

THE PENN COMPANY,

for catalog.

Agency. A. I. Root Co.. or American Bee Journal.
once and book your orders early to avoid disap-

at

Penn, Lowndes County, Mississippi

Representatives of The A.

C.C.CLEMONS BEE-SUPPLY CO.
City,

s.50
7.50

and up

"
"

'

queens are wanted with nuclei add Queens
Yi lb. package, wire cages, without queens
"
2

LET US FIGURE WITH YOU

Kansas

12
$ 5.00
8.00
g.50
13.50

450

queens are wanted with pound packages add at prices quoted for queens.
On all orders amounting toSso and over we will allow 5 percent discount, and orders
amounting to $100 and over will allow 10 percent discpunt from above prices.
We guarantee safe delivery on queens, and safe delivery on bees that are not in transit

Bee-Supplies

Dept. S.,

6
$2.75

June, 1916 de-

If

Los Angeles, California

know we can

May and

i-frame nuclei without Queen

SINCLAIR, BOX 244, D-18

Write

85
1.10
1.50
3.00

Warranted

sects every year for art
work. Beginners. Folder
Free.

We

$.50

Untested

CASH
for

i

-

Virgins

Mathis, Texas

paid

booking orders for April,

liveries at the following prices, viz.:
Prices of one and over

I.

Root Company, and Queen

Specialists.

Mo.

Northern Bred
Italian

YOU DON'T WAIT FOR MONEY WH
YOU SHIP IVIUTH YOUR HONEY

Queens

More hardy

than Southern bred
Try
them once. Untested. 75c. Sel. tested. $1.50
Plans for beginners. "How to Introduce

Queens and Increase." 25 cents.
E. E. MOTT, GLENWOOD,

I

MICH.

We
We
HONEY,

Remit the Day Shipments

Arrive.

market to buy FANCY AND NUMBER ONE WHITE C( B
no-drip glass front cases: Tell us what you have to offer and n e

are in the
in

your price delivered here.
Will also

WRIGHT'S FRAME- WIRING DEVICE
in

Most rapid in use. Saves cost of machine
one day Titrhter wires, no kinks, nosore

hands.
G.

Price.

$2 00.

W. Wright Company, Azusa,

When offering extracted honey mail us a sample and give yourlowest.F
delivered here, we buy every time you name a good price.

Calif.

®©S®©©GX3®®©©©000©©0®®3©GX9G

I

buy-

White Clover extracted and Amber extracted.
A few cars of California Water White Sage.
A few cars of California Orange Blossom.

BEE SUPPLIES
At wholesale and

retail.

We

do beeswax rendering; ship us your old combs ahd cappings. W

W

325

So. Park Ave.

Dovetailed

W. MUTH
THE FRED.
"THE BUSY BEE MEN"

SOPER

D.

204

EATHONEY^

MATURC'S OWM SWEET- AIDS DIGESTIOM

Address

icoo

postpaid for 35c

this office.

My

good will and lineof Bee SupDiles with
hardware stock in connection, in a town of
1800;

doing business from

$8000 to $12,000

per

year. The best chance for the right party
o make money. Reason for selling, il health.
(Write or call.

H.

S

CO.
CINCINNATI^

Street.

FOR SALE

putting—

Stickers everywhere,

Walnut

Jackson, Mich.

Help Advertise Honey
—By

:e

us for terms.

I

hives. Marshfield sections, shipping
cases, and all kinds of small needs.
Beeswax wanted. Prices for the asking.

e

CUBY & SON,

St.

Anne,

II
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Grading Rules

of

the Colorado Honey-

NEW

Producers' Association, Denver,
Colo..

Adopted Feb.

6, 1916.

p> EE

Smoker.

Nearly forty years on the market and
the standard in this and many foreign
It is the all important tool
countries.
of the most extensive honey-producers
For sale direct or by all
of the world
dealers in Beekeepers' Supplies.

COMB HONEY.
to be well filled, combs
attached on all sides and evenly
capped, except the outside row next to the
wood. Honey, comb and cappings white, or
slightly off color. Combs not projecting beyond the wood, sections to be well cleaned
Noseclionin this grade to weigh less that

Fancy— Sections

firmly

Smoke

Kngine. a-inch stove
Doctor. iM-inch stove

Two

ounces net or i3/4 ounces gross. The
proof each section in this grade must be
stamped, "Net weight not less than nH

iM

inch stove
Little Wonder, 2}i-inch stove

A. C.

No. 1.—Sections to be well filled, combs
firmly attached, not projecting beyond the
wood and entirely capped, except the outside row nexi to the wood. Honey, comb
and cappings from white to light amber in
color. Sections to be cleaned. No section
in this grade to weigh less than ii ounces

The

gross.

top of each sec-

tion in this grade must be stamped. "Net
weight not less than 11 ounces." The front
sections in each case must be of uniform
color and finish, and shall be a true representation of the contents of the case.
No. 2.— This grade is composed of sections
that are entirely capped except row next to
the wood, weighing not less than 10 ounces
net or 11 ounces gross. Also of such sec-

TIN

I1.2S
.85
.50
.75
.50

23 oz.
16 oz.

i

the two

Hinged cover on
postage extra.

The front sections in each case must be
of uniform color and finish, and shall be a
true representation of the contents of the

ounces

28 oz.
26 oz.

larger sizes in copper extra.

Conqueror,

ounces."

12

BEE-SMOKER

Patented

[All honcY sold throueh the Colorado Honer- Producers' Association must be eroded by these rules.)

net or

BINGHAM

n iNGHAM

WOODMAN CO., Grand

HONEY CANS-LOW

larger

sizes

Rapids, Mich.

PRICES

5-lb. friction-top pails, lots of 50 at J2.75; 100 lots. $5 20; crates of 201 at $10.
^
.,
lo-lb. friction top pails, lots of 50 at $4.00; 100 lots. J7.S0; crates of 113 at 8,30: 565 at J40.
f

o.

b Chicago.

,

.

b.

A. G.

,

two in a case. 70c per case; quantity lots. 67c per case: crates of 50 at J12
Chicago or Ohio factory. Prompt shipments are being made at this time.

60-lb cans,

WOODMAN

CO.

-

«

t.

tions that weigh II ounces net or 12 ounces
gross, or more, and have not more than 50
uncapped cells altogether, which must be

with honev. Honey, comb and cappings from white to amber in color. Sections to be well cleaned. The top of each
section in this grade must be stamped.
"Net weight not less than 10 ounces." The
front sections in each case must be of uniform color and finish, and shall be a true
representation of the contents of the case.
filled

COMB HONEY THAT
MITTED

IS

NOT

PER-

Tbe only bee publication In Canada

sec-

Honey showing signs of granulation.
Leaking, injured or patched up sections.
Sections containing honey-dew.
Sections with more than 50 uncapped cells
or a less number of empty cells
Sections weighing lesf than the
weight.

organ of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association, and has incorporated with it the former Canadian Bee Journal
„
uJ
Beekeeping and Horticulture in its various branches are effectively combined
to form a live, attractive, and practical monthly magazine.
Well illustrated and up-to date. Subsciption price postpaid.
Foreign. Ji 50 a year.
United States. $i 25 a year.
Canada. $1.00 a year
Sample copy sent free on request.
It is

tions.

All of

CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST
AND BEEKEEPER

IN SHIPPING GRADES.

Honey packed in second hand cases.
Honey in badly stained or mildewed

the

The

minimum

such honey should be disposed of

the

official

,

The

Horticultural Publishing Co., Limited, Peterboro, Ont., Can.

in

home market.

EXTRACTED HONEY
Must be thoroughly ripened, weighing not
less than 12 pounds per gallon. It must be
well strained and packed in new cans. 60
pounds shall be packed in each 5 gallon can.
can shall be

and the top of each
stamped or labeled,

"

than 60 pounds.
Extracted honey

classed as white, light

is

5-gallon

Net weight not

less

amber and amber, the letters " W," " L. A."
"A." should be used in designating color.
and these letters should be stamped on top
Extracted honey for shipping
of each can
must be packed in new. substantial cases of
proper

size.

STRAINED HONEY
Must be well ripened, weighing not less
than 12 pounds per gallon. It must be well
strained, and if packed in s-gallon cans each

can shall contain 60 pounds. The top of
each 5-gallon can shallbestampedor labeled
"Net weight not less than 60 pounds."
Bright clean cans that previously contained
honey may be used for strained honey.

HONEY NOT PERMITTED

IN

SHIPPING

GRADES.
Extracted honey packed

in

second-hand

cans.

Unripe or fermenting honey, weighing less
than 12 pounds per gallon,
Honey contaminated by excessive use of
smoke.

Honey not properly strained
Honey contaminated by honey-dew.

WANTED
HONEY
Comb and Extracted

for our

regular

trade.

Last

year's sales, $2,936,504 00.

COYNE BROTHERS
Established 1894

FRUIT AND VEGETABLES
119

W. South Water

o.

Graud Rapids, Michigan

-

St.

Chicago

American Vee Journal

New Edition

The

of the A. B.

C.

and

Bee Culture

X. Y. Z. of

BIGGER AND BETTER
A large number of the old articles have been rewritten.
appeared before in any former edition occur in this one.

Many new

articles that never

THE CHEMISTY OF HONEY
A. Hugh Bryan, formerly connected with the Bureau of Chemistry, Washington, D. C, and
who at the time made a speciality of honey, has written the articles dealing with the chemistry of
honey, glucose, invert sugar, nectars, adulterations, etc. He has also written a special article for
the benefit of chemists, on how to analyze honey.
Since the introduction of artificial invert sugars, new methods have to be employed; and
these are set forth in this new edition so that any chemist will be able to use the very latest information that has been available to the Bureau of Chemistry, Washington, D. C.

BEE BOTANY
This is being handled by John H. Lovell, of Waldoboro, Maine, a beekeeper, botanist, been
and an entomologist. Some new species have been added, and in other cases the descriptions have

made more complete.
These have

PRACTICAL ARTICLES

and rewitten by the editors of Gleanings. All the latest methods
of management have been incorporated.
Articles on bee diseases have received entirely new treatment, especiaUy those relating to European fonlbrood and the Isle of Wight disease.
beei\ revised

WINTERING
The

articles on wintering will include the latest discoveries of the Bureau of Entomology
pertaining to winter temperatures, winter activities and winter packing.
The new volume will contain sometliing over 900 pages, and will sell for 82.50. It will be

ready for delivery about January

THE

A.

I.

1.

ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO

QUEENS OF MOORE'S

THE CAMPBELL SYSTEM OF SOIL CULTURE

STRAIN OF ITALIANS

he started
--*ed this
t
great

PRODUCE WORKERS
That

fill

the supers quick

With honey nice and thick.
They have won a world-wide reputation for honey gathering, hardiness, gentleness, etc.

Untested aueens. i. $i.oo; 6, $5 00; 12, $q 00
Select untested. I. $1.25: 6. J600: 12. $11.00
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.
I am now filling orders by return mail.
J. P.

Quaen Breeder

MOORE
Rt.

1,

Morgan, Ky.

of dry farming. Everybody knows that
for Scientific Farming that is changing the desert
is a great school, the

Everybody knows Campbell, the father
into a gairden.

movement

But everybody does not know that there

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF SOIL CULTURE
where the Campbell System of Scientific Soil Tillage and Crop Growing are taught
by mail, where a thorough knowledge of Scientific Agriculture can be secured without leaving home, at a very small expense. If you area farmer or expect to be a
farmer, send for the Campbell literature, Campbell's Scientific Farmer, the Campbell manuals, and a catalog of the Campbell Correspondence School. Sample copy
and catalog free. Address,

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
325 Broadway

Montana

Billings,

REPRINT OF OLD 1853 EDITION Of

HONEY JARS

Langstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee

25

jars;

This book is very interesting when read in connection with the
Revised Langstroth. Many are surprised at the number of devices
mentioned by Langstroth years ago, which are re-written as new today. We offer the old reprint at a special postpaid price of $1.00.
Reprint of Langstroth, $1.00

Langstroth Revised,

$L20

Both
postpaid
$1.85

Reprint of Langstroth, $1.00
$1.00^

cap

gross crates.

We

flint

$4-75.

several

Light honey, clover flavor, two

Catalog of bees and supplies
I.

$1.50

J.

STRINGHAM

105 Park Place, N. Y.

t
Illinois.

glass

Discount

carry

60-

pound cans. Q cts. per pound. Sage
honey. qH cts. per pound. Sample. 10
cts.
White comb honey.

Both

All three above for $2.50

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

i

styles of jars.

for

American Bee Journal,

i-pound screw

on quantities.

APIARIES

:

Glen Cuve, L.

I.

free.
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Shipping Cases for

l^---:

Comb Honey

Don't make the mistake of putting a fine lot of section honey in poor shipping cases. It wiU
lower the price to you and damage your future sales,
"falcon" cases are A No. 1, and will be a
Prices are as follows
credit to any crop of honey.
Shipping Cases, With Glass
Shipping Cases in Flat, Without Glass

No.
I

3

iH
6
8

I

24 sections. tH\t%. showing 4
12 sections. 4 /ixi^. showings
holditi',' 24 sections, i%xjli. showing 4
holding 24 sectionss^sxsxij^. showing 4
holding 24 sections. 4x5x1^8. showing 4

holding
holding

1

1

1

'

1

10
2 00
1 Jo
1 00
i 80
1 80

I

1

1

1

loo

Number and

description

Nld

18 00
11 00
17 00
16 00
16 00

II

13
ii>^
16
18

Same as No. i..
Same as No 3. ..
Same as No. I'A.
Same as No. 6
Same as No. 8

35

22
'

35
30
30

How About
The season

of

not

themselves early

fortify

1916,

just closed, has

Next Year?

been a

Beekeepers who did

most unusual one.

the season by securing their hives, sections and other

in

goods and having their equipment ready for the bees, found that when the honey season

was upon them

were up against the following conditions:

that they

Everybody wanted bee goods

—

dealers had depleted stocks on account of the unusual demand

—

mauufacturers were several weeks behind on orders

some beekeepers were

delayed,

—

their factories

some disappointed, some got

were working overtime,

goods when

their

it

was

too late.

Now, Mr. Beekeeper, What are You
Going

Do About Next Season

to

?

Prospects for a big Bee and Honey Season next year were never better than they are right

PREIPARE

now.

!

I

Order your goods

of

new

If

you are not on our mailing

name

owing

prices,

to advances in

list,

it is

fall.

Write us or our dealer nearest you for a

and

list

material.

write us at once and

of the distributer nearest you.

our new 1917 catalog when

raw

this

in this

way you

we

will

send you a catalog containing

will also

be sure to receive a copy of

issued.

LEWIS
Hives and Sections and
scientifically

other goods

all

are

made from the

best material and are

manufactured.

OUR GUARANTEE
We

absolutely guarantee our goods to be perfectly mauutactured of the best material

for the purpose. On examination, if our goods are not as represented, we do not ask you to
keep them. Return same at our expense and we will refund your money, including any
transportation charges you have paid. If you purchase our goods from one ot our distributers, the same guarantee holds good, as we stand back of them.

G. B.

LEWIS COMPANY

Watertown, Wisconsin, U. S. A.
Send

tor catalog giving

name

of distributer nearest you

Vol.

MONTHLY, $1.00 A YEAR
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LVI.— No. 10

NOTES FROM TENNESSEE
Glimpses of Dixie Beekeeping as Seen
has not heard
Whosunny
Tennessee?

the praise of
In the north
are broad fields of grass where
graze sleek herds of fine dairy cattle,
while along her southern borders are
vast fields of cotton. Her corn crops
in some sections would do credit to
the most favored corn producing section of Illinois, while in other counties tobacco and peiinu's are grown
Tennessee lies in that
in abundance.
favored latitude where it is not too
warm for the crops which make the
north rich, nor yet too cold for the
staple crops of the southland. Few
states can equal her in the diversity
of her productions, and none can exthe multitude of good
cel her in
In her
things which she produces.
northern hills apple orchards of vast
acreage are found, while in her southern counties figs may be gathered by
her people from their own trees.
Choose what you will, unless it be a

By Our

semitropical fruit, almost anything
that can be grown with profit in the
find
a
will
you
United
States,
place adapted to it in Tennessee.
An invitation to the field meetings
of the Tennessee Beekeeper's Association brought the desired opportunity
to visit a section which the writer had
long wished to see. Arriving at Nashville a day ahead of the first of the
meetings gave time to visit the queenrearing apiaries of J. M. and Ben G.
Davis, father and son, who are among
the
the best known beekeepers of
southland.
We have been familar
with Ben Davis apples in the north
for many years but the Tennessee
Ben Davis declines the honor of being
the namesake of the apple or of having it named for him. Whatever the
quality of the apple, the Davis queens
have a splendid reputation in many
states and it was a real treat to visit
the apiaries and learn something of

Staff Correspondent

the methods of the men who send out
from eight to ten thousand queens
per year. There were so many things
of interest to see. that we will have
to say about their methods in
another article. J. M. Davis has been
engaged in queen-rearing for fortyfour years continuously and is probably the oldest queen breeder in the

more

He is now engaged in rearing three-banded queens exclusive y,
since his son Ben took over the goldThe apiaries are several miles
ens.
apart to avoid possible mixing of the
golden and three-banded stock.
The field meeting was held at the
home of the Dixie queen, Mrs. Grace
Allen, who is a most charming hostA good crowd was present and
ess.
the usual field day discussions were
Mr. and Mrs. Allen
followed out.
treated the visitors to a picnic dinner
on the lawn, where the demonstrations and discussions were continued
A number of
until late afternoon.
prominent men whose names are familiar were in attendance at the NashCommissioner of Agriville meeting.
culture, Bryson, was present and welcomed the visitors to Nashville. State
Entomologist, Bentley, Dr. J. S. Ward,
the State Bee Inspector; J. M. Buchanan, secretary of the Association; the
Drane boys of Memphis who are at
present in the army, and numerous
others, assisted in the demonstrations
or talked on subjects of timely interest.
The meeting was fully equal to
the best which the writer has ever
attended. After the meeting a drive
with Dr. Ward about the city through
the parks gave an opportunity to see
some of the beauty spots of the region.
Dr. B. F. Phillips and K. R. Root
were both present and together with
several of the Tennessee beemen made
quite a party the following day for
the meeting at Hollow Rock. Do"tor
Phillips, Mr. Root and the writer were
called upon at each of the three points
States.

and everywhere we were
possible courte-y. At
Hollow Rock the meeting was held at
the home of Mr. L. E. Smith, where all
the visitors were treated to a bounti-

for

talks,

shown

THE ALLEN APIARY

IN

THE CITY OF NASHVILLE. TENN.

every
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ful dinner
style.
The

served in true southern
attendance was small at
Hollow Rock, since there are not
many beekeepers in that section, but
the day was pleasantly spent in discussions and in visiting among those

sus,

unless the northern beekeepers

have a care, Tennessee will shortly
be at the head of the states in honey
production.

Selling

present.

At Mempliis, W. E. Drane, who accompanied the party home on a short
furlough, took us for an auto ride
about the city. We were e-specially
interested in the cotton fields and
the big warehouses where the cotton
is stored for market.
The beekeepers

BY

A. F.

Honey
BONNEY.

of beekeepers seems
Theto sentiment
be crystalizing into the proposition that no one rule Avill apply for all men. He with a crop of a
few hundred pounds cannot afford to

advertise

but must

depend

on

the

local market and this condition persists until the crop is so large that
it must be disposed of in lots of a
thousand or more pounds to one party.

The

sooner all beekeepers understand this the quicker each will seek
his own field according to size of crop.
To increase my local trade I am
now circulating advertisements as
as follows:
PRIZE CAKE.

"To the person sending me the best
Honey Cake of any kind, made Of
BONNEY HONEY, before December
15th,

I

will send a gallon can of

NEY HONEY,

BON-

postage paid as a fiee

gift.

THE BUCK GROVE APIARY.
BUCK GROVE. IOWA.
DR BONNEY, King Bee.
I have already begun to see the results of the ad and when the present
hot spell of weather is over I expect
to see many calls for honey for cake

purposes.

Another thing the small producer can
do to increase sales: Advertise like
this:
"If
er,

I

you will bring your own containwill sell you BONNEY HOXEY

for 10 cents a pound.

Dr.

BONNEY, King

It

is

delicious.

Bee."

It matters not if you a''e in town or
on
the
farm,
people
find
you
with Mason jars, Karo cans and even
wa'er buckets, and you will sell one
to fifty pounds, .iust as I do.
Here follows the principal cake recipe I send out as I am very fond of
it, and hope to get in enough to last

me

all

winter.

THE FINEST GINGERBREAD MAN EVER
TASTED.

J.

M.

DAVIS AND SON. BEN DAVIS

"Take one cup BONNEY HONEY,
half cup dark molasses, 1 cup but-

came from some distance
this

from Mississippi.
this

to attend
being present
The problems of

meeting several
section

are somewhat

different

from those which concern us here in
the north. In a section where fig
trees grow without protection, little
attention is given to wintering the
bees further than to provide them with
sufficient stores.
There is much honey gathered which is of poor quality
and some care is necessary to keep
it separate from the better honey. Mr.
Drane suggested that the beekeepers
of that section should form an association for the purpose of grading and
blending their honey and thus realize the most possible for their product.
In Tennessee, the State Board of
Agriculture and the State University
are taking an interest in the develupment of the honey-producing industry so that we look for an increasing
interest in up-to-date methods. Like
other states, Tennessee still has a
large number of beekeepers who have
not yet adopted movable frames and
full sheets of foundation, but the Beekeeper's Association is encouraging
every movement which looks to the
betterment of the industry. With all
these influences at work and with
the high place she already holds
among the states as shown by the cen-

SOME WELL KNOWN TENNESSEE BEEKEEPERS
Upper row-G. M. Bentley. J. M, Davis. Ben G. Davis. Tlios. G Drane. I. N. Banks.
Ward. J. M. Buchanan. Lower row— W. E, Drane. Mrs. Grace Allen.
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1 cup sweet milk, a teaspoimful
each ginger and nl spice. Heat until
butter melts, add a teaspoon of soda
and flour to m ke batter. Cook in
Buck Grove, la.
(|uiek oven."

ter,

have trouble.

will

If

a

stream

is

near

a convenient way to dispose of them is
to toss them into the water and by the
aid of a long pole hold them under
until drowned.

A

friend of mine told me of catching
in front of a hive, and on going
to the yard in the morning he was surprised and amused to see how little
the skunk seemed to mind having one
of his legs fast in a steel trap.
Instead
of being alarmed or showing signs of
pain, he was busily feeding on bees

one

Skunks
BY

J.

L.

BYER.

former issue of Gleanings, Mr.
IN Frank C. Pellett discusses our
friend of malodorous reputation the
common skunk. Friend Pellett is inclined to think that the skunk is a
an enemy to
rather than
benefit
mankind, and naturalists in general
may agree with him, as the animal is
strictly carniverous, and I believe to a
a

great extent insectivorous, destroying
great quantities of grasshoppers, etc.
The skunk occasionally visits chicken
yards, and is also very fond of eggs as
well as of the chickens.
For the number of skunks that are
in the country surprisingly few visits
are made to poultry yards, so Mr. Pellett is right when he says that only a
very few of the animals learn to kill
poultry. But it is as beekeepers that
we are naturally most interested, and I
dare say that Mr. Skunk has few friends
among the fraternity especially if some
ruined, as has
colonies have been
often happened. One peculiar thing,
and it is good that it is so, is that
when a skunk starts to visit an apiary,
hive every
it usually goes to the same
night and signs soon show his visits.
The grass is soiled and the ground in
front of the hive is clawed more or
Often the entrance to the hive is
less.
scratched.
The past fall, the skunks were more

and made no attempt

to let

up when

my

friend appeared. He would shove one
foot into the entrance, and when the

bees swarmed out he would strike and
scrape them until they were down on
the ground. He seemingly aimed to
kill them before eating them, and this
scratching explained the appearance of
the ground and grass in front of hives
visited by skunks.

than usual, and I heard numerous complaints of their depredations.
At the Cashell yard I caught two, but
not before the colonies were pretty
well depleted of bees.
They are easy to catch. Fasten a
a steel trap to the end of a 12-foot pole
and place the trap in front of the hive.
They may be dragged away and shot or
otherwise disposed of. As long as they
are not struckwhile in the trap they will
not smell. Keep dogs away or you

If one does not wish to trap them,
put a little strychnine in an egg in
front of the hive visited. That will do
the trick, but exposed poison is always
a source of danger.
I have had reports

of skunks doing
California.

When

in

damage

New York

as far west as

State

I

was told

they had done a lot of damage during
the past season. I':vidently they had a
large range of territory, and collectively they must do some injury to the
beekeeping industry each season. Unfortunately for the skunk, in the northern latitudes at least, they have a valuable pelt, and they are persistently
hunted, so are not apt to increase in
numbers; in fact, it is doubtful if they
will hold their own.
One of the com-

mon ways

of

getting

their

pelts is to

dens in the winter (skunks
are gregarious in their habits), place
find their

some carbon-bisulfide

in

the

mouth

of

plentiful

A FIELD DAY GROUP IN TENNESSEE
the den and then tightly close all holes
with earth.
The next morning the
skunks are dug out and they may be
handled without any offensive odor

whatever.

Markham, Ont.
South African Beekeeping

A recent issue of the Farmer's
Weekly, a South African paper, had a
two page article on bees and apiculture.
A large portion of this space
was devoted to extolling the virtues
of honey and its value as food.
In
another issue of the same paper, one
of its subscribers discusses the beekeeping situation. Foul brood is unknown in South Africa, and the \Yriter
advocates the importation of Italian
queens into that country only on a

limited scale and suggests that the
Government quarantine such queens
and have same examined before they

are

A GROUP OF TENNESSEE BEEKEEPERS

AT THE MEMPHIS FIELD MEET

turned over

public.

to

the

beekeeping
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
Sweet Clover vs. Ragweed aud
Hay Fever
In Gleanings for July 15, our friend

and contributor, Mr.

J. E.

Crane, has

a par.'g'aph e .tit'ed: "Let swett
clover kill out the weed.s." When we
see the numerous sufferers of hay
fever during the months of August
and September and realize that the
main cause of that foub'e i.? the pest
"ragweed", which infests our 'tubtle

our roadsides a; d our pastur s
we ste the need of repeating: "Liet
sweet clover kill out the weeds."
Sweet clover does kill out the ragweed
where it is given a chance and we
hope every man who has any hing to
do with weeds wiil help this work
fitlds,

along.

Sweet clover

is

easily eradi-

cated when not wanted, for it is a
biennial and does not make se^d the
It
produces honey and
first year.
good caUle feed whi e the ragweed is
of no use to anyone and injurious to

many.

Mr. Brown has gradually increased his number of colonies of bees
to the point where, if he choo-es, he
may give up his position in a large
clo'hing store and be independent.
Need we say that probably as large a
factor as any in his success has been
his forceful advertising?
wife,

More About Pacliing Bees
I

am much

interested in your article

American Bee Jounral for
September on outdoor wintering and
in

the

packing.
My bees are kept about
100 rods from my residence and the
labor of hauling 60 or 70 colonies to
my cellar and then back to the yard

year after year has induced me to try
outdoor wintering.
My yard is located on a steep side
hill facing the south and is well protected from cold north winds, so that
bees ought to winter with little protection.
You speak of using straw
mats. I have never seen any of them
and wish you would advise me where
they can be bought and the price. I
have just received a sample of flax
board
inch thick. This boird'scut
to fit the top of the hive and placed
over the brood frames, but like the
straw mats it is a stranger to me. I
would like your answer to a few
questions:
1st. What depth of super do you recommend to fill wl.h packing? 2nd.
Do you consider chaff as good as
leaves for packing? 3rd. Wou d you
consider my bees sife with mat and
super of packing and the entire hive
wrap-ed wi h taTcd f It? 4th. \,hat
depth of bottom boa d do ycu use and
how much op.n space for veiitilat'on?

%

Screen Wire tor Uniting
One of our subscribers reports success with uniting colonies by means
One col.ny is pla ed
of wire screen.
over the other the same as is done
by the newspaper plan, scresn wrj
being substituted for the new=paper.
In 24 hoars the screen may be re-

moved and the two

colonies will unite

pei.cafu.ly.

It

Pays to Advertise
Our

cover gives a good representation of the honey exhibit at
the Iowa S.ate Pair which won the
sweepstakes prizes in 1916 for b.ing
the best exhibit. Inc dentally Bert
A. Brown, a Des Moines beekeeper
took orders for a lot of honey at the
fair, and got over $100.00 in pri.e^.
With the active co operation of his
front

5th.

Would you recommend pack ng

each colony separate or place several
in a winter case?
This letter raises seve''al interesting
questions which have been asked by
o'hers.

For

thought best

that
to

reason I have
through
the

reply

Journal.

Our straw mats are home-made.
The word "straw" is a m'sncmer in
this case, as we use "slough grass"

grows plentifully along the
low lands of the Mississippi River.
If we are not mistaken, tliis grass is
called "spartina cyno.= uri d s" by the
botanists. It is tougher than rye straw
and lasts a long time. Our reason for
using a mat is that, while it covers
the frames,
flax board

it

not air-tight.

is

The

%

inch thick is certainly
gcod, the only objection we have to it
being its stiffness. However if it may
be laid flat over the combs it ought to
be as good as the mats. Mats are
used a great deal in Europe, to protect
cold-frame hotbeds in
frosty
nights and we use them ourselves for
that purpose. This is what gave us
the idea of using them over the combs.
We keep them on the hives, winter
and summer for they turn off the rays
of the sun as well as they protect the
bees from the cold. The making of
these mats is described on page 173 of
Langstroth Revised.
Question 1. An ordinary sh-illow
super filled with leaves is undoubt dly
deep enough.
2. Chaff, cork chips, sawdust, shav-

woolen carpets, even newspapers are good to absorb moisture in
the super. The new.spaper, however,
would be gnawed by the bees. Mr.
Langstroth used corn-cobs, tigh ly
packed over the brood chamber. The
reason we use forest leaves is that
they are at hand and cost nothing but
the trouble of gathering them.
3. Yes, tarred felt is very good.
We
would leave part of the front free, but
it may be advisable to wrap the entire
hive, in your climate, which is much
colder than ours.
ings, old

4. We have never used a deep bottom board, but the bottom board of Dr.

may prove good when there is
a serious loss of bees that might clog
the entrance. We usually leave the
entire entrance open unless the colony
is under average strength.
Miller

We

5.
prefer not to move any of our
colonies for winter. Judging by what
I have seen, the large winter case is

not very popular, e.xcept in very cold
climates.
In Vermont, Mr. Crane and
others use a chaff hive and in this

way

the lower part of the

hive

re-

mains packed all the year round.
There is no royal ro-id to wealth
and no positively faultless method of
wintering bees.
with our method
leaves

if

The
is

there are

greatest

fau

t

the soaking of the

many

winter rains

and the roof does not pyoject sufficiently.
But even then a frosty
windbreak is better than a thin hive
without protection. Hard winds cause
depredation of heat and our method
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protects the bees against them.
best

argument

in its fiiver is

The

our suc-

and to learn something of
new conditions and mcthcds. The bee-

apiaries

keepers of Iowa, Wisconsin, Minnesota
and Illinois already have a joint organization for the purpose of a sum-

cess In wintering.

The Sweet Tooth
statement of tlie candy business
in Iowa, whicli recentl.v appeared in
the newspapers p'aces the tonsumption of candy in that state at $2.75
per capita and ice cream at $1.50 per
Honey is often said to be a
capita.
luxury even by the beekeefers, but
surely it is no more a lu.xury than canThe population of
dy and ice cream
Iowa is approximately two and a

A

.

quarter millions. According to the
above estimate they consume moie
than ten million dollars worth of
candy and ice cream annually. Prom
the above showing it is very ev'dent

as will be seen by the pictures. It is
made of light strap iron with stapleshaped ends which fit nicely on the
side of the hive. There is Just enough
slope to give the frame support with-

u.sual y
meeting. They
meet somewhere along the MississipThere is room for a dozen
pi river.
or more such organizations where the

out danger of falling, thus keeping it
very nearly in a natural position.
There is an upright point on each
iron which supports the frame but yet

beekeepers of two or more states
could get together to their mutual advantage.

makes it impossible to crush a single
bee when the frame is put in place.
When one sits down to open the hive

mer

field

can easily be attached to
the opposite side where it :s entirely
out of the way yet within easy reach.
this support

A

Couveuieut Frame Support

What beekeeper has not found it
trying to the patience to find a convenient place to support frames when
making the spring examination of the
apiary? It often happens that the
first frame removed will be left out

that with proper attention to marktting, Iowa people would buy at least

times the amount of honey now
Iowa is prolably
fairly representative of the couniry at
large in the consumption of candies

This should be especially convenient
queen breeders and experimen'al
apiaries where frequent exemination
for

necessary and where there are selbe removed.
to
Almost any beekeeper will find it
useful in the spring of the year when
the early examinations are made.
is

dom heavy supers

ten

Houey Market Conditions

sold in that state.

Indications were, early in the season,
that honey prices would be low, as low
as last year at least, owing to the

and other sweets, and the amount of
such products sold indicates some-

fact that a large amount of honey had
This combined
been carried over.
with the fact that white clover regions
were favored with an excellent flow

thing of the possibilities of the development of the honey markets.
The fellow who waits for a demand
for his product, no matter what it is,
never gets the best prices. It is the
fellow who creates the demand who
Eastman with an
sets the prices.
idea and business push has built up a
business in Kodaks which nets mil-

tended to influence beekeepers in the
white clover section at least, to sell
their crop as early as possible, even
at a low figure.

Doctor Leonard's Frame Holder

There never would
lions annually.
have been a demand for Kodaks
rather than any other particular kind
of camera if Eastman had not forced
it before the public and compelled attention.
When the honey producers
use the same business methods it will
not be possible to keep up with the de-

mand

for good honey.

The old

states of the west.

scrip-

shortage, there-

The

sale of a considerable portion of
the California crop at a figure in

der a bushel still applies.

advance of that secured last season
shows which way the price tendency

Idea

Members
fruit grower's associations of Iowa and Nebraska held
most interesting joint summer meetings.
Instead of following the usual
plan, a long automobile trip was arranged to visit representative orchards in both states.
At Council
Bluffs they were guests of the grape
growers at a picnic dinner.
N.jw that so many beekeepers have
automobiles why should not the National be able to arrange for several
such trips in different parts of the
country.
In many places a circle of
three to five hundred miles would
make it possible to visit several large

A

western crops tends to make
a shortage in the larger markets with
the result that honey prices instead
of being lower would range better.
fore, in

ture proverb about hiding a light un-

A Good

The governing feature of the honey
market is supply and demand, and
most of the larger honey markets get
the bulk of their supply from the
producing
more important honey

is.

Then

of the

there is a shortage of fruit
Fruit crops for the country
will
normal. This
are far below
cause, if it
has not already, a
better price for fruits, and as a contoo,

this year.

The Frame Holder with Frame

in

Place
during the examination of the remaining frames in order to leave room for
easy movement. If the queen happens to be on this first frame she is
in danger of being brushed off when
it

is

set

are often

down in the grass. Combs
damaged from falling, or

they are in the way of the operator.
L. D. Leonard, of Minnesota has a
very convenient little frame for this
purpose. It is light and inexpensive

sequence,

a

slightly

better

demand

for honey.

Comb honey

producers seem to be

possibly a little too numerou.s for the
most economical supplying of the de-

mand

for this article.

comb honey

Being higher

that
just
a luxury, while the
cheaper extracted honey approaches
a staple necessity as prices of other
foods advance.
in

price,

much nearer

is
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Winter Cases

for

Northern Latitudes

Methods of Packing Which Have Stood the Test
Outdoor wintering

is

grow'n?

in

northern betk epers.
Many who formerly practiced cellar wintering are adopting some kind
of packing case and leaving the bees
year
all the
in the same posifon
through. In Ontario this tendency is
favor with

especially marked for many of the extensive ijeekeepers of that province
The
now winter outside entirely.
quadruple case which holds four colonies is the one in most common use.
The illustration shows a row of these

cases at the college apiary in Gu"lph.
This large winter case has several advantages; four colon es are packed in
a single case, thus keeping down the
expense per colony and also giviiig
each colony the additional warmth
Much has been
from the others.
written about these cases of late and
they are coming into use in many localities in the United States as well
Wlien the writer v'sited
as Canada.
the A. I. Root apia''ies last w'nter he
found about five hundred colonies

in Ontario

packed in these cases in the rear of
the factory. The bees from the various outyards had bi^en brought in
and packed at tl e h ;me apiary where
it was more convenient to pack all
together rather than to prepare them
for winter in small yards.

On

a journey thi-ough Ontario the
long rows of these cases
were seen in the rear of many apiarWhile the case is so large that
ies.

past

summer

heavy and rath'.>r inconvenient
handle it is still the most popular
winter case in use.
it

is

to

THE KROtlSE SINGLE COLONY

CASE.

be found in
several localities in On'ario is the
case used by F. W. Krouse, President of
the Ontario Beekeepers' Assoc at on. I
do not know whether the case was original with Mr. Ki'ouse but the writer

Another case that

saw

QUADRUPLE WINTERING CASES IX THE ONTARIO AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE APIARY AT GUELPH

THE KROUSE WINTERING CASE

so

many more

is to

of

them

in

his

apiaries than elsewhere that it comes
quite natural to call it the I-irouse
This holds but one colony and
case.
in the Krouse apiaries they are left
The case is
in place the year around.
high enough to hold a doub'e story
Many of the Krouse bjes are
hive.
on jumbo frames which are ahout
equal to the Dadant frame in size.
In early spring the packing is removed down to the level of the top of the
hive to permit of examination of the
colony, but packing below 'hat pn'nt
When the srco-d
is left all summer.
story or super is put in place the
cover of the packing case is put on
again thus giv'ng the hive e^celent
protection agairst the eld davs of
spring. This case is in effect a double
walled hive since the ordinary hive

Irons

for Lifting the Hoshal Case

Octol)or,

MHO.
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is used for tlic inner one and six or
eight inc-lies of paeking left b twcen
Mr. K''ousc is very enthe walls.
advantages of
tliusiastie about the
this case and all his colonies which

five hundred, in
several yai'ds. are in these single colony cases. Aside from the inc'"eased

now

number near

make a separate
each hive there are somo decided advantages in his method.
The wi'iter uses a packing case

e.xpense neces.-ary to
eas(> for

or unpack his colonies in a minimum
The first picture shows the
of time.
light lifting irons by means of which
he lifts the case onto the sliect whicli
is to catch the packing material. The
next one shows the case on the sheet
The third
ready to be unpacked.
picture shows how easy the case is
removed and the fourth shows the
unpty case behind the hive and the
material on the sheet. The p;ick,ng

is
now dumped into the empty
case, the cover replaced and the case
adiled to the growing pile.
When
time comes to prepare the colony for

winter

it

is

an equally s>mple opera-

The packing

is dumted onto the
the case placed over the
hive, when the pack ng is again dumped into the case and carefully packed
about the hive, the covers a'e placed
and all is snug for winter. For paok-

tion.

sheet and

two colon'es at his 'owa
This is made from a dry good.s
box because of the greater economy
wliich holds
aiiia'Tof

cost.

Two

colonies

occu. y

the

same hive stand the year around. Dry
leaves are used for, packing. This
cheap case is described fully in Pioductive Beekeeping.

THE HOSHAL WINTER CASE.
Mr. A. E. Hoshal of Beamsville, Onhas a winter case unlike anything else which the writer has s;en.
This is a single colony case and he
uses both metal cases and wood. Soaring prices caused by the war make.^
the metal prohibitive just now but the
cases whicii he made before the advance in price were very reasonable
Mr. Ho h 1 uses the Heddon
in co>t.
divisible hive and gets good results.
The three pictures show how the
cases are packed and unpacked with
the same material year after year.
He uses planer shaving.? and after the
co'ony is unpacked in spring replaces
the packing material in the cas? and
piles them up against the outbuilding
as can be seen in the photo.
These cases are very light when
made of galvanized iron and if a
good quality of material is used will
Mr. Hoshal is
fast for many years.
an extensive producer and has everything arranged so that he can pack
tario

MR.

HOSHAL READY TO REMOVE THE PACKING FROM
WINTER CASE

HIS

MEIAL

ing a colony with the minimum of
labor the Hoshal is the simplest the
writer has yet seen.

The Yellow Peril
BY CHARLES DUFF STUART.
{Illiislrcitio/is

by John R. Doue/as.)

common
We beekeepers

neighborsuffering from
a visitat on of yellow j.ickets.
The plague descended upon us about
July 1st. We traced them to their
in

with

are

nest which hung like a Chinese lantern under the eaves of our house, and
destroyed it utterly, by dislodging and
dropping it in a bucket of sea ding
water held just beneath. The interthe nest was full of young
icjr of
1
r a?, langcd sy.i me re lly in cells
not unlike the cocoon of the honey-bee
c?ll, af'er the wax is mel ed away.
But this wholesa'e slaughter only
temirorarily checked the enemy. They
re formed their lines, so to speak,
called out the reserves and came upon
us again.
At first they seemed satisfied to
carry away the dead bees lying on the
gi-ound in front of the hives, but as

increased they grew
bolder and attacked live bes on the
landing boards and even entered the
thpir numb-^rs

THE HIVE

IS

LIFTED UP AND THE PACKING FALLS OUT ON THE SHEET
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is no doubt that this condition
has been the prime cause of the small
matings of
virgii.
percentage of
queens.
Out of twenty-four virgin
23 were lost in a single week.

there

A resourceful member of the Bee
Club suggested the use of an ordinary fly trap baited with raw meat,
and already one member has six in
operation, another three and another
2, which are filled with yellow jackets
and emptied once and sometimes twice
each day. We have just been obliged
to add two more to the number already
in our apiary adequately to cope with
the situation.

Mr. McCuUough's $1.50 fly trap—
joke because it
had never been known to catch a
single fly is being emptied of yellowjackets twice in a single day. The
for years the family

—

THE

HIVK,

EMP

PACKING CASE. AND PACKING MAIKRIAL KkuM
HOSHAL WINTER CASE

hives themselves. Full colonies seem
to be able to defend themselves, by
the very superiority of numbers. One
beekeeper in observing the relative
strength of the opposing forces estimates that six bees are required to
vanquish one yellowjacket.
That ratio is probably due to the
armor-like quality of the enemy's yellovr jacket which apparently is invulnerable to the sting of the bee. On
the other hand, the yellow jacket finds
it a simple matter to seize a bee, sever
it vfith a sawing motion, and fly away

1

HE

portion which also
the honey-sac, leaving the
head and front legs of his victim
wandering aimlessly over the frames.
But in a full hive the bees often ball
the invaders as they do a queen; then
other yellow jackets hurl themselves
upon the "ball" until the front of the
hive presents a veiitable battlefield.
It is the weaker colonies and the
nuclei for mating queens that suffer
most. It is a rare occurrence to open
one of these and not find the inmates
And
battling for their very lives.

with the meaty
contains

No. 2.— Protecting a Queen-Mating

Nucleus
is eighteen inches tall and holds
about three quarts when full.
But it required a doctor scientifical-

trap

ly to strike at the root of the evil (the
breeding-nest) by enforcing a species

birth control. This method provides for a generous saturation with
arsenate of lead of each piece of meat
(preferably salmon) carried home to
the young by the yellow jackets. The
sudden decease of a neighbor's dog
that had eaten too freely of the dead
yellow jackets lying about, proves the
efficacy of the treatment. Bat the
best proof was the depleted condition
Scarcely a yelof a captured nest.
low jacket remained. Dr. Doug' ass
also made another discovery which
explains the numerous progeny of
these pests. In one nest four "Queen"
yellow jackets were found, ins'ead of
a single queen bee as in the honeybee brood-nest.
Mr. M. C. Richter states that in
England, especially in and around
London, the yellow-jacket-pest is prevalent and is the most annoying enemy with which the apiarist has to
of

NO.
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contend.
Illustration No. 1, shows a stack of
hives that once contained flourishing
nuclei.
Of the four hives still remaining on the ground only one now
contains bees, the others having been
cleaned out by yellow jackets. In No.
2, a trap has been stationed near a
nucleus containing a virgin queen, in
the hopes that the bait will lure the
enemy away from the ent''ance, at
least long enough to give the queen
an opportunity to take her nuptial
flight

unmolested.

In one of our colonies

become weakened owing

which had

the prea drone-laying queen, the
harassed bees, together with a fine
new queen, deserted brood and stores
In twenty four
to escape the pests.

sence

to

of

hours devastat'on was connle'e. Not
only were the stores carr'ed away by
ri>b"ber-bees, but the brocd was torn
from the cells by the yellow jackets

and the floor of the hive reminded
one of confetti-strewn streets on New
Year's Eve, so thickly was it covered
with particles of cell-cappings.
We are rendering the bees all the
assistance possible, for it looks as if
we are fighting a very real yellow
(jacket) peril.

A

Box Swarm Catcher

beekeepers still prefer to
catch swarms by using a ladder,
saw etc., and by cutting down the
branch to which the bees are suspended.
A large number also use the
swarm catchers advertised so generally. Messrs Roberts and Hartwick,
two Illinois beekeepers did not like
the ordinary swarm catcher, nor did
they like the exertion connected with
"shinning up trees".
They have devised a swarm box
(see illustration) which by means of
a pole is inserted against the swarm
The box is made hollow and
cluster.
lost

M

THE ROBERTS

&

HARTWICK SWARM CA ICHER

feeder is made by means of a deep double bottom with a partition across to divide it info two separate compart-

ments. One is left wide open
as an entrance to the hive

drawer just right

made

to

hold

to fill
feed.

serve
a
the other Is
The lower
to

and

IN

USE

photo shows the two slots in the bottom board. One slot opens into the
feed chamber and the other into the
open entrance. This combined feeder
and bottom can be left In place the
year around and when feeding becomes
necessary for any reason it takes but

long.
They assert that the swarm
will immediately take advantage of
"hollow tree" and
this improvised
cluster in and about it, when they
can be lowered and shaken in front of
a beehive.

A

Novel Feeder

past there have been feedForersyears
and feeders, but it has remained for \V. A. Chrysler, of Chatham,
Ontario to make one which combines
the good features of most of the others.
There are feeders which will take
enough feed at one time to provide
for winter, but the hive must be opened in order to replenish them, which
is bad when there is a dearth and
robbers are about. There are others,
like the Alexander feeder which can
be replenished without opening the
hive but most of them hold but a
small quantity of syrup since they are
designed for stimulative feeding. Mr.
Chrysler's feeder will hold a liberal
amount of feed if it is desired to make
a quick job of it or a small quantity
can be fed each day as circumstances
Indicate.
As will be seen at a glance
in the picture on the opposite page, the

W.

A.

CHRYSLER

A.\D HIS BOTTOM FEEDER SHOWING SLOTS, ONE TO
FEED AND THE OTHER TO ENTRANCE

—
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a

moment

to

supply

The honey from

it.

There are fewer advocates of stimulative feeding every year. More and
move practical beekeepers are ccmng
to believe that with a sufficient quantity of stores in the hive, the bees can
be depended upon to expand the brood
re t as fas* as i> desirable. However,

this source is so very
bitter that a very little of it will spoil
a fine crop of the best white honey.
A few cells are sufficient to make a
whole section absolu ely unpalat; ble.
On a recent vi?it to Tennessee I
was very much interested in this
plant which g'-ows freely along road-

sides, in

much

barnyards and similar places,

as dogiennel or

in the northern states.

the plant

mayweed
Tr.e

d.es

range

of

given as from Arkansas
and Texas to North Carolina. It piobably does not appear to any extent
north of Tennessee.
Chas Mohr says of it: (Plant Life of
Alabama page 54) "The b tterweed,
orginally from the sunny plains west
of the Mississippi river south of the
Arkansas valley, was first observed
in Mobile in 1866.
It
has
spread
along the enbankments of the railroads to the mouth of the Ohio river,
literally covering in many p aces the
waste and uncul ivated grounds, and
reaching out along byro. ds and bo_ders of fie.ds and woodlands. In is
northward spread it has largely taken the place of the mayweed (An hemis
cotula), a European weed of early inis

troduction."

Regarding honey from this source
J. Wilder says: (Am. Bee Jciirnal
Vol. 54 page 410)
".t is truly a necJ.

CHRYSLER'S BOTTOM FEEDER IN PLACE. WITH FEED
there are times when it is necessary
to 'practice this method of feeding to
build up the nuclei or to maintain
normal conditions in queen re ring
aparies. Every well regah.ted apia y
requires some at ention in the way
of food for winter supply or to avoid
shortage at other seasons. The Chrysler feeder is convenien' a d serviceab'e although the cost is rather high.
However, when it is rem mbered that
it serves for bo*h bottom and letder
this objection is not important.

No.

#

t#

DRAWER

#«

OPEN,

tar-laden plant. Though it does not
grow in great fields as yet. bees will
store from 20 to 35 pounds of su plus
per colony from it. Its flowers are
of a deep yellow; the honey, light yellow, heavy body, soon granulates when
extracted. It is very bitter; in fact it
is about as offensive to the palate as
quinine.
In most sections of the
south the cotton plant begins yielding two or three weeks before the bitterweed and if it were not for the
well established fact that bees do not
desert a honey plant for another as
long as it yields well, nearly all the
summer and fall honey would be unfit for market on account of the bit-

%

^

*

J*

21.— The Honey-Producing
Plants
BY FRANK

C.

PELLETT.

fJ^fiotp£raPhs tv the author^

THE BITTERWEED

H'lenium Tenuifolium

y first experience with bitterweed
honey was in Sou h M ssouri in
1904 or 1905. There had b en a
guud flow from white cover i<A owed
by a dearth for a time and the unfinished sections w re filled out with
bitterweed. The sections looked very
nice and a northern beekeeper who
had recently settled near the town of
Salem innocently sold his honey to th
townspeople. 1 he next time he came
to town there were numerous pe so is
looking for him and he found it necessary to take back most of the honey
he had marketed on his previous visit.

M

•

FIG. 88.— A

SINGLE STALK OF BITTERWEED
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terwecd.
In sections where the cotton (loos not yield much, the honey is
l)iUer and ii small amount of il
Uitwill ruin a lank of good lii.ney.
terwoed is also a great pollen plant,
furnishing abundance of bright yellow
pollen throughout its blooming period.
Even the stems and foliage of this
plant are intensely bit'er and no an'all

mals eat

it."

Doctor Panimel in his bo; k on
"Poisonous Plants" cites a tiuutation
which states that it has been reported
as fatal to horses and mules in sev-

WAThRlNG DEVICE

IN

eral of the gulf states.
It is said to
contain a narcotic poison and to be
the cause of bitter milk.

A

Fig. 8o.— BiTTERwEED

Blossoms

relative of

th''s

plpnt, the north-

ern sneezewetd, Helenium a^.tonnale
is also a good honey piant and probably less bitter than the southern or
nar''ow-leaved snee; ew ed just described.
Neither, however, can be said
to be desirable additions to the honey
producing flora because of the danger
of spoiling good honey from mixing

THE

J.

M.

DAVIS APIARY

with it. The nor' hern sneezeweed is
found in various localitiLS from Connecticut

ward.

to
It

the D.ikota.?

is

and south-

also found in places in

Rocky Mountain states.
The bitter honey seems to be as
good as any for brood-rearing and
where present the beekeeper s. ould
use care to avoid mixing it with his
m rketable product and use it for
feeding the bees. The bi.terness is
said to come from the po len grains
present in 'he honey and to Improve
he polen g".ains
g' eat y with a' e as
the

settle to the bo' torn of the container.

Atlantic, Iowa.

Copyright:

1Q16.

by Frank C. Pellett.

A Unique Watering Device
attention
paid to the wa
Too:er supply
in the apiary. Many a
little

beekeeper has found his neig ibors
anno a ce of b es
about rain bar'-els, watering troughs,
open wells etc. Jf a sufficient supply
of water is available near the hives
the bees will seldom be 'roiblesome
elsewhere. It must be constant, however and should be available f om early spring until free ing weather in
fall.
Otherwise the bees are quite
likely to seek a suppiy elsewhere and
once having found it, to continue to
frequent the same source. There are
numerous plans for providing water
for the bees without danger of drownThe one si. own in the p cture
ing.
requires frequent filling but there is
little danger to the bees and ihe supply is sufficient for thousands of bees
The picture was
to drink at once.
taken in the apiary of Mr. J. M. Davis,
of Spring Hill. Tennessee, at the time
of the visit of our staff correspondent.
As will be seen there are three very
shallow troughs, one immedia'ely underneath the other. The large can at
hostile because of

BITTERWEED

IN

A TENNESSEE BARNYARD

is
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one end of the upper trough has a
small outlet which lets the water drip
out slowly. There is an overflow from
the upper trough in^o the one b?low
and from that to the lower one so that
there is water in all three troughs at
As can be plainly seen in
all times.
the picture, grass is growing in each
one of the three shallow receptacles.
This watering place has been in use
in the Davis apiaries for many years
and is all moss grown. Although Mr.
Davis has a large open well a short
distance away and the usual bucket
and troughs the bees were not noticed
about the well. An abundant supply

and in this way fix such wires permanently.
This is especially important where it maybe desired to
haul frames with full sheets to out
apiaries or to ship them if necessary.
When the beekeeper is in reach of a

good electric current an electric imbedder as in Fig. 3 may be arranged.

ease

bedding
best beekeepers and probably a
Themajority
of all keepers of bees

use full sheets of foundation in
brood frames, and all such
frames, are wired to prevent sagging
with resultant
in
the foundation,

4,

is

it

done.

A New

immediate vicinity of the hives
meets their needs and saves them the

Frame Wiring and Wire Im-

the invention of an Indiana
is much more practical in
that it takes only two dry cells to
produce the current. Instead of all
four wires being fixed at one time, the
five copper prongs come in contact
with each wire, thus shortening the
circuit.
It is remarkable what thorFig.

beekeeper

ough and effective work, this home
made imbedder will do, and with what

in the

necessity of longer flights in search
of it. With a regular supply in the
apiary the beekeeper will find less annoyance to himself and to his neighbors and at the same time will save
countless bees from drowning as is the
case where no such provision is made.
Whenever brood rearing is in progress
the bees require large quantities of
water.

tion.

our

Hive Cart

readers,
Many
among the ladies find
of

especially
it

difficult

handle the heavy sup;rs when
the apiaries are run for extracted honey. With a power-driven extractor the
work of honey production is not too
laborious for anyone if the supers
could be carried in by machinery. Mr.
Frank C. Pellett has a hive cart in
use in his apiary which is higher
than the top of the second story of
the hive. The past summer most of
his co'onies were four and five stories high, all full depth Langstroth
to

Fig. 4.— Two

Dry Cells abe Sufficient

With This Wire Imbedding Device
It consists of a rheostat for regulating
the current, connecting wires and a
form on which the foundation and

wired frame is held. By means of
small protruding tacks in the side
bars to which the ends of foundation
wires are attached the current is applied to the four wires at one opera-

supers.

With the cart shown

in the

photo it is not a heavy lift to slip the
supers onto the cart when ready for
removal or for the purpose of examinit
ation.
If
is necessary to set to
the bottom of such a hive when it is

new

Fig. I.— a

Frame Wiring Device

drone comb caused by stretched cells.
Probably a majority of these beekeepers still do all wiring of frames
by hand. For anyone having much
wiring to do it is well worth the expense to get or pattern after a form
Fig. 1 shows a
for such wiring.

Fig. 2.— Another

Wiring Device

wiring device. F^g. 2 is a similar
device arranged with rollers so as to
make the work of wiring a small job
comparatively.
The spur imbedder for fixing the
wires to the foundation has for years
been in common use. It is however,
far surpassed by electrical wire imbedders which not only imbed the
wires but melt the wax over them.

FIG. 3.—

WHERE CURRENT

IS AVAILABLE A RHEOSTAT ENABLES ALL FOUR
WIRES TO BE ElVIBEDDED ATJ:0NE;:0PERAT10N
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full, it is a heavy job to lift
the supers to the ground and later
again.
One picture
replace them
shows the cart with the derrick laid
down when the cart is used as an
ordinary hive cart. In the second
picture the derrick is raised so that
by means of a crank the upper super
can be lifted clear of the hive and allowed to hang while the next super

nearly

all

If more than one super
be removed for examination
such as are necessary are slipped onto
the floor of the cart while those below are removed. The derrick works
easily and the clamp which holds on
the principle of the ice tongs holds a
is
is

ground.
We believe that those of our readers
who think the full supers too heavy
for them, will find a cart of this kind
of

much

assistance.

A West

BY W.

examined.
to

empty super with safety.
While the work of removal and replacing the supers by this means is
somewhat slower than when the operation is performed by mere physical
the
labor, it is possible to handle
heaviest colonies with little strain on
the operator. A frail woman or a boy
full or

can readily exert sufficient force to
full super, swing it into the
cart, lift the next one into the air and

remove a
examine

the

one

beneatl.

when

necessary.

As will be seen in the illustration
the wheels are well under the back
of the cart, thus furnishing a substantial support for the derrick when
The derrick is supported so
in use.
that the hive swings just clear of the
back of the cart in lifting but yet
will readily swing over when desired
A single hive
to place it on the cart.
can readily be lifted from the ground
or the top super of a five story hive
can easily be removed.
The floor of the cart is just right
supers so that
for six ten frame
twelve empties can be hauled at one
Four or five full supers make
time.
a pretty good load since it is difficult
to push a heavier load over uneven

India

Although
is

the

the

J.

Ramble

YOUNG.

American Bee Journal

published for the interests of
American beekeeper, a few

words descriptive

of conditions
as
they exist in the West Indies and
other tropical countries will probibly
interest the reader who is located in
the U. S.
For twelve years in Porto Rico the
writer was engaged in the production
of honey, and where have the twelve
years gone?
I landed there in 1904 and started
out with a very poor idea as to future
prospects. Could see no one from
whom to ask advice as no one was
making the production of honey a
business.
I
located at first near the south
coast close to Ponce, where the bees
do not do much. From there I moved
to the interior where the bees breed
up and bring in honey with wonderful rapidity.
The only visible source
of honey is wild forest growth.
The
country when in virgin forest must
have been a beekeeper's paradise.
For eight years my annual average
crop was thirty thousand pounds, from
not over 150 hives. I thought it was
a permanent thing but was doomed to
disappointment.
In 1913 the natives got the bee fever and tumbled over themselves to
The country became overget into it.
stocked.
I had a chance to sell out
which I did. Better to say lost out.

I

j

had been run out of business the
In Cuba, before locating in

same way,
R.

P.

had built a good house and did not
like leaving it, but it would have been
up-hill work to have stayed, with over
NOO hives of bees within short range.
I

Not only was tropical apiculture a
pleasant occupation, but the salubrious climate, beautiful mountain
scenery green with vegetation and the
mountain streams, always running
with pure clear water, were attractions not soon to be forgotten.
Then there was the ocean only ten
miles distant and accessible by a good
road. A bath in the sea is nice, but
better still a fresh water stream in
which the bather can soap off and
rinse off with the water and atmosphere at just about the right temperature.
The extensively advertised porcelain tubs with a complete system of
plumbing are a luxury, but for me the
mountain stream is far more luxurious.

The reader may think that cracking up Porto Rico like this is a realestate boost, but It is nothing of the
kind. There are advantages besides
climate, scenery, and good water, that
do not exist in P. R. For Englishspeaking people who want to live
where are the ordinary necessaries of
lite, any Latin country, even if it is
under the American flag, is a good
place to keep away from.
But this is not talking bees, or West
India ramble. I took the train at
Arecibo which is in the north coast,
and traveled a distance of fifty miles
to Mayaguez, there to take the steamer
for Cuba.
In many places the railroad is as near to the ocean as is the
Southern Pacific in the vicinity of
Santa Barbara, California, and lots of
beautiful scenery, this time mountain
and ocean. It is on the north-west
corner of the island that the mountains are close to the sea, and building the road through this section was
a difficult and expensive piece of
work. In places the tracks are that
near the sea that they have to be protected by a concrete wall, and then
the road climbs up until the ocean is
several hundred feet below. There
are two tunnels one of which is at
least a fourth of a mile in length.
The country in the vicinity of Mayaguez is overstocked with bees to a
greater extent than anywhere else on
the island. Healy & Seibert at this
place are doing an extensive business
in buying honey and selling bee supplies.

On Dec. 6th I took the steamer for
Santiago, Cuba, and for unpleasantness it was an experience long to be
remembered.
Anyone who is unaccustomed to sea travel would think
that out on the ocean the atmosphere
would be cooler, and the air fresher,
but in the tropics the reverse is the
case, unless out on deck and on the

windward

THE PELLETT HIVE-CART WITH LOAD OF EMPTY SUPERS

side of the ship. WTi?n in
the cabin or outside when there is no
breeze blowing, the heat, bad air and
disagreeable smells are more the
cause of sea sickness than the motion
The ship was an old
of the boat.
Spanish tub on which the first class
fare was far inferior to second class
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accomodation on
English vessel.

Amevican or

any

was not as unpleasant as
would have been if in mid ocean.
Passing the island of San Domingo
Tlie trip

the boat kept close to the south shore,
and steamed the entire distance by
daylight, laying over night at San
Domingo City. On the wes ern end of
the island the country Is level, with
mountains in the distance, but after
passing S. D. City the mountains are
close to the ocean and in places are so
high as to pierce the clouds, and
everywhere is a dense growth of tropThe land that has been
ical forest.
cleared for cultivation is less than
214% of the entire area.

ever there was a trcpicil paradise
the island of San Domingo, not
only for bees, but for all other kinds
If

is

tropical

of

was mid-winter the weather was
As Spanish-American cities are

hot.

it

it

it

farming that

is

If

the

usually built it seems that they try
make everything as hot and unpleasant as possible. The streets are
narrow and the houses close together.
There are two small parks in the
center of the city with no shade trees
to speak of.
There are several modern hotels, and the city is the eastern
terminus of the Cuban Central Railto

After crossing the< divide which is
only a few miles from Santiago, and
getting on the northern slope, the temperature is several degrees cooler. The
first fifty miles of
the route was

through settled country which was
white with aguinaldo, the famous honey flower of Cuba.
What a treat it would have been to
have stopped off for a visit with Mr.
D. W. Millar who
guin, in Santiago

took the train for Havana. A
I
few words as to the railway and its
equipment. The tracks are s aiidard
guage and there were at least ten full
Got
size passenger cars on the train.
a second class ticket, wh'ch costs

located at HolProvince, but it
would have been necessary to take a
different route and to make a side trip
frojii the main line.
Brother Millar
has written several interes'ing articles for the Journal and a good writer
is usually a good entertainer.

three cents a mile. First class fare
costs six cents a mile.
The second class cars were net
over-crowded and no pigs or chickens

For about two thirds of the distance
from Santiago to Havana the country
is dense virgin forest, much like San
Domingo, although more land has been

road.

is

country had a good government, but
under present conditions it is no place
for

civilized

people.

San Domingo City

is

an old time

place, said to be the first on the west-

hemisphere to have been colonThere are a fevy a*trac'inns f-r
which the place is deserving of cndit.

ern

ized.

city is situated at the mouth of
a river and gets the full benefit of
the ocean winds. There are plenty of
shade trees, which with the original
forest g''owth maka the atmjsplitre
cooler than it would be if eve''yihing

The

was cleared

off.

In the center of the city is a good
sized plaza which is equal in b a ty
to Boston Common, or the A'ami da in
Mexico City. On the sea front is another beautiful park, the side facing
the sea having been terraced, which
sets off the entire city, giving it the
look of a seaside pleasure report.
The streets are wider, and the build
ings more scattered than in other
Spanish-Ame ican towns. The rains
of the cathedral that was built by a

brother of Christopher Colombus still
stands. On board the ship the cabin
was so Iiot that 1 had been sleeping on
deck, but the night that she lay in
San Domingo harbor the temperature
was coo! enough, so that it w-as possible to sleep in the state room.

would have liked to have met some
and honey men, but the s'lip
did not tie up to the dock until a little
before closing time, and pulled out
I

of the bee

In
the morning.
one warehouse on the dock I counted
over 200 barrels of honey, and on
board of the Clyde steamer, Algonquin,
bound for New York, were 145 barrels
of honey.
It was on this steamer that in 1895
I had been twice a pasenger between
Jacksonville and New York. At that
time the Algonciuin was the finest
ship of the Clyde Line, and she is still
a magnificent boat with well ventilated cabins, roomy state rooms and
accommodations that are in every
way superior. I lost no time in getting on board and visiting a scene of
twenty years ago. None of the crew
that had been employed on the ship at
that time were there, but I had a
pleasant visit with one of the officers.
Another two nights and a day of
unpleasantness on the Cuban ship and
we landed at Santiago, Cuba. Although

the

first

thing

PELLETT HIVE-CART WITH DERRICK RAISED TO LIFT FULL SUPERS OF
HONEY FROM THE HIVES

in

(about which more will later be said)
were allowed as hand baggage. The
accommodation was fairly comfortable
except for the fact that there were no

cuspidors and, it seems,
against expectorating.

no

For the tourist who wants

rules
to

pay

cents a mile, the Cuban Central
compares favorably with any first
class road in the U. S. or elsewhere.
There were two sleepers on the train,
and meals and lunch counters at the
more important stations. The train
was on time and there was close connection with trains on the branch
six

lines.
to Havana could have been
in twenty-five hours but wanting to see what there is to see and

The run

made

by daylight
stopped over night at Ciego de Avila.

travel the entire distance
1

The
cleared and is in cultivation.
land is level or slightly rolling and
sometimes mountains may be seen in
the distance. After passing Santa
Clara, and from there to beyond Pinar
del Rio the country is much more open
der cultivation
The dense forest growth would be
much more of a bee keeper's paradise if there was plenty of aguinaldo
as there is on land that has been under cultixation.
It looks queer that the eastern part
of the island where the soil is better
than in the western portion, should
be more thinly settled, but the land
in
big tracts by
is probably held
owners who refuse to sell, which is
usually the case in Spanish countries.
I arrived in Havana a little after
dark, and as the reader has probably

October.
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liciird lots about that city which h;is
will
been so extensively ailvertisul
say notliins except that I never did
and never would like that place.
must wait ten days for a steamer to
Nassau, and did not feel like si.cndinK
that much time in Havana.
So I took the train for Candeliria,
west and near
fifty miles to the
where I had lived in 1902 and 190S.
I

I

People who visit the old home after
an absence of several yea''s are usIn this case there
ually disappointed.
was the usual disappointment as not
many of the old timers were left. Most
of them had returned to the States,
and several had crossed the Great
Divide.

But there was an agreeable surmeeting four of the old
They were: Mr.s. Unruh. Mr.
Moe, Mr. Mulil, and Mr. Somerford.
Mrs. Unruh had bought a farm of

prise in
friends.

thirty-three acres at least a half mi e
from town, but during the twelve
years that she has owned «he pUce
the town has grown to such an extent

on the side. He has a nice liomi' and
everything neat and in good nrder.
Tlie shady front yard that is planted
in Bermuda grass and kept clean with
rake and lawn mower would be an

example for many home lovers to follow.
The little frame shack that I
had built was still there anil had been
through two cyclones.
It was at Taco-Taco tliat the late
Martin better known as
.lohn H.
"Rambler" took his last stand and

made

good, after several
years of
failure in California.
It was early in
Mr.
the spring of 1902 that
M. arrived
in Cuba and built up a big apiary,
and got a good crop of honey. For a
year he wrote interesting articles for

each number
ture.

)n

of

May

Gleanings in Bee Cul-

1903 he dijd,

it

was said

from over work.
That visit to the old home was an
experience not soon to be forgotten.
The honey season was on and for the
twelve years 1 had
first time in
enough to eat of the delicious aguinaldo honey.

Line and

I

landed at Nassau, capital,

main sea port and commercial metropolis of the
It

Bahama

Is

has always looked a

ands.
little curi-

little is known and said
Bahamas as near as they are
to Florida, Cuba and San Domingo.
Some of the smaller islands are not

ous that so
of tlie

over 50 miles from Florida, and the
capital is not over 200 miles from
Miami. We hc'ar more about Guam
and St. Helena which are small and
insignificant islands and are thousands of miles from nowhere.

Bahama

The

29 islands and
lets.

21

G''0up

Gfil

consists

keys or smaller

of
is-

They extend between latitude
27, and longitude 71 and 79.

and

of the group is 6,000 square
miles and population 55 to 60 thousand. If the population is 60.000 that
means a density of ten to the square
Something different from Porto
mile.
and
Rico w-ith 3.500 square miles
1,300,000 population
The Bahamas are owned by Great
Britain and are governed pretty much
the same as other English colonies on

The area

this side of the Atlantic.
It is the popular impression that the
islands are a lot of wind-swept rocks,
out in the ocean, with sponge fishing
and wrecking as the only industries
The wind and rocks are there and
There is a delightful
lots of both.
climate except for the wind, and plenty of tropical vegetation although it
does not grow as luxuriantly as in the

West Indies.
The land

is

the little there

A VILLAGE SCENE IN
that the property now adjoins the city
limits and she has a good speculation.
Mr. Muhl is still in the bee business.
He is located on the south coast in a
south-east direction from town, where
the country is white with aguinaldo.
Mr. Somerford is also located near
the south coast, in a south-west direction from Candelaria, and is in a

good aguinaldo district.
Mr. Moe still has his apiaries a
short distance in the country, but is
residing in Havana where he is engaged in the fruit business.
Although Candelaria is a fair sized
town claiming at least 3.000 population there is no hotel that is worthy
of the name.
I was taken care of by
Mrs. Unruh and her sister
s. Travis,
and never expect again to have such
a pleasant visit
Six miles to the west of Candelaria
is San Cristobal, and six miles further
is Taco-Taco.
It was between these
two places that I was located. Mr.
Webster is now living on the old
place and is growing fruit, with bees

M

BAHAMA

Time goes by at aeroplane speed
it was nearly time to take the
ship to Nassau.
Coming out from
Havana on a second class ticket (98%
of the people travel that way) most
.

and

passengers were neat appearing,
but what a difference going back', the
train was crowded with what appeared to be farm laborers and stand ng

of the

room was

at

a

premium.

Nearly

every passenger had from one to three
live chickens, and there were several
pigs and dogs in the car.
This road which runs from Havana
to beyond Pinar del Rio is known as
the Western Railway of Havana, and
is under English ownership and management. First class passengers are
allowed to carry as hand baggage, one
live chicken, and in the second cars
three chickens or one pig may be taken. If live stock is carried in the baggage car, excess charges have to be
paid.
Two and a half hours of misery
and the train pulls into Havana.
Twenty-four hours aboard of the
floating palace "Mexico" of the Ward

mostly soft rock and
is of soil is decayed

vegetable mold. In many places close
to the sea are strips of sand which is
good land for cocoanuts. There is lots
of swamp land in which grows the
mangrove, a well known honey plant
Most of the land of New
of Florida.
Providence, the island on which the
capital is situated, is a pine barren,
although there are considerable areas
of hard wood near the sea shore.
The principal growth on the islands
of Andros, Abaco and Great Bahamais pine trees and the islands further
to the east are grown in hard woods.
The cocoanuts grow as tall as in the
West Indies. There is lots of aguinaldo, which is here called the Christmas flower. It grows as in Cuba on
land that has been cultivated. On
some of the abandoned sisal plantations are patches that are white
with the bloom.
Oranges and grape fruit do well,
that is if the hole in the rock in
which to plant the tree has been blasted out with dynamite and dug deep
enough. The soil, the little there is
of it, is rich and does not require fertilizer.

There was a time when p'nea'-p^e
growing was a great industry, but it
was killed by the V. S. tariff. Tomatoes are grown in immense quantities.
It is nothing unusual for 10 to 20 thousand crates to go to New York on one
luscious
and
such
steamer. And
tomatoes! On the island of
Elutheria they were to be had for the
picking. What a paradise for the epicure who never before had enough
ripe tomatoes.
There are no mountains and the

juicy
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highest elevations ahove sea level more experience will probably make
a success of the business.
seldom exceed 100 feet. The greatest
attraction of all is the beautiful clear
There is also a lady, Miss French,
sea water; not only clear, but usually
who for several years has been keepboats.
smooth and safe for small
ing bees in a small way, depending on
Sponging is the leading industry,
them for a living. She is located in
and is a good business for the buyers
the suburbs of Nassau.
and exporters who have been long esWith 29 islands and 6.000 square
tablished, but from the looks of a
miles of land,
I
hope that if I
sponge-fishing boat and its crew it is
establish an apiary I won't run some
not an occupation that would lead to
one else out of business or get frozen
easy street.
out myself as I have been twice beLumbering has begun as an indus- fore.
Miami, Fla.
try.
On Abaco Island some 60 mile's
to the north of Nassau, is a big lumbering plant that is owned by AmeriApiary Devices
can capital and is shipping out mil-

A

Safe Place for the

Smoker

not always convenient to remove the fire from the smoker when
one wishes to lay it aside temporarily.
It

is

However, more than one beekeeper has
lost heavily from a fire set by a lighted smoker. It is convenient to have a
lighted smoker within reach
whenever one is at work about the apiary
for so often

W.

D.

Campbell, of Lambeth, Ontario.

AND His Smoker Box

desirable to take a
look into a hive or two when there is
little to be done.
Then if the smoker
is not protected mice will often gnaw
holes in the bellows and ruin it.
While there are numerous ways oi providing for this implement, from using a large stone jar to turning a box
liver it outside the honey house, Mr.
W. D. Campbell of Lambeth, Ontario,
lias as convenient a plan as any we
have seen. The picture tells the story
fully.
Mr. Campbell has a metal box
on top of a post at a covenient height
in the apiary.
It is always within
easy reach, always safe and may be
left burning with no danger, so in
case one wishes to go back again for
a few minutes it is not necessary to
rolight it.
This plan is safe, convenient and inexpensive.
it

is

An

Effective Super Cleaner

When

our representative visited the
at Merlin, Ontario, recently he became much interested in the novel plan which Mr.
Deadman has for cleaning supers.
When the extracting is done, the usual way is to place the supers back
on the hives to be cleaned or to pile
them in the open and allow the bees
to rob them out.
This latter is bad
for the bees as they become greatly
G. A.

Deadman apiary

excited

and often injure the combs

When

placed on the hives in
the usual way there is little benefit
derived from the small amount of
honey still present in the combs since
it is divided among so many colonies
that the extra gorging which the bees
do about consumes the honey.
Mr.
Deadman gives the supers to be cleaned to a single colony and selects one
which needs feed, or one with some
unfinished sections. Instead of placing the wet extracting combs directly on top of the colony he has a platalso.

form which accommodates six piles
but which has only one outside opening.
On this position is placed the
colony which is to do the cleaning.
There is an opening from the bottom
of this particular one to each of the
five others so that the bees can reach
the combs easily, while they are safe
Since the piles of
from robbers.
supers are at the side of this hive instead of on top, the bees will remove
the honey as rapidly as possible and
the combs are very shortly cleaned up.
If the colony is short of stores it soon
makes the most of the available supply.

Mr. Deadman has used this means
finishing sections which are not
quite ready for market. As will be
seen from the picture the piles of
supers can be made as high as desired so that any available number

of

most of
which goes to Cuba.
Although there are several lines of
steamers that come out from England
to Mexico, Central America and the
West Indies, none of them touch at
Nassau and all commerce with Englions of feet of pine lumber,

land is by way of New York.
Last and not least of Bahamas' attractions are the people. English is
the only language spoken, and the representative people are as refined and
intelligent as in any English-speaking

What is
in the world.
in the States as the "tough eleexists only to a limited extent.

community

known
ment"

The colored people are usually
peaceable and honest. There is no
"negro problem" to contend with as
there is in the Southern States.
After the 12 years that I was "up
against it" in Porto Rico, to get among
people that I can look on as neighbors is somewhat of a relief.
There was an American, Mr. Miller,
who was keeping bees on an extensive scale here, but returned to the
States giving the excuse that the climate did not agree with his health.
Prom official reports his honey crop
The
for one year was 2,500 gallons.
apiary is now in charge of Mr. Vish,
a brother-in-law of Miller, who with

DEADMANS SUPER CLEANER
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can be cicanod. The hive containini;
the colony in the picture is only one
story liigli, while there arc twenty
supers of wet combs piled up for them
to

clean.

tied out of a pine board one day at
an out apiary and was simply an emergency device. Besides being an excellent thing for coaxing the bees up

into the super, this
also very good for

little

device

spring

is

feeding.

Hubbard Brothers' "Coaxer"
Every
more or

producer

corab-honey

has

trouble in getting the
bees to enter the supers, and in some
cases, bees will almost refuse to go
above, preferring to swarm or to hang
out and do nothing. The "Coaxer" as
less

designed by Hubbard
Brothers
of
Boyne Falls, Michigan, is as neat a
device as we have seen for inducing
a

start

in

supers.

It

consists of a

minature super three inches deep holding eight frames when used on a 10frame hive. The accompanying cut
shows the bottom view.
The "Coaxer" is placed immediately
above the brood frames in the early
spring, and is first filled with honey.
It is then removed
and the super
brood
slipped between it and the
chamber. When it is used, the sections on the edge of the super are
filled just as quickly as those in the
center of the super, as it seems to
attract the bees.

The side view of one of the frames,
shows how shallow these frames are.
If the Coaxers were a little deeper the
bees would be tempted to rear brood
them, but the very fact that the
frames are shallow and the cells deep
keeps them clear of
brood,
even
through the heaviest breeding season.
Figure 3 shows a part of a super of
sections which
being finished.
is
These sections are placed in the center of the super, and the Coaxer put
over them. If there is the least flow
in

the sections are nicely finished.

Hubbard Brothers
first

tell

A

Side View of

One of the

'

Coaxer"

Frames

When

bees are put in the cellar for winthe "Coaxers" are all removed and
stored in the honey house.
Each
Coaxer contains about twelve pounds

ter

<v

tally divisible

brood-chamber the

shal-

lowness of the remaining division immediately throws the whole working
force of bees into the surplus receptacle."

There

is

no need

of

" baits " be-

bees have formed the habit
of going into the upper story to work.
Beekeepers using the divisible hive
claim that there need be no " left overs "
because all partially tilled sections may
be converted into good salable ones by
"feeding back" extracted honey. It is
true that this feeding back process can
be performed on a deep-frame hive,
but the bees will deposit so much of
the honey in the brood-nest that the
practice may be unprofitable. The objection raised by other comb-honey
producers that the sectional hive produced too many sections containing
pollen is a valid one, but it is largely
overcome by using a queen excluder
and no baits, or Dy having a comb containing some pollen placed on one side
of the brood-nest. The theory explaining the latter method is that the presence of this pollen below will induce
the storage of more pollen at the same
place, keeping the sections clear and
and for the storage of honey only.
Some beekeepers hold that the sectional hive is almost indispensable for
migratory beekeeping, as it is certainly
a trying experience to transport bees
over the average country road. The
large hives are cumbersome to handle,
and there is always a fear lingering in
one's mind that the big combs will
break down en route, even when well
wired.
The sectional hive may also be of
particular advantage in the control of
swarming. In this hive swarming is
controlled by simply adding to the
cause the

honey which is just about what a
colony needs between fruit bloom and
clover or raspberry flow.
of

us that the

Coaxer made by them was whit-

The Sectional Hive
BY W. F. GEDDES.
[Continued from September.]

BEEKEEPING

with

sectional hives

produces better combs. In the
transposing of the sections in the
shallow hive, the combs are generally
built out better and more uniformly
attached to the wood than in the standard Langstroth. Figure 7 will illustrate this point.
It is

their

seen that the bees have built
to within half an inch of

comb

the bottom-bar of the Langstroth frame
while the shallow frame is attached on
all sides.
Comb space is thus wasted
and a hiding place is provided for the
queen. Lack of attachment renders a
new comb liable to fall out through
handling and extracting.

Probably the greatest advantages of
the sectional hive are those which
apply to the production of comb honey
and these hives, in one form or another, are used very largely by combhoney producers. Leo. E. Gately says
" Contraction of the
brood-nest is a
:

necessary
factory

Bottom View of 'Coaxer" Super

essential to
insure satisin the surplus boxes, and

work

in this respect all brood-chambers consisting of a single tier of deep frames
are enormously deficient. By removing one of the sections in a horizon-

Sections Being Finished in Center of
Super Under a "Coaxer"

brood-chamber from above or below
the circumstances warrant. The
presence of a large unfilled space so
brood-chamber seems to
the
near
effectually check the swarming impulse.
W. K. Morrison in his booklet on the
" Divisible
Brood - Chamber Hive,"
states "the fundamental point in preventing swarms is to convince the bees
brood-nest is incomplete.
that their
Just as soon as the brood-nest seems
full (to them) they make preparations
If the brood-nest is
for swarming.
complete the beekeeper makes it incomplete, and again checks the swarmas
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However, many other facwhich enter into swarm control
such as the age and strain of the queen,

'ng fever."
tors

the

question of hive ventilation, etc

,

must be considered.

The adaptability of the sectional hive
for wintering is a much debated point.
Many claim that this hive has proven
to be poor for wintering while others
strenuously insist that it is the best
wintering hive ever devised. Defenders
of the divisible hive claim that when
one brood chamber is put on top of
another, the bees can form a perfect
sphere when clustering; and the space
between the upper and lower set of

accuracy neccessary in the construction of its various parts is an objection often put forward against its
use.
Especially in those types where
closed end frames are used the workmanship needs to be much more exact
to the

frames makes a passage through which
the cluster can move and hence be
within easy reach of stores without
going clear around the combs. This
principle is given support by Doolittle
and Danzenbaker when they advocate
an opening through deep combs for
winter passage.
In extracted honey production the
sectional hive beekeeper finds it possible to

remove

than

it

can

all

finished

honey

My

be removed with deep
takes longer to cap or

combs, as it
ripen the deep ones entirely. This feature shows a
particular advantage
when the honey flow slackens up sud-

reduces the amount of ripe
hive.
Of course, using
shallow supers would accomplish the
same purpose on the regular standard
depth brood-chamber, but special super accommodation would have to be
provided. The narrow combs of the
sectional hive may be uncapped with
one stroke of the knife. The same is
true, however, of the regular Langstroth frames, where they are properly
bulged and a long knife is used. However, the firm attachment of the combs
in the shallow frames
permits less
careful handling than is required with
deeper frames. Many sectional hive
beekeepers state that there is no need
of wiring the frames and that thinner
foundation can be used. Nevertheless,
it is a common practice in Ontario to
wire the shallow frames even more
carefully than the standard size frames
because of the thinness of the top-bar.
denly, as

it

honey on the

The

finding the queen
in a divisible hive may be objected to,
but the queen need only be seen once
in the season, generally in the spring,
to note her age and see if she is clipped.
The general condition of the colony
will tell the experienced beekeeper how
the queen is doing. An easy method
of finding the queen, which is very
effective, is to take a l.ottom board,
tack a piece of cloth or canvas on same
and paint the canvas with crude carbolic acid.
Substitute this
bottomboard for the bottom-board of th hive
in question and place a queen excluder
over the brood-chamber. In about 30
seconds the queen will be found on
the underside of the queen excluder,
having been driven up by the carbolic
difficulty

of

•

fumes.

The aim

of the divisible hive advocate is to cut every unnecessary manipulation, and it should not be necessary
to handle frames if the proper system
of management is followed. In a local-'
ity where foulurood exists the divisible

brood-chamber proposition

is

not one

that will permit economical handling
of all its frames.
The cost of the divsible hive owing

bees are located near the center,
of a strip of timber
nearly three miles long, standing on
both banks of a stream. For about
two weeks in August, 1914, in the forenoons the bees worked rapidly; they
would rush out of the hive, circle upward in a northeasterly direction directly over tall oak trees, and if they
continued in a straight course they
flew over forest trees for a mile or
more. At that time there was little for
bees to find except about 2% miles
away, exactly in the direction the bees
were flying, there were two patches of
buckwheat in bloom there were many
bees working on the buckwheat. I have
no proof they were my bees, but circumstances point strongly that way,
the bees could not possibly have seen
those fields without going many hundreds of feet up in the air; and as for
smelling back of more than a mile of
timber land, with the wind almost
never from the northeast at that season, it seems to me very doubtful.
Littlestown, Pa.

on the south side

rlier

e

the time there was no nectar present ?
If in the spring when the weather is
warm enough for bees to fly but not so
warm that they will naturally fly a long
distance from the hive, you start feeding th 'm, say 50 yards more or less
from the hive, either diluted honey or
sugar syrup, then set the same kind of
feed 100 yards farther away, the bees
may not find it for days, but if vou
carry some bees while they are filling
up, whether it be 100 yards or 1000
yards away just so you get one or two
bees there, they will note the place, go
home and report, though some writers
say bees are entirely void of intelligence. In a very short time there will
be a crowd of bees where the feed is,
neither sight nor scent has taken them
there, but some one of the family has
found it and told them.

FiG

7

—Comparative Sizes of Langstkoth
AND Heddon Frames

than that required by other hives. It
is due to lack of care in' this
respect
that some beekeepers have been troubled with bur-combs. With ordinary
care hives last a life time, and the extrouble and expense involved at the
outset may be
amply repaid by the
other advantages.
tr?

The reader will see for himself that
the value of the sectional I'ive depends,
firstly, upon the man who is going to
handle it and, secondly, upon the district in

which he

No

is

Wintering in

going to keep his

can claim perfection,
suitable for one set of conditions is very often unsuitable for another. In every case it is essential to
know the system of mangement which
is the most practicable in the individual
case and then choose the hive
which is adapted to the system.
bees.

and what

;

BY

hive

is

O.

H.

tlie

L.

MY frame Langstroth
colonies

are in

My

F.

BUCHER.

THE

can profitably work probably depends
largely upon conditions and locality.
In this locality when weather condiions are favorable the bee goes out on
a hunt, and when she finds a rich spot
she somehow acquaints the others in
the hive with the fact.

The senses of sight and smell are
no doubt very acute in the bee. Who
has not seen them nose from flower to
without alighting because

8-

H-

full

J^-inch

city apiary

is

in

the loft

The hives

There are 4x16 inch openings through

writrr has read, with interest
the editorial on page 49 of the
American Bee Journal, " Distance
Bees Will Fly," also Mr. Baldwin's
article in Gleanings in Bee Culture, and
Editor Root's remarks on the subject,
as well as the opinions of other noted
writers. The distance at which bees

flower

story
hives with

of a
are
placed on benches. 20 inches above the
floor, close to and facing the walls.

Distance Bees Fly
C.

two

width openings; by inframe between the
bottom-board and hive-body, a space
\% inches high was provided between
the frames.
inch

serting a

wooden barn unheated.
BY

Barn Loft

WERNICKE.

a

the walls of the barn in

front of

the

and each opening is provided
generous alighting board. During the coldest weather these openings

hives,
with a

are partially closed.
In packing I replace the hive covers
with a hive-body, having a queen excluder tacked on the bottom, and tightly
stuffed with dry grass; this insures
against dampness and makes a warm
cover. In addition, the four sides of
my hives are covered with five thickstraw board,
corrugated
nesses of
This
pasted together with silicate.
makes a slab about one inch thick, and
I cut them into two sizes, one to fit the
ends of the hives. The end pieces are
somewhat wider than the hive itself
so as to lap the side pieces; all

October, IHIG.

^^^^^^^
are made high enough
the stand or bench to

American Vee

reach from
of the
body, to
prevent
extra grass-filled
drafts.
These straw-board slabs are
held in place by strong cords, three to
each hive, top, bottom and center.
My method of fastening is to form a
loop in one end of the cord, so it can
be pulled up good and tight; the loose
end is then "tucked under;" two half
turns are sufficient
By avoiding knots
the cords may be quickly removed by
simply pulling on the loose end. The
slabs and cord made to order cost 20
cents per set and will last many years.
During the month of January the
hives were turned end for end and
dead bees removed from bottom boards
by means ot suitable wire hook, after
which the hives were again turned
to

midway

end to.
have found this method of packing

right
I

very satisfactory indeed.
My hivebodies being 8-frame size are light,
have no projecting cleats or hand
holds; this permits a snug fit for the
straw board slabs. I sometimes place
a gunnysack or piece of old carpet
over the top of the hive to arrest any
tendency of circulation between hivebodies and the slabs. Being indoors,

Bee-Kjeepinc
Conducted by Miss

A Woman Beekeeper

in

have

at

last

Emma

months

writing to various bee people, gotten a hive up here.
The hive and

frames were home made. I have now
gotten them into a 10-trame Langstroth Hive, having transferred the
bees of the old combs into the new
frames, and they have drawn out four
f''ames of foundation.

They are Italian, but the queen and
drones are very dark. Unless short
of honey they are good tempered, and
when they do sting, they are not half
as bad as the mosquitoes and black
flies.
I
do not know what bees will be
able to do up he'"e, the northern end
ot Vancouver Island.
As you probably know, it is all forest but this
place used to be an old Indian ranch
and there are a great many wild
flowering shrubs, currants, gooseberries,
salmon berry, wild crabs,

plums, maples, etc. Fireweed is supposed to be the main honey crop plant
where there is no clover.
I
hatched a queen cell in my incubator last week just to see if it

would work

all right.

I

wonder

that

beekeepers who go in for queen rearing on a large scale do not use incubators.
One can regulate the temperature and moistur3 perfectly with a
good machine.

Mrs. Lillian E. Bland.

[Some years ago there was considerable done in the

way

ot

block.

The past winter here, according to
United States weather reports, was
about the usual average for this part
temperatures
of Michigan, ordinary
ranging from 5 to 2.5 degrees Fahr.
above; then we had warmer spells and
also cold snaps when mercury dropped
below zero for days at a time. About
the middle of April is the time when
Michigan beekeepers bring their colonies from winter quarters to the summer stands. My method, of course,
dispenses with all that, as I leave them
in the barn loft the year around.
The
interesting facts are that all my colonies commenced brood-rearing about
March 1, or earlier.
The early brood rearing and vigorous condition of my colonies generally

seems

to

adequate
stores;
for the

it

prove that the packing is
conserve vitality and
to
opportunities
desired cleansing flights

also affords

much

on numerous warm

days, without

at-

tention.

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Women

For

M. Wilson, Mareoeo.

111.

young queens by

British

four

after

;

summer covers

^

Columbia
I

covers are required
in fact, my
consist mainly of honeyboard, held in place vvith a brick or

no

hatching

artificial heat, but
latterly little is said about it.
Some
believe artifical heat is just as good
as Ihe heat of the hives, while others
think there is a special benefit from
the actual contact of the bees sur-

rounding the queen-cells.

We make

much

use of the Miller nursery. In
which queen-cells are put to await
the emerging of the virgins, but prefer to have the cells in the nursery
as short a time as possible. The nursery is kept in the upper story of a
strong colony so the cells have the
heat of the hive, but not the immediate contact of the bees.
One special
advantage of having virgins hatch out
in an incubator or nursery is that one
may tlius disca''d any that have iriiperfect wings or other defects, whereas when a sealed cell is given to a
nucleus one cannot be sure that the
cell does not contain an imperfect virgin,

and some'imes a dead larva.]

Honey

is

a

Wholesome Sweet

matter for no small gratulation that so well written an article
as follows should be published in a
paper having the immense circulation
of
The Chicago Daily New.^ from
which paper it is copied.
It

is

Dry

a

statistics

tell

us

that

every

man, woman and child in the United
States
consumes, on an average,
eighty-five pounds of sugar annually.
Most health experts will agree, that

while the body craves sugar, this Is
an excess amount of cane sugar, which
should not be used in larger quantities than three or four ounces a day.
A great deal of this cane sugar is
taken into the system by means of
commercial candy, many young women being known to consume one-half
pound or more at one sitting.
Now all sugar, particularly cane
sugar, has an affinity for lime. In
practice this means that an excess of
sugar is bad for the teeth since it
breaks down the lime substance of
which the teeth are made. In addition, while many commercial canpurity,
in
dies are above reproach
a great mass of adulterated candy manufactured and eaten
by our children.
Is there no other form of sugar less
harmful than cane sugar and equally
attractive with candy? Yes, a sweet
as old as biblical times, at least 3,000
years ago. and that is honey. Honey
is the most simple and natural of sugars and can be absorbed readily into
the blood. The very fact that it seems
"sweeter" is thus a guidepost to taking too much. For children especially,
honey or food in which honey is used
are far preferable to arfific'al sweetmeats. Every grow'ng child demands
a quantity of sugar, but it has been
proved that the child who at home receives foods in which enough sweet of
the proper kind is given will not
crave artificial swee's and cand'fs.
There are many special rec-p"s in
which honey can be usfd. The famous
cookies of countries oversea, the ginger bread and special honey desserts
of va''ious countries are fairly fami'One called instantly to mind is
iar.
the Turkish dessert, paklava, or a
pastry served with nuts and honey.
Another foreign confection is poinded nuts and honey worked to a paste,
molded and cut into squares after tlie
manner of our own "fudge."
But the housewife can use honey in
connections.
than
still other ways
Why not honey in the center of baked
apples c(mibined with raisins, or u-ed
with stewing fruits of various kinds?
As honey has the power of abso''t)'ng
moisture from the air, any cakes or
bread baked with honey keeps better
and more moist and less likely tc dry
Honey can also be used on variout.
ous cereals or on bread espe^iaVy
the whole wheat and brown variety.
Think of the splendid snack for a
youngster that a generous slice of
the'"e is still

whole wheat bread and honey m^kes.
In preserving and canning, honey
also be used in place of various
Its subtle flavor and hea'thsyrups.
As to expense,
fiilness recommend it.
while it may seem that honey is dearer than sugar, less of it need be used,
so that there is little ultimate difference in price, especially with sugar
at the current market figure.
Many housekeepers do not know the
right place in which to store honey,
and unthinkingly put it in the cellar
o'- a dark, cool place. On the contrary,
honey should always be kept in a dry,
wari.n place, even at 100 degrees. If
kept >n a damp place the "cappings"
of the combs become watery and the
honey oozes through, but if the comb

may
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is

is warm and dry
more perfect con-

kept where the air
will

it

remain

Owing

in

to the

strictness
of
national food regulation there is practically no danger nowadays that honey
is adulterated, and
housewife
the
who finds a reputable, standard
dition.

brand need have no

fear.

Keeping Frames

What

of

2.
Can frames containing unsealed
honey be kept for this purpose?
3.
Can unsealed honey in partly
filled sections be kept through the
winter to be used next season as
baits?
Miss R. Maine.
1.
Such combs can be kept whereever comb-honey keeps well. Outdoors would not be the place for freezing would crack the combs and also
be likely to make the honey granu-

In the cellar is a good place if
sufficiently dry.
Beside a furnace in
the cellar is an excellent place. The
combs will keep fairly well in any
room where it seldom freezes, the
ideal place being in a room with a
late.

somewhat steady temperature never
to a

hundred degrees

Yes; but if in a place at all
the honey will absorb moisture
and become watery more readily than
In a warm, dry
will sealed honey.
2.

damp

unsealed honey will keep

place,
right.

all

not advisable to try such a
of the unsealed honey
or even the sealed honey, will be pretty sure to be candied, and when filled
such sections would not be marketable.The thing to do with such sections is to have the bees clean them
out this fall, leaving them perfectly
dry. If there is enough honey in them
they may be extracted before being
given to the bees. It is diificult to
get bees to clean out sections by putting them on the hives, so they must
be set out in the open, and when this
is done the bees are sure to gnaw the
combs to pieces unless a large quanIt is

3.

thing, for

some

tity is exposed at once.
If you have
only a few sections to be cleaned out,
allow only a very small entrance to
the pile of sections, so that only a
single bee at a time can enter.

Annual Field Day Meet and Joint Meeting of the Worcester County Beekeepers' Association and Eastern Massachusetts Society
of Beekeepers

This year at the invitation of the
Worcester County Beekeepers' AssoMassachusetts
ciation
the Eastern
Society met with the Worcester County Association at the home of Mr. W.
E. Parker, West Boyleston, on Saturday, August 5th. From 11 o'clock till
5 the air hummed with the sound of
bees not the insects themselves, en-

—

tirely,

and instructively on PreSwarming. He was followed by Mr. Arthur C. Miller, Prov-

vention

is

below sixty, up
doing no harm.

The special guest of honor, Mr. C.
P. Dadant, of Hamilton, Illinois, Editor
of the American Bee Journal, spoke
delightfully

Honey

the proper way to keep
frames of honey during the winter to
be used in building up colonies in the
spring? Can they be stored in empty
hives and kept out of doors, or will
freezing injure them?
1.

talk about them. The day was rather
overcast, but pleasant and there was
a good gathering. All
enjoyed the
kindly hospitality of the host. Dinner
was served on the basket lunch plan,
after which came the speaking.

but with discussion and genial

of

Miscellaneous

Association Meeting

The basket picnic and field meeting
Western New York Honey Producers' Association which was held at
the home and apiary of Mr. Roy Wist-

of the

was a decided success.

Y.,

Mr. Wisterman does not claim to be a professional beekeeper although he finds it
a profitable addition to his extensive
farming operations. He says he does
not known very much, but the doubtful only have to look at some of the
fine queens which he reared by the
grafting process to know that he is
no backlotter at the beekeeping industry. Lunch was served on the
spacious lawn by the wives of the
beekeepers. Mr. J. Roy Lincoln, of
Niagara Falls spoke on the management of bees in an outyard with the
minimum of labor.
Shortly before
fruit bloom he unpacks his bees and
clips his queens also giving a super
which is in reality another body.
Shortly after fruit bloom he places a
frame of brood from the lower story
in this super, and leaves them alone
until clover starts when he takes one
frame of brood and two frames containing the most honey and places
them in another body the brood in

^

— Mr.

I.,

— subject:

"What

to

do

Latham, Norwich,
Conn., and Dr. Burton N. Gates, AmAllen

herst, Mass.

Dr. Gates spoke particularly of the
of bee paralysis which has
appeared lately in different parts of
the country. Later he demonstrated
the proper method of opening a beehive, with much practical advice.

symptoms

Josephine Morse,
South Lancaster, Mass.

<^ News

Western New York Honey Producers'

erman, at Dysingers Corners, N.

dence, R.

Now"

Sec.

Items

center and the honey on outside filling with empty combs or foundation.
This body is now placed on the bottom
board with an excluder over it and the
bees are brushed off the combs. The
queen is placed in the lower story
with the one frame of brood, and the
remaining brood is placed over the
excluder to hatch out and combs are
then storing combs.
Ten days later any queen cells that may have been
started are removed.
Mr. William Vollmer of Akron, N. Y.,
told of his varied experience in buying
bees in combless packages from the
south, having bought both one and two
pound packages. He says that with
the one pound package with queen it
is advisable to give them empty combs
with a frame of brood if they are received early in May, in order to make
them a remunerative proposition. With
the two pound package it is also advisable to give a frame of brood but
the combs are not quite so essential.
With the two pound package one is
generally sure to get sufficient honey
the first season to pay.
Mr. John DeMuth, of Pembroke, N.
Y. told of his exeprience with EuropeY. told of his experience with European foulbrood.
A good strain of
in check but some strains are almost
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as

susceptible

as

blacks.

Caging

queens for a period of time sometimes
effects a cure but killing old gucens
and giving young vigorous ones is
anotbcT metl.od. toulb ood siems to
grow less rampant after being in a
locality two or three years and gradMr. DeMut
ually wears itself dowii.
has visited a large number of beokeepers in the wetern end of the
state and they all
report a small
i

amount

of

Eluropean

fou. brood.
it by one of

The

of them treat
the
foregoing methods and consider it tlie
same as weed in your garden; eradicate it this year and you may or may
not have any next year. With a little
help it can be held in check so as not
to be as serious as might be otherwise
expected.

most

^

Beekeepers to Eat Thanksgiving Dinner in Lansing

Michigan

On November 30, December 1, and 2,
Michigan beekeepers will gather at
Lansing for the fifty-first meeting of
the State association.

The opening day coming on Thanksgiving will enable beemen to renew
acquaintance with one another over
the festive board, and will
an
be

every share should, and in many cases
does, return a fine profit the next
season.

Many of our most successful beekeepers will be in attendance, beemen
who count their crops in tons rather
than in pounds, and a few minutes
conversation with these men will be
worth all the expense and trouble of
coming to the meeting. If you are
looking forward to making beekeeping a profitable part of your work in
the future, by all means take in these
meetings in Lansing.
We do not want the beekeepers to
forget the exhibit side of the convention.
We shall have plenty of room
to display honey and other exhibits,
and as we are planning to give diplomas and medals to be won outright,
besides the challenge medals, we are
expecting a nice showing of honey that
will add to the general interest of the
convention.
We hope to include other features
which will tend to enliven the proceedings and with the banquet which
Messrs Root & Hunt are providing
all beekeepers present,
we should
easily have a convention that will
rank among the largest and most en-

joyable ever staged by a Stale Association.
We will do our part and
hope and expect you to join with us
in making this coming
meeting a

hummer.
Eat your Thanksgiving
dinner in Lansing.
F. Eric Millen, S cretary-Treasurer
Michigan Beekeepers' Association.

What About

Mexico

?

Bl Agricultor Mexicano, a farm paper published in Spanish at San
Antonio. Texas, had in one of its
recent issues a nice article on beekeeping in Mexico. From what we
have learned in the past, there Is an
unlimited field for the develoi
nt of
beekeeping in this country, and we
hope that the time is fast coming
when condi'ions will be settled so
that beekeeping may be developed
there at least to the extent that it may
relieve a portion of the suffcing in
that strife-ridden country.

m

Illinois-Wisconsin Meeting

The annual meeting of the Northern
Illinois and Southern Wisconsin B:e
Keepers' Association, will be he'd in
the supervisors room in the Court
House in Rockford, Illinois, on Tuesday, Oct. 17, 1916. All are cordially
invited to attend.
B. Kennedy, Sec'y,

2507

W.

St.

Rockford, Illinois.

Bees Have a Color Sense

The

J.

ROY LINCOLN'S APIARY OUTSIDE OF NIAGARA FALLS

auspicious day on which to unite and
discuss
summer's work, and
the
make plans for a more successful
The
.season in nineteen seventeen.
holiday will also enab e beekeepers
to bring their wives along, so that we
expect this meeting will be largely a
family affair. Many ladies have already intimated that they would be
present to help swell the attendance
and enjoy a good time.
We are preparing an interesting and
a profitable program, which will be
published in the November issue, and
we can assure all those planning to
attend, that we are going to have the
best meetings that the Michigan Beekeepers Association has ever had.
There are many beekeepers who do
not yet fully realize the value of these
conventions. A beekeepers' convention
is an investment for the beekeeper,
and it remains with him to secure as
many shares as possible, because

following, a part of an article
written in a late issue of the St.
Paul News, is copied, not so much
from the fact that we are offe-'ing our
.subscribers something new, but to illustrate that the general public is
being educated as to the value of
bees, and are also getting an insight
into beekeeping in general.
"The bee confuses red with black
and blue-green with gray. It distinguishes only "warm" from "(old'
colors and confuses orange red wi h
yel ow and green blue with violet and
purple-red. Thus its sense of color
is comparable to that of a man who
is red-green
color-blind.

APIARY OF WM. VOLLMER. OF AKRON,

N. V.
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"Such colors which are not

distin-

guished as colors by the eye of the
bee, that is, blue-green and pure red
occur very exceptionally in flowers.
Here is support for the view that
flowers have developed their colors
as an adaption to their requirtment

am sorry
others, of
which only one or two numbers appeared but I have no lunger any trace

of Milan, Italy, 1868, is still published and I have every number of it,
for it was sent to my father first and

of them.

members

they were so numerous, but
of

now.

it

There

v/ere

Among the foreign ones

L'Apicoltore,

myself

to
I

afterwards, as honorary
the Italian Association.

of

proud

feel quite

of this.

C. P. D.

of fertilization.

many blossoms contrasting
are combined, and these are
interpreted as inviting the visits of
insects, especially where they form
"sap-colors." Scientific investigations
of the color-sense of the bee prove
that differences in colors recognized
by human eyes are also perceptible
In vari colored blosto this insect.
soms scientists find almost exclusiveare combined
ly that those colors
which are differentiated by the eye of
"In

colors

He

What

the proper space to allow between the bottom board and the hive in this
climate? It is an extremely variable climate. We have had three weeks with the
temperature as high as 08 degrees in the
shade, but today it is not over 75 degrees.
What would be a safe space to leave for the
summer, and how would you ventilate on
one of these very hot days when the bees
hang out in clusters ?
2. Does it bother the bees and get them
discontented opening and closing the en
trance space to meet the extremes of tem-perature; that is. opening it in the morning
and closing it at night, or is it not advisable
to do that ? This is my first season, and I
do not know much about ventilation.
1.

Ontario Crop Report and Prices

The Ontario Beekeeper's Associaunder date of August 11, pub-

tion,

lished a report of the crop in Ontario

The

for 1916.

total of

to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct
to
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, II-..
does not answer bee-keeoine questions by mail.

Ventilation

^

the bee."

Send Questions either

honey produced

is

2.127.903 lbs. or an average of a trifle
under 90 pounds per colony, as contrasted with a 59 pound average in
1915.
In spite of the large crop this
honey seems to be selling at such a
rapid rate that the Ontario beekeepers will get as much as last year for
their honey. In fact the prices as recommended by the committee are almost identical with those of last year.
They are as follows:

No. 1, Light Extracted, wholesale,
10c to liy2C per lb.
No. 1, Light Extracted, retail, 12^2
to 15c per lb.
No. 1, Comb wholesale, $2.00 to
$2.75 per dozen.
No. 2. Comb whol(salN $1.50 o$2.0)
per dozen.
These prices are f. o. b. in 60 II).,
10 lb. and 5 lb. tins, the former being net weight with the tin thrown in,
the two latter being gross weight.

is

Answers.— I.

Ontario.
The space between bottom-

bars and floor

is not a matter of climate.
In
should be the deepest you can
have without the bees building comb in it.
and that is probably h inch or a little more.
I use a depth of 2 inches, and then prevent
building down by putting in a bottom-rack,
and explained in "Fifty Years Among the
Bees." In hot weather, and that's most of
the summer, I also give ventilation by shoving the super forward on the hive so as to
make a space of % inch or more at the back

summer

it

end.
2. It will not trouble
the bees, but
good deal of work for the beekeeper.

is

a

Misoellaneous Questions

Can you give me the names of old
Bee Journals in America with dates of
existence?

When

A

Subscriber.

gave the names of the oldest bee magazines, I had no idea of
giving a list of them all. In the first
number of Gleanings, published January 1873, there is a mention of the
of
periodicals
existing
bee
then
America, all of which are defunct, except the American Bee Journal and
Gleanings. This list included the
I

Beekeepers' Journal, established in
1869, the North American Bee Journal,
the National Bee Journal, the Annals
of Bee Culture and the American Bee
Journal.
Moon's Bee World, tie Beekeeper's
Magazine, the American Bee Keeper,
the Canadian Bee Journal, the Southland Queen, the Pacific States Bee
Journal, the Rocky Mountain Bte
Journal, the Western Bee Journal, the
Rural Bee Keeper and the Progres-

Bee Keeper have
and disappeared, most
sive

all

of

thinking of running for extracted
honey next year, as I have not much time to
spend with my bees.
1. As soon as I add extra stories my queens
will enter them and deposit eggs in the extracting combs. Willi be able to secure a
a first-class grade of white clover comb
honey from combs where brood has been

appeared

them

after

several years of existence. I have
made the mistake of destroying a
number of these old files, because

reared ?
2. Will

want

I

have to use queen-excluders
white honey ?

if

I

to get

there as much money in extracted
honey at 7 cents per pound as in comb honey
at 17 cents ?
4. If you were going to begin again which
would you tjroduce ?
5 What hive would you choose ?
6. Single or double walled?
7. Eight or ten frame ?
8. If I start colonies with two frames of
brood and add bees about June 15 next year,
will they build up to strong colonies by fall,
provided they are supplied with full sheets
of foundation as needed ?
g If pure Italian queens are mismated will
their drones be pure ?
10. Has the German or black bee any yelIs

3.

low markings

?

How many pounds of comb honey
ought an average colony produce this year
12. How is candy for queen-cages made
11.

?

?

Illinois.

Answers — i.
hatched
in
2,

in

them.
Nearly

after

the brood has
brood is still in

think an excluder a necessity
honey, although
say they can keep the queen down

working

some

Yes,

out, but not while
all

for extracted

without an excluder by keeping

full

6

.'single.

7.

Ten.

8. Yes, provided the season is good where
there is fair pasturage.
9 Yes.
10. No.
11. At a rough guess, all the way from nothing to 200. according to place, bees and man-

agement.

Take

12.

liquid honey, preferably

warm

or

and knead into it all the pulverized
sugar you can. making a stiff dough. Let it
stand a day or more, then knead into it
hot,

again

all

the sugar you can.

Clipped Queens and Swarming

In the July 28 issue of the

Country Gentle-

man the party who wrote the article on beekeeping makes the statement that he gets to
his bees only occasionally, and that by having his queen's- wings clipped he can easily
ascertain which hives have made attempts
to swarm in his absence. Will you please
tell an amateur how he can tell this with
any degree of certainty
Missouri.

Answer— You can tell something about it
by looking in the hives. The queens' wings
being clipped, if a colony swarms the swarm
is likely to return to the hive, although in

am

I

Old Bee Journals

immediately over he brood-chamber.
3. Not as a rule.
4. I think I would lean toward extracted.
5. Likely the dovetailed, largely because
the most commonly in use.

combs

some cases
you

it may go to the wrong hive.
If
find sealed cells in a hive during the

swarmine season,

it is a safe guess that the
colony has swarmed or that it will swarm
within a day or two, and there's no way to
tell which of the two guesses is right.
If you
find unsealed queen-cells, or sven eggs in
flueen-cells. you may know that swarming
is contemplated, and that a swarm is likely
to issue with the sealing of the first queen-

cell.

Best All-Purpose

Bee— Introducing

Queens

Will an entrance guard that is too small
for queens and drones to enter keep bees
from mixing ?
2. What is the best bee-pasture ?
3. What is the best all-purpose bee ?
4. Is it a good way to build up an apiary by
buying tested queens and introducing them
1.

to colonies
5.

How do

?

nies of bees
6.

What

honev

is

you introduce queens

to colo-

?

the best kind of hive for

comb

Missouri.
No.
2. In some places one thing, in other places
another.
In your State whit: clover is
likely the best.
3. Most beekeepers prefer Italians.
4. Yes. and it's also a good way to buy untested queens and buy a larger number.
5. One of the ways most commonly in use
?

Answers —

i.
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to Introduce by means of an introducingcaee provisioned witli candy, tlie bees eatine out tlic candy and tlius allowing tiie
queen to get out of the cage.
probably most favored among
6. The one
beekeepeis is the lo frame dovetailed.
is

Riqueening— Kind

When

1.

of

Super— Rendering Wax,

autumn

the spring or

Etc

the best time to requeen, in

is

?

only want lo keep three or four colonies of bees for family honey. Would you
advise comb or e.\tracted honey P
think of "chunk honey"
J. What do you
production, and what hive is best for it ?
extracting, which is best the deep
4. For

painted blue, and set at the end of the row.
Ihe rest of the hives were not painted so
a good chance of finding her hive.
Did stie get lost or were the bees hostile ?
1 EXAS.
Answer.— There is no way to telljustwhy
the queen disappeared, though such disappearance is unpleasantly frequent. .Sometimes the queen is lost on her wedding trip,
sometimes the bees swarm out with her,
and sometimes they ball her on her return.

she had

and frames ?
have been thinking of using the shallow super 5-8 inches deep so I could produce
comb, extracted, or chunk honey as I may
choose. What do you think of this plan ?
6. I have one colony which is mixed, some
bees show three dull yellow stripes, some
bright yellow stripes and some all black. If
requeen with a pure Italian queen will
I
they make a good colony ?
the bees on
7. What is the matter when
the aligiiting-board chase each other around
in a circle ? No excitement in the hive nor
or shallow super
I

5.

Keeping Section Honey Over Winter— Queen
Breeders

crease, and

tractor
10.

?

caught a swarm

I
I

a

in

decoy box. and

the tree
it down out of
ground, breaking the combs

was taking

fell

to the

andliillingthequeenand many bees. When
remain1 opened it up to transfer them the
ing bees acted crazy; they would go into the
then cluster, then go into the air like
they were crazy, and iinally left. Do you
suppose thev missed theirqueen. and where
do you suppose they went ?
air,

11.

How

do you

like a

deep cover with

2-

inch air space above the sections, the cover
lowA.
covered with asbestos rooling?

Answers— I.

In the fall,

the harvest or a

near the close of
Yet on account

little after.

ofthetimegained.it often happens that

it

better not to wait so late.
2. Hard to say: probably extracted.
3. I hardly think you would like it for your
purpose. In Texas it is popular. Any hive
is

do for it.
Shallow; except that it is convenient to
be able to use the same combs in broodwill
4.

chamber and super.
5. All right; only if you want to produce
sections, better use the popular iMtuMTLVA.

Sure.
I don't know; I think it is a sort of play.
Q. The chances are nine out of ten that it
will cost less to buy them factory-made, and
ten out of ten that they will be more satis6.

7.

factory.
Q. The secret
of having it clear is to let it
stand hot a good while; in other words, be a
good while in cooling. If there's only a
small quantity of it. have a good deal of hot
water with it. so it will not cool soquickly.
10. Yes they missed their queen, and likely
went back to the old home from which they

swarmed.

1. I
have put six brood-bodies on to get
frames of honey to feed with and to make
increase next season How can I keep these
without putting them in a warm room 45 to
70 degrees ?
2. Also to keep section honey, will it not
keep well in a drv room where it freezes ?
One with only 500 or 600 pounds cannot afford
to keep a room to a certain temperature for
such a small amount.
3. Who buys all the queens that are reared
by so many queen rearers ? For if one has
good Italians and they requeen themselves,
then why so many queen rearers ?

Missouri.

Answers, — A good cellar will do. Indeed in a smoke-house, or almost anywhere,
it will do
well enough, only some of the
I.

honey may candy.
2 Freezing will make more crac?ks

in the
surface of the sections. That will not do for
sections, although it may do no great harm
I have
to the combs previously mentioned
known sections to keep well in a garret, but
they had been in the garret during some of
the hot weather, so as to get a good roasting.
the cattle sold for breed3. Who buys all
ing purposes, and all the settings of eggs?
You say. " If one has good Italians and they
requeen themselves," but the matter is not
so simple as that. The great majority of
beekeepers don't have have good Italians to
begin with. The average beekeeper has
bees with more or less black blood in them.
He buys a pure Italian queen, and some of
the queens he rears from her will be purely
mated, but the most of them will not, for
there are more dark than yellow drones in
his apiary and in the surrounding apiaries.
So he will have to keep getting fresh stock
to work out the dark blood. Even if his
bees are all Italian, if he is wide awake he
will buy afresh now and then in the hope to
get something better, just as it is with cattle
and chickens. Then there are a few beekeepers having large apiaries who buy
queens by the hundred to replace old
queens, believing they can buy for less than
they can rear young queens. The result of
all this is that instead of decreasing the
number of queens sold seems to be constantly on the increase.

Running

for

Comb Honey

How

All right, provided no bee
that2-inch ait-space.
11.

the honey goes into sections.

can get into

European Foulbrood

can I run for comb honey and at the
same time prevent increase? I have read
the plan written by G. W. Joice. in the July
do
IS, IQIS, issue of Gleanings, page 578. but
not want to use the extracting super, as he
Illinois.
advocates, if I can help it.

I

several affected cells in three colonies. I
sent a sampleof brood to Washington. D. C,
and they called it European foulbrood. I
cannot understand why I cannot clean it
from the entire apiary and keep it out. 'The

whole apiary is headed with Moore's queens
some equal to them. I have tried most
every method known, and in several cases it
re-appears, but most cases are new ones.
How can I rid my apiary of this pest ? I have
read your method in
Fifty Years Among
the Bees," but you do not say that it has
been thoroughly proven. It seems to be an
easy way if it works.
2. Will bees ball a queen when freed after
being caged for a week in the hive ?
3. Is there any danger of spreading European foulbrood by using combs from supers
of colonies affected by foulbrood on or in
the brood-chamber of healthy colonies ?
or

'

Kentucky.

Answers —I. The two kinds of foulbrood
have become so generally distribued that
one or the other is likely to turn up almost
anywhere. But there's no great occasion to
be discouraged at the presence of European
foulbrood.
It is no
worse to fight than
weeds on a farm. Plenty of farmers raise
good crops, and yet are never entirely free
from weeds. Indeed. I wish I could as easily
battle with weeds in a garden as with European foulbrood in an apiary.

Queens Disappearing

June I hived a small swarm of bees, the
queen looked as if she had been mated with a
black or hybrid drone, so I gave them some
brood from an Italianqueen. In two or three
days I examined the hive and the queen had
begun to lay eggs, and was depositing two and
three eggs in the same cell. In a day or so I
looked again and she was gone. I gave them
a frame of brood from another hive different from the first and they began to rear a
queen. In due lime she hatched out and
was a nice Italian queen. She had destroyed
all except one. and the bees had a strong
guard over her. When I examined the hive
again she was gone, and the next day she
had not returned. The next day another
queen hatched: she was of a darker color.
but she soon disappeared. The hive was

Answer.— The

plan given by Mr. Joice is
good, provided you want part of your honey
in the extracted form. In my book. "Fifty
Years Among the Bees." you will find given
very fully the plans I have used to get along
without extracting and without increase.
One way is something like Mr. Joice's plan.
Put all but one brood in a second story over
an excluder, leaving the queen in the lower
story with the brood at one side, and next to
it two or three frames entirely empty, not
even a starter or any kind in them. Before
putting the brood in the second story, kill
all queen-cells on them. In ten days again

much in " Fifty
my treatment of
am very confident

did not want to claim too

I

Years

Among

the

Bees"

for

European foulbrood, but

I

that no better treatment has yet been
offered. Just cage the queen for 10 days, if
the case is a mild one and the queen good,
and in a severe case kill the queen and after
ten days of queenlessness introduce a vigorous Italian queen, or else give a ripe cell
at the same time the queen is killed. Even
if you find only one bad cell, treat it at once
You may not become entirely rid of it, but
by thus treating it you will have less trouble

than with weeds in your garden.
Bees do nothing invariably," but in
very rare cases would the bees harm a
queen after so long a confinement in their
hive, always provided there is nothing else
in the hive that they in any way consider in
with
2.

it

"

the light of a queen.

With American foulbrood, yes: with
European foulbrood there is very little daner. although I suppose there is always a
3.

possible danger.
Hunting Wild

I

In

all

had a battle with the European foulbrood four years ago. and last week I noticed
1.

signs of robbing.

8. Do you think I can make my hive-bodies
and supers cheaper than I can buy them ?
Q. How can I render wax so it will be clear
and free from dirt and trash without an ex-

it

to the lower story. Make
of any combs built in the

I

2.

as

on these combs and return them
what use you like
empty frames, but
generally there will not be very much in
them, and you can melt it up for wax. The
combs that you restore to the lower story
will have in them a good deal of honev, but
the bees will empty it out and carry it up
into the sections.
Thus you have no inkill cells

1.

how

From whom could

Bees

get lessonsor advice
to hunt wild bees, or through which de-

partment

I

?

Would home-made

hives be good for
Should the boards be planed from
the outside? Should they be painted and
2.

bees?

what color

?

Will plaster of paris or putty injure
3
Pennsylvania.
bees ?
Answers.— I. I don't know. Not a very
large proportion of beekeepers ever have
done anything at hunting wild bees. Yet it
is possible that there may be some one near
your own home who is an expert in that line,
and an advertisement might bring you the
chance you desire.
2. Home-made hives are just as good for
the bees as any other, but likely not to be so
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good for the beekeeper as those made at a
hive factory. When I began beekeeping
there were no hive factories, and I got a

make some

cabinet maker to

hives

They

had no entrance for the
The cabinet-maker had overlooked
bees.
that rather important part. Like enough
you will find it cheaper to buy hives made
in a factory rather than to make them yourself, or have them made near home. At any
rate, get at least one hive as a model
The outside of the hives should be planed,
and it is generally thought they should be
painted. White is a good color.

were neatly made,

Amount
1.

ol

Can you

-but

Feed— Wintering, Etc.
me how many pounds of

Sugar
tell

to

sugar a strong colony needs for winter in a
lo-frame hive; that is. when they have very
little
2

honey

?

Some books

say not to heat sugar syrup
Do
it kills the bees
you think it does ?
extracting
in
the
have
brood
bees
My
3
super, what can be done about it ? 1 would
like to have it filled with honey, as the
combs are all built.
4 Is it best to winter bees in a cellar here
to the boiling point, as

in

Montana

?

Is a cellar with ground over
sides all right to winter bees in?
5.

6.

What month do

in this section

bees

to swarm
Montana.

start

?

Answers.— I. To be on

the top and

melted wax poured along the joint.
2. I suppose you mean a beginner who has
no wax-press. Here is a way given in " Fifty
Years Among the Bees": "An old dripping
pan (of course a new one would do) had one
corner split open, and that made the extractor. The dripr ing-pan is put into the oven
of a cook-stove with the split corner projecting out.
The opposite corner, the one
farthest in the oven, is slightly raised by
having a pebbleor somethingof the kind under it, so that the melted wax will runoutward. A dish set under catches the dripping wax. making the outfit complete. Of
course, the material to be melted is put into

frames ?
Describe one good way by which the beginner can melt ola combs into wax.
do to make the bees build
3 What should
comb clear from the top to the bottom bar
extracting
frames ?
and
in the brood
4 Describe the correct method of wiring
that
when
ihe wire is imso
brood-frames
bedded in the foundation it will be perfectly

pected to be ripened, and yet honey is
sometimes sealed without being fully ripened.
3. Yes.
4 It varies very much, from very dark,
disagreeable stuff to that which is palatable
5. I
don't believe it makes a wonderful
sight of difference, although they are usually
placed over. If placed under, there would
be less danger of having the entrance
clogged if it were between the two stories.

Swarming

is probably no better plan than
foundation splints. and havethe foundation entirely fill the frame, as described
in " Fifty Years Among the Bees." page 8o,
4. Use the spur embedder. doing the work
in a room so warm that the foundation will
be somewhat soft.
5. There is little trouble unless the broodframes are shallower than the Langstroth
The Dadants have a still deeper
(o'/b).
frame. Even if there should be some pollen
in the extractingcombs. it will not generally
be thrown out by the extractor.

A

6.

dish of hot water.

Keep Comb Honey

in

Dry Place

took off some sections of comb honey
July Ai and put them in ihe ordinary shipping-cases andstacked them in a moderately
warm place On examining them a few days
since. 1 found the honey oozing out of the
I

combs.

What

I
2.

this

is

the cause of this

?

Does honey that is not good and ripe do
way ? It was well sealed over and

I think it is mostly gathered from sunflowers, as that is the best
honey flow we have here. It has been very
warm and dry here for the last 25 days
3 Does honeydew fall this time of year ?
honey does honevdew
4 What kind of

tastes all right yet

make? I notice it is not accepted in most
grading rules as good honey.
5 If I have a lot of extra hive-bodies containing honey and pollen that the queen is
not occupying at the close of the season,
which is the better way to keep them over
winter by placing them under or over the
hive ? If under, would it be a good idea to
have an entrance between the two ?
Missouri.
Answers.— I. When honey oozes through
the cappings it is because the air in which
they are is laden with moisture. That hardly
seems to agree with your statement that it
was very warm and dry. Still, as it was in a

— Feeding

Does extracted honey bring more than
comb honey, and how much ?
2. What can be done to make bees work in
1.

the sections

?

bees
3. Will
are on ?
4.

in a
5.

6

How many
season

swarm when

the sections

times does a colony

swarm

?

What is the best feeder for winter use
Would it pay to feed bees in the spring
I

before the flowers bloom

Vermont.

?

Answers —I. In a very few places extracted honey brings as good a price as
comb honey, but in most places comb honey
brings something like so percent more than
extracted ?
2. Give tliem a bait in the form of comb
that has been previously drawn out ?
How I wish they wouldn't.
3 Yes. indeed.
4. Sometimes not at all; and from that all,
the way from once to five or six times.
5. To feed in the fall for winter use. probably the Miller feeder is most generally
used.
6 If the bees are short of stores it will pay
big; if they have honey enough in the hive it
will not pay at all.
Using Bisulfide of Carbon

How can

I use bisulfide of
carbon for the
?
How much does it take, and
any way injure the honey ?

wax moth
does

it

in

Vermont,

Answer.— At one time

I

fumigated a

lot

of

brood-combs with bisulfide of carbon, or
carbon disulfide, and I'll tell you iust how
I piled up the combs in hive-bodies
I i'\i it.
four or five high. I made dough of flour and
water, and upon the upper edge of each

in which case the incoming air would give up some of its moisture upon cooling. There might have been
less trouble if the honey had not been

put dough, so as to make a close fit.
I
put an empty hive-body, and in
this put a saucer into which I poured nearly
a saucerful of the liquid, and quickly put on
the cover, of course having the cover a tight
left all closed two or
I
fit with the dough
three days. Larvae and eggs of the waxmoth were all killed. I don't think it would
injure comb honey, and I hardly think there

closed in cases, but loosely stacked up. with

is

it may have been in
somewhat cooler than the air sur-

moderately warm place,
a place

rounding the place,

—

ing

Yes. the less it is ripened, the more danBut as it was sealed, it would be ex-

There

3.

to use

Keeping Pollen
Fastening Foundation in Frames
Out of Extracted Honey

best method for fast1. What is the very
ening founHaiion on fiit lop bars in extract-

2

ger.

the pan."

the safe side, bet-

ter not give less than about 30 pounds.
That's for the weight of the dry sugar. But
you must remember that sugar doesn't
equal good honey if you want vigorous bees.
2. It is generally believed that burnt sugar
is death to bees in winter, and I suppose
that's right. But you can boil syrup without
burning it. But what do you want to burn it
for. or even boil it ? The sugar has already
been cooked all it needs, and if you dissolve
it in cold water it will be just as well as to
boil it. The only thing gained by boiling the
water, or even warming it. is that it dissolves the sugar more quickly.
brood there until the
3. You can leave the
young bees emerge, and then the bees will
fill with honey the cells as they are vacated.
Unless, however, an excluder prevents the
queen going up. she is likely to lay again in
the same cells.
4. I don't know very much about Montana,
but as it lies above the parallel of 45 degrees
it must be pretty cold in winter, and I should
suppose cellaring would best, but a man loo
miles northof me might winter much betiei
outdoors than here, if he is in a very still
place
5. Yes.
that better
6. You ought to know about
than I. At a guess I should say about the
first week in June, and if I am wrong some
one from Montana may be kind enough to
correct me.

fair ventilation.

Reports And

2

story

I

Overall

danger from too much.

^

Experiences

I

straight.
5. Is there any way to prevent bees from
putting pollen or bee bread in the extracting frames? if large extracted honey producers like the Dddants are troubled with
pollen, how do they keep it from getting in
the honey and spoiling its taste ?
6- What is the best thing 1 can use to warm
my wire imbedder or uncapping knife ?

Answers.— I.

Missouri.
Probably nothing better than

Queens

in

ing

Upper Story

C

Miller, Marengo,
Dear Doitor: — \n answer

DR. C.

111.—
to one of

your

querists, you refer to the rearing of queens
and their fertilization in the second slories,
but that it was not yet a success. Now. here
is a plan that has been a success with us
this season (one swallow doesn't make a

summer)
In the spring all colonies, as a rule, have
single stories, and we put on a second story
We
(without queen excluders) as needed

have an entrance

in this

second story, turn-

it

to

the rear of the

first

story, so the

entrances will be inoppositedirections. We
leave the colony in this way until in need of
more room, the queen will by this time
probably have brood in different stages in
the second story. Now find the queen so as
to be sure where she is. put her in the first
story, put on excluder (on first story) raise
two story and put empty super between it
and the first story, being sure the entrance
is kept opposite to the first story entrance.
The empty super (of course filled with
combs or foundation) should have no entrance in it. Now as room is needed, keep
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the story on top that has the entrance and
brood in it. In about a montli there wiil be
layint' Queens and brood in the too story.
If the story with brood is next to the excluder a lot of the queens lialched disappear,
but if there is a super between and the entrances on opposite side, all seems well, at
least that was the rule with us this season
had ii as tine swarms and queens this
way as one could wish, iiractically no failures where above conditions existed, and
the colonies were strong and had brood in
the second story. These second story colonies were set off for increase.
Dr. O. H. Gibbs.
Wapakoneta, Ohio.

We

Season Not Good

The honey season here

is

over for clover.

was too wet and cloudy for a good harvest. Clover commenced to bloom about
June 5 and ceased July 20. On account of
so much rainy weather the bees could not
gather the honey. Only about half of the
It

sections that were built out are finished.
Many sections are half and three-fourths
full only, and considerable honey unsealed.
We will, when fully ripe, extract all the unfinished sections and return them to the
hives for the fall crop.
H. H. Flick.
Murrysville. Ha., July 26.

cover by a former owner, has been copied
from the Memoirsof the Empress losfphine.
Vol. I. page 122. a brief account of Huber's
atlliction and romantic marriage.
Immediately following this, the writer relates an
instance quite out of the ordinary and not

known

generally

amung

the

beekeeping

fraternity.

During the wars in which the great Napolean hoped for a fulfillment of his dreams
for universal empire. Huber's wife placed
pins in a map in order to give him a clearer
conception of the movement of the troops.
These old works are becoming rare, and
the present European conflict will no doubt
destroy numbers of those valuable early
records of investigation for the advancement of bee tcience. Such works as Swammerdam. Huber. Reaumur. Bevan you'll not
Grant Stanley.
pick up every day.
Nisbet, Pa.

Beekeeping

in

Arizona

extracted before evaporated or sealed and
sold for honey.
am writing frequent articles in our local papers, urging the beekeepers to ripen their honey and grade it, and I
also urge the consumers to always sample
it before buying, as there is as much difference in honey as in butler. Two women
may have their cows in the same pasture;
the one makes a fancy grade and gets a
good price the other can hardly give it away.
So it is with beekeepers one-half mile apart,
one allows the bees to ripen it and gets a
fancy grade, the other extracts as fast as
gathered, gets nearly double the weight, but
not fit for table use.
B. A. Hadsell.
I

Buckeye, Ariz.

The Crop

Quebec

harvested only 7So pounds of honey, and
liad to feed over 800 pounds of sugar syrup

I
I

reader of the AmeriI have been a close
can Bee Journal since a bov of ten; had
some sad experience wintering bees in Ohio,
but here in Arizona we leave the bees under
our brush sheds with the supers on all win-

in

The year igiswas a disastrous year for me.
It
as white clover was completely missing
is the most important hcney plantof Quebec.

for winter.
Many apiarists of my region lost 40 to 50
percent of their colonies during the winter.
Mine were put in the cellar Nov 6. and were
taken out April 28. i«i6 I74days in the cellar.
This year, white clover was everywhere,
had
in the meadows and the pastures.

—

We

The
in July
June and
crop began on July and ended July 25. but
15

rainy days

in

>;

i

in that short time my 112 colonies harvested
nearly po o pounds of honey and increased
The colto 160 strong colonies for winter
ony on scales increased at several times 12
and 13 pounds per day. Its total increase in
honey weight was 1B7 pounds. Of this, the
storage in supers was no pounds Some of
our best colonies reached 200 pounds.

Many Swrarms
I

have been bothered with swarmint this

season. Formerly I have had good success
with putting the brood up over an excluder,
but this season it was no use. as all but one
that I put up swarmed, and that one was
Queenless. Still. I cannot complain, as 1 got
600 pounds of white honey from 75 colonies,
spring count, and increased 150.
Clarksburg. Ont.. Aug 11. E. T. Knoll.

How

is

days of harvest ?
JaC'jUES Verret.
Charlesbourg. Quebec Sept. 5.
that for

How

Short Clover Crop
good, but lasted
only 15 days
My good colony on scales
averaged ijM pounds per day.

I

We

had no nectar from basswood. and no
worth while in seven weeks. Bees are
now No white clover in
Edward Hassinger. Jr.

no/ making a living
sight.

Greenville.

Wis

.

July

A Good Crop
The honey crop has been

Fine Clover Crop

The

early part of this season was fine, the
finest crop of white clover that I ever saw.
Then the dry weather came on and cut
the clover short right in the height of the

game.
I
have taken from 6s colonies, spring
count, about 4500 pounds of the very purest
white clover honey that I have ever seen,
and I have also increased to 120 colonies.
We have had no rains in this placesince the
first of July, but we are having a good rain
today, and we expect some fall honey.
Milo, Iowa, Aug. 14.
B. A. Manley.

Two

Valuable Old Books

On Bees

American beekeepers welcome the reprinting of the original work of Langstroth.
It was the first practical work on the honeybee ever written, and well deserves a place
in the library of every one interested in this
subject, whether veteran or tyro.

The wiiter, while in attendance at the
Root Field Day Meet at Jenkintown several years ago. secured an original copy
of this immortal work at the famous old
book mart of Leary's Aside from being in
a fine state of preservation, it is also an autograph copy from the author. On the sheet
inside the front cover appears the following
neatly written with ink: " From Rev. L L.
Langitroth to Susanna Turner. September

IS.

1853."

Another valuable and Interesting volume
possession of the writer is a copy of
the third edition of Huber's work entitled.
"New Observations on the Natural History
in the

of Bees."

On

white paper, cut the size of
the book pages and pasted inside the front

am

Prevent Robbing

16

which extends
I have a bottom board
about 3 or 3>4 inches in front of the hive entrance or a small porch) over which I placed
a small board i or i!'2 inches wide. As the
robber bees try to sneak into the hive they
have to alight and walk a short space;
otherwise they would fly right inside or
rush by the guards. This is not necessary
except on a weak colony.
Hoping that this will perhaps benefit
others, as I think it has helped me.
this.

28.

fairly good
throughout this locality. Bees have averaged about 60 to 80 pounds per colony. Spring
count 12. increased to 33. and they have produced boo pounds of fine fancy comb honey.
My best colony produced 128 4x5 sections in
six weeks of the white clover flow.
Edwardsvile. July 26.
L.Werner.

to

years of age and beginning beekeeping, and have a few colonies of my own.
I have watched my bees continually, and as
some bees were inclined to rob their neighbors I tried to devise some way to prevent

The clover harvest was

rain

25

B. A.

Hadsell.

the bees flying nearly every day: therefore, they use more honey than they do in a
northern climate.
I run from 11 to i5 apiaries, or 1300 to noo
colonies without help except in swarming
and extracting. My bees are in reach of 1210
acres of alfalfa also mesquite. with an irriI run
gating canal and Gila river for water
for extracted honey only, leave it on the
hives until the bees ripen and seal it, I use
the lo-frame Langstroth hive; usually have
ter.

two supers, all combs drawn from full
sheets of foundation; have one extracting
screened in on a low wheeled wagon.
I
use the latest improved reversible extractors, run by a 2H horse power gasoline
engine. It also runs a large fan similar to
an electric fan the honey runing through a
a cheese-cloth strainer into a iso-gallon tank
on the outside the uncapping box has a
false bottom with water healed by gasoline
Half of the capping box has a screen and
bottom to catch the liquid honey The cappings after draining are shoveled over into
another division where they melt and run
into a small tank, and the wax forms into a
cake. The honey being heated has lost its
flavor and is also dark, and is kept to winter
weak colonies
I supply a large number of stores for the
retail trade, put up in 2. 3, 5 and 10 pound
friction-top pails with my label with directions for melting if kept until cool weather
and granulating in the fall I melt it all as I
putitupovera slow fire,settingsixcansin
a tank of water with irons under them to
allow the water to pass under, being careful
about over-heating, as it takes off the flavor
and makes the honey dark.
I grade my honey and set the price according
to color and flavor; no dark or strong honey
is put up for table use. Heretofore all grades
of honey were dumped on our local market
at a very low price, even the sweet water or
nectar just as it comes from the flowers was

outfit

Carol Weber.

San Antonio. Tex.. June 20.
[The idea expressed in this letter from
one of our young lovers of the bee is correct. Anything which will compel the robbers to walk a few steps as they pass by the

entrance guards will prevent robbing. A
short tunnel made of lath, covering the entrance will serve a similar purpose. But
the best thing in our opinion is a bunch of
loose, fine grass thrown over the entrance.
The guards station themselves in this and
no robber can get by except where the colony is so utterly demoralized that they have
no guards. Then, if the colony is worth
saving, and if you can ascertain which is the
robbing colony, the only safe thing to do is
" swap" them, place the one on the stand
to
of the other. But if the robbed colony is
queenless, it is best to break it up and give
its bees to a neighboring hive.— Editor.)

The

Iowa

Beekeepers' Association
annual me ting at

will hold their fifth
Des Moines, Dec. 6

and

6.

Everybody

who

keeps bees or loves the bees, is invited to come and will be welcome.
The meetings will be held in the Chamber of Commerce in the Shops Building, corner of Eighth and Walnut Sts.
Write for program and other information which will be mailed as soon as
issued.

Hamlin B. Miller, Sec.-Treas.
Marshalltown, Iowa.
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For Sale— Clover honey

Department

Classified

in

of finest quality
Also
cts. per lb.
clover honey. 4'4Xi'« secMartin Carsmore. Ruthven. Iowa.

new

tions.

[Advertisements in this department will
be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no dis
counts of any kind Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this department, you must say so when ordering.
.

BEES AND QUEENS.
Phelps' Golden Italian Queens

will please

cans at AH

60 lb

Fancy and No.

i

For Sale— iooo acres of farm fruit and pasture lands; partly improved. Sell all or
part cheap. Also a lot of Italian bees for
cash or exchange for honey,
C. H, Cobb. Belleville. Ark.
For Sale— Our own crop of extracted
white clover honey in barrels or cans. This
is as fine quality white clover as we have
ever seen. Write for prices and state quantity wanted.
Uadant & Sons. Hamilton. III.

you.

For Sale— Raspberry, basswood. No.
Fine three-banded Italian aueens. Circular and price list free.
J. L. Leath.
Corinth. Miss.

Bees and Queens from my New Jersey
apiary.

J.

lAtf

84

Cortland

St.,

H. M. Cook,

New York

City.

Try my
ian

very best tested Caucasian. Italat 75(j each; hybrids at 25c each.
Peter Schaffhauser, Havelock. N. C.

queens

i

white comb. $3,00 per case: fancy. $3.25; 24
Danz. sections to case. Extracted. 120-lb.
cases. PC per

W,

lb.

A.

Latshaw

Co..

Clarion. Mich.

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens combine
want.
They are great
beautiful and
gentle.
Mated. $1.00; six. $5.00; Tested. $3.00; Breeders. $5.00 and $10.
C. W. Phelps & Son.
3 Wilcox St.. Binghamton. N. Y.
the qualities you
honey gatherers,

I
white comb $3..?o per case; No. 2.
No. I fall comb. S3 00; No. 2. $2,50; 24
sections to case. Extracted in 60 pound cans,

HONEY AND BEESWAX
Chicago. Sept.
but the quality

No. 2. I2@I3C,
Extracted, white, in cans.
7®8c per pound; light amber. 6(2'7c; light amber in barrels, 6@6'4c; amber in cans. 5@6c:

amber

in barrels. 5@5!ic.

clean and yellow.

and hybrid bees.

40 to 60 colonies of Italian
All in good shape.

B. A,

Manley. Milo, Iowa.

13.00

clover, oc;

pound or

12

amber, 8c; amber
5-pound to case at

pails,

in

&.

10

$6.00 per case.
H. G. Quirin. Bellevue. Ohio.

Place your order

early to insure prompt
Tested, Ji. 25; untested. $1.00, Ital-

service.
ians and Goldens.

John W. Pharr.
Berclair. Tex.

The

best Italian queen that can be had,

$1.00; 6

for

$5.00.

June

November.

to
J.

3113

Locust

W. Romberger,
St.. St.

Josep h, Mo.

For Sale— 300 to 600 colonies of bees, in the
famous Hagerman Valley where failure is
unknown; very reasonable. Address.
J. E. Hanks. Hagerman, Idaho.
Phelps' Golden Italian Bees are hustlers

Vigorous

proliiic Italian

queens.

$1 00: 6.
in-

My circular gives best methods of
troducing.
A. V. Small.

$500.

Aeency Road.

2302

St.

Joseph, Mo.

Leather Colored "Nutmeg strain"
queens, $1,00; doz., $ro.
cial price on large lots.
A.

W,

Yates.

3

Chapman

A Little Ad

Tested,

$1.50.

of

Spe-

Return mail.
St.,

Hartford, Conn.

our classified columns
good equipment that
you no longer need, Only 15 cents per line
each insertion.

Queens, improved three - band Italians
bred for business, June i to Nov. 15. Untested Queens. 7Sceach; dozen. $8.00; Select.
$1.00 each; dozen, lio.
Tested Queens. $1.25;
dozen. $12. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed.
H. C. demons,
Rt. 3. Williamstown. Ky.

Honey Wanted— We are in the market
amber grades of honey, also off
grades which are suitable for baking. If you
have such honey to offer, please send us
sample, state the quantity you have, how
packed and your lowest price for same
Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. 111.
for light

For Sale— 65 cols. Italian bees $4 00 per
col.; 10 cols, hybrids. $3 50 per col.
All from
8-frame hive
J. T. Moore's strain, and in
bodies in winter cases; standard full depth
self-spacing Hoffman frames. 8 to each hive,
combs straight; cols, strong and healthy
with stores for winter; would bunch the lot
for Ji25 per col.; a few untested Italian
queens. 60c each.
Wilmer Clarke.
Earlvllle. Mad. Co.. N. Y.
all

Golden Queens that produce Golden
of the brightest kind. I will challenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-getting qualities.
Price, Ji.oo each;
Workers
Testea,
2Att

$2.00:
J.

Breeders, Js.oo and Jio.oo.
B. Brockwell. Barn etts. Va.

For Sale— Good
75c; tested.

$1. 00;

Italian queens, untested
nuclei. 2-frame. J3.00; lib.

package. $2.00; 2-lb. package. J3 00. Untested
queen with bees at above prices. Will begin to send about April ist.
G. W. Moon.
1004 Park Ave.. Little Rock. Ark.

Bees FOR Sale— A number of well established apiaries in Frio, Bexar and Atascosa.
Texas, in the mesquite and guajillo belt have
been listed with us for sale on their present
sites.
Can also furnish bees in car lots.
Southwestern Bee

Co..

San Antonio. Tex.

SUPPLiIES.
For Sale— Cedar or pine dovetailed hives,
also full iineof supplies including Dadant's
Write for catalog.
A. E. Burdick. Sunnyside.

Bee-Keeper.

Wash.

us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
White Mfg. Co..
are nice and cheap.
Greenville. Tex.
4Atf
let

Wanted 300 wired extracting frames for 8frame Hoffman hives; sH deep. Mustbein
good condition. State price.
L. M. Johnson. L Box 77. Fortuna. Mo.

Q -C. hive yields, on account of its protectiveness. equable temperature, broodnest work incentive, etc., sixty pounds more
than average of others. Can you afford to
not test it ? Address, W, F. McCready.
Box 2, Estero. ¥\a.

HONEY LABELS
Honey Labels

that have bro'^en

the all-look-alike bunch.
ideas.

Lowest

prices.

Made

away from

to suit your

Samples free.

The Fred W. Muth Company.

173

Comb Honey our specialty. Highest market prices obtained. Consignments of Extracted Honey also solicited.
Albert Hurt & Co.. New Orleans. La.

San Antonio. Sept. 14 —Stocks of honey,
both bulk comb and extracted are getting
very much lighter and prices continue to

rule higher. Buyers are becoming excited
over the possibility of not being able to supply their already booked orders, and there
has been a distinct stiffening in prices received by producers. Bulk comb honey is
nearing a loc basis, and extracted honey is
raising from 7@8c. according to color and
quality. Wholesale stocks are very light in
Texas at present Beeswax is still quoted
at 25c cash and 27c exchange basis.
Southwestern Bee Co.

Kansas City. Mo.. Sept. 16— The honey
market here, on account of a large crop of
native honey this year, is slow. Some Colorado honey is being shipped in here in carlots and is selling at $.100 per case. Native
honey is being held at $3 25. but it looks as
though the market will decline to $3.00.
There is a fairly good demand for extracted honey, same selling from 7;^c for the dark

amber

to il4c for

C. C.

white clover

Clemons Produce Company.

We

are selling
Denver. Colo.. Sept. ig.—
new crop comb honey in the local market at the following jobbing prices; Fancy,
per case of 24 sections. $3.38. No. i. $315;
No. 2. $2,03. White extracted. »iimhc per
pound; light amber. 8@8Kc per pound, and
pay 26c per
amber 7@8c per pound
pound in cash and 28c per pound in trade for
clean, average yellow beeswax delivered
here.
.
.

.

The Colo. Honey Producers Ass n
F.

Rauchfuss. Afer.

New York. Sept. 18— The new crojj of
honey from nearby is now beginning to arrive in small lots, but the market is still unsettled, and prices are not firmly established.

honey

We

MISCELLANEOUS
Printing

for Beekeepers— Noteheads

envelopes, cards, tags etc, printed and post
paid.

IOOO of

either,

I2. 15; 500.

Ji,3o; asu. 05c.

Fine stock and cnts used. Lowest prices in
the United States. Complete line of samples and price list free.
Rennecamp Printing Co.. McKees Rocks. Pa

are of the opinion that

comb

will sell as follows:

and fancy white. I4@i5c; No, 2
and amber I2@!i3c; buckwheat and dark.
io@iic. Extracted white clover. 7@'7'2C: light
amber. 6H@7C; buckwheat. bii<S7C. and West
India honey continues to an ive quite freely
and prices are ranging from 53@'62c per gallon, according to quality.
Beeswax is selling at 3o@3ic for domestic
and 28(?2QC for West India.
i

Hildreth & Segelken.

California Fair Building

We

have

ju.st

received

Burns

news that

the Agricultural Building at the Caliburned wi'h a
fornia State Fair

building and con ents
about $260,000.
All exhibitors of honey, bees, etc., lost
everything and all valuable county
total

lo?s

amounting

Wanted— Comb,
6Ai2t

Co.

sections to the case, at $3 75 per case; lower
grades are not wanted at any price. White
clover extracted honey in 60 pound cans at
Amber extracted in barrels from
jli&ac
b'A®7%c. The above are our selling prices,
and we buy at less than the above prices.
We are paying 28c a pound for choice
bright yellow beeswax.

Number

Liberty Pub.Co.. Sta.D.Box4H. Cleveland.O.

beeswax.

3o@.32c if

foundation.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
extracted honey, and
R. A. Burnett & Co..
S. Water St.. Chicago. III.

Beeswax,

A Burnett &

We

in

will sell that perfectly

My Bright Italian queens will be ready
toship after April ist at 60c each. Send for
price list. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed. M. Bates. Rt. 4, Greenville, Ala.

R.

Cincinnatl Sept. 16 —The demand for
comb honey is not as good as it was last season. We are selling No. i comb honey, 24

No.

For Sale— From

16.— The supply is heavy,
of the best where it has

is

been properly ripened. Dealers are expecting to sell more than the usual quantities, as
the flavor is of the kind that asks for the
second helping. Extra fancy comb in sealed
cartons. i6c per pound; fancy comb or not
in sealed cartons. 15c per pound; No. i. 14c;

of

to

also destroyed. One
exhibits wtre
exhibitor writing to us says, "We hope
Evidently he
to do l>etter next year."
h;is

learned the value of adverasing.

October, 1916.
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A BEE BOOK FOR THE PRACTICAL MAN
IS

"PRODUCTIVE BEEKEEPING," by Frank
State

Bee

One

Inspector

finely gotten up, finely

with the author.

Iowa and a Practical Beekeeper as Well

for

of Lippincott's "

C. Pellett

Farm Manual

" Series, this

book of 326 pages

bound, and has 134 illustrations, nearly

all

is

original

Price, $1.50.

READ THE CONTENTS BELOW
BEEKEEPING A FASCINATING PURSUIT
THE BUSINESS OF BEEKEEPING
MAKING A START WITH BEES
4. ARRANGEMENT OF THE APIARY
SOURCES OF NECTAR
THE OCCUPANTS OF THE HIVE
7. INCREASE

I.

2.

i.

5.

6.

Mailing Weight, 3 Pounds

IS.

Productive Beekeeping
Langstroth on the Honey Bee

American

BEE

-

FEEDING.

PRODUCTION OF COMB HONEY
PRODUCTION OF EXTRACTED HONEY
11. WAX-A BYPRODUCT OF THE APIARY
12. DISEASES AND ENEMIES OF BEES
n. WINTERING
14. MARKETING THE HONEY CROP
LAWS THAT CONCERN THE BEEKEEPER

Both postpaid
for only $2.50

Bee

8.

9.

10.

Productive Beekeeping
"Fifty Years Among the Bees"

Journal,

KEEPER'S NOVELTY POCKET

Hamilton,
-

}

Both postpaid

i

for only $2.25

Illinois

KNIFE

MONTHS FOR

4

Trial SubscriplioD cl-doTp,V«

I
J_

TvWi, about plaining, piuiiiiig.

and

s^IUiil; fruit

and garden

Ac
\f

spfjjing

truck.

Ask Us Your Hard Questions

Phil. H. Graf,

We
ial

conduct tins department

benefit of our subscribers-

for the spec-

Experts ans-

wer all questions by in.iil and llirougli the
columns of the itiagaJine
Fruiliran and Gardener, llllMBinSuML Ven»a,bk

Your Name and Address

will be put on one side of the handle as shown in
and on the other side a picture of a Queen-Bee, a Worker-Bee, and a
Drone-Bee. The handle is celluloid, and transparent, through which is seen
your name. If you lose this Knife it can be returned to you, or it serves to identify you if you happen to be injured fatally, or rendered unconscious.
The cut is
the exact size. We have succeeded in getting this knife made in lots fro n genuine car-van steel. It is especially well tempered and keeps its edge remarkably.
When ordering be sure to write exact name and address. Knife delivered

the cut,

nUUGH UN RATS'

"
l"n^t Di. in the Houfi
UnbeatalileEstL-rmiuatiir. iindj Prairie Dors. Gophere,

Ground
Hawks,
at Drue:

H'.'t^s.

etc.

Cbipniuuk.'^. Wfjis.'U. S.iuirri.-!?. Crows.
Stamlai''! F.xtfrmLaatc
Stores. Economy Sizes 25c. SO*

The Recogriized

& Countrv

•

Used the "World Over. \:se(\ by V. S. Gr\y
15c.
Rough on Rat* Never Fails. Refuse A.LL Substlturt^,
Small

within two weeks after

we receive order.
Price, postpaid, $1.00; or with a
year's subscription to the American Bee
$1.80; or given Free as a premium for sending us 3 New subscriptions at $1.00 each.

Journal— both for

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

Illinois.

Quinby's New Beekeeping* by L. C.
Root.— This is a modern edition of
"Quinby's Mysteries." Mr. Quinby
He.
is well known to all beekeepers.
with Mr. Langstroth, was responsible for much of the early growth in
beekeeping in America. Cloth bound,
220

pages.

Price, postpaid.

$i.oo,

or

with the American Bee Journal for

one year.

$i.75-

»To:o:o;ffio:6:e:ffie:e:e»:o:'K6:e:o:o:e:e:e;o:e:s

:

>
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I

FACTS ABOUT HONEY

IN

N

*HE

N
N

FACTS ABOUT

N

on the

'Pood Value of Honey," on page

December American Bee Journal was

highly appreciated, and so

HONEY

N
«

editorial

' 404, of the

production of

e.c."-.r„^^^^

it

in

many

enquiries

came

so

for a re-

pamphlet form that there was prepared a

16-page booklet for advertising honey containing this and

N

other matter of importance which the consumers ought to

know. Size of booklets 3-4x9 inches. Weight a scant ounce.

"Pacts about Honey" contains the following informa-

N

tion illustrated with 17 splendid half tones:
is

and where gathered

ent flavors and colors

N
N

WHAT HONCV

IS

BEES
VALUE AS FOOD
HONEY RECIPES

honey

Comb

;

the section

;

foundation

H

Is

On the

M

asks for his honey.

N

of the last

last

page room enough

Why

manner

honey a luxury

;

of

the bees buUd straight in
the honey

of extracting; Purity of

how to melt

Honey

honey

and sections; Comb

hives

it

;

honey;

Poodvalue of honey;

as health food

Uses

;

is

is left

to print

the beekeeper's

name and

Or the address may be printed on the front cover page.

page there

that no envelope

P

;

Bee-trees and bee

The new way

;

Differ-

in cook-

Pif ty recipes for use of honey.

N

N
N
N
N
N
N
M
N
N
N
N
M

gums

;

;

Granulation of honey,

it

produced

Chunk honey Extracted honey,

extractor and

;

How

production; Movable-frame

N
N

ing

Principal kinds of honey;

;

hunting; Bees in boxes and

MOW TAKEN FROM THE
ITS

;

What honey

is

also

needed.

room

to address the booklet to the

A gummed

"

Eat Honey

will

the bottom

consumer, after folding

furnish these pamphlets at unprecedented low prices, as follows

Single copy as sample, free.

At

it

so

" label or wire clasp is sufilcient to hold

together for mailing.

We

the prices he

October, 191C.
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BEE
ESCAPE

PORTER

SAVES

NARSHFIELD GOODS

HONEY
TIME

MONEY

BEE-KEEPERS :—

We

For sale by

daalers.
If no dealer, write factory
R. & E. C. PORTER, MFRS.
Lewlstown, III., U. S. A.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writinf

manufacture Millions of Sections
every year that are as good as the best. The
CHEAPEST for the Quality
If

you buy them

BEST for the Price.
once, you will buy again.
;

all

FREEMAN'S FARMER

North Yakima,

Wash.

We

also manufacture

Hives, Brood-

Frames, Section- Holders and Shipping-Cases.
Our Catalog is free for the asking.

j{

you want

maKazine.

It

Homo

69 YEARS OLD
a descriptive and agricultural
will inform you all about the

methods in the Pacific Northwest,
hend One dollar and have the magazine sent
lor one year. Cut rate of one-half
price

now

on.

Write us

for our 64-pa6e catalog. FREE,
full information given to all inquiries. Let

We

us hear from you.

>SQ00OQO93O

l6cOQOOOS<90eOOGOQCeCCOOCOC

If

Beekeepers' Supplies

Marshfield, Wis

Marshfield Mfg. Co.,

Successor to Northwest Farm and

of

handle the best make
supplies for the beekeeper. Beeswax

exchanged for supplies or cash.
J.

REBEL & SON SUPPLY
High

OUR VERY BEST

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You

to

Buy Bee-Supplies Now

Thirty years' experience in making everything for
the beekeeper. A large factory specially equipped
for the purpose ensures goods of highest quality.
Write for our illustrated catalog today.

LEAHY MFG.

CO.,

90 Sixth

St.,

Higginsville,

Mo.

IS

THE VERY BEST

BEE SUPPLIES
Best Sections,

Best Shipping Cases

Best ot

all

Supplies

Best prices you will get for your honey
when put up in our sections and shipping
cases.
"LOTZ" sections and shippinc
cases have stood the test. Why ? Because
they are perfect in workmanship. Quality
and material. Buy LOTZ goods when you
want the BEST. Our IQ15 catalog ready
now. Send your name and get one.
H. S. DUBY & SON. St. Anne. 111., carry a
full line of our goods.

AUG. LOTZ CO.

START THE SEASON RIGHT
By

like it

Dittmer Foundation the bees
for it's made to just suit them,

and

just like the Natural

using
is

Comb

they

make themselves.

All

all

BojM),

Queens and Bees
FROM THE COTTON-BELT APIARIES
Will and must please you. Three-band Italians only
Prices from May ist to July ist
as follows: Queens, untested. 75c each; Jj.oo
for six or $7.50 per dozen. Tested $1.00 each;
$5.70 for six. or tio.75 per dozen.
Select tested. tz-So each. Breeding queens. $5 00 each.
One pound package bees. Ji. 25; 25 packages.
Ji 00 each; 2-pound package. J2.25 each; 25
packages. $2.00 each; 3-Pound package. $3.25
each; 25 packages, t2 75 each.
Special prices on irger quantities booked
early. Twenty years experience. No disease. 75 percent of untested queens guaranteed purely mated. Safe arrival and reasonable satisfaction guaranteed.
1

Send for prices on having your Beeswax
made into Comb Foundation, which ineludes

CO.,

Montg. Co ., Mo.

Hill,

THE COTTON-BELT APIARIES
Box 83,

Roxton, Texas

freight charges being paid.

other Supplies

in

stock

A

FINE untested
ian

Ital-

Queen for 60c.

Tested, $1.00.

Satisfac-

tion guaranteed.

Gus Dittmer Company, Augusta, Wisconsin

J. F.

ARCHDEKIN

Bordelonville, La.

Lumber That Lasts?
Here's

Who
..,,

Convincing Case of an
Experienced Beekeeper
a

gentleman

(but let the
„

,

,

tell

it

BUCK GROVE. IOWA.

,

himself):

February

2.

ivlb.

J nave been a L vprcss man for lo. these manv moons
Almost all mv dovetail hives are
''/ y'^'"''"- "/ are bottom-boards, and I Ih ink. shallow telescope covers.
hive stands are of
Lrpress. and stand tn the
and wet all the time atid are as solid as when I sot the first one
some years aeo. Cypress is a trifle heavier than white kork) pine, but not much more than the
heavier erode of Pine now used. The fact that it is everlasting compensates for all thi< "
{SijrnciflA. F.
M.D.

Mv

mud

'

'

BONNEY.

or
^J,\^l°^%^ ''^P^'""^

for equipment, the
known as the "

lumber that

you the greatest

will give

real investment value in the
Wood Eternal." This wood does not rot down like most woods; it
^;f=!„!) i^»^''^^^'^?"??So'y
LASTS, and LASTS and LASTS. It is the Gopher Wood of the Bible-Noah built his ark of
rvnr^Jl
i *"u °^'^^
Cypress has been famous for endurance under the most trying condition.
e«,»,«o=
il^*t
Bi- '\°1^'
cypress is
the one certified
Greenhouse Wood. That's " Some " test.
•

GET A BOOK-IT

IS

FREE

WORTH INVESTIGATING
This Cypress

wood matter

is

worth investigating.

Just write our "all-around Helps Department."

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MFRS.' ASSOCIATION
1251 Heard National Bank Building,
^^^^ Hibernia Bank Building,
1251

Jacksonville, Fla.. or
Orleans, La.

New

For quick service address nearest

_J

office.

XL

:*teStesfesfc

,Q,

DO YOU WANT

-=n

Your Bee Supplies Shipped Promptly?
We

BEEWARE

carry four to six carloads of the finest
fill your orders without delay.
BEE-HIVES,

times, and can

PING CASES, TIN CANS, and
,"r

all

on hand

at

all

SECTIONS, SHIP-

other Bee Supplies also

DADANrS FOUNDATION
by return freight, mail or express. We have forty years' experience and thousands
Are you one of them ?

of satisfied customers.

DADANT

& SONS. Hamilton.

;/x

Illinois.

Hear Strs:~1he box of foundation arrived a few days ago in fine condition.
I have kept bees
for over thirty years, and have purchased foundation from
maiiy tirms. and must say that your foundation is the nicest that I have ever
used, and 1 wisfi to thanli you for the prompt shipment and large amount of
wax you secured for me.
Yours truly
Alburg, Vt. May3. I5i6.
a
DARBY
'

W

,C^y

WmmP*'

College at Guelph
Experimental Apiary at the Ontario Agricultural

^-a

^'^

"

November,

362
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BEE SAFETY—HOW?
By ordering Murry's queens.

have

I

testi-

that my strain of bees are
strongly resistant to European foulbrood.
Isle-of-Wight disease and paralysis. Plenty
of queens ready to shipon short notice from

monials on

now

Bees and Queens

until

my

Three-banded

apiaries.

Goldens.

Untested,

Any number over
for

I

$1. Co;

and

Italians

for 75c; six for $4.00.

i

that

each.

i>2iic

Over that

six for $5.00.

MURRY,

H. D.

$10

Tested

We are now

Warranted
Tested
Breeders

When

to $10.00 each.
2.75
3.50

at

above prices Quoted

"

"

"

"

"

for

Queen

Ji.oo

"

1.50
2.00

"

queens are wanted with pound packages add at prices quoted for queens.
all orders amounting to $50 and over we will allow 5 percent discount, and orders
to $100 and over will allow 10 percent discount from above prices.
We guarantee safe delivery on queens, and safe delivery on bees that are not in transit
If

C.C.CLEMONS BEE-SUPPLY CO.
Kansas

Dept. S.,

City,

Mo.

On

amounting
over

five days.

Our Reference— Any

Mercantile Agency, A. I. Root Co., or American Bee Journal.
at once and book your orders early to avoid disap-

Get into communication with us
pointments in the spring.

Northern Bred

Queens

Italian

THE PENN COMPANY,

More hardy

than Southern bred. Try
them once. Untested, 75c. Sel. tested.Si.so
Plans for beginners, "How to Introduce
Queens and Increase," 25 cents.

in

25
$10.00
16.00
iq.oo
26.00

$1.50

Queens are wanted with nuclei add Queens
wire
cages,
without
Queens
^ "lb. package,
'
"
"
"
2

for catalog.

E. E.

and up

i2
I S.oo
8.00
«.5o
13.50

'

you on quality.

satisfy

6

$2.75
4.50
S-So
7.50

June, 1916 de-

i-frame nuclei without queen
"
"
2-frame
"
"
"
3-frame

1

know we can

I .50
8s
i.io
1.50
3.00

Untested

Mathis, Texas

May and

i

Virgins

per doz.

LET US FIGURE WITH YOU

We

booking orders for April,

liveries at the following prices, viz.:
Prices of one and over

Bee-Supplies
Write

1916

GOLDEN AND LEATHER COLORED

Nov. ist. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. No disease of any kind
in

for

file

Penn, Lowndes County, Mississippi

Representatives of The A.

I.

Root Company, and Queen

Speciaiists.

MOTT, CLENWOOD, MICH.

WRIGHT'S FRAME-WIRING DEVICE

WANTED

Most rapid in use. Saves cost of machine
one day Tighter wires, no kinks, nosore

Experienced young man for our beekeeping supply

hands.
G. W.

Price. $2

00,

Wright Company, Azusa,

Calif.

department.

One who

beekeeping and
Foot-Power

BARNES'

is

also has a

knowledge of

not afraid to work.

Give

refer-

ence and state salary expected.

Machinery

Read what

J.

I.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.

Parent

of Chariton, N. Y..says:
"We cut with one of your

Combined Machines

"

last

The Busy Bee Men.

winter

50 chaff hives with
cap. loo honey-racks,
500 frames, and a great
deal of other work. This

214 Walnut Street,

7-in.

winter

amount

?^

W.

I

a double
of hives, etc., to

with this saw.
you say of

will doall

Catalog

&

It

it."

price-list free

& JOHN BARNES

F.

995 Ruby

make

Cincinnati, Ohio

we have

St..

ROCKFORD.

ILLINOIS.

BEE SUPPLIES
At wholesale and

re'ail.

Dovetailed

hives, Marshfield sections, shipping
cases, and all kinds of small needs,
Beeswax wanted Prices for the asking.

W

325

So. Park Ave.

O.

SOPER
Jackson, Mich.

I
ft

h

h

FOR SALE
My

good will and line of Bee Supplies with
hardware stock in connection, in a town of
1800;

doing business from

$8000 to $12,000

per

The best chance for the right party
make money. Reason for selling, il health.

year.
to

Write or

H. S.

call.

DUBY & SON,

St.

Anne,

III.

I

November, 191C.
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Grading Rules of the Colorado Honey-

Colo.,

Adopted Feb.

6, 1916.

Nearly forty years on the market and
the standard in this and many foreign

COMB HONEY.
to

be well

filled,

countries.
It is the all-important tool
of the most extensive honey-producers
For sale direct or by all
of the world.
dealers in Beekeepers' Supplies.

combs

attached on all sides and evenly
capped, except the outside row next to the
wood. Honey, comb and cappings white, or
slightly oft color. Combs not projecting beyond the wood, sections to be well cleaned.
No section in this grade to weigh less that
\2% ounces net or 13J4 ounces gross. The
proof each section in this grade must be
stamped. "Net weight not less than iiH
ounces."
The front sections in each case must be
of uniform color and finish, and shall be a
true representation of the contents of the
firmly

Smoke

Engine. 4-itich stove..
Doctor. 3M-inch stove

Honey packed in second hand cases.
Honey in badly stained or mildewed

Hinged cover on
postage extra.
A. C.

sec-

signs of granulation.
Leaking, injured or patched up sections.

Sections containing honey-dew.
Sections with more than 50 uncapped cells
or a less

number

of

empty

cells.

minimum

Sections weighing less than the

TIN

the two

WOODMAN CO., Grand

larger

All of

the

such honey should be disposed of

HONEY CANS-LOW PRICES

f.

o. b.

Chicago.

two in a case, 70c per case; quantity lots, 67c per case; crates of 50 at I12
Chicago or Ohio factory. Prompt shipments are being made at this time.

60-lb cans,
b.

A. G.

WOODMAN

The

CO.

-

CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST
AND BEEKEEPER
Tbe only bee publication In

Canada

organ of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association, and has incorporated with it the former Canadian Bee Journal
Beekeeping and Horticulture in its various branches are effectively combined
to form a live, attractive, and practical monthly magazine.
Well illustrated and up-to-date. Subsciption price postpaid.
Canada, $1.00 a year.
United States. $1,25 a year.
Foreign, Jr. 50 a year.
Sample copy sent free on request.

The

the

official

Horticultural Publishing Co., Limited, Peterboro, Ont., Can.

in

EXTRACTED HONEY
Must be thoroughly ripened, weighing not
less than 12 pounds per gallon. It must be
well strained and packed in new cans, 60
pounds shall be packed in each 5 gallon can.

STRAINED HONEY
Must be well ripened, weighing not less
than 12 pounds per gallon. It must be well
strained, and if packed in 5-gallon cans each
can shall contain 60 pounds. The top of
each 5-gallon can shall be stamped or labeled
"Net weight not less than 60 pounds."
Bright clean cans that previously contained
honey may be used for strained honey.

HONEY NOT PERMITTED IN SHIPPING

I

GRADES.
Extracted honey packed in second-hand
cans.

I

j

I

Unripe or fermenting honey, weighing less
than 12 pounds per gallon,
Honey contaminated by excessive use of
smoke.

Honey not properly strained.
Honey contaminated by honey-dew.

f.

HONEY WANTED
We

are in the market for light

amber

grades of Extracted Honey. Can also
use some bakery stock.

Send sample,

state quantity you have,

and lowest

price all in first letter.

DAD ANT &

o.

Grand Rapids, Michigan

-

home market.

and the top of each 5-gallon can shall be
stamped or labeled. " Net weight not less
than 60 pounds."
Extracted honey is classed as white, light
amber and amber, the letters " W." " L. A.."
"A." should be used in designating color,
and these letters should be stamped on top
of each can. Extracted honey for shipping
must be packed in new. substantial cases of
proper size.

sizes

Rapids, Mich.

weight.
,

.85
.So
.75
.So

5lb. friction-top pails, lots of so at $2.75; 100 lots, $5. 20; crates of 203 at $10.
lolb. friction-top pails, lots of 50 at J4.00; 100 lots, $7.50; crates of 113 at 8.30; 56s at J40.

It is

Honey showing

ti.25

larger sizes in copper extra.
Conqueror. 3-inch stove
23 oz.
Little Wonder. 2}^-inch stove
i6 oz.

COMB HONEY THAT IS NOT PERMITTED IN SHIPPING GRADES.
tions.

....28 oz.
26 oz.

Two

case.

No. I.— Sections to be well filled, combs
firmly attached, not projecting beyond the
wood and entirely capped, except the outside row next to the wood. Honey, comb
and cappings from white to light amber in
color. Sections to be cleaned. No section
in this grade to weigh less than 11 ounces
net or 12 ounces gross. The top of each section in this grade must be stamped, "Net
weight not less than 11 ounces," The front
sections in each case must be of uniform
color and finish, and shall be a true representation of the contents of the case.
No. 2.— This grade is composed of sections
that are entirely capped except row next to
the wood, weighing not less than 10 ounces
net or 11 ounces gross. Also of such sections that weigh II ounces net or 12 ounces
gross, or more, and have not more than 50
uncapped cells altogether, which must be
filled with honev.
Honey, comb and cappings from white to amber in color. Sections to be well cleaned. The top of each
section in this grade must be stamped.
"Net weight not less than 10 ounces." The
front sections in each case must be of uniform color and finish, and shall be a true
representation of the contents of the case.

BEE-SMOKER

Poitentecl

All honey sold throiteh the Colorado Honev- Producers' Association must be uraded by these rules.)

Fancy.— Sections

BINGHAM

KEw niNGHAM
P) EE Smoker.

Producers' Association, Denver,

SONS, Hamilton,

Illinois

:
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American Hee Journal
The

New Edition

of the A. B.

and

C.

X, Y. Z. of

Bee Culture

BIGGER AND BETTER

A large number of the old articles have been rewritten.
appeared before in any former edition occur in this one.

Many new

articles that never

THE CHEMISTY OF HONEY
A. Hugh Bx'yan, formerly connected with tlae Bureau of Chemistry, Washington, D. C, and
who at the time made a speciality of honey, has written the articles dealing with the chemistry of
honey, glucose, invert sugar, nectars, adultei-ations, etc. He has also written a special article for
the benefit of chemists, on how to analyze honey.
Since the introduction of artificial invert sugars, new methods have to be employed; and
these are set forth in this new edition so that any chemist will be able to use the very latest information that has been available to the Bureau of Chemistry, Washington, D. C.

BOTANY
being handled by John H. Lovell, of Waldoboro, Maine, a beekeeper, botanist, been
Some new species have been added, and in other cases the descriptions have
more complete.

This

is

and an entomologist.

made

PRACTICAL ARTICLES

These have been revised and rewitten by the editors of Gleanings. All the latest methods
of management have been incorporated.
Articles on bee diseases have received entirely new treatment, especially those relating to European foulbrood and the Isle of Wight disease.

WINTERING
The

articles on wintering will include the latest discoveries of the
pertaining to winter temperatures, winter activities and winter packing.

The new volume wiU contain something over 900 pages, and wiU
ready for delivery about January 1.

THE

A.

I.

Bureau

of

Entomology

sell for $2.50.

It will be

ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO
Special for Ohio and Michigan

THE CAMPBELL SYSTEM OF SOIL CULTURE
of dry farming. Everybody knows that
he started this great movement for Scientific Farming that is chaneing the desert
into a garden. But everybody does not know that there is a great school, the

Everybody knows Campbell, the father

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF SOIL CULTURE
where the Campbell System of Scientiiic Soil Tillage and Crop Growing are taught
by mail, where a thorough knowledge of Scientific Agriculture can be secured without leaving home, at a very small expense. If you are a farmer or expect to be a
farmer, send for the Campbell literature, Campbell's Scientific Farmer, the Campbell manuals, and a catalog of the Campbell Correspondence School, Sample copy
and catalog free. Address,

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
325 Broadway

Billings,

Montana

Subscribers
By arrangement

with

the Ohio and Michigan Farmers, both
weekly farm papers,
we are able to give interested subscribers
valuable combination
offer of either one of
these papers with the

American Bee

Journal one year.
Send us $1.30 and we
will
mark up your
American Bee Journal subscription one
year, and send you
your choice of Ohio

Karmer or Michigan
Farmer one year (52
weeks).

Write today

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

Illinois

REPRINT OF OLD 1853 EDITION Of

Langstroth on the Hive and Honey Bee
This booli is very interesting when read in connection with the
Revised Langstroth. Many are surprised at the number of devices
mentioned by Langstroth years ago, which are re-written as new today. We offer the old reprint at a special postpaid price of $1.00.
Reprint of Langstroth, $1.00

Langstroth Revised,

i

Both

postpaid
?l-20i
$1.85
•. „

Reprint of Langstroth, $1.00

)

Both
for

>

American Bee Journal,

$1.00

(

$1.50

All three above for $2.60

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

Illinois.

POULTRY, FRUIT, BEE
PAPER COMBINATION

^1 CA
^l-3V

Poultry and Fruit are allied pursuits for
the beekeeper. Here is a special combination of three papers which gives excellent
reading at a low cost
.50
The Fruit Grower
American Poultry Advocate
i"
Si.M
American Bee Journal
only
is
Our price for all three for one year
Or if you want two poultry papers,
$1.50.
add 25c to the above offer and get your
choice of the following one year:
Reliable Poultry Journal. Poultry Success.
American Poultry World, Big Four Poultry
Journal, Poultry Tribune. Poultry Item.
Send all orders to
AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, Hamilton, Ml.
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Shipping Cases for

Comb Honey

It will
the mistake of putting a fine lot of section honey in poor shipping cases.
be a
and
wiU
A
No,
are
cases
1,
sales,
future
"falcon"
lower the price to you and damage your
credit to any crop of honey. Prices are as follows

Don't

make

Shipping Cases,

With Glass

Shipping Cases in Flat, Without Glass
10

No.
I

3
ij^
5

sho
4
holdine 24 sections, iHxi'A. showing
holding 12 sections. 4 /<xi/8, sho wine 3
'Winf4
holding 24 sections. 4!4xiK. s,howjnf4
holding 24 sections, jfi8xs.xi}^. showing 4
.holding 24 sections. 4X5X1^3. showing 4

100
18 00

30
go
80
80

tl 00
17 00
16 00
16 00

I
I
I

,

[

I

2 00

I

Number and description
II
13

iiH
16
18

Same as No. i...
Same as No. 3...
Same as No. iH.
Same as No. 6
Same as No. 8

Nld

How About
The season

of

not

themselves early

fortify

1916,

just closed, has

Next Year?

been a

most unusual one.

Beekeepers who did

the season by securing their hives, sections and other

in

goods and having their equipment ready for the bees, found when the honey season was
upon them that they were up against the following conditions:

Everybody wanted bee goods

—

—

dealers had depleted stocks on account of the unusual

—

manufacturers were several weeks behind on orders

some beekeepers were

delayed,

their factories

some disappointed, some got

were working overtime,

goods when

their

demand

it

was

too late.

NoWy Mr. Beekeeper, What are You
Going

Do About Next Season

to

7

Prospects for a big Bee and Honey Season next year were never better than they are right

PREPARE

now.

!

!

Order your goods

of

new

If

you are not on our mailing

name

prices,

owing

to advances in

fall.

it is

and

Write us or our dealer nearest you for a

list

material.

hst, write us at

of the distributer nearest you,

our new 1917 catalog when

raw

this

once and

in this

way you

we

will

send you a catalog containing

will also

be sure to receive a copy of

issued.

LEWIS
Hives and Sections and
scientifically

other goods

all

are

made from the

best material and are

manufactured.

OUR GUARANTEE
We

absolutely guarantee our goods to be perfectly manutactured of the be.st material

On examination, if our goods are not as represented, we do not ask you to
keep them. Return same at our expense and we will refund your money, including any
transportation charges you have paid. If you purchase our goods from one ot our distributers, the same guarantee holds good, as we stand back of them.
for the purpose.

G. B.

LEWIS COMPANY

Watertown, Wisconsin, U. S. A.
Send

for catalog giving

name

of dlstrlbater nearest you

Vol.

LVI.— No.

MONTHLY, $1.00 A YEAR
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GLIMPSES OF ONTARIO
Scenes Visited by Our Staff Correspondent During a Visit With

Our Northern Neighbors
was June, the days were balmy and
It had

IT flowers bloomed everywhere.

been raining day after day until the
farmers were
in despair.
But the
clouds had recently lifted, and, being
neither hot nor cold, the season was
delightful. Ontario is a beautiful counthe month
stop was
at Chatham, where I was royally entertained by Mr. W. A. Chrysler, who is
one of the well known beemen of the
province.
At one time Mr. Chrysler
was extensively engaged in the supply
business, but a disastrous fire which
made it necessary to begin at the bottry in summer, and June
to see it at its best.

My

tom again

is

first

as far as manufacturing was
concerned, decided him to take up the
production of honey again as his principal dependence.
He now has several
apiaries, but operates a central extracting plant, preferring to bring the

honey home to extract rather than to
carry a small outfit from yard to yard.
Mr. Chrysler has a son who is a genius
with machinery and who has fixed up
many handy contrivances about the
extracting house. They are fortunate
in being situated in the natural gas
belt and run all machinery with natural gas. The son has made over a
gasoline engine to run with gas so that
their extractor and such other machinery as they use is run by this
power. The settling tanks are ranged

row along one side of the honeyhouse with overflow pipes from one to
another so that there is no danger of
running over.
An automobile is used for going to
and from the outyards. Our first illusin a

tration gives a good idea of the light
crate which is used to hold the load.
All about the place are evidences of a

mechanical handy man, and if space
would permit a whole page might be
used to describe the various shortcuts
which they practice. In the October
issue we already gave an account of
the Chrysler feeder and bottom combined which they use under their hives.
The second photograph shows a corner
of the home yard. It was formerly
surrounded by a solid board fence, but
every other board has been removed
and it still breaks the wind and avoids
the suction which was formerly noticeable as the wind swept down over the
fence.

In Mr. Chrysler's car

we made

the

trip to Merlin on the lake
visit the Deadman apiary.
Deadman, who is a druggist

shore to
Mr. G. A.
at Brussels, spends his summers with his bees
He has 350 colonies in one
at Merlin.
yard, which is probably the largest
number kept in a single yard in the
province. Beside the honey-house is a
long open shed for storage purposes
and some enclosed rooms to furnish
the beekeepers with pleasant quarters
during their summer stay.
Mr. D.
Barone, of Italy, son of a well-known
Italian writer on beekeeping, and himself a beekeeper of note, was assisting
Mr. Deadman for the summer. Miss
Freya Hahn, of Toronto, was also
there, serving an apprenticeship. The
writer met an unusual number of ladies
who are beekeepers in Ontario, and
fully as enthusiastic as the

men.

One would question

the possibility
of support of such a large number of
colonies in one yard, but in a favorable
season the average production is
around 100 pounds surplus per colony
which we would regard as very good in
the Mississippi Valley States. Mr. Deadman uses a brood-frame 12j4xll^^,
which is a size not commonly used.
However, he seems to be well satisfied

FIG.

i._CHRYSLER AUTOMOBILE FOR OUTYARD

WORK

with results obtained from its use. The
ground about Merlin is very level, and
because of the excessive rainfall during
the spring, there was some diflSculty in
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keeping the hives dry. Water was still
standing about, and we were informed
that it was very unpleasant earlier.

However, the big clover flows usually
follow a surplus of moisture and a
bumper crop has been reported in
many sections of Ontario this season.
Instead of using one large extractor as
is often the case in large apiaries, two
4frame extractors run from a line
shaft are in use at the Deadman apiary.
The contention is that two 4-frame extractors can be run to better advantage
than one 8-frame machine and with
less power.
While one is running, the
other can be filled so that the whole
outfit is not idle during the time necessary to change frames, as is the case

where

a large

machine

is

used.

the man.

Figure 5 shows the colonies
arranged in groups of four, which permits the use of quadruple winter cases
without moving them.
Mr. Bainard is a great experimentalist, and certainly has his head full of
interesting ideas. At the time of my
visit he was
endeavoring to learn
whether by means of a frame placed
between two of the shallow hive bodies,
horizontally instead of vertically, all
queen-cells would be placed there. If
so, it would be an easy matter to ascertain when the colony was preparing to

swarm by looking

at the one frame instead of having to look through the
whole colony. Some of the colonies

were building queen-cells on these flat
combs, Jand I await with interest the
result of the summer's experiment. He
has tried pound packages from the
south for increase for several years
with varying results. Some seasons
when conditions were favorable he has
had a single pound of bees build up
as much as 60 pounds of
surplus honey. However, he has found
great variation with the different packages received at the same time and
given the same attention.
Probably
better results will come after more attention has been given to the selection
of breeding stock.
Mr. W. E. Wright,

and produce

of

Glanworth,

is

a

farmer who keeps

The

super cleaner described last month is
a unique device which originated here.
At Lambeth there are three extensive
beekeepers within a stone's throw of
each other.
Two live on adjoining
lots and the third lives across the
our
street.
In
last number we showed
the picture of Mr. W. D. Campbell, and
Fig. 4 in this issue shows the other
two, Mr. E. T. Bainard and Mr. D.
Anguish. Mr. Bainard very generously
took his car and drove to as many
yards as there was time to see. At Mr.
Campbell's yard we found the 4-piece
section in use. Mr. Campbell follows
the plan advocated by Dr. Miller of
using two hive bodies for brood-rearing, reducing to one set of frames for
the

honey

flow.

t]Mr. Bainard uses the Heddon sectional hive very successfully. I have
always been prejudiced against this
hive until I saw it in use by men who
produce very large crops of honey in
Ontario. It must be admitted that in
the hands of skillful men it brings good
results.
Still I often wonder whether
the men who get such crops with these
shallow hives, would not get more
honey if they used a deeper frame.
Beekeeping after all depends mostly on

FIG.

2.-THE CHRYSLER

HOME APIARY AT CHATHAM. ONTARIO
bees as a sideline.
of prize

He

has a fine flock

winning sheep and has carried

away many of the blue ribbons at the
Toronto show for many years. His
apiaries, while
not as extensive as
those of exclusive beekeepers, still add
materially to the revenue of the farm.

Mr. F. W. Krouse, President of the
Ontario Association, is located near
the Agricultural College at Guelph. Our
impressions of the school are given in
a separate article. Mr. Krouse began
with two colonies in connection with
market gardening and has gradually
extended his apiaries and dropped
other lines.
He has several yards
within a few miles of Guelph and expected to have nearly 500 colonies at
the close of this season. There is an
abundance of willow and dandelion to
start with.
In addition there is white
clover, alsike, basswood and buckwheat
so that failure at this particularyapiarhas never yet occurred. Since something always yields, and in some seasons everything does, his average in
this yard is about 100 pounds per colony per year. If it were possible to find
such locations for all his bees, Krouse
would have a bonanza. However, he is
doing very well and finds a ready sale
FIG.

3.-THE BEES IN

THE DEADMAN APIARY ARE LEFT
CASES UNTIL JUNE

IN

THE PACKING

for his

honey

The winter

at profitable prices.

case described in our last

November, 1916.
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It
is in evidence in all his yards.
hardly be called a winter case
since it remains in place all the year
around. Two of his outyards are shown
herewith. In one is shown a honeyhouse on wheels. It was formerly used

issue

can

as a show wagon, and is well adapted
for the purpose to which Mr. Krouse

has put

it.

Pettit, who is a sister of
the Provincial Apiarist, is a very successful beekeeper. She lives at Georgetown. Her brother. Prof. Pettit. gives
her some assistance during his vacation

Miss R. B.

what is on any particular hive.
At Niagara Falls, Ont., we found a
very complete outfit for honey production at the home of Mr. U. li. Bowen.
who is a member of the government
customs staff. Mr. Bowen has suffered
an unusual loss of bees the past season
in a very mysterious manner.
All his
bees were wintered in the large cellar
under his two - story honey - house.
When removed from the cellar near
the middle of April they seemed to be
in

good condition.

One hundred and

twenty colonies were

left in

the

home-

<v1fis^l

Ik

yard and 100 colonies removed to an
outyard. Of the 12i) colonies in the
home-yard less than 20 had any bees at
all at the time of my visit in June, and
only one of these was strong enough
to build up without help in the way of
brood or bees. Many of the hives contained a queen and only a dozen or
two of bees. At the outyard conditions
were much better, although evidences
of the same trouble were to be seen.
Some of the colonies were working in
supers, and there was a prospect for
something of a crop.
Few colonies
were lost entirely at the outyard.

The trouble

warm day in

started suddenly on a
early May. After a rain

adult bees were to be seen everywhere
in the grass. They could not fly, but
jumped about in front of the hives in

an effort to do so. The newly emerged
bees which had not previously gone
afield seemed to be affected worse.
By
the middle of June the entire apiary
was practically gone. Colonies which

were short of stores and those which
had an abundance of honey were alike
affected.
Mr. Bowen could offer no
explanation of the trouble neither could
Prof. Pettit. The writer has heard this
strange condition discussed among
beekeepers several times the past summer, and the only plausible explanation
offered is that the bees had been poisoned in some way.

FIG. 4- -MR. E. T.

BAINARD AND D. ANGUISH. OF LAMBETH,
LATTER'S APIARY

IN

THE

Mr. Bowen has a very fine honeyhouse which is shown at Fig. 9. On
the main floor there is a power-driven
extractor, capping melter, honey pump
and every possible convenience for
handling the honey with a minimum of
trouble. The upper story is used for
storage.
At the outyard there had
been some meddling with the bees at
night, so Mr. Bowen placed a warning
sign on a post at the corner of the
yard.
Figure 8 shows how a robin
took advantage of the protection of
this sign to build her nest on the post.

times in order to keep in practical
touch with the work. A teacher who
lives always in contact with books is

become stale, and he is a wise
one who takes off his coat occasionally
and gets into the real work of his spelikely to

cialty.

At each place visited we found abundant material for a whole story, but
our space will only permit of a brief

we are compelled to hurry
At Beamsville Mr. A. E. Hoshal is
extensively engaged in honey production.
Like Mr. Bainard he uses the
glimpse, and
on.

Heddon

hive.

We

spent

some

inter-

hours with him.
His metal
winter case described last month is
light, inexpensive and easy to handle.
It impressed the writer as the best all
around winter case for a single colony
that he had seen.
Nearly every really
successful beekeep-r
has developed
something new, which his particular
system or location makes practical, and
the visitor is quick to note these new
ideas.
Mr. Hoshal is very efficient in
his methods, and everything about the
apiary is planned to eliminate unnecessary labor. His excluders are painted
blue, bee-escapes red, and screens still
another color,
so that
passing
in
through the yard he can tell at a glance
esting

FIG.

S-ONE OF THE BAINARD

APIARIES.JIN

HEDDON HIVES
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Mr. Jones was one of the

Some Prominent Ontario BeePETTIT, PROVINCIAL APIARIST.

recognized as the greatest
of this kind in the world.
He also did a considerable amount of
speaking at local beekeepers' conven-

annual

been asked to give an account of some leading beekeepers
I in Ontario. There are about 10,000
persons keeping bees in Ontario, and

The president of the Beekeepers'
Association in 1882, was the Hon. L.
Wallbridge, of Belleville.
His town
was the center of beekeeping activities
in the early days, the Bay of Quinte
Beekeepers' Association being located
in that district.

The

also a long list of men who have had
their part in bringing the industry to
its present status and should not be
overlooked. It is hoped, therefore, that
is

As

the industry has centered largely

around the Ontario Beekeepers' Association, an organization which has been
active for about 37 years, it will not be
out of place to sketch briefly the history of this association, giving special
attention to those who have taken an
active part in its development.
The organizing meeting of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association was held
in the City Hall, Toronto, Aug. 14, 1880.
There were about 60 beekeepers present, representing all sections of Ontario, and some from the United States

vice-president that year was Mr.
B. Hall, of Woodstock. Mr. Hall
was one of the best known pioneer
beekeepers of Ontario, being a successful producer of comb honey, and an
extensive exhibitor at Toronto Fair.
He lived at Woodstock, was a most
careful and thorough man, and some
of our most successful beekeeepers at
the present day were students of his;
the best known perhaps being Mr.
John Newton, of Thamesford, who is
at present a director of the association.
J.

the following records will be considered as only a partial list, rather hastily
gotten together, in which many per-

mention have been

fair

tions.

these are making a considerable portion of their living from them.
It will be seen, then, that the number
of persons who might be called "leading beekeepers in Ontario," is greater
than the space limits of this article
would cover. Besides those at present
actively engaged in the industry, there
of

sons worthy of
overlooked.

ex-

at

hibition,

HAVE

many

first to

Toronto Fair, that great
annual exhibition, which has developed
into the present Canadian National Ex-

keepers
BY MORLEY

honey

hibit

.

Mr. Hall was president
for

a

in 1895,

and was

number

honorary

of years after that an
member of the association.

In 1883, another pioneer, Mr. R. McKnight, of Owen Sound, occupied the
chair.

Mr. McKnight

is

one of the

very few founders of the association
still living.
At last reports he was liv-

has always been a doer of big things.
time editor of the Canadian Bee Journal, and manager of the
leading bee supply business in the
country. When betook up beekeeping
more extensively and gave up the supply business, he built two very large
bee-cellars in the vicinity of Brantford
for two different firms in successive
seasons. Neither of these cellars is at
present being used for bees, however,
as outdoor wintering was found to be
more practical. Three 12-frame extractors are used in the business at
present, also, of course, an automobile
and motor truck for transportation.
For a number of years he has conducted a sort of School of Apiculture,
training young men to become beekeepers in the extensive operations in
the large apiaries of which he has
charge.
In 1884, the president was Mr. S.
Cornell, of Lindsay. Mr. Cornell's son,
George, is at present a successful beekeeper in that town. George Cornell

He was at one

one of the many examples of men
giving up other lines to become beekeepers. During a time when he was
out of employment in his regular trade

is

on account

of a strike,

he took up bee-

By the time the strike was
over he was making more from his
bees than he had ever made from his
keeping.

trade and therefore, refused to go back,
so he is now a successful beekeeper.
Dr. Thom, of Streetsville, was presi-

and Manitoba.

The following

officers

were elected

:

President, D. A. Jones, Beeton Vicepresidents, Dr. Shaver, Stratford, and
;

Hon.

Lewis

Secretary

-

Wallbridge,
Treasurer,
R.

Belleville;

McKnight,

Owen

Sound.
Although the

association

was or-

ganized as the " Canadian Beekeepers'
Association," it was soon after changed
to its present name.
The earliest record we have of the

new

president,

1871,

when he reported

Mr. D. A. Jones, is in
in the American Bee Journal, page 56, an apiary of
six stocks in movable frame hives and
one box hive. From the six he took
1707 pounds and nine swarms. He also
had apiaries away from home managed
by friends. In 1879, he reported 600 colonies in four apiaries, with a crop of
from 50,000 to 70,000 pounds. He gave
white clover, basswood, raspberry and
thistle,
willow-herb, goldenrod, and
boneset as his main honey plants, and
was at that time experimenting with
white sweet clover. For few a years he
maintained a School of Apiculture,
using young Canadians who were anxious to learn the business as assistants
Some of our leading
in his apiary.
Ontario beekeepers received their first
lesson in this way.
In 1880, along with Frank Benton, of
Washington, D. C, Mr. Jones visited
Italy, Cyprus, Palestine and other Eastern lands in search of new varieties of
bees. He sent home samples of Cyprian bees. Holy Land bees and others,
and expected great things from them.
While they seemed to be good workers,
they had objectionable features, however, and have not come into general
use.

FIG. 6.-A

ing retired

KROUSE OUTYARD WHERE THE AVERAGE
COLONY
at

Owen Sound, and

of years has not
active part in public life.

number
The

secretary-treasurer

was Mr. R.

F.

that
is

year
well

life of

present

known to beekeepers of the
day. He was president in 1896, and

is

engaged in beekeeping,
being manager of something like 800
colonies for the firm of Foster & Holtermann of Brantford. These apiaries
are located in one of the best alsike
Mr. Holterman..
districts of Ontario.
still

actively

POUNDS PER

1885, and during the years of
1887, the chair was occupied
by Mr. S. T. Pettit, of Belmont. This
was rather an important period in the

for a

taken an

Holtermann, who

IS loo

dent in
1886

and

the association, as the

first

large

honey exhibit was sent abroad, namely
to the Intercolonial Exhibition in London, England, in 1886. Legislation was
also secured at Ottawa, to protect the
purity of Canadian honey from adul-

teration

and

imitation.

A

thorough

workman and careful investigator, Mr.
Pettit did much to improve methods of
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comb honey production.

He was

also

very successful with cellar wintering.
The president in 1888, was Martin
of Holbrook.
Mr. Emigh is a
quiet man of sterling qualities, and for
a number of years after occupying the
president's chair he acted as treasurer
have not seen
of the association.
anything of him lately at beekeepers'
meetings, but hear that he has become
prominent in local telephone circles in

Emigh,

We

his

own

district.

Another

outstanding character in
beekeeping and agricultural
life in the early days was Mr. Wm. F.
Clarke, former editor of the American
Bee Journal, who was president of the
Beekeepers' Association in 1889. He
was the first lecturer in beekeeping at
the Ontario Agricultural College, and
Ontario

the writer frequently hears amusing
stories of his experiences with the students. It seems that he was not always
able to hold their attention, and to
quiet them would promise to recite
some of his verses at the end of the
lecture if they would be good. These
would be quotations from a little vol-

ume

which he published in
"Bird's Eye View of Beekeeping."
Readers of the American
Bee Journal will appreciate the following extract:
of verses

1886, entitled

"

Take

What

a bee-paper, that you

may

find out

has been attached. He acted as the
sole inspector in Ontario for nearly 20
years, and came to be well known for
his genial nature and ready Irish wit
from one end of the province to the
other. At every convention as long as
he lived, Mr. McEvoy was always on
hand to do his part in keeping things
going in the way of discussion, controversy and fun. Aside from discussions of bee-disease, I believe one of
his best ideas was one which usually
caused a laugh, not so much at the
idea as at the quaint way he had of
expressing it. He said that during the
spring the larvE must always be well
fed to keep them "fat." If the larvae
were not kept "fat," they would not
develop healthy bees. He was the first,
so far as I can learn, to publicly advance the idea that spring stimulative
feeding is not so much to stimulate the
queen, as to stimulate the nurse bees
to make them feed the larva: well, and
as he expressed it, "keep them fat."

The McEvoy

apiaries are

— most

now managed

capable young men.
During 1890 and 1891, Allen Pringle,

by his sons
of Selby,

and

1893,

ford,

was president, and in 1892
Mr. F. A. Gemmell, of Strat-

occupied

the

Mr. Gemon account of imchair.

the late

dent in

1901.

J.

B. Hall,

was

presi-

Mr. Newton has been

director for his district for a number of
years, also secretary of the Oxford
County Beekeepers' Association, one
of the oldest county associations in
the province. He has a small bee supply business, specializing in comb foundation, in connection with his apiary.
At the annual convention, Mr. Newton
can always be depended upon to help
handle question
in discussions and

drawers.
In 1902, Mr.

J.

D. Evans, of Islington,

Hatch-Gemmell

press.

the association, never afraid to express

In 1894, the president was Mr. A.
Pickett; in 1895, Mr. J. B. Hall, and in

his views even though they were radically opposed to the general opinion
of the meeting. One of his pet schemes,
has been that every beekeeper should
be taxed on a per colony basis; the

best

known

During the time that Mr. Clarke oc-

sive farmer, specializing, in dairy cattle.

'

pupil of

provements he placed on the Hatch
wax-press, which came to be called the

is

Holtermann.
Almonte, was president in 1897. Aside from his successful apiary, Mr. Darling was an exten-

'

spend an enjoyable afternoon. Mr.
is peculiarly adapted to act as
host on such occasions, being endowed
with dry humor and a ready wit. He
is a successful beekeeper, having his
apiary in splendid condition, and is
much respected by the beekeepers of
his community.
Mr. W. J. Brown, of Chard, was president in 1899, and C. W. Post, of Trenton, in 1900.
Mr. Post was at one time
extensively engaged in migratory beekeeping, moving up the Trent river for
basswood and down in Prince Edward
county for buckwheat.
Mr. John Newton, of Thamesford, a

Holmes

was president. A successful beekeeper
and a genial friend, Mr. Evans his always been an out-spoken member of

mell

other Apiculturists are about.
Unless you read the journalistic page.
You'll fall behind the progress of the age.
Journals abound, from the 'American
That five and twenty years ago began
Shedding the light of knowledge to and fro.
To the Canadian whicha year ago.
Boldly its banner to the breeze unfurled.
I'he first $1 weekly in the world."
'

County Beekeepers' Association meets
to

1896,
J.

Mr. R.

F.

K. Darling, of

money thus collected being used for
the purpose of controlling bee diseases.
The idea has never been very favorably
received by the majority of the members present, on the basis that we are
usually taxed sufficiently without asking for more.
In 1903, Mr. W. A. Chrysler, of Chatham, was president. Mr. Chrysler is a
sectional hive man and has for some
time conducted a successful bee-supply
business in connection with his api-

His son Ernest is now in partnership with him, and holds the position of director of the association for
aries.

his district.
In 1904, Mr.

FIG.

7

-AT ONE OF THE KROUSE YARDS AN OLD SHOW WAGON
AS AN EXIRACTING HOUSE

cupied the chair, legislation for the
suppression of foulbrood was passed
by the Ontario legislature, and Mr.
Wm. McEvoy, was appointed Provincial Inspector, under the direction of
the Beekeepers' Association
While
not the first discoverer, Mr. McEvoy
was the first to bring promptly before
the beekeeping world the method of
treating foulbrood, to which his name

IS

USED

hia home last winter and was
very pleasantly entertained by Mrs.
Darling and her son and two daughters.
The president in 1898, was Mr. M. B.
Holmes, of Athens, who is still actively
engaged in beekeeping and in association work.
Being a director, Mr.
Holmes is always at the annual meeting, and every year an apiary demonstration is held at his home, where the
I visited

BowJ. W. Sparling, of
manville, was president. Mr. Sparling
was at one time an active exhibitor at
Toronto, and closely associated with
the organization. Of late years he has
not appeared so much at beekeepers'
meetings, and the last word I had from
him, he was spending the winter in
sunny California.
Another of our successful beekeepers, Mr. H. G. Sibbald. of Toronto, was
president for 1905 and 1906. Keeping
about 300 colonies in a rolling district
about 30 miles from Toronto, Mr. Sibsome very good
bald has reported
His returns
yields of clover honey.
have been sufficient to warrant his
keeping up a home both in the city and
in the country, spending only the sumat his country home where
his apiaries are located. He was one
of the earliest automobile enthusiasts
of the association, reporting some years
ago the fact that we now know to be
true, that a motor car would enable
one to run an extra apiary sufficient to
pay running expenses of the car and
give the pleasure of motoring besides.

mer months

[To be continued).
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A letter from Dr. A. C. Burrill, of
Idaho, informs us that he has been invited to take charge of a new course in
beekeeping at the University of Idaho.
At the University of Illinois only a
a few students were registered in the
beekeeping course in 1914. Last year
As our industry grows, so the demand for information is bound to
grow in proportion.

us.

Copyright:

i«i6,

by C.

P.

AdTertising Honey

Dadant

Several letters have

THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
November Thoughts
It

looks more and more probable

that the high price

of sweets will keep

organization pushed the matter to the
point that they got the cooperation of
the State Bankers' Association, the

and the State

the price of honey within reasonable
limits even though the eastern crop is
larger than usual. So, friends, do not

railroads of

rush your product to market at low
prices, although in the case of comb
honey it is well to get rid of the bulk

attendance and
prominent speakers available Organi-

of

it

find

new

know about

around you by

outlets

it

and

local

many thousands

of

Result

:

A

Litchfield,

big

in

editors,

announcing

meeting in
In connection

tneir

in September.

Wherever the colonies are strong, it
well to fix them in their winter quar-

They

all

your colonies.

Took Advantage of the
Protection of a Warning Sign at
the bowen outyard

Fig 8.— A Robin

conditions.

its

Dairying and Vegetable Growing

from six different colleges were
shown.
Dairying and vegetable growing are
certainly both more prominent than
beekeeping, but the beekeepers must

of Illinois planned to
Diiry Day" on Oct. 7. Their

organize if they are to make their industry take the prominence it should.

cellar in

most of our northern

States.

The dairymen
have a

the

you have honey

If

to sell or

want

to

buy, a small advertisement should help

you

out.

A Bee

Disease in Ligiiria

friend. Engineer A. CapSan Remo, Italy, writes in the
September number of L'Apicoltore of
" tifo "
a new bee disease, which he calls
(typhus). The beekeepers around him

Our good

poni, of

fall

of

1;115.

as

he did

were dying

in

Many

common.
The Editor of L'Apicoltore, Mr. Vin-

a

in

tising pages.

part

Your thermometer

colonies winter best

In every instance
to our adver-

good crop.
The readers who have followed the
account of our trip in Europe in 1913>
will rememberthat San Remo is located
in the west part of Liguria, where the
bees are of a mixed race, part Italian,

with the meeting, a four-day course in
growing under glass, control of insects,
Gardening exhibetc., was conducted.

Weak

change.

a

higher or lower degree,
as the right one, than that of your
neighbor, depending on its position in
the cellar room, but the quietude of the
bees is an infallible sign of proper

may show

a

reduced from 45 to 15. Another apiary
of 20 was reduced to one. The only
three swarms harvested deserted their
hives and yet the season was good for
honey, the strong colonies harvesting

if

of

us

powerful colonies were reduced to a few hundred
Many had to be united. The
bees.
disease continued in the spring of 1916,
so that his colonies in one apiary were

according to
our old heads, if

they are placed in the cellar early
than if they are kept out until a s -vere
cold spell has them confined for some
time to the hive.
The temperature required in a beecellar is variously estimated at from 35
to 50 degrees, with an average of between 40 and 45 degrees. The temperature at which they remain quietest is
the right one. So use a thermometer
in the cellar and judge for yourself
what degree is the best, by the behavior

to

refer such inquirers

large numbers.

will fare better,

of

we

noticed in the

before very cold weather, so as
not to disturb them when the weather
becomes very cold. Similarly, at the
first cold spell the colonies that are to
be put into the cellar should be brought
in.

make

to

himself, that the bees

ters

the experience

in

it.

PUTTING THE BEES IN WINTER (JUARTERS.
is

come

from consumers the last few days asking where they could obtain table
honey. One or two of these letters
were from large firms who found present connections insufficient or wanted

with

The Vegetable Growers' Association
America sent circular letters to all

Chicago

advertising.

State,

dairy " Barbecue" at

before the end of the holidays.

Let the consumers

the

Dairy Commissioner.

zation did

that an assis-

Folsom was necessary.

cenzo Asprea, promises to investigate
the disease in question. Perhaps it
similar to the Isle of Wight disease.

A New

is

Miller Book
For more than 20 years Dr. Miller
has conducted a Question and Answer
Department in this Journal. The department has grown in popularity from
year to year until it is no longer possible to answer all the questions through
the Bee Journal. Some months we are
compelled to delay half or more of the

873
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answers for lack of space.
In looking over the files for the past
years we find that at some time Dr.
Miller has answered questions relating
to almost every conceivable angle of
Maurice G. Dadant has
bee-culture.
been at work for some time sifting all
this

material to

the best answer

find

every kind of question, and
over a thousand of these questions with
Dr. Miller's answers will be published
We plan to use a numin book form.
given to

ber of illustrations to make the text
clear, and believe that such a reference

work

find a

will

many

welcome among the

This department has been continued so long that
most of the answers now appearing
are to questions that have been answered at some time in years past and
Doctor's

some

We

of

admirers.

them several

do not intend

times.
to discontinue the

department, but believe that the book
will cover the entire field so fully that
persons possessing it will be able to
find the answer to almost any question
itself.
The questions
that suggests
coming to this department are at times

numerous as to make a heavy demand upon the Doctor's time. It seems
desirable to save him from going over
so

he has

matter that

many times

already

covered

before.

13.5 of the average full depth
Langstroth frame, or a little over twothirds of the contents of such a frame.
As we use only 10 super frames over
the top of an 11-frame hive, in a space
of It) inches, our super combs are also
thicker than those of the full-depth
frame. But there is no comparison in
the ease of handling those shallow e.x-

as against

tracting supers.

"Money

in

Bees in Australasia,"

the title of a very practical

exactly

of

why our
If

Grace

Allen were to try such shallow frames
she could never agree to use the deep
super again.
We have tried both the full-depth
supers of the Langstroth pattern and
our own shallow supers side by side in
hundreds of colonies, and we could not
think of ever
depth supers.

going back to the

full-

is

treatise of

now

Cook, State HorticulJ.
Commissioner, died at the home
of his son in Owosso, Mich., after a
long illness, on Sept. 29, aged 74 years.
Prof. Cook received his degree from
Agricultural College,
the Michigan
with the entomological department of
which he was connected for many
years, during which time he was one
Dr. Albert

inspectors

His
"Beekeepers' Guide," published in 1883,
attained

a

large

sale,

and

is

Pomona

less

apiculture.

In

in

he entered politics and was appointed California State Commissioner
of Hortculture by Gov. Johnson, which
office he still retained.
Prof. Cook was regarded as one of
the foremost educational instructors of
his day, his trend of thought being
He pospractical as well as scientific.
sessed the faculty of imparting inforl;)ll

mation in an interesting manner, and
was a popular lecturer as well as instructor.

He

is survived by his widow, living
Claremont, Calif., and a son and
brother of Owosso. "Viestern Honey

in

Bee.

Houeytlew
interesting article and free trans-

Heberle

in this

The book
up,

is

with

on

fine

good

still

a

standard text book.
In 1893 he accepted the Biological

hickory, the oak, the basswood, etc., is
a product of plant lice or aphides, often
of the winged aphides. The writer disbelieved this theory until one day he
saw honeydew on the upper surface of
some dried leaves which were on the
limb, with nothing above
does not follow, however,
that all honeydew is caused by plant
lice, as the exudations of sweet juice
have been proven by Bonnier.

end of

them.

a

It

paper, well gotillustrations, the

most of which are original with the
author. Perusing its pages convinces
the reader that Rayment is not only a
practical man, but a student who has
read and tried most of the methods
now in vogue in profitable beekeeping.
We predict for it a ready sale in the
Southern Hemisphere. The price is 7s.
6d., and the publishers are Whitcorabe
& Tombs, of Melbourne.

Shallow Supers
In Gleanings for Oct. 1, Mrs. Grace
Allen writes that full-depth supers are
too heavy for comfortable handling,

she dislikes the shallow supers,
" not much more than
half the weight."

"but that

which contain

Our own shallow supers are considerably

larger than those used by the
majority of beekeepers. The frames in

them contain 92 square inches of comb

THE LATE

PROF.

A.

number

be read with interest. As a rule,
the Swiss beekeepers ascribe the dark
But in this
fir honey to an exudation.
country there is little doubt that the
honeydew gathered mainly on the

1915.

ten

College,

he has been

will

tural

leading apicultural

interested

directly

The

DEATH OF PROF. COOK

the

in

time

lation of Prof.

and authorities of the country.

before us. The book is
by the well-known Tarlton Rayment,
whom our readers will remember as a
contributor to the columns of the Bee
Journal in September and December,

293 pages,

are

the uncapping knife. That is
uncapping is so expeditious.

of

Australasian Beekeepin;;

They

the proper width for a single stroke of

Professorship
since which

J.

COOK-THIRTY YEARS AGO
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AMONG EASTERN BEEKEEPERS
The

First of a Series of Articles

by the Editor on His Trip Through

a Portion of the East
announced on page 277 of our AuAs gust
number, have again taken a
I

trip among
in the far east.

beekeepers, this time

Dr. Burton N. Gates, of Amherst Colof Agriculture, organized this
tour by arranging nine field meets of
lege

the southern, since it contains a number of respectable mountains and among
other celebrated natural wonders " The
Palisades of the Hudson." Is that why
thev call it " The sharp backs State "?
New Jersey is renowned for its flora,
and I learn that it has a more varied
honey flow than any other State in the
Union. Its principal honey crop comes

from crimson,

alsike and white clovers,
light in color. The fall flow, mainly
from golden rod, with heartsease and
asters, supplies a sufficiency for wintering.
•
The meeting of that day was held at
the apiary of Mr. Harold Hornor, near
the city, a nurseryman who keeps as
neat an apiary as I have ever seen.
Some 60 colonies were tiered four and
five stories high.
Mr. Hornor winters
in two stories and requeens every year
as soon as the clover crop is over.
About 75 beekeepers were in attendance. The crop in general has been
good and some anxiety was shown as
to a possible lowering of prices. Yet,
with the high price of sugar, it would
be a mistake for the producers to become panic stricken.
all

man and

a splendid president. Much
the success of a meeting depends
upon its managers, the president and
the secretary. The New Jersey bee-

of

keepers can

congratulate themselves

upon the choice they have made, in
these two men.
That same evening I rode with Mr.
Carr, in his machine (a Ford), to his
home, about 20 miles distant, and the
next morning early again to Trenton.
There we took the train for Elizabeth,
where a second meeting was held the
first of August, at the hospitable home
of Messrs. T. Edw. and Chr. Diener.

The main subject discussed was Eu

G Carr

E.

in

Working Garb

(See the smile

)

beekeepers at such dates
make it convenient for me.
ised to attend

There is little if
ropean foulbrood.
any American foulbrood, and the
method recommended for the other
disease is requeening with cells or
young queens from pure stock, leaving
the bees queenless at least five days.
Mr. R. D. Barclay, of Riverton, N. J.,
was the presiding officer at this meeting as well as at the meeting at Elizabeth the following day. He is a young

the

them with me, and

greater
it

is

to

as

There are Some Box Hives Left

in

New Jersey

would

He promnumber of
him that I

am mainly

indebted for the great pleasure of this visit among eastern beekeepers.
On July .31, after a railroad journey
remarkable only by extremely hot
weather, I reached Mt. Holly, N. J.,
where the smiling face of Mr. E. G.
Carr greeted me on arrival. Our read-

remember that his photograph
was published in the February number
of the Bee Journal, page 4.5, among the
ers will

who are doing the work of
Uncle Sam for beekeeping. But in that
photograph he is exceedingly serious.
You should see him smile to appreciate
him. (See halftone in this number.)
Mr. Carr is secretary of the New Jersey Beekeepers' Association and Inpeople

spector of bees for

New

Jersey.

He

is

an active worker.

The

I did in landing at Mt.
look for the Mount. But
I could see it nowhere.
However, they
pointed it to me, a little knoll a mile or
two away, in a level plain. They say

first

Holly was

thing

to

grows upon it. There are a dozen
or more similar little humps in the
southern half of New Jersey which
otherwise would be as level as Illinois.
But the northern portion makes up for

holly

HOME APIARY

OF STATE INSPECTOR

E. G.

CARR. AT

NEW

EGYPT,

N.

J.
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In this small yard, located in the center of a city of 80,001) or more, we had

an object lesson of the possibility of
keeping bees without fear of stings.
Over 75 persons were present, with
many ladies and children and no one
was stung, although people passed
back and forth in front of the hives
and a luncheon was served among
them.
Dr. Headlee, State Entomologist, was
present and spoke encouragingly of the
prospect of beekeeping in New Jersey.
There are but few large producers of
honey in the State, but bees are profit-

and are needed for the immense
amount of domestic fruit blossoms to
become fertilized. The fruit growers
able

as the beekeepers realize their
usefulness in this respect.

as well

An

interesting implement shown was
a circular bee-escape, by C. D. Cheney,
of

Hoboken.

This implement which

allows the bees to issue forth in all
directions might give a little more ventilation to the super than the standard
pattern, but its cost would probably be
greater.

The Diener method
deserves

know

of watering bees
mention. All beekeepers

a
that unless

bees have an accus-

tomed spot

to get their supply of water
breeding time, they are likely to annoy neighbors at wells or cisterns.
The Dieners have a city water pipe
faucet dripping very slowly into a
trough, and the water runs thence to a
pile of rocks set on a hollow stone.
This is sufficient to supply their bees
with water and they do not annoy the
neighbors, although in the heart of a
at

city of 80,000.

out of the question to mention
nice people I met or all the
questions discussed, but I must speak
of Mr. H. C. White, a New York City
attorney living in Plainfield, N. J., an
apiarist and a member of the State
Board of Conservation, who expressed
his desire to help beekeeping in the
It is

all

the

State by

means

power.
is due to the
Diener family for their generous entertainment of the members.
They
supplied a lunch for the 75 people present and looked after the comfort of all
all

in his

An acknowledgement

as if all were members of their family.
Such hospitality is to be remembered.
Elizabeth is but 15 miles from New
York City, and that same evening I was
" at home " in a room on the 12th floor

of a

sky-scraper.

Modern

buildings

have conveniences which would have
been luxuries 50 years ago. A room
with bath has become a necessity to
the traveler, but it is in temperatures of
90 degrees or more that such a convenience

is

best appreciated.

So

is "

ice

on tap" in the rooms, a still
more modern accommodation.
I have no love for large cities.
Seen
from a distance they seem to be made
of tall boxes on end and little boxes
lying flat by the side of the tall ones,
all with numerous breathing holes arranged in rows, which they call windows. When these huge piles of brick,
stone and iron become heated, life in
water

Trough Showing Method of Watering
Bees at the Diener Apiary
It keeps bees from neighbors water pumps

their interior can only be likened to
life in a steam laundry, with bad air
added. So with your leave, I will quit
New York and go on to fresher scenes.

The only visits I made in New York
before leaving, the next day, were to
the well-known dealers in bee goods,
J. H. M. Cook and I. J. Stringham, both
busy in the busiest part of the metropolis.
I had
received a hearty invitation
from friend Allan Latham, of Norwichtown, Conn., to stop with him overnight previous to attending the Connecticut beekeepers' meeting which
was to be held at Storrs on Aug. and
4, and to which
he expected to go in
.i

his automobile.
All our readers know
of Latham, as one of the liveliest, widest
awake beekeepers in the United States.

you have forgotten what he is capable of sustaining in the way of forceful suggestions, look up his article on
" Comb Honey by Parcel Post," in the
March, 1914, number, or his testimonial
to the usefulness of the yellow-jacket
If

—
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as rearing skunks and chicken-hawks
for pets, as Pellett has done.
had
a whole half
day together the next
morning and we went to one of his
outyards, with
his two
boys.
roamed through the brush and for the

We

We

time in my life I went blueberry
hunting. If Connecticut cannot boast
of endless level fields like those of Illinois, it surely has a more delightful
climate, for there is no snch oppressive
heat as in our plains and the wooded
hillsides, pastures and s'one fences reminded me forcibly of the scenes of
my childhood in sunny France.
Here I first tasted pure sumac honey,
first

for half a dozen varieties thrive in New
England, and I saw more in the vicinity
of Norwichtown than anywhere else.
The honey, is excellent and of a very
pretty, pale, lemon color.
I have nowhere seen honey of a similar shade.
Sweet pepperbush {Clethra abufoUa), a
pretty shrub growing naturally in a
number of States, mainly along the
coast, appears to be a plentiful honey
producer, as bees are on its blossoms
constantly. It is pretty enough to deserve a place in our yards, with the
spireas, barberry, etc.
(To be continued ]

Honey Sources
F.

W.

L.

of

Canada

SLADEN, DOMINION APIARIST.

ALSIKE

and white clover are the
principal honey plants of Canada,
the clover honey region extending
from coast to coast, but they fail more
or less in the heart of the prairie country and in the dry belt of British Columbia. In many places alsike is as
important as, if not more important
than, whit* clover. This is especially
true of the Great Lake region of Ontario, alsike being the principal source of
honey in southern Ontario, where it is
also cultivated for seed. In many parts
of the Maritime Provinces white clover
and alsike are usually abundant and
very productive, but repeated freezing
and thawing in winter and early spring
kills the
plants some years.
As a

source of surplus honey, these clovers
are mainly confined to the farming
sections, and they are extending every
year as the land is cleared.

The principal commercial honey
plant of the timber lands is fireweed
{Epi/obiiim ang^uslifo!ium^,vi\iich grows
in abundance in moist and rich clearings, especially those that have been
burned over. The fireweed becomes
more common

as one goes northward.
clover, fireweed extends from
coast to coast. It has a longer yielding
period than clover, comes a little later
and is not so badly affected by drouth,
three important advantages, while the
quality of the honey is very good, the

Like

color being even whiter than clover
and the flavor mild. In many places
raspberry is associated with the fireweed.
The alfalfa honey region extends into
Canada in southern Alberta. It has

f

•

not been much exploited yet. An aver
age of about 130 pounds of honey per
colony, spring
count, mainly from
alfalfa, has been obtained at the Dominion Experimental Farm, Lethbridge,
during 1914-15. The region of paying
crops of alfalfa honey probably extends
westwards into the British Columbia
dry belt.
The timber and scrub lands of the
prairie possess a number of wild honey
plants that are of commercial value
collectively. The most important of
these are the wolfberry {Symphoricafpos occidenfalis). Canadian
sainfoin
i^Hedysarum boreale), a.nA the anise hyssop {Agastache fccniculum). Among the
honey plants with a restricted range of
production there is buckwheat in southern Ontario and southwestern Quebec,
and also basswood with a similar but
wider range extending into southeastern Manitoba.
Both are uncertain
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Valley, N. S. Canada thistle is a surplus producer in Manitoba and in the
dry belt of northern Ontario and else-

probably unimportant.
Willows supply pollen and nectar in

where, but

it is

abundant in many
April.
places and, if the weather is favorable,
At
yields a surplus to strong colonies.
Ottawa the three strongest colonies in
our apiary in the spring of 1914 had
filled a super of shallow frames with
Apple
dandelion honey by June 2.
bloom also yields surplus at this time
if the weather is favorable in the Annapolis Valley, N. S., and other fruit
growing districts. The two species of
low blueberry in the east, I'accinium
fennsylvanicum and /'. canadense, and
Dandelion

is

the bearberry, Arctostafhylos uz'a-iirsi,
noticed at the Experimental Farm at
Invermore, B. C, on May 17, 1915, are
A bungwort,
also of value in spring.
Mertensia paniculata,\%VL^t{w\ for building up in the spring, north and west of
Lake Superior.
None of the eastern speci;s of maple
appear to be of first rate importance,
but Acer macrophyllum, known as the
broad-leaved or' coast maple, is a valuable aid to breeding on the coast of
British Columbia. On May 8, 1915, 200
pounds of honey, principally from t as
maple, were removed from 11 colonies
at the Dominion Experimental Station,
Agassiz, B. C.
Sweet clover, usually the white flowered species, Melilotus alba, is becoming plentiful in certain places in Quebec, Ontario, and the prairie and along
the railways, but it does not, as a rule,
yield heavily. The honey overpowers
the delicate flavor of the clover honey,
and bees that have been prepared for

rry {SymfJtoricarfos racemosus) west
the Kootenays, B. C.
milkweed
boneset (^F.iipatoritim fcy{Asclcf'ias)
of

;

;

New Brunswick

foliatiim).
viper's bugloss

{/ickium

to

Ontario

z'ulffaye),

;

On-

tario buckthorn, sumac, Ontario button-bush, S. Ontario blackberry, smartweed, catnip, motherwort, hound's tongue (Q'wo^i'ossw^/j), Ontario; blue ver;

;

;

vain.

Canada with
mer days and

its

long and

warm sum-

well-distributed rainfall,
and abundant bloom throughout the
season, beginning in April when, it
may be in heat and brilliant sunshine,
the snow rapidly melts away and the
willows burst into bloom, and continuing until in early September, the east
and north are aglow with goldenrod
and aster, is a fine country for the beekeeper. Over a large area the season
long or longer than in many
is as
places to the southward, July being the
month for clover yield and August for
the fireweed.

that the so-called McEvoy method, or
a modification of the same, is the only
way of dealing with American foulbrood. In this connection it is only
fair, in behalf of the late Mr McEvoy,
to state that he always insisted that
two shakes instead of one be given.
The latter method is more often advised in the United States than the
former. I have at different times asked
Mr. McEvoy if he did not think it as
well to give but the one ^hake and run
the risk of a small percentage being
found diseased again, but he always
emphatically answered "no," as in his
experience the percentage that would
show up with disease again was too
large.
This being the case, any one
attempting to cure foulbrood, by simply
taking away the brood combs and shaking the bees on to foundation, should
not by any means call it the McEvoy
plan, for if Mr. McEvoy were alive he
would be the first to resent it.

The inspectors

in

Ontario have no

license to use the single shaking plan,

American Foulbrood
BY

WHILE

L.

T.

BYER.

considerable dffference in opinion as to the best
there

is

methods of treating
foulbrood, nearly

all

European

are quite decided

and I have heard of none advising
that method. Even if the experienced
beekeeper did practice the plan with
success, watching catefullyfor disease
to reappear in treated colonies, the fact
that inspectors deal with all kinds of
people, many of whom would "take a
whole hand if you offered them a

winter will wear themselves working
on the flowers in August and September without adequate return.
Of ornamental trees ;^nd shrubs, two
deserve notice. European limes, Tilia
europea, planted for shade in the city
of Charlottetown, P. E. I., were contributing to the filling of supers at our
Experimental Farm there on Aug. 3,
1914, a month later than they would be
in bloom in England, and the Siberian
pea tree, Caraffana arborescens, was
found to be the chief source of nectar
that was gatheredrapidly at the Experimenial Farm at Indian Head, Sask., on
May 31, 1915, where hedges which are
now about 20 feet high had been
planted around several fields some years
ago.

The following
less

is

a list of

some

important honey plants:

of the

Snow-

A Well Ventilated Bee-Escape
C. D.

Cheney

SWEET PEPPERBUSH (C/^Mro a/w/tf/ia) GROWING IN ALLAN LATHAMS YARD
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can only say that each year I am getmore of the opinion that it
would pay us to always give the two

ting to be
shakes.

Markham, Ont.

No.

22.—The Honey-Producing
Plants
BY FRANK

C.

PELLETT.

{Ph(>toErat>hi bv the author.)

of the pictures illustrating
ALLthisthree
article were taken by the

writer during his recent visit to
Ontario. Figure 91, the first one shown
is the common hound's tongue, Cynoglossiim oflicinale, a weed introduced
from Europe. It is named from the
shape and texture of the leaf. The
writer had not previously met with this

although it is recorded as of
rather infrequent occurrence in some
parts of Iowa. It was referred to as a
good honey plant on several occasions
during the stay in the province, but no
definite information as to the extent of
its value or the quality of the honey
yielded could be obtained. The specimen shown in the picture was growing
plant,

in the woods near Guelph. It was also
found growing in open fields. Memoir
54 of the Canadian Geographical Survey gives its habitat as " open ground
near dwellings, cultivated fields and
open woods." The plant seems to be
more abundant in the north from New
England to Quebec and Ontario, although it is sometimes found as far
south as Alabama and Georgia and is
recorded as far west as Kansas. It is
said to be common throughout the
State of Maryland in "dry forests and
waste situations." The writer will welcome correspondence from beekeepers
who can give information in regard to
the quality of honey stored from this
source or whether it ever secretes nec-

tar in sufficient
special value.

abundance

to

be

of

The wild black raspberry,

Jiubus occi-

dentalis, is a very common plant in the
woods of the northeastern States.

gives

its

natural range as

New

Quebec and Ontario, Minnesota, Nebraska, Colorado and Oregon, south to Ohio and West Virginia,
and along the mountains of Georgia."
England

all are good
honey producers. Raspberry honey is
produced extensively
in
northern
Michigan where the plant is abundant
on cut over lands. It blooms following
the tree fruits and is usually ahead of
the white clover. In localities where
it
is
plentiful it is a most valuable
honey plant and phenomenal yields
have sometimes been reported from
this source.
A good raspberry loca-

raspberries, but probably

is very desirable.
Beekeepers who
chance to be near large plantations of
raspberries cultivated for market are
equally fortunate. The honey is said
to be white and of a superior quality.
Figure 92 shows a luxuriant growth of
wild raspberry as it is found in many

tion

localities in Ontario.

HAWTHORN.

WILD RASPBERRY.

Mohr

Vul-

to

There are several species

of

wild

Figure 93 pictures a hawthorn tree
in full bloom. The picture does not
do justice to the masses of white flowers with which the tree was covered.
This is an eastern species, Crati^gus
func/ata, which occurs from Quebec
to Ontario and south to Georgia.
It
was about the middle of June when
this picture was taken and the bees
were working on these trees everywhere we went. Clover had not begun
to yield to any extent and the thorn
was a great boost to the bees wherever

was plentiful.
There are many different species of
hawthorn, or haw, some of which occur in Europe and Asia as well as in
North America.
On this continent
some species are common from Canada
to Mexico and west to the treeless
it

Scholl reports the whitethorn,
CrattFgus spatltidata, as valuable for
both honey and pollen in Texas, where
it blooms in April.
There are about 25
species of these trees within the United
States, and all may be regarded as valuable sources of honey where they are
sufficiently plentiful.
In general they
may be regarded as similar to the tree
fruits in quality and quantity of nectar.
Five species are known to occur in
Ontario.
Atlantic, Iowa.
Copyright: 1Q16. by Frank C. Pellett.
plains.

Beekeeping in Ontario
BY GEORGE

F.

KINGSMILL.

ELSEWHERE

in this number aparticle dealing with some

pears an
of Ontario's most prominent beekeepers.
Space permits mentioning
the names of but few. yet there are

many beekeepers

in

Ontario

having

honey production as their chief means
of support. Hundreds of others keep
bees as a sideline, and many others have
their colonies for their hobbies. It is
concerning the hundreds of farmer beekeepers, with honey as a sideline, that
I want to write especially.
Their apiaries are dotted all over the

FIG.

M.-A

HAWTHORN TREE

IN

BLOOM

province, from the most southern part
of Essex to the waters of James Bay
some hundreds of miles north, and
from the eastern counties Glengarry
and Stormont to the western boundary,
a few hundred miles west.
Practically all parts of the province
have suitable acreages for bee-pasturage, some of which are, of course,
much better than others. Especially
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does the new clay belt in the north
beekeepers' paradise. One
of the former inspectors for foulbrood,
Mr. Wm. Agar, has located there, and
while he has only had bees in this new
territory for the past two seasons, his
crops are startling to the beekeepers

seem

like a

of the more settled districts. The effects
of the timber fires and slashing have
yet to be seen, but present indications
are that this will be a grand bee county

when developed.
Like every other part of the globe,
the beekeepers are from all walks in
merchants,
doctors,
lawyers,
life
preachers, teachers, farmers, bankers,
Some are more extenprinters, etc
sively interested than others, but all
are finding it a pleasant and profitable
undertaking. The greater numbers of
the beekeepers are farmers having bees
While some are looking
as a sideline.
to this sideline as a means of employ-

—

ment for members

their growing
families, others regard the bees as a hit
or miss proposition that sometimes

of

pays and at other times only holds

its

own.
Centers for beekeeping have sprung
up in different parts of the province.
former
so-called
apicultural
The
schools, conducted by prominent extensive beekeepers, gave men a practical
insight into the business, and no doubt
tended to increase the beekeepers in
Others saw that
their neighborhoods
bc'-s could be kept profitably and entered the business, and in this way beekeeping grew in centers. In many
cases the growth overcrowded the district, and the overstocking resulted in

only about 30 pounds higher
year's average. It is estimated that there are at least 10,000 beekeepers in Ontario keeping an average
of 30 colonies each, or a grand total of

age
than

is

last

300,000 colonies. With this year's average of 89 6 pounds per colony, 2-5 880 000

pounds or

12.940 tons

the bees.

It

were gathered by
would take between 8 and
9 trains of between 50 and 60 cars each
to carry this crop to market if it were
all
marketed.
Large quantities are
used for home consumption, and only
occasionally is any one market overloaded.

Guelph, Ont.

The use of the motor car in apiary
work is steadily increasing, and espewith the specialist b ekeepers is
it being successfully employed. Large
trucks are sometimes used, but generIn
ally the lighter cars are preferred.
some cases the rear seat is replaced by
a rack for the load, while in others a
trailer is attached and the car is used
only for its locomotion. Sixteen cars
.were in use last spring— many more
will be used next season.
A crop report taken by the Ontario
Beekeepers' Association gave the average yield of light honey per colony to
be 89 6 pounds. This, of course, has
been a very good season, yet the avercially

fruit.
I was surprised
large number of employees and
the friendly spirit prevailing between
the management and the laborers.
During the great strike on the north
coast in the sugar and citrus fields, all
the hands on the Fletcher plantations
stayed with him. There was no trouble, no cessation of work at La Isa-

hauling of the
at the

bella.

On the north coast I have also to
thank Mr. F. E. Hartwell and the German Consul, Mr. Hepp, who contribmake my stay pleasant. I visapiaries
in about ten different
places and twice had the pleasure of
taking a 15-mile horseback trip. Once
I had the unique experience of a 12mile "hike "on foot along the beautiful country roads into some of the less
frequented places. At Naranjito I met
Mr. J. M. McCall, the owner of a large
and prosperous cigar manufactory with
a branch distributing house in New
York. He is deeply interested in apiculture and I received a kind letter
from him since my return home, urging me to make his home my headquarters when I visit the island again.
Along the coast runs the Porto Rico
railroad, and there are also two regular
automobile lines across the islandfrom
north to south. This latter way I used
in going to Ponce.
uted to
ited

Porto Rico and

Its

Beekeepers

BY HENRY BRENNER.

ARRIVED
.

in San Juan, Porto Rico,
in February, and had the good fortune, in a few days after landing, to

form the acquaintance of Mr. Elton
Warner. Mr. Warner is, to my knowledge, the largest beekeeper on the
island.
He is a progressive and up-todate apiarist as his well kept apiaries
bear witness. They are all in first-class
condition and fitted out with every
modern convenience and improvement.
They are situated on good automobile
roads and each contains from 200 to
500 colonies of bees, a honey and extracting house
and a comfortable
dwelling for the apiary manager.
Through the kindness of Mr. Warner
became acquainted with Mr. M. K.
I

At Ponce

I

met Senor Rudolfo

del

Valle, an enthusiastic beekeeper and an
old friend of the American Bee Journal
and of its editor. When Don Rudolfo
learned that I was stopping at a hotel
in Ponce he came at once and took me
to hi- town residence where his lady
and family joined in making me feel at
home. That evening we went to his
country home outside of Ponce. I was
surprised to find in Porto Rico, which
some of us have pictured as a far off
island possession, a dwelling with all
Here was a
the modern comforts.
complete system of water works, an
electric light plant and such a garden
as only the tropics can produce.

smaller averages both to the extensive,
as well as the small beekeepers. The
smaller men in some cases became discouraged and soon dropped beekeeping, while in other cases the congestion
was relieved by the larger beekeeper
moving to new territory. Such centers
were established around Woodstock,
London, Trenton, and in the extremely
eastern parts of the province.
The Provincial Department of Agri
culture annually compiles a spring re
port of beekeeping conditions. The
report of 1916. taken from 8UU replies,
showed 30 colonics per apiary to be the
average. The 80il beekeepers reported
have 674 extractors of which no less
than 21 were power machines, 2i)l 2-

frame and 178 were 4 frame extractors.
Undoubtedly some of those reporting
priduce comb honey exclusively, and
hence have no e.xtractor. If a census
were taken of the extractors in use at
present, a far greater number would
likely be shown, as many beekeepers
have purchased this past summer to
handle the heavy crop.

missary store, and even a rail track
through the entire plantation for the

Through Don Rudolfo's kindness

I

met Senor Don Rafael Serra at the coffee plantation, Bureness in the Hills,
which became my home while on the
south ciiast. Senor Serra is one of the
most learned and versatile men it has
ever been my pleasure to meet. He
-

Means of Transporting Sugar Cane on
THE Island of Porto Rico
Fletcher, of La Isabella Grove, one of
the largest citrus fruit plantations in
Porto Rico. The bees at La Isabella
are managed by Mr. Warner's men.

While

I

was there, however, Mr. Wal-

Fletcher, Jr., established another
large apiary of his own upon a part of
the plantation. I have had a letter recently from him and he advises that
this new apiary has done well even in
its initial year. I shall never forget the
pleasant time spent at Mr. Fletcher's
He and his good
hospitable home.
lady have a way to make a guest feel
that he is really welcome.
La Isabella lias its own electric plant
for lights, power, etc. It has a well
equipped machine and blacksmith shop,
warehouses, packing sheds, me-srooms
and kitchens for the employees, a comter

-

can talk as interestingly of the life of
ancient Egypt, 1000 years B C, as if he
had personally enjoyed its splendor.
He is as conversant with the activities
of mediaeval Greece and Rome as he is
with modern history and literature. My
dearest memories of the island are the
long evenings we spent in discussing
astronomy and ancient philosophy
while at his hacienda. During my stay
Don Rafael started an apiary, and I am
glad to learn from recent letters that it
is prospering.
Here again I was astonished at the
labor conditions I found a small army
of employees, each family in a nice
clean house and every one happy and
contented. Every soul on the plantation seemed to be always in good
humor At this hacienda everything is
Spanish. Ther' are no American employees. There is a patriarchal condition between Senor Serra and every
soul on the place. If a laborer or any
member of his family gets hurt or sick
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They

he finds medicine and help.

ap-

once to Don Rafael in case of
any need or whenever in any difficulty.
The majordomo and the overseers I
found to be very intelligent men. They
were born and educated on the haply at

cienda.

The Porto Rican honey
seen

is

that

I

have

rather dark in color but of line

The war conditions have kept
flavor.
this honey from its regular market and

now being sent to New York where
the price is very low. Some of the
larger apiarists claim that they are finding it more profitable to raise wax unit is

til

times and markets

become normal

again.

Among the citrus fruit plantations
nectar comes in from this source and
from the trees and shrubs which are
planted for windbreaks to protect the
orchards from the hurricanes. At the
cofifee plantations the main source of
nectar is from the shade trees planted
to protect the cofTee plants. Tobacco
also yields a heavy flow under certain
conditions. These are the main sources
pointed out to me, but I also saw dozens
of other shrubs and plants upon which
the bees were working.
The intelligence of the native apiary
managers is remarkable.
They are
anxious to learn and adopt new meth-

place. or I would tell the readers something more of the wonders of the tropics, the waterfalls, the mountain scenery, grottoes, subterranean passages of
volcanic origin passing through beneath the mountains of the hotels and
the life in the towns.
I
found the
most interesting things and the genuinely typical conditions far away from
the regular tourist route. When the
apiary hands found that I was interested in the natural phenomena in the
flora and the fauna of the island, they
were willing to show me new sights
and wonders in exchange for the little
help and hints I gave them in improving their methods of apiculture.
Seguin, Tex.
;

Honeydew—Its
BY
.

/

fr/'t'

J. A.

B. S.

rondensed translation of a lecture of Jiile
Frei. Sehw. Bzte.

OPINIONS

honeyeven today. It was a
long time before men of science

dew

began

as to the origin of

differ

to

investigate

the

fir

From

tree.

this

fir

tree

the

bee-

keepers in the Vosges mountains, the
black forest and in parts of Switzerland, harvest large crops of honeydew,
also called waldhonig.
Notwithstanding its greenish black color it is much
esteemed by the population.
[From all I have heard and read
(personally I have had no opportunity
to make observations) about this waldhonig, the evidence points to plant origin, especially since the meteorological
conditions seem of paramount importance, while the aphides surely are not
quite so sensitive as to flourish only

—

Origin

HEBERLE,

aphides and honeydew occurred together on the same plants. In Switzerland about 40 percent of the honey
crop is from honeydew. principally
from the weisstanne (Pinus abies) a

question.

mentions honeydew and was
of the opinion that it dropped as genFor centuries
tle dew from heaven.
Pliny

under special climatic conditions. H
Mr. Frei considers all honeys which
are collected by the bees outside of
blossoms and flowers, on various parts
]

of the plants, as honeydew honey.
He
frankly admits that there are two kinds,
one of purely vegetable and one of animal origin. In Switzerland, the lecturer said, they have almost exclusively
honeydew of vegetable origin, produced by peculiar climatic conditions.
Toward the end of the last century
and only the last few years has the
question of the origin of honeydew
been settled in favor of those who consider it of vegetable origin.
The following observations have had
a determining influence in deciding the
question
We know from observation that
honeydew comes very irregularly and
then suddenly, over night and sometimes in such profusion that it can for
that reason not exclusively be produced
These could not in so
by aphides.
short a time multiply to such enormous
numbers necessary for such a result.
Then, again, honeydew usually disappears as promptly as it came, when the
weather suddenly changes.
:

The appearance of honeydew depends principally on the weather which

may

cause a rapid

movement

of

plant

toward the leaves; light and heat
and reduced evaporation may cause
such a tension that considerable quanjuice

tities

of the sweet iuice exude.

It is

a fact that

where honeydew

is,

aphides are often present, butthis presence is not the cause of the honeyflow,
but is an accompanying circumstance.
If the great tension of the sweet juice
has set in, the excess must exude, no
matter whether aphides are present or
not.

A PORTO RICO GROUP
Left to right— I. Sr. Domingo Serra, 2. Sr. Rodulfo Del Valle. 3. Henry Brenner of Texas
4. The Mayor of Porto Rico. 5. Sr. Rafael Serra.
The Serras and Del Valle are the most
extensive beekeepers on the South Coast
ods. It was a pleasure to me to instruct these bright, eager men in queenrearing, introducing, swarm control,
wax production, etc., as we practice
them in Texas.
Very important business called me
home in June and I did not have the
pleasure of meeting several other beekeepers who had invited me by letter
to spend a poriion of my time with
them, and I shall certainly look them

up when

I

return next winter.

would take too much space, and a
bee journal is perhaps not a proper
It

was the general belief. The Engand German name seems in accordance with this belief. About the middle
of the 16th century it was noticed that

this
lish

honeydew is very unequally distributed
in the same locality.
Some plants and
completely covered, while
near by show no trace of it,
while if it fell from heaven all th
plants and their immediate surroundings would be covered with honey-dew.
In the year 1742 the Swedish Acadare

trees
trees

;

emy

offered a prize for the solution beReaumur had noticed that

cause

scientists
In
fact,
several
have
pointed out that especially by the fir,
beech and alder they have, notwithstanding a careful search, been unable
to find aphides in numbers sufficient to
account for the liberal quantity of
honeydew. The aphides could not disappear by moving when the honeydew
was still present. Where a considerable number of aphides are found their
presence is easily explained by their
preference for juicy, succulent young
growth.
Honeydew, :. e., the sweet plant juice,
shows in its composition a surprising
resemblance to the nectar of blossoms.
Mr. Frei said the main opposition to
the acceptance of honeydew as of vegetable origin is from Buesgen, Botan-
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St, at the University of Jena.
He considers, with the exception of ergot,
honey-dew of animal origin, of aphides
and scales.
During a period of drouth the product of the aphides on the upper side of
the leaves dries up. Since this sweet

stuff is readily soluble, dew and moisture from the air cause it to swell, so
often in the early morn after a cool

night we have honeydew. This may
even happen after the aphides have disappeared. The absence of aphides at
the time of the appearance of honeydew would therefore be no proof of its
vegetable origin.
After having given the above as
Buesgen's view, Frei says:
Should
honeydew be of animal origin as above
indicated, then after a heavy rain the
bees could find no honeydew, it would
all

have

been washed

away

further accumulation had taken

until a
place.

Experience shows that this is not
always the case. The bees gathered
from the firs in 1911, on the southern
part of the Jura between Biel and
Brugg, unusual quantities of honeydew
honey notwithstanding the numerous
heavy rains. Ji-urther, the fir harbors
very few animal parasites, and the
aphides and scales practicallydisappear
about the middle of August (in Switzerland). From where can be the honeydew honey that is gathered sometimes
in September, if it is not produced by
the plant itself

?

Buesgen says:
of

honeydew

are

"The minute drops
never seen to grow,

which would be observed if the plant
itself produced it." Frei cites the Pfaelzer Bztg., which writes in reference to
the above remark: "To observe the
growing of the honeydew,
/, on the
on the watch before
fir one must be
sunrise, then one may in the twilight
see in the axis of the young shoots
very minute shining drops of a sweet
but slightly resinous taste. As the sun
rises higher these minute drops will
swell and finally begin to flow."
Mr. Forer (Schw. Bztz., 1893) observed on the needles of the firs aphides
of one millimeter in length with the
heads toward the base of the needles.
Dr. Brandes confirms this and holds
honeydew on the firs as the practically
undigested juice of fir needles which
the aphides have imbibed and which
they flip from the end of the abdomen
/".

some

little

distance in

little

the sweet juice on the underside of the
leaf.

Work

Baron von Berlepsch says in his
classic work. Die Biene and ihre Zucht
"It would be difficult to understand
why or how some people doubt that
honeydew may occur without the intervention of aphides, did we not know
the power of preconceived opinion
and that many people lack the power
of observation when honeydew occurs.

our States, except Massaall departments of the
beekeeping work under the direction of one head, as in the Canadian
Province of Ontario. Minnesota makes
equal provision for the work, but it is
divided between two departments, one
having the educational work in charge

One need only observe

the upper side
of leaves that are turned up to the free
air (heaven), and notice that this side
is also covered with honeydew.

Unger has shown before the Acadof Vienna, that honeydew may oc-

emy

cur independent of aphides.
The honeydew of the fir furnishes
some years very good crops. One beekeeper published the best day's increase
of a hive on scales:

June
June
•

July
July
July

29, 1893, 9.4

kilogramm.

29, 1894, 5 5
3,

1897, 4.5

10, 1911, 4,2
1,

1914, 4.5

have seen a record of one colony
producing 385 pounds in 1900. In 1915
a friend of mine had an average of 90
pounds of waldhonig the best colony
produced 180 pounds.
This is not all the evidence in favor
of honeydew being of vegetable origin.
It seems that the fir tree is almost exclusively considered.
Opinions still
differ as to the origin of honeydew,
but there is no doubt that the honey
from it, as winter stores in our climate,
produces diarrhea with records of
great losses, up to 50 percent and even
more when not removed and sugar fed
I

:

to replace

it.

Kempten, Bavaria, Germany.

of Provincial

none

Apiarist

of

IN chusetts,

are

while the inspection work is entirely
separate. In Ontario the beekeeping
work is better provided for and more
fully organized than in any other Canadian province.
Prof.
apiarist,

Morley
is

a

Pettit,

practical

the

provincial

beekeeper of

many years experience, so that his
teaching is made practical, as a matter
of course. The writer has had the
privilege of visiting the college on two
occasions, once during a winter short
course and ^gain during the summer
session. Aside from the teaching work
carried on in the school and which
directly affects every student registered in the agricultural courses, ex-

tension

on

work

in

beekeeping

is

done

not attempted elsewhere as
far as the writer is able to learn. The
department mailing list includes the
names of more than 7000 beekeepers in
the province, and each of them receives
a circular letter of timely interest several times during the year.
The beekeepers are informed as to
the crops harvested and probable prices
which may be obtained, the time and
place of holding beekeepers' meetings,
the winter losses and many other matters of vital interest to the practical
beekeeper. Extensive correspondence
is carried on answering the many quesa scale

crystalline

about one millimeter diameter.
This, Frei says, has been repeatedly
observed. He himself has observed this
a few days in 1914, only a few yards
from his apiary, but his bees brought
no honey.
Dr. Soraner, University of Berlin,

balls of

work:

Plant Diseases,
observations confirm
the existence of honeydew without the
intervention of aphides."
Burkhard Wuert, Bienenpflege says
"We can in some years see the shining
spots from the aphides on leaves and
plants without getting a drop of honey."
Dr. Heinis-Basel told Mr. Frei that
he had repeatedly seen honeydew on
hot-house plants which were free from
says

1909.

in

his

"My own

aphides.

The French naturalist Bonnier has
succeeded in producing honeydew on
leaves and plants by artificially changing the temperature and could under
the microscope see the exudation of

THE STAFF AT ONTARIO AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE AT GUELPH
Top row— Joseph

Roberts, Geo, F, Kinffsmill. Stanley A, Stewart.

Koch. Prof. Morley

Pettit.

Lower row— Miss

and Miss Grace Hamilton

C.
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tions asked by those who have met
with perplexing situations which they
are unable to handle successfully or
the solving of the beginners' problems.
Bulletins and reports which deal with
beekeeping especially under Ontario
conditions are sent out from time to
time. The reader of general literature
must make due allowances for differences in location, climate, flora, etc.
The greatest value of the local bulletins lies in the fact that they apply to
the exact conditions of the people
among whom they are distributed.
This extension work on the part of the
college is largely responsible for the
fact that the Ontario Beekeepers' Association has the largest membership of
any like organization on the American
continent, and that the beekeepers average high in their production.

standing and make fewer blunders in
their operations.
In addition to these courses held at
the college, local short courses are
sometimes given where the interest
The local short course takes
justifies.
the

work

in

line

to the

with

the

student's

home and

extension work

is

in

general farming now generally provided for in most of the States.
At the college apiary various experi-

ments are carried on.

Such

practical

matters as wintering, swarm control,
Various
etc., are under investigation.
cooperative experiments are carried on

under direction of the college, many
beekeepers in various parts of the province working on the same problem at
the same time and all reporting the results at the end of the season. As many
as 400 cooperate in this work.

i^--<*^^^

The library of beekeeping is very
complete, containing files of most of
the existing bee journals printed in the
English language, as well as current
books and those which have long been
out of print. There is an extensive
card index which enables one to locate
most that has been written on any subject relating to bee-culture.
Our picture shows Mr. Pettit and his
assistants.
Of these Mr. Stanley Stewart is a special inspector and has charge
of the mechanical work of the depart-

ment.

Mr. Joseph Roberts

is

apiary

assistant and photographer. Mr. Geo.
F. Kingsmill is assistant in charge of
apiary demonstrations and assists also
with lectures and experimental work.

Miss Koch is department stenographer
and bookkeeper, while Miss Hamilton
has charge of the filing of records, cor-

REGULAR COURSES.

The work given
rio is unlike that

to students in Ontaof most colleges in

must take the beekeeping work during their first years, regardless of which course they are taking.
During the last part of the course
the student is permitted to follow his
specialty to the exclusion of other
lines.
Under this plan the graduate
will have a much broader agricultural
education than would be possible if he
were permitted to confine his attention
to the narrow field of a specialty from
the first. Although but few of these general students will take up beekeeping
seriously after leaving school, they will
have a much better idea of the business,
and beekeepers will receive more favorable attention in localities where men
with such training reside.
Beside the regular four year college
courses, there are short courses given
both summer and winter which are
designed to give the student a good
general idea of the fundamentals of
beekeeping.
Beginners who attend
these courses are able to read the genthat all students

eral literature

with

much

better under-

A DEMONSTRATION IN

WAX RENDERING AT THE ONTARIO COLLEGE
respondence,

etc.

Millen who now has
charge of the beekeeping work in the
Michigan State University, Mr. Kingsmill who is assistant professor with
Mr. Pettit, and E. M. Aitkins who is
Prof.

F.

E.

assistant to the Dominion Apiarist at
Ottawa, are among the early graduates
of the department.

INSPECTION WORK.
in the province appointed by the Lieutenant-Governor on recommendation of the minister of agriculture. Each inspector has
from one to three counties, which is
plenty for one man to cover thoroughly.
Mr. James Armstrong is chief inspector and assists Mr. Pettit during short
courses, etc., by giving instruction in
the detection and treatment of disease.
While the provincial apiarist is not responsible for the appointment of the
inspectors, they work under his direction and report to him. This makes
possible uniform work and the practical cooperation of the inspectors in
different counties.
While inspection of the individual
apiaries still is carried on, they have
found that apiary demonstrations are
the most effective method of reaching

There are 20 inspectors

A GROUP OF STUDENTS AT THE ONTARIO SHORT COURSE
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large numbers of beekeepers. By advertising such a demonstration in advance, it is possible to instruct a number of people in the detection of disease and its treatment by going through
the apiary and giving each colony the
exact attention that its condition demands. Last year the average attendance at these demonstrations was 32
persons, a total of 1800 attending the
demonstrations during the season. In

Bee-I&eping
Conducted b; Miss

no other way could such a large number of persons be given proper instruction in the care of diseased apiaries.

The

provincial apiarist is also secreof the beekeepers' association.
While the association elects its own
officers they have the advantage of the
college organization wiiich can do
many things not otherwise possible,
°3SU3dX3 UI SUIAES }E9j3 E )E pUB
tary

About 100 colonies were stacked in
the cellar and wintered fairly well but
the black roof absorbed too much heat
from the sun during the latter part of
winter, and it was difficult to regulate
the cellar temperature.
;

My

part of the experience consisted
visits to the cellar
during the winter, regulating temperature and reporting on general conditions to the beekeeper who was away
for the winter. The first few trips are
a well remembered
experience. To
descend into the black depths of the
cellar by the dim light of a candle, to
move cautiously up and down the narrow aisles, observe the condition of
the clusters, the number of bees on
in

^
Emma

building was erected in the excavation'
the sand was filled in to the level of the
eaves all around.

FbR Women

M. Wilson, MareoEo,

111.

making regular

Wintering in Ontario
BY MISS

R. B.

PETTIT.

in
wintering
first experience
bees took place several years before I was a practical beekeeper.
It was with a cellar constructed in a
sand-hill. The owner of the bees had
secured a number of discarded freight
car doors, and after an excavation was
made in the sand-hill with team and
scraper the doors were set up to form
the walls of the cellar. Over this 2 by 11
set on
edge
inch hemlock planks
formed joists for the ceiling. This was
boarded on the underside and the 11inch space filled with dry sawdust. A
roof was placed immediately over that,
covered with sheeiing and felt roofing.
An opening in the center of the ceiling
provided for ventilation and for a vertical ladder for gitting Jown into the
cellar when the outside door was closed
in winter.
The west end of the gable
roof opened out on the upper side of

MY

hill, and the door
tu the cellar
opened at the east end on a level with
the ground below the hill. After the

the

FOUR HIVES ARE LIFTED FROM THEIR SUMMER PLACES ONTO THE STAND
and to listen carefully to the
language of the bees, who were telling
me as best they could that they were
floor,

warm or too cold to dodge
an occasional bee that shot out at the
too close approach of the candle and
the curious interloper prying into the
privacy of their little bee world, was an
experience to be remembered.
When taken out in the spring the
bees were placed on the low ground to
the east and south of the hill, that they
might be protected from cold north and
west winds. This hill, though it was at
the time sodded over, with a young orchard on it, had been formed by drifting sand and proved to be just the right
shape for the wind to come sailing
over the top and scoop in on the lower
Consequently, it did not form a
side.
satisfactory wind-break. On the whole,
then, the results of wintering in a cellar
of this kind were not as good as one
could wish.
My next experience was at the close
either too

my first summer in a bee-yard. It
consisted in packing about 110 colonies in quadruple cases with hives
packed in planer shavings. These quadruple cases are made collapsible. In
summer the hives are placed in double
of

THE QUADRUPLE CASES ARE MADE COLLAPSIBLE
In

summer

the hives are placed in double rows with just room for the winter cases
between the rows

;
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rows facing east and west, with just
room for the winter cases between the
rows.

boards

on

it.

The stand consisting

of 10 inch
leveled and the floor placed
Four hives are lifted back from
is

the summer stands onto this, being
placed in the center back to back and
side to side. The sides of the case are
then set up, after the entrance bridges
packing material
are
adjusted, and
filled in even with the tops of the hives.
The summer covers are removed and a
feeder board placed on each hive. This
feeder board consists of a honev-board
with a number of 2>^-inch holes bored
Feeding is
in it— usually about four.
done by placing the syrup in 10 pound
friction-top honey pails, with a number
of small holes punched in the lid.
These are inverted over the holes in
the feeder boards, and. of course, the
pressure of the atmosphere prevents
any drip, provided the lid is sealed
properly. The bees do the rest.
One great advantage for this style of

Summer Covers are Removed and a
Feeder Board Placed on Each hive

feeder is that it places the feed as near
as possible to the cluster, allowing the
bees to take it without breaking cluster at all, as is necessary in almost any
other style of feeder. If the nights are

cool when the feeding is done, packing
material is placed around the pails to
keep the cluster heat from escaping
through the thin feeder board. It is
better to have the feed cold when it is
put on, as there is more danger of
leaking with warm syrup, and the bees
take the cold syrup quite rapidly. At
present prices of tin, these feeders are
rather expensive, but if handled carefully they last quite a number of years.
This method of feeding is followed by
a number of our leading beekeepers,

and

is

becoming more popular every

year.

After the feeder pails are taken off,
cloths cut from outer sugar sacks are
spread over the feeder boards, several
thicknesses of newspaper over that and
the packing material is filled in over
all.
Sometimes the upper packing is
held loosely in sacks for convenience
in examining colonies early in spring
before they are unpacked.
This method of outdoor wintering I
have found very satisfactory and have
continued to practice it. I do not wrigh
my hives before packing them, but aim
to get them in the cases as soon as possible after the
supers are taken off
early in September. As soon as the
colonies in one yard are packed, the
feed is put on, usually three or four
pails to the hive
By the time the feed
is taken down, another apiary is packed
and ready for the pails. Colonies that
were heavy in stores will not have taken
all of their feed.
This is collected and
given to colonies that are being fed
later.
If a fall flow causes brood rearing in September, feeding is delayed.
Only best granulated sugar is used in

ad.isable to have each apiary
sheltered by natural or artificial
wind screens. The bees winter much
better, and it is pleasanter working in
the apiary during the windy days, which
we often have in the late spring and
early fall. Where one has many colonies, the work must go on from day to
day whether things are exactly favorable or not.
clipped queens
in the apiary
shown in the illustration, last spring
when the wind was blowing cold outside, and could not detect any ill results from loss of brood or queens.
It is important that an apiary so sheltered be provided with shade, or that
the wiridbreak be taken down in the
I find it

well

We

summer, if one would avoid excessive
swarming.
Another method of cellar wintering
which I tried with an apiary of about
80 colonies

of

bees

may

be described

as follows
The cellar

was deep and large, and
had been blasted out ot a rocky hillside. The owner had his dwelling over
it, and used a part of it for other purposes. Within the cellar a small com-

preparing feed. Loss from granulated
stores is too serious a matter to take
any chance on feeding honey, or to
leave rven the heaviest hives without
giving them the opportunity of taking
some sugar syrup.

Collapsible Quadruple Case-. Contain
iNG Four Colonies Fixed for the

Long Winter
partment was built, boarded up walls
and ceiling, and covered with building
paper on the sides. On the ceiling he
spread sawdust to hold the warmth,
and cracks were left in the boards of
the ceiling to allow for

upward

venti-

lation.
In this

cellar within a cellar, the
hives were stored away, piled one on
top of the other as usual, completely
filling the room they occupied, with the

exception of narrow aisles just wide
>,-^'

^

.

r

'*

*^

#^.S'?i.:.
-i^^^v
rifft-BK.'

SIDES

AND ENDS ARE SET UP AND PACKING MATERIAL PLACED

IN

to pass between the
In this cellar so completely insulated from outdoor conditions, the bees wintered perfectly. Ventilation was given by opening the outer
cellar door, the inner cellar bein^
always left closed. They came out in
splendid condition in .^pril.
There are a great variety of outdoor
packing cases and devices for feeding
used. There are many variations of

enough

for

piles of

hives.

one
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cellar

arrangements, but

methods described are

I believe the
typical of most

the wintering in Ontario. Broadly
speaking, a line might be drawn from
of

Georgian Bay just north of Lake Simcoe, and in a southeasterly direction to
Lake Ontario. Most of the bees south
and west of that are wintered on summer stands, and most of them toward
the north and east of that line are
wintered in cellars. Up until recent
years a great deal of cellar wintering
was practiced in southwestern Ontario,
and one of the best beekeepers in Ontario, a Mr. Bowen, of Niagara Falls,
in the southern part of the province,
has recently built a rather expensive
and very complete cellar for his bees ;
but the tendency all through the district mentioned is strongly toward out-

door wintering. Even beekeepers in
the north and east are interested, and

prepared in the winter cases with plenty
of good stoies, we can go away and
forget them. They are left in the winter cases until settled warm weather.
If they need supers before that time,
the cases are large enough to allow of
supers being put on. If they need feed

—

Bee Neetings Scheduled. Following
meetings with dates as we
now have them. Secretaries are urged
to send us dates of meetings as early as
is a list of

we can give

done

in the packing cases.
said, as long as there
are bees and beekeepers there will be
advocates of the different methods of
all is

wintering.

Georgetown, Ont.

W) News

Miscellaneous

possible so that

or any other attention in the spring,
that can be
But after

publicity

though the grade of the wood called
"Pecky" would probably not do for
beehives, it would be well for beekeepers to

make

the acquaintance of cypress

in all grades as used for all purposes.

•

through the Bee lournal
Illinois State, Springfield, Nov. 15-16
Michigan, Lansing, Nov. 30, Dec. 1-2
Northwestern, Chicago, Dec. 4-5.
Iowa, Des Moines, Dec. 5-6.
Minnesota, Minneapolis, Dec. 5-6.
New York, Canandaigua, Dec. 5-6.

"Pecky" Cypress is
handbook

small 60-page

the

title

of

a

issued by the

Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Asso-

New Orleans. Among other
things the booklet contains a complete
" Pecky " Cypress, as
description of
written up by an expert for the " Lumber Trade Journal." He avers that
cypress contains chemical properties
which render it immune to rot. After
eating a few holes in the lumber the

Items

Bee Hunting There seems to be an
unusual demand this year for methods
of hunting bee trees. We made the
acquaintance of a little book on this
subject a short time ago which we
think will interest our subscribers. It
is entitled " Bee Hunting," and is edited by A. R. Harding.
Copies can be
furnished from this office
The regular postpaid price

ciation at

worm

We

can go no farther.
believe there

cypress
This

in

the

is

a great future for

beekeeping

line.

Al-

Press Bulletin on Bees.

agement

if

desired.

is

25 cents.

— " Fall Man-

Bees" is the subject of
Press Bulletin No. 231 of the University of Missouri.
The bulletin, which
goes out to all newspapers of that State,
advises movable combs, and urges early
preparation and careful management
for best wintering. There are in Missouri about 40,000 beekeepers owning
of

200,000 colonies of bees.

not a fox ranch, but an apiary en
closed with wind screen of lath. In selecting an apiary site an unused dwelling is
secured if possible. Note the rolling country, its steep rising groundwith raspberry,
is

sumac and second growth basswood.

— R.

B. Pettit. Gcorsetouon.

experimenting
with a view to
changing over to that method.
There are quite a few reasons why
we like outdoor wintering better. It
certainly takes more equipment, and
the initial expense is perhaps greater
than in a cellar, but the beekeeper is so
much more independent; he can pack
and feed his bees at his convenience.
But for the cellar-wintered bees, one
must watch and wait and guess at the
are

for putting them in; then
perhaps make a mistake by putting in
too soon or too late. The same experience is repeated in the spring when
the time comes for taking the bees out

best time

Cellar-wintered bees
of the cellar.
after they are removed from their winter quarters are exposed to the cold,
inclement weather, that we get at different times for perhaps two months.
cellar requires a certain amount of
watching and anxiety all winter to regulate temperature and ventilation. On

A

the other hand,

when bees

are well

SPEYSIDE APIARY OF MISS PETTIT IN WINTERING CASES
The wind screen is made of plastering lath nailed on forms ''X3 feet: a convenient
moving

size for

November,
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Honey Boosted Again
News,

in its issue of

—The

Oct.

2,

Chicago
was asked

the following question by a subscriber
"Is not the appetite a safe guide to fol:

ow

in selection of

A

food

?"

portion of the reply given follows

:

Fond parents indulge the " sweet
tooth" instinct of their loved ones by
means of candy, jams, jellies, syrup, and
the never ending list of denatured
sweets upon which the happiness of
the child is thought to depend so
largely.

In these delicacies such denatured
products as refined sugar, glucose and
sulphured molasses figure to a considerable extent.
The more natural maple sugarand the
unrefined natural brown sugar and
honey are usually neglected in the
preparation of the child's food. As a
result the appetite for sweets that is
undoubtedly an expression of the requirement of the body for the sugary
principles of fruits is converted into
one which only appreciates the more
concentrated products of the cane refinery, the sulphur plant and the glucose factory.
The jaded appetite of the middle

or woman has its beginning
in the debased appetite of the sugar fed
Sugar intoxication is as unnatchild.
ural as whiskey intoxication.

aged

man

—

Northwestern Meeting at Chicago.
The Chicago-Northwestern Beekeepers'
Association will meet in Chicago on
Dec. 4 and 5, 1916. For information
address the secretary, Mr. John C. Bull,
Route 8, Valparaiso, Ind.

—

Quebec Meeting.
The Beekeepers'
Association of the Province of Quebec
will hold its annual meeting at Mon15 and 16.
For particulars,
Comire, Secretary,
Oscar
Abenakis Springs, Quebec.

treal

Nov.

address

New York

State Meeting
The anmeeting of the New York State
Association of Beekeepers' Societies
will be held in Canandaigua, N.Y., Dec.
5 and 6. F. Greiner, Secretary, Naples,
nual

N. Y.

^'

Iowa Meeting. — The Iowa State Beekeepers' Association will meet in Des
Moines Dec. 5 and 6. Everybody invited.

For

Hamlin

program, address

B.

Miller, Marshalltown, Iowa.

—

Illinois Meeting.
The 26th annual
meeting of the Illinois State Beekeepers' Association will be held in Springfield onWednesday and Thursday, Nov.
15 and 16, 1916.
Further notice will be
given in the dailies, and individual
notices with program sent to all the

members

of the association. Jas. A.
Stone, Secretary, Rt. 4, Springfield, 111.

Minnesota Convention.— The Minnesota State Beekeepers' Association will

meet

West

at

Minn., Dec. 5 and

Minneapolis,

Hotel,
6,

1916.

For information concerning this
meeting address L. V. France, Secretary, University Farm, St. Paul, Minn.

Western New York Producers Meet.
annual meeting of the Western
New York Honey Producers' Associa-

— The

tion will be

held

Nov. 14

to 16, at the

American Hotel Hall at Akron, N. Y.
As this has been a good season for
beekeepers a good attendance is expected. Every one interested in bees
is welcome.
Wm. F. Vollmer, Sec.

honey, they would be starving now
Are you saving any money for future
use ?"
"If you want some honey in later
days when honey may be hard to get,
start storing a little every day."
An accident when the hives were
being brought to the bank turned out
to be " silver lined." The man carrying the glass hives collided with a
pedestrian
just before entering the
bank, and dropped a hive containg several thousand bees.
The result was a
near-riot which, however, was rather
more amusing than serious, and the

newspapers

—

1

in

articles, all

tioned the unique

am
Bank Uses Bees to Teach
Thrift.
A well known Chicago bank,
the Greenebaum Sons Bank & Trust
Company, recently attracted considerable new business by means of a window display in which bees were exhibited.
The idea was originated by W.
J. Greenebaum, cashier of the bank,
Chicago

found

it

material for

which mendisplay. Mr.
Greenebaum was quoted as saying: "I
first-page

sorry this

of

window

accident

happened.

I

wanted to give Chicagoans a lesson in
economy, but did not intend it should
be driven in that hard.
" The display drew large crowds of
interested spectators."

A

—

County Exhibit Langlade County,
beemen put on an excellent dis-

Wis.,
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As an advertising proposition

for the

beenien, the booth was certainly worth
while. One beeman sold 50 gallons of

honey during the fair, and the first
morning after the close received an
order for 25 gallons more from a Minneapolis man who had visited the fair.
The exhibit was put on under the
auspices of the Northern Wisconsin
Beekeepers' Association, organized
Antigo in August.

at

—

Sanders to Pennsylvania. J. G. Sanders, who has been State Entomologist
for Wisconsin, and as such has shown
his interest in beekeeping, has resigned

to

become Economist Zoologist with

the University of Pennsylvania at Harrisburg. No doubt that he will carry
his interest in bees to this

new work.

the work. Negotiations are under way
for similar work in another southern
State, concerning which announcement
will be made later.
third man is to
be employed to do work of a more general character throughout the South,
in cooperation with the office of Extension Work in the South, of this

A

department. In all cases the men employed are to work in close cooperation with the
County Agricultural
Agents.
The southern States offer great opportunity for beekeeping, and much interest has been shown in his work. There
are no sections of the country where
there are more bees, although many of
them receive inadequate care. An interesting

this

that the

South

now

work

for the present to the south-

ern States.

DEATH OF
Dr. Cline was

DR.

born

at

Followfield,

Pa., Feb. 24, 1818. and
died at the home of his son, J. G. Cline,
in the town of Fayette, Wis., Sept. 28,
1916.
He came to Wisconsin in 1851, and

Crawford

purchased a farm on which he resided
until a few years ago, when the infirmities of his unusual age compelled him
to give up the more strenuous efforts
of farm life.
Dr. Cline was an enthusiastic beekeeper. His experience extended over
a continuous period of 77 years, and

1, 1917, at which time he will
resume insect disease investigations
and will be connected with the office
of Cereal & Forage Insect Investiga-

enthusiast on the subject, and
was a ready instructor to those who
needed his counsel.
It was my good fortune to know Dr.
Cline intimately for 65 years, and to
him I owe more than to any other man

tions."

The bee disease investigations will
progress without interruption, the work
being done by Dr. A. H. McCray, tor
several

years

of

the

staflf,

and since

charge of the disease
work at the Drummond Laboratory.
July,

1915

Extension
Department.

in

Work by

quiet

for the success that I have had in the
profession we both so dearly loved.
He was for many years a member of
the National Beekeepers' Association.
In the passing of Dr. Cline the profession has met with a serious loss, his
neighbors a true friend, and the world
a noble christian character.
C. R.

the Government
will be inter-

—^Beekeepers

ested in the following letter from Dr.
E. F. Phillips, in charge of bee investi-

gations at Washington, D. C.

The present Agricultural Appropriation bill carries an increase of $5000
for the work in beekeeping in the
Bureau of Apiculture. It is proposed
using this fund to inaugurate extension
and demonstration work in beekeeping in the southern States, similar to
the work done by Mr. E. G. Carr for
this bureau last year in North Carolina.
Arrangements have already been completed for the continuance of the work
in North Carolina, in cooperation with
the North Carolina
Department of
Agriculture, and Mr. George H. Rea,
former inspector of apiaries of Pennsylvania, has gone to Raleigh to begin

the losers, it is good for the honey
trade that dealers are able to make an
extra good profit on some of the honey
they handle. The secretary frequently
has enquiries for names of beekeepers
having honey for sale, and while responsibility is not assumed he is willing to put dealer and member in communication if so requested by any

Signed by the committee:
Couse,
W. J. Craig,
H. B. SiBBALD,
MORLEY PeTTIT,
Sec.-7reas.

Co.,

until two years ago, alone, cared for
an apiary numbering from 50 to 100
colonies. He was probably in point of
age and continuous service the ol lest
beekeeper in Wisconsin. He was a

until April

is always this way, and while the
beekeepers who sold cheap honey are

It

Wm.

JOHN CLINE

Dr. White to Cereal and Forage Insect
Investigation. "Dr. G. F. White has
concluded his investigations of bee
diseases with the Government at Washington, D. C, and will be on furlough

—

good prices.
Of course, dealers have been able to
secure a certain amount of cheap honey.

member.

—

That Carolina Bee Club Again Bruce
Anderson, that live county agent mentioned in one of our summer numbers
is out with another bulletin to his bee
This time he is advising his
club.
members to get their bees ready for
The items which he insists
winter.
make for good wintering are good
queens in strong colonies, plenty of
good feed, and some sort of winter
protection. Right again.

fact is

consumes almost all of its own honey
and buys some from other sections of
the country. For these and many other
reasons, it has seemed best to confine

good. The situation this year is if anything better than a year ago, and the
members have sold out entirely at
prices as good as, if not better, than
those recommended by the committee.
When it is remembered that nearly a
year must go around before another
crop is harvested, and weather conditions have not been the best for next
year's clover, beekeepers need have no
worry about selling their honey at

Bridgman.

—

Dark Honey Crop Report The Crop
Report Committee of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association met on Friday,
Sept. 8, to consider the crop of dark
honey. It was found that 89 members
had reported 91,325 pounds from 5091
colonies, being an average of 18 pounds
per colimy. This is about the same as
last year's average, but

owing

to

high

prices prevailing in all similar lines,
the committee advises members to ask
Syi cents to 9 cents per pound wholesale, depending upon the size of the
package and the quantity sold in one
order. No buckwheat honey should be
retailed for less than 10 cents per

pound.
In issuing this report a year ago, the

statement was made that the local demand for white honey was exceedingly

—

Michigan's Thanksgiving Convention.
will be able to
enjoy a very profitable program at the
forthcoming convention in Lansing,

Michigan beekeepers
on Nov.

30, Dec. 1 and 2.
While the
of speakers is not yet complete, a
glance will show that it will pay every
beekeeper to make a special effort to
be present and enjoy the feast of good
things both mentally and bodily.
Among other things we shall have:
list

Mr. David Running. Filion— President's
Address.
Mr. C. P. Dadant. Hamilton. 111.—" Preven-

tion of Swarming."
Mr. E. R Root. Medina. Ohio-" EstablishTrade Name for Honey."
Mr. E. D Townsend, Northstar— " The Sale
of Honey."
Dr. E. F. Phillips. Washington. D. C.—" Ex-

ing a

tension

Work

in Beekeeping."
C. Pellett. Atlantic,

Mr. Frank

"Some Beekeepers I Have Met."

Iowa—

(Illustrated
lecture.)
Mr. A. G. Woodman. Grand Rapids—" Possibilities of the Combless Package."
Mr. Ira D. Bartlett. East Jordan— "Choosing a Location for Beekeeping."
Mr. Leonard Griggs. Flint— "Successful
Wintering of Bees in Cellar."

Mr. Floyd Markham, Ypsilanti—" Which
Should Beekeepers Produce. Extracted or

Comb Honey

?

Eric MiUen. East Lansing- "Some
Reasons for P'ailures in Beekeeping."

Mr.

F.

A banquet supper will be given by
Messrs. Root & Co., of Medina, Ohio,
and Messrs. M. H. Hunt & Son, of
Lansing, Mich.
This year the association is giving
away four medals, to be won outright
for exhibits of about 150 pounds of comb
and e-xtracted honey. The comb honey
medals will bear the portrait of Dr. C.
C. Miller, and the extracted honey
medals will bear the portrait of L. L.
Langstroth there will be a silver and
a bronze medal for each class.
For the small class exhibits there
will be nicely gotten up diplomas, and
these will take the place of cash or beesupplies which have been given formThese diplomas should prove
erly.
good advertisements to the winners in

—

their home localities, and we feel sure
that the winners will be proud of them.
Following is a list of exhibits
:

A.

150

sections of

comb honey— ist

pre-

November, 1916.

American Hee Journal j^|g
mium. Miller silver medal;

2d,

bronze medal;

diploma.

3d,

150

jj,

mium,

of extracted honey— ist preLantrstroth silver medal; 2d. bronze

pounds

3d, diploma.
C, 12 sections of clover
premiums, diplomas.
jd
and
2d.
£>, 12 sections of raspberry or
honey— ist. 2d. and 3d

medal;

comb honey— 1st.

comb

other light

premiums,

...

diplomas.
/•;, 12 sections of

amber or dark honey— ist.
and 3d premiums, diplomas.
clover extracted honey—
/', 12 pounds of
1st. 2d, and 3d premiums, diplomas.
12 pounds of raspberry or other light
i;
extracted honey— 1st, 2d. and 3d premiums,

2d

diplomas.

pounds of amber or dark extracted
honey— ist, 2d. and 3d premiums, diplomas.
/. 12 pounds of extracted candied honeymost salable condition for market — ist. 2d.
and 3d premiums, diplomas.
pounds of beeswax— ist. 2d. and 3d
./. 12
//. 28

premiums, diplomas.
A', One dozen honey cookies.
/,. One dozen bran honey cookies.
A/, Two-pound honey fruit cake.
jV. Best new apiarian appliance.
will be given for classes 7
as in other classes. Exhibits must
not bear the name or mark of exhibi-

Diplomas

to

tor

until

after

judged.

All

exhibits

must be the product of the exhibitor
or a inember of his family.
All exhibits must be in place on the
evening of Nov. 30. The gold medal is
given by the American manufacturers
of bee-supplies, and is known as the

%

that another virgin was in the nucleus and
did the gnawing. Virgins have a craze for
gnawing down queen-cells, even the cells
from which they themselves have emerged.
Only a day ago I found in a nursery a virgin
not a day old, and she had torn out one side
of the cell from which she had emerged.

Manufacturers' medal.

The silver medal is given by the
Michigan jobbers in bee-supplies, and

known

is

as Jobbers' medal.

The bronze medal
association, and
ciation medal.

is

is

given by the

known

as the Asso-

The challenge medals must be won
three times before becoming the property of the exhibitor. This is the second year for competition for these
medals.
Programs will be sent to all members
of the association, and can be secured
by any other interested beekeeper.
F. Eric Millen, Sec.-Treas.
East Lansing, Mich.

/,

Kind of Bees
\Y,hat IS the difference between golden
Italian bees, leather colored and 3-banded ?

Which do you think are the best workers
and the best color ?
I heard a man
say this summer there was
only one kind of black bees and that was the
German. I was at R. A. Morgan's, of Vermillion. S. Dak., and he had some black
bees that were as big or bigger than the Italians.
I hey were very gentle.
What kind
were they ? I am starting beekeeping again
and have full blooded stock only, and expect to keep them that way. I want to use

lo-frame hives with 8-frame supers, or 8frame hives on top and leave space at the
back so I can remove brood in the middle
of the honey flow and replace it with empty
frames without lifting off the supers on top
of the hives, then I can use that brood for
increase or put it above, and when the
brood hatches the frames will be filled with
honey.
Do you think the plan will be all right or
do you know of any better way ?

Iowa.

<^.An^wers^

Dr-MiluerIs

Answer —Golden

are supposed
to have workers mostly with five bands.
Leather-colored are what the name indicates, much the same color as fair leather,
being darker than the brighter yellow bees.
Like most others, I prefer the darker bees,
although there are good and poor in all

to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo. II"..
does not answer beeUeepine Questions by mail.

Send Questions either

He
How

to Winter Aflerswarms

the best thing to do with
four colonies of beei that are afterswarms
and have stored practically no honey for

What would be

use this winter? They have young
queens and are breeding good. There are
about six frames of bees in each colony and
nearly all of the space is filled with honey.
Not much prospect of any honey flow this
their

fall.

^

^

I have tan other colonies in good shape.
Would it be practical to unite them with
some of those colonies? And if so, how
would be the best way to do it ? Indiana.

Answers.— From your description these
are good colonies that you can have ready
for winter by merely feeding them. If you
wish to unite each one of them with another
colony, there would be nothing difficult in
that. Kill the queen that you think poorest;
put a sheet of newspaper over one of them
(of course directly over the brood-frames),
set the other hive (without any bottomboard) directly on this, and three days or
more later put the best frames of brood in
the lower story. You can unite without
killing either queen, although it is at least a
little better to kill one of them.

Queens— Hatching Queen in Cell
In the distress (or srhoke) method of introducing queens, how manv puffs of white,
choky smoke must be given? Would four
good puffs with a good smoker be too much ?
Must the roar caused by the puffs be heard
continually for ten or more minutes, namely
up to the moment when the one-inch wide
space at the entrance is opened again; or
Introducing

can it go dwindling down so that it can
hardly be heard at the end of ten minutes,
and if not heard at all at the end of ten minutes is it a sure sign not enough smoke was

given ?
In the distress method, Arthur C. Miller,

Bee Culture, page 63, says
this method is known the
same or next day. How is it known, by
opening the hive, or if the queen is not accepted, do you find her at the entrance of
the hive dead ?
Gleanings

in
that a failure in
in

In the starvation (Simmins)

ure
is it
I

known also
known ?

the

same

method,

or next day

?

is fail-

How

put a tine queen-cell into a cell protector.

kinds.

put the protector into a nucleus into which
bees and put
I shook about two cupfulls of
the nucleus in a dark cellar for 70 hours.
When I took the nucleus out and looked at
the protector, the cell was almost all eaten
up by the bees, though I had put a tin stopper at the wide entrance of the protector.
What was the mistake in this case, as there
was no queen in the nucleus ?

Montana.

Answer.— I suppose

three puffs, if strong
enough, would be all right, and four puffs
could hardly do much harm. The roaring
would die down in ten minutes or less.
In the place to which you refer in Gleanings. Mr. Arthur C. Miller says: "Even
were it not better than the cage method. I
should continue to use it. for a failure Is
known the same or the next day, while by
the cage method it is sometimes a week be.
fore the queen is out, and a day or two
more before we know she is safe." I think
his idea is that when the distress method is
used we will find the queen laying the same
or the next day, while with the cage method
it will be a day later, or more, before the
queen begins to lay. and sometimes more

than a week

later.

By the Simmins method the queen ought
be laying sooner than if caged. She certainly has the chance to lay at once if kindly
accepted, whereas there is delay by caging,
to

no matter how friendly the bees may be.
The presence of eggs is proof of success,
while the absence of eggs is proof of failure,
although by '.no means sure proof, for the
laying may be much delayed. The presence
of the dead queen at the entrance is prompt
proof of failure, although one cannot always
be sure of finding her there after she is
killed.

gnawed

to pieces

Italians

In the case of the cell
does not necessarily follow that there was
any mistake on your part. It may merely
mean that the bees departed from their
usual behavior, and did not respect the
point of the cell, but gnawed it down. I
should have just a little suspicion, however.
it

Carniolan and Caucasians are much like
black bees in color, but with lighter bands.

Sometimes

it is

difficult to distinguish

them

from blacks.
I know of only one kind of black bees, and
yet there may be a difference in that one
kind. I suppose from what you say that Mr.
Morgan's bees were blacks.
Better not try the plan you mention on a
large scale until you find out whether you

will like

it.

Kind of Queens

Compared— Requeening

3 banded and leather
colored Italians, how do they compare in
gentleness, hardiness, and honey getting
qualiiies, taken as a race ?
2. Are the goldens more inclined to " borrow " or rob than the others mentioned ?
stand our cold win;ers, win3. Will they
tering out, as well as the others ?
had some leather-colored bees but
4. I
they have " mixed" with others, and I now
have everything .from three banders to all
black in every hive, but they are very quiet
and are fair workers, but if I was sure that I
1.

Takint' the golden,

would not get something worse ttian what
have, I would like to get some full-blooded
stock, and I am "struck " on the appearance
I

Would you advise me to
make the change ?
5. Which would be best, to requeen early

of the goldens.

the spring and avoid the hybrid drones or
requeen during swarming time and use fertile queens from a dealer ?
which hive a
b. Is there any way to tell
swarm came from. when, as they frequently
do. they have come out unobserved ? If the
queen is clipped, one does not know where
to look for her. and if one practices the
method of hiving the swarm on tfie old
stand, putting the old colony on a new stand
to discourage afterswarming. one is equally
" up against it " if it is not known which colony cast the swarm.
beekeepers here leave their ex7. Some
tracting combs on the hive until October or
in

November, allowing the bees to thoroughly
ripen and thicken it. and at the same time
they will carry down what they need for
winter stores; of course, this "easy way " is
spen to criticism, but the main problem
here is to get the bees off the combs. Escapes are very slow, and in some cases will
not remove them at all. so some have tried
carbolic acid method." A dilute soluthe
tion of carbolic acid is used and a few drops
are sprinkled on a cloth which is laid over
'

390
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the frames and the cover put on for about
20 minutes or less when every bee will be
driven down in the brood-chamber, or even
out of the hive if left too long, and if the
cloth is left on the super not a robber bee
will touch it. Do you think this method injurious to the bees or brood if used carefully

?

_,.,

,,
8. Do tl.e 4X5 plain sections sell as readily
as the i't\iy» beeway section on the city
of honey
grade
and
honey markets, quality

lNi,>uiRER.

being equal?

through reAnswers.— I. If you
cent numbers you will find your questions
as to races mostly answered. It should be
understood that these three kinds cannot be
classified as exactly distinct and separate
in their characteristics. There are variations in all three. Indeed it should be said
that 3-banders and leather-colored are not
to be counted as two classes, for when we
speak of leather-colored we mean 3-banded
Italians of a darker hue. and when you say
3-banders you no doubt mean the lighterwill look

will find good. bad. and indifthree. You may have leathercolored that are poor, and you might get
goldens better, and vice virsa. On the whole

colored.
ferent in

You

should

vengeance upon it
Another way is to
squirt kerosene or gasoline upon the miscreant with a sewing-machine oil-can.
2. If the colony is strong enough, and there
is a strong fall flow, it ought to make out; if
the flow is not enough you will have to feed.

all

general consider that the good
characteristics you mention are more likely
to be found in the leather-colored than in
the others, although the beauty of the goldens is not a thing to be despised.
2. I think not.
strain, although
3. Yes. if you get a good
some of them are likely to be a little tender.
plan
4. Other things being equal, your best

I

do is to have colonies so vigorous and
strong that they will not let the moth get the
upper hand. Italians are away ahead of
blacks in fighting the moth; so Italianize
your stock and you need pay no attention
to the moth unless you have a very weak
colony. On your part, you can do something
to help. If a colony is weak, don't let it
have more combs than it can cover, and
strengthen it as soon as you can. If you care
to take the trouble, you can dig the big
larvae out of the combs. With a pin or wire
nail, pick open one end of the burrow of a
larva, then beginning at the other end pick
open until you drive the larva out of the
hole first made, when you can wreak your
to

in

to get at least one pure queen of
the kind you started with, breeding from
her and weeding out all poorer stock. Having already part of that blood, it will be
easier to get the whole of that kind. You
can. of course, change all into goldens. but
you're hardly so sure of good stock.
Get a pure queen early, and
5. Do both.
breed from her so as to introduce her daughters late in the season, and any time when
there is any need of a new queen. I am not
entirely certain what you mean as to

would be

"

hybrid drones." If you get a pure queen,
her daughter's drones will be pure. It's not
so important about a drone's mother, but
he should have a good grandmother.
6. Some sprinkle flour on a few bees of the
swarm, and then watch which hive the
fioury bees enter. If yourqueensare clipped
you can nearly always tell from which hive
a swarm came by watching to which hive it
returns.

hardly think

7.

I

8.

When

so.

the 4x5 sections

much was

first

made

their

about their
bringing a higher price, and possibly they
did in some markets. Possibly that is still
the case, but in markets that I know about
the common 4Jix4/i have rather the preferappearance,

said

ence.

How

to Get Rid of

Moth Larvae

1. I would like to know what to do with a
colony of bees that is troubled with moth;
since early in the season I have seen the
bees carrying out moth larva and web. but
thinking they would be able to clean the
moth out I left them alone until I saw that
something would have to be done, so today,
Sept. 14, 1 transferred the bees into a new
hive. There was not much honey or brood
in the old hive, but there certainly was a lot
of moth larvae. After I found the queen and
put her in the new hive the bees followed, I
then turned the combs out on a board and
let the chickens clean out the larva.
2. Would mothballs in the hive have done
any good early in the season, or can you suggest anything that could have been done ? Do
you think it is possible for me to save this
Michigan.
colony?
1. If you put in enough moth-balls you can
keep out the moth, but you will drive out

the bees; so don't try moth-balls.

The

thing

Room

for

Queen- -What Kind of Hives for Comb
Honey ?

1. I run entirely for extracted honey and
have been giving the queen free access to all
the supers above the brood-chamber, sometimes two and three supers. The queen lays
in all the supers now, and when I examine
each colony every seven days, and have to
go through all supers to examine the brood.
2. If I put on an excluder and keep the
queen below, is the brood-chamber of an 8frame hive large enough for a prolific queen;
if not, is a lo-frame hive large enough ?
3. For comb honey do you use 8 or 10 frame

hives?
4. A large beekeeeper told me that he uses
8-frame hives exclusively for comb honey,
and that he takes out one frame on each
side and puts a dummy in their place,
and only allows the queen six frames for a
brood-chamber and says that is enough.
What is your opinion of this ?
5. iio you think golden bees are immune
from European foulbrood ?
6. Do you think golden bees are as good
honey gatherers as other bees ? \Vhich do
you prefer ? I want to requeen this fall.

Iowa.

Answers

—

Wouldn't

lighten the job if
you didn't go through your hives quite so
often? Don't you think ten days will do as

well as seven

i.

The sealed cells were cut out and and the
queen taken away. She was a small queen
and a very slow mover, but I could not see
any defect about her.
This day I have ordered an untested
queen to put in this hive.
1. Do you call this a drone-layer ?
2. If so. how do you account for
a few normal worker cells ?
3. What would have hatched from
those

queen-cells ?
4. Will this colony be likely to
accept a
laying queen ?

5. How should this colony have been
managed from July, when they were found to be
queenless?
Illinois.

Answers.— I. I hardly know. Usually the
term "drone layer is applied to a queen
which produces drone-brood only. A queen
that has a small proportion of drone brood
"

in worker-cells is generally called a failing
queen, but when this happens with a queen
when she first begins to lay, I know of no
name for her except to call her a poor
queen. In the present case there was so
small a proportion of worker-brood that she
was certainly a " poor" queen, and it would
be hardly out of the way to call her a drone-

layer.

As already hinted, faulty queens run all
way from having only a small proportion

2.

the

of drones in worker-cells

up to those which
produce no worker-brood at all. This queen
just happened to be one of those that have
mostly drone-brood.
3. Possibly
queens; likely nothing; for
when bees try to make a queen out of dronebrood, the drone seems never to hatch out,
4. Perhaps, but the chances are not the
best.

The best thing would have been to unite
with a normal colony, starting a new
nucleus; or, to take away all combs with
adhering bees (giving them to other colonies), then put in the hive one or two frames
of brood with adhering bees. The field-bees
would then return to give heart to the new
comers.
5

it

Destroying Moth

it

?

During the heavy harvest eight frames
will accommodate most queens, provided
she keeps them all well filled with brood.
Some queens will do this, and some will
leave the two outside combs for honey and
pollen, with quite a circle of honey in the
2.

other frames. A lo-frame hive is safer.
were a beginner
3. Eight-frame; but if I
anew I should do some studying about having a larger hive.
4. Perhaps his queens are satisfied with
only six combs; I think mine would strike.
5. I don't believe any bee is entirely immune, although some are more nearly immune than others. I would take my chances
on leather-colored Italians, although some
goldens may be just as good.
A. Taken as a whole. I think the leathercolored will excel, although some goldens
may be just as good. There are good and
bad in both.

have several hives that are infected by
grubs from the eggs of millers I would
like to know if there is any way by which I
could kill these grubs and eggs without
spoiling the combs for the*ees ?
Iowa.
I

Answer.— The

took three frames of brood
and ripe queen cells for a start and closed
the entrance 24 hours. July 4 I gave a frame
of brood with queen-cell, having found evidence that they were queenless. July 26 I
gave them a frame of brood, there being no
queen present. August 3 1 gave a frame with
brood and bees, from a desire to keep the
colony in fair strength. August 27 1 found
unsealed brood. September 2 I found sealed
brood, apparently drone-brood in workercells (and a few worker brood), two sides of
one frame well covered and a small quantity on two other frames. There were two
sealed queen-cells and one or two unsealed.
14

I

and best way

to

the larger larvae at once, take a small oilcan, such as used for sewing-machines, and
squirt a little gasoline on the miscreant.
You may fumigate the combs with sulphur,
but this does not destroy the eggs, and so

must be repeated in perhaps two weeks.
Carbon disulphide will destroy eggs as well
as larviT?. Tier up the combs in hive bodies.
an empty body on top. and in this put a
saucer and pour it half full of the liquid and
cover up quickly.

Worms

Faulty Queen

On June

easiest

have such combs cleaned up is to give them
to a strong colony of bees, and for this purpose Italians are greatly superior to blacks.
Another easy way is to leave them outdoors
through the winter, for freezing destroys
both larvse and eggs. If neither of these
ways is available, and you want to get rid of

in

Hive

am

sending an unfilled section of honey
as a sample to show what has destroyed the
colony of bees that it was taken from.
examined all the hives yesterday, and
I
was surprised to find this colony destroyed
I

of eggs, and these worms in the
and brood-chamber. All of the
gone, and nothing but the comb left.
There are a lot of web in the space
between each frame full of dead and live
bees. I'he sections were all full of honey,

and

all full

sections

honey

is

mostly capped about six weeks ago.
insect or worm
1. What kind of an

and what
2.

If

is its

name

is it,

?

the bees from another colony would

November, 1916.
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rob that hive and carry the honey back to
their hive, would tliey gel infested with it.
too?

Could

I clean the
sections and let them
next year, as the combs in some of
to be in Kood condition ?
worm Kotten into the hive and
4. Has this
compelled the bees to leave, and then some
other bees robbed the honey ?
Illinois.

3

be

filled

them loos

Answers-i.
melUmclla),

It

the wax-moth {Galleria
also bee-moth, which is

is

called

empty, neither is it likely that they will all
be entirely full. So with any sort of arrangement there will be some empty space in the
lower parts of the combs, enough to accommodate the bees, although some hold that
bees really need no such empty space.
When bees are left to their own devices
they usually have the outside combs fullest,

and

a

hemisphere of empty

cells centrally.

you want

If

to

be particular about

it

you can

try to imitate this.
2. It doesn't matter at all, just so the bees
are not allosved to build in the vacancy. But
at any time when no Queen is in the colony,
only a single dummy is needed, and that
next to the frame or frames present, for
bees rarely build comb in a queenless colony.

found almost everywhere where bees are
kept.
2.

No.

3.

Yes.

4.

The moth

Reports And

did not take full possession
the colony became very weak. You

until

probably always find more or less of the
larv« of the wax-moth in your hives as long
as you keep bees, but thty are not likely to
make any great trouble so long as colonies
are strong, especially if you have Italians.
Black bees give up more readily. In the
present case the likelihood is that the colony became queenless and weak, and then
the moth was allowed to have its own way.
Have Italians and only strong colonies, and
you need pay no attention to the moth.
will

Worms Again
have one colony of bees in an 8-frame
hive, which gathered no honey this summer.
They started building one com bin the super,
but that s as far as they got. I looked them
over and found them full of those white
worms. What are they, and what do they
do. and what should I do ?
Minnesota.
I

Answer.— The white worms you found are
the larvae of the wax-moth, but they are not
the cause of the trouble, and only came in
because of the defenseless condition of the
colony. See reply to " Illinois."

Pound Packages
Have you any data on how far bees in
pound packages can besuccessfully shipped
by express ? I do not believe they can be
successfully shipped from California to
Illinois, and I base this belief on two experiments. Last year I ordered two one-pound
Eackages from one of the largest dealers in
ees in that State. The bees came in the
latter part of Tune, a little late to be sure,
and were practically all dead, so that I
simply turned them all out on the ground
The California firm agreed to duplicate
the order this spring, and did so. the two
one-pound packages arriving June i, but. as
before, the bees were, I should say, gs percent dead.
I cannot blame the concern which shipped
the bees, as they are certainly up-to date in
their methods.
In order to acquire this
knowledge I paid $3 00 for bees and two express charges of J1.37 each. On the other
hand I have received from Texas half a

dozen pound packages

of bees, and in each
instance they arrived in fine condition.
experience, therefore, leads me to think

On

Sept. 12

for

Winter

cumb when

took off a super about oneI
stored it, placing paper
above and below; tried to get it about air
1-

I

half sealed over.

On

tight.

Sept. 23

I

reopened

several

My

may stand

a thousand mile
trip by express they are very likely to sucthat while bees

Honey

^

it

and found

small white worms; some in the
comb looked like the bee-moth worm. What
was It and what caused it ?

Will the bees store enough honey in the
to run them through winter, if the
IS left on until freezing weather ?
3. Which are considered the better, golden
or leather-colored Italian bees, for honey
gatherers?
Missouri.
2.

the distance

Glen Ellyn,

is

III.

doubled.
Suescri.ser.

[It is our opinion
that properly packed
bees ought to readily stand the trip from
California to Illinois. If others have had
experience along this line, we would like to
hear from them.— Editor.]

hivebody

super

Answers.— I. They are the larva; of the
wax-moth, that came from eggs laid while
the super was on the hive. See answer to
"Illinois."

extracting combs are in the super it
is uncertain.
If sections containing honey
are left on until freezing, there is little
doubt that enough honey will be in the
brood-chamber for winter.
3. The
best goldens are better than the
poorest leather-colored, and vice versa. On
the whole the leather-colored are generally
preferred.
2.

If

Influence of Nurse Bees
noticed on page 14 of the January number. " The Influence of the Nurse Bees Upon
the Young Bees." I had a very cross black
colony in my home yard, I made a 2 frame
nucleus out of it. and put it away back
I

where no one was

passing.

The old colony reared a young queen, and
she was very prolific, kept the hive boiling
over with bees all the time, so I reared a
grandaughter from them, and now all three
generations are tame and very prolific.
At first it was not safe to pass through my
yard without a veil. Now I can open any
hive any time without a veil. The bees are
not always to blame for their behavior. The
handlingof them is more important.
Havelock, N, C.
P. Schaffhauser.

I.

I

Colonies— Dummies

expect to unite quite a number of col-

and when

it will come to making up
to be the final brood-chamber? I
feel a little in doubt about where to place

onies,

what

is

the frames with honey, viz.: half and half
each side and others in the middle, or all
on one side and .the frames on the other, or
at

h(rw?

much

better, if at all, are dummies
that fill up exacllv a space analogous to a
frame, even so that the bees can fly up between, or just anything to fill the space not
I?'

^91*

occupied by frames?

The Question about
is especially so as to; use some
with ami swarm operations, and also when
a super is over the colony.

dummies,

for

Bee Journal

Sweet clover is the main reliance here,
and from some cause there was none
this sear where it had formerly been abundant, and no where has there been as much
as usual, so the yield has varied more than
usual, some getting very little surplus and
others a better crop than for years.
My own crop was fine, as sweet clover
was fairly plentiful and more cleome than I
have ever seen before. I am now in the
flush of a fine fall flow from Spanish-needle,
the tirst in seven or eight years
Weather throughout has been favorable
for honey gathering, but swarming has been
very much less than usual. I only had two

swarms from
North

80 colonies.

Louis Macey.

Platte. Nebr.

Pennsylvania.

Answers.— I You can hardly go wrong to
arrange the combs in any kind of order. To
get enough honey in the hive it is not likely
that you will have any combs entirely

the supers in spring. While keeping beei
in the South I have more than once had a
similar experience.
The brood-chamber
would be solidly packed with this bitterweed honey; then the next spring, when
new honey and new pollen started broodrearing with a rush, much of the bitter
honey would be carried up into the supers
and mixed with the new honey. It required
only a very small quantity to spoil the flavor
of the new crop, as it has about the most
bitter taste of anything bitter I ever had the
misfortune to get into my mouth. Even the
combs that have contained bitterweed
honey for any considerable length of time,
will impart a "bad taste" to new honey
that may be stored in them.
It will pay " Tennessee" to extract all bitter honey remaining in the hives at the beginning of the spring flow, for otherwise he
will surely have trouble with it.
lam sure the honey from peach bloom is
not bitter.
have hundreds of acres
here, and the bees work it continuously
from beginning to ending of the blooming
period and the honey gathered at this time

We

is

always of

Bitter

Honey

think "Tennessee," in American Bee
Journal for November, igis, has hit upon the
cause of his trouble with bitter honey in
I

fine flavor.

I
have never known the bees to work
either black gum or dogwood sufficiently to
prove what the honey is like.
J. D. Yancey.

Port Columbia. Wash.. Nov.
Yellovy

22.

Sweet Clover Fine

Our bees have done quite

well here this
We had 35 acres of our mammoth
yellow bloom and six acres of white sweet
bloom. For about three weeks the bees did
not accomplish very much on the yellow
bloom. It was too rainy. It bloomed for
over two months, and they stored away a
fine lot of honey.
I think before many years
the Flathead Valley will be quite a honey
country, for many are beginning to plant
yellow clover; that is bound to be the com-

season.

ing hay crop. If a
in afier it is cut. it

wet spell of weather sets

comes out

of

it

in better

shape than any other hay crop I am acquainted with, and for quantity and quality
it cannot be beaten, alfalfa not excepted.
J,

Kalispell, Mont., Oct.

D.

Kaufman.

2.

Fine Crop
I

Season Report
Uniting

Experiences

commenced with

11

colonies this spring

and increased to 18 and caught five swarms,
so I have 33 now. My best colony, the one
I did not divide, stored over 150 pounds.
sold 57fe pounds of comb honey at 15 cents,
iiiQ pounds of extracted at 10 cents a

that
i

and

pound.

I'hey averaged

me

a little

over

134

pounds per colony, spring count. Prospects
are fine for a good crop next year, so far.
C.W.Dale.
White clover is fine.
Sedalia, Mo.

The English Routed by Bees
Many a time, in the present European

war.
bees have proven their fighting qualities.
Here is an older example, copied for " Fortyone Years in India;"
"All the troops were advancing. Lord
Roberts was employed for a little time
within an enlosure at Alambagh, when he
heard great confusion, as of a panic among
his troops on the plain. Getting on the roof.
he looked out over the plain and saw the
soldiers flying in every direction. There
was no firing, and the enemy nowhere to be
seen, but evidently something serious had
happened to throw the men into such con-

November,
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The General quickly mounted and
the scene. There he found that the
not the Afgans. but a cloud of
infuriated bees which were specially active
about the bare legs of the Highlanders. The
great Lord promptly decided that discretion
was the better part of valor in such a contest, and "like Joffre. later on." ordered a
general retreat in as good order as possible.
Then he made an inauiry and found that
the stampede had been the result of the
thoughtlessness of an officer of the gth Lancers, who. to revenge himself of a sting he
had just received, had thrust his lance into
a hive of bees— instead of suffering it with
the sangfroid of an English officer,"
fusion.

rode

to

enemy was

St.

Bro. Romain,
Francis Xavier College. Shanghai. China.

THE BEST OF THE BARGAIN
You get a bargain when you get The
Youth's Companion for 1917 for $2.00—
52 issues crowded from cover to cover
with the reading you most enjoy. But
you get the best of the bargain if you
subscribe the minute you read this, for
then you will get free every number of

The Companion

issued

between the

time you subscribe and New Year's. If
you send your $2,00 at once that means
a lot of reading for which you won't
have to pay a cent. And then the long,
glorious 52 weeks of Companion reading to come after! Let us send you the
Forecast for 1917, which tells all about
what is in store for Companion readers

(Advertisements in this department will
be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no dis
counts of any kind Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this department, you must say so when ordering.
,

B£ES AND QUEENS.

special arrangement new subscribers for The Youth's Companion
can have also McCall's Magazine for
1917— both publications for $2.10.
Our two-at-one-price ofTer includes
Youth's Companion 62 is1. "The
sues of 1917.
2. All the remaining issues of 1916.

—

3.

The Companion Home Calendar

for 1917.
4.

:

Magazine — 12

McCall's

numbers

One

— your

—

THE YOUTH'S COMPANION,
St.

Paul

St.,

Tell several thousand people what you
have for sale with a few words in this department.

Bees and Queens from my New Jersey
lAtf

84

Cortland

Statement

H, M, Cook.

New York

of

this Offuc.

Phelps' Golden Italian Bees are hustlers

Vigorous

prolific Italian

queens.

$1.00;

My circular gives best methods of
troducing.
A, V, Small.

$5.00,

2302

Arency Road,

St,

queens. Ji.oo; doz,. $io.
cial price on large lots.
Yates.

3

Chapman

Joseph. Mo,

A Little Ad

in

Tested.

Return
St,.

6.

in-

Leather Colored "Nutmeg strain"
$1,50,

Ownership, Management

American Bee Journal, published
monthly at Hamilton, Illinois.
Editor— C. P. Dadant.
Managing Editor— M. G, Dadant.

of the

Owner— C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.
Known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders holding one percent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages or securities None.
[Signed] M. G. Dadant, Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me
this 2d day of October, 1916.
T. R. Klay,
[SEAL.]

—

Notary Public.
My Commission expires Mar. 25, 1919.

you no longer need,
each insertion.

mail,

Hartford. Conn.

our classified columns
good equipment that
Only 15 cents per line

For Sale— 35 colonies
in modern hives;

bees. .Italians

My

price list. Safe arrival
guaranteed. M. Bates, Rt,

$2,00:
J,

uji

iSi'W

iiiiifiirni.'i, ?l--'-n

up.

shot carMne ^"i. '0; ctges. iJ^c each
Gm/ in, *f*.85
t'. S. S.UincheBler high power rifle
TfainhariK-s-?2l S5U).. C.W.Arm> |{.'v,.lvci :*,*!. 6.=.
Remlogton Army Ke»ober, *4.s5;elge8. I e each
naaser Higrh Power rid© with 200 ctges. «19.85

Army

7

Government Auoti.-ti U..<-ds Bart-aliis
lllUBtraied and described lii ^2j^ lar^-e pat'^ wholeBale and retail cyclopedia catalogue, mailed 25c
,
_ east and 30c west ofUlSBiaslppl Klver.
FRANCIS BANNERMAW. 501 BEOADWAY. NEW Yditg_
Ai-rts

4.

Queens, improved three - band Italians
bred for business, June i to Nov, 15, Untested Queens. 7Sceach; dozen, $8,00: Select,
$1,00 each; dozen, $10,
'Tested Queens. $1.25;
dozen. $12. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed.
H. C, demons.
Rt. 3. Williamstown. Ky.

Honey Wanted— We are in the market
for light amber grades of honey, also off
grades which are suitable for baking. If you
have such honey to offer, please send us
sample, state the quantity you have, how
packed and your lowest price for same.
Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. 111.
cols, Italian bees $4 00 per
hybrids. $3 50 per col. All from
T. Moore's strain, and in 8-frame hive
bodies in winter cases; standard full depth
self-spacingHoffman frames. 8 to each hive,
all combs straight; cols, strong and healthy
with stores for winter; would bunch the lot
for $325 per col.; a few untested Italian
queens. 60c each.
Wilmer Clarke.
Earlville. Mad, Co,, N. Y.
col,; 10 cols,
J.

Greenville. Ala.

SUPPIilES.
The Perfect Bee Frame
scriptive circular address,
Ferd C. Ross. Box 194.

Lifter,

For

de-

Onawa, Iowa.

For Sale— Cedar or pine dovetailed hives,
also full lineof supplies including Dadant's
Write for catalog.
A, E, Burdick. Sunnyside,

foundation.

Bee-Keeper,

Wash.

us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
are nice and cheap.
White Mfg, Co,.
let

4Atf

Paris. Tex.

For Sale— One Detroit Kerosene
Bees for Sale— A number of well established apiaries in Frio. Bexar and Atascosa.
Texas, in the mesQuite and guajillo belt have
been listed with us for sale on their present
Can also furnish bees in car lots.
sites.
Southwestern Bee

Co,,

San Antonio. Tex,

For Sale— The apiary of bees belonging
to the late R, A, EUiston. consisting of 240
colonies in first-class condition. Price five
dollars per colony, supers included, i5^
miles south of Bureau. Ill P, O, office adMrs, Robt, EUiston,
dress. Princeton. 111.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
Wanted— Extracted

Send sample and

6Ai2t
?3,00

be ready
Send for
and satisfaction

Breeders. $5,00 and $10,00.
B, Brockwell. Barnetts. Va.

honey

in

any

lots.

extracted honey, and
Burnett & Co,.
St., Chicago. Ill,

R, A,
17 3 S.

6 hp,.

used but

little,

sell for $75; cost $Q5

The M.

Engine.
as good as new. Will

new.

C. Silsbee Co.. Rt,

For Sale— 200
Lewis make.

3.

Cohocton. N.

Y.

dovt. Excelsior covers.
but discolored. In lots

lo-fr,

New

of so@25 cents each,

Dadant & Sons. Hamilton,

Q -C,

hive yields, on account of

its

III.

pro-

tectiveness. equable temperature, broodnest work incentive, etc. sixty pounds more
than average of others. Can you afford to
not test it ? Address, W, F, McCready.
Box 2. Estero. Fla,

We

prices,
Ed Swenson.
.Spring Valley. Minn.

Wanted— Comb,

7.,

For Sale — Water-white alfalfa, white
amber alfalfa, and amber fall honey
cans or smaller packages. Amber
fall honey is of our own extracting, and can
in6o-lb,

and

all in good shape
For particulars address.
G, W, Fehleisen. Madrid. Iowa,

Bright Italian queens will
to ship after April ist at 60c each.

beeswax,

ARMY AUCTION BARGAINS

id

().

For Sale— 65

of

Spe-

will sell that perfectly

Tested.
2Atf

in pails.

$6.00 per case.
H. G. Quirin, Bellevue. Ohio,

be furnished in barrels. Write for
sample of kind desired and state quantity
you can use, Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. 111.

For Sale— 300 to 600 colonies of bees, in the
famous Hagerman Valley where failure is
unknown; very reasonable. Address.
J, E, Hanks. Hagerman. Idaho.

for winter.

amber. 8c; amber
5-pound to case at

also

City,

that produce Golden
Workers of the brightest kind, I will challenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-getting qualities.
Price, li.oo each;

Circulation, Etc.,

\t,

J,
St,.

Place your order early to insure prompt
service. Tested. $1,25; untested. $1,00. Italians and Goldens,
John W. Pharr.
Berclair. Tex.

W,

12

clover,

apiary,

A,

clover, gc;

Golden Queens

Boston, Mass.

AVa* Subseripiions Received at

No, I white comb $3,50 per case; No. 2,
No, I fall comb. $3 00; No, 2, $2,50; 2,
sections to case. Extracted in 60-pound cans,

pound or

of 1917.

15-cent McCall Dress Pattern
choice from your first number
of the magazine if you send a 2-cent
stamp with your selection.
5.

will please

you.

mixed,

fashion

Clarion. Mich.

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens combine
the qualities you want. They are great
honey gatherers, beautiful and gentle.
Mated, ti, 00; six. Js.oo; Tested. $300; Breeders. J5.00 and $10,
C, W, Phelps & Son.
3 Wilcox St,. Binghamton. N, Y.

$3,00,

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens

in 1917.

By

For Sale— Raspberry, basswood. No. i
white comb. $300 per case; fancy. J3.25; 24
Danz. sections to case. Extracted. 120-lb.
cases, gc per lb,
W, A, Latshaw Co..

Department

Classified

Water

Comb Honey our specialty. Highest market prices obtained. Consignments of Extracted Honey also solicited,
Albert Hu rt & Co.. New Orleans. La.

often have inquiries for old
Wanted—
bee books and Bee Journals, and will be
glad to buy and sell these for our patrons.
Let us know if we can do something for you
along this line. Address.
American Bee Journal, Hamilton. 111.

EoR Sale— 800 new metal spaced broodframes. No. 2 stock, nailed and wired, at $3.00
per hundred or 400 for $11. Also 100 loose
hanging brood-frames nailed. No. 2 stock, at
$250.

The M.

Rt.

C. Silsbee Co..
3. Cohocton, N. Y.

SITUATIONS.

For Sale— Our own crop

of extracted
This
in barrels or cans.

white clover honey
is as fine quality while clover as we have
ever seen. Write for prices and state quantity wanted, Uadant & Sons. Hamilton. 111.

Wanted— Experienced man to work with
bees. April 15 to August 15. _„
_.
C, C. Parsons & Son. Bluff Springs, Fla.
.

November,

1

1916.
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Ontario Beekeepers to Meet in Toronto in December
The Ontario Beekeepers' Association will hold its annual convention on Tuesday, Wednes-

day and Thursday, Dec.

12, 13,

and

14,

in Toronto.
This later date than usual
will be welcomed by the beekeepers, as
the great rush of .fall apiary work will

be over.
A very interesting program, extremely
practical, has been arranged by the executive
committee.
Prominent beekeepers from both Canada and United
States will be present. Mr. C. P. Dadant, of Hamilton, 111., Editor of the
American Bee Journal, will take up the
question of " Prevention of Natural
Swarming." Mr. Dadant is an extensive hcpney producer, and has harvested
over 100,000 pounds of honey this past

Southwestern Bee
Cincinnati, Oct.

16.

comb honey

Co.

—The demand

for

is not as good as it was last seaare selling No. i comb honey, 24
sections to the case, at $3.75 per case; lower
grades are not wanted at any price. White
clover extracted honey in 6opound cans at
7/4(''«c
Amber extracted in barrels from
b'A®:'Ac. The above are our selling prices,
and we buy at less than the above prices.
We are paying 28c a pound for choice
bright yellow beeswax.

son.

We

The Fred W. Muth Company.

New York. Oct. i8.~The new crop of
honey from nearby is now beginning to arrive in small lots, but the market is still un-

settled, and prices are not firmly estabare of the opinion that comb
lished.
honey will sell as follows;
Number i and fancy white, I4@i5c; No. 2
and amber ufeijc; buckwheat and dark.
io@iic. Kxtracted whileclover.7@7/4c; light

We

amber. 0H@7c; buckwheat, 6>46i7C, and West
India honey continues to ariive quite freely
and prices are ranging from 5()@6jc per gallon, according to quality.
Beeswax is selling at 3o@3ic for domestic
and 28fe'2«c for West India.

Hildreth & Segelken.

Denver.

We

are selling
lo,—
new crop comb honey in the local market at the following jobbing prices; Fancy,
per case of 24 sections, 1338. No. i, $315;
No. 2, $2.Q3. While extracted, 8!4®8Kc per
pound; light amber. 8@8Kc per pound, and
pay 26c per
amber 7®8c per pound.
pound in cash and 28c per pound in trade for
clean, average yellow beeswax delivered
Colo.. Oct.

We

here.

The Colo. Honey Producers Ass N
F.

Rauchfuss. Af^r.

The Dominion

Apiarist, Mr.
F. W. L. Sladen, in charge of the Bee
Investigation work on the various experimental farms, will speak of some
line of his investigations.
"Beeswax

season.

ducers in drop shipments qualities are,
bulk comb honey pc basis, and extracted 7C
basis.
In and
near points where large
bodies of National Guard are mobilized
honey is readily brinigng as high as loc per
pound, extracted basis.
Beeswax prices
are firmer, 27c cash to .loc exchange, being
offered by dealers.

Production

" will

be discussed by Mr.

W.

A. Chrysler, of Chatham, and Mr.
G. A. Deadman, of Brussels, will deal
with " The use of shallow supers in
connection with the regular size."
Comb honey has been successfully
produced by Mr. S. B. Bisbee, of Beams-

and his experiences will be valuable and interesting. Special apiary
appliances will be explained by Mr. E.
T. Bainard, of Lambeth, and Mr. W. J.

ville,

Craig, of Brantford.
Of special interest from the social
side of the convention will be the banquet on Wednesday evening, at which
Mr. Couse will speak of the "Past
Presidents of the Ontario Beekeepers'
Association."
Mr. Couse has been a
member continuously since the association was organized, and for many years
held prominent positions on the executive committee. His personal acquaintance with the past presidents enables him to handle his subject in a
very interesting and able manner.
The program will be ready for distribution shortly, and may be had by
applying to the secretary-treasurer.
MORLEY PeTTIT.
Ontario Agricultural College, Guelph

&

Lyon

Healy-Chicago

(The Workl'.s Lar^fest Music House)

Semi-annual clearing sale of used pianos at costrealizing prices.

Write today for complete price-

Pianos guaranteed and shipped on approval at

li.st.

our risk for

expenses.

all

Good Upright

and $125— better pianos, slightly used, $150,
and $200 and upward. Fine used Baby and
Parlor Grand Pianos, $300, $325, $350, $375 and $400.

$100,

$175,

Cash prices
terms

to

every one

but easy payment

alike,

your convenience.

at simple interest to suit

Refer

to

any bank, merchant or

this advertisement,

LYON & HEALY, CHICAGO,

grades from lEjc per pound less. Extracted,
the best grades of white are bringing 8c per
pound, light ambers about 7C per pound, and
the dark ambers at 5@6c per pound.
Beeswax. 3o@32c per pound.
R. A Burnett & Co.

Kansas City. Mo.. Oct. i8.— The honey
market is more or less slow with us. on account of the large amount of native honey
which has

been placed with the grocery
trade in this and the surrounding matkets.
Fancy white comb honey. 24 section cases.
is jobbing at ta.oo per case; No. 2 at $2.75 per
case,
'there is quite a little poor honey

coming to this market.
There is a fairly good demand for extracted honey at 8J4c a pound for the white
clover, 8c for the western light alfalfa, and
6(2;7c for dark southern honey.
C, C. Clemons Produce Company.

San Antonio. Oct. 17.— Wholesale prices
On bulk comb and extracted honey continue
Very firm and stocks are light. No carlots
are being offered. Local offerings by pro-

ON

ILLINOIS

RATS'"

ends RATS, MICE. Bn^a.
Don't Die in tiie House.

Unbtr'atalile ExU iininat' T. EndsPrairie Dogs, Gophers,
Ground H"l;s. Cbipinunk.'j. Weasel.^, SquirreU, Crows.
Hawks, etc. The Recogrnized Stiindard Exterminato"

at Drug-

Small

& Country

15c.

Rough on

Chicago, Oct. i8.— The market has been
active and stocks have been very much reduced since the beginning of the month
Prices are ranging at from I5@i6c per
pound for .the fancy to extra fancy, and
U@i5c per pound for the No. i grade Amber

American

to the

Bee Journal, which please mention when answering

'.'ROUGH

HONEY AND BEESWAX

pianos, $75,

Stores. Economy Sizes 26c* 60''
Used the "World Over. Csed hv U. S. Gmi,'
Falls. Refuse ALL, Substitutes

RaU Never

MONTHS FOR

Rr 4

Trial Subscription c^d^TrJ^

\

10'

Tells abuvil planliiig, pruning, spraying
and selling fruit and garden truck.

Ask Us Your Hard Questions
We
ial

conduct this department for the specExperts ansbenefit oi our subscribers.

wer

all

questions by mail and through the

colutnr.s of t!ie tnagajine.
Fruiliran and Gardener,

lIllMainSt.Ml, Vcmoii,llh

FACTS ABOUT HONEY
pHE

N
N

IT

and so many enquiries came

higlily appreciated,

HONEY

production of

'Pood Value of Honey," on page

on the

December American Bee Journal was so

404, of the

FACTS ABOUT

i^cMS^

editorial

^

it

in

for a re-

pamphlet form that there was prepared a

16-page booklet for advertising honey containing this and

,s

other matter of importance which the consumers ought to

N

know. Size of booklets 3-4x9 inches. Weight a scant ounce.

N
"Facts about Honey" contains the following informa-

N
N
N
N

is

and where gathered

ent flavors and colors

N
WHAT HONEY

IS

HOW TAKEN FROM

N
N

ITS

Comb

the section;

How produced

;

foundation

gums

manner

Why

honey a luxury

honey

the bees build straight in

of extracting

Honey

;

of

and sections; Comb

hives

how to melt

Granulation of honey,
Is

;

The new way

;

Differ-

Bee-trees and bee

;

Chunk honey; Extracted honey,

extractor and

it

the honey

H

N
N
N

N
N
N
H
N

Purity of honey

;

Food value

;

:

as health food

of

Uses

;

honey

in cook-

ing; Fifty recipes for use of honey.

On the

last

page room enough

Or

asks for his honey.
of the last

M

Principal kinds of honey;

production; Movable-frame

HONEY RECIPES

N
N
N
N
N

H

;

hunting; Bees in boxes and

THE BEES
VALUE AS FOOD

honey;

N

What honey

tion illustrated with 17 splendid half tones:

page there

that no envelope
it

is

is left

the address

is also

needed.

room

to print

the beekeeper's

may be printed on

A gummed

the prices he

At the bottom

the front cover page.

to address the booklet to the
"

name and

consumer, after folding

Eat Honey" label or wire clasp

is

it

so

sufficient to hold

together for mailing.

We

H

N
M
M
M
H

will furnish these

M

pamphlets at unprecedented low prices, as follows:

M

Single copy as sample, free.
Less than 30 copies, postpaid, each $
'^
"
30
50 copies, postage extra
"
100
-

N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
N
>

.03
.75
.75

1.25

For parcel-post shipment, the weight
Printing
or back page

:

name and address
500 or less, $1.00

;

is

500 copies, postage extra
"
"
"
1000
"
"
"
2000
"
"
"
5000
"
"
"
10,000

-

$ 5.00
9.00
17.00
40.00
75.00

honey on either front

1000 or more, $1.50 per thousand.

The pamphlet contains no advertising or address

of

any kind and

is

distinctly a positive,

unbiased and clear explanation of the usefulness of honey, intended for a reply to the numerous questions usually asked by the uninformed consumer.

American Bee Journal,
x X X X X X )nrTit y

^

^

y if w w

-

Send your orders

Hamilton,

M
M

M

about 6 pounds per 100 copies.

of producer, with brief price-list of

M
M

to

Illinois

^^mnm w^wwwwwwwwwww fyyyyj

N
N
M
N

M
N
M
M
N
:
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BEE
ESCAPE

PORTER

SAVES

NARSHFIELD GOODS

^^ HONEY
ii*

MONEY

BEEKEEPERS:—

For sale by

daalers.
if no dealer, write factory
R. & E. C. PORTER, MFRS.
Lewistown, III., U. 8. A.
Please meotioo Am. Bee Journal when writinf

We manufacture Millions of Sections
every year that are as good as the best. The
CHEAPEST for the Quality BEST for the Price.
If you buy them once, you will buy again.
;

We

Wash.

eoooooooooosoQcooeocGc

Home

68 TEARS OLD
If

you want a descriptive and agricultural
it will inform you all about
the

magazine,

methods in the Pacific Northwest.
Send One dollar and have the magazine sent
for one year. Cut rate of one-half price

now

Marshfield, Wis.

North Yakimi,

Suecaasor to Northwest Farm and

Frames, Section-Holders and Shipping-Cases.
Our Catalog is free for the asking.

Co.,

all

FREEMAN'S FARMER

HiVGS, Brood-

also manufacture

LMarshfield Mfg.

TIME

s

>SQOQOOOiStS<OSiSOOCOOedl

on.

Beekeepers' Supplies
Write us

for our 64-pa£e catalog. FREE,
Full information given to all inquiries. Let
us hear from you.
handle the best make
of supplies for the beekeeper.
Beeswax
exchanged for supplies or cash.

We

J.

Pay You to Buy Bee-Supplies
Thirty years' experience
the beekeeper. A large
for the purpose ensures
Write for our illustrated

"

LEAHY MFG.

•T W W W

W

Now

making

everything for
factory specially equipped
goods of highest quality.
catalog today.
in

CO., 90 Sixth

St.,

Higginsville,

like it

Dittmer Foundation the bees
for it's made to just suit them,

and

just like the Natural

using
is

Mo.

Hill,

CO.,

Montg. Co., Mo.

OUR VERY BEST

IS

THE VERY BEST

BEE SUPPLIES
Best Sections,

Best Shipping Caaas

Best ol

all

Supplies

Best prices you will get for your honey
when put up in our sections and shipping
cases.
"LOTZ" sections and shipping
cases have stood the test. Why ? Because
they are perfect in workmanship. Quality
and material. Buy LOTZ goods when you
want the BEST. Our 1915 catalog ready
now. Send your name and get one.
H. S. DUBY & SON. St. Anne. 111., carry a
full line of our goods.

START THE SEASON RIGHT
By

REBEL & SON SUPPLY
High

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Comb

AUG. LOTZ CO.

BOYD,
WIS.

GET A FOOT SCRAPER WITH YOUR

RENEWAL

they

We

make themselves.

still

have

a

small stock of foot
scrapers like cat on

hand.

Send for prices on having your Beeswax
made into Comb Foundation, which includes

all

Although

these scrapers cost,

postpaid, $1.00,

freight charges being paid.

will send

we

them out

while they last to-

All

other Supplies

in

stock

gether with a year's subscription to the

American Bee Journal; both for $1.50.

Gus Dittmer Company, Augusta, Wisconsin

Postage, 15c extra.

Address,

__ AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
Hamilton,

-

Illinois

Lumber That Lasts?
Here's a Convincing Case of an
Experienced Beekeeper Who
(but let the

gentleman

tell

himself):

it

BUCK GROVE. IOWA.

February 2. JOlb.
''
I h<ive been a Cypress mnrt for lo. these many moons. Almost all mv dovetail /lives are
of Cypress, as are bottom-boards, and / think, shallow telescope covers. My hive stands are of
C V press, and stand in the mud and wet all the time and are as solid as when I sot the first one
some years ago. Cypress is a trifle heavier than white {cork) pine, but not much more than the
heavier erade of Pine noio used. The fact that it is evcrlastim' compensates for all this."
(Signed) A. F.
Y. M.D.
'

BONNE

For

a job of repairing or for equipment, the lumber that will give you the greatest real investment value in the
market is Cypress, commonly known as the
Eternal." This wood does not rot down like most woods; it
lasts and lasts, and LASTS, and
and LASTS. It is the Gopher
of the Bible— Noah built his ark of
Cypress. Since the days of Noah, Cypress has been famous for endurance under the most trying conditions.
Cypress is the one certified Greenhouse Wood. That's
test.
Bottom -boards are another.

"Wood

LASTS

Wood

"Some"

GET A BOOK-IT
lui DuiiQirig;
37 IS

IS

FREE

vol. 30 IS ine ^^arpeniry DOOK maKing easy a aozen nara joDs oi carpentry; vol. i
All are free for the asking Suppose you ask for one or a dozen, right away

the Silo Book.

WORTH INVESTIGATING

This Cypress

wood matter

is

worth investigating.

Just write our "All-round Helps Department'

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MFRS.' ASSOCIATION
1251 Heard National Bank Building, Jacksonville, Fla.
1251 Hibernia Bank Building, New Orleans, La.
For quick service address nearest

or

office.

D,

iT

DON'T FUSS
With your old combs and cappings, but send them to us. We will
render them into beeswax for you on shares and pay you cash for
your share, or we will make same into

DADANT'S FOUNDATION
for you.

:'h

If

you prefer, we

will

BEE SUPPLIES.
our terms. We feel

pay you our best trade price

in ex-

change for

Send

for

money besides saving you

BEESWAX

a "

fi
sure that

mussy

we can

save you

some

" job.

WANTED AT ALL TIMES
\^\'

Snus

for Wiuter.

Double Walled Hives With Tops Packed With Leaves.
Apiary of E. J. Baxter, of Illinois

398

December,

1916.

American Vae .Journal

rmra

Gets Bis
Hatches

Peter Kilpatrick. Nazareth Pa., writes, "Have
madt better hatches than anyone here."

Money cannot buy greater hatching value. Hot water heat — double wall — dead air

Bees and Queens

for 1917
GOLDEN AND LEATHER COLORED

space— asbestos lining— self regulating— ventilating
—double glass doors— safety lamp— egg tester. No
extras to buy— easy to operate— will not warp or
Stroneest, most durable Incubator made.

We are now

shrinii.

40
DAYS

booking orders for April,

liveries at the following prices, viz.:
Prices of one and over

$.50

Untested

i.io
1.50
3.00

Tested
Breeders

and up

June, 1917 de12

25
$10.00
16.00
ig.oo
26.00

$ 5.00

$2.75
4.50
5. so
7.50

85

Warranted

12 Years
Guarantee

6

i

Virgins

TRIAL

May and

8.00
Q.50
13.50

to $10.00 each.

i-frame nuclei without queen
"
"
2-frame
"
"
"
3-frame

$1.50

'

2.7s
3.S0

When queens
a
1

2

Incubator

lb.
'

"

are wanted with nuclei add queens at above prices quoted for queenpackage,
without
$1.00
wire
cages,
queens
"
"
"
"
"

"

"

"
"

"

1.50
2.00

queens are wanted with pound packages add at prices quoted for queens.
all orders amounting to $50 and over we will allow 5 percent discount, and orders
amounting toSioo and over will allow 10 percent discount from above prices.
We guarantee sate delivery on queens, and safe delivery on bees that are not in transit
If

On

OnlySIO

^^"^i^^-j

over
Freight Paid East of Rockies
Take no chances. The National

on U.S. Government specifications,
A proven cold weather
hatcher. The World's Greatest Incubator Bargain
Send postal today for Free 1917 Catalog And
Poultry Book— worth dollars to every poultry raider
—or order direct from this ad and save time. Incubator and brooder both prepaid $12.50.Comes set
up ready to run. with bank of instructions. You take
no risk. satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Don't dt-iay. Send for Poultry Book today sure.
built

is

five days.

Our Reference— Any

Mercantile Agency. A. I. Root Co.. or American Bee Journal.
Get into communication with us at once and book your orders early to avoid disappointments in the spring.

THE PENN COMPANY,

Penn, Lowndes County, Mississippi

Representatives of The A.

I.

Root Company, and Queen

Specialists.

NATIONAL INCUBATOR CO.

Box 116

Racine, Wis,

SOMETHING NEW

%

Watch this space the coming season for
something new in the way of bees by the
Three-banded Italians, resistant
pound.
to

European foulbrood.

Isle of

Wight

WANTED

dis-

ease and paralysis. Golden Italians that
are golden and good honey gatherers. All
orders filled promptly past season, and expect to double capacity of Queen-yards lo
meet growing demand.

MURRY,

H. D.

I

Experienced young man for our beekeeping supply

Mathis, Texas

department.

One who

beekeeping and

is

also has a

knowledge of

not afraid to work.

Give

refer-

)

ence and state salary expected.

THE FRED W. MUTH CO.
"

WRIGHT'S FRAME-WIRING DEVICE

The Busy Bee Men.

214 Walnut Street,

Most rapid in use. Saves cost of machine
one day Tighter wires, no kinks, nosore

in

hands.
G. W.

Price. $2

Cincinnati, OFiio I

00.

Wright Company, Azusa,

Calif.

Foot-Power

BARNES'

Machinery

Read what

J.

I.

Parent

o Chariton. N. Y.. says:
cut with one of your

"We

Combined Machines
winter

winter

amount

we have

a double
of hives, etc.. to

make with
will doall

Catalog

W.

F.

995 Ruby

this saw.

you say of

&

It
it."

price-list free

& JOHN BARNES

St.,

©©®©0©©6)®®0(iXi>©©©®®©®<3©©0©5

last

chaff hives with
7-in. cap. 100 honey-racks.
500 frames, and a great
deal of other work. This
50

ROCKFORD,

ILLINOIS.

I

BEE SUPPLIES
At wholesale and

Dovetailed
hives. Marshfield sections, shipping
cases, and all kinds of small needs.
Beeswax wanted. Prices for the askret^ail.

ing.

W

325

So. Park Avo.

D.

SOPER
Jackson. Mich.

Beekeeper's Guide* by A. J. Cook—
This book on bees is also known as

the " Manual of the Apiary." It is instructive and interesting, as well as
practically scientific. It has 544- pages

and205 illustrations.

Bound

in cloth.

Price, postpaid. $1.20; or with a year's
subscription to the American Bee
Journal, both for $1.80.

December,
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BINGHAM

NEW 5INOHAM
P> EE SMOKER-

BEE-SMOKER

Palented

Nearly forty years on the market and
the standard in this and many foreign
countries. It is the all important tool
of the most extensive honey-producers
For sale direct or by all
of the world.
dealers in Beekeepers' Supplies.

Smoke Engine. 4inch stove
Doctor. 3}^-inch stove

Two

28 oz.
26 oz.

$1.25
.85
.So
.75
.50

larger sizes in copper extra.

Conqueror, jinch stove
Little

Wonder,

2!^-inch stove

Hinged cover on

tiie

two

23 oz,
16 oz.

larger

size s

postage extra,

A. C.

'Every Day

is

Honey Day

Our House"

at

Rapids, Mich.

PROTECTION HIVES
Price;— $14

Give the Children Honey

WOODMAN CO., Grand

any station
issippi

75 for five hives, delivered to
in the U. S east of the Miss-

and north

of the

Ohio River, or

Prices
f. o. b. Grand Rapids, Mich,
have to be advanced slightly Jan, i.

$13 00

NATURE'S OWN CONFECTION
Fresh from Pellett's Apiaries

FOR SALE HERE

will

Air spaces or packing as you prefer.
Seven-eighths material in the outer wall,
which means that they will last a lifetime.

Used and endorsed
Attractive cards like the above for store
will help sell honey.
Size gxii
Printed in two colors. Price, 5c
each; six for 25c, postpaid.
Another card gives cuts showing relative
food value of honey and other products.
These cards are the same size as the above,
and in two colors. Just the thing to place
Prices 5C
in stores to push sales of honey.
each; six for 25c Postpaid.
American Bee Journal, Hamilton, III.

windows
inches.

as the best hive on the
market by many prominent beekeepers of
this and other countries.
NoRwicHTOWN. Conn,. May 24. 1015— (Extract
from letter and order);— Our State Agricultural
College has just been voted a sum of money to
be used in the construction of an apiarian
building and outfit. They are negotiating with
me for some colonies, and I will furnish them
in your Protection Hives, for I believe them to
be the best on the market,
Allan Latham,

Send

for catalog and special circulars.
bee-hive people. Send us a
of your reauirements for lut? and let
want both large
us figure with you.

We are the
list

HONEY JARS
25

jars;

i-pound screw

cap

gross crates.

i

A. G.

glass

WOODMAN

CO.,

Grand Rapids, Ollchlgan

Discount

$4.75.

We

on Quantities.

fiint

We

and small orders. We have many pleased
customers in all parts of the country.

carry

several

styles of jars.

Light honey, clover flavor, two 60pound cans. cts. per pound. Sage
honey. oK cts. per pound. Sample, 10
White comb honey.
cts.
Catalog of.bees and supplies free,
I.

J.

STRINGHAN

105 Park
APIARIES

:

Place, N. Y.

Glen Cove, L.

Special Values in Grand Pianos
Slightly used and factory-ren vated second-hand, fully
guaranteed and may be ordered on approval

I.

I

Stein way Small Parlor Grand,
ebonized
"
Chickering Parlor
mahogany
"
"
Kranich & Bach Parlor
"

Baby
Mason & Hamlin Parlor

Poultry Supplies
Poultry supplies of

all

kinds, best

automatic grain

feeders,

feed troughs, dry

mash hoppers, bone

mills, exhibition

and shipping coops,

leg

bands,

shell,

grit,

foods, and remedies

WANT. Also
Supplies.

fountains,

bone,

meat,

ANYTHING YOU

Pigeon, Kennel and Bee

Circular free.

Eureka Supply House
Box B-403,

-

Aurora, Illinois

McPhail Quarter
Nelson Baby

Detmer Small Parlor
Hallet&Davis "
Boardman & Gray Parlor
Steck Large

"

"

"
"
"
"

"
"

"

$750.00
600.00
SSo.oo
500,00

ebonized

47500

mahogany

450,00
400,00
350,00

"

Golden oak

Rosewood

32500

"

300,00
275,00

"

Net prices for cash, or on convenient payment terms bearing simple interest.

Send

and slightly-used
$100, $125, $150, $175, and $200.

for special-sale list of second-hand

upright pianos, $75,

liYON

& HEALY, CHICAGO,

WORLD'S LAItGEST MUSIC

ILLINOIS

HOUSE

December,

4O0

1916.

American Vae Journal
The

New Edition

of the A. B.

C.

and

X. Y. Z. of

Bee Culture

Many new

articles that never

BIGGER AND BETTER
A

large

number

appeared before

in

of the old articles have been rewritten.
in this one.

any former edition occur

THE CHEMISTRY OF HONEY
A. Hugh Bryan, formerly connected witli tlie Bureau of Chemistry, Washington, D. C, and
who at the time made a speciality of honey, has written the articles dealing with the chemistry of
honey, glucose, invert sugar, nectars, adulterations, etc. He has also written a special article for
the benefit of chemists, on how to analyze honey.
Since the introduction of artificial invert sugars, new methods have to be employed; and
these are set forth in this new edition so that any chemist will be able to use the very latest information that has been available to the Bureau of Chemistry, Washington, D. C.

BEE BOTANY
This is being handled by John H. Lovell, of Waldoboro, Maine, a beekeeper, botanist,
and an entomologist. Some new species have been added, and in other cases the descriptions have
been made more complete.

PRACTICAL ARTICLES

These have been revised and rewritten by the editors of Gleanings. AU the latest methods
of management have been incorporated. Articles on bee diseases have received entirely new treatment, especially those relating to European foulbrood and the Isle of Wight disease.

WINTERING
articles on wintering will include the latest discoveries of the Bureau of Entomology
pertaining to winter temperatures, winter activities and winter packing.
The new volume will contain something over 900 pages, and will sell for $2.50. It will be

The

ready for delivery about January

THE

A.

I.

1.

ROOT COMPANY, MEDINA, OHIO
Special for Ohio and Michigan

THE CAMPBELL SYSTEM OF SOIL CULTURE
of dry farming. Everybody knows that
he started this great movement for Scientific Farming that is changing the desert
into a garden. But everybody does not know that there is a great school, the

Everybody knows Campbell, the father

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF SOIL CULTURE
where the Campbell System of Scientific Soil Tillage and Crop Growing are taught
by mail, where a thorough knowledge of Scientific Agriculture can be secured without leaving home, at a very small expense. If you area farmer or expect to be a
farmer, send for the Campbell literature, Campbell's Scientific Farmer, the Campbell manuals, and a catalog of the Campbell Correspondence School. Sample copy
and catalog free. Address,

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
325 Broadway

Billings,

Montana

Subscribers
By arrangement with
the Ohio and Michigan Farmers, both
weekly farm papers,
we are able to give interested subscribers
valuable combination
offer of either one of
these papers with the

American Bee Journal one year.
Send us $1.30 and we

mark up your
American Bee Jour-

will

nal subscription one
year, and send you
your choice of Ohio
Farmer or Michigan

Farmer one year
weeks).

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

i

The

CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST
AND BEEKEEPER
The only bee publication in

Canada

organ of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association, and has incorit the former Canadian Bee Journal.
Beekeeping and Horticulture in its various branches are effectively combined
to form a live, attractive, and practical monthly magazine.
Well illustrated and up-to-date. Subsciplion price postpaid.
Foreign, Ji. so a year.
United States. $1.25 a year.
Canada. $1.00 a year.
Sample copy sent free on request.
the
porated with
It is

official

The Horticultural Publishing Co., Limited, Peterboro,

Ont., Can.

POULTRY, FRUIT, BEE

PAPER COMBINATION

(52

Write today
Illinois

^1 C A

^l-UV

Poultry and Fruit are allied pursuits for
the beekeeper. Here is a special combination of three papers which gives excellent
reading at a low cost:
So
The Fruit Grower
So
American Poultry Advocate
Si.oo
American Bee Journal
only
is
one
year
Our price for all three for
Or if you want two poultry papers,
$1.50.
add 25c to the above offer and get your
choice of the following one year:
Reliable Poultry Journal, Poultry Success
American Poultry World, Big Four Poultry
Journal. Poultry Tribune. Poultry Item.
Send all orders to

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

Hamilton,

III.
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Shipping Cases for

Comb Honey

poor shipping cases. It will
Don't make the mistake of putting a fine lot of section honey in
will be a
"falcon" cases are A No. 1, and
lower the price to you and damage your future sales,
Prices are as follows
credit to any crop of honey.
Shipping Cases, With Glass
Shipping Cases in Flat, Without Glass
10

No.
I
a

"
J14""
(,

holding 24 sections. i}i\iVs. showing 4
holding 12 sections. 4'4Xi?'8. showing 3
holdinw 24 sections. 4^4Xi;4,showing4
holding 24 sec t ions. jf 8x5x1 !4. showing 4
.holding 24 sections. 4XSxH«. showing 4

100

2 00

I8 00

30
90

17 00

I
I

I

I

i

8o

II

I

00

ib oo

Number and
II
13
ii5^
16
18

description

Same as No. i...
Same as No. 3...
Same as No. iJ4.
Same as No. 6
Same as No. 8

—

Nld
3";

.22
.35
.30
.30

How About
The season

of

not

themselves early

fortify

Next Year?

1916, just closed, has been a
in

most unusual one.

Beekeepers who did

the season by securing their hives, sections and other

goods and having their equipment ready for the bees, found when the honey season was
upon them that they were up against the following conditions:

goods— dealers had

Everybody wanted bee

—

depicted stocks on account of the unusual

manufacturers were several weeks behind o n orders

some beekeepers were

delayed,

—

their factories

some disap pointed, some got

their

demand

were working overtime,

goods when

it

was

too late.

Now, Mr. Beekeeper, What are You
Going

Do About Next Season

to

7

Prospects for a big Bee and Honey Season next year were never better than they are right
now. PREPARE
Order your goods this fall. Write us or our dealer nearest you for a Ust
!

!

of

new

If

you are not on our mailing

name

prices,

owing

to

advances in raw material.

list,

write us at once and

of the distributer nearest you,

our new 1917 catalog when

it is

and

in this

way you

we

will

send you a catalog containing

will also

be sure to -receive a copy of

issued.

LEWIS
Hives and Sections and
scientifically

other goods are

all

made from the

best material and are

manufactured.

OUR GUARANTEE
We

absolutely guarantee our goods to be perfectly mamitactured of the best material

Ou examinatiou, if our goods are not as represented, we do not ask you to
keep them. Return same at our expense and we will refund your money, including any
transportation charges you have paid. If you purchase our goods from one ot our distributers, the same guarantee holds good, as we stand back of them.
for the purpose.

G. B.

LEWIS COMPANY

Watertown, Wisconsin, U. S. A.
Send

tor catalog aivlng

name

of distributer nearest yoa
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About the Pest Which

is

WAXMOTH

Most Feared by the Beginner and

Most Easily Controlled by the Expert Beekeeper
often
How
which we

it

happens that the thing
most fear when viewed

from a distance proves to be the
source of little anxiety on closer acIt is just so with the waxquaintance
moth. It seems to be the pest which is
most feared by the beginner and the
novice, and which is most easily controlled by the expert beekeeper. In the
four years which the writer has spent
as a bee-inspector, he has visited dozens of apiaries where the bees receive
no attention further than- to put on
supers in spring and to remove them
Such apiaries are subject
in the fall.
to all the vicissitudes of short stores,
queenlessness, disease, poor wintering,
and the hundred other things that may
When the bees
befall neglected bees.
cause, the waxmoth
die from any
enters the hive, as a matter of course,
and shortly the combs are destroyed.
The unfortunate owner then charges all
his loss to the moth.
Time and time
again has the writer been told of losses
from this cause, often the last colony
having been removed, disgracing its
careless owner, who is entirely unworthy to be called a beekeeper.
The presence of waxmoths indicates
one of two things, either carelessness
or ignorance on the part of the beekeeper. The best beekeepers at times
find moths in a weak colony which has
been overlooked in the rush of the
season, or possibly in a super of ex!

tracting

LIFE HISTORY OF

Figure
size.
it is

As

1

THE

shows the adult moth,

out
life

be seen by the picture,
a grayish moth or miller with little
will

from hundreds of
distinguish
it
other moths, whose larval stages are
very different.
Moths, in common with butterflies,
beetles, bees and many other insects,
pass through four stages in completing
their development, or what is called
the complete metamorphosis. The first
stage is the egg. The second stage is
the larva, and it is during this stage
that the damage is done to the combs
within the hive. The third stage is the
pupa which is passed within the cocoons shown at Fig. 4. The fourth
and last stage is the mature moth,
to

shown at Fig. 1.
The moths are

of

the division-boards or other
the way corners, where the

newly hatched

larvae will find easy
access to the combs.
The mother
moth seeks a protected situation for
her eggs, and glues them firmly to their
resting place. A single moth will lay
hundreds of eggs, extending over a
period of a week or more. When first
hatched the larvae are very small and
white. They burrow at once into the
combs and, as they increase in size, will
make such tunnels through the combs
as are shown at Fig. 2.

Probably hundreds of eggs are laid
in nearly every beehive in the temperate regions of North America every
summer, yet the finding of a well grown
moth larva in a strong colony is not
common. The bees either remove the

worms shortly
The moths are
when they get a

eggs, or drive out the
quiet during the day

fly at night.
The female will slip
into the entrance of the hive, or any
crevice that chances to be open. The
eggs are laid in crevices about the hive,

and

combs which have remained

unprotected for too long a time. This
can be charged to carelessness. The
novice often fails to recognize the
symptoms of queenlessness, disease or
other abnormal conditions until the
colony has become weakened to the
point where the moths take possession,
hence he lays all the trouble to the
moths, when the moths are an indication of some disorder which was present previous to their coming, rather
than the real cause of the disaster to
the bees. In short, the presence of
waxmoths is an indication of poor
beekeeping.

behind

PEST.

Fig, I.— Adult

Wa.\moth

after they are hatched.
so very prolific that

the colony is doomed, since the
bees are unable to remove them from
their webs, once they become established. The moths feed as much on
the pollen stored in the cells as on the
wax from which the combs are built.
New extracting combs that have never
been occupied for brood-rearing are
not very attractive to them, and will
not be destroyed as long as old combs
are within reach.
Figure 3 shows the larvae, which are
repulsive white caterpillars, in their
burrows in the combs. The length of
time required to complete the larval
growth varies from 35 to 45 days depending upon weather conditions or
season, according to Prof. Paddock
who has studied the habits of the insects closely. The larvae are about an
inch in length when they reach maturity and are
ready for spinning the
start,

cocoons.
Figure 4 shows a mass of the cocoons along a top-bar. The cocoons
are fastened in masses between the topbars, under the cover, or in any easily
reached situation which offers suitable
li
warm weather the
frotection.

December,
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change from a larva to a mature moth
takes place in about two weeks.
In warm climates the insects probably breed with little interruption,
while in the north there are several

months when their work is checked.
They are sensitive to cold and combs
exposed to severe freezing will be free
from waxmoths in the spring. Such
individuals as find a crevice near the
cluster of bees survive the winter, and
renew the cycle the following season.
These insects have a very wide range
and may be found nearly everywhere
in Europe or America where bees are
kept, excepting in the high altitudes of
When the writer visited
the West.
Denver a few years ago he was informed by beekeepers there that the
moths did not seem to survive in that
climate. Although several times introduced, they soon disappeared. It is
fortunate for the beekeepers of Colorado and other similar altitudes that
they have one less source of irritation.
The writer is inclined to regard the
waxmoth as a blessing in disguise, for
certainly tends to discourage careit

A

good broodtwo dollars,
and it stands the beekeeper in hand to
look after weak or queenless colonies
to prevent the moths from destroying
them. If left undisturbed, the moths
destroy the combs entirely so that
nothing remains but a mass of webs
and the casts of the larva. Even the
less

beekeeping.

combs

is

worth

at

set of
least

the supers and piled up six or eight
high, and a sponge or cloth saturated
with the bisulphide of carbon placed
on top of each pile. The door is then
shut and the combs allowed to remain
until needed for use. The drug effectively destroys any moths that may be
present, and the tight building prevents
adult moths from again laying eggs in
the combs.
Another and very cheap method of
destroying the moths in a room con-

burning brimstone. This mateby druggists in properly
prepared packages supplied with a wick
in a small metal dish, and the only requirement is to place it in some safe
position over a plate or crock containing water and burn enough of it to kill
the flies in the room. The room of
course must be made as air-tight as
possible, or the fumes of the burning
brimstone would evaporate without
killing the moths and their larvae. As
(he eggs will not be destroyed by these
sists in
rial is

sold

methods

of asphyxiation, it is well to
repeat the dose after a few days. There
is no danger of explosion with brimstone, the only requirement being to
avoid setting anything afire, and that is

why we recommend

placing the burning brimstone over a dish of water.
Most beekeepers make a practice of
leaving all extra combs on the hives
until October.
Even though there are
two or three sets of empty combs
above a strong colony of bees, there is
little danger that they will permit the
moths to injure them. When they are
removed to prepare the bees for winter,
the cold will prevent later injury, and
if they are kept in
a moth-tight room
until needed the following season they
will be safe.

Honey— What

Selling

to
BY

Points

Emphasize
E.

M. COLE.

22 years my constant study and
recreation has been the busy bee.
It was during these years that I

FOR

learned just how to spread brood to
the greatest possible extent, with th:
least possible danger to the,brood, and
the smallest possible amount of manipulation, but until the last three years I
had never paid much attention to the

will be so badly eaten by the
larvK in spinning their cocoons that
they are of little value.

frames

CARE OF COMBS, ETC.

seldom safe to leave extracting
combs exposed for any length of time.
As soon as possible after the honey is
It is

extracted the combs should be returned to the bees, unless freezing
weather is at hand. If for any reason
it is not desirable to return the combs
to the bees at once, they should be exposed to fumes of bisulphide of carbon
in an air-tight room. Care should be
used that no lighted lamp or other
flame comes near, as the gas is very

Some beekeepers have a
explosive.
tight room lined with building paper
for storing combs. They are kept in

iPWIIlw

FIG.

2

-TUNNELS OF THE WAXMOTH

IN

AN EXTRACTING COMB

commercial side

of the business.

Now

beekeeping begins to appeal to
me as a splendid vocation as well as
a recreation. I have increased my apiary until with fair wintering and an
average honey flow, the disposal of a
crop will be a live question. I have
thought and planned considerably on
marketing, and with the ideas gained
from the sale of my small crops the
past two years, I think I can offer
some help on the subject, especially on
local sales.

An effort is being made through the
domestic science classes in our schools,
to encourage the use of honey in baking, and this may lead to the use of a
of honey in the aggreonly a comparatively small
amount locally. Another opportunity
along this line, which might increase
the aggregate sales, is its use in pancakes. The sale of prepared pancake
flour has reached enormous proportions, and on each package is a recipe

large

amount

gate, but

FIG.

3.-THE

LARV^ ARE REPULSIVE WHITE CATERPILLARS

for making, which usually advises the
use of a spoonful of sugar or molasses
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make them brown. No doubt those
who are directing the campaign for the

to

greater use of honey, could induce the
makers to include honey in the recipe.
Another chance for increased sales
people who are conis through the
stantly on the road giving demonstrations in all kinds of baking. A baking

powder crew was here this summer
and drew a crowded house every day
for a week, and I know there was an

demand for every article they
used in their recipes, but not one recipe
called for honey. One of their nummatter
ber informed me that the
had been taken up at headquarters,
and no doubt they would be instructed to use a honey recipe. These
things may greatly increase the general
use of honey, but I want to dispose of
my entire crop locally, and I think I
can solve the problem.
Considerable has been written about
the value of honey as a food for children, but I think a little inquiry will
instant

a 5-pound pail of honey to get
appetites started than to sell an
equal amount to a domestic science
class or demonstrating crew.

them
their

If
you live in or
Another point
near a community of foreign born people, pay them special attention and you
will find them your best customers;
they are usually familiar with and appreciate extracted honey, and often

^^D

t

The Action of Naphthalene on
Insect Life
BY

:

A.

F.

BONNEY.

found that naphthaLAST
lene repelled insect life (moths)
from hives, and that it seemed to
season

kill

the

moth

I

was puzzled
seemed
odor of
not drive them away

larva;,

but

I

prefer the darker grades.

to find that the bees were, or
to be, immune, that a strong

[The foregoing article has excellent
There is an increase in
the demand for honey, evidently due to
the increased advertising by the bee-

the drug would
from honey or injure them. An editor
jumped to the conclusion that naphthalene will not kill bees, notwithstanding
that it is reputed to be "deadly to most

The leaflet, " Facts
About Honey," which is being given
away in tens of thousands to the con-

insects."

suggestions.

keepers generally.

sumers, is helping greatly. This agitashould be continued until honey
becomes a staple and an article of daily
consumption. Editor ]

tion

This season I took the first opportunity to investigate. I find that bees,
the wax moth, flies, and some beetles
shut up for a time in a place where the
odor of the drug is persistent, will
surely die, but allowed to come and go,
bees will fly about a hive in which
there is a smell of naphthalene and live.
Now the philosophy and toxical
chemistry of the matter is this: Naphthalene is quite volatile, and the warmer
it gets the more of the drug there is
suspended in the air. Insects shut up
with the stuff will become covered as
soon as the interior of the box cools,
even the inside of the breathing tubes
will be coated.
This means death. In
the same way the worms and cocoons
are covered, the poison is absorbed
and the insect dies. I thought there
might be a mechanical effect, that the
insect was coated with an air-tight
cover of the drug, but this is not likely.
Its repelling property is, I think, due
entirely to its odor, and coal tar creosote,

formaldehyde or

give

the

phenol would
Bees will fly
freely in quite a strong odor of the bisulphide, as
others have, no doubt,

same

result.

noticed.

That naphthalene will kill the moth
I now have no doubt, and I keep

larvae

some

FIG.

-THE COCOONS ARE PLACED BETWEEN THE TOP-BARS AND

UNDER THE COVER

A

handful
in all stacks of hives.
of the powdered stuff is all right, and
will make a very dense atmosphere.

Buck Grove, Iowa.

convince you that most children are
not very fond of honey, and their appetite for it is quickly satisfied
it doesn't
furnish the growing child with the elements it most needs, something for
growth of bone and muscle. The one
person to whom I believe honey is of
the most value as a food is the hard
working man or woman who has
reached or passed middle age. I believe there is a sound reason for this,
and it is with this class of customers
;

that I believe the local
tracted honey, if offered
price,

market for ex-

them

may be enormously

People

at a fair

increased.

age have lost some of
their
power of recuperation their
digestion is not what it once was, and
digestion as well as labor is a tax on
at this

;

their energy.
For
of the best foods;
lated,

them honey
it

is

easily

is

one

assimi-

and with so slight a tax on the

digestive organs, furnishes

them with

what they most need, force or energy,
and heat, and they soon acquire what
almost amounts to a craving for honey.
They might see it on exhibition every
time they enter a store and not be inclined to buy, and I believe as a sound
business principle

I

would rather give

LEFT UNDISTURBED. THE COMBS WILL BE ENTIIRELY DESTROYED
AND NOTHING WILL REMAIN BUT THE WEBS OF THE WAXMOTH

FIG. 5.-IF
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THE EDITOR*S VIEWPOINT
Texas Honey Producers
Another
the
of
17

step

w.e

was taken Oct.

organization

of

21

in

association

the

About
Texas honey producers.
counties were represented and about

$9000 of stock subscribed. They expect
to get the full amount of the $25,000

subscribed by Jan. 1, when they will
obtain their charter. The organizalion
is to be along the lines of the Citrus
Growers' Association of California.

The

list

of

directors and officers of

has been given in our
August number, page 265. At the
October meeting "a committee was appointed to wait on members of the
State legislature to influence that body

this association

appropriate money for an apiary to
be operated in connection with the
State Experiment Station at College
Station, Tex. The federal government
will appropriate an amount equal to
that set aside by the State for this
to

work.
tee

are

The members of
Henry Brenner,

this

commit-

of Seguin

Robertson, of Bartlett,
Gilman, of Pearsall.
P.

and

;

B.

T.
I.

"Considerable data was submitted at
the meeting to show the vast possibilities for the expansion of the honeyproducing business in Texas. It was
brought out by figures submitted by
local beemen that nearly $200,000 worth
of honey of this year's crop has been
sold in San Antonio's trade territory
alone, and that Texas honey is being
bought not only by all of the largest
cities of the north and east, but by
Europe and South America."
It is to be hoped that the beekeepers
of the State will unite to help this

move

along.

told of the

tremendous campaign

dairy interests are about to
undertake.
Now the announcement

that the

comes

that the apple

northwest

Pacific

growers of the
undertake a

will

national campaign

advertising for
will be marketed

of

apples, which
under the name " Skookum " brand.
We are looking for an association of
beekeepers who will follow the lead of
the orange growers, the dairymen and
their

the apple raisers.

apple men
advertising

It

said

is

that the

preliminary
campaign in New York,
expending $15,000 there with such encouraging results that they have subscribed $50,000 for a national campaign
to popularize Pacific coast apples.
It
would seem that New York apples must
be equally good, and thousands of barrels of fine apples are grown within a
few hours' ride of New York City. In
first

of this

spite

tried

fact

the

a

men from

the

Pacific coast are shipping apples thou-

sands of miles and getting the cream
of the market under the eastern apple
grower's nose.
It will not be possible to advertise
honey nationally by volunteer subscripSuch a campaign is only possitions.
ble when organized on a business basis.
An association of beekeepers with
honey to be sold under an association
brand, with each beekeeper to conadvertising cost in proportion to the amount of stock which
he holds in the association can make it
Every man who contributes to
go.
such an advertising campaign will
profit by the increased price which his
honey will bring as a result of the

tribute to the

demand

for the

particular

brand

of

honey which the advertisements have
called to public attention.

Apples Next
the

public

for

have

several

Meadow-Gold Butter has
tional

not pay, the
not continue
to increase their advertising appropriation. There is no question but that
their advertising is helping the general

such advertising did

If

Sunkist oranges

advertising.

been before
years

past.

received naIn a recent issue

Root

Company would

Seventy Years of Beekeeping
It is doubtful whether our younger
readers appreciate how much progress
has been made in the honey-producing
industry during the life time of men

Our senior
has spent nearly
all his life in a beekeeping atmosphere.
His father, the late Charles Dadant,
was an investigator who became well
known on both sides of the Atlantic,
and whose writings have been transstill

active in the

pursuit.

editor, C. P. Dadant,

lated into several languages.
As a
young man our editor was associated
with his father in honey production,
and assisted him in the many experiments which he conducted in his efforts
to make beekeeping a practical business.

We

review of the developbeekeeping during the past
70 years, by one who has kept in such
close personal touch with the men
who have been actively engaged in it,
and who has spent a life-time in practical apiary work, should be of more
than ordinary interest. A series of five
articles covering the subject will begin
in the January number of this Journal.
We believe that our younger readers
will find this series both interesting
and helpful, and that our older ones
will recall many a bygone day in read-

ment

ing

feel that a

of

F.

it.

Southern-Bred and

c.

p.

Northern-

Bred Queens
The question is frequently asked,
"Are southern-bred queens as hardy as
northern-bred ?" It is well known that
in general each region has

animals adapted to

its

plants and

particular climate

and

locality, and those of tropical regions do not well endure the rigors of
the far North. So it is natural to suppose that bees in the South become
But characteristics do not
less hardy.
change over night, and if bees become
less hardy in the South it would be
only through a long course of years.
Even if a southern breeder should have
stock that had been bred in the South
for a hundred years, if there was any
suspicion that it had become less hardy,
it would be the work of a few weeks at
most to have that stock entirely
changed through getting one or more
queens from the North.
So the usual reply that queens reared
in the South are just as hardy as those
reared in the North may be counted

correct for

all

practical purposes.

we may

[In

say that the Italian
bees, which are hardy, are from a coun-

addition
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try with a
little

in

warm

climate.

any part of

freezes but

It

Italy,

and the

cli-

severe than that
Editor]
The beginner is generally puzzled to
know whether to choose goldens,

mate

certainly less

is

of Texas.

3-banded, or leather-colored.
Let it be distinctly understood that all
goldens are not exactly alike, neither

bright

bees did "sting" grapes and apples,
they would at the same time poison
them, for the sting of the honeybee is
so constituted that it emits poison

if

whenever

But perhaps our
friend the " Fruit Grower," only means
that bees bite or puncture the skin of
is

it

used.

those fruits with their jaws. If this is
what he meant we call his attention to

The three kinds

the fact that the mandibles of the hon-

mentioned are all Italians, and they all
vary.
So a man may have a colony of
goldens and a colony of leather-colored, and the goldens are the better of
the two, while another may find that
his own goldens are not so good as his

eybee are unable to cut the smooth
skin of healthy fruit, for they are made
of a smooth, horny substance which
cannot pierce the skin of fruits. It is
true that they tear cloth, paper and
other similar articles, even tearing
wood, when it is old and soft. But
they do not cut these substances. They
take hold of minute projecting particles and pull them until the texture is
more or less lacerated. This may be
readily ascertained if a string is placed
within the hive. In a short time it is
pulled to shreds. But the skin of grapes

are

all

leather-colored.

The matter

leather-colored.

has no

small

of looks

and breeders

bearing,

find that other things being equal the
brighter the color the better customers

Yet a large proportion
producers of honey
seem to prefer the leather-colored, with
the belief that in general these rank as
the better honey-gatherers.
c. c. m.
will be pleased.

of

experienced

Bees and Fruit
34,

in

has this to say about

the usefulness of birds and bees:
" Do you know what the birds and
bees do for horticulturists? Here are
hints. In Massachusetts, it is estimated,
that the birds eat 21,000 bushels of injurious insects daily. In Tennessee,
an orchardist writes
I have noticed
'

:

that

when

a fruit tree

was

in

bloom,

during a damp, cool spell of weather,
and the bees did not get to fly very
much while the tree was in bloom, that
the tree did not have very much fruit
on it that year.'
"These States are mentioned because
we happen to have the simple facts
handy. The help of bird and bee is
the same in every State. Are you taking advantage of this friendly service
given by Dame Nature ? ]
" Consider the bees, if you had to
take a brush and fertilize all your fruit
blooms, wouldn't it be a job ? Yet here
busiest spirit in the universe,
social life, structure, and
ideal, is to gather honey and pollen,
thus carrying fertility to plants. Are
you using the bees ? Of course, wild
ones will do their utmost, but why not
have your own hives in the orchard ?
is

the

whose whole

"Of course we know,

as

you have

already thought, that birds peck cherries, and bees sting grapes and apples,
and hawks steal chickens. But Nature
She needs
does not work perfectly.
help.
Moreover, we doubtwhether the
damage done is one-tenth what these
creatures save us. Last of all, it is a
far easier task to protect fruit and
seeds and chicks against bees and
birds than against insects and mice."

Will the "American Fruit Grower'
permit us while applauding his wise
remarks on the usefulness of bees for
the fertilization of fruit to protest
against his statement that " bees sting

—

—

grapes and apples."

is

of perforating

The "American Fruit Grower"
October, page

smooth and

and that
explains why the bees have no means

and apples

In the

first

place,

it.

firm,

The damage

is

origi-

done by birds or wasps.
How do we know it ? By experiment. Any one may try it. Place a
bunch of perfectly sound grapes or a
sound apple within a hive and examine
nally

In some cases
be left for weeks and
will remain uninjured if it does not
decay. The writer has actually starved
bees on a bunch of grapes.
The reason why so many people

it

24 hours afterwards.

the fruit

may

imagine that bees injure grapes is that,
when the grapes have been punctured
by birds, at daylight, the bees come
later to gather the remnants. When

owner

of the vineyard appears, the
have flown away, but the little
bees remain, without fear, and are accused of the mischief.

the

birds

Freight Rates Again
In our June number we warned our
readers that unless more care was used
honey for shipment the
would be increased. However, we were not expecting such immediate action on the part of the railroads nor such a high rate as shortly
went into effect in western territory.
Beginning Sept. 1, comb honey was
in

packing

freight rates

raised

to

double

first-class rate in the

western classification.
tically

tions of the

This rate prac-

man

in

remote sec-

West out

of

the eastern

shuts the

market unless he is prepared to ship in
carlots which carry a lower rate.
There was a very general protest and
a hearing was arranged in Chicago for
Oct. 26. At the urgent request of Iowa
honey producers, who were affected by
the new rate, Mr. Frank C. Pellett, ou'

correspondent, was sent to Chicago to represent the Iowa beekeepers.
Iowa is fortunate in having a State
staff

commerce

counsel,

whose duty

It is

to

assist the shippers in that State in pre-

senting such matters to

the railroads

and to the interstate commerce commission and other bodies having authority over rates. So .Mr. Dwight N.
Lewis, assistant counsel, of DesMoinesi
also went to Chicago to represent the

Iowa people.
Prof. Francis Jager, president of the
National Beekeepers' Association, made
the trip several days in advance of the
hearing, and did what he could to influence a favorable decision on the
part of the committee, though he did

not remain for the hearing. Mr. E. J.
Baxter, president of the Illinois Beekeepers' Association, and Mr. J. T. Calvert of the A. I. Root Company, both
were present at the hearing.

During the hearing it developed that
there has been a very large amount of
loss of honey in shipment during the
past few months, and the railroads
were compelled to raise the rates to
pay the numerous
enable them to
claims for damage.

The Iowa shippers had a large
amount of evidence to show that where
been properly prowas very slight, and
was borne out by the Root Com-

shipments

have

tected the

loss

this

pany,

who

have shipped millions of

pounds with very little damage. The
committee seemed to wish to be entirely fair in the matter and agreed
that the shipper

who

prepares his pro-

duct for shipment in proper manner
should not be compelled to pay the
losses caused by the careless man.
While it is possible that unprotected

shipments will remain at the same rate,
of double first class, the committee
promised that they would make a distinction, and that when comb honey is
packed in carriers with at least four
inches of hay or straw in the bottom it
These carwill be given a lower rate.
riers should be provided with handles
so that they can be handled easily and
a caution tag should be placed on top
of the package. No single package
should weigh to exceed 240 pounds.
The reduced rate will go into effect
when the next schedule is published
which will probably be before Jan. 1.

Our readers who keep

the

files

of

do well to look up
the June number and read again the
article on "Getting Your Honey to
their journals will

Market."
is

This matter of freight rates
and unless the beekeepers

a vital one,

pack their honey properly, freight rates
will naturally rise to cover damages.
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AMONG EASTERN BEEKEEPERS
The Second

of a

Series of Articles

Through a Portion
in the afternoon
EARLY
Mr. and Mrs.

of

Aug.

Latham and

companied

by a

I,

3,

ac-

neighbor bee-

keeper, started for Storrs, in the Ford.
arrived a little late, for the meeting
was open.

We

Storrs is the Agricultural College of
Connecticut, the site of which was
donated by the philanthropist whose

name

it
bears.
It
is
away from
either railroad lines or cities and has
to be self-sufficient.
The students are
boarded and housed on the grounds.

The

and courteous president
of the Beekeepers' Association, Mr. D.
D. Marsh, of West Hartford, had already informed me by letter that they
expected me to be the guest of the
institution.
The convention lasted
active

until noon of the following day. The
secretary, Mr. L. Wayne Adams, is a
young man with as much energy as
their president.
Haifa dozen live subjects
were discussed, foulbrood of

by the Editor on His Trip
of the East

right distance for combs from center
to center."
The
B C of Bee Culture " says
"Some prefer 1>^ inches, but the majority, supported by the best of reasons,
prefer l^s inches."

"A

The Langstroth-Dadant

" Hive and
"Greater spacing
facilitates the taking out of the frames
and aids in interchanging them. It
gives more room between brood-combs

Honey Bee"

says:

for the bees to cluster in the winter."

And now

here comes this statement

Latham, which I consider of
enough importance to write it again in
of Allan

"THE ONE AND THREEEIGHTHS INCH SPACING OF
COMBS FROM CENTER TO CENTER IS THE GREATEST PROMOTER OF SWARMING." This mat-

.capitals:

worthy of consideration.
Another of friend Latham's ideas

ter is

plans are good.)

On wintering bees, a novel idea for
me was given by President Marsh who
uses a wire screen on a K-inch frame
over the combs, to give room for the
bees to move from one comb to another.
He places the absorbing cushions on top of this frame.
Dr. Burton N. Gates arrived at Storrs
shortly after the opening of the first
session. He was asked to give a demonstration in the apiary. A half-tone
of this is shown here.
The Storrs
apiary, as will be seen, is on the edge
of a piece of timber, in a very sheltered
location.

At

meeting I met L. C. Root,
I did not recognize at first, for
he looked so much younger than the
75-year-old man whom I expected to
this

whom
find.

But a successful operation, menFebruary, page 47 of our

tioned in

course, wintering, marketing, requeening, etc.
Here friend Latham made a
statement which was a revelation to
me. While showing at the meeting a
large hive which he calls the " let-alone
hive," he made the statement that the
ordinary spacing of frames, in the

brood-chamber,

of 1^
inches from
center to center is the "greatest promoter of s-warming." We have always
succeeded better than the average in
preventing
swarming, and we have
often given a number of reasons for
our success. But here was one addi-

which we ought to have
known and mentioned, for we use \%-

tional reason

inch spacing in our brood-frames. We
had never thought of the convenience
and greater ease given to the bees by
this additional Js-inch space between
all

the brood-combs.

you go to the bees themselves, for
information upon how far they wish
to place their combs, you will have but
If

satisfaction.
According to the
best authorities, capped worker-brood
needs but 34 millimeters, 1 11-32 inches,
including the
passage between the
combs. But drone-brood requires 44
millimeters, or lyi inches. If all combs
could be kept exactly 1 11-32 inches
from center to center, the bees could
not rear both drone and worker brood
it would be necessary for them to leave
the worker-comb empty, facing the
drone-brood in order to have room for
the sealing of this.
All beekeepers know how irregularly
spaced the bees build their combs when
left to their own devices.
In some instances
honeycombs are built two
inches and more in thickness. So if
we wish regularity, we must attend to
the matter ourselves.
Regarding the usual spacing of
frames, I will quote three authorities.
Only one of them gives reasons for
any particular spacing
Quinby's " Mysteries of Beekeeping "
says: " One and a half inches is the
little

:

GATES DEMONSTRATING AT THE MEETING OF THE CONNECTICUT
BEEKEEPERS' ASSOCIATION AT CONNECTICUT AGRICULTURAL
COLLEGE AUG. 1016— Photograph by J. H. Menter.
brought
out
was
at the Storrs meeting.
Journal, has made a young man of him.
It is the use of lemonade as a cure for
He invited me to visit him and I later
DR.

3.

European foulbrood. The formula is
10 ounces of sugar, one lemon and half
a pint of water for one colony.
It appears that the difficulty lies in getting
the bees to accept it. When honey is
used in place of sugar, they take it
more readily. It is not expensive. Try
it
yourself.
Mr. Latham is a man of
very forcible
and convincing arguments.
(Later Since the above was written,
I have received a testimonial in favor

—

of the lemonade plan.
Mr. S. Powers,
of Wading River, N. J., writes me that
he has tried the lemonade cure, as well
as a modification of it, consisting of
one ounce of citric acid to a gallon of
sweetened water, and that he cured
eight cases in six days.
He says both

accepted.

Returning

to

the

home

of

Allan

Latham in the afternoon of the 4th,
accompanied by Dr. Gates, I enjoyed
again their hearty hospitality, and the
following morning we started for the
at West Boylston., Mass., a
distance of about 65 miles.
To a westerner, accustomed to the
orientation of every house, every field,
every road, almost without exception
in line with the cardinal points of the
compass, the New England way of
making roads or building houses in
the most convenient position, without
regard to the exact location of the
North star, has a quaint character and
a pleasing appearance, reminding one
of European landscapes. Probably our

meeting
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western method of setting everything
by the square, on a round planet, is due
to the immensity of our fields and the
fondness of the plowman for straight
furrows. The average western settler
is very deeply vexed if his new house
proves to have been built a half degree
out of the line. Many a western farmer
recognizes the dinner hour by the
direction of his furrow. We cut a hill
in two with a road when it would be

much cheaper, easier and better for all
In New
if we made the road around it.
England, the roads take the easiest
way, in a pretty, rounding curve, when-

to

name them

me

all.

A new

and perfectly safe way of introducing queens waf described by
Mr. Crandall. He has a cage large
enough to contain a frame of hatching
brood. The bees are shaken off and
the queen introduced in that cage with
the comb which is placed in the center
In 24 hours or less the
of the hive.
cage may be taken out. The queen begins to lay as soon as she finds suitable cells, and this insures her ready
acceptance.

During a discussion of apiary grounds
and removal of weeds, Mr. A. C. Miller

Boai Landing!, beacon Park.
Chargojgaj;o£gmanchaugagoggchaubunagunsamaugg. Wcbsier. Mass
Lal>e

as having conducted a course o'
beekeeping during the past summer. I
asked her for a synopsis of this for
publication, and she sent me a verv
modest statement which the reader will
find in the Woman's column.
In the evening of that day, I had to

bid good bye, with regret, to the Lathams, who were going back home, while
I continued my peregrinations with Dr.
Gates, in his auto, a Franklin, a most
excellent machine.
But, laying aside
all Ford jokes, the little Ford is ready
all emergencies, and at different
times during the trip I rode in six different ones. We have four Fords in
our family, and although it is true that
the Ford will take you anywhere except in
society, its society is good
enough for me.
The evening of that day we spent at
Worcester, with Mr. and Mrs. Gates,
Sr.
Mr. Gates is a retired lumber merchant. Meeting these two old persons
gave me a clue to the excellence of
their son. He is just as nice as he can
He has
be, but how can he help it ?
inherited it. And by the way, I call
them old, but they are younger than
myself; I take it back.
[To be continued.)

for

Economy

of
BY

Heat
H.

PHILLIPS

DR. great

THE BEAUTIFUL NEW ENGLAND LAKE WITH

ITS

UNPRONOUNCEABLE

NAME

ever occasion demands. The dwellings
follow the curve as a matter of course.
And such roads!! No mud, no loose
stones, no steep inclines. New England is an elysian field for the " autoist."
On the way, we passed a beautiful
lake.
(See cut.) Take a deep breath
and pronounce slowly, one syllable at

the Hive

in

SPUEHLER.
has

acquired the

having deeply
credit of
studied the question of temperature in the cluster of bees in winter.
He has elucidated by his researches a
subject which is very interesting, but
which had been insufficiently known

Point Pleasant. Lake Chargogjjagoggmanchauggagogg-

chaubunagungamaugg. Webster. Mass.

If you can't succeed in spelling
go there and ask the natives.
They have a charming way of reciting
it, if you can stay long enough- to hear
it out.
The Indians taught them how.
The Indians are gone, but the echo of
their voices remains on the beautiful

a time.
it out,

lake.
I am indebted for that picture
to Mrs. Latham who was kind enough
to forward it to me, with a charming
little letter, after I had expressed the
'
desire of securing it for publication.

At West Boylston, the meeting was
held at the home of W. E. Parker, under the shade of fine trees, with a small
apiary in the background. It was under the management of Messrs. J. S.
Whitteraore, of the Worcester County
Association, and G. H. Cale and Benjamin P. Sands, of the Eastern Massachusetts Association. Hospitality was
extended by the host in true New England beekeeper's fashion, to a crowd of
about 100 practical beekeepers, among
them Arthur C. Miller of smoke introduction fame, an original writer of
wonderful ability and observing power.
A number of the men present were old
acquaintances by correspondence, persistent readers of the American Bee
Journal, whom I had never met before.
Did I name one of them, I should have

ANOTHER VIEW OF THE MASSACHUSETTS LAKE
.suggested
a sheet of "paroid roof
paper " for ground covering under the
bottom-board. A good grade of roof
paper, like this, makes a cheap, firm and
lasting stand, to keep the weeds down
and the hive dry.
Here I met also a charming young
lady who cannot be passed without a

mention, Miss Josephine Morse, who
gave a description of New England
beekeepers' societies in our April number.

Miss Morse

was mentioned

to

until then, and we owe him thanks as
well as to the Department of Agriculture, which has given him liberally the

means

of succeeding.

must not be forgotten, however,
that many European beekeepers have
long ago sought to discover the temperature of the cluster and that they
had fixed it at 97 to 98 degrees for the
breeding center. Mr. Kramer, a wellknown Swiss apiarist, was the first
man, to my knowledge, who 25 years
It
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ago solved this question by the use of
some 70 thermometers placed in the
winter in different parts of the hives.
His results agree in general with those
of Dr. Phillips, but he became convinced
that his conclusions could not be quite
exact on account of the disturbance
produced by inserting or removing the
instruments, and for that reason he did
not publish his investigations. But he
solved another question, that concerning the relation between the entrance
and the colony temperature, in winter.

He

selected

.50

hives,

half of

which

an opening of 200x15
the
(8x>8 inches), and
millimeters
other half 50x8 m.m. (2x.5-16 inches).
Each entrance was supplied with a
thermometer and the temperature noted
each day, morning and evening. The

were allowed

result

was

entirely in favor of the large
According to this experithe large opening produces the

opening.

menter

following advantages:
contaminated air
1. The unhealthy
from the breath of the bees is not retained.
2.
3.
4.

The combs remain dry.
The bees are quieter.
The stores, whether sealed or un-

remain healthy.
to this, the French
addition
In
savant, Gaston Bonnier, made experiments, to ascertain whether, to economize the heat of the colony, it was
better to use a dummy-board or whether
sealed,

a dry
vice.

comb would render the same serHe found no difference between

the two. This should not astonish us,
since the illustrious Tyndall has recognized that beeswax is the most impervious substance to radiating heat.
According to Dr. Phillips, the temperature of the brood-nest is between
95 and 97 degrees, but if there is no
brood, it may go down to 67 degrees,
providing the outside temperature does
not go below that point. As soon as
this happens the temperature of the
cluster rises because the bees, inconvenienced by the cold, draw towards
the center. The colder the weather
becomes the more compact the group,
and while the outer bees fill the space
between the combs, the other bees
occupy the inner empty cells. In
this way the bees on the outer edges
form a dense covering for the protection of the colony against the cold.
The greater intensity of the cold causes
a diminishing of the size of the cluster
which gets nearer and nearer to a
spherical shape, this shape giving the
largest possible capacity in proportion
to its surface, and for that reason
allowing the least deperdition of heat.

The
will,

being
cluster,
can readily adjust

changeable
itself to

at

the ex-

terior conditions. If the temperature
lowers, the surface of the cluster and
the loss of heat both decrease; at the
same time the cluster is more dense
and the inner heat thereby increases,
since there is less occasion for the
heat to escape. When the temperature
again rises, the cluster expands, and
the heat again escapes more readily,
The
thus lowering the inner heat.
dense covering of live bees is less
compact and the outer air pervades the
cluster more readily. That is the explanation of Dr. Phillips' observation,
" When the outside temperature begins
to rise the cluster temperature drops
slowly
only to be increased when

the outside temperature again drops."
The following table indicates the
enormous value which a condensed
spherical cluster offers for the economy
of heat in winter:
Surface in centimeters

Combs

Reduc'n from
"

6 to s
5 to 4
ii

Per-

ence

cent

1465 to I0I7
101; to ii^i

448

306

"

IDIi

"

un; to

Hii

^(10
5^

from

to 4

Differ

i'=,i

The cluster does not always form in
exactly a spherical shape. Sometimes
the bees to withdraw
it is difficult for
from one comb to another. The bees,
however, withdraw from the outer
combs, usually, early in the season, but
assume the sphere shape only when the
cold becomes intense.
The fact that the bees occupy not
only the space between the combs, but
the empty cells as well, and thus make
the sphere as small as possible, indimarvelously simple
cates
by what
means Mother Nature provides the
safety of the bees.
But why are the bees active within
the cluster and thus increase the production of heat ? Why are they less
active when the temperature is high
and more active when it is low ? Are
they informed of the need of activity
to sustain their existence ? I think
not. The bees in the center of the
cluster are warm and cannot realize
the existing conditions of cold on the
outer rim. But they aie in viciated air,
and the want of pure oxygen drives
them to activity. They get rid of the
foul air by action, night and day. It is
the need of renewal of this air which
compels them to act in more lively

manner

as the

cold increases and the

cluster becomes more compact and
more impervious to an air current. Air
is needed and the entire cluster must be

aerated. In summer, air is needed to
cool the inside of the hive and to help
evaporate the honey. In winter a sufficient

amount

air is

of

needed to

re-

the breathed atmosphere and replace it with fresh oxygen. It is also
necessary that the evaporating moisture be enabled to escape so as not to
annoy the bees or disturb their comfort.
The necessity of a compact cluster
has been fully recognized as guaranteeing the life of the bees against extreme
But the relation between the
cold.
production of heat and the consumption of honey has not been touched.
The general idea is that this consumption corresponds to the increase or
decrease of cold, that it increases with

move

lower temperature and decreases with
the higher degree. But this is not exThe daily weighing of colonies
act.
does not prove it. Here is an example
Both the German and Swi«s Beekeepers' Associations practice these weighings daily in the summer and every ten
days in the winter. One winter the
November and December weighings
showed the following comparative consumption and temperature:
a

[<ov.

consamption

Temper-

Dec.

consumption Temper-

ature

140
70
310

grams
"
"

^i<>
21 2
24 8

60
00

no

grams
"

"

store
iH

21,1
15.8

November mean consumption. 173 3 grams:
mean temperature. 23 3.
December mean consumption. 76.(1 grams;
mean temperature. 18 6.
The consumption therefore decreased
while the temperature lowered.
It results from this that cold weather

economizes the stores and becomes the

How can we
have shown that
during extreme cold weather in the
outer shell bees move but little, and
this inactivity reduces the need of food
consumption. They economize on their
food because of the economy of their
ally of

the beekeeper.

explain

We

this ?

physical strength. In a mild winter it
is the reverse.
The flights are numerous and the stores disappear and diminish the hopes of the apiarist for the

The deduction we

following harvest.

draw from this
must see to it

that the beekeeper
that his bees be disturbed as little as possible during the
winter, for their benefit and his own.
is

Zurich, Switzerland.

[Our readers will remember our correspondent as the translator of Bertrand's "Conduite du Rucher " from
French into German. Mr. Spuehler is
not only a good beekeeper and a student, he is also a polyglot, since he
reads and writes three or_ four languages. We mentioned our visit with
him at Zurich, in our " Notes from
Abroad " in September, 1914. He has

contributed

our

to

Journal several

times, since.

question upon which
is the increase of
heat of the cluster caused by its greater
A similar stateor less compactness
ment will be found in an article by Mr.

The

principal

Mr. Spuehler

J.

E.

Hand,

insists

a practical beekeeper

known

who

our readers, on page
305 of the September number.
Although Dr. Phillips, in the wonderful report made by him in Bulletin No.
is

well

to

shows that the
more compact, with

93,

cluster

becomes

the decrease of

temperature, he gives us to understand
that the " source of the heat of the
cluster must, of course, be the oxida"
tion of the food consumed by the bees
(page 15). That this heat is better kept

by the compactness of the cluster is
Phillips also says: "That
evident.
higher temperatures may be produced,
greatly increased muscular activity is
bees

required

fan

to

heat

the

cluster in winter as well as to cool the

hive in summer."

explanation given in the
by Spuehler, that the bees
fan within the cluster to secure pure
oxygen "because the air is needed"
within this compact cluster, must be

But
above

the

article,

correct.

A
is

question which Mr. Spuehler raises

that of the connection between con-

sumption

and temperature.

He

indi-

cates that the low temperatures require
less

that

consumption.

We

we have been and

acknowledge
are

still

of a

Although
Bulletin No. 96, on "The Temperature
of the Colony," by our friend Prof.
Burton N. Gates, of Massachusetts,
shows that "the rate of consumption of

totally

different

stores

exhibits

opinion.

relatively constant de-

December,
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crease from

month

month," Gates

to

gives reasons for this which may have
also been the reasons for this decrease

Spuehler. There is a
lessening of the number of

by

mentioned
notable

bees, and therefore of expenditure in
stores not dependent upon the weather.
Gates says that "when bees were more

and before settled winter weather,
food consumption was greater than in
midwinter." There is also as he reports a condensation of moisture increasing the weight of the hive while
active

the stores decrease.
are still of the

We

opinion

that, in

winter, very low temperatures cause a
of

great increase

consumption, over

of ordinary winter weather, because of the greater activity within the
Although colonies are often
cluster.
" as quiet as death " during cold weather,
when well protected, a loud humming

that

is

from the outside.

heard

at times,

On

these matters,

all

well to say,

it is

"too hasty
as does Dr.
conclusions must not be drawn from
Phillips, that

presented."

the facts

More

light

is

needed.

But on two things we are all agreed:
The colonies must be kept as quiet as
especially

possible,

weather, and a
point

we

call the

in

sufficient

supplied.

ventilation

On

the

coldest

amount
this

of

latter

attention of the reader

article by our able Italian correspondent, Mr. D. Barone, in the pres-

to the

ent number.

Influence of the National Bee-

keepers' Association
BY FROK. FRANCIS

JAfiER, PRES.

most pleasant feature of the
annual gathering of the National
Beekeepers' Association is the inspiration which one gathers from contact with the master minds of beedom.
Were it not for these gatherings of the
National there would be no chance
whatever for the beekeepers of America
to have the pleasure of seeing and hearing the leaders in our profession.
would know them only from their
books and articles and hearsay. Still
more unfortunate would be the fact that
these prominent men would have no

THE

We

occasion to meet each other.
This personal contact with beemen
we know so well is an everlasting
source of inspiration, forcing one into
thinking, planning, correcting, improving, and by making him realize his own
weakness and ignorance stimulate him
to better and more perfect things. The
fact that beekeepers, like " birds of the
same feather," flock together, would
justify the conclusion that this experience is not an isolated, psychological
phenomenon, or, in plain English, that
beekeepers, just like the bees they keep,
swarm once in a while and cluster in
a bunch in a riot of mental pleasure
and joy.

about Tennyson and
to visit each other
from each other's company
new thoughts and inspirations for their
Carlyle would call on
literary work.
Tennyson to spend the evening. They

They

tell

Carlyle.
to gather

a story

They used

would move

their chairs to the fire
place, light their pipes and solemnly
stare into the crackling logs, the danc-

statements of these writers
confirm the advice given by Mr. Langstroth years ago on wintering bees.

ing flames and curling smoke. Never
a word was spoken for t.vo or three
About half past ten Carlyle
hours.

Editor. ]

friend's

All the

<^=^

American Hee Journal

*Jr;^rV'

would

to go, and shaking his
hand would say: "So 'long,

rise

APIARY AT THE UNIVERSITY FARM,

ST.

PAUL. MINN.. IN

Tenny, we have had a most delightful
evening together."
And so they did. They were both
better men for having had the visit.
And if no word was spoken, who could
describe the wealth of thoughts that
passed through
these men's minds
during those three hours.
Indeed,
speech would have been an interrupprofanation of the great work
they were then doing.
Let us meet once a year in some part
of the United States under the name of
the National Beekeepers' Association
tion, a

of friends. It is true, we
silent for three hours at a
time, but the influence is there just the
same, and we return home better beekeepers and better men.
in a

circle

cannot keep

The National

will meet next February
Madison, Wis., with Mr. N. E. France
as host. For membership and information write to Eric Millen, East Lansing, Mich., secretary, and help to preat

serve the best we have.
St. Paul, Minn.

Wintering

in

Singie-Walled

Hives
BY

D.

BARONE.

possible to winter bees successIS fully in single-walled hives ? I say
yes, and the problem is not so hard
to solve as it might look like at the
first glance.
I foresee many a reader
giving a reception of skepticism, and
perhaps of good humor, to this assertion, since they have been so (badly ?)
influenced that in their opinion the
ideas of good wintering and quadruple
cases and double walled hives and so
on, can by no means be disjointed.
it

Yet, notwithstanding the ready oppo-

plucking up my courage, I am
going, in support of my thesis, to quote
facts because I think facts always more
convincing than the most elaborate
reasonings, and because not being a
sition,
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am not in a position to dewith the assistance of scientific

scientist, I

velop

it

arguments.

During April, 1915, Mr. F. W. Pease,
one of the most intelligent and extensive Iowa beekeepers, and myself went
through his yards, the first visit in the
opening of the then well promising
season. In spite of the darkest predictions we found things going better
than we expected. A number of strong
colonies, the brood proportionate to
that number, the queens fairly busy,
and the honey, lastly, sufficient to sustain them; until a fresh harvest. Mr.
Pease told me that he never had bees
in better condition in springtime.
did he manage to get such good results ?
In July preceeding the extraction, we
saved three full sealed combs of the
best clover honey per colony (and this
practice was a very opportune one,
since the fall crop, unusually, was a
failure). In fall we traded these combs
with empty ones taken from the broodchamber, united the weak colonies, put

How

on queen-excluders, shallow supers
of dry leaves, and lastly wrapped
the hives two by two with black tarred
paper. That is all. Each colony was
full

generously granted not

less

than 30

of stores with the entrance }i
of an inch deep for the whole width of
the hives.
The disposition of the combs in the
hives plays a very important role for

pounds

successful wintering. Suppose we intend to wrap the colonies in pairs, as
in this case.

We

cannot put

in

combs

with honey scattered here and there.
clusters move towards the warmer
part of the hive, and, of course, on that
side which is in touch with the next
hive, we must set the full combs, leaving the lighter ones to fill the other
end.
The advantages are obvious. Let us
keep track of the slow march; in
the middle of the winter the two clusters will be changed into a big one,
divided only by the walls of the hives.
The combs which the cluster does not
cover serve as splendid insulators, as
the exhaustive experiments of G Bonnier assure us, so that under such an
arrangement as we can readily underheat will
stand, the production of
scarcely require half of the energies of
the bees and no danger of starvation
will be feared.
In April of this year, too, Mr. Pease
assured me that the bees were getting
along well. Hence, after such reliable
and steady results we are led to freely
recognize the requirements standing
on steady and positive foundations, the
rigid rules of hygiene graciously coupled with a fair economy. If such a
management proved a positive success
in Allamakee county, in the northeast
corner of Iowa, why can it not prove
equally successful all over the country ?
give the question a
I feel unable to
do not wish,
I
congruous answer.
however, to be misunderstood. I am
not trying to demonstrate that the
the quadruple
hives,
double-walled
cases, the tenement hives, the cellars,
etc., cannot be a success for wintering.
The more the better. But are they
really and strictly necessary?
No one will find unworthy of praise,

The

deep admiration and strong encourage-

ment the accurate studies, the subtile
and patient search, the diligent experi-

ments on that matter. Both science
and practical culture certainly make
valuable gain by them. However, I feel
justified with the comfort of positive
facts and stringent logic, in saying
it is practically realizable to winter
bees even without those expensive implements.
In reading through the interesting
beekeeping literature, there arises in
my mind the belief, possibly wrong,
that too much is said about winter
protection and too little, indeed, about
adequate ventilation as condition sine

that

qua non. Inadequate ventilation is a
double threat to the health and welfare
of the bees, and the stronger the colony the greater the danger. The slow
and continuous reabsorption of the
carbonic acid may cause even the death
of the colony, besides inevitably bringing it to a pitiful condition.

Given the very hygroscopic nature
of the honey, the best stores, when no
escape is left to the watery vapor, are
liable to become the poorest, hence

dysentery and dwindling. Therefore,
I
suggest that a good share of the

The short entrance clogged with
dead bees should speak to his intelligence clearing up the embarrassing
puzzle. We should find the root of
the trouble in the failure on his part to
make easy the removal of the vicious
air within the brood-chamber.
Apropos, this argument recalls to

my mind

the conflicting reports as to

whether the aster honey was good for
wintering.
Now it seems a settled
question that such honey is fortunately
no longer considered dangerous. Why
were those reports conflicting ? Did
the soil influence, according to the different localities, that kind of honey ?
Maybe and maybe not, but I am rather
inclined to believe that the bees of the
reporters were under unlike conditions
in respect to the enunciated sound
principles of hygiene.
Finally, with a sense of confidence
we can axiomatically state that abun-

dant good stores, strong number of
and young bees especially, pure
and dry ambient, soundly linked together, are the essentials for winter
bees,

protection.

New York

City.

December, 1916.
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3 feet thick at the bottom and
18 inches at the top.
In cellaring, '2 or 3 inches of planer
shavings are scattered on the floor,

They are

then 6-inch timbers, on which the colonies are placed, with bottom-boards
removed, which allow all dead bees to
drop to the floor.
Cohocton, N. Y.

Some Prominent Ontario
Beekeepers
BY MORLEY TETTIT, TROVINCIAL APIARIST.

H. SMITH, of St. Thomas,
was president in 1907. At that
time Mr. Smith conducted an
extensive bee business, exhibited annually at Toronto fair, and also made and
|R. R.

M

beekeepers'

sold

supplies.

Failing

however, induced him to go to
western Canada where he was still living
health,

at last reports.

The president in 1908, was F. I.
Miller, of London.
Mr. Miller is one
of a number of successful users of
Heddon hives in that district. He has
worked out the principles advanced by
Heddon, to their scientific

the late Mr.

conclusion,and has developed a system
of apiary management by which he
looks after several hundred colonies of
bees with very little assistance outside
of himself.
His honey is all bottled
and sold in high-class grocery stores
throughout the southern part of the
province. Mr. Miller does practically
the bottling himself, acts as his
so keeps himself
busily engaged throughout the year, as

all

of

own salesman, and

about 100 colonies on the side. His
interest in bees is always keen, and
every convention and official meeting
of any kind finds him in attendance
and ready with the advice which his
years of experience enables him to give
so well.

The
Craig,

president, in
lull, was W. J.
the bee-supply de-

manager of

partment of the Ham & Nott Co., of
Brantford. Mr. Craig received his early
training in this line of work while employed by the Goold Shapley & Muir
Co., and was for a number of years
editor of the Canadian Bee Journal.
During 1912 and 1913, the president
of the association was Mr. Denis Nolan
of Newton Robinson. Mr. Nolan comes
from a family of beekeepers situated
not very far from the old home of Mr.
p. A. Jones. He was one of the first
in Ontario to use a gasoline engine for
running the extractor. A little later
he purchased a Ford car for his apiary
work, and was soon drawn into the
Ford organization, becoming salesman
for his district.
While Mr. Nolan is
still

secretary of the Simcoe

i^-»

Ontario Agricultural College to start
market gardening, poultry raising and
beekeeping. He has been successful
in all

three of these, but

is

gradually

reducing his interests in the former
two, so as to be able to devote his
whole attention to the production and
sale of honey.
Now of these men who have successively occupied the chair of the organization

which has done so much for

beekeeping in Ontario, all, previous to
1900, have joined the great majority
except R. McKnight, of Owen Sound,
who was one of the founders of the
association; R. F. Holtermann, who
was one of the earliest secretaries;
Martin Emigh, A. Pickett, and M. B.

Holmes.
Starting in 1880, the Ontario Beekeepers' Association has made a steady
development up to the present.
It
would be impossible to enumerate all

County

Beekeepers' Association, his interest in
bees is not so strong as it was, because
so much of his time is taken up with
the automobile work.

During 1914 and 1915, the chair was
occupied by Mr. J. L. Byer, of Markham. Mr. Byer also comes from a beekeeping family, as his father and grandfather were beekeepers in Markham
before him. He is now one of the
most extensive beekeepers in the province, and with the assistance of his
father and son, and other members of
his growing family, he has upwards of
1000 colonies in

different

parts of the

MORLEY Pettit
the benefits which Ontario beekeepers
have derived from this organization.
.\ll
legislation which we enjoy has
been granted at its request. Under
legislation we might mention the Foulbrood Act, which at present provides
a substantial annual grant for apiary
inspection and gives the inspectors

complete power to

The
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hives are set in double rows with

room

well as keeping down running expenses.
During 1909 and 1910, Wm. Couse, of
Streetsville, occupied the chair.
Mr.
Couse had become secretary in 1886,
but because of more pressing duties in
his business, he gave up the books in
1908, becoming president for the two
following years. He is a successful
coal,

wood and

feed merchant, keeping

to set

quadruple winter case

in flat

between

province.
However, Mr. Byer needs
no introduction to the readers of the
American Bee Journal, having until
recently conducted a department in its
pages.
The present occupant of the presidential chair is Mr. F. W. Krouse, of
Guelph. A few years ago Mr. Krouse
gave up a job as day laborer at the

find and control
disease. The adulteration of honey is
well looked after under the Pure Food
Act of the Dominion, and bees are protected from poison by the improper
spraying of fruit trees by an Act, which
makes it illegal to spray fruit trees

with any poisonous

spray while they
bloom.
Beekeeping is taught at the Ontario
Agricultural College. An experimental apiary is conducted there, and demonstrations are held throughout the
province; all being under the super-

are in

full

vision of the present writer who is employed by the government to give his
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attention to the interests of beekeepers.
The association receives the beneas secretary, besides
fit of his services
getting an annual grant of money from
the government to assist in carrying
on its business. Having office facilities and time to devote to the interests
of the association, he was able to interest beekeepers who had not previously been reached and thereby more
than double the membership in one
year. There are now between 1100 and
1200 paid up members.
Perhaps the most valuable service
rendered to members has been the
annual crop report and price recom-

mendation, which has been given each
year for the last 13 years. This has
done much towards stabilizing the
honey market. In conjunction with
often able to
bring buyer and seller together, and in
1913 when the crop was unusually large
sold about 75,000 pounds of honey for
members of the association.
Another service provided by the sec-

this,

the

secretary

is

which is used freely by members
the purchase of queens for improve-

retary,
is

of stock. By this the small order
receives as prompt attention as the
large and at the same price. Orders
which might otherwise be sent to a
breeder who was behind with shipments
are diverted to men who have equally
good stock and are known to be filling
orders promptly. Thus the secretary's
office becomes a clearing house for
queen orders and the member not only
gets prompt delivery, but good stock
as the breeder knows that he is not
selling to an unknown individual but to
the Ontario Beekeepers' Association.
The breeders on the list are carefully
selected, any not giving satisfaction
one year being eliminated the next.
To continue the account of Ontario

ment

beekeepers

it

ment of a good-sized apiary without
previous experience. By careful application and study, and through many
mistakes and some losses, she has
reached a point in a few years where
she is quite
capable, by employing
labor,

managing

of

several

hundred

colonies with profit.
Another type is the English woman,
who comes out to make her living. She
brings with her the Englishman's persistency, which is more than half the
battle.
Take the case of Miss L. Livesay, now of Rt. 2, Cainsville, who has
had some experience under Isaac Hopkins, at the Government Experiment
Station in New Zealand. She wrote
from England, asking what the opportunities were for a woman getting emin a Canadian apiary. The
reply sent was intended to be discour-

ployment

aging to any one without capital to
invest.
She came on the next boat.
Fortunately, she was found employirient in an apiary, where she worked
the next two seasons and then purchased one of her own. The second
season she was joined by Miss M. L.
Newland, another Englishwoman, and
both of them worked for the same beekeeper. When they started on their

course, be mistakes and losses on a
larger scale than would be experienced
with two or three hives, but with attention to the
instruction which is so
freely given at conventions and in reports and bulletins, there is no occasion for a disaster, such as a heavy
winter loss. Such disasters only come
as a result of going contrary to the
well-known principles of successful

management. The one who starts with
a good-sized apiary may have the misfortune to meet one or two crop failures, which will be a heavy tax on
financial resources, but when success
finally crowns persevering efforts, the
profit is so much greater than it would

be with two or three hives that
well worth the venture.
Guelph, Ont.

it is

[To be continued.]

Marketing Honey
BY

P.

C.

DADANT.

{Read at the Wisconsin Convention

FRANK C.PELLETT,

MR. State

lO'S)

has
suggestion
of honey as an article

Inspector,

brought to
that the neglect

in

the Iowa
recently

me

the

might be in order to speak

of women who are taking up beekeeping as a means of pin
money, if not of making a livelihood.
Amongst these might be mentioned
nurses,
daughters,
school
farmers'
teachers, to say nothing of the numerous wives of farmers and of beekeepers who take an active interest in this
work. It is not uncommon to find a
woman who finds the apiary work
more congenial and profitable than
of the

some

number

of the

indoor occupations which

are expected to follow. There
are at present over 80 women members of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association, and of these I might mention
The Scott sisters
a few typical cases.

women

Myersburg, Northumberland County,
European foulbrood attacked
the apiary and the father decided to
give up, took charge of the bees and
cured them. The two girls not only
cured the disease, but developed an
apiary of about 40 colonies, which was
very profitable. This was four or five
years ago. The older one has since
married and left home and the younger,
Miss Nellie Scott, continues the apiary
work with her young brother. Miss
Ethel Robson, of Ilderton, took up beekeeping to pay her way through colBeing successful and a good
lege.
speaker she was made a director and a
vice-president of the Provincial AssoShe also acted as secretary
ciation.
of the Middlesex Beekeepers' Associaof

when

;

.Miss R. B. Pettit, a sister of the
present writer, undertook the manage-

tion.

PACKED

IN

QUADRUPLE CASES AT THE ONTARIO EXPERIMENT APIARY

account, they purchased apiaries
and located them not far apart and are
now making a comfortable living from

own

are now helping other
English girls to get experience and a
start in the business.
These and other beginners who have
started in the right way and have persevered, have discredited, beyond the
peradventure of a doubt, the old advice
so commonly given to beginners to
start with one or two hives and go
slow. I well remember the late E. W.
Alexander's assertion that " go slow"

bees.

They

would

kill

any young man.

It is

only

the question of getting a right start by
working for an extensive beekeeper, or
taking a course at an apicultural school,

and then securing enough
occupy one's time. There

bees to
will,

of

of food is due to the lack of official
support to our industry. He says that

honey

is,

towards glucose and

all

corn

syrups, in the same relative position as
butter is placed towards margarine.
Yet butter is not neglected for margarine, as honey is neglected for glucose. In fact, no one who can at all
afford it will eat margarine in place of
butter. Yet margarine is so much like
butter that deception is very easily
practiced. I myself remember eating
breakfast, side by side with a drummer
of margarine, at a small country hotel,

and hearing my companion exclaim:
"I thought they could afford butter in
country towns!" He had recognized
the taste of his own product. But even
after I was told of it, I could not distinguish it from common butter. With

December,
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ferent.

it

seems to me, the case

Any

one,

after

is dif-

tasting corn
to be able to

syrup and honey, ought
recognize the difference in sweetness,
the former containing less than 30 percent of saccharine matter, while the
other has about 80 percent. As far as
the contents in sugar are concerned,
the poorest honey is worth about three
and
times as much as corn syrup
when we think of the substances used
to transform starch into sugar in manufacturing commercial glucose, we certainly should figure honey at four or
five times the value of corn syrup.
But it is as Mr. Pellett says, there has
been no active official support of honey
against glucose. In the butter industry there is an army of officials representing the diverse interests of the
dairymen, in the State agricultural
associations, in the colleges, even in
the State governments and the United
States Department of Agriculture. The
farming interests are carefully fostered,
but the beekeepers have thus far received scant
recognition and their
rights have been left in their hands.
We all know how little efficiency there
has been as yet in our associations,
whether State or National.
Yet, I believe every person who is at
all acquainted with the subject will agree
with me that the unhealthfulness of
glucose as compared to honey is greater
than that of margarine as compared to
butter.
The fight, if it is made for
honey, ought to bring an easy victory.
In this case, what we need is to have in
our colleges, our boards of agriculture
and in all official places where the dairy
interests are cared for, men as active
and efficient as those who represent the
farmers' main products.
But is this all and will that be sufficient to secure an increased recognition of honey on the consumer's table ?
;

It

certainly ought to help.

A

very good

argument concerning

the food value of honey may be produced, while the same argument does
not exist in comparing butter and margarine. Those two substances have a
very similar food value.
The food
value of honey has been shown by an
entirely disinterested autfiority, W. B.
Barney, State Dairy Commissioner of
Iowa, and those of your members who
have read the American Bee Journal
for December, 1915, have found out
that, at present prices, honey is one of
thecheapest articles of human food.
However, with all these convincing

arguments, we will probably be still
confronted, for years to come, with the
problem of creating an increased demand for honey. We must then consider the principal requirements.
Marketing honey can properly be
divided under two separate heads, entirely different.
The first is packing
and preparing the product. The second is seeking customers.
Many beekeepers who are unfit for
drumming their honey market, or at
least consider
themselves unfit, are
quite expert in putting it up for sale in
neat form.
It takes cleanliness and
judgment. Comb honey cannot bring
the value it deserves unless it has been
properly stored by the bees in neat
sections and is afterwards put up in
attractive cases. It must also be offered
in regular grades.
The law which
compels us to sort out the sections of

<v^_]

different weights so the retailer will
not run the risk of offering a 10-ounce
section at the same^price as a 14 ounce,
is really a benefit to us, though we did
not realize it at first. All that is needed,
to make sure of it, is to start out

the retailers.
We make them
secure against the most common complaint of the consumer, short weight,

among

when we

offer

them

each section has

a

its

package

in

which

minimum weight

marked upon it.
The careful beekeeper, who has supplied his

with up-to-date supers

bees

and good foundation guides, is usually
the one who also most carefully grades
it.
He is likely to put up his extracted
honey, without a mote or a blemish,
neat tins or glasses. He crates
everything so that it may travel safely
without leaking. But he usually is the
man who does not like to go from
grocer to grocer, or from neighbor to
neighbor, begging for them to try his
product. However, I believe that, as a
rule, he may be easily persuaded to
in

advertise.

conducted,

This,
will

easier for the

of course,

if

rightly

make matters much

drummer.

A very good advertisement, suggested
by our old friend, the erewhile cow-boy.
Dr. Bonney, is the little red slip "EAT
HONEY "to be pasted upon everything,
everywhere, as " SOZODONT " used to
be.
It has been tried.
The American
Bee Journal household alone have supplied over a million of these, not only
here, but in foreign countries as well.
But that is not enough. Let me ask
the question whether any of you have
seen these slips in public places, except
where you have yourselves pasted them ?

"SOZODONT"

was painted on the
walls of buildings, on fences, on sidewalks, and I have even seen it written
in almost inaccessible places, on rocky
bluffs, along the Mississippi river, in
letters 10 feet high.
Our beekeepers
cannot do that with "
stickers, but they can each spend a
few dimes to call the people's attention to a long forgotten sweet, of which
the most respected authorities say:
"Eat honey, my son, for it is good."
I will never
forget the reply I received once from a good friend of
mine, now deceased, who used to sell
thousands of pounds of my honey,
although he was neither a grocer nor

EAT HONEY"

drummer. He was just an office
man, busy at his desk almost from
morning until night. How do you
a

I
asked him, in selling so
of my honey, apparently without
any effort ? His reply was :
"
boy, there is no difficulty in selling honey. If I had to handle tobacco,

succeed,

much

My

among my friends, although
many more people use those articles

pure, I make a sale, especially if I can
give them a sample to taste."
That is all the secret of marketing
honey. Make the people think about
honey for a minute. Then let them
know you have it and let them be convinced, in an undoubted way, that it is
really honey from the bees and your
sales are assured.
I said that honey marketing could be
separated under two heads, packing
and drumming, but I have now mixed
them up. I have tried to convince the
careful producer and packer of honey
that he can also be a good drummer.
But it is out of the question to get
some of our best beekeepers started in
peddling honey. One of our best producers said to me
"I can raise honey as well as any
one and I can put it up in fine shape,
but I am no good at offering it for sale.
If I make a trial at it and go into a
grocery, if they say no, I walk right out
without trying to argue the point and
lam ashamed to try the next. When
it comes to going to private houses, it
:

worse. I always feel as if they
considered me as a book agent or a
beggar. If I happen to have enquiries,
it gives me a little courage, but just as
soon as I meet a refusal or a doubt of
the quality or purity of my product, I
want to be a hundred miles away, as
is still

soon as possible."
There is too much truth in that statement for the good of honey marketing.
The only remedy for that bashfulness
securing of a good talker, or
However, with
a little self-reliance, a man can get a
start and if he succeeds, he becomes
encouraged.
I cannot too
much urge the selling
of our crop or as much of it as possible, even in our own vicinity.
Personally, we
have sold our own crops
usually without difficulty, and we now
sell three or four times as much as we
produce. But even with all the advertising that we do, every now and then
we find that other honey has been supplied where we could have furnished it,
had we more thoroughly covered the
ground.
Cheap sweets, which can in no way
be true substitutes for honey, are the
greatest hinderances to its sale, since
they apparently fill the demand, through
is

the

thorough advertising.

ignorance of the masses
concerning the difference in food value
and healthfulness.
So we must openly and unrelentingly
fight the cheap sweets.
We should
demand the help of our agricultural
officials and colleges in this fight.
the positive

or whisky,

I would daily meet peosay to me:
Aren't you
ashamed of offering such stuff for sale?
But honey ? Why, no one objects to

than honey, yet
ple

who would

honey.
Everybody knows that it is
good, sweet, healthy. Only once in a
great while do I meet some one who
says honey has made him sick, and I
answer that he or she probably ate too
much of it. The funny thing is that it
is almost always true.
The only question people ask is whether it is real
honey, pure honey. And when I say
that the producer of this honey lives in
the country and is a friend of mine
and that I can guarantee his goods

Thoughts When Reading the
Leading Article in the
June Number
BY

HONEY,

F.

GREINER.

true, could be on the
market every day in the year, because it is not as perishable as
many fruits, grapes, berries, etc., and
still, like them, has its season.
People
it

is

have accustomed themselves to demand
honey in the fall and early winter;
there seems to be but little call at any
other season. On the other hand, a
continuous demand might be created

December,
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by continuous advertising. The quesis going to pay
tion then arises
for this advertising ? Large corporations who monopolize certain branches
of industry can easily carry on such
work. They can establish their price
:

Who

produces his crop by the most modern
methods, but he disposes of them by
the same methods as did the farmers of
the Middle Ages."— Editor.]

BY EDW. WILLBRIGHT.

BOUGHT

an automobile

pipe.

are situated exactly as the other agricultural producers, the farmers generally are. They
produce the goods, but they fail to
pool their interests so as to be able to

The extractor has comb pockets and

seems

The honey producers

at a

riding and few

fall

effective.

it

accommodated eleven

Various Thoughts
last

we are not willing to put our money
into it. Extensive advertising would
cost us many thousands of dollars as
it does other concerns, but it would be

biscuits, etc., but

It

Minnesota Notes

and worked out a scheme for using
I the machine for power to run a circular saw. I made a frame wide enough
for both hind wheels, and by means of
with rubber,
pulleys covered
four
hooked up to a circular saw. This outall my needs in the saw
fit answers
For shafts I used one-inch gas
line.

ded wheat

moved.

trip and insured easy
jolts for the lot.

Preston, Minn.

commodity they produce, but
can we beekeepers do this? It would
mean concert action of the beekeeping

for the

fraternity; it would mean the putting
of our money into the advertising
business. I wish that we honey producers might learn from such concerns
as produce cornflake, wheatflake, shred-

rods from my cellar, necessitating a
long haul. Again, Fig. 4, I had to call
my car into use to get the colonies

Figure 2 shows a design in honey
that took first prize at the State Fair,
and also at the county and local fairs.
Figure 3 gives designs in beeswax.

from the

Bee-Yard
BY

G.

C.

GREINER.

the usual routine of
work
WITH
in the bee-yard, of which placing
fall

our bees in their winter quarters
forms the last part, the season is ended.
If feeding, where necessary, has been
properly done, we may rest easy and
trust providence for the future welfare
of our bees.
When examining my bees for winter
stores about the middle of October,
1915, I found eight or ten colonies run
for extracted honey not as heavy as I
would have them for best results in
wintering and springing. It is always
this class, if any, that is deficient in
They keep storing in their
stores.
supers and neglect to stock up their
brood-chamber with sufficient winter
stores. This is probably one reason

why bees produce more extracted than
comb honey. All my comb-honey-pro-

FIG

I

HIS TOURING CAR TO RUN A SMALL
CIRCULAR SAW

-EDWARD WILLBRIGHT USES

control the market. On the other hand,
there are many good points made in
the leading article of the June number,
and the article will bear reading and
re-reading.
However, the illustration of the carThat style of carrier is misleading.
ritr was all right before the present
ruling of the railroad companies went
into effect, but will not do at all now.
A friend of mine had several tons of
comb honey put up in such carriers
last fall, and when he took it to the
station for shipment the railroad company refused to accept it. He was at
the trouble of remodeling the carriers
by using more lumber and making perfectly tight boxes of them. If the

not reversible.
Unfortunately my bees are some 20

will run, but is

ducing colonies were up to standard
weight, and those used for finishing
sections by feeding were even heavier
than necessary.
They probably had
some honey to spare to help out needy
ones in the spring.
After many yeais of experience trying different feeding methods, I am
satisfied that heavy combs of capped
honey are the most desirable for this
purpose. I secure them by sorting out
the right kind of combs when doing
my bst extracting. If any colonies
are found insufficiently supplied, which
I easily ascertain by lifting, I exchange
one or two light side combs for some
of those reserved combs of honey. This
a simple operation, quickly done and

is

no smoke needed. Some cool morning
when bees are well clustered, the cover
can be slipped an inch or two to one

honey producers understand this fact
that all honey must be enclosed in tight
boxes, they will save themselves

much

trouble.

Naples, N. Y.

[Mr. Greiner is right concerning the
producers, beekeepers or

agricultural

farmers.

"They produce

the

goods

but fail to pool their interests so as to
control the markets." A popular maga.
zine writer said lately: "The farmer

FIG

2

-WAX MINIATURE
The

HIVES, A

WAX CANNON. AND

A HONEY EXTRACTOR

MADE OF BEESWAX

extractor works, too. but could not be

made reversible.-Edw.

Willbright
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side and the exchange made in less
time than it takes to tell it. This, by
the way, tallies one for loose-hanging
With the Hoffman or any
frames.
self-spacing frame it would not work
so well, but it could be done.
While the subject of exchanging
combs is under discussion, I wish to
give my younger beekeeping brothers,
who have not yet stocked up with beesupplies to any great extent, a few
hints from long years of experience.
When an apiary is once started, when
we are once stocked up with an outfit
running into the hundreds of hives and
appliances, it is an expensive and trou-

sometimes happens that we have more
of one kind than we have of the other.
By simply detaching the bottom-board
from the hive we have a super and z'lce
versa, the same bottom hooked to the
super completes thehive. Thesechanges
may not be every day occurrences, but
they are a great convenience when we
do have occasion for their application.
Another plan, which our friend in-

on account of their great weight. I
he intends to keep them permanently
housed, he would obviate this trouble,
but for the production of extracted
honey it is more convenient to have
them placed on separate stands spaced
at reasonable distances, which also
facilitates all spring and summer manipulations.

My

first

attempt in making sheds for

blesome affair to make a change in
one form or another. In planning our
future work our main object should be
to adopt ways and means which are
likely to give permanent satisfaction
according to our best judgment, takpoints into consideration.
short time ago a young beekeeper,
or, if I am justified by the run of his
conversation to consider him a " contemplating" beekeeper, called on me
for a few pointers on various subjects.
He intends to compromise between
the low .5-inch and the full sized 9 or 10
inch extracting super by constructing
one about 7K inches deep, because he
considers the former too low and the
latter too deep.
This is very well in
some respects he may gain some aning

all

A

;

ticipated advantages by doing so.
But
after long years of experience I would

under no consideration deviate from
my fixed rule of uniformity, both in
frames and outsides. The advantages
gained by varying in form or size
would in no way compensate for those
lost by irregular construction.
The
above described easy manner of feeding for winter stores would not be
possible without this uniformity. Then,
again,

it

is

many

times desirable to

move, for certain purposes, combs of
brood from the brood-chamber to the
super above the excluder, which is frequently done to cure slight attacks of
foulbrood. Another advantage in uniformity of
outsides is the case of
changing from one to the other.
It

FIG. 3.-COMB HONEY DESIGN OF EDW. WILLBRIGHT.
took first prize in its class at the Minnesota State Fair in

Which

tends to adopt with his future bee-management is the construction of beesheds holding 14 colonies. Taking
my own experience as a guide, I am
inclined to think he will see the time
that he considers this a mistake. Where
will he get his 14 colonies to fill those
sheds ? To move them back and forth
from winter to summer and from summer to winter position requires too
much shifting, to say nothing of the
inconvenience in handling those sheds

ipi;

winter protection did not prove a success as I had expected. I made them
to hold 9 colonies, which I found too
large for convenience, and consequently
used them only one season. When cut
in two, making one to hold 5 and a
smaller one to hold 3, they served the
purpose much better, and if I should
have to build new ones, I am inclined
to think I would give the smaller one
the preference.
I wish to say a few more words in
regard to the use of full sheets and
especially bottom-starters in sections.
I know that a few of our most experi-

enced

beekeepers

consider bottom-

starters of little value for any purpose.
Until a few years ago I was a victim of
the
same error. I considered full
sheets of foundation in sections a nuisance (I am not quite over it yet) and
bottom-starters a greater nuisance. But
since I have made heavy yields my
main object, and from all appearances
have succeeded, I find that every little

FIG

4.

-TOURING CAR OR TRUCK, THE BEEKEEPER SUITS HIS MACHINE
TO HIS INDIVIDUAL NEEDS

help and assistance we can render our
bees increases our yield, and bottomstarters are not of the least importance
along that line. Next to the increase
of yield the great benefit derived from
their use is securely attaching combs to
the bottom of the section, which prevents breaking loose of combs when
shipped or roughly handled, more than
being attached to the sides.
The claim that in a good honey season bees make honey and attach combs
to the bottom under any management,
with or without bottom-starters, cannot be disputed. Seemingly, these little helps do more good in a poor or

moderate honey season than in
one, but a rushing honey flow

a
is

good
just

December,

1916.
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the one
tant as

In fact, according to the Texas bulleon honey plants, it is the main
source in southeast Te.xas. It grows

when our assistance, unimporit
may seem, gives the most

tin

paying returns in proportion to our
labor. Every little detail must be carefully seen to, to obtain best results.

La

No.

dry and rocky hills
which often are not suited to growing
agricultural crops. The honey is white
and of fine quality.

abundantly on

Salle, N. Y.

23.—The Honey-Producing
Plants
BY FRANK

C.

PELLETT.

Photoeraphs with this nuinbcr by
of San Fi'ancis(<\

A'l.

C. Richtrr,

shrubs or small
widely distributed
throughout the warmer portions
of the world. There are said to be 450
species, of which nearly 300 are native
are
THEtreesacacias
which are

to Australia and
find references to

Polynesia.

We

also

them in India, Africa
and South America. The different spe-

known by various local names.
In Europe some are known as mimosa
trees.
As sources of honey they are
important in Texas, Arizona, New
cies are

Mexico and California.
The sweet acacia. Acacia farnesiana,
found along the Gulf coast in Alaas far east as South Carolina.
In Texas the huajilla. Acacia berlandiera, is an important source of nectar.

is

bama and

The catclaw or paradise flower,
Acacia greggii, is another very important source of honey in the southwest.
It is one of the principal sources of
dependence in Texas, where it is reported as yielding in April. Arizona
reports a later yield, blooming there in
May and June. Like the huajilla the
honey is light colored and of very fine
quality.

We

are indebted to M. C. Richter,
the well known Pacific coast authority,
for the two illustrations which accompany this article. Figure 94 shows
the black wattle of California Acacia

decurrcns mollis, which is widely grown
as an ornamental in the gardens and
along roadsides in that State. It blooms
from February to June and produces
some honey and an abundance of polFigure 95 shows the silver wattle.
len.
Acacia dealbata, another widely grown
California shrub.

As

a family, the

our most

valuable

acacias are among
honey producers.

although

they
are confined to the
sections. Many of them have
delicate fern-like foliage.
Atlantic, Iowa.
Copyright: I9i6. by Frank C. Pellett.

warmer

Bees on the Heather
BY N. TOURNEUR.

FEW
teemed

honeys are more esby connoisseurs than that

British

coming from a certain district of
the borderland between England and
Scotland, where it is gleaned from bean
blossom and white clover. Yet, though
most delicious and much the most
beautiful, it does not sell so well, owing
to a lack of strength in the wax, with
the result that it runs easily. To remedy this, then, the beekeeper shifts his
hives to the far distant moorland, or
hills, when the miles of heather are
coming into purple bloom.

As soon as the oats begin to turn yellow the changeis made. For some weeks
previous the beeman has been making
preparations, and sending out far-scattered inquiries as to the best tracts of
heather of the year; for sending his
bees to the moors is an event of great
importance to his pocket; and, to many
of his kind, living in secluded hamlets
of the foot-lands of the Cheviot Hills,
the great romance, adventure,
it is
even, of the twelve months. The journey having to be made during the
night, there is
a pleasing feeling of
danger owing to the wild nature of the
road or track and the character of the

burden conveyed.
In places near the moors or hills,
or only two or three miles away, the
hives are carried on
stretchers, attended by a convoy of lantern bearers
to lay bare the perils of the way and
guard the footsteps of those carrying
the hives. But when there are many
hives, and the distance is great, other
means of transport are utilized. Some
fortunate beemen are so situated that
they can send the hives by train, but
they are few. Others, again, greatly
daring, have strapped a hive on each
side of a steady-going and sedate old
pony, or, more preferably, a donkey, and
the animal is carefully led along the
road and moorland paths. Most generally, however, a long cart is borrowed
from a near farmer, usually himself a
beekeeper.
After dark, when the bees have given
over work for the day, the entrance to
the hive is closed by means of the perforated tin or zinc slide, and the hive
carefully marked in some secret place
to distinguish it from the others belonging to
neighbors, also sending
theirs to the heather; for beemen are
not free from sleight-of-exchange tricks
with hives, as the canny borderer may

have experienced.
Before the cart or carts arrive an
old beekeeper, whose hand and brain
are like a calculating machine, so near
can he get to the different weights,
goes around handling the hives, and
merely by the scent of the hive telling
condition. He also closely examines the packing of the hives into the
vehicle, for there will be many a jolt
on the road where the ruts are deep
and the stones large. He can tell of
expeditions to
the
heather where

its

FIG.

Q4.

-ACACIA OR BLACK WATTLE

{Acacia </ff«/v-OTf)— (Photoeraph by M. C. Richter)
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through mishap the horses have been
stung to death, and the driver and his
companion have only escaped by taking
headlong to their heels.
At last, however, at a late hour in
the night on account of the desired
coolness and, also, that it may not be
in the dark of the early morning when
the cart comes to the dangerous track
on the different moors or heathery
hills, the valuable cargo is started on
its journey.
Often it is late in the

morning when

it

arrives at

its

destina-

men, horses, and inevitable
dog looking very tired.

tion, the

The shepherd, who for a small sum
per hive is to keep an eye on the apiary, is on the spot, and in a short time
the hives are set safely inside the disused circular sheep-fold and the bees
are let out. In one circling sweep they
seem to find their bearings, and settling
down to work industriously, are soon
coming back with their burdens.
It
is
seldom the border beeman
makes a mistake, and dispatches his
treasures to any reaches of purpling
heather deficient in the requisite nectar.
He not only certifies his inquiries as
to the condition of the heather whether
it is
moorland or mountain, but can
tell at once by the very color of it if
there is honey. When he arrives with
his bees, if the night has been dewy
and the morning balmy, as likely as
not he walks through the heather and
notices how the pollen whitens his
boots, thus enabling him the better to
judge of its honeyed conditions.
Sometimes the shepherd has from
600 to 1000 hives in his charge, and,
incidentally, his dogs', too, the real

now

advising all alfalfa to be cut. They
us that chemical analysis shows
this to be the proper time.
I
complained and was told I should feed the
first cutting, as
that was best, so I
bought a load of first cutting. When
that was delivered I noticed quite a
few seed pods and some dry bloom. It
was not so bright, and my horse did
not eat it so freely, but he gained in
tell

and I soon learned I could dispense with grain and keep him in good
shape. This was the beginning of observations that have proven to my entire satisfaction that the farmer who
cuts his alfalfa before it gets in full
flesh

bloom is making a mistake.
Only a short time ago we were
by theoretical

men

told

sweet clover
was a pernicious weed unfit for anything useful, and I think some States
even passed laws making it a penal
offense for a farmer to allow it to
grow on the wayside. But some
"cranks" kept saying it made good
hay and would grow where nothing
that

Ifer--.,

would, until
recognized.

else

And now

it

<^'^^rl

simply had to be

am

told that our experts
have discovered that our alfalfa is
stricken with a disease that is threatening to annihilate it entirely, and that
we will never be able to get the crops
of honey we have been accustomed to
harvesting; but I believe that when we
get back to normal seasons we will get
just as much honey per acre as ever.
The last two seasons in the Arkansas
I

Valley have been exceptionally unfavorable to the secretion of nectar. Time
will decide this question.
In the spring of 1903 I came to Colorado and cast my lot with the beekeepers.
I shipped in
125 colonies from
Texas and got a nice crop of honey.
Then came the question of wintering.
I was advised to pack them by banking
on the northeast and west sides with
something dry and put a super on top
filled with chaff or leaves.
I did so,
using the utmost care to do a thorough
job of it. About March 1, a neighbor

guardians of his domain, which may
cover from 3000 to 4000 acres of moorland or hilly slopes.
Seldom are the bees on the heather
for more than a fortnight. The chilly
nights of September bring the beekeepers back for their well-filled hives, and
the prospect of probable gains.

Thundersley, England.

Theory vs. Practice
BY A. S. PARSONS.
not want you, dear readers, to
get the impression from what I am
about to say that I am opposed to
education or advanced ideas, so long
as they are based on common sense.
I
am convinced that we as a people or as
a nation are depending too much upon
theory and losing sight of some of the
good lessons taught us by experience

DO

and practice.
few instances where in
opinion experience does not verify
theory. My first experience in feeding
I

will recite a

my

back to about 1887. At
was living in Garden City,
Kan. I had bought a 5-acre tract of
land and had to have a horse and consequently something to feed it. Alfalfa

alfalfa dates

that time

being

bought

I

the
principal
forage crop I
a load of the nicest, brightest,

green alfalfa hay

I

could

find.

The amount of that hay my horse
consumed was wonderful.
I could
hardly get the harness buckled on in
the morning, but by noon it was so
loose it looked like it would fall off. I
was told this hay was second cutting,
cut when just beginning to bloom, just
the time

when

theoretical

science

is

FIG.
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me

he had 12 colonies he would
to take care of during 190-1.
When I went to look at them I found
them sitting in a row facing south with
a little straw thrown over back of them
but otherwise not protected.
As it was a little cool I would not
open them, but felt sure there were
live bees in all of them.
However, I
noticed one with a cover so badly
warped I could slip my fingers under
one side of it. This one I fully expected
to find very weak if not dead when I
looked them over later. Judge of my
surprise at unpacking time when I found
my loss to be about 25 percent, and
what were alive very weak in bees
while all 12 of my neighbor's were
alive and the one with the defective
cover the best one of the lot. This
experience marked the beginning of
another set of observations that are
told

me

like for

proving

in

opposite

vanced

of

my

practice

all

scientific

at the

directly

theory

the
ad-

present time.

work
work

in t/it fall and before they begin
in the spring, as interfering more
less with their instinct and to be

or
avoided as much as possible.
Theory might prove to most of us
that it would be better for the mourning dove to build its nest under cover
that it might be protected from the hail
storms during incubation but it would
be a difficult matter to convince the
dove of the fact.
I am
seeking no controversy with
any one, only stating matters as I see
them.
Rocky Ford. Colo.
;

BY

an

E.

article

IN Dividers

F.

while if there is any
crowding, the comb may be built out
and capped in the opening, or at least
attached to the fence. So for many
years past the fence has been discarded,
and we in common with nearly all of
the practical
carload producers of
honey have turned to the old standard
two beeway 4'4x4/4xl% section, entirely satisfied that we get as fine a
product, so far as actual tparketability

concerned, as can be obtained.

is

Through this part of Idaho and Oregon where many thousands of colonies
are kept, and where the writer was one
of the few to first engage in extensive
beekeeping, and has had the best of
opportunity to observe the growth and

development of the industry, the plain
section and fence separator were tried
for several

years, but are, I believe,
discarded by all the extensive producers (even their most enthusiastic
advocates of the past) with one excep-

now

tion.

Is not man's intellect making slow
progress improving on bees' instinct ?
I consider all radical changes made in
the interior or outside location of a
hive of bees after they are through

Sections Plain or

comb honey,

Beeway

The same appears
rado

as of the
there the writer

to be true in Colo-

extensive

producers

knows none using the
Not that the old stand-

fence system.
ard beeway section is perfect, but none
other has yet been developed that has
as many advantages.
Now, in regard to the depth of the
beeway in beeway sections, Mr. Greiner
favors beeways only Js-inch deep instead of the usual depth of 3-16 or a
a little more.
It is true that with the
beeway only Js-inch deep the surface
of the comb is a little better protected
from careless handling, but as most
supers in use are of the section-holder
style (section-holders resting on strips
of tin or iron nailed to the lower inside
ends of the super), and used with scalloped separators, and as occasionally
the end-support of the separator produced by the scallop along its lower

edge will break off, the separator will
drop down V to Yi inch at that end,
and if the beeway into the sections is
only >s inch, the bees cannot enter the
section at that opening, now reduced
to Js inch by the separator.
With the usual opening the bees can
readily enter, even though all the separators were so broken. Many of our
supers contain section holders, and
with them we long ago gave up ordering separators with
scallops, as in
cleaning and use the projecting parts
become broken off, when the separators will drop down, often inviting
comb-building at the then enlarged
space above.
We have our separators for sectionholder supers sawed 1-12 inch thick
for durability, with no slots nor scallops to favor breakage. The slight increase in thickness makes them far
more durable, and contrary to the fears
expressed by some, there is no apparent difference in the readiness with
which bees enter or work the supers,
though with Mr. Greiner's Js-inch insets the bees would be barred out.
In our opinion, and the opinion of
nearly all .producers with whom we
have talked, it was a great mistake to

"boom "the newer

styles and sizes of
sections, etc., as there is endless confusion in loading cars made up by
several producers, while there is no
question that grocers prefer, in the long
run, a uniform product, and the consumer actually prefers honey not
capped to the edge, after using enough
of both kinds to form an opinion.

With an "extra fancy" honey all
capped to the edge, if as ripe as ours
usually is, a hot knife must be used and
dipped and wiped twice for each side in
cutting such honey out of the section
or every cell will be broken.
Meridian, Idaho.

?

ATWATER.

entitled,

"Sections and

(Separators)

— Are

They

Perfect in Construction ?" page 19,
Mr. F. Greiner reaches conclusions
with which, so far as separators are
concerned, we are in complete agreement. Among the first fence separators tested by the writer, were some
with upright cleats yi-'inch wide, and
there is no question whatever that they
gave better satisfaction than those with
cleats % to 5-16 inch wide, as usually
made for some years p?st.
The "sealing at the edges drawn
clear to the separator and attached to
the cleat " is something that is found
in far too many cases where the usual
narrow cleat is used, while with the
wide cleats this does not occur, as use
will demonstrate to those who wish for
a uniform non-leaking product of section honey.
Mr. Greiner says "grave doubt still
lingers in my mind as to whether the
freer communication the fence gives
to the bees as compared to the solid
separator is of any advantage." The
writer has produced carloads of comb
honey, and is sure that the advantage
of the free communication given by
any open separator is but slight, either
to the bees or their keeper, while the
openings favor gnawing of the fence
by the bees and ridgy surface of the

Bee-K£eping
Conducted bT Miss

<^ FbR Women
Emma

The Goldens

Now, now, now! You bee people are
shaking the very foundations of a pet
dream of mine. I had hoped sometime to have a large number of the
beautiful golden bees.
My experience
with them is small, but some of the
to them I saw no indication
They may not be as hardy as the

evils laid
of.

leather colored, but for gentleness and
energy I found them away ahead of my
other bees.
I made a great mistake, for I purchased a pound package of bees Sept.
they would build up enough
1, hoping
It was not a good fall and
to winter.
the stores were not good. I lost, not
only the goldens, but most of the other
bees as well with dysentery.

The bees were in fine shape when
they arrived. They took possession of
their new home and the queen began
to lay. I fed the sugar syrup and they
were afield every fair day. Robbers

M. Wilson. Mareneo,

III.

from

a neighbor's hives were plentiful,
but never a one got into the goldens'
hive and came out again alive. I could
easily tell, for the neighbor bees were
dark. They were hived on old comb,
which they proceeded to clean up, and
considerable syrup and
they stored
honey. I could handle them fearlessly
notwithstanding their vigilance in protecting the hive from robbers. The fall
was cold. I put them into the cellar
Nov. 1. None of my bees seemed as

active and as sweet as in former

falls,

and very soon dysentery developed. I
was too much of a novice to be sure,
but I am of the opinion that most of
the stores were from honeydew. Before Feb. 1 the bees were dead. The
frames were badly stained.
Helen M. Mathie.
Glover, Vt.

Some speak disparagingly of goldens,
while others praise them highly. More
than one reason may be offered for
One reason consists in the fact
this.

December,
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that only a few years ago goldens did
not exist at all, and being a new product the type is not well fixed. As a result, while it is true of any variety of
bees that in it may be found good, bad,
and indifferent specimens, it might be
expected to be especially true of goldSo when one woman says her
ens.

goldens are

good and another says

it may be that the colonies of one may have little resemblance
to the colonies of the other except in
the matter of color.
Another reason for the difference in
valuation may come from a diflference
in the colonies with which the goldens
has an
are compared. Suppose Mrs.
apiary of bees that are excellent in
every way, and that Mrs. B's bees are
the poorest ever, and that each of these
women buys a colony of goldens which
are of medium quality and just alike.
Neither of them having had experience

hers are poor,

A

with bees except with the kind already
on hand, it is quite natural that Mrs. A
should pronounce the goldens inferior,
and that Mrs. B should pronounce
"Let each man be
them superior.
fully assured in his own mind."
Still another reason for a difference
of opinion lies in the object one has in
keeping bees. One keeps bees mainly
for profit, and if he finds the leathercolored kind will produce more honey
than any other, he will have none of the
goldens.
Another keeps bees chiefly
as a pastime, and to him the beauty of
the goldens is so great that he cares
little whether they store more or less
than others. And to one with an eye
for the beautiful it is a matter of real
pleasure
to work with the golden

is

it

still

better to

have the brood-

chamber so crowded with honey
that

fall

no feeding

in

spring

is

in the

neces-

sary.

A

colony with a good queen, if there
abundance of honey in the broodchamber in the spring, will have all the
brood the bees can cover, so nothing
would be gained by stimulative feeding.
Indeed it might do harm, for if small
portions of food be given every day or
every other day, and the weather is

is

adverse, it may cause
out and be lost.

the

bees to

fly

There are, however, some localities
where stimulative feeding becomes necessary; a time of considerable duration
occurring when there is a cessation of
all honeyflow for so long a time that
the queen stops laying. If this dearth
is only for a few days, and the hive
contains plenty of stores, the queen
will go right on laying, but if the
dearth continues long enough, she will
stop laying, and then the beekeeper
must try his hand at imitating a natural flow of nectar.
In the fall we have never done anything in the way of stimulation. A
good queen needs nothing of the kind,
and played-out queens should not be
tolerated.

Short Course in Beekeeping Taught by
a Lady Beekeeper

The Short Course in Beekeeping I
gave early this summer was given on
three successive Saturday afternoons.

beauties.
*-•-*•

Orange Marmalade With Honey

Miscellaneous

To every

quart of juice and pulp of
seedless oranges allow two pounds of

•j^--

May

-^^"if^^

June 3 and June 10, from 2:00
The charge for the course
All but one of the
was $200 each.
novices, and several
students were
beekeeping soon afterward.
started
Ten enrolled for the course, which
consisted of a short lecture each time,
followed by practical demonstration
and manipulation of the bees. I tried
to balance theory and practice. Of
course, the whole subject could not be
dealt with in detail on account of lack
27,

to 4 :30 p.m.

of time, but

certain

subjects, such as

swarming and swarm control, combhoney production, etc., were treated
more comprehensively. .\s field work
they were taught to open a hive, handle
the frames properly, distinguish the
queen, workers, drones, also queen,
worker and drone-cells, eggs, pollen,
honey, brood sealed and unsealed, and
to judge the condition oi a colony and
frames were put together,
its needs
wired, and foundation put in, also section boxes prepared.
The course was held in the shade of
a tall spruce hedge very near the beehives; chairs were set three in a row
opposite a table covered with equip;

I stood while giving the preliminary lectures. By carefully arranging my notes, which I only
needed to glance at occasionally, it
was astonishing how much ground I
could cover.
The course did not pretend to be
advanced, but to contain the simple
elements of beekeeping.

ment behind which

Josephine Morse.
South Lancaster, Mass.

^ News

Items

honey and two pounds of orange rind.
Peel the oranges and boil the rind in
water to cover until tender. Then cut
into strips with a sharp knife or scissors.
Take away the white parts from
the juice and pulp, and put it, with the

of the Illinois

honey and the cooked

tion

of rind,
Boil until it

strips

into a preserving-kettle.
is
consistency.
of the proper
Christian Endeavor ll^orld.

— 77ic

The
field

In 1908, when you got 151 sections
per colony, did you stimulate your bees
to rear brood, or were they strong
enough? Do you stimulate in the fall,
to increase the number of bees if they
have plenty of honey and pollen ?
[Mrs.] F. B. Overstreet.
Uvalde, Tex.

We

no stimulating in 1908, nor
year when our bees established the world's record for as many
as 72 colonies by yielding an average
of 266 sections, or 244 pounds, per colony. In the spring we see to it that
each colony has not only plenty of
stores, but abundance.
If any colony
lacks in this respect, it is given honey
in sealed combs that have been saved
did

in a later

for that

special purpose

ceding year.

from the pre-

This cannot be called
stimulative feeding, for it is all given
in a lump. Not very much of such feeding is done, however, in the spring, for

Meeting.— The meeting
beekeepers at Spring-

was one of the best the associaever had, though the attendance

was small; only about 35 being present.
The 800 or more members of this association should bear in mind that there
is

Stimulation in Spring and Fall

Illinois

much to learn at such meetings.
One of the most interesting talks was

given by E. R. Root, editor of
Gleanings, on " Establishing a Trade
Name in Honey." Our readers know
that the A. I. Root Company has done

that

a great deal of

advertising of

honey

honey supplied under

a

trade

name

should be always of the same color and
flavor, and for that reason he is in
favor of a blend of the differ ;nt grades

This is a little
do than for a
producer who does not wish to buy
honey for sale. The beekeeper often
has only one grade of honey to sell,
and it may not be always of the same
grade. But we have learned one thing,

that can be

supplied.

easier for a

dealer to

that

possible to advertise honey
increase sales materially and
make a profit over the expense of
it

is

so as to
still

under the trade name of "Airline
Honey." They have spent enormous

advertising.

sums, paying as much as $6000 for a full
page ad in the October number of the
Ladies' Home Journal. But the in-

Jersey Cattle are Advertised
received a short time ago from the
Breeders' Association
Jersey Cattle
two excellent photographs of Jersey

crease

of

demand

for

honey

is

well

Mr. Root insisted on this
point, that when you adopt a "trade
name" for your honey you give the
customer confidence, because he realizes that if you wish to sustain your
reputation you must provide satisfactory goods.
Mr. Root is of the opinion that the

marked.

*•

—We

with a circular telling
success of the Jersey special
train which left Waterloo, Iowa, for
the National Dairy Show at Springfield,
cattle together

of

the

Mass.

doubt the same material was reall papers on the list of this
association, and of course it was ex-

No

ceived by

December,

1916.

Amarican ^ee Journal
know

We hope,

The New

pected that a share of them would help
advertise this breed of cattle. Unquestionably this has occurred, since a paper
as little allied as is ours can use the

to discontinue, let us

however, that we have made the American Bee Journal of such value that you
will not want to do without it.

" Dr.

material in showing how much good
can be done by advertising coopera-

You can help us and yourself by urging neighbor beekeepers to take the
American Bee Journal, and by getting
Subscribers
their subscription for us.
to bee-papers are not usually the bee-

until

tively.

^

The followConventions Scheduled
ing bee-meetings have been scheduled
to take place as given
:

Michigan, Lansing, Nov. 30, Dec. 1-2.
Northwestern, Chicago, Dec. 4-5.
Idaho-Oregon, Ontario, Oreg., Dec.

who make

keepers
to get

rid

scribers

of

also

it.

cut rates

their

crop.

know how

on honey
Such subto

handle

disease.

—

Iowa, Des Moines, Dec. 5-6.
Minnesota, Minneapolis, Dec. 5-6.
New York, Canandaigua, Dec. 5-6.
Wisconsin, Madison, Dec. 7-8.
Ontario, Toronto, Dec. 12, 13, 14.

Special Notice to Subscribers.

not failed to affect the

have

prices

More Missouri Press Bulletins
Press Bulletins Nos. 239 and 242 of the
Missouri College of Agriculture, and
written by L. Haseman, Entomologist,
have been distributed to the papers of

— High

magazine and publishing business as
well as other businesses. Higher prices
for paper, inks, and supplies are being
paid than ever before.
are determined for the present,
however, to hold our old subscription

We

Beekeeping Questions," now

the State.

"Taking
"The former
Honey from the Hive," the latter, "Bees
Must be Protected to Survive the Winis

ter in

Dr.

entitled.

Good Condition."
Haseman has the interests

of the

Missouri beekeepers at heart. With
his cooperation the Missouri society

in

prep-

aration, will not be ready for delivery

February. In order to let our
subscribers take advantage of the combination offer of this new book with
American Bee Journal one year, we are
listing the same in the advertising columns of this Journal.

As

the Miller

book

is

to be sold only

combination with a year's subscription we urge our subscribers to conin

sult the advertising

5-6.

—

The new book
Thousand Answers to

Miller Book.

Miller's

paper before order-

ing.

Mexican Stingless Bees.

American consul

— According

Vera Cruz,
generally believed there
that wild honey possesses medicinal

to the

Mexico,

at

is

it

particularly that from a
properties,
small stingless bee about the size of
the common house fly, says an exchange. This produce is highly prized.

Sometimes
cated, and

this little bee is domestiin such cases gourds are
used for hives.
The wax is usually
dark, and even black in color. The
wild bees form their nests in hollow
trees, in fissures of rocks, and in holes
in the ground, each species showing
peculiarities in the selection of the
locality.
species of wild Mexican
bees locally named cuita, is of a dark
color.
Of this bee it is said that
when angry it will discharge a liquid
that will produce an itching sensation
if permitted to touch
the skin. Another kind of wild bee found in Mexico
is a small yellow stingless one called
zal.
Then there is a kind known as
the zicole, which builds its nest in the
ground or in cracks of walls and rocks.
Its honey is of fine quality, but its sting
One variety of wild
is much dreaded.
bee constructs its nest like that of the
wasp, attached to the limb of a tree.
The honey is said to be of excellent
Exchange.
quality.

A

APIARY OF
rate of
this

H.

STAGEY AT ADAIR. IOWA

In order to do
furnish the same high

$1.00 a year.

and

still

quality in the
in the past,

from

F.

American Bee Journal

we

this date

are
all

as

obliged to cancel
short term cut sub-

should soon be in a position to demand
adequate legislation and better education on beekeeping matters.

The
National to Meet in February
directors of the National Beekeepers'
Association have decided to hold the
next meeting of the National at Madison, Wis., in February, date of meeting
The officers
to be announced later.
have commenced on the program, and
will take up matters of importance to
beekeepers all over the country.
F. Eric Millen, Sec- Treas.
Wisconsin Meeting The Wisconsin
Beekeepers'
Association will
meet in annual convention in the
State

Diarrhea Preventive
A Wisconsin
W. Aeppler calls our

combination offers,
and all agents' rates. In our advertising columns are given our new combination prices of the American Bee

subscriber, Mr. C.

Assembly

remedy tried and recommended in the September "Schweizerische Bienenzeitung " (Swiss Bee Jour-

ing,

Journal.

nal) by G. Landolf. It consists in adding a small quantity of peppermint to
the winter stores. He says that since
he has used that preventive he has not

scription offers,

all

Parties desiring to act as agents in
getting subscriptions for us, would do
well to write us at once.

We would urge all subscribers to
renew subscriptions promptly on expiration, to save

renewal

us

sending needless

slips, notices, etc.

If

you want

attention to a

noticed any diarrhea.

We

will

in

the

Capitol Build7

and

8.

An

interesting program will be presented,
and we are looking for the largest attendance at this time, although we had
an attendance- of about 150 last year.
expect Dr. Phillips and other promi-

We

nent beekeepers to be there. Headquarters will be at Simons' Hotel.
N. E. France, Pres. Gus Dittmer, Sec.

look

further into this matter and have asked
Mr. Spuehler, of Zurich, for an opinion

concerning this remedy.

Room

Madison, Wis,, Dec.

—

Nature Books. This office is in retwo books with the titles " Ginseng " and "Science of Trapping."
ceipt of

December, 1916.
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are well bound books and treat
subjects under discussion fully.
Ginseng culture is carried on quite
profitably by a number of people, and
a book on its culture is of no little
value to anyone interested. The Trapping book sells at 60 cents and the

They
the

Ginseng book at $1,00. They may be
had by those interested by addressing
letters to the publisher, A. R. Harding,
of Columbus, Ohio.
Idaho-Oregon Honey Producers' AssoThe annual stockto meet.
holders' meeting of this association
will be held in the City Hall Assembly
Rooms, Ontario, Oreg., onTuesday and
Wednesday, Dec. 5 and 6. The first
day's session will be given over to the

north Yorkshire moors is very poor,
indeed in fact, the higher reaches are
practically devoid of bloom, and it is
the higher altitudes that produce the
best and largest crop of honey.
The yield is bound to be small, and
one beekeeper of long experience estimates that 10 to 15 pounds per hive
will be a very good yieldforthe season.
More than half the colonies taken on
the moors will not give any surplus at
aU.^C^/iiicd Slates Consular Refort.
;

Chicago-Northwestern

ciation

directors for the coming
year, and reports of this season's work,
while the second session will be more
in the nature of a social one, discussions relative to honey production
being in order.
All beek.'epers in this territory are
cordially invited to attend.

election of

P. S. Farrell, Sec.

20th annual meeting

of

—

Meeting. Th e
the Chicago-

Northwestern Beekeepers' Association
will be

held in

Room

138 of the Great
4 and 5.

Northern Hotel, Chicago, Dec.

A

partial

program

is

as follows:

"

Marketing Honey." N. E. France. PlatteWis.
"Extension Work in Beekeeping." Dr. E.
F. Phillips. Washington, D. C.
Louis C. Dadant. subject unannounced.
"Displaying Live Bees in Chicago Groceries." Kennith Hawkins, Plainfield. III.
"About Heating and Clarifying Honey."
Edward Hassinger. Jr., Greenville. Wis.
ville.

Prof. Jager, president of the National,
will be in attendance, also

The Yorkshire

Honey Harvest

A

contributor to the Yorkshire Post re.
honey harvest
in the Leeds, England, consular district

others will
be on the program, and the questionbox will be a strong feature.
John C. Bull, Sec.-Treas.

ports as follows on the

Yorkshire honey

is

be very
heather is

likely to

scarce this season.
The
fully a fortnight late in blooming, and
this in itself nearly always means a
poor yield of honey from the moorland
apiaries. The heather bloom of the

Beekeeping Course at Rutgers, New
The need for and the opportunities in honey production are so
large in New Jersey that Rutgers' College has decided to oflter a short course
in bee husbandry.

Jersey.

—

Dr.Mill£r*s
Send Questions either

He

nies because of fearing that I would lose too
much while the bees were gathering honey.

2 When shaking bees off of frames I have
a board in front at the entrance on the
rround. Would a sheet of muslin be enough
better for me to make a change to same ?
case you came to an apiary where
3. In
early in the season an extra deep body had
been placed over the brood-chamber, and
about all such colonies had above four
frames of honev heavy but not capped, and
two frames of brood, and there was also a
lot of honey below and you had no place to
keep the honey frames, how in reducing the
colonies to one hive-body would you manage?
4. Please state the principal reasons why
it would be well for a comb-honey man to
have and use an extractor; could such,
meaning to meet all conditions to the very
best, be at all able to get along without one ?
5 When one has so very many frames in
the midst of the season filled with honey,
and they are extracted so as to facilitate
queen laying, is it of any essential importance that the cells be perfectly cleaned
out of honey or will it suffice in the condition as left by extracting ?
6. Is there any good in removing burr-comb
from the top of brood-frames in hives, aside
Pennsylvania.
of mere looks }
I don't understand just what
you want explained, but I don' see any

Answers.— L

Any one

after completing
having spent one
season in a commercial apiary will be
fitted to profitably conduct a honeyproducing business.
Full particulars regarding this course
can be had by addressing Prof. F. C.
Minkler, Director Short Courses in
Agriculture, New Brunswick, N. J.
Thomas J. Headlee,

State Entomologist.

to the office of the

Miscellaneous Questions

it is

husbandry.

the course and after

American Bee Journal or direct

Dr, C. C. Miller. Marengo, Il%.
does not answer bee-keeoing Questions by mail.

Will you fully explain the top-most
paragraph on page 777 of Gleanings. Sept. i.
Aside of this. I have always been deterred
from trying to rear queens from best colo-

and press foot pedal; let up pedal and the
section drops automatically into a box

It is believed that nine-tenths of the
nectar annually secreted is lost through
lack
of properly managed bees to
gather it. It is known that tons of
honey is annually brought into this
State to supply local needs, and that
practically no effort is being made to
increase the use of honey. In view of
these facts the splendid opportunity for
profitable honey
production in the
State are apparent. Many have started
producing honey without training and
with such a small number of colonies
that success was impossible.
The largest honey producer in the
State has but 250 to iiOO colonies of
bees representing an investment of not
over $3000, and the net proceeds average $1500 annually. One active man
should be able to do all the work in
handling 300 to 500 colonies with the
help of unskilled labor for two or three
weeks during extracting time.
That this splendid resource of the
State may be developed, Rutgers' College will offer a short course in beehusbandry provided as many as four
persons apply for the course. This
course is planned to give the student a
practical knowledge of profitable bee-

^ Answers^

I,

Automatic Section Folding Machine of
R. W. Adams, of Utica, N. Y.
To fold a section, drop in position as shown

'<vf^l^J

t

to

need

to be deterred from breeding from the
best queen because of interference with the
honey crop. You need only to take a few
larvseout of a comb, or at most cut out a
piece of comb, not at all interfering with
the amount stored.
But it is a matter of
such great importance to breed from the
best, that I don't mind how much I interfere
with the storing of that particular colony,

should break it up entirely. When
made its record by its performance the preceding year, and it is decided
that it is the right one to breed from.'.I keep
that queen in a nucleus, both because it is a
matter of convenience and because the
queen is likely to live longer. This will interfere with the storing of one colony, but
in the long run will increase the storing of

even

if it

a colony has

all.
2. If the board is made so that there is a
clear track for the bees to travel, without
any cracks or breaks, it ought to be better
than a sheet.
3. If there is nowhere else for them, they
can be piled up on a colony— perhaps pretty
weak— whose duty it should be to care for
and cap these combs.
4. I know of no reason why he should necessarily have an extractor, unless he wants

December,
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extracted honey. I eot alone many a year
without one: so can you.
5. The bees will use them all right if left
Quite wet. Indeed with a vigorous Queen
the bees might empty the honey in the middle of the brood-chamber without its being
extracted; and this may be additional answer to your third question.
6. Yes. indeed; if left from year to year it
is likely to become worse and worse, one
trouble being that bees are thereby killed
in your manipulations, even if you care
nothing about the daubiness and stickiness.

1.

100

Keeping Bees— Colony
Can bees be kept in a back yard about
feet square where there are plenty of

flowers and clover around ?
2. What is a colony ?
the best bee-pasture in this
3. What is
New York.
State ?

Answers.— I. You should be able to keep
bees in the back lot without trouble, pro
vided care is taken to keep them from disturbing the neighbors.
bees of a hive,
2. A colony comprises the
the combs, and the hive in which the bees
and combs are domiciled.
3. White and alsike clover and buckwheat
are likely th;- best producers in your secBasswood and sweet clover may

tion

also

whether to go into the comb or extracted
honey business. I would like to have your
profits in one over the

advice as to the
other.
If I

2.

use

full

depth supers with

full

sheets

medium brood foundation

in metal spaced
have to wire the
foundation in both hive-bodies and supers ?
Missouri.
Answers.— I That's an exceedingly difficult question to answer. In general it may
be said that it requires less skill and experience to produce extracted honey than
comb. Also that generally more extracted
honey can be produced than comb. On the
other hand, the price of comb honey is
usually higher than that of extracted. Perhaps it will not be out of the way to say
that in general 50 percent more extracted
than comb can be produced If that be the
case with you. and you can get two-thirds as
much for extracted as comb, then you will
do as well with one as the other. But if you
can produce more or less than two-thirds
as much comb as extracted, then you would
decide differently, as you also would if there
should be little difference in price. If you
will tell me how much of each you can produce per colony, and what price you can get
for each, then I can tell pretty well which
will be best for you.
2. Yes, unless you support the foundation
with splints.

of

Hoffman frames,

will

I

figure.

Using the "Coaxer"
In referring to a " coaxer " described on

page 347, October. ioi6. what way. if at all.
could the use of same be combined with the
practice of giving early in the season a second Ifull depth super to colonies in a forward condition? It seems almost to me
that one would be compelled to choose between the two. one seeming in conflict with

Pennsylvania.
Answer.— It is possible that it might work
to put the " coaxer " under the second story
at the time of giving the second story, and
then when the harvest comes to take away
the second story, put on the section-super,
and put the " coaxer " over.
the other.

Feed and Feeding
1.

What

is

— Wintering

the best and

safest food for

bees in winter besides honey ?
think outside wintering is the
2. Do you
best for bees if I give them protection ?
What
is
the best way of feeding bees in
3.

Wisconsin.

winter?

Answers.— I. Granulated sugar dissolved
water, about half and half if fed early in
September, and about five sugar to two
water if fed after the middle of October.
in

In general cellaring is
2. Hard
to say.
safer in Wisconsin, but there may be exceptions. Find out which way is most successful with experienced beekeepers not
far from you.
2. Give frames of sealed honey.

Bee

Eggs— Liquefying Honey

Do

bee-eggs freeze here in winter, and
at what degree should I keep the eggs in
1.

cells

?

give me some information on
hatch bee-eggs in an incubator ?
way to make good
is the best
honey out of granulated honey?
4. Can you give me addresses of Belgian
2.

how
3.

Can you
to

What

beekeepers who have come
States since igi4

—Granulated

Honey

Answers.— I.

I
doubt if they ever do
because there are not likely
to be any eggs in the hive in winter, and if
there were the bees would keep them warm.
them for a little
I suppose you could keep
while anywhere above freezing, but I can't
see that it is of any practical consequence.
2. No; I never heard of bees' eggs being
hatched in an incubator, and very much
doubt if it can be done.
3. Ifgoodhoneygranulates.it is still good
honey I suppose you mean how to make
A good way to do that is to set the
it liquid.
vessel containing the honey in a larger
vessel on the stove, the larger vessel containing hot water, with a little board or
something else under the honey-vessel, so
that it cannot rest directly on the bottom

of the larger vessel.
4. I don't know of any. but possibly

them, seeing

of

Answers.— I. You can take an unsealed
any age. but you will get more jelly if

cell of
2.

They may

if

all

to seal.

the honey

is

used up

in

Like enough; especially
the best way.

Comb

or Extracted

if

?— Wiring

not kept in

Frames

have ten colonies of bees and want to
increase them nextyear.and lam undecided
1.

I

Is

it

Beneficial?

you used honey in your coffee.
my course
I expect to complete
cine soon, and

am

trying to get

what

in
is

medibene-

any medicine foods or drinks, and I
assure you that any suggestions that you
will be good enough to give me will be highly
appreciated and gratefully received.
Can honey be used with any kind of foods,
and would it not be beneficial for ulcers of
ficial in

the stomach and intestines
in

?

Illinois.

honey and

fruits

is

Nature's way of supplying that important
article of food; and the substitution of cane
sugar and beet sugar therefore— a substitution that has taken place not so many centuries ago— has probably not greatly length-

ened human

life.

We

life.

Another item worth considering

is

the

presence in honey of minerals which,
although small in quantity, are important
for the proper sustenance of the body, being present in honey in the most available
form, and altogether lacking in sugar,
I have not been a regular honey-eater all
my life— more's the pity. Like many others,
even among physicians, I was not fully
aware of the very wholesome character of
honey as compared with ordinary sugar.
But for a good many years I have used
honey as a daily article of diet, and I am
confident that it is partly owing to this fact
that I am almost entirely free from digestive troubles, and at 85 enjoying life as much
as at 45— indeed I think more.
To the question whether honey may be
used with any kind of foods it may be replied that it may be used in general wherever sugar is used. It may be used in any
kind of drink, hot or cold, care being taken
that the flavor of the honey shall suit the
individual taste, for there is no small difference in the flavors of different honeys, and
a good many might object to the darker and
stronger-flavored
samples, especially in
drinks that are hot. Honey may be substituted for sugar in baking, due allowance
being made for the fact that honey contains
something like 20 percent of water, and so
using less liquid.
I do not know whether honey has any specific effect upon ulcers of stomach or intestines, but in a general way it should be
favorable as making less demand than
sugar upon the powers of the digestive
organs.
Getting Bees Out of a Tree

How

a bee-tree?
I get a swarm out of
an old spruce about 18 inches through,
cavity
being
about
lu
feet
up.
When is
the
Washington.
the best time to get it ?

can

It is

Answer.— Each

case of getting bees out
something of a problem by itself,
and some gumption is needed. In this case
of a tree
it

is

would seem the first thing is to fell the
and some judgment may be needed so

with the least jarring. If on a
be better to have it fall uphill.
Perhaps other trees stand near, so its
Then cutoff the
fall can be partly broken.
log close above and below where the bees
are, split it open, and the bees are at your
mercy. Use enough smoke to keep them in
subjection, although so much jarring may
make smoke unnecessary. Of course you
will now proceed just as your book directs
to proceed with a box-hive.
I don't know enough about the climate in
your locality to say when is the best time to
operate. You might cut the tree almost any
time if you have warm spells so that bees
Yet if you are not afraid some
fly freely.
one else will get ahead ofyou.it might be
well to wait until spring.
as to fell

side-hill,

was just looking over an old paper, and
came across an article headed: "Honey
Aged Man's Friend." The article stated
that you were 84 years old and had used
honey very liberally all your life, and that

Answer.— Sugar

the lower story.
3.

—

some

may respond.

this,

health, possibly of

tree,

I

old must a queen-cell be before
1. How
you can take the royal jelly to graft cells ?
a hive-body containing frames of
2. If
honey is left on top of a colony all winter,
will the bees move up into it ?
is produced this
3. Will comb honey that
season be granulated by the first of next
Iowa.
June ?

you take one nearly ready

the United

Montana.

freeze, partly

Honey
Queen-Cell

to

?

United States the consumption of sugar
averages more than 80 pounds forevery man.
woman, and child. This sugar must be in
verted before assimilation, and this inversion is something of a tax upon the digestive
organs for those who consume the average
quantity of sugar. But many use more than
the average quantity, some of them very
much more, and for them the substitution
of honey for sugar might mean the saving of

are told that in the

it

it

will

Partnership Apiary
I

would

like

some information

in

regard

beekeeping on shares. For example. A
40 colonies of average grade bees in i>istory hives, which are the offspring of one
to

has
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colony caught some seven years ago. These
bees are located on A's 40 acre farm with
other bees in small apiaries 'A mile dis"
tant. The farm and adjoining (arms are
producing mostly alfalfa crops.
A. having not given much attention to hiving, has let the apiary take care of itself resulting in most of the colonies building
crosswise in frames, as no starter was provided when new swarms were caught.
About one-half the colonies have done little
else than live this season, and the total increase is ten swarms (or this season, and
about (60 worth of honey from the so colonies.

In June last A proposed to B that B care
for As bees on the copartner plan o( equal
shares in the profits (increase being considered a part of protits). B to stand labor, expense except selling, which was done by
both A and B. Later A proposed that B take
one-half interest in the original 40 colonies
on account of the extra work to put them in
shape.
Now it appears to B that if he keeps A's
bees for a term of years on this share and
share alike plan (labor to be done by B)
in a few years this plan would favor A to
such an extent that B would be forced to
quit.

So far very little else than section honey
There are no tools,
has been produced
worth considering, furnished by A. B thinks
half
of the increase away
he should take his
so that he will not have to divide their innext
season? How about
crease and honey
B's interest in the original 40 colonies? B
thinks that he would be giving too much the
next season to leave them in the partnership apiary, while A thinks not.
Both parties are anxious to tind a fair
plan. A has not the time nor experience to
care for bees, while B intends to build up
this apiary and operate it in connection
with other outapiaries. Any suggestions
that would be fair to both parties will be
Washington
very much appreciated.

frames the bees now have, although I am
pretty safe in guessing that you want them
If they now
in frames of Langstroth size.
have that size, I74»x«!^, and you merely want
to transfer from an old to a new hive, all
you have to do is to give the bees some
smoke, and then lift the combs, bees and
all, from the old hive, and put them in the
same order in the new hive. If you want to
transfer into frames of different size, then
just what is to be done depends upon the
sizes o( the old and the new frames. If the
old frames are larger than the new, then
cut out thecomb, lay the new frame upon it,
and cut to fit the inside o( the frame, making the fit rather tight, and then tie strings
around it. To do this latter easily, cut several strings, perhaps four or five for each
frame, and have the strings long enough to
reach around the frame from top to bottom,
and then enough string to tie easily. Lay
these strings upon a board in order, lay the
comb upon the strings, put on the frame,
and then tie. Better not try to lift the
frame and comb from the board, but lift up
the board with the frame on it so the frame
will be in the right position, with top-bar up
and then you can lift the frame.
2. A queen-and-drone-trap is successful in
holding prisoner a queen that attempts to
pass out with a swarm. When the swarm
returns, a good many of the bees will cluster outside, but gradually they will go back
into the hive, unless it be so warm that they
prefer to hang out.
of

There

8

I

Answer.— The mix-up is new to me. and
am not sure know enough to advise. But
I

understand correctly, the agreement is
that B gets half the crop and half the inwere to be
If the arrangement
crease.
closed up at the end of the first year, then B
would take away half the increase as his
if

I

own property. Then
made for the next

if

a

new bargain were

year, B's bees would
hardly be considered in the transaction,
and I hardly see how the case is any differ-

ent if the arrangement continues from year
to year. In other words, if B gets half the
increase, that half is his own private property,

A

and

has

in

it

the least quantity of baits to be
used in sections in a super of 32, to do the
full

chief thing

is

4,

I

Wintering— How

Make Bees Work

to

in

Supers

We are

using 10 frame hives Is it advisable to leave all ten frames for winter
stores, or how much honey does the average
colony need from October to April ?
I

Index to Vol. LVI.

A Beginner
have an old stand of bees

an 8-frame

have you explain in full.
2 Is a queen and drone trap successful or
not when a swarm stays on the outside of
the hive, or do a lot of the bees go back
to

?

you unite swarms is there any
i. When
danger of them getting out the next day ?
4. What causes them to destroy the sealed
brood when they are united with a colony
that has several combs of sealed brood ?
Illinois.

Answers.— I. You want me

to explain in

should have information in full, which you (ail to give. All I
know is that you want to trans(er from an
old 8-frame hive, but I don't know the size

and

to

do that

I

Advertisers,

Our

—

48.

consumption by your bees the coming winter and sprinc would average 25 pounds, and
you made sure to have 25 pounds of honey
in each hive. The result would be that you
would lose .about half your colonies from
starvation. For there is a big difference in
the amount of stores

consumed by

and you cannot

colonies,

tell

different

beforehand

which the big eaters are; and so the only
safe course is to consider every colony a
big eater, and provide accordingly. In your
case it will probably be wise for you to
leave not less than 30 pounds to each colony,
and

35

prefer
if

may be better. Some would even
You see there will be no waste

40.

you give them

or ten pounds

five

more

than they need, for it will save their using
just so much of the new harvest to fill up
the brood chamber before storing in the
super.
Leave the whole ten frames for
winter, with all the honey the bees have
stored in them.
2. If sections are in the super, then you
need to put in the first super given to each
colony a bait section; that is. a section that
was partly built out the previons season,
and emptied by the bees in the fall. If the
super contains extracted combs, then either
the colony is not strong enough or else there
is not honey enough to fill the brood-chamber and send a surplus above.
Indeed, it is not entirely
3. Hard to tell.
understood just why bees swarm at all, and
such cases as you mention may occur for
more than one reason.
4. It is generally believed that they will.
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hive which I would like to transfer in the
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into the hive again
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Answers.— I. What you need to know is
not how much the average colony needs
but how much is needed by the colony that
uses the most. Suppose you knew that the
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Beginning With Bees 172.

SUBJECTS

to

bees itjrtcd in supers, and for that
purpose I'm not sure that a single bait is
less effective than a superful. If you mean
to get the most honey possible, then the
more baits the better, since of course bees
will store more when saved the expense of
making comb.
get the

full,

too close and warm.
don't know. I don't think I ever knew
a case of that kind, although it might hap
pen with drone-brood. In that case it would
be killed when no longer needed.
if it is

Pennsylvania.
on what you

good?

I

hardly any more danger than
swarm leaving the hive

is

of a single

is

Answer.— That depends
mean by " full good." The

I.

is

swarm when
3. Why will some colonies
they have plenty of room, not even working
in the supers ?
4. Will bees work better in large or extracting frames than in sections ?

no claim whatever.

Bait in Sections

What

there

2. I have had trouble in getting some colonies to build in the supers. They had plenty
of bees and honey in the lower box. but
would not do anything in the supers.
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—

283,

Carr,

Cary,

Whitcomb, E.. Golden Wedding— 24.
Wild Bees 246. 363
Wingless Bees, Cause of 208.
Winter Cases for Northern Latitudes 336.
Wintering Bees 64, 65, 173, 193, 209, 279,

—

W. H.— 346.

Capping Can, Original
Cardo of Chile— 158.
Cartoon

43.

353.

29,
174.

to

—269.

Campbell,

Chargogg, Lake

— 341.
— 137,
Weak Colonies —
West India Ramble — 343.
White, G.
Watering Device
Wax Rendering

Beekeeping

Examination

Beekeeping at
Paper, Save 205.

Waterleaf,

Sanders,

Opportunities

Washington,

Waste

—277.

300,

—
—
—

Stacey, F. H.
422.
Sterner, E. E.
59.
Stevens, John A.
306.
Thompson, Geo. M. 94.
Tinsley, J.
95, 96.
Wicklein, F. A.— 318.

W.—

—

—
—
—
Switzerland, Honey Prices
— 240.
Syrup, Sugar —
"Telling" the Bees — 241.
Temperature of Hives for Opening—
Tennessee, Notes From — 332.
Texas Producers Organize — 265,
Texas, Short Trip to— 194, 230, 266,
Theory and Practice — 419.
Thrift Taught by Bees — 387.
Transferring—
137, 154, 172, 246.
Traps —
United Honey Producers — 315.
Uniting—
136, 280, 316, 391.
Uniting, Screen Wire for— 334.
Uniting Weak Colonies —
U.
Department, Data for —243.
Ventilation — 313, 353.
Vetch,
Vocational

279, 355, 389.
vs. Fertile Workers
14.
Robbing—244, 246, 356.

—
—
Sectional Hives— 276,
Section Starters —
Sections, Getting

—
—

—
—

C— 412.

M.

Silsbee,

—

Purple— 124.

Requeening— 209,

Scales,
Scholl,

—

—

Ray, F.
261.
Richardson, G. R. 238.
Roth, H. E.— 275.
San Antonio, Chile 197.

S.

355.

in

317,

29.

29,

—

316,

W.—

98,

365.

Root, L. C.
47.
Russia, Honey Crop

312,

Swarming, Heading Off 300.
Swarms, Hiving 172, 318.
Swarms, Late 174.
Swarms, Returning 173.
Swarms, Settling 282.
Swarms, Weak 173.
Sweating of Hives in Winter 64.
Sweet Clover 51, 100, 120, 166, 271, 278,
Sweet Clover vs. Ragweed 334.
Sweet Tooth 335.

B.— 386.

R.

Pettit,

63,

391.

Requeening
Robbers and

—
—
—

—163.
—239.

282,

J.— 244.

S.

Krouse, F. W.— 370.
Massachusetts, A, C 117.
.
Minnesota University 411.
Ontario A. College 309, 361, 413, 414.

—

208,

203.

C— 243.

Knox,

203,

— 368.

H.— 375.

Hornor,

—

354.

10.

L.— 217,

E.

Keister,

98.

355.
355.

391.
29,

—245.

Hofman,

406.

29,
29,

356.
362,

— 65,

350,

9,

C—263.

Greiner,G.

in

Idaho

355,

—

—

Swarming

D.— 26.

Deadman, G. A.

Swarm Catcher, Box 339.
Swarm Control 208, 209, 317.
Swarm Control in Texas 18.
Swarm Prevention 98.
Swarm Prevention for Comb Honey
Swarm Prevention, Greening Plan

—

W. A.— 368.

Dadants— 8,

64.

Cuba— 209.
Illinois

—

G.— 374.

Carr, E.
Chrysler,
Craig, W.

—

98.

—
—
—
—
B. M. — 196.

Caraway,

— 422.

Supers. Failure to Work in 316.
Super, Inducing Queen to Work in
Super, Kind to Use 353, 417.
Supers, Shallow 373.

—

331.

Axelton, W. C. 274.
Anguish, D. 369.
Bainard, E. T.
368.
Baxter, E. J.
163, 398.

Feeding

Superseding

—

W.—

64.

—

Grace

Allen,

—

—

APIARY OF—

—

—

Prices

—

Raspberry, Wild 378.
Ray, F.
261.
Regulations in British

—

—

—

—

—

64.

Queens, Fertilization of 300.
Queens, Southern and Northern Bred
Queen and Drone Traps 299.
Queens in Upper Story 354.
Queens, Young, Value of 153.
Queenlessness 29, 65, 245.

Queen Rearing— 56, 173, 226,
Queen Rearing at Wisconsin

Acacia Decurrens 418.
Acacia Dealbata 419.
Advertising Sign for Honey 188, 189.
Advertising Honey 81.
Advertisements of Orange Growers 80, 81.
Aflerswarms, Wintering 389.
Alder, Hoary
122.
Amherst, Mass.— 131, 132.

—

— 354.
.Sumac Honey —
Supers, Adding — 246.
Super Cleaner— 346.

98.

in

Mats

.Sugar,

Clipping 101, 353.
Disappearing 353.

Queens

—

.Subscription

Winter
Queens, What Constitutes Good
Queens,

64.

.South African Beekeeping
333.
.Spraying and Bees
154.
.Spring Beauty
200.
S|)ring Dwindling
310.
.S[)ruce Trees for Bees
310, 311.
Squill— 200.
Starvation in Bees 155.
Stimulation in Spring 421.
Stings— 281.
Stingless Bees -100.
Stings, Serious Effects of 277.
Stings, Curing Inebriety
62.

Straw

in
100.

Queen Leaving Hive

—
—
—

—

—

— 28,

—

Queens— 99. 208. 245.
Queens From South

Cells,
Cells,

131.
135.

—
—
—

Prickly Pear
64.
Production Costs, How to Figure 271, 272.
Protective Club
of
Colorado
Honey Pro-

Put

—
—

Distress Method
193.
Smoke Box, Campbell 346.

Sour Honey

]

ILLUSTRATIONS

333.

Sight

vs.

.Smoke,

—

—
—
—
—

—

Smell

Smoke Method

<v$^»>

—

—347.
—224, 225.

Coaxer Super of Hubbard Bros.

—

Cochran. Jesse C. 25.
of Brood, Drone, Etc.

Combs

—

Comb Honey 79.
Comb Honey Design 417.
Comb Honey, Honey Moon
Combs

—

— Section

Across

— 160.
— 231, 232,

233.

CONVENTION GROUP—
E.

Massachusetts

— 127.

—

German Beekeepers' Club
Connecticut

—

408.

New Jersey— 376.

—

Ontario 383.
Tennessee 332, 333.

—

Texas— 266,
Cook,

A.

Craig,

W.

Crane,

J.

Crocus

—

J.

267.

—373.
Home
—

D.,
E.
200.

125.

of— 23.

128.

165.

December,
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1916.

American ^ee Journal
—332.

T. M. and Ben
Deer Killed by W. H.
Demuth. Geo. S.— 43.

Davis,

Digger

Wasp

Dream,

My

Elderberry
Eucalyptus

—

87.

First

—
—

Bees

of

—282.

51

—93.

—

—

—

—
—
Frame, Danzenbaker — 308.
Frame Support, Dr. Leonard's — 335.
Frame Wiring Devices — 342.
Furze or Gorse — 163.
Gates, B. N., Demonstrating Bees — 109
Gates, B. N— 115.
Gorse or Furze — 163.
Grapes — 151.
& Swarm— 281.
Graves. R.
Guayaba — 21.
Hawthorne — 379.
Hennepin View — 238.
Hive Cart, A New— 343, 344.
Hive After Rayment — 203.
Hives, Danzenbaker — 308.
—

B.,

Hives, Eke— 276.
Hives, Heddon— 30S.
Hives, Scholl— 309.
Hives, Sectional 308, 309, 347.

—

—
—

Honey Day at Our House
Honey House Entry Way

—

Honey, Loading

Hops— 91.

10.

121.
at

L.
125.

195.

G.,

194.

162.

115.
117,

W.—21.

C— 125.
— 85, 86.
C— 10,
50, 85, 22&.
Miller Home —
Miller Autograph —
Minnesota Beekeepers — 260.
Minnesota Fair Building — 259.

—

Adams, L.
Anderson,

—

Wall of Bee

—

L.

58,

159.

B.— 206.

E.

Atwater,

— 411.
Bates, W. A.— 318.
C—193
Baxter, A.
D.

Barone,

Beach, C. L.— 97.
Bee, E. L.— 318.
Bender, F.— 319.
243,
E.
Bland, L.

—
—

349.

Bonney,

A.

F.

H.

—

19,

56,

18,

—
—

R.

C.

W.

H.

Farrington,

E.

—

I.

119.
Flick,
H.
355.
Flint, E. P.— 243.
Foster, Wesley
54,
170, 190, 270, 296.
France, N.
163.

H.—

—

E.—

Gadberry,

H.

210.

332,

274,

268,

S.— 423.

P.

Farrell,

F.— 420.

—

C.

—

N.

B.

306.
24,

269.

W. F.— 307.

Geddes,
347.

George. F.
Getaz,
Gibbs,

A.

—

F.—283.
234.

87,

——

Burnett,
Byer, J.

Hadsell,

F.— 348.

C.

R. A. —
161,
L. —
11.

58,

—

—

—
— 273,
Haseman, L. —
—
Hassinger,
Hand,

377.

—
—

H.

—

F.

J.

B. A.
E.

355.

—

M.

Coppin, A.— 284.
Coverdale, F. 166.
Cotterell, J.

S.— 14.

Cox, W. L.— 171.
89,
Crane, J. E.

Dadant, C. P.
194,
302,

230,
374,

Dadant, M.
Dale, C.
Davis, O.

—

266,
408,

246,

Hawkins.
310,

—

—262.

422.

E.,

164,

N.—210.

Cole, E.
404.

124.

—

—

G.— 205.

47,

272,
414.

G.— 51.

239,

—
—

Parsons,

319.

J.

S.— 419.

A.

—

Morley

Emma M.

Wilson,

—

26, 62, 63, 94, 132,
168, 169, 242, 279,
280, 312, 313, 349,
350, 384, 420.
313.
Wilson, H.
Winship, L. 56.

12.
96,

F.—

—

Winslow,

A.

A.

240.

23,

Withrow, Mrs.

413.
Pettit, R. B.— 384.
Pleasants, J. E.
15,
89, 167, 239, 298.
Porter, W. L.— 304.
370,

J.

—
—

63.

—

Yancey,

F. —
—203.

D.

J.

Yates, A.

—

391.

W.—129.

Young,

W..

Zahner,

M.—319.

J.— 343

167.

T.

Department

Classified
[Advertisements

in

department

this

will

cents per line, with no dis
counts of any kind Notices here cannot be

be inserted at

is

.

less than two lines. If wanted in this department, you must say so when ordering.

BBES AND QUEENS.

A.

—
17,

Finest

Italian

Jay Smith.

IISQ

Queens.

De Wolfe

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens will please

^^

For Sale— Fancy and No.

i

comb

L. Rit ter.

honey,

Genoa.

111.

L.— 318.

W.—93.

J.

Send tor booklet.
Vincen nes. Ind.

St..

you.

W.

H.
G.

W.

Geo.

316.

J.

—
—
Francis —

Kaufman,

Edw.

416.

Williams,

115, 121, 151, 162,
187, 200, 223, 236,
259, 269, 275, 295,
311, 331, 336, 340,
367, 379, 403, 418.

206,

—
—

A.

F.

Willbright,

—

S.

Pellett, F. C.—7,
16, 43, 63, 90,

161.

Hines, Mary L.
169.
Hiratsuka, Y. 319.

Judge,

W.

C—242.

C—

Wicklein,

206,

423.

W.— 391.

S.— 247.

Jr.

Thos.

Heberle

Jager,
411.
Jeffrey,

131.

White, Mrs.
29.
Whitt,

355.

K.

283.
G. F.

Hayes,
Headlee,

381.

C—

355.
Weber,
Werner, L.— 355.
Wernicke, O. H. L.
—311, 348.
Wheeler, Geo. S.

277.

Raymert,

Budd, T. D.— 268.
423.
Bull, John

— 231,

—
—

B.— 421.
201,

418.

W. F.— 277.
W. F.—277.

Vollmer,
Vollmer,

—

Pangburn,

—

Tourneur, N.

30.

Truss, J. R.— 170.
Turrell, H. B.—239.
Verrett, J.
355.
Visconti, V.
277.

421.

Rauchfuss,

O.— 354.

H.

Gilbert, A. C.
168.
Gilstrap, J. G.
310.
Greiner, F.
97, 198,
276, 299, 415.
Greiner,
G.
C.
19,
2fi2,
416.

Dr.

167,
201,
235,
279,
316,
353,

Ohlinger, C. T.— 20.
159.
Oreggia, V.
Overstreet,
Mrs. F.

Pettit,

C— 79,

Gano, R.
Gates,
240.

169.

—

F.

J.

91.

——

Thomson, G. M.
Todd, F. Dundas

10,
63,
99,

—

350,

—

—

—

Gus.

Durost, H.

Archdekin,

61,

389,

246.

126,

W.

305.
J. A.
Stine, J. W.
314.
Strittmatter, F. J.
238.
Stuart, C. D.
203,
313, 337.

Morris, G. E.— 210.
Morse, Josephine,

— 134,
G. M. —

355.

Stevens,

20,

—

F.— 29.

J.

422.
Doolittle,

—

14.

—

377.
41S.
378.
in
Raspberries
M.,
Pin Clover or Fillaree 162.
45.
Phillips, E. F., at Desk
Police Captain and Bees in City
Poppies, Wild—271.
Porto Rico, Group in 381.

Pear— 53.

—

246.

333,

Pepperbush, Sweet

Prickly

Bruce
L.

Andrews,

Carr, E.
Carrillon,
319.

—

—

Diemer,
Dittmer,

29.

16S.

H.—249.

J.

412.

160,

Stephens, Geo.

Moore, J. P. 158.
Moore, W. B.— 23.
Morgan, R. A.
30,

338.

305.

Packing, Wire for 297.
Paddock, F. B.— 303.
91.

W.— 133.

246.

240,

Clair,'

Morley

Morris,

From — 337,

CORRESPONDENTS

C—

234.

—

118.

338.

337,

— 336.

Yellow Jackets, Protection
Yucca 52.

Bucher,

Packing Bees for Winter— 289, 296, 297, 298.
Packing Case for Winter 305, 306, 385.

Pettit,
Pettit,

46.

45,

Wax Models— 416.
Wax Rendering at Massachusetts — 117,

44.

Intestinal

—

43.

—

—C—
Grant —
—

Stanley.

— 130,
—

Watering Device— 341, 375.
Waterleaf, Virginia— 201, 202.

298.

Ontario Staff— 382.

Peony

304.

Washington Experimental Apiary
Washington, Employees at 44.

—
—

—130,

—
—

C.

T.— 181.
W. L.—

H.
H.

409.

H.—202.

—119.

at

376.

Springer,
Spuhler,

A.—355.

420.
Merrill,
J.
Millar, D. W.
209.
Millen, F. E.
133, 154, 351,
422.
Miller, A. C.
191, 271.
Miller, C. C.
27, 28, 29, 50,
64. 65, 85, 98,
100, 135, 136,
172, 173, 174,
207, 208, 209,
243, 244, 245,
280, 281, 315,
317, 318, 352,
354.

— 346.

M.

Skinner, H.
Sladen, F,

—

E.

Helen

Mathie,

Purple— 124.

Brunnich,

58.

—
Boxes —

Paralysis,

232.
Manley, B.

—

Bridgman,

—

Nucleus

88.

—

P.
246, 278, 391.
Shallard, Major— 283.

Silsbee,

N.

391.
22,

—

P.

Schaffhauser.

—

H.

195,

Swarm, A 245.
Tenement Hive of Mr. Ford
Texas A. & M. College— 303,

Washington, Laboratory

—

Mclndoo.

57.

B.

126.

—

Swarm Catcher— 339.

Vetch,

Sands,

E.

Macey, L. 391.
MacDonald, D. M.

311.

—

Strawberries 152.
Super Cleaner, Deadman

Romain, Bro.
D.

86, 234.
I.
E.
283.

Lovell, John
122, 275.

— 56,

Florence

242.

G.

55.

16,

29,

Long,

The Siberian— 200.

Squill,

Britton,
172.

Moth, Adult— 403.
Mustard, Yellow 163.
Moth Eaten Combs— 404, 405.
McCray, Dr. 44.
Mclndoo, N. E.— 192.
Nelson, James A.

Norway— 310,

Spruce,

380.

11,
51.
86.

—
—

—

Brenner,

Apiary

—

W. L.— 310.

F.

Hives Covered With
Spring Beauty 201.

Snow,

166,
405.

E.— 133.

Extracting at
Morgan, R. A. 30.

—
—

Wood, Delos—90.

37.

17.

Monastery,

Sladen,

128,

O.— 168.
W. L.— 29.

Robinson,

Lhommedieu,
18.

Sheep Laurel— 123.

7.

—
—
—378.
Ironweed —
Jager, Prof. Francis —
Work — 261
Jager, Prof. Francis
Langstroth, L.
— 124.
Latham, Allan —
LeStourgeon, E. G. —
Examining Bee — 267.
LeStourgeon,
— 158.
Liguria
Los Gatos Meeting— 314.
Lupines —271.
Maguey Plant —
Maiten of Chile — 158.
Maple, Red— 122, 123.
Manzanita —
Massachusetts Apicultural Building—
Massachusetts Display and Exhibits — 116,

1,

—

—

A.

C—157,

M.

197.
Ritland,
Roberts,

283.

Le Stourgeon, E.

—

—

Horner, H. 375.
Horsemint 270.

Miller, C.

—

Winter Case, Hoshal— 336,
Winter Case, Krouse 336.
Winter Cases, Quadruple

Hounds Tongue

E.
Italy

—

—

Feeder, Chrysler— 339, 340.
Feeders 88, 89.
Feeders, Hofman 263.
162.
Fillaree or Pin Clover
Flora. Desert 273.
Foulbrood, European 73.

Latham,

—372.

52.
Secor, Eugene
Section Cleaning Machine, Jager
Section Folding Machine 423.
19.
Sections. Types of
Sections With Full Sheets— 199.
Separators 19.
Separators of Tin 28.

W.—

Miller

379.

237.
Richter,

T.— 355.

E.

—

Richardson, G. R.

—

379
Knoll',

H.— 302.

Scholl. Louis

—

Millar, D.
Millen, F.
Miller, A.

—

Wild

Robin Took Advantage of Sign

English Flower Show
Connecticut 129.
130.
Yates, A.

in

386.. 414.
Cell Cups—228.
Method— 228.
Doolittle
Cells,
Cells, Frame of— 227.

Raspberry,
90.

EXHIBITS—

Kelley, A.— 209.
Kingsmill, G. F.

Quadruple Cases— 384, 385,

Queen
Queen
Queen

Lawo—267.

D.— 391.

Three-banded Italian bees and queens.
Send

for

our

1017

calendar— it's

A. E. Crandall

&

free.

Son, Berlin. Conn.

December, 1916.
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American Tiee Journal
New Jersey
H. M. Cook.
New York City.

Bees and Queens from my
apiary.

lAtf

84

Cortland

Place your order

J.
St..

Wanted— Comb,
beeswax.

prompt

early to insure

service. Tested, |i. 25: untested, $1.00, Italians and Goldens.
John W. Pliarr,
Berclair, Tex.

KoR Sale — 300 to 600 colonies of bees, in the
famous Hagerman Valley where failure is
unknown: very reasonable. Address,
J. E. Hanks. Hagerman. Idaho.

extracted honey, and
Burnett & Co..
.St.. Chicago, 111.

R. A.

Water

6Ai2t

173 S.

Wanted —

Extracted alfalfa honey and

Send sample

wax.

of honey, price, etc.

A. E, Burdick, Sunnyside.

Honey our

CoMi)

ket prices obtained.
tracted Honey also solicited.
Albert Hurt & Co.. New Orleans. La.

The Beekeepers' Review
Phelps' Golden Italian Bees are hustlers

ViGOKOUs

queens.

prolific Italian

Ji 00;

My circular gives best methods of
troducing,
A. V. Small.

$5-00.

2102

Arency Road.

St.

6.

in-

Tested, $l5o.

A.

W.

Yates.

Return

Chapman

3

A Little Ad

St.,

of

Spe-

mail.

your

white

amber honey. Will buy

pounds

clover

and

in lots of 1000

pay cash. State what
you have and sendsamole with lowest price.
Write. M. E. Eggers, Rt. 1, Eau Claire. Wis.
to a carload.

I

Onawa, Iowa.

Get my idea of personal, local and distant
advertising in connection with Facts About
Honey." 15c, postpaid.
Clarence Foote, Delanson, N. Y.
'

For .Sale— Cedar or pine dovetailed hives,
also full lineof supplies including Dadant's
Write for catalog.
A. E. Burdick. Sunnyside.

foundation.

Wash.

us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
are nice and cheap.
White Mfg. Co.,
4Atf
Paris. Tex.
let

For Sale— One Root pattern uncapping

box. like new. Dimensions 2x2x6 feet long.
First offer of ti2 takes it.
C. J. Canniford. R. R 7. Rock ford. III.

Hartford, Conn.

our classified columns
good equipment that
Only 15 cents per line

in

For de-

Lifter.

Five 8 and 10 frame bodies with Hoffman
frames Si 75 Supers, each. 75c complete
S. Collyer. Bx 183, 76 Broadw' y, 0;sining,N Y.

Bee-Keeper.

Wanted— Extracted
light

queens. Si.oo; doz., $io.
cial price on large lots.

sells

honey for you without cost to you. Subscribe today and get on the list and be convinced. Address,
The Beekeepers' Review Northstar. Mich.

Joseph. Mo.

Leather Colored "Nutmeg strain"

Wash.

Highest marConsignments of Ex-

specialty.

The Perfect Bee Frame
scriptive circular address.
Ferd C. Ross. Box 194.

.

will sell that perfectly

you no longer need,
each insertion.

For Sale— One Detroit Kerosene Engine

6

hp. used but

little,

sell for $75; cost $95

My Bright

Italian

queens

will

The M.

be ready

to ship after April 1st at 60c each. Send for
price list.
Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed. M. Bates, Rt. 4. Greenville. Ala.

One dollar and fifty cents pays your annual dues in the National Beekeepers' Association and a year's subscription to the Review. Do it today. Address.
The Beekeepers' Review. Northstar, Mich.
Phelps' Golden Italian Queens combine
qualities you want.
They are great
honey gatherers, beautiful and gentle.
Mated, Ji. 00; six, js.oo; Tested, $3.00; Breeders, $5.00 and $10.
C. W. Phelps & Son.
3 Wilcox St., Binghamton. N. Y.

For Sale— Our own crop of extracted
white clover honey in barrels or cans. This
is as fine quality white clover as we have
ever seen. Write for prices and state quantity wanted. Uadant & Sons. Hamilton, III.
No. I white comb $3.50 per case; No. 2,
No. I fall comb, $300; No. 2, $2,50; 24
sections to case. Extracted in 60 pound cans
J3.00.

clover, PC; amber, 8c; amber in pails, 6, 10
pound or 12 s-pound to case at $6.00 per case

H. G. Quirin. Bellevue, Ohio.

the

Queens,
bred for

improved three band
business, June i to Nov.
-

Italians
15.

Un-

tested Queens, 7Sceach; dozen. $8.00; Select.
each; dozen, $io. Tested Queens, $1.25;
dozen, $12. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed.
H. C. demons,
Rt. 3,
illiamstown, Ky.
$1.00

Tell

several thousand people what you
have for sale with a few words in this de-

partment.

Wanted— Bees

on shares from 200 to 300
for extracted or bulk comb
honey, preferably in the chapparel region
of Texas; must be a good location; no disease.
Aug. Teufel Round Top. Tex.
colonies, run

Golden Queens

that produce Golden
Workers of the brightest kind. I will challenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-getting qualities.
Price, $1.00 each;

Tested,
2Atf

$2.00:
J.

Breeders, ts.oo and lio.oo.
B. Brockwell. Barnetts, Va.

Bees FOR Sale— A number of well established apiaries in Frio. Bexar and Atascosa.
Texas, in themesquite and guajillo belt have
been listed with us for sale on their present
Can also furnish bees in car lots.
Southwestern Bee Co.. San Antonio. Tex.

W

We

Honey Wanted—
are in the market
for light amber grades of honey, also off
grades which are suitable for baking. If you
have such honey to offer, please send us
sample, state the quantity you have, how
packed and your lowest price for same.
Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. III.
Mr. J. E. Crane will write up his whole
system of beekeeping in twelve articles that
will appear during iqi? in the Beekeepers'
Review. This feature alone will be worth
much more than a dollar that the Review
will cost. You should certainly include the
Review in your list of reading matter for
IQ17.
Address. The Beekeepers' Review,
Northstar, Mich.

sites.

For Sale— 6s

this

a dol-

times
their supplies by
wholesale through the Review.

amount annually on

buying

at

You had better

join the rush.

The Beekeepers' Review. Northstar, Mich.
For Sale— The apiary

of bees belonging
the late R. A. Elliston. consisting of 240
colonies in first-class condition. Price five
dollars per colony, supers included. iH
miles south of Bureau. Ill
P. O. office address, Princeton. III.
Mrs. Robt. Elliston.

cols.

Italian bees $4 00 per

10 cols, hybrids. $3 50 per col.
All from
T. Moore's strain, and in 8-frame hive
bodies in winter cases; standard full depth
self-spacingHoffman frames. 8 to each hive,
all combs straight; cols, strong and healthy
with stores for winter; would bunch the lot
for $325 per col.; a few untested Italian
queens, 60c each.
Wilmer Clarke.
Earlvllle, Mad. C0..N. Y.
col.

The Beekeepers' Review costs but
lar a year. Many subscribers save 20

;

J.

to

buy bees with-

shipping distance of Atlantic, Iowa.
Would prefer to buy f, o b. Atlantic, in tenframe hives. Give full information concerning hives, bees, frames, etc.. together with
price in first letter. Would consider any
number from fifty colonies up to carlot.
Frank C. Pellett. Atlantic, Iowa.
in

HONEY AND BEESWAX
Wanted— Honey
point.

any

from any
The Ho ney King, Mahnomen. Minn.
in

lots

Wanted— Extracted honey in any lots.
Send sample and prices.
Ed Swenson,
Spring Valley, Minn.

For Sale— 200
Lewis make.

3,

Wanted— Cheap
J.

honey extractor

Will

Cohocton. N. Y.

dovt. Excelsior covers.
but discolored. In lots

lo-fr.

New

of 5o®25 cents each,

Dadant & Sons. Hamilton.

III.

Wanted— 600

standard lo-frame shallow
extracting supers in good condition. State

price and full particulars in

first letter.

Cowan. Carr & Lauderdale. Geneseo, N.

Y.

Good second-hand 60-lb. cans. 2 cans to
the case. 33c per case, in lots of 10 cases or
less.
In lots of 25 cases or more, 25q per
case. These prices are f o. b. Cincinnati.
2146-48

C H. W. Weber & Co..
Central Ave,, Cincinnati, Ohio.

We

Wanted—
often have inquiries for old
bee books and Bee Journals, and will be
glad to buy and sell these for our patrons.
Let us know if we can do something for you
along this line. Address.
American Bee Tournal. Hamilton. III.
Eor Sale— 800 new metal spaced broodframes. No. 2 stock, nailed and wired, at $3.00
per hundred or 400 for $11. Also too loose
hanging brood-frames nailed, No. 2 stock, at
$2,50.
The M. C. Silsbee Co..
Rt.

3.

Cohocton. N. Y.

You run no risk in sending a dollar for the
Beekeepers' Review for igi7. for the Editor
has so much confidence in the correspondence he has secured to write for the Review
during IQI7, that he has decided to refund
your money at the end of the year if you are
not perfectly satisfied with the Review,
Just say, "Kindly return my dollar, as lam
not satisfied with the Review," and it will
come back to you without questions being
asked. Address.
The Beekeepers' Review. Northstar. Mich.

SITUATIONS.
to

work with

bees. April is to August 15.
C. C. Parsons &Son. Bluff Springs. Fla.

SUPPLIES.
order.

Wanted— Wanted

good as new.

Wanted— Experienced man

to

Bees

as

new.

C. Silsbee Co.. Rt.

in

good

HONEY LABELS

D. Sherwood. Kt. Madison. Iowa.

Mr. Floyd Markham is the champion
comb-honey producer of Michigan; he now
holding the gold medal given by the Michi-

gan State Beekeepers' Association, He also
won first prize at the Michigan State Fair
this season. We are sure there is no better
comb-honey producer in the world than Mr
Markham. He will tell the readers of the
Review how he does it in a series of articles
that will be published in the Review during
i«i7.
If you knew how to produce exhibition
honey, you would then be in a position to
produce comb honey that would bring two
or three dollars more per hundred sections
than market price. Read the Review during igi7, and find out how Mr. Markham
secures such good results. Address, with
your dollar.
The Beekeepers' Review,
Northstar, Mich.

Honey Labels that have broken away
all-look alike bunch. Made to suit
your ideas. Lowest prices Samples free.
Liberty Pub.Co.Sta.D. Box 4 H.Cleveland, O.

from the

Bee-Supplies
LET US FIGURE WITH YOU

We know
Write

we can

satisfy

you on quality.

for catalog.

C.C.CLEMONS BEE-SUPPLY CO.
Dept. S.,

Kansas

City,

Mo.

December, 1916

American Hee Journal

SHOOT,

QcaQuns
MADE
The Nugget

IN U.S.A.

in the Pile

Life is short. Time's worth money.
All day's reading of some farm
papers doesn't net you as much as
cne page of The Farm Journal.
Result? The Farm Journal is the boiled drfum.G)!cream chaff -less farm paper. It 's brimful of gumption,
entertaining reading, step-saving ideas for Mother;
always plenty of good things for the children. All
short, crisp, and quickly read. You're sure to like it.
$1 for 5 years. Money back any time. Send today
forsampleandyour Free copy of the 1917 Poor Richard
Almanac. What is home without The Farm Journal?

S^kh^

,

fmhSVi

SHOOTING 01
OUALITIES

WARRANTED

Farm Journal
The
201

S^ot travel^ through a gun barrel over

Washington Square, Philadelphia

roper choke.
ly wild and

make

choke gives

HONEY AND BEESWAX
of

800

..hen driven at this high speed
a poor pattern,

a close,

father, grandfather or any

Chicago. Nov. 17.— Quite heavy receipts
comb honey have comeon the market and

—

FREE— double

man

Vl,/-:
It

-'X

kX.f'K

\r ^'^

ualities guaranteed.

slow of sale, or apparently so. on account of the quantity.
The best grades of while comb are bringing H@I5C per pound; off grades from i@3c
per pound less. Extracted is selling well
and there is no excess of supplies. The best
white grades are bringing oc per pound, and
it is

i)-, ' ,3

hard hitting

tSff^'A

hammerless guns % Vj

.le trap guns $85.00 up.

K*,

ITHACA GUN CO., t^
Ithaca, New York

those off in color or flavor are bringing 8c
per pound. The best grades of light amber
7j^(a'8c per pound with darker grades ranging from 6(5'7C per pound.

Beeswax, if free from sediment and good
color 32c per pound. Dark grades 28@3oc per
pound.
R. A Burnett & Co.

San Antonio, Nov. 15. — No bulk comb
honey is being offered by producers, all
stocks being practically cleaned up. Supplies of extracted honey are also about fxhausted. No carload Quantities are being
offered. We have not had such a complete
clean up of surplus honey in years. Prices
to wholesale trade for choice honey rules at
8@9c basis. Fall honey flows did not materialize. Beeswax prices are firm. 27c cash
to 30c

exchange

basis.

Southwestern Bee Co.
Kansas City. Mo.. Nov. 16.— Our market is
very slow on comb honey, same selling
around

$2.75 to $3.00 for No. i, and Jj-So to $2.65
for No. 2. Extracted honey is moving slowly
at 8c a pound for amber and oc a pound for
white clover. Good No. 1 beeswax is selling
at 2sc a pound.
C. C. Clemons Produce Company.

We

Denver, Colo., Nov. 10.—
are selling
new crop comb honey in the local market at the following jobbing prices; Fancy,
per case of 24 sections. $338. No. i. $3.15;
No. 2. J2,g3. White extracted, Sii®BUc per
pound; light amber. 8@8}<c per pound, and
amber 7@8c per pound.
pay 26c per
pound in cash and 280 per pound in trade for
clean, average yellow beeswax delivered
here.
The Colo. Honey Producers' Ass'n.

New York, Nov. 18.— The new crop of
honey from nearby is now beginning to arrive in small lots, but the market is still unsettled, and prices are not firmly established.

honey

We

are of the opinion that

comb

will sell as follows:

Number

and fancy white, I4@i5c; No. 2
amber I2®i3c; buckwheat and dark,
I

and
io@iic. Extracted white clover, 7@7^5c; light
amber, 6^@7c; buckwheat, 6>^®7C. and West
India honey continues to arrive quite freely
and prices are ranging from 58@62c per gallon, according to quality.
Beeswax is selling at 3o@3ic for domestic

and

28@2i)c for

West India.
HiLDRETH & SeGELKEN.

Cincinnati. Nov.

comb honey

16.

Rauchfuss. Maer.

— The

demand

for

not as good as it was last season.
are selling No. i comb honey. 24
sections to the case, at $3.75 per case; lower
grades are not wanted at any price. White
clover extracted honey in bo-pound cans at
7}^@oc
Amber extracted in barrels from
bi4@7/^c. The above are our selling prices,
and we buy at less than the above prices.
are paying 28c a pound for choice
bright yellow beeswax.

We

is

We

The Fred W. Muth Company.

are obliged to cancel many of ou""
prices of combinations of the American Bee
Journal with bee books. Those desiring to
take advantage of the combination offers
will please disregard former offers and
order per the followng list, which gives postpaid prices for the United States. For Canada add 10 cents for yearly subscriptions
and for foreign countries add 25 cents:
With
Books
Price fast- A BJ
paid alone
I yr.
"
Dr. Miller's "Thousand Answers
(ready March i)
I1.7S
Langstroth on the Honey Bee
2.00
$1.50
Doolittle's

Scientific

Queen

Rearing

We

F.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS

We

so

1.25

i.oo

Productive Beekeeping
Beekeeping (Phillips;

15
i.oo
L.so
2.00

Years"
Advanced BeeCulture
How to Keep Bees

i.oo
i.oo
i.oo

Bee Primer

SPECIAL

RATE FOR OUTING

Outing Magazine has offered us a
very
special clubbing
rate
which
should be taken advantage of by some
of our subscribers.

Outing Magazine
$3.00 a year
American Bee Journal. 1.00
"

Our

price

one year

is

on the two magazines for
only

$3.25.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

Illinois

Original Langstro'h (reprint)

A

BC&X YZof BeeCulture... 250

Dr. Miller's "Fifty

i.75
2.25

250
3.05
I.7S

i,75
i.7S

BIND YOUR COPIES OF THE
for 1Q16.
The Big
all copies for two
Just the thing to hold copies for
ready reference.
Price of binder $1.00, or with American
Bee Journal one year J1.75.
American Bee Journal, Hamilton, III.

American Bee Journal
Ben Binder will hold
years.

December,

1916.

431

American ^ec JonrnaT|
yooooooooaoooooooGoaocooooooooooooocoecocoscoocoo
i

PORTER

NARSHFIELD GOODS
BEE KEIJPERS :—
We manufacture

For sale by

Millions of Sections
every year that are as good as the best. The
CHEAPEST for the Quality BEST for the Price.
If vou buy them once, you will buy again.

R.
Please

;

We

also manufacture

&

all

daalers.
If no dealer, write
factory

PORTER, MFRS.

E. C.

Lewlstown, III., U. 8. A.
mention Am. Bee Journal when

FREEMAN'S FARMER

Hives, Brood-

writing

North Yakima,

Wash.

Frames, Section-Holders and Ship-

Successor fo Northwest Farm 7nd"Hom.

ping-Cases.
Our Catalog

you want a descriptive and aericultural
"aKazine. it will inform you all
about the
*
methods in the Pacific Northwest

69 YEAJtS OLD
If

is free for

the asking.

Send One dollar and have the magazine
sent
^'"- ^"' ""^ °' o"eTalf" pnce
f.ow°o"n.

LMarshfield Mfg.

Marshfield, Wis,
nis.

Co.,

I

Beekeepers' Supplies

sooGoocoosi SQosoooooety

tOOOSOSOOOOQOQCCOSOOOSC

f

Write us for our 64-pa6e
FREE.
uu inlormation given to all catalog.
inquiries
Let

We

us hear from you.
handle the best make
of supplies for the beekeeper.
Beeswax
exchanged for supplies or cash.
J. REBEL
SON SUPPLY CO..
High Kill, Montg. Co., Mo.

&

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You to Buy Bee-Supplies
Thirty years' experience
the beekeeper. A large
for the purpose ensures
Write for our illustrated

LEAHY MFG.

Now

making everything for
factory specially equipped
goods of highest quality.
catalog today.
in

CO., 90 Sixth

St.,

Higginsville,

Mo.

OUR VERY BEST

IS

THE VERY BEST

BEE SUPPLIES
Best Sections,

Best Shipping Cases

Best of

all

Supplies

Best prices you will get for your honer
when put up in our sections and shippine
cases.
LOTZ sections and shipping
cases have stood the test. Why? Because
they are perfect in workmanship, Quality
and material Buy LOTZ goods when you
want the BEST. Our 1016 catalog ready
soon. Send your name and get one.
H. S. DUBY & SON. St. Anne. III., carry a
full line of our goods.
'

IT'S
To

BEST

plan for your supply of

Foundation now.

AUG. LOTZ CO.

BOY^D,

Comb

Better take ad-

GET A FOOT SCRAPER FOR

YOUR HOME

vantage of the early order discount

We

and buy now.

still

have

a

small stock of foot
scrapers like cut on

Send for prices on working Bees-

wax

into

Comb

hand.

Foundation, also

postpaid, $1.00,

prices on other bee supplies.

will send

GUS DITTMER COMPANY

we

them ont

on your order at a
postpaid price of 75 cents.

Augusta, Wisconsin

Although

these scrapers cost,

Write today

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
Hamilton,

-

Illinois

For Winter Cases
ON CYPRESS
"The Wood Eternal"

INSIST

YOU

The

best manufacturers are glad to supply it because in the long run whatever is best for
is best for them.
to dealers who are broadminded enough to sell you the material that lasts the longest.
replacements are just so much needless waste of money.
CYPRESS LUMBER.
It's a
for you.
For a job of repairing or for equipment, the lumber that will give you the greatest real investment value in the
market is Cypress, commonly known as the "Wood Eternal." This wood does not rot down like most woods it
lasts and lasts, and LASTS, and LASTS and LASTS.
It is the Gopher Wood of the Bible
Noah built his ark of
Cypress. Since the days of Noah, Cypress has been famous for endurance under the most trying conditions.
Cypress is the one certified Greenhouse Wood. That's
test. Bottom-boards are another.

Always give the preference

FREQUENT
MONEY SAVER

LEARN ABOUT

;

—

"Some"

GET A BOOK-IT

IS

FREE

famous Cypress Pocket Library, and each is authoritative in its field, and all are FREE.
Vol. I is the U S. Gov't, Report on Cspress— that is a good authority, surely. Vol. 4 is the Barn Book, with plans and specifications
for Building: Vol 36 is the C arptrtry Book making easy a dozen hard jobs of carpentry: Vol 10 is the Canoe and Boat Book: Vol.
All are free for the asking. Suppose you ask for one or a dozen, right away. Just write our " All-round Helps
37 IS the Silo Book.

There are42voluniesinihe

internationally

Department."

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MFRS.' ASSOCIATION
National
1251 Heard
Bank Building, Jacksonville, Fla., or
1251 Hibernia Bank Building, New Orleans, La.
For quick service address nearest

office.

IP^-',
.

DON'T FUSS

rv

M.
rr"'

With your old combs and cappings, but send them to us. We will
render them into beeswax for you on shares and pay you cash for
your share, or we will make same into

DADANT'S FOUNDATION
for you.

If

you prefer, we

will

BEE SUPPLIES.
our terms. We feel

pay you our best trade price

in ex-

change for

Send

for

money besides saving you

BEESWAX

a "

9i
sure that

mussy

we can

save you

some

" job.

WANTED AT ALL TIMES

'^fclt.«l»»'

^n, Loo.se

Suow Over the Entrance Can Do No Harm, Hut
It

II'

It 31elts

and Freezes the Entrance Shut, Remove

or the Uees are Apt to Sufl'er

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
,We

handle the finest line of Bee Supplies,

Send

our

for

Our

page catalog.

68

prices

will interest you.

The Colorado Honey-Producers' Association
1424 M<^rket

Street, .Denver, Colo:

6

SOMETHING NEW
Watch this space the .QominB season for
somethine new in the way of bees by the
Three-handed Italians, resistant
pound.
tp.European foiA) brood. Isle of Wight disease and paralysis. Golden Italians that
are golden and good honey gatherers. All
orders filled promptly past season, and expect to double capacity of Queen-yards to
meet growing demand.

MURRY,

H. D.

Mathis, Texas

PATENTED

WRIGHT'S FRAME-WIRING DEVICE
Most rapid in use. Saves cost of machine
one day Tighter wires, no kinks, nosore

in

Price.

hands.
G.

$2. so.

postpaid

W. Wright Company,

in

U. S A.

Azusa,

Calif.

Foot-Power

BARNES'

Machinery

Read what

J.

I,

Parent

ofCharitorl. N. Y.. says:
"We cut with one of your

Combined Machines

last

<;o chaff hives with
cap. 100 honey-racks.
500 frames, and a yreat
deal of other work. Th-s

winter

7-in.

winter we have

a

double

amount of hives, etc
make with. this saw.

^.^^ji^O'

.

ip

It
it."

^iry'y'
^^^ pm^^a^j^
will do
rou say of
Catalofe' & price-list free
W. F. & JOHN BARNES
all

995 Ruby

St.,

ROCKFORD,

ILLINOIS.

Machinery for Sale
To
ing,

close an estate, the follow-

used

supplies

gine

;

14

:

manufacture beehp. gasoline, en-

dust blower; pulleys, shaft-

ing and

chine

to

;

saw;

belting

power
honey

drill

articles.

MRS.
Rt.

3,

;

sander

section

grooving machine

minor

heading ma-

;

;

R. H.

machine;

log saw,

Write

rip

;

and

to

SCHMIDT

Sheboygan, Wisconsin

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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PROTECTION HIVES

Poultry Supplies
Poultry supplies of

automatic grain

mills, exhibition

leg

bands,

shell,

WANT. Also

fountains,

bone,

grit,

meat,

ANYTHING YOU

Pigeon, Kennel and Bee

Circular free.

Eureka Supply House
Box B-403,

Aurora,

-

$13.75

five

hives,

f.

o.

b.

Grand

Illinois

Double-wall with air spaces, insulation
or packing as you may prefer. Over an
inch of space between the outer and inner
walls. Total wall space two and a quarter
inches. If you have ever had occasion to
spend any time in a building, single
boarded, during cold weather, you can
appreciate the advantages of double walls.
Even with a red hot stove, you are freezing on one side and roasting on the
other. Double walls relieve this condition
and reduce the quantity of fuel necessary.
Honey is the fuel, the bee the stove. The
life of the bee as well as the stove de-

pends upon
out.

Gets Big
Hatches

\ll\Ml\

for

Delivered prices furnished on

kinds, best

mash hoppers, bone
and shipping coops,

foods, and remedies

Supplies.

all

feeders,

feed troughs, dry

I'rice

Rapids. Mich.
request.

Peter Kilpatrick. Nazareth Pa., writes, "Have
mad(. better hatches than anyone here."
Money cannot buy greater hatching value. Hot water heat— double wall— dead air
space— asbestos lining— self reETiIating— ventilating
—double glass doors- safety lamp— egg tester. No
«xtras to buy— easy to operate— will not warp or
shrinli. Strongest, most durable Incubator made.

its

work; do not burn them

Send us

a list of your requirements
let us figure with you. Small

for 1917, and
as well as large orders are wanted.
Let
us add you to our list of many pleased
customers in all parts of the country.

A. G.

WOODMAN

Grand Kapids, Michigan

CO.,

SECTION FIXER

40
DAYS

A

combined section press and foundation fastener of pressed steel construction.
It folds the section and puts in top and
bottom starters all at one handling, thus
saving a great amount of labor. With the
lop and bottom starters the comb is firmly

TRIAL

attached to

all four sides, a requirement
grade fancy.
Increase the value of
your crop by this method.

to

H. W. Schultz, of Middleton, Mich., in
writing us says
"Your Section Fixer is
the best yet; can put up 150 sections per
hour with top and bottom starters."
Price with lamp $2.75. Shipping weight
:

Postage extra. Send for special
circular, fully describing this machine.
5 lbs.

Fralghl Paid East of Rockiet

Take no chances. The National is built on U.S Government specifications.
A proven cold weather
hatcher. The World's Greatest Incubator Bargain
Send postal today for Free 1917 Catalog And
Poultry Book— worth dollars to every poultry raiser
—or order direct from this ad and save time. Incubator and brooder both prepaid $12.SO.Comes set
up ready to run, with book of instructions. You take
no risk. satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Don t delay. Send for Poultry Book today sure.

A. G.

Grand Rapids,

MATIOMAL INCUBATOR CO,

P"" 161

Racine, Wis.

BINGHAM

^^f>x

BEE-SMOKERS

\

Nearly forty years on the market and
the standard in this and many foreign
Is the

Texas Queen,

Italian

Gold-

ens that will please you in every
way.
75 cents each, $8.00 per
dozen.

Circulars free.

GRANT ANDERSON
Rio Hondo, Texas

WOODMAN

countries.

It is

CO.,

3Iichig:an

'^

^'NOHAM

^ ^^^S^

.^L.

l

x

the all-important tool

most extensive honey-producers
the world. For sale direct or by all

of the
of

dealers in Beekeepers' Supplies.

Smoke

Engine. 4inch stove
Doctor. 3/^-inch stove

Two

28 oz.
26 oz.

larger sizes in copper extra.
Conqueror. 3-inch stove
23 oz.
Little Wonder, 2>4-inch stove
16 oz.

Hinged cover on

the two

larger

$1.25
.85
.50

75

IJB^HIAJB

.

HBS^§lBB^.-ylLl
^S^^^BBT^BBai-l

_'

'

.50

sizes

postage extra.

A. G.

MONEY

I.SAVE

By buying your supplies of me. All
kinds of Bee Supplies and Berry Baskets. Crates, etc. Send for new 1917

Woodman

Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

American Bee Journal one year, $1.00

list fr**.

W.
325

O.

SOPER

So. Park Ave., Jackson, IMieh.

Langstroth on the Honey Bee, Revised, $1.50
Send this office $2.00 and get both postpaid

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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FOR SALE 1000 POUNDS OF BEES SPRING DELIVERY
20 Years

Us Bees of Highest Quality
BEES FOR HONEY PRODUCTION-BEES OF UNUSUAL VITALITY
of Select Breeding Gives

As we are large honey producers as well as queen breeders, producing from one to two carloads of honey annually, we have ample
opportunity to test out our breeding stock, used in our queen yards. Thus we are able to guarantee that all our queens will give satisfaction in every respect. If you want bees that are gentle as well as great honey getters let us book your order.

SWARMS OF BEES BV THE POUND WITHOUT QUEENS READY APRIL
1-1

b.

3-lb.

100

pkgs.

$1.15

each;

2-lb.

GOLDEN AND 3-BAND ITALIAN QUEENS READY APRIL
Untested
Select untested

Write

1

pkgs. $2.25 each; 25 to 50 pkgs. $2.20 each; so to 100 pkgs. $2.15 each
pkgs $3 25 each; 25 to 50 pkgs. $3.20 each; 50 to 100 pkgs. $3-15 each.

pkgs. {1.25 each; 25 to 50 pkgs. $1.20 each; 50 to

75 cts.
go cts.

for descriptive price

each;
"

list.

$65.00
$75.00

;

per
"

100
100

I

I

Tested
Select

$1.25
tested 1.50

Let us book your order now.

each;
"

$110.00
125.00

per
"

1

100
100

Only a small deposit required.

LARGEST AND MOST SUCCESSFUL SHIPPERS OF BEES IN PACKAGES
COMPANY, Hayneville, Alabama, U. S. A.
M. C. BERRY

&

The Double-Walled Massie Bee-Hive
Surest

Protection

Honey
Furnished

—The

the'

in

for

Bees— Increased

Supply

of

Best Hive for any^Climate

clearest of lumber in either Cypress,

White Pine or Redwood.

All

Brood and Extracting

Frames made from White Pine

VENTILATED BOTTOM
Admits fresh air into the hive, lessening the chance for swarmIt is also equipped
ing, and giving renewed energy to the bees.

THE MASSIEHIVE

with a feeder without extra cost.

For Comb or Extracted Hone

Why

Fifty years in the bee-supply business has shown us that the
Massie is th* vary best hive, and testimonials to this effect
are received daily from those who are using this hive.

Not Give Us

a Trial

The Dovetailed Hive

for

Comb Honey

Satisfaction Fully Guaranteed

Order?

We are

also extensive manufacturers of Dovetailed Hives and all other Apiarian Supplies. If you are in the market for supplies
be sure to get our prices before buying elsewhere. We will mail our large illustrated catalog and special price list to any one upon request

KRETCHMER MFG. COMPANY,

110 3d St.

Council Bluffs, Iowa

NOTICE TO BEEKEEPERS!
We
April,

are now booking orders for our 3-banded
May and June at the following prices:

Italian

Prices of Combless Packages Without

Queens*
Size lib. each
;;

2-lb3 lb.

;;

• In lots of

queens and combless packages, and

Three-Banded
Untested, each

$1.35

6

2.35
3.35

12
100

Italian

Queens
t i.oo
4.50
8.00

65.00

for April,

will furnish

May and June

Tested each

If

t

6

12
IOC

Select tested.

over one dozen packages get'our prices.

them during

$2.00;

i.So
8.00
15-00
100.00

breeders, tsoo

queens are wanted, add wholesale price and state kind.

Our Mr. A. B. Marchant has retired from the production of honey and will manage our yards for the package and queen trade
Therefore, we will be in a belter position to fill all orders with dispatch. Having doubled our capacity we believe we can fill all orders
the day they are due We have introduced new blood in all our yards. andVe have a strain of bees second to none. Our packages are
shipped the same day they are caged. Our bees for^our packages are all reared above an excluder; therefore, we ship nothing but young
bees, as young bees stand the trip better than older ones. We guarantee freedom from all diseases and safe arrival in the United States
andCanadi Place your orders early, as first co nes first served. Write for prices on large orders.

MARCHANT

BROS., Union Springs,

Ala.
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Shipping Cases for

Comb Honey

Don't make the mistake of putting a fine lot of section honey in poor shipping cases. It will
jower the price to you and damage your future sales,
"f^alcoti" cases are A No. 1, and will be a
credit to any crop of honey.

Prices are as follows
Shipping Cases, With Glass

Shipping Cases in Flat, Without Glass
No.
I

3

iH
6
8

10

I

I

holding 24 sections. 4Kxi?i. showing: 4 2 oo
iioldingi2sections,4Mxi?i.siiowinff3i 30

1

|

holdini; 24 sections. 4/ixi;4. showing 4 1 «o
24 sec t ions. ^fexsxiH. showing 411 80
1

holding
holding

24

sections, 4x5x1^.

showing 4

1

1

80

1

100
18
ri
17
16
16

oo
00
00
00
00

Number and
11
li

iiH
i6
18

description

Same as No. i...
Same as No. 3...
Same as No. I'A.
Same as No. 6
Same as No. 8

NId

WHEN YOU BUY

Lewis Beeware
YOU GET
LEWIS QUALITY

Which means

and Lewis Sections made out
obtainable, selected

that

all

of fine bright

The Lewis Factory

is

the best

is

equipped with the latest improved

The Lewis head mechanic has 40 years

machinery, constantly watched by experts.
;

Material in these goods

basswood.

pine,

by experts.

LEWIS WORKMANSHIP
supply experience

Lewis Hives are made out of clear white

the superintendent of bee-hive department, 33 years

tendent of sections, 32 years.

These and many other

skilled

men

;

of bee

the superin-

have a hand in

all

the

Lewis goods you buy.

LEWIS PACKING

All

Lewis Beeware

is

carefully and accurately

woven wood and wire package made only by the Lewis Company
packing

;

this

makes the package

LEWIS SERVICE

light,

Years ago

all

G. B. Lewis Co.,

in

goods were shipped direct from the factory with

can be obtained almost at your own door.
all

employed largely

compact and damage-proof.

attending high freight rates and delays during the honey season.

Beeware by the carload are dotted

is

packed— a patent

NOW

Lewis Beeware

Over 30 Distributing Houses carrying Lewis

over the United States and foreign countries.

Watertown, Wisconsin

MANUFACTURERS

OF LEWIS BEEWARE

Vol.

LVll.— No.

HAMILTON,

1

ILL.,

MONTHLY, $1.00 A YEAR
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SEVENTY YEARS OF BEEKEEPING
The

First

of a

Series of Articles

Development

To go

back 70 years and view the
and physical world
progress accomplished since then
means probably more than any of us
can realize at first thought. But it is
only necessary to open any printed
book, even a novel, dating back 70
scientific

more

to appreciate the extraordinary physical change of conditions.
Most of Dickens' stories, for instance,
were written less than 80 years ago, but
his characters traveled only in such
conveyances as the post-chaise and the

years or

coach. Railroads came later. He knew
nothing of telegrams, telephones, electric lights, bicycles, automobiles or
aeroplanes. The sea traffic was so slow
that it took from one to three months
to carry the news of a battle from one
hemisphere to the other. Kerosene oil
was unknown, and house lights depended upon wax, lard oil or tallow
dips.
The postal systems were crude
and clumsy until postal stamps were
used, and this did not happen in England until 1840, and in this country
until 1847, less than 70 years ago.
In
addition to the delay to get news from
Europe, a letter crossing the ocean required 64 cents of postage. The International Postal Union was not created
until 1874.
The first successful transatlantic cable was not laid until 186(5.
Seventy years ago we had no steam
plows, no steam engines in fact, except very crude ones, no harvesting

machines,

no

sewing

By

of Beekeeping Since

progress and of the men who
it
about that this series of
articles is now begun. We hope to
entertain the reader while giving the
student easy references to the work of
this

brought

the past.
It would be a mistake for us to imagine that books on beekeeping were
rare before that time.
Bastian, an
Alsatian minister, in his book " Les
Abeilles," published in 1868, gives a list

of 664 publications, 24 of which were
printed between the years 1568 and
1700. Of the others, 237 were published
during the 18th Century, and the remainder during the first 65 years of the
19th
Century.
Four hundred and
twenty-five of these publications were
181 in French, 24 in Engin Italian, 8 in Latin, and the
balance in 6 or 7 other tongues. But
even his list is not complete, for the
writer of this owns several works
which received no mention in it, being
evidently unknown to Bastian.
His

in

German,

lish, 9

1845
largest lists are of German and French
works, perhaps because he read and
wrote those languages himself.
The first periodical on beekeeping of
which we find any record was published
in Landshut, Bavaria, from 1838 to 1843,
then discontinued. In 1845, the famous
" Bienenzeitung "
was founded
in
Nordlingen, Bavaria, and continued

many years, though it is now out of existence, but replaced by many others.
In 1845, Dzierzon, a Polish Catholic
priest, of Karlsmarkt,SiIesia, discovered
parthenogenesis in queenbees, the faculty which they possess, in common
with some other insects, of laying eggs
that will
hatch into male bees or
drones, even though they have not
mated.
This discovery was the first
real step forward since the time of
Huber, and it was not accepted readily.
The publication of Dzierzon's views by
Schmidt, then editor of the Bienenzeitung, almost threatened the existence
of this journal. But Siebold, Leuckart
and Leidy, all microscopists and scientific
beekeepers, studied it and confirmed it. The discovery was made

under great difficulties, for the hive
used by Dzierzon was just a " bar-hive,"
that

is, its

combs were hung on

a plain

top-bar without end-bars, so that at
each visit the combs had to be cut
away from each end of the hive-body
before they could be taken out. To
add to the inconvenience, as the hives
were always placed in tiers, whether
in doors or out-of-doors, probably to
save space, they were made to open on
the side and each comb had to be
drawn out with pincers. If the third
or fourth comb was wanted, the first
two or three had to be first detached

machines, no

type-writers. Steam-heated houses did
not exist and bath tubs were luxuries
found only in palaces or special houses.

No automobiles ran on the then muddv
roads of Europe. Tha inventors of flying machines were laughed to scorn in
their unsuccessful attempts and threatened with the insane asylum for reward
of their genius.
One of the rare industries in which the conditions are still
today very similar to those of 500 years
ago is the shoeing of horses.
Is it any wonder then that beekeeping should follow the trend of all material progress ?
It is for a record of

the Editor, Reviewing the

and drawn out. Yet Dzierzon became
so accustomed to the handling of these
hives that he used no other, even after
movable frames were invented. The

DZIERZON

bar-hive is a very ancient invention.
Berlepsch, a German, after having
doubted or denied the possibility of
parthenogenesis, became one of its
'warmest adherents, after thorough
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These men began the importaItalian bees
into Germany,
which gave them the "proof of the
pudding" so to say, for with the rear-

trial.

tion

of

ing of bees of a different color they
were enabled to make sure of many
facts.

Parthenogenesis

much importance

may not seem

of

beginner, but it
was this discovery which enabled beekeepers to ascertain that the sons of a
queen are true descendants of her race
and that her mating does not influence
their descent. It also explained why
queens who have had no proper occasion to mate become drone-layers. It
led to the more intensive cultivation of
to a

bees.

The time was now

ripe for the invention of a practical hive. Though Dzierzon could get along with his barhive, there were already better hives in
existence. Ruber's leaf-hive, opening
like the pages of a book, and the frames
of which formed the body of the hive

Rational Beekeeping," was translated
by Charles Nash Abbott, of London,
and is still a valuable book.
Beekeeping at that time was not immune from the troubles which hinder
it at the present.
The beemoth was
dreaded more than now for apiarists did not know that a strong colony with a good queen is sufficient to
prevent its depredations. Foulbrood,

known

for
centuries,
ravages, and to make

made
it

terrible

evident

we

need only to quote what Samuel Wagner wrote about Dzierzon's experience
with that disease
"In the year 1848, a fatal pestilence,
known by the name of foulbrood, prevailed among his bees, and destroyed
nearly all his colonies before it could
be subdued only about 10 having escaped the malady which attacked alike
the old swarms and
his
artificial
swarms. He estimates his entire loss
that year at over 500 colonies. Nevertheless, he succeeded so well in multi;

January
aside for a moment, and while it continues to boil slowly, remove the scum
from the surface. This done, return
the pan to the fire and let it boil as fast
as possible, without stirring, for about
20 minutes. Test with a sugar boiling
thermometer and boil until the temperature reaches 235 degrees, when the
sugar will be sufficiently boiled; then
stir in one teaspoonful of cream of
tartar, boil for one or two minutes and
remove from fire to cool. When the
sugar has so cooled down that the
finger may be kept in it for half a minute without scalding, then begin to stir,
and continue to do so until the candy

becomes white and

stiff.

The pan

is

now

stood in another vessel, over the
fire, containing hot water.
" In a short time the candy becomes
more or less liquid, like cream, and an
occasional stir must be given to dissolve all lumps. When properly dissolved and brought to almost boiling
point (say 204 degrees Fahr.) pour it

plying, by artificial swarms, the few
that had remained healthy, that in the
fall
of 1851, his stock consisted of
nearly 400 colonies. He must, therefore, have multiplied them more than
three-fold each year."
In our next article we will mention
the invention of the practical hangingframe hive and the progress begun

about 1850.

Candy Feeding
BY W.

A

Dzierzon's

home

Silesia

for «5 years in

Upper

(From Gravenhorst)

top, bottom and ends, was the
practical of the two. But it left
much to be desired. Propokovitch, a
Russian, and Debeauvoys, a Frenchman, each invented a movable-frame
hive, between 1841 and 1845, but neither
of these hives was as practical as the
bar hive, because the frames originally
were tight-fitting in the body or box
which contained them, and the bees
were sure to glue them fast at every
point of contact which they could
reach. They worked well only until
in them a few
the bees had been
months. The Propokovitch had reversible frames, i. e., they could be turned
bottom side up, and this was deemed
by him a great advantage. Reversible
frames were re-invented some 30 years
ago in this country and had a slight
rush of popularity.
at the

more

The Debeauvoys method and hive
which were slowly improved seemed
so enticing that his book had six editions, from 1846 to 1863, and a report
was made concerning his discovery to
Society of
Royal Agricultural
the
Paris, in 1847. This was the first hive
adopted by Chas. Dadant, and the
writer remembers playing with discarded hives and frames of this system
while a child, intheir garden, in France.
Dzierzon himself wrote articles on
beekeeping in different publications as
early as 1844, but it was not until 1848
that he was emboldened to publish his
first work on bees, "Theory and PracA later
tice of the New Bee Friend."
edition, under the title of "Dzierzon's

A.

for Bees

SHEPPARD.

QUESTION

that crops up here
regularly every season is this:
How late in the year can syrup
be fed to the bees ? In this section of
British Columbia, when syrup feeding
is necessary in the autumn, it is always
advisable to get it finished by the end
of September, so that the bees can
store it in the combs and seal it over
before the nights get too cold. Sometimes the weather during October is
f ivorable for syrup feeding, but this is
not to be depended upon, and it is
therefore not safe to leave it so late.
If the food is not properly sealed over
when the bees go into winter quarters,
diarrhea often supervenes, and if the
colony does not perish outright in the
winter it will be greatly depleted of
bees before spring arrives, and the vitality of the survivors will have become
lowered. Spring dwindling may then
follow, and if the colony does not actually succumb it is usually unable to
build up in time for the honey flow and

season is lost.
If syrup feeding is put off till too late,
for any reason, properly made candy is
the very best, in fact, the only well
made substitute. Bees will winter on
a

candy alone, but much care

is necessary to make it of the right consistency.
If it is too hard the bees cannot take it,
and if it is too soft it will run down
between the combs to the bottomboard out of reach of the bees. In
either case starvation may result. One
of the most reliable recipes for making
candy is known as Brother Colomban's
Formula, and is as follows:
" Into an enamelled pan, or preserving pan, put ten pounds of cane sugar
(white crystals) and two quarts of hot
water. Place over a clear, bright fire,
and stir until the sugar is dissolved.
When it begins to boil, draw the pan

The Dzierzon Hives

in

Tiers

into molds or boxes and allow it to
cool. To avoid over boiling, remove
the pan from the fire while testing
whether cooked enough. Also, to prevent mishap in another direction / e.,
boiling over, the pan used for making
the candy should not be more than half
full."

The following is a shorter candy
recipe that answers very well, if the
directions are strictly carried out:
"To ten pounds of white crystal
sugar add one and a half pints of hot
water, a quarter of an ounce of salt,
and a teaspoonful of cream of tartar.
Put whole in a stew-pan over a brisk
fire and keep stirred until the sugar is
dissolved. When it comes to a boil,
draw the pan back so that it simmers
gently for ten minutes, and as the scum
rises skim it off. Then place the stewpan in a larger vessel containing cold
water and keep stirring until it is of
consistency of thick cream and
pour into boxes or molds."
When candy is properly made it
should be just soft enough to be easily
scraped with the finger-nail after getting cold. When it is ready to pour
out of the boiler, if boxes have not
the
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been prepared ready for it, a very good
plan is to line a deep pie-dish with
brown paper and pour it into this. The
paper will remain and prevent the
candy from sticking to the coverings
when on the hive. It is best to place it
on the center of the frames over the
ordinary feed-hole.
It may happen that in the fall the
bees are only a few pounds short of the
necessary amount of stores (25 to 30
pounds) to carry them through the
winter, in which case a cake of candy
may be put on the hive when packing
them, to make up the deficiency without troubling to feed syrup at all.
Candy may also be given to bees in
the spring, and it is only suitable food
until they begin to fly freely, when thin
syrup may be substituted, if they are
short of stores.

Candy

a

is

the year, as

it

very safe food early in
not start robbing, as

will

syrup sometimes does, which
sult in the balling

Some

beekeepers

may

re-

and loss of queens.

mix

pea-flour or
other pollen substitute with the candy
used for spring feeding with good results, in districts where natural pollen

not sufficiently abundant.
Several
spoonfuls of pea-flour are stirred in
just before the candy is ready to pour
out into the molds.
Nelson, B. C.
is

Creating a
BY

Demand
T.

P.

for

the reason that

it

would quickly turn

to sugar especially when it was placed
in the refrigerator.
Second, because
the taste was nearly always different
from what it used to be.
To the

would reply that the sugaring
guarantee that their honey was
pure since honey would do that when
the temperature was lowered about it
for any length of time. To the second
first

was

I

a

would

explain that there were as
different flavors to honey as there
were aromas to the different flowers,
and the flavor of the honey partook of
the nature of the flower from which it
was gathered. To some I would offer a
dolUr for every pound of adulterated
honey found in the market, but to
I

many

thought they would be benefited. The increase in consumption, to my mind, has
greatly grown as a result of this campaign. Articles in the daily papers and
farm papers that the general public read
helped.

There is yet very much work to do
along this line, and it behooves every
beekeeper to take up this campaign of
education to enlarge the sales of honey.
Advertising by education is the right
way to stimulate the use of honey, and
it has the advantage of influencing the
prospective customer to become a user
of honey regularly rather than impress
him for the time being that you have

something
Bartlett,

secure the money I would require them
to have witnesses to prove that the
honey was just as received from the
grocer. I would do this just as pleasantly and unconcerned as I possibly
could, allowing the party to do his own
thinking and form his own conclusions,

and to

finish

really

wanted

insisted that I
him to bring the honey,
no one who wanted the

it all

A Remedy
BY

WAS

off, I

for there was
adulteration stopped more than the
beekeepers in the State of Texas, and I

to sell.

Tex.

C.

E.

for

Ants

FOWLER.

camping out and was very

much bothered with medium sized
ants in and around the camp. I had
a tub about 15x2o inches and 6 inches
deep, flaring sides. I dug a hole and

I

Honey

ROBINSON.

are advertisements galore
THERE
for the sale of honey, but only

two good ways of advertising
practiced by the beekeepers at large.
One, whose motive is to dispose of the

honey as a commodity of commerce by
any legitimate means, and the other is
through education as to what honey
really is, its great food value, its healthgiving propensities, and its care and
keeping. Sales made through the first
medium are usually short lived while
through the latter they are of lasting
benefit.

There are many very intelligent peoaround us who know nothing
about honey. The average beekeeper
has no means of finding out this great
truth unless by chance he is thrown
ple all

with a large number of people. Through
the generosity of the Texas beekeepers
and their State association I have been
given a chance to study this problem
first hand, as their superintendent at
the State Fair at Dallas, Tex.

The benefits to be derived from such
an exhibit are great. It is a known
consumption of honey in
Texas is on the increase.
When I first went to the fair to take
charge of the exhibit many unexpected
questions were brought up by the people at large, which greatly surprised
me and which put me to a test to answer. The most unreasonable point
raised was that adulterated honey was
being bought in the open market.
These complainants were numerous,
many of them were prejudiced and determined, and insistent in their confact that the
the State of

tention.

When

these assertions were made I
would ask them why they thought that
it was
adulterated, and they would
usually answer in two ways: First, it
was made out of sugar, they knew for

EXHIBIT OF THE TEXAS BEEKEEPERS AT THEIR STATE FAIR
would consider it a personal favor for
him to assist me in the clean up. There
never was an
offer of adulterated
honey.
From about two dozen per
day six years ago, the criticisms have
dwindled to less than a half dozen the
present year.
I was really surprised that the public
was so ignorant of honey. The sugaring idea and the different "taste " idea,
as they termed it, were the great objec-

tions to

honey, especially the former.

These people were highly educated.
Many of them were university graduates, public school teachers, and many

more high school graduates. Realizing
this I had leaflets printed, setting forth
the flavors of honey, how to tell its
purity, how to liquefy it when granulated, where to keep it, and fully explained its flavors and colors. I distributed these leaflets to any and all who

put the tub in the ground, the top even
with the ground. I put an inch of
water in the bottom. The first day the
water was covered with drowned ants.
In three or four days, ants were very
scarce, and in a week or two no more

were

to be seen.
think the ants were thirsty and
went down the slanting sides for water,
and either could not get out of the
water or else could not climb the tin
sides. A pan, or several of them placed
around the apiary, should serve the
purpose without endangering the lives
of any other animals. But it would
probably be better not to let the bees
drink the water with dead ants in it. A
?+ inch netting, or even a board covering the pan raised % inch would keep
the bees out altogether.
Hammonton, N. J.
I
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Regarding comb honey, the case is
There seems to be
more comb honey on hand than the
markets can well take care of. It must
be remembered, however, that with the
entirely different.

scarcity

of

mand

comb honey is bound to
and we hope that before the

extracted

honey, the de-

for

increase,

new crop

the

comb-honey market

will

be almost as clean as the extractedhoney market.

A New Bee

Paper

"The Beekeepers' Item " is the name
of the new bee paper designed espedeveloping the interest of
beekeepers in the southwest. It is an
8-page monthly, and has a subscription
cially for

THE EDITOR*S VIEWPOINT
Comb-Honey Rates

rate of 50 cents a year.

in the

South

In the Southern Classification, comprising practically all the region south
of the

Ohio and

rivers,

there

east of the Mississippi

are

no

rates

on comb

honey

in carlots, while less than carload shipments go at double first class.
Letters addressed to W. R. Rowe, of

the Classification Committee at Atlanta,

urging changes in the classification so as to have it conform with
others, would have their effect in helping get the change.
Ga.,

of the greatest causes for the

tion of honey, and

February,

late as

in

first

our

consump-

locality, as

class apples sold

low as 50 cents per bushel. This
year there were no apples of any kind
stored, and those which are shipped in
as

are priced

now

at $1.50

to

$2.00

per

bushel.

The fact that there has been a tremendous amount of honey exported
to the countries now at war is also a
reason of the shortage of the honey
supply and the high prices.
Besides
the advertising campaign made for
Airline honey has brought the attenthis,

The Honey Market
What a contrast this year from the
same date in 1916! Extracted honey
was offered at this time last year at
ridiculously low prices both on the
coast and in the local markets. This
year extracted honey is at a premium
whether it be light or amber. Last season amber honey was offered on the
coast in carlots as low as 3>^ cents to
pound, while this year not
be had at present for less
than 7 cents to 1% cents per pound.
Now what are the contributing
causes ?
In our opinion, one of the
leading causes is the fact that California has a very short crop, and that the

of consumers to
the fact that
honey is a food and not a luxury.
Although the middle West had per-

tion

who produced large
are now entirely sold

these
out and grocers
are demanding more honey from other
Although the middle West
sources.
had the largest crop in its history, it
was soon absorbed by the local market.

at a

One of he largest
made a statement that

premium.

bottlers recently

he would pay an extra fancy price for
a carload of white honey, no matter
it
was secured. In fact, he felt
sure that a carload could not be had

where

anywhere.
The shortage of

fruit is

perhaps one

crops, but

Our own crop

honey

now

a

He

contributor to bee

remembered
champion and advocate of the
divisible brood-chamber hives which
will be

as the

he uses exclusively. He is also president of the newly-formed Texas HoneyProducers' Association.

There is a fertile field for such a
paper in Texas and adjoining States,
serving the purposes for which Mr.
SchoU intends it. It will be devoted to
disseminating news items and encouraging neighborliness and cooperation
among the beekeepers of that great
section, and will have as well an educational value. No doubt also that it
will have no little influence in promot-

The National Meeting

it

this season.
For instance,
year we were offered two carloads
of white alfalfa honey by beekeepers
in Idaho, and at a very low price. This
year, these same beekeepers wrote us
asking at what price we would furnish
them a carload of white clover honey
to supply their trade. The result of all
this has been that extracted honey is

as

consumed right where
was produced. In our own city
there were a number of beekeepers
the greater part

of

known

wish the
editor success.

a car can

last

well

publications.

haps the largest crop in its history, the
it was
produced in a section
which is very thickly populated, prevented the markets being flooded. Instead
of white clover honey being
shipped to distant markets, it was for
fact that

4 cents a

intermountain States, where extracted
honey is produced, were also very short

The editor is Mr. Louis H. SchoU,
one of Texas' largest beekeepers, and

thirds

of

of 125,000 pounds, two
which was white clover, is

very nearly

all

cleaned up, besides a
we have had to
our customers, and we

larger quantity which

buy

to protect

have sold
keepers

it

who

all at

good

prices.

Bee-

sold at a low price earlier

the season are hardly to blame for
letting go, however, as they had 1915 to
in

look back

to.

There is no doubt that t'lis year's experience will cause a higher price for
extracted honey in 1917. Even though
there should be large crops throughout
the country, the fact that the markets
are cleaned up is bound to make
higher prices for next year.

ing legislation.

We

new paper and

hearty support of
keepers.

He
all

its

able

should have the
southwestern bee-

As announced

in these columns, the
Beekeepers' Association will
meet this year at Madison, Wis., on
Feb. 6, 7 and 8. Any one who has attended the numerous State conventions during the past two weeks, probably will have met the president. Prof.
Francis Jager, of Minnesota, and will
have become as enthusiastic as he in
regard to the coming National gath-

National

ering.

The National seems

to

be coming

own

again, and with such men
as Prof. Jager, F. E. Millen, N. E.
France and others who are now workinto

its

ing hard to make it stronger than ever
there is no doubt that it will become
of inestimable value to the beekeepers.

work planned by Prof, Jager
and his colleagues for the National
during the coming year is quite extenThe

Each topic will be
discussed in turn at the convention.
The gathering together of data resive in its scope.
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garding the quantity of honey produced
in the United States is in a large measure covered by the Bureau of Crop
Statistics, but this bureau has nothing
whatever to do with the prices secured
by producers. It is the intention of
the National to get definite information for the beekeepers regarding the
quantity of honey they have on hand,
size of packages, etc., and by offering
it collectively to buyers, secure better
prices than have usually been paid to
the beekeepers individually.
Prof. Jager and Sec. Millen are acquainted with nearly all leading beekeepers throughout the country, and
judging by what has been done in Minnesota and Michigan, we feel sure the
National meeting will be one of the
largest and best ever held. We urge,
therefore, that every one who can possibly attend the convention do so and
help make this meeting what a National
Beekeepers' Convention should be.

honey you dispose

else's

of

The Editor has been

elected

Honor-

Member of the Michigan State
Association, in company with Dr. C.
C. Miller and Mr. A. I. Root.
He feels
very proud of the distinction and still
ary Life

more

of the

company

in which he finds
two of the oldest and
most renowned beekeepers of America,
who are his seniors in both years and

himself, with

What About that Home Market ?
"I have sold all of my honey locally
and could sell as much more if I had
it."
It is not an unusual thing to get
letters with the above quoted phrase
in them, even this early in the honey
selling year.
Unfortunately the majority of these beekeepers make
no
effort to supply that demand.
It is
these whom we wish to urge.
You should by all means make every
effort to keep your customers
supplied
with honey at any time they want it.
If you do not, what happens
?
Most
assuredly the desire for sweets will be
satisfied and they
substitute, instead
of the wholesome honey, the
poorer
articles on the general market throughout the year. The following year,
they

may have found
think

is

as

a substitute

good

as

which they
honey, and you

Far and

away the greatest reason
why honey is not sold more readily today

because the majority of beekeepsmall and large combined, do not
over-produce, but under-supply their
customers.
is

ers,

Wight Disea.se
acknowledge with thanks the receipt from Mr. John Anderson, M. A.;
B. Sc, of the North of Scotland College
of Agriculture, of two bulletins on the
Isle of Wight disease in
connection
of

l.sle

We

with A'osema afis.
The observations

and experiments
recorded were conducted mainly in
Lewis, Outer Hebrides. This island,
east of North Scotland, is at about the
latitude of Juneau, Alaska, or above

Nowadays

not hard to find advertised a grade of honey which
will rank
in flavor with that of your
own production, and you should be able to
get
It

so as to

it is

make

sales at the prices

have been getting for your own.
there

you

If not,

something the matter. Very
possibly you have been getting too
little for the honey which
you sold youris

The conclusions

reached in these
not agree with those of

bulletins do

some other investigators, for the
writers do not charge the iVosema apis
as being the cause of Isle of Wight
disease.

It

statement

is

only sufficient to quote the

made on page

as they leave
1925

to

a

bees,

L'Abbo Col-

gave the number of drones
the

hive

for

a

flight at

pound, while the number of

drones coming home from a flight
was
Inversely, the workers are heavier when they come
home than when
2070.

they

fly out.

From

all this it appears
that drones
are at least twice as heavy
as workerbees. They certainly
cost fully twice

as much to rear.
ability of limiting

Hence, the advisnumbers, ex-

their

cept in select colonies
able for breeders.

that are desir-

Changes Proposed

in

Iowa Law

In his annual report
which has recently been filed in the
governor's

Frank

ofiice,

C. Pellett,

the

Iowa

in-

spector of b;es. proposes that
the law
be so changed that the
office be placed
in the
extension department of
the
Agricultural College. In
this way the
appointment will be taken out
of politics, and it will
be possible to change
inspectors at any time instead
of waiting for a term to expire
in case conditions are unsatisfactory.

As

"Observations and Experiments":

proposed, the law will be
drawn
to permit inspection
as at present upon

"Our main
Xosema af^is

call of the beekeepers,
but will provide
for enforcement of the
provision

51

conclusion
that

is

SO

far

of

the

regarding
we have

been unable to recognize any casual
relation between the presence of this
parasite and the disease.
have
found it to be present over prolonged
periods in healthv stocks, while we
were unable to find it in other stocks
in the apiary, nor did Isle of Wight
disease spread under these conditions
although various races of bees were
present.
Deliberate
infection
of a
stock with Xosema did not produce
the disease. It is well established also
that the disease occurs where the para-

cannot be found. We have numerous instances of this on Deeside."

site

This much debated question will
sooner or later be settled by further
evidence. Errors occur in observation
as well as

in diagnosis.

But very few
scientists are unwilling to give up to
evidence,

Time
tion.

when

will clear

Isle

of

becomes

it

the

now obscure

Wight

as our mysterious

"May

disease," will
and controlled.

flagrant.

ques-

disease, as well

"bee paralysis "and
soon be classified

Weight of Bees

lose a customer.

lin, in 1805,

help relieve the t indency of over supply and help bring up the price.

We

experience.

accurate writer on

will

the 58th degree.

Honorary Members of the Michigan A.ssociation

11

Then, too, every pound of some

self.

one

JOURNAT,

BF.F.

The Beekeepers' Review, in its October number, page 370, contains an interesting article by O. L. Hershiser,
in
which he gives the weights of workerbees and drones. He figures 5088 workers or 2528 drones to a pound. B.
F.
Koons, in the "A B C of Bee Culture,"
gives about 5000 workers or 2000 drone's
as weighing a pound.

An

old and very

re-

quiring proper attention
to diseased
colonies, by another officer
rather than
by the inspector. Apiary

demonstra-

tions similar to
in
IS

now conducted

those

Ontario will also be provided
for
proposed to require all the

It

inspec-

tor

time for work in

s

bee diseases,

development of markets, etc.
There
are several
advantiges
which will
accrue if the change is
made. The

beekeepers in attendance
at the Iowa
convention
approved the proposed
change without dissent.

The inspector suggested
that the
present law places too
much power in

the hands of one man,
and
the inspector's orders

that while
should be carried

out,

It

owner

should

be

of the bees

possible

to

for the

have some kind

of an appeal to

prevent unjust injury
mistake in diagnosis or of
prejudice on the part of an
officer.
This is the fifth year that
Mr. Pellett
has served in the capacity
of State bee
inspector of Iowa, and he
proposes to
retire from the work to
devote his entire time to his bees
and to his
in case of a

work

for

the

American

Bee

Journal and

other magazines.

Field BooJs of American Wild

Flowers

This

ofliice is

in receipt

from the pub-

lishers, of a 600-page
book entitled,
" Field Book of
American Wild

Flow-
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ers," by F. Schuyler Matthews, a book
which would be an addition to any bee-

keeper's library, since it contains a very
full description of the flowers of this
country besides having 24 colored
plates

and over 300 other engravings

The book

of flowers.

is

of

a size that

readily into the coat-pocket

fits

which

ready reference on any
desired excursion.

makes

The

it

book
names

flowers are arranged in the
full scientific

given, while the index, a very full one,
gives not only the scientific but the

common names as well. It would be
hard to find a book so compact in form,
yet giving so much valuable information on our native wild flowers.
The price of the "Field Book

American Wild Flowers
publishers are

nam's Sons,

" is $2.00,

of

and

Messrs. G. P. Put-

New York

City.

The book

wrapped for mailing weighs two pounds.

Y. M. C. A. Course In Beekeeping
The Y. M. C. A. of Louisville, Ky., is
perhaps the only association of this
kind to give a course in beekeeping.
In our August, 1915, number, page 263,
we gave a short mention of this course

and a photograph of the

The

class.

editor has lately spent a

Louisville,

tunity to

week

in

and was given an opporbecome acquainted with the

in charge,

W. H.

Lippold, director,

information, equipment, handling bees,
natural history of the bee, swarming,
robbing, diseases, honey production,

spread into a clump six feet in diameter.
The bees appear to get no pollen
from it, only nectar, and work on it
from its first appearance in September,
until after hard freezing. He thinks it
can hardly be an aster, is spite of appearance, since it multiplies only by

feeding and wintering.

the spreading

Dunkin instructor in beeculture.
The course occupies about
ten days and covers the most necessary
and

O.

J.

The example

a

by families, with

the

men

January

aged association

Many
cities

learns

set
is

by this well-man-

worthy of imitation.

wage earner around
can add to his income if he
how to produce honey efficiently
a

small

and profitably.

We

of

and ma-

the

roots,

may

be mistaken as

tures no seed.

possible he

It is

The

to its being anything but an aster.

follow the

flower certainly
Plants behave

looks

like

differently in

an

aster.

different

progress of this Louisville Course and
again mention it at some future day.

and it is rather remarkable
that in the northern tier of counties in
Illinois, while asters grow abundantly
they are of little or no value to the

Vaseline for Burr-Combs

bees,

will

will

G. S. Oettle, writing in the South
African Poultry Magazine, advises the
use of vaseline on top bars of frames
to prevent the building of burr-combs.

He also states that "all exposed parts
of supers, etc., should be vaselined on
the bottom edge. Will some of our
subscribers try this and report results ?"
Asters ?
Rev. M. W. Millard sends a specimen
of a purplish-blue flower upon which
his bees work as if they were crazy. A
few sprigs that he brought a few years
ago from East Tennessee, where it
grows in yards and gardens, have

localities,

while in some places, as in the
present case, they yield abundantly. It

seems

a

little

they should
they yield so

puzzling, however, that

not mature

much

where

seed

nectar.

c. c.

M.

Swedish and Dutch Bee Papers
For some months we have been reexchange for our own Journal, copies of bee papers from both
Sweden and Holland. We would be

ceiving, in

glad to get in touch with subscribers
acquainted with either the Swedish or

Dutch language with a view of having
such important articles as appear in
those papers translated for the American Bee Journal.

AMONG EASTERN BEEKEEPERS
The Third

of a

Series

of Articles

Through a Portion
Boylston
day following
THEmeeting
and
was Sunday, Aug.
the

6,

Dr. Gates and I spent it in Boston,
seeing sights, and especially the historical sights. Bunker Hill and Charleston Heights disappointed me. Faneuil
Hall is just what its pictures represent,
a very old building in the center of the
market quarters. But the Paul Revere

and Lexington battle
what one might expect,
Boston has a few
very interesting.
sky scrapers. I wish they could keep
them out. The city was full of tourists
and the roads were lined with sightride. Concord
fields are just

seers.

to Worcester, we started from
there for Amherst, on Monday, Aug. 7.

Back

had two days before the next field
meet at Springfield. This was my opportunity to visit the College of Agri-

We

culture.

Amherst

is

on the slope

of

a valley

overlooking the Connecticut river.
Like all New England towns it has
beautiful shade trees. Two colleges,
Amherst and the Agricultural State

University, give this small borough a
distinctly refined air. Of course, the
greater part of my time was spent in
Dr. Gates's office and in the apiary.

by

of the East

His bee library is the richest I have
ever seen, numbering over 900 volumes,
exclusive of the magazines on bees.

work in the collection is an
work, published in Castel SantAngelo in 1.539, entitled, "Le Api di M.
Giovanni Rucellai." He has also two
copies of quaint old Butler's work pub-

The

oldest

Italian

lished in

and 1634.
museum, composed
modern devices, I saw Mr.

England

in 1623

In the implement

mainly of

original observing hive
queen-mating nucleus, also from
him, both old and weather beaten.
In the wax-rendering room, located
in the basement of the Entomological
building, I saw some very ugly looking
slum gum, from which all the wax had
been extracted which could be secured
by present methods, and which I was
told contained still, according to analysis, a large portion of its weight in
beeswax. I do not see how more wax
could have been secured from it.
The college apiary and building are
in a fine spot, under the supervision of
Mr. J. L. Byard. I will speak of it
again later, for I had occasion to come
back to Amherst.
I also wish to mention my visit with
Dr. and Mrs. Paige, who took me

Langstroth's

and

a

Dadant on His Trip

C. P.

around one evening along the numerous tobacco and onion fields of the
vicinity, for these two crops are staples,
Dr.
tilled by foreigners, mainly Poles.
Paige is State Veterinarian, and his

museum

of veterinary science is valuathere learned that cows sometimes foolishly eat old white lead paint,
or paint brushes, or painted rags which
may have been carelessly thrown away.
This often kills them. A rag full of
paint, the size of a man's fist, taken out
of the stomach of a cow, was on exhibit.
So, friends, don't leave any old
paint where cows may reach it.
ble.

I

On Wednesday

the 9th, Dr. Gates and
went to Springfield and traveled
through the Holyoke hills, following the
Connecticut river which passes between
Mount Tom and Mount Holyoke. The
I

are delightful, being part deciduous trees and part evergreens. But I

woods

was sorry
trees

are

to learn that the
fast disappearing,

chestnut
killed

by

some kind of blight. Entire groves of
them were dead or dying. The weather
was pleasant, but truth compels me to
just as sudden
that there are
changes of temperature in New England as in the middle West. At times
my light summer clothes proved in-

say
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and a sweater was welcome.
At Springfield, the meeting was held
in the yard of Mrs. A. A. Packard, a
sufficient

The
lady beekeeper.
Mr. O. M. Smith, spoke of
this association being composed mainly
of small producers and amateurs, many
very

pleasant

president,

them

It is in that
horticulturists.
section of country that many bees are
reared for the use of florists and gardespecially for the hot-house
eners,

of

Another lady beekeeper, Mrs. A. H. McCarter, had a
very interesting essay on " Helping the

cucumber growing.

Beekeeper."
Among things exhibited at this meeting, Mr. X. A. Reed displayed candy in
paper plates. The candy is poured into
them while hot. It is a very good
method for easy handling.

As the next meeting was to be, the
following day, at Dalton, near Pittsfield, Mass., Dr. Gates and I started as
early in the evening as we could, to
travel the distance, about 70 miles. \Ve

belonging to F. G. Crane and Harry
Hume, I saw very white comb honey
in sections and learned that much of it
from wild thyme, which
is produced
blooms from Aug. 1 until frost. Dr.
Gates assured me that the honey of the
compares favorably
Berkshire hills
with that of any other spot in the
United States.
Still I will linger
I must hurry on.
long enough to speak of a statement of
Latham, which I have not yet mentioned and which we discussed to some
extent at this meeting. Latham asserts
that, in combat between a laying queen
and a virgin, the virgin is al-ways the
winner, because of her greater agility.
Dr. Gates says this is not always so and
that he knows of instances where the
How is this ?
fertile queen won.
At 5:00 p.m. we left for Albany, 36
miles away, for we had another meeting to attend the following day, Aug.
The weather was ex11, at Altamont.
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ceedingly cool, and the north wind
blew a strong breeze among those
Berkshire hills. It was lucky for me
that I had a light sweater to wear. We
found the main road closed at different

owing

spots,

to

repairs,
travel

tours caused us to
stead of the 3fJ.

and the deoh

miles in-

We

were caught in a
hard shower. But a good top to the
auto and the water-proof roads on
which we traveled made the shower insignificant.

We reached the Hudson river at
Rensselaer, and crossed to Albany at
7:30, at dusk.
Altamont. The meeting of the Eastern New York Beekeepers at the apiary of W. D. Wright, president of that
Association, had an attendance of some
50 beekeepers. It was called to order
by Mr. Davenport, its industrious secHere is the center of the large
retary.
honey production of the East, for they
have white and alsike clover, sweet

passed through "Jacob's Ladder" in
the winding roads of the Berkshire
hills, gentle slopes up immense timbercovered hills and down again on the
other sid*. We passed through Lenox,
surrounded with the
a small village
summer homes of numerous millionWe arrived at
aires, all fine estates.
Pittsfield quite late,

about

The next morning,

9 p.m.

was but

a short
run to Dalton, to the Berkshire County
Field Meet on the estate of ex-Senator
W. M. Crane. The renowned Crane
linen bond paper is made here and we
spent a half hour or so visiting the
it

factory.

The bee-meeting had been arranged
byMr. H. C. Schmeiske, head gardner
and beekeeper tor the Crane estate.
Mrs. Crane was present with a few
part of the meeting
and very graciously tendered to us the
freedom of the grounds.
Although President Musgrove and
Mr. Ralph Ely gave very entertaining
talks, the success of this meeting was
due especially to the energy of Mr.
Schmeiske, who, though small in stature, has a very large heart and wonderfriends during a

ful

energy.

At the apiaries

of

Flintstone farm

THE CRANE ESTATE. MRS CRANE TENDERED TO THE BEEKEEPERS2THE
FREEDOM OF THE GROUNDS
many wild blossoms and immense fields of buckwheat for fall pasture. Only 10 miles away was the home
of the famous Alexander, who kept as
clover,

many

as 700 colonies in a single apiary.

His son still continues the business
and attended the meeting. I also met
N. D. West, of queen-cell protector
fame, a very expert beekeeper, and inspector Chas. Stewart, another wellknown inspector, and dozens of other
large producers. There were 16 to 18
ladies present, a fair number, although
this record was to be beaten at the
Adirondack meeting, where half of the
attendance were ladies.
The bees were working very strongly,
at the Wright apiary.
Mr. Wright has

THE CRANE ESTATE WHERE THE BERKSHIRE BEEKEEPERS- MEETING
WAS HELD

a very simple way to increase the entrance and ventilating opportunities of
the strong colonies. He simply draws
the hive forward on its bottom-board
until it projects beyond it four or five
inches, more or less, according to requirements.
Mr. West stated having had a surplus
of 1300 pounds of dandelion honey,
one year, and that it granulated very
readily.
Mr. Stewart spoke of fruit

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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January

bloom honey

also being prompt to
Neither of these products
ever harvested in sufficient quantity

granulate.
is

make
The question of

in Illinois to

a test.

the cost of comb to
the bees was raised and the opinions
expressed varied between 10 and 20
pounds of honey for each pound of
comb. This is far from the French
writer Sylviac, who claimed that the
cost rarely exceeds two pounds of
honey, in favorable circumstances. But
those men are experienced and I believe their opinion is based on plausible grounds.
It will interest our readers to learn
that Mr. Wright is one of the pioneers
beekeeping.
In 1871,
of American
when only 20 years of age, he described
in the American Bee Journal (November, 1871, page 110), a home-made honey
extractor, the tank of which was made
of wood coated with beeswax. The
honey extractor was then a novelty
and was not yet manufactured for sale.
Mr. Wright was also for several years
one of the officers of the National

Association.

The Importance of Bees in
Horticulture
BY

L.

H.

PAMMEL.
of

the

in

of fruit

has long been recognized. Without bees we would have very little fruit,
very little alfalfa or clover seed.
Dr. Joseph Gotlieb Kolreuter, a German naturalist who studied the hydridi1761 to 1766,
zation of plants from
made some observations on the pollination of plants. In one of his treaties
he says, " Experience has taught me

MASS..

ESTATE OF

F. G.

CRANE

Apiary of Ralph A. Ely

which has long been asserted
concerning the fig tree, is true of many

that this,

other plants, some of them very common. In all cucumber plants, in all
sword lilies, and in not a few plants of

meadow

family, pollination of the
female flowers and stigmas is effected
by insects. I was amazed when I made
this discovery in one of these plants
for the first time and saw that nature
had left so important a matter as reproduction to a mere chance, to a fortunate accident.
amazement was

the

bees
connecTHE importance
with
production
tion

FLINTSTONE FARM. DALTON,

My

gradually converted, however, by prolonged observation, to admiration of
the means, at first sight casual, but in
fact most rare which the wise Creator
employs to secure reproduction."
A second German, Konard Sprengel,

HOME APIARY OF

W.

U,

made

number

of observations
says in his preface,
" In the summer of 1787, while I carefully watched the flower of the wild
a large

He

on flowers.

geranium {Geranium syh'aticuni), I
found that the bases of its petals were
provided on the inner side and on both
edges with fine soft hairs. Convinced
that the wise Creator of Nature has
brought forth not even a single hair
without some particular design, I considered what purpose these hairs might
serve." Then he discusses how these
hairs prevent the nectar from being

worked out by the rain. He made
many observations on the plants of
Germany, 500 species in all. He made
this

remarkable statement:

that Nature

WRIGHT, AT Al.TAMONT,

N. Y.

is

" It

seems

unwilling that any flower
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own
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pollen."

Thomas Andrew Knight,
this

statement:

"No

in 1709, made
plant fertilizes

through many generations." This
conclusion was drawn from his experiments. Darwin's first work in connection with the Leguminos:e (1858) indicated that seeds were not produced as
abundantly where the insects were excluded from flowers by means of a net,
itself,

in his work on the "Fertilization
" Nature tells us
of Orchids," he says
in the most emphatic manner that she
abhors perpetual self-fertilization ;" a

and

:

statement too strong because there are
many plants which continuously fertilize themselves.
Let us take a few illustrations to
show how important bees are to plants
in the production of seed.
We may use the red clover as an
illustration.
Darwin estimated that 100
heads of red clover bear about 2720
seeds.

He

covered 100 heads to keep

bees out and found that no seeds were
produced. He asserted that the clover
could not fertilize itself. Some experiments made at Ames under my direction by Mr. H. S. Coe, show this conclusively.
Mr. Coe took pollen, placed
it on the stigma
of the same flower,
and in no case did seed set.
In another experiment the pollen
was taken from another flower of the
same plant and placed on the stigma,
with the result
that
no seed was
formed. When, however, the pollen is
brought from another plant and placed
.on the stigma, seed is produced. For
four seasons experiments were made
at Ames with the honeybee as follows
placed a swarm in a cage containing red clover. The cage was made
of wire netting, large enough to exclude all other bees and large insects,
permitting the honeybee to go out and
in.
Later the seed was harvested. The
results are interesting as showing the
importance of the honeybee in the
production of clover seed.
:

We

PRECIPITATION,
Year

.lune

1911.
1915.

.2.05
.2.58

July

Aug.

.61

3.28
3.37

Seeds
per head

7.13

37.2
18.79

THE EDITOR ADDRESSING THE EASTERN NEW YORK BEEKEEPERS AT THE
APIARY OF W. D. WRIGHT

A check cage of smaller size and
near the bee-cage, but without bees,
produced almost no seed. A few seeds
were found in some of the clover
heads, but we thought the seed in these
heads might have been caused by some
small creeping insect conveying the
pollen from another plant.
Fields of red clover to which honeybees, bumblebees and other insects had
access had an abundance of seed.
These experiments, it seems to me,
should convince the skeptic that bees
are important in the pollination of the
red clover.
The strawberry is another plant
where insects are necessary to produce
good fruit. In some varieties, the
staminate and
pistillate flowers are
borne on different plants. I think it
was Prof. Waugh who conducted an
experiment to determine whether the

wind could carry the pollen. He exposed gelatin plates which should contain the pollen grains if carried by the
wind. In not a single case did he find
the pollen grains of the strawberry.
pollinators of the strawberry are honeybees and other small

The regular
bees.

The pollination of the grape is
brought about by bees, the wild grape
of

Iowa woods

dia-cious.

is

Many

of

the cultivated grapes are sterile when
pollinated with their own pollen. Prof.
Beach, who conducted some extensive
experiments says: "Such kinds, when
they are self-pollinated only, bear no
fruit or produce more or less imperfectly filled clusters." " An examination of the results which are summarized in Table III shows that Amina
gave scarcely any fruit when fertilized
with the imperfectly self-fertile sorts,
Brighton and Wyoming, but fruited
freely when fertilized with the self-fer-

Niagara, Worden and CatawBarry gave no fruit when pollinated with either Black Eagle or Her,
cules, but mixed vineyards were well

tile sorts,

ba.

with fruit."

" In

previous experigrapes which are
or nearly so have shown
about as little ability to fertilize other
self-sterile sorts as they have for fertilizing themselves. In the tests here
reported they have usually likewise
filled

ments varieties of
self-sterile

failed

to

fertilize self-fertile varieties.

Indications are seen, however, that the
pollen in some instances is not altogether important, but that its own pistils are less congenial than those of
some other varieties. Further investigation is needed to learn whether the
self-fertility arises because the pollen is
deficient in amount, or is not well developed, or is uncongenial to its own
variety."

RESIDENCE OF W.

D.

WRIGHT. OF ALTAMONT.

N. V.

Every gardener knows that bees are
important in pollinating the cucumber.
It is a common practice to have bees
in the cucumber house.
Very few
cucumbers would set without bees.
The tomato is sometimes self-pollinated, but bees are certainly an important factor in producing good fruit
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results of Prof. Fink and others
indicate this beyond a doubt, but in
one of the experiments reported the
first tomato produced by close fertilization contained 48 seeds, the average
number of seeds for the variety being
more than 200; the fruits were below
the average in size. Other observations
recorded by this writer indicate that
the size of the fruit is slightly increased
and that the crossed fruits have a
greater tendency to be irregular than
those not crossed.
The various species of plums are also
pollinated by insects and the bee is imWhen insects are excluded
portant.
Prof. Waugh found
fruit will not set.
that out of 153 blossoms, covered, of
the Arkansas Lombard, no fruit set;
that out of 457 blossoms, covered, of
the wild goose (^Pru)!ns Americana), no
fruit set; and that out of 90 blossoms,
covered, of the Japanese plum (Maru),

The

It has long been recogfruit set.
nized that bees are important in the
pollination of the apple and pear. Experiments made by Waite show the
Baldwin apples produce better fruit
when cross-fertilized. Waugh obtained
interesting results in some experiments
conducted in Vermont, only three apples having set out of 2586 blossoms
covered, or little more than one-tenth
of one percent. Of these the Baldwin,

no

Esopus, Fameuse set some

fruit.

varieties are generally considered

whom

the poison has absolutely no
by reason of their having been
stung so frequently that they have be-

effect

come immune.
The theory is supported by
ment

the state-

French doctors advise their
consumptives to keep bees. If there is
anything in the theory a good many
claim that the remedy is worse than
the disease. This is not so, however,
and it is astonishing how soon one can
become so accustomed to being stung
that

that

very

little

notice

is

taken of

it.

Having reached this stage there is absolutely no swelling or inconvenience
from the after effects.
If after a sting is received it is rubbed
out quickly with the finger nail before
the poison bag has time to pulsate and
pump much of the virus into the wound
very little pain will be experienced,
and the homeopathic doses thus received will in course of time cause entire immunity, with a minimum of suf-

fering.

Nelson, B. C.

January

No.

24.—The Honey-Producing
Plants
BY FRANK

Photoeraphs with

this

C.

PELLETT.

number by J. M.

come again

this issue we
IN South.
The two

herewith are

little

YELLOW WOOD.
The yellow wood, Cladrastis
(same as Virgilia

lutea), is a

more

We

Ames, Iowa.

BY W.

J.

to

SHEPPARD.

THE above

is the subject of a leading article in a recent issue of
the British Bee Journal, to which
attention had been previously drawn by
It is stated that the
a correspondent.
question is considered of such far
reaching importance that the Royal
Faculty of Medicine have asked for enquiries to be made respecting it. The
editor will therefore be glad to hear
from any person in a position to throw
any light on the matter.
The theory is that people who keep
bees and have become immune to sting
poison, which is one of the strongest
antiseptics known, consisting of formic
acid with slight traces of malic and
other acids, become also immune from
cancer, consumption, neuritis, or any

zymotic disease. The inferthat the sting poison acts as a
protection against noxious germs by
purifying the blood, and has given rise
to the suggestion that zymotic diseases
can be prevented or warded off by injections of a similar nature, if it can be
satisfactorily proven that beekeepers

form
ence

of

is

as a whole, who have become immune
to the poison, are free from these diseases. Of course, it does not apply to

beekeepers who habitually protect
themselves against stings-andlonly^get
lung occasionally, but to those on

FIG.

96.-BLOSSOMS OF

lulea
tree con-

It is found
fined to a limited range.
principally in Kentucky, Tennessee and
North Carolina. While it may be found
to some extent in the States adjoining
the three mentioned, it is rare except
It is recorded
in very limited areas.
as occurring on shaded bluffs in the
Tennessee valley in Alabama, and may
be looked for in similar situations in
Mississippi, Georgia or South Carolina.
The flowers are white as can be seen

These

Beekeepers Immune
Zymotic Diseases?

the

in the southeastern States.

may conclude that bees are
essential for the production of a fruitand-seed crop of some agricultural
Every horticulturist should
plants.
keep a few colonies of bees to insure a
crop of fruit.

Are

to

described
known except

trees

self-fertile.

or less

Btichanati

Franklin, Tenn.

THE YELLOWAWOOD
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from Fig. 96, and appear in April and
May. The panicles are sometimes a
foot long. According to the notes
furnished by Air. Buchanan the honey
has a strong, distinctive flavor and is

Tennessee
flora of
States. The showy flowers
at Fig. 07.

nectar-secreting

and nearby

are shown
Atlantic, Iowa.
CopyriKht: 1917. by Frank C. Pellett.

amber in color.
The wood is heavy and hard and

light

yields a yellow dye.
as Kentucky yellow

It is known also
wood and gopher

Selling

wood.

Honey by Automobile
in Montana

TULIP TREE OR YELLOW POl'LAR.
tree, Liriodendron tidififera,
also known as yellow poplar, is a very
large tree often growing to a height of
from 100 to 140 feet and a diameter of
six to nine feet. It is found from
southern New England west to southern Michigan and south to the Gulf
It is
States, east of the Mississippi.
also found to a limited extent in south-

The tulip

eastern Missouri and eastern Arkansas.
It blooms in April and May and pro-

duces a light amber honey of good
flavor.

According to Buchanan the honey
yield from this source is heavy and the
tree is an important addition to the

BY GEORGE W. YORK.
have been many ways of
THERE
disposing of the honey produced
by beekeepers, but perhaps not
have, as yet, used the automobile
to the extent that Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Sires have done the past year or two.
They found that as Washington was

many

good bee-country, and beekeepers increased in numbers, it brought more
honey on the market, for which a place
must be found. As the smaller producers did not launch out, it was left
for the larger ones, like the Sires
brothers, to take hold and find a more
extensive market. So they figured.

a

17

They found

it almost impossible to
grocers to handle honey to any
advantage by pushing the sales along,

get

and for several reasons. One was
they were not interested; another,
were not capable of explaining
many uses of honey, as they had

that

they
the

not

used it themselves. Some think it is to
be used only on the table, and call it a
luxury. But not so, for honey can be
used in many ways. Therefore, as the
Sires brothers had the honey, they decided to find a market for it. But as
they could not reach the main honeyeaters (the farmers) by railroad, they
bought an automobile, and had it fixed
up in proper shape for selling honey, as
shown in the illustration herewith.
It took some fine figuring, as they
wanted to carry their " hotel " with
them, for many times they found it
hard to get a place to stop over night,
although the farmers, as a rule, are the
most free-hearted and generous people one can meet.
After getting things all arranged,
Arthur Sires and his hustling helpmeet
started out. October 26, 1915, they left
their home
in
Wapato, Wash., and
after traveling over 3600 miles they
landed at Ryegate, Mont, where they
made a short visit with a sister of Mr.
Sires, a Mrs. Gregg. This was July 14,
During that time they disposed
1916.
of over 47,800 pounds of honey, mostly
at retail.

They followed the railroad mainly,
so as to take in each town. They would
usually drive up to the post-office and
meet many who were coming in for
their mail.

Some

of

them would buy

honey,

while
others
would stand
around and ask questions, which were
gladly answered, as far as Mr. and Mrs.
Sires were able to do.
When they found they had been "on
exhibition" long enough, they would
make a house-to-house canvass, where
they found many who were glad to
listen to the explanations of the real
value of honey as a food, and the many
ways in which it could be used, .such as
making cakes, cookies, gems, putting
up fruit, preserves and jellies. Mrs.
Sires being along, she would speak
from personal experience, which helped
greatly.

They also had 1000 recipe books explaining how extracting is done, and
the numerous ways in which honey is
used in cooking and otherwise. They
found so many who were ignorant of
the real value of honey, that there was
need to explain, and also leave literature for them to read.
Mr. Sires now has an order in for
5000 recipe books, which they expect
to hand out to those who are interested.

They may

never hear again

from some of those people they saw,
and to whom they sold honey, but Mr!
and Mrs. Sires feel that the seed has'
been sown on good ground, and some
one will reap the reward some day.
Another thing they did in the way of
advertising that is well worth mentioning, was the putting
up of small
printed wooden sign-boards on fences
along the way, telling where honey
could be bought of the Sires brothers.
Mr. Sires said it was surprising how
many orders they got through those
signboards.
Mr. and Mrs. Sires are now located
at Great Falls, Mont., with a branch
FIG.

97.

-BLOSSOMS OF THE TULIP TREE

house.

They

find

Montana

a

good
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field in

to 'sell honey,

which

Montana honey

although

also fine. But there
is so little of it, as the summers are so
short; therefore, the demand cannot
be supplied with local honey, which
thus leaves room for others to come
in and take advantage of the shortage.
If you want to have a good outing,
and also see the,; country, just extract
your honey in the fall, get an automobile,

and then

is

start out.

Mr. and Mrs.

Sires surely have tested out their plan
of disposing of the honey crop, and it
certainly works well. No doubt others
will " go and do likewise."
Mr. Sires passed through Sandpoint,
Idaho, twice during the recent few

my good fortune
it was
him and 'have several interest-

months, and
to meet

He uses
with him.
ing interviews
paper packages, shipping the honey in
60-pound tin cans to where he wants to
retail it, and then fills the smaller packages with it there.
While there is 'a great deal to the
producing end of honey, unless it is
well sold the results are not very encouraging. It is seldom, however, that

performance becomes sensational

rather^^^ sections so that

than educational, it is unworthy of any
self respecting beekeeper.
Because it
has seemed impossible to avoid the element of sensation I have chosen to
abandon the practice, although offered
a very attractive opening for giving it
on Chautauqua platforms next season.
There are some very good reasons
why beekeepers should use the live bee
demonstration.
If
one is a good
speaker it gives a splendid opening to
inform the public concerning the production of honey, its proper care and

The results are
particularly striking after it has been
given to an audience of children. If
properly veiled suggestions are thrown
out, a considerable portion of them will
go home and induce their mothers to
order honey at once.
importance as a food.

Many wrong
bees,

January

impressions concerning
which can be corrected in con-

nection with such a public appearance,
can be presented to so many people in
no other way. Demonstrations at fairs

it

could be taken apart

and crated for shipment. I soon found
that I was carrying about more bees
and more weight than was necessary.
A small hive which would contain four
frames and allow some extra space was
made for the purpose. Four dry extracting combs were placed in this
small hive and as many bees as seemed
desirable were shaken onto the frames.
This hive was fitted with a canvas
cover and handles so that it could be
carried like a suit case.
Enough feed to keep the bees during
the trip was given either in the form of
honey or of sugar syrup. On one occasion, before dry combs were substituted
for combs from the hive, I lost the bees
which I was taking with me for a demonstration. It was a very hot day and
the coach in which I was riding was
very close. The bees crowded against
the wire cloth above the frames in a
dense mass and remained there until
the combs had melted down, and most
of the bees were so mussed up that

good producer of honey is also a
good honey salesman, but I believe
that with the methods used by Mr.
a

almost any beekeeper could
Sires
easily dispose of his honey crop, regardless of its size. At any rate, the
plan is well worth a sincere trial.
Sandpoint, Idaho.

About Bee Demonstrations
BY FRANK

AFTER
stration

C.

PELLETT.

bee demonconjunction with a

giving a live
in

public lecture for several years,

have decided that it is of very doubthave discontinued it.
ful value and
There is nothing which will attract
more attention in an average locality
than such a demonstration, and if it
I

to control the nature of
the publicity that resulted, a properly
conducted demonstration might be
valuable. I have always taken pains to
explain that there is no mystery connected with the performance, and that
nothing which might be dona would be
strange to well informed beekeepers.
After explaining in detail the manipulation of the hive as practiced by beekeepers generally and the method of
controlling the bees, I have often been
confronted by glaring headlines in the

were possible

newspapers something

like this, "

SAM-

SON IN THE LION'S DEN HAD A
SNAP COMPARED TO THIS." The
reporters never overlooked such an
opportunity for a sensational story and
the kind of publicity that usually results often does more harm than good,
both to the operator and to the industry.
Personally, I have never undertaken
such stunts as some do. I regard it as
a serious mistake to don a bathing suit
for such a performance. I formerly
removed my coat, but of late have decided that it is better to make no spe-

As far as I
way of stunts

cial display of preparation.

am

willing to go in the
with bees and put it on
fill a hat
my head. Of course, the bees are handled freely with the bare hands, which
is amply sufficient to make the average
crowd gasp.
In my opinion, all that is desirable
in such a demonstration is to show the
usual manipulations of.the hive. If the
is

to

MR.

AND

MRS.

ARTHUR

SIRES

ON THEIR 3600 MILE TOUR

are of doubtful value at any time.

The

constantly moving and is
there only for what is to be seen. Unless one can talk to the same people
for several minutes there is little opportunity to give an intelligent presentation of the subject. Much depends
upon the speaker, his skill in presenting his subject and the attitude
which he chooses to assume. Too
many men cannot avoid the temptation
to appear in a sensational light, and to
seem to exercise some mysterious influence over the bees. To place oneself on the level of the ordinary street
fakir is to cheapen the entertainment
and leave a wrong impression in the
minds of the audience.

crowd

is

EQtJIPMENT FOR DEMONSTRATIONS.

The tendency with me has been constantly to lighten the equipment carried from place to place. During the
years of my early experience I used a
full colony of bees and a laige wire
cage. The hive was covered with wire
screen to keep the bees from smothering, and shipped from place to place

by express.

The cage was made

in

little

On

IN

IQ15

SELLING HONEY

could be done with the
arriving at

outfit.

my destination

I

found

myself in a quandary. There seemed to
be no beekeeper worthy of the name
within reach. I was advertised to give
a live bee demonstration the following
afternoon, and no bees were in sight
with which to do it. Since it was late
at the time the town was reached there
seemed nothing to do but wait until
morning and go in search of bees. The
most diligent search failed to locate
anything but a colony of black bees in
a huge box about as big as a trunk.
The frames were missing and combs
were built in various windings, common to box-hive bees. Since there
was nothing else available it was the
big box or nothing, so I negotiated
with the owner for the loan of his bees
for a rental of one dollar for the day.
My unfortunate hive was carefully
cleaned and the combs pieced back into
the frames as well as was possible and
tied in place.
The big bo.x was then
moved a rod or two away and the little
hive placed in its former position. The
bees in the bo.x were then smoked tremendously until they came pouring out
of the hive in a perfect cloud. After

'
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working for an hour I finally got a
quart or two of the bees into my little
hive and gave the demonstration without mishap.
One traveling with a live bee

was spread over the wire-cloth on top
the hive to give as many bees as
possible access to it. Within a few
of

minutes

demon-

more kinds of experihe ever dreamed possible.
The janitor will often decide that the
crate containing the cage is full of
some new fangled window screens and
proceed to nail them to the side of the
building or raise some kind of rumpus
because he was not consulted before an
order for screens was placed. On one
occasion an express driver, who was
sent to transfer the outfit to another
building where the demonstration was
to be repeated before another audience,
took it to another railroad and shipped
My address was painted
it by freight.
on the outside of the crate to avoid its
going astray. It so happened that they
were loading a car of freight at the
time the driver reached the depot, and
stration will find

ence than

the bees
To get

would all be taken up and
w3uld be very quiet.
young bees I usually went to

it

a hive, in the middle of the day, when
the old force would be in the field, or
moved the hive several feet from its
normal position for several hours. It
is the old bees which are most likely
to make trouble, and in this way it is
easy to avoid getting them into the
traveling hive.
Persons who aspire to give public
demonstrations frequently ask what
should receive for such
price they

That question can be answered
only in a general way. The beekeeper
who wishes to advertise his product at
his country fair may well aflford to give
the demonstration without compensation, for the advertising it brings him.
But when a man must carry his outfit
work.
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by requesting the authorities to conas a nuisance and remove from
the public highway a hedge of eucalyptus trees, and an equal number were
for " peace at any price," in all things.
The proponents needed one more
"yea," and my seat on the fence was
not rendered more comfortable by the
knowledge that I held the balance of
power.
Fortunately we were completely engrossed in our new possessions. We
hovered over them as a mother her
first-born, always
deeply concerned
over the welfare of her Majesty, the
Queen, and when the bees flew away
and failed to come back immediately,

demn

we

started

in a

mad

pursuit that

all

too frequently came to an abrupt end
just outside the imposing iron gates of
my neighbor's garden, which were
locked against human intruders. We
wondered if the weather were too
warm for " our little friends," and noting that the hives were stationed in the
shade of the much debated eucalyptus
trees, we fell to wondering if they were
warm enough, which again brought us
back to the question of that petition.
It was 20 years ago that my neighbor
across the way planted the hedge all
round his 10 acre lot. That was long
before we became neighbors, and it was
also many years before the trees had
attained sufficient growth seriously to
compromise friendly relations with
other old residents near by. But later
arrivals were not so fortunate. The
trees towering more than 70 feet, not

only separated even more completely
from its surroundings the already
secluded 10 acres, but also divided the
community against itself. Those living
on one side claimed "too much shade,"
and on the other,
obstruction to
view." The fruit orchard of a third
had ceased to bear, owing to the sustenance of the soil having been extracted by the long roots of the trees
that spread in every direction while a
fourth complainant was completely

CAGE FOR BEE DEMONSTRATIONS AND CRATE IN WHICH
FROM PLACE TO PLACE
within a few minutes it was on its way.
!The particular railroad to which it was
delivered does not pass anywhere near
my home and I did not see the outfit
again for weeks.

The cage method was finally abandoned
when the address was to be given before
an audience in a Chautauqua tent or
auditorium. At a fair some kind of cage
is necessary as the crowd is moving all
the time and in every direction. The
Chautauqua audience, however,

is

at a

sufficient distance from the speaker, so
that there is little annoyance from flying

bees if properly handled. It is sometimes difficult to gather all the bees
back into the hive and the speakers
who follow are often very timid about
standing among flying bees.
At the last, my equipment consisted
only of the little hive with two dry extracting combs and two empty frames
to

allow

more clustering space and

better ventilation.

In addition, a small

smoker was carried to show the audience how bees are controlled by the
jse of smoke. In order to insure that
the bees would be peaceable when the
live was opened, they were fed liberilly on honey an hour or two before
[he lecture.
A small stream of honey

IT IS SHIPPED

for firewood.
As for us, we

and take the time
from his work, it is worth something.
What one can get depends upon his
ability to entertain a crowd.
At the
start I gave demonstrations for $25
each. At the last I was getting $60 for
each demonstration, and was offered a
much better price to continue through
another Chautauqua season.
for a long distance

man can make more
own bee-yard at that sea-

In general a

money

in his

son of the yearthan he can by traveling

from place

to place giving public exhi-

From my own

experience, I
can assure the reader that it is also

bitions.

agreeable, and I am now inapiaries with the expectation that the added sales of honey will
more than make up the difference in
income from giving up the public
address.

much more

creasing

Ny

my

Neighbor's Garden

BY CHARLES DUFF STUART.
advent on
THEhoney-bees

our

diverted

mollified when the lower and more
dangerous of the overhanging branches
were sawed off and presented to him

premises of
all thought

from theproposed petition. Many
of our neighbors were in favor of settling once for all a vexatious question

admired the splendid
avenue bordered by the tall straight

sentinels, as did all newcomers; but
after paying a workman - third check
to clear away the long leaves that clog
the gutters of our cabin roof during

heavy storms,

and

efforts to free the

numerous

futile

yard of fallen limbs,

grew thoughtful and wondered if the
rumors I had heard concerning the undesirability of that hedge were not
I

true.

I

remonstrated with

my

neigh-

bor's gardener who helped me rake
and burn the trash. Even my neighbor

himself came out and helped until
finally he declared he wished he had
never planted those trees; it cost so
much to clean up the rubbish.

He was

so emphatic that I wondered
after all I would not be doing him a
real kindness to support the aforesaid
petition.
I hinted that the cause of the
if

trouble might be removed, but he refused to consider it. " What, remove
trees that had taken 20 years to grow!
Besides, they were too tall to cut.
There was no room for them to fall,
and no one would take such a job anyway."
I
could have suggested our

anamic

neighbor who would have
hazarded most any undertaking for
firewood; but I held my peace also to

'
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the top rail of the fence. I had more
personal worries. Our bees that had
shown such activity earlier in the sum-

mer had almost ceased

and were
and
whereas I had formerly been alarmed
lest they would fail to come back, I
had now become alarmed because they
would not fly forth.
This state of affairs had become
almost intolerable when one bright
morning about Nov. 15, we heard a
subdued roaring which grew louder as
we crossed the road. It came from
above. We looked up and discovered
our bees busy in the tops of the eucalyptus trees, in which hung great clusters of white bloom.
By using a huge
pair of pruning shears that operate
with rope and pulley, the head gardener
brought down a splendid specimen.
We carried our treasure to the house.
It was as large as a small Christmas
tree.
Soon the books and papers on
the table beneath its spreading branches
were daubed with a substance similar
to molasses, which we discovered came
from the cups of the flowers. The disc
of the nectar cup in the eucalypts is
fully as large as a 10 cent piece, and in
to

fly,

cross to the point of savagery;

bee might be sucking the nectar
through its tongue or, rather, through
the round tube on the tongue.

The blossoms continued throughout
winter and disappeared entirely
only about the first of June. During
that time there was no month when the
hives did not contain some brood. The

the

January
bees were on .the wing, almost rain or
shine, since they actually dodged out
between showers whenever the sun
was warm enough to start the nectar to
flowing. I did no winter feeding last
year and the colonies came into spring
with the hives full of stores.

One day my neighbor unlocked

the

the room at a temperature of 70 degrees,
yields two or three heavy drops of
fluid when held in any position out of
the horizontal.
removed the spray to the porch

We

it was eagerly pounced upon by
the bees. Through a magnifying glass,
the bee appeared to dip its tongue deep
and suck up the nectar rather than lap
up the liquid where the flow is more
Close observation showed a
slow.
pumping motion or convulsive movement of the abdomen, as though the

where

A

ROW OF EUCALYPTUS. THE "TALL STRAIGHT SENTINELS"
(Photograph by Alice Coldwell)

iron gates and crossed the road to wish
me a Happy New Year. As he turned
away he noticed the row of white hives.
" What do your bees get to eat in the
winter?" he asked evidently associating flowers and bees only with springtime.

"Just now," I replied, "they are living off your eucalyptus hedge."
He eyed me cannily for a moment,
then as a satisfied grin overspread his
features, "Well, I'm glad those trees
have been found good for something,
at last."

Los Gatos,

A

Calif.

Farmer Beekeeper's
BY

C.

E.

Success

MILLER.

AM

I

living on a farm ten miles north
of Scranton, Pa., where, in 1812, my

grandfather settled

;

here

my

father

was born and died, and here I also first
saw the light of day. My residence,
which has all modern conveniences, is
the third to be built on the same cellar,
and is only one of several buildings
erected by the financial aid of the bees.
In the spring of 1870 I attended a
public sale where I purchased a large
hive of black bees at $8.25, and well do
I remember tying it with a rope for its
removal, as it was split from top to
bottom. This colony was the nucleus
of my present apiary.
When these bees swarmed I put them
inTa movable-frame hive, transferring
also the parent colony. It was in 1875
that I bought my first Italian bees of

A SPLENDID SPECIMEN OF THE EUCALYTUS BLOSSOM
(Photograph by Alice Coldwell)

one George Cramer, of Thompkinsand to him 'credit is due for

ville. Pa.,

bringing to

my attention

the American

,

|
(
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Bee Journal, for which

I subscribed,
constant reader for 25
years, and then failed to renew.
I
missed its regular visits more than
I anticipated, so before that year ended
I sent my remittance, which I have not
failed to do since, making 41 years
I
have taken it.
All these years I
have carried on farming in connection with beekeeping.
For thirty years I have made my own
foundation, and that of neighboring

continuing

a

bee-keepers, on a

Given press
also
most of my hives, using a Barnes' foot
consider
them
power saw, and
as accu;

rately constructed as those turned out
by factories.
present apiary numbers 115 colonies.
had a bountiful fall honey

My

We

flow from buckwheat and

goldenrod.
European foulbrood first made its appearance in my yard about five years
ago, and I have put up a strenuous
fight against it, and in this I found the
American Bee Journal an invaluable
aid, proving once more that we are
never too old to learn.

APIARY OF

C. E.

MILLER AT CLARK'S SUMMIT PA
the egg," and

we

also say

:

"

The young

worker-bee hatches out of its cell three
weeks after the laying of the egg.
According to that the same being
hatches twice, and some have advocated that the word "hatch" should
apply to the first act only, and that in
the second case we should say, " The
young worker-bee emerges from its
cell three weeks after the laying of the
egg.
It might, however,
be a little
awkward in some cases to be denied
the use of the word "hatch " with both
meanings. It would hardly do to say,
"All our queens ate emerg-ed in incubators."

However all this may be, it is plain
that in the ad the hatching in the incubator refers to the emergence of the
queen from her

new

in that.

there was

about
heat,

HOME OF

C. E.

in

I find
sale for

my

WHO HAS

BEEN A SUBSCRIBER TO THE AMERICAN
BEE JOURNAL FOR MANY YEARS

MILLER.

ray home market a ready
entire crop, and this mar-

ket demands both comb and extracted
honey, for which I am always able to
obtain a fair price. I formerly kept a

BEE-t^EPiNG

part of the

which

bees in a house, the use of

have discontinued, as I lost a
large percentage of queens at the matI

ing season.
Clark's Summit, Pa.

^

For Women

Conducted bv Miss Emma M. Wilson. Mareneo.

How
In

to

Hatch Bee-Eggs

in

an Incubator

American Bee Journal

cember,

1916,

page

424,

for

?

De-

"Montana"

asks the question, "Can you give me
some information on how to hatch
bee-eggs in an incubator?" and Dr.
Miller replies, "No; I never heard of
bees' eggs being hatched in an incubator, and very much doubt if it can be
done."
A California sister, Virginia P. Hewsends an ad
to;, this,
itt,'' referring

111.

clipped from the Diamond Match Co.'s
catalog, the ad offering queens for sale,
" All our
and the statement is made
queens are hatched in Petaluma elec" I read
tric incubators."
She adds
:

:

a

few days ago of an Oregon

woman

who had hatched some queens

in an
incubator just as an e.xperiment."
It is perhaps unfortunate that in beekeeping parlance the word "hatch " is
used with two different meanings. We
say "The young larva hatches out of
the egg three days after the laying'of

A

There is nothing
good many years ago

cell.

much

hatching

and

it

was

said

in

bee literature

queens by

artificial

then practiced to a

considerable extent.
When young
queens are hatched in an incubator,
the cells are put in the incubator after
they are sealed; probably the riper the
better, for it has not been claimed that
better queens were reared in an incubator, only that it was more convenient for the beekeeper; just as it is for
his convenience that queen nurseries
of the present day are used.
But the hatching about which "Montana " inquired was the hatching of
If
f^S'-^i which is quite another affair.
any one thinks Dr. Miller is not justiin
doubting the possibility of
hatching bee-eggs in an incubator, it
ought not to be a hard thing to test the
matter. Just put in the eggs, and then
watch for the appearance of the tiny
larvre.
Even if the young grub should
appear, it would hardly survive very
long without the presence of nursebees to feed it. On the other hand,
fied

when

a sealed cell is put in a nursery,

and the young queen emerges from it,
she will get along quite well for a
number of days with no nurse-bees
present, provided a lump of queencandy has been put in the compartment
•

with her.
Wintering
I

ter

am'very doubtful as
my bees. We have

to
a

how

to win-

cement base-
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ment in which we have a heating plant
for the house, and we have placed the
hives in the basement and have left
the entrances open. The bees fly out,
and, of course, get cold and immediately fall to the floor. Can you advise

me how

winter them under such
[Mrs.] A. J. Berg.
Thief River Falls, Minn.
to

conditions.

You

say you have placed your bees

in the cellar.
It was a mistake to put
bees in cellar in October. No wonder
they are not quiet in their hives. The
first thing to be done is to hustle them
out of the cellar and onto the summer
stands. Then put them into the cellar
again the next day after the last flight
they take before winter sets in. It will
take some guessing to know just when
that will be, and possibly, in your locality in Minnesota, it may be safe to assume that when bees fly any day after
the middle of November that that is
their last flight, and that they should
be cellared the next day.
With a heating plant in the cellar,
like enough the problem will be to
keep the cellar cool enough without
letting too much light in for the cellar must be kept dark.
But if it is with
you as it is here, the heat in the cellar
will be an advantage, for it will allow
you to have abundance of pure air without cooling the cellar too much. Possibly it is so that you can let the air
come into the room where the bees are,
in some indirect way, so as to leave the
bees in the dark. If not, then you can

good queens
structions,

Brenner's

it

after

his

very kind in-

certainly will not be Mr.

fault.

My

son, age 14, has been a beekeeper
for five years with seven colonies of
his own, which he has paid for out of
the proceeds from his honey. He is
also a subscriber of the American Bee
Journal and takes great interest in
reading it. Mr. Brenner praised the
condition of his hives and he is now
more enthusiastic than ever.

am

writing this to let you know
very thankful to the American Bee Journal for being the means
of my becoming acquainted with Mr.
I

that

I feel

Brenner and

his method of queen rearing.
[Mrs ] J. T. Fitzsimon.
Castroville, Tex.
It is

good

to

know

that

you are

in-

January
terested

in

rearing

queens, for that

almost certainly means

improvement

of stock, since you will no doubt keep
track of the yield of each colony and
breed from the best.
In the picture you are seen holding
a frame flat, and you may be told that
a frame should never be held in that
way, lest the comb break out, and that
a certain routine of motions should be
made in turning a frame over, so as to
avoid holding a frame flat at any time.
That was all right 50 years or so ago,
but in these days of wiring and foundation splints there is no need to have
combs so insecure that they will fall

out

when

held flat. Generally one can
the cells better when holding
the frame flat, and it saves time in
handling. At any rate, in this locality
frames are held just as you hold them.
see into

;

cool the bees off at night and keep all
closed daytime. You will likely find a
temperature of about 50 degrees best,
but at any rate try to keep it at that
point where the bees are quietest. Keep
the bees content in their hives by keeping the cellar dark, at the right temperature, and with plenty of pure air.

Queen-Rearing

Since having the pleasure of meeting
the Editor at Hondo, Medina Co., Tex.,
last spring, I had a visitor to my apiary
here in Castroville, in the person of
Mr. Henry Brenner, of Seguin. He
came in response to an inquiry of mine
for more light on the subject of queen
rearing. His article on that subject,
which I read last spring in the American Bee Journal, seemed to me to be

MRS.

J.

T.

FITZSIMON AND HER SON IN THEIR SMALL APIARY AT
CASTROVILLE, TEX.

Miscellaneous

with very valuable suggestions,
and if I don't succeed in rearing some
filled

^ News

—

Honey Crop of 1916 The monthly
crop report of the Department of Agriculture for November, 191(j, gives a
comparison of the average per-colony
yield in the years 1915-1916.

average for

The

total

the entire United
States is 42.3 pounds per colony, and in
191(i 52.8, a difference of 10>4 pounds,
with an increased spring-count number
of colonies of 2.8 percent. The crop
of section comb honey is 40.3 percent,
1915, in

that of extracted 39 5 percent,
of bulk

comb honey

and that

the queen

Out

the 1915 crop, 75 pounds in
in 1915.

1916 to 35

The pporest showing

is

by North Carolina, which shows only
pounds per colony, a decrease from
1915 of 19 pounds.
The total increase of production of
honey is 23.3 percent, and as prices are
about as high as last year, the dollar
and cent result will prove very satis23

factory.

Of the total crop, 67.7 percent is sold
and 32.3 percent is shipped to
outside markets, an increase of local
consumption of about 7 percent, over
locally,

the sales of 1915.

20.2 percent.

Florida reports the largest crop per
colony in 1916, 85 pounds, while Missouri shows the largest increase over
Mr, Brenner, of Texas, Pointing

Items

made

Texas News Items.— Mr. Henry Brenone of the best known
Texas beekeepers sailed for Porto Rico
Nov. 18, from New York on the steamer
Carolina to do some special investiganer, of Seguin,
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tion

He

work

the

for

A. and M. College.

looking into beekeeping conditions in the tropics and making an investigation of marketing conditions.
State Entomologist, F. B. Paddock,
and Prof. Louis H. Scholl held a meeting in San Antonio on Nov. 14 with
other prominent beekeepers looking
toward the request to be made on the
legislature for increased appropriations
to be used in the Foulbrood Eradicais

tion

Work.

Director B. Youngblood, of the State
Experiment stations, has signified his
determination to provide for the establishment of a State experimental apiary in his forthcoming estimates. This
is

of Mr.
urging that the

the result of the agitation

Louis H.

Scholl

in

State of Texas establish a series of
apiaries in the honey-producing centers so that practical experiments may
be made under actual apiary conditions
Most bee literature and
in the South.
former experiments of this kind have

stock has the opportudoing so up to that date.
Mr. H. D. Murray, of Mathis, Tex.,
reports the meeting of the Live Oak
County Association held at Three
Rivers on Nov. 4, as having been very

subscribed for
nity of

successful. Over3000 colonies of bees
were represented, and not nearly all of
the beemen of the county were present.
The next meeting was held in Oakville, Monday, Dec. 4.
Honey stocks in the hands of the producer are about exhausted. There has
not been such a complete clean-up of

the

surplus

stock

in

a

number

of

These bee-men who held their
honey during the period of demoralized prices in the summer have been
rewarded by securing from two to
three cents per pound more for their

years.

product than their

neighbors.

It

is

significant that the advance in prices
offered to the producers began just as
soon as the announcement was made
of the successful organization of the

23
number of apiaries that it has. Every
farmer who feels the high cost of living
and is tired of eating out of a paper
bag could well investigate the possibility of making a start toward independence by securing a couple of hives
of bees.
E. G. LeStourgeon.

in

Those. Comb Honey Rates
As stated
our last issue, the beekeepers of the

central

West made

a united

effort a

short time ago to

have the rates on
comb honey lowered within reason, as
they now are double first-class on
local shipments in the central West,
and West
I

The appearance

of the representatives
of the beekeepers before the rate com-

mission has resulted in a reduction of
he rates ,_altji^ough they are n ot yet as

t

low.as.:desired.^ If was^'h^opedTo have
comb honey in the second-class when

properly packed instead of first-class.
The following is a quotation from the
representative of the commission
:

"

We

beg to quote below for your information an item which will appear
in Supplement 5 now in the
hands of
the printer, and which will
become
effective on or about Jan. 25, 1917:
" Comb honey in
section frames
In
wooden boxes only, LCL, Dl In
wooden boxes with or without glass
tronts, two or more enclosed in
wooden
boxes only or m crates, see Note LCL
In packages named, CL Min Wt
1.
30,000 lbs,, 4.
Note comb honey in section frames in wooden boxes with
or
without glass fronts, two or more enclosed in wooden boxes only
or in
crates, must be protected by a
pad of
hay, straw, excelsior or similar
material not less than four
inches in thickness in the bottom of box or crate
and
the package plainly marked
on top
Fragile— this side up.'"
:

It

the bees had not been on high benches. Louis Werner, of Edwardsville.
have suffered again from flood conditions

111.,

would

be noted that shipments unstill remain at double firstclass. But surely there will be
no comb
honey shipped by reliable beekeepers
It is to

In
referred to northern conditions.
Texas, climatic and honey conditions
being so different it is advisable to
definitely determine what modification
of accepted usage is most desirable.
Mr. T. P. Robinson, of Bartlett, as
superintendent of the State Fair at
Dallas, has just successfully staged one
of the best and most instructive bee
and honey exhibits ever held in the
South.
Under the efficient management of Mr. Robinson these exhibits
have grown to be of increasing value
to the industry every year.
Southern beekeepers will welcome

the new eight-page paper. The Beekeepers' Item, published at New Braunfels, Tex,, under the editorship of Mr.
Louis H. Scholl. The initial number

appeared Dec.

1.

The Texas Honey Producers' Assoits organization
begin operations Jan. 1. E.
G. LeStourgeon has been elected as

ciation has perfected

and

will

manager and Mr. A. M. Patterson, of
the Adams State Bank of Devine, as
treasurer. The business office will be
established in San Antonio. The directors met on Nov. 25 to approve bonds
in the sum of $10,000 each, furnished
by the manager and treasurer. The
association will be incorporated for
$2.5,000.
Subscription books are open
to

Jan.

1,

and any one who has not

Texas Honey Producers' Association.
In the horsemint districts bee-men
are anxiously looking for rainy weather.
This plant is a biennial and must have
sufficient moisture when it comes in
the fall to get its root system well de-

veloped.
Good flows of horsemint
honey are gathered in years following
a wet fall and winter.
It is a peculiar
thing that the contrary is true of mesquite.
The best mesquite honey crops
are always gathered after a dry winter.

The Producers' Association formed
by the beekeepers has already secured
members controlling over 20,000 colonies of bees. This means that if next
year is a normal honey season some
two million pounds of honey will be
marketed directly by the producers
themselves through their own selling
organization and under an association
label.

The most recent estimates

of the

honey crop place the figures for
honey sold as 5,000,000 pounds. Of this
three-fifths was raised
in southwest
Texas, about a million pounds in the
alfalfa country of the Pecos Valley and
west Texas and another million in the
1916

cotton
hardly

And

yet the surface has
been scratched. It has been
asserted by agents of the Department
of Agriculture that Texas could easily
and profitably support ten times the
belt.

protected

which

will be subject to

this rate.

It

uninformed and careless beekeeper that makes the rise in rates
necessary to cover .damages to honey
in shipping. It behooves us to
educate
every uninformed beekeeper on proper
methods of shipping honey as well as
on any other topic of general interest.
is

the

*

Bee Pep.— That inimitable secretary
of the Iowa association, Hamlin
B.
Miller, conceived the idea, before
their
meeting was held, to send to all members and prospective members a little
specially gottten
titled, "

Bee Pep."

up 4-page paper enIt contained news

items of special interest to Iowa beekeepers, and was designed to stimulate
the attendance at the annual meeting

Des Moines.

in

It

undoubtedly did;

witness the crowd in attendance at the
meeting.

WITNESS THAT
two

special

we have already

candidates

available

to
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mention in the next annual issue of
Bee Pep," and they are not Iowa
beekeepers, either, Chas. and Carol
Schmidt, of Marysville, Kan. In answer
to one of our circular letters urging
them to renew without delay, here is
what they wrote

that "

Dear Sirs:

— We

received

your

last

letter.

We understand what you intend to
do about improving the paper, and believe that you will keep your promise.
We would like to take the American
Bee Journal very much because it is
interesting.
are only ten

We

May

the American
Bee Journal. There is but one objection to the plan that we have, and that
is it is hard to find the queen, because
have
of the crowds of worker-bees.
thought of a way to avoid that trouble.
This is the plan
163 in the

Memphis, Tenn., where his extension
work will be conducted in cooperation
with the Tennessee State Department.

first

Geo. H. Rea, of Pennsylvania, is
doing work in the Carolinas, taking up

will shortly

work where E. G. Carr, out last
year for a short time only, left off.
Kennith Hawkins, formerly a queenbreeder in Illinois, wifl do general
extension work in the South, changing
locations as demands are made upon

distribution

his time.

ance of these bulletins

the

The

Ames

and twelve.'and are

very busy with our school work. For
will subscribe next
this reason we
spring.
We followed the Stephens
method, and we got one thousand
pounds off of six hives and no swarms.
We used the double hive method explained by Mr. Geo. W. Stephens, page
issue

:

Prepare an empty hive, and have

it

handy at the side of the hive in which
First take a
you wish to operate.
frame out of the full hive and look over
In case you do not find the queen
it.
put the frame in the empty hive. Then
take out the next one; look at it. If
you do not find the queen in that put it
Do
in the empty hive beside the first.
likewise with all the rest, and if you do
not find the queen in any of them look
around the inside of the hive you took
the frames from.
hope you will find this plan to
Yours truly,
an advantage.

We

Chas. and Carol Schmidt.

place

of

Prof.

Bartholomew

at

be taken Jan. 1 by F. Eric
Bee Inspector of Michigan in 1916; while Mr. Milieu's place,
in turn, will be taken by B. F. Kindig,
formerly of Indiana, and connected
with bee inspection there.

on honey
and nectar secretion which are
under way in the Botanical Department
of the series of bulletins

plants

to

be published. He expects
have two of these bulletins ready for
before

the close of

Pammel

the

working
new lines and the bulletins from
his department will be the first from
any institution in America dealing with
these special problems. The appearschool
along

much

year.

Dr.

is

is

awaited with

interest.

to

is

Millen, State

—

New Jersey Meeting.
The annual
meeting of the New Jersey Beekeepers'
Association will be held in the Entomology Building, Bleeker Place, New
Brunswick, N. J., on Tuesday and
Wednesday, Jan. 9 and 10, 1917.
E. G. Carr, Sec.

Changes

of

We

January

the

at

Iowa Agricultural

— As stated elsewhere. Prof. C.
Bartholomew has resigned his posi-

College.

E.

tion of

assistant professor of apicul-

Iowa College

ture in the

of

Agricul-

ture and has entered the service of the

Montana Beekeepers

Montana

to

Meet -The

State Beekeepers' Association

will meet this year in Bozeman in conjunction with Farmers' Week at the
State College Jan. 21 to 28, 1917.
S. F.

Lawrence, Sec.-Treas.

government.
Millen, formerly of

Prof. F. E.

the

Michigan, has been
elected to succeed him. While the
course in beekeeping at the Iowa institution is good now, there is much
interest manifested in its development
on the part of the beekeepers, and the
college authorities promise to increase
the appropriation for the work as rajxidly as circumstances will permit.
University

Missouri {Meeting

of

Doctor Pammel announces that the

The annual meeting

of the Missouri
Apicultural Society will be held this
year in connection with a four-day

short course in beekeeping (Jan. 2 to 6)
at the State University of Columbia'
Mo. Our readers are already familiar
with Dr. L. Haseman, the Missouri

Entomologist, who is active in promoting better beekeeping in his State.

Marysville, Kan.

The secretary

of the

Kansas associatwo

tion will please note that here are

boys

who

of these

mind;

will

want to be joining some
Perhaps he needn't
undoubtedly hunt him up

times.

they'll

when the time

arrives.

Indiana Beekeepers Meet

CUPID AND THE BEE

The meeting

of the Indiana beekeepIndianapolis Nov. 27 and 28 was
attended by some 40 members. Two
of the expected speakers, Messrs. E.
R. Root, editor of Gleanings, and Prof.
Francis Jager, president of the Na-

ers at

Cupid once upon a bed
Of roses laid his weary head;
Luckless urchin not to see
Within the leaves a slumbering bee!

The bee awaked— with anger wild
The bee awaked and stung the child.
Loud and piteous are his cries;
Venus quick he runs, he flies!
To
" Oh mother!— I am wounded through —
I

die with

pain— in sooth

I

dol

Stung by some little angry thing.
Some serpent on a tiny wing—
A bee it was— for once. I know
I heard a rustic call it so."
Thus he spoke, and she the while
Heard him with a soothing smile;

infant, if so much
said. "
feel the little wild bee's touch.
oh. Cupid! be.
hapless heart that's stung by thee

My

Then
Thou

How

must the heart,

The
Thomas Moore."

?

Odes of Anacreon.

Departmental Changes

were absent, having been detained by other duties.
One of the most interesting addresses
was delivered by the secretary, Geo. W.
Williams, on the subject which has
been his hobby for a number of years,
" Honey Sales and Cooperative Advertising." Mr. Williams is well known
for his earnest endeavors to get the
value of honey as food properly recognized in the household science teach-

tional,

—The increased

appropriation of $5000 for extension
work in beekeeping has added three
men to the government staff under Dr.
Phillips.

C. E. Bartholomew, formerly at Ames,
Iowa, as instructor, will be located at

ing of the public schools. In his address he compared the timidity of the
honey producers regarding advertising
to the timidity of a child who does not
know the road to his home and is
afraid of the street cars that would
carry him safely to the very door of
that home. The simile is very well
taken.

The

augurated

in

steps that
different

have been

in-

directions

to

advertise honey and recommend it to
the consumers as one of the best and
healthiest of foods are already showing results, and our timid honey producers will sooner or later recognize
the great advantage of liberal advertising.

The

report

of

the

State Inspector,

Mr. Frank N. Wallace, who is also
State Entomologist, was very interesting and showed that foulbrood is being eradicated by energetic action.
Box-hive beekeeping is being reduced
throughout the State, only 143 "gums"
having been found in the inspection of
1916, while during the first year of inspection over 1000 such hives were
found. The total number of diseased
colonies found in Indiana in 1916 was
440 of American foulbrood and 96 of

European.
Prof. Snodgrass, whose wonderful
anatomical studies have been published
by the Bureau of Entomology at Washington, D. C, was present and read an
essay on the individuality of the bee,
showing how each bee works on her
own independent instinct without orders or guidance from others in a re-
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where there is no congress, no
laws except natural laws and no loafers,
each individual using its ability to the
utmost for the common good. The
bee teaches man a valuable lesson.
Mr. Geo. Demuth, of the Bureau of
Entomology, working under the direction of Dr. E. F. Phillips, was present
and spoke of the continuance of the

public

experiments

wintering

on

made

at

Washington for the past few years. It
will be remembered that very positive
facts were ascertained concerning the
temperature of the hive cluster in winBut there is much yet to learn on
ter.
The relation of the size
this subject.
of the colony to the production of heat,
of the consumption of honey to the
temperature, etc., will prove of great
benefit. These matters are being investigated and the results cannot fail to
prove very useful in the wintering of
bees in cold climates.
Essays by Miss Piel, of Columbus,
Mr. Erbaugh, of Onward, Mr. Swails,
of Lebanon and others, helped to inIt

crease the interest.

was

a well

man-

aged meeting which deserved to be
attended by hundreds of Indiana apiThe
instead of by scores.
arists,
beekeepers of Indiana need to remember that such meetings are arranged
to promote their industry, and should
give their association their hearty supThe same criticism might be
port.
applied to Illinois, where the meeting
of a very efficient beekeepers' association is not attended usually by more
than 40 or 50 members, when several

might profit by attendance
both in pleasure and increased knowl-

hundred
edge.

The

^

•

»

The Iowa Convention
annual convention of the

fifth

Iowa State Beekeepers' Association,
which was held in DesMoines Dec. 5
and 6. was the most successful in its
estimated that 200
It was
history.
were in attendance. E. R. Root, editor
Gleanings, Dr. E. F. Phillips, of
Washington, D.C., Prof. Francis Jager,
of Minnesota, George W. Williams, of
Indiana, and M. G. Dadant, of this
office were in attendance from outside
the State. The rooms furnished by the
of

of commerce were convenient and accessible, and the interest did
not lag for a minute from start to

Chamber
finish.

Prof. Bartholomew, the president,
was unable to be present, having re-

cently taken up work for the government in the State of Tennessee. In his
absence Vice-president Bleasdale pre-

congress. Dr. Phillip's plans for the
extension work which has been undertaken as a result of the special appropriation seemed to meet with the entire approval of the beekeepers present.
It will be remembered that the National
took action similar to that of the Iowa
convention, and that Mr. Root also went

Washington in the interest of the
appropriation.
Mr. Root's discussion of the marketing problem brought out the fact that
extracted honey in carlots is no longer
to be had although the past season's
crop was unusually large in the clover
region. Several factors have contributed to bring about this condition. The
great rise in price in other food products has helped the demand. The general publicity given to honey by the
Airline advertising has also had no

to

little effect.

not permit a mention of
and discussions
the various papers
which filled the time very fully for the
two days. Fortunately the papers will
be published in book form in connection with the inspector's report, and
will later be available to those who
apply to the secretary for membership.
Secretary Miller has been pushing the
membership up rapidly and the interest in the organization is increasing
Provision is made to bind
as a result.
enough copies of the report in cloth
covers to supply the members of the

Space

will

association.
The resolutions
the change in the

adopted approved
office

of the State

inspector as recommended by Mr. Pellett, placing the work in charge of the
extension department of the Agricultural College at Ames. They also conferred honorary life membership upon
the retiring inspector.
It was decided to hold the next meeting at the same location in DesMoines
the first week in December, and leaving the extra dates to be chosen by the
secretary and president. B. T. Bleasdale was elected to the office of president; H. E. Roth, vice-president; Ham
re-elected secretaryB. Miller was
treasurer, and Miss Belle McConnell,
D. A. Davis and B A. Aldrich were
The matter of a
elected directors.
hive products' show in connection with
the next convention is under consideration and will probably be undertaken if the beekeepers are willing to
supply a sufficient amount of honey and

wax to make a creditable display. Provision was made to supply honey to the
charity organizations of DesMoines
for the Christmas dinners of the poor.

sided.

President Jager, of the National, was
in spite of the fact that
at its last meeting the Iowa association
voted to withdraw from the National
Prof. Jager outlined mataffiliation.
ters which could hardly be undertaken
except by a national organization, and
it was apparent that the Iowa folks are
behind the kind of organization that
he proposes to develop.
Doctor Phillips outlined the extension work which is being undertaken
in the South and the advantages that

warmly greeted

are likelv to come as a result of it. At
the
1915 meeting a resolution was
adopted asking for such work, and Mr.
Pellett was appointed as a special representative of the association to go to
Washington and present the matter to

Arkansas Valley

Beekeepers Organize

Valley Beekeepers'
Association held its first annual meeting Dec. 2 at Mt. Hope, Kan. There
were present about 25 live-wire beefrom Pratt, Chase,
keepers, coming
Nickerson, Hutchinson, Burrton, Augusta, Colwich, Wichita, Haven, and
Mt. Hope.

The Arkansas

In the forenoon visits were made to
the apiaries of E. W. Jewell and C. D.
Mize. These gentlemen served a banquet at the local hotel.
Immediately after the banquet the
meeting was called to order in the
Town Hall. While the main purpose
of the meeting was to perfect the organization, some time was taken to

25
discuss the American foulbrood disease of bees, which is now so prevalent
throughout the entire State.
Mr. O. J. [ones, of Wichita, C. D.
Mize, of Mt. Hope, and J. A. Nininger,
of

Nickerson, were appointed a com-

mittee to confer with

the

several fair

boards in an endeavor to have a more
favorable premium list for the Apiary

Department

of

fairs

all

held

the

in

State.

The following officers were elected
for 1917: President, Dr. A. G. Raffington, of Hutchinson vice-president, J.
A. Nininger, of Nickerson secretarytreasurer, J. L. Pelham, of Hutchinson.
Directors, O. J. Jones, of Wichita, and
Carl F. Buck, of Augusta.
Mr. J. A. Nininger and the Reno
;

;

County High School, cooperating,

in-

vited the association to a Field Meet
to be held at Nickerson sometime in

May.

The next annual meeting will be held
sometime during the first week of next

November

at

Wichita.
J.

L.

Pelham,

Sec.

ISome Northern Meetings

One

most interesting features
Chicago-Northwestern meeting,
was the taking of a census or an estimate of the different prices at which its
members have sold their honey during
the past season. Extracted honey was
sold at retail prices ranging from 9
of the

of the

cents to 25 cents per pound. This is
too wide a variation, although in some
cases there would be some justification
for a variation of 5 or 6 cents.

On motion

of

Mr.

J.

C. Bull, a

com-

mittee was appointed to get into communication with all the members during the summer, also with other beekeepers who could be conveniently
reached and investigate crop and market conditions. On getting this information, the committee would recommend a minimum price at which honey
should be sold this to be in the form
;

of a
tory.
Bull,

recommendation and not dictaThe chairman appointed John C.
E. S. Miller,

N. E. France, E. D.

Townsend and L. C. Dadant.
This work will, of course, be very
to beekeepers, but previous
experience shows that it is very difficult
to get correct information and secure
time to be of great value. The
it in
work, however, is along the right lines.

valuable

The

elected for the coming
S. Miller president, and
C. Bull secretary-treasurer.
officers

year were E.

John
At the Wisconsin meeting

at

Madi-

son Dr. E. F. Phillips gave a very interesting paper on " Extension Work
in Beekeeping in the South." Although
the South has more bees than the
North, its honey production per colony
With proper guidance,
is much lower.
we have no doubt that the honey production in the southern States can be
greatly augmented, which will greatly
add to its resources.
E. R. Root explained the "Establijhing of a Trade Name for Honey." His
pointers on the effects of general advertising and the manner in which it is to
be carried out were educational.

The beekeepers

of

Wisconsin, under

the guidance of inspector N. E. France,
are doing good work in controlling
foulbrood. With the help of the courses
of instruction at the University there
invigoration of beeshould be an
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make

keeping in Wisconsin to

one

it

and

21.
It was decided to divide the
State in three sections with a vicepresident for each district. They are
the southwestern under Dr. A. D. Raffington, of Hutchinson, northwestern
(fifth and sixth districts), with Harry
A. Huff, of Chapman, with the eastern
(first, second, third, and fourth disticts)
under A. R. Hackensmith, of Topeka.
Officers for the ensuing year are
President, C. D. Mize, of Mount Hope;
vice-president, Dr. A. D. Raffington, of
Hutchinson secretary-treasurer, O. A.
Keene, of Topeka.

of the leading States in the production
of honey.
One of the interesting features at the
Minnesota meeting was the talk given

by Prof.

Francis

Jager

on

"Apiary

the University." He gave
some very interesting statistics concerning the pupils who took the beekeeping course at the University. The
following question was put to 150 students who took this course: "For
what reason have you taken the course
in beekeeping at the University of Min-

Work

at

Out of
nesota
they expected to
.'"'

left

college.

150, 30

;

answered that

Plans are already laid for district
meetings. By organizing a new asso-

keep bees after they
The other 120 gave vari-

ciation at Hutchinson and the district
association to cooperate with the State
association, it is hoped to make Kansas
the banner State for bees and honey.
The subjects read and discussed at
the meeting were as follows:

ous reasons, some of which were quite
interesting. It was found that the 30
who stated they would keep bees after
they left the university were already
keeping bees. This practically refutes
the statement that our courses of education on beekeeping in the universities
are with the object of making more beekeepers. The fact is that they are making better beekeepers, and the few additional beekeepers which are created
will be a help to the industry instead
of a hindrance.

"The Financial Side of Queen- Rearing"—
A. V. Small. St Joseph, Mo.
" Shipping Bees by the Pound to the North
and West"— M. C. Berry. Hayneville, Ala,
" Public Exhibits of Bees. Honey. Wax,
and Apiary Supplies"— Dr. G. Bohrer, Chase.
"Cooperative Advertising of Honey"—
,

W. Williams, Redkey, Ind.
Swarm Control"— M. G. Dadant, Hamil-

Geo.
"

ton,

111..

Discussion—" Securing State Aid

Kansas Beekeepers Meet

in

for Foul-

brood."
-i
"Report of Inspection Work in the Northern Half of Kansas '—Prof. Geo, A, Dean.
Agricultural College. Manhattan.
" Report of Inspection Work in the South-

Convention

The Kansas Beekeepers' Association
meeting was held at Topeka Nov. 20

January
ern Half of Kansas "—Prof.
State University. Lawrence.

"The Production

S,

of Extracted

Harry A. Huff. Chapman.
"Selling the
Galena.

Crop"—J.

KANSAS STATE

P.

J.

Hunter.

Honey"—

Brumfield. of

FAIR.

The Kansas State Fair at Hutchinson Sept. 16 to 23 was a success in
every respect. Dr. G. Bohrer, of Chase,
says it was one of the largest and best
he has ever seen.
The exhibit of
honey occupied 1845 square feet of
space. If there had been more space
the beekeepers could have made a better showing.
Ne.xt year they hope to have a new
bee building and have the Horticultural
Society in the same building.

Ontario Meeting

The meeting

of the Ontario Association, Dec. 12-14, at Toronto, was attended by about 200 beekeepers, a number of
are large producers con-

whom

ducting

good

outapiaries.

The

crop

1916,

prices. The Ontario beekeepers have
a committee on prices, whose duty it is
to collect information from the members as to the amount of honey harvested and recommend a certain price

for the ;^crop.

This season, althoug

-^^-^l^iS'.V
k

'

''
.'

-

I

'

7

11

I

I i

Some

was

and

the meeting was
therefore enthusiastic, especially as the
honey has been sold at remunerative
in

exhibits at the Kansas State Fair. Above is the display of W. I. Measer. of Hutchinson; on the left, that of J. P. Lucas.
Topeka; in the center, below, that of A, D. Raffington. and on the right the exhibit of J. A. Nininger, of Nickerson
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the crop was large they recommended
as high a price as last year, not without
some misgivings. But the greater demand for honey, owing to better advertising and the higher prices of sweets
in general, helped the sales and the
crop is almost entirely gone, with a
brisk demand in prospect for 1917.

Very interesting addresses were given
the
president, Mr. Krouse, and
Messrs. Armstrong, Webster. Chrysler,
Sladen, Bisbee, Duff, Evans, Deadman,
Bainard and others. On the evening

by

of the second day, a banquet attended

by nearly lOO.was followed with an

illus-

Wm.

Couse, on the
trated address by
past presidents of the association. Mr.
Couse outdid himself, by the lively interest he created, with anecdotes and
concerning
information
interesting
leading men of the past.
It would take more space than we
can give to mention all the interesting
points brought out during the three
days of the convention. We will men-

tion but a few.

Mr. Webster spoke of the Alexander
idea of keeping nine or 10 queens layHe had
ing, at one time, in one hive.
tried this to his heart's content and
considered it difficult to keep even two
queens in one hive, separated by a
queen excluder, during the honey crop.
The old plan of nature of a single
queen in each hive is still the rule, in
spite of theories.
Mr. Bisbee indicated a method for

finding a queen readily. The hive is
from its bottom-board and
raised
placed over a cloth which has been
painted with carbolic acid a day or
two previously. A queen-excluder and
a hive full of combs are placed over the
colony. The bees and the queen ascend
in the endeavor to escape the odor of
the carbolic fumes and the queen is
retained by the queen-excluder upon
which she is found invariably in a very
short time.
The purchase of pound packages of
bees in early spring was discussed in a
lively manner, especially after the arrival of Mr. Achord, of Alabama, who
has had great experience in the shipping of bees. A criticism was made by
several purchasers of the shortage of
food given them by shippers, for long
shipment.
It appears that
distance
most of the losses in transit may be
ascribed to this shortage. The recommendation was made to hive these bees

on drawn combs and to avoid shaking
them out in front of the hive, as in that
case some of the bees get lost.
The association has a very active
secretary, an excellent president and
Success is
enthusiastic membership.
certain.

The meeting was held in the hall of
the Hotel Carls-Rite. This was very
satisfactory; the weather was stormy
and the hotel accommodations were of
will
the best and quite reasonable.
long remember the comfort and pleas-
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honey each season This year only three
colonies swarmed. Why was this? I he old
and new swarms averaged over rv* pounds
each, but other years they have not done so
well as they swarmed during the honey flo*f.

Wyominc.

Answer —You

you can overcome
the swarming problem you can get 150
pounds per colony, I have been trying lor
50

years to find out

if

how

to

overcome

that

problem, and many others have been working at it. and it's still a problem. However.
I have done somethini; toward it. and if
you
will study my book. " Fifty Years Among the
Bees." I think you will find more on the subiect than can be found elsewhere.
You ask why only three of your colonies
swarmed this year. I don't know. If I had
full particulars, maybe I could answer, and
maybe
couldn't. Neither can I say why
one colony this year swarmed as early as
May 15. although very likely one reason was
I

it was extra strong.
Whether your schemeof feedingwill work

that

depends. If there is absolutely nothing yield
ing from May 10 to July 10, then feeding will
do great good, and you will feed steadily
just enough so that there shall never be
much honey ahead in the brood-chamber,
perhaps not more than five pounds. If.
however, there is enough honey coming in
so that the queen never stops laying up to
the time of the harvest, then your feeding
will do harm rather than good.

We

ure of this meeting.

say

The Hive

to

Use

Outdoor

for

Which

of the three different hives do you
prefer for outdoor wintering No. i. outside
;

measurements, scant 14 inches wide. 21/^
inches long, and 12 deep. (Juinby pattern
hive, brood-frame 11 inches deep under topNo. 2. 20 inches long, scant i3!< wide,
inches deep, outside measurements. No.
inches long. g!4 deep, and 16 inches
3, 20K
wide, outside measurements. Nos. 2 and 3
use Lanestroth frames. My father has been
in the bee business for over s^> years, and
has always used Quinby hiveswith a dummy
on each side, and has run for comb honey
He has always wintered in a bee-cellar under the house. We have 100 colonies at this
time, and I am thinking of starting an outyard next year. 1 want to make the hive
most satisfactory for wintering outdoors
New York.
with good outside cases.
bar.
<)ii

Send Questions either

He

to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo. II'..
does not answer bee-keeoine Questions by mail.

Fermented Honey
1. From two supers from one hive and one
super from another hive I found here and
tliere cells with the capping bulged up like
a water blister, and when uncapped the
contents were frothy. What was the probable taa^:? Not all frames nor all supers
were affected.
2. As this
is certainly fermentation, will
such combs be fit for use next season ?
It has been suggested to me that the trouble is due to honeydew. but I have not had
any experience along that line.

New Jersey.

Answers.— I. That beats me.

The

only

thing I can think of is some peculiarity of
the honey— or honeydew— that favored fer-

mentation; but why should it be only in
scattered cells? You will have to look
elsewhere for an answer.
2. The combs will be all right to use again,
provided they be cleaned up by the bees
this fall, as they should be in any case.

can answer only in general terms. It used
to be considered quite important to have
everything bee-tight, above and below, but
now it is not so considered. Indeed, in England, where more transferring is done than
here, it is quite the thing now to have it
open between the lower and upper hive, so
that the bees are in plain sight as they pass
up into the new hive.
2, In fruit-bloom
it is the time generally
chosen, as at that time the combs are not
heavy with honey, and bees are also in good
condition to build comb and make the
proper repairs.
3. Generally it will not be necessary; yet
if there is not enough honey at the disposal
of the bees, feeding is imperative.

Transferring

In the

— When — Feeding
?

Guernsey method

of transferring

necessary when the new frame hive is
set on the old box-hive that the bottom of
the frame hive be closed except where it fits
over the box hive, the latter being smaller
than the box-hive ?
2. When is the best time to do transferring
in this section, southeastern Alabama ?
3. Is it necessary to feed bees when you
leave the comb-honey supers on for winter,
the colony only being of moderate strength ?
is it

Alabama.
Answers.- I. I have not now in mind full
particulars of the Guernsey method, and
you do not say where it is to be found, sol

— Swarms — Requeening —Transferring

Kind of Bees

am

sending a sample of bees I have in
myapiary. Kindly tell me what kind they
1.

I

2.

What causes bees

reason

How
II

to

Keep Down Swarming

colonies of bees and wish your

how to run them for honey and
Our honey flow does not com-

advice as to
increase.

mence here until about July lo; no flowers
except some from fruit trees. Can I begin
about May lo and feed ? Would the colonies
swarm before July 10. or could I divide the
colonies and make three colonies of each
one? In either case how much should I
feed ? Bees do not swarm here until during
the honey flow, and swarming cuts short the
honey crop.
This year

May

15.

early ?
honey.

had one colony swarm about
What caused them to swarm so
They made about 150 pounds of
I

Perhaps you could suggest some better
Our honey comes from sweet clover,
and if I can overcome the swarming problem my bees can easily store 150 pounds of
plan.

work

at

?

4. What causes a swarm of bees to go away
without alighting?
5. In introducing a queen to a colony what
causes the bees to kill her and rear one of

their
6.

have

to start to

the bottom of a super instead of at the top.
3. When my bees swarmed out this year
What was the
the swarms were small.

I

own

?

have

a

swarm

of bees in a box-hive

would like to put in a movableframe hive. Could I take the bottom board
off of the box-hive and put it on top of a new
whicii

I

1.

Answer I should expect a little better
wintering in the first hive mentioned, with
its deeper frame and more nearly spherical
shape.

I

hive with full sheets of
?
Will the bees
in the new
when they get their old

foundation just like

and work

be likely to go down
hive and stay there
hive full ?

7.

What

8.

I

causes a colony 10 get queenless ?
all my requeening done this

a super

fall.

didn't get
If

1

put

in

new queens

in

May

will that

prevent them from swarming?
was feeding a colony about four
Q. I
pounds of honey this fall for about lourdays.
Will they start brood-rearing?

Minnesota.

Answers.— I. I have some doubt whether
the man is yet born who can take three or
four dried-up dead bees and tell what kind
Certainly I can't. Alive, they
they are.
might or might not be told; death makes
the case harder still. The specimens sent
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may be

blacks, and they

may be somethine

else.
2. One reason may be that the super is too
high tor the number of bees there are to fill
it. especially if there be nothing to bait the
bees above. I have known a strong colony
to begin building up from the top-bars when

an empty hive-body was placed over it.
enough because they were after3. Like
swarms. When a colony throws off four or
more afterswarms, the last of them may be
no larger than your fist.
a very rare thing that a prime
4. It is
swarm goes off without alighting; indeed
some claim that they never do. An afterswarm may go off without settling, possibly

queen

because

its

trim for

flying.

is

a virgin,

and

in lighter

Probably because she is a stranger to
them and they don't want any interlopers.
5.

6.

two inches deep, and

a bottom-rack to prevent the bees building down. I do not raise
the hive on blocks. I think, however, that
the additional blocking-up would be a
further help against swarming, although a
good bit of trouble.
3. This plan was given by G. M. Doolittle
many years ago. only he used it <;//</ a colony had swarmed instead of before. I used
it for some years with success, and always
felt thankful to Mr. Doolittle for the plan.
4. I think it's nonsense.

Beekeeping Near Seattle
I.

With honey

here at

retailing

Tacoma

and Seattle at 15 cents per pound section,
and 25 cents per pint extracted, would it not
be more profitable to extract?
2.'How much comb honey should I be producing before it is profitable to purchase

January
chunk honey built without foundation
will yield almost exactly three pounds of
wax. It is generallyestimated that bees will

of

produce 50 percent more extracted honey
than comb. Some put it as high as double.
4. My guess would be that outdoor wintering should be the better, but I'd rather take
the experience of beekeepers on the spot.

Location

start beekeeping again
what State would you choose ?
South Dakota.
Answer.— The likelihood is that if I were
beginning over again I would begin in whatever State I happened to be living in. There
If

you were

to

are other things beside3bee-pasturage. not
the least being the ties that bind one to
the old locality. I happen to be in a place

Yes.

Often a bungling beekeeper, and sometimes a virgin is lost on her wedding flight
with nothing in the hive from which to rear
another queen.
8. Like enough, provided the new queen
be one iust reared.
M. Not very likely, if the queen had stopped
7.

laying.

PURE HONEY1

Pickled Brood

During the month of July I noticed in my
apiary one colony of bees that was full of
dead brood; worker and drone brood alike
were affected with the same disease Combs
were full of brood, some dead in cells after
capping, but most of the brood had died before being capped, and quite a few dried
down and dark in color.
I sent a sample in size of about 2x3 inches
After two weeks I
to Washington. D. C.
received a letter from there stating that the
trouble was perhaps pickled brood, and no
treatment was necessary; 'but still a positive diagnosis of the case could not be

made

from the sample I had sent. Later on I
found a couple of colonies that were also

i

with the same disease.
noticed that thebeeshadcleaned
out. or nearly all. the dead brood, excepting
about two to four capped cells to each side
of the brood-comb. The cappings are norslightly

This

affected

fall

I

I

mal.
,

f

,

This colony was boiling over with bees all
summer, but did not swarm.
prevent this malady from
How could
I

spreading?
Is there any known cure for it ?
Would you advise destroying the broodcomb and super comb of the sick colonies ?
Would it be advisable to place this colony
some distance, say about 50 to a 100 feet
from the main apiary next spring, if they
Wisconsin.
live that long?

COYNE BROTHERS
CHICAGO

Answkr.— If it is pickled brood there is
no need to do anything beyond doing all
you can to keep colonies strong and in good
condition; it should disappear without
spreading, and it is not advisable to destroy
combs or to move colonies 100 feet away.

an extractor

Swarm Prevention
1. Can you give me the best way to prevent
swarms ? I confess that I hardly understand
your methods of swarm prevention by divid-

ing as

mentioned

in " Fifty

Years

Among the

Bees."

Do you

your hive with H-inch blocks
where you use 2-inch entrances ?
2.

lift

want to divide, I would like to
cage the queen and leave her in the broodchamber on the bottom-board for ten days;
if queen-cells appear I destroy all of them,
and again in five days I destroy them and
later free the queen. Is this a good way ?
4. Some writersaid if a queen is left in the
cage ten days it would cause foulbrood or
some other disease. What do you think
Indiana.
about it ?
3.

If

I

don't

very sorry that the
I am
not made entirely clear to you in
I
the book "Fifty Years Among the Bees.'
do not believe I can give you anything better here, but if you will tell me the part that
is not clear to you I shall be only too glad to
give any further explanation I can

Answers.— I.

matter

2.

is

No; with

a

SPECIAL BRANDS HAVE HELPED INCREASE DEMANDS FOR HONEY

bottom-board and entrance

(or

how many

colonies)

?

the relative weight between
3. What is
honey comb and its contents, and how much
more honey is it generally considered can
be produced by extracting ?
4. Last winter was the worst in years for
this section, nearly a month of snow and below freezing weather. Usually we only have
a week or ten days hard freeze with a few

scattering frosts with lots of rain. Would it
be best for me to winter in a cellar ? I have
single-walled hives and reduce the entrance
Washington.
to one-third.

Answers.— I.
2.

If

Yes, decidedly.

you intend

to give

up bees at the end

of next season, it might not be worthwhile
to get an extractor unless you have eight or
ten colonies. But if you intend to continue,
increasing your apiary. I should say it would

be better to get an extractoronly two or three colonies.

if

you have

According to Root's "ABC and X Y Z
Bee Culture," a section weighing a pound
will have a little more than one-half ounce
of wax, Arthur C. Miller says 100 pounds
3,

of

is none of the best for bees, and I have
good many times thought that if I were
beginning over again I'd choose a better
location, and yet as I grow older I don't feel
so sure about it. I have noticed a number
of cases in which men have moved hundreds

that
a

of miles to better their locations, yet in a
very few years many of them would be found

back in the old home. On the whole, it
would be rather a bad thing if some
one location should be decided the best in
the world, and all beekeepers should at
once decide that was the best place for
them.

A Beginner
intend to run for comb honey; which
would you advise 8 or 10 frame hives ?
(next
2, If I buy a couple of spring swarms
spring) will they give a fair yield next summer or must I buy colonies that have been
1.

I

wintered to get a good yield of honey

?

Massachusetts.

Answers.— I. The

likelihood

is

that the

AMERICAN
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frame

safer for you.

However,

if you
be easy
for you to try both kinds before you fully
III

is

same frame

use the

in eacii,

it

will

settle the question.

A

strong swarm that issues when bees
becin to swarm should give you a fair
yield of honey; yet if there is not too much
difference in price you will be better off
with a colony that has wintered over. It
would give you increase and honey, while
the swarm would give you only honey.
2.

first

Queen Excluder- Section Folder- -American FoulBrood
1.

Which

2.

Is

is the best queen excluder ?
there a better and quicker section

Friedman Greiner ?
3. I saw a statement that about loo percent
more comb honey is stored, when combs are
folder than the

already
them.
4.

built, as

How

is

when bees have

to build

the Hassinger way. in the Ameri-

can Bee Journal for 1016, pages 164 and 166.
and are the beeswax scales better for comb
honey, or is it likely to be all drone-comb ?
foulbrood be cured by a
5. Can American
healthy queen and a healthy 2o-days old
brood, taking away the sick colonies at noon
and putting the queen above a wire-screen
for a day with the healthy brood, then letting them unite the second day. This would
save the shaking plan. Put the diseased

Reports And
Fair Average in Spite of Drouth

ties.

My 17 colonies increased to 27. and surplus
averaged 65 pounds, all comb honey. We
have no trouble in disposing of our crop at
fair prices.
I'eoplewill always buy clover
honey for its color and mild flavor.
Topeka. Kan.. Nov. 20.
A. R. Smith.

Many Bees
have

I

in

just finished the

One Yard
season which nets

me 754 24 section cases of comb honey besides over 4000 pounds of extracted. 280 colonies produced this in one yard, or about 75
pounds average per colony.
Frank Coverdale
Delmar. Iowa.

Honey Sold Out

My honey

is all

sold at the present time at

pound for extracted and 15 cents
comb. The summer crop was threefourths and the fall flow one-fourth.
Bunceton. Minn.
J. R. Marve.
10

cents per

for

Honey
I

won

first

JOURNAL

colony over another diseased colony by the
N. E. France plan. There is less work, no
loss in bees, honey, comber beeswax, I have
not fully tried the hospital plan, but think
It will work.
California.
Answers.— I. I have had no experience
with the wire excluders; but being smooth
they may be better than excluders of perforated zinc, provided they are perfect in
construction.
2. So many different section folders have
been offered that I cannot say.
3. While some claim
that bees will store
100 percent more in drawn combs than in
foundation, not more than 50 percent is generally claimed.
Much depends uton circumstances; in some cases, in a very poor
flow, and with a weak colony, the gain might
be more than 100 percent, for the bees might
store a little in drawn combs and nothing at

with only foundation.
I know nothing about the matter except
from reading the article to which you refer.
In that Mr. Hassinger seems to have a good
all
4

knowledge of his subject.
5. Your plan contemplates saving combs in
which American foulbrood has been. I don't
believe such combs would be safe, although
with European foulbrood they might be.

^

In spite of the dry weather continuing
through July. August and September, the
season of 1016 was very favorable for beekeepers in Shawnee and surrounding coun-

BI'I-:

Experiences

also long legs.

There is plenty of alsike and white clover
around here, which yielded fine until dry
weather came.
We had no rain here from about Tune 20
until the corn was in roasting ears, then we
had so much rain that the corn is not very
good and lots of it is soft.

29
sysfeni' Oftentimes people
ZZ^t
""f
ask
how
I can keep
and manage 75 or 80
colonies with all my other work? The
only
''"?":er is to say I plan my work
X?Hn "^fi"
""^ winter so that when the busy
^^11^"
season is on it is easy to do the necessary
the colonies. I (ind one of the
7rJ.,nZ'^''
being on the lookout
'^.
f.!^f ,hf'/'.^*^!^"^'^
""''^ '" ""^ apiary. Doing
th». wh^.l'^-'
's,necessary on each visit; not
n,t.i^„^ff'
putting
9ff until a more convenient time.
itone intends making a business of bee-

wm

will

one needs a good location. Bees
^r^^^"
are
more profitable where there is plenty
of
..,-= .ii^^.° "f^"". ^P^e stream, where there
are plenty of linden trees, buckbrush.
au'""" flowers, and white clover.
Mr. Pellett. of Atlantic. Iowa, in
third
annual inspection report on page his
is says:
1 he few millions the bees add to
Iowa's
'^
^ ""> addition to her
wp°=.lHf' The
^l'"''^'
wealth
presence of large numbers of
bees a so greatly increases the production
of fruits and seeds of many kinds by
better
cross pollination of the blossoms, so that
but a small a part of the revenue
Irom the bees is represented in thederived
direct
product of honey and wax."

The m9st important factor in commercial
beekeeping is the equipment for the apiary.
Ihe beekeeper should have a scientific
knowledge of the diseases of bees so that he
IS

able to detect trouble at once.

Knowledge IS power," and it is the beekeeper who is informed that is capable of
detecting and caring for diseased colonies
Who can make a successof the bee-industry.
Unly the pure races of bees are best. There
has been quite a little discussion on this
subject in the bee journals. From my own
experience I find that breeding queens from
my own yard pays. I prefer either the golden
or the leather-colored Italians because they

are more gentle, more prolific and better
disease resisters than other races which I
have had in my yards. He should use the
hive with movable frames.
I
use the 10trame Langstroth in my yards and find that
style best adapted for my use for both extracted and comb honey.
It is reported that in the United
States

ttie

number

Lewis Cleaveland.
Wilmont. Minn., Oct,

I

am sending you

we had
Not alone from personal experience, but
I
believe in commercial beekeeping. It pays not only financially, but in many other ways as well, for I
do not know of a happier or more contented
people than the beekeepers. That whicti is
said of men in other walks of life maybe
said of the beekeeper. "They are born, not
also from observation, do

beekeepers

is

becoming

August.

in

a photograph of the flood

The water was

"

is to make a success of beekeeping
his greatest essential need is to take a natural interest in the bee. and its ability to
look after the details of the business. When
but a boy I wondered how men could keep
so many bees and look after them. I afterwards found that one must have a system

Hunting Bee Trees
I

in

have done more or
the

less

hunting of bees

woods for the past 15 years.
must understand that when bees
new home and go to the woods

First, we
leave for a

All Sold

A Good

Fayette Lee,
20.

Average

our report for igifi- Twenty colonies, soring count, increased to ib. Took off
1000 pounds of comb honey and 2000 pounds
of extracted honey, ijuality was never bet-

Here

ter,

is

Edward Blackstone.

Drouth Interfered
Last year I started with one colony of
bees and increased to two. I wintered the
two colonies in the cellar and both lived.
Now I have six colonies. They have a good
supply of stores at present in the hives. A
new kind of bee which the bees killed in the
hive is black with a long body and wings.

my

made.
If one

premiumon basswood extracted

25 per can.
Cokato, Minn,, Oct.

in

bee-yard, and it would have caught my bees
again but the water did not come as badly
as last year, and that made it safe this time.
The bees did fairly well this season. The
fall flow was not as good
I started with 12
colonies, soring count, and increased to 34.
I produced 7Cu pounds of comb honey.
Bees
are all strong and healthy and have enough
stores for winter.
Louis Werner.
Adwardsville, III., Oct. 17

honey and second on granulated basswood
honey at the Minnesota State Fair this fall.
Four inches of snow came today. Bees are
in fair shape for winter.
I have
sold all of
my honey already, fifty oopound cans at
\t,

less,

Flood in August

20.

Commercial Beekeeping

of

but the number of bees is not decreasing
accordingly, which proves that there are
more people who are specializing in beekeeping than ever before.
J. W. Stine.
Stockport. Iowa

Distant view of an apiary during flood times

in iqi6.

Apiary of Louis Werner
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they invariably try to locate thieir new home
alone a creek or where water is easily
reached. In the fall flowers are all gone so
they have nothing to work on. 1 generally
look along places that I would consider a
food watering place, and if successful in
nding a bee I catch her. put her in the bait
box which I provide myself with, having
filled the old comb-cells with diluted honey
or syrup made of granulated sugar. Don't
make the syrup too thick, as it takes the
bees too long to load up and too long to unload. Also provide yourself with some old
comb, and in case you cannot find bees in
any other way burn some old comb, and if
you are near bees they will smell the comb
burning and will come to it.
The bait box I use is about 6 inches wide. 6
deep, and 8 long, with a slide top or cover,
and a strip of glass in the top of the cover.
As soon as you can see the bee filling herself with the bait, gently slide the cover
open, and when she is filled up she will
come out of the box and circle around, close
at first, and will keep working farther away,
and then make three or four large circles
and finally dart in a straight line for home.
Get the line and you will soon have a box
full, and as soon as you have lots of bees
working follow up the line, moving your box
as you go a short distance at a time. I have
timed bees many times when leaving the
bait box for home, and where they go about
one mile it invariably takes them about 15
minutes to go home, unload and get back.
When they lead you in a thick clumpof
timber and you have trouble in locating the
tree, and you are not sure but what they
passed through the timber, move your bait
box to the opposite side, after shutting the
cover with a lot of bees in the box. 1 hen
let them out. and if they still make for the
thick clump of timber, you can come to the
conclusion they are in there somewhere.
Sometimes you will find them in a tree or
log that is lying down, and sometimes they
enter a standing tree down at the roots,

which is sometimes difficult to locate. Two
weeks ago I helped take the bees and honey
out of a down hemlock, and we got more
than 100 pounds of honey and saved the bees
and queen, brought them home, set them to
keeping house, pinched the queen which
was black, and gave them a nice Italian
queen in place of the black one. They were
as gentle as the most gentle Italian bees I
John A. Stevens.
ever saw.
Mio. Mich.. Nov.

i5.

beekeepers will have a double reason
for attending.

beekeepers whose names are
the department's records at

All
listed

in

Raleigh, will receive a circular of the
meeting. If your name is not now on
the department's

mailing list, please
write at once to one of the following,
giving your name and address, number

and kind of hives.
Frank Sherman, Jr., Entomologist.
George H. Rea, Specialist in Beekeeping.

of colonies kept

so are urged
to attend. It is hoped to develop plans
at this meeting which will be a distinct
aid to all members and all other bee-

keepers.

.

Building, Winstonof Trade
Salem, on Thursday afternoon and eve-

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens

will please

you.

This meeting will be in cooperation
with the extension work lately started
in the State, and every beekeeper in the

make

State should
to be present

work

along.

their best

endeavor

and help boost the good
expected that a State

It is

organization will be effected at that
time.

Dr. E. F. Phillips will

give an illus-

extrated lecture and Mr. E. R. Root
pected to fill a large place on the prois

gram.
Several live papers will be presented
by local beekeepers. The North Carolina Live Stock Show will be on in
Winston-Salem at that time, and many

for $4.25;

$8.co;

12,

100.

$"0.]

Tested. $125.
6. $4.25; 12, $8 00.
Bees by the pound a specialty. One i-lb.i
package, $1 25: one 2 lb $2 25; large lots less,
,

Ready March isth.j
Booking orders now. Circular free.
J. E. Wing. IS5 Schiele Ave San Jose, CalifJ
also nuclei and colonies.

i

,

Wanted— Wanted to buy bees withJ
shipping distance of Atlantic, lowaJ
prefer to buy f. o b. Atlantic, in teni
frame hives. Give full information concern!
ing hives, bees, frames, etc., together with
price in first letter. Would consider an
number from

fifty colonies up to carlot.
I^rank C. Pellett. Atlantic, Iowa,

Three-banded Italian bees and queens
Send for our 1017 calendar— it's free.
A. E. Crandall & Son. Berlin. Conn.
Bees and Queens from my New Jersey
apiary.

lAtf

84

Cortland

J.
St..

H. M. Cook,

New York

HONEY AND BEESWAX
Wanted — Honey
The Honey

point.

in

any

King,

Wanted— Comb,

early to insure prompt
service. Tested, li. 25; untested. $1.00. ItalJohn W. Pharr,
ians and Goldens.
Berclair, Tex.

Place your order

extracted

R. A. Burnett

beeswax.
6Ai2t

Water

173 S.

Must have

queens.

$1.00;

My

Agency Road.

For Sale— 7500 pounds

St.

6,

in-

Wanted— Small

of bees in

our classified columns
good equipment that
Only 15 cents per line

Bright Italian queens will
to ship after April ist at 60c each.
Safe arrival

Bees FOR Sale— 1000

Greenville, Ala.

lbs. in

i-lb.

by April i
T. W. Burleson. Waxahachie. Tex.
in

Business First i.)ueens descriptive price
about them and my $10 free offer.
Tested queens ready now. Order early.
M. F. Perry, Bradentown, Fla.

Gray Caucasians,

exceptionally vigorous

a long lived race of bees; are known as
the most gentle of all bees. Free circular
and price list. Orders booked now for spring
F. L Barber. Lowville, N. Y.
delivery.

and

For Sale— Apiary of bees at Tularosa, N.
Mex.; up-to-date appliances, good bees, good
bee location, and fine climate to live in.
Selling because of death of late owner. J. A.
DeWitt.
Care El Paso &

N. B. DeWitI,
S. 'W. Ry,,

Douglas. Ariz.

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens combine
the qualities you
honey gatherers,

Finch,
111.

No. I white comb, $3. .so per case; No. 2.
No. I fall comb, $i.oo: No. 2. $250; 24
sections to case. H. G. Ouirin. Bellevue. O.

Wanted —

Extracted alfalfa honey and
of honey, price, etc.
A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside. Wash.

Send sample

Wanted— White extracted honey also
light amber in any quantity. Send sample
and lowest cash price.
E B Rosa. Monroe. Wis.
Wanted— Wax and
to

old combs for cash or
make up on shares. "Best quality " founmade and sold cheap in small lots.
J. J. Angus. Grand Haven, Mich.

dation

packages

at $1.00 per lb. Untested Italian queens. 70c
extra, to be shipped April i to 20. All orders

must be

for bakers"

W.

Ogden Ave. Chicago,

be ready

Send for
and satisfaction

4,

111.

Joseph, Mo.

will sell that perfectly

list.

Co.,

honey
C.

1451

wax.

Mv

lots of

use.

$5 00.

in

and

honey,

&

Chicago,

E. Strubel,

comb-

A Little Ad

St.,

Louae Ave., Milwaukee, Wis.

Hiv2

less packages, starting April 1. igi7. Better
write us before it is too late to have your
Marchant Bros.
order booked.
Union Springs. Ala.

you no longer need,
each insertion.

anji

extracted honey at once. Write

to

Phelps' Golden Italian Bees are hustlers
prolific Italian

from

lots

Mahnomen, Minn.|

City.

list tells all

11, 1917.

6

$1.50Safe arrival, prompt delivery
and satisfaction guaranteed.
L J. Dunn, 50 Broadway Ave San Jose. Cal.l

Bees

Board

ning, Jan.

ed, 75c each;

Tested.

in

guaranteed. M. Bates, Rt.

North Carolina Meeting.— A meeting

San Antonio. Tex.

i.'ueens bred strictlj
for business, that produce a strong race oH^
bees as honey gatherers By April i, untest-J

Would

BE:£S AJfD QUEENS.

price

of the beekeepers of North Carolina
will be held in Board of Trade Hall,

Co..

Golden Italinan

Goldens

[Advertisements in this department will
be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no dis
counts of any kind Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this department, you must say so when ordering.

2302

All beekeep-

Southwestern Bee

$100;

circular gives best methods of
A. V. Small.
troducing.

Wis., on Feb. 6, 7 and 8.
ers who can possibly do

Bees for Sale— A number of well established apiaries in Frio. Bexar and Atascosa,.
in the mesQuite and guajillo belt havel
been listed with us for sale on their present!
sites.
Can also furnish bees in car lots.l

Texas,

Queens, Doolittle and Moore strain, also!
that are Golden. One select unt.f

Department

Classified

Vigorous

—

Golden Queens that produce Golden
of the brightest kind. I will challenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-getting qualities.
Price, $1.00 each;
Tested. l2.oo: Breeders. $5. 00 and $10.00.
2Att
J. B, Brockwell. Barnetts. 'Va.
Workers

.

$5.00.

The National at Madison. The annual meeting of the National Beekeepers' Association will be held at Madison,

January

want. They are great
gentle.
beautiful and

Mated, li. 00; six. Js-oo; Tested. $3.00- BreedC. W. Phelps & Son.
ers. $5.00 and $io.
3 Wilcox St., Binghamton, N. Y.

TELL several thousand people what you
have for sale with a few words in this department.

Comb Honey our

specialty.

Highest mar-

ket prices obtained. Consignments of Extracted Honey also solicited.
Albert Hurt & Co.. New Orleans. La.

Wanted — Extracted

white

and

clover

light amber honev. Will buy in lots of 10:0
pounds to a carload. I pay cash. State what
you have and sendsample with lowest price.
Write. M. E. Eggers, Rt. i, Eau Claire. Wis.

Wanted— Well ripened white extracted
honey, preferably alfalfa and sweet clover
or white clover Send sample and price to
The Colorado Honey Producers' Association
1424

Market

Wanted— Extracted

St..

Denver. Colo.

honey

in

both

light

and amber grades. Kindly send sample,
tell how your honey is put un. and quote
your lowest cash price, f. o. b. Preston.
M. V. Facey. Preston, Minn.

For Sale— 65 cols. Italian bees $400 per
col.; 10 cols, hybrids. $3 50 per col. All from
J. T. Moore's strain, and in 8-frame hive
bodies in winter cases; standard full depth
self-spacingHoffman frames, 8 to each hive,
all combs straight; cols, strong and healthy
with stores for winter; would bunch the lot
for $325 per col.; a few untested Italian
queens. 60c each.

Wilmer Clarke.

Earlvllle.

Mad. C0..N.

Y.
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I Need a larye supply of
extracted honey,
must be white clover or its equal. 6o-pound
packages preferred. Quote your lowest cash
price f. o. b. here. Send sample if you are
interested.
F. Bender,
221 I'ub. Square, Nashville. Tenn.

For Sai,e— Our own crop

of extracted
white clover honey in barrels or cans. This
is as fine quality white clover as we have
ever seen. Write for prices and state quantity

Dadant & Sons. Hamilton.

wanted.

MISCELLANEOUS
For Sale or
sota town.
or both.

trade, hotel in live MinneWill exchange for land or bees
Komen Grebin. Preston. Minn.

The First Offer of

|8.ootakes

my

22 calibre
center fire single shot Winchester rifle, like
new. cost $'4. Cartridge similar to 25 20.
Address. John J. Ellers. Rt. j, Winona. Minn.

III.

Write

and

for price list
booklet descripour

live of

HIGH GRADE
ITALIAN QUEENS

SUPPIilES.

And Bees by the Pound

honey extractor in good
D. Sherwood. Kt. Madison, Iowa.

1159 DeWolfa

St.

Vincennes, Indiana
Lifter.

scriptive circular address.
Ferd C. Ross. Box 194.

For de-

Onawa. Iowa.

extractor in good condiG. N. Larson. Altona. III.

For Sale— Cedar or pine dovetailed hives,
also full lineof supplies including Dadant's
foundation. Write for catalog.
A. E. Burdick. Sunnyside. Wash.
Bee-Keeper.

C. Silsbee Co.. Rt.

3.

market

Denver.

'Every Day

is

Honey Day

at

Our House'

NATURE'S OWN CONFECTION
Fresh from Pellett's Apiaries

FOR SALE HERE
Attractive cards like the above for store
will help sell honey.
Size 9x11
inches.
Printed in two colors. Price sc
each; six for 25c, postpaid.
Another card gives cuts showing relative
food value of honey and other products.
These cards are the same size as the above,
and in two colors. Just the thing to place
in stores to push sales of honey. Prices sc
each; six for 250. Postpaid.
American Bee Journal, Hamilton, III.

windows

Wanted— Beekeeper familiar with Rocky
Mountain conditions to handle bees on
Can make good offer. Write stating

shares.

age, experience, etc.

A. H. Dunn. Fort Collins, Colo.

Wanted— Single man for season of i«i7,
with knowledge of orchard work and beekeeping preferred. State age. experience
and wages in first letter.
Baxter Bros.. Leavenworth. Kan.

Wanted— A

position

apiary
and extracted honey
in

a large

Understand both comb
productions. and can assist inoueen rearing.
as I understand the business. Would prefer
?osition in the southern States.
.

R..

Care

of

Address.
111.

Wanted— Position by expert in tropical
apiculture. Will go to any part of the world,
but prefer an English speaking country.
Address. Tropical Apiarist.
Care Dadant & Sons, Hamilton. 111.

HONEY LABELS
HoNEV Labels

that have broken away
from the all-look alike bunch. Made to suit
your ideas. Lowest prices. Samples free.
Liberty Pub.Cc.Sta.D, Box 4 H. Cleveland. O.

We

according to

Colo.. Dec. 18.— The
in

carload lots

is

demand
light,

for

but

we

VROUGH on

RATS'i!.o^n.f5I>tnT/fe^oSfe:

Unbeatable Exterminator. Ends Prairie Dogs. Gophers,

Ground Hogs. Chipmunks. "Weast-ls, ^nuirrels. Crows.
Hawks, etc. The Recognized Stajidard ExcermtnatO"
at Drup&Coixntry Stores. Economy SIzos 2Sc.60''
Small 15c. Used the World Over. Tsed by U. S. Goti*
Rough on Rats Never Falls. R^use A.LL SubstltutZ,

extracted as of late, as there is practically
no stock left in the producers' hands
throughout the Rocky Mountain region.
Comb honey, fancy. J2. 84; No, i. $2.70; No.
2, $2.57.
Extracted honey, white, per pound.
q@qJ4c; light

amber

we buy and pay

in cans. 8!i@i)c.

trade.

As our business in honey is principally to
jobbers we quote jobbing prices.
The Colo. Honey Producers' Ass'n.
F. Rauchfuss, Maer.

San Antonio. Dec. 15.— Stocks of honey
are pretty well cleaned up. There is no
bulk comb left in the hands of producers.
Extracted in limited quantities is bringing
8@gc. Beeswax prices are 27c cash and 30c
exchange
Southwestern Bee Co.

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS

We

are obliged to cancel many of our
prices of combinations of the American Bee
Journal with bee books. Those desiring to
take advantage of the combination offers
will
please disregard former offers and
order per the followng list, which gives postpaid prices for the United States. For Canada add 10 cents for yearly subscriptions
and for foreign countries add 25 cents

Witk

Books

SPECIAL

RATE FOR OUTING

Outing Magazine has offered us a
very
special clubbing
rate
which
should be taken advantage of by some
of our subscribers.

American Bae Journal, Hamilton,

Price postpaid alone

Illinois

AB/

"Thousand Answers
(ready March i)
Langstroth on the Honey Bee
$1.50
Doolittle's Scientific Queen Rearing

50

BeePrimer
Productive Beekeeping
Beekeeping iPhillips)

&X

ABC
Y Zof Bee Culture....
Dr. Miller's "Fifty Years"
Advanced. Bee Culture
How to Keep Bees

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

i yr

"

Dr. Millers

Original Langstroth (reprint)

Outing Magazine
$3.00 a year
American Bee Journal. 1.00
"
Oar price on the two raagaines for
one year is only $3.25.

Beeswax,

for clean, average yellow
in cash and 30c in

beeswax, per pound 28c

American Bee Journal.
Hamilton.

ggiioc.

27@32C.

have never seen such an active demand for

Cohocton. N. Y.

SITUATIONS.

very active, selling

comb honey

Give the Children Honey

3.

is

quality and brightness.
are advertising
the honey liberally in the different ways in
order to create a bigger demand. Let us all
work as best we can.
D. J. Coyne.

Wanted—We often

Rt.

Clemons Produce Company.

Beeswax ranges from

cans, 2 cans to
the case. 30c per case, in lots of 10 cases or
less.
In lots of 25 cases or more. 25c per
case. These prices are f. o. b. Cincinnati.
C. H. W. Weber & Co..
2146-48 Central Ave.. Cincinnati. Ohio.
bo-lb.

—

pound.

We

Cohocton, N. Y.

Eor Sale 800 new metal spaced broodframes. No. 2 stock, nailed and wired, at $3.00
per hundred or 400 for $11, Also too loose
hanging brood-frames nailed. No. 2 stock, at
The M. C. Silsbee Co.,
$2.50.

A Burnett &. Co.
18. — The honey

better demand after the first of the year.
are selling 24 section cases for $2 75 to $3,00.
extra heavy weights glass fronts $3.25. Extracted honey is in light supply and the de-

Will

have inauiries for old
bee books and Bee Journals, and will be
glad to buy and sell these for our patrons.
Let us know if we can do something for you
along this line. Address.
American Bee .lournal. Hamilton. HI.

looks

is slow, about $285 being the top
price for fancy white comb honey down to
No 2 On account of the raise in
the local freight rates, the consumption of
honey lias been curtailed considerably, but
we understand that the railroads will adjust
these rates after the first of the year and
we believe there will then be a better demand for comb honey. Extracted is firm at
7>^®pc a pound, and No. i beeswax is selling

mand

Good second-hand

it

to go into con-

Chicago Dec. nj.— The honey market is
very quiet and we are very much surprised
for the reason that it is the cheapest commodity on the market. We have over two
carloads of comb honey on hand. We have
already sold three carloads up to date, but
it looks as though we are going to have a

For Sale— One Detroit Kerosene Engine

The M.

R.

C. C.

us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
White Mfg. Co..
are nice and cheap.
Paris. Tex.
lAtf

new.

was going

Kansas City. Mo., Dec.

at 25c a

let

6 hp. used but little, as good as
sell for J75; cost $«5 new.

it

sumption before the coming of another
crop. Various reasons have been assigned
for the unusual consumption of extracted
vs. comb.
One we fretjuently hear is that it
is taking the place of butter and preserves
as children are now getting honey on their
bread instead of jam.
Beeswax sells at from 2«@3oc per pound
for the ordinary grades, and if free from
sediment and bright in color, 32c per pound.

$2.50 for

Wanted— Small
tion.

honey continues
pounds of extracted

about the average in
sales during the past month. So active is
the demand in extracted that the price has
advanced on all grades ic or about per
pound. The best grades of white clover are

JAY SMITH

Wanted— Cheap
J.

CiiiCAiiO. Dec. 18.— Comb

to drag. One hundred
to 10 pounds of comb is

now commandingioc per pound, and

grades which are suitable for baking. If you
have such honey to offer, please send us
sample, state the quantity you have, how
packed and your lowest price for same,
Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. III.

The Perfect Bee Frame

HONEY AND BEESWAX

as though all of

Honey Wanted— We are in the market
for light amber grades of honey, also off

order.

31

is
i.oo
1.50
2.00
2.50
i.oo
i.oo
i.oo

Hamilton,

$1.75
2.00
1.25
1.00
1.75
2,25
2.50
3.00
1.75
1.75
1.75
III.
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A BEE BOOK FOR THE PRACTICAL MAN
"PRODUCTIVE BEEKEEPING,"

IS

Bee

State

One

Inspector

for

of Lippincott's "

finely gotten

by Frank C. Pellett

Iowa and a Practical Beekeeper as Well

Farm Manual

" Series, this

book of 326 pages

up, finely bound, and has 134 iDustrations, nearly

with the author.

all

is

original

Price, $1.50.

READ THE CONTENTS BELOW
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

BEEKEEPING A FASCINATING PURSUIT

7.

INCREASE

Mailing Weight, 3 Pounds

15.

Productive Beekeeping
Langstroth on the Honey Bee

This is the time of year you should
get your supplies and put them together. You not only have them ready
when needed, but you also get the
discount.
Our catalog of everything a beekeeper uses will be mailed free upon
request.
Let us Quote you. One
flint

glass

honey

jarS

$5.00 a gross.

J.

I.

STRINGHAN

105 Park
APIARIES

Place, N. Y.

Glen Cove, L.

:

I.

I
kinds:
Rrr CliPPI IPC o(all
OCC-OUrrLICO
send 25c for go-page

catalog free.

on how to handle bees.

Honey

orders.
J.

book
Discount for early

for sale.

W. ROUSE, Mexico, Missouri

FILMS DEVELOPED
I
©
g
®
©

All roll

We

cents.

day.
Line.

films

developed

return

them the

Everything in the

Send
F.

M.

10

KODAK

for catalog.

ALEXANDER

Atlantic, Iowa

i

®
same ®

for

Both postpaid

Productive Beekeeping

\

for only $2.50

" Fifty

Journal,

Years

Among

}

Both postpaid

\

for only $2.25

the Bees "

Hamilton,

Illinois

The Beekeepers' Review
Announcement for 1917

§ EASTERN BEEKEEPERS

pound round

FEEDING.

0.

)

Bee

American

3.

PRODUCTION OF COMB HONEY
10. PRODUCTION OF EXTRACTED HONEY
11. WAX-A BY-PRODUCT OF THE APIARY
12. DISEASES AND ENEMIES OF BEES
13. WINTERING
U. MARKETING THE HONEY CROP
LAWS THAT CONCERN THE BEEKEEPER

THE BUSINESS OF BEEKEEPING
MAKING A START WITH BEES
ARRANGEMENT OF THE APIARY
SOURCES OF NECTAR
THE OCCUPANTS OF THE HIVE

Mr. Floyd Markham now holds the gold
medal, being offered by the Michigan State
Beekeepers' Assocation for the best honey
produced in the State. This medal has now
been won for the second time by Mr. Markham at our last convention. Mr. Markham
also won all the first prizes on both comb
and extracted honey at the Michigan State
Fair at Detroit this year. Mr. Markham is
without a doubt the World's champion
comb honey producer. How much would it
be worth to you. Mr. Comb Honey Producer,
to call at Ypsilanti and ask Mr. Markham all
about how he produces so much better
comb honey than the average beekeeper?
It would likely be worth a hundred dollars
to you during;the few years to come; the information you would gel on such a visit.
You can get it all for a dollar by subscribing
for The Review for igi7. for Mr. Markham
will write twelve articles for the twelve
numbers of The Review during 1017. telling
the entire procedure of securing the exhibition honey. None who aspire to greater
things in beedom should fail to read how
Mr. .Markham accomplishes such results.
Mr. J. E. Crane is no stranger to the beekeeping fraternity. He has written much
at different times relative to his method of
beekeeping. "We consider ourselves fortunate in securing Mr. Crane to write twelve
articles for The Review for the year 1017.
covering the entire season with the bees.
Mr. Crane's 40 years among the bees, as he
will write it up for The Review will be
mighty in teres ting reading in a book it would
readily sell for a dollar. You will get this
interesting series, including many other
features by subscribing for The Review for

1017.

E. D.

Townsend. now owner of The BeeReview, used to produce comb

keepers'

honey on Quite a large scale. He originated
the system now known as " producing both
comb and extracted honey in the same super." This system if properly carried out is
one of the very best systems of comb-honey
production that has been brought to light.

The

Editor of The Review has run large
apiaries on this system of producing comb

WITH ONLY 12°., OF THE COLONIES IN THE ENTIRE APIARY S'WARMAn ideal system for outyard work for
comb honey. The Editor of The Review

honey
ING.

will write up this entire system of producing both comb and extracted honey in the
for the pages of The Review for
This seiies of articles alone ought to
IQ17.
be worth many times the cost of The Review for a year.
Space forbids us mentioningother valuable contributions that will appear in The
Review for 1017.
will mention at this time that we are
making arrangements with several of our

same super

We

very best honey producers to furnish us
material for The Review written FROM
ACTUAL EXPERIENCE of several years

We

will mention just one more
standing,
of our IQ17 correspondents who has 400 colonies of bees. He works the entire 400 colonies for extracted honey alone, in about 100

doing the work alone and securing
very favorable crops. This party also sells
days,

honey all in his home market at a price
much above what is usually secured by proThere will oe many more valuable
articles in The Review for 1Q17. including
his

ducers.

all the valuable papers read at the National
Convention at Madison. Wis., next February. We hope there will be none of the
readers of the American Bee Journal so
short sighted as to miss sending in his dollar
for The Review for 1017. Address.

THE BEEKEEPERS' REVIEW,

Northstar, Mich.
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BUY

20 Packets Seeds-lOc.

THE FAMOUS DAVIS GOLDENS
And

get

big

yields

from gentle

Write for oircular and Price

BEN
Spring

G.

Hill,

W<- wiint every rcad.^r to test "HARRIS SEEDS THAT
HUSTLE." Son.l 10c. now bfforc- you forj;:. t for thia
inainniuth collection, Wu ni;n(i you i;i) mpiiratc} pinkcta

bees.

linoHt varieties-one cach-of Beets, Carrot, Cabbtiee,
Celery, Cucumber, Lettuce, Cress, Muskmelon*
Watermelon, Onion, Parsley, Parsnip, Radish, Salslly, Spinach, Tomato. Mixed Poppies, Giant Cosmos,
Double Jap Calendula .'iii'l Children's Botanical Gar*
den, a cunomty cultectinn of IIdwlt setilH. Willi Ihiti colIt'ilion we send ffbute check for lUc. and big eatulog of

list.

DAVIS
Tennessee

worlii'fl finest, HeeilH.

HARRIS BROS.SEED CO.,

1^'*

Main

St.,

Mt.Pleaunt.Mleh.

TYPEWRITER SENSATION
50 A Month
king
a Visible Writing

L-C. Smith

Perfect machines only of standard size with keyboard of standard
universal arrangement— has Backspacer— Tabulator— two color ribbon—Bail Beirine construction— every operating convenience. Five
Days' Free Trial. P'ully euaranteed. Catalog and special price free.
H. A. SRAITH, 314-231 North Fifth Avenue. Chicago, Illinois

Special Values in Grand Pianos
Slightly used and factory-ren vated second-hand, fully
guaranteed and may be ordered on approval
Steinway Small Parlor Grand, ebon zed
Chickering Parlor
"
mahogany
"
"
Kranich & Bach Parlor

$7So.oo
600.00
550.00
500.00
475.00
450.00
400.00
350.00

i

Baby
Mason & Hamlin Parlor
McPhail Quarter
Nelson Baby
Detmer Small Parlor
Hallet & Davis
"

Boardman & Gray Parlor

Steck Large

"

"
"

"
"
"
"
"
"

"

ebonized

mahogany
"

Golden oak

Rosewood

32500

"
"

Net prices for cash, or on convenient
ing simple interest.

300.00
275.00

payment terms

bear-

Send for special-sale list of second-hand and slightly-used
upright pianos, $75, $100, $125, $150, $175, and $200.

LYON & HEALY, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
WORLD'S LARGEST MUSIC HOUSE

Seed
Sweet Clover
GERMINATION
QUICK

Get our "Scarified." sweet clover seed which will germinate from 85 to 05 percent the
By sowing our seed you
first year and thus insure you a good stand right from the start.
will save money, as it only takes about half as much scarified to sow an acre as oidinary
hulled seed.

PRICES
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Have You Seen
THE

NEW

It?

GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE

FOR JANUARY?
Better and more valuable to the Beekeeper than ever before.

The January number is full
tions.
No man or woman
to be without

it.

of valuable articles and beautiful illustrareally interested in bee culture can afford

Send, for free sample of the January issue. Address,

IN BEE CULTURE
Medina, Ohio

GLEANINGS

9®®®®S)®®®S

Special for Ohio and Michigan

THE CAMPBELL SYSTEM OF SOiL CULTURE
Everybody knows Campbell, the father

of

dry farming.

Subscribers

Everybody knows that

he started this great movement for Scientific Farming that is changing the desert
into a garden. But everybody does not know that there is a great school, the

By arrangement with
the Ohio and MichiFarmers, both
weekly farm papers,
gan

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF SOIL CULTURE
where the Campbell System of Scientific Soil Tillage and Crop Growing are taught
by mail, where a thorough knowledge of Scientific Agriculture can be secured without leaving home, at a very small expense. If you area farmer or expect to be a
farmer, send for the Campbell literature. Campbell's Scientific Farmer, the Campbell manuals, and a catalog of the Campbell Correspondence School. Sample copy
and catalog free. Address.

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
325 Broadway

Billings,

Montana

we are

able to give interested subscribers
valuable combination
offer of either one of
these papers with the
American Bee Jour-

one year.
Send us $1.30 and we
mark up your
American Bee Journal

will

nal subscription one
year, and send you
your choice of Ohio
Farmer or Michigan

Farmer one year (52
Write today

weeks).

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

The CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST

AND BEEKEEPER
The only bee publicatioa In Canada
the official organ of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association, and has incorporated with it the former Canadian Bee Journal.
Beekeeping and Horticulture in its various branches are effectively combined
to form a live, attractive, and practical monthly magazine.
Well illustrated and up-to-date. Subsciption price postpaid.
United States. $1.25 a year.
Foreign. $i.so a year.
Canada, li.oo a year.
Sample copy sent free on request.
It is

The Horticultural Publishing Co., Limited, Peterboro,

i

Ont., Can.

POULTRY, FRUIT, BEE
PAPER COMBINATION

Illinois

01 CA

^i-vU

Poultrvand Fruit are allied pursuits for
the beekeeper. Here is a special combination of three papers which gives excellent
reading at a low cost
50
The Fruit Grower
50
American Poultry Advocate
$1.00
American Bee Journal
Our price for all three for one year is only
Or if you want two poultry papers,
$1.50.
add 25c to the above offer and get your

choice of the following one year:
Reliable Poultry Journal, Poultry Success
American Poultry World. Big Four Poultry
Journal. Poultry Tribune. Poultry Item.
Send all orders to

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

Hamilton.

Ill
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NARSHFIELD GOODS
BEE KEEPERS :—
We manufacture

Sections

Millions of

every year that are as good as the best. The
CHEAPEST for the Quality BEST for the Price,
If you buy them once, you will buy again.
;

We

also manufacture

Hives, Brood -

8

Frames, Section- Holders and Ship
ping-Cases.
Our Catalog

Q

is

free for the asking.

Marshfield, Wis.

Marshfield Mfg. Co.,

e

ILoooooosooPoooocoasoccoaooooooooooeoeosooaxMOCQCooeitS

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You

to

Buy Bee-Supplies Now

Thirty years' experience
the beekeeper. A large
for the purpose ensures
Write for our illustrated

LEAHY MFG.

CO.,

making everything for
factory specially equipped
goods of highest quality.
catalog today.
in

90 Sixth

St., Higginsville,

Mo.
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TIME TO STUDY

WOODS

For the Bee Man
This is the Period
it

,

Between Hay and Grass

f

While waiting for the honey-season to begin, suppose you investigate the relative values of different commercial woods. Few
business undertakings call for more exacting care on the part of the buyer than getting the best lumber for the bee-man's use. In
many respects bee-hive construction is like Greenhouse construction— both are most trying on the material used.
Cypress is the only wood that " stands up " in Greenhouse work. It resists the rot influences that infest the Greenhouse. No
other wood is so thoroughly certified for this use as is Cypress.
If Cypress will " stand the racket " in Greenhouse construction it certainly will do the right thing by you in beekeeping.

READ CYPRESS BOOKS
Those who would get accurate information regarding Cypress wood and its extraordinary power to resist rot
provide themselves with copies of the Cypress Pocket Library. There are 42 volumes, each
authentic and authoritative. Write us and tell us what subject you are interested in and will send you the appropriate booklet. We especially suggest t-hat you write for Vol. 1, with the unabridged U. S. Govt. Rept. on Cypress,
"The Wood Eternal," that is a buy because it lasts so like well, it lasts and lasts and lasts and lasts and lasts.
influences should

—

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MFRS.' ASSOCIATION
1251 Heard National Bank Building, Jacksonville, Fla., or
1251 Hibernia Bank Building, New Orleans, La.
For quick service address nearest

office.

."O,

DON'T FUSS
With your old combs and cappings, but send them to us. We will
render them into beeswax for you on shares and pay you cash for
your share, or we will make same into

DADANT'S FOUNDATION
for you.

If

you prefer, we

will

BEE SUPPLIES.
our terms. We feel

pay you our best trade price

in ex-

change for

Send for
money besides saving you

BEESWAX

a "

sure that we can save you some

mussy

" job.

WANTED AT ALL TIMES
'f'p

^ibx'n
[Xff

,(1^.

Members

iu

Atteudauee at the Ontario Beekeepers' Meetiuj? Held

iii

Toronto in December

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the
Send

for

our

finest line of

68

Bee Supplies.

Our

page catalog

prices

will interest you.

February

Bees and Queens

for 1917
GOLDEN AND LEATHER COLORED

The Colorado Honey-Producers' Association

1424 Market

Street,

Denver, Colo.

SOMETHING NEW
Watch this space the coming season for
something new in the way of bees by the
Three banded Italians, resistant
pound.
10 European foulbrood. Isle of Wight disease and paralysis. Golden Italians that
are golden and good honey gatherers. All
orders filled promptly past season, and ex
pect to double capacity of Queen-yards to
meet growing demand.
H. D.

IMURRY, Mathis, Texas

Sweet Clover Seed
Direct from grower. Large cultivated
biennial white and yellow; hulled and

Also special scarified for
unhuUeH.
full and prompt germination.
Prices
and circulars sent free.

JOHN

Foot-Power

BARNES'

Machinery

Read what

J.

Parent

I.

of Chariton. N. Y.. says:
cut with one of your
Combined Machines last

"We

winter

50 chaff hives with
cap. 100 honey-racks.
frames, and a great
deal of other work. This
winter we have a double

7-in.

500

amount

of hives, etc.. to
this saw. It
you say of it."
Catalog & price-list free

make with

-^^U^^.
W.

will doall

& JOHN BARNES

F.

995 Ruby

St.,

ROCKFORD.

ILLINOIS.

BUY
THE FAMOUS DAVIS GOLDENS
And get big yields from gentle bees.
Write for circular and Price list.

BEN
Spring

booking orders for April,
i

Virgins

J .50

Untested

85
i.io
1.50
3.00

Warranted
Tested
Breeders

May and

June, 1917 de12

6

$2.75

$ S.oo

450
550

8.00
0.50

7.50

13. So

and up

to Jio.oo each.

i-frame nuclei without queen
"
"
2-frame
"
"
"
3-frame

$1.50
2.75
3.50

'

When

queens are wanted with nuclei add queens
Vi lb. package, wire cages, without queens
"
"
"
"
"
1

"

2

"

"

"

"

25
$10.00
16.00
ig.oo
26.00

at

above prices quoted

for

queen

$1.00

"
"

1.50
2.00

If queens are wanted with pound packages add at prices quoted for queens.
On all orders amounting to$5o and over we will allow s percent discount, and orders
amounting tojioo and over will allow 10 percent discount from above prices.
We guarantee safe delivery on queens, and safe delivery on bees that are not in transit

.over five days.

Our Reference— Any Mercantile Agency, A. I. Root Co.. or American Bee Journal.
Get into communication with us at once and book your orders early to avoid disap
pointments in the soring.

THE PENN COMPANY,

Penn, Lowndes County, Mississippi

Representatives of The A.

I.

Root Comfavy, and Queen

Speciaiists,

SHEEHAN

A.

Falmouth. Kentucky

R. D. No. 4,

We are now

liveries at the following prices, viz.;
Prices of one and over

G,

Hill,

DAVIS
Tennessee

Special for Ohio and Michigan

Subscribers
By arrangement with
the (Jhio and Michigan Harmers. both
weekly farm papers.
weare able to yive interested subscribers
valuable combination
offer of either

one of

these papers with the
American Bee Jour-

one year.
Send us $i 30 and we
mark up >our
AmeriCdn Bee Journal subscription one
year, and send you
your choice of Ohio
Karmer or Michigan
farmer one year (^i
weeks). Write today
nal

will

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

Illinois

Sweet Clover Seed
QUICK GERMINATION

Get our "Scarified." sweet clover seed which will germinate from 85 to 05 percent the
By sowing our seed you
first year and thus insure you a good stand right from the start.
will save money, as it only takes about half as much scarified to sow an acre as oidinary
hulled seed

PRICES
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Gets Big
Hatches

rriMTi

Puter Kilpatrick, Nazareth Pa., writes. "Have
madt better hatchca than anyone here."
Money cannot buy greater hatching value. Hot water heat— double wall— dead air
Bpacc— ashestos lininR— self roRTilatiriK— ventilatiriK
—double plasfl doors— safety lamp— egg tester. No
•xtras to buy— easy to operate— will not warp or
Bhriok. StronReat, most durable Incubator made.

40
DAYS
TRIAL

39

PROTECTION HIVES
Trice $n.75 (or five hives, f. o b Grand
Rapids. Mich. Delivered prices furnished on
request.

Double-wall with air spaces, insulation
or packing as you may prefer. Over an
inch of space between the outer and inner
walls. Total wall space two and a quarter
inches. If you have ever had occasion to

spend any tiine in a building, single
boarded, .during cold weather, you can
appreciate the advantages of double walls.

Even with a red hot stove, you are freezon one side and roasting on the
other. Double walls relieve this condition
ing

and reduce the quantity of

fuel necessary.
the fuel, the bee the stove. The
of the bee as well as the stove de-

Honey
life

is

pends upon its work; do not burn them
out.
Send us a list of your requirements
for 1917, and let us figure with you. Small
Let
as well as large orders are wanted.
us add you to our list of many pleased
customers in all parts of the country.

A. G.

Freight Paid East of Rookie*

WOODMAN

CO., Grand Kapids, Michigan

Take no chances. The National is built on U.S. Government specifications.
A proven cold weather

hatcher. The World'3 Greatest Incubator Bargain.
Send postal today for Free 1917 Catalog And
Poultry Book— worth dollars to every poultry raiser
—or order direct from this ad and save time. Incu-

SECTION FIXER

bator and brooder both prepaid $12. SO.Comes set
up ready to run. with book of in.structions. You take
no risk, satisfaction guaranteed or money refunded. Don't delay. Send for Poultry Book today sure.

A combined section press and foundation fastener of pressed steel construction.
It folds the section and puts in top and
bottom starters all at one handling, thus
saving a great amount of labor. With the
lop and bottom starters the comb is firmly
attached to all four sides, a requirement
to grade fancy.
Increase the value of

NATIONAL INCUBATOR CO.

Box 116

Racine, Wis.

your crop by

Poultry Supplies

method.

this

H. W. Schultz, of Middleton, Mich., in
writing us says
"Your Section Fixer is
the best yet; can put up 1£0 sections per
hour with top and bottom starters."
Price with lamp $2.75. Shipping weight
Postage extra. Send for special
5 lbs.
circular, fully describing this machine.
:

Poultry supplies of

all

kinds, best

aMtomatIc grain

feeders,

feed troughs, dry

mash hoppers, bone
and shipping coops,

mills, exhibition

leg

bands,

shell,

grit,

bone,

A. G.

meat,

ANYTHING YOU

foods, and remedies

WANT.

fountains,

CO.,

Grand Rapids, Michigan

Also Pigeon, Kennel and Bee

Supplies.

Circular free.

Eureka Supply House
Box B-403,

-

Aurora,

BINGHAM '^k

Illinois

BEE-SMOKERS
i THE

WOODMAN

QUEEN OF ALL QUEENS

Is the

Texas Queen,

ens that will please you in every
way.
75 cents each, $8.00 per
dozen. Circulars free.

GRANT ANDERSON
Rio Hondo, Texas

\

\^l^

Pe^temed

Nearly forty years on the market and
the standard in this and many foreign
countries.

Italian Gold-

--piNOHAM

It is

the all-important tool

most extensive honey-producers
the world. For sale direct or by all

of the
of

dealers in Beekeepers' Supplies.

Smoke

Engine, 4-inch stove
Doctor. 3^-inch stove

28 oz.
26 oz.

$1.25

larger sizes in copper extra.
Conqueror. 3-inch stove
23 oz.
16 oz.
Little Wonder, 2}^-inch stove

.50
.75
.50

Two

Hinged cover on

the two

larger

.85

sizes

% ^^^k—-^'-••l^^.

^^^^B

^^^h
j^^H

f

!

«
B

wni[

p

>>

/'?

HBS^^^9H^^3V|
—.j----.=.a.«Bj <Bm.
^^^^^^5*^

\^KJl

postage extra.

A. G.

3®®©®®©®(£GXDG

Woodman

Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

SAVE MONEY
By buying your supplies of me. All
kinds of Bee Supplies and Berry Baskets. Crates, etc. Send for new 1917
list

free.

W.
325

D.

SOPER

So. Park Ave., Jackson, Mich.

American Bee Journal one year, $1.00
Langstroth on the Honey Bee, Revised, $1.50
Send this office $2.00 and get both postpaid

#
^
I

i^

#
UP TO THE MINUTE ON
1
All Kinds of Bee Supplies
*

"

"

That

is

our aim, and

we

are

constantly on

implements for the beekeeper.

We

tlie

lookout

are sure that

for

we have

new and

valuable

found something

of exceptional value in the

NEW ELECTRIC WIRE IMBEDDER

Price without batteries,
nailing weight 1 pound

(PATENT APPLIED FOR.)
Price with batteries
$1.00
Mailing weight 6 pounds

SIMPLE TO OPERATE —All that is necessary is to connect

$1.80

device to two dry cells

and go ahead.

if

ECONOMiCAL ^Two dry cells will imbed a thousand or more brood-frames with four
wires.

Saves

Can be
its

left

€)'

connected and will not burn the current except when in actual use.

cost in a short time.

PURABLE^ Made of wood, copper and brass, and will last a lifetime.
'\Sa

CONVENIENT ^Can be used where city current is not available.
cially valuable for the

This makes

it

espe-

outyard or for the farmer beekeeper.

EFFECTIVE — Far ahead of

any other device on the market.

foundation as though it had grown there.
to push the hot wire into the cell walls.

The

Cements the wire in the
enough

slight pressure on the wires is just

t^jf^^SVjTJftJ
how well the wires are cemented into the foundation. When wired
in this way foundation may be kept in the frames indefinitely without danger of becoming
loosened. Send in your order today. Ask for our 1917 catalog. We list several new
This cut shows

PSY

items which will interest you.

>^
j

'>^
'*|

DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

Illinois

>^-^^/m^ -^^^/Sm- •#a^)SC<4<- -^/l<<'i<-^'M^^-^]^>W^
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Shipping Cases for

41

Comb Honey

Don't make the mistake of putting a fine lot of section lioney in poor shipping cases. It will
lower the price to you and damage your future sales,
"f^alcon" cases are A No. 1, and will be a
credit to

any crop of honey.

Prices are as follows
Shipping Cases, With Glass

Shipping Cases In Flat, Without Glass
No.
I

3
I'A

6
8

I

holding 24 sections. 4^X1%. showing 4
holding 12 sections. 4 X XI ?i. showing 3
holding 24 sections. aHwH. showing 4
holding 24 sect ions. 3?8X?xi 54, showing 4
holding 24 sections, 4x5x1^8. showing4

I

1

10
2 oo
i 30
i 9o
i 80
1 80

I

100

Number and description

Nld

tS 00
II
1 7

00
00

16 00
16 00

II

li

iiM
16
18

Same as No. i...
Same as No. 3...
Same as No. I'A.
Same as No. 6
Same as No. 8

31
.22

3!'
.3u

LOOK FOR THE

Beeware Brand
ON ALL YOUR
HIVES, SUPERS

AND SECTIONS

BEWARE
WHERE

YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
i^VI S i
[1

S\

MAKES THE FINEST

OUR NEW
IS

Be Sure
G. B.

1917

CATALOG

NOW OUT
to Get

Your Copy

LEWIS COMPANY, Watertown,

Wis.

Vol.

LVIl.— No. 2

HAMILTON, ILL, FEBRUARY, 1917,

MONTHLY, $1.00 A YEAR

COMMERCIAL QUEEN REARING
Methods of Wholesale Production of Queens at the Davis Apiaries
as Seen by Our Staff Correspondent
BEEKEEPING
highly

Where

is
getting
more
specialized every year.
formerly the beekeeper

produced both comb and extracted
honey for market and also reared his
own queens and a few to sell, the
beekeeper now is either a comb or
extracted honey producer or a queenbreeder. The larger the business the
less the inclination to cover too much

tain income.

Although in the begin-

ning he cared for his small business
in connection with his job, he shortly
found it to his advantage to devote
his entire attention to his bees.
name Davis has appeared so

The
fre-

quently in the bee journals for so
many years that few names among
the beekeeping fraternity would sound

more familiar

to

our readers.

THE DAVIS LOCATION.
Middle Tennessee is generally considered as one of the finest agricultural sections of America. It is a
most beautiful country and the mild
climate makes it a desirable section
for a home.
Spring Hill is located

ground.
Since the demand for queens is
growing so rapidly, we have a double
purpose in mind in presenting this
article to our readers.
First, we
wish to supply the information as to
how good queens can be reared on
a large scale and second we feel that
our readers would like to know something of the methods of the men with
whom they deal.
Accordingly we
have decided to describe the queen

rearing apiaries of some of the better known breeders from
time to
time as opportunity offers.
Since J. M. Davis, of Spring Hill,
Tenn., is probably the oldest queenbreeder in the United States, having
been in the business for 44 years continuously, it seems fitting that his
work should be the first to be described in this series. While Ben.
G. Davis, his son, conducts his business entirely apart from that of the
father, the

two can best be considered

in a single article.

As a young man J. M. Davis was
employed as a telegraph operator for
the L. & N. railroad.
The business
of the road was not heavy at the little town where he was stationed, and,
having much time on his hands he
became interested in bees.
Like

many another who has taken up beekeeping for the fun of it, he soon
found in it the possibilities of a
serious business. Because of the uncertainty of the honeyflow
in
his
locality, he decided to follow queen
rearing to insure a reasonably cer-

FIG. I.— A

CORNER OF THE

J.

M.

DAVIS QUEEN-BREEDING APIARY
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about

thirty

ville.

The Spring

February

south of NashHill postofflce and

miles

village is located about a mile from
the railroad. Strangely enough the
railroad has given the station the
name "Bwells" instead of calling it
by the same name as the post office.
This leads to some confusion. The
Davis homestead is located between
the town and the station so
that
while living in the country they have
all the conveniences of the town right
at the door.
The father, J. M. Davis
rears three banded Italians exclusively, while the son. Ben G. Davis confines his entire attention to the goldens.
his

Ben

is

unmarried and makes

home with

his parents, but his
apiary is several miles distant to
?void mixing of the strains of bees.
Our first illustration shows a corner
of the J. M. Davis yard. At the time
of my visit there were about fifteen
hundred nuclei in the two yards. The
systems followed by father and son
differ in several things. J. M. Davis
for,
nuclei
uses four compartment
mating purposes as shown in the
second illustration, while Ben uses
only two divisions for a full colony

shown at Fig. 3. The four compartment hives have an opening at
each side and one at each end to
avoid mixing of the bees or danger
of the queens entering the wrong compartment on returning from their
mating flight. These compartments
are lettered. A, B, C, and D and when
manipulating them, it is the habit
follow
at A and
to begin always
through the regular system to avoid
mistakes. Figure 4, shows a part of
Double the
the Ben Davis yard.
number of hives are necessary to
mate the same number of queens by
his system that his father requires,
as

FIG 3.-BEN. G. DAVIS

AND

each hive has only two compartments instead of four. Just in
front of this yard is a small stream
which furnishes an abundance of
water at all times. This is an Impartant matter when so many bees
are kept in one place. On page 341
of our October number was shown
the watering device in use at the
since

w

home

yard.

GOLDENS OR THREE BANDED

Fig. 2.— The

Four Compartment Mating

HiivES Used by

J.

M. Davis

?

Until recently I have been prejudiced against golden bees. Now I
am not sure about it. It depends
more upon the strain of bees than
The few golden
upon the color.
queens that I have had in my yards
have not been particularly good,
while some of the three banded
queens have made a remarkable
Goldens are often said to
showing.
be bad robbers and thus more likely
to bring home foulbrood, bad tempered and not particularly hardy. As
far as I could see there was no difference in the bees in the two yards
in any respect aside from color. The
goldens are more beautiful and are
At
very popular on that account.
the time of my visit there was little
honey coming in from the field, yet
there was no tendency to rob in
either apiary.
We went into the yard and examined

HIS

MATING NUCLEI

a number of colonies without using
smoke, yet the bees' showed no inresent our presence.
clinations to
Ben remarked that he never used a
queen as a breeder where it was
necessary to use smoke in handling
the colony and the goldens in this
yard seemed fully as gentle as any
three-banded Italians that I have
seen. As far as honey gathering is
concerned, I learned from J. M. Buchanan that his best colony had
gathered 250 pounds of surplus while
the next best produced a hundred
pounds less. The big production was
from a colony headed by a golden.
While I am not quite ready to abandfor
on the three-banded Italians
goldens I have lost most of my prejudice against them and from now on
will look

more

to the strain of bees

than to whether they be goldens or
three-banded bees.
GETTING BIG BATCHES OF CELLS.
It takes a lot of bees to rear queens
by the Davis methods. In the first
place from two to four times as many
are necessary to fill their
bees
nuclei as would be needed to fill the
same number of baby nuclei. At the
close of the season all that is necessary is to remove all the queens
but one from each hive, remove the
division boards and winter them as
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every bit of the work will not usualrearing
last long in the queen
game. The public is exacting In Its
demand.s and it is only a high class
product that will continue to bring
the repeated orders year after year
that make a qucon
business profitable.
While the increasing Interest in the business of beekeeping and
the increasing number of beekeepers
who buy rather than rear their queens
in
ly

insures the permanence of the queen
breeding business, the man who is
not regular in his habits, careful .as
to details
work will

and painstaking

in all

his

do better to stick to honey
production than to take up queen
breeding.
On the other hand the
specialist who can meet the conditions finds queen rearing a fascinating and profitable line of work.

FIG.
full colonies.

4— BEN G DAVIS' QUEEN REARING YARD

The nuclei

in the

yard

where the goldens are reared seemed
plenty strong to winter as they were.
Every effort is made to rear queens
under natural conditions.
Colonies to be used for cell building are first built up until they are

center all their attention on the
building of queen cells. Fig 7 shows
37 nicely finished cells in one lot.
I was somewhat surprised to find
both father and son following the
Alley plan, modified of course until
it really is the Davis plan. They long
ago tried the Doolittle cell cup method and abandoned it as unsatisfactory with their system. They use
drone comb as a foundation for the
cells.
The combs are cut down until
the cells are very shallow as practiced by Alley and the larvae grafted
into them as is usual with the other
methods. For grafting they use the
twelve
youngest larvae, never over
to

hours old.
Their cell

Fig

5

—All Cells are Built and

Fin-

ished IN Veky Strong Colonies

very strong. The queen and all the
brood is then taken away. The nurse
bees having no brood to care for will
accept big batches of cells and few
of them will fail. As soon as the
cells are well started they are taken
from the cell starting colonies and
given to a strong double story colony
where they are finished above an
excluder. As soon as the first lot is
taken from the cell building colony
another lot is given them. If the
same colony is used for cell building
for any length of time it is given
frames of sealed brood to supply it
with a large force of newly emerged
workers to act as nurses. Cell building colonies are not allowed unsealed
brood at any time, as the design is

block

for

holding the

ripe cells which are ready for the
nuclei is something not often seen In
queen yards. It is shown at figure
8. The block has two dozen cavities
which hold the cells right side up.
On the eleventh day the cells are
taken from the finishing colony and
cut apart with a sharp knife. Cells
are often
built by the Alley plan
built so close together that some care
is necessary to cut them apart withAs
out injuring the young queens.
the cells are taken from the frame
they are placed right side up in the
This block is carried
cell block.

6
The Cells are Finished Above
AN Excluder With Queen Below

Fig,

from hive to hive and is always convenient. The cells are fastened to
the side of the center combs in the
nuclei where the young queens are
to

be mated.

is one of the most
exacting branches of the business of
beekeeping. It is necessary to plan
eleven days ahead all the time and
to avoid having queen cells ready to
transfer on Sundays or holidays when
one wishes to be away from the yard.
Stormy days will often make it difdicult to transfer cells that are ready

Queen breeding

or to graft new ones. To graft cells,
transfer them to nuclei, and cage
and mail eight to ten thousand queens
in a season is a mighty busy Job if
The
the work is properly done.
breeder who does not use great care

Fig. 7.— a

Batch of

37

Finished Cells
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

of

this

Journal

is (i.oo a year in the United States
of America and IVIexico; 3 years. J2.25; 5
years. Ji 00; in Canada. 10 cents extra, and in

other countries in the Postal Union. 25
cents a year e.xtra for postage. Sample

all

copy

free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

PUBLISHED MONTHLY AT
1st Nat'l

Bank

Entered

Hamilton,

Bldg.,

indi-

cates the end of the month to which subscription is paid. For instance, "deci?" on
your label shows that it is paid to the end
of December. IQ17.
Illinois

second class matter at the
Hamilton. Illinois, Post-office.
C P. Dadant. Editor.
Dr C. C. Miller. Associate Editor.
Frank C. Pellett. Staff Correspondent.
as

rates.

Local shipments unprotected are subwhich is double the first-

ject to a rate

Copyright:

igi?

by C.

P.

new

In connection with this, the strength
of the American Poultry Association
is worthy of study.
The last report
shows a membership of 7000 and a cash
balance in the treasury of more than
In addition there is a stock of
$10,000.
books worth $8000 beside several thousand dollars worth of other property.
A paid secretary is employed at a salary
of $2000 per year,

protected
shipments of
comb honey will take the first-class
rate, and proper protection means that
your shipments must be crated, must
be protected by at least four inches of
straw or excelsior in the bottom of the
crate, and all crates must be marked,

with an

FRAGILE— THIS SIDI£ UP.
We call the particular attention

be

lines.

generally

c.

F.

office

and he

assistant

is

furnished

and stenog-

rapher.

An
to

Our

p.

association of this kind can hope
strong only by confining its

be

'

active and efficient beekeeping

EntoWashington, D. C, Dr. E. F.
Phillips is very anxious to see the bee-

mology

Dadant.

life.

class rate.

Properly

to

representative at the Bureau of

mistakes of the past and gain a

properly protected.
Carload shipments go at fourth class

seems

it

Crop Reports

lease of

comb honey when

However,

agreed that the work of the association
will be conducted along entirely new

address, which shows that the money has
been received and credited. In case of
errors, please write us.

In our January issue we called the
attention of our readers to the fact

Western Classification Comhad made a change in their
rates so as to give a lower rate on

have caused the past disasters, success
come. There has been some sentiment in favor of disbanding the old
organization and starting entirely new.
will

send a recept for money sent us to pay subscription, but change the date on your

Those Comb Honey Rates

mittee

It is to be hoped that by eliminating
from our association the factors which

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-Wedonot

THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
that the

February

of

keepers appreciate the usefulness of
accurate crop reports. In our December number, we spoke of the Ontario
people and their committee on crops

and prices. They have a good system,
but even there the beekeepers do not
all sufficiently appreciate the benefits
to be derived from an efficient crop report. If all our beekeepers volunteered
to fill out the crop reports sent to them
in blank, instead of neglecting them as
so many do, they could secure information gathered in statistics that would
enablethem to set a correct value upon
their honey crop. This is coming some
day, for our sons will appreciate this
better than we do, but we should hasten
the day. Make a resolve always to fill
out and mail the crop report blanks

of our

readers to these rates so that they
govern their shipments to take

may
the

lowest rate possible.

Bees and

We
ment

How

Keep Them

to

from the Depart-

are in receipt

of Agriculture at Ottawa,

Canada,

on the above subby the well-known Domin-

of a 56-page bulletin
ject.

It

is

ion Apiarist, Mr. F. W. L. Sladen. It
is impossible to put in so narrow limits
more information than has been supplied within those pages by the author.
Besides, the 40 cuts which the bulletin

FIG.

contains are most excellent pictures,
many of them half-tones, which help

activities to

descriptions by the illustrations
they furnish. The Bulletin is No. 26
(2d series), and should be in the hands
of every beekeeper in Canada.
the

The National
The beekeepers need a strong naThe present association has survived numerous storms

tional organization.
that have
it

is

to be

threatened to wreck it, and
hoped that under the leader-

ship of Prof. Jager

it

will profit

by the

K,

-BLOCK FOR HOLDING QUEEN-CELLS

such things as all members
mutual interest. The poultry
association has confined its attention
to educational work exclusively, and
while there have been numerous differences of opinion and at times some
feeling manifested, there has been no
serious danger to the organization as
Eastern and western proa result.
ducers are both seeking the same markets, and every activity that tends to
increase public interest in the pro luct
tends to the betterment of the markets
and is to the equal interest of all.
find

of

See preceding page)

which are sent

to you. If you do not
receive blanks, write to Dr. E. F. Philat the
Bureau of Entomology,
Washington, and ask for them. They
will be gladly forwarded, and statistics
will be returned to you when the time
comes.
lips,

Bees in Moving Pictures
has been done already
the apiary in moving
pictures.
But we now learn of a project in this line, by Geo. A. Coleman, of

Quite a

to

little

show work

in

the University of

California, to

show
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ascenario on a large scale of the natural history,

anatomy and embryology

manipulation, comb
and extracted honey production, queen
rearing, diseases and enemies, manuthe honeybee;

of

facture of supplies, beekeeping
ferent countries,

In

etc.

Coleman would propose
all

Mr.

sorts of

moving

pictures

work.
This is an immense undertaking, but
we wish success to the project. Sooner
or later things of this kind will be in
of the bee

vogue

in all lines of business.

Apiary at Michigan State Prison
Mr. O H. L. Wernicke has our
thanks for a copy of the Michigan
State
Prison Report, containing a
pretty picture

of

their

West Prison farm.

This

house apiary.
is probably

unique experiment. The teaching of
beekeeping at the Michigan State
Prison farm has already been mentioned in our September number, page
a

311.

Nosema Apis
The Journal

in Australia
of Agriculture of Vic-

contains in its October,
1916 number, page 629, a very interesting article on Xosema afis. It appears
toria, Australia,

that this

parasite

is

found

in

many

healthy bees.

"Bees from 88 widely-separated apiaries were examined and the presence

Xosema parasite proved in all
but two, one of which was the departmental apiary at the Burnley School of
Horticulture. In several instances the
bees which showed Xosema infection
came from apiaries in which no mortality or dwindling ever occurred, and
it appeared, therefore, doubtful whether
the presence of the parasite in the bees
be in itself necessarily fatal, or whether
with the producit greatly interferes
tiveness of the hives excepting under
certain conditions due to climatic inof the

fluences."

Something similar has already been
noticed elsewhere. Although the presence of Xosema may have influence in
helping to cause disease, it is quite
probable that only under unfavorable
conditions does the parasite have an
ill

little

comb honey. Comb

by using a few cases locally,
and at the same time you can prevent
the substitution of something else for
honey by your customers.
lieve this

to supply col-

and beekeepers' conven-

leges, schools

tions with

in dif-

short.

can to take a

honey is easily obtained. In fact, the
market on it is dull. You can help re-

influence on the health of the bees.

This need not astonish any one, since
we are told that the germs of tuberculosis have no effect upon healthy indi-

Granulation ot Honey— Preventing it iiy Solarizatiou
At the Toronto meeting in December
Mr. J. F. Dunn, president of the
Lincoln and Welland Beekeepers' Association, spoke of the success which he
has in keeping honey from granulating
by exposing it to sun heat. He would
like to know whether there
is
any
chemical change in honey thus exposed
and what the change is. We believe
that there must be some evaporation of
moisture, and that alone might be suffilast,

cient to prevent gianulation.

However,

an open question. If honey can
be prevented from granulating by sun
heat without too much loss of time and
large bulk, there may be some advantage in making use of the method
for the benefit of customers who do
not like granulated honey. There is
probably no loss of flavor in such a
method, as the heat would not be great
enough to cause the evaporation of the
in

volatile essential

flowers their
its

oils

which give the

fragrance and the honey

exquisite flavor.

We

would

like to

have Mr.

Dunn

tell

us his method, for publication. It should
be tried and the exact amount of evaporation ascertained. Reports on this

subject from different sources, next
summer, will be interesting.
Mr. Dunn suggests to us that samples
of solarized honey be forwarded to Mr.

Alin Caillas, the Paris Agricultural
Chemist, for analysis. But Mr. Caillas
is at

little

the front, in the trenches, and very
of this kind of work can be ex-

pected of him before peace comes. We
must have in this country some capable analysts

who can make

the

test.

Attend the National
Make your plans if possible

so that
you will be able to enjoy the three day
session of the National Association in
Madison, Wis., Feb. 6, 7 and 8. It will

be worth your while.

same here.
was durAugust and September. At
it

will be the

"The maximum
ing July.

of infection

Nov

5. it seems to have stopped.
again, I shall send you some
sample bees. But do you not think we
should seek for the germs of the disease in the honey ? If so, it would be
well to heat it.
"In case of further trouble, I will
have some of the honey analyzed and
will let you know the result.
But I
hope the disease will not occur again."

present,

If it starts

Engineer Capponi, whom we men" Notes from Abroad," in
May, 191.'), lives at San Remo, on the
Riviera, where they raise roses and
carnations, by hundreds of acres, during the winter, for shipment to the
capitals of northern Europe, in peace
times. During our visit of 1913, Mr.
Capponi offered Mrs. Dadant a beautiful bouquet of carnations, almost an
armful. As we reminded him of this
in our last letter, he adds
tioned in our

:

Those Local Markets Again

Regarding the bee-disease in Liguria,
mentioned on page 372 of November,
1916, we have received a letter from
Engineer Capponi. He says

Wight Disease

in Liguria

:

"The

" If the

signora Dadant were here at
present, I could offer her much prettier
flowers than then, especially General
McArthur roses, American roses which
grow in my garden and are magnificent."

Value of Beekeepers' Meetings
The value of an exchange of ideas at
beekeepers' meetings is probably underestimated by a majority of beekeepers. The quotations following are from
the
"System" Magazine, clippings
from which were kindly forwarded to
us by a reader:
"I was tol
just the other day that a
certain automobile manufacturer is arranging to send an efEciency engineer
to the plants of his competitors
some
of them manufacturers of the same
priced car to gather up ideas that
might be profitably applied in his own
plant. The engineer is to go. not as
an 'industrial spy,' but with a letter of
introduction of the manager, requesting
the courtesy and offering to recipro1

—

—

cate.

"If there are a hundred concerns in
business and each one keeps its original ideas to itself, each has the original
ideas of one. If general exchange is
the rule each has the original ideas
of one hundred."

So with our business of producing
and marketing honey. One of us may
have an excellent idei.but how much
better will it become if we add the
original ideas of a dozen or hundred
other beekeepers.

Isle of

purchase honey from outside to do it.
If other extracted honey is not purchasable, there is still one loophole
left so as to keep your customers supplied.
Induce as many of them as you

and we hope

it is

viduals.

In our January issue we urged beekeepers to keep their local markets
supplied even if it was necessary to

47

disease of our bees was the
Isle of Wight disease, for I have ascertained it through an English apiarist
who lives in the infected district and
who visited my apiary. He states that
the disease has stopped in his district

Bees Wintering About Xormally
Indications so far are that bees are
wintering well. Those left out-of-doors,
in the central

good

West

at

least,

have had

flights at intervals in January.

In

northern half of the country the
snow has helped to protect the clover.
Unfortunately, in this immediate vicinity the ground is very dry
not conducive to the best wintering of cloverthe

—
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SEVENTY YEARS OF BEEKEEPING
The Second

of a Series of Articles

Development
the discovery of
AFTER
nogenesis, mentioned

By

the Editor, Reviewing the

of Beekeeping Since

1845

the introduction of bees of a different

matings but

our
previous paper, the most important discovery for beekeeping was the
invention of a practical movable-frame

color.

direction.

Golden Italians were already produced by in-and-in breeding, selecting

The control of the colonies, to
help them in all their needs, to treat
them in case of disease and to promote

The first Italian bees brought to
America were imported in 1859, by
Samuel Wagner and Richard Colvin.
In 1860, Parsons, of Long Island, received a number, and later many queens
were imported by Adam Grimm, Chas.

parthein

hive.

or prevent increase,

is

based entirely

Dadant and others.

The

Italians

have

upon the ability of the apiarist to ex
amine every part of the hive. In 1851,
Mr. L. L. Langstroth invented the first
practical movable-frame hive, this in-

often been noticed working on the red
clover when the common bees did not
do so. Evidently in some cases their
tongues are longer than those of the

vention consisting principally in frames
hanging by shoulders in rabbets at
each end of the hive, and separated
from the hive walls by a bee-space of
from /4 to ji inch. This bee-space,
which prevents the bees from gluing
the frames to the body, bottom or top,
was the key which solved the problem
of comb handling, since it obviated the

common

former inventions.
At nearly the same time Mr. Lang-

faults of the

stroth invented this, Berlepsch, in Germany, invented a similar hive, the difference between the two being the
movable ceiling. The Berlepsch hive
opens from the rear, the ceiling is
nailed fast, the hive resembling a cup-

board. The Langstroth invention enables the apiarist to lift up any comb
from the hive without disturbing the
Only a few years later, in
others.
France, L'Abbe Sagot invented a hive
almost identical with the Langstroth,

which became

quite popular in his
vicinity before the Langstroth invention was known on the European Continent.
These inventions were far from having smooth sailing, for the French bee
magazine, L'Apiculteur, established in
1856 by Hamet, and still now published,
ridiculed the movable-frame hive, saying that the only advantage of these
hives was the facility of their being
taken apart "like a puppet-show." His
criticisms were later to be overcome
by an irresistible popular current in
favor of the new system.

In October, 1851, Mr. Langstroth
wrote: "The use of these frames will,
I am persuaded, give a new impetus to
the easy and profitable management of
bees." This was true, and one of the
first results was the importation into
America of the Italian bees. Langstroth has earned and secured the title
of " Father of American Beekeeping."
As early as 1842, Capt. Baldenstein, a
Swiss, had brought over, from Italy to
his castle in the Rhsetian Alps, a colony
of Italian bees. His praise of them, in
the
Bienenzeitung,
in 1848, caused

Dzierzon to try them, and soon queens
were being reared by him to supplant
the common race. Not only on account of their greater strength and
prolificness, but because of the experiments which their introduction permitted did this race cause a progress
For instance, the age
in beekeeping.
at which the young bees take their first
flight and the length of the worker's
active life were easily ascertained by

bee.

The Carniolan bees were

also early
mentioned as better bees than the comm'on race, by the Baron of Roschutz,
though they never have been so highly
recommended, owing to the greater
difficulty of tracing hybridization because of the lack of plainly distinctive
signs like the yellow bands of the Italians.
Although the Carniolans are
slightly larger and less dark than the
common black bee, hybrids are difficult
to distinguish.

In 1853, L. L. Langstroth published
the first edition of his book, " The Hive
and Honey Bee." This book, written
without attempts at supplying a textbook, became the z'ade mt-cum of prac-

Editions followed each
other in rapid succession in 1857 and
1859. Shortly afterwards, Moses Quinby
published his "Mysteries of Beekeeping Explained," in which he recom-

tical apiarists.

mended

a hive similar to that of Langstroth, with the same hanging frame,
Ijut of different dimensions, taller and

deeper than the Langstroth standard.
In 1861, the American Bee Journal
was established at Philadelphia, by
Samuel Wagner. The first year of that
magazine is still considered as exceedingly valuable by those who are fortunate enough to possess a copy. Articles by Dzierzon, Rev. Geo. Kleine,
Berlepsch, Donhoff, our own Langstroth and other Americans who have
also passed away, such as W. W. Gary
and H. Nesbit, contain valuable information. The only writer still living
who wrote for the Bee Journal at that
date is our old friend M. M. Baldridge.
A method of securing the pure fertilization of young queens in localities
where black bees were in entire control, was to retain Italian drones in
queenless colonies late in the season
when nearly all drones were put to
death in healthy colonies. Early in the
forenoon both the colonies containing
the Italian drones and those having
queens ready to mate were fed with
warm and diluted honey, and thus incited to fly simultaneously at times
when other drones would still remain
At the present day pure
in the hives.
fertilization of queens is much better
controlled by the removal of dronecomb from undesirable hives and its
replacing with worker combs, while in
the desirable colonies drone-comb is
placed in the center of the brood-nest.
It does not invariably insure choice

is

great

a

step

in

that

the brightest, as reported by E. A.
distinguished
Boston
Brackett,
"a
sculptor," on page 92 of the American
Bee Journal for April, 1861.
Unfortunately, the Civil War, then
raging, compelled Samuel Wagner to
suspend the publication of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal until 1866, when it was
again resumed by him, at Washington,

The

original price of $1.00 was
$2.00, owing to the " greatly
increased cost of paper " due to the war.
History repeats itself.
In this second volume we find the

D. C.

advanced to

name
who is

of

another

still

Indiana,

of

beekeeper
Bohrer,then
of Kansas. In this
notable

living. Dr. G.

now

volume also. May, 1867, we find the first
mention of comb foundation. J. L.
Hubbard, of Walpole, N. H., called
upon Mr. Henry Steele, of Jersey City,
who presented him with a box of it,
"to experiment with." But this was
evidently very defective, for Mr. Hubbard suggested that sheets be made of
cotton cloth or some other substance
dipped into wax and impressed with
It was later tried,
was tin-foil and other substances
and found impractical.
A. I. Root also began in this volume
his "Experience of a Novice in Beekeeping," witty and practical articles
which were so well liked that he started
a magazine of his own, in 1873, Gleanings in Bee Culture, perhaps the widest
read magazine on our industry at the

the cells of the bee.
as

present day.
In the same year, November, 1867,
Charles Dadant, began also to write
for the

American Bee Journal.

Adam Grimm's

first large importation of Italians, from the apiaries of
Prof. Mona, of Bellinzona, near Lake
Maggiore, was also made in that year.
He brought with him some 40 queens.
In 1868, Charles Dadant imported
also largely from the Blumhoff apiaries
of Biasca, near Bellinzona. But the
transportation of bees across the ocean
was for a long time subject to great
modern methods of
losses, for the

packing them were unknown and shippers usually gave them too much food,
in

some instances

them

literally

drowning

honey.
My next article will deal with the
vention of the honey extractor.
in

in-

The Winter Cluster
BY

C.

E.

FOWLER.

THINK

I

Mr. Spuehler and the Editor have both missed it on page
410,

December issue, when they say

that the bees in the center of the cluster are more active (thus increasing
the heat, as the outside is colder) because they are in vitiated air. I have
experimented on clusters with ther-

mometers

placed

over

(and

under

—
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covers with very warm cushions
over the glass and metal covered telescope covers over the cushions.
now, a
I have one in the backyard
very small nucleus about as large as
your two fists. The thermometer out
doors is :^2 degrees; over the empty
part of the hive (no frames) 44, and
directly over .the cluster 51. The thermometers are on top of the glass, and
the cluster which is '4 inch below the
glass and shows about 2}i inches in
diameter, is the thickness of one bee
I can see the bees
over the frames.
through the glass. I can see them move
and see how far apart they are. I can
see down into the cluster, and there is
no possible chance for vitiated air to
glass

stay inside the cluster.
To return to the hive

looked

at

There

:

is

that

I

just
air

enough warm

the cluster to heat the
rising from
glass 7 degrees more directly over
the cluster than 8 inches away, which

much more circulation
summer and more than needed.

would

give

than in

Now

imagine a house with open
around it inhabited by soldiers in cold weather and the soldiers
trying to close the doors by standing
Can you imagine them closin them.
just

doors

all

tightly that the
house would have vitiated air in it, and
the inside soldiers starting the electric
fans ?
In an ordinary sized room in winter
a hole in the window a foot square
would give more than enough fresh
air.
I think it would be impossible for
the bees to shut off more than 75 percent of the openings. I can very easily
explain why the cluster is warmer inside than it is outside. First, let us
examine the cluster through the glass.
If the cushion over the glass is warm
enough, the shape of the cluster is simior a hemisphere, the
lar to the letter
warm glass forming the top of the

ing the openings

so

U

By taking the cushion off you
can see the middle of the cluster and
measure the diameter of it with a rule.
The colder the outside air the smaller
and warmer the cluster; the warmer
cluster.

outside air the larger the cluster
the outside air is 57 degrees,
when presto! change! there is no cluster, the bees are spread" all through the
hive and summer has come to the bees.
This will happen any warm day anytime in the winter (provided of course
there is no brood). A few hours warmth

the

until

will

do

Shipping Bees in Packages

Without Combs
BY M.

C.

BERRY.

WHEN
came

10 years of age I beinterested in bees, and
ever
since my interest has
been increasing. However, twice I was
persuaded to desert the little fellows,
once to attend college in Ohio, and
again to engage in the mercantile business in Missouri and Colorado. But
of my boyhood's buzzing
the call
friends was too strong, and soon I was
Now, after
back with them again.
years of hard although pleasant work
to one who loves bees, our colonies
number over the thousand mark.

only

In the year 1904
bees in packages.

we shipped our
During

first

year
we filled quite a number of orders for
bees by the pound. However, our conveniences for making cages for bees
were so very crude and the mode of
feeding bees while in transit so poor
that after one year we discontinued
shipments for the time being.
this

Now we have a shop as well as warehouses where during the winter months
we make and store cages, to be used in
the shipment of bees by the pound, besides many little mailing blocks used
in sending queens through the mails.
All material used in manufacturing
these cages is carefully selected basswood lumber, the lightest and we bethe best for this purpose. AH
cages are made as light as is possible
and still preserve strength for the hard
handling they often get while in the
lieve

hands of the exf ress people.
At the present time we are unable to
ship bees in large packages by parcel
post. There may come a time when
this will be possible and practical, but
I believe the express method better and
more advisable now, even if the postoffice authorities were willing to take
the larger packages. One trouble with
the parcel post is lack of room and a
tendency to cover up and smother the
In order that
bees in mail sacks.
they shall go through in good condi-

49

tion,

bees

crowded

in

packages must

not be

for ventilation.

When spring comes and the shipping
season draws near, we hasten to build
up our colonies into an overflowing
condition. This we do in order to be
able to get all of the bees for our package trade from above the queenexcluders.
By this method we are able to
give our customers nearly all worker
bees and very few if any drones.
also save a great deal of time looking
for the queen before shaking the bees
through the funnel into our cages.
During the season just past we were
able, by practicing the above methods,
to take over 500 pounds of bees from
one apiary of less than 100 colonies,
besides making a surplus of 75 pounds
of honey per colony.
One of the first and I believe most
important requisites in package shipping is to have a large well ventilated
Next the bees must be amply
cage.
supplied with food. The candy used is
made of pure pulverized sugar and
honey just of the right proportions to

We

remain moist and still not run and
daub the bees while en route. This
candy is placed in the cage so that it
can always be had from above. Thus
the bees are

and

still

able to cluster

naturally

have their food so convenient
unnecessary for them to break

that it is
their cluster. Water is given to bees
in transit only during extreme warm
weather or when shipments are intended
for parties living in the arid West. In
such cases a small can filled with
water is placed alongside the candy at
the top of the cage. Bees receive the
perforation
small
a
water through
which allows only a drop at a time to
pass through. Excepting as above I
believe water unnecessary in combless

and broodless packages.
During the last few years the shipping of bees in packages has become a
large industry. Safe and satisfactory
deliverv is made to nearly all parts of
the United States and the greatest
Beekeepers in the
part of Canada.
North and West report that bees by
the pound from the South can be made
to pay very handsomely on the invest-

it.

Now

suppose the hive gets below 57
degrees, a cluster is immediately formed, then the outside bees get cold and
crawl inside to get warm, and if the inside of the cluster is not warm enough
they begin to rub their hands together,
and as it gets colder the cluster gets
smaller and the outside bees get cold
quicker, and when they go inside they
say, " What is the matter with you fellows, why don't you put more honey in
the stores," and they fill up with honey
and get warm. With a few glass covers
look at the bees any time without
breaking the seal and learn many things
that you could not otherwise.
Hammonton, N. J.
[Yes, friend Fowler, I can imagine

men huddled together so closely that
those inside will have to breath the air
already vitiated by their comrades. But
we want

all

the

opinions we can
more. Editor.]

arguments and all the
get.
So let us have

M

C.

BERRY'S DIXIE QUEEN YARD.

DOWN AMONG THE

PINES
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ment. A one pound swarm of bees
complete with a good queen very often
makes a surplus of 50 to 100 pounds of
comb honey during the first season. However, in order to have the
best results
early in the

it

is

necessary to get bees

season, say the

first to

the

last of April, depending of course on
locations. Also it is advisable, if possible, to have drawn combs partly filled
with honey on which to hive the bees

when they
ing

in, it is

arrive.

also

If

no honey

best to

is

com-

feed a small

amount
half).

of sugar syrup (about half and
Continue feeding until you are

sure some honey is coming in, as this
stimulates brood rearing.
Buying bees by the pound without
queens is being practiced by many
northern
and western beekeepers.
Many times by adding from one-half
to one pound of bees to the cluster of
a weak colony, especially when taking
it out
of winter quarters in the early
spring, one is able to save a valuable
queen and build up a colony which becomes strong in time to procure a nice
crop of honey. Otherwise this same
colony, perhaps, if it lived at all,
would only get in shape after the main
surplus honey flow; too late to accomplish anything this season.
When receiving a shipment of bees
from the South, we always advise the
beekeeper to gorge the bees before releasing them.
Sugar syrup made as
above is about right for this purpose.
Sprinkle this syrup on them from all
sides, shake them about in the cage,
and when all of the bees seem to be
full as well as wet, they are ready to be
shaken into the hive or else dumped in
front of their new home and allowed
to run in much the same as natural

swarms.

If one is strengthening weak
colonies by adding bees, it is a good
idea not only to wet and gorge the
bees you are running in but also sprinkle syrup on and smoke those already
in the hive.
By practicing these methods one should have little if any loss
from bees flying and none from fight-

ing.

Now if one is buying bees for increase and has no. combs on which to

hive the swarms,
of foundation

we

advise

full

sheets

and also daily feeding

for the stimulation of comb building as
well as brood-rearing. Give each colony say from one pint to one quart of
syrup daily until honey is coming in.
A small pan with excelsior in it makes
an excellent feeder. Put a shallow
empty super on the hive, setting pan
containing the
syrup just over the
cluster of bees. Unless the weather is
very cool the bees will soon remove
the syrup from the pan to the combs

below.

The one pound swarms,

if

purchased

quite early in the season will, if treated
as above, build up into nice strong colonies the first year, and very often not

only gather enough honey to winter
but also some surplus. However, as a
rule you should not expect much surplus honey when a colony has to build
out combs
from foundation unless
there is a late fall flow. If you demand

honey the first year, regardless, I would
advise you to buy the larger swarms,
the two and three pound sizes. Our
Canadian friends advocate the larger
swarms for all purposes, as the seasons
there are short. Some of them even
prefer the five-pound swarms, and say

February

Association—
to Follow

Swiss

BY

C.

W. AEPPLER.

ABOUT one-half
the
issue

Model

November

of the
"

Schweizerische
Bienenzeitung" (Swiss Bee Journal) deals with the horrors of the present
that

of

war and describes the

difficulties

have been encountered by the
Swiss beekeepers in obtaining sugar
for winter stores. As the Swiss beekeepers depend almost entirely upon
sugar syrup for winter stores, it is difficult for

us to realize

den they are forced
though Switzerland

how
to

great a burbear,

even

"a peaceful
island lying amidst the howling bilis

lows."

When

the war broke out in July,
most of the beekeepers had no
sugar on hand to provide their bees
with winter stores. As usual, a high

1914,

they are the best investments for their
locality.
The five-pound swarms are
fine, but we have always thought them
expensive.
It has been said that in time a great
many northern and some western beekeepers would find it advisable to kill
their bees in the fall and replace by
procuring bees in packages from the
South the following spring. This I do
not believe advisable, nor will it be
practiced to any great extent. To be
sure the
saving of honey perhaps
would offset the cost of the bees from
the South, but there would not be

enough

profit

to

make

it

practical.

Also, would it be quite fair to the little
fellows after they had toiled so hard
for you ? In case of winter losses, or
desire for early
increase
and for
strengthening weak colonies, bees in
packages are without a doubt a success.
Hayneville, Ala.

Over a Hundred Pounds of Bees Ready
FOR Shipment

was obtained for honey, and
sugar could be fed very economically.
The Swiss beekeepers must depend
largely upon sugar shipped in from
Germany and France. With a little
successful diplomacy enough sugar was
secured in October,1914, to provide for
winter stores, and so the bees were
saved from starvation.
The Swiss Beekeepers' Association
is scientifically managed, and this year
sufficient sugar was secured for winter
stores for the 224,000 colonies operated
by its members throughout that peaceful nation.
When we consider the size
of that little country, with its many
square miles of rugged mountains, our
fears of overstocking should be lessened.
The 1910 census credits Wisconsin with
colonies,
95,600
and
Minnesota with 56,()00. We have many
a lesson to learn from the Swiss beekeepers.
If
the
beekeepers of the
United States were as united as they
are in one common motive, the question of overstocking, better markets
and better prices would be a thing of
the past.
What we need most is a
price

A PACKAGE OF BEES AT THE END OF A THOUSAND MILE JOURNEY
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powerful

tiatiotial

orffunhalion

mod-

Schweizereled after " Des Vereins
Bienenfreunde " (Swiss Beeischer
keepers' Association), and when the
National meets at Madison in February, it might be well for us to incorporate some of their principles with
ours.

Madison, Wis.

president
Ford.

of the

Association,

4.— Among

Eastern Bee-

keepers
BY THE EIUTOR.

Altamont,
LEAVING
afternoon of Aug.

late

in

the

11, by way of
Albany, we traveled 75 miles to
Glens Falls, on the upper Hudson, at
The
the foot of the Adirondacks.
road was by way of Saratoga. It is
the best automobile road that I have
ever traveled, not excepting European

made

Tarvia or
asphaltum and has no dust whatever.
The meeting was called by the
Adirondack Beekeepers' Association
for the next day, at the home of Mr.
H. E. Gray, one mile from the old
roads,

for

it

is

of

his

Lake George was called "Horicon"
by the Indians; "Lac St. Sacrement"
by the French. Many of the terrible
deeds of the
French-Indian
wars
were perpetrated along Its shores.
Its beauty is nevertheless beyond dehistory.

its

Americans

It

is

should

visit America first.
This is right.
The resorts of Switzerland arc not
more beautiful than this one which
compares favorably with the Lake of

Thnn.

When

as

in

our summer resorts are
civilization
as those of
Europe, there will he notliing for us
to envy, in Europe.
The main advantage of Switzerland is that its
old

Middlebury

is

located

beauties are gathered together in a
very small compass, while our country is immense and its beauties much
scattered.

On Monday the

14th.

I

bade good-

bye to my pleasant hosts, Mr. and
Mrs. Gray, and left for Middlebury,
Vermont. Before leaving I saw the
immense paper mills of Hudson Falls,
where mountains of cord wood are
crushed into wood pulp for paper.
Train loads after train loads of it
are brought there from Canada and
thousands of tons of paper produced.
It seems as if we might eventually
exhaust the forests, even of Canada.
On the way to Middlebury, the road
passes Rutland, noted for its marble.
In spots, the railroad embankments
are filled with broken marble. This
reminded me of Carrara, in Italy,
whose marble is shipped all over the
world, and through which we passed

a

fine,

valley, sloping towards Lake
(,'hamplain, between the Adirondacks
and the Green Mountains of Vermont.
It is a good region for bees, for I
met many practical beekeepers and
their crop of white honey was fine.
Our readers know that it Is at this
point th.at one of the oldest contributors of the American Bee Journal,
Mr. J. E. Crane, lives. He and his
son Phillip manage something like
1100 colonies, all in chaff hives.

The meeting was held at the Addison House, about 40 beekeepers being present. Mr. P. D. Manchester,
the secretary of the Vermont Association, had kindly invited me to
stop with him.
At the meeting, the main subject
discussed was "Swarm
prevention"
and I spoke on this myself, since it
is one of my hobbies.
One of the
points I raised was the prevention of
drone production, as the presence of
drones incites bees to swarm. Mr.
Crane made the remark that he had
found bees to build drone comb on
worker foundation and called upon
his foreman to make a statement on
this.
About a dozen sheets of foundation, out of some 2,000. used by
them during the season, were changed
in this way.
This was a surprise to
me, although Mr. Latham had already exhibited to me about 2 square
inches of comb which the bees had
also built on foundation and which

was worker on one

side

and drone on

dee of Pittsford.

the other. Dr. Miller had pronounced
this an impossibility, but it was a
fact, just the same.
My explanation
is that at times in the laminating of
the foundation it becomes
slightly
stretched when sticking to the cylinders. The least stretching the other
way, or up and down, when given to
the bees, causes the forming of larger
cells than common which are then

Middlebury meeting.

used for drone
breeding
although
hardly large enough. The
foundation which is drone on one side and

on our trip of 1913.

Vermont marble

does not seem inferior to it.
At Brandon, one of the passengers

walked up to
Mr. Dadant?"

me and

said: "Isn't this

was Mr. G. F. HenHe had recognized
me from photos, though we had never
met before. He was going to the
It

The Roads of New England are
Excellent
historic spot of Fort Edward. A pretty country, in full view of the Adiron-

with the
Hudson winding
around in the woods.
At the meeting, there
were
as
many ladies as men. The attendance
was small, not over 35, but all practical people.
They were all owners
of large apiaries, none of them under
dacks,

The crop was reported
good and some anxiety was shown as
probable price of honey.
Here, Dr. Gates left me to return
to Amherst.
I was to go alone by rail
to the Vermont meeting.
I remained
over Sunday with the Gray family
who had invited me and proposed to
take me to Lake George. This trip
was made with Mr. Geo. L. Gary,

in

broad

scription, despite
often said that

No.

in

51

50 colonies.
to the

H. E.

GRAY

IN HIS

APIARY AT FORT EDWARD,

N. Y.
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worker on the other must be defecand the bees must
have drone comb,
when they overlook the shape of the

foot of the Green Mountains,
shade of the pines.
Mr. Crane has a very nice method
of inducing the bees to finish the

base to produce such irregular combs.

outer sections of a crate, at the same
time preventing them from staining
the sealed central sections by ti'aveling upon them. When all but the
outer rows are filled he uses under
the crate a honey-board, which is
closed in the center and open
on
both edges.
This compels the bees
to pass first to the open unfinished
sections, which they fill more readily
in consequence.
the
Mr. Crane is
originator of the
corrugated-paper
shipping case in which each section

tive in wall outline
be very desirous to

The only redeeming feature

to

this

disagreeable performance is the very
small
proportion
of
such
combs
built, about 6 per thousand in the
Crane experience. Yet, in the manufacture of foundation we ought to be
able to forestall this entirely. When
it happens, the only way is to remelt
such combs and replace them with
perfect ones.
At the Manchester home, that
evening, I saw a sample of success
with very large hives. Mr. Manchester uses 11-frame Langstroth hives,
with supers holding 40 sections and
he had a tremendous crop of clover
honey, both alsike and white clover.
In many sections of the East, alsike
clover grows wild in the meadows
and the pastures.
At this place I also tasted pure
dandelion honey for the first time.
We often see the bees on dandelion
blossoms, but with us they
never
harvest enough to make a surplus.
was skeptical on this subject.
I
However, when Mr. Manchester put
a section of dark yellow honey upon

at the
in the

is

They were preparing

isolated.

the crop for market and had a half

dozen

men

scraping and packing sec-

They have numerous swarms.
but have a great demand for bees
every year from the cucumber growers, for hot houses.
They get rid of
their extra colonies in this manner.
Mr. Crane is foulbrood inspector.
He reports great improvement in
tions.

former years,
but
remains to be done.
In his opinion the movable-frame
hive, with combs built crooked in the
frames, is the greatest hindrance to
the cleaning up of the disease. Better have box hives than frame hives
with immovable frames, owing to
crooked combs.

much work

still

A Vermont

beekeeper,

Crofut, of Arlington,
me invited to lunch

home, quoted to

Mr.

H.

C.

who was

like

Crane
at the
a popular rime
things in which

me

of the
excels:

descriptive

"Horses, maple sugar and beautiful women.
The first are fleet.
The others sweet.

And

all

Vermont and Kentucky, and

exceeding hard to beat."

Fleet horses and pretty girls are
also a claim of Kentucky. But then
aren't the girls pretty everywhere?
And isn't honey a product of bnth

sweet

too?
In my opinion, the rime must
be rewritten, including honey in the
desirable products of Vermont.
I was pleasantly disappointed with
the part of Vermont which I visited.
I
was looking for rough hillsides,
stone fences and other evidences of
a mountainous country. I saw beautiful fields and pretty cities.
But
the mountains were not far away and
am told there is plenty of rough
I
country.

next went back to Amherst, where
to meet Mr. Bocock, the Englishman sent to the United States by
the British Beekeepers
Association
to study our bee paralysis and compare it with Isle-Of-Wight disease.
This will be the subject of my next
I

I

was

letter.

Shipping

and

Colonies

Full

Nuclei
BY H.

over

cotiditions

Vermont

February

A
ing a

D.

MURRY.

CORRESPONDENT

noting

my

uniform success in shipping full
colonies and nuclei, never havsingle loss, desires that

I

tell

through the columns of the American
Bee Journal just how I " do the trick."
It had never occurred to me that there
was any trick about it.
The first experience I had along that
line was in the latter part of January,
J906,

when

I

shipped

18

full

colonies

from Jackson, Miss., to Alice, Tex., in
The bees
a car of household goods.
were in Sframe dovetailed hives with
Hoffman self-spacing frames, the combs
built from full sheets of medium brood
foundation in wired frames. The entrances were the usual jsinch and full
width of the hive.
I had
observed that in moving bees
from one apiary to another, the bees
have a tendency to cluster on top of
the framts. As these colonies had a
strong force of bees, I reasoned that it

£^te^,*l^i

Monument Marking Spot Where Stood
Old Fort. Edwards
I took a mouthful of it,
recognized without doubt the flavor
of dandelion, not bitter, but strong,
with a very positive scent of the
bloom.
That evening we visited Messrs

the table and
I

Larrabee and Holmes, apiarists living some 12 miles away. The weather was delightful and a clear full
moon gave us almost as fine a light

We

drove clear down to
at Larrabee's Point.
I called on our old
friend G. W. Fassett and afterwards
on the Cranes with whom I stayed
We took a ride in one of
for lunch.
their autos to an outapiary located
as daylight.

Lake Champlain,
The next day,

MR. CRANE'S

BOARD FOR FINISHING SECTIONS ON THE EDGES OF SUPERS
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would require considerable space above
the frames to accommodate them, so I
made a rim of one inch lumber two
inches deep to fit the top of the hives,
and covered that with wire-screen, such

On top
as is used to screen windows.
of the wire I put a second rim of >'sinch stuff to hold the wire firmly in
place and stop any leaks that might
occur from the buckling of the wire.
Before placing the screen on the hive I
nailed a piece of Js-inch stuff lightly
across the ends of the frames. When
the screens were placed in position, the
end piece of the screen frame rested
on that ;>s inch piece and prevented the

frames from bouncing up and down
while in transit. The entrances were
closed with wire cloth to give upward
ventilation.

Although the weather was warm, as
we have it in the South sometimes,
there was no provision for watering
the bees en route. They were on the
road just ten days, traveling about 1000
miles. The weather turned quite cold
about three days before they reached
Alice, but had warmed up again when
they arrived. Upon arrival they were
to their permanent location and
released. I did not travel with them,
but left them to the tender mercies of
the railroads and went through on the

moved

When I released
passenger trains.
them, I went through the hives to see
how they had stood the journey. They
were all in !perfect condition and most
of them had a patch of sealed brood in
one or two., frames. I said all were in
perfect condition, but there was one
colony smashed up pretty badly. Evi-

been dropped by some
it had
brakeman or other person who had
dently

occasion to handle the shipment.
I have gone fully into details about
order to give the
this shipment in
reader a fair chance to draw any lesson from It that it may contain. Since
that time I have shipped full colonies
by express to various distances, from
200 to 500 miles in winter and summer,
and I have yet to lose the first colony.
There is, however, this difference between shipping colonies in winter and
summer: If I ship in summer, I place
an empty comb filled with water in the
hive, or water the bees well just before
they are loaded on the car. I have also
used a screen only one inch deep. If
the colony is not very strong that is
'
The idea have in mind is
sufficient.
to give the bees room enough to cluster above the frames, if they desire to
do so.
I have shipped Iframe, 2 frame and
3-frame nuclei to various parts of the
United States; many as far east as
New York State and as far north and
west as North Dakota and Minnesota.
If any ever failed to reach their destination in perfect condition, the fact
was never reported to me.
In packing nuclei for shipment, I
have used the ordinary nucleus shipping cage as sent out by our supply
houses, and a cage that I make myself,
with equal success. The cage I make
differs from the factory-made cage in
that the ventilation is provided at both
1

sides instead of the bottom and top as
If three or
in the factory-made cage.
more of my cages are shipped in one
parcel it is necessary to space them an
inch apart for ventilation, while the

factory-made

cages

closely together.

bottom and

top.

may

be

crated

My cage has solid
A piece of wood with

notches to accommodate the bottombars of frames is nailed in the bottom
of the cage, about the middle.
The frames are put in place, a piece
of wood Yi,^%. inch is laid across the
frames at each end and lightly nailed.
This )!( inch piece comes flush with the
end-piece of the cage, so the cover
holds it firmly in place, and it in turn
holds the frames in place, preventing
them from bouncing up and down.
Three light nails, such as are used in
nailing up frames, are driven through
each end of the cover into the endpiece of the cage. Side pieces come
up flush with the top of the cover and
are nailed to it with about three or four
nails on each side.
.\ light rope handle is attached by nailing and stapling
each end of the rope to each end of the
cage.
One rope is sufficient for a
crate of five or six nuclei. A request,
" Keep out of sun," and " Pile nothing

53

with her and the cage pressed

in

unde-

the bottom of the comb
and the bottom-bar, wire cloth side
up, and the candy-hole against an endbar to prevent the bees from releasing
hi-r before the shipment is delivered.
Instructions are given to the customer
how to let the bees release her. If,
fro n any cause, the queen is released
en route, there is no real damage done,
but I like to have my customer able to
find the queen, which he may not be
able to do if she is out among the bees.
Care is taken to place the cage where
no water will jar out of the combs into
the queen-cage.
a

comb between

As

I have never had any failures I
not be in a position to point out
the elements of success; but the points

may

on this hive," is stenciled on the top of
one cage in each crate.
I think the kind
of cage used is not
very important, just so it provides ventilation for the bees, holds the frames
in place, prevents the escape of the
bees and is light, so as to avoid excessive transportation charges.
The important thing is what goes
into the cage to form the nucleus. I
take it that my customer wants a start
of bees, and I put in
enough bees,
brood, etc., to start quite a prosperous
little colony from the start.
If it is
only a 1-frame nucleus, I select a comb
fully half filled with sealed brood, some

empty

cells,

and enough honey to

last

the nucleus to its destination and some
over to help in starting brood after
arrival.
The empty cells are filled with
water, and about as manv bees shaken
into the cage as are sufficient to well
cover both sides of a Langstroth frame
or comb. This, with the brood that
will soon hatch out, will make quite a
prosperous little colony. In a 2 frame
nucleus I place the equivalent of about
I'j frames of sealed brood.
The other
two-thirds of a comb should be about
half honey and the other half filled
with water.
In practice, the honey
will be at the tops of the frames and
empty cells at the bottom, which I fill
with water.

A 3 frame nucleus may contain one
frame entirely filled with sealed brood
which I place in the center of the cage,
and the other two combs should have
about an inch or an inch and a half of
honey at the top, and the balance of
the combs about equally divided between sealed brood and empty cells to
be filled with water. Enough bees are
put into all nuclei to well cover both
sides of all combs. In actual practice
it is not always possible to find combs
with brood, honey and empty cells
arranged in any certain way, so these
statements must be understood to indicate the amount of those things I use
rather than the arrangement of them.
The amount of honey may vary with
the distance the shipment is to go,
always bearing in mind that my customer may be an amateur, and not know
what to do with hungry bees, so
enough honey is included to carry the
bees to their destination and some over
to enable them to recover from the

shock of shipment and make their
start at brood-rearing.
If a queen is to accompany a nucleus,
she is caged in a provisioned threehole

cage, nine

attendant bees caged

Crane

E.

J

important are shipping
brood, plenty of
bees, plenty of honey to carry to their
destination with some left over, and
plenty of ventilation, using only combs
that have had brood reared in them for
at least a year or two so as to make
them tough, and those combs built
from a good grade of foundation in
wired frames.
Mathis, Tex,
regard as
nothing but
I

sealed

The Flight of a Bee
BY

HAVE
how

.T.

E.

CRANE.

you ever stopped

to inquire

Why

does it
have four wings when a fly has
only two ? How can it fly backward
as well as forward ? Bees are governed
by physical laws and are controlled by
them as well as larger animal life. In
these days when man has learned to
a bee flies

navigate the air
est to inquire

it

how

?

is of special interthe bees are able to
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do so and their wonderful adaptation
to their out-of-door life.
see the need of four wings in
they can be
place
of two, because
quickly hooked together for flight, givlarger
wing surface, for
ing them a
they have not only to carry themselves
the
air
as
a fly does, but they
through
have to carry heavy loads of nectar
and pollen. When entering the hive

We

the wings may be separated and folded
in a small space so as not to interfere
in their movements in the hive or in
entering the cells.
Have you ever noticed the strong rib
the forward wing,
at the front of
which appears to explain the secret of
the bees flight ? If the wings are united
and their surface parallel with the body
of the bee, we see how with wings
thus spread they go through the air
with little exertion. Then if the wings
are turned so their surface be at right
angle to the body and quickly forced
backwards we can readily see how the
body of the bee will be forced forward,
just as a small boat is pushed forward
by the oars. If the wings when spread
are forced downward, or upward, or
forward, the body moves in the opposite direction.

Have you ever seen
ward ?
There

a bird fly back-

quickly,

"No

humming

bird

Think

!"

those that have worn

and

themselves out

February-

wind

It is interesting to note how bees are
guided in their flight. Birds have tails
to assist them, and boats have rudders,
but bees have neither
consequently
bees have to guide their flight by their
wings much as a man in a row boat
guides it by his oars, one a little faster
or slower than the other when the
direction is changed. As a result the
flight of bees is not as accurate as we
have sometimes thought, and a bee line
is not a straight line. If we stand upon
a little eminence or hill with the bees
;

coming toward us in the late afternoon,
we may see them for a long distance
and observe their flight with ease. We
can see how a bee flies first on one side
of a straight line and then on the other.
It would seem as though they set their
wings as nearly as they can for a
straight line, but are not quite accurate

and are carried to one side then
change their flight to correct the error
which carries them to the other side of

some

extent.
shelter of a
fence or a forest, although the distance
to travel is farther. They have been
known even to go around a hill when
they knew the way rather than over it,
because it was easier; their instinct
teaching them how to save the hard
labor of climbing the hill. Their injects obstruct the

Or they may keep

died.

in

to
the

stinct, if it is instinct, seems to serve
them even better than the reasoning
powers serve man, for we have found
roads laid out over hills when it would
have been no farther and much easier
to have laid them around the hills.

Middlebury, Vt.

Beekeeping in the Imperial
Valley
BY HOMER MATHEWSON.

;

the line, thus making their line full of
gentje waves.
It is interesting to note the intelligence bees exercise, in flying, to save
their strength. If it is windy they fly
low where the vegetation or other ob-

IMAGINE

yourself in a level country,
a valley situated in southern California, about 150 mi'es long by

50 wide, and the greater part below the
level of the sea, the lowest point being
268 feet. At some period in ages past
this was a great inland sea.
In this countrv the annual rainfall is

"Yes!"

have we
not seen it fly to a deep- throated flower
to get a sip of nectar, or perhaps a
choice tit-bit of insect and then back
out and rising an instant in the air to
who is watching, dart away ?
see
Evidently the flight or wing motion of
the

is

;

these tiny birds is much like that of
the bees, and so we call them humming
birds.

Have we ever stopped

to think of the

number, variety and power of the muscles required to produce the varied
motions of the four wings in the flight
of a bee ? Have we ever thought how
these powerful muscles are enclosed

somewhat globular case, the
thorax, but little more than one eighth
of an inch in diameter, already occupied with the muscles required for the
movement of the six legs of the bee ?
Have we ever thought of the rapidity
in a little

of their

movements

?

Not

far

from 40

miles an hour, with 500 vibrations of
the wings each second it is estimated.
Have we ever inquired what sustains
such energy ? What kind of food can
they use to give them such power ?
We surely get a new idea of the value
of honey as food when we notice what
bees, how it sustains
it does for the

them during long
hills and against

NO. i.-LOOKING

DOWN THROUGH

A "RAMADA"

flights, perhaps over
a heavy wind, while

of their own weight of
can realize
pollen.
of the muscular energy required for such flights when we see the

carrying half

honey and
something

We

bees drop on the alighting-board panting for air and stopping to rest before
they enter their hive. Again we learn
something of the exhaustion of such
flights from the rapid loss of bees or
the decrease in population of a hive
when no young bees are emerging.
We have sometimes found the bees
in a new colony to decrease from onehalf to two-thirds in three weeks. This
is more noticeable if honey is scarce
or the bees have to fly a great distance
to find it. I have many times found it
a decided advantage to give such colonies, a few days after hiving, two or
three combs of emerging brood that
young bees might take the place of

NO. 2.-THE

REAR OF THE EXTRACTING HOUSE WITH HONEY TANK
THE EXCAVATION

IN
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less than two inches, and there are no
fogs, yet there are miles and miles of
Here the
water (irrigation ditches).

snow never falls; during the months
of December and January some few
frosts occur, sufficiently severe to kill
most tender plants; ice on still ponds
sometimes reaches a thickness of oneeighth inch.
During the months of February and
March there are strong winds, corresponding to the March weather in the
East.
In April it grows warm and
soon becomes what the cotton planters

warm days
call cotton weather,
and nights. The heat is never broken
by cold snaps. This continues for some
three months.
During August the thermometer
often reaches 120 degrees in the shade,
extremely dry atmostphere
but the
causes the sensible heat to resemble
that of 90 degrees in the eastern States.
;'.

<•.,

for a limited time.
The great
cantaloupes furnish some
of
honey, the flow from this source lasting
about a month.
About .May 18, the flow from alfalfa

ing up. The alfalfa is allowed to dry
out and the little water available is
used on cotton and corn. Many of the
beekeepers complain of the cold winds
in the spring retarding brood-rearing.

commences and

Summing up it would seem seem that
the acreage of alfalfa was at least 30
percent less than formerly, that the
flow from cotton and cantaloupes does
not make up the deficit, and the honey
crop has fallen off in the last three
years from .'!0 to -50 percent, yet the
market price has increased. The bulk
of the crop is marketed in Los Angeles and other coast cities.
The color
of the honey is not so light as that of
Nevada or Colorado. The extreme
heat might be a small factor.

flow

fields

lasts through May,
June and into July. The flow is slow
but of long duration. Oftentimes when

conditions are favorable, when nights
and mornings are a bit humid, the bees
simply " roll in" the honey. In normal
years there is often a short flow in
September.
An operator is able to
work but two yards, and he needs to
hustle to do even this. Many of the
beekeepers say that cotton furnishes
honey, the long staple variety being
the best.
Nearly every town in the
valley has its gin, and there is an oil
mill.
I predict that the cotton interests will increase.
At present there is
no boll weevil, and such perfect
weather to harvest the crop.

Very

little

comb honey

and none shipped

is

produced,

The acreage of alfalfa is on the decrease, that of cotton and corn on the
increase. The growing of cantaloupes
has been on the increase, and from

extracted has in
past years sold as low as three cents,
yet this season the average is near 6K
cents.
From 30 to 40 cars are shipped
annually; beeswax
sells around 25
cents.
A foreign buyer is reported to
have bought nearly all available supply
in the valley.

source some
For the past two
been a shortage of
and August, caused

under control, only

GENERAL CONDITIONS.

this

No. 3.— Cans Filled
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;

honey

is produced.
seasons there has
water during July
by the ditches silt-

Disease has appeared, yet it is well
a few apiaries hav-

Ready for Shipment

In midwinter and again in midsummer
one or more light local showers may
be expected; during the season of 1916
no rain of importance fell from February to November.
This industry came with the early
Among the
settlers, in the year 1900.
first were Henry Perkins, J. W. Huff
and a Mr. Jones. Mr. Perkins had the
honor of shipping the first car of
honey from the valley. Among the
successful men of today I will mention
J. W. George, W. W. Fairchild,
J. W.
Huff, D. O. Page, M. S. Phillippe, L.
Logan and F. J. Severin. These men
may be styled " Men whom the bees
keep."
SPRING MANAGEMENT.

NO.

4

-LIVING QUARTERS OF A BEEKEEPER DURING THE HONEY SEASON

successful man has learned to
for the year's harvest the fall
previous, by inducing late breeding,
thus having a
large percentage of
young bees for the winter. Such man-

The

prepare

agement, in
a
measure,
prevents
dwindling," and gives a larger
number of workers to begin the har-

" spring
vest.

SOURCES OF HONEY.
Pollen is gathered as early as January from cottonwDod and wild hollyhock. Sometimes as early as Feb. 18,
some honey is gathered from the wild
hollyhock. This may be called the first
stimulation. It is followed by arrowwood which furnishes a fine flavored
honey many think it adds to the flavor
of the early alfalfa.
In some locations
where willow grows it furnishes a fair
;

NO.

5—VIEW OF THE APIARY FROM A DISTANCE
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ing any trouble, and by the aid of the
stringent law in force it is hoped that
the
situation may grow no worse.
There are many drawbacks, drone
layers, mismating, robbing, poor pasture, cranky neighbors, who make all
manner of foolish demands, the person
who seems to think that "God helps
him who helps himself," thieves, they
are well represented. I might name
others, yet if a man is of the " Johnny
on the spot " order, he can stand all at
a small loss.

YARD EQUIPMENT.

There are no queens bred
ley for

in the valrear their own,
done soon after the

Many

market.

and requeening is
honey flow, which may be August or
September. Many think that it is not
best to try to rear queens at the warmest part of the summer, claiming that
the heat affects the vitality of the
drones, thereby causing a great per-

centage of drone layers, a
found only too often.
A large percentage of the
men requeen as often as
years, and many every year.

condition
better bee-

every two

The fame

the Imperial honey has traveled far
and wide, and dealers from everywhere
are looking here for honey, many having orders they cannot supply.
of

Assuming

that you have the bees,
next accessory is a Kamada or
shade for them. It consists of a framework of wood over which wires are
drawn, and then a layer of arrow-wood
across with a second set of wires on
top to keep the wind from blowing the
covering off. The hives are arranged
in rows and the operator works between the two lines. Figure 1 shows
the general form of a ramada, end view.
Figure 2 shows the rear of an extracting house, with honey tank sunk in the
ground, with a side view of the ramada
Figure 3 shows an extracting
also.
house, tank, a lot of filled cases and a

the

pile of empties.

The bee-men in charge often live at
the yards, and many unique structures
they build. Illustration No. 4 shows a
house with a sleeping room and kitchen.
Some of the beekeepers in the colder
States might think it somewhat limited,
yet it is very comfortable. It consists

Lexington, Ky.

Marketing Honey

February
garding the butter imitations have
been in force for a generation, I think.
Butter does come in competition
with the oleo compounds, for each
and every packing house makes millions of pounds of butter imitations
annually, and honey will not have the
protection butter has (while some of it
is strong enough to protect itself) until
honey producers are as numerous as
farmers who send out bulter in tons
instead of pounds, as we, relatively, do
honey. I have not the figures by me,
but I know that the money value of
butter in the United States runs into
the hundreds of millions of dollars.
The value of the honey crop will not

reach $50,000,000.
Of late years " butter substitutes" are
more in demand than the straight oleomargarine, which is "a granular, solid

produced from the leaf-fat of catThe pure oleo was at first salted,
colored, and sold to take the place of

fat

tle."

BY

A

A. F.

PERSON

BONNEY.

does not have much of

butter, but the grain, perceptible in the

a show when contending with
the Editor (a big E please), but
the American Bee Journal has treated
me fairly by printing some of my
"stuff," so I shall again try to reach
the public eye with something about
selling our sweet product.
In the American Bee Journal for
December, Mr. Pellett (page 414) suggests that "Honey is, toward glucose
and all corn syrups, in the same relative position as butter is placed toward
margarine. Yet butter is not neglected

mouth, betrayed it, so the manufacturers soon began making a mixture of
oleo, cotton seed oil and pure butter,
which did away with the grain, and
this imitation of butter is so good that
wife and I prefer it to the uncertain
butter we are able to buy in a "country" store where we should be able to
get the best.

Mind this. Oleo compounds, imitation butter is sold to take the place of
butter on the table. It looks like butter, smells like butter and tastes like

of a frame work covered with mosquito
netting and a cover of arrow-wood to
keep the sun off. Figure 5 shows a
general view of a yard from a distance.
Figure 6 shows a yard where all hives
are covered by two thicknesses of burlap sacks, as a protection from heat.
Figure 7 shows a yard a model for

neatness and arrangement, everything
being in its proper place.
The prefence is given to the 10-frame
size, yet a few of the 8-frame are in
use.

NUMBER

OF COLONIES.

estimated that there are more
than 20,000 colonies in thevalley; some
think as many as 22,000. With this
number of colonies and the existing
valley
seems overconditions, the
stocked, and I would not advise any
one to go there for the purpose of
beekeeping without first investigating.
Very soon more land will be watered,
and if it is sown to alfalfa there will be
a betterment of conditions.
It is

damaged by

NO. 6.-BRAN

SACKS ARE USED OVER HIVES TO PREVENT EXCESSIVE HEAT

Increase is made usually by division,
letting the divisions rear a queen from
their own brood. Some think that the
queens shipped in do not do as well at
of local production, a
first as those

for margarine as honey is for glucose,"
meaning, of course, glucose compounds.
Mr. Pellett having had legal training,
In this case,
is a spefious debater.
however, while sincere and earnest, he
Honey is not in
is, I think, mistaken.
the same relative relation to glucose
compounds as butter is to oleomargarine compounds, generally called "imitation butter, butterine," etc., for there
are stringent legal enactments regarding the use of oleo compounds intended
for consumption as butter substitutes.
There is a small tax on the sale of ?/«colored compounds, but a tax of ten
cents a found on the colored stuff.
There is nothing of the kind regarding
honey, and until the pure food laws
were passed any one could adulterate

climatic condition

honey

Alfalfa

is

seriously

the

ravages of grasshoppers which have
another
appeared in great numbers
yellow alfalfa butterfly
pest is the
{Eurymus curylheme), which is so common that the county is furnishing the
farmers poison in an attempt to eradicate it. Bermuda grass is another pest.
The seed comes in the irrigation water.
Getting a start in the fields it over;

comes the
but

is

alfalfa.

It

gives

not nearly so good as

some

feed,

alfalfa.

INCREASE.

I infer,

all

they chose, while laws re-

butter, so much so that I defy any one
to tell the " butterine " I use from good
creamery butter, particularly if it be

colored, and the user can color it himself with little capsules of butter color
packed with the butterine.
With all due deference to the Editor,
there is no such relation between honey

and corn syrup compounds. These
masses are mixtures of artificial glucose made of corn starch and sulphuric
acid and cane or beet sugar

—

—

syrup in the proportion of 90 percent
glucose to 10 percent sugar syrup.
There is so little sweet in them that a
person may eat large quantities without surfeit, and I have seen children
pour ounces of the stuff on a cake and
eat it. There is no question in color,
and the corn syrup does not take the
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place of honey, as honey was not generally used before glucose was discovered, as butter was used befoie oleo

was made. Moreover, so surfeiting is
pure honey that if the glucose compounds were not available, sugar syrup
would be used, as it was generally
when I was a boy.
I want to impress, it on the minds of
my readers that I am writing for honey
producers, not the laity. Not one in
ten thousand non-producers of honey
will see this, and that is why I reiterate that while I like honey I do not
want it every day. The same with
maple syrup, common and cheap when
I was a boy, which I tired of quickly
and went back to the syrup mother
used to make of "C" sugar, I think it
was, a light brown and a very sweet
article.
My next delight was " New
Gee but it was
Orleans molasses."
good! Honey is so rich and sweet
that it is cloying, and while it is a predigested food, or partly so, is apt to
disagree with some stomachs, so that,
!

last condition is worse
than our first. We have lost a customer. I honestly believe that were we
to advise people to mix a thick, warm
syrup half and half with honey we
should see largely increased sales. I
have even thought of putting such a
compound on the market, but there
are many reasons why we should not,
though while it would not cheapen

as sellers, our

honey

it

would no doubt largely

crease

its

consumption.

Oleo compounds,

in-

" butterines," take

honey advertising experiment I
to start a campaign with

year's

am going

hotel keepers to use a card or a sign
SERVP;D
to read: BONNKY

HONEY

MERE.

(What would the world do
without BONNEY H0NI:Y?) If others
would do the same for their product it
might greatly increase the consumption

of

our

goods.

BUCKWHEAT

CAKES AND HONEY TODAY,-wouId
look good, while

cream jug

of

a small individual
the sweet would fill the

bill.

The marketing

of

honey was pretty

well discussed at the last Iowa Beekeepers' Association in Des Moines,

my mind this was demonstrated
Each man must dispose of his own

and to

:

stock, locally, by retail if possible, or
at least to the stores, and it were vastly
better for him to sell at 8 cents to local

trade than 7 cents to some jobber,
while there is no reason on earth why
10 cents cannot be made the minimum
price in Iowa for large quantities, and
better prices for mail containers. One
of the best things I ever hit on was a
an advertisement in local papers:

BRING YOUR

OWN CONTAINERS

AND GET BONNEY HONEY FOR
CENTS A POUND.

10

One man

brought in 20 quart Mason jars. He
remarked: " I would have brought in
a big can, but I thought I had to have
the jars." He paid me $6.00, and I was
ahead the price of a 60-pound can.
This, of course, calls up the question
of advertising, but for small towns this
is

a

simple matter, a sign

conspicu-
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form of advertising we can get.
Addressing thousands of cards and
envelopes and folding circulars is no
est

small task. As a circular or card is
read by not much more than one person, and a newspaper advertisement by
one to five persons, the paper has the
larger circulation. If "local" advertising is resorted to at about 5 cents
a line, practically every reader of the
paper will see it.
As to prices, honey producers are
foolish and unwise. Actually,
is the
THING which has
INCREASED IN PRICE in the past
two years. This is almost unbelievable, but at our association meeting
a member got up and declared that 7
cents was a fair price for honey. True,
he later said 20 cents was a fair price,
but the damage was done, as a reporter
was present and his nimble pencil got
the 7 cents. He was not present when
the 20 cents was quoted. The gentleman
was talking from the jobber's standpoint, as he handles large quantities
of honey annually. I hope to live to
seethe day when white clover honey
will bring more than 7 cents per pound.
If I do I shall see it sold without the aid
of the middleman. Sixty percent is now
sold locally, according to government
reports. If every one will try to sell
locally, or at least without the aid of
the jobber, we can average a fair price
for our surplus stock.
It is claimed that the low price of
honey is due to the fact thaf it is a
" luxury."
Well, ice cream is a luxury, more so really than honey, yet the
people of the United States last year
and A
spent
BILLION
DOLLARS for ice cream. The soda
fountains made it possible for one
thing. While our raw material costs
us nothing theirs costs dollars, yet we

HONEY
NOT

ONE

ONE

HALF

less
than $40,000,000 worth of
honey. Forty million dollars compared
sell

to

ONE AND A HALF

BILLION.

How may we

NO.

7

-APIARY OF

F, J.

SEVERIN, A

MODEL OF NEATNESS

explain it ?
One great error has been fastened
onto us, owing to the fact that if comb
honey is not sold by Christmas, it is
apt to granulate.
Honey producers
have for a generation or more been
urged to get rid of their crop early. It
seems that producers of extracted
honey are so imbued with that idea
that they are in a panic to sell at any
price. Air. Root told us in Des Moines
of a case this year where his firm was
offered some
perfectly good white
clover honey at b% cents a pound. I
refused an offer from them of 7'4 cents
Buck Grove, but then it was
f. o. b.
Bonney honey.
Buck Grove, Iowa.

of

:

oleo
size

compounds
must

a

sign

be posted,

of

specified

"WE SERVE

OLEOMARGARINE HERE."

As corn

syrup compounds compete with honey
and pure sugar syrup, very common in
the South, while they are a substitute
for nothing, the users cannot be compelled to put on such a sign or anything similar while we may sometime
be able to induce hotel men and restaurant keepers to post signs
SERVED HERE, or PURE
SERVED HERE. For next

HONEY
HONEY

IOWA

HONEY

ously displayed,
FOR SALE,
in connection with a good label is all
that is needed.
When one goes to
branching out it calls for more printer's ink, but if in a town of 300 to 500
and the adjacent countryside a man
cannot dispose of several thousand
pounds of honey at a cost of a fraction
of a cent per pound for printing, there
is something wrong.
In most county
seat papers an advertisement an inch
deep by one column wide can be had
at about 15 cents per we?k or 60 cents
per month, and it would be very strange
indeed if the bill could not be paid in
honey. Considering the work necessary to send out cards and circulars,
the newspaper is, probably, the cheap-

—

I did not say that
Dear Bonney
butter and oleo, and honey and corn
syrup sustained the same relation in
the sense that you give. What I said
was that because of the organization
and interest of the dairymen there are
regulating oleomargarine, and
laws
this same agitation has made a strong
prejudice against oleo. On the other
hand, the beekeepers have slept quietly
and allowed the corn syrup fellows to
take the syrup market without acquainting the public with the superior quality
I did not attempt to
of their product.
make any other comparison. I only
tried to show that the same prejudice
against glucose would have existed if
the same effort had been made. If you
were a lawyer instead of a doctor you
:

pure butter on hundreds
and thousands of tables, public and
private, and here is something else to
show Mr. Pellett's error
If a public
place, even a popcorn " stand " uses

the place
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would not need a translation. However, if you get by the Editor it is all

Frank

right with me.

C. Pellett.

misunderstanding
having quoted Mr.
Pellett in the manner mentioned by
our old friend Dr. Bonney, for this
matter on page 414 is of my own writAs they are both good-natured in
ing.
their banter, the reader will enjoy it,
for the question of margarine rs. glu[Evidently

the

my

comes from

cose is interesting in their relation
with butter 7's. honey. Editor.]

Bees in Banks
BY BURTON

THERE
simultaneous

N. GATES.

nies should be requeened as soon as
found.
But the best time of all to requeen is
early in the spring. Why? First, because by putting a good queen in a colony that has a poor one, or only a
medium one, two months or more before the honey flow, the beekeeper gets
a good force of workers, quite often
double the number he would have had
with the old queen, and so a larger
crop of honey. Second, you still have
the young queen of improved strain
with which to improve your stock
later, if desired
and third, you can
make the introduction when the old
queens are easily found, and when
nearly every queen will be accepted.
Then, another thing, you can test
your queen for the honey-gathering
;

February
qualities of her bees, for her breeding
ability, and the gentleness of her workers, within so short a time that you can

be sure that any defect that
in the

may show

queen

herself.
large amount of honey goes ungathered every year, because the poorest colony is not as strong as the best.

is

A

Why

not have them all best ? It is an
old saying among beemen, that the colony that gives the big yield this year
will not do much next year. Why ? Is
it not because the queen has done so
well that the bees do not see the need
of superseding her at the end of the
honey flow ? It is not the number of
bees you have in the apiary, but the
number you have in each colony that
counts when you come to the main

honey

Bradentown,

flow.

Fla.

seems to be a current of
originality

among

banking concerns in the use of
honeybees as an advertising medium.
The American Bee Journal in November, page 387, shows the window display of a Chicago bank wherein bees
are used to typify those desirable saving qualities which should be cultivated by the human race. As this display attracted large crowds of interested spectators, so a similar bank window attracted thousands in Springfield,
Mass., during the National Dairy Show
Oct. 12 to 21. This neat display was
made by the Commercial Trust Company, the material being furnished by
A. H. McCarter, of Springfield.
One emphatic lesson taught is expressed on the card in the show window, "Take a lesson from the honey-

Store up a

bee.

little

something each

week in this bankforthe future." Elsewhere in the window display were
numerous home-saving safes which
were linked

to

the

general exhibit by

"These little banks are to
you what the honeycomb is to the bee.
One dollar opens an interest account
here." Another legend is, " An examthis legend,

ple for you, the bees believe in prepar-

edness."

The bank also cordially inserted a
card advising those interested in bees
to visit the Massachusetts Board of
Agriculture display of beekeeping materials, honey and bees, at the State
Building on the Exposition grounds,
where the National Dairy Show was
held.

Amherst, Mass.

When
BY

WOULD

to
F.

Requeen

M. PERRY.

not requeen in proximity

to the main honey flow, whether it
be just before, just after, or during
the flow. Before or during the flow

I

are populous, queens are
hard to find, and no colonies would
have their honey production increased
by bees hatching from the new queen
the colonies

later on.-

After the honey flow is the better
time, though this tends to increase the
strength of colonies after the need for
bees to gather is past. Besides the
chances of the queen being killed in
introduction are gi eater.
The beekeeper also runs the risk of loss of

some good queens during winter and
before their qualities have been tested.
The foregoing applies of course to
queenright colonies. Queenless colo-

Convention

^

Proceedings

Aeppler,

at

old bees to return at once to the old
front entrance, leaving only young bees
in the cell builder. The small entrance
also helps retain the warmth and prevents robbing. Mr. Aeppler stated that
often the bees would cluster all over
the back of the hive during cell build-

Aeppler

is

ing.

Queen-Rearing

for

Northern Latitudes

The results of a very interesting series
of experiments in queen-rearing at the
the University at Madison, Wis., was
reported in a paper read by Mr, C. W.
the Wisconsin meeting. Mr.
specializing in bee-culture
at the University, and had charge of
the queen rearing last summer.
In the North the same methods of
queen-rearing as in the South will not
apply owing to the climate. The nights
and even the days are cool up to June
15,

and even

that the

later.

Doolittle

Mr. Aeppler found
of having

was not so successful

CHOOSING THE CELL-BUILDERS.

Not all colonies are equally as valuable as cell-builders. Out of bO colonies only six proved good cell builders.
Of these, two were especially valuable
for the proportion of cells built. Both
of these had queens of the previous
August, and both were reared from the
same mother. His conclusions were
that the cell-building colonies should
be carefully chosen from colonies having young and vigorous queens. This
would also minimize the attempts at

swarming of such colonies.
MANAGEMENT OF CELL BUILDERS.

The colonies chosen were stimulated
both by feeding and by the addition of
sealed brood to get them as strong as
possible. When ready to have cells
the sealed brood and most
of the bees were placed in an upper
story with a queen-excluder between.
Between the upper and lower stories
was also placed an escape-board, partly
of screen wire, with the escape opposite to the usual method, so that the
bees could go above, but none go back.
The object of the screen is to give the
bees above as much warmth as possible, while Mr. Aeppler finds that with
the escape placed as indicated, he gets
a few young bees to go upward and
help strengthen the colony.
The entrance of the cell-building
upper story is a one-inch hole on the
back side of the hive. This allows the
built, all of

THE CELL CUPS.

method

for
him in early spring as the Alley or Dr.
Miller methods.
cells built

Both stories were fed stimulatively
necessary, with an Alexander
feeder, and more
sealed brood was
continually added to the cell builder as
the season advanced. Cells were readily accepted in any kind of weather.

when

Experiments were made with different sized artificial cell-cups, and on a
large number of colonies. Cells sevensixteenths of an inch in diameter and
three-fourths to one inch in length
were the most readily accepted and
most promptly capped. This is the cellcup size before being given to the bees
for 15 or 20 minutes for polishing before inserting the royal jelly and eggs.

COVERS FOR CELL BUILDERS.

The hive cover for all cell-building
colonies is made in sections so that the
frame of

cells

may

be placed or re-

moved with

as little disturbance to the
colony as possible.
Cells are left in the cell builder for
about 24 hours, when they are placed
in other colonies for finishing.

No

success was had

with baby nuMr. Aeppler now uses regular
10 frame hives partitioned off to make
three nuclei with entrances on different sides of the hive. Thirteen to 20
cells are given to each colony. At least
90 percent of the cells given are acclei.

cepted.

We quote an interesting passage verbatim, concerning the greater or less
readiness of bees and other beings for
rearing their young
"The number and value of the queencells that can be secured by the beekeeper depends entirely upon the cell
builders. This is the writer s conclusion after two years of experimenting
on this particular point. ,^We have all
:
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noticed that

some mares

will

nurse

a

better than others
that some
treat a calf kindly and will nurse

colt

;

cows
whereas

its

it,

own mother

will not;

that a certain brood sow can nurse 12
pigs better than another will nurse six.
It is a question of individuality and

We

behavior.
have the same conditions present in queen-rearing. Not
all colonies are cell-builders.
One will
accept a batch of 20 cells and complete

another may not accept ten.
It is up to the beekeeper and queenbreeder to determine to some extent at
least which colonies it will pay him to
use as cell builders, the same as it pays
the breeder of swine to determine
which shall be his brood sows and
and which shall go to market.
"It is a business sense that prompts
such action.
We must specialize in
order to succeed best. It is quite as
easy to start 100 cells and have 90 completed as it is to have only 25 completed.
As it takes time to make the wax cellcups, secure royal jelly, and graft larv;e,
one should endeavor to get maximum

them

all

;

To

results.

use the

words

of

most of the modern
changes were represented. A hive of
bees, under a screen cage, gave opportunity for demonstrations each day.
Fine honey was also shown. A very
much magnified section of a workerbee, showing all the internal organs,
gave Dr. Haseman great help in his
est dovetailed hive,

descriptions

the

of

anatomy

honeybee.
The spraying of fruit
nection with the possible
honeybees was treated by
bert.
A short synopsis of
essay

will

number.

be inserted

Mr.

Talbert's

of

the

trees in conpoisoning of

Dr. T. J. Talthis valuable
in our April

conclusions

if spraying is
done at the
proper time and with the proper rai.xture, there is no danger whatever for

are that

the bees.

An

address by Miss Louise Stanley,
Household Science, on

instructor in
"

Uses of Honey on the Farm." urged

strongly the substitution of honey
for sugar in many things. Miss Stanley
quoted mainly from the Farmers' Bul-
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letin No. 653 of the United States Department of Agriculture, which may be
had at Washington, D. C, upon request.
A most interesting essay, by a very
interesting man was " Why Some Beekeepers Fail," by H. B. Parks, Biologist
at Palmer College, Albany, Mo.
Mr.
Parks promised us a- synopsis of his

essay for publication.
It is out of the question to speak of
all the interesting matters discussed at
this meeting.
The beekeepers of Missouri are to be congratulated in having such lively interest taken by the

Entomological Department of their
State, and they should give this work
their hearty support, by attending the
meetings of the Association.
On the last evening of Farmers'
Vyeek a banquet of 900 covers was
given, in which the department of beekeeping had furnished honey for every
table.
At that banquet, the greatest
need of Missouri, good roads, was emphatically discussed.
The world is

moving

in the right direction.

David

Rankin, Make every seed, every second, and every cent count.' "
'

Bee-Keepinc
The Missouri Meeting

at

Columbia

During the year 1916, the editor attended 17 different beekeepers' meetings, besides declining a half dozen
invitations, which it was utterly impossible for him to accept.
He resolved
to retrench for 1917.
But so urgent a
letter was written him by Dr. L. Hase-

man. Entomologist

at

the University

of Missouri, that he broke his resolve
Jan. 3, and went to Columbia.

This was Farmers' Week at the Missouri University, and some 1500 farmers had availed themselves of the opportunity to get information. The train
on which the Editor reached Columbia,
after 7:00 p.m., was carrying about 300
visitors.

He was promptly informed

that the hotels were all full, as well as
the boarding houses, and that the only
chance for a bed was through the
efforts of the Business Club, who was
directing the stranded visitors to the
homes of hospitable citizens. Our
Editor appears to be a lucky man, for

he

is

always properly cared

for.

This

time, he was given a room in the fine
home of the mayor of the city, Mr. J.
M. Batterton. If the hospitality he enjoyed is a sample of Missouri hospitality, that State must be put in the
front rank for kindness to strangers.
Reader, did you ever stop to think how
many good people there are in the

world,

if

you could only know them

The acquaintance made

?

during this

not be readily forgotten.
of beekeepers was attended by only 30 to 35 persons, mostly
beginner?. But it was splendidly conducted by the president, E. E. Tyler,
assisted by Dr. L. Haseman, Entomologist, and Messrs. A. H. HoUinger, Thos.
visit will

The meeting

Talbert, K. C. Sullivan
and Harold
Fort. Our old acquaintances, R. A.
Holekamp, J. F. Diemer, Gladish, Sr.,
Nebel, and other experienced apiarists

were

in attendance.

A

splendid exhibit of the " evolution
beehive" was furnished by the
managers. From the old straw skep,
through the " gum," the first patented
hives, the
original Langstroth, the
of the

Heddon, Danzenbaker, Jumbo and

lat-

Conducted by Miss
Foulbrood

Experiences

of

a

<^ For Women
Emma

Beginner

my

experience with the
little busy bees, as they have been so
interesting and given me so many,
many hours of pleasure; but if it had
not been for our State apiarist, Prof.
F. Eric Millen, my beekeeping would
have been of short duration.
For several years I h?d wanted bees
on account of the fruit; but spring
after spring would pass, and still I
would not have bees. Finally there appeared this advertisement in our town
paper last April:
"For Sale— Eight
I

will tell of

M. Wilson, Mareneo,

feeding, which was given"
were put on early in November; they are being wintered outdoors without any further protection,
other than being in a secluded spot
with buildings to the north, and buildings and a high closed fence to the
west.
On Jan. 27, they were as active as on
a day in the fall, and what greatly interested me was to see the little yellow
bees around each entrance, which I
hope proves that all queens are alive.
vis -d extra

The

chaflF trays

A.

good healthy swarms of bees." I bought
the bees and all the old beekeeper's
paraphernalia.
the bees
party giving
give no more,

In a few days I learned
were diseased, but the
the information would
not even the State apiarist's
name, but "closed up like a
clam." I am glad he did, and I am glad
I ran into this trouble at the start.
I wrote, addressing the letter to the
State Inspector of Apiaries, Lansing.
By return mail came a letter from Prof.
Millen, saying he would be in my
locality and would call in a few days,
which he did, and after examining each
colony said they had foulbrood, but
thought, by treating, they could be
saved. This he did June 10, and such a
transformation in a couple of hours.
They were shaken from the old hives,
some of which dated back 25 years,
into new double-walled hives all neatly
painted, and on painted stands. A bonfire soon
consumed the old hives,
brood-frames, and all the old paraphernalia.
Prof. Millen reduced them to
six colonies, and clipped the queens
wings.
The neighbors, learning that I was
interested in bees, would telephone if
they found a swarm, and so the season
ended with 14 colonies.
On Sept. 15, Prof. Millen again examined the colonies and introduced
Italian queens.
At that time he adthat

111.

the Eucalyptus Country

In
I

am sending

honey,

S.

which

a

sample of eucalyptus
just
as
pure as

is

you will
about 500

get, I believe.
The forest is
feet from the hives.
It commenced to bloom in November, and
was the only thing in bloom when the

bees began

to

work, which was Jan.

3,

1916.
I am enclosing two views of my places
after the box-hive time. I bought 24
8 frame hives, and found the colonies

swarmed when

the hives were full, so I
frame hives and supers. Now
I put all the ten frames for brood-nests
with all the shallow frames above
early, then the 8 frame bodies later, as
it is easier to lift them.
I have added
queen-excluders and blocks under the
hives. I try to keep to 25 colonies, and
bless Dr. Miller for the paper uniting
plan.
By blocking a part of the entrance and taking off the full and half
supers they are ready for our winters.
tried 10

[Mrs.]

Lucy

Se.xton.

Goleta, Calif

Thanks, Mrs. Sexton, for the liberal
samples of eucalyptus honey. It is indeed interesting to sample various
honeys from different sections of the
country. Each sample has a different
taste, some mild and some strong.
This honey is amber, of excellent
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body, well ripened even to stringiness,
with a flavor that can be described only
as eucalyptus flavor, which of course
means nothing to one who has never
tasted it. Those who prefer honies of
light color are not likely to approve of
it; those who like the darker honies
may. In Australia, the home of the
eucalyptus, the flavoris highly esteemed,
and Australian beekeepers cannot understand why eucalyptus honey does
not class with the best in London,
where they have been anxious to estabSome years ago a
lish a market for it.
leading beekeeper of Australia brought
to our place samples of several different kinds of eucalyptus honey, which
varied no little. This California sample would probably rank with the best
of the Australian.

Those are fine views. With everything in northern Illinois covered with
snow, and the thermometer for days
playing about the zero point, it takes
some imagination to fancy one's self
The other
sitting under those palms.

Miscellaneous

picture awakens awe at the grandeur
of the sight, and it would be fine to be
there to work with the bees, but to
live there the year around would seem
a rather lonely thing, for it doesn't
look as if neighbors were very plenty.
You are right in liking the newspaper plan of uniting. It is so effective,
so successful, and so little trouble.
Just put a sheet of common newpaper
over the top-bars of one hive, set the
other hive over that, and you may trust
the bees to do their own uniting; first
gnawing a very small hole through the
paper, and uniting so gradually that
there is no fighting. You can put all
the brood of both stories into one
story in three or four days, taking
away the paper, but if you forget them
for two weeks or more it will not matThey will tear the paper all out
ter.
and carry it outdoors. One thing that
is no small advantage is that after the
imprisonment in the upper story, the
bees will not return to the old stand
as they would if not thus imprisoned.

<^ News

Items

February
ined by the inspector or his deputies.
Of these 360 colonies were found infected and ordered treated. Mr. Blaker
has a very efficient system of records

by loose leaf cards, which aids in
checking the spread of disease.
Through cooperation with the Division of Bee Culture at the Agricultural
College, efforts are being made to permanently keep free from disease apiaries
within reach of the University

Farm

beekeeping region.

Food lor the Child.— "The Rural
School Lunch " is the title of a 24 page
bulletin gotten out by the Domestic
Science Department of the University
of Illinois. The booklet contains much
interest to

of

the parents

school

of

children.

One item, mentioning honey, is
worthy of notice. It is as follows:
" When we understand what is essential and vital for the growth and health
a

of

child,

it

remains for us

yet

know what foods

will

to

furnish these

essentials."

Government Bulletin on North Carolina Beekeeping.

— "A

Survey of

Bee-

keeping in North Carolina," is the title
of a 10-page government bulletin written by E. G. Carr, of New Jersey, who
made a survey of conditions in that
State from Oct. 1 to Dec. 22, 1915 under
Dr. Phillips' Bureau of Bee Investiga-

Unfortunately
Washington.
Mr. Carr's survey covered only a por-

tions at

tion of the State.

North Carolina ranks fourth among
the States for

number

of colonies with

average probably from 40 to 80 pounds
per colony, depending upon the season
and on the kind of honey secured.
Comb, extracted, bulk comb, chunk
and " strained " honey are produced.

rendered from box-hives,
but only in a crude way, a large proportion of the wax being lost. There
are three commercial queen-breeders

Beeswax

The honey-flora of North Carolina is
abundant, some of the main producers
sourwood,

a total by the census of 189,178 colonies.
She ranks eleventh in value of beeproducts ($230,586). A large propor-

clovers,

tion of the bees are German or black
bees, and are kept in log hives or gums,
which are either placed on log benches

In summing
Carr says:

or flat rocks. Most gums are kept in
thick shade for fear of melting combs,
much of which could be averted by better ventilation.

Swarming

uncontrolled generally,
reduced crops, and in
resulting in
much loss from wax-moths which have
a longer season in which to exterminate many of the weaker colonies of
is

black bees.
(American
Fortunately, foulbrood
only) is found in only a few counties,
and to a limited extent. Its ravages in
box-hives, unexamined, might be tremendous. Sacbrood and paralysis are
also found, though to what extent is
not known since very few beekeepers
have movable-comb hives, and an ex-

amination

of colonies is infrequent.

Winter protection for bees is practically unknown, although it might be
practiced

to

advantage.

The crops

gum,

etc.

gallberry,

linden,

poplar, the

and tupelo
also abundant

black

Honeydew

is

occasionally.

"

of

up the situation Mr.

a large number
pollen and nectar proare abundant, and the

North Carolina has
bees.

—

The

ducing flora
honey, when properly produced, is high
grade. There is a good market in the
State for honey, and many more bees
could be profitably kept. The beekeepNorth Carolina are now in
ers of
proper attitude to accept and niake the
of information which will
best use
enable them

to

secure good profits

from bees."
Copies of this booklet may be obtained by addressing a request for Bulletin No. 489, United States Department
of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

or

girl."

Minnesota
1916 report

of the State

Apiaries for Minnesota

Report.

— The

Inspector of

is just out.

total of

8519 colonies were

doubt, choose the
no question but the

^

Accident Insurance for Beekeepers.

—

d'Apiulture, in
Switzerland, supplies its members with
a monthly magazine, a library of books
bees, lectures, meetings, and an insurance against accidents. Here is what
one of its members had to say, in the
November, 1916, "Bulletin" concern-

on

ing losses:
This season, I undertook the transportation of my bees to the mountain.
Along the road, an accident happened;
four hives were upset and opened. The
driver was stung to such extent that he
was incapacitated for a week, and his
horses were stung so severely that one
of them died within 24 hours and the
other was hardly well after two months.
It had cost $240 before the accident,
and sold for only $160 afterwards.

The Winthertour Insurance Company having a contract with our association, paid the damages, $380 for the
lost horse and for decrease of value of
the other; $102 for treatment of the
other saved horse, repairs of harness,
carriage, loss of time, etc., a total of
$482.

This incident is a sufficient evidence
of the usefulness of our association, to

which we must remain

It

faithful.

was

fourth year of bee transportation
and the second year with the same

my

We

Nothmight have said
But something did
J. Tallant,
happen this time.
Swiss Bulletin D'A piculture.
:

ing ever happens.

In-

terested parties may get copies by adD. C.
dressing the inspector, Mr.
Blaker, 4420 Grimes Ave., Minneapolis

A

his

lunch of bread and
bread and milk, he

The Societe Romande

drayman.
Inspector's

boy were offered

former would more completely supply
the complex demands of a growing boy

is

in the State.

being

" If an average
choice between a
honey or one of
would, without
former there is

exam-

Honey on the Farm

— A recent

bulle-

United States Department of
Agriculture is devoted to an analysis

tin of the
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of food consumed on the farm, how
much per family and per person, and
how much of this food is produced at
home, how much purchased.
The survey covered a total of 1)50
The
families in 14 different States.

States
were Vermont, Maine, New
York, Pennsylvania, New Jersey, North
Carolina, Georgia, Texas, Ohio, Iowa,
Wisconsin, Kansas, North Dakota and

California.

The four leading

States in

consump-

tion per capita were North Dakota 3.2
pounds, Texas 2 8 pounds. New York
2.7 pounds, and Wisconsin 2 pounds.

Those consuming the least were Vermont with .2 pound. New Jersey .3
pound, Pennsylvania .4 pound, and
pound.
About 57 percent of the honey used
on these farms was home produced,
the balance was bought.
If these figures argue for anything,
California

.7

Mr. Huntley was accompanying sev-

honey

eral loads of

to the railroad sta-
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fraternity, and are such subjects as will
have to be taken up by the National to

tion of his nearest town.

make

up

follows:

While going
both teams broke loose
from their load, the wagon backing
down and over Mr. Huntley, who was
in the rear of the loaded wagon. Death
a steep hill,

was instantaneous.
Southern Minnesota Meeting
The
annual convention of the Southeastern

Minnesota

and

Western Wisconsin

Beekeepers' Association will be held
at Winona, Minn., in the Court House
on Feb. 27 and 28.
O. S. Holland, Sec.

—

Pennsylvania Convention.
The annual meeting of the Pennsylvania State
Beekeepers' .Association will be held
in the Capitol Building, Harrisburg,

March 2 and 3. An interesting program is in preparation.
H.

C. Klinger, Sec.-lreas.

^

The National Meeting.
The annual
meeting of the National Beekeepers'
Association will be held at the State
Capitol at Madison, Wis., on Feb. 6, 7,
and 8. The address of welcome is to
be given by N. E. France, for many
years General Manager of the association.

of

it

State

most

value.

They

are as

and government aid for bee-

keeping industry.
Educational, research, and extension
work.
Production and overproduction of
honey.
Comb and extracted honey.
National bee census.
State fairs and exhibits.

Honey and commerce.
Competitors and enemies of honey
industry.

Standards of grading, packing, shipping, and others.
Advertising and increasing consumption of honey.

Containers.
Freight and
exports.

Honey

express,

statistics,

imports

quotations, distri-

bution of reports.
Supply and demand, the " bear " and
"bull" in the honey market.
Efficient protective system for American beekeepers.
Necessity of a National central office.
Plans and policies to make the National a powerful agency for success.

A BETTER COMBINATION
When

one neighbor raises flowers,

The following men have been invited
to address the meeting, and a large
majority of them will be in attendance:

chickens.
Oft they fight like irate powers.
Daily raise the dickens.

Dr. C. C. Miller, Dr. E. F. Phillips,
E. R- Root, C. P. Dadant, Morley Pettit,

Neighbors ought

Dr. S. A. Jones, Geo. W. Williams, Dr.
L. C. Leonard, Dr. W. M. Copenhaver,
Frank C. Pellett, Prof. F. Eric Millen,
E. D. Townsend, Wesley Foster, E. S.

Better

Miller,
Scholl,

Hamlin

B.

D. Bixby,
Francis Jager.
J.

Miller, Louis H.
E. J. Baxter, Rev.

The topics which will be touched
upon by the speakers are such as are of
especial importance to the beekeeping

And another

to strive to please.

Folks should not be scrappy.

And

make

it

flowers and bees

be truly happy.

— Louisville

fournal.

California Meeting.^California's State
Beekeepers' Association will meet in
the Exposition Hall of the State Exposition Park in Los Angeles Feb. 16 and
17. There should be a large attendance

Mrs. Sexton's Apiarv in California

it is

for the development of

home mar-

beekeeper. We
have been, for years, expecting the big
cities to use our surplus honey, when
kets by

in fact

the

many

average

of us

might profitably have

exerted more effort in seeing that our

farmer friends had enough honey to
supply them. A little over three pounds
as the annual consumption of a person
is little enough, especially when compared to 80 pounds and more of sugar.
Can we not quadruple this consumption
by well directed efforts ?

A Peculiar Accident The Nucla Independent (Colorado) records in one
of its recent numbers a very sad and
peculiar accident causing the death of
Mr. F. W. Huntley, a large and well
known beekeeper of that section.

and

DISTANT VIEW OF A BEE RANCH IN SAN MARCOS PASS. SANTA
BARBARA, CALIF.
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February
no bee disease. I have my bees in a large
orchard, and by the time the spraying was
done. June 10. my bees were so depleted
that they were killing and dragging out the
drones. They built up afterwards: no colonies

were

lost.

The trees were not sprayed while in
bloom, but there was a heavy underbloom of
dandelion, and at the last sprayingthere was
much white clover in bloom: there were
Send Questions

He

3 sprayings.
the field and

either to the office of the

American Pee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo. Ih:.
does not answer bee-keeoing questions by mail

The workers seemed

tail lo

get back.

I

to go to

got the

same

dose in igii. but in 1015 there was little under-bloom and the loss of bees was not
noticed.

The brood looked

Keeping Down Swarming and Getting a Good
Crop

the honey as hot as your finger will bear,
but be sure not to scorch it. It will be bet-

What do you

have more than one pail, so that the
bees will not be long in carrying the honey
all down.
Just set the pails upside down
on the frames, and then cover up with
cloths. It may be worth while to warm up
the cellar to 50 or 60 degrees. If you are not
sure that the honey is tree from disease, you
can teed sugar syrup in the pails. Heat the
water, and while it is on the stove sprinkle
the sugar into it, keeping it stirred until
well dissolved.
For each part of water,
either pint or pound, use 2 or 2}i parts of

think of this plan for getting

extracted honey and keeping

We

down swarm-

will suppose that we have the
ing?
hives well shaded and plenty of ventilation
and well supplied with supers, but once in
a while one will swarm. Now suppose you
remove the hive and all surplus supers to
one side and hive the swarm in a new hive
with frames of foundation except one that
would contain a little brood and eggs: this
frame would be taken from the hive that

swarmed.

Now set this new swarm on the old stand,
then place a queen-excluder on the hive,
then put all of the supers back on the hive,
then shake all of the bees that were left in
the old hive in front of this new hive and let
them go in; then place the old hive containing the brood on top of all the supers, and in
seven or eight days look to see if any queencells are started; if there is cut them out
and keep right on putting on supers until
the honey flow is over: then in the fall of
the year double all the swarms up by putting one hive on top of the other. When
they are all united take the top hive off
and see that the hive left to the bees has
plenty of honey for winter. I have had to
winter my bees outdoors whichldonotlike.
as I have never been very successful.
Minnesota.

Answer.— Your

story reads all straight
until you say to cut out any cells that may
be found seven or eight days after swarming. You should have cut out cells on the
day of swarming, and then for the next cutting I'd rather wait eight or nine days more.
You say. " Then in the tall of the year double up all the swarms by putting one hive
on top of the other." That sounds a little
as if you meant to unite two different colothink you mean that, but
nies.
I hardly
merely to set over the lower story that at
the time of swarming was put above with
brood in it. But in the fall there will be no
brood in it. Within three weeks after
swarming all the worker-brood will have
emerged, and in the fall it will be a story
filled with honey, provided the flow is good.
Your plan on the whole is excellent, and

has been used a good deal.

ter to

Increasing— Requeening
1. How early would you advise me to start
increase as I want the colony to build up
strong before fall ?
2
Would you advise rearing queens from
brood or buying queens ? I have some good

stock.

Room

for

Early Laying

I
have six colonies of bees in lo-frame
I fed them late last fall just as much
as they would store away in their combs, I
am wintering them in a cellar, but before
them into the cellar I weighed them
I put
and they weighed from 65 to 75 pounds each.
Will the queen have enough room in early
Minnesota.
spring to lay?

hives.

Answer.— There is very little danger that
the queen will not have enough room, but if
there should be any trouble in that way
just take out one of the outer frames of
honey and put in its place an empty comb,
placing it outside the brood-nest, but next
to the brood.
Feeding a

Weak Colony

in

the Winter

two colonies of bees. They
were robbed and left weak. How is the best
way to feed them so they will go through the
winter all right? I do not have any comb
honey but have some extracted.
Last

fall

I

got

Nebraska.

Answer.— You can

lay sections on top of
the top-bars, cover over with cloths, and
leave the bees to themselves. You can feed
the extracted honey. Put it in friction-top
honey pails having a lot of holes punched
through the covers with a wire-nail. Have

«^

It

3.

I

buy shoulcTI buy

virgins, untested

or tested queens ?
4 If the queen is clipped and a swarm
comes out is it necessary to settle them or
will they return to the new hive which has
been placed on the old stand ?
5 If I start queen cells in a strong colony
(made queenless). then give the cells to a i-

trame nucleus would they
right

them all
Kentucky.
the surest ways to

?

Answers.— I. One

finish

of
spoil your chances for good increase is to
divide your colonies too early. A point of
chief importance is to have colonies first
build up strong, and even then better not do

any increasing before about the time tor
natural swarming, or at least a little before
that.
2.

That depends.

If

you

want

to

keep

down expenses, don't feel in a hurry, rear
your own queens. It you care more tor increase than for the expense, buy queens
from farther south, unless you can get them
early enough nearer.
3. Like enough untested may be advisable.
i.

Giving Queen

Use granulated sugar.

sugar.

They

will return of

themselves, although

sometimes a swarm will cluster on a tree
and remain some time before going back to

dead bees
drone

and drones.

looks pretty certain that the
bees were poisoned by the spray that tell
on the dandelion and clover. In States
where there is a law against spraying trees
while in bloom, there seems nothing to
reach the case, and there is nothing tor the
beekeeper but to grin and bear it. The only
law that would be of use would be one torbidding all spraying at any time, and such a
law would do more harm than good.

Swarms from Bee-TreesSwarms

Getting

Sour Honey

had some dark honey gathered this fall
from buckwheat, aster, and some other wild
flowers and it was quite thick. After extracting I put it into lo pound pails
One of
these pails fermented and soured. What
was the cause ? There was no wateror moisture in the pail, and the honey was kept in a
I

place after extracting.

Minnesota.

Answer. — Without knowing more about
the case I could not speak positively, but
my guess would be that the honey was not
well enough ripened, and so began to sour.

own accord ?
Answers.— I. If you

My

My

Bees Were Poisoned By Spraying

bees were wintered

in

a cellar in 1J2

2 story hives.
On May i the bees were
very strong with plenty of stores We had

and

Kansas.

their

get ahead of them and
throw a heavy spray of water upon them
you may possibly get them to settle. Some
say use a mirror and throw the reflection of

the sun upon them. Others say shoot small
shot or sand from a shot gun into them.
2. There is no great difficulty in getting all
the workers that fly afield by having an escape through which they can pass, with all
other exits closed, but the trouble is to get
the queen and the younger bees, which are
quite satisfied to remain. Possibly you may
drive them out by throwing in enough
smoke, carbolic acid, or something of the
kind. If you can get them out in that way
without any escape, then you can quickly
close up all chance tor them to return.
3. The usual way is put the hive in the
crotch ot a tree, but it may do as well placed
on the ground. One or more empty broodcombs may help, but the moth is likely to
get them if they stay long.

—

Artificial

1.

Are untested queens

2.

Which

plain or
3.

sections

beeway

What

is

are

Shade

fertilized

?

the best to use,

?

the best plan tor shade

have no trees?

it you
Missouri.

Answers.— I. Yes. It unfertilized they are
sold as virgins.
2. Personally I prefer the beeway. and I
think the great majority agree with me.
You may
s. Vines may be quickly grown.
have a shade-root ot shingles or any cheap
material, allowing it to project on the south
side, weighted down with stones. A satisfactory way is to take an armful ot hay or
straw— better long grass freshly cut— and
pile it on top ot the hive, weighting it down
with two or three billets of firewood.
Honey and Sugar Compared
a large number ot bees
I.
gave up a piece ot ground he had been renting and accidentally left a tew hives on the
place. A new beekeeper rented the ground
and put his bees on the place. He found the
boxes left there by the former beekeeper
and cleaned them out and set them in a pile.

A man who owns

Believe

-Baiting for

1. In May and June there are a number of
runaway swarms that go flying across the
country. How can I capture them or induce
them to settle ?
2 Often they have taken up their abode in
some hollow tree. How could I use a beeescape to capture them, letting them escape
into a tight box. taking the box home and
giving them a queen ?
3. How can I put
up a box in the woods
and let them hunt it up and go into it of

Kind of Sections

5 Yes: but you better leave the cells as
long as you can safely in the strong colony.
You can leave them safely in the strong
colony until ten days after taking away the
queen, provided no queen-cells were started
before the queen was taken away.

Iowa.

Answer.— It

the hive.

warm

healthy, and not many
front of the hives other than

in

larvje
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A few days later a swarm of bees was found
inllie boxes.
The renter took care of the
bees and built tlieni up. Somt time later he
casually let drop a remark to the former
renter, tellink' him of his boxes and that he
could have them as soon as the bees were
transferred.
The former renter claimed
both the bees and the boxes. To whom do
the bees legally beloni; ?
2 How sweet is honey?
Some say it is
twice as sweet as sugar. Is this not a misMinnesota.
take ?
Answers.— I. I am not a
you how the thing looks

tell

lawyer, but I'll
me. Call the

to

renter A, and the second B. If A had
taken away all his hives when he left the
place, and B had caught the swarm in liis
own hive, there would hardly be any question as to B being the owner of the swarm.
The only difference in the actual case is
that A'shive was used for a time. and A might
claim rent for the hive during the time the
swarm was in it. Also B might claim rent
for the ground occupied by A's hives.
2. I have made considerable effort to learn
just how honey compares with sugar as to
sweetness, but never succeeded. Something
was given in that direction by the authorities at Washington, D. C. but if I remember
correctly it was not definite. But I think a
first

pound

of honey will

a little practice not to have your stamp too
wet witli Ink nor too dry. When you strike
your stamp upon the ink-pad. if it is too wet
with ink. have a piece of cloth upon which
to strike your stamp once or more so there
will not be enough ink on the section to run
together. Then you may be able to stamp
several sections before the impression upon
the section is too faint, when you must
strike your stamp again upon the pad. A
good deal depends upon having the ink-pad

wet enough. If you have it just right,
neither too much nor too little ink upon it,
you may be able to work straightalong striking pad and section alternately
iust
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cold and

I

had

flight.

The

raised

the

to take

them

in

without the

hives were full of frost so I
front ends of one-half of the
hives, i^nd the duck-cloth on the front ends
of the rest. I kept a coal fire a while to dry
out the frost, and in the coldest weather

when the thermometer went down near 40
degrees in the room. They seemed to be
doing well until about the middleof the winter, when they began coming out and dropping on the floor and dying. I lost 24 colonies
last year and the remainder were about onehalf strong and the rest quite weak.
What was the trouble ? A good many of
the combs were moldy, and some of the
colonies seemed to have diarrhea and others
not.
The room is banked up as high as the
walls with straw about a foot thick. I think
putting them in with frost in the hives is
responsible for some of the trouble, but not
all.

New Hive Stand and Bottom-Board
Attached are photographs of a hive stand
and bottom-board combined I would like
to have you pass judgment on it. The left
hand hive shows the hive on the stand with
bottom-board in place.
The hive on the right shown is on its stand

This year they had a good flight on Dec. 9.
in two days later in good

and were carried

condition. I now have only 47 left. I have
not raised any hives or duck covering yet,
and would be glad to have you advise me.
Do you think the 6-inch outlet in the chimney about three feet below the ceiling was
too large or the 3 inch intake pipes too

many?

I

kept

one

and sometimes two

do no more sweetening
if as much.

than a pound of sugar,

Miscellaneous
1.

Would

it

not be a good thing for the

National Beekeepers' Association to have a

warehouse where beekeepers could send
their product, such as honey, beeswax, etc..
to be sold. Also where they could buy supplies say about 5 percent above cost? The
warehouse should be centrally located near
water and railroad, so as to reduce the cost
of sending.
2.

How much do bee papers pay for a word
When sending bees from the South to

or line for articles?
3.

the North in early spring, say about April i,
why not get a comb of pollen and put it in a
strong colony ?
There are train loads of
pollen going to waste every spring in the
foothills in northern California.

Observer.

Answers.— I.

Yes. something of this kind
has been discussed many times, but nothing
has ever come of it. Possibly something

may

A CUMBINAI ION BOTTOM-BOARD WHICH CAN BE SLID Tu THE FRONT

yet.

2.

don't

I

know;

generally,

I

think, they

have more than they can publish without
paying anything, but some writers are paid
at varying prices
3. Apparently you think the lack of pollen
in the North is responsible for the lack of
bees, There's plenty of pollen here.

with bottom board drawn out, which makes
it easy to clean.
It slides in grooves on the
hive stand, and when in place it is bee tight
at the back, but by sliding it back a little it
will give ventilation when needed.

Kansas.

Answer. — Beekeepers are an inventive
and many a one invents something that

lot,

Wintering in a Dry Cellar

wish to winter my bees in the cellar,
which is very dry, and holds temperature
from 40 to 4? degrees. Do you advise removing the covers and raising the hives in front
of those that are on shallow bottom-boards ?
2. The cellar is
large, but the part I want
to put them in is 10x15 feet. How many can
I put in that space for best results ?
J.

I

of my colonies cast a swarm and a
queen accompanied the swarm along
with the old queen. Was that unusual ?

One

3

virgin

Illinois.

Answers.— I.
it

he likes, and yet other beekeepers do not
care for, I am a little afraid your invention is one of that sort. If you leave the
movable board drawn out in harvest, the
bees will build down. Drawing it out makes
it convenient, as you say, for cleaning, but
you can have that advantage more easily
and cheaply by following the plan more in
use in Europe than in this country, which is
tosliplin a piece of pasteboard or roofing
paper.

you raise the hives in front
will be hardly necessary to remove the
If

covers.

Cellar

the air in the cellar is not changed too
slowly. 125 to 150 colonies ought to do well in
it.
Instead of having the temperature 40 to
45 degrees, it would be better to have it 40
to So degrees.
3. Yes. it is quite unusual.
2.

Stamping Section Boxes

Do you know
tion

Wintering

If

way

honey secboxes without the stamping-ink running
a

of printing

Illinois.

together?

Answer— Any good stamping-ink
ing-ink ought to

work

all

right.

It

or printrequires

have been having trouble with cellar
wintering. My cellar is about 15 feet square,
cemented on the bottom and sides. I have a
coal stove in a small room adjoining with a
ti-inch thimble opening into the bee-room
for ventilation upward, also three ^ inch tin
conductor tubes coming through ihe walls
and extending nearly to the floor on two
I

sides of the room
Two years ago I had about 60 hives in this
cellar with the front ends of the hives raised
two or three inches by an entrance block. I
had no fire and left all ventilators open.
I lost 13 or II colonies
A year ago I had about the same number
and left them out in order to let them get a
late flight, but the weather turned quite

in the coldest weather with a coal fire
burning slowly in the back room and the
door open between.
New York.

closed

Answer.— Without any

fire,

the likelihood

was too cold two years
ago. A year ago you say you took them in
after they had endured more or less confinement without a fly, and no doubt their intestines were somewhat distended when taken
in, and that was worse than if they had been
is

that your cellar

confined in the cellar for a longer time. The
moldiness of the combs seems to indicate
lack of ventilation, and your closing part of
the ventilation in the coldest weather may

have made matters worse.
You seem to have made a good start for
this winter, and I would advise that you
keep up abundant ventilation, both of the
hives and the cellar, and then try to keep
the temperature up to about 50 degrees.
There is. however, a good deal of variation
in thermometers, and you should try to find
out whether vour thermometer marks so degrees when the temperature is really only 40
or

45.

Transferring—Extracted

Honey— Number

of Colo-

nies in United States, Eto.

box-hives to
I. In transferring bees from
movable-framehives.it is explained in the
Bee Primer that you must lift the body
from the bottom board and set it upside
down and then place the forcing box on the
hive. etc. Now suppose your box-hive has
the bottom nailed to the hive-body, so you
can't invert it. Could I not take the cove
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box-hive and place the forcing-box
on top of the hive instead of on the bottom
and then pound the hive, and would the

off of the

bees not cluster in the forcing-box .just the

same

?

,

.....

,

2. In working for extracted honey is it best
to put a super with combs in on the hive as
soon as the bees begin to bring in pollen in
the spring, or is it better to wait until the
flow is on and they have stored some in the
brood chamber ? Will the queen lay brood
early ? If she
in these frames if put on
starts to lay in them in the spring will she
lay in them all summer ?

had extracted I put the
3 Last fall when
combs back on to be cleaned, but there was
1

in from the fields
in the frames (not
enough to cap). Will they work in these in
the spring as well as in empty ones?

a little

still

honey coming

so they stored a

little

If the Queen lays eggs and brood hatches
extracting combs and then the bees store
honey in them afterwards, will this honey,
when extracted, be darker than that from
combs in which no brood has been reared ?
Will there be any difference in the quality
(taste) ? How can the queen be prevented
from laying in the supers without an excluder ?
,
J J,
middle
5. If honey is extracted about the
of July will it keep until the last of September in open tanks or barrels? The ther4.

in

,

,

mometer sometimes reaches

loo

.

degrees and

over in July and August. How long will
good honey keep in bottles or jars ? Will it
granulate when bottled ?
6. About how many colonies of bees are
there in the United States ? In Nebraska ?
7 Early in the spring before there is any
field work for the bees, if you feed the bees
small amounts daily, will the queen begin
laying?

..

r
8. Please explain the best method of unitWould the two
ing two weak colonies.
?
separate
than
united
store more honey
Would they be liable to swarm ?
one
read
I
have
wintering bees
g. In
should make a frame of screen to lay on the
frames and then the mat or other absorber
on top of this so the bees can move freely,
from one frame to the other. Can t they
move just as well from the bottom ? How do
they get from one frame to the other if the
mat or absorber is laid directly on the

frames

,

,

?

,

j

10 —In requeening should the old queen
be killed before the new one is introduced ?
II. Is there any way to make a home-made
bee-escape that is cheap and practical ?
Should the bee-escape be put on the day before the super is to be taken off or can you
get the bees out of the super the same day ?
12 Is there enough honey produced in the
United States to supply the demand oris
there place for more beekeepers ?
.

,

,

,

Nebraska.

a box-hive has the
top nailed on and the bottom not nailed;
hence the instruction to invert. If the top

Answers.— I. Generally

can be lifted
vert,

off,

then there

whether the bottom be

is

no need to

in-

tight or loose.

not best to put the extracting-super
on before it is needed, as it makes just so
2.

It is

much more room

to be

kept

warm when

all

needed below to keep the brood
warm. The queen Is likely to lay in the
second story, and to continue it. However,
if the brood-chamber be small, it may be a
desirable thing to have the queen lay in the
second story at least until the harvest.
3. The bees will work just as well— possibly better— with some honey in the extracting-combs. but that honey that is leftover
winter in the combs is pretty certain to be
candied, and to hasten granulation in the
honey that is freshly stored.
generally considered that honey
4. It is
stored in combs which have been used for
the heat

is

brood-rearing is just as good as any in color
and taste: but some think there is a little
difference. It is a difficult thing to prevent
the queen from laying in the upper story
without using an excluder, although I think
she is less likely to go up if the extractingcombs be shallow. Perhaps Editor Dadant
will tell us about that. I think E. D. Townsend keeps the queen down by having full
combs of honey in the story next the broodchamber, adding additional stories above
this story instead of under.
5. There is a big difference in honey as to
Some will
the tendency to granulation.
granulate within a week or two, while some

February

keep liquid a year. I should expect that
your honey, if thoroughly ripened, might
remain liquid until the last of September;
yet it mifht not. Bottled honey may keep
good 10 years or more, but will generally
granulate unless heated to above 130 degrees

ony would you want before you would consider it a fairly good place for an outyard
with white clover on the side ?
10. What does it cost to join the Beekeepers' Association, and who do you see about

and sealed.

in this

will

6.

The

1910

census gives about

35.000.000 col-

onies for the United States, and 46.000 colonies for Nebraska. This counts only bees
on frames and does not list those in cities.
7. Yes. if you were in a place where there
was an utter dearth of bee-pasturage, with
warm weather, you could get the queen to
lay by feeding. In your region you probably
cannot make a day's difference in the time

she begins.
8. Very early in the season you can gen"
erally unite bv merely lifting the combs
with adhering bees out of one hive and setting them in the other. At other times put
a sheet of newspaper over the top bars of
one hive and set the other hive over it. The
bees will tear away the paper and unite of
their own accord, and in four or five days
you can move the occupied combs from the
one story into the other. The united colony
•may store more and it may store less than
the two separate colonies— depends upon
whether they are too weak to be built up for
the harvest. The united colony will be more
likely to swarm than one of equal strength
not united.
Q. No; in cold weather they can move from
one to another over the top. where it is
warm, more readily than under the bottom,

where

it

is

cold.

If

a

mat

is

laid flat

upon

the top-bars, a little stick, or something of
the kind should be under the mat to afford

passage under it.
10. Yes; although the new queen may be
caged in the hive a day or more before the
a

old one is killed.
11. Possibly you might make a cone-escape
with wire-cloth. Generally you will not get
the bees all out before the next day. [Page
108. June. lois, J. E. Crane gave the description of a home made bee-escape, cheap and
practical.
A solid honey-board is placed
under the super and the bees come out at
the end of this board in the manner shown
in the illustration.— Editor,)
12. The demand is so little that many beekeepers feel they do not get enough for their
honey. Yet it would be for the good of the
nation if ten times as much honey were consumed as is now produced, and if the people were sufficiently informed as to the
value of honey, that amount might easily be

consumed.

—

Queen-Excluder— Hybrid Bees Sail lor Bees
Basswood Trees Honey-House Bee-Cellar

—

1.

I

—

purchased ten wood and wire queen-

excluders, and as my bees are all of the
black strain the queens go through. I will
need some more bees. Would you advise

metogetthe same kind
do?

or

what would you

it ?
I build a
honey house with a cellar
for my bees, would carpenter work
house bother the bees in winter ?
Iowa.
Answers.— I. If the queen-excluders are
all right, neither black nor Italian queens
should go through. Other things being equal
I
suppose the wires are preferable to the
stamped zinc, but I surely wouldn't want
those that would let queens through.
2 I must refer you to the advertising columns of the Bee Journal. I think any of
those advertising will furnish good queens,
and you can compare prices yourself.
3. I don't know very definitely, but I suppose that in such a case a man might become immune to a good extent in two or
three months, and I think the immunity
should last through the winter. But if you

If

11.

under

it

mean by " immune " that a bee-sting doesn't
hurt at all, then I think there are very few
that ever become really immune. I have
been at it for more than 50 years, and a beesting hurts me like sixty now. But the hurt
doesn't last very long, and it swells very
little.
It would
4. That depends on the location.
be a very poor location that would not sup-

port 40 colonies. If the location is fairly
good it will hardly be advisable to start an

outapiary until you have more than

75

or 100

colonies.

very often so.
hardly think it willdo any harm for the
few days it should remain in the tank before
being put in permanent containers.
7. It would likely do more harm than good.
B. I don't know, but I suppose the salt supplies some need, and as they seem to care
for it it might be well to give it to them.
0. I don't know.
I have seen
it estimated
that one tree was enough for a colony, but I
don't know how correct that is.
10. If you cannot join through some local
association near home, you can join directly
by sending $1 so to the secretary. Prof. F.
Eric Millen. Ames. Iowa.
11. With only a single-board floor over the
cellar and with much heavy pounding. I
should be afraid of results. With a double
5.

It is

6.

I

floor
little

and something to act asadeadenera
pounding would hardly do much harm.

ARCHDEKIN'S FINE ITALIAN BEES
AND COMBLESS BEES
April. May. Junequeens warranted purely
mated. $1.00 each; six for $5. 00: per doz.. $9.00.
Bees per lb. $1 25. With untested queen,
$2.00 per lb.
I have originated a pkg. light
but strong; saves you bees and express. My
guarantee is prompt shipment, safe arrival,
perfect satisfaction.
No disease. Small
deposit books your order.

Archdekin Bordelonville, La.

J. F.

Could you tell me of a good reliable
place to buy queeens without paying too big
2.

a price

POULTRY, FRUIT, BEE

Poultry and F'ruit are allied pursuits for
the beekeeper. Here is a special combinawhich gives excellent

tion of three papers
readiny at a low cost:

miles from home.
5. A neighbor beekeeper tells me that a
hybrid bee is more cross than a pure Italian
or a pure black. Is this so ?
6. Will it injure honey to let it stand in
a galvanized tank ? If so. what can be done
with it?
7. Would taking whisky be any help to a
person when real sick from bee stings ?
8 What is the reason bees work so much
on salt? Would it pay to leave salt some
place for them ?

The Fruit Grower
American Poultry Advocate
American Bee Journal

at the outyard? I have an auto and
can find a good location about three or four

How many basswood

trees for each col-

^l-SU

PAPER COMBINATION

many

0.

(1 CA

?

How

long does it take a man to get imto beestings, being stung two or three
times daily, and when immune will it last
from fall until spring ?
4. Would it pay to run an outyard with
only 20 or 25 colonies at home and about that
3.

mune

Our
$1.50.

50
50
$1.00

all three for one year is only
you want two poultry papers,
your

price for

Or

add

if

25c to the above offer and get
choice of the following one year:

Reliable Poultry Journal. Poultry Success

American Poultry World, Big Four Poultry
Journal.

Send

all

Poultry Tribune.
orders to

Poultry Item.
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Department

Classified

(Advertisements In this department will
be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no dis
counts of any kind Notices here cannot be
.

two

less than

lines.

If

wanted

this de-

in

partment, you must say so when ordering;.

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens will please

Three-banded Italian bees and queens
our

for

loi?

calendar— it's

A. E. Crandall

ilt

apiary.

J.

lAtf

Cortland

84

St.,

W. W,

Year old Italian queens, $6 00 a doz. Bees
by the pound April and Mav delivery. Good
bees, queens, service, and satisfaction always. Write for prices at once.
S. Mason, Hatch. New Mex.

'Vork City.

$100;

Tested.

$4.25; 12. $8,00.

6.

.

Place your order

early to insure prompt
service. Tested. $l25; untested. $1.00. Italians and Goldens.
John W. Pharr.
Berclair, Tex.

Phelps' Golden Italian Bees are hustlers
prolific Italian

queens.

$i. 00;

My circular gives best methods of
troducing.
A. V. Small.
$500.

2W2 Aeency Road.

For Sale— 7500 pounds

St.

6,

in-

Joseph. Mo.

comb-

of bees in

less packages, starting April i. igi7. Better
write us before it is too late to have your
order booked.
Merchant Bros.
Union Springs, Ala.

A Little Ad

our classified columns
good equipment that
you no longer need, Only is cents per line
each insertion.
in

will sell that perfectly

My Bright

Italian

queens

ready

will be

to ship after April ist at 60c each. Send for
price list.
Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed.
Bates, Rt. 4, Greenville, Ala.

M

Bees FOR Sale— 1000 lbs. in ilb. packages
at $1.00 per lb. Untested Italian queens. 70c
extra, to be shipped April 1 to 20. All orders
must be

in

T.

by April i
Burleson. Waxahachie, Tex.

W.

For Sale— Bright
each;

Italian

queens

per doz. Ready April is.
and satisfaction guaranteed.

at 75c

J7.50

arrival

T.

J.

Talley, Rt.

3.

Safe

Greenville, Ala.

Business First Queens descriptive price
list tells all about them and my $10 free offer.
Tested queens ready now. Order early.
M. F. Perry, Bradentown, Fla.

Gray Caucasians,

exceptionally vigorous
and a long lived race of bees; are known as
the most gentle of all bees. Free circular
and price list. Orders booked now for spring
delivery.
F, L Barber. Lowville. N. Y.

For Sale— 2-fr
queen.

}2 25;

nuclei 3-band Italians with

i-lb.

bees

with queen.

Hoffman frameswireandfoundationat

$1.65.

cata-

J B. Marshall & Son.
Rosedale Apiaries. Big Bend. La.

log prices.

Leather colored aband Italian bees, $1.25
per pound. Tested queens. $1 00; untested.
75c each; 2-fr. nuclei. $2 00; extra combs. 15c
each. Delivery after April 15.
C. H Cobb. Belleville. Ark.

Golden and 3 banded Italians; also Carniolan queens. Tested. $i 00; untested. 7sc
each. P~or bees and nuclei write for prices.
Discount on large orders. C B Bankston,
Buffalo, Leon Co Tex.
,

Golden Italinan Queens bred strictly
for business, that produce a strong race of
bees as honey gatherers By April i, untested. 75c each; 6 for $4.25; 12. J8.00; 100. J-io.
Tested. $1,50, Safe arrival, prompt delivery
and satisfaction guaranteed.
L. J.

Dunn,

sg

Broadway Ave., San

Jose, Cal.

Bees FOR Sale— A number of well established apiaries in Frio. Bexar and Atascosa,
in the mesquite and guajillo belt have
been listed with us for sale on their present
sites.
Can also furnish bees in car lots.

Texas,

Southwestern Bee

Co..

San Antonio. Tex.

No, I white comb, $3.50 per case; No. 2,
No. I fall comb, $3.00; No. 2. $2 50; 24
sections to case. In six case lots 10 percent
discount.
H. G. Quirln. Bellevue, Ohio.
$3,00.

Wanted — White
amber

Ready March

Booking orders now. Circular free,
J. E. Wing, 155 Schiele Ave San Jose,
,

in

extracted honey also
any quantity. Send sample

and lowest cash

price.
E. B. Rosa.

Monroe, Wis.

Wanted— Wax
to

and old combs for cash or
make up on shares, "Best quality founmade and sold cheap in small lots.
J J. Angus. Grand Haven. Mich
'

dation

Comb Honey our

Highest mar

specialty.

ket prices obtained. Consignments of Ex
tracted Honey also solicited.
Albert Hurt & Co.. New Orleans. La.

Wanted— Extracted
light

white

amber honey. Will buy

pounds

$1.25.

Bees by the pound a specialty. One i-lb.
package. $r 25; one 2 lb $2 25; large lots less,
also nuclei and colonies.

Vigorous

Talley,
Greenville, Ala.

4,

Queens, Doolittle and Moore strain, also
that are Golden. One select unt.

Jersey
H. M. Cook,

New

Italian queens will be ready
to ship April I at 7SC each; virgin queens,
10c each. Send for price list of queens. Bees
by the pound. Safe arrival and satisfaction

Goldens

New

65

light

My Bright

free.

Son, Berlin, Conn.

Bees and Queens from my

Selling because of death of late owner, J, A
DeWitt.
N B. DeWitt,
Care El Paso & S. W, Ry., Douglas, Ariz.

Rt.

you.

Send

For Sale— Apiary of bees at Tularosa. N.
Mex.; up-to-date appliances, good bees, good
bee location, and fine climate to live in.

guarranteed.

BEES AND QUEENS.

JOURNAL

IJI'.F

clover

and

in lots of 1000

pay cash. State what
you have and sendsample with lowest price.
Write. M. E. Eggers. Rt. i. Eau Claire. Wis.
to a carload.

I

15th.

Calif.

Wanted— Well ripened white extracted
honey, preferably alfalfa and sweet clover
Send sample and price to
The Colorado Honey Producers' Association
or white clover.

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens combine
the qualities you want.
They are great
honey gatherers, beautiful and gentle.
Mated, $1.00; six, $5.00; Tested, $3.00- Breeders, Js. 00 and Jio.
C. W. Phelps & Son,
3 Wilcox St., Binghamton, N. Y.

1424

Market St

Denver. Colo.

.

Special offer of " The Domestic Beekeeper " six months for 25c worth of stamps.
Send it today. Address " The Domestic
Beekeeper Northstar. Michigan.
'

Tell

several thousand people what you
have for sale with a few words in this de-

partment.

Honey Wanted— We
for

white and

are in the market
of honey,

amber grades

light

which aresuitable for baking.
If you have such honey to offer, please send
ussample, state the quantity you have, how
packed and your lowest price for same,
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, III.

also off grades

Golden Queens that produce Golden
of the brightest kind. I will challenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-getting qualities.
Price, $1.00 each;
Workers
Tested.
2Atf

$2.00:

Breeders. $5.00 and $10.00.
Brockwell. Barnetts. Va.

J. B.

Golden

Italian queens of the quality you
need. Bred strictly to produce Golden bees
that get the honey. Satisfaction guaranteed
Untested, one, 75c; dozen. $8.25; 50. $3250;

Delivery after March 25. Bees by
the pound nuclei or full colony.
L. .1. Pfeiffer. Motor Rt. A. Los Gatos, Calif.
100. $60

For Sale— Three-band Kalian bees and
queens. Three-frame nuclei with this year's
rearing queen, $1.00; without queen, $2.75Three pounds of bees, $3 25. Young queens,
75c each.
Our bees and queens last year
gave general satisfaction, and this year we
are in position to give stronger nuclei with a
greater percent of brood than we did last
year. If it is a bargain you are looking for
send your order this way. Send your orders

now

and

money when you

want them

shipped. Can begin shipping April 15. Bees
are all in standard hives, Hoffman frames
wired and full sheets of foundation.
guarantee bees to be free from disease. The
following is an extract from one of our many
"Today, Aug. 16, I
satisfied customers;
hived the second large swarm from the colony I started from a 3-frame nucleus I
bought from you in June, and have about 40
pounds of surplus honey in hive." It pays
to keep well bred stock whether it is cattle
or bees. Name furnished on application.
The Hyde Bee Co., Floresville. Tex.

We

HONEY AND BEESWAX
Wanted— Honey
point.

The Honey

any

in

King.

For Sale— Fancy and No.

W.

lots

from any

Mahnomen. Minn.
i

comb honey.

L. Ritter.

Genoa,

III,

Wanted— Comb,
beeswax,
6Ai2t

173

extracted honey, and
R. A. Burnett & Co.,
S. Water St.. Chicago. Ill,

Wanted— Beeswax

at

all

times

in

any

quantity, for cash or in exchange for supplies.
Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. 111.

extracted honey,
I Need a large supply of
must be white clover or its equal. 60-pound
packages preferred. Quote your lowest cash
price f. o. b. here. Send sample if you are
F. Bender.
interested.
221 Pub. Square. Nashville. Tenn.

SUPPLIES.
Wanted— Cheap
order.

honey extractor in good
ft. Madison, Iowa.

J D. Sherwood,

The Perfect Bee Frame

Lifter.

scriptive circular address,
Ferd C. Ross, Box ig4,

For de-

Onawa, Iowa.

How

to double your honey production at
a small cost. Send 2C stamp for information.
M. Budlong. 1523 I4th Ave.. Rockford.Ill.

W

For Sale— Cedar or pine dovetailed hives,
also full lineof supplies including Dadant's
foundation. Write for catalog.
A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside. Wash.
Bee-Keeper, let us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
are nice and cheap.
White Mfg. Co.,
4Atf
Paris. Tex.

Good second-hand

60-lb.

cans.

2

cans to

the case. 30c per case, in lots of 10 cases or
In lots of 25 cases or more, 25c per
less.
case. These prices are f 0. b. Cincinnati.
C H. W. Weber & Co..
2146-48 Central Ave.. Cincinnati, Ohio.

We

Wanted—
often have inquiries for old
bee books and Bee Journals, and will be
glad to buy and sell these for our patrons.
Let us know if we can do something for you
along this line. Address.
American Bee Journal. Hamilton. Ill,
For Sale— 50 new lo-frame hives with
metal covers complete with frames nailed
at $1.75 each; in lots of 25 or more
at Ji. so each; also 50 lo-frame supers nailed
and wired; hive and supers painted two
coats at 60c each; for the supers in lots of
M. C. Silsbee Co..
25 or more. 50c each.
P. O. Cohocton. R.F.D. 3. Haskinsville. N. Y.
and wired

"Dad" Townsend and his two sons are
simply honey producers, the same as most
of you are, nothing more. The boys produce
the honey and " Dad" will tell you how they
do it from month to month in "The Domestic Beekeeper."
Send 25c in stamps and
read "The Domestic Beekeeper " the first
half of IQ17 and see how the crop is produced. Address. " The Domestic Beekeeper," Northstar, Michigan.

SITUATIONS.
Wanted— Extracted honey in both light
and amber grades. Kindly send sample,
tell how your honey is put up. and quote
your lowest cash price, f. o. b. Preston.
M. V. Facey, Preston, Minn,

Work

wanted

in

apiary in southwest

States; some experience as beekeeper.
Mrs. O. A. Peterson. Rt. 8, Owatonna, Minn,

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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H

A.

Dunn. Fort

Wanted— Man of

slumgum

more or

less

northern

3836

wax presses.
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton.

pro-

Address,

Illinois.
.

Will exchange

111.

Northstar.

goodbee-man for 1017; also an
Must be reliable men. State

J.

Stahmann.

Clint. El

wholesale.

to

queens used in i<}i6.
...
Idaho Oregon Honey Producers Ass n
New Plymouth. Idaho.

farm raised man of
good habits, who has had some experience
with bees, as helper with bees, etc.. season
Large apiaries. Steady employment
ion
Give age. experience and
to right party.
wages wanted first letter.
Frank Kittinger. FranksviUe, Wis.

Wanted— Reliable

in

Hamilton.

Are You

a

member

keepers' Association

The dues are

$1.50

?

a year's subscription to the

"The Domestic

official
Beekeeper." "

ing.
It is, however, quite suitable for roadside planting or for sowing in waste places.
Special price in lots of 10 pounds or more
at a time. loc per pound.

We

also have some of theyellowand white
biennial seed mixed.
This will do very
well for sowing for bees in waste places.
Price in lots of 10 pounds or more 12c per
pound.
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton. III.

prepaid any address in United States. $3 25.
Lucerne Lawns Farm. Paul D. Cooper
Rural Route 3. Hammond. Illinois.

organ of

Dad"

mixed with it.
While the percentage of weed seeds is not
large, this seed would not do for field sow-

Lucerne Lawns Leghorns LAv—Because

of the National BeeIf not. 10// s/muldbe.

'I'own-

The
send the owner and publisher of
Domestic Beekeeper." has secured more

(ask the sf cretary) for the i\'jtio?ial
than any one else, and perhaps as many as
combined. and want to addanother
others
all
thousand members this winter. Will you
hope so. for it is with
next?
be the
great pleasure that we are able to send in a
each week. Mail the
members
of
nice list
"'
The Domestic Beekeeper."
$1.50 today.
Michigan.
Nor'hstar.

Indiana.

several hundred pounds of nulled white
sweet clover seed which has weed seeds

they are bred that way. Large, thrifty, vigorous, farm range raised Single Comb White
Leghorns will fill your egg baskets in the
winter when your bees are resting and eggs
are high. Safe delivery and fertility guaranteed. References any bank or banker in
Piatt county. Get a start with fifteen eggs

each year, which includes

Hammond,

Sweet Clover Seed—Wc have on hand

Am

111.

,

special bargain of six months' subscription
to ''The Domestic Beekeeper" for the first
half of igi7for the small sum of 25c. just
drop 2sc worth of one or two cent stamps in
a letter and write your name plainly and
mail to "The Demestic Beekeeper," Northstar. Mich., and " The Domestic Beekeeper"
will come to you regularly for six months.

POULTRY

Address,
in the southern States.
position
' ~
Care of American Bee Journal.
JR..

St

Beginning with the January number the
of the Review was changed to " The
Domestic Beekeeper " and greatly enlarged,
there now being 48 pages and cover: the
pages being an inch larger each way. Listen,
we want every reader of the American Bee
Journal to see what a fine monthly we are
now putting out. and we are going to offer a

buff Wyandotte and dark Cornish eggs for hatching from heavy laying
and prize winning stock. Get my catalog;
it s free."
booking orders now.
Joseph Cox, 'Valencia, Pa.

a large apiary.

.

name

"The Domestic Beekeeper"

White and

Understand both comb and extracted honey
productions. and can assist in queen rearing,
as I understand the business. Would prefer

Wis

'

Hohman

811 So.
Phone 1023 J.

keeper." and keep posted on the most important subject confronting the honey producer today. Do it now. Address
"The Domestic Beekeeper." Northstar,
Michigan.

,

position

frame hand-power autoball-bearing,
slip-gear,
inches. Must be guaranW. F. By ers. Monroe. Iowa.
12

will be headquarters for information upon
this subject. Send 25c in stamps for six
months' subscription to the " Domestic Bee-

3000

Clarno.

FORSALE-Well established retail honey
business in one of the largest industrial
centers of the world Reason for selling is
my apiaries are too far away to work to advantage, so I wish to move near the bees and
devote all my time to them. A rare opportunity for a live man with a little capital
'
'"
Established mio.
John
C.
Bull,

will be big things doing this year
along the line of establishing a uniform selling price for honey, both at retail and at

take up proposition to supply our members with Queens.
Location and eauipment furnished. About

Wanted— A

Write
Winona. Minn.

There

Paso Co.. Tex.

Wanted— Queen-breeder

incubator for reversi-

extractor:

teed^

I.

select tested
queen on approval. Send address for description etc. Bees and supplies for sale.
A. M. Applegate. Reynoldsville, Pa.

Wanted— Four

Wanted— A
W.

Rt.

Queens on Approval— A

exchange six Vols. History
for bee-books.
E. E, Nelson, Rt. 2, Renville, Minn.

matic

supers, stand-

ard eight and ten frame size, painted. 50 and
Write
Chester Keister.

40 cents.

World

comb pockets
wages, and give references.

Ill

Wanted— To
of the

Michigan.)

assistant.

$j8

ble extractor, or pay cash.
Lorenzo Clarke,

25c Offer for the "Domestic Beekeeper" for the first half of 1017 is for new
subscribers only as a trial subscription. Old
subscribers willingly pay the regular price,
which is a dollar a year. Send in the 25c in
stamps at once before you forget it. Address

The

"The Domestic Beekeeper."

For Sale— 200 comb-honey

Wanted— Bees to run on shares by experienced man. Am familiar with conditions
in the western States. Address,
E. Zion, Goldroad, Ariz.

experience

bruner's Bees.
N. Kostner Ave Chicago.

old combs, cappings or
render into beeswax by our

to

high steam pressure

Collins. Colo.

comb and extracted honey

to help in
duction in

FOR SALE

Wanted— Your

Wanted— Beekeeper familiar with Rocky
Mountain conditions to handle bees on
Can make good offer. Write stating

shares.

age. experience, etc.

February

members

Queens and Bees from the Cotton Belt Apiaries

We

deIiverie's"aUhe'^fo''llow'ifg"|r'?2e's,vuf

sort.

I

'^°°'''"^

J4.00
i.oo
5.70
3.00 to $io 00 each.

3

for

J
i-pound
package, wire cage, with-

$7,50

,

.

out queen

10.75

2-pound package, wire cage, without queen

Ji.oo,

frame nuclei without queen,
,

"^'^"^ '°' April, May, and June

MORE
10

1

J1.50

$1.25

2,2s

s.oo

2-frame nuclei without Queen, $2 753-frame nuclei without queen, $350.
.Wheri queens are wanted with nuclei or packages add queens
at pi
^,7
<="» ai
prices
ices quotea
quoted aoove.
above
Write for discount on larger quantities booked early
guarantee safe delivery of bees and queens, and reasonable satisfaction
Twentv
years experience. No disease. Health certificate with every
shipmenrw?i^e
vv iiic lor
for lestitlstfj a.i'w'iic.ii.
monials and references if desired.
To avoid disappointment in the spring be sure and place your order

Not only

$1.50;
-

•

,

.

We

MISCELLANEOUS

The

Ladies' Coots, bird dogs, wild ducks

for sale or

"°"

12

$.75
75

Virgins

the most attractive but also the lowest in
price. Send today for free samples.
Liberty Pub. Co.. Sta.D.Box 4H. Cleveland. O.

25

6

1

Untested
Tested
Breeders

HONEY LABELS
Honey Labels of the better

''"

PRICES FOR ONE OR

exchange for bees.
A. J Graves. Ocheyedan, Iowa.

NOW

COTTON BELT APIARIES, Box 83, R6xton, Tex.

FOREHAPiD'S QuWenT"
"^

50 Acres of bottom land in central Oklahoma for trade or sale. Fine location for
apiary. Close to oil wells.
L. Benson. Gillette. Wyo.

SURPLUS
„

Wbicb Coloay

,

is

Yours, Mr.

,.

Beekeeper
H

?

.^

150 LBS.

SURPLUS

You c"^ mX"Iv°/rrcorofy\toorn"e'^1^!lV=1?&T T^jTsf^h^ead i^.t'lt^ I'V ''""^^ =^°^'
three-banded Italian queen. She will cos? you onl/75 cents Jus 'thVee
po'undlof'hon°e"/
You can easily make a gain of sixty pounds over the inferior colony/whichTs
a n?t gain of
Good pay for introducing one queen, not considering the increased value
J3.75
of the rol
ony. Spring will soon be here, the time to requeen that colony
that liiithe bid queen Can
you spend your time more profitab y now than deciding what stock and
wh^-^^ U) DS?chase

Market prices

paid for junk, rags, burlap,
rubber, rope, paper, books, copper,
brass, all metals, scrap iron, raw furs in
large or small lots. Seiid for list
Chas. G. Bolton. Zieglerville. Pa.
carpet

your early queens ? Give us a trial. We breed only the pure three-band
queens A?loS?
yards are pure, so you take no risk in getting a hybrid. Four reasons
should use
our queens: ist. They are first-c ass honey gatherers 2d Thev art. wh?vou
vi ,^7,? o
°i
V.^
resistant to foulbrood. 3d. The imported bee'sfwhrch ours are
reared frimarl Imong'the
gentlest bees known
4th. The most modern and learned bee-men
=" '"
in the
me
world
worm
todaf
loaay
isl
use
the three-band.
Because they are the best
We have had oyer 25 years' experience
in rearing queens: having started with Dnnlittle and such men. We have 1000 nuclei, which makes it
possible
filorder^nromDtlv
Three expert queen-breeders have charge of these nuclei: so we dotonot
over wo?k wh cti
gives us ample time to improve our stock. None but first-class
queens are mailed We
^^ '"'''^'""' ''^'=«' ^"^ ""^ guarantee perfect satisfactTon and s^e
.

best bargain you can get for 25c
worth of stamps is "The Domestic Beekeeper" for the first half of 1111. Address
"The Domestic Beekeeper" (successor to
the Review) Northstar. Michigan.

The very

i,

WHY?

WANTED

deliv^ery.

Queen Excluders wanted
hives

Rt

10,

for loframe
Otto Bender.
Jefferson Barracks. Mo.

"""""

Untested

$.75
$425
Tested
I 8.00
Si •;o
Select untested.
100
Q.oo
Select tested.. .....;
4.75
Write for circular giving general ^description. Mail all orders toaioo
I

I

,

Trade— Safety
bees.

A.

J.

writing desk. $75 rifle for
Graves. Ocheyedan, Iowa.

|

W.

J.

FOREHAND & SONS,

J R 7c

„

00

t„

„„
5o on

Ft. Deposit, Ala.
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Honey Wanted
you have any white or

If

amber honoy

to dispose

write us sending sam-

of,

NOTICE TO SUBSCRIBERS

We

are oblik'ed to cancel many of our
prices of combinations of the American Bee
lournal with bee books. Those desiring to
take advantage of the combination offers
will
please disregard former offers and
order per the followng list, which sives postpaid prices for the United States. Kor Canada add 10 cents for yearly subscriptions
and for foreign countries add 25 cents;
lVt//t

how honey

ask for the

BeePrimer

ADANT & SONS

Original Langstroth (reprint)

Productive Beekeeping

Beekeeping

ABC&X

Hamilton,

ABI
I yr

"

same.

D

Price postpaid alone

Dr. Miller's "Thousand Answers
(ready March i)
Langstroth on the Honey Bee
Ji.so
Doolittle's ScientificQueen Rearing
50

packed and

is

you

price

Bonks

Also state

ple at once.

Illinois

(Phillips)
Y Z of Bee Culture....

Dr. Miller's "Fifty

Years"

Advanced .Bee Culture
How to Keep Bees

Write

for price list
booklet descriptive of our

is
1.00
1.50
2.00
2.50
i.oo
i.oo
1.00

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

Ji.75
2,00
1.25
i.oo

175
225
2.50
3.00
1.75

175
1.75

Hamilton, IIL

and

HIGH GRADE
ITALIAN QUEENS
And Bees by the Pound

JAY SMITH
1159 DeWolf*

St.

Vincennes, Indiana

®®®®®®©®®®OO©©O0©®©Q©©GXDS©

FILMS DEVELOPED
All

roll

films

We

cents.

Everything

day.

Send

Line.

F.

M.

developed

return

them

in

the

for

the

10

same

KODAK

for catalog.

ALEXANDER

Atlantic, Iowa
'Every Day

PATENTED

WRIGHT'S FRAME-WIRING DEVICE
Most rapid
in

in use.
Saves cost of machine
Tigiiter wires, no itinks. nosore
Price, $2. so. postpaid in U. S. A.

one day.

hands.
G. W.

Wright Company, Azusa,

Calif.

is

Honey Day

at

Our House

67
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20
We

Packets Seeds- lOc.

Paint Without Oil

to test "HARRIS SEEDS THAT
HUSTLE." Send 10c. now— before you forget for this
mammoth collection. We send you 20 separate packets

want every reader

finsBt varieties— one each— of Beets, Carrot, Cabbage,
Celery, Cucumber, Lettuce, Cress, Muskmelon.
Watermelon, Onion, Parsley, Parsnip, Radish, Salsify, Spinach, Tomato, Mixed Poppies, Giant Cosmos,
Double Jap Calendula and Children's Botanical Garden, a curiosity cnliection of flower seeds. With this collection we send rebate check for 10c. and big catalog of

Remarkable Discovery that Cuts Down
fe».-

the Cost of Paint Seventy-Five

Percent

world's finest seeds.

HARRIS BROS.SEED CO., ?84 Main

4

St.,

Mt.Pleasant,Mich.

MONTHS FOR
Ta

Ffuil

..

Trial SubscriptioD C«dtn Pip

Klls

aliuiit plamiii)^,

and mIIui^

A Free

Package is IMailed
Everyone Who Writes

ptuiimi?,

spr.i>ing

Ask Us Your Hard Questions
We

conduct (Ills depnttmcnl for the s>peclal binefil of our 5iib5cribcrs.
Experts ans(\t-i all questions by m.iil and ilitoutjli the
coliiinns of llie iii.ijjazire
rruiliran and Gardener, lilt

Main

St.

Mt. VernoQ, t&

ptld for bullcfflid inmd. 5or
Eaiy work. Evtn two boyi
money wilh mottict'i help and
daciiptions, prier liil. anJ iimpU
on ^Jnleuly killing, rU. Send 2c stamp il nact for projpeclu!

cash:

SINCLAIR, Box 244,

D

Trial

29 Years'
Potato Experienoe

to

For over a quarter of a century I hare
specialty of growing and handjing
Clioice Seed Potatoes, testing all the
leading varieties, retaining and improving
the best. This year's list is the cream.

I

made a

A. L. Rice, a prominent manufacturer of
Adams, N. Y.. has discovered a process of
maltinffanew kind of paint without the use
of oil. He calls it Powdrpaint. It comes in
the form of a dry powder and all that is required is cold water to make a paint weather
proof, fire proof, sanitary and durable for
outside or inside painting U is the cement
It adheres to
principle applied to paint.
any surface, wood, stone or brick, spreads
and looks like oil paint and costs about onefourth as much.
Write to Mr. A. L, Rice. Manufacturer. 23
North Street. Adams. N. Y..and he will send
you a free trial package, also color card and

10'

and yjrdi.a Itiuk.

(ruvt

February

I

My
I

,

30th Annual Seed Book

should bcin the handsofeverypropressive
farmer and Rardener. It contams 96 pages
crowded fuUof valuableinformation. The
best in Seed Potatoes. Field and Garden
Seeds of all kinds. Write postal today.
L. L. OLDS, President

I

|
j
f

J

L.LOIdsSeedCo.„"3Xon'4.i

full information showing you how you can
save a good many dollars. Write today.

Los Angelen, Cal

D©©(IXD©®©©S®GXi>(iXi>GXD0eX3©®S>©6iCI)©QX9(D00<2^^

GOOD USED PIANOS AT CLEARING

SAl.K Pit ICES

SOLD |

UNDER WARRANTY AND SHIPPED ON APPROVAL AT

I

OUR RISK FOR ALL FREIGHTS AND tJANDLlNG CHAICGES

I
-^

George W. Lyons Studio, small size; $75.
Ernest Gabler & Bro., upright, rosewood, medium size, excellent tone;
Pease Piano Co.. uprirht, rosewood; $100.
Smith &Barnes. upright, mahogany; $II5.
Mason & Hamlin, upright, ebonized. dull finish; $125.
Sheraton upright, mahogany, nearly new; $135.
Empire Piano Co., upright, mahogany, superior tone; $150.
Fischer upright, golden oak, fine condition; $175.
Fischer upright, mahogany, like new; J200.
Story & Clark, upright, elaborate style, mahogany;
Knabe. upright, mahogany, perfect condition; $250.
Behr Bros., upright, mahogany, slightly used; $275,

Knabe, upright, mahogany. Colonial
Steinway, upright, mahogany; $350.

Cash

prices

;

but

x'i

Wlio wants to wade
through skim milk up to the
chin? Then why spend hours digging out facts that you can get to
in minutes?
The Farm Journal
dumps the skim milk. Gives you
nothing- but the cream!

$225.

Ko

Ko

editorial frills or fixin's. Good,
facts by experts.
Household
money-saving suggestions for
Mother. Always enough first-class reading to interest
fi'crv member of the family.
Send SI for 5 years' subscription.
Money back any time. Or ask for free
sample copy and your Poor Richard Almanac l,r 1917.

style; $300.

d^lly-dallying.

Farm

live, cle.in talks.
heljis and practical,

payment terms

easy

A

$85.

percent interest

at

if

desired.

It's Iree, tool

For further information write World's Largest Music House.

The
Farm Journal
201

LYON & HEALY CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

Washington Square, Philadelphia

&S@®®S®®S@@®®(iX3®©e

The Double-Walled Massie Bee-Hive
Surest

Protection

Honey
Furnished

—The

the

in

for

Bees

—

Increased

Supply

of

Best Hive for any Climate

clearest

of

White Pine or Redwood.

lumber

All

in

either Cypress,

Brood and Extracting

Frames made from White Pine

VENTILATED BOTTOM
THE MASSIE HIVE
F<r Ctnb nr Eltricttd Honey

Why

Admits fresh air into the hive, lessening the chance for swarming, and giving renewed energy to the bees.
It is also equipped
with a feeder withoutextra cost.

Fifty years in the bee-supply business has shown us that the
Masaie Is th* vory best hivo, and testimonials to this effect
are received daily from those who are using this hive.

Not Give Us a

Trial

Order?
We will

The Dovetailed Hive

for

Comb Honey

Satisfaction Fully Guaranteed
and

all

other Apiarian Supplies.

If you are in the market for supplies
mail our large illustrated catalog and special price list to any one upon request

K....,y^^.^'''',^'^°'^''-'^"^u^'"^".i'^^?'"''';'''°l'*'*''*,*.",''*'',^''^*'^
be sure to get our prices before buying elsewhere.

KRETCHMER MFG. COMPANY,

110 3d St.

Council Bluffs, Iowa

'
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NOTICE TO BEEKEEPERS!
We
April,

are

now booking

May and June

Prioa

of

at the

orders for our 3 banded Italian queens
following prices:

Combless Packagss Without
Queens

Size lib. each
"

2-lb.

"

ti.35
2.35

"

3 lb.

"

335

*

In lots of

and combless packages, and

Three-Banded

Italian

Untested, each
6
12
loo

''

Quesns
) i.oo

May and June

for April,

Tested each

4 50
8.00
65.00

(

6
12
IOC

"

Select tested.

over one dozen packages get our prices.

them during

will furnish

breeders.

J2.00;

1.50
8.00
15.00
100.00
$3.00

queens are wanted, add wholesale price and state kind.

If

Our Mr, A. B. Marchant has retired from the production of honey and will manaee our yards for the package and queen tradeTherefore, we will be in a better position to fill all orders with dispatch. Havins doubled our capacity we believe we can HI! all orders
the day they are due
We have introduced new blood in all our yards, and we have a strain of bees second to none. Our pacltaees are
shipped the same day they are caged. Our bees for our packages are all reared above an exc'uder; therefore, we ship nothing but young
bees, as young bees stand the trip better than older
andCanadi. Place your orders early, as first comes

MARCHANT

We guarantee

ones.
first

served.

Write

freedom from
for prices

all

diseases and safe arrival

in

the United States.

on large orders

BROS., Union Springs,

Ala.

PURE MATING GUARANTEED-QUALITY FIRST
I am better equipped to take care of all orders, both LARGE AND SMALL, having located my
queen and package business in Georgia. Our mail and express service is excellent, having 24
out-going trains DAILY— will make delivery same day order received.
Will be glad to hear from parties wanting LARGE QUANTITIES, as I am prepared to handle
any size orders wiU be glad to furnish sample of my combless package— will guarantee safe
arrival in United States and Canada.
Get my prices on 100-pound lots, and over my price wiU
make you order from me.

—

Prices on (Oueens for March 15th to
delivery.

6
Untested
$1.50
Tested
2.00
Select Tested
300
Breeders. $5.00 and

J. E.

$ 7 50
10 50
15 00

May

ist

12

Prices for bees by the pound without
begin April 15th.

18.00
24.00

Jio.oo

6

1

$12 00

Queen
12

i-pound
2-pound

Ji 50

$8.00

tisoo

2.i;o

pound

3.25

14.00
18.50

27.00
35 00

3

Prices

of

nuclei without Queens
shipping April isih.
1
J2.00

i-frame
2-frame
3
5

MARCHANT BEE & HONEY COMPANY.

TYPEWRITER SENSATION

2.50
3.50
5.00

frame
frame

begin

6

12

Jio 50

$18.00

1200

2200

20.00

37.00
44.00

2300

Columbus, Georgia
CIRCULAR SAW MANDRELS
AND EMERY WHEEL STANDS

^O^OA Month Buys A dlllllll
^il-^ Visible Writing L. U. CmStk
I

Mandrels with boxes and pulley complete for bolting our frame. Three

Perfect machines only of standard size with keyboard of standard
universal arrangement— has Backspacer— Tabulator— two color ribbon—Ball Bearingconstruction— every operating convenience. Five
Days' Free Trial. Fully guaranteed Catalog and special price free.
H. A. SMITH, 314-231 North Fifth Avenue, Chicago. Illinois

sizes.

Circulars.

CHAS.

A.

HENRY, Eden,

N. Y.

FOR SALE 10,000 POUNDS OF BEES SPRING DELIVERY
20 Years

of Select Breeding Gives

Us Bees of Highest Quality

BEES FOR HONEY PRODUCTION-BEES OF UNUSUAL VITALITY
As we are large honey producers as well as queen breeders, producing from one to two carloads of honey annually, we have
ample opportunity to test out our breeding stock, used in our queen yards Thus we are able to guarantee that all our queens will
give satisfaction in every respect. If you want bees that are gentle as well as great honey getters let us book your order. Safe
arrival guarranteed.

SWARMS OF BEES BY THE POUND WITHOUT QUEENS READY APRIL

1

lib. pkgs. $1.25 each; 25 to 50 pkgs. $i.22>4 each; so to 100 pkgs. $1 20 each: 2-lb pkgs. $2.25 each; 25 to 50 pkgs. $2,225^ each; 50 to 100
up. $2.20 each; 3-lb. pkgs $3 25 each; 25 to so pkgs. $3.22>4 each; 50 to 100 and up, $3 20 each.

GOLDEN AND 3-BAND ITALIAN QUEENS READY APRIL
Untested
Select untested

Write

75 cts.
00 cts.

for descriptive price

each;

$65.00

per

"

$7500

"

list.

;

100
100

I

I

Tested

$1 25

Select tested

Let us book your order now.

i

50

each;
"

$110.00

per

12500

"

1

100
100

Only a small deposit required.

LARGEST AND MOST SUCCESSFUL SHIPPERS OF BEES IN PACKAGES
M. C. BERRY
COMPANY, Hayneville, Alabama, U. S. A.

&

and

e

^
^
%

QUALITY

^

^
For

^
^
^

fifty

has this been so

years Root Goods have held their pre-eminence.

Why have we

?

branches and agencies

The answer
will order their

all

GOOD.S from

the concern which offers them

SERVICE

Send your order to the Branch or Agency nearest you and get low
freight rates and prompt service.

The most
shown

in

our

The A.

NEW

I.

Order early as

up-to-date goods,

Send for one today.

^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^
^

Beekeepers always have and always

PLUS

1917

A

all

the best that

CATALOG,

postal will bring

which

is

j^
J^
"^

over the United States?

QUALITY
^
^
^
^
^
^

been able to maintain a series of service

self-evident.

is

Why

J^
3^

|
^

prices are advancing.

money can buy, are
all

ready for mailing.

it.

Root Company, Medina, Ohio

^

SERVICE BRANCHES AT

New York City,
Chicago, 215

139 Franklin St.

West Ohio

St.

Des Moines, 915 Walnut

St.

Syracuse, 1631 West Genesee St.

Philadelphia, 8 Vine St.

Indianapolis, 859 Mass. Ave.

Washington, 1100 Maryland Ave.

Los Angeles, 948 East 2d

St. Paul, 290

East 6th

St.

St.

San Francisco, 245 Mission

St.

'^
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MARSHFIELD GOODS
I
§

BEKKEEPERS
We

:

—

manufacture millions of sections

every year that

The cheapest
the price.

If

are as good as the best.
for the

quality

;

best

for

you buy them once, you will

buy again

We

also

manufacture hiveS, brood-

frames, section-holders and shipping
cases.
Our catalog

is

free for the asking.

MARSHFIELD MFG. COMPANY,

Marshfield, Wisconsin

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

"W_

71

CYPRESS BY TEST
Substitutes by Talk
THE PROOF -2 LETTERS FROM BEEMEN
"

Our correspondent makes serious complaints against

CYPRESS

as a

BEEHI\T: MATERIAL.

We

hope you

and

MAKES A PLEA FOR

will look into this

matter," (Etc.)-and

here's another

Mr
of
just came into the office. He informs us that they tried a car
CYPRESS LUMBER last year for the first time, and are so well pleased with it that they are
ORDERING ANOTHER CAR for use in making HIVE BOTTOMS."
-,

-,

of

Is there value to

of heart Cypress by a

you in an endurance test of 49 years in greenhouse sash ?
prominent greenhouse contractor in Chicago, and placed

It is

reported to us that sash

in position in a

STILL DOING SERVICE.
IT WILL SERVE YOU AS WELL and save you

Plaines,

111.,

made

at

Des

in 1868 are

the nuisance and expense of repairs and replacements
cannot be answered by mere talk. Ask the manufacturer or contractor
substitute " for Cypress to cite you to an endurance test of 30 or 4.5 years to the credit
of

The argument backed by such

who wants to give you a "
the so-called " substitute."

is no mor" than
WRITE US FOR VOL.

That

greenhouse

facts

a fair precaution on your part

— good

ordinary business sense.

OF THE FAMOVS CYPRESS POCKET LIBRARY WITH FULL
RRPORI OA'"THE WOOD EI ERNAL'

I.

U.

S

GOVERNMENl

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MFRS.' ASSOCIATION
1251 Heard National Bank Building, Jacksonville,
1251 Hibernia Bank Building,

New

For quick service address nearest

Fla.

or

Orleans, La.

office.

,0,

WE WANT YOUR

BEESWAX
For cash,

in

exchange

for

BEE-SUPPLIBS

or to be

Worked

into

DADANT'S fOlNDATION

(S

Drop us

a line stating how much beeswax you have
quote our prices f. o. b. your station or delivered here. Or we will name you our best trade price
and tell you how much it will cost to have it made up
into foundation.

and we

will

Dadant's Foundation is sold by many dealers all over
the United States. There is probably one near you.
Mail us that card or letter today.

7i

tl/rt-^

The TaU Sumacs Planted by
..-

this Tall

Massachusetts Professor Four Years Ago

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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ARCHDEKIN'S FINE ITALIAN QUEENS
AND COMBLESS BEES
April. May. June queens warranted purely
mated. Ji.oo each; six for $5.00: per doz $0.00.
Bees per lb. $1 25. With untested queen.
$2.00 per lb. I have originated a pkg. light
but strong; saves you bees and express. Mv
guarantee is prompt shipment, safe arrival,
No disease. Small
perfect satisfaction.
deposit books your order.

March

BEES AND QUEENS, GOLDENS AND
LEATHER COLORED FOR 1917

.

Archdekin Bordelonville, La.

J. F.

Canadian

Prices

We handle the finest line of

i

and over

Warranted

Send

our

for

Our

page catalog.

68

Tested
Breeders

Bee Supplies.
prices

i

$.85
i.io
1.50

300

I

Honey-Producers' Association

Colorailo

1424 Market

Street,

i-pound and Queen
2 pound and (Jueen

Denver, Colo.

Foot-Power

BARNES'

Machinery

Read what J

I.

Parent

of Chariton. N, Y., says:
"We cut withone of your

Combined Machines

last

winter sochaff hives with
7-in. cap. 100 honey-racks,
500 frames, and a great
deal of other work. This
winter we have a double

amount of hives, etc..
make with this saw.

to
It

do all you say of it."
Catalog & price-list free

will

W.

& JOHN BARNES

F.

995 Ruby

ROCKFORD.

St.,

ILLINOIS.

BUY
THE FAMOUS DAVIS GOLDENS
And

get big yields from gentle bees.
Write for circular and Price list.

BEN
Spring
ITALIAN

G.

Hill,

DAVIS
Tennessee

QUEENS AND BEES

am

better able to supply the trade with
my Three-band Italian (Jueens. Colonies
and Nuclei than ever before. Send for circular and prices.
E, A, Leffingwell, Allen, Michigan
I

POULTRY, FRUIT, BEE

PAPER COMBINATION

01 CA

^l-3U

Poultry and Kruit are allied pursuits for
the beekeeper.

Here

tion of three papers

is a special combinawhich gives excellent

reading at a low cost

The Fruit Grower
50
American Poultry Advocate
50
American Bee Journal
$1,00
Our price for all three for one year is only
$1.50.
Or if you want two poultry papers,
add 25c to the above offer and get your
choice of the following one year:
Reliable Poultry Journal. Poultry Success
American Poultry World. Big Four Poultry
Journal. Pojitry Tribune. Poultry Item.
Send all orders to
AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL. Hamilton. Ill

SAVE MONEY
I
I

By buying your supplies of me. All
kinds of Bee Supplies and Berry Baskets. Crates, etc. Send for new 1917

&

list

I
I

325

i

fre*.

W.

D.

SOPER

So. Pirk Ave., Jackson, Mich.

8
«
g
Q

§ivBfiffl '^y^YTSffl^'yy^y?y^^wyFy?^^?¥TyT¥?^ffl¥Piff¥TV¥i

u

2; to 100
$8.00
.65 each
g.so
.75
750 13.50 1.05 "
to Jio.oo each
6
$4 50
5.00

POUND PACKAGES
FROM PENN. MISS,

will interest you.

The

United

States

Trade

We are now booking deliveries in May, June and July at the
following prices, viz.:
FROM TORONTO. ONTARIO.
FROM PENN. MISS.
Untested

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!

and

to

each
$2 25
3.00

5

I

6
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Gets Big
Hatches
Feter Kilpatrick. Nazareth Pa., writes, "Have
made better hatches than anyone here."
Money cannot buy greater hatchinK value* Hot water heat— double wall— dead air
space— asbestos lininsT— self rejrulatinR— ventilatinR
— double kIb!43 doOFB— safety lamp— ecg tester. No
•xtras to buy— easy to operate— will not warp or
shrink, StronfceBt. most durable Incubator made.

40
DAYS
TRIAL

Incubator

Only $10

PROTECTION HIVES
I'rice,

In

side rims.

75 for
f.

o. b.

five hives, lu 00 without out
Grand Rapids. J15.00 for five

with rims delivered to any point in the U. S. A.
north of the Ohio and east of the Mississippi
Rivers Double wall with air spaces, insulation
orpackingas you may prefer. If you have had
occasion to spend any time in a buildine single
boarded during' cold weather, you can appreciate the advantages of double walls. Single
wall iiives often do not provide sufficient protection during brood-rearing in the spring.
An apiary of single wall hives was visited
during fruit bloom, the weather was cool and
and no bees flying. Old newspapers were called
for and the wrapping of the hives was about
half completed when there was an interruption.
Returning again in the course of an hour
or so. it was found that the bees in the wrapped
hive! were flying freely, while those that were
not. still remained inside the hives. It is reasonable to conclude that if 20.000 bees were
required to keep up the temperature, that 5000
were released for field and other dutybylhe
added protection given. Protection Hives cost
only about $1.00 more than single wall hives and
are well worth the extra cost, which may be
more than made up ina single season. Send for
a special circular— 16 large illustrations.

A. G.
Freight Paid East of Rockies
Take no chances. The National

75

WOODMAN

CO., Grand Kapid.s, Michigan

on U.S. Govproven cold weather
is

built

ernment ppecifications.
A
hatcher. The World's Greatest Incubator Bargain.
Send postal today for Free 1917 Catalog And
Poultry Book — worth dollars to every poultry raiser
—or order direct from this ad and save time. Incubator and brooder both prepaid $12. SO.Comes set
up ready to run, with book of instructions. You take
no risk, satisfaction guaranteed ormoney refunded. Don't delay. Send for Poultry Book today sure.

SE!CTION FIXER
A

combined section press and foundation fastener of pressed steel construction.
It folds the section and puts in top and
bottom starters all at one handling, thus
saving a great amount of labor. With the
lop and bottom starters the comb is firmly
attached to all four sides, a requirement
Increase the value of
to grade fancy.

NATIONAL INCUBATOR CO.

Box 116

Racine, Wis.

Poultry Supplies

your crop by
Poultry supplies of

all

kinds, best

automatic grain

feeders,

feed troughs, dry

mash hoppers, bone

mills, exhibition

leg

bands,

grit,

foods, and remedies

WANT.

fountains,

bone,

Price with lamp $2.75.
5

meat,

lbs.

Postage extra.

Shipping weight

Send for

circular, fully describing this

ANYTHING YOU

A. G.

Also Pigeon,' Kennel and Bee

Supplies.

method.

:

and shipping coops,

shell,

this

H. W. Schultz, of Middleton, Mich., in
"Your Section Fixer is
writing us says
the best yet; can put up 150 sections per
hour with top and bottom starters."

WOODMAN

special

machine.

CO.,

Grand Rapids, Michigan

Circular free.

Eureka Supply House
Box B-403,

-

Aurora,

Illinois

HONEY PACKAGES

TIN
A

THE QUEEN OF ALL QUEENS
Is the Texas Queen, Italian Goldens that will please you in every
way.
75 cents each, $8.00 per
dozen. Circulars free.

GRANT ANDERSON
Rio Hondo, Texas

PATENTED

WRIGHT'S FRAME-WIRING DEVICE
Most rapid
in

in use. Saves cost of machine
Ti^ihter wires, no kinks, nosore
Price. $2.50. postpaid in U. S. A.

one day,

hands.
G. W.

Wright Company, Azusa, CalU.

local wholesale house secured a carload of tin plate in September that was promised for April. Conditions are now even worse.
it is necessary to order tin plate a
year or more in advance of the time it is wanted for use. advances in prices must be expected. The highest bidder will get the stock.
Freight at this time is very slow and uncertain. Prices are liable to advance. It would
be a wise thing to secure your packages for the 1917 crop. Our three-year contract is giving
us some advantage over general market quotations. Send jis a list of your requirements at
can supply the following:
once; our prices may have to be advanced again on March 20.
60-polind cans, on* and two in a case

When

We

Friction
2 lb.

Cans.

Top Tins
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THE GUARANTEE THAT MADE "falcon"
Bee SuppHes Possible
The "falcon**
every

article,

GUARANTEE.

Every

and every queen leaving the

hive, every

super, every

crate of sections, every

pound foundation

plant goes out with our "absolute satisfaction or

"f^alcotl"

money

For more than a third of a century we have stood behind everything we sell. If anything is
wrong or not just what you thought it would be, we'll appreciate it if you write us, and we'll make it absolutely right
Our satisfied customers are to be found everywhere and are our best advertisement. " Once a cus.
at our expense.
tomer always a customer," is synonymous with the name "fJalcOTl"
back" guarantee.

The beekeepers'

when "short" should have taught him

past experience

sections and supplies ready in the next two months.

send us an approximate

list

of

what you

Red Catalog, Postpaid

W.

We

will require for the

that

it's

a

"wise move" to get hives,

quote on "•fJ'alcOtl"

supplies

if

you

will

coming season.

Dealers Everywhere

FALCONER MFG.

T.

will be glad to

CO.,

Simplified Beekeeping," Postpaid

Falconer,

New York

Where the good bee-hives come from

HEADQUARTERS FOR BEE SUPPLIES
ROOT'S GOODS AT FACTORY PRICES
FOR
KENTUCKY

OHIO

We
prompt

TENNESSEE

carry a large and complete stock of bee supplies, and are prepared to give you

service.

We

have just received several carloads of nevp fresh supplies.

Send for

our catalog.

C. H.

W. WEBER

& COMPANY,

2146 Central

Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

LOOK FOR THE

eev\^are

Brand

ON ALL YOUR
HIVES, SUPERS

AND SECTIONS

BEWARE
WHERE YOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
1^

WIS!

J
IWATERTOWN,

MAKES THE FINEST

OUR NEW 1917 CATALOG
IS

Be Sure
G. B.

NOW OUT
to Get

Your Copy

LEWIS COMPANY, Watertown,

Vol.

LVIL— No.

MONTHLY, $1.00 A YEAR

HAMILTON, ILL, MARCH, 1917,
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HOUSE APIARIES
Advantages and Disadvantages of the System as Seen by Frank
C. Pellett on a Visit With F. J. Strittmatter
years
FORhouse

I

have been interested in

apiaries.

The

idea

at-

tracted me although I never had
experience with one. Whenever
I
have raised the question of the possibilities of the house apiary all the
argument has been against it.
To
quote Doctor Phillips, "The principal
argument against house apiaries Is
that nobody uses them." One champion
of the house apiary in this country
is F. J. Strittmatter of Ebensburg,
Pa.,
first

and it was to him I went for
hand information about this

system.

When asked how he came to use the
house apiary in the beginning, Mr.
Strittmatter said that it was because
he could see advantages which overbalanced the objections raised against
them. He could find no encouragement in any quarter. He was told
that nobody used them In this country and was advised to experiment
carefully, with the expectation that
the plan would not prove satisfactory.
He built his first house apiary In the
spring of 1910, and at the same time
started an outyard in chaff hives. The
first three
years the bees in
the
house apiary made a little better
showing and were much nicer to
handle, since in the building he was

that
considered
"Mr. Langstroth
bee houses were not the best for the
apiarist, principally

from the

loss of

young queens when they leave the
hive for the purpose of meeting the
drones, as they are apt on their return to enter the wrong hive, and
be there killed, and the consequent
decay of the queenless swarm; giving
a great number of instances of this.
He would say to all, scatter your bees;
place one hive under this tree and
another under that, but scatter the
hives."
The above quotation from Langstroth presents the most serious and
most persistent objection to house
apiaries. A friend of mine who lives
In Minnesota tried a house apiary and
abandoned It because the bees were
too slow to get out in the morning.
However, his building was situated
among the trees instead of in the
open sun as it should be.
With the entrances as close as they
must be in a house apiary, there Is

some mixing
from hive

of bees and some drifting
to hive after a long con-

finement. Another objection is that
where so many hives are placed on
the same floor there will be some

tendency to irritate the bees In other
hives while one is working In any
part of the building, because of the
jar.
In a well made building such
as Strittmatter uses, there would be
very little apparent jarring from the
ordinary operations necessary.

ADVANTAGES OF THE SYSTEM.
Several advantages will at once be
apparent. In the first place since
there are no bees flying about the
operator except from the single hive
which is open, necessary work may
be attended to at any time without
danger of robbing, and with greatly
reduced annoyance from stings. The
bees which fly out of the open hive
usually fly to the windows and seek
that
to escape to the open air, so
even the colony manipulated offers

Independent of unfavorable weather.
After three year's trial with one house
apiary and two outyards he decided
to put all the bees in house apiaries,
and now after four years with all in
house apiaries, he is fully convinced
that for his climate the house apiary
is much to be preferred.
OBJECTIONS TO HOUSE APIARIES.

That this is not a new subject In
country will soon become apparent upon referring to the old bee
journals. In the American Bee Jour-

this

March 1861, in a report of the
American Beekeepers' conventhere is a discussion of this same

nal for
first

tion,

question.

THE STRITTMATTER BUILDINGS-HOUSE APIARY AT THE LEFT
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less resistance in a building tlian outside.
When the bees fly out, the surroundings are unfamiliar to them and
they lose the desire to sting. Strittmatter cuts a small corner of each
window-pane in each of the four corners of the sash, to permit the bees
to escape.

Another important advantage is the
which is a very
simple matter under these conditions.
Some years there have been no
swarms in the Strittmatter house
apiaries, as all that seems to be neccontrol of swarming,

-essary to control swarming entirely
is to give the bees plenty of room, and
retain young queens.
In the same report from which the

quotation from Langstroth above mentioned is taken appears the following:
"Mr. Sturtevant uses a large beehouse but does not allow the bees in
it to swarm, but always divides his
swarms, taking the queenless swarm
away from the apiary, and if desirable
returning it to the house after the
queen is fecundated. « * * Hives
must not be placed on a common
level, where they can run from one
His bees had laid up an
to another.
immense quantity of honey the last
season; the house is airy and cool,
built of brick. Hives should face in
different directions."
Strittmatter tries to

have

young

the colony is in proper condition for winter and to put the cover
in place and throw the quilts or other
top packing over the tops of the hives.
The cost of winter cases and the labor
of annual packing is saved by this
plan.
Rainy days are no hindrance to
work, as it is possible to remove the
honey inside a house apiary with a
minimum of discomfort at any time
that

HOUSE APIARIES OF OTHER

DAYS.

After paying a visit to Mr. Strittmatter and seeing how enthusiastic
he is over the house apiary
after
seven years of trial, I have been
much at a loss to determine why they
are not more generally used. Many
well known beekeepers tried them in
the early nineties and the journals
for several years were full of ensuccessfully
thusiastic accounts
of
conducted house apiaries.
In this
connection a review of the principal
suggestions of a few of these articles
may be of interest. In the Beekeepers' Review for September 1892 an
article by E. R. Jaques describes the
B. Taylor house apiaries at Forestville, Minn. From this article I quote
as follows:

March
spring thus becoming strong in
bers in time for the
clover
vest. *
"It is

"The first point scored by
house bees over those in the yard was
this they built up faster in early

—

INTERIOR OF HOUSE APIARY SHOWING BUILT-IN HIVES WITH SUPERS

much with

robbers and will
have
use for smoke and veil;
for
however cross a bee may be out-ofdoors she becomes a lady
in
the
house. * * *
"On the other hand I think the house
queens will be much more apt to get
* * *
lost on their mating trips.
The lifting of hives and supers will
be found heavier work in than out of
the house.
little

"Now for results in honey gathered
to date (July 24th). Twenty colonies
in the house have 100 pounds each of
comb-honey in the supers, while
twenty of the best colonies in the
yard have stored but 75 pounds each.
"I think the house apiary has come
to stay but do not believe it will be
a success except in the hands of a
skilled apiarist."

During the year 1891 the Review
several articles on house
nearly
all
reporting
favored their use. In the July issue,

contained

and

P. Moore, of Binghampton, N. Y.,
reported having used one for 19 years.
Mr. Moore described the house somewhat in detail and gave rather flattering accounts of its
advantages.
One item is of especial interest:
"In spring as soon as the bees begin to raise brood, the temperature of
the house rises and it is readily seen
that many weak stocks that would be
of no value outside are enabled to
breed up, on account of the temperature maintained by the other bees.
Not all reports were favorable, however, as witness the following from
J. B. Hains of Bedford, Ohio:
"At the outset I desire to say that
I regard the house apiary as worse
than useless and a very expensive
establishment to keep up. * * * In
the year 1879 I erected a house apiaryt
fitted it up in the most modern style,
which
put in 48 colonies of
bees
wintered fairly well but dwindled so
in the spring, especially on the north
side, that I was compelled to draw on
the yard apiary to make them good.
J.

queens mated from the corner hives
and reports that he has little more
trouble from the loss of young queens
in the building than in the hives outside.
He has the fronts of the hives
painted four different colors, which
bees
helps materially to keep the
from mixing or the queens from going astray.
Another advantage is the protection
against changing weather conditions
The
of spring, and, in wintering.
with
brood chambers are built in
four inches of sawdust packing surrounding each hive. This additional
protection enables the bees to build
up rapidly in spring, as there is no
danger of chilled brood because of a
sudden drop in temperature outside.
The winter preparation, also, is but a
matter of a few minutes. When the
honey is taken from the hive in the
fall all that is necessary is to see

har-

*

much more comfortable in the
house, out of the hot sun with all
your supers, honey-boards, bee escapes
and the like on shelves in easy reach.
Then, too, you will not be troubled as

apiaries

the

*

num-

STRITTMATTER'S CARROLLTOWN HOUSE APIARY
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I secured about half as much honey
from the house apiary that season as
I did from the hives outside, but was
unwilling to abandon the experiment.
The second spring was a repetition
of the first. * * * The loss of bees
is a small matter compared to the
loss of labor in caring for them."
James Heddon reported two years
experience with a house apiary that
was a practical success. He answers

the objections raised against it lather
convincingly and sums up the advantages thus:
"The house apiary possesses some
splendid advantages. Out of the sun,
out of the rain, out of the wind, out
of the reach of thieves, implements
and bees close together, and last but
not least out of the reach of robber
bees. * * *
"On the whole, I think the house
apiary, when rightly made and managed, is, in many localities a thing
of comfort

and

profit."
Mr. Heddon cited the oft repeated
objection of loss of queens from enter-

ing the wrong hive and admitted having more queenless colonies in the
house apiary than outside.

taining qucencells to the open air and
leave them until the queen had been
mated, after which they could oe returned to the house. Since swarming
is much easier to control within the
houses, the amount of moving that
would be necessary would not
be
great. This is, of course, impossible
with the Strittmatter system of builtin

hives.

Since house apiaries are in general
use in many parts of Europe, they
surely must bo suited to certain conditions.
While there are few apiaries
there conducted on a large scale fol-

lowed by many producers

we may

in

America,

learn many things from
beekeepers across the sea.
still

Beekeeping in Sweden
BY JOHN

A.

JOHNSON.

" Bitidniue^n," the Swedish bee journal, oihcial
organ of the Sivedish Beekeepers' Association.

the annual report given in the
IN January,
1916, number, we find that

the association had a membership
of 5016; a fine showing indeed for a
country of Swedens' location and popu-

lation.

If the National
Beekeepers'
Association would obtain a proportion-

ate membership we would number over
100,000 members. Their organization
is in a
flourishing condition and was
formed after the German and Swiss
associations, the local or district association " Krets," is subordinate to the

National.

They have an official label for the
honey of members, and each "Krets"
responsible for the purity, cleanliand quality of the honey of its
offered under the association's label. They also established
the price for which the honey shall be
sold.
They are vigorously fighting
is

ness,

members when

honey adulterations, and try to show
the inferiority of glucose concoctions
which masquerade before the public as
honey. Unfortunately the glucose
manufacturers are allowed by law to
use the name " Inverted honey " marked
on

their labels.

The association also does cooperative buying of some supplies, such as
containers, cans, and sugar is gotten
direct from the refiner for feeding purposes, even 'under the present abnor-

mal conditions.

The beekeepers

re-

As far as cost is concerned there
are numerous reports to the effect
that a house apiary large enough to
serve as a combined
work house,
honey room and apiary, can be built
as cheaply as the usual equipment for
an apiary can be had, including the
necessary building.
After referring to all reports which
I have been able to find in the old
Journals,
that

some

I

am

inclined

of the trouble

to believe
arose from

building the houses too small and too
dark. Strittmatter provides plenty of
room and an abundance of light.
While there were numerous reports of
loss of queens, this objection seems
not to be an insurmountable obstacle
results
as some report satisfactory
after many years of use. Apparently,
however, expert attention is necessary
in order to succeed with bees in house
apiaries. Heddon advised against the
built-in hives, but adjusted his hives
to special entrances in the house. It
was thus possible to take hives con-

HOUSE APIARY OF E. C. BARBER. AT FRAMINGHAM. MASS,. WHICH THE
OWNER REPORTS AS QUITE SUCCESSFUL
ceive

respectable

rebates

from the

refiners.

Honey was sold as low as one crown
per kilogram (about 11 cents a pound)
before the war, but now it is advertised
as high as three crowns per kilogram
(41 cents a pound).
One dealer in
Stockholm claims to have imported the
finest white California honey from the
Santa Clara district before the war for
about 13K cents a pound. The Swedish
beekeepers resent the importation of
foreign honey in competition with
their own.
Extracted and strained
honey are produced almost exclusively.
There seem to be as many kinds
and sizes of hives and ideas about the
merits and demerits of the different

hives as here. A large number of straw
skeps are also kept as well as movableframe hives with sides and ends of
woven straw and a frame. Queen excluders made entirely from wood are
advertised by the manufacturers.
A recipe for a very popular honey
drink, more of a beverage than mead,
is given.

ONE OF THE WARTMAN HOUSE APIARIES AT BIENNE. SWITZERLAND

Pomeroy, Iowa.
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is ti.oo a year in the United States
of America and Mexico; 3 years. J2.25; 5
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THE EDITOR*S VIEWPOINT

March
Wesley Foster gave a long talk on
"Distribution of Honey." Uniformity
of packages, choice

dealers

in

cities,

of

good

closer

reliable

acqaintance

between producers and dealers, full information concerning crops and markets were some of the subjects touched
by him.
Professor H. C. Taylor, of the University of Wisconsin, explained methods of bookkeeping for the producers,
so they might positively learn where
their profits and their expenses are.

Hamlin B. Miller, secretary of the
Iowa Association, in his inimitable
style gave a long talk on how to increase the membership of the associaHis cry was, "Retain your presIt was done, for Prof.
Jager was re-elected.
Polheraus, of
tion.

ent president."

The National Meeting

producers, showing them

The National Beekeepers' Association met on Feb. 6-8 according to
schedule.
The terrific storms that

much and where

raged through our northern States at
time prevented the attendance of
a number of leading men. Neither E.
R. Root, E. D. Townsend, Frank C.
Pellett, Wra. Copenhaver, Morley Pettit
nor R. A. Burnett were present. The
papers to be read by these men were
that

also missing.

However, Pres. Jager

is

a

man

of

extraordinary resources and the meeting was rendered exceedingly interesting through his strenuous efforts. His
address, showing the need of organization was spoken with great enthusiasm.
He insisted upon the need of uniform
packages for the sale of honey. He
affirmed, as others have done before,
that the beekeepers of America need
union as much as the National canners
and other associations placing an article of consumption before the public.
Irregular packages must be abandoned
and standard methods adopted, through
a National Committee. He showed the
need of securing uniform laws for the
protection of producers against adulteration, misrepresentation and unfair
competition. Organization of beekeepers throughout the land is indispensable.

exactly

how

Colo., represented his brother and explained how the Colorado Honey Producers' Association having commenced
with a capital stock of $110, years ago,

much better prices for the producers.
The attempts of the government have

have increased to a capital of $50,000
through perseverance and honest deal-

so far received but lukewarm response.

ing.

is

Doctor E. F. Phillips gave the audience an insight into the extension
work undertaken by the government.
He described conditions in such States
as North Carolina, where two-thirds of
the apiaries are

when

member

a

put in

still

family dies.
the custom.

the

of

mourning

"Telling the bees" is still
Each colony is moved a few inches on
the anniversary of the birthday of Geo.
Washington. The honey is taken up
during the first full moon of June, as
they do not think any other time is
proper. The strange thing is that 52
percent of all the bees in the United
States are located in 15 southern States
and about 90 percent of these are still
in

gums

or box-hives.

Doctor Phillips showed what a little
missionary work will achieve, by saying
that the famous Alexander, of Delan-

came very near giving up
beekeeping in disgust when his bees
were attacked by European foulbrood.
son, N. Y.,

Our old friend, N. E. France, addressed the meeting with words of welcome, with remembrances of the past.
Mr. France is probably the only beekeeper State Inspector of bees whose
office is
permanently located in the
Capitol Building of a State. He has
proven so efficient that instead of opposing his work as is done in so many

minute talk with the well known
inspector, Chas. Stewart, caused him
to remain attached to the pursuit and
it was
through his later experiments
and success that the present method of
successful treatment of European foulbrood was devised.
That we need organization in every

places, the

State in

State

officials

sustain

it.

Doctor S. A. Jones, statistician at
Washington, was present and explained

A

15

We are

the

Union

is

quite

just at the "

the necessity of the beekeepers cooperating with the general government by

furnishing statistics which will be coland returned to the

Department of Agriculture.

dorsing

the

extension

work

George W.Williams, of Redkey,
ably supported by Mr.

of

the

Ind.,

Hassinger, an

young beekeeper of Wisconsin, spoke interestingly about the
necessity of teaching the uses of honey
intelligent

Domestic Science department
schools. A committee
of the United Honey Producers is to

in the
of the

common

work

in
connection with a similar
committee appointed by the president
of the National, on this subject.
In spite of the unfavorable weather
the meeting was a great success and
most of the beekeepers in attendance

expressed their desire of being able to
attend future meetings. The next location of the National convention is to
bedecided by the Executive Committee.
A more detailed account of the Madison meeting is just at hand from Pres.
Jager. This will be published in the
April number.

Prevention of Swarming

A large number of readers have expressed the desire to secure the address
which the editor delivered last year at
nine different conventions on the above
named subject. So we will publish it
in the April issue.

Our 3Iarket Page
On

evident.

Forks of the Road,"
as so ably shown by Dr. L. D. Leonard
of Minneapolis, Minn.
A resolution was passed heartily en-

lected together

Colorado, was elected vice-president
and John C. Bull, of Indiana, secretary.
Mr. Herman Rauchfuss, of Denver,

honey produced.
National Committees should
look after these reports and advise the
beekeepers through the journals as to
what prices to expect. An arrangement of this kind during the past summer would have helped to secure very
there

another page of this number we

are beginning a department of "Crop
and Market Conditions." The page
itself will

A

show

page of

just

what we aim

to do.

kind will not succeed
unless it has the cooperation of a large
proportion of our subscribers, and we
this

:

:

1917
circulate

cannot, of course, afford to

our whole list each month to assemble
such reports.
We would urge, therefore, that each
subscriber secure a few postal cards
and write us the conditions as seen in
his section of the country. Make your
report as brief as possible and address
"

to

Market Editor," American Bee
These reports should reach

Journal.

us at least by the 20th of the month to
do any good for the next issue.
The department at Washington, for

gathering such

several years, has been

to

the

correspondents to answer

reticence of
reports,

owing

but usually

statistics,

summaries of conditions come

We

out too late to be most effective.
are, however, getting in touch with the

hopes of embodying as
much of its data as possible in our crop
report each month.
The climatic conditions are such that
the report from one section will be on
the honey crop, while from another it

department

may

in

as they are just
winter quarters. The
points to be touched upon in answers
are roughly as follows

report the bees

coming out

of
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only a few days before that I had received a letter from him dated Dec. 20,
in which he spoke very cheerfully of
Bertrarvd and I have
his health
been constant correspondents now for
3'^ years, and had so much in common
that, although he had attained a great
age, the end is a trial which has grieved

have revised them and kept them up to

He was

me much.
more

a

faithful

friend,

and during the
whole time of our acquaintance we had
never a disagreement. I was looking
as

a

brother,

to the termination of this
dreadful war to running over to Switzerland to pay him another visit, but
now this is not to be, and I sorrow
that I shall not see him again."

forward

Mr. Bertrand was for 25 years editor
magazine which he began under
"
the name of " Bulletin D'Apiculture
in 1879, and later published as " Revue
of the

Internationale d'Apiculture."

He

is

in his

bee-work for

their authors,

listed in nearly

catalog of bee-books.
list follows

The

every

rest of the

" Hive and Honey Bee," by H. D.
Richardson.
" Beekeepers' Manual," by T. B. Miner.
" Bee Culture," by Henry Eddy.
"Beekeepers' Chart, "by E. W. Phelps.
" Manual of Bees," by John M. Weeks.
Some of these books the writer never
had even heard of until the advertisement in the old journal was read, and
it is doubtful whether
copies of all of
them could be found in any one library.
In order to live for 50 years a book
must deal with fundamentals, for superficial matter is soon forgotten.

the

author of several works on bees. We
intend to devote a few pages soon to
his biography. Meanwhile we can assure his devoted wife that the sympathy
of the American beekeeping world is
with her. Mrs. Bertrand has been a
companion and an associate of her

husband

date since the deaths of

and both are now

51 years.

Obituaries

We
of
10,

are sorry to announce the deaths
Vandervort, Laceyville, Pa., Feb.
and D. C. Polhemus, of Lamar, Colo.,

J.

Feb.

13.

Mr. Vandervort was the first man to
manufacture foundation mills, making
different thicknesses of walls for differ-

ent weights, and in the eighties he

made

Old Bee Books

the

In the first issue of the American Bee
Journal, which appeared January, 1861,
there appeared an advertisement of

foundation over 12 feet to the pound.
Mr. Polhemus was a noted apiarist of
Colorado, and his death followed his

first

mills capable of

turning out

:

Condition

1.

amount
unfilled

of

of

market —

honey

honey unsold and demand

?

2. What percent of loss of bees from
wintering ?
3. Honey-plant conditions compared

to

normal ?
Are beekeepers increasing number

4.

of colonies materially?

comb to
5. Are many turning from
extracted honey?
the honey crop so far
is
6. How
compared to last year ?
Remember

bee-books. There are seven books in
list,
only two of which are still
offered for sale. "Mysteries of Beekeeping Explained," by Quinby, and
"The Hive and Honey Bee," by Langstroth, were so valuable that others

the

the Na
Association, after

election as vice-president of
tional

only

Beekeepers'

five days.

These men both deserve a longer
obituary notice, and we hope to be
able to give it in our next number.

conditions,
report if the season has
been a failure, or if beekeepers are discouraged from winter losses, as well as
to report successes.
Come ahead with your answers, the
more the merrier. Write on a post
to give true

not failing to

card,

number

write plainly

card

'your answers as above,

and

the

to

briefly,

and address

MARKET

EDITOR,

American Bee Journal, Hamilton, 111.
This department is simply an experiment. If it succeeds it will be because
of the interest taken in it by the beekeepers.

Death

of Bdouarcl

Our old

Bertrand

friend, Mr. Bertrand, died in

Geneva, Switzerland, Jan.
85th year.

We

17,

in

his

received the news of

demise through letters from both
Bertrand and Mr. Thomas Wm.
Cowan, editor of the British Bee Journal, to whom Mrs. Bertrand wrote at
the same time as to us. Mr. Cowan's
I
letter reached me at the same time.
quote a few words of his letter
his

Mrs.

"

for

am sure you will feel the
me it was a great shock,

I

loss,

as

it

and
was

THE LATE EDOUARD BERTRAND, OF SWITZERLAND
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No.

5.— Among

Bee-

United States and it is probable that
the climate has something to do with

article, I re-

wide spread in England.
The
bees diseased with paralysis rarely
discharge their feces, and for that
reason the disease has been called
"constipation", but in Isle Of Wight
disease Mr. Bocock stated to me that
diseased bees could often be induced
to discharge the contents of their

Eastern

keepers

its

BY THE EDITOR.

AS

Stated

in

my

last

turned to Amherst Aug. 16, to
meet iMr. Bocock, the English
apiarist,
microscopist and scientist,
who is making a special study of adult
worker-bee diseases. Mr. Bocock had
visited the West and had just returned
to New England.
Most of our readers know of the
dreaded disease called "Isle of Wight"
or "Microsporidiosis,"but few of them
know that 80% of the bees of the
British Isles have been destroyed by
it.
It started in 1904, in the southeast corner of the Isle of
Wight,
reaching the nearest parts of
the
main land in 1909, spreading across
it in the direction of the prevailing
wind.
"Nosema apis" discovered by the
German, Dr. Zander,
in
1909,
is
thought to be the cause of the disease,
as it is found in large numbers in the
intestine of the diseased bees.
Most
of us have thought that what is here
called "bee paralysis" was the same
disease. But aside from
the
fact
that "nasema apis" is not
usually
found in cases of bee paralysis, Mr.
Bocock holds that the symptoms are
different.
In "Isle Of Wight" there
are none of the tremulous motions
seen in the other disease which are
responsible for
the
name given:
drag
"paralysis". The bees simply
themselves out of the hive unable to
thousands,
in
fly, and die by the
front of the hive. By a singular coincidence, this trouble was seen at
experimental
apiary
the Amherst
shortly after the arrival there of Mr.
But it did not
Bocock, in June.

and when I came all symptoms
had disappeared. Nosema apis
has been found in healthy bees in the
last
of it

P. 2,

Son and partner

Crane
E Crane,

of J,

little

dauehter

with his

abdomen by simply touching

them

with a blade of grass or a light stick.
Mr. Bocock is authority for
the
statement that, within a radius of 10
miles of Cambridge, England, more
than 5,000 colonies of bees have died
of that disease in the past 10 years.
He says that Italian bees make a
better fight against it than the com-

mon

February
"hopeless to attempt the eradication
of the disease by destroying the infected

combs and bees."

Mr. Bocock himself expresses doubts
concerning the actual influence
of
Nosema apis in adult bee diseases.
He wrote me under date of December
13:

am

sending you by a later post
XX of the Proceedings
Physical Society
in which you will find two papers
dealing witli researches and experiments in the matter of I. O. W.
disease that have been conducted In
"I

Part

of Volume
of the Royal

I

The investigators seem to
have reached about the same con-

Scotland.

bees.

As

to a remedy, none of positive efficacy has yet been found, although
several claims to the efficiency of
"bacterol", "izal", and "dioxogen or
of hydrogen"
have
been
in the British Bee Journal. Mr.

peroxide

made

Bocock

was very careful

servative
scientists

and con-

in his statements, as all
are, and confined himself

no remedy that
he knew of was as yet proven
ef-

to the assertion that

ficacious.

Since the above was written, some
interesting information has been furnished
in
Australia,
concerning
Nosema apis. Investigations made and
reported in the December number of
the "Australasian Beekeeper," page
10.5,
indicate that this parasite
is
"present in almost every apiary, that
even wild bees in trees are affected,
that it is merely a casual inhabitant
of the alimentary canal of the bee."
Yet the diseases ascribed to Nosema
in Europe have but little force in
Australia, probably owing to climatic
conditions, "the drier atmosphere and
the greater heat of the sun during
the summer arresting the progress
of the disease." It is also held that,
owing to the universal presence of
the parasite in question, it would be

MR,

Prospect Pine— Jacob's Ladder Roadway
AT Becket, Mass,

BOCOCK AND THE EDITOR DISCUSSING ISLE OF WIGHT DISEASE
NOSEMA APIS AT THE AMHERST EXPERIMENTAL APIARY

americyXN bee journal

I9I7
elusion as
doubtful if

mysolf,

viz:

tliat

it

Is

Noscma apis is the causal
organism of I. O. W. disease".
The Bulletins mentioned had already been received by me from Mr.
John Anderson, of the North of Scotland College and were given a mention in our January number, page 11.
Mr. Bocock is also a student of
foulbrood in its different forms. He
a
described to mo and illustrated
method of recognizing European foulbrood, which he obtained from our
the
examining
White,
by
Dr.
alimentary tract of the larva. In a
healthy larva the duct which runs
through the insect is of a dark color.
In European foulbrood the alimentary
"bacilli
the
with
white
duct is
pluton" which are thought to cause
In sacbrood these would
its death.
not exist.
The reader will readily understand
with what interest I listened to the
explanations of so able a student.
Mr. Bocock came to the U. S. May 21

to leave August 26 for his
England. It was a treat to
meet him.
of
this
cover
front
On
the

way

and was

stopping on the

home

necticut, to spend the
our old friend, L. C.

in

number

the
Journal,
the
of
reader will see a photo of the tall
England.
These
sumacs of New
shown were planted in 1912 by Dr.
Gates and were therefore only 4 years
Three kinds are shown, of difold.
ferent height and blooming at different dates. No wonder sumac is a

We
honey plant there.
no such results in the Middle
West although sumac is plentiful in

jiroductive
liave

spots.

The grounds about the ExperimentApiary of Massachusetts have been
all sorts of honey plants
and shrubs by Dr. Gates. The bees
were working plentifully upon the
clethra alnifolia and we were lucky
enough to catch a pretty photograph
al

supplied with

of this.

days later I retraced my steps
the direction of New York City,

Two
in

at

Stamford, Conweek-end with
Root,

whom

I

have already mentioned in this tour
and who had eagerly invited mc to
him. He was at the
station
I arrived there.
of
Moses
L. C. Root, son-in-law
Quinby, who was a contemporary of
Langstroth, is one of the greatest enthusiasts I have ever had the good
luck to meet. During his entire life,
whatever he has done has been done
with zeal and earnestness. He revised the "Mysteries of Beekeeping"
called
of Quinby and the book
is
Beekeeping".
For
"Quinby's New
years he was one of the largest beekeepers of New York State. For the
past 25 years, more or less, he has
retired from active beekeeping, leavcharge
of
his
ing his apiary in
brother and settled in Stamford, living with his two daughters one of
He
whom is a physician of note.
keeps only a few colonies of bees in
the city, in the attic of his barn, where
But as energetic a man
I saw them.
as he could not remain long idle. So
he was entrusted with the duties of
Milk Inspector for Stamford. He was
the first inspector to prepare a bulwhich each dairy was
letin in
separately reported and its sanitary
detailed.
The
conditions carefully
visit

when

result

was

a host of friends and

some

enemies, for the unsanitary establishments could not be pleased with a
mothers
truthful record, while the
and housekeepers were thankful for
the straightforward information which
his bulletins
It

gave.

happens that Dr. Root.

L.

C.

Root's daughter, is the family physician of the H. L. Cooper people. Mr.
hyCooper is the world-renowned
draulic engineer who built the big

dam between Keokuk and Hamilton,
across

the

Mississippi,

the

largest

A VIEW AT STAMFORD. CONN.

L. C.

A FIELD OF CLOVER

L\

BLOOM AT AMHERST, MASS.

Root

Reviser of Quinby's " Mysteries of Beekeeping"
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power dam

in the world.
His business office is in New York City but he
lives at Stamford, and they are very
intimate with the Roots. The building of the big dam in 1910-13 with
which I was connected, during the
years of its promotion, has caused us
to become well acquainted with the
Cooper family.
When she heard of my arrival, Mrs.
Cooper kindly sent her big touring car
for Mr. Root and myself to visit the
suburbs. Stamford is only 35 miles
from New York and is the home of
thousands of "commuters", business
men who want quiet homes for their
evenings and holidays. It is on the

Several of them have appeared on the cover of the American
Bee Journal in the past.
The three days I remained in Stamford were spent very pleasantly, in
visits about the city, with Dr. and Mr.
Root, a delightful Sunday dinner with
the Coopers, at their home on one of
the finest avenues, and long talks and
reminiscences of old days with Mr.
Root. He was 76 years old in December 1916, but looks 10 years
younger. We have known each other
for nearly 40 years and the reader
may imagine how much we might
have to say.
Concerning the distance bees will
published.

March
things must come to an end and on

Monday

I left

for

New York

City.

The

following day, Tuesday, I rode up the
beautiful Hudson River, to Albany, on
the steamer "Washington Irving".
We live on the Mississippi, the
"father of waters", and are proud of
the great stream, but its scenery is
tame by the side of the Hudson's. This
stream which has only 6 feet of fall
in l.'JO miles, from New York to Albany, is in spots fully 3 miles wide
and flows between beautiful and high
hills.
The Palisades, on the New
Jersey shore, shortly after leaving the
City, are abrupt cliffs.
Nothing like
them in the valley of the Mississippi.

Wintering Problem Analyzed
BY

J.

E.

HAND.

the mind of
some beekeepers
the idea prevails that bees are cold
blooded animals that remain semidormant in winter, consuming little
food and warming up occasionally to
eat and enjoy a flight when the weather
permits. While winter is a season of
rest from outdoor labor there are certain activities within the hive, necessary for the comfort and safety of the
colony.
As winter approaches, bees
cluster closely in a spherical form between the combs and thereafter the
temperature of the colony is governed
and regulated by the outside air through
the expansion and contraction of said
cluster.
Cold weather contracts the
cluster, thus conserving the heat that
always radiates from bees, causing a
rising temperature within the cluster.
The colder the weather the closer the
contraction, the more perfect the conservation of heat and the higher the
temperature within the cluster. So the
highest cluster temperature is likely to
occur in zero weather.
Warm weather expands the cluster,
releases the heat, and the cluster temperature falls to meet the rising outside
temperature. It is thus that the temperature of a broodless colony in winter varies in response to external fluctuations, but in the transition to summer conditions after the dispersion of
the cluster no such variation exists,
and a uniform temperature of 92 degrees is maintained during the breeding
season.
With strong colonies in well protected hives the minimum outside temperature and
the maximum cluster
temperature are practically synchronous, but with weak colonies in unprotected hives there is a lag between the
maxima and minima of inverse temperatures ranging between hours and
days, according
to
the
numerical
strength of the colony and its power to
generate and regulate heat, and if repeated by frequent cold changes it is
likely to result in the death of the colony.
feel justified in assuming
that this lag is directly responsible for
a large percent of winter losses attributed to other causes.
Aside from the slight action required
to expand and contract the cluster from
day to day, the winter activity of bees
consists in their constant circulation
throughout the contracted cluster pre-

IN

THE ARTIST HAS CAUGHT THREE BEES ON THE BLOSSOM OF THE
CLETHRA ALNIFOLIA
As many as

six

bees were noticed on a single blossom

shore of Long Island Sound and has
beautiful resorts In healthy locations.
We rode about its avenues until we
accidentally reached Sound Beach, a
old
suburb, and the home of our
friend E. F. Bigelow, editor of the interesting magazine

"The Guide To

He welcomed

heartily
and showed us all about his place, a
wilderness of 5 acres which he has
allowed to go "back to nature" so
that one might think himself away
from civilization, when in the heart
familiar
of it, were it not for the
sounds of a busy railroad center. Mr.

Nature".

us

Bigelow will be remembered by our
readers as having furnished us some
of the prettiest photos that

we ever

t

one time— (See page

8s)

go for honey, L. C. Root once had a
very interesting experience. He had
100 colonies about 7 miles from a
heavy basswood harvest.
The bees
found it, but he thought best to bring
about a third of the colonies up to
this timber.
The result was that
these bees harvested about 3 times
as much as those who had to travel
the 7 miles. 40 colonies, in 7 days,
pounds of basswood
secured 4103
honey, so although Mr. Root positively knows that bees can and do go 7
miles for honey in an emergency, he
believes in locating them as near the
crop as possible.
could have enjoyed a week or
I
more with my kind host but all

We

sumably in search of a comfortable
position, and fanning with the wings
presumably to areate the cluster with
fresh curren'.s of oxygen. Bees cannot
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in one position either inside or outside of a contracted cluster,
for those outside would chill and those
inside would suffer with vitiated air;
therefore, winter activity is the result
of a contracted cluster.
Dr. Gates recognized these activities
and recorded them in Bulletin No. 9(i.
They are also recognized by Dr. Phillips, and recorded in Bulletin No. 93,
as a process of external heat generation by muscular action, but the deductions drawn from experiments recorded
in the bulletins mentioned warrant the
conclusion that heat generation is an
internal, incessant, involuntary process.
The consensus of opinion is that cold
weather causes increased activity and

remain long

increased food consumption, and increased food consumption causes increased heat generation.
Expansion and contraction of the
winter cluster is the basic principle of
the heating problem, and the sum and
substance of heat generation so far as
to the activity of the bees.
These activities have a devitalizing
tendency, and the only remedy is to
eliminate the contraction of the cluster
by raising the temperature of the winter nest to a point that expands the
cluster.
This is accomplished by extreme contraction and internal insulation of
the winter chamber, thus
relates

eliminating the cold zone and conserving the heat that always radiates from

87

parts,

they were made collapsible. All
sides, ends, tops and bottoms,
could with little trouble be separated

rollers, picking up the back one, when
clear, and placing it in front to continue the transit. This mode of loco-

and re-adjusted as desired.
Housing them proved to be a heavy

motion answered the purpose except
that it was too slow.
For years I had

sible,

The
task, repeating itself every year.
advantages seemed out of proportion
All my
to the time and labor spent.
although constantly left outhives,
doors, with proper care lasted a lifetime, and to judge from all appearance
would last another, and why should my
sheds not do the same ? They were well
made, special care always being taken
to have their roofs in perfect condition, waterproof, and otherwise constructed with a view to resist the inclemencies of the weather.
Taking
these points into consideration I decided, some 12 or 14 years ago, to store
them outdoors.
But this did not entirely eliminate
the handling of the sheds. If we unpack our bees for the summer and
place them on separate stands, which

must be done to have free access to
them, the sheds have to be moved back
and forth from their storage ground
to the summer stand of the bees in the
fall, and back again in the spring.
As
I have no helper I
always considered
this the most tedious feature of the
whole season.
culty

I

To overcome

used a couple of

6

the diffior 8 inch

planned to construct
this special purpose,
son

why my

before,

plans had not materialized

Last fall, just before putting my bees
into winter quarters, I happened to run
across a castaway two-wheel gardendrill, and the accompanying drawing,
Fig. 1, is the result of my find.
I have
used the rig only one season, but I am
so elated over its usefulness that I consider it one of my best time-saving
tools.
The drawing shows a shed on
the move.
Figure 2 gives the frame without
wheels; a is the platform made of 2x8inch yellow pine, with a wooden block:
b, on the underside of each end to hold
a yi-inch steel rod for an axle c c are
the handles, 2x4 inch of the same material
d is the combination swing shelf
that answers three distinct purposes;
first, it supplies legs to the handles;
second, it forms the connecting link
and gives stability to the frame, and
third, it carries the back part of the
transported shed. It is made of a piece
of
medium heavy wagon-tire and
swings on bolts in the handles. Almost
;

;

v^. A
MANNER OF PLACING THE CART

serving the heat.
In this
ideal condition bees will
maintain a comfortable expanded clus-

from compulsive activities, will
consume food moderately and come
out in spring strong in numbers and
vitality.
The convertible principle

ter free

solves the problem at a cost of 40 cents
for extra equipment.

Birmingham, Ohio.

Taking Care

of

and

Moving

Winter-Slieds
BY

WHEN

G.

C.

GREINER.

planned the use of winter-sheds with suitable packI

ing as a means of better out-

door wintering, some 16 or 18 years
ago, I was inclined to think that housing them during the summer would be
necessary to materially prolong their
service.
To facilitate handling and to
store them in as small a space as pos-

car or rig for

was the lack of suitable wheels.

bees.
It cannot be accomplished with heavy
packing on the outside of a non-contracted hive any more than one can
keep warm in bed with the blankets
spread on the roof; in either case the
heat is lost by diffusion with the surrounding atmosphere, and the patient
is chilled to the marrow by currents of
cold air untempered by a heated chamber.
A cumbersome winter case with
heavy packing surrounding a thickwall non-contracted hive will do for
cold storage, but these are not the
qualifications that should recommend
a competent wintering hive when heat
conservation is imperative. Extreme
contraction is the most potent factor,
except the food supply, and the wise
beekeeper will supply ample stores of
food and contract the winter chamber
to conform to the compass of a winter
cluster and surround the contracted
chamber closely with porous packing,
thus eliminating the cold zoneand con-

a

and the only rea-

>5^ z
THE CART UNDER CONSTRUCTION
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any rubbish-pile

will furnish the

mate-

rial.

To load the shed is a simple affair.
The car is run to the front end of the
shed (See Fig. 3), with extended shelf
lying on the roof, and when the car is
pushed under the shed as far as the
front-blocking, the shelf (with handles)
drops automatically to the ground. It
is then swung under the shed as in Fig.
1, and the load is ready to move.
From the foregoing the reader may
infer that I favor the single-row-principle shed or case for winter protection; not because I consider them any
better or safer for wintering than the
quadruple or single colony case, but
they are by far the most practical, timesaving style of the lot. In the course
of the season miles of unnecessary
are saved by their use. Our
steps
school-days' teachings, "A straight line
is the shortest distance between two
points," fits the case admirably. It is
always one step to the next hive, while
the quadruple case necessitates continual walking from one side to the
other, and that right in front of the
hive entrances. This has a strong ten-

dency

some

bees,

to irritate
of the crossbee

and no doubt

complaints, of
which we hear occasionally, have their
origin in this malpractice.
When using the wheelbarrow for the
transportation of supers and other
paraphernalia to and from the honeyhouse, this straight line principle is a
great convenience.
La Salle, N. Y.

been

used with good results. It is
probable that a flour made from " garbanzas" or chick peas would be better
than anything yet sugges'ed, as the
flavor is very fine. Those living along
the Mexican border could try this. It
looks as if cane sugar is gaining all
along the line as a substitute for honey
in feeding bees.
Mr. Arthur C. Miller
highly
recommends a well-known
brand of cane sugar which has been
before the American public for many
years. It cannot be made from beets. It
has often been recommended in the
bee journals before.
The late Paul Mickwitz, of Finland,
wrote an article praising beet sugar as
a bee feed, and citing some experiments
of his own in proofs of his claims. As
a matter of fact he was using an invert
sugar made from cane sugar which has
been made quite extensively for some
years by a firm in Hamburg, Germany.
It is made in the form of a syrup and
is certainly very fine.
It is ahead of
anything sold in this country for feeding bees. In fact, it is a fair substitute
for honey, and when fed to bees baffles
all but the very best chemists in Ger-

is

many

as "

it

and

to detect the
real honey.

difference between
It

contains

some

other things besides invert sugar. It
has given the beekeepers of Germany
considerable trouble
because some
smart beekeepers fed it to increase
their

honey crop.

made in Hamburg because that
a free port. Germany prohibits
the sale of cane sugar to protect the
It

city

is

is

It allows the
sugar growers.
manufacture of invert sugar from cane

beet

Feeds of Bees
BY W.

K,

MORRISON.

of your correspondents
SEVERAL
have referred to substitutes for

Some advocate wheat or
not knowing of course that
albumen content is much too low
to be a good substitute for pollen. Pea
flour is far better in every way and
pollen.

rye
the

flour,

probably

lentil

flour

is

better

still.

I

think the Italians sometimes use lentil
flour as a pollen substitute. Bean flour
made from "broad beans" has also

March

however under certain conditions. In
the manufacture of condensed milk
cane sugar alone can be used, so that,
even in countries prohibiting cane
sugar they have to allow an exception
in this case.

Beet sugar has often been tried as a
substitute feed for bees with poor reSome people say cane sugar and
sults.
beet sugar are alike. Uncle Sam has
something to say about that. He will
put you in jail if you sell beet sugar
and say it is cane sugar. Cane sugar
always sells for more money than beet

sugar;

good proof

pretty

is

Brown orMuscovado sugar is not good
because it is burned in the process of
making. It is only made now because
it is used in some kinds of cookery and
becauseit produces much "black strap"
molasses.

The "lumber

northern woods

like this

two reasons,

is

it

The

laxative.

"

jacks " in the
molasses for

heating " and

laxative effect

is

it is

due to

sulphur.
The best sugar of

all for feeding bees
a yellow colored cane sugar known

vacuum pan

cooked

in

a

"

sugar because

it is

vacuum, thus preventing

burning.
Very white sugar is not good because
it has been
bleached by the action of
very powerful chemical reagents.
Traces of these are left in the sugar,
which the bees seem to feel. This may
explain the failure of some to get good
results in feeding.
Beet sugar js

always so treated
moreover blueing is put into it for the
same reason that women use it in
washing clothes.
Dr. Wiley had his eagle eye on this
phase of the sugar business, and that is
one reason why he had to resign his
sugar trust is very
Yellow cane sugar
(vacuum pan) can usually be purchased
position,

powerful

as

the

politically.

on the Atlantic Coast. The larger the
crystals the finer it is in quality. It is
very sweet.
Farther inland you can protect yourby dealing with reliable firms, not
the ones who say beet and cane sugar
self

are alike.

Montgomery Ward & Com-

only cane sugar. They will
guarantee you that they sell no beet
sugar, and many first-class grocery
firms do the same. As a matter of fact
all efforts to make a nice syrup from
beets have failed.
Great Britain and her colonies are
fimiliarwith a fine cane syrup which
known as " Golden Syrup." The
is
South produces excellent cane syrup
by a simple process. 'Porto Rico used
to furnish a large quantity of Mallozve,
which was very good. Barbados produces its famous " sling," and all the
cane sugar countries produce something nice in this line. These all make
excellent bee feed, but are usually too
expensive, as they contain water on
which freight has been paid.
Of all the extraordinary things credited to the present great war in Europe
is the astounding discovery that Europe
now produces 8,000,000 tons (long tons
cane sugar.
at that) of cane sugar. Yes
This will cause Emperor William to
rub his eyes in profound astonishment,
This is the sample of the
if not in glee.
As a
stuff we are to read nowadays.
matter of fact the war will have the
effect of increasing the production of
cane sugar and decreasing beet sugar
sell

!

HAULING A HEAVY SHED WITH A HOME-MADE BARROW

it

In southern California both kinds
are sold, but cane sugar is preferred for
many purposes, notably fruit preservation.
The leading canning factories
all use cane sugar, and housekeepers of
the discriminating kind all use it, even
paying one-half a cent a pound extra
for it. For feeding bees its value is
even greater. The Western Sugar Refining Company of San Francisco put
up a brand of cane sugar which they
call " Fruit Sugar," and this corresponds very closely with the sugar Mr.
Arthur C. Miller writes of.
Not all cane sugar is good for bees.

pany

V^>e. V.

that

better.
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for

some time

come.

to

too soon as yet to prophecy as
Part of the beet crop
to sugar prices.
will be lost, but part of the demand
Cuba, Java, San
will also be cut off.
Domingo and other tropical inds can
readily increase their output of cane
sugar, and the beet crop being largely
a woman's crop will not decline so
quickly as some suppose.
It is

1

be manufactured for sale was the Peabody extractor, invented by J. L. Peabody, the can of which revolved in
sockets at both top and bottom of the
wooden frame, the baskets being immovable, on the same principle as the
original invention, like the Dubini ex-

shown
About that

tractor
ers

as

in cut.

time, such queen breedLangstroth, Alley, Gray, and

readers in Europe.
We would like to ask them about their
experience in this matter of cane sugar
vs. beet sugar.
We are under the impression that the difference in results
to

and meal for

flour

bee-business.

Kretchmer,
Iowa. His
as we can

now

,

as early as 1806.

Mr. Kretchmer was born in Germany,
not far from the home of Dzierzon,
in 1856, when his father made him
a present of a colony of Italian bees,
he went to D.iierzon for information
on how to rear queens.
Coming to the United States a little
later he served in the Civil War.
He

and

artificial

our

bees have accepted all
kinds, in times of shortage. Can our
readers find any difference in results ?
pollen,

We

mean E.
of
Council Bluflfs,
first article on bees, as far
ascertain, appears in the
American Bee Journal of February,
1870, but he was then already a man of

thriving

Calif

light.

As

mention of a writer, beekeeper and
manufacturer of bee supplies whose
work is contemporary with the past 60
years, and who is still at the head of a

extended experience. He had successfully sent a queen by mail to Stockton,

[We have many

is

89

— Editor.]
No.

3.—Seventy

Years of Bee-

keeping
BY THE EDITOR.

THEabout

third discovery

which brought

a revolution in beekeeping
was that of the extractor. It had
long been realized by practical beekeepers that the excessive cost of comb
to the bees made desirable a method by

which the honey might be emptied out
of the comb and the latter returned to
the hive to be filled again.
It was in 1865 that Major Hruschka,
of Dolo, near Venice, in a part of Italy
formerly under Austrian rule, made the
accidental discovery of the possibility
of throwing the honey out of the combs
by centrifugal force. The manner in
which this discovery was made is well

known.

comb

He had

given his

little

Hamet Smoker
others began to experiment on sending queens by mail. But the food used

was honey soaked

in

a

sponge and

fastened in reach of the bees by a piece
of wire-cloth. S. J. Parker, M. D., of
Ithaca, N. Y., gave the description of
this cage in the January, 1869, number
of the American Bee Journal, and
stated that he had received a queen in

package safely, from Henry
Alley, 450 miles from him.
At this point it is well for us to make

of unsealed

at a time. But about the year
1867, the invention was sufficiently de-

veloped to become of general use in
this country.
The first description of
this useful machine, given in the United
States, was by Father Langstroth, un-

name

of

"

Honey-emptying

I obtained
permission from another
exhibitor who had some bees, and by
using a little smoke quickly subdued
them in less time than it took the Professor to do so with the charm that he
used on his lips. Newspaper reporters
were present who exaggerated the oc-

machine," in the American Bee Journal, April, 1868, page 189.
In November of the same year, Chas. Dadant
suggested, in place of this clumsy appellation, the
f)ame " Melextractor,"
and it was not until March, 1870, that
the name " honey extractor " began to
be used. In that year the enthusiasm
of the beekeepers got the better of
their judgment, or else they had not
yet learned that honey must be ripened
before it is extracted, as from all sides
came reports of wonderful yields. A.
I.
Root, under the nom-de-fhime of
" Novice," reported in the August number, page 32, having filled all the available jars, pans and wash boilers, and
seriously contemplating scouring out
the cistern and filling that, too, if the
Italian bees were willing." Within a
year or two. all the honey producers
learned that unripe honey will not keep
and that offering such a product on the
market will endanger the sale of good
ripe honey.
One of the first honey extractors to

In a private letter

"A little incident which happened at
the Iowa State Fair, in Burlington,
shortly after the Civil War, brought
me forward unexpectedly as a writer
on bees. A man from the East was
selling little vials of liquid as a socalled 'bee charm' at $1.00 per bottle
and within his hearing I made the statement that I could handle bees better
without the charm than with it. I was
promptly challenged and a crowd gathered. In order to prove my assertion,

comb

the

purchased Italian queens of the Parsons importation, and says that he was
the first man to rear Italian bees west
of the Mississippi.
to us, he writes:

son a

honey in a dish to be
carried home. The boy put the dish in
a basket and playfully swung the basket
around him, forcing a part of the honey
out of the comb into the dish. The
first extractor made contained only one

der

The Pioneer Adam Grimm

such a

currence in the write-ups, and I was
shortly besieged by a number of parties
who asked me to explain my management, and in the spring of 1865 I published a little pamphlet in the German

Winke Fur Bienenwas followed by my
Beekeepers' Guide Book.' Soon the
question arose what hive I used and
where they could be obtained. This
language

entitled,

'

Zuchter,' which

'

made

'

it

necessary for

me

to

start in

manufacture of hives, and

I have
been at it ever since."
Mr. Kretchmer's first circular is dated
1865, and we have before us one of 1875,
his 10th annual circular, in which he
offers for sale hives, smokers, veils, ex-

the

The

First

Honey E.xtractor

tractors, etc.
If any of our readers

wonder why we
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give one man so much room in these
reminiscences, we will answer that
there is not another man living, to my
knowledge, in the bee-business in any
part of the world who can show as
long, as steady and as active a record
as Mr. Kretchmer, the next one to him
being our old acquaintance, A. I. Root.
Beekeeping began to be considered
profitable occupation
as a possible
when Adam Grimm, in the June, 1871,
number of the American Bee Journal,
made a report of $5,742.80 secured in
honey, queens, beeswax, and increase
of colonies during the previous year.
He was then selling 240 colonies of
bees for shipment to Utah for $2450.
In 1872, Samuel Wagner, the editor,
died. His son continued the publication only a few months longer, and
in January. 1873, Rev. W. F. Clarke
assumed the management of the maga-

journal " L'Apicoltore," began its publication in 1868, with strong support of
the new methods.
For that reason
beekeeping in Italy has long been practical among the educated classes.
In the year 1872, an open and bitter
fight was made against the doctrine of

parthenogenesis by an Italian curate,
Parroco Giotto Ulivi. It lasted until
1880, and was based principally on illmade experiments. From time to time,
even in our day, adepts are found who
sustain the opposition to a doctrine
which is now a well-proven fact, and
try to establish the theory that sex depends upon the food supplied to the
hatching larva.
Ulivi was irate and
abusive.
His doctrines have never
been taken seriously by the students.
In England, the British Bee Journal
began in 1873. Although some of our
British cousins have been unwilling to

1873,

Moses Quinby devised

few years later T. F. Bingham invented the " direct draft " smoker which

The one-pound section now used so
universally was the result of divers attempts at the production of honey in
small frames. The first boxes used by
Langstroth were square Spound glass
boxes which allowed so little ventilation that the bees did not work in them
readily in hot weather. Then, in the
early seventies, patents were granted to

frames holding about a pound of
honey which were clamped together

with strips of tin folded at right angles,

Kretchmer

retained

Thomas

manager, and

Switzerland.

little

A

He

for smoking their bees. Up to this
day, nothing is used but the pipe or a
cigar in many parts of Germany and

dling of bees.

About

zine.

must be given to Quinby. Up to his
day the bee-smokers were clumsy affairs for the use of which both hands
were needed. The Germans, however,
already used a large pipe with tobacco,

the." bellows smoker," on which he
(See Quinlater made improvements.
by's "New Beekeeping" by his son-inlaw, L. C. Root, page 90.) This implement was a great help to the easy han-

in results.

when

some very good points, but the
of it was a copy of the
Quinby smoker. So the original credit
has

principal part

several inventors of sectional boxes,
the leader among them being Gen.
Adair, of Kentucky, who was at that
time the publisher..of "The Annals of
Bee Culture." His super box was composed of frames, the top and bottom
bar of which overlapped on the end
bars to form the box, held together by
a wire, with glass at both ends.
In 1873, Kretchmer was granted a
patent on a honey-box "consisting of

acknowledge the beneficial influence
of American ideas, many readily concede the practical help secured from us

E.

March

it

G.

only about a year,

Newman became

later proprietor

and

edi-

tor.

Meanwhile,

in Europe
The American

beekeeping

was progressing

also.

methods, described and praised in the
French publications by Charles Dadant,
very soon overcame the stubborn opof the obstinate Haroet, who
called Mr. Dadant " an American Barnum." The flood of progress
compelled him to accept the modern
hives as well as the honey extractor,
which he had first ridiculed as a "useThis writer would not be
less toy."
worthy of mention had he not been a
practical teacher in the management
of straw-skeps and the publisher of an
influential bee-magazine, still existing,

position
at first

although

Hamet

has been dead

many

years. Charles Dadant wielded a ready
pen, and his criticisms of Hamet in the
European periodicals of that day were
appreciated on the Continent.

In Switzerland and Italy, beekeeping
made great strides. The Italian

also

THE LATE JOHN HARBISON. OF CALIFORNIA
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with a sheet of glass on one side.
Harbison, the largest honey-producer
in the entire world, who landed the
first bees in California in 1857, used a
small honey section as early as ISfi'J,
but it was quite heavy. About 1877,
Forncrook, of Wisconsin, patented a
folding honey section, but as it was a
copy of other folding boxes the patent
proved worthless and the one-piece
section came into general use.
Although it is a mistake to give fuel
to our national self-esteem, which is
already as great as that of any other
nation, we cannot help taking note of
the promptness with which America
seized the discoveries made in the Old
World and improved upon them. The
honey extractor, for instance, invented
abroad, was used largely in this country and very practical machines were
made of different patterns, while even
in the country where the idea of centrifugal extraction of honey was discovered, the honey extractor remained
for
years very primitive.
The cut
which we give of the original machine,
"
is borrowed from Dubini's
L'Ape "
(The Bee) under date of 1881.
The result has been that after we
borrowed the European inventions and
improved upon them, they in turn have

borrowed our improvements and our
methods and implements.
In 1872, Charles Dadant went to Italy
to import queens on a large scale. But
his trip was a failure as far as immediate returns were concerned. Howpractical

ever, he learned much during the trip
and in two years later succeeded, in
connection with Fiorini of Monselice,
in importing queens safely.
Hundreds
were imported each year for several
years. They were still sent by express,
with one comb of white honey and one
dry comb in each little box about
3>^x5 inches. About 50 to 75 field bees
were put in the box with the queen
and no zvaler given. Water was found
worse than useless except in hives

rearing brood. Nowadays the greatest
losses are probably caused by the bees
being sufTocated while in the mail

The Fiorini packages were
of 22 boxes, in a pyramid shape,
with cushion on the underside and air
openings all around. Stifling the bees
was out of the question.
.Some of the veterans of the present
day beekeeping, besides the ones already
named, are to be first found during the
sacks.

made

years

18(i8

to

1876.

first article of our own
Dr. C. C. Miller. It was on "Queen
Introduction." Doolittle's first article
was in the very next number, November, 1870, and as might be expected by
his friends today, it was on the same
subject.
One of our modest eastern
beekeepers, W. D. Wright, had an article in the January, 1871, number on

"Two Queens in One Hive."
Men who have long disappeared were
well-known writers then. Alley, Gen.
Adair, Chas. Muth, Elisha Gallup and
A.

J.

Cook.

The

last

named

writer should also be credited with the
first teaching of beekeeping in an Agricultural College, that of Michigan, in
1871.
He was also the original promoter of a Congress of American beekeepers, the first meeting of which was
held in Indianapolis in December, 1870.

^^^

Combless Packages
BY

A.

G.

France pepper-box feeder.

tion of

We

the combless

been

honey

had

ages that

to increase.

number of 3-pound packcame in after this shipment
a

that did not do as well. One]. of the
great troubles was poor queens. The
package after being in the hive for a
week or so would be found queenless
or the queen would not be laying as
she should. The loss that we had from
these causes would have made the venture as a whole unprofitable.
consider, however, that this difficulty can be overcome. It lies entirely
with the shipper in the South. If he
will take due precaution in selecting
his queens and putting the bees up for
shipment, there is no reason why they
should not arrive in the North in firstclass condition and
give excellent
results under normal conditions.
There has also been some trouble on
acount of the size of the shipping packages. A package that would be plenty
large in cool weather would not be
large enough should the weather turn

We

For this reason it will always
be well to use extra large cages. We
have had them come through with
water and without and can see no difwarm.

WOODMAN.

with
OURbeeexperience
package has

Some

top of the cover, acting as a
They gave
us excellent results, some of them producing as high as 1,50 pounds of surplus
honey or the equivalent. By equivalent,
I mean increase
of new swarms, their
energy being diverted from the producthe

in

In October, 1870,

appeared the

Prof.
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varied.

the
packages came
through in excellent condition and
gave very good results, while others
were a complete failure. The first sixty
2-pound packages that we received
were almost a complete loss, principally
on account of the shipper not using
cages large enough. The queens for
these bees were also shipped separate
from the package, and as the weather
was cool, there was considerable loss.
The first ten 3-pound packages came
through in excellent shape, hardly a
bee being dead. They were placed in
hives and each given a 5-pound pail of
honey with a few small holes punctured

ference.

of

Grand Rapids, Mich.

My

Experience in Purchasing
Bees in Pound Packages
BY

HAD

F.

L.

BARBER.

heard considerable discussion

on this subject, some favorable
and some otherwise, so I decided
to try the experiment for myself, and

I

my

me to believe
professional beekeeper who
may have good hives and equipment
on hand can afford to allow them to
stand idle during the season, although
I realize that all who order bees in
combless packages from the South
may not have as good success, or that
I might not have as good luck another
time.
Some of the things that will contribute to the success or failure of a
venture of this kind are first: time of
arrival and a reliable man at the other
end of the line. Next, it is necessary
to secure good bees with good queens.
I believe one should be careful about
giving a large order to an entirely new
man, unless he furnishes satisfactory
reference and guarantees pure stock
experience has led

that

and

no

safe, arrival.

Early last spring I ordered from the
South combless packages with untested
queens at $2.50 per package.
These
were to be delivered between May 1 to
10; safe arrival guaranteed.
May 10
arrived but no bees. At this season of
the year time is precious to the beekeeper, but I received a letter from the
dealer, saying he would ship them in a
few days. As it turned out, it was well
that they did not arrive at the time
stated, for we had a snow storm May
10.
They arrived the 20th, the weather

MR.

WM

CRAIG. OF LUCE. MICH..

AND
20 of

600

PRODUCED 2100 POUNDS OF EXTRACTED
POUNDS OF COMB FROM 30 COLONIES

these colonies were built up from pound packages In the spring

was warm and fruit trees were just
blooming. The cages arrived in good
shape with but few dead bees. The
cages containing the queens were fast-
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ened to the top of the packages, so the
bees could cluster around the cages.

Twenty of these I placed in hives containing frames of empty combs, a few
of them containing a little honey. Some
were hives in which the bees had died
last winter.
As the weather was warm the bees
went right to work on the fruit bloom,
and I did not find is necessary to give
any feed, only what little honey there
was in the combs. As an experiment
I placed the other five in hives containing only full sheets of foundation and
gave no feed. In a day or two I examined and found all the queens laying
but two, which were missing. I wrote
to the dealer and he immediately sent
me two queens to replace those that
were

a sheet of foundation is inserted and
comb drawn out to augment the capacity and storage room of the nucleus. In
times of dearth, or when stimulative
feeding is advisable, feed can be daily

lost.

This was

a great satisfaction to me.
The colonies built up fast, and on June
25 I gave comb-honey supers to the 20
that had been hived on empty combs.
The clover flow came about this time.
They went right to work in the supers,
and on July 5 I found it necessary to
add another super on all but one of
these. One colony swarmed on July 4,
and as I had clipped the queens,! found
and caged her and placed the cage in a
new hive containing full sheets of foundation, which, after removing the old
hive, I placed on the same stand, and
the bees ran in and took possession.
Fifteen colonies finished two supers
each, and four; Df them finished three
supers, and each super contained 28
sections. The five that were placed on
full sheets of foundation
made very
little surplus honey, but built up well
and took in plenty of honey for winter
stores. So I have from the investment
26 colonies of bees in good condition
for winter, and enough surplus honey
to pay for the first cost of the 25 pound
packages of bees. Figuring the 26 colonies at $5.00 each gives me $130 for my
work besides the experience which is

Fig.

I

—One

of Caraway's Mating Hives

MR.

B.

E.

M.

CARAWAY,

of

issue.

The indicator

simple as the
an arrowhead
shaped piece of thin wood. Those I

for Surplus Honey, Divided FOR Queen Rearing

Fig. 2.— Super

Mathis,

Problems of Bee-Inspection
BY FRANK

one-half

I

was known about either form and
methods of control were not certainly

feeders.

they are more
than feeders. The block used for a
top-bar is of two-inch material plowed
out like the hand grip on the ends of

Below

Fig.

3,

block, for the retnaining few inches of the frame depth,
hives.

this

PELLETT.

confess that I have modified
my views concerning bee-inspection each year of the five that I
have served as State Inspector of ApiNew difl5culties preIowa.
aries of
sented themselves each season while
some of the former ones became simI have at last concluded that
plified.
we have been working along wrong
lines and that the plan now in operation in most States is not calculated
to bring the best results, with the small
appropriations available.
In the beginning, the appearance of
foulbrood diseases was a matter of
grave concern to the beekeeper. Little

using two more end-bars to complete
the two frames. One advantage of this
size of hive
and frame is the ease
with which it is possible to have combs
built in a regular hive and stores of
honey, pollen and brood secured for
the use of the nuclei of mating hives.
For this purpose a super is divided
into two equal compartments by a
transverse bar with a beespace at the
bottom and low enough from the edge
of the super at the top to provide a rest
for the end-bars of the 20 half frames.
Figure 2 shows a super thus equipped
with 16 frames and 4 division-board
in

C.

MUST

the size of a 5Ji-inch ideal super. The
frames are made by cutting an ordinary
shallow extracting frame in half and

As shown

is

They are fastened with a small
driven in tightly, but which permits the indicator to be swung around
The position of the sharp
in a circle.
end or "hand" shows the condition of
the hive. The arc of the circle is
divided into sections similar to the
points of a compass, each section indicating a step in the progress of queenrearing within the nucleus.
This system saves unnecessary opening of the hives to determine their condition. Upon visiting the mating yards
a glance will suffice to show what hives
need attention and what is to be done
with each of them. The finger of the
indicator tells it all instantly. It can
be moved about more quickly than a
memorandum could be made, and as it
is a permanent part of every mating
hive it cannot be misplaced.
San Antonio, Tex.

on queen-rearing and mating.
is

as

is

It

end.

Tex., has an interesting system

The nucleus or mating-hive

valve.

nail

in

LE STOURGEON.

G.

of the hive for the purpose. The cells
are reared in strong colonies, in removable wooden cell-cups.
Two ingenious devices used by Mr.
Caraway struck me as being of peculiar interest.
The first of these is what
he calls his " safety valve," and the
other he styles " the incubator." They
are both shown plainly in Figs. 1 and 3.
The safety valve is the entrance device.
The mating hives have no entrances at
the ends, but entrances are bored Uinch holes in opposite corners of the
hive-body. A small block also having
a 3;j.'.inch hole in one end is nailed just
above, so that it can be swung around.
Thus the entrance can be wholly or
partially closed or left open at will.
A
small square of queen-excluding zinc
nailed
across
the
hole
in
the
is
"door"
or swinging block, and when this block
that
the
hole
is placed so
in it engages
the entrance of the hive it prevents the
issuance of the queen. Thus, as soon
as the young queen is mated the " safety
valve" can be closed and the queenbreeder is sure that a swarm will not

saw were made of one-half the side of
an ordinary section, sharpened at one

Lowville, N. Y.

BY

poured into the groove at the top
through a hole left in the inner cover

safety

worth something.

Some Ingenious Appliances
a Queen Yard

March

Fig. 3.— Feeder

Frames

Note indicators on the nucleus entrance
below

understood. Practical men had found
that by removing. the bees to the new
and clean hive and destroying the old
combs, including brood and honey, the
infection was frequently eradicated.
The beekeepers were poorly organized and were slow in bringing their

!
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needs to the public attention. As a
result both European and American
foulbrood spread in most of the northern States before a serious attempt at
control was undertaken. All the laws
for the control of bee-diseases with

which

am

familiar are similar in their
provisions.
The sole idea
seems to be to give a State officer authority to examine all the colonies in
localities Where disease is known to be
present, and by the use of a rigid rule
insist on the treatment or destruction
of the diseased colonies.
Had prompt
and decisive action been taken when
the trouble first appeared it might have
been stamped out as foot and mouth
disease seems to have been.
The first and greatest difficulty which
an inspector meets is to cover thousands of square miles of territory in
which are located thousands of colonies of bees with an appropriation not
sufficient to cover 20 percent of the territory efficiently.
I

general

by the politicians for the purpose of
providing him with a job, and last and
often

rather

infrequently,

men who

want to learn something about bees
and who welcome the inspector with
open arms. If all were like the last
named, inspection would be a real joy,
but to convince the others that it is to
their interest to take advantage of the
services of the inspector, and that they
will

not suffer because of his presence

requires much diplomacy. A man must
never be in a hurry, must never be
arbitrary, yet must be firm. I have become fully convinced that the police
powers for the purpose of enforcing
the provision of the law should be in
the hands of some other officer. The
mere fact that the inspector is given
such power adds greatly to his difficulties.
Knowing that if disease is found
the inspector is authorized to demand

lack of funds with which
directions laid down in
next great problem is to
are familiar with bee-diseases and who have had sufficient experience in dealing with the public to

about bees and
care less.
In
the average locality
where inspection is new, the inspector
little

will find men who don't believe that
bees are subject to such disease as foulbrood; men who defy his authority and
dare him to come on the premises men
who regard the inspector as a grafter,
and believe that the office was created
;

The

fact

that it is present in all
States, and most of the

southern ones as well, makes it improbable that the disease can ever be permanently eradicated. It very frequently
happens that an inspector will be congratulating himself upon the fact that
by thorough work in a given locality
he has cleaned up the disease, when lo
it suddenly appears again with
a shipment of honey or bees from some outside location.

Since

all are agreed that the problem
one of education, why not make it
an educational problem instead of a
quarantine regulation ? When an inspector goes into a locality and is required to examine all the bees there,
entirely too much time and money is
IS

Pettit,

would seem

to

be

much more

the beekeepers of the surrounding country are invited to spend
a day in an apiary where disease is
present, much more can be accomplished toward the control of foulbrood. All who take sufficient interest to atttend the demonstration can
be shown disease in its various stages,
and also how to treat each colony as

do efficient work. In
most States the work is paid for on a
fer diem basis.
There is a rush of
work for a few weeks during the honey
harvest and nothing to do the rest of
the year. When a man is competent to
do the work of an inspector, he can

men who know

year.

the northern

efficient.

enable them to

soon as a man becomes trained to do
the work, in an efficient and satisfactory manner he is sure to find a more
attractive opening elsewhere.
Much tact is required to deal with

brood from any single State, the
chances are that it would not remain
free from the contagion for a single

required, considering the limited resources available for the purpose. Apiary demonstrations, such as are now
held in Ontario under Prof. Morley

Next to the
to follow the
the law, the
get men who

earn several times as much for the
same time spent in an apiary of his
own, so it is necessary to be constantly
educating young men who are willing
to spend their vacations in this work
for the experience gained.
One who has not been responsible
for such work, under such conditions,
can hardly realize the amount of irritation that is constantly arising because
of mistakes of one kind or another. As
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If

condition demands. Thus, in one
day 10 to 50 persons can be given actual
instruction in recognizing and
treating disease, instead of spending
the same amount of time in examining
the colonies in one large apiary. Units

Comparative Size of Mating and Regular Hives in the Apiary of B. M.

Caraway
destruction of the diseased colomakes the uninformed dread his
coming and place every possible obstacle in the way of having the bees extlie

nies

amined.

der present conditions the inspector
does not have time to give each man
visited sufficient instruction to enable

him to care for the diseased colonies
properly, and it often happens that the
inefficient

I might extend this paper to great
length by outlining in detail specific
instances of such problems as above
enumerated, but the facts will be too
apparent to require extended discus-

The real problem after all is to
remedy that will meet the trying
There seems to be little
permanent value in the work of the
inspectors aside from the education
that comes to the individual beekeepsion.
find a

conditions.

ers as a result of the personal contact.

Even though

sufficient appropriations
funds and sufficient trained men
could be secured to stamp out fouL

of

M. Caraway

will

not understand

In my annual report which has recently been filed with the governor, I
recommended that the present office of
State Inspector of bees be abolished
altogether. In its place I have suggested that a man be employed on full
time in the extension department of
the College of Agriculture for the purpose of holding apiary demonstrations
as above mentioned, during the summer months, and lecturing on marketing, production and other subjects of
vital interest during the remainder of
the year. It would not repeal the laws
requiring proper attention to diseased
colonies, and our proposed bill provides that the State apiarist can be
called on petition of the beekeepers in

any

AN APIARY DF MATING HIVES-B.

owner

directions correctly and will spread the
disease instead of checking it.

locality to examine bees which
are supposed to be diseased. If he
finds disease to be present he is required to give the owner written instructions for the proper treatment or
destruction, which instructions
the
owner is required to comply with
within the time specified. However,
the enforcement of this law is left in
the hands of others, and he is not handicapped by being required to see that
his own instructions are followed.
According to this plan it is hoped
that, by paying a salary for full time, a
competent man can be secured for the
work.
By making his work purely
educational in character, it is hoped
that he will be able to reach many
more people, and to avoid the prejudice
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which

is

apparent under

the

present

realize that this plan is not perfect, and that valid objections may be
raised, but in a State like Iowa, where
58,000 square miles of territory must be
covered, and where th*re are 30,000

law.

I

beekeepers, big and little, I am convinced that far more can be accomplished with the small funds zvhich can
be secured for this work than by the
present plan.
It is hardly within the province of
the State to examine every individual
colony of bees in localities where disease is present any more than it is to
examine every pig where there is an
outbreak of cholera or other animal
disease. Quarantine methods are justified and necessary in dealing with
some new malady which has not yet
become generally spread, but it is a
hopeless task to undertake to eradicate
any wide-spread contagion by these
methods. I am fully convinced that
this plan will shortly be abandoned
and educational methods substituted
very generally.
Atlantic, Iowa.
[We have hesitated to insert the
above article because of the probable
objections of men placed in entirely
different circumstances, who find advantage in the inspection of bees and
feel the need of it.
But Mr. Pellett has
had experience and is entirely disinterested,

two valuable

the opinions of

We

qualities.

who

others

him.

But we trust they

fully

read the statements

with

it

made

in the

necessary

is

some method should be used to
compel the treatment of bees where
the apiary is neglected and becomes a
danger to the public. Sooner or later
that

we should be

able to secure the thor-

ough control

There

diseases.

of

is

already a great decrease in the spread
Whatever we do, we
of foulbrood.

must secure

efficient

men, men of ex-

perience for both the educational

and inspection. Beekeeping
in spite of diseases, but

it

is

is

work

thriving,

imperative

we should continue our efforts.
way to secure good results is
what we want to discuss Editor.]
that

The

best

Moving Bees by Wagon and
Automobile
BY WESLEY FOSTER.

THEmoving

experience in
overland was in
1903, when 125
colonies were
loaded, together with extra comb-honey
writer's

supers,

bottom

first

bees

supplies, etc.,

A FORD AUTO AND TRAILER HAVE A CAPACITY OF ABOUT ONE TON

will first care-

In most States the appropriation is insufficient. In Illinois, our inspector, Mr. Kildow has
repeatedly
said that the work of inspector should
be mainly a work of education.
the other hand,

be able soon to re-enter their own
hive or one just as good.
When moving by auto, if the weather
is cool, it is often unnecessary to fasten either cover or bottom-board, and
I have closed the entrances with snow
successfully for a haul of 5 to 15 miles.
Where 25 colonies to 100 are hauled
will

want

differ

article.

On

the bees did not care to venture forth.
As we had no screens at that time
and the weather was quite warm, the
covers (and inner covers where we
had them) were nailed to the hivebodies. The bottom-boards were already nailed to the hives, so all that
was needed to close the hives was soft

March

upon two

flat-

hay-racks and a one-horse
spring wagon and hauled 35 miles. The
moving was done during our often delightful winter weather, during the day,
warm enough for the bees to fly and
cool enough morning and evening so

The bees

by auto, the covers and bottoms should

were loaded in the evening and early
in the morning, and the start was made
about 9:00 o'clock in the morning. As
we had nothing in the way of springs
on the hay-racks, all the cushioning
was of straw, and while that helps, it is
not sufficient unless one drives carefully and the combs are tough.
During the day the sun shone very
warm and some bees were continually
coming out and flying around the

be nailed or stapled on tight.
Much of my moving has been done
in spring or early summer, moving the
bees in close to the foothills for the
mountain bloom and out to the alfalfa
fields for the July and August flow.
When moving the bees in March and
April, no screens are needed, unless
the days are very warm, or a few colonies are extra strong.
When it comes to moving colonies
the
alfalfa fields again, then is
to
where care must be taken to give abundant ventilation and clustering space
for the bees. I have never fastened the

cotton to close the entrance.

loads.

When we

stopped for dinner

and an hour's rest, it seemed as though
a swarm was about each wagon the
bees, however, were gentle and did not
offer to sting, and by the time we were
ready to proceed, most of the bees had
clustered upon the outside of the hives
on the wagons.
In loading we loaded two tiers high
and on top of the two tiers we piled
the supers, extra hives, etc. Over the
whole load we put large wagon sheets
which darkened the hives considerably and helped in keeping the bees
(that did get outside their hives) from

—

flying around.
The drive of 35 miles took one and a
half days, so we had the last half day
for unloading and arranging the apiary.
I have moved bees without a single
bee getting out of the hives, but this

cannot always be depended upon, so
one should always be ready for any
emergency.
It does little damage for some bees
to get out when moving by wagon, as
most of them cluster on the hives, but
when moving by auto, the motion is
so rapid that what bees get away from
the machine, do not get back.
Often on the rear of the wagon will
be clustered near a half bushel of bees
riding contentedly over rough roads
and smooth, firm in the faith that they

bottoms of the brood-frames and it
unnecessary when hauling by auto
the frames are self-spacing.

is
if

All colonies of full strength are provided for clustering above the brood,
and the wire-screen is placed on top
and nailed on with four 6-penny nails;
the bottom, body, super and screen are
then crated together strongly with an
upright lath strip at each corner nailed
on with shingle nails or cement coated
It is not necessary (unless the
nails.

weather

extremely warm) to
wood between one tier of

place
hives
and the next on top for the free circulation of air, as enough air gets through
if the bees do not become overheated.
If bees become overheated and emit
that tell-tale smothering smell, unload
at once and release the overheated
bees. If sufficient clustering space and
air be given, this will be unnecessary,
but often we mistake the strength of a
colony.
An auto is by far the most satisfactory for moving bees, as the bees ride
so quietly that it seems many of the
colonies do not know they are being
strips of

is

moved.
My equipment

now

for

moving

bees,
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and in fact doing all my bee work, is a
Ford touring car with a two-wheeled

The trailer has a capacity of
about 1000 pounds, although I have had
1700 pounds in it. Twenty-five colonies
may be loaded if they are not too heavy.
It is surprising
what capacity the
Ford has for pulling. I have had more
than a ton in the trailer and in the rear
of the car (to hold the wheels on the
ground), and can go 20 miles an hour
trailer.

on good roads. The trailer
are 28x3 inch pneumatic, and
while the rim cut some when loaded
heavily, it is cheaper to replace a few
tires than make so many trips.
with

it

tires

The trailer was built at home and in
a local blacksmith shop, and cost about
All the wood used
$40, including tires.
is oak except the floor, which is pine.
The axle is a 4x6 inch oak timber, and
we broke it once, too.
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directed the job, which shows that as a
married couple they are no less successful than as beekeepers.
Others are keeping bees in the country near by but with nothing like as
good results. Mr. Clark attributes his
success to good management and to
their location ne.nr an abundance of
sweet clover and basswood. Everybody
knows the finest honey is " basswood
honey," and nobody knows it as well
as the bees themselves. When the basswood blooms the first two weeks in
July, if there is no wind
and the
weather is fair the bees in Sunnyside
Apiary will store 25 pounds per colony
in ten days.
The honey they make is
so good that the proprietor has no
trouble at all in marketing it. In fact,
buyers this year come to the house for
most all of the crop.
t
" Do you like the work ?" the
invalid
was asked, and his face lighted up as
he answered, "It's the most interesting
business anybody can have. You never
get tired of bees. There is always
something new turning up and you can
work with them a lifetime and still not
know all about them." The wife answered, " I just love to work with them
and now that I have learned how to
take care of them do you know I have

about

FOUR-WHEEL TRAILER OK

Bee-I^epinc
Conducted by Miss

Beeswax

T. F.

is

from a monthly

magazine:
"

A

dentist

recommends

chewing

in the morning
exercise. It resists the
and its use will aid the

beeswax while dressing

as a dental
teeth gently
teeth to become white and clean
strong and the gums firm."
It

how

and

would be interesting to know just
the price of beeswax would ad-

this practice should come into
general use. Something depends upon

vance

if

whether beeswax be used each morning, or the same quid be used day after
day alter the fashion of gum-chewers.
The question might arise whether
dressing would be as expeditiously
accomplished
with a wax-chewing
accompaniment.
No doubt Horace
Fletcher would advise that the extra
chewing be done upon the food rather
than upon beeswax.

III.

Beekeeping for the Disabled

a small piece of land on
the outskirts of town in a little valley
among the Mississippi river hills where
lots of sweet clover and much basswood grow. Reserving part of the
land for the bee-hives, Mr. Clark set
most of the rest of it to fruit. Apple,
pear, plum and cherry trees, raspberry,

blackerry,
currant
and gooseberry
bushes were planted. The fruit blossoms would provide nectar for the

bees and the bees would pollenize the
blossoms as he figured it.

The fruit farm was nicely started,
bees were busy as bees in half a
hundred stands and the husband and
wife had the plans drawn for a pretty
bungalow to be built at "Sunnyside
Apiary", as they had named their little

the

farm.

Before

the

plans

could

money

for food, clothing,

and fuel drove away the
roseate dream of the bungalow among
the apple blossoms and the honey-bees.
It was then Mr. Clark gave thanks
for his hobby, and the wife said " If you
will direct me from your bed I'll do the
work and we'll see if we can't make
our bees earn a living for the family."
That was a year ago. November 15
this year they had sold 3600 pounds of
extracted honey and had 500 pounds
of comb honey stored in the cellar.
This was the yield of 79 stands. The
last few months Mr. Clark has been
able to work a little in the apiary. He
gives his wife the credit for their success because she did most of the work.
She gives him the credit because he
:

Clark, of North McGregor,
Iowa, is a paralytic and yet earns a living for his wife, little children and himself.
Until a year ago when stricken

John

with apoplexy he was a plasterer. He
was skilled at the trade, had plenty of

work and made good money.
while he had a hobby.

It

was

Mean-

bees.

He

remember when he wasn't interested in bees and would rather be
fussing with them than doing anything
else.
After marriage his wife became
can't

interested, too.

take

form Mr. Clark was stricken
with apoplexy and the hard problem
definite

of obtaining
doctor's bills

is

women

a job
than to

depends upon
things, and I
believe women naturally can do that
better than men."
Florence L.
in

it

little

From 79 colonies the yield was 3600
pounds of extracted honey and 500
pounds of comb. If we figure that 50
percent more extracted than comb
can be obtained, then the 500 pounds
of comb would equal 750 of extracted,

They bought

for the Teeth

The following item

M. Wilson, Mareneo,

beekeeping

suited to

men, for success
looking after the

<^ For Women
Emma

decided

really better

EASLEY AT READ. COLO.

which added to the 3600 would make
4350 pounds of extracted.
It would be interesting to know what
price was obtained for the honey, but
that is not given. Some who are especially favored get 20 or even 25 cents a
pound for extracted honey of best
quality.
Few, however, can reach that.
In this region the consumer does no
grumbling at paying 70 cents for a
5-pound pail of white honey, and the
price of extracted seems to be on the
rise everywhere.
At 70 cents a pail,
after paying for the pail, 13^ cents net
would be received per pound. That
would make $58725 for the crop, which
will go quite a way toward keeping the
wolf from the door, even in these highcost-of-living times.
Most likely a hundred colonies can
be managed just as well, which at the
same rate, would yield more than $748.

Indeed, it would be nothing strange if
150 colones might be supported and
managed on the same ground, making
the income $1115.
For it would be
noted that the yield is only 55 pounds
per colony, and it would be nothing
remarkable if further experience should
materially increase the average. On
the whole the outlook is quite promising for our afllicted friend and his faithful wife.

Not every one would agree

that bassthe best; but that may
pass under the principle that no honey
is so good as that made by " our bees."
Some may question whether the cellar is the best place to keep comb
honey. That depends. In some places,
as in Colorado, where the air is very
dry, the cellar is all right. But in the

wood honey

is
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average cellar in most places honey
will attract moisture from the air, and
it will not be so very long before the
thinned honey will ooze out and weep
dow^n over the cappings.
Yet in the
dampest cellar in Iowa, honey may
keep well if there is a furnace in the
cellar and the honey is placed beside it.

Booklet About

Various Kinds of Honey

It is quite generally known
is iron.
that a very important part of the blood
is the iron it
contains, albeit in very
small quantity. Iron and other minerals are contained in honey in the very

March
form of assimilation, and we
would be a sturdier race if a large part
of the sugar consumed were replaced
by that best of all sweets produced in
best

the laboratory of the bee.

^ News

Miscellaneous

In the Ladies' Home Journal appears
conspicuously the following item about

Items

honey:
"

American wives would do well, exuse more honey, both in
cooking and in the natural state. Your
government has published a booklet
perts say, to

telling all about the various kinds of
honey, their value as food, and con-

taining

them.
lasts

more than 50 recipes for using
Free as long as the free supply

— after that 5 cents."

Considering the immense circulation
of that most popular magazine, that
item ought to give honey quite a boost.
Here's a vote of thanks to the Ladies'
Home Journal for the favor it has done
beekeepers and the public.

—

A Beekeeper Seven Years Without
Being Stung

Miss Anna Piel, of Columbus, Ind.,
has the unique distinction of having
run a profitable bee-business in this
country for more than seven years
without being stung, either figuratively
or literally. At the recent convention
of the Indiana Beekeepers' Association,
Miss Piel rounded up practically the
entire vote of the convention for women
suffrage by a skillful analogy of life in
a bee-hive and a suffrage camp. She
said that drones were always antis, and
that only the workers should be enWoman suffragists
titled to "honey."
she added, were all " workers," and

more entitled to the vote than a
number of masculine " drones " that
she knew of who spent most of their

far

time "buzzing" lazily with their neighbors while the so-called " Queen " of
their establishments took in washing
to make both ends meet. .Vational Enquirer.

Teach the Value

Here

are

some things

ot

Honey

that should be
especially

known by each housekeeper,

each mother:
It cannot be too widely known that
honey is not only a delicious condiment, but a valuable article of food. It
has value because of its flavor, which
increases the flow of saliva and pro

motes digestion.
The average consumption of sugar in
this country is something more than 80
pounds for every man, woman, and
Some have less than the averchild.
age, some very much more, and in that
lies danger of sickness and death.
For
the cane sugar we have on our tables
and use in cooking must be inverted
by the digestive system into grape
sugar before it can be assimilated, and
too much of this inversion overburdens
and brings disease. The sugar in honey
always inverted, ready to be taken
directly into the blood.
Honey has special value because of
the minerals it contains, which are
entirely lacking in sugar. One of these
is

Week at Amherst, Mass
feature of the year is the
devotion of one session, namely, Tuesday afternoon, March 27, to the discussion of the value and uses of honey in
the home and in cookery. Miss E. B.
Shapleigh, of Columbia University, will
give the cooking demonstrations. The
writer will prepare for exhibition a
collection of type honeys as well as of
some brands. This is presumably the
first effort to introduce honey for home
Farmers'

The novel

consumption by means of Farmers'
Week or through college extension
work.

A

program was given
Equipment, by J. H. Merrill
:

gram, beginning at 9:00 o'clock, will
include a joint meeting of the Hampshire, Hampden, Franklin Beekeepers'
Association, Mr. O. M. Smith, of Florence, president, under whose auspices
the program will be conducted.

The beekeepers'

section, Section 8, is
section of an elaborate
program for the week, during which
about a thousand visitors are anticipated. The general program will cover
Application
all phases of agriculture.
for the beekeepers' program can be
Burton N. Gates.
made to

one

merely

Amherst, Mass.

Address by

ton, Washington.
Discussion
o'3o A.M.

—

European
Onward.

Honey

A

;

Spring Management, by Chas.
Relation of Kansas State Agricultural College to Apiculture, by Prof.
G. A. Dean, K. S. A. C.
A.

C.

Mize

;

;

An invitation was extended to the
association to
hold a field meet at
Chapman some time in May, and was
accepted. This makes the third auxiliary association in the State, and it is
expected that there will be a fourth
formed in a short time.

—

The Quebec Beekeepers. The meeting of the Quebec Province Beekeepers' Association was held at Montreal
Nov. 15 and 16, with a very full attendance.

Indiana Beekeepers to Meet
Under
the auspices of the Indiana State Beekeepers' Association we are going to
hold a one day beekeepers' meeting on
March 9, at Washington, Ind. I believe
this is the first meeting of the kind ever
held in this State, and if it proves successful, I hope that several will be held
next year.
The program will be as follows

M— Opening

;

Plants, by Prof. Roberts, of the Kansas
State Agricultural College
demonstration of the treatment of bee diseases, by J. H. Merrill
Bees as cross
pollinators, by Geo. O. Greene, of K. S.
;

The progra n has not as yet been
prepared. The sessions will open, however, March 27, at 9:00 a.m., and continue until Thursday noon, March 29.
A number of prominent speakers are
being engaged.
The Thursday pro-

o;ooA

of Manhattan; Secretary and Treasurer, Harry A. Huff, of Chapman, and
two directors, Samuel Winsor, of
Wakefield, and C. H. Failyer, of Manhattan.
petition was prepared and sent to
the Kansas legislature, asking them to
vote for an appropriation of $5000 for
the next two years for fighting foulbrood in the State. After the completion of the organization the following

of
Foulbrood by D.

S.

H. Bur

American and

W. Erbaugh.

of

A.M.— Possibilities of Purchasing
Pound Packages of Bees from the South, by
S H. Burton.
1 :3o P.M.— Queen Rearing, by Jay Smith, of
Vincennes.
2:00 p M —Beekeeping Industry Recognized
by Our State, by Mason J. Niblac. of Vin
10:30

cennes.
2:30 P.M.— The

The president. Dr. Lalonde, announced the successful passage of a
law against adulteration of honey and
This was entered in the
beeswax.
record.

Addresses were heard from the folBeekeeping in School Garlowing
dens, by Charles Magnan; A Year with
the Bees, by J. F. Prudhomme; Classifying, Packing and Shipping Honey,
by Art Vaillancourt Statistics on Bees,
by F. N. Savoie, representing the MinBeekeeping in the
ister of Agriculture
District of Quebec, by J. Verret; Epilobium as a Honey Producer, by the
president, Mr. Lalonde; Report on the
Crops of Maniwaki and Mont Laurier,
by Dr. A. O. Comire, showing that
:

;

;

large crops are harvested in that section; Cooperation in Beekeeping, by

Aug. Trudel; Successful Beekeeping,
by A. L. Beaudin Honey as Food, by
E. A. Fortin; Queen Rearing, by E.
Barbeau; Sugar Feeding of Bees, by
Mr. Peloquin, etc.
Lectures with lantern slides were
given by Messrs. J. I. Beaulne, of the
Ottawa Department of Agriculture, and
Morley Pettit, of Guelph. Mr. Sladen,
Dominion Apiarist, also lectured on
the wintering of bees.
Some 35 prizes were given to exhibitors of honey, beeswax and impletnents.
;

Work of Inspectors and
Importance to Beekeepers, by F. N.
Wallace, State Entomologist. Indianapolis.
3:00 P.M.— Question Box.
Tfieir

Northwestern Kansas Neeting The
Northwestern Kansas Beekeepers' Association was formed at Manhattan,
Kans., on Jan. 22, with a membership
of 22. A constitution was adopted and
the following officers were elected
President, D. Von Riesen, of Marysville; Vice-president, John W. Lewis,
:

After numerous discussions of interesting bee subjects, inspection, honey

:
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sales, etc., the

meeting adjourned.

The

showed the small beginnings

of these

members

declare
themselves
well
pleased with the prospects and promise
to return next season, in greatly in-

occasions, now so valued. Mr. Cook is
probably one of the best informed
along these lines,having kept pace with

creased numbers.

the times.

Oscar Comire,
Abenakis Springs, Quebec.
Death

of a

Sec.

Washington Beekeeper

Through our correspondent Mr. A. H.
Burdick, we are informed of the death
of Mr. W. M. Williams, of White Swan.
Mr. Williams, though not

a

very ex-

tensive beekeeper, was one of the "old
" in the

West.
unable to care for the
bees and want to dispose of them.
Parties interested should write to Mrs.
J. H. Waters, White Swan. Wash.
ranks

The family

is

The New Jersey State Beekeepers'
Meeting
The annual meeting of the
New Jersey State Beekeepers' Associawas held in the Entomology Building of the Agricultural Experiment
Station at New Brunswick on Jan. 910, according to previous announcements. Several notable speakers were
on the program, and several others
appeared and added interest to the
occasion. About 40 beekeepers from
all parts were present, besides several
ladies, though fewer than usual.
Heads of the departments of the Experiment Station addressed the meeting.
Dr. Lippman, the director, emphasized the benefits of increased acreage, especially of alsike clover, being
promoted by the department. Also the
great value "of lime in connection. Dr.
Headlee, State Entomologist in charge
of bee inspection, discussed the necessity of more extensive and thorough
inspection if any results are to be atInspector Carr gave a report
tained.
of results in three counties which were
very thoroughly combed during 19151916, showing the possibility of eradicating American foulbrood and greatly
reducing European by extended painstaking work.
Mr. Frank C. Pellett, of Iowa, gave
two very interesting talks; that upon
beekeeping in the Mississippi Valley
was treated under three heads, viz.:
Mr.
localities, systems, and markets.
tion

Pellett

showed thorough
of each,

familiarity

and valuable

with the details
conclusions were drawn applicable to
other areas occupied by beekeepers.
His illustrated talk about beekeepers
he had met was most interesting.
Harold Hornor gave his method for
securing a minimum crop, annual requeening after the honey flow, wintering on the summer stands in 2 story 8-

frame hives, and some minor details.
A livelv discussion followed in which
C. H. Root, E. R. Root, Frank C. Pellett and others participated.
E. G. Carr discussed the cause of
failure in foulbrood treatment by the
Alexander method, giving three conditions as indispensable to success. First,
a strong colony, specifying six frames
Second, a period
of brood and bees.
of positively no brood-rearing, and

good Italian queens.
President Barclay's address on securing fancy prices was in an ironclad
vein, and caused some merriment.
gave personal recolJ. H. M. Cook
lections of early bee meetings, which

third,

Due mention must be made

of the
interest contributed by
E. R. Root, who "just dropped in." His
talk on the value of a trade name was

certainly an eye opener which might
well be taken to heart by every com-

mercial honey producer. Mr. Root in
subsequently urged the importance of a broad study of general market conditions by the commercial beekeepers.
As a comprehensive statement, he advised extracted honey for
the western man, and comb for the
eastern, on account of the climatic conditions. This program would tend to
adjust the production to the demands
of the general market; neither too
much fat nor too much lean.
At 7 :30 in the morning of the second
day a dozen of the more enthusiastic,
under the guidance of Mr. Carr, took a
trolley to visit the apiary of Dr. Headlee, at Highland Park, which is being
used for experimental purposes in connection with the Agricultural Station.
Various methods of outdoor winter
protection are being tried, including
the famous winter case of C. H. Root.
President Barclay
having demonstrated his ability and fitness, and Secretary-treasurer E G. Carr, the indispensable, were re-elected unanimously.
1st Vice-president Root and 2d Vicepresident Cheney were also re-elected.
F. C. Diener was chosen as 3d Vicepresident to succeed Walter Garrabrant,
who is too busy to attend.
While the attendance was less than
usual, the meeting was far from being
dull, being likened to a post graduate
course.
This suggested the idea of
making the summer meetings more of
a primary character, with talks and
demonstrations for freshmen and undergraduates who can more conveniently
attend those meetings. This plan may
be further considered.
c. d. c.
a talk

—

The New York Neeting. During the
holiday week a meeting of inspectors
and instructors in apiculture was held
in New York in connection with the
meeting of the American Association

Economic

sentatives of

Entomologists.

Repre-

several State universities

were present, and a most interesting
session was held. Doctor E. F. Phillips' paper on "The Results of Apiary
Inspection," was one of the most important of the entire program. It was
based on the work of several States
where inspection has been carried on
for several years. He showed a marked
decrease in bee-diseases where there is
efficient inspection.
Frank C. Pellett
had a paper on the " Problems of Bee
Inspection," in which he outlined the
diflSculties which the inspector must
meet, and suggested some changes in
policy whereby a less number of colonies will be examined and more demonstration work similar to the work of
Prof. Pettit in

One

which are seldom

work

sufficient to

do the

The demonstration
reach more people with the

outlined.

plan

will

small funds available.

large share of

of
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Ontario be substituted.

of the principal difliculties of the

present system

lies in

the limited funds

New Jersey, talked on
method for the treatment of European foulbrood as first
advocated by Alexander, and by means
of charts gave some interesting details
E. G. Carr, of
the requeening

of his experience with this disease.

Doctor Gates, of Massachusetts, outlined the essentials of a course in beekeeping as taught in

his institution.
fact that a special session is given
over to the consideration of the prob-

The

lems of the beekeeper

most important

at

scientific

one of the
meetings of

the year speaks well for the future of
the industry.

An effort was made to secure uniform reports of the inspection work in
all
States where inspection is provided

for.

methods
there

Since

of

so

many

different

making reports are used

chance for comparison,
one to tell whether
the results in any particular State are
up to the average. With uniform reports poor work will be apparent much
sooner than under the present hit and
is

which

little

will enable

miss system.

Doctor Burton N. Gates was elected
N. E. Shaw, of Ohio,
Secretary of the section for the ensuing
year.
Since the tendency is to modify
President, and

the plan of inspection in the future,

hope

later to

we

reproduce some of these

papers.

Beekeepers' Convention in NassachuIn connection with Farmers'
Week at the Massachusetts Agricultural College, there will be a beekeepers'
convention and short course in beekeeping March 27 to 29, inclusive.
setts

—

Among other addresses and discussions will be those upon the following
subjects:
Care and manipulation of
bees,

Wintering bees, Removing from

Swarming problems, Honey
handling and keeping. Cooking with
honey. Comb and extracted honey.
Marketing, Queen-rearing, etc.
The Hampshire, Hampden and Franklin associations will meet on March 29.
There will also be some exhibits of
cellar.

special interest to beekeepers.

PALAT.\BILITV OF

SWEET CLOVER.

Some

years back there was no little
objection to sweet clover on account
of the difficulty of getting cattle to eat
it.
The following is copied from the
Breeders' Gazette, and shows that the
preference if any was for sweet clover
over alfalfa

Many

farmers say that cattle will not
sweet clover. At the same time
there are others whose animals relish
it with a keen appetite.
So much had
eat
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been said pro and con with reference
to the palatability of sweet clover that
an experiment by the Iowa
it led to
This experiment was constation.
determine
ducted last summer to
whether cattle used to feeding on sweet
clover and alfalfa would show any pref-

erence for one forage over the other.
Six yearling heifers, all about the
same size, were fed 80 pounds of sweet
clover hay and 80 pounds of alfalfa hay
in the same rack at the same time.
Forty pounds of each hay were placed
alternately in the rack so that the animals would have equal access to both.
After the heifers had eaten until they
would eat no more, the hays were taken
out and reweighed. There were 34
pounds of sweet clover left and 48
pounds of alfalfa, thus showing that the
animals had eaten 14 pounds more of
the sweet clover than alfalfa, or 2.3
more pounds per head.
In

grazing these same animals on

alfalfa and sweet clover pasture, side
by side, no preference was shown for
alfalfa. The sweet clover was eaten as
readily, although it was five or six feet
tall

and therefore very

coarse.

Yet

insist that cattle will not
Give them a
eat sweet clover at all.
chance. Sheep will even show a greater
preference than cattle for sweet clover.

March
3- I don't know; but I think it will make
no difference unless you have a aueen so
Drolitic that she needs more than i6 frames.
i. Yes. provided you have as many bees in
one case as the other. But would you ?

some people

Horses thrive well on it, even eating
the forage when it is very coarse and
W. E. Bowers.
woody.
Virginia Polytechnic Institute.

Wabash Valley Meeting.— The Wabash Valley beekeepers are going to
hold a meeting at Mt. Carmel, 111.,
March 10, to organize a beekeepers'
Headquarters to be at
association.
the Merchants Hotel. All beekeepers
are invited to attend.

Colonies Dying

— Distance

of

Hives

Early in the fall I had I2 colonies, but
before I was aware of it I think three of
them were robbed. I examined them and
found there were no bees. A few days ago
I went out to
see how they were getting
along and found two more hives with bees
all dead sticking in the combs (or cells) in
the lower part of the brood-frames and to
the front end of the hives, and every frame
was full of honey and brood and sealed very
1.

nicely.

They were in good patent hives and were
protected by a pad of leaves on top of the
hive and a pasteboar-d box a trifle larger
than the hive and turned down over; also a
good wind break of boards on the west. I
took out the frames and examined them,
and found they contained brood and what I
took to be queen-cells; they projected considerably from the level of the surface like
little mounds. Do you suppose they froze
to death ?
2. What can I do with
those hives that
have the dead bees and brood in them ? If I
clean out the dead bees and put another

swarm

in the

same

hive in the spring, will

they clean it out and go right to work? If I
undertake to cut out portions of it that will
cause the honey to leak and will make a bad
mess. I would like to save the brood-frames
if possible and the time of refilling ?
3. How close to each other would you suggest placing hives?

What can do

4.

to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo. II"..
does not answer bee-keeoine Questions by mail.

Send Questions either

He

I

5. I

hive.
off

?

to

prevent robbing?

some dead bees in front of each
Are they drones that have been killed
Nebraska.

find

Answers

To Those Who Send Questions

to Dr.

Miller:

It seems necessary every now and then to
mention some points to be kept in view by
those who send questions to be answered.
It occurs
First, as to the time of sending.
sometimes that a subscriber sends a question and asks that it be answered, say in the
April number, when the April number is in
print. A subscriber should understand that
it takes a number of days from the time a
question is mailed before it can appear in
print. There's the time of your letter going
through the mail. Then, if a number of

questions come in the same mail, as often
happens, it may be more than a day before
I can mail the answers, and some exigency
may arise which will occupy several days.
Then there's the time of the journey from
Marengo to Hamilton, after which the nimble fingers of the printer must put the answers in type, letter by letter, then the different forms must go through the press, one
side being printed at a time, and then it's a
big job to get all the journals dressed in
their wrappers and addressed before Uncle
Sam can be ready to carry them to you. The
outcome of all this is that if you want an
answer in the April number, your letter
must get to me in time so I can mail the
answer from Marengo not later than March
10.
That makes it that you must mail your
letter perhaps three days before that date,
if you are not far from Marengo, and several
days sooner if you are very far away. If you
mail your letter to Hamilton, so it must be
forwarded to me. then it must be sent still
earlier. It is a little better, always, if you
s«nd your letter direct to me.

At the head of this department appears
each month the statement: "he does NOT
answer beekeepine questions by mail." 'Yet
in spite of that 1 get letters saying something like this; "I know it is your rule to
answer no questions by mail, but it will be
too late to be of any use to me if the answer
comes in print, so please answer by return
mail." Looks like I might accommodate in
such a case, doesn't it? But the trouble is
that nearly every one would prefer an ear-

should answerall
by mail then you would get no good of the
answers I make to others, and I should give
up answering altogether.
So don't think of asking answers by mail,
and better send questions to Marengo
rather than to Hamilton, and send them in
good time, and I'll be not only willing but
glad to answer all your questions in the Bee
Journal to the best of my ability.
lier

answer by

mail, so

if I

Bees Dying
the trouble with my bees ? During
the cold spells so many have died. Is it due
to old bees or is it due to something else ?

What

is

Alabama.

Answer.— 'Without any particulars I can
It maybe because an unusual

only guess.

number of bees are old, as you suggest,
brood-rearing having ceased earlier than
usual. It may be on account of unwholesome
stores— possibly honeydew— and it is possible there may be some other trouble that I
know nothing about.
Eight-Frame vs. Ten-Frame Hives

Will bees winter better outdoors in 8'
frame hives than in lo-frame hives, provided
they have plenty of stores and same amount
of bees ?
2, Will there be as much brood in a 2 story
8-frame hive as in a 2Story loframe; that is
1.

queen lay as much in the 2 stories
when she could stay in the lower story ?
Will
the bees swarm more in an 8 frame
3

will the

as

hive of two or more stories than in a lo frame
hive of two more stories, letting the queen
go in the second story ?

4. I expect to run for comb and extracted
honey. Can I get as much extracted from
8-frame hives as from lo frame hives, if I
pile up the stories and let the queen go in
Illinois.
the second story ?
Answers.— I. I should say they would. At
the same time it is only fair to say that in
general a colony in an8frame hive would
not have the same amount of bees and stores
as one in a lo-frame hive.
2 Naturally one would think it a hindrance

up and down from one story
to another, but when I have tried it I could
not see that it made any difference.
to a

queen

to go

—I. I suspect those bees starved.
Like enough the colony was weak, the cold
was very severe, and the bees were gathered
in a small cluster with no honey in immediate contact with them, and unable to
reach the honey which was in abundance in

the hive. Then they starved or froze, whichever you please to call it. They were likely
queenless. and the " little mounds " dronecells.
2. Brush off the dead bees, and when the
weather gets warm and bees are flying daily,
set a hiveful of the combs under a strong
colony, forcing the bees to go down through

They will be
cleaned up ready for the first swarm that
comes.
3. Set your hives in pairs, the two hives of
each pair as close together as you can without having them touch each other. Between
each pair allow a space of three feet, a little
more if you have plenty of room, and a little
less if you are crowded for room. If you
have more bees than you want to put in one
row. you can set another row back to back
with the first row. If you have still more
bees, you can set another row facing one of
those rows with ten feet between the rows,
more or less according as you have room.
4. The thing to prevent robbing is to keep
colonies strong, and if you have a colony
that is not yet strong let its entrance be
small, and see that there are no cracks
through which robbers can enter. Be careful not to have any pieces of comb with
honey or dripping honey lying around. Don't
allow queenless colonies.
be drones, but more likely
5. They may
workers, for workers are always dying in
these combs to get outdoors.

winter.

Buy
1.

Full Colonies or

What

is

the best

Pound Packages

way

of uniting pound
to weak

packages of bees without queens
colonies
2.

in

the spring

?

Which would you consider

way

for

increase, full

the better
colonies at $7.00 or

pound packages with queens
3.

that

I

at

$3. 25 ?

had a colony of bees with an old queen
was clippecf. About August they tried

to supersede her. They built three or four
cells, and after they were hatched the hive
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was opened and the old queen was

still

in

the hive. During the fall they tried to superattain, but with the same result.
What was the cause of this ?

sede her

Nova Scotia.

Answers.— I. The bees beine hopelessly
queenless. and further disheartened by
their journey, they should not offer any antaEonism to the queen or workers of the
little colony to whicii they are given, and as
they will be well gorged they should be
kindly received. However, if you want to
take extra precaution, you can unite by the
newspaper plan of uniting colonies. Put a
single sheet of newspaper over the top-bars
of the weak colony, set over this a hive-body
containing a few combs with some honey,
dump in the new bees and cover up beetight.
The bees will gnaw a hole in the
paper, and gradually unite peaceably.
2. I think I would take the full colonies.
3. Are you sure they were trying to supersede her or trying to swarm? Anyway, was
there anything unusual about it if they were
trying to supersede her? Don't you know
that in the natural course of events every
laying queen is superseded by the bees?
Always, always. As to the cause of the
superseding. I suppose the bees think the
is not as good as she ought to be, generally on account of her age. although I have
known a poor queen to be superseded when
less than a month old.

queen

Wire Imbedder— Clover

to any manner of increasojother
by natural swarming.
divided brood-chamber is one in
3. A
which the brood is contained in more than
one story, usually in only two. Generally
each story is shallower than the depth of/i
Langstroth hive, although it is not impossible to have a divided brood-chamber with

and refers
ttian

deeper hive-bodies.
3.

The

best

way

to

make

the right start

Is

good book on beekeeping, such as
Dadant's-Langstroth. The book will suggest
to get a

4.

A whole book might be

written in reply

an excellent book
on queen-rearing has been written by that
eminent authority. G. M. Doolittle. So you
will see that the answer hardly belongs in
this department.
I
may say briefly, however, that I rear queens from my best queen
by allowing the colony to be rather weak,
giving it an empty frame in which to build
new icomb, then when the frame is partly
to that

question.

not get in the hive.
clover make good bee
3. Would alsike
if sown in a shaded orchard, and

would

it

grow

?

„

.

,

advise planting sunflowers
4.
in convenient places for the bees or would

Would you

it make honey dark?
for
5. What is the best time of the year
sowing sweet clover, and how long after
Iowa.
sowing untilit should bloom?
Answers.— I, This appliance has since
been patented. It sells for $i.oo without batteries. Any supply house should be able to

supply you.
wasn't water instead of
honey. It is not an uncommon thing for the
moisture from the bees to condense on the
walls of the hive and run out at the entrance.
(If much of their honey is unsealed, it may
have gathered humidity enough to more than
I

2.

wonder

if

it

the cells. -Editor.)
3. Yes. it would grow
less shade the better.
fill

and

yield, but the

in trying it on a
don't believe you would find
should
it would amount to much unless you
plant several acres.
can sow it as soon as the seed is
5. You
ripe in the fall, or you can sow it in spring
at the usual time of sowing other clovers in
your locality. Seed sown in the fall of I9i6
or the spring of 1917 will bring bloom in the

summer

with comb I give it to a strong colony
queenless. and get fine cells. You will
find full particulars of the plan in the book.
" Fifty Years Among the Bees."
think it usually begins somewhere
5. I
about the first of June, with little swarming
after the middle of July.
6. That varies greatly, for the best

month

the year ranging from less than nothing
up to $25 or more, according to pasturage or
locality, kind of bees, season, or management.
in

Granulated Honey for Feed

have several frames of granulated honey
taken from a hive. I would like to know if
it could be fed to bees without causing them
any harm ?
Washington.

Answer.— It will do the bees na harm, but
they are likely to waste the granules. Uncap
any that is sealed, spray the combs with
water, preferably warm, and give to the
bees. It may be well to repeat the spraying
every two or three days until the combs are
emptied.
Is

my

Maple-Tree Juice

Harmful ?

even in mid-winter. I frequently notice my bees busily engaged in
gathering, on warm days, the juice of the
maples which have been tapped by the
woodpeckers The next two or three days
will probably be too cold for the trees to run
or the bees to fly. Do you think under such
conditions the juice will have any harmful
In

effect

upon them

Kentucky.

?

Answer.— I don't

believe it will do harm
to amount to anything. All the less danger
because as far south as you are the bees are
never confined very long without a flight.

—

Bee-Tree Taken
Caucasian vs. Carniolan
Winter

in

Carniolan queen just
1. Is a Caucasian or
as good as the Italian in every respect, wintering good, honey gatherers, immune to
bee-diseases and gentle? Would you recommend them just as good or better ? What
are their bad points ?
2. I cut a bee tree for logs Jan, i, and in the
top of it was a large swarm of Italian bees.

took them out, brought them home and put
in the cellar with my other bees. I
gave them about eight pounds of honey and
wired it in empty frames so I could hang it
in the hive. My cellar runs about 35 to 50
degrees. I will have to open the hive to
feed the bees this winter. Do you think I
can get them through until spring, or will
they die or have diarrhea in the spring or
Michigan.
spring dwindling ?

them

Artificial

Swarming— Getting

a

Queen-Rearing
1.

2.

3.

What
What
What

is
is

meant by artificial swarming?
meant by divided brood cham-

is

the best

way

to get a

good start

bee business ?
Will you kindly tell me about rearing
queens from a selected colony ?
for swarming here
5. What is the season
in the
4.

Minnesota

in
6.

What

is

good colony

?

c. «
the yield and profit from one

in

,

one month

,

?

Minnesota.

Answers.-i. The term "artificial swarm" artificial increase,"
ing" is loosely used for

2. If they are disturbed no more than is
necessary to furnish them sufficient food,
they may pull through all right; but no one
can be sure of the right answer before

spring.

Bees Dying— When

to

are

Remove Packing 7— Hives
Damp

have three colonies in Massie hives,
Julv and August. I fed them
and protected the top and
sides with 6 inchesof dry leaves. On examining them last week I found a great many
dead bees on the floor of the hives, and using
a wire raked out over a pint from one hive.
1.

I

which

some

I got last
in the fall

Is this

natural

?

2. Bees were flying yesterday (Jan. 2): temperature only 50 degrees. How early in the
spring should packing be removed ?

The

3.

the

hives

remedy

seem very damp

inside.

What

Kansas.
A N s w E R s.— I. There may be nothing
wrong. In a strong colony it might be that
by the end of December as many as a pint
of bees had become old enough to die. and
that the weather was such that they could
IS

for this?

not leave the hive to die.
2. They will be the better for the packing
until it becomes warm enough so that they
fly about every day.
3, Possibly the entrance is too small; possibly the colony is too weak.

Alfalfa

What

Honey

—Queenless

Colony

does alfalfa have on the
honey ? Is there a tobacco flavor to it ?
On Dec. 6 I saw numerous drones going
out and in a hive. What is the cause so late
1.

in

the

fall

effect

A Reader.

?

Answers.

—

Alfalfa gives to honey its
own peculiar flavor, just as each honey-plant
does. I never detected any tobacco flavor
in alfalfa honey.
2. There may be nothing wrong possibly,
but it is much to be feared that the colony
is queenless,
I.

locality,

I

Good Start—

to either.

I

I

of 1Q18.

as being better than Italians,
as good. Some prefer Caucasians to all
others, and the same may be said of Carniolans. but in general Italians are preferred
if

made

From my experience

4.

small scale.

recommended

In fact,

filled

Could you give me instructions for making the electric wire imbedder shown on
page 342 of the American Bee Journal for

pasture

as to their powers In resisting diseast, bu
have never heard either of the two kinds

further steps.

1.

October. igi6. Fig. 4 ?
2. I have a hive of bees whose honey drips
on the bottom of the hive. I examined them
but could not find the comb molested. It
puzzles me. Here in lanuary mice could

99

Answers— I. Caucasians have been
claimed as the best-natured bees in existence, but some have been reported quite
vicious. Carniolans are so much like the
blacks in appearance that it is hard to distinguish them. They have the reputation
of being excessive swarmers. I don't know

A Beginner

How long does a queen live
How long does a woi ker-bee live
How long does a drone live?
How long does it take a queen to hatch ?
A worker to hatch
A drone to hatch ?
How do the queens mate with drones?

1.

?

2.

?

3.

4.

?

5.

6.
7.

Do workers lay eggs ?
Do drones lay eggs
How many times does

8.
«.

?

10.

with the drone ?
11. Please
send
already answered.

the queen mate

me about

150

questions

Arkansas.

Answers.— I. Occasionally less than a
month, occasionally more than five rears;
generally two or three years.
2. A worker born iust before the busy season may live about six weeks. Born in the
fall, she may live six months.
3. A drone generally lives until the workers decide they can't afford to board him
any longer. In a queenless colony he may
live six months.
4. A queen emerges from her cell in 15 days
or a little more from the time the egg was
laid.

Twenty-one days
Twenty-four days.
7. The queen meets the drone outside the
hive, high up in the air.
8. Workers do not lay eggs except in a few
cases when a colony becomes hopelessly
queenless. and then laying workers appear,
but their eggs produce only drones.
5.

6.

0.

JO.

Drones, like roosters, lay no eggs.

As

a rule the

queen mates once for

life.
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II. I have been asked a good many different questions, and once a man accused me
of manufacturinif questions (lie died), but
you are the first man that ever aslted me to
furnish both questions and answers. Id
hardly like to undertake to make 150 questions that would just fit your case; but fortunately it happens that there is a possibility your desires may be met. since Editor
Dadant or one of his sons expects soon after
the time when this Bets into print to have a
book made containing 1000 questions with an
answer to fit each question. Don't count
too surely on it. however: he may go crazy

before he gets through with it. Sometimes
made me nearly crazy answering one at a
time; I don't know how it would be to tackle
a thousand at once.
it's

Hives— Maple Syrup

Putting Up

as Feed

When

setting up the dovetailed hives.
do you nail the corners? If so. how far
apart do you put the nails ?
to
2. Will maple syrup kill bees if it is fed
them in the spring?
different
3 Is it necessary to paint hives
colors so that the bees will go back into the
right one?
j. .
u u
in
4 Does it do any harm to disturb bees
Vermont.
the spring?
Answers.— I. It is well to put a nail in
each finger of the corners.
1.

•

2.
3.

No.
No.

to the time bees can fly daily, it is
to disturb bees unless there be some
strong reason for it, such as feeding to keep
4.

Up

bad

After they fly daily a
disturbance does no harm, although it
better in general not to disturb them un.

them from starving
little
is

necessarily.
Increase

—

Dividing

of hiving and
I What is the best method
caring for bees where only a small amount
and increase
wanted
of honey or surplus is
of

swarms ?
Do bees swarm the
,

2.

^"^

Can

^
.
t.
i,hrst year after hiv-

dividing be safely done;

if

so.

how

?

Illinois.

Answers.— I. Perhaps as good a way as
much experience, is to
allow the bees to swarm naturally, leaving
any. for one without

the old hive always on the old stand and
putting the swarms on new stands. In that
way you may get several swarms from each
old one. much depending on the season.
this year you are
2. If you hive a swarm
quite safe in counting that it will not swarm
until next year. In rare cases, however, it
does happen, and then the new swarm is

called a virgin swarm.
be safely done by one
3. Yes. dividing can
with sufficient knowledge, but to doit successfully, withoutmakingsomebad blunder,
you should be familiar with the general
principles of beekeeping, such as you will

bee-book like Dadant Langbeekeeper to try to get along
without a good bee-book is penny-wise and

find in a good
stroth. For a

pound-foolish. To tell how to divide a colony hardly belongs in this department; but
is to take from a col1 may say that one way

ony all but one of its frames of brood with
adhering bees, put them in a new hive on a
new stand, leaving the queen on the old
stand with the one frame of brood, and fill
up each hive with frames filled with founTransferring— Swarm Prevention

want to transfer my bees on metalspaced Hoffman frames. Langstroth size. I
do not want to use the combs of the old hive
as they are too old and black. Would you
I

advise
or not
,

2

me

to use full sheets of foundation
.

About what time

of the year

I

trap,

would

I

need

you can prevent swarming. But what
ifyour queen should get killed or would die
from old age. how could they get a queen ?
6. What is the color of the larva of the

bee-moth? Does
the honey-bee ?

it

Space Between Hives

?

cells

look like the larva of
Illinois.

Answers.— I. It is very much better to
use full sheets of foundation. You can save
three-fourths or more of the cost of the
foundation by using narrow strips, but the
bees will build too much drone comb, and
in the end you will lose a good deal more
than you gain. Are you sure you are right
about the combs being '* too old and black ?"
If you leave it to the bees to decide, they
will choose old, black comb in preference
to new. It is hard to find comb too old and
black so long as it is straight worker-comb
2. During fruit-bloom is a good time, unless
you let the bees swarm first.
3. No queen or
drone trap is needed in
Beside your smoker and hiveyou need only a brush to brush the bees
off tfie comb.
4. They
will be likely to swarm at the
usual swarming time, just as if you had not
transferred them.
Yes, it may be full better to let them
swarm first. Then you can hive the swarm
in the new hive on the old stand, set the old
hive beside it. and three weeks later brush
the bees off the old combs into the new hivequeen-cells may delay
5. Destroying
swarming, and in some cases prevent it. but
generally the bees swarm sooner or later in
spite of your killing cells. But if your
queen should be killed, or die of old age.
and you should persistently kill all queencells, then your colony would go up the
transferring.
tool

— Siiade— Entrance

Last fall I bought six colonies of bees,
placed them on the south slope of a hill, on
1.

the east side of a strip of timber, where
2 p.m.
Do they get

they get the shade about
shade enough ?

2. I placed my hives in a row. leaving 6inch spaces for packing. Will it be all right
to leave them that way forsummer ?
3. Should the hives be perfectly level ?
4. If painted, what color is best ?
5. In using boughten .hives, should the size
of the bee-entrance be changed for summer
and winter ?
Subscriber.

Answers.— I.

It isn't a

matter of prime im-

portance. Your bees will probably dolwell
if in the shade all day long, and also if in the
sun all day. I care for shade more for my
own comfort when working at the hives than
I do for the comfort of the bees,
2. So close together in a straight row. there
is danger that bees, and especially young
queens, will get into the wrong hives If you
don't want to make any greater change, you
can improve matters much by moving every
other hive. Move No 2 close to No. i— no
harm if the hives touch— move No 4 next to
No. 3. and No. 6 next to No 5- In actual practice this will be as good as making the hives
three times as far apart standing singly.
3. Let them slant a little forward, but level
from side to side.
4.
5.

White is as good as any other.
In summer it is better to have the en

trance very
for

much

larger than

advisable

is

outdoor wintering

FILMS DEVELOPED
All roll

day.

Line.

6. The larva of the beemoth is white, or
grayish white. No danger of your mistaking
The latter is found in the
it for a bee-larva.
bottom of a cell, while the larva of the beemoth is in a silken gallery that runs along
the surface of the comb through many cells-

films

We

cents.

spout.

developed

return

them the

Everything in the

Send

M.

F.

for

10

same

KODAK

for catalog.

ALEXANDER

Atlantic, Iowa

MURRY-HE PAYS THE EXPRESS
If you live within the outer limits of the 6th postal zone (your postmaster will tell you
about that), order your pound packages of me. If you return the cages in one parcel and in
good condition I will refund the express charges you have paid. This applies only to 12 or
more packages to points in the U. S Special rates to points in Canada. Make your arrangements so days in advance to insure prompt shipments.
Pound packages of beas
12
25
50
100
i-lb pkg
$127.00
$16.00
$33.00
$ 6S.00

pkg

2 lb.

20.50

116.00

58.50

230.00

Safe arrival guaranteed within five days of Mathis, Tex.
If queens are wanted add price of queens wanted to above prices.
I have yet failed to find anything better than the strain of Three-banded Italians I have
been breeding. They have made good in all parts of America and many foreign countries.
Resistant to Isle of Wight disease in England, and European foulbrood and paralysis in
America. The best honey gatherers I can find; gentle to handle, requiring but little smoke
to control, and cap their honey white.
There are Goldens and Goldens, but I have at last secured the real Golden Italians.
Prettiest bees I ever saw. and good honey-gatherers. Some colonies of my present strain
stored as much as 250 pounds of surplus honey the past season. Gentle to handle.
Three-banded Italians and Goldens are bred in separate yards, so far distant as to
make cross mating improbable. Every queen guaranteed. I will cheerfully replace any of
my queens that prove to be mismated if returned to me.

Queans
Prices

Untested
Tested
Select tested

1

March
$1.00
1.25
2.00
5.00 to

6
15th to
J 5.50
6.50
10.00

12

1

ist
$10.00
12.00

$.75

18.00

6

May

May

I.oo
1.50

12

100

ist to Nov. 15th
S750
$60.00
$4.00
10.00
5,50
8.00
1500

each, any time.
Orders filled by return mail is the rule at this shop.
Decidedly the best way for the beginner to start with bees is with nuclei, consisting of
With ordinary care they build up and store a
I. 2 or 3 combs of bees, brood and honey.
crop of honey the same year, if secured in the spring. Ship anywhere. Never lost one in
transit in

my

10.00

life.

i-frame nucleus without queen. $1.50; 2-frame nucleus without queen. $2 50
3-frame nucleus without queen. $350 f. o. b. Mathis. Tex
Add price of queen wanted to above prices. Any number wanted at these prices. No
disease. Health certificate with every shipment of bees or queens. Satisfaction guaranteed

would you

me to transfer my bees?
Would need a queen or drone

advise
3

tools

Would those

bees swarm in the spring
transferred, or would you
advise me to let them swarm before I transfer them ? They swarmed four times last
spring, but seem to be pretty strong yet.
5. They claim that by cutting the queen4.

after they are
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dation.

I

and what other

March

H. Da
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Classified

[Advertisements in this department will
be inserted at is cents per line, with no dis
counts of any Itind Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this department, you must say so when ordering.
.

BEES AND QUEENS.
Phelps' Golden Italian Queens

will please

you.

Leather colored 3-band Italian bees. |i.25
per pound. Tested queens, $1 00; untested,
75c each; 2-fr. nuclei. Jj.ou; extra combs, 15c
each. Delivery after April 15.
C. H, Cobb, Belleville, Ark.
Business First

Send

Fulmer's Gray Caucasian queens
winners; also by frame and pound.
J.

lAtf

84

Cortland

St..

H. M. Cook.

New York

J.

are

Bees and Queens from my New Jersey
apiary.

Pure mating guaranteed.

for circular.

City.

E. A. Lertingwell, Allen,

Mich.

For Sale— Bees and queens of Quirins'
famous northern bred Italians, nuclei colonies or bees by pound; have been a commercial queen-breeder 25 years. Free circular and testimonials.

Place your order early to insure prompt
service. Tested, |i. 25; untested. Si. 00, Italians and Goldens.
John W. Pharr.
Berclair, Tex.

Golden and 3 banded Italians; also Carniolan queens. Tested, ti.oo; untested, 75c
each. For bees and nuclei write for prices.
Discount on large orders. C. B. Bankston,
Buffalo, Leon Co.. 'rex.
Bees foe Sale— A number

of well estab-

lished apiaries in Frio, Bexar and Atascosa,
Texas, in the mesquite and guajillo belt have
been listed with us for sale on their present
sites.
Can also furnish bees in car lots.
Southwestern Bee Co.. San Antonio, Tex.

Phelps' Golden Italian Bees are hustlers

Vigorous prolific Italian queens $i.oo; 6.
June ist. My circular gives best meth-

$5.00,

ods of introduction.
2303

A. V. Small.

Agency Road.

For Sale— 7500 pounds

Joseph. Mo.

St.

of bees in

comb-

less packages, starting April I. igi7. Better
write us before it is too late to have your
order booked.
Marchant Bros.
Union Springs, Ala.

ForSale— Apiary of bees at Tularosa, N.
Mex.; up-to-date appliances, good bees, good
bee location, and fine climate to live in.
Selling because of death of late owner. J. A
DeWitt.
Care El Paso &

W.

S.

My

For Sale— Bright
each;

$7. 50

arrival

and satisfaction
4.

Greenville. Ala.

Italian

queens

Ready April

per doz.

at

15,

75c

Safe

J.

Talley, Rt.

3.

Greenville, Ala.

For Sale— iooo lb. bees; i-lb. bees with
queen, $200: without queen, |i 25. Safe arrival and satisfaction quaranteed.
J, F. Archdekin, Bordelonville. La.

For Sale— Forty
hybrid bees;

all

worker combs.

colonies of Italian and
in lo-frame hives with good
B. A. Manley. Milo, Iowa.

Gray Caucasians, exceptionally vigorous
and a long lived race of bees; are known as
the most gentle of all bees. Free circular
and price list. Orders booked now for spring
delivery.

Barber. Lowville. N. Y.

F. L.

Head

your colonies with some of our vigorous young three banded Italian queens.
Untested, June i, Ji.oo; perdoz., $g 00; nuclei
and full colonies. Satisfaction guaranteed.
A. E. Crandall & Son. Berlin. Conn.

Goldens

that are true to name. Write for
testimonials; one race only. Unt, each. 75c;
6,

$4.25; 12,

I1.50

$8,25; 50,

$32,50;

Sel. test.. $2 00.

100, $60.

Breeders,

Garden City Apiaries. San

$5 00

Tested,

and

$10.

Jose. Calif.

Golden

Italian queens; northern breed;
methods. Our standard, size and
honey producing qualities. Write for cir-

new

cular and price list.
H. M. Leach

For Sale— 2-fr

&

Sons, Hiram, Ohio.

nuclei 3-band Italians with

queen, $225; i-lb. bees with queen. Si.ds.
Hoffman frames wireand foundational catalog prices.
J B. Marshall & Son.
Rosedale Apiaries. Big Bend. La.

Golden Italinan Queens bred
for business, that

List free.

25c.

E. E. Mott,

produce a strong race of
By April i. untest-

6 for $425; 12,

J8.00;

100,

$(jo.

$1.50.
Safe arrival, prompt delivery
and satisfaction guaranteed.
L. J. Dunn, i<) Broadway Ave., San Jose, Cal.

Glenwood, Mich.

Year

old Italian queens. $6 00 a doz. Bees
by the pound April and May delivery. Good
bees, queens, service, and satisfaction always. Write for prices at once.
S.

M. C. Berry

Jan,

III,

22. 1017.

& Co.. Havneville, Ala— Book
for 6-2 lb. packages of your bees
and queens. One of the 2-lb. packages I
of bought of you last year made 200 pounds
of honey, and
several made 125 to 150
my order

pounds each.

I

your bees are not only
Fred May.
Meredosia. III.

find

hustlers but gentle.

For Sale— Three-band Italian bees and
queens. Three-frame nuclei with this year's
rearing queen. Sj.oo; without queen, $2.75.
Three pounds of bees. Ji 25. Young queens.
75c each.
Our bees and queens fast year
gave general satisfaction, and this year we
are in position to give stronger nuclei with a
greater percent of brood than we did last
year. If it is a bargain you are looking for
send your order this way. Send your orders

now and

money when you

want them

shipped. Can begin shipping April 15. Bees
are all in standard hives. Hoffman frames
wired and full sheets of foundation.
guarantee bees to be free from disease. The
following is an extract from one of our many
satisfied customers;
"Today. Aut. 16. I
hived the second large swarm from the colony I started from a 3-frame nucleus I
bought from you in June, and have about 40
pounds of surplus honey in hive." It pays
to keep well bred stock whether it is cattle
or bees. Name furnished on application.
Bees without queen Three-frame nuclei,
$2.25; 2-frame nuclei, $1.75: i-frame nuclei.
$1.25.
Three-lb. bees. $3.25; 2-lb. bees. $2.25;
I-lb, $1.50.
3-band Italian queen, untested,
75c. Tested. $1.00. If queen is wanted, add
price of queen.
The Hyde Bee Co.. Floresville. Tex.

We

;

HONEY AND BEESWAX

Mason. Hatch.

New

Mex.

Wanted— Honey
point.

The Honey

any

in

King.

For Sale— Fancy and No.

W.

from any

lots

Mahnomen. Minn.
i

comb honey.

L. Ritter.

G enoa.

111.

Wanted— Comb,
beeswax.
6Ai2t

173

extracted honey, and
R. A. Burnett & Co.,
S. Water St., Chicago, III.

Wanted— Beeswax

at

times in any

all

quantity, for cash or in exchange for supplies.
Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. III.

Wanted — White
light

amber

in

extracted honey also
any quantity. Send sample

Queens. Doolittle and Moore strain, also
Goldens that are Golden. One select unt.

and lowest cash

Tested. $1.25.
Bees by the pound a specialty. One i-lb.
package. $1.25; one 2-lb., $2 25; large lots less,
also nuclei and colonies. Ready March 15th.
Booking orders now. Circular free.
J. E. Wing. 155 Schiele Ave San Jose. Calif.

ket prices obtained. Consignments of Ex
tracted Honey also solicited.
Albert Hurt & Co.. New Orleans. La.

$1,00; 6. $4.25; 12. ta.oo.

.

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens combine
the qualities you
honey gatherers,

Mated,

and
3

$10.

Wilcox

Golden Queens

Workers

want.
They are great
beautiful and
gentle.

six, $5.00;

ti. 00;

ers. $5,00

C.

Tested,

$3.00;

W. Phelps &

St.,

Breed-

Son,

Binghamton. N. Y.

produce Golden
I

will chal-

lenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-getting qualities.
Price, $1.00 each;
Tested, $2.00: Breeders. $5.00 and $10.00.
2Atf
J. B. Brockwell, Barnetts, Va.

For Sale— 200 stands

of high grade bees,
of comb honey last sea-

averaged 80 pounds
son and 75 pounds the year before. Are all
located in town and only one block from
Main street. I am getting too many in town,
and may eventually have to remove them;
therefore, will sell 200 stands. Alsoforsale
10.000 pounds white clover comb honey.
G. F. Schilling. State Center. Iowa.

Good Italian Queens— Tested,

Si. 00;

One-pound packages with

tested queen,

unun-

package. $3.25. Onepound package with tested queen, $2 50; 2Ib. package.
Nuclei with untested
$3-50.
queen, 2-frame. $3.25; 3-frame. J4.00. With
tested queen, 2-frame, .$3.50; 3-frame, $4.25.
can please you.
G. W. Moon
1904 Park Ave., Little Rock, Ark,

We

price.
E. B. Rosa.

Comb Honey our

Wanted— Extracted
light

Monroe. Wis.

specialty.

Highest mar-

white

amber honey. Will buy

pounds

clover

and

in lots of 1000

pay cash. State what
you have and sendsample with lowest price.
Write. M. E. Eggers. Rt. i. Eau Clairt. Wis.
to a carload.

I

Wanted— Shipmenti

that

of the brightest kind.

tested, 75c.
strictly

bees as honey gatherers
ed, 75c each;

Tested,

resist disease must be hardy, prolific, and
hustlers; they are gentle.
Bees per pound.
Plans "How to Introduce Queens and In-

and satisfaction guaranteed.
T.

4,

Talley,
Greenville, Ala.

For Sale— Mott's northern bred Italian
queens that resist disease well. Those that

crease,"

Meredosia,

,,

.

Calif.

W. W,

guarranteed.

My

price list. Safe arrival
guaranteed. M. Bates, Rt.

N

B. DeWitt,
Ry., Douglas, Ariz.

Bright Italian queens will be ready
to ship April i at 75c each; virgin queens,
30c each. Send for price list of queens. Bees
by the pound. Safe arrival and satisfaction
Rt.

Bright Italian queens will be ready
to ship after April ist at 60c each. Send for

Los Gatos.

Rt. A.

Uanielson,
Fairfield, Iowa.

H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

Leffingwell's three-banded Italian bees
and queens. Send for circular and prices.

Motor

Pfeiffer.

I.

I.

Try Alexander's

Italian queens for results. Untested, each. 75c; 6 for J4.25; $8.00
per dozen. C. F. Alexander, Campbell. Cal.

Italian queens of the quality you
strictly to produce Golden bees

Bred

three-banded

Golden Italian Queens by June ist. Untested, 7Sc, or six for 14.25; doz., J3oo. Select
untested, Ji.oo. Tested. $i 25; six for }7.oo.
$5.00.

Golden
need.

that get the honey. Satisfaction guaranteed
Untested, one. 75c; dozen, $8.25: 50. $32.50;
100. $60.
Delivery after March 25. Bees by
the pound nuclei or full colony.
L.

— Queens,

Italians.
Untested, $1.00 each; 6 for $500.
Send for descriptive price list and Sio free
offer; no disease.
M. F, Perry,
Bradentown, Fla,

Breeders.
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of old

comb and

cappings for rendering. We pay the highest
cash and trade prices, charging but 5c a
pound for wax rendered.

The Fred W. Muth

204

Walnut

St..

Co..

Cincinnati. Ohio.

Special offer of " The Domestic Beekeeper " six months Tor 2sc worth of stamps.
Send it today. Address " The Domestic

Beekeeper" Northstar. Michigan.

Honey Wanted— We
for

white and

light

are in the market
of honey,

amber grades

which aresuitable for baking.
If you have such honey to offer, please send
us sample, state the quantity you have, how
packed and your lowest price for same.
Dadant & Sons. Hamilton, III.
also off grades

$2,25; 2-lb.

SUPPIiLES.
The Perfect Bee Frame
scriptive circular address,
Ferd C. Ross. Box i»4.

Lifter.

For de-

Onawa, Iowa.

honey extractor in good
Kt. Madison, Iowa.

Wanted— Cheap
ordi
rder.

How

J.

to

WM

Wanted—No

double your honey production at

Send 2c stamp for information.
Budlon g. IS23 uth Ave.. Rockford.lll-

15

Clarence

D. Sherwood.

a small cost

extractor in good order,
F.

Mara. Eastman. Wis.

also full lineof supplies including
foundation. Write for catalog.
A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside.

Bees Wanted— State condition of hive
and bees, also size of hives and number of
colonies with price. Bee Ran ch, Troy,S. Dak.

slumgum

wax

111.

MISCELLANEOUS
25

Ladies' Coots, bird dogs, wild ducks
exchange for bees
A. J. Graves. Ocheyedan. Iowa.

for sale or

catalog of

us send our
hey
hives, smokers, foundation. yeils.^etc^I
White Mfg. Co.,
are nice and cheap.
Tex.
Paris,
4Atf

6o-pound cans, 2 cans
in lots less
to the case, 35 cents per case
than 25 cases. In lots of 25 cases or more, 30
are f. o. b.
prices
These
case.
cents per
Cincinnati; terms cash with o^de^-^^^^

Good second-hand

Centra Ave.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

For Sale-so new lo-frame hives with
metal covers complete with frames nailed
and wired at $1.75 each; in lots of 25 or more

supers nailed
at $150 each; also 50 10-frame
two
and wired; hive and supers painted
of
coats at 60c each; for the supers in lots
Co^
Silsbee
C.
each.
J5 or more. 50c
Y.
O C ihocton. R F.D ?. HaskinsviUe. N.

M

P

For Sale— 200 comb-honey
ard eight and ten frame
40 cents.

Write

supers, stand
size, painted. 50 and
Chester Keister,
Rt. I, Clarno. Wis.

For Sale— 22 Caliber Winchester
condition;

magazine holds

Leo Bentz.

$4.00.

Rt.

4,

For Sale— 5X7 view camera

lenz.

4

double

For Sale— Oak Ridge Apiary, consisting
colonies of bees, house, barn, work
shop, cement chicken house, with 5>^ acres
of land and bearing fruit. Situated 2ii miles
from town with two. R. R., one a divison
point. 20 miles from a city of 80.000 inhabitants.

from month to month in The DomesBeekeeper." Send 25c in stamps and
hrst
read "The Domestic Beekeeper the
how the crop is prohalf of 1QI7 and see
• The Domestic Beekeepduced. Address.
er," Nort hstar, Michigan.
it

tic

SITUATIONS.
bee;mari for sea-

Roscoe F Wixson,
Rt 28. Dundee N. Y.

25

A

12. R. F. D.
Chillicothe.

in fine

cartridges,

supers,

100,

used one season, cheap.

H. B, Allen. Cozad Nebr.

Queens on Approval— A select tested
Send address for description etc. Bees and supplies for sale.
A. M. Applegate. Reynoldsville. Pa.

Queen on approval

.

L. H. Cline.

Box

334,

Marietta, Ohio.

Perfection Swarm Catcher; no ladder,
no cutting of fruit trees. Bees take right to
ladies can handle it. Directions with
it;
each order; shipping weight H pound Price,
C. S. Keyes. Rt. 3. Salem. Oreg.
$1.50

For Sale— Fifty lo-fr. Langstroth dovetailed size. T supers with separators. T tin
followei boards, super springs, at 55c each
These supers have been used
for lot f. o. b
and are well nailed and painted one and two
C. J. Canniford,
Rt. 7, Rockford,

coats of paint.

an apiary with op
portunity of buyiiig or partnership
Francisco, Calif,
San
St.,
3d
idslard,
Pail
E.

3.

111.

my apiaries are too far away to work to advantage, so I wish to move near the bees and
devote all my time to them. A rare opportunity for a live man with a little capital.
John C. Bull,
Established I9I0.
8n So. Hohman St., Hammond, Indiana.
Phone 1023

J.

Alabama, N.

For Sale— Lewis io-frame4X5

in

with a beekeeper. I
years old. have read the Bee Journal
my
about 5 years, and have owned bees all ""'
Will accept aboutSas Pef^'"?,"*,"
life.
Mo.
Butler.
C S Grape.
swer at once.

Box

Address.

Granton. Wis.

St Regis everbearing raspberry pedigree
i doz
35c; 2 doz.. 50c; b doz., $1.00,
Also strawberries, everbearing
prepaid
progressive pedigree, at raspberry prices.

Wanted— Position

for

FORSALE-Well established retail honey
business in one of the largest industrial
centers of the world. Reason for selling is

FOR SALE

plants:

WANTED-Expenenced

Send

plate holders; kit for any size plate, carrying case. 2 trays, 2 printing frames, lantern,
and other things used in making pictures,
tio— a bargain. Matt Smith. Preston. Iowa.

l

snn
ion
^°"""-

order.

of 150

and old combs for cash or
founmake up on shares. "Best Quality
cheap in small lots
sold
and
dation made
Mich
J.J Angus. Grand Haven.
let

to

Goodlander, Wabash. Ind.

presses.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton,

Wanted— Wax

2146

old combs, cappings or
render into beeswax by our

to

hiuh steam pressure

Wash.

to

Bee-keeper,

Honey Signs made
price and description.
S.

Wanted— Your

hives,
FOR Sale— Cedar orpine dovetailed
Dadant s

do

March
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M. C. Berry & Co., Hayneville, Ala.— Book
my order for loi-lb. packages of your bees
with queens. The ten packages purchased
of you last spring, although delayed in transit, and therefore taking five days to reach
me, arrived in fine condition, not a cupful of
dead bees in lot. They did well, more than
paying for themselves the first season, and
also went into winter quarters in fine condition. I have tried queens from several different places, and like yours oest of all.
C, O. Board, Alabama, N. Y.

Beginning with the January number the
of the Review was changed to "The
Domestic Beekeeper " and greatly enlarged,
there now being 48 pages and cover; the

name

pages being an inch larger each way. Listen,
we want every reader of the American Bee
Journal to see what a fine monthly we are
now putting out, and we are going to oCfer a
special bargain of six months' subscription
to "The Domestic Beekeeper" for the first
half of iQivfor the small sum of 25c. Just
drop 25c worth of one or two cent stamps in
a letter and write your name plainly and
mail to "The Demestic Beekeeper." Northstar, Mich and " The Domestic Beekeeper"
will come to you regularly for six months.
,

111.

Wanted— A position

am

35

SEND ONE DOLLAR FOR A TRIAL ORDER, AND WE WILL CREDIT THE AMOUNT ON
ANY subsequent ORDER OF FIVE DOLLARS OR MORE RECEIVED WITHIN 90 DAYS

Wanted— Experienced Queen-breeder and

all-round bee-man. one that is a hustler and
man
knows the business. Young unmarried
furnish board and lodging.
preferred
etc.. with
experience,
age.
your
us
Write
lowest wages in first letter.
The Penn Co Penn. Miss.

We

.

Wanted— To

hear from a

man who

has

and wants
had some experience with bees State
age,
experience in out-yard work.
all Particuand
wages
experience,
weight,
N
A L. CoggshalKGroton, Y
lars

The

25c

Offer

for

the "Domestic Bee-

«ra
keeper" for the first half of 1017 .is for Old
subscribers mi/y as a trial subscription.
regular
price,
the
pay
willingly
sub'^cribers

Send

in

the 25c in

which is a dollar a year.
Addres;
stamps at once before you forget itNorthstar.
"The Domestic Beekeeper,
Michigan.

HONEY

IjABELS

the better sort. Not only
the most attractive but also the lowest in
price. Send today for free samples.
Liberty Pub. Co.. Sta.D.Box 4H. Cleveland, O.

Honey Labels of

WANTED
desk, I75 rifle for
Trade— Safety writingOcheyedan.
Iowa.
A J. Gr aves.

Special Thirty-Day Offer
We

send free samples on request, and are glad to do so.
selection from samples leads to
copying and smothers the customer's individuality and
Then, too, samples and poslimits the printer's field.
tage add to the expense.

But we observe that

We Want

to Print

Something

for

YOU

Something that's YOURS, distinctive,
It's the only way
individual, classy, modern, exclusive.
we can really show you what we can do with your order.
Get the idea?

SEND A DOLLAR BILL
your name, your post-office, and whether you produce or sell comb or extracted honey, bees, or supplies, and
any other information or instructions, and we will send you
in return 50 good quality envelopes and 50 sheets of good
letter paper, ruled or unruled, all finely printed in two colors,
Order today.
all prepaid.
to us with

bees.

Wanted— Bees in lots of 25 to 2so colonies
within 300 miles of Detroit. Correspondence
particulars solicited.
full i^
with lu
Willi
Smith, Birmingham, Mich,

^
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Crop Reports and Market Conditions
In order to get this page started, we sent out from this
office several hundred letters to subscribers in which we
aslied the following questions:

time to extracted in 1917. The bulk of large producers,
however, who are equipped for either kind of honey will
continue as before. The change from one to the other,
however, should be noticeable.

Condition of bees and amount of loss?
Honey plant conditions and prospects?
3. Are beekeepers going to increase in 1917?
4. Are many turning from comb to extracted honey?
5. How about supply of honey, comb and extracted
and does demand exceed supply?
1.

The Honey Market.

2.

A summary

In practically every instance, reports agree that extracted honey is "wiped up clean" and the demand far
exceeds the supply. It is agreeable to note that in
several instances, this was laid to the increase in local
sales.
Several leports are to the effect that there Is a
demand for carloads of honey with no supply available.
One Government official a short time ago made the
statement that there was market for 80 cars of honey
going unsupplied in New York City alone. A recent letter from a prominent broker there states that the allies
are buying in carloads to supply to their soldiers. He
says that he could sell unlimited amounts of extracted

of replies is given as follows:

Condition of Bees.

Although a little early except in the South to determine accurately, losses so far are as follows: In New
England bees have wintered fine, better than usual, and
in New York and other Central Atlantic states about
normal. Throughout the Southeast losses are larger than
average, ranging from 10 to 25% and condition of bees is
below normal owing to backward weather and poor wintering with some starvation. Throughout the Central states
there is little loss less than average, although this has
been a harder winter than usual. Idaho and Wyoming
report that the loss will be above normal while in Montana
Arizona and New Mexico
and Colorado, about normal.
report practically no loss as do Washington and Northern
California. In Texas the loss is normal and in California,
more than normal owing to a very peculiar and trying

honey now at any reasonable price.
honey there is left in the country

winter.

Condition of Plants.
too early to determine this. Heavy
snows in the north half of the country have protected the
clovers and given them abundant moisture. It has been
too dry in Southern Illinois, Southern Iowa, Kansas, Missuffer.
In
the
souri, and Tennessee and clover may
Southeast heavy frosts have destroyed the early blooms
and the condition at present is discouraging. The West
has had abundant snows and prospects are above average.
Texas reports it too dry and the horsemint flow may sufCalifornia is also very dry and
fer; other plants normal.
reports indicate that the condition is from 60 to 90% of
normal.
Increase.
A few large producers state that they will increase
largely during 1917 if the season is favorable. In most
instances, however, the increase will be normal except
that beginners, influenced by large crops last year will
make considerable increase.
Comb to Extract.
There is a general trend in favor of extracted honey.
Two large producers in Michigan and Wisconsin are
dropping comb honey to take up extracted. Many more
large producers producing a mixed crop will devote more
it is

San Antonio, Feb.

HONEY AHD BEESWAX
Chicago. Feb. ig.— During the past month
honey has sold auite well. Especially is
this true of the extracted, and it would appear that there is not much more to be

Texas and the balance of the So'th have sold out all
stocks of bulk-comb and other honeys and the demand far
exceeds the supply.
Depending o^ war and other conditions, there is every
likelihood that extracted honey should range higher in
price than in 1916 especially if every producer makes
special effort to supply the local trade and to increase iU
A million beekeepers each selling 100 pounds more locally
would withdraw many carloads from the big markets.
Comb-honey cannot well get lower in price than at
present and conditions should tend to improve.
Furnishing Reports.

Every reader is urged to send reports of conditions
for our next number.
The more reports there are, the
more valuable should be the summary from them. See
'

editorials for particulars.
Write on a postcard,

dress

MARKET EDITOR,

TON, ILLINOIS.

15.

-There

is

little

or

no honey offered in quantities for shipment
from Texas at this time. Nearly all surplus
in hands of producers has been marketed.
Extracted, according to color and flavor is
bringing 8@ioc in wholesale markets. Beeswax is very firm. We are paying 27c cash
and 30c exchange.

Southwestern Bee Co.
Denver, Colo.. Feb. 18 —The demand for
comb honey in carload lots is improving.

Indications are that there will
quantity.
not be much carried over in this market.
Prices for white extracted honey are loc

$2.70;

less.

Beeswax
per pound.

is

very firm, and bringing 33@3S
R. A Burnett & Co.
15.— The
little better.
No. i

Kansas City, Mo.. Feb.

honey

comb
market seems a
honey is firm at $2.7^ and No. 2 at around
Theextracted honey market continues
to advance and is firm at 754@o!2C a pound,
according to the quality and kind of honey.
There is plenty of comb honey on the mar-

$2. 50.

Beeswax is
ket, but extracted is scarce.
selling at 28@3oc a pound, according to Quality.
C. C. Clemons Produce Company.

extracted

lated.

marketed.
Comb honey has moved off freely, and
stocks are being reduced to a moderate

per pound; amber. 8@9C per pound. Comb
honey, 14C per pound for the best grades
and the light ambers I2@I3C per pound.
Very little of the darker grades on the market, but sell readily at from i(92 per pound

little

either in the hands
of bottlers to supply their trade or in the hands of
beekeepers for keeping the home trade supplied.
Comb honey, on the other hand, is easily obtained,
though it is likely that conditions are easier than a year
In the east and central west, beekeepers are fairly
ago.
well sold out, though many small lots are still offered.
California seems to have disposed of most of its combhoney as has most localities in the west, though many
times at sacrifice prices. One locality in Montana reports 2300 cases of comb still unsold, and one in Colorado
3,000 cases which they wish to dispose of. The large
markets are well supplied. In some instances there is
still comb-honey of the 1915 crop which is partly
granu-

—

In most part,

What
is

number your answers, and adAmerican Bee Journal HAMIL-

day, Tuesday and Wednesday of this week
we sold 700 cases. At the rate we are going

we will be cleaned up in less than 60 days
Prices on double deck glass fronts. J3.00:
Hat crates glass fronts. $2.60 to $2.75; this
is
lor the highest class of honey.
have
some light amber and dark honey that
ii
beginning to show candy that we are obliged

We

to sell at reduced prices. Extracted
honey
IS selling from g@ioc.
Beeswax is firm at
3°®32c.
Daniel J. Coyne

We

are quoting the following jobbing prices;
honey, fancy white, $2.84; No. i white
No. 2. $257; per pound of 24 sections.
Extracted, white, per pound. 9@qJ^c; light
amber. 8J4®gc per pound, we are always in
the market for beeswax; for clean yellow
wax we are paying 30c per pound in cash
and 32c in trade, delivered here in Denver.
The Colo. Honey Producers' Ass'n.

Comb

F.

Gray Caucasians
Early breeders
gatherers
great

Chicago, Feb.iB.— Our market on honev is
a little more active, and as a matter of fact

we created

;

Rauchfuss. Maer.

a demand for it by reducing the
price and advertising honey liberally.
have advertised the honey in the trade
papers, and also have honey signs on both
sides of our ten w gons, so as to push and
create a demand for honey.
are selling now on an average of 100 to
125 cases a day; there was a time that we
would hardly sell 40 to 50 cases a day. Mon-

lific

great honey

comb builders

;

very pro-

hardy

;

good win-

;

terers.

We

;

cap beantifolly white,

gentle

;

Untested, $1.00. Select

untested, $ 1.2s. Tested, $1.50.
Select Tested,

$2.00.

The best

all-porpose bee.

We

H.

W.FULMER, Box

10,

Andalusia, Pa.

March
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QUEENS
FOREHAND'S
-^

Paint Without Oil

150 LBS.

Vt
SURPLUS
fs Yours, Mr. Beekeeper 7
you harvested your hone, cropP
when
disappointedlast^seasop
were
'ITow^many of you
„t:a
a good one. WHY NU i r Jus,^
pounds of boney.
You can make every colony
cost you "^^''i'S^ents.^ust
^^^^.^p .^ ^ ne' gain of
three-banded Italian Queen f.hew,l
of sixty pounds o^,"^
earn
a
make
value of the col
easily
can
increased
You
'"=;i'"in'"the
consmering^nemc^^
$3° 5. Good pay for introducmg one queen not
^^^ ^^^^^ ^^^
the t,me to reoueen that colony i
here
be
soon
will
^^ Purchase
^^^^^^
Spring
^^^
ony
w
deciQm|
{han
now
Pjofi'ab
y
mpre
^reeband queens All our
you spend your time
oreea oniy iiic w"'
should use
you
^^y
vour early queens ? Give us a trial, inwe
Four reas^^^^^^
eettin, a
risk
^^^ ,^,^h,
?-ards IreVure, so you take no
15 LBS.

Wbicb Colony

SURPLUS

h>W

Remarkable Discovery that Cuts Down
the Cost of Paint Seventy-Five

Percent

A Free Trial Package is Mailed to
Everyone Who Writes
manufacturer of
A L Rice, a prominent
a process of
Adams N. Y., has discovered
paint without the use
making

a

new kind

of

'He"'cllls it Powdrpaint.t comes
is rethe form of a dry powder and all that
weather
quIredTs cofd water to make a Pamt
proof, sanitary and durable tor
in

S'f'oil

^^^h^a^^^^^
have looo n"cl
^otinesenu
tie and such men.
^
Three expert queen-breeders have charge

We

|!::fa"fiM"5'/si'qTei°n'a^^/ mId?i"S,
delivery.

Untested

J -75

J 4

J.

not over-work
^
queens are mailed
and safe
a5?d°"^e'^iarantee perfect satisfaction

^p'r^i^c'e'.

We

.

,

12
$17.00
20.00

i

^

( 8 75

W

»

^^^^fA\e"?^rc\fcuTa•rgi'v?Sggen^e^al

W.

wh^h

11.00

InS

f™ SelVcf iested.V.-.V.ViH-.oo
'i£'^^^|;?/^' ^^^
*la
SONS, Ft. Deposit, Ala.
1

23
'°wf Ue'to Mr A. L. Rice, Manufacturer.
he will send
North Street, Adams, N. Y., and
card and
color
also
package,
trial
free
you a
you.hpw yo" can
\l\\ Information showing
today.
save a good many dollars. Write

'

FOREHAND &

proof fire
cement
ou°side o? inside painting It is the
adheres to
principle applied to paint. I',
spreads
b'^'c'^.
any surface, wood, stone or
onelooks like oil paint and costs about

20 Packets Seeds-lOc.
"HARRIS SEEDS THAT

SOLD
OOOD USED PIANOS AT CI.EARING SA T.K PRICES
AT
HNDER WARRANTY AND S HIPPED ON APPROVAL
CHARGES
OUR RISK FOR ALL FREIGHTS AND HANDLING

We w.int every

lection

Cash

prices;

but

at

send rebate check for

Why Not

Get What You Want,

And When You Want

It?

no
The Atchley Queens and Bees need
world.
recommendation to the beekeepinB
FORTY
for
them
buying
been
They have
IT.

AND ARE STILL DOING
BOOK YOUR ORDERS NOW

YEARS,

percent interest

6

•

25 for
One-Dound package, $1.40 each;
Two pound packages.
Js^so! Too for $125.
tJ«pa(-h- 21; for $52.50; 100 for $210.
three-frame.
Two frame nuclei J2.30 each;
queens
No QuJens. Untested
$3 « Lach
or Jio pe^
each
00
$1
Carniolan
! aUan Sr
fine
of
tested
dozen; too for $70. A big lot
prices, ri'j-es

$350.

payment terms

we

Mt.Pleasant.Mich.
HARRIS BROS.SEED CO., 384 Main St.,

condition; $175.
Fischer upright, golden oak. fine
$200.
Fischer upright, mahogany, like new;
style, mahogany; $225.
Story & Clark, upright, elaborate
$250.
Knabe upright, mahogany, perfect condition;
used; J275.
Behr Bros., upright, mahogany, slightly
style; $300.
Knabe, upright, mahogany. Colonial
.easy

th 3

Watermelon, Onion. Parsley
Poppies, Giant Cosiiios,
ly. Spinach. Tomato. Mixed
Botanical GarDouble Jap Calendula and Children's
seeds. With th s colfl"Wer
of
collection
den a cuno^.ly
10c. and b.g catalog of

George W. Lyons Studio, small size; $75.
.,„„„..».
medium sue. excellent tone, $85.
Ernest Gabler & Bro.. upright, rosewood,
$100.
rosewood;
uprieht.
Pease Piano Co.,
Smith & Barnes, upright, mahogany; $115.
finish; Ji2S.
Mason & Hamlin, upright, ebonized, dull
new; $135Sheraton upright, mahogany, nearly
superior tone; $150.
Empire Piano Co.. upright, mahogany,

Steinway, upright, mahogany;

reader to test

you forget for
HUSTLE." Send 10c. now-betore
packets
Sammoth collection. We Bend you 20 separate
"=«»'•
each--of
one
varietiesfinest
Jf"?J'fk„e1fn
'='^'?='
"-eMu'^'
Celery, Cucumber.
-"h^'h /ifj!:
Parsnip.Rad.shSaHI

if

Cheap, write for
nneens
on be" sand queens in large

World's Largest Music House.
'^"''^For further information write

lots

quoted on

application.

Mathis, Texas
Ihe Texas Bee and Honey Man

WM. ATCHLEY.

LYON & HEALY CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

The Double-Walled Massie Bee-Hive
Surest

Protection

for

Honey—The
Furnished

the

in

Bees— Increased

Supply

of

Best Hive for any CHmate

clearest

White Pine or Redwood.

of

lumber

All

in

either Cypress,

Brood and Extracting

Frames made from White Pine

VENTILATED BOTTOM
THE MASSIE HIVE
Ftr Cimb

Why

w

Extncted fltney

the chance for swarmAdmits fresh air into the hire, lessening
the bees. It IS also equipped
ing, and giving renewed energy to
cost.
extra
without
with a feeder
has shown us that the
Fifty years in the bee-supply business
to this effect
Massie Is the very best hive, and testimonials
this hive.
using
are
who
those
from
daily
received
are

Not Give Us

a Trial

Order?

KRETCHMER MFG. COMPANY,

The Dovetailed Hive

for

Comb Honey

Satisfaction Fully Guaranteed

110 3d St.

Council Bluffs, Iowa
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NOTICE TO BEEKEEPERS!
We

now booking

orders for our 3
April, May and June at the following prices:
Prices of Combless Packagss Without
are

Qussns

*

$i 35

"
"

2-lb.

3 lb.

Italian

2.35

335

queens and combless packages, and

Three-Banded

Untested, each

Size lib. each
"
"

banded

Italian

Queens
( i.oo

6

450

12

8.00
65.00

loo

for April,
I'ested

"

will furnish

them during

May and June

each

Select tested,

I.5o
8.00
15.00
100.00
$3.00
%

6
li
IOC

S2.00:

breeders,

If queens are wanted, add wholesale price and state kind.
of over one dozen packaaes get our prices.
invented a new style caee for shipping bees, for which patent has been applied. This cage allows the queen to lay
while on the trip, which gives the purchaser from three to seven days advantage of the old style cage. It is almost equal to a colony of
bees. With every order for 100 pounds of bees we will Kive one of these packages with a tested queen free. We only have one dozen of
these cages, and will not put them on the market till 1918. as our stock of cages was made up before we evolved the new cage.
Our Mr. A B Marchant has retired from the production of honey and will manage our yards for the package and queen trade.
Therefore, we will be in a better position to fill all orders with dispatch. Having doubled our capacity we believe we can fill all orders,
the day they are due
We have introduced new blood in all our yards, and we have a strain of bees second to none. Our packages are
shipped the same day they are caged. Our bees for our packages are all reared above an excluder; therefore, we ship nothing but young
bees, as young bees stand the trip better than older ones. We guarantee freedom from all diseases and safe arrival in the United States
and Canada. Place your orders early, as first comes first served Write for prices on large orders.
* In lots

We have iust

MARCHANT

BROS., Union Springs,

Ala.

PURE MATING GUARANTEED-QUALITY FIRST
am better equipped to take care of all orders, both LARGE AND SMALL, having located my
queen and package business in Georgia. Our mail and express service is excellent, having 24
outgoing trains DAILY— will make delivery same day order received.
Will be glad to hear from parties wanting LARGE QUANTITIES, as I am prepared to handle
any size orders will be glad to furnish sample of my combless package— will guarantee safe
arrival in United States and Canada.
Get my prices on 100-pound lots and over, my price wiU
make you order from me.
I

'

—

Prices on Queens for

March

isth to

delivery.

6

1

Untested
Tested
Select Tested
Breeders.

$1,50
2.00

300
$5.00

and

$10.00

May

ist

FOR FIFTY YEARS

QUALITY
Has been
of

the one greatest aim in the manufacture

Root bee supplies.

we reached our mark ?

ROOT
Or any other
after

it

Here

is

Have

?

Take

the test.

a

BEE-HIVE
pi
-SMOKER
HONEY-EXTRACTOR

specialty turned out in our factory, and

has been

USED
Compare
if

Have we made good

it

ONE YEAR
FIVE YEARS
TEN YEARS

with one of any other make.

Then

see

the Root isn't best by test.

WHY^
""

ROOT,^UAUTY
ROOT SERVICE

Give greatest satisfaction

You can pay
season

for your

with beeswax.

any quantity.
you have to

THE

in the long run.

supplies for the coming

We

are in the market for

Send us samples with prices

of

what

offer.

A.

I.

ROOT CO MP ANY

MEDINA, OHIO_
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MARSHFIELD GOODS
BEEKEEPERS :—
We manufacture
every year that

millions of

107

the price.

If

HONEY

^€

sections

TIME
IVIONEY

are as good as the best.
For sale by

The cheapest

BEE
ESCAPE
SAVES

PORTER

for the

quality

;

best

you buy them once, you

dealers.
If no dealer, write factory
R, & E. C. PORTER. MFRS.
Lewistown, Illinois, U. S. A.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

for
will

all

buy again.

We

North Yikjma,

FDEEMAN'S FARMER
also

manufacture hives, brood-

frames, section-holders and shipping

Wash.

Home

Successor to Northwest Farm and
69 YEARS 0U>

you want a descriptive and aericultural
it will inform you all about the

If

magazine,

cases.

Our catalog

is

methods in the Pacific Northwest.
Send One dollar and have the magazine sent
for one year. Cut rate of one-half price

free for the asking.

MARSHFIELD MFG. COMPANY,

now

on.

THREE-BANDED ITALIANS

Marshfield, Wisconsin

Will be ready by April i,
to begin mailing untested
queens of my exceptionally vigorous strain of Ital-

They

ian bees.

are gentle,

and the best of
honey ga t h e re r s. Give
them a trial and I am sure
you will be a regular customer hereafter. Will book
orders now. Circular free.
Safe arrival guaranteed in
the United States and
Canada. Untested. $i.oo:
prolific,

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You to Buy Bee-Supplies
Thirty years' experience
the beekeeper. A large
for the purpose ensures
Write for our illustrated

LEAHY MFG.

Now

making everything for
factory specially equipped
goods of highest quality.
catalog today.

Mo.

$5 so; 12. $12 50

b.

JOHN

in

CO., 90 Sixth St., Higginsville,

$5.00;

5.

$1.25;

723 C

G.

$9

Tested

00.

MILLER

Corpus

St.,

12,

Christi,

Texas

NOW

IS

THE TIME

Prepare

Now

for Next

Season

Do

not wait until your bees are out of winter
quarters to order your goods.

PROSPECTS FOR

1917

Are

for another big one. Lotz Sections are
best; they are perfect in workmanship, quality and material. All guaranteed.

the

We want you on our
Send

ESTABLISHED 1885
We are still

were never more unsettled.

Better

t

furnishing bee-hives

particulars about all bee supplies is
free for the asking. Beeswax taken in
for supplies or cash.
full

J.

NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY
High

Hill,

and early order discounts, by ordering

Montg. Co., Missouri

LEATHER COLORED ITALIANS

now.

I

About April ist I wil'
again be ready to mail un"
tested queens of my fine

Write for prices and discounts.

strain of Italians.

GUS
I

made

of white pine lumber; they are well made
will last. Our large catalog, giving

and

exchange

take advantage of present low prices

I

list.

Boyd, Wisconsin

Before having your beeswax made into
Prices

mailing

1917 Catalog

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY

DON'T WAIT TILL SPRING
foundation or to buy supplies.

for

DITTiVIER

I

lireed

no other race Choice tested and breeding queens at

COMPANY

times. Insure against
a possible disappointment
by ordering early. Satisfaction guaranteed.
Circular free.
Untested
queens $i oo each: doz.
$0 00. Choice tested, $i.so
each.
Breeder. $3.00 to
$5 00 each.
Beeville, Bee Co., Texas
all

Augusta, Wisconsin

C. S.

ENCLE,

IMPORTANT NOTICE to LUMBER USERS:
THE SOUTHERN CYPRESS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION HEREBY
INFORMS YOUTHATALL CYPRESS NOIFAND HEREAFTER SHIPPED
BY MILLS WHICH ARE MEMBERS OF THE ASSOCIATION WILL BE

IDENTIFIED
BY THIS MARK
Trade Mark Reg. U.S. Pat.Qffice

will be, henceforth,

This registered trade-mark,

YOUR INSURANCE POLICY OF QUALITY.
appear stamped (mechanically and ineradicably) on
one end, or both ends, of EVERY board and timber of

It will

CYPRESS

"THE WOOD
ETERNAL."

CYPRESS FLOORING, SIDING, MOULDING AND SHINGLES,
will bear the same mark on EVERY BUNDLE.

which come in bundles,
The

legal right to apply this

epoch-making symbol

RESPONSIBILITY IN LUMBER MAKING

of strict

AND SELLING

of course, restricted to those Cypress mills which, by their membership in the Southern
Cypress Manufacturers' Association, attest their devotion to its Principles of Service to the
Consumer and their foresighted appreciation of its open and progressive educational methods.
Only mills cutting "Tide-water" Cypress (within about 200 miles of the coast) are eligible
(Cypress grown elsewhere has less of the "Eternal" quality.)
for membership.
Only mills which subscribe to the Association's standard of scrupulous care in methods
of MANUFACTURE, INTEGRITY OP GRADING and ACCURACY OF COUNT can
belong to the Association. These responsible "A-1" mills the Association now licenses to
is,

/°^VDR1?Ck6
l/ljl%lir I TU17YD
1I1I!<II% \/ I A MLiSiS
^VTinrflfl^'^

applying the registered trade-mark
with their identifying number inserted.
""^

BY THIS MARK YOU KNOW THAT
IT'S CYPRESS, "THE WOOD ETERNAL," AND WORTHYOF YOUR FAITH.

WELL TO INSIST ON SEEING
THIS TRADE-MARK ON EVERY
BOARD OFFERED AS "CYPRESS."
IT IS

TflAOE

Let our

Mark Reg. U.S. PAT.Qrnct

ALL-ROITOD HELPS DEPARTMENT

help

YOU MORE.

Our

Tbade Mabk Reg, LI.S.PAT.OrncE

entire resources are at your service with Reliable Counsel.

Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Association
1251

HIBERNIA BANK BLDG.,

INSIST

NEW OKLEANS,

LA.,

or 1231

HEARD NATIONAL BANK

ON TRADE-MARKED CYPRESS AT YOUR LOCAL LUMBER DEALER'S.

IF

BLDG., JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

HE HASN'T

IT.

LET US KNOW.

Prune Orchards

in

Blossom

iii

the Sauta Clara Valley, California
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ARCHDEKIN'S FINE ITALIAN QUEENS
AND COMBLESS BEES
April. May. Juneqiieens warranted purely
mated. $i oo each; si.x for $5 oo; per doz Jq.oo.
Bees per lb. $i 25 With untested queen.
I have originated a pkg. liKht
$2 00 per lb.
but strong; saves you bees and express. Mv
guarantee is prompt shipment, safe arrival,
No disease. Small
perfect satisfaction.
deposit books your order.

April

BEES AND QUEENS, GOLDENS AND
LEATHER COLORED FOR 1917

.

Archdekin Bordelonville, La.

J. F.

Prices

We handle the finest
Send

our

for

line of

i

and over

Our

12
i
6
2; to 100
Ji 50 $800 $ .65 each
i.io
500 0,50
.7.s
"
1.50
7
13.50
1.05
3.00 to $10.00 each.

$85

Warranted

w

Tested
Breeders

Bee Supplies.

page catalog.

68

Colorailo

I

1424 Market

i-pound and Queen
i-pound and Queen

Denver, Colo.

Street,

to 5

6 to 25

each

Honey-Producers' Association

Trade

25 to too

6

Si o:>
\i i
1.15
580
7.80
1.75
3.00 to $10.00 each.

«25

$

$ .75
.85
1. 15

10.75
14 75

each
'

POUND PACKAGES WITH UNTESTED QUEENS
FROM PENN, MISS.
FROM TORONTO, ONTARIO

prices

will interest you.

The

States

United

We are now booking deliveries in May, June and July at the
following prices, viz.:
FROM TORONTO, ONTARIO
FROM PENN. MISS.
Untested

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!

and

Canadian

each

$2.25
3.00

over
each

I

$1.00
2.65

S2.00

27s

to 5

6 to 25

50

over

each

each

each

$} 00

$2.75
4.25

$2.65
4.00

4.50

Prices on full colonies and nuclei quoted on request.

BARNES'

Machinery

Read what

J.

I.

Parent

of Chariton, N. Y., says:

"We

cut with one of your

Combined Machines

last

50 chaff hives with
cap, 100 honey-racks.
500 frames, and a great

winter
7-in.

deal of other work.

This

we have

a double
of hives, etc. to
make with this saw. It
will do all you say of it."
Catalog & price-list free

winter

We supply THE ROOT CANADIAN HOUSE. 54 WOLSELEY ST., TORONTO
with large shipments almost daily during the above months, frequently moving almost a car of packages to them at a time. This is the most successful
way of serving Canadian trade. This firm has our entire Agency for the Dominion, and all
Canadian business should be addressed to them unless you wish shipments made direct
from Penn, Miss., address us.
At the time of booking order, remit 10 percent as a form of good faith on your part with
balance to be remitted a few days prior to date of shipment. We move orders promptly.
Our references, any Mercantile Agency, The A. I. Root Co.. or American Bee Journal.
When you deal with us it means satisfaction Health Certificates furnished with
each and every shipment oi bees. This assures you that no delays will take place. Safe
delivery guaranteed. If inlereited in Dee hive material, oar calalo.r will be senton request
ONTARIO, CANADA,

Foot-Power

,

THE PENN COMPANY, PENN,

MISS., U.S.A.

amount

W.

& JOHN BARNES

F.

995 Ruby

St.,

ROCKFORD.

Bee Supply Department

ILLINOIS.

BUY

Orders .shipped

THE FAMOUS DAVIS GOLDENS
And

get

Write

big

yields

for circular

BEN
Spring

Hill,

Everything^ at factory prices

list.

DAVIS

Send

for catalog'

Tennessee

Wax
nUUUn

nH

UI1
l O-^-: Don't Diem the House.
Unbeatable Exlt-rminHtor. £ndj Prairie Dogs. Gophera,
_•

Ground Hogs. Cbipniunks, WeastN. Pi[uirrele:, Crows.
Hawks, etc. The Recogmized Standard Exterminatrat Drutr & Country Stores. Economy Sizes 2Sc. SO'
Small 15c. Used tbe World Over. Used byU. S. Gov^Rough on Rets Never Falls. Refuse ALLi Substltutu^
'

POULTRY, FRUIT, BEE

PAPER COMBINATION

^l CA

^l-3U

Poultry and Fruit are allied pursuits for
the beekeeper. Here is a special combination of three papers which gives excellent
reading at a low cost
The Fruit Grower
50
American Poultry Advocate
50
American Bee Journal
$1.00
Our price for all three for one year is only
Or if you want two poultry papers,
I1.50.
add 25c to the above offer and get your
choice of the following one year:
Reliable Poultry .Tournal. Poultry Success
American Poultry World. Big Four Poultry
Journal, Pojltry Tribune, Poultry Item.
Send all orders to

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

Hamilton,

SAVE MONEY
By buying your supplies of me. All
kinds of Bee Supplies and Berry Baskets, Crates, etc. Send for new 1917
list free.

W.
325

D.

received

Our warerooms are loaded with Lewis Beeware

from gentle bees.

and Price

G.

daj'

SOPER

So. Park Ave., Jackson, Mi

We

Department

Rendering

do perfect wax rendering. It will pay every Beekeeper

gather up all his old combs and cappings and ship to us. We
charge 5c a pound for the wax we render and pay the highest
to

cash or trade price.

THE FRED W. MUTH COMPANY
(

204 Wahuit

T/ie

Street,

firm

the
-

Busy Bees work for)
-

CINCINNATI OHIO

The CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST

ill

AND BEEKEEPER
Tbe only bee publication in

Canada

organ of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association, and has incorporated with it the former Canadian Bee Journal
Beekeeping and Horticulture in its various branches are effectively combined
to form a live, attractive, and practical monthly magazine.
Well illustrated and up-to-date. Subsciption price postpaid.
Foreign, $1.50 a year
United States. $1.25 a year.
Canada. $1.00 a year.
Sample copy sent free on request.
It is

The

the

official

Horticultural Publishing Co., Limited, Peterboro, Ont., Can.

AMERICAN
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Poultry Supplies
Poultry supplies of

automatic grain
feed

fountains,

troughs, dry mash hoppers, bone

mills, exhibition

bands,

leg

kinds, best

all

feeders,

and shipping coops,

shell,

grit,

meat,

bone,

foods, and remedies ANYTHING YOU
WANT. Also Pigeon,;Kennel and Bee

Circular free.

Supplies.

Eureka Supply House
Box B-403,

Aurora, Illinois

-

JOURNAL

BEF,

PROTECTION HIVES
Price of five hives with outside rims. $i.b 75;
without rims. $12.00 f. o. b Grand Rapids. Midi.
Delivered to any station In the U. S. A. east of
the Mississippi and north of the Ohio Rivers
with outside rims, $15.00.
Mr. Jay Cowing, of Jenison, Mich., has 235
of these hives in use. and 40 in single- wall hives;
his igi6 increase. He has just purchased an
other lot of Protection Hives, and says the
approximate extra cost of $1 00 per hive over
single-wall hives is the best kind of an investment for him. He is a beekeeper of more than
15 years' experience, and his igi6 crop was 580
cases of 32 sections, each fancy comb honey.
His winter and spring losses of bees from one
cause and another has never exceeded 10 percent, even in the most severe winters, like 1008Mr Cowinti bought some of the
00 and I'jii 12
lirst Protection Hives offered on the market,
and they have proven so satisfactory with him
that he is still buying them.
They are double wall with air spacea or
packing as you may prefer. The outer wall
made
of .'s material and will last a life time.
is
Send for a catalog and special circulars, show
ing large illustrations,

A.

G.

WOODMAN

CO., Grand Kapid.s, Michigan

PATENTED

SECTION FIXER

WRIGHTS FRAME-WIRING DEVICE
Most rapid in use. Saves cost of machine
in one day. Tighter wires, no kinks, no sore
hands.
G. W.

Why

Price.

$2.50,

postpaid

in

U.

S.

Wright Company, Azusa,

A combined section press and foundation fastener of pressed steel construction.
It folds the section and puts in top and
bottom starters all at one handling, thus
saving a great amount of labor. With the
lop and bottom starters the comb is firmly
attached to all four sides, a requirement
to grade fancy.
Increase the value of

A.

Calif.

Not Get What You Want,

And When You Want

It?

The Atchley Queens and Bees need no
recommendation

to the

your crop by

beekeeping world.

They have been buying them for FORTY
YEARS. AND ARE STILL DOING IT.

BOOK YOUR ORDERS NOW

this

method.

H. W, Schultz, of Middleton, Mich., in
writing us says
"Your Section Fixer is
the best yet can put up 150 sections per
hour with top and bottom starters."
Price with lamp $2.75. Shipping weight
Postage extra. Send for special
5 lbs.
circular, fully describing this machine.
:

!

;

each; 25 for
Two-pound packages.

One-pound

package.

$1.40

$32.50; 100 for $125.
$2. 25 each: 25 for $52.50; iooforj2io.
Two-frame nuclei. I2.30 each; three-frame,
queens. Untested queens.
$3.25 each.
Italian or Carniolan. $1.00 each, or Jio per
dozen; 100 for J70.
big lot of fine tested

No

A

A. G.

queens. Cheap, write for prices. Prices
on bees and queens in large lots quoted on

Grand

application.

WM. ATCHLEY,

Mathls, Texas
The Texas Bee and Honey Man

day.

Line.

films

We

cents.

developed

return

Everything in the

Send
F.

M.

for

10

them the same

We

When

can supply the following

60-pound cans, one and two

KODAK

Friction

for catalog.

ALEXANDER

Atlantic, Iowa

Kapid.s, 3Iictaigan

HONEY PACKAGES

TIN
FILMS DEVELOPED

CO.,

local wholesale house secured a carload of tin plate in September that was promit is necessary to order tin plate a
ised for April. Conditions are now even worse.
year or more in advance of the time it is wanted for use, advances in prices must be expected. The highest bidder will get the stock.
Freight at this time is very slow and uncertain. Prices are liable to advance. It would
be a wise thing to secure your packages for the 1017 crop. Our three-year contract is giving
us some advantage over general market quotations. Send us a list of your requirements.

A

All roll

WOODOIAN

2 lb.

Cans,

2>^ lb.

Cans,

in a

ease

Top Tins

The Proof

of the

Pudding

Is

EASTERN BEEKEEPERS )

In the Eating

This is the time of year you should
get your supplies and put them together. You not only have them ready
when needed, but you also get the

quality o£ Murry's queens and bees is shown in the increasing demand
for them. Capacity of queen yards doubled last year and again this season. Advance orders up to March 5th nearly equal to total sales last

The

discount.
Our catalog of everything a beekeeper uses will be mailed free upon
request.
Let us quote you. One

Why?

Because they get a square deal.
Three-banded Italians and Golden Italians. Orders filled by return
No disease. Health cermail. Safe arrival and satisfaction guarranteed.
tificate with each shipment of bees or queens.
12
12
1
6
100
Queens
May ist to Nov. islh
March 15th to May ist
Prices
$10.00
$i-oo
$.75
$400
$750
$60.00
$ S-5o
Untested
season.

pound round
$5. 00

16

Tested

1.25
2.00

Select tested

(> 5o
10.00
to $10.00

i.oo
1.50

12.00
18.00

5.50
8.00

flint

I.

J.

honey

jars

STRINGHAN

105 Park
APIARIES

10.00
15.00

glass

a gross.

:

Place, N. Y.

Glen Cove, L.

I.

each, any time.
500
Breeders
For nuclei and pound packages, see March issue of this Journal, or

write for circular.

H.

1).

aiUKRY, MATHIS, TEXAS

ITALIAN

QUEENS AND BEES

am better able to supply the trade with
my Three-band Italian Queens. Colonies
I

and Nuclei than ever before. Send for circular and prices.
E. A. Leffingwell, Allen, Michigan

Queens and Bees from the Cotton Belt Apiaries
Three-handed

We

Italians only.

are

now booking orders

for April,

May. and June

deliveries at the following prices, viz:

PRICES FOR ONE OR

6

1

Untested
Tested
Breeders
Virgins
I

1-75

I4.00
i-oo
.
.
3-oo to $10 00 each.

3

for

5™

$1.00.

frame nuciei without queen,

$1.50;

12
$750
10.75

MORE

ipound package, wire

10

1

cage, with-

out queen
$1.50
2-pound package, wire cage, without Queen
2.25

2-frame nuclei without queen,

$1.25
2.00

$2.75;

3frame nuclei without queen, $.1,50.
When queens are wanted with nuclei or packages add queens at prices quoted above
Write for discount on larger quantities booked early.
We guarantee safe delivery of bees and queens, and reasonable satisfaction. Twenty
years experience. No disease. Health certificate with every shipment. Write for testimonials and references if desired.
To avoid disappointment in the spring be sure and place your order NOW.

The COTTON BELT APIARIES,

Box 83,

Roxton,Tex-

THE QUEEN OF ALL QUEENS
Texas Queen, Italian Goldens that will please you in every
75 cents each, $8.00 per
way.
dozen. Circulars free.
Is the

GRANT ANDERSON
Rio Hondo, Texas
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THE GUARANTEE THAT MADE "falcon

*f

Bee Supplies Possible
The "fJalcon"
every

article,

GUARANTEE.

Every

and every queen leaving the

hive, every

super, every

crate of sections, every

pound foundation

P'ant goes out with our "absolute satisfaction or

"•palcotl"

money

For more than a third of a century we have stood behind everythins» we sell. If anything is
wrong or not just what you thought it would be, we'll appreciate it if you write us, and we'll make it absolutely right
at our expense.
Our satisfied customers are to be found everywhere and are our best advertisement. " Once a customer always a customer," issynonymous with the name ''f^l^QYl**
back" guarantee.

The beekeepers' past experience when "short" should have taught him
sections and supplies ready in the next two months.

send us an approximate

list

of

Red Catalog, Postpaid

W.

what you

We

will require for the

that

it's

a

"wise move"

be glad to quote on
"•f?alroil"

to get

supplies

if

hives,

you

will

coming season.

Dealers Everywhere

FALCONER MFG.

T.

will

CO.,

Simplified Beekeeping," Postpaid

Falconer,

Where the good bee-blves come

New York

front

HEADQUARTERS FOR BEE SUPPLIES
ROOT'S GOODS AT FACTORY PRICES
FOR
KENTUCKY

OHIO

We
prompt

carry a large and complete stock of bee supplies, and are prepared to give you

service.

our catalog.

C. H.

TENNESSEE

We

have just received several carloads of

new

fresh supplies.

Send

for

.

W.

WEBER & COMPANY, 2146

Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohio

PERSONALITY
OF

Lewis Beeware
No Product Can Be Better Than the Sum
Brains, Conscience of the

Total of the Skill,

Men Behind

It

—This

Gives the Product Personality

What

the Personality of Lewis Beeware and

is

Company Behind

the
The
It

G. B.

Lewis Company has been

It?

manufacturing Bee Supplies for forty-three years.

in the business of

has grown from a carpenter shop to a plant covering nearly six acres of ground, with an annual out-

During

put of thirty million Sections and one hundred thousand Hives.

all

these years in the face of

advancing prices on material and labor, the scarcity of suitable lumber, the competition of cheaper and
inferior

goods

quality— but

it

it

has had

many

opportunities and inducements to cheapen

has ever steadfastly maintained one

its

product

at the

expense of

standard of quality and workmanship.

LEWIS

BEEWARE IS THE SAME TODAY, WAS THE SAME YESTERDAY, AND WILL BE
THE SAME TOMORROW.
The business has been under
years.

He

factory

when

is

still

management and

making beehives for

He

Personality

believe that " a

bee hive

any make of bee supplies

into the

The section boss has been watching Lewis Section machinery

years.

-Does
you

The head mechanic came

The beehive superintendent has been

has been supervising for forty years.

thirty-three years.

and output for thirty-two

If

the lumber has been bought by one buyer for twenty

managing the business and buying the lumber.

a boy.

This Is the

the

is

It
a bee

will suit

you;

that

Goes

Make Up Lewis Beeware

to

Mean Anything
hive "

to

You?

and are not particular about quality or workmanship, then

BUT— if

nothing short of the best will do you, then you want

LEWIS BEEWARE
Buy your metal goods and appliances where you

like.

BEEWARE— Every package of LEWIS Hives and
WARE brand. LOOK FOR IT— INSIST ON IT.

But

"

if

it's

every crate of

G. B. Lewis

made

of

LEWIS

wood

" insist

on

LEWIS

Sections bears the

BEE-

Company

BEWARE

Sole Manufacturers

WHEREYOU BUY YOUR

BEEWARE
MAKES THE

FINEST.

Watertown, Wisconsin

Vol.

LVII.— No. 4

MONTHLY, $1.00 A YEAR

HAMILTON, ILL, APRIL, 1917,

Honey Plant Regions

North America

of

—By John

AT

request of Mr. Frank C.
Inspector of Apiaries of Iowa, the writer has
contributed to his Annual Report an
article, in which he has proposed the
division of North America into 12 nectar or honey-plant regions. As this
report is intended primarily for the beekeepers of Iowa, it is believed that the
publication of a brief description of the
proposed regions in a bee journal with
the

Pellett, State

wider circulation is desirable.
The
regions are based on topography, climate, native vegetation and the geoa

graphical distribution of honey plants.
of honey plants can be car-

The study

ried on to
much better advantage
by the recognitions of these areas than
by States. The point of view in the
latter case is often too narrow, and fails
to offer an explanation of the occurrence of a species, when if the region
is considered its distribution becomes
perfectly clear. Merely as a matter of
convenience for reference it is much
easier to refer to a few natural divisions than to a great number of artificial

State areas.

The 12 regions, as shown by the
companying maps, ar^ as follows

ac-

:

Arctic Region.
Coniferous Forest Region.
3. St. Lawrence Basin Region.
4. Appalachian or Deciduous-leaved
Forest Region.
5. Prairie Region or White Clover
1.

2.

Belt.

Southern Region or Cotton Belt.
7. Florida Region.
8. Great Plains Region.
9. Arid or Cactus Region.
10. Rocky
Mountain Highlands of
Alfalfa Region.
11. California Region.
6.

12.

Tropical Region.

The maps are essentially the same
as those given in the Report, except
that in two or three cases the boundary
lines have been changed slightly as the
result of more definite information,
e. g., the southern end of the line dividing the Prairie Region from the Great
Plains Region has been carried further

westward

the

at

suggestion of

Mr.

Pellett.
1.

ARCTIC REGION.

The Arctic Region extends southward as far as the parallel of 60 degrees, passing south of the extreme
southern point of Greenland, Cape
Farewell. It is a treeless land, carpeted
with mosses and lichens, with a permanently frozen subsoil; and is of no
value to beekeepers. In localities there
are dwarf alders, birches and willows,
a few heath-like shrubs, such as blueberries and Labrador tea, while herbaceous plants are represented by a
few hardy grasses, saxifrages, Compositae, pinks, crucifers and the conspicuous Iceland poppy. For much of
the year these barren tundras are swept
unchecked by icy winds.

Labrador westward

to

tance in Connecticut.
In New York
there are extensive areas of buckwheat
and fruit bloom. In southern Michigan, clover and basswood are the main
sources of honey, in the northern part
of the State fireweed and raspberry.

Basswood was formerly much more
valuable than at present.
4.

APPALACHIAN OR DECIDUOUS-LEAVED
FOREST REGION.

The eastern United

the

shores of the Pacific there extends a
vast uniform coniferous forest, composed chiefly of white and black spruce,
fir,
juniper and pine, with which are
associated alders, birches and poplars,
while willows grow thickly on the
banks of streams.
In the southern
portion small apiaries are maintained
by the experiment stations in Manitoba,

Saskatchewan, Alb !rta and
British
Columbia, but the region as a whole
offers little of promise to bee- culture.
The principal sources of honey are
willows, maples, dandelion, white and
alsike clover, fireweed, alfalfa and gold-

surpassed only by the forests of the
tropics.
Within an area of a square
mile 75 species have been counted. As
plants

three species

of

chestnut, willows, besides a great variety of wild and domesticated fruit

shrubs and berry plants. The
three most important honey plants are
trees,

sourwood, tulip tree and clover. Sourwood, which extends from Pennsylvania to Georgia, is by many assigned
the first position, being widely distributed and yielding nectar most freely.
Many beautiful shrubs abound, as Aza-

Rhododendrons and Kalmias.
THE PRAIRIE REGION OR WHITE CLOVER

leas,
5.

BELT.
ST.

The

LAWRENCE BASIN REGION.

This region includes New Brunswick,
England, New York, Michigan,
northern Wisconsin and southern Ontario and Quebec, or the territory lying
around the Great Lakes and the St.
Lawrence river. The conditions in the

New

eastern section are
to

are trees, as

basswood, sourwood, tulip tree, sumac,
locust, Judas tree, Magnolia, maples,
persimmon honey locust, holly, horse-

enrod.
3.

States enjoys a

uniform and abundant rainfall, which
in the highlands of the Appalachian
Region supports a magnificent deciduous-leaved forest unequalled elsewhere
in North America.
In the number of
species and the size of the trees it is

would be expected the principal honey

CONIFEROUS FOREST REGION.

2.

From

H. Lovell

beekeeping

much

than in

less favorable

the western.
The early honey flow is largely dependent on the clovers, while in the fall
goldenrod is probably more valuable
here than elsewhere in the country.
Sumac and tobacco are of local impor-

Prairie Region includes

eastern

Dakota, Minnesota, southern Wisconsin, Iowa, Illinois. Indiana, western
Ohio, Missouri (not strictly a prairie
State) and northern Kentucky. This
is a
treeless area, except along the
water courses and where it merges into
the Appalachian Region. The surface
partly level and partly rolling, and
was formerly the bottom of a great
inland sea. The soil is rich and deep,
fine and compact, and supports a luxuriant growth of grasses. The soil and
climate and the absence of extensive
forests are most favorable to the growth
is
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of white clover, which throughout this
region in favorable seasons yields an
enormous surplus while in the arid
regions and highlands it becomes comparatively unimportant. Sweet clover
and heartsease are also most valuable
in these States, while in the lowlands
or river bottoms there are splendid
displays of hardy Composit^e, as Spanish-needles, sunflowers, asters, goldenrods, crownbeard, Rudbeckia and Grin-

also much
region.

;

delia.
6.

SOUTHERN REGION

COTTON BELT.

OR'

In this vast region (see maps) there
grow annually millions of acres of cotton, offering a bee-pasturage which in
extent and richness can be equalled by
few other economic plants. The honey
flow lasts from July until long after the
The secretion of nectar
first frosts.
is influenced by soil, climate, rainfall,
etc., but is most abundant in rich alluvial valleys, where 100 pounds per colony is obtained in good seasons.
Southeastern Texas contains thousands
of acres of fruit trees, cotton, horsemint, broomweed and basswood. On
the lower coast rattan vine yields a
dark honey unfit for table use. In
Louisiana there are tupelo, horsemint,
goldenrods and asters
in Alabama
in Georgia tulip tree,
titi, gallberry;
tupelo, titi, saw palmetto, asters and
goldenrods, while hundreds of acres of
the coastal plain are covered by the
dense thickets of gallberry.

9.

prized in

sections

of

this

THE ARID OR CACTUS REGION.

Western

New

Texas, northern Mexico,
Mexico, Arizona, lower Nevada

Lower California are largely a
desert or semi-arid region with a very
scanty rainfall. Northern Texas is a
sandy plain destitute of trees and
streams. With an annual rainfall of
from three to five inches, extreme aridity prevails over much of Arizona, and
in this State and the province of Chihuahua, in northern Mexico, there are
over 150,000 square miles of desert
land. A great variety of Cacti, an exclusively
American genus, in every
form and shape, ranging from the size
of the finger to tall candelabra 30 feet
and

high grow over or completely cover
portions of this region. The prickly
pear {Ofiaitia Eyigelmanii) yields a surplus of light yellow honey. Other plants
are Yucca, Agave, mesquite and creo-

April

bush. The mesquite, often the
only tree found in these desert regions,
extends from Trinity river, Tex., to the
San Bernardino Mountains and northward to Colorado. In New Mexico,
immense tracts of land are covered
with Yucca, and many species of Agave
occur in Mexico.
sote

10.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN HIGHLANDS OR
ALFALFA REGION.

The

larger part of these highlands is
arid or semid-arid, and agriculture is
universally dependent on irrigation.
The flora is sparse and vast expanses
are covered with sage brush. Throughout this region alfalfa is grown very
extensively, and is easily of first importance as a honey plant. The factors
controlling nectar secretion are not
fully understood, but it is well established that in a semi-arid region calm
hot weather following irrigation will
ensure a good flow. In Colorado there
is truly a lavish display of flowers and

3^.

;

7.

FLORIDA REGION,

Florida might very properly be united
with the Southern Region, but the
great southern extension of the peninsula carrying it into the Tropical Region and its many miles of coast have

produced so peculiar
it

a

honey

flora that

deserves to be recognized as a sep-

region.
The most important
sources of honey are trees, tupelo, orange, palmetto and black mangrove
yielding the best products. Black manarate

manchineel are tropical
growing on the southern coast,
and the cabbage palmetto and citrus
grove and
trees

areas are also confined to the southern
half of the State. Tupelo is abundant
Appalachicola river.
Other
in the
honey plants are wild pennyroyal, titi,
partridge pea, and Andromeda. There
are thousands of acres of savannas in
Florida, tangled jungles of grasses and
weeds, mostly Compositae displaying
great sheets of golden yellow flowers
sufficient to keep thousands of colonies of bees busy.
8.

While

GREAT PLAINS REGION.

this region is highly
productive, much of it is semi-arid and
There are
covered with sage brush.
few trees except along the streams and
in fertile valleys, and there are great
extremes of heat and cold. The northern portion is not well adapted to beeculture, and in 1910 only 79 farms in
Northern Dakota reported bees. Heartsease is the source of great quantities of
honey in Nebraska, in which State 157
honey plants have been listed, but no
attempt has been made to distinguish
between those which are valuable and
those which are of minor importance.
Alfalfa is of little value except along
the rivers. In Oklahoma the principal
honey plants are sweet clover, sumac,
heartsease, raspberry, locust and alfalfa.
The Rocky Mountain honey plant is

a part of

FIG. I -THE HOMEY PLANT REGIONS OF NORTH AMERICA
Arctic Region. 2. Coniferous Forest Region. 3. St. Lawrence Basin Region. 4. Appala
chian or Deciduous-leaved Forest Region. 5. Prairie Region or White Clover Belt.
8. Great Plains Region.
7. Florida Belt.
6. Southern Region or Cotton Belt.
10. Rocky Mountain Highlands or Alfalfa
0. Arid or Cactus Region.
Region, v.. California Region. 12. Tropical Region
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many of the Composite are doubtless
helpful honey plants. In Washington
and Oregon there is a greater rainfall,
and the mountains are covered with a
magnificent
coniferous
forest, and
there is a great variety of shrubs and
herbaceous plants, which are sources
Along the coast of Oregon
of honey.
vine maple and a fireweed are valuable.
11.

CALIFORNIA REGION.

No

other State within an equal area
contains so many species of plants as
California. On the Coast Mountains
are the famous redwoods. In the beautiful valley of California the meadows
and foothills are carpeted with hundreds of beautiful flowers, lilies, buttercups, lupines, poppies. Godetias, and
endless Compositae. To the eastward
of this valley the Sierra Nevada rises to
the height of 15,000 feet, bearing on its
slopes the finest coniferous forests in
the world, composed of giant Sequoias,
pines,

honey

hemlocks. The rich
supports more

and

firs

flora of California

than 200,000 colonies of bees.

There

are some 50 species which yield a surplus in an average season, foremost
among which are the sages and alfalfa.
Over 40 of these are herbs and shrubs
and the balance trees. Fifty more species, at least, are important to bee-culture, while many foreign plants have
been introduced, like the Eucalyptus,
which may prove very helpful in the
future.

guava

i^Inga laurina)

and

guama.

Guima

considered the best
honey plant it blooms several times a
year and the bees are never able to
is

;

tions.

It is true that the pay is too litand therefore that a first-class man
cannot afford to give his whole time
to the work. On the other hand. I have
some fault to find with Mr. Pellett's
conclusions, and with his proposed
remedy. He suggests the holding of
apiary demonstrations, where the beetle,

men can
fault

In the present paper only a brief outline of the honey plant or nectar regions of North America has been attempted. In many instances very little
information is available in regard to
the honey flora of extensive areas.
There are scores of questions which
can be answered at once in regard to
honey plants by the comparison of the
soils, climates and floras of these different regions. There is no difficulty in
understandingwhy white clover reaches
its maximum development in the Prairie Region, or why trees are the chief
sources of nectar in the Appalachian
Region, or why the tropical mangrove
and manchineel are confined to southern Florida, or why mesquite, the cacti
and other xerophytes are found only in
arid areas. It is believed that the different regions are natural divisions,
and that this arrangement will prove
an incentive to the further study of the
North American Honey Flora.

BY

Work

HAVE

I

Frank
last

C. F.

read

C. Pellett's
of the

issue

in Illinois
interest
article

in

will

tion, get much better results from visiting the delinquents, giving the instruction that each one needs, and showing
him how to adapt it to his own circumstances. I have induced several troublesome parties to give up trying to
keep bees, giving or selling the remains
of their stock to some neighbor who
was capable of treating them. In such
cases I never appear as the officer of
the law, but as the impartial friend of

Mr.
the

American Bee

Being one of the inspectors
and having studied the
same problems from every angle, I feel
like saying a few words in reply.
Journal.
in this

instruction

not attend.
We have no difficulty with the intelligent and progressive beekeepers who
will attend conventions and field meetings.
In fact, these are the very ones
who insisted on this inspection work
at the beginning, and who furnish the
power that keeps it going. The men
who harbor and spread disease are
most often farmers, or men too old to
work, who keep a few colonies, who
know nothing about diseases of bees.
When a colony dies they set out the
combs for the other bees to clean up,
or leave the hives open and exposed
which is nearly as bad. Such people
do not attend meetings to be instructed
in bee-culture.
They have kept bees
from boyhood, and are sure that they
know all about it.
No doubt Mr. Pellett, being a good
public speaker, finds it more to his
taste to address an audience, who come
to him voluntarily. He can perhaps do
more good in that way. Myself, not
being a good public speaker, but having especial talents for private instruc-

BENDER.

with

be taught en masse. The only
with that plan is that the very

men who most need

Waldoboro, Maine.

Inspection

For convenience southern Florida
has been included in the Florida Region, but black mangrove, manchineel
and mahogany are tropical trees, and
so are the cultivated cocoanut palm,
the mango, and custard apple. Among
the honey plants of Cuba are the campanulas i/f'omofa), mango, citrus fruits,
royal palm and coffee tree. In Porto
Rico there are logwood, mangrove,
mango,

all
the nectar.
The tropical
forests of the mainland contain more
than 100 kinds of trees, many of which
are doubtless nectariferous. Logwood
fringes all the lagoons and much of
the seaboard of Yucatan. Only a glance
can be given the tropical flora, which
is evidently rich in nectariferous trees.

gather

TROPICAL REGION.

12.

117

State,

With much of his article I entirely
agree. It is true that our appropriations are too small, that there is some
difficulty in getting good men for the
work, that some bee owners will resist
inspection or fail to carry out instruc-

both

As Mr. Pellett says,
diplomacy is needed. Often a
very stubborn man may be conquered
by an apparent surrender; he will give
generously to the very thing that he
has refused on a show of force. It is
necessary to judge the man.
There are a few people who wish to
parties.

much

•

injure their neighbors, who will knowingly keep diseased bees for that very
purpose. Such people are always cowards, and take their mean revenge only
because they have not the courage for
open warefare.
In such cases the
police power is necessary for the inspector. I have found only two such
cases, and both gave in when I read
over the law to them, showed them
that resistance to the State was useless,
and would merely cost them a fine, and
possibly the destruction of their bees

also.
An inspector without power to
enforce the law, it seems to me, would
be much like a policeman who had no
povver to make arrest, who could only
advise people to be quiet and keep the

peace.
In regard to Mr.
straight salary for
objection is unless
employed to inspect
salary will be paid,

plan of a
the inspector, my

Pellett's

another

man

is

the inspector, the
whether the work

done or not. The office of bee inspector will inevitably drift into the
is

FIG.
St.

2.-HON2Y PLANT REGIONS OF THE UNITED STATES

Lawrence Basin Region. Appalachian or Deciduous-leaved Forest Region. Prairie
Region or White Clover Belt. Southern Region or Cotton Belt. Florida Region.
Great Plains Region.

Arid or Cactus Region. Rocky Mountain Highlands
or AlfalfalRegion CalifornialRegion.

class of political jobs, which pay a salary, but require no work, known froin

of old as sinecures.

Newman,

111.
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by

C

P.

Dadant.

as a

Honey Pro-

frames

ducer

We

have often made the remark that
the goldenrod yields no honey in this
part of Illinois. Many people of other
regions have said the same thing. We
thought it was a matter of climate, but
It is a matter
it is so indirectly only.
of variety. At the Toronto meeting, a
large

number

of varieties of goldenrod
I recognized our va-

were shown, and

Solidaffo canadensis.

riety

The report

was made that this variety does not
yield honey in Ontario either.
I thought it might be well to give a
list

of the

But when

plant.

varieties

different
I

of this

referred to the last

edition of " Gray's Botany'" I found in
it the description of 57 different Solidaffos.

makes me wonder whether

It

have really

recognized

of

inches of space with a 3/ -inch space to
So a regular factory-made 10spare.
frame hive may be used for 9 frames
and secure the wide spacing. But if
this wide spacing is beneficial, why not

make our hives a trifle wider and still
have 10 frames in them ?
Mr. Chadwick is a beekeeper of experience and his statement is valutble.

Beekeepiug iu Caruiola
Mr. Frank Rojina, in his interesting
article on bee-culture in Carniola, calls
our attention to a fact that is too
much shadowed by the fame of Dzierzon. Mr. Langstroth, himself, reported
the fact that Jansa discovered that

I

our local as

the

original,

the facts

that

mass

it was through him
became well known to

and

of beekeepers.

who can

really

How few

lay

may

discovery

there
claim to an
be realized

this occurrence.

The beekeepers are themselves responsible for the low prices that preIf they could be
vail so frequently.
persuaded to hold for reasonable prices
instead of selling at the first offer it
would bean easy matter to get a living
Too many sell at retail for
price.

One of the large
wholesale prices.
bottling concerns recently offered 10>^
cents per pound for a carload of white
clover extracted honey and failed to
get it at that. As long as beekeepers
will peddle

country

at

their

from

in five-pound lots

that the

big

honey around the
pound
there is little hope

8 to 10 cents per

buyers will pay a decent

price.

The man who

retails his

honey

at 10

cents per pound as some even boast of
doing, has no argument to offer when a
bottling concern offers 7 cents in a

on the transaction.

The prospect for higher prices for
next year is very good indeed if only
the beekeepers can be made to see that
they should demand a living price for
They should at least
their product.
have sufficient consideration for other
beekeepers to keep up the retail prices.
In the middle West not a pound of
honey should be retailed at less than
12>^ cents per pound in 10-pound lots,
or 15 cents per pound in smaller quanIf the beekeepers will exercise
tities.
business methods in disposing of their
crop, there is every reason to believe
that good prices can be obtained.
We warned our readers not to get
scared because of the big crop last sea-

Latham, of Connecticut, on the spacof frames V/i inches compared to
the IK spacing used by a few apiarists.
Concerning this question of frame
ing

spacing, P. C. Chadwick has the following to say in Gleanings, page 125:

combs

;

;

A 10-frame hive the combs of which
are spaced V/t inches would be \Z%

in

wholesale way. A buyer could not buy
a carload of honey at 7 cents, pay for
bottles, labels, packing, etc., and sell at
retail at 10 cents without losing money

Frames

in the extracting
the brood-chamber and
remove a frame from each 10-frame
colony. By the time the brood hatches
from them they would be of little value
as brood-combs unless the flow were
exceptionally long. Moreover, 9 frames
in a 10-frame body will often produce
more brood than 10 frames for unless
they are perfectly straight and evenly
spaced there is often a crowded comb
that will not be used for brood anyway. Self-spacing frames are an exception but the majority of frames in
When
this State are not self-spacing.
the flow is on, combs are a great asset
and add materially to the honey crop
if they are needed badly."

hives

Honey Prices

The reader will remember that in our
December number the Editor called
attention to remarks made by Allan

"If short of
season, go to

were

original

Canadensis.

Wide Spacing

their

statement which he makes that Anton
Jansa is called the first great beekeeper
and Dzierzon only the second by those
who have been acquainted with the
This does not detract from the
facts.
fame of Dzierzon, for his discoveries

from

Using only 9
wide inside.
would give each frame \yi

inches

leave

search of drones, long before Huber's
investigations. This is mentioned ofi
page 57 of our "Revised Langstroth.'
So we gladly insert and repeat the

are

THE EDITOR*S VIEWPOINT
The Goldenrofl

April

Who

is

a

Frank Roiina.
son of the Editor of the Carniolan

Bee Journal,

is in

America working

as

assistant to Prof. Jager at Minnesota,

son, but many did. Some sold the best
white honey at h'A cents, when if they
had taken our advice and held on they
would have sold it for 9 or 10 cents in
If we don't get a livlarge quantities.

ing price

belongs

let

us put the blame where

— on ourselves.

it
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h'Apicol tore's Fiftieth Year

have

The above mentioned publication

is

modern

followed

(lueen-rearing,

but

methods

they

in

are leaders.

now

The

It is

friends,

and has been sent to us as honorary

Brothers, as well as Messrs. Malan and
Bozzalla. But it is to be hoped that the

entering the 50th year of its life.
the official organ of the Italian
Beekeepers,
Central Association of

book mentions our well-known
Penna, G. Plana and

Plana

association since its
third year, 1870, a period of 47 years.
It is one of the most progressive bee
magazines in the entire world.
Its
January number contains translations

study of as thorough a treatise will
induce many other Italians to adopt
the latest modern methods.
Our kind friend, Dr. Triaca, has our
thanks for sending this excellent trea-

Gleanings, from Dr. Phillips'
book, " Beekeeping," from the American Bee Journal, from the British Bee
Journal, with quotations from some of
our leading writers, such as Dr. Miller,

tise to us.

members

of

this

from

W.

Wright and

D.

The January

of

names

magafew lead-

this

of a

who have

helped to organize Italian
beekeeping but who have disappeared
The microscopist Gaetano Barbo B.
Dr. Dubini, author of L'Ape
Crivelli
(The Bee); C. Fumagalli Chas. Dadant; Dr. Metelli A. Cadolini; Profs.
Barbieri, Clerici and Mona, the last
named a noted exporter of Italian
bees; and
lastly Rauschenfels, late
Count Viseditor of L'Apicoltore.
conti, who is still living, is another of
the early workers. But the future is
to the young men, under the direction
of V. Asprea, the present editor. Our
good wishes go to the generation who
will continue the work of the elders.
There is always room for progress and
Italian bee-culture will hold its rank.
The Italian bees have a reputation
throughout the world, and the Italian
ers

The

installment

4th

of

"

Seventy
not appear

Years of Beekeeping " will
May, owing to lack of space.
There will be at least two more numuntil

others.

editorial

zine mentions the

Seventy Year.s of Beekeeping

bers of

^^

it.

Preserve the Bee Maffazine.s

:

;

;

;

;

apiarists will

remember

that

"Noblesse

oblige."

Two

other magazines, " L'Apicoltura
and " L'Apicoltore Moderno,"

A few days ago I was astounded and
highly pleased to receive a letter from
our good Italian friend, D. Barone,
now at Medina, Ohio, asking me for
the loan of the past five years of the
Italian bee magazine, " L'Apicoltore."
Luckily I had those five years, not a
number missing, in spite of the submarines. I have 46 years of this magain
my library. I was about
send the entire lot to the bookbinder
when
this
request came.
They will be bound by and by and
placed side by side with the entire files

zine
to

of the

Revue Internationale d'Apiculand our own American

ture, Gleanings,

Bee Journal.

have also all of
L'Apiculteur, The Review, and a score
of other lesser lights.
Keep your bee
magazines. In years to come it will
be a delight to peruse them again.

Michigan Life Members
On page 11 of our January number,

good work.

Queen-Kearing in

Italy

We

have before us a "Manualedi
allevamento delle api regine" (Manual
of Queen Rearing) by Vincenzo Asprea,
the able editor of L'Apicoltore.

small

book

of

It is

a

243 pages, gotten up in

manner customary

the neatly artistic
in artistic Italy.

This work

is a resum6 of the differmethods in vogue for the rearing
of prolific queens of best honey-producing qualities and should be com-

ent

mended

to

whom

is

the

Italian

apiarist,

for

important as such
work would be in any country, since
the entire world looks to Italy for high
grade bees.
The Doolittle method, the Alley
method, the Pratt (Swarthmore) method are all explained, with quotations
from Sladen, Giraud and other experimenters who have suggested improvements.
Thus far only a few Italian breeders
it

fully as

mention was made of the election of
C. P, Dadant as a life member of the
Michigan Association in company with
A. I. Root and Dr. C. C. Miller.
This
information was imparted to us by E.
D. Townsend, who had modestly neglected to say that he was also elected a
life member at the same time and for
the same reasons, " Services rendered to
beekeeping." We now correct the apparent omission of his name in the list,

and since
"On their own

Obitiiar.v— David Clayton Polhemus
was born Dec. 7, 1861, at Silverton, N.
Feb. 13, 1917, at Lamar,
J., and died
Colo., aged .'iS years, 2 months and G
days.

He and
Nebraska

Charlie went to
spring of 1883, and in
the years following his brother John
and wife also went to Nebraska, and
the three brothers were among the
his brother

in the

early settlers of Harlan county.

On April 17, 1889, Mr. Polhemus was
united in marriage to Christina Peterson, and to this union were born three
children, Clayton David, Edgar Charles

and

In the

Millie.

family

moved

spring of

189.5.

the

Las Animas, Colo.,
and in a short time baby Millie died.
In May, 1900, the family moved to
Lamar, and in April, 1902, the mother
was called to her heavenly home.
to

In August, 1904, Mr. Polhemus was
married to Cora Douglas, of Topeka,
Kan. Since this time Lamar has been

home.
Mr. Polhemus had but returned from
the meeting of the National Beekeepers'

his

Association, being elected vice-president of the organization and also president of the Industrial Section. At the
time of his death, he was president of
the local school board
his activities
;

along educational lines have always
been the admiration of his fellow citizens. He is survived by his wife and

and one son.

We

Italiana "

are helping the

119

merits modest

men

Don't Neglect the Bees
In

our

all

Northern

and

Middle

month for examining colonies, making sure that they
have laying queens, enough honey and
States, April is the

and sufficient poplulation
carry them to fruit bloom.
pollen

to

Be sure and examine

all dead coloup the hives after having
removed the dead bees. If there is any
disease of the brood in your vicinity,

nies, closing

be sure and examine the
that have

died.

Where

combs
there

of
is

all

any

dead brood a very careful diagnosis
should be made. If there is a ropy
foulbrood or any doubt concerning
dead brood, send samples of it to Dr.
E. F. Phillips of Washington, D. C, for
determination of the exact condition.

are dumb,"

we

take this opportunity of saying that
Friend Townsend is publishing an ex-

cellent magazine, the "

keeper," which

Domestic Bee-

taking the place of
Review," and bids
fair to become as valuable as the Rethe

is

"Beekeepers'

Mis.souri Foulbrood.— Dr. L. Haseman, State Entomologist at Columbia,
Mo., would like to correspond with
beekeepers

among

who may have foulbrood

their bees, in view

view was in its best days. We feel
proud of his company on the list of
life members of the oldest State Association of beekeepers in the United

them and
upon the

States.

structions.

also of

of

treating

making experiments

disease. He will gladly extend his help to any Missouri apiarist
who will write him if in need of in-
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5.—Among

Eastern Bee-

keepers
BY THE EDITOR.

ON

Aug. 23, I again started from
Albany with Dr. Gates, although
the field meets were all over.
This time we were bent on visiting
leading beekeepers around Syracuse.
Starting at 9:00 a.m., we traveled the
entire distance, 150 miles, before 6 :00
p.m. Fine roads, no dust, no mud.
Coming to the outskirts of a city,
about midway, we noticed two policemen who signaled for us to stop.
looked at each other, wondering which
one of us had committed a crime. As
we neared the agents, they glanced at
the occupants of the car and at once
signaled fqr us to go on, as if we were
not the parties they were looking for.
So our curiosity was aroused and
we asked what was the matter. " In-

We

is five years my senior, and like A.
Root, L. C. Root, and myself has
taken a back seat in the work of the
apiary. In his case it was unavoidable,
for he has been for years giving his
entire time to an invalid wife. This
must strike a sympathetic chord in the
heart of his brother beekeepers. He is

He
I.

fulfilling a duty.

P. G. Clark. Doolittle's partner, helped

by Mrs. Clark, has the care of some 175
colonies of bees and 250 nuclei for

They live within callqueen-rearing.
ing distance from the Doolittle home.
In the nuclei, the frames run crosswise instead of lengthwise; that is to
say parallel to the entrance, so that the
current of air is excluded from all but
This is what the
the front comb.
Europeans call the " warm comb system."
The queens are reared by the Doolittle method, of course. We examined
a

few that were beautiful.

that

I

did not care

for

I

remarked

the looks of a

April

queen if she was prolific and her bees
pure and good honey producers. Doolittle replied, with a chuckle, " You like
to look at a pretty girl, why not at a
pretty queen ?" That is true, and pretty
queens are not to be despised. Mr.
Clark showed me a shipping-cage of
his own contriving, arranged for shipment to foreign countries. It seems to
be the prevalent opinion that queens
are often stifled to death in the mail
sacks. His cages are square and have
openings for air on all four sides and
the top and bottom, which lessens the

chances of

He

has a

sufifocation.

simple way of preserving

combs. We all know that moths rarely
lay eggs in a comb which is exposed in
the open air. So he has racks under
the projecting eaves of his honey house
and the combs are hung there winter
and summer. A few were there, when
we came, and I examined them. They
were perfectly free of moths though
they had been there since the previous
The outside ones looked rather
fall.
weather-beaten, but sound.
For the benefit of those of our readers who think it is unworthy of a beeman to wear a veil, let me say that
although their bees are very peaceable,
Doolittle wears a veil all the time in
the apiary. His veil is fastened to the
rim of a straw hat and is held at the
bottom by weights at its four corners.
In this case the weights were iron nuts
of 34 -inch size, a very simple fastening.
The crop was good and we saw a
fine lot of clover honey. There as elsewhere it was white and alsike clover.

Buckwheat

is

plentiful in the

fall.

learned there that bee eggs could
be safely shipped quite a distance without hatching if kept on ice. They
shipped eggs in this way to Dr. Gates,
and he reported that they had arrived
safely and hatched well, after four to
I

six days.

We

were entertained with great hosby Mrs. Clark. Before leaving

pitality

we

ALONG THE MOHAWK VALLEY

visited

the Doolittle sugar-bush, a

grove of fine hard maples interspersed
with basswoods, only a few rods from

At
fantile paralysis," was the reply.
that time this dread disease was raging
in the large cities, and they were on
the lookout for children coming from
infected spots. Farther on we noticed
the same solicitude, also warning signs,
Syracuse three days
dozen hospital nurses
Inspectors of Health," were
labeled
awaiting the arriving train to examine
It is by such methods
all suspects.
that this terrible scourge has been restricted so as to cause comparatively
It is by somewhat similittle damage.

and when
later,

half

left

I

a

"

bee diseases may be
lessened and overcome. The few beekeepers who object to apiary inspection should understand that such inspection, if managed by practical and
well informed officials, is not only
advisable but indispensable in these
days of active traffic in both bees and
honey.
Syracuse, located in the center of a
fertile valley, has successful beekeepWe could not
ers in all directions.
hope to visit them all in three days,
and this was the limit of my time. We
began with Doolittle and Clark, about
30 miles away.
Our old acquaintance and contributor does not need any introduction.
lar action that the

MR.

DOOLITTLE DISCUSSING BEEKEEPING WITH MR. AND MRS.

P.

G.

CLARK

!

:
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apiary.
Maple sugar and honey
a good combination for a beekeeper to sell.
S. D. House, of Camillus, was the

the

make

next man on our program. Mr. House
a very extensive beekeeper, who be-

is

hive and a small
appears to do very
well with both, as we saw tons and tons
of honey. But what a lot of swarming
He told us of having had 18 swarms
come out at one time, if I am not mistaken. His success with bees is an
evidence that it is not so much the implements as the beekeeper's system

lieves in the sectional

brood-chamber.

He

which makes for success.
Mr. House places his yards four or
miles apart. That indicates how
far he believes bees will go for honey.
But he gave me a new idea on this
point. He believes that bees go farther
five

strongly smelling blossoms, because these can naturally be scented
farther away, of course. This reasoning is so obviously and plainly correct
that I do not understand why we did
not think of it ourselves. That is why,
in buckwheat sections, the bees are
claimed to travel farther than in many
other sections, where the honey is less
odorous.
They had an epidemic on adult bees
during the spring of 1916, from June 20
for

crops have been subject to a peculiar
the past two years.
trouble during
Some of it ferments in the cells, after
often bursts the
it is capped over, and
capping. The trouble has existed in
his product for several years, but has
been on the increase lately. He wonders whether it is due to a microbe
within the hives, perpetuating itself
from year to year, or whether it is due
to the location. I thought that it might
be due to some special bloom. Can any
of our readers suggest a possible explanation ? The trouble has been so
annoying that our friend thought of
resorting to the extreme remedy of
transferring all his bees upon sheets
of foundation in the spring and rendering all the old combs into wax.
On the morning of another fine day,
we visited Mr. Oscar Dines, at his apiary, on a hillside of the Onondaga
Indian Reservation. And let me say at
once, for the benefit of our foreign
readers, that although several hundred
Indians are still living there, they are
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of a very

modern

type, their

women

fashion
when coming to the city. Were it not
for their broad smooth faces, beardless
in all cases, their smooth coal-black
hair, their reddish skin, no one could
imagiiie them to be descendants of the
proud, cruel aborigenes, depicted less
century ago by Fenimore
than a
Cooper, and living exclusively on the

wearing clothes of the

fruit of the chase.
Mr. Dines lives in

latest

town.

His apiary

of some 300 colonies is on a pretty
slope, in a good region, a half mile or
so from the end of the interurban line.
His crop was immense, his bees beautiful Italians, with gentle disposition.
He, like friend House, uses a sectional
hive, the frames of which hang freely
and are a delight to handle; they are
opened
so short and convenient.
several hives together and he expressed
to me his great enjoyment of beekeeping.
He is happy among his bees.
When he sent me the accompanying
photo of his apiary, he wrote in part

We

which resembled the Isle of
disease, the bees dying in hundreds in front of the hives, without
apparent cause. It was during a period
of excessive moisture and the affected
bees were three weeks old or older.
to

25,

Wight

Some

colonies were very much weakit.
The reader will remember
that a similar trouble was reported
from Amherst at about the same date
in similar weather conditions.
Mr. House supersedes his queens
every year and holds this operation is
worth easily $2.00 per colony. He wants
late reared queens, so their fertility
may be at its highest in the spring.
But this is evidently not sufficient to
hinder natural swarming.
Our next visit was to Mr. Irving
Kenyon, with whom we remained but
an hour or two. Mr. Kenyon's honey

ened by

QUEEN-CAGE BY MR. CLARK
Air

is

given to the bees from every side
"

Enclosed you will find a remembrance
of :,the pleasant visit we'had at my apiary, which was only too short for what
we wanted to say. The honey house is
in the back ground; the;;lady is my
daughter, Mrs. Parker; the man standing you recognize. The colony that
yielded so much honey is not visible
in the picture. My honey is all sold
and shipped away and everything
cleaned up and put in its place ready
for next season."
Mr. Dines is the inventor of a very
simple swarm-catching device, to be
used however only when you are in the
apiary and see a swarm in the act of
emerging. It consists of a cage made
of

two boards for

a

frame work and

four sides of wire mesh, with an opening across one end to fit on the entrance of the hive. This cage is placed
in front of the colony that is in the act
of swarming, and the bees rush into it,
since they cannot do otherwise.
the queen has been caught with it,
only necessary to carry this cage
to the front of an empty hive and the
bees will hive themselves.
Two or
three of these cages, in very active
swarming time, give the apiarist quite
a relief, as each of them takes care of a
swarm without trouble.
If

it is

DOOLITTLE

ic

CLARK

IN MR. CLARK'S

APIARY NEAR BORODINO
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The

man

last

visited

was Mr.

F.

W.

Lesser, manager of some 800 colonies,
scattered over quite a territory. Riding
with him in a "Tin Lizzie," we visited
an apiary located in the brush of a
hillside.
The hives were tiered three
and four stories high and promised a
big crop.
Mr. Lesser complained of
the same adult bees trouble of June, as

we mentioned

in
speaking of Mr.
House. But he ascribes this trouble to
unhealthy pollen.
Time and experiments only will give us a clue to this
problem.
He does not think bees
work profitably at a distance of over
two miles, and says bees located in the
basswood timber will harvest twice as
much honey as those two miles away
from it.
I have
now reached the end of my

After a short stop in
arrived home at the conclusion of the 32d day, glad to have met
so many, but gladder still to be among
my people again.

eastern

visit.

Chicago,

I

reports and a long experience in visiting different apiaries, I am led to think
that the variation in yields is nearly if
not quite 50 percent between the 10
highest colonies and the 10 lowest,
where the apiary numbers 100 colonies.
That the strain of bees has much to do
with this is certain; and when apiarists
fully realize the difference in stock, the
question of breeding will receive as
much attention as is necessary for a
successful management.
In my early work in the improvement of stock, my thought was that the
queen that would lay the most eggs
must certainly be the best. The idea
proved to be a mistake. Some queens
producing not nearly the number of
bees that others did would give much
better results in surplus honey. A few
years of experience will convince the
close observer that it is not the most
prolific queens that have the strongest
colonies at the beginning of the clover
flow, or give the most substantial results for the season.
These facts being

known,

Building

Up a

BV

M. DOOLITTLE.

G.

"OW may I

H'

bees,

Strain of Bees
build up a strain of

and what are the dan-

gers of
inbreeding ?" is a
question on which a writer requests
that I give my views through the columns of the American Bee Journal.
Those who keep bees, with possibly a
few exceptions, keep them for the profit
they yield so I take it for granted that
the questioner wishes to build up a
strain of bees which will give him the
most honey either comb or extracted.
When I started in beekeeping, in
1869, there were no "honey bees "to
be had in these parts save the " black
bees," and they did not come up to the
high standard which I desired. In 1873
I procured an
Italian queen, reared
queens from her and gave these young

remains for the apiarists to
If we cannot account for one colony collecting onehalf more or twice as much as another
in the same apiary, we can take the
short cut and supersede the queens of
the less productive ones with the strain
which gave twice as much.
It is hardly necessary to argue why
it

find out the reason.

;

queens to about half of my colonies.
The next year I kept a careful watch
of proceedings, and jotted down in an
old diary: "I find the Italians proof
against the wax-moth.
They do not
desert their hives in early spring; and

whenever

a small
amount of honey
obtainable they gain in stores, while
the black bees require feeding."
Since then I have tried every variety
or strain
of bees which has been
brought into the United States, but
found none, for my locality, which
could equal the Italians. Having settled on the Italian bee as the best, I
found that ez'en these bees were not
is

alike profitable.

There are few careful

observing beekeepers but have noticed
the lack of uniformity of yield between
colonies. This may be from two or
more reasons or a combination of
them.
The colony giving the lesser amount
may lack enough bees of the right age
for gathering. The difference may be
in the bee itself.
The thorough understanding of the right management of
colonies to secure the best results has
much to do with the yearly product in
honey, and the very best queens obtainable will never be a success where the

management
that

has

is

faulty.

A management

no eye toward the date

of
of the flowers in the locality
will rarely give a satisfactory return
for the time and labor expended, even
with the best bees the wotld affords.

blooming

But

let

us look at the bee side.

From

O.SCAR UlNES, OF

queens should

NEW YORK STATE

be

scientifically bred.
survival of the fittest " will not
develop a better bee than we have now,
for she cares for nothing save the perpetuation of the species.
often
have I heard apiarists say, " If each
colony reached the high standard
sometimes reached by a single colony,

"The

How

my honey

crop would double." Carebreeding will do much toward this,
and with it reduce in proportion the
cost of management and equipment.
This means a greater profit.
We have been told by the successful
honey producers that the introduction
of new "blood " helps much by avoiding the evil effects of inbreeding. This,
if we accept the theory, can be brought
about by bringing home colonies or
ful

April

queens from outapiaries, by exchanging
queens with other successful apiarists,
or by an occasional purchase of a good
queen.

There are many points to breed for,
but the most eagerly sought is, as I
said at the outset, greater honey production. But in breeding for profit we
often run against traits that are almost
a part of the bee itself; and to change
which would mean to change the bee.
To illustrate
Let us take the swarming impulse or the desire for increase.
By persistent breeding we can remove
some of the conditions which tend to
produce swarming, thereby reducing
this tendency to as low a point as possible, but to eradicate it entirely seems
out of the question. By rearing our
queen-cells in colonies whose desire
:

to supersede their queens is uppermost,
quite a gain can be made in this direction. The accounting for the difference
in productiveness of different colonies
is

not always easy to

tell.

incline toward the vitality and longevity of the workers of certain queens
as being very desirable, as such have
the power
of continued endurance.
When workers emerging from Aug. 30
to Sept. 10 were found doing good
work at gathering nectar the next year
on June 20, with a few still holding out
on July 4, I was not "slow" in taking
the hint. I lost no time in rearing
young queens from their mother, so
that these young queens could replace
When the mother
all inferior stock.
of this long-lived stock showed a disposition to place the maximum number of bees on the stage of action, at
the blooming of the flowers which gave
a surplus, without any special management or manipulation on my part; and
when they entered the sections with
the first nectar, without a desire to
swarm, I considered this queen of
still more value in building up of a
be superior to
strain which should
what I had before attained.
Whenever such a queen is found she
should be kept as a breeder, even
should she live to be five years old, as
did this queen, rather than have her life
"snuffed out" annually, as is strenuously advocated by many, in their desire to have each colony presided over
each spring with a queen less than a
year old. As the queen is fundamental
to the colony, we should " strain every
nerve " toward better queens. I doubt
the wisdom of advocating the " baby
nuclei plan, "together with the caging of
fresh emerging queens from one to
eight days, as has been done to a considerable extent during the immediate
past, in order that they may be cheaply
reared and fertilized through a saving
I

in nuclei.
As to the

"dangers of inbreeding,"
asked about by the questioner, when
the fact

is

remembered

that to

all

prac-

purposes all drones are the " sons
of their mothers," this inbreeding matInaster is little more than a myth.
much as a queen that has never mated
with a drone can lay eggs which will
produce drones having full procreative
powers, and the mating of the queen
seems to have no essential effect on
her drone progeny, the grand-daughters of any queen cannot become more
than half sisters unless they mate with
drones produced by their grandmother.
Therefore, if a certain queen is used to
rear queens, and another to rear drones,
even did the young queens mate with

tical
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drones, no inbreeding
desired
would be done that need worry the
practical apiarist whose ideal is honey

the

Then when we realize
production.
that drones, for miles around, congregate in certain places in the air, and
that our most carefully reared queens
are almost sure to go to these congregating places, any danger, for the practical apiarist, of inbreeding need not
even disturb his dreams.
Borodino, N. Y.

A

Queen Clipping Story

was many years ago, on Easter
IT day, during one of those radiant
spring days that one appreciates
the more because one has missed them
long.

so

The

bells

of

the churches

had already announced the solemnity of
the day, and my wife had said to me
" I hope you will not fail to come to
church today." I had replied hurriedly:
"Yes, yes, certainly." But how it happened I do not know when the bells
:

—

—

were rung for the third time, I was in
the apiary opening a hive of bees.
I had six hives of bees in the remotest rear of my garden, and we had a
neighbor whose principle it was never
to let anything get lost. So whenever
a

swarm would

settle

in

his

lot,

he

to handle a queen, they are just as much
so for holding scissors. I was holding
the frame in one hand and the scissors
in the other, following the queen who
was passing from one side of the comb
to the other, or hiding under the workclip of the scissors is quickly
ers.

A

done, but you must do it properly and
not clip a leg or the end of the abdomen with the wing. I believe the man
who advised that method is a theorist
who has never tried it himself, unless
he be a legerdemain performer.
following the queen with
I had been
my scissors for perhaps five minutes
when she reached the top of the comb,
and probably becoming convinced that
I was after her, she took flight just like
a hen that you are trying to catch. It
was the first time I had ever seen a
queen leave the comb; she passed near
my face; I looked up to follow her,
but the sun blinded me and she disappeared. I hunted for her for a quarter
of an hour on a little tree which was
near to me
I investigated one leaf
She was lost.
after another uselessly.
Was it because of Easter day ? I had
no sooner closed the hive when I heard
a voice saying, " Serves you right, you
pagan! You imagine that you can examine your bees, unpunished, on Easter!
Serves you right! A queen lost,
a crop lost, 40 pounds of honey! At 20
;
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had become radiant again and the day
lovely.
I
was so happy, not so much
for my crop returned in perspective, but
to be able to answer that voice which
said, "Serves you right."
It seemed to
me that I was entitled to reply: "Ha,
not so big a sin after all." But just the
same, since that day, I have never
opened my hives on Easter.
—Bulletin de la Soci<-t<5 Romande.

Moving Bees
BY

L.

L.

ANDREWS.

THEcommon over most
moving

become so
parts of the
that I will give

of bees has

United States

my

only

personal experience, hoping
be of benefit.
If the apiary is to be used with the
intention of immediate honey-gathering, large colonies must be used.
If
the apiary is to be built up to honeygathering strength after moving, other
methods can be used.
To move short distances, say up to
50 or 60 miles, tight hives and good
that

it

may

ventilation are the prime requisites.

I

use a screen made of ordinary window
screen on a frame made of J^-inch
lumber to tack over the hive after the
cover is removed. Close the entrance
with a strip of burlap soaking wet.
I
will go more into detail in my
description of moving long distances
in order to get the later crop.
In Utah
the honey flow is looked for about July
15, while here most of our honey is
made by July 1. By crowding a little
each way, we get most of the crop here
,and get up there in time to get a crop

also.

In preparation, a good way is to
on about one frame of honey,
one dry comb, three of brood and
honey, a good supply of young bees,
and above all a young queen. Nothing
is so provoking as to have a queen break
down and the bees try to supersede
her in the midst of a honey flow that
at best is of only a few weeks duration.
Move all colonies some distance a
day before you expect to ship, to
screen out all old bees. Place some
hives with combs and a frame of brood
about one hive for each 20 colonies
moved on the old location to catch
the go-backs.
With the hives to be moved, fix all
frames secure. If self-spacing, crowd
to one side of the hive and drive a sixpenny nail in the end of the hive to
hold the frames secure.
Place the
screen over and tack lath on to hold
secure. I close entrances by tacking
on pieces of lath, leaving a space between the width of a lath. This space
a small piece of lath will fill quickly
when the hive is ready to close.
Have plenty of help, and when you
expect to ship get everything ready and
load quickly. Place hives crosswise of
the wagon and lengthwise of the railroad cars. Place the hives about three
inches apart in the cars, and many
leave an aisle so that you can go the
full length of the car to water during
hot weather. It is yet a disputed question whether it pays to water during
shipment, but we have always done so.
We used a squirt gun much like we
made out of elder when boys.
The best results are obtained by
shipping nothing but sealed brood, as
the bees will suck the uncapped brood
figure

'^^jJlB, *#fr"***'^*

—

APIARY OF OSCAR DINES. OF SYRACUSE.
The

largest

number

of colonies

I

have seen in one apiary, nearly
beek eecing hugely

would run and get a straw skep, hive
the swarm without saying a word and
take it away. There is nothing so vexing as to lose a swarm in the spring,
but when you know it has been taken
on the sly, it is still worse.
I had read in a foreign bee journal
that one could avoid the loss of swarms
by clipping the wings of the queens,

N. Y.
300.

Mr. Dines enjoys

makes $8.00! A well deserved
not too much !"
But this made me peevish. " Do you
think that I have no right to look at
my bees when I feel like it ? I'll show
you." So I opened the four remaining
cents that
fine,

colonies and clipped the wings of the
queens by catching them across the
corslet.
But the thought, "Serves you

and this was what I was aiming to do,
on that Sunday. At first everything
went well, but when a man has handled
a spade or a hoe all the week, it is

right," kept ringing in my ears, in spite
of myself. The sun did not seem so
bright, and things looked gloomy. I
put everything in order and walked

somewhat difficult to hold a queen.
They are so frail that one never knows
whether one is holding them right or

" Don't
towards the house, thinking
tell any one about this at dinner, for
the " Serves you right" would be likely
to keep alive until next Easter.
I walked into the house.
But when
I lifted my hat off, I heard a "frr frr,"
the beating of wings. Oh my, my queen,
my queen, there she was, on my hat!
I caught her, ran to the hive and let
her run in. I was in such a hurry that
I even forgot to clip her wing. The sun

crushing them.

Several times

it

has

happened to me to say, in releasing a
queen: "There, I killed her!" As I
had noticed in that same journal that
one could clip the wing of a queen
without seizing her,

would
queen.

I

decided that

I

method on the second
But when the fingers are stiff

try that

:

!

—
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when the hives become heated.
In placing the hives in the car, put a
row of hives across, then put two
parallel pieces of 1x2, or larger, the
width of the car on the hives and make
them secure. If the car is not packed
full, brace strongly in the middle, as no
one has any idea how much jamming
the car will get endwise. And to have
a carload of bees get to moving and
break open is some trouble, I assure
you.
In shipping by rail it is necessary to
have an attendant accompanying the
After
car, as bees go as live stock.
arrival at the destination, haul to your
location as soon as convenient. Avoid
as much hot sun as possible and release the bees at sundown. Sprinkling
just before you open the hives will help
to quiet them.
If the hives should happen to be on
movable bottoms, it would be a great
help, as the bees that have died on the
trip will be on the bottom and often
clog the entrance. If the journey has
been long and the weather hot, you
may have trouble about the bees
dry,

swarming out.
I tried moving some strong colonies
to Utah, a distance of about 800 miles,
but the results were not satisfactory.

Moving short distances requires no
great amount of knowledge, but shipping hundreds or thousands of miles
calls for skill, and those who have
practiced it for years
room for improvement.

Corona,

still

find

April

swarming caused an increase of labor
when we were busiest. The method
which we then adopted has been in

accommodated. Doctor C. C. Mille
uses a second brood-chamber for prolific queens and removes this, at the

constant use by us since, with additional improvements.
do not claim
that swarming can be prevented altogether, neither do we claim that it is
as easy to avoid it in the production of
comb honey as in that of extracted
honey. But the success of our management during the past season is ample
evidence that the principles enunciated
below are in the right direction. Out
of about 525 colonies, spring count, we
gathered less than 30 swarms, but harvested over 200 pounds per colony,
while a neighbor of ours, less than two
miles from our home apiary, gathered
12 swarms from five colonies, owing to
his neglect of proper attendance to
their needs. The requirements are as

opening of the crop, leaving in the
lower brood-chamber the best broodcombs. In some way, the queen should
be accommodated during the heavy
breeding season, and especially at the
opening of the crop.
As an outcome of the first proposition, there must be ample room for
stores. Some beginners are astonished

We

follows
1.

An ample brood-chamber

needs of

for the

a prolific queen.
If the
finds herself confined to a scanty

queen
lower

excluders or otherwise, she
it known to the bees or they
instinctively notice it themselves
and prepare queen-cells.
We use a very large hive, large broodchamber and large supers. But it is
not my purpose to advise beekeepers
to change their system and the dimensions of their hives. Even with an 8frame hive, the prolific queens may be
story by

will
will

make

to see old practitioners like Dr. Miller
giving their bees as many as three
supers at one time, on a strong colony.

But if the queen is very prolific, and
has been breeding plentifully as nature
dictates, her colony may be able to
work in each of two or three supers as
strongly as they would work in one.
in
2. The use of comb foundation
full sheets in the supers when working
for comb honey, or of fully built combs
in extracting supers, has also a great
deal of influence upon the prevention
of swarming.
True, full combs are
much more efficient in this, but comb
There are
foundation aids greatly.
days when the crop is so heavy that all
the available cells are at once filled
with nectar. If the bees have to build
combs and thus find themselves crowded
for room to deposit their loads, swarming may ensue. But with full sheets
of foundation in every section, the

some

Calif.

The Prevention of Swarming
BY THE EDITOR.
are many methodsin vogue
THERE
for the prevention of swarming,

but they are nearlyall by manipulations which require a great deal of
time, at the busiest season. The method
which we sustain as best and which I
propose to describe requires no active
manipulations during the honey-gathering period, outside of the necessary

ones and

is

what might properly be

called a "let alone " method.
As early as 1870, we found ourselves
with a sufficient number of colonies to

make swarming undesirable. Besides
the objectionable increase, in numbers,

ASHCROFT APIARY OF

L. L.

work

of

ANDREWS
comb

building

is

much

simpli-

and the necessity of producing
Of course, it
sufficient wax reduced.
that the supers have
is understood
been supplied to the bees before they
found themselves crowded for space,
for if the swarming impulse is once
fied

gained,

come

it

it is

next to impossible to over-

by any manipulations what-

ever.
3. It will be entirelyuseless to expect
the bees to remain contented and fill
the supers, if the ventilation of the hive
is inadequate to the requirements of
the enlarged population. All observers
have noticed the great tax imposed
upon them by the simultaneous increase of heat and discomfort brought

about by a summer temperature and a
addition of some 2000 or 3000
hatching bees to the population of
powerful colonies. Yet many beekeepnot think of enlarging the
ers do
daily

means

HAULING BEES— L.

L.

Andrews

of

ventilation.

Thousands

of

colonies are compelled to leave a large
part of their population idle, hanging
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on the outside of the hive for days and
sometimes for weeks, because they are
unable to sufficiently ventilate the inside of the brood-chamber and supers.
We must remember that every corner,
every story of a hive is in absolute
need of a current of fresh air which is
supplied at great pains by establishing
a line of fanning bees, incessantly forcing pure air in and foul air out. Yet
in many colonies there may be but a
entrance, partly closed by
shallow
clustering bees, and perhaps on the inside

above the brood-combs there may

be some

partitions,

queen-excluders,

separators, honey-boards, etc., all in
the way of ventilation.
raise our
hives from the bottom, in front, from
one to two inches, when there is a likelihood of the bees being unable to venhave even set the
tilate otherwise.
supers back a half inch or so, during
the hottest days, to secure a current of
air through the brood-chamber in very

We

We

hot weather. But this must not be
continued too long, for it might interfere with the storing of honey in the
front of the
supers if the weather
changed. The bottom ventilation, however, must be ample, ample enough in
fact to allow all the bees to work, so
that none will remain clustering on the
outside during the continuation of the

honey crop.
4. As help to ventilation and comfort
by decreasing the heat, a good roof is
needed when the hives are exposed to
the sun. We use coarse roofs on our
hives, even when they are located in
the shade of trees. Our roofs are made
very cheaply of large discarded dry
goods boxes and are flat. They are
cleated with 2x2 inch scantling on the
rear underside and a 1x2 inch strip under the front end. This secures a slope
of an inch, which may be turned the
other way to shed water in rear. The
roofs are much wider than the hive and
shelter the top from the effects of the
weather.
5. The queen must be young.
Some
beekeepers believe in requeening every
season after the honey crop. I do not
believe in so radical a measure. In fact,
I would not feel capable of killing a

queen
son of use. But

first-class

after only
do believe

one sea-

I
in keeponly prolific queens and if the
queen has proven under grade she
should be replaced. Old queens who
are losing their fertility are a frequent
source of swarming. The workers prepare to supersede them, just as soon
as they notice their reduced laying, by
rearing queen-cells. The old queen in
a pique leaves with a swarm.
So we
must replace our old queens every fall
or late summer.
6. A
large number of drones is an

ing

flight during the warmest hours,
being then still more in the way of the
active workers. Although, as Dr. Bruennich says, there is a certain fondness
of the workers for the drones, during

for a
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remove the drone-comb, in early spring
they will be sure to build drone-comb
in the

same

to replace
It

spot.

So

it

is

important

with worker-comb.
has often been stated that bees will
it

the crop, which changes to hate afterwards when they see them helping

tear

from their hard earned
stores, yet their numbers make for discomfort and a crowded condition

error of observation. Four different
experimenters, to my knowledge, have
tried the hiving of a swarm in a hive
full of drone-comb.
If bees would tear
down one kind of comb readily, to
build in the other kind, they surely
would have done it in these cases. But
in each case, the bees followed the
same method. They did not tear the
comb to rebuild it, but only narrowed

themselves

In a state of nature, according to the
best authorities, bees build from oneseventh to one-tenth of their combs of
drone size, in the brood-chamber. If
only one-twentieth of the combs of a

normal colony were filled with dronebrood, this would supply nearly 2500
drones per colony. We should permit
only two or three of our very best
breeders to rear so large a number of
drones, for 5000 to 10,000 drones are

enough for any

apiary.
see no way to destroy drones, but to use a drone-trap.
That is to say, during the busiest,
warmest season, when their bees need
the greatest amount of ventilation, they
place in front of the entrance a cage
made to catch drones and queens, the
very worst encumbrance that may be
devised, for the sake of catching the
drones as they emerge, having to remove them every evening or sufTer the
odor and encumbrance of dead drones
in front of each hive.
Some other beekeepers think of doing better by cutting off the heads of
the drone-brood, in the cells, with a
sharp knife. This is a terrible mess.
It compels the bees to pull out all those
drones and carry them out of the hive.
Then the same drone-comb is carefully
cleaned and within a day or two the
queen again fills it with eggs that will
produce a second batch of drones.
That is to say, we have spent a lot of

Some beekeepers

energy rearing expensive drones, and
now we are rearing another lot.
It is probably impossible to rear no
drones at all, but if we remove all the
drone-comb, early in the season, as
nearly as we can, and replace it with
worker-comb, there will be drones
reared only in imperfect cells here and
or in out-of-the-way corners.
Iiistead of rearing 2000 or more, we
will perhaps rear 200 or less in each
colony, a very important difference
when we consider the comfort of the
colony.
Remember that- if we leave
the bees to their own devices, when we
there

down worker-comb to build dronecomb in its place. I believe this is an

the mouth of the cells to worker size
and the queen laid worker eggs in
them. The names of the experimen-

who tried this are: K. Drory, of
Bordeaux, former editor of the Rucher
Du Sud Quest; Mr. Thomas W. Cowan,
editor of the British Bee Journal Dr.
Bruennich, of Switzerland, and myself.
There are instances, however, of bees
building
drone - comb on imperfect
worker foundation. They are rare and
are usually due to some defect of the
foundation, which
may have been
stretched slightly in laminating.
At
the meeting of the beekeepers of Middlebury, Vt., the past summer, Mr.
Crane mentioned having had about a
dozen sheets
of
foundation
thus
changed, out of some 2000 used by him
the past summer. These are only accidents. Accidents also are instances of
bees building drone-cells on one side
of the comb, while worker-cells are on
the opposite side. In such a case the
regular base is not followed and the
ters

;

cells

lap

over,

showing

plainly that

they ivere irregularly built. Mr. Latham
exhibited to me two square inches of
such comb during the summer of 1916.
These are only accidents. Such combs
should be remelted and replaced by
well built combs.

When we replace the drone-comb
with worker-comb in all but our best
colonies, we do away with undesirable
drones, for the mating of the queens.
We save food which would be wasted
on these undesirable beings, since the
drone costs

at least one-half more to
rear than a worker, and has to be fed
as long as he lives.

Replace the drone-comb with workercomb, as much as possible in your

incentive to swarming. Some of the
old-time beekeepers thought the drones
were beneficial because the colonies

having many drones swarm readily.
They considered swarming a desirable
thing. So it was, when dividing or
artificial

increase was unknown.

They

also thought the drones were useful in
keeping the brood warm.
So they
would be if they did not have to be

kept warm themselves when they are
reared and also if the bees did not kill
them, as they are sure to do, in bad
weather.
There is not any doubt that the excess of drones in the hive promotes
swarming. Those big, noisy fellows
remain in the way, all day long, except

ONE OF

L. L.

ANDREWS

APIARIES IN

THE WILD BUCKWHEAT
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hives, early in the season and you will
have much less to fear of the swarming
fever.

which

can
mention in the successful prevention
of swarming is one which we have been
using for years, but which I did not
think of in that connection until the
matter was brought to my attention by
Air. Allan Latham, the past summer. In
exhibiting a hive at the Storrs meeting, Mr. Latham made the remark that
the 154 inch spacing of combs, from
7.

The

last

condition

I

center to center, in common use, was
have
a promoter of swarming.
used the Quinby spacing of l}z inches
ever since 1866. The bees work as satisfactorily with the one spacing as with
the other. In fact, the original advisors of either mode of spacing had no
very positive argument to advance in
favor of their method. But the lyi
of an inch addiinch spacing gives
tional between all the combs for the
bees to cluster or move about during
the breeding season. This multiplied
by the height and length of the hive
and by the number of frames gives an
addition of 162 cubic inches of clustering space or ventilation, as the case
may be. Think of the large number of

We

%

may be accommodated in
such a space.
The standard hives of the present
day are nearly all of the narrow kind.
Nevertheless, the broader spacing is
much the better, for the above named
reason and also because it gives easier
clustering
manipulation and more
space for the colony in winter. As I

East, acknowledge, as one did, having
had as many as 18 swarms out, at the
same hour, in one apiary, I believe
there is need generally of a more thorough understanding of the causes of
natural swarming.
The advantages of this method consist in doing away with numerous hive
manipulations during the honey crop,
such as cutting out queen-cells, taking

out brood, shifting colonies, returning
swarms to the old hive, etc. All the
required work outside of increasing
the opportunities for ventilation and
adding supers, has to be done during
I know that those
the dull season.
who have e.xcessive swarming, if they
conditions, will find themtry these
greatly relieved by the results.
Besides, they may be able to discover
additional requirements, for there is
always something more to be learned.
If we are to judge of future progress
by the past, there are endless opportumore knowledge, endless
nities for
chances for progress.
selves

My

bees which

C.

D.

STUART.

WOULD

I

b

)r

my

hesitate to call
a bore, as defined

soms.
guy!"

Yes

genuine University

siree, a

"You mean, one colony can pollinate
one acre of trees, don't you ?"
"No; blossoms. Man alive, just
think of the number a hundred colonies would pollinate
If one tree has
9991 blossoms, 20 acres of trees would
"
have
There he stopped, found a
newspaper and began to figure, on the
margin, the benefits to his prunes
of the proposed alliance.
With my neighbor, the juggling of
figures has been elevated from mere
pastime to the realm of accomplishment.
He fairly " eats 'em." A scrap of paper,
a stubby pencil, and millionaires spring
into existence while you wait. Or, the
same computations, done backward,
and bankrupts are created with equal
dispatch.
It is not surprising, then,
with such facilities at hand, that he
himself has arisen on paper from the
ranks of the small rancher, to the multimillionaire class.
!

—

—

—

As for me, bankruptcy is a chronic
condition, my neighbor having long
since figured my bee ranch in the hills
clean off the map, even pursuing it
one,
with strange-sounding words
more hostile than all the others, "deapplied to any
preciation,"
which,
healthy enterprise will, in time, cause
disappear. By this
it automatically to
mysterious calculation, I had already
lost more money than in the wildest
dreams I ever hoped to possess. (Luckily for me, the amount and price of my
honey during this period of progressive

—

Neighbor's Garden
BY

April

neigh-

by a witty

Frenchman. But whenever I attempt to talk about myself and my
honeybees, he manages to switch the
conversation to himself^ and his prune
I had been awaiting the opportrees.
tunity to tell him that nature has no

disaster, remained normal.) Moreover,
in his estimation, a beeman is a reproach to his family, a menace to the
public and, socially, on a level with the
herders of sheep and goats. To be
strictly just, however, that is only my
theory.
In practice his
neighbor's

friendship has survived all handicaps.
On the other hand, my neighbor's
fat valley land at " only $500 an acre,"
was about to be doubled, perhaps quadrupled, if the newspaper margin would
only hold out. For if 1069 blossoms
counted in the University experiment,
could mature 193 prunes, nine times as
many prunes would mature from 9991
blossoms, or over 1700 prunes to the
tree; and with 100 trees to the acre
of trees, he would harvest 3,400,000
prunes. Even now my bees stood only
on a commercial footing, but at least
they had been recognized. Somewhat

saddened,
figures,

I

left

landscape with
ple hills
It

MY NEIGHBOR'S PRUNE ORCHARD-(Photo
have

said,

the wider spacing
did not realize that our

we used

for years, but

I

swarm prevention was in
part due to this spacing. It is undoubtedly of great advantage in the prevention of swarming.
Let it not be understood that I lay
any claims to the total prevention of
swarming. That is a goal never to be
attained. Neither do I lav any claim
to breeding a non-swarming strain.
But when some of our most practical
beekeepers, such as I have met in the
success in

more

by John R. Douglass)

effective

than

pollinator

bees,

and that without them he would have
had no prunes to talk about; but the
University beat me to it. A copy of
their latest bulletin was sticking out
of my neighbor's pocket when he arrived at my cabin on an errand of
state— the negotiating of closer relations between his trees and my bees.
"Listen!" he began, excitedly shaking the bulletin in my face "here's an
old highbrow claiming that one colony
of bees will pollinate 9991 prune blos;

my

and turned
its

framed by

to

neighbor to his
the shimmering

background

of

pur-

my kitchen window.

was Blossom Day

— California's

unique, all-embracing, outdoor, democratic Easter, when all the earth is
athrill with new life; a day that " when
the ardent sun rides high, above the
clouds
fleeting
waiting trees; like
athwart the sky, range forth my honeybees, my resurrected honey-bees," unconsciously to fulfill their mission.
All Santa Clara Valley was in its
Easter frock, and throngs of visitors
from far and near had gathered to witness the ethereal spectacle, before the
ocean breeze should spirit it away.
And somewhere in the heart of the
Valley nestled my neighbor's prune
trees, adding their quota of loveliness
to the Annual Festival of Blossoms.
But the miracle was lost on the man
whose mind's eye saw only additional
trays filled with fruit drying in the sun,
that my bees would make for him.
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"Millions in

it!"

he muttered, feveradditions

ishly setting down the final
on a fresh bit of margin. "

Why

you

tell

me

didn't

?"

"

Never had a chance," I retorted.
But my neighbor characteristically

waved

past losses, in favor of future

all

"Three million, four hundred
thousand prunes!" he repeated, "and
"
with 40 prunes to the pound
" The more you get the smaller they'll
be," I reminded him.
"
three
will make 85,000 pounds
times last year's crop and if the price
should go to 15 cents a pound, they'll
Gee; I'll lift the
be worth $12,750.
mortgage and buy a Ford!"
gains.

—

—

think I care to move my
bees," I concluded.
" W-w-hy ?
Plenty of room, and
you're welcome to it."
" Truck man charges two bits apiece
to haul 'em, and bees get around pretty
lively by themselves, for nothing."
"I'll pay the truck man," he argued.
" Nothing doing.
Bees prefer areoplaning."
" I don't

pay you rent for 'em, too," he
urged. "With all that money I'll have
"I'll

a bully stake."

bor's flights,
the remark,

What

this

Lack of polwas of sufficient importance as a
spring problem to claim first attention
with narrow entrance."

len

reports, 3.8 percent. This lack
pollen probably is of more importance than indicated. " No April problems" is definitely reported by six
in six

of

parties.

Important miscellaneous and interesting questions follow: When to put
on summer stands; queenless colonies;
trying to handle bees in cold, damp
weather; lack of knowing what to do
in time
spring dwindling
rush of
farm work causes bees to be neglected,
and some die from robbing or starvation many perish when searching for
water; cover the hives to protect brood
from chills; keep the hives sheltered;
see that bees get water and pollen no
;

;

;

Providing the weather man permits," I amended. " Bees don't fly in
wind or fog, and prune blossoms last
only a week at the longest. Besides,
there are 21,000 acres of prunes in
Santa Clara county, and only 6500 colonies to do the pollinating!"
But those basic truths that I had
"

hoped would

weather as the greatest April beekeeping problem.
Food and feeding follow next in apparent importance, as eighteen or 11.4
percent of the reports indicated. Eleven
of these reports were
classified as
"Lack of food"; six, " To keep bees
supplied with stores," and one reports
"Bees all right if honey lasts through
Thirteen report 18.2 percent
April."
gave robbing as their greatest April
One answer tells its own
problem.
story, "No April problems if I feed

act as ballast in

my

neigh-

were cast overboard with

"Some

job for the bees!
is more colo-

county needs

;

problems

if fall feeding
is adequate;
old bees die too soon, etc.

WHAT SHALL

I

DO IN APRIL

?

the bees are all right in the cellar
do not take them out until there is
plenty of pollen, willow, soft maple,
Many bees are lost hunting for
etc.
pollen when none is available close by.
If
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them at oncf enough
syrup, or better, combs of

until .May 20, give

warm sugar

honey saved from last year, to last till
June 1. Don't be afraid to give a colony too much food they won't dump
it out of the hive or waste it.
To prevent robbing keep all entrances very small, and don't spill any
sugar syrup or honey outside of any
hive anywhere. If robber bees pounce
into a hive when it is opened, close it
immediately and wait three-quarters of
an hour, or until the bees quiet down.
If a very weak, worthless colony has
begun to be robbed, remove everything
from the hive but one comb containing
a little honey, contract entrance to one
bee space and let the robber bees
;

Usually the little
gradually take it.
honey will be robbed out and the robbers will be satisfied. If the whole hive
being robbed is removed, the robbers
may attack in force the next adjacent
colony.
Protect your bees from bad weather
until about May 15 or 20, by wrapping
each hive closely with several thicknesses of heavy wrapping or building
paper or tar paper, leaving the entrance
open. When bees are used to the protection afforded by the cellar from the
"
cold and wind they do not " build up
;

Their "overcoats" are removed and the larger percent of the
population, made up of already old
bees, cannot withstand sudden temperature changes and spring winds and
storms. If you cannot protect all of
your colonies, try it on every other colony in your bee-yard. See if it pays in
readily.

honey

returns.

Queenless colonies should be united

nies."

The sun's slanting rays had tinged
the valley's gauzy robes with gold a
few belated bees were flying slowly
;

hiveward

and

;

still

my

neighbor

soared. He was doing the sums all
over again to include statistics on beepollination under
possible
adverse
weather conditions.
Los Gatos, Calif.

April Beekeeping Problems in

the North
BY

L.

V.

FRANCE.

[The following summary of reports received and advice given to the beekeeoers
of Minnesota, by L. V. France, of the University Farm, will find practical application
in most of our northern States during this
month. This problem does not apply south
of the 4ist degree, except in very backward
springs— Editor.]

Preliminary 1916 Beekeeping
by
the University, Division of Bee
Culture, reports gave information on
the greatest April beekeeping problems.
Bad weather, cold, rain, cloudy and
windy, seemed to be the greatest evil,
as 35.7 percent of the reports indicated.
Twenty-five other reports named conditions that may be also directly influenced by bad weather, as to build up
colonies; to keep them warm; to keep
them strong; spring dwindling; to
guard against sudden changes of temthe

IN Survey of Minnesota, conducted

bloom until May, and
keep bees in the hives on
sunny cold days. Seven reports considered proper windbreaks a spring
problem the brood gets cold and the
queen stops laying. Over half, 56.0 percent, of the reports thus accuse bad

perature

;•

lack of

inability to

;

"THE PRUNES THAT MY BEES WOULD MAKE FOR HIM'
(Photo by John R. Douglass)
If the bees demand removal from the
cellar before pollen is available, keep
them busy carrying in rye flour from a
warm nook in the edge of the bee-yard.
In another nook, provide good clean
water. Don't let them fly far away in
the cold for water. Many perish on
such trips. Contract entrances so only
two or three bees can pass at a time.
Examine your bees the first warm
day after removal from the cellar, and
if they have not food enough to last

colonies by placing them
above the good colonies with a thickness of newspaper between and protecting the entire two stories with paper.
The second story may be removed in
four or five days. Keep the colony

with good

A

small number of colonies,
protected.
in the spring, will
well cared for
usually bring more honey returns with
less work than a large number with lit-

or no care.
April beekeeping problems will prob-

tle
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if good laying queens and
proper food are supplied in the fall, if
the bees are wintered in a good cellar
and have sufficient protection to May

ably vanish

necessary for the thorough
bloom. Their interEditor.]
ests are identical.

bees are

fertilization of the

April

queen while on the wing,
and also that an unfertilized queen is
no better than an ordinary worker-bee,

fertilizing the

laying

only drones, while the

ferti-

queen lays two kinds of eggs in
all the cells, unfertilized in the dronecells and the fertilized in the workerlized

20.

University Farm,

Paul, Minn.

St.

Beekeeping in Carniola

cells.

BY FRANK ROJINA.

Honeybees and Spraying
BY

MANY

T.

fruit

J.

TALBERT.

growers and beekeep-

believe

ers

fruit

that

trees

sprayed with arsenical poisons
are apt to poison honeybees. Some
farmers go so far as to make the statement that entire colonies of bees are
destroyed by the poisonous sprays applied in the orchards during the summer.
Careful experiments and observations extending over a series of years
have shown conclusively that if the
spraying is done at the right time but
little if any harm will be done to honeybees. The so-called calyx spray or the
application made immediately after the

blossoms
injury

is

fall is

the one to which most

attributed.

The calvx spray should not be made

until the
fall.

or blossoms begin to

petals

the application

If

is

made

earlier

not an effective spray
against the codling moth and apple
scab, the two most important pests to
be controlled at this time.
Before the blossoms fall the reproductive organs of the flower (stamens
and pistil) fill and almost close the
calyx cup, thus prev-nting the poison
from reaching the place where the majority of the codling moth worms take
their first meal. At this time the little
green calyx lobes are turned down in
such a way that it is very difficult to coat
them with the spraying solution and
consequently the small developing apples are not protected well against
apple scab.
Spraying apple trees when they are
in full bloom is also apt to prevent a
satisfactory set of fruit. The spraying
solution may be strong enough to burn
and destroy the reproductive organs of

than this

it

is

three years
NEARLY
Carniola, a State in

ago

I

left

Austria of
3886 square miles, with 525,000
population, to study American beekeeping at the University State Farm, under
the supervision of Prof. Francis Jager.
Carniola is a country with mountains
rising to a height of 12,000 feet, the
sides of which are covered with fir and
deciduous leaf-bearing trees. For over
300 years the inhabitants (Slovenes or
Slavs) have given many thousands of
colonies, honey and wax as payment
for taxes. From that we can see how
educated were our grandfathers, by
steady work with the Carniolan tjees.
In 1769, Empress Maria Teresa, of
Austria-Hungary, took up bee-culture
and "appointed a Carniolan, Anton
beekeeping in
Jansa, professor of
Vienna, making an appropriation of
$600 a year that he might spend his
entire time with the bees.
Jansa lectured at the public gardens
in Vienna, also traveling around as an
extension man, giving methods of beekeeping as practiced in his native State.
It was something new to the people of
Vienna to see a Carniolan hive, as they

were using only straw hives.
The
Vienna township had used his methods
and hives only three years when the
production of honey and wax in two
months' time was valued at $10,500 as
against $2000 or $3000 before.
Jansa, himself, when he started in
1770 had only 16 colonies, and in two
years' time increased his apiary to 300
colonies. During this time he discovered parthenogenesis and what we call
the McEvoy foulbrood treatment, writing many articles for publication of
Not until a long time
this discovery.
afterwards did the professors and people of Vienna believe in him.
He discovered the drone was the male bee.

published a
Jansa
book entitled
Swarming," which was of great benefit. Later, his second book, nearly completed at his death, was published by
one of his students. It is entitled,
"Complete Information on Beekeep"

ing."
It is

too bad that Anton Jansa is not
the American beekeep-

known among

The Austrian beekeepers

ers.

the

first

call

man

in bee history.
All the beekeepers

in Carniola have
bee-houses, about 60x20 feet, and about
12 feet high, built of logs with brick
foundations, the home of their bees for
summer and winter. For the winter
months these houses are provided with
curtains made of straw mats which roll
down on the outside, making the bee-

houses wind and snow proof. There is
very little packing done inside the beehouse, which is kept at an even temperature of about 50 degrees.
The principal hives in use are the
Carniolan, measuring about 1600 cubic
inches, with movable frames. There
are a few box-hives. Many improved
hives are used for experiments. These
are the Vienna, Bohemian, all kinds of
German, and a few American hives.

The principal honey flowers are the
red buckwheat, which gives nectar only
in the morning; red, white, blue, and
yellow clovers, basswood, dandelion,
which gives only pollen, blueberries,
wild and common chestnut, which produce very dark honey, and many others.
A pure Carniolan colony with a young
queen may harvest in a year from 200 to
300 pounds of honey.
The extracted honey is put into bottles, pails, and small barrels and is sold
at an average of 30 cents a pound.
Some is sold in the' combs, but the extracted honey brings a better price as
it is used
a great deal in cooking.

the flowers.
By the time the petals begin to fall,
when the spraying should begin, practically all the nectar has dried up and
the bees are not visiting the flowers.
No injury can therefore be done to the
bees if the sprays are applied immediately after the petals fall.
The sprays made in the orchard have
a repelling effect upon the bees. That
strong sulphur smell tends to
is, the
drive the bees from the trees. The
liquid is very distasteful to them. There
are, therefore, many reasons for not
spraying when the trees are in full
bloom, while there is not a single good
reason for spraying at the time when
the spraying may be dangerous to
,

honey

,

.

bees.

Columbia, Mo.

[We consider it very important to
use some repellent in the sprays, for
even if the spraying be done after the
bloom has fallen there is a possibility
of

some

of

it

falling

on blossoms be-

neath the trees and poisoning the bees
There need be no
in that manner.
clash between the beekeepers and the
horticulturists on this matter since the

him

and Dzierzon the second great

MODEL OF HONEY LABEL USED BY CARNIOLAN BEEKEEPERS
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Since the outbreak of the war,

from home

honey

I

hear

for $2.00
per pound. Clean wax is made into
cakes selling at about 53 cents a pound
and is used in making candles for the
churches. A colony of bees sells for

about

that

sells

$4.00.

The Carniolan bee

is in color silver
a little larger than
very gentle. Carniolan bees are very prolific, are good
honey gatherers, and do not propolize
as much as other bees. They cap their
honey clean and white and are good
resisters against moths and disease.
Carniola has a Beekeepers' Association which meets yearly and there are
many subordinate associations, one for
each township, which meet every Saturday. There are about 900 members
in the head association. All the advertising matter
is
published in their
monthly magazine, "The Carniola Beekeeper," the editor of which is Francis
Rojina, my father. The estimated number of colonies in Carniola for the
year 1910, was over 53,000 in all Austria
over 2,000,000, with a pro luct of more
than $9,000,000.

or light gray.

It is

and

the Italian,

is

;

From earliest boyhood I watched and
my father with his apiary of 500
colonies, and he took me on many of

helped

and to the National
Bee Association meetings. The happiest days were those with father on
his trips into the deep woods on the
mountain sides where he visited and
bought the purest Carniolan bees. The
best queens were carried home in
small cages that were strapped to our
his lecture trips

experience

during those early days,

when comparing

naturally built combs
with those built on foundation, seemed
to decide in favor of the former. At
all events that notion, and from my
present view point I can call it nothing
else, has cost me tons of honey during
the past decades.
As time passed on, super foundation,
thin and extra thin, continued being
advertised right along our most prominent beekeepers advocated its use year
after year, and as much as I watched
the effects on the honey market, I did
not hear of any serious harm being
done by its use. On the contrary, its
advantages of producing heavier yields
;

became more and more recognized by
the progressive beekeeper.
At last, having the success of others
daily before my eyes, I decided to set
aside my prejudice and adopt the use
of foundation in sections as part of my
management. But I still believed that
the quality of honey would deteriorate
in the same proportion as the amount
of foundation increased.
For a number of years I increased my one-inch
starters to two inches, and as I could
see no bad effects by the change, but
thought I could notice a slight gain in
the yield of surplus, I launched out on
the use of full sheets in sections.
of

Since I have inaugurated my method
doubling the yield of surplus honey
I am trying in
my bees all possible ad-

and control swarming,
every way to give
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what surprised at their backwardness,
and to ascertain the cause, if possible,
I drew
out one of their center broad
frames. I was still more surprised to
find them as shown by Fig. 1 of the
accompanying drawing. They had begun to work from the bottom starter
upwards, and had reached about half
way towards the top.
Examining frames from other supers,
I found them in endless variations as
indicated by Fig. 2 they were working
from both ends of the sections at the
same time. I cannot positively say
that bottom starters alone made all
;

this difference, but it indicates very
forcibly that they are a great help to
the comb-honey producer.

Later on, when I gathered up the
supers at and after the end of the
honey flow, I found all sections, even
the lightest, that had been supplied
with bottom-starters, invariably like
Fig. 3, while others, where for experimental purposes no bottom-starters
had been provided, were like Fig. 4.
If there were no
gain in regard to
heavier yield, the difference between
Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 alone would amply
pay the beekeeper for time and labor
to install bottom-starters.
As an illustration of how easily we
are led astray or deceived by wrong
impressions, I will relate a little incident that transpired last summer.
When preparing my section supers
last

backs.

To me

the Carniolan

bees are the

The only

fault the American
beekeepers have to find with them is
their swarming, and this is caused by
using too small hives. As soon as they
are transferred to hives that can be
enlarged, giving the queen room to
satisfy her breeding capacity, she loses
best.

her inclination for swarming without
losing her prolificneas.
University Farm, St. Paul, Minn.

^./.
The Advantages of Full Sheets
and Bottom Starters in
G.

C.

MANY
foundation

GREINEE.

years ago,

when

the use of
was beand more general,

in sections

coming more
and our more experienced beekeepers
began to advocate its use as a means
of

insuring

increased

surplus

yield,

whereby the honey industry would be
materially advanced, I could not see it
in that light.
I did not doubt that the
yield of surplus could be increased by
the liberal use of foundation, but I
feared that its unrestricted use in sections, on account of its "backbone
feature," would eventually have a detrimental effect on the honey market.
To produce a first-class article of
table honey, I imagined bees had to

manufacture it themselves from the
start, and to retain my reputation of
furnishing my customers the best that
could be got I used foundation for

many

IN

years very sparingly, not more
than one-inch starters, or perhaps l^-i
inches at the most. I do not remember
the exact circumstances that impressed
that idea upon my mind, but I think my

IN

SECTIONS

a great
to proeither)
go far
a complete job of
add bottom starters

Full sheets in the sections are
help; no beekeeper can afford
duce comb honey (or extracted,
without them but they do not
;

enough. To make
our work, we must
in all our sections. Under certain conditions they do not add materiallyto the
yield, at least not so that it can be
readily noticed, but they are the means
of having all combs solidly attached to
the bottom, and that has more to do
with safe shipping than being attached
to the sides.

Some of our beekeeping friends do
not consider bottom starters of sufficient benefit to pay for the time and
labor it requires to install them, but I
consider them a paying investment.
During the season of 1912, when I used
them the first time systematically, I
watched them very closely when the
white clover flow began. After nearly
all colonies had taken possession of
I found one in particuwhere no bees could be seen from
above. It being one of my better colonies, or as good as any, I was some-

their sections,
lar

J^.f.

WHICH BEES CLUSTER WHILE DRAWING OUT FOUNDATION-

vantage for uninterrupted super work.

Sections
BY

MANNER

JJo. 6.

Zj^.Z.

the campaign, I accidentally over
looked inserting two sections into
one of the broad frames.
The space
thus left was built out by the bees.
Although there was no guide, from all
appearance they did a model job, except that it was drone-comb. It being
all natural, new comb, I expected that
for

it

would be

far superior to the general

grade of our section honey made on
foundation, and to enjoy the treat, I
reserved it for our own table. But imagine our surprise. Instead of finding
a nice brittle article that would melt
in the mouth, we found a tough sticky
mess, every mouthful a fair sample of
the toughest chewing gum taken from
the penny-in-the-slot machine.
It reminded me of our transferring days in
the seventies, when we used to cut
choice (?) pieces from veteran boxhives combs and considered them " delicious morsels.''

This little episode removed the last
vestige of the prejudice I still harbored
and converted me into a thoroughly
convinced full sheet and bottom-starter
advocate.
La Salle, N. Y.
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Points on Queen Nailing
BY GRANT ANDERSON.
the queen business the first point
to consider is the rearing of good,
well developed queens. It is not
necessary to have them extra large to
be well developed and vigorous. A
queen that is not strong will not stand
a long journey in the mails.
The second point to consider is the
cage. Just any old thing will not do.
If the distance is short the small Benton cage will answer the purpose very
well, but if the distance is so great as
to take several days to deliver the
queens, a larger cage should be used.
Seventy-five percent of the queens
that I mail go in the large six-hole
cages. These six-hole cages are not export cages, but will deliver the queens

IN

that have had a flight and are ready
for the field will be best for escorts;
old bees will be most likely to die in
the cages and cause the loss of the
queen. The number of bees for the
escorts will have to be determined by
the weather.
If cool, use many; if
warm, use few.

Rio Hondo, Tex.

Bee Hunting
we

are to consider the hunting of
bee-trees from the angle of profit
alone, probably there is no room
for an article on this subject in the columns of a bee-paper. But we must all
have some sport or relaxation, and the
old bee hunters tell us that there is
nothing more fascinatingthan the hunting of such trees.
Very few sections ate so thickly settled but that the reader may find one or
more trees in the adjacent timbers by
a careful search, while there are still
localities where the trees are so numerous as to have considerable wild
bee population.

IF

THE USUAL OUTFIT.
Bee-trees may be found by locating
bees on flowers or at their watering
"
places, and following them by " lining
to their home. The usual manner, however, is to be prepared with a bee-hunting box, a small piece of honey-comb,

Cages of Different Sizes for Mailing

Queens
of the United States, Canand Jamaica. For export
have an eight-hole cage. The

in any part
ada, Cuba,

cages I
blocks are nearly 6 inches long, 2)4
inches wide and one inch deep. The
holes are an inch in diameter. Two
holes at each end are filled with candy
and the bees occupy the four central

The queen and escorts are put
through a small hole in the side.

holes.
in

After the screen is tacked on, a thin
bar of wood is placed across the cage
at each end and in the middle, and over
these three bars is nailed a thin wood
cover. The six-hole long distance cage
as well as the three-hole cage has a
groove in each edge the entire length
of the cage and a saw kerf from this
groove into the queen compartment furnishes ventilation.
Next, but not last, is the candy. The
success or failure of the delivery depends very much on the quality of the
candy. This must be made of the best
powered sugar and well ripened honey
;

of good quality. Make a stiff dough
of the candy and let it set several hours

and then work it over again. If too
thin, knead in more sugar, but don't
make it too dry. No water is needed
in the cages

if

the can.dy

is

made

right.

Never heat the candy in making.
Last, and very important, are the

es-

cort bees; for long distance or for export the escorts should be selected with
great care; for short distance most
any bees will do, but I prefer the young
bees at all times. Young worker bees

-1

April

some anise

oil,

a

little

feed or bait

(honey or sugar and water made thin
enough to resemble nectar), a keen
sense of observation and good eyesight.

THE

BO.X.

The one illustrated has been used by
an old bee-hunter of Pennsylvania, W.
H. McWilliams, who has located several hundred trees by the aid of it.
It
is an heirloom.
The box is made in
two parts; the lower part holds the
comb with bait as in Fig. 1, and the upper part, fitting snugly over the lower,
has on its lower edge grooves in which
a cardboard is slid when desired, so
that the bees may be separated from
the bait below, or they may be caught
in the upper box and then released to
feed on the comb afterward. At the
extreme top of the box is a glass, both
to facilitate catching the bees on flowers and to give the hunter a means of
observing the bees on the bait.

WHEN

TO START AND HOW.

Naturally bees are not apt to " decoy" best when there is nectar in the

Every beekeeper knows that
a honey flow bees will ignore
honey spilled here and there on the
hives.
They prefer the nectar from the
field.

during

flowers. So, in hunting bees in the
woods, choose a time of honey dearth
Early spring is best if you
if possible.

are after the bees alone.

Late

summer
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and

should be chosen if you wish
honey and are not so particular about the bees. Choose a location,
of course, at
considerable distance
from any apiary and near woods where
bee-trees are most probable.
fall

to get the

GETTING THE FIRST START.
possible, a bee is caught who is
seeking early pollen or getting a load
of water at some watering hole. The
glass lid is placed over her; she flies
up against it, the box is put together
and she is a captive. Many old beehunters if unable to find bees otherwise
If

will

frequent stops to bait more bees, it will
in most instances be easy to locate the

The bee-hunter, new

Mark one

of your bees with flour,
crayon or paint on .ibdomen just before
she leaves the ba't for home. If she is
gone seven or eieht minutes, the tree
is a mile away.
Each additional mile
will take from fiv • to six minutes.

CHANGING LOCATION.

When

the line of bees has been well
established and the approximate distance ascertained, it is an easy matter
for the bee-hunter to move in the direction of the tree, leaving a little of his
bait at the original location to keep the
line constant.
Always keep on the
winward side of the direct line when
moving towards the tree, then in case
you lose the line more bees can easily
be attracted to the bait. If the line is
well established and is kept going by

the

game,

however, move too
may go past the tree.
This can readily be told by the lessening of the number of bees working on
his bait box, and also by the fact that

Conducted by Miss
Putting Full Sheets in

Emma

Frames

is

it

found expedient to

"cross line"; that

is, to establish
another line to the same tree, starting
with a few bees carried away in the
box to another location. In most instances, however, this need not be resorted to.

^

Bee-Keepinc

old comb to attract them.
After the bee is caught, the box is
made dark to induce her to take of the
feed, and while she is feeding the cover
is
carefully
removed so as not to
frighten her.

As soon as she is filled, the bee will
take flight, going first in circles very
similar to those of a young bee except
that they are elliptical with a gradual
trend in the direction of her home.
At the first flight, the direction may
be hard to get, but the bee will not be
long in returning with re-inforcements
and a line will soon be established so
that the direction will easily be recognized.
HOW FAR YOUR TREE IS.

at

will many times,
far at a time and

GETTING THE LINE.

the few he does get will go in the opposite direction.

Sometimes

tree.

decoy them by burning honey and
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For

Women

M. Wilson. Marengo.
half),

111.

and some use the wax

in addi-

tion to the wedge.

What

the best way, to

put in full
sheets of foundation to prevent them
being torn down when a swarm is hived
is

upon them

?

Would

you recommend
them with wax ?
I

that

painting

have had so much trouble this way
I

rarely use full sheets, but hive
starters and get too much

swarms on

drone-comb.

Hannah

R.

Sewall.

Forest Glen, Md.
It would be easier to advise if particulars had been given as to the way the
foundation had been fastened, and then
just what trouble occurred.
In the
first place, foundation should never be
given to a swarm without being well
fastened in the frame. If fastened to
the top-bar by means of saw-kerf and
wedge, the wedge should not be lightly
pushed in, but crowded in tightly its
full depth.
If rather light foundation
be used, it may pull out even with the
wedge in full depth. In that case the
edge of the foundation that is pushed
into the kerf may be doubled, or a thin
strip of wood such as a piece of wooden

separator may be crowded in beside
the foundation. Instead of the kerfand-wedge plan, the foundation may be
fastened to the top-bar by means of
melted wax (or rosin and wax, half and

No

matter how firmly fastened to the
top-bar, no foundation will withstand
a swarm without being supported by
wires or foundation-splints, and these
should be well imbedded into the foundation. If they be pressed in when too
cold, the bees may try to gnaw them
out.
The work should be done in a
warm room or on a warm day. Electricity is perhaps the best thing to heat
the wire when embedding it, but you
can get along without it. Having your
frame wired and the foundation well
fastened to the top-bar, turn the frame
flat, wires down, and hold
it
over the
burner of a gas or oil-stove. While
holding the frame with one hand, press
down with a finger of the other hand
upon the foundation directly over the
heat, moving the frame
slowly the
length of the wire, and letting the finger
slide along on the foundation.
The
wire heats quickly, and melts its way
in while the rest of the foundation is
still cool.
A little practice will teach
you how slowly to move.
If all this is well done, there should
be no trouble about foundation falling
down. Still, in the middle of a swarm
is a hot place where the foundation
may break down, and you will do well
to have the hive well ventilated for a
few days, with the cover raised half an
inch or more.
If you care to take the trouble, you
can have the foundation fastened into
the frame in advance. Give a frame of

foundation to a colony, either in the
or in the extracting
super, at a time when honey is coming
in well, and the bees will fasten the
foundation so there will be no danger
that a swarm will break it down. It

brood-chamber

may

take a day, or it may take three
days. Here is one way to have a full
set fastened.
Go to a strong colony,
and put half the brood combs into an
upper story. Have the brood-combs
of the
two stories alternated with
frames of foundation, and in two days,
more or less, the foundation will be
well fastened and may be taken away.
Of course, this cannot be done in a
cool time, lest the brood be chilled.
Some succeed well by painting with
wax the upper part of sheet.

May

A WILD BEE CAVE ON DANCER MOUNTAIN AT LLANO. TEX.

Disease

Last spring I sent to New York for a
colony of bees, and they arrived on
April 17, in what I thought was good
condition. In May I was compelled to
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miles. The weather was
and as the distance was short I
put on an empty super and closed the
entrance. However, there were quite
a few bees dead when I released them,
although they were not confined longer

move them 1%

cool,

than an hour. Shortly after that they
seemed to have a sort of May disease
they looked greasy and had large abdomens. I lost about half of the colony,
disease finally disappeared.
but the

They were

my

late in swarming, and as
queen was clipped, I intended to let

the bees

swarm

swarm but once. I hived the
new hive on the old stand,

in a

placing the old hive close beside it,
thinking to move it in seven days to a

new

stand.

Swarm

came out on Thursday
on Saturday morning
swarm No. 2 came out. I hived this
swarm in a new hive and placed the
old hive back. The same hive had a
third swarm three days later, but this
No.

1

afternoon, and

1. It is possible that when No. 1 was|
ready to swarm the weather was too'
bad, being cold and rainy, and this continued until the swarm came out about
six days later than it could have done
if the weather had been good, making
it only two
days longer until the first
virgin was ready to go with the second
swarm. A delay of that kind often
happens, but it is rare that the delay
is so long.
So rare that another explanation is probable. The first swarm
occurred on Thursday. On Wednesday
or Thursday of the preceding week, it
may be that a swarm, unnoticed by you,

issued,

and

unable

to

slightly

raised

at

one end.

them and started

off at 3:00 o'clock in
the morning, getting there by .5:00. We
released them at once after giving them
a little smoke, and we did not lose a

bee nor a drop of honey.
Number 1 and 2 stored about 25
pounds of honey in the super and
raised an immense swarm of bees. The
old colony did not store any and they
are lighter in bees than the other hives,
and before cellaring them I noticed
some of the bees had a greasy look and
quite a few died,

and now

they have died off twice as
other colonies.

old
the

queen was
swarm, or

in

Miscellaneous

the young queens issued with another swarm.
2. As you describe it, it is pretty sure
to be paralysis.
It may appear again,
but likely not. Thehive is all right.
3. If
you mean does a 2 year old
queen have a larger swarm than a 1year old queen, no. If you mean does
the old queen that issues with the
prime swarm have a larger swarm than
the young queen that issues with the
of

'

'

second swarm,

yes.
to tell.
Possibly both. If
there is no paralysis this year, they are
.likely to do better, provided it is a
'good year.
'

,

4.

Hard

would hardly be advisable to
two colonies. As the swarm
was late the young queen didn't have
the best chance, and may do better this
5.

It

unite the

year.

<^ News

Items

She

appeared cold, and after warming her
up she seemed spry again, but refused
to enter the hive, although the bees
were willing to accept her. I gave her
some smoke and she went in, but soon
came out again and wandered off on
the gound, so I killed her and united
swarms No. 1 and No. 2.
On Aug. 18 I moved to Mukwonago,
and had to move the bees, and as they
had their brood-chamber filled with
brood and honey, I thought I would
have bad luck in moving. I have the
Langstroth hives, and took off the
cover and bee-board, leaving an empty
super over the brood-chamber, closed
the entrance with a screen and tied
cheese-cloth over the super. We loaded
*

with

some way lost, and the swarm
returned. Then when the oldest virgin
was ready, the swarm which you saw
issued, and two days later the second

was

time I cut out all queen-cells and returned the swarm with the virgin queen
to the parent hive. They did all right
for a while, then one morning I saw
swarm No. 2 was excited about someAfter a search I found their
thing.
queen under the alighting-board which

was

that the

go

April

Prune Pollination.— Bulletin No.

274,

with the French variety.

ment Station has for its title, " The
Common Honeybee as an Agent in
Prune Pollination." It is written by

The best results will probably be
obtained by bringing in bees from outside and scattering them about the orchard with at least one colony to each

A. H. Hendrickson.

acre.

of the California Agricultural Experi-

appears that insects are extremely
scarce in the Santa Clara Valley at the
time that the prune trees are in bloom,
with the result that the crop is not so
large as it might otherwise be.
Experiments were conducted with
trees entirely protected from bees and
netting, and with
other insects by
others having adjacent to them plenty
The results were, as
of honeybees.
usual; the bees' proximity resulted in
a much larger set of prunes, especially
It

Nougat.

^
— Three

cups of granulated
sugar, l;^ cups of any kind of nut meats
(preferably English walnuts), -\ cup of
honey, -^j cup of hot water, and the
white of one egg beaten

stiff.

Boil the sugar, honey and water together until they make a rather hard
ball when dropped in cold water.
Remove from the fire, pour in the beaten
white of the egg and beat briskly with
a silver fork. After beating a while,
pour in the nut meats and continue to
beat until it begins to make a hard
creamy mass, then pour into a buttered

in the cellar

much

as the

1. Why did the afterswarm come out
so soon after the prime swarm ?
2. Do you think it is bee-paralysis my
bees have, and will it again appear in
the spring ? Is it a disease that is in
the hive, and should the old hive be

destroyed

?

Does an old queen rear larger
swarms than a young one ?
3.

4. Do you think my bees were lazy
or sick that they did not work ? There

were lots of sweet clover, goldenrod
and dandelions to gather from. Will
they do better next summer?
5. Should I requeen or should I unite
the two swarms in the hive with the old
queen ? The young queen has nice
bees, all 3-banded and of good color.
Do you think it would pay me to try
her again, the old queen was a tested
Italian ?
[Mrs.! C. White.

Mukwonago, Wis.

L.

B.

SMIIH. OF TE.\AS.

GOT

HIS START IN BEEKEEPING BY

BEE-TREES

HUNTING

;
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tin

or platter to cool.

No

better,

more wholesome or

cately flavored candy

any

price.

Try

is

deliobtainable at

it.

Orel

L. Hersiiiser.

The 47th Annual Convention of the
— The National Beekeepers'
Association was held in Madison, Wis.,

National.

Owing to a severe
6, 7 and 8.
storm and blockade north and east,
very few members were present, about
Feb.

70 in

;

:

all.

The program opened in

the afternoon
on Tuesday with a " rouser" by N. E.
France, in his address of welcome.

President Francis Jager followed with
the annual address. In the past year
the National has obtained an appropriation
(from the government) of
$5000, for educational and extension
work, and has obliterated the factional
lines, thus paving way for future work.
The future work should be on a broad
scale, embracing all big activities of
the National in separate sections under
able chairmanship.
Doctor L. D. Leonard, of Minneapolis, Minn., spoke on the " Forks in the
Road," metaphorically describing the
wanderings of the National. He advised for future travel to organize three
sections, the educational, the industrial
and the legislative, with more to come
as need arises.
The big discussion of the day followed an address by Dr. S. A. Jones,
of the Bureau of Crop Estimates of
Washington, D. C. Doctor Jones absolutely proved the correctness of the
government honey crop estimates. To
give a widespread benefit to beekeepers
of the country, he remained another
day to confer with a committee on a
plan of cooperation between the National and the government office. The
result of this conference was that henceforth the retail and wholesale price of

comb and

extracted honey will be asked
and given out by the government to
those who send in reports and to the
officers of the National who will thus
be able within a fraction to determine
what the real price of honey ought to
be at retail and wholesale.
Prof. Taylor, of the University of

Wisconsin in Government office, spoke
on accounting and cost and profit. The
National has appointed a committee to
cooperate- with Prof. Taylor and the
Government office of Accounting in
order to get up a system of bee bookkeeping for larger producers.
The
National will probably be able to furnish this business

book

to its members
as completed.

free of charge as soon
None of the speakers for Wednesday
were present. Dr. E. F. Phillips took
up his paper on State and Government
Aid in Educational and Research work.
He first pointed out the necessity of
such work, not in making more beekeepers, but! better ones of those
existing, calling
attention to gross
ignorance of bees and beekeeping methods even among the biggest men in the
industry. "Some one suggested just
now", he said "that there are among
the members of the National some who
do not know how to hive a prime
swarm." The plan of the Government
is to extend education to every State
in the Union.
North Carolina and

Tennessee received one educator each
last year on behalf of the National Beekeepers' Association, and the work

these men are doing is as wonderful as
the appreciation and cooperation of
the people of these two States.
A lively discussion followed, and
when the atmosphere cleared this was
the result
the National go on record
1. That
favoring further extension of educational and research work.
2. That this section of the activities
of the National be put into a special
section with a secretary in charge under the executive committee.
Dr. E. F. Phillips, of Washington, D.
C, was chosen to act as secretary of
this educational section.
A pleasant divergence was the banquet or dinner held at 12, noon, at Park
Hotel. Sixty-two were present. Prof.
Francis Jager acted as toast-master,

and about a dozen good and funny
were given, mostly by members
from other States.
At 3 p.m., Colorado had its inning.
Mr. Wesley Foster, of Boulder, Colo.,
spoke on Cooperation in Distribution
of Honey, also on Imports and Exports,
and Mr. H. Rauchfuss, of Denver, on
the Colorado system of handling honey.
Both papers were enthusiastially received, showing that
the industrial
part of the bee is nowadays uppermost
in the people's mind.
After a long debate and discussion a special section
of the National was organized under
talks

name
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for President; Mr. J. Bull, of Illinois,
for Secretary, and H. I'olhemus, of Colorado for Vice-president. They were
elected by acclamation, whereupon the

meeting adjourned.
The meeting was permeated from
beginning to the end by a spirit of enencouragement, hope and good cheer,
characteristically expressed in a message received from Dr. C. C. Miller.
Francis Jager, I'res.

John Vandervort, whose death was
announced in our March number, was
born in Schoharie county, N. Y., Jan.
6, 1832, and at the age of 12 years, with
his parents, went to live at Laceyville,
Pa. He remained in the family home
until 1853, when he was united in marriage with Miss Harriet Montgomery,
of Silvara, a year later going to Marengo, III., where he spent about 15
years.

In

1869,

Mr.

East, locating in

years

Vandervort returned
Binghamton,and three

permanently settled in
At this time he formed a
partnership with his son A. L., going
later

Laceyville.

into

the planing mill business for the

manufacture of beehives, the son taking
charge of the milling end while the
father devoted his time to bees, which
in the following years proved a very
successful venture.

The partnership

of

industrial section, with
Mr. H. Polhemus, of Colorado, as secretary, to study national methods of
cooperation and report next year. Mr.
Frank C. Pellett, of Atlantic, Iowa, was
appointed secretary of the legislative
section.
Mr. C. P. Dadant spoke on State Fair
and exhibits, but he widened out into a
general
boost for progress, which,
from a man of his standing, will be a
great asset for the National. Thanks
After supper the question of the

the

of

National Central office was discussed
by Prof. Eric F. Millen, of Ames, Iowa.
The paper was so interesting that a
discussion followed, after which the
five points brought out by Mr. Millen,
were unanimously adopted.

Hamlin B. Miller, of Marshalltown,
Iowa, closed the program at 9:30 p.m.,
and

if

anybody was drowsy by

that

time they were soon wide awake and
stayed wide awake whilst he spilled his
" Pep " on " How to increase the membership of the National.";
At the business session Thursday
morning a resolution to stand by President Wilson was adopted and wired to

Washington.
Other resolutions adopted, were, to
refer the great questions brought up
at this meeting to committees to work
them out and report at the next meet-

The Late

J.

Vandervort

as well as

father and son continued about three
years, and in the dissolution the son
took the milling business while the bee
industry was continued by the father.

self to secure five new members for the
National;
To appoint in the most promising
States a representative or secretary to
take care of the interests of the National in that State. The president was
authorized to appoint such men.
The nominating committee consisting
of Messrs. C. P. Dadant, E. F. Phillips,
and Wesley Foster, reported that they
recommend as officers for the next
year Prof. Francis Jager, of Minnesota,

vort was for a time in partnership with
Jones, who " pays the freight."
Mr. Vandervort was the first manufacturer of comb-foundation cylinders
to make mills of different cell walls for
the different grades of foundation. The
first machines made by'Washburne under the direction and management of
A. I. Root, were very accurate, but no
attempt was made by him at first to
make cell walls of different depth and
thickness, or at least only one grade
was put on the market. Mrs. Frances
Dunham, of Depere, Wis., about 1880,

ing

To

own convention report
any other reports during the
year and send it to members
To procure money for such printing
by every member present pledging himprint our

While

in

Binghamton, Mr. Vander-
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upon the market mills with a
rounded cell which gave very satisfactory foundation. But this was a very
heavy grade, as it was difficult to manput

anything

than five
square feet to the pound with her mills.
Vandervort, who was a fine machinist,
at the suggestion of the writer made
mills with walls of different thicknesses
and different depths. It was with his
mills that the first separate grades of
brood and super foundation were seufacture

lighter

cured.

Vandervort was as warmhearted and
generous as he was skilled in his profession. We used his mills for years,
and I visited him in 1884, to suggest
some improvements in his methods.
He had a little shop about 12 by 12 feet,
and in the midst of his skilled work,
which required a great deal of attention, he would find occasion to help
his neighbors. I remember his stopping
from his work on a mill to repair a
tool for a neighbor blacksmith, free of
charge. He cared little for money, and
I have before my eyes a letter from
him, dated Sept. 2, 1884, in which he

"You

writes:

sent

me

nearly $50

more

than belongs to me, and for this I shall
try to get even with you some future
day." We never could get him to send
us a

bill

for the

numerous

mills that

he manufactured or repaired for us,
and one of his favorite sayings was:

"

What

be

if it

a grand country America would
would only forget the Almighty

Dollar."

Mr. Vandervort was thrice married,
and of the first marriage in 1853, there
survive two children, Mrs. Carrie Darrow, of Reading, Pa., and A. L. VanderLaceyville. In June, 1875, he
was married to Emily Jane Fish, of
Silvara, and of this union there survives one daughter, Mrs. Frank Creasy,
of Berwick, Pa., and in 1890 he was
united in marriage to Mrs. Ella Brown,
of Golden Hill, who also survives.
vort, of

Rhode Island Association The Rhode
Island beekeepers organized a society
The outlook
at Providence Feb. 21.
ahead seems very encouraging in power
of members. The society is to meet
frequently, place of meeting will probably be the Lecture Room of the Providence Public Library.
It is the intention of the society that
any one interested in beekeeping shall
not be overlooked. This is the only
society in the State, and any one interested is cordially invited to become a
member. Communicate with the President, Arthur C. Miller at the Providence Institution for Savings or the
Secretary, Gardner B. Willis at the
Providence Technical High School.

Gardner

B.

Willis,

Sec.

Answers^

Dr. Miller*s

April

5.
Which is better for the production of comb
honey, the 8-frame hive or the 10-frame?
6. From an article in the Canadian Horticulturist^ and Beekeeper for July. ioi6.
headed. " Beekeeping in Holland." I inferred
that straw skeps were used in place of the
modern movable-frame hive. Has the mov-

able frame hive ever been introduced there
disliked, or is it unknown ?
7. I bought two colonies of 3-banded Italians in July, I9i6. A neighbor did the same,
and bought bees from the same apiary.
His made a super of honey and enough
stores to last them through the winter.
Mine made only enough to last them through
the winter. From careful watching I ascertained that mine flew in large circles about
the apiary gathering very little honey when
a field of white clover in full bloom was
within a hundred yards. What was the
matter with them ?
8. What is the best method to entice bees
from a hollow tree or log into hives ?
g. How cold does it have to get to kill bees
in winter housed in 8 frame hives with no
packing cases and in the open ?
10. Which method is the better in a queenrearing apiary, the Ben G. Davis plan or J.
M. Davis plan ?
11. Which is the sweetest, honey, molasses
Illinois.
or sugar?

and

—

Answers. i. I don't use excluders under
sections, as I think they aregenerally used.
But I have sections filled with worker foundation. If you use small starters in sections it may pay you to use excluders;
otherwise the queen will go up to lay in the
drone-comb; the bees are sure to build in
sections when only starters are present.
2. I don't know.
3. You are in latitude about 39 degrees, and
will do better to winter outside.
is not essential, but better for the
4. It
bees, and better still for the beekeeper.
5. All things considered, the larger hive is
better.
I
think, is like some other
6. Holland.
European countries, where some use movable-comb.hives. but a good
yet

to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo, \w..
bee-keeoine questions by mail.

Send Questions either

He does not answer
Putting

Dummies Between Brood Combs

am

getting to think that old broodcomb is much of an abomination and should
unconcernedly be turned into wax. In or
der then to make eood what is thus lost,
what ways are there co-incident with regu1.

lar

I

honey production and With minimum

sacrifice thereof, to get full foundation in

brood-frames drawn out
tity so far as

in

maximum quan-

aforesaid not detrimental to

honey production ?
2. I am an opponent of the divisible broodchamber; yet it seems that some offer a
superior way for contraction, and thus
sending bees up into the sections by confining the bees to one part of the brood-chamber. How can one approach this nearest
when using lo-frame full depth Langstroth
hives? Of course, by using dummies. Now
according to Dadant, bees neglect sections
that are not over frames. What would then
be the best arrangement of frames of brood
and dummies in such lo-frame hive, if there
were therein four or five dummies per hive ?
Pennsylvania.

Answers.— I. The best scheme for getting
combs drawn out depends somewhat on circumstances. With natural swarming, or
even with shake-swarming, probably the
best time is to give the frames of foundation at the time of hiving or shaking the
swarm. In other cases a good way is to have

combs drawn out in a super.
There may be some peculiarity in your
case that makes old combs objectionable,
but did you never notice that when bees are
given their choice they prefer old combs to
new? I have been keeping bees more than
half a century, and I've never yet turned
down a comb because of old age.
2. The Dadant opinion is entirely correct.
Put (our or five dummies in one side of the
brood-chamber, and the sections over the
brood will be finished while the outside sections over the dummies will be hardly

touched. Well, is there any other way but
to put the dummies between the broodcombs? Had thought of that, hadn't you ?
but you thought it would hinder the Queen
from going from one frame to another. Well,
won't, for I have tried it. It might, if you
should put the dummies in a bunch in the
middle of the hive, but scatter them, with
only one in a place, and it doesn't seem to
hinder the queen from keeping all combs
occupied. For all that. I don't believe you
could coax me to try to limit the queen's
room in that way.
it

Putting Up a Hive

Last spring I bought a lot of hives which
were shipped to me knocked down. I put
them together, and among the lot. for each
hive, was a board Vi inch thick, and as long
and wide as the hive. This board has a hole
in the center 3M inches long and i!i inch
wide. The question is. where does this
board fit in ? Does it go on top of the broodhive under the super or on top before the
metal top is put on ?
Illinois.

Answer.— It goes on top of the broodchamber, under the super (when there is a
super on). The slotted hole may take a Porter bee-escape, and it may also serve to put
a feeder over. Don't use that board during
the honey crop.
Miscellaneous Questions

working for comb honey, is it essenuse excluders to keep the queen from
laying in the super ?
2. How many colonies of bees are there in
1.

In

tial to

Illinois?

In

Canada?

advanced so

far.

same

many have not
some parts

as in

of our own country. I don't think there is a
country in the world where movable combs
have been rejected after fair trial.
7. One colony may have been stronger than
the others, or the bees may have been betPossibly the management may not have
ter.
been the same. If the bees got nothing from
the white clover, it was no doubt because
the clover yielded no nectar. That happens
a good many times.
8.

I

out.

know of anyway to entice them
They must be forced out by means of

don't

smoke, carbolic acid, etc or the tree felled
and cut open.
9. That depends on many things.
A colony
weak enough may succumb to a temperaif
that
above
freezing,
temperature
ture
be
A colony strong enough, with
long enough
stores enough, will defy the mercury to get
low enough to kill it.
10. Like enough the Ben G. Davis plan is
better for the son, and the J. M. Davis plan
,

for the father.
11.

If

you touch

your tongue to each of

them in succession, you will probably say
honey is the sweetest. But I have never
been able to find out for certain which of
them would go the farthest in sweetening,
say a batch of dough, although I have tried
to

do

so.

Checking Swarming
In " Fifty Years Among the Bees" you advise, before the bees become crowded in the
spring, to place a
brood-chamber with

empty combs

under the colony to check
etc. How would the plan work
full
sheets of foundation for
substitute
to
swarming,

empty combs?

Answer.— Foundation

Pennsylvania.
do well. After

will

3 Is it necessary to put bees in the cellar
or use winter packing cases in this locality ?
4. Is it essential to provide shade for bees
to prevent their swarming and leaving the

one has been in the business some time,
however, there will generally be drawn
combs on hand, and they will keep better to

hives?

be in the care of the bees
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Weitht

of

Sections—Foulbrood— Size

ot

Hiv)

What

should a section of honey weii:h
some say from lo to 13 ounces for a pound ?
2. Kow can you tell when
bees have foulbrood ? What time of the year do they get
it and how can it be cured P
3. Would a hive 17 inches long and 12 inches
wide be large enough for an average colony ?
Iowa.
Answers— t. The Colorado rules require
a section of fancy honey to weigh, with the
wood, I3>^ ounces; No 1. 12 ounces, and No.
2, II ounces.
1.

Department
of Agriculture. Washington, D. C and he
will send you a number of pages that will
Write

2

to Dr. E. F. Phillips.

,

give you full information.
3. That is a little smaller than the 8-frame
Langstroth, which is generally considered
hardly large enough.

Flowers for Pollen

What varieties of garden flowers are best
suited to furnish pollen and nectar for
Oklahoma.
bees ?
Answer.— Mignonnette and sweet alyssum
are good, but unless you plant by the acre
it will not amount to much.

Swarming

— Requeening

Will cutting out the queen-cells in the
brood-chamber about every ten days during
the summer prevent swarming and induce
the bees to make more honey P
2. My bees are a cross between the black
and yellow species. They are not very good
workers, and the swarms that issue are
small. I wish to change to pure Italians Do
you advise the pound package of bees or
requeening with Italian queens ? Would the
young queens be pure Italian P
1.

Quebec. Canada.

Answers.

—I

queen-cells every
ten days will delay swarming, at least for a
time; in some cases it will prevent it altogether; but generally the colony will swarm
Killing

sooner or later

in spite of cell-killing.
result will be the same whether you
get a queen in a queen-cage or in a pound

The

2.

package, only with the queen-cage you run
the risk of introducing. The young queens
you rear from your new stock will be pure
if they meet pure drones, otherwise not.

Increase— Swarm Prevention— Superseding
1.

I

have now four colonies which

I

hope

to carry over winter. I would like to increase these to eight, preferably by the
shaken swarm plan, but I am at a loss to
know how to treat the old colony so that
they will rear a good queen from the cells

that were started before the shaking was
But suppose they do not get the

done.

swarming

fever,

what then

?

Wouldn't

it

do

just as well to divide the colonies sometime
in May, following the plan you gave to
" Pennsylvania," in answer to question No
Bee .Tournal for
3, page 245 of the American
July, I«i6?
2. If I follow this plan, will that end the

swarming

for the year? Will they gather
as much surplus as if they had been shaken
instead of divided P I might watch and wait
for signs of swarming until it was too late to
make the increase by division.
3. If I increase by shaking, wouldn't there
be a good queen reared in the old colons- if I
do not shake clean, but leave some of the
bees on the frames ?
are in the country six miles
4. My bees
from here, and I do not see them every day.
I had but one
colony last year, and this colony swarmed about the middle of May.
when there was no one there to hive the
swarm, and it got away. I did not know this
until about four days after the swarm came
out.

vent
their

Not knowing what

to do then to preany afterwarms. I let matters take
course, with the result that there

own

were more swarms when I was not there,
and all left for the woods. In spite of this 1
got about 40 pounds of fine honey from this
colony, mostly in shallow extracting frames
What would have been the proper course to
pursue in order to prevent any afterwarms.

when I got there about four days after the
first swarm issued ?
5. How do you tell when the bees are gathering honey, and when the flow ceases ? It
is

easy with pollen but not with honey.
6. I bought two colonies last summer, and

I find that some of the brood frames are not
wired. Two of the com'ps fell out of the
frames while looking over them. I would
like to replace these frames with others
that are not wired. When would be the
best time to do this so as not to interfere
with brood-rearing ? I will have to use new
frames with full sheets of foundation, as I

have no drawn combs.
tell, when queen cells are
7. How can
found in a hive, whether there is to be
swarming or superseding
H If. when
superseding, the bees build
more than one queen-cell is there any danI

^

swarming
g. I sometimes
ments of cells

ger of

P

find turban-shaped enlargein the hives.
Ate these
the beginning of queen-cells or an indication that the bees are in a swarming humor ?
10. I always thought that the longer a colony was without a queen the more readily
they would accept one when introduced, but
after reading that editorial, " The Meanest
Colony." etc., on the first page of Gleaningj
for July I. loib, I am all at sea. If I should

find any of mine queenless at any time I
wouldn't know what to do.
n. I can buy some S-frame hives with
supers for $1.00 each, all in good condition.
Would you advise doing this or would it be
better to get nev/ lo/rami hives at about $5.00
each ?
12. If I give a queenless colony a frame of
brood with larva less than three days old
and they start several queen-cells, will
there be any swarming, or will the first
queen out destroy the other cells ?
13. What will happen to a colony that has
a laying worker in the fall and is left in
that condition until ipring?
14. How can I. as advised, use the strongest colonies or those that swarm the least,
for the crop, and at the same time breed
from them, so as to build up all around.

Pennsylvania.

Answers.— I.

It

will be all right provided

the colony is strong enough in May. If not
very strong then, wait until June.
2. You cannot reply upon it for an absolute certainty, but the likelihood is that
there will be no swarming. It isn't necessary to wait for signs of swarming; sometimes a strong colony goes through the whole
season without offering to swarm. The important thing to watch for is the proper
strength.
3. When you shake and put the brood in a
new hive on a neiu stand, even if you leave
quite a force of bees on the combs, there
will be no field bees coming into the hive
for two or three or more days, hence no
honey coming in, and the bees will be in a
discouraged condition, in no mood to rear a
good queen 'You can, however, take the

queen away with two frames of brood and
adhering bees, putting her on a new stand,
then a week later shake your swarm, leaving nearly all the bees with the queen on the
old stand, and on the new stand (where the
queen has been during the previous week)
But instead of shakall the brood but one.
ing off the bees you must brush them off the
combs, for the shaking would ruin the
queen-cells. However, it will be all right if
you leave at least one frame without shaking, provided it contains one or more good
cells.

the queen had whole wings, and the
her, and you got
there four days later, you might at that time
4.

135
when no honey

is coming in.
One of the
best signs that the flow has ceased Is to find
the bees suddenly become very cross. They
will also be more listless about flying in and
out of the hives.
6. Notwithstanding
the apparent incongruity, the best time is when the bees are
most busily engaged at brood-rearing

You cannot be sure about it. If you find
dozen or so of cells at a time when bees
k'enerally swarm, ycu may be pretty sure
that the bees have thought of swarming. If
you find not more than three or four after
swarming is mostly over, you may guess that
supersedurc is intended.
8. Yes, an increased flow of honey or something else may induce the bees to swarm
when otherwise there would have been
superseding
Conversely, a check in the
honey flow, or something else, may turn the
bees from swarming to superseding.
7

a

Q. They are the beginnings of queen-cells,
called cell-cups; but may be found in the
hive almost any time of year, having no ref-

erence

to

Do

swarming.

the same as you would have
you never had seen that editorial,
only now you know that when bees are
queenless a long time they become somewhat reconciled to their queenless condition and resent the intrusion of foreign
royalty. So when you find a colony queenless, generally you will move just as oon as
you can to supply the deficiency.
10.

done

if

All

11.

iust

depends upon the relative value

you place upon working with the two kinds,
and what is to be your future course. If you
intend to continue using the smaller hives,
by all means take advantage of the offer at
If you expect afterward to use the
$1.00.
larger hive, it might hardly be worth while
to take the smaller as a gift.
12. That depends.
If it is swarming time,
and the colony strong, you may expect
swarming; otherwise not.
13. The bees may be all dead by spring; if
not, there will bea few of them, and it would
be better if they were all dead. Only when
you say a laying worker, you should understand that a large number of laying workers
are likely to be present.
14. I am a bit puzzled to know when you
were advised to use your very best queens.
ahvavs, for the crop. When a queen has established her reputation for superiority in
any given year, it's a good plan the years
after that to keep her in a nucleus, so as to
let her live as long as possible, without expecting her bees to help on the surplus.
However, it's no trick at all to keep her in a
strong colony, working its best on the harvest, and at the same time to breed from
her. All you need to do is to take from her
a small amount of very young brood, to be
used in rearing queens in other strong colonies made queenless for a time.

If

swarm absconded with

one You might also, on
that fourth day after swarming, take all but
two frames of brood with adhering bees, and
put them in a new hive on a new stand, be-

kill

all

cells but

side the old one. Then a week later, when
there would no longer be any young queens
left in the cells (they would have emerged
or else been killed) you would return to the
old hive all the brood and bees you htd

taken away
hard to say for certain whether a
5. It is
given colony is gathering or not at a given
time. But there are some things by which
you may make a pretty good guess. When
honey is yielding abundantly, you will see
the bees flying in and darting out of the
hives like mad, appearing in the greatest
baste. They are likely to be much crosser

To

My

Incite

bees do not

Swarming

swarm

until after the

com-

mencement of the honey flow, which commences about July 10. Could I in anyway
cause them to swarm before that time. Here
we have very little fruit bloom and some
dandelions. If lean cause them to swarm
before the honey flow I can get much more
honey. I run for comb honey. Nebraska.

Answer.— If

there is at any time a dearth
or more, when there is no pasturage for the bees, you might feed during that
time. You might also get some of thecolonies to swarm earlier by giving them sealed
brood or bees from other colonies. Of
of a

week

course you can have recourse to artificial
increase by any of the methods given in your
bee-books.

I

am somewhat

skeptical as to

your getting more honey by having swarming earlier.
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Bets Poisoned from Spraying
1.

be

What

mesh should

size of

a wire-screen

prevent bees from feeding through it ?
Does Doison such as bees get from the
in orchards kill them if they carry it,
or must they eat it to affect them ?
3. Do working bees eat nectar or honey
to

2.

sprays

from the hive ?
4. What time of
day do they eat when
there is a good flow on ?
5 I would like to keep six or eight colonies
in a district where there are orchards. I
kept a number last summer, but the fruit
spray poisoned them. Is there any way to
work them so the spray will not kill them.
or so they will not carry the spray ? The
spray is on at two different times of about
three days each. I don't care to shut them
up. Would they continue to go to the fruit
bloom if each colony was divided into nuclei
and each nucleus was fed with a stimulative
feeder?
Washington.

Answers.— I.
made with

I

is

don't know that screen
so fine a mesh that bees

on one side cannot reach through to feed
bees on the other side. To prevent that
you can have two screens one-fourth inch

more

or

apart.
2. lam not sure, but 1 suppose taking the
poisoned liquid into their honey-sacs is

enough
3.

to kill

Both.

I

them.

think.

suppose

at any or all times.
don't believe feeding in nuclei would
Drevent the bees from getting the poisoned
spray.
4.

I

5.

I

Bees Resisting Foulbrood
1.

A

year or so ago

J.

L.

Byer made the

statement that a young_ vigorous pureblooded Italian queen was immune from the
contagion of European foulbrood. What is
meant by an immune Italian queen ? Are
we to understand that the pure blood of the
queen overcomes the germs of the disease
by the law of phagocytosis ?
2. If a colony of bees becomes infected with

European foulbrood and the queen is caged
young vigorous queen is
introduced at the end of ten days, and the
disease disappears, in what manner or under what law would the disease be elimi-

for ten days, or a

nated ? Would it be by the police force of
the bees made vigorous by being made
queenless ?
If a colony of bees die from foulbrood
J
and the fi.xtures and dead bees removed,
and a colony of bees, honey and brood in
all stages absolutely pure placed in this diseased hive and the disease appeared again,

what way would
bee ?

in

the germs enter the

larval

Can

foulbrood germ come into existence in any other way only through the
larval bee ?
5 Why do good men say their bees are so
vigorous and strongthat they resist the foulbrood germs, and do not tell in what way
they do it
Pennsylvania.
4.

a

i"

Answers.— 1.
queen

1

suppose that by an immune

meant a queen whose progeny is immune to European foulbrood. that
is. would not contract the disease;
but I
never saw it claimed that phagocytosis had
anything to do with it.
2. I don't think anyone has claimed that
the colony has become more vigorous by
Italian

is

queenlessness. I don't know that any theory has been advanced to explain how the
cure. takes place through queenlessness.
except the one advanced by myself. Since
no one to my knowledge has objected to it.
and since no other theory has been advanced, it is possible that my theory may be
correct.
The theory is this: It is well
known that when a larva is crushed, the
bees promptly lick up the juices of the
crushed larva. When a larva is affected by
European foulbrood in a short time it dies,
and then the workers will suck its juices,
and then when they feed other larvae the
disease will be conveyed. But that's only

April

for a short time; as soon as the dead larvae
becomes decayed and unpalatable, the nurses will have none of it. Suppose now the
queen be caged, killed, orremoved. In about
eight days all the brood will be sealed, and

there will no longer be any chance for the
nurses to eat diseased juices Indeed, they
will probably have ceased before that time,
for the diseased larvae will be mostly so far
decayed that they are not to the taste of the
worker. Then let egg-laying begin again in
the hive. It will be three days before there
are any larvae to be fed. By that time the
nurses will have nothing but wholesome
food for the babies, and generally the disease will not again appear. Plenty of the
disease in the hive, but not in condition for
the nurses toconsume it. and so it is not fed.
This theory may serve until some one proposes a better one. At any rate it works
out all right in actual practice, that's the

important thing.
3. Under the circumstances you
mention
should not expect the disease to appear at
all.
But if it did it would be by the germs
being fed to the larvae.
I

4. In the hive, no; although scientists may
rear the bacilli from the spores with any

larvae.
5. I don't know why they don't tell; possibly they don't know, and possibly they don't

think it very important to understand any
farther than to know how to get rid of the
disease. As to immunity from the disease
because of vigorous bees, I have doubts as
to there being any bees that are entirely
immune; but a vigorous colony will do better work at cleaning out the diseased dead

brood than will a weak colony.

System

Service

Quality

SAFE ARRIVAL GUARANTEED
We are

All orders received

doing business under the above conditions.

immediate attention.

Our STOCK

position to take care of our orders

by us

will

have our

HAS NO EQUAL. NEVER before have we been in the
as WE are now. We have enlarged our queen-rearing

and pound package business.

Remember all orders accepted by us will be fiUed by return mail or express
WE will refund your money at once. You will be perfectly
WANTED. If WE can't do

if

it,

safe

by placing your order with us
y

Untested
Tested

$1.50
2.00
3.00

Select tested
Select breeder, $5.00. Extra

for

PROMPT DELIVERY, We

12
g
$12.00
$ 7,50
18.00
10.50
24.00
15.00
select breeder, $10

quote prices as following:

Bees by the Pound Without Queens

,

$1.50
2.50
3.25

% 8.00

14.00
18.50

12
$15.00
27.00
35.00

frame

350

5-frame

5.00

20.00
23.00

12
37.00
44.00

1

1-pound bees
2-pound bees
3-pound bees

6

Prices of Nuclei Without Queens
1

1-frame
2-frame

$2.00
2.50

Our
guarantee

$10.50
12.00

12
$18.00
22.00

3

mail and express service

all

queens

to be purely mated.

with us and get Quality,
J. E.

6

is

the best,

All bees free

24 outgoing trains daily.

from any disease.

Place your order

Service and System.

MARCHANT BEE & HONEY COMPANY,

WE

Columbus, Georgia, U.

S. A.

AMERICAN

1917

BEF.
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QUEENS
Quirin's Improved Superior Italian Bees and Queens. They
are Northern Bred and Hardy. 25 years a Queen Breeder.
Trices

Before July

ist

After July

ist
12

Select untested

Tested
Select tested

2-comb nuclei
3-comb nuclei

Hframe colonies
loframe colonies
.'.'-pound package bees.
7-pound package bees..

$1 UO
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For Sale—Nuclei and colonies
bees.

of Italian
Collyer.
Y.

S.

Box

183. 76

Broadway. Ossining. N.

Italian Bees in lo-fr. hives'. Queens, and
fancy table honey, also supplies.
Geo. F Webster.
Valley View Farm. Sioux Falls, S. Dak.

Business First

three-handed
each; 6 for $5 00.

Untested. $1.00
Italians.
for descriptive price list and Jio free
M. F. Perry.
offer: no disease.
Bradentown, Fla.

Bees for Sale— iooo lbs. in i lb. packages
at $1.00 per lb. Untested Italian Queens. 70c
extra, to be shipped April i to 20. All orders
must be sent in at once

W.

Burlson. Waxahachie. Tex.

Golden

Italian Queens; northern breed;
methods. Our standard, size and
honey producing Qualities. Write for circular and price list.
H. M. Leach & Sons. Hiram, Ohio.

new

Golden Italian Queens about May i. that
produce golden bees. Good honey gatherers.
Nofoulbrood. Select tested, Ji 25 Tested,
Untested, 75c;

$1.00.

6,

Bred

you need.

strictly to

the quality

produce Golden

bees that get the honey. One, 75c; 6. $4.25;
Prompt de12. S825; 50 or more, 60c each.
livery and satisfaction guaranteed.
L. J. Pfeiffer. Rt. A, Ex. 219, Los Gatos. Calif.

For Sale— Mott's northern bred Italian
resist disease well. Those that
resist disease must be hardy, prolific, and
Bees per pound.
hustlers; they are gentle.
Plans "How to Introduce Queens and Increase," 25c. List free.
E. E. Mott. Glenwood, Mich.
Queens that

Queens. Doolittle and Moore strain,
that are Golden. One select

GoLDENS

also
unt,

Tested. $1.25.
6, $4.25; 12, $8.00.
Bees by the pound a specialty. One i-lb.
package. tr25; one 2lb $2 25; large lots less,

$1.00;

.

also nuclei and colonies.

Ready March

Booking orders now. Circular free.
Wing. 155 Schiele Ave San Jose.

J. E.

.

15th.

Golden Italinan Queens bred

strictly
a strong race of

for business, that produce
bees as honey gatherers By April i. untested, 75c each; 6 for $4.25; 12, l8,oo; 100. $00.
Tested, $1.50. Safe arrival, prompt delivery
L. J.

satisfaction guaranteed.
Dunn, jg Broadway Ave.. San Jose. Cal.

Golden

Band

Italian
Virgin, one, 50c;

queens:

j

and Carniolan
6,

$250;

12.

$4.00;

Untested, one. 7SC, 6. J4.20; 12. $7.80;
100, J25.
100, $60. Select untested, one. 85c; 6, $4.80; 12,
Tested, one. $1.00; 6, J540; 12.
$i).oo: 100, $70.
Select tested, one, $1.25. 12,
$10.20; roo. $80.
$13. 80; 100. $100.

Bees
7Sc;
J1.25;

in

i-lb..

2

Breeders.

$3 00

$1.25;

frames.

5^-lb

.

Nuclei, i-frame,
2-lb, $2,25.
12,25; 3 frames, Jj.oo.

We

6Ai2t

173 S.

Water

Wanted— Beeswax

at

Add

guarantee safe
price of queens wanted.
arrival and no disease.
C. B. Bankston, Buffalo. Tex.

Gray Caucasians, an exceptionally vigorous, prolific, long lived race. Early breeders, gentle, and best of honey gatherers.
Untested queens, $1 50. Select unt.. $200
Tested, $3.00. Select tested, $350. After
June 20th, untested, $1.00. Select unt,. $1.25,
Tested. $2,00. Select tested. $2.50. Improved
northern bred Italian queens as good as the
best at same prices. If you desire Caucasian queens, please let me book your order
F. L Barber. The
early. Ask for circular.
Queen Breeder. Lowville, Lewis Co., N. Y.
Special Offer of "The Domestic Beekeeper " six months for 2sc worth of stamps
Send it today Address "The Domestic
Beekeeper." Northstar, Michigan.

&

and

honey,
Co.,

Chicago,

St..

III.

times in any

all

quantity, for cash or in exchange lor supDadant & Soni. Hamilton. III.
plies,

Wanted to Buy a

quantity of dark and
amber honey for baking purposes,
A. G. Woodman Co,. Grand Rapids. Mich.

Wanted—75 old combs in Hoffman frames,
must be reasonably straight and free from
Fred Peterson, Alden. Iowa,
disease.
flavor coffee, 25c. One
Parcel Post. Wanted
H. Riebeling.
Spruce St., Indianapolis. Ind.

For Sale— Fine
pound free with

li.oo.

extracted honey,
1601)

For Sale to the highest bidder a limited
quantity of Michigan's best white extracted
honey, in 6a-pound tins.
A. G, Woodman. Co.. Grand Rapids. Mich.

Wanted — White
light

amber

extracted honey also
any quantity. Send sample

in

price.
E. B. Rosa.

Monroe. Wis.

Comb Honey our specialty. Highest market prices obtained. Consignments of Extracted Honey also solicited.
Albert Hurt & Co.. New Orleans, La.

Honey Wanted— Extracted,

For Sale— 200 cases white
honey.

It is

clover

mostly fancy stock, and

is

comb
cased

section shipping cases. Interested
Bell E. Berryman,
parties address
in

24

Central City, Nebr.

Wanted— Extracted

white clover and
light amber honev. Will buy in lots of 1000
pounds to a carload. I pay cash. State what
you have and sendsample with lowest price.
Write. M, E, Eggers. Rt. i, Eau Claire, Wis.
of old

comb and

We pay the highest

cappings for rendering.
cash and trade prices, charging but sc a
pound for wax rendered.
204

SUPPIilBS.
The Perfect Bee Frame
For Sale— 260

The Fred W. Muth Co..
Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

Special offer of " The Domestic Beekeeper " six months for 25c worth of stamps.
Send it today. Address " The Domestic
Beekeeper " Northstar. Michigan.
are in the market
white and light amber grades of honey,
also off grades which aresuitable for baking.
If you have such honey to offer, please send
us sample, state the quantity you have, how
packed and your lowest price for same.
Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. III.

BeekeeperI— guarantee
I

to please you by
of queen rearing.

James

Johnson.
Langnau. Laurel County. Ky.
S.

frames of drawn combs,

L.

Northwestern BeekeepersI Save time
and freight by ordering supplies (at catalog
prices) near home,
Geo. F. Webster.
Valley View Farm. Sioux Falls. S. Dak.
For Sale— Cedar or pine dovetailed hives,
also full lineof supplies including Dadant's
foundation. Write for catalog,
A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside. Wash.

Wanted— Wax and
to

old combs for cash or
make up on shares. "Best quality" founmade and sold cheap in small lots.
J. J. Angus. Grand Haven. Mich,

dation

Bee-Keeper, let us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
are nice and cheap.
White Mfg, Co.,
4Atf
Paris, Tex.

For Sale— 50 new lo-frame hives with
metal covers complete with frames nailed
at $1.75 each; in lots of 25 or more
at $1,50 each; also 50 lo-frame supers nailed
and wired; hive and supers painted two
coats at 60c each; for the supers in lots of
M, C, Silsbee Co,,
25 or more, 50c each,
P. O. C Dhocton, R.F.D, 3, Haskinsville, N. Y.

and wired

The 25c Offer for the Domestic Beekeeper" six months is for we^t^ subscribers
on/y as a trial subscription. Old subscribers
willingly pay the regular price, which is a
dollar a year. Send in the 25c in stamps at
once before you forget it. Address "The
Domestic Beekeeper-" Northstar. Mich.

SITUATIONS.
Wanted— Experienced
son

bee-man for seaRoscoe F. Wixson.
Rt. 26. Dundee. N. Y.

1917.

Work wanted

in

an apiary

in

Southwest

States; some experience as beekeeper.
Mrs. O. A. Peterson. Rt. 8. Owatonna. Minn.

Wanted—

Practical beeman. or one wanting to learn the business, to help to take
care of bees on shares State age and terms.

Sebastian

Iselin.

Care Hotel Wallstab, Sparks. Nev.

Wanted— Position in apiary, lam 22 years
have had five years experience; have
no bad habits; willing to work at truck
farming or poultry when not busy with bees.
Russell Belford. Rt. i. Golconda. 111.

old;

Wanted — Industrious young man, fast
worker, and of clean mental and body habits, as a student helper in our large bee
business for ivn season. Will give results
of long experience, and board and small
wages. Give age. weight, experience, and
wages

Honey Wanted— We

my system

Onawa. Iowa.

wired, hives, extractor, etc. No disease.
P. H, Dunn. Akron. Iowa,

in first letter.

W,

A.

Latshaw

Co.. Clarion. Mich,

WANTED

for

furnishing you
Price $1.00.

For de-

Lifter.

scriptive circular address.
Ferd C. Ross. Box 104.

white, light

amber and amber of good quality. Can use
several cars. Send samples and prices,
Wesley Foster. Boulder, Colo

Wanted— Shipments

each.

packages without combs:

extracted

R. A. Burnett

beeswax.

and lowest cash

Am Now

and

HONEY AND BEESWAX

Calif.

prepared to supply you with
Golden j-banded and Carniolan queens.
Give me a trial and be pleased. Tested,
each. $100; 12 or more, 85c each. Untested,
75c each; 12 or more. 65c each. Ten percent
discount on orders booked 30 days before
shipment. No credit; no c. o. d shipments.
I. N. Bankston. Eagle Ford. Tex.
I

special bargain of six months' subscription
to "The Domestic Beekeeper" for the small
sum of 25c, Just drop 25c worth of one or
two cent stamps in a letter and write your
name plainly and mail to "The Domestic
Beekeeper." Northstar. Mich., and "The
Domestic Beekeeper" will come to you regularly for six months.

Wanted— Comb,

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens combine
They are great
the qualities you want.
honey gatherers, beautiful and gentle.
Mated. Ji. 00; six, $5.00; Tested, $3.00; BreedC. W. Phelps & Son,
ers, ts.oo and $10.
3 Wilcox St., Binghamton. N. Y.
of

want them

money when you

and

shipped. Can begin shipping April is. Bees
are all in standard hives. Hoffman frames
wired and full sheets of foundation.
guarantee bees to be free from disease. The
following is an extractfrom one of our many
"Today. Aug, lb. I
satisfied customers:
hived the second large swarm from the colony I started from a 3-frame nucleus I
bought from you in June, and have about 40
pounds of surplus honey in hive," It pays
to keep well bred stock whether it is cattle
or bees. Name furnished on application.
Bees without queen: Three-frame nuclei.
$2,25; 2-frame nuclei. $1,75: i-frame nuclei.
Three-lb. bees. $3.25; 2-lb. bees. $2.25;
$1.25.
i-Ib, $1.50.
3-band Italian queen, untested,
If queen is wanted, add
Tested,
Ji.oo.
75c.
price of queen.
The Hyde Bee Co.. Floresville. Tex.

No

$4.25; 12. J8.00.

nuclei or bees for sale.
D. T. Gaster. Rt. 2, Randleman, N. C.

Golden Italian Queens

Beginning with the January number the
name of the Review was changed to "The
Domestic Beekeeper " and greatly enlarged,
there now being 48 pages and. cover; the
pages being an inch larger each way. Listen.
we want every reader of the American Bee
Journal to see what a fine monthly we are
now putting out. and we are going to offer a

We

Send

T.

For Sale— Three-band Italian bees and
queens. Three-frame nuclei with this year's
rearing queen. Our bees and queens last
year gave general satisfaction, and this year
we are in position to give stronger nuclei with
a greater percent of brood than we did last
year. If it is a bargain you are looking for
send your order this way. Send your orders

now

— Queens,

April

Trade— Safety
bees.

A.

J.

writing desk.

$75

rifle

for

Graves. Ocheyedan. Iowa.

Wanted— Bees in lots of 25 to 250 colonies
within 300 miles of Detroit. Correspondence
with full particulars solicited.
A. W. Smith. Birmingham, Mich.
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For Sale— Beaele hound pups: beauties;
Leo Bentz. Kt. 4. Granton. Wis.

Wanted— Your

old combs, capplngs or
render into beeswax by our
high steam pressure wax presses.
Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. III.

slumnum

to

HONEY LABELS
,

V,

.

Honey Labels of the better sort. Not only
the most attractive but also the lowest in
price. Send today for free samples.
Liberty Pub. Co.. Sta.D.Box4H. Cleveland. O.
,

,

,

,

..^^...;^.y..^...-^.-..-_..-^.;,—^.^-..;y.^.;.."^.;..;.^-..^,.-,^.j^.,_.^.^.^..

,..~^

^-N---'-~.-~~^^>^^~^^~^

.^...-v-.-^,

-^-^

MISCELLANEOUS

cheap.

Wanted — Six frame power extractor,
small circular saw combination for power,
four-horse casoline euKine.
W. J. Dixon, Shellmouth. Manitoba.
•

$80 buys my «c7(i $120 outfit, consistine of 28
complete zstory 5 frame hives for extracted
honey (comb also); nearly all nailed and
painted two coats. With this outfit toes 40
|bs. of super and brood foundation.
Will
shipauywlifre on receiptor price. Goods
guaranteed first quality Address
a. N Mestler. East Syracuse. N. Y.

g^ Approval— A select tested
queen on approval. Send address for description etc. Bees and supplies for sale.
Q^j^^f^g

25

Ladies' Coots, bird does, wild ducks

for saleor

exchange
A.

J.

for bees.

Graves. Ocheyedan. Iowa.

A. M. Applegate, Reynoldsville, Pa.
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Perfk' TiON Swarm Catcher; no ladder,
no cutting of fruit trees. Bees tal<e right to
it;
la<Iies can handle it.
Directions with
each order; slii[)ping weight H pound. Price.
ti.511.
C. S, Keyes, R t. j. Salem. Oreg.

KOH Sale— Oal( Kidge Apiary, consisting
colonies of bees, house, barn, work
shop, cement chicken house, with s>4 acres
of land and bearing fruit. Situated 2% miles
from town with two. R. R.. one a divison
point. 20 miles from a city of 80.000 inhabiof isu

tants.

Address.

CASH

A

12. R, K. D. 1.
Chillicothe. HI.

piid (of bulIerfliM. invttU.
SooM tl to f7l
EAiy wcwk. Evm two btryi suiwd food'
mon'y *>th malhrr'i tidp «ftd my pxturn,
ducriplioni. pnf» lul. Atvi umpl' inilrucUgMJ
'.tch.

i,

ilficiLAIR.

Bo5t

'Ic

Senii

Box 244,

it

lUmp

»l

ante loi pnmntxiu.

D U, U>Angelu,C*L

Crop Reports and Market Conditions
Questions sent out this month were as follows:
1.

What

2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

this cause.

the condition of the honey market?
How large have winter losses been?
What is the condition of honey plants comis

pared to normal?
Are beekeepers making much increase?
Are many turning from comb to extracted?
What has the honey crop been, so far?

Many more
summary by

reports were received than last month.
subjects follows:

A

THE HONEY MARKET
New

England reports the demand exceedingly good,
with practically all holdings sold. What comb honey
to be disposed of before the
on. In New York and other eastern
states conditions are the same. Honey is all cleaned up
in the south, but through the central Mississippi states
comb-honey seems to be of slow sale and many beekeepers fear they will not be able to clean up all stocks
before the new crop comes on. In the west conditions
have improved greatly. All extracted is sold long ago,
and most of the comb is out of the hands of producers.
One locality in Colorado reports two cars of comb still
on hand. All in all, however, the situation, even in the
comb-honey line is greatly improved over a year ago. The
large markets are not glutted with comb-honey as a year
ago, though prices range very little if any better. Texas
producers report considerable honey of the 1917 crop sold
ahead (bulk comb) and at satisfactory prices. The demand for extracted is excellent everywhere. In fact, extracted honey seems to be gaining in favor with the consumers. No extracted is offered anywhere except to

there

is

left

is

expected

new crop comes

supply regular customers, and this at a

much increased

price.

LOSSES OF WINTER
bees have had a flight in the North and East,
seem to be under normal. But a large part of the
North has had a continuous cold, with no flight, and,
though the bees went into winter in the best possible
shape, there is danger of considerable losses if spring
does not open soon. One report from Wisconsin of a 50
per cent loss is certainly above the average.
Conditions have materially improved in the Southeast and reports now agree that losses were small, probably less than normal. The same is true of Texas, which
reports generally less loss than last year. Uvalde county
seems to be the exception.
It is too early to determine the losses in the North
and West, owing to excessive snows and prolonged cold.

Where

have

in

Losses have been

CONDITION OF HONEY PLANTS
In

all

sections north of a line passing through Cen-

Iowa and northern Nebraska, there has been a great
amount of snow, which bodes well for excellent condition of honey plants when spring opens up. This is also
true of the whole west, including Colorado.

tral

In the districts comprising Nebraska, Kansas, Missouri, Illinois, Tennessee and Kentucky, the amount of

winter moisture has been small and clover has suffered
as a consequence. Honey-plant conditions are not up to
last year. Recent rains have made some improvement in
the last two weeks.
The southeast has recovered from the early frosts
previously reported and honey-plant conditions seem to
be normal.
A report from Florida states that the outlook is better than a year ago.
In Texas, the horsemint crop is a total failure, except
in the Goliad district, where there is some chance.
Mesquite is almost a month late, owing to the backward
spring, but prospects for a crop are excellent, as it requires dry weather. The Guajilla prospects in the Uvalde
Crop prospects for the state
district, seem to be poor.
should be probably 85 per cent of normal.
In California, recent rains have bettered the prospect,
which is now about 80 per cent of normal. A late spring
has retarded growth. All sections must have more rain
to secure a good crop. Oranges will soon be in bloom.

INCREASE
be no general phenomenal increase by veteran beekeepers in any locality, although some are increasing as fast as they can equip to handle more bees.
Beginners are increasing their holdings, generally, in the

There

will

Middle West.

EXTRACTED TO COMB

losses

Several reporters intimate that the loss is apt to be
above average.
suffered
from unseasonable, cool
California has
weather, and there have been many cases of spring dwindling, there being two reports of whole apiaries lost from

above average, as they

Washington and Oregon.

There is a general tendency toward the
extracted honey to supply the increased
very prominent Wisconsin beekeeper is
comb honey for extracted, as is one in
change throughout the country should be
to be noticeable.

production of

demand.

One

discontinuing
Illinois.

large

The

enough

HONEY CROP
The season is late in both California and Texas, and
m
no honey has as yet been harvested. One reporter
and that
Florida states that his earliest crop is coming in
it

will be 25 per cent better

than

in -1916.

is produced almost
get a better price
to
aiming
are
producers
exclusively,
were sold by
stocks
all
practically
when
than in 1916,

In Texas

December

15.

where bulk-comb honey
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FOREHAND'S QUEENS
^"

Sweet Clover Seed

"'^^ Wblcb Colony ]s Yours. Mr. Beekeeper T
suRPufs
SURPLUS
last season wiien you liarvested your honey crop?
How many of you were disappointedWHY
NO F ? Just liead it with a young vigorous

You can make every colony

FOR WASTE PLACES

We '.have

a good one,

of

a few hundred

pounds

Sweet Clover Seed that has

what stock and where to purchase
you spend your time more profitably now than deciding wl
pure three-band queens All our
We breed only the pu
_ trial.
_
_
_ a
us
your early queens ? Give
should use
yards'are'pVreTso you take no "risk in getting a hybrid. Four reasons why you

few too many weed seeds in

our queens-

This
for

WHY? Because they are the best.
,„,,„j „,;,!,
Doolit
with n^nlit.having started
We have had over 25 years' experience in rearing queens;
orders promptly.
possible to
tie and such men. We have 1000 nuclei, which makes
over- work which
not
we
do
nuclei;
so
these
of
charge
have
queen-breeders
Three expert
are mailed We
gives us ample time to improve our stock. None but first-class .""fens

the three-band.

queen

at a

medium

....J .75

price,

$425

$8.00

|

.

Tested

'

J1.50

I

J.

land.

however,

do,

waste places or on

in

FOREHAND & SONS,

"
» 8 75
11.00
.

We

as follows

12

not

soil that is

vation.

and we guarantee perfect satisfaction and sate

Select tested.. ...... 2.00
100
4-75,^ <i.oo
Select untested
Write for circular giving general description. Mail all orders to

W.

sowing

poor

fill

12

6

I

Untested

would

seed

.

it

give a first-class
delivery.

sowing on cultivated

for

highly
They are first-class honey gatherers. 2d. They are vigorous and
from) are among the
resistant to foulbrood. 3d. The imported bees (which ours are reared
use
today
world
in
the
bee-men
learned
and
modern
The
most
4th.
elntlest bees known.
"I'st.

a
it

:

fit

for culti-

can supply this seed

Ten pound

lots or

more, 10c per pound.

$17.00
20.00

Postage extra.

Ft. Deposit, Ala.

DADANT & SONS
Hamilton, Illinois

Cray Caucasians

GOOD USED PIAXOS AT CLEARING SALE PRICES SOLD
CmPER WARRANTY AND SHIPPED ON APPROVAL AT
OUR RISK FOR ALL FREIGHTS AND HANDLING CHARGES

Early breeders
gatherers
griat
ific

•

Fischer upright, golden oak. fine condition; $175.
Fischer upright, mahogany, like new; $200.
Story & Clark, upright, elaborate style, mahogany;
Knabe, upright, mahogany, perfect condition; $250.
Behr Bros., upright, mahogany, slightly used; $275.
Knabe, upright, mahogany. Colonial style; $300.

Steinway. upright, mahogany;

Cash

prices;

but

builders

;

very pro-

hardy

;

good win-

;

Untested, $1.00. Select

$1.25. Tested, $1.50,

Select Tested,

$2.00.

The best

all-purpose bee.

W. FULMER, Box

H.

EVERY

at

great honef

$85.

$225.

payment terms

gentle

untested,

10,

Andalusia, Pa.

BEEKEEPER KNOWS

of a enod oueen, the worth of a
eood strain of bees- and also knows how
worthless \s A voor: aueeti and inferior bees.
Try our strain of three-band Italians; they
will not disappoint you. Vigorous, prolific

The worth

$3So.

easy

;

cap beantirnlly white,

comb

:

terers.

George W. Lyons Studio, small size; $75.
Ernest Gabler & Bro.. upright, rosewood, medium size, excellent tone;
Pease Piano Co.. upritht. rosewood; $100.
Smith & Barnes, upright, mahogany: J115.
Mason & Hamlin, upright, ebonized, dull finish; $125.
Sheraton upright, mahogany, nearly new; $135.
Empire Piano Co.. upright, mahogany, superior tone; $150.

;

6

percent interest

Queens; bees that get the honey. Another
thing, no disease in this locality. Tested
queens of last fall rearing by return mail.
$1.00 each. Untested queens, single queen.
Ji.oo; $0.00 per dozen.

if

desired.

For further information write World's Largest Music House.

LYON & HEALY, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS

SHAW &

CO.
W. K.
Loreauville, Louisiana

J.

I®®®®®®®®®®®®©®©®®®©©®®®®©®®®©®®©©®®®®®®©©®®®®©©©©®®®®

Massie Bee-Hive
The Double-Walled
—
Surest

Protection

Honey
Furnished

—The

the

in

for

Bees

Increased

Supply

of

Best Hive for any Climate

clearest

of

White Pine or Redwood.

lumber

All

in

either Cypress,

Brood and Extracting

Frames made from White Pine

VENTILATED BOTTOM
THE MASSIE HIVE
F«r

Comb

or Eilruted Honey

Admits fresh air into the hive, lessening the chance for swarm
It is also equipped
ing. and giving renewed energy to the bees.
with a feeder without extra cost.
Fifty years in the bee-supply business has shown us that the
is th* very best hive, and testimonials to this effect
are received daily from those who are using this hive.

Massie

Wfiy Not Give Us a

Trial

Order?

The Dovetailed Hive

for

Comb Honey

Satisfaction Fully Guaranteed

for supplies
also extensive manufacturers of Dovetailed Hives and all other Apiarian Supplies. If you are in the market
will mail our large illustrated catalog and special price list to any one upon request
be sure to get our prices before buying elsewhere.

We are

We

KRETCHMER MFG. COMPANY,

110 3d St.

Council Bluffs, Iowa
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NOTICE TO BEEKEEPERS!
We

are now booking orders for our 3-banded Italian queens and combless packages, and will furnish
April, May and June at the following prices:
Three-Banded Italian Queena for April, May and June
Pric«« of Comblesa Packages Without
Quaana*
Tested each
Untested, each
t 100
"
6
6
4-50
"
Size lib. each
$i.3S
12
"
"

"
•

2-lb.
3.1b.

12
100

2.35

335

8.00
65.00

them during

IOC

Select tested,

breeders,

Si.oo:

1.50
8.00
15.00
100.00
(3.00

$

aueens are wanted, add wholesale price and state kind.
We have just invented a new style cage for shipping bees, for which patent has been applied. This case allows the queen to lay
while on the trip, which gives the purchaser from three to seven days advantage of the old style cage. It is almost equal to a colony of
bees. With every order for 100 pounds of bees we will give one of these packages with a tested queen free. We only tiave one dozen of
these cages, and will not put them on the market till 1018, as our stock of cages was made up before we evolved the new cage.
Our Mr. A. B. Marchant has retired from the production of honey and will manage our yards for the package and queen trade.
Therefore, we will be in a better position to fill all orders with dispatch. Having doubled our capacity we believe we can fill all orders,
We have introduced new blood in all our yards, and we have a strain of bees second to none. Our packages are
the day they are due
shipped the same day they are caged. Our bees for our packages are all reared above an excluder; therefore, we ship nothing but young
bees, as young bees stand the trip better than older ones. We guarantee freedom from all diseases and safe arrival in the United States
and Canada. Place your orders early, as first comes first served Write for prices on large orders
*

In lots of over

one dozen Dackaees eet our prices.

MARCHANT

If

BROS., Union Springs,

Ala.

BEESWAX WANTED
You

money and

will save

paying only for

its

freight on your 1917 foundation by shipping us your beeswax and

"SUPERIOR FOUNDATION."

manufacture into

(Weed process.)

OLD COMBS AND SLUMGUM
Send them along
removes every ounce

;

for the lowest freight rate

of wax.

We

as "

bill

beeswax refuse."

Our steam process

render on shares.

SUPERIOR HONEY COMPANY, OGDEN, UTAH
seed

TYPEWRITER SENSATION

BEE-SUPPLIES

A Cmilk
L. U. Olllllll

50 A Month Buys I

$2 ^

Visible Writing

Let

U.s

Figure With You

We know we can

Perfect machines only of standard size with keyboard of standard
universal arrangement— has Backspacer— Tabulator— two color ribbon — Ball Bearing construction— every operating convenience. Five
Days' Free Trial. Fully guaranteed. Catalog and special price free.
H. A. SMITH, 314-231 North Fifth Avenue, Chicago, Illinois

quality.

Write

satisfy you
for catalog.

on price and

C. C. demons Bee-Supply Co.
Dept. S., Kansas City, Missouri

FOR SALE 10,000 POUNDS OF BEES SPRING DELIVERY
20 Years

of Select Breeding Gives

Us Bees of Highest Quality

BEES FOR HONEY PRODUCTION-BEES OF UNUSUAL VITALITY
M.C.

BERRY &

CO.. Hayneville. Ala.
Gen//emen: — Will want more of your three-pound packages of bees with queens the coming spring. The two I bought of you
did all right. One package made 185 sections of honey and gave one swarm, and the other made 206 sections and gave two
swarms. I am well pleased.
MELVIN WYSONG. KIMMELL. IND.
last

May

i-lb.

pkgs. I1.25 each; 25 to 50 pkgs. $i.22>^ each; 50 to 100 pkgs. J1.20 each; 2-lb. pkgs. $2.25 each; 25 to 50 pkgs. $2.22}^ each: 50 to 100
up. J2.20 each; 3-lb. pkgs $325 each; 25 to 50 pkgs. $3.22^ each; 50 to 100 and up. $3.20 each.

SWARMS OF BEES BY THE POUND WITHOUT QUEENS BEADY
GOLDEN AND 3-BAND ITALIAN QUEENS READY APRIL
Untested

75 cts.
00 cts.

Select untested
for descriptive price

Write

each;

list.

"

;

$65.00
J75.00

per
"

100
100

I

I

Tested

J1.25

Select tested

Let us book your order now.

1

50

each;
"

$110.00
125.00

per
"

APRIL, 1

1

100
100

Only a small deposit required.

LARGEST AND MOST SUCCESSFUL SHIPPERS OF BEES IN PACKAGES
M. C. BERRY
COMPANY, Hayneville, Alabama, U. S. A.

&

and

ADVANCE
Of

metal goods

all

IN PRICE

including

Honey Tanks,

Capping

Honey-Knives,

Boilers,

Honey Extractors,

Wax

Melters,

Presses,

and

Excluders

Stoves,

Honey-boards, Sheet Zinc, Strainer Pails, Cans and
Pails,

Glassware, Etc.

Only 30 Days Left
In which to buy the above supplies at present prices.

On

account of the great advance in price of

metals,

we
in

May 1st.
Comb foundation

pound.

If

If

you get your

immediately, you will protect yourself

against this advance in price.
tive

Revised prices

you have any Beeswax to

prices

for

effec-

has already advanced 5c per
sell for

trade for supplies, write us at once.

highest

raw

will be forced to raise our prices on the

above items 10 percent or more.
orders

all

wax

delivered to

We

cash or

will

pay

any of our

branches.

THE

RQQT^J) MPANY
MEDINA, OHIO

A.

I.

NEW YORK
CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA
DES MOINES
ST PAUL

LOS ANGELES
SAN FRANCISCO
INDIANAPOLIS
SYRACUSE

WASHINGTON
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MARSHFIELD GOODS
BEEKEEPERS :—
We manufacture
every year that

The cheapest

millions of

143

TIME

y

MONEY

are as good as the best.
for the

quality

;

best

you buy them once, you

If

ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY

^^

sections
For sale by

for
will
Please

daaler*.
If no dealer, write factory

all

&

R,

the price.

BEE

PORTER

E. C.

PORTER, MFRS.

Lewistown, lllinoie, U. S. A.
mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

buy again.

We

manufacture hives, brood-

also

frames, sectlon-holdersand shipping
cases.
Our catalog

is

free for the asking.

MARSHFIELD MFG. COMPANY,

North Yikimt,

FREEMAN'S FARMER

Wash.

Home

Successor to Northwest Farm and
69 YEJUtS OLD
If

a descriptive and aericultural
will inform you all about the

you want

magazine,

it

methods in the Pacific Northwest.
Send One dollar and have the magazine sent
for one year. Cut rate of one-half price

now

on.

THREE-BANDED ITALIANS

Marshfield, Wi consin

Will be ready by April i.
to begin mailing untested
queens of my exceptionally vigorous strain of Ital-

They are gentle,
and the best of
Give
t h ere r s.
trial and I am sure

ian bees.
prolific,

honey ga

them
you

mer

orders now. Circular free.
Safe arrival guaranteed in
the United States and
Canada. Untested, li.oo;

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You

to

Buy Bee-Supplies Now

LEAHY MFG.

making everything for
factory specially equipped
goods of highest quality.
catalog today.
in

CO., 90 Sixth St., Higginsville, Mo.

$500;

6.

$i.2s;

Thirty years' experience
the beekeeper. A large
for the purpose ensures
Write for our illustrated

a
be a regular custohereafter. Will book

will

J6.50; 12. $12.50.

6.

JOHN

723 C

Tested

MILLER

G.

Corpus

St.,

$0 00.

12,

Christi,

Texas

NOW

IS

THE TIME

Prepare

Now

for Next

Season

not wait until your bees are out of winter
Quarters to order your goods.

Do

PROSPECTS FOR

1917

Are for another big one. Lotz Sections are
the best, they are perfect in workmanship, quality and material. All guaranteed.
We want you on our mailing list.
Sand for 1917 Catalog

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY

DON'T WAIT TILL SPRING

Boyd, Wisconsin

ESTABLISHED 1885

Before having your beeswax made into
foundation or to buy supplies.

Prices

were never more unsettled.

Better

take advantage of present low prices

and

early ordt ^ discounts,

by ordering

We are still

furnishing bee-hives

made

of white pine lumber; they are well made
and will last. Our large catalog, giving
full particulars about all bee supplies is
free for the asking. Beeswax taken in
exchange for supplies or cash.

J.

NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY
High

Hill,

Montg. Co., Missouri

LEATHER COLORED ITALIANS

now.

About April ist I will
again be ready to mail untested queens of my fine
strain of Italians. I breed

Write for prices and discounts.

.nootherrace Choice tested and breeding queens at

GUS DITTMER COMPANY

all

times.

a possible

Augusta, Wisconsin

Insure against

disappointment

by ordering early. SatisCirfaction guaranteed.
Untested
cular free.
queens $i oo each; doz.

Choice tested. J1.50
Breeder. $3.00 to
each.
each.
$5.00
Beeville, Bee Co., Texas
J13.00.

C. S.

ENCLE,

/^i4Md^ dfiiit/et. L
It's a pretty good idea (now that the lumber mills in
the Southern Cypress Mfrs. Assn. are identifying every

CYPRESS BOARD THEY SAW) tO MENTION TO YOUR LUMBER
and tO ASK YOUR
DEALER, CONTRACTOR Or CARPENTER
that your Cypress must be
ARCHITECT to SPECIFY

—

—

"TIDEWATER" CYPRESS
RY

IDENTIFIED

THIS TRADE-MARK
Stamped

in the

End

of

Every Piece

APPLIED TO EVERT"BIJ]VDLE

or

Trade MaRk Reg. U.S. PAT-CncE

When

a manufacturer places his imprint indelibly upon his product it evidences to the
factors of value which, together, are the sum total of all any buyer wants;
these factors are integrity of purpose and complete responsibility on the part of the
maker of the desired commodity.

consumer two

The above legally registered "Tidewater C5^press" trade-mark is
now YOUR INSURANCE POLICY of LUMBER QUALITY.
It appears stamped mechanically into the end of EVERY board and timber of

CYPRESS

"THE WOOD
ETERNAL."

Thoroughly dependable Cypress Flooring:, Siding:, Moulding: and Shing-les,
which come in bundles, bear the same mark on EVERY BUNDLE.

etc.,

legal right to apply this epoch-making symbol of STRICT RESPONSIBILITY IN
to those Cypress mills which, by their
membership in the Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Association, attest their devotion
to its Principles of Service to the Consumer. Only mills cutting "Tidewater" Cypress
are eligible for membership. (Cypress which gi'ow.s too far inland is not equally noted for
the "Eternal," or decav-resisting, quality.) Only mills which subscribe to the AssociaINTEGRITY OF
tion's standard of scrupulous care in Methods of
OF
can belong to the Association. These responand
CYPRESS by applying the
sible mills the Association now licenses to CERTIFY
registered trade-mark with their identifying number inserted,

The

LUMBER MAKING AND SELLING is restricted

'

_
TwoEMARKREG.uSPATO'notj

L«t our

MANUFACTURE,

COUNT

ACCURACY

GRADING

THEIR

BY THIS MARK YOU KNOW THAT
IT'S CYPRESS. "THE WOOD ETERNAL,"AXD WORTHY OF YOUR FAITH.
IT IS WELL TO INSIST ON SEEING

.„THIS

TRADE-MARK ON EVERY
^^^^^^^ ^^ 'CY'PRESS."

^^^^'^

ALL-ROUND HELPS DEPARTMENT

ht-Ip

YOU MORE^

Our

entire

resources

are

'7I1ADE

at

your

M*"« Rto. U.S-P'^O'nMj

ser\-ic,-

with

Reliable Counsel.

Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Association
1251

HIBERNIA BANK BLDG.. NEW ORLEANS.

INSIST

LA.,

or

ON TRADE. MARKED CYPRESS AT YOUR LOCAL

1251

HEARD NATIONAL BANK

LUMBER DEALER'S.

IF

BLDG., JACKSONVILLE,

HE HASN'T

IT.

FU.

LET US Ki.OW.

Hon.

wmmf

iMii^ciK'

Sc.

i>r,

iliei

Popt

ot

Anieiiian

Beekeeping
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ARCHDEKIN'S FINE ITALIAN QUEENS
AND COMBLESS BEES
Junequeens warranted purely
mated. Si 00 each six for $5 ou; per coz $0.00
Bees per lb $1 25. With untested quet-n.
$2 00 per lb.
have originatt-d a pk^ lii^ht
I
but sirnnu: saves you bees and express. M*.
guarantee is prompt shipment, safe arrival
perfect saiis faction
No disease. Small
deposit books your order.
April. May.

.

;

J. F.

Archdekin Bordelonville, La.

BEES AND QUEENS, GOLDENS AND
LEATHER COLORED FOR 1917
Canadian

We

are

lowing prices,
Prices I and over
Untested..

We handle
Send

for

68

page catalog.

Our

Warranted
Jested
Breeders

Trade

June and July

at the fol-

viz.:

FROVI TOROMTO, ONTARIO.

MISS.

i
6
12
2; to 100
$ ,85 I4 50 $3 00
OS each
1,10
g =0
500
.7S
1.50
7 50
"
n.50
1.05
3.00 to Sio.oo each

I

The Coljrado Honey-Producers' Associalion

.

to 5

6

$1 01

2<;

JjSo
58.

$

1.7';

25
J0.75

$

1475

300 to $10 00 each.

,

each

$2 25

I

to 5

6

to 27

each

each

$2.00

Jl.QO

$,00

$;75

275

2.*>5

4 50

J 25

3.00

Prices on

over
each

6 to 25

each

„
i-pound and Queen
2-pound and (Jueen

Denver. Colo.

Street,

States

m

deliveries

to ino

.7S

each

LIS

"

POUND PACKAGES WITH UNTESTED QUEENS
FROM PENN, MISS,
FROM TORONTO, ONTARIO

prices

will interest you.

1424 Market

United

•

the finest line of Bee Supplies.

our

and

now booking

FROM PENN.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!

May

full

over
each

50

J..6,
4,00

colonies and nuclei quoted on request.

Foot-Power

BARNES'

Machinery

Read what

J.

I.

f'romHe"n.''MiLs"ldd'?esi''us''

last

.

winter sochaf f hives with
7-in. cap. 100 honey-racks.
500 frames, and a great
deal of other work. This
winter we have a double

amount of hives, etc.,
make with this saw.

^

V' will do

Catalog

W.

&

THE PENN COMPANY, PENN,

to

it."

price-list free

ROCKFORD.

St.,

Bee Supply Department

ILLINOIS.

BUY
THE FAMOUS DAVIS GOLDENS
And

get

Orders

Our

from gentle bees.
Write for circular and Price list.
big

yields

BEN
Spring

G.

Hill,

.shippeil clay

received

warerooiu.s are loaded with Lewis

Beeware

Everythiiiff at factory prices

DAVIS

Send

Tennessee
0-f

PAPER COMBINATION

^l-3U

We

Poultry and Fruit are allied pursuits for
the beekeeper. Here is a special combination of three papers which gives e.xcellent
reading at a low cost:
The Fruit Grower
50
American Poultry Advocate
50
American Bee Journal
Ji.oo
Our price for all three for one year is only
Ji.io.
Or if you want two poultry papers,
add 25c to the above offer and get your
choice of the following one year:
Reliable Poultry Journal. Poultry Success
American Poultry World, Big Four Poultry
Journal. Poultry Tribune, Poultry Item.
Send all orders to

Hamilton,

lor oataloy:

Wax

CA

POULTRY, FRUIT, BEE

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

MISS., U. S. A.

It

& JOHN BARNES

F.

995 Ruby

you say of

all

them unless you wish shipments made diFect

percent as a formof good faith on your part with
date of shipment. We move orders promptly
^ly Mercantile Agency, The A. I Root Co or American Bee JouFnal
Wh^''"'''^^'^'"^
satisfaction
Health Certificates furnished with
each ^H »,.I?"ch^^'
"S " '"?,?".^
'"emit 10
baJan'^e'TnVJ?„''m/,!i°^°^'f"^°!^'^^''baJance to be remitted a few days prior to

"We

Combined Machines

to

^'^'^''^^^''"l

Parent

of Chariton. N, Y.. says.
cut with one of your

to

Rendering

Department

do perfect wax rendering. It

gather up

all

his old

charge 5c a pound for

will pa.y

every Beekeeper

combs and cappings and ship to us. We
the wax we render and pay the highest

cash or trade price.

THE FRED W. MUTH COMPANY
(

t»0+

Walnut

yVic

firm

Street,

the
-

Busy Bees zcork for)
-

CINCINXATI OHIO

III.

BEESWAX WANTED

I

You

will save

paying only for

its

money and

freight on your 1917 foundation by shipping us your

manufacture into

"SUPERIOR FOUNDATION."

beeswax and

(Weed process.)

OLD COMBS AND SLUMGUM
Send them along

;

for the lowest freight rate

removes every ounce of wax.

We

bill

as

'"

beeswax refuse."

Our steam process

render on shares.

SUPERIOR HONEY COMPANY, OGDEN, UTAH
53©S©3e©e(D©S©SXD®6XD0Sffi03©S®G©GXiXiXi)3eGXD©Q3^
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Poultry Supplies
Poultry supplies of

automatic grain

leg

bands,

fountains,

feeders,

and shipping coops,

shell,

meat,

bone,

grit,

foods, and remedies

WANT.

kinds, best

mash hoppers, bone

feed troughs, dry
mills, exhibition

all

ANYTHING YOU

Also Pigeon, Kennel and Bee
Circular free.

Supplies.

Eureka Supply House
Box B-403,

Aurora,

-

Illinois

147

PROTECTION HIVES
l>oiible

Wall

Price of hve hives with outside rims. $13.75;
without rims, $12.00 f. o. b Grand Rapids. Mic h
Delivered to any station In the U. S. A. east o f
the Mississippi and north of the Ohio Rivers
with outside rims, $15.00.
They are double wall with air spaces or packing as you may prefer. A large percentage of
our customers use them with air spaces and no
packing. Packed hives will not last as long as
those that are not. as packing has a tendency to
absorb moisture. They have "a material in the
outer wall, which makes them substantial.
The inner walls are of H material.
If you have ever had occasion to spend any
time in a building single boarded during cold
weather you can appreciate the Importance of
double walls. Great quantities of fuel are required to keep the stove red hot. while you
roast on one side and freeze on the other. Double walls in hives are equally as important.
Send for catalog and special circulars, showing
large illustrations.

A. G.

WOODMAN

CO.. Grand Kapid.s, Michigan

PATENTED

SECTION FIXER

WRIGHT'S FRAME-WIRING DEVICE
Most rapid in use. Saves cost of machine
in one day. Tijhter wires, no kinks, nosore
hands.
G.

Price.

(2.50.

postpaid

W. Wright Company,

Why

A combined section press and foundation fastener of pressed steel construction.
It folds the section and puts in top and
bottom starters all at one handling, thus
saving a great amount of labor. With the
top and bottom starters the comb is firmly
attached to all four sides, a requirement
to grade fancy.
Increase the value of

U. S. A.

in

Azusa,

Calif.

Not Get What You Want,

And When You Want

It?

The Atchley Queens and Bees need no
recommendation

to the

beekeeping world.

They have been buying them

for

AND ARE STILL DOING

YEARS,

your crop by

FORTY

BOOK YOUR ORDERS NOW

The

!

One-pound package. $140 each; 25 for
pound packages.
$32.50; 100 for ti25.
I2. 25 each; 25 for $52.50; looforjiio.
Two-frame nuclei. $2 30 each; three-frame.
queens. Untested queens.
$3.25 each.
Italian or Carniolan. $1 00 each, or $10 per
dozen; 100 for $70
big lot of fine tested

Two

No

A

queens cheap. Write for prices. Prices
on beesand queens in large lots quoted on
application.

WM. ATCHLEY,
llie 'lex as

Mathis, Texas
Bee an J Hunev Man

We

cents.

day.
Line.

developed

return

them

Everything in the

Send
F.

M.

for

the

A. G.

WOODMAN

CO.,

HONEY PACKAGES

10

same

KODAK

not wait longer, but secure your honey packages at once. The tin plate situation is
becoming more serious from day to day. Freight traffic is slow and uncertain. We placed
our order for tin plate for our igi8 Bee Smoker Trade some time before a state of war was
declared.
dared not wait longer, for fear we could not secure it at all. Our three year
contract on tin honey packages is still being honored, and runs until Jan.i. ipig.
are
saving money for carload buyers and others of smaller lots. Send us a list of your requirements. Do not delay. Act at once.
60-pound cans, one and two in a case

We

We

Friction

for catalog.

ALEXANDER

Atlantic, Iowa

Section

Do

FILMS DEVELOPED
films

method.

sale of

Grand Rapids, Slichigan

TIN
All roll

this

Fixers has had a
great increase this year. This is conclusive proof that they are giving universal
satisfaction. They are the finest thing on
the market for the purpose, and have given
the greatest of satisfaction in every case
when properly operated. We have hundreds of testimonials on file.

IT.

2

Cases holding
Crates holding
Crates holding
Crates holding

Top Tins

System

Service

Quality

|
|

SAFE ARRIVAL GUARANTEED
We are

have our

Q
^

HAS NO EQUAL. NEVER before have vre been in the
as AVE are now. We have enlarged our queen-rearing

j^

doing business under the above conditions.

immediate attention.

Our STOCK

position to take care of our orders

All orders received

by us

will

jj

and pound package business.
||

Remember all orders accepted by us will be fiUed by return mail or express if
WANTED. If WE can't do
WE wiU refund your money at once. You will be perfectly

k

it,

safe

by placing your order with us for
1

Untested
Tested

$1.50
2.00
3.00

Select tested
Select breeder, $5.00. Extra

.

Our
s

guarantee

1

1-pound bees
2-pound bees
3-pound bees

$10.50
12.00

12
$18.00
22.00

is

5.00

the best,

to

12
$15.00
27.00
35.00

20.00
23.00

12
37.00
44.00

WE

24 outgoing trains daily.

be purely mated.

MARCHANT BEE & HONEY COMPANY,

J. E.

350

AU bees free from any
Quality, Service and System.

queens

with us and get

$1.50
2 50
3.25

3-frame
5-£rame

mail and express service

all

i

6
$ 8.00
14.00
18.50

Prices of Nuclei Without Queens

6

$2.00
2.50

following:

Bees by the Pound Without Queens

6
12
$ 7.50
$12 00
18.00
10.50
15.00
24.00
select breeder, $10

1

1-frame
2-frame

PROMPT DELIVERY. We quote prices as

I

Place your order

disease.

Columbus, Georgia, U.

S. A.

i

$

The Proof

DOOLITTLE

of the Pudding Is In the Eating

&

and bees is shown in the increasing demand
Capacity of queen yards doubled last year and "again this season. Advance orders up to March 5th nearly equal to total sales last
season. Why ? Because they get a square deal.

The

quality of Murry's queens

for them.

CLARK
Have some

Three-banded Italians and Golden Italians. Orders filled by return
No disease. Health cermail. Safe arrival and satisfaction guarranteed.
tificate with each shipment of bees or queens.
12
Queens
1
6
12
100
March 15th to May ist
May ist to Nov. 15th
Prices
Ji.oo
Jio.oo
5.50
00
J4
$60.00
Untested
J
J .75
$750

16

Tested

6.50
2.00
10.00
5.00 to $10.00
1.25

Select tested

12.00
18.00

i.oo
1.50

10.00
15.00

S-So
8.00

Breed

fine

ing Queens

now

delivery.

$2.50, $5.00

ready for

and $10. Untested, $1.00
each.

3Iarietta,

Onondaga

$9.00

a dozen.

Co., X. Y.

each, any time.
Breeders
For nuclei and pound packages, see March issue of this Journal, or

write for circular.

H. D.

MUKRY, MATHIS, TEXAS

ITALIAN

QUEENS AND BEES

I am better able to
supply the trade with
my Three-band Italian Queens. Colonies

and Nuclei than ever before. Send for circular and prices.
E. A, Leffingwell, Allen, Michigan

Queens and Bees from the Cotton Belt Apiaries
Three-banded Italians only.
eries at the following prices, viz:

We

are

now booking orders

PRICES FOR ONE OR
1

Untested
Tested
Breeders
Virgins

6

for

May. and June deliv

MORE

12

»4.oo
» -75
i-o"
S.7o
.
3.00 to $10,00 each.

3 for t'o»-

$7.50
10.75

i-pound package, wire cage, without Queen
$1 50
2-pound package, wire cage, without queen
2.25

10
$1.25

2-frame nuclei without queen. $2.75;
I
3-frame nuclei without queen. $3.50.
When queens are wanted with nuclei or packages add queens at prices quoted above
Write for discount on larger quantities booked early.
We guarantee safe delivery of bees and queens, and reasonable satisfaction. Twenty
years experience. No disease. Health certificate with every shipment. Write for testimonials and references if desired.
,,„
To avoid disappointment in the spring be sure and place your order NOW.

frame nuclei without queen.

$1.50;

.

The COTTON BELT APIARIES,

Box 83,

Roxton, Tex

QUINN'S QUEENS OF QUALITY
ARE PEERLESS-"THERE'S A REASON"
They are thoroughbred, pedigreed, threebanded Italians and Grey Caucasians.
"Mendelian" bred; good qualities are accentuated.

Special drones from superior

mothers— results are obvious.
Prices— Untested. May and June. $1.50
After June 30. $1.00 each. Tested
each.
queens of each race. $2.00 each.
For Italians, address Ft. Myers. Fla.; tor
Caucasians, address Houston Heights. Tex.

CHARLES W. QUINN
609 W. 17th

Ave.,

HOUSTON HEIGHTS, TEXAS
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THE GUARANTEE THAT MADE "falcon

tt

Bee Supplies Possible
The "-Palcotl"

GUARANTEE.

Every

every article, and every queen leaving the

hive, every

pound foundation

crate of sections, every

super, every

money

P'ant goes out with our "absolute satisfaction or

"palcon"

For more than a third of a century we have stood behind everything we sell. If anything is
wrong or not just what you thought it would be, we'll appreciate it if you write us, and we'll make it absolutely right
at our expense.
Our satisfied customers are to be found everywhere and are our best advertisement. " Once a customer always a customer," is synonymous with the name "f^lc^n"
back" guarantee.

The beekeepers'

when "short" should have taught him

past experience

sections and supplies ready in the next two months.

send us an approximate

list

of

that

it's

a "wise

be glad to quote on
''•falcOtl"

move"

to get

supplies

if

hives,

you

CO.,

Falconer,

New York

Where the good bee-blves come from

HEADQUARTERS FOR BEE SUPPLIES
ROOT'S GOODS AT FACTORY PRICES
FOR
KENTUCKY

OHIO

We
prompt

TENNESSEE

carry a large and complete stock of bee supplies, and are prepared to give you

service.

We

have just received several carloads of new fresh supplies.

Send

for

our catalog.

WEBER & COMPANY, 2146

W.

C. H.

Central Ave., Cincinnati, Oiiic

Tennessee-Bred Queens
45 Years' Experience
Breed 3 -Band
Nov.

I

to

May I

May i

I

Untested

$1.50 t 7.5o

Select Untested.. 2.00

$13 So

8.S0

1500

Tested

2.50

1350

25.00

Select Tested

3.00

16.50

3000

will

will require for the coming season.
Dealers Everywhere
Simplified Beekeeping," Postpaid

FALCONER MFG.

T.

will

what you

Red Catalog, Postpaid

W.

We

to

in

Queen-Rearing

Italians

June

i

June

i

Only

to July i

July

i

to

Nov.

i

Lewis Sections
HAVE

INDIVIDUALITY
Because they are

themselves— They are not

a class by

in

rarely do they break in

folding— In

the

in

whole

when

it

comes

may be

to sections that

DE^ A MCC

Lewis Sections are supreme.

the material which goes into a

out, leaving only the whitest material to

Dp^ A U CC

a season and had not found

for hives or other bee equipment, agree that

LEWIS SECTION

The stock

selected for the purpose.

thrown

in

was not perfect— Beekeepers everywhere, no

lot that

matter what their preference

sections—Very

one of our customers writes us that he

fact,

has put up (folded) thirty thousand Lewis Sections

one SECTION

like other

go into

is

This

is

is of the right kind, especially
sorted and resorted ^the discolored stock

—

LEWIS SECTIONS.

V

groove, which is the most important process in the manufacture of a section
just right.
In the LEWIS SECTION it is cut just deep enough so that
the section will not break in folding. The LEWIS SECTION expert has been supervising the manufacture of LEWIS SECTIONS for over thirty years.
the
is

DC^ Alice

made

is given the utmost care.
The LEWIS SECTIONS is
polished on both sides in a double surfacing sanding machine designed in the
Lewis plant especially for this purpose. It insures the uniform thickness of each and every section.
The dovetailing of the ends is smooth, clean and just right.

the finishing of the section

DC^AIJCC

even after the LEWIS SECTIONS are completely manufactured, the packing is
considered a very important part of the marketing. All LEWIS SECTIONS are
put up in regular standard packages containing a good full count. A tight wooden bo.x is used, entirely
enclosing the contents so that no discoloration from air can occur, no matter how long the sections are
carried in stock. The package is also strongly braced at all corners, insuring delivery in good order.

At the same price you pay for other standard makes
you get
INSIST

ON

all

of the

of sections

above when you buy Lewis Sections

LEWIS SECTIONS-LOOK FOR THE BEEWARE BRAND

BEWARE^
BEEWARE
[^

WHEREYOU BUY YOUR

G. B.

LEWIS COMPANY

j\

Watertown, Wisconsin

WIS.!
FINEST.

/iy^ Tshroktr^^

MAKES THE
Order from

your nearest

distributer

D

>c^
Vol.

MONTHLY, $1.00 A YEAR
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SEVENTY YEARS OF BEEKEEPING
The Fourth

of a

Series of Articles

Development

WE

have already mentioned, in
our second number of these
reminiscences, that in 1867 suggestions were made for the use of
artificial foundation for combs. The
original idea of comb foundation
dated back to 1857, when Mehring, a
German, manufactured "wax wafers"
cast in a mold, with the imprint of the
A Swiss, Peter
cell base upon them.
Jacob, in 1865 manufactured a similar
article. These were very crude products.

By

the Editor, Reviewing the

of Beekeeping Since 1845

will quote what A. I. Root wrote
"Gleanings," February, 1876, page
29:
"We have at pre cut none for
sale, except some that we purchased
of Mr. Long (Weiss' agent in N. Y.)
The thinnest measures 5 1-3 square
feet to the pound and the thickest
about three square feet." For some
years very little was made as thin
as 8 square feet to the pound, and
the complaint of "fishbone" in comb
honey became an objection to its use.
Other objections were raised. It was

wc
in

In his "Beekeepers' Guide," already
mentioned, Mr. Kretchmer explained
how, as early as 1843, his father devised a comb guide, made by dipping
of

was impressed, by passing it
through a pair of engraved rollers.
So his father would appear to have
been even ahead of Mehring in the

comb foundation.
In 1861 Mr. Wagner secured a patent upon "artificial honey-comb foundation by whatever process made."
In 1876, C. O. Perrine, a honey dealer
of Chicago, bought the patent, which
idea of

To show how clumsy were the tirst
comb foundation,

attempts at making

The Dunham

niachine, the

Pelham

Given press and later the
Vandervort mills making foundation
of different weights, up to 14 square
feet to the pound, competed with the
Root C}-linders. But the press, as
the

mill,

well as the plaster casts made in imitation of the European "gaufriers,"
lasted but a short time, the foundation made from these instruments
being very inferior in quality and
of heavy weight, besides being brit-

the use of the metal "gaufrier" or of
a plaster cast, for private use.
Its
inefficiency is plain when we read of
apiarists well pleased with their own
make, of a weight of 100 to 110 decimeters to the kilo (4.88 to 5.37 square
feet per pound;) while on the cylinders it is readily made of more than
twice as many feet, doing away with
"fishbone" entirely.

cells

for this.

ment.

and unfit for shipment. Yet many
Europeans still confine themselves to

the

had never been put to use. Frederick Weiss, of New York, manufactured a few hundred pounds of printed wax in 1875. A. I. Root secured a
pair of cylinders, made under his direction by a skilled workman, Washburne, but when Perrine claimed the
ownership of the patent Root sold
him his machine. However, shortly
afterwards, Root and others concluded that the patent was worthless
and the manufacture of foundation
began, with dififerent mills and dies.
On the whole, A. I. Root is to be
credited with the popularizing of the
process. As with the movable frame
come
hive, the time had evidently

all the attention given by
the careful apiarist to this require-

tle

wax and

a narrow strip of linen
starch, upon which the base
in

standing

It

The Vandervort Foundation Mill
(From an old wood
said to sag in the frames.

cut)

Binghani,

at the Michigan convention of April,
1878, strongly opposed the use of it,

contending that natural comb gave
the honey a good flavor which comb
foundation did not impart. But the
great majority were enthused over
its use, since it saved the bees the
trouble of making so much comb,
the cost of which was, and is still,
estimated variously at from 8 to 20
pounls of honey, or more, for each
pound of comb. It also secures absolutely straight combs, all worker
combs, a very uncommon occurrence
formerly in any apiary, notwith-

was during the year

1878

that

C. O. Perrine, already mentioned in
this article, made an attempt to re-

vive the ancient Egyptian custom of
floating apiaries, using the Mississippi River, as the Nile was used, to
transport the
bees following the
crop. He bought a small steamboat,
and bought also several hundred
colonies of bees, starting from New
Orleans in early spring and steaming

up stream. But his attempt was a
dead failure, in which he sunk a

sum of money.
About 1879, other races than the
Italian bees were sought after for
large

in America.
We had ourselve
imported Caniolans in 1876, but ha 1
rejected them because of the resemblance of their workers to the common bee in color. Hybrids of these
trial

=
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with the

common

May

race were difficult

to distinguish.

At the Chicago meeting of the
North American Beekeepers' AssoOctober, 1879, Rev. O.
author of "The Blessed
Bees," under the nome-de-plunjc of
"John Allen," suggested the appointciation,
in
Clute, later

ment of a committee

to secure the
testing of various exotic races, Cyprian, Egyptian, Dalmatian, etc.
H.
A. King, of New York, had nnpurted
two queens claimed to be Cyprians.
They were evidently pure, for all the
report showed their bees to be exceedingly cross. The following year
we tried this importation ourselves
and soon had enough of them.
eradicated them as early as we could.
Mr. D. A. Jones, of Canada in cf.n-

I

We

nection
with Frank Benton, ol
Washington, made a trip to the Holy
Land the Island of Cyprus and
Egypt, bringing back a large importation of bees from those countries
None of them proved satisfactory.
The only foreign bees which have
proven of superior quality outside of
the Italian are the Carniolan and the

THE GIVEN PRESS— (From

an old wood cut)

,

Caucasian, both of these races producing bees slightly lighter in cohjr
than the common black bee, but
without the yellow rings characterisof the Italian race. Frank lienlater, made a trip around the
world, in the interest of the Urited
States
Department of Agriculture,
seeking new races of bees.
None
were found that proved of greater
value than the Italians.
tic

ton,

D. A. Jones deserves special mention otherwise because of his enterprise in beekeeping at that time. He
kept bees on a large scale in Ontario,
educated a number of students in
beekeeping and founded the little
village of Beeton, which is now an
agricultural
shipping
important

point.

It

was

in

connection with him

that McEvoy and others experimented on foulbrood. He established the
•"Canadian Bee Journal," whicli was
published for years at Beeton.
In
the early eighties, a little pamphlet,

"Foul Brood, Its Management and
Cure," written by him, gave the revived starvation method of Schirach
(1764-1770) for the cure of malignant
foulbrood.
Schirach is really the
originator of this.
Among the -mprovements which
modern beekeeping has brought to
us, we should range the Doolittle
method of queen-rearing, but in going back over the past we must say
that although Doolittle popularized
this method by adopting it with personal practical improvements, he was
not the originator of it. The publication of his book, "Scientific Queenrearing," in 1888, helped diffuse the
method among queen-breeders. To
find one of the originators, however,

we must go back
October,
ber,

W.

to "Gleanings" for

page 323. In this numBoyd, of Hamilton, Ohio,

1878,

L.

suggests that, since acorns or rudimental queencells are to be found
readily in almost any hive of bees, it
might be well to "cut them out, keep
them on hand and get as many cells
as you want by taking a flat stick, removing a larva that has just hatched
and putting it in the bottom of the
acorn for the bees will accept the
;

once and soon have z
from every
queencell
acorn given them." The indefatigable A. I. Root, half in joke and half
in earnest, then suggested that someone had spoken of artificial queencells and that they might be made by
dipping a wet stick of the proper
This
size and shape in melted wax.
was the nucleus of the idea which
matured later and gave the "Doolittle
method," fine descriptions of
which were made in Hutchinson's
"Advanced Bee Culture" and reproduced in our "Langstroth Revised."
We must not, however, neglect
mentioning the Alley method of
queen-rearing, which preceded the
Doolittle method and is still popular
His
in some of its modifications.
"Twenty-Two Years' Experience in
Rearing Bees" became the "Bee
Keeper's Handy Book," published
situation at
nice sealed

from

1882 to 188S, in several editions.

His method is also given in "Langstroth Revised" and consists of using
strips of brood combs containing
eggs, after removing every other egg,
for the production of queencells.
Two of the modern leading books
on bees were published in 1877,
Cook's "Manual of the Apiary" and
"The A B C of Bee Culture," by A. I
Root.
The latter named was first
published in installments in "Gleanings." In its present form, under the
of "A B C and X Y Z of Bee
Culture," it is the largest book on
bees ever published, a real beekeeping encyclopedia.
It is out of the question to mention, in these reminiscenses, every invention made during the progress of
beekeeping from the skep or boxhive times. In fact, many inventions
were the result of slow ameliorations
title

JOHANNES MEHRING. THE INVENTOR OF COMB FOUNDATION

—
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We

can give an
of original ideas.
instance of this with the drone and
queen excluders and queen traps.
Drones were already caught, to
get rid of them, in Butler's time. He
described what he called "a drone
pot," and Langstrotli also quotes the
use of such an implement in Aristo"Langstroth's Hive and
tle's times.
Honey Bee," second and third editions, mention the possibility of confining the queen to the hive, in these
words
"As the queen cannot get
through an opening 5-32 of an inch
high, which will just pass a loaded
worker, if the entrance to the hive
be contracted to this dimensioh, she
to leave with a
will not be able
swarm." In 1860, or thereabout, Col:

a
called

lin,

priest, devised what he
and tole perforce"
"grilles

French

screens and perforated iron

sheets,

having openings of the proper size
to allow the workers to pass, and
confining the queen and the drones.
In 1870, V. Leonard, of Springfield,
Pa., is mentioned as making a trap,
upon the idea enunciated by Mr.
Langstroth (A. B. J., 1870, p. 162)
In 1881, D.
built evidently of wood.
A. Jones,

(Gleanings,

1882,

p.

He was
1902,

succeeded in that office in
E. France, one of the

by N.

most sucessful and practical honey
producers, who remained at the helm
until the office was discontinued, in
1911.

Mr. Secor

member

has also been a
of the Legislature of Iowa.

Looking Backward
BY EUGENE SECOR.

YOUamongme

the honor to count me
the old suljscribers to
the American Bee Journal. You
say you have found evidence of that
fact in articles contributed by me 37
years ago. Yes, I'm proud to say that
the Bee Journal has been coming to
me without interruption for a long
time. I have been looking the matter
up a little, and while I cannot say exactly how long I have been on the list,
I find that I've been a
correspondent
at least as long as your investigations

do

show.
I began to keep bees in 1867, so you
see I will be fifty years old next summer, plus —

.

The

first

thing

buy Quinby's book, and

to

I

did was
am pretty
I

sure it wasn't very much later that I
subscribed for the first bee journal pub-

200)
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clime of Perpetual Youth. They sav a
is just as old as she looks, but
that a man is just as young as he feels.

woman

Beekeepers oughttobe youngalways,
for with them hope is never dead.
If a
frost kills the fruit-bloom they believe
dandelions will feed the girl babies in
the hive. If drouth sucks the nectar
from the white clover, they are sure
melilot will never fail. If linden refuses to give down, buckwheat and a
lot of other late flowers are yet to follow. And if the honey crop is light one
year we think that after a rest flowers
will be doubly sweet the next summer.
That is the philosophy of happiness
never to give up, never to lose courage,
to forget the unhappy present and have
faith in the future.

How many

come and gone

fads have

in my beekeeping day!
Many a man
set out to revolutionize the industry by
some invention or idea that looked so
inviting to himself, and perhaps plausible to others until actually tried out,
that the bee journals of the time would
make interesting reading to the younger

generation,

if

any one has the desire

Some of the
now are: selfhiving, non-swarming, and reversible
hives; deep-cell foundation, apis dorsata, red-clover queens, and the fertilization of queens in confinement. All
had their advocates, but all have gone
to the scrapheap of impractical theories.
But in the evolution of all
things and the survival of the fit a few
improvements have come to stay.
for historical research.
things that occur to me

The experienced ones in the brotherhood were never swept from their
moorings by the claims of enthusiastic
amateurs. Thus it is that conservatism tempers the

heat of radicalism,

and radicals warm the cold
servatives.
So the world
equilibrium, leaning just a
the polestar of progress.

feet of
is

little

con-

kept

in

toward

Nothing is more evident than the
growth of beekeeping literature in the
past 50 years. As the editor is reviewing that subject in a masterful way I
need not enlarge upon it. But the comparison is like a mule team to elec-

THE OLD DUNHAM FOUNDATION MILL

tricity.
first

mentions

perforated

zinc

for

Then in 1884, Alley
purpose.
patented his "drone and queen trap"
and queen excluders came into use.
Will we add a little romance to our
account of beekeeping progress and
invention and speak of the poet of
American beekeeping, Eugene Secor?
He began writing on bees
this

1882 and composed some of
the prettiest short idyls and songs
for the enjoyment of the EnglishThe "Songs of
speaking apiarists.
Beedom," published some 25 years

about

ago by Geo. W. York, are mainly
from him, while the music is the
work of good old Dr. Miller. Not
alone on bees does Secor write. A
little booklet, "The Calendar," containing a poem for e .ch month of
the year, is one of his most delightThere are other
productions.
ful
poets of the bee in our day, but none
Mr. Secor has been
to excel him.
President of the National Associa(1892) and was General Manager of that institution after the res-

tion

ignation of Thos. G.

Newman

in 1897.

lished in America.

Its first

Forest City, Iowa.

appearance

was in 1861, if I mistake not.
The first edition of " Quinby's "Mysteries of Beekeeping Explained" was
published in 1866, and Langtroth's

'

classic

hid
I

all

am

had appeared earlier— 1852

?

I

these helps before long.
I was a subscriber to

Iowa Field Meet.— A Beekeepers' Field

Meet

will

be held

Fairfield, Iowa,

on

in

the

May

City Hall at

9th.

quite sure

American Bee Journal a long time
before I dared to send anything for
publication that might come under the
eye of the veterans of those days. I was
a novice; they were experienced. I
was afraid of them. But under the
the

G. Newman, who
was always very kind to me and overlooked the crudity of my efltusions, I
began to feel my way into print about

editorship of

Thomas

1880.

This is a funny world isn't it? In my
younger days I was afraid of the old
men.
Now I'm afraid of the young
men. 'Tis the young fellows who are
running things now. Young America
is- at
the wheel today. The only reason Dr. Miller isn't a back number is
because he refuses to grow old. It is
always springtime wheie he abides. I
wish that some of the rest of us whitetopt has-beens could live in the sunny

—

Beekeeping in Guatemala. A recent
consular report gives a summary of
beekeeping in Guatemala which is very

The production of honey
neighborhood of 700,000
pounds annually, most of which has, in
the past, reached European markets.
Although it is in this section of the
interesting.
is

in

the

country that the stingless bees thrive,
the report places special prominence
on the fact that the honey entering the

markets is produced by the ordinary
honeybee, mostly blacks, though Italians are beginning to be imported.
The season for honey is from October to April, which is known as the
" dry season."
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queens for sale will
begin to a limited extent during the
present year in these apiaries. As soon
as they are prepared to fill foreign orders the matter will lie mentioned in

that the rearing of
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT

war

direct

the difficulties are

you live in Iowa or elsewhere, be
sure and send to either Frank C. Pel-

together such a

If

lett at Atlantic,

or to Prof. F. E. Millen

at Ames, for a copy of the State Bee
Inspection Report for 1916,
Mr. Pellett is thinking of giving up

his job of State Inspection. If his resignation is to deprive the beekeepers of

Iowa

of

further reports like this one,

will be regretted. The report in
it
question contains about 100 pages, a
number of good engravings, and some
25 or 30 addresses by leading practical
beekeepers and writers, besides the

usual report of inspection. It is well
worth a place in every library of active

AB

C

of

Beekeeping

The 1917 edition of the
X Y Z of Bee Culture "

"ABC and

on our
desk. It is the largest, most complete
and finest work that was ever produced
concerning the honeybee. It is a cyclopedia of beekeeping. What more can

we

is

list of experienced proare too modest, others
comply with our wishes.

Some

too. aged to

we have a list of 12 or 15 which
may be increased within the next
month, all men of great experience,
and we propose to publish it soon.
Meanwhile we give on our cover
Still

page the photo of one of the juniors
The reader will find
them.
within these pages a letter from him
and also a mention of his work in the
current installment of " Seventy Years
of Beekeeping."

among

Caucasian Beekeeping-

We

beekeepers.

The

ducers.

great in gathering

present to our readers two views of the queen-rearing
apiary of the " Station Sericicole "(Silkworm Rearing Station) of Tiflis, Cautwo views of nomadic
casus, also
honey-producing apiaries under the
are glad to

same management.
in

Professor C. A. Gorbatcheflf, who is
charge of these apiaries, informs us

trust the terrible

communication.

Our good wishes

are extended to the
Caucasian beekeepers in their progressive efforts.

—

Later. We acknowledge from the
same source an album of views of Caucasian apiaries received with the com-

pliments of the Caucasian Beekeepers,

The
album says:

Association.

Iowa Inspection Keport

We

may

be at end by that time,
so that the American beekeepers may
be enabled to give a full trial to the
pure gray Caucasian bees of Russia, by
conflict

this

letter

accompanying

"Outside of the ethnographic interest
be found in these characteristic
views of apiaries, there is another interest in them. It is that of the remembrance which they will leave, for the
time is not very distant when these
to

hives will be only a memory; the hives
of the Dadant system already having
displaced the native hives in several
regions of Transcaucasia, during the
past 10 years."

The

views,

some

50

in

number, are

exceedingly interesting. We propose
to publish them, a few at a time, in
these columns. They will show the
diversity of ancient methods in a country

which

is

of progress.

now making
Russia

is

great strides

coming

to the

front.

Apiary Inspection
After the publication of Mr. Pellett's
inspection criticisms, in the March
number, followed by Mr. Bender's remarks in April, we are glad to give a

summary

of

the

same subject by our

__^^^^^^^_
Enticing Natural Swarms
say

In

?

the

Farmers' Weekly of

Town, South

Africa, a

Cape

contributor re-

having lured swarms to empty
hives by melting propolis and smearing
inside and about the entrance of
it
ports

empty hives shortly before swarming
time, placing also some dry combs inThe strong odor of the fresh
side.
melted propolis enticed the scouts that
in search of a home. He secured
several swarms in this way.

were

Our Oldest Subscribers and Contril)utors

For the past year we have been trying to get together the names and
photos of our oldest subscribers still
living and still reading the American
Bee Journal. We have asked for the
names of all who have been constant
subscribers for 30 years or more. But

ONE VIEW OF QUEEN-REARING APIARY OF THE SERICULTURE STATION
OF CAUCASUS AT BAKOURIANY. 5428 FEET ABOVE SEA LEVEL
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riend Dr. Phillips, who is better placed
than any of us for such work. After
reading it the reader will conclude, as

we had done

already, that there

a great benefit

is

after

apiary inspection
but that that benefit is mainly educaall

tional.

The

in

practical

apiarists

who,

century
without ever seeing any foulbrood and
all at once found themselves surrounded with it, have a very deep conviction
that, if no fight had been made, the
disease would have swept the country
before becoming extinguished.
Although far from eradicated everywhere, it is so nearly controlled that
beekeeping is thriving in spite of an
occasional show of the disease. Foulhrood has been a blessing in disguise,
for it has compelled more attention to
the business of beekeeping.
like myself, kept bees for half a

Sacbrood
Dr. G. F. White, the scientist who has
established the bacteriological dif-

first

ference between the two kinds of foulbrood and who has also named " sac-

brood" because of the appearance of
the dead larva and its resemblance to a

BF.F,

JOURNAL

ground, and in each of these a swarm
volunteered to locate.
Three hives
placed on top of a shed secured only
one swarm. It is creditable and easy
to understand that bees would naturally
look for tree hollows some distance
above ground rather than for lower
abodes.

The Queer)
Here

i.s

Coming'

which went the
rounds of the European bee magazines
some 15 years ago. It may not be true,
but " se non e vera, e ben troi'alo " (if
not true,

is

a

it is

story

likely).

ginger, rosemary and other tonics was

We

beneficial.

may do good,
ics as the

believe

these things

but such severe epidem-

Isle of

Wight disease would

probably not yield to a treatment of
this sort.
Who knows, however, but
that the initial appearance of the disease may be prevented by the use of
tonics in the food of the bees ?

I'resident Wil.sou on Production

The address

Wilson to
Monday, April

of President

the people published on
16, has been sent to all

publishers of
magazines.
We cannot
give it in full, but we should give emphasis to a few points of this memoragricultural

" Lord Cecil is a lover of bees, but
his pet pursuit was the cause of a little
trouble to the folks of the city. He had
a queenless colony once and wrote to
a breeder for a queen, asking to l>e informed by telegraph when she was to
be sent. To satisfy him, the shipper
wired:
'The queen will reach your
station at 3:40 p.m.'
On his arrival
at the station at the indicated hour, he
was much astonished to see a crowd of
people in their best clothes. The mayor
was there in a frock coat, and a band
was playing its finest tunes. Upon enquiry he ascertained that one of the
telegraph operators had I)een indiscreet
enough to give out the announcement
of the arrival of the Queen of England
at that hour.
A few words of explana-

sac full of liquid matter, is now giving
us a thorough description of sacbrood
in Bulletin No. 431 of the United States

tion dispersed the disappointed crowd."

Department of Agriculture.

Pepperniiut for Adult Bee

Decoy Hives

Mr. C. W. Aeppler transmits to us
the translation of a letter from an eastern Switzerland apiarist recommending the use of peppermint in diluted
honey to be sprinkled over the bees in
diseased colonies which are suffering
from diarrhea, paralysis, May disease
and similar troubles.
In Italy, in the Province of Ancona,
in 1916, similar remedies were recommended by apiarists who claimed that
a preparation of honey with lavender,

able appeal.

"The supreme need of our nation
and of the nations with which we are
cooperating is an abundance of supplies, and especially of food stufTs
The world's food reserves are low
Every one who cultivates a garden, helps, and helps greatly, to solve
the. problem of the feeding of the nations."

Not only

is it well to heed the appeal
President to all producers to
work as earnestly as possible in the
production of food stuffs; it is also

of our

well to urge the people to

economize

their resources.

L)is-

ease.s

The Editor not long ago met an experienced beekeeper, Mr. S. L. Cork, of
Peru, 111., who has had considerable
experience with the securing of absconding swarms by the use of decoy
hives.
Mr. Cork says that he has succeeded best by placing the decoy hives
in the forks of trees.
During the season of 1916, a notable year for natural
swarming, he fastened 11 hives in trees
in this way, six feet or more from the
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America has been
and is yet a
wasteful nation. Let us remember that
the time may not be very far when

some one may need

that

which we care-

Let us not only produce
all we can, but save all we can.
What
we waste might be useful to some one
else, if we do not need it ourselves.
lessly waste.

Bees and Pollination
For an evidence of the usefulness of
bees in prune pollination, read Bulletin
No. 274 of the California Agricultural
Experiment Station,
rickson.

It is

l)y

A. H.

Hend-

quite interesting.

It is

another rivet in the evidence favoring
bees in plant fertilization.

This Season'.s Crop and

We

Its

Price

our readers attention to the
page of Crop and Market Reports in
the back part of this magazine. Reports of offered prices and contracted
prices for 1917 are beginning to filter in.
Just what the price on honey will be
when fall comes is exceedingly hard to
determine. We are passing through
an unusual period which is subject to
change in a comparatively short time.
One thing which we would urge upon
our customers, however, is to make
some distinction between their retail
and wholesale prices of honey. Too
many beekeepers in the past have sold
honey locally for 10 cents or even less
for extracted per pound and then be-

ANOTHER VIEW OF THE SAME QUEEN-REARING APIARY

call

wailed the fact that they were offered
only 6 or 7 cents in a wholesale way.
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The Necessity for Increasing
the Honey Crop
BY

DR. E. F. PHILLIPS.

THE

present necessity of increasing and conserving the food resources of the country, advocated

by the Secretary of Agriculture in recent statements, should be realized by
every beekeeper, chiefly from patriotic
motives, but also from his own interest.
The rapidity with which the unusually
large honey crop of last year was sold
does not indicate danger from overproduction, even in times of peace, and
there is every reason to expect that 1917
will see a good honey market.
There need be no fear of overproduction in the face of a probable shortage of sugar. On this latter point the
Secretary of Agriculture says in his
statement of April 7, " Only about 20
percent of the supply of sugar normally
consumed in the United States is produced domestically, and this amount
cannot be increased appreciably during
Unless normal
the coming season.
imports of sugar reach our shores,
therefore, a shortage of this food is inmentioning other
After
evitable."
forms of sugars, the Secretary says:
"In many parts of the country honey
production may be increased by closer
attention to bee-culture."

Beekeepers should do their utmost
this year to increase production, not
only by increasing the number of colonies in so far as it can be done without
decreasing the crop, but especially by
giving their bees the best of attention.
Those who have their bees in box-hives
are being urged, so far as they can be
reached, to adopt the modern equipment, but this will be valueless unless
they at the same time adopt modern
practices. Natural swarming should be
curbed as much as possible, and increase should usually be made by artiThe crop may often be
ficial division.
materially increased by giving the bees
plenty of room for storage, for gathering often, ceases when bees are over-

tain a fair price for his

two hours and

at the

left to

honey and that
same time the consumer may

obtain it at a reasonable price, the bulk
of the honey crop should as usual be
sold on the home markets. This will
do much to prevent a glut on the market in the fall. Before sending honey
to wholesale markets, the beekeeper
should get all the information available
concerning the crop and should also
have definite knowledge of the demands of the market.
The Department of Agriculture,
through the Bureau of Crop Estimates,
will issue the usual honey crop reports
in

May,

July,

September and November.
Markets proposes to
the data of crop move-

The Office of
make available
ments

intervals during the shipping

at

No

season.

honey

to

beekeeper should send
wholesale markets before

consulting these reports.

The Bureau

of Entomology will, of course, continue
to assist beekeepers with the various
problems of production. All of these
offices will gladly assist beekeepers in
their respective fields.

The beekeeper's

part

in the present

campaign of food preparedness is first
to produce all he possibly can, and secondly, to market it wisely and only after
he has full information concerning
the markets. Beekeepers will do much
toward correcting bad market conditions by distributing their sales over a
longer period, for honey is no longer a
seasonal food, and to dump all the season's crop on the market at once has
so far invariably led to lower returns
to the producer, but has not correspondingly decreased the price to the

When honey

consumer.

is

produced

in large quantities, the market facilities
will doubtless be increased so as to

take care of the honey as soon as it is
removed from the bees, but at present
beekeeper to
it is often better for the
hold it.
This brief note will serve to indicate
wherein the beekeeper can " do his bit
in this emergency.
He should realize
that to assist in producing an important food

is

a patriotic act.
C.

Washington, D.

crowded.
In this regard many commercial beekeepers are not doing their best. Those
owning only a few colonies may profitably increase the number of their colonies, but they should remember that
without intelligent care bees will not
be profitable, except in rare seasons.
The tendency at present is rightly to
encourage the professional beekeeper,

who knows how to get the most from
his bees. The professional beekeeper,
and those who wish to enter this class,
once consider the establishment of additional apiaries, care being
exercised not to overstock any one
locality. To those who have not begun
outapiary management, this year promishould

at

ses to be a

good time

Nobody can

tell

to

now

make

the start.
what the crop

of 1917 will be, but the prospects over
most of the country seem good. Prices
promise to be as high as those obtained
for most of the 1916 crop, and possibly
higher. Not more than one-tenth of

the available nectar in the United
States is gathered at any time, so beekeepers can do a patriotic service and
can at the same time bring profit to
themselves
by saving some of the

wasted nectar.
In order that the beekeeper may ob-

Mav

Burning Hives Affected With
Foulbrood
BY

F.

DUNDAS TODD.

noticed that
SOME
Dr. Miller thought the wisest way

months ago

can

I

to handle a few cases of Amerifoulbrood in his apiary was to

wipe out the whole thing, lock, stock,
and barrel. If his example is to be
followed to any extent by others it may
be worth while for me to set down
briefly the way I handle such cases,
for I fancy I have had about as much
experience in burning affected colonies
as any man on this continent. I frankly

own

I

made

rather a mess of things to

begin with, but now I can enter an
apiary in the evening when flight has
stopped, smother the bees and have
three or four hives a glowing mass of
cinders in about half an hour. The
biggest job I ever tackled was to clean
up an apiary of 10 colonies and four
of the hives being
bo.x-hives, most
three stories high.
to assist

went

at

The owner refused

any way whatsoever, so I
the affair single-handed, and in
in

a half there was nothing
indicate that an apiary had ever
existed, beyond a big mass of glowing

embers.

When I find foulbrood in any apiary
and have shown it to the owner, I
arrange with him to dig a hole three
feet square and at least a foot deep,
choosing the spot where there is little
likelihood of damage resulting from
the heat of the fire. In an ordinary
case a matter of 20 feet from the nearest
tree
is
generally enough, but due
allowance is made for the direction of
the wind. The nearer the hole is to the
apiary the better, but I have had in the
city to wheel heavy hives along rough
alleys to a vacant lot covered with huge

stumps and underbrush.
Then I want him to have on hand at
least 30 pieces of first-class stove wood.
We need a fire, a real fire, the kind a
boy makes for a camp fire without
worrying about the cost of fuel. In a
beehive there
is
a
most amazing
amount of water that must be evaporated before combustion can take place.
I plan to let nothing escape me, not
even one bee, and it rather surprises a

how

quickly a roaring
the moment
several thousand dead bees are dumped

novice to see
will

fire

dampen down

The same is true when the
are placed on the fire, for in a
few minutes the water from the brood
and honey will drown it out unless the
heat be very great.
When, therefore, I reach the apiary
my first task is to kindle the fire, so
arranging the wood that the whole
will be a mass of hot coals when I
want to use it.. I want the earth in the
bottom and sides of the cavity to be
very hot, so that all water will be
quickly evaporated.
The fire burning freely I attend to
the smoker. In my first adventures I
tried the smothering system of our
forefathers, digging a hole, starting a
small fire and adding sulphur, then
straddling the fire with the hive without a bottom-board. The first downpour of bees simply drowned out the
on

it.

combs

and maimed bees were crawling
Then I turned to the
everywhere.
smoker. I had often heard that just a
whift' of burning sulphur would almost
instantly smother every bee of the colony, but I want to assure my readers
that is far from being the truth, for
even with a powerful blast of sulphur
fumes one cannot kill all the bees in
When I have
less than three minutes.
to kill bees I try to do the job as
speedily as I know how. A weak colony can be wiped out in a minute, but a
hive of 20 frames covered with bees is
another story, for the instant they fall
off the combs they choke the air passages, cover up each other, and so prevent the fumes reaching every cranny
fire,

of the hive.
It is the first few blasts that count
above all things, consequently the problem is to have plenty of burning sulphur
in the smoker, burning so freely that it

molten, blazing mass. To
smoker with just a
little rags and work the bellows until
the fire is burning freely, then drop in
several small pieces of rock sulphur
and get them burning just as well, then
add more until you have about a quarIn a little while
ter of a pound in all.
smoke will cease to issue from the nozzle, blue flames will be common, and
is

simply

a

attain this, start the

—
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the gas will
lorce.
I
find

issue

from the explosive

it
advisable, though seldom
necessary, to wear my working bee
including gloves, as, if the hive be
the least rickety, bees will leak at unsuspected places and I kill them with
the fingers of the left hand as fast as
they appear.
All ready, I kneel in front of the hive
and f lace across the entrance a piece
of lath, cut about an inch and a half
shorter than the full entrance, leaving
the blank at the right. Into this space
I push
the nozzle of the smoker and
pump steadily and persistently until all
noise in the hive ceases. To make sure
of inside conditions I generally place
my ear against the side of the broodchamber, and when all is quiet I prdceed to the next victim.
It is very important for the inspector's comfort that he inhale none of
the fumes, so I generally endeavor to
choose a night when the wind is from
a southerly direction.
Bijt such ideal
conditions are not always obtainable.

suit,

for instance, last

summer

in

157

Vancouver,

the

of

the

hive

after

being "gassed"

and do not

feel

fit

for

I

becomes

a

is fierce

hissing as the water runs out

of the

brood and honey, but

in a few
a really strong fire will overall that, so I
now set bottom-

minutes

come

and

board and cover by the side of the
body, and then carry in the next hive
to repeat.
By this time the burning
wax gives powerful heat so th.at one
can pile up all the rest just about as
fast as they can be handled.
The chief reason fordigging the hole
is to make certain that no honey can
escape.
The embers from the firewood and hives easily fill the hole and
burn everything combustible. The beekeeper generally fills it in before retiring so as to avoid all risk of fire on the

face
turned away, but even with these precautions I was caught. The result in
my case is that for about three days
left

between each pair of combs
chimney. In a minute there

the space

north winds were persistent for weeks,
so twice I inhaled considerable sulphur
fumes on account of a sudden change
in the direction of the wind.
I usually
lie out full length
with my head to

.1

am very languid
much exertion.

The bees

all smothered, I carry the
hive to the fire, bottom-board in
Setting it down I remove
position.
the cover, turn it upside down and lay
it to the
left.
Then I lift the hive off
the bottom-board carefully and set it
on the cover. On the bottom-board lie
the dead bees, many thousands of them
when the colony is strong. Lifting the
board I shoot the bees into the fire,
which ought to be now a solid mass of
glowing embers. At first the fife will
deaden, but as soon as it brightens up,
I lift the hive and set it squarely in the
center, then strip off the quilt so that
first

premises.
In conclusion, let me repeat that the
chief essentials are a powerful fire in
the hole, and a thoroughly hot smoker
well charged with sulphur.
Either can

be easily extinguished by covering up
with dirt; as a matter of fact when I
have smothered the last colony I throw
a loose handful of dirt in the smoker.

Having so much smothering to do, I
keep one specially for the job, preferring the variety with the hinged cover
and forward projecting nozzle.
Victoria, B. C.

[Mr. Todd uses the heroic treatment
for foulbrood. He has repeatedly told
us that he does not believe in trying to
save the bees or the hive of an affected
colony.
Of course, where there are
only two or three cases and they are
bad, and one does not wish to be bothered with
Yet

much work,
if

the transferring

carefully

as

his "burning,"

able.

it

may

be advis-

done as
and if the
is

empty hives are carefully singed immediately with a tinner's or painter's gasoline torch, there is no possibility of

transmitting disease.
By all means
save the hive. But it is better to burn
up the honey and the combs of the diseased colonies. Editor ]

The California
BY

J.

E.

State Meeting
PLEASANTS.

THEmeeting was

California

State Beekeepers'
held at Exposition
Park, Los Angeles, Feb. 16, 1917.
This was one of the best meetings the
association has had for years— short,

harmonious, and instructive. The first
day was mostly devoted to business.
The resolution for beekeepers' Legal
Aid was repealed almost unanimously,
it being the consensus of opinion that
such a clause in the Constitution would
only have a tendency to cause trouble.

The

election

of

ofiicers

resulted in

almost the whole staff and Executive
Board being chosen from the northern
part of the State. And the next meeting will be held in the North. B. B.
Hogaboom, of Elk Grove, Sacramento
county, was elected president.
There were interesting and instructive lectures and talks on a wide range

George J. Brown made a
on the methods of the
United Honey Producers ", which was
enthusiastically received.
Mr. Brown
has recently been made president of
of

subjects.
talk

strong
"

A THREE-STORY OBSERVATORY HIVE-F. Dundas Todd
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May

I
the United

Honey Producers

for Cali-

fornia. A better choice could not have
been made.
Prof. Coleman's moving picture display on California beekeeping was indeed a work of art. The work he has
accomplished in this line, and has in
prospect, is almost the work of a genius, if means can be obtained to complete this. This is the only scenario
of a complete series which Prof. Coleman has in progress of making, for the
showing of every phase of the life of
the apiary and handling of honey and
wax. It is a stupendous work if it can
be carried to completion, as no doubt
it

The educational value of
will be.
a series of films, for schools and

such

and for the beekeeper and
can hardly be over-estimated.
The ever-recurring container subject
was brought up by J. D. Bixby, who
advocates the use of barrels for extracted honey. The barrel z's. can and
colleges,
laity,

case was spiritedly discussed, but it
would seem, while both have their
merits, the 5 gallon can and its twin,

securely protected

in

a

strong case,

have been proven to be the survival of
fittest.
They have the advantage of
being non-leak in all climates, and about
as convenient a method of handling as
we have yet had. The barrel was tried
out long ago and discarded in most

the

places.

Marketing through the Fruit Exchanges was ably handled in a paper
by T. O. Andrews, Inspector for Riverside county, and some practical points
brought out.
A standard color for honey was the
subject of a discourse by M. C. Richter,
who is an advocate of blending honey.
While some advocate and practice this,
many object to it, as it would put all
honey on a level. The producers of
the fine grades of white delicately flavored honeys, such as sage, white clover, etc would suflfer by such a blendIt is necessary to have the differing.
ent grades and flavors to suit diflferent
,

tastes.

Secretary Shaflfner
spoke on the
Legal Defense Fund. This resolution,
however, was voted down and stricken
from the Constitution, it being the
opinion that it only caused trouble.
The address by Supt. Davison, of the
State Exposition, was a strong plea
for a good standing exhibit by the beekeepers. This ought to be done.
Mr. Mendleson was asked to supply
a glass globe filled by the bees for the
exhibit, which he agreed to do.
The meeting at Exposition Park was

most appropriate. The Park is owned
by the State, and Exposition Hall is
designed for the use of State societies.
The museums of Exposition Park are
interesting collections peculiar
the Southwest. These afforded entertainment to the members out of routine hours. The specimens taken from
La Brea Rancho asphaltum beds are a
wonderful collection. The mastodon,
sabre-toothed tiger, and others from
this oil bed, are rare and preserved as
It is
prehistoric remains seldom are.
something which all our residents, as
well as tourists, ought to see.
The election of officers resulted in a
complete staff, and almost all of the

full of

to

Executive Board, being chosen from
northern part of the State. The
next annual meeting will be held in
the North.
Orange, Calif.
the

smoke, and use enough to get the bees
into a heavy roar. Then run in the
queen, and shut in the smoke and queen
for about ten minutes.

Different Methods of Queen

Introduction
BY

IN

DR. C. C.

"

MILLER.

Bee Journal of Dec.
21, 1916, is a fine summing-up of
different methods of introducing
the British

queens by W. A. Sheppard. He says:
"Numerous plans have been devised
for introducing queens, but there are
very few that can be absolutely relied

upon

to give satisfactory results

under

conditions and circumstances. At
certain times of the year, for instance
during a honey flow, the introduction
of an alien queen presents very little
risk, and almost any method employed
would be successful then but when
there is no honey being brought in by
the bees, queen introduction often preall

;

sents

many

difficulties, especially to the

amateur beekeeper. The following are
some of the methods that have been
recommended during the last few years
:

"

Water Method

of Queen IntroDtiCTioN.
Kill the old queen
remove
all combs from the hive and shake into
the bottom with a sharp jar, all the bees
possible. Sprinkle the mass of bees on
the hive floor until they are soaking
wet. Use plenty of water; there is no

—

;

danger of overdoing this part. Wet
the new queen thoroughly and put her
on the pile of bees. Put back combs,
and the job is finished.
"Introducing By Smearing Queen
With Honey. Put the queen in half a
cup of honey. Do not be afraid to put
her away down into it with your fin-

—

gers.
Smear her all over, the bees will
lick her clean.
Get her covered deep,

and pour her and the honey into the
top of the brood-chamber.
" SiMMiNs' Direct Introduction.
1.
Keep the queen </u!ie alone for not less
than 30 minutes without food, but warm.
"2. Insert after dark, under a quilt,
first driving the bees back with smoke.
"3. No further examination is to be

—

made

hours have expired.
division of or nucleus
from the hive within three days prior
to insertion of queen.
" Arthur C. Miller's Smoke Method.
Inject into hive a cloud of thick white
"4.

until after 48

Make no

—

fv£2tCwur^'x

^%

1

Requeening Without

— Doolittle's Method— If Dequeening
you wish to
supersede any queen on account of
old age or any other reason, you have
only to put on an upper story with a
queen-excluder under it; place a comb
of brood, with a queen-cell upon it, in
this upper story.
After the queen-cell
has hatched, withdraw the queen-excluderand your old queen is superseded
without you ever having to find her.
"The foregoing are methods of introducing queens without the use of a
cage, but there is little doubt that there
risk of failure and without much
disturbance to the bees by using either
of the following plans:
is less

"Frame Cage Method. — A

wire-cloth
constructed large enough to
take an entire Langstroth frame. Into
this place a comb of hatching brood,
after first shaking off all the old bees
then insert the queen and hang the
cage in the center of the brood nest
for two or three days, when the comb
can be removed from the cage and replaced in the hive. The young bees
that have hatched out in the cage will
not be antagonistic to the fresh queen.
This is the only one they ever knew.
" PirE Cover Cage Method.
An ordinary wire-cloth tea strainer with the
wire attachment for the tea-pot removed makes a good introducing cage.
It is pressed into the face of a broodcomb about half an inch deep with the
queen underneath.
She is liberated
after about 48 hours if the bees are then
seen to be friendly disposed towards
her. If not, she can be caged again
for a further period.

cage

is

;

—

"

Two Other Cage Methods. — Catch

the old queen and place her in the cage
intended for the new queen. After a
few hours remove her and put the new
queen in the cage. The bees then more
readily accept the new queen, as the
odor of the old queen remains behind.
Or, put the queen to be introduced into
a new cage with one or two newlyhatched bees from the hive to which
you are going to give her.
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"Mailing Cage Method.

—The

ordi-

nary mailing cage, inverted over feedgenerally a safe and easy way of
introducing a new queen. The bees of
the hive liberate her in from 24 to 18
hours by eating away the candy. This
plan can be much more sure by adopting either one of the methods just described, in addition.
If at the same
time a slow feeder is placed on the
hive containing warm thin syrup, it
also helps considerably by putting the
bees into a favorable humor for accepting a new queen."
hole,

is

LESSENING THE RISK.

Although the plans enumerated by
Mr. Sheppard may be successful in general, yet with any one of them a certain
percent of failures may be counted on.

The number

of these failures would be
considerably lessened if we could be
rid of the older bees of the colony to
which we desire to introduce a queen.
For it is these older bees that are especially antagonistic to any royal stranger.
Fortunately it is possible to rid a colony entirely of all its older bees, the
field bees, and in the case of a queen
of considerable value it is well worth
while.
If the hive be
tance, and in its
hive containing

removed

to

some

dis-

place be set another
one or more frames of
brood and honey, the bees that go
afield on their return from gathering, instead of going to the old hive
in its new location, will go to the
old location and enter the new hive.

Taking advantage of this fact, we will
the hive from its stand, set it temporarily to one side, and set in its place
an empty hive, and into this empty hive
put one or two frames taken from the
old hive, perhaps
the
two outside
frames which contain little brood.
Vacancies in either hive may be filled
lift

with
dummies or otherwise. Any
supers that may have been on the old
hive will now be put upon the new one,
and the hive-cover placed over all.
Upon this cover we will set the old
hive, of course covering it up. We may
safely count that within two days all
fielders will be out of the old hive and
in the new. Therefore, at the end of

two days there will be only the
younger bees in the upper hive, ready
to receive hospitably any queen that
may be offered. The queen may be
that

given in an introducing cage at the
time the change of hives is made, provided it takes two days for her to be
released from her cage; if the time of
releasing be less, then the giving of
the caged queen must be delayed accordingly. In three to five days after
the queen is out of her cage, the old
hive may be taken down and restored
to its original place on its stand any
comb or combs that had been taken
away being returned, and the hive that
has been upon the stand for a few days
entirely removed. The bees that have
become fielders in the hive that has
been on top will now, upon their return
from the fields, settle upon the top of
the hive where they suppose their entrance ought to be, perhaps forming
;

a cluster. Soon, however, some
bee of exploring turn will make its
way down the front to the entrance below, others will follow, and all will be
well.

159

warm enough

will be

at night.
better way is to put the beeless brood in a hive-body over an excluder upon the hive of a strong colony, putting in the queen and covering
up without any bees. Of course young

A

still

bees will at once begin emerging from
cells, having
known no other
mother will be entirely friendly to the
queen. About five days from the time
the queen was given, these bees with
their brood and queen must be put
upon a stand of their own, in case they
were not at first put upon their stand,
and the entrance must be opened
enough to allow the passage of one
bee at a time. As more room for passage is needed, the entrance must be
enlarged. In a few days you will have
a good colony without having endangered the life of the queen in the
their

least.

quite

ABSOLUTELY SAFE INTRODUCTION.

There is, however, a plan of introduction that is entirely safe. It is some
trouble, but may be well worth while in
the case of a valuable queen. About
eight days before you expect to introduce your queen, go to a strong colony
and put all but one brood in an upper
story over an excluder, leaving the
queen with one brood below the excluder.
Another way is to put an
excluder over a strong colony, over
this put an empty story, and fill this
empty story with frames of brood taken
from different colonies. This plan has
the advantage that you may choose
only the best frames, those that are
filled with well matured brood.
Eight
days later, when all brood will be
sealed, brush
every bee from these
combs, put them in an empty hive, set
this hive on a stand of its own, put in
your queen, and close up tight so that
you are sure no bee can get in or out.
If you think there is any danger that
the brood may be chilled at night, then
you must put the hive in a room that

Why

Some Beekeepers

BY H.

B.

Fail

PARKS, BIOLOGIST.

THE

following paper is the result
an investigation as to why so
many of those who keep bees do
of

not make a success of the business and
why so many of those who have tried
have failed.
The area covered by this investigation is the Grand River System of
Northwest Missouri. While this is not
a region of extensive orchards, it is a
section where small orchards are very
common, where alfalfa and sweet clover are most abundant.
Of the 159
species of plants which are visited by
the honeybee for nectar, in a very similar location in Illinois, as reported by
Dr. Charles Robertson, who has done

more perhaps than any other man

in

the Mississippi Valley in studying insect visits to plants, 142 grow in greater

or less profusion here also. This region is so located that it partakes of
the character of both the prairie and
forest.
bee, as

The climate
the

is

bee-trees

favorable to the
cut each year

attest.

A few attempts at interviews with
bee-men were so laden with results
the writer adopted the census
of gathering information. Few
men like to tell of their failures and
only a few who were successful would
that

method

A

talk.

reliable

beeman

was

inter-

viewed, facts about his own experiences and what he knew about others
were recorded, then these statements
were in a casual manner brought to
the attention of the one about whom
the statement was made.
In almost
every case the statement was verified
and some additional material added.
The writer attempted to foIlow,;the
outline given below:
1.

Time you have been engaged

bee work

How
Why

in

?

you commence ? :
you start beekeeping ?^^
4. What kind of bees did you hzveTii
5. What kind of hives did you use ?i
6. What was your greatest trouble ?!
7. Did you have disease in your hives?
8. How many seasons did you fail to
get a honey flow ?
9. What was the reason ?
10. Would you advise others to keep
2.
3.

bees
11.

ANOTHER NOMADIC APIARY OF THE SERICULTURE STATION OF THE
CAUCASUS

keep
12.

did
did

?

How many

swarms should

a

man

?

Do you

count yourself a success

May
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or failure as a beekeeper ?
13. In either case, why?
is
j^If_ B.— The first man interviewed
and
a bee lover; has kept bees 35 years
He has at present 37
is well informed.
colonies of bees. This year he took

section honey from
He is a
30 colonies, spring count.
small farmer, and lives on a lO-acre
farm at the edge of a small town. He
took up beekeeping as a boy because
of an accident that lamed him. One
year he took off 8000 pounds of comb
honey from 32 colonies. Some years
he got only 300 pounds from 30 coloto
nies. He would advise all farmers
keep a few colonies, but thinks only
off 2700

pounds

of

make money with

the specialist can

He

bees.

has no

disease

and

few

moths; attributes success or failure to
get honey to the food supply of the
bees.
,. ,
^ ...
Mr. X. is a specialist, and did not like
,

1916, and was the most enthusibee-man found. Had one hive.
Had taken off 30 pounds of honey, and
knew the A B C book by heart. Had
already figured out what he would do

fall of

astic

with 50 colonies of bees.
Mr. G. W. is the old style bee-man
of the timber. His pastime is hunting
bee trees. Has caught all his swarms
or reared them from wild swarms. He
uses gums and the old box-hives. Has
had no moth or disease that he knows
Mice have bothered him. Has 10
of.
hives, and got 18 or 20 gallons of

honey

this

year.

He

advises

keep bees.
Mr. M. F. R. has no bees
but knows all about them.

all

to

at present,

He bought

at a public sale because
the auctioneer was eloquent and the
bees cheap; paid 75 cents a colony for
12 colonies, and $85 for supplies; lost
every new swarm. The bees started a

his colonies

runaway that caused a loss of $65. That
fall he took off 125 pounds of honey.
The next summer he had similar luck.
The third spring he had only four
colonies that were alive. The hogs got
into the orchard and upset the hives.
Mr. M. purchased two stands in new
hives with supers from a bee firm two
years ago. He placed all the supers on
the hives and nailed them there. Has
never looked into the hives since that
time. He is waiting for the colonies
to become strong before taking the
honey; expects to take off a large
amount next year. If a bee has plenty
of room it will not swarm and continue
to deposit honey. The easiest way to
keep bees is to give them lots of supers
and every two or three years take off
the honey.
Mr. Mc, living on the next farm,
showed me a very fine swarm that
came from one of the above mentioned
hives in less than a month after Mr. M.
placed them in his orchard. This colony gave Mr. Mc 30 pounds the first
year and 70 pounds the last year. This
man is a very successful beekeeping
farmer. He has 15 colonies.

The Flouus
IN

I.N

A

I

iXRALiA

Come Down

One hundred cases we either interviewed or heard of on good authority.
Of that 100, 80 p;rcent failed through
Of these 80, 20
absolute ignorance.
began keeping bees without any knowledge except that they made honey, and

ended in two or three years with the
knowledge that bees neither make
honey nor pay. One claimed that the
birds caught all his bees. Seventeen
allowed their hives to be washed away
by high water, or burned by fire set out
to clean the orchard of weeds, or destroyed by live stock. Two claimed

moth killed out their bees. Five
lost part by swarming and sold the
rest to " git rid of the pesky critters.

that

Fourteen came into possession of bees
through purchase of farms on which
the bees were, or through inheritance.
Each made the attempt but failed, and
now have no bees or only a few strag-

gling colonies, because, to use the expression of one of the parties, he didn't
"jest git the hang of it."
The remaining 20 cases were mostly
boys or women who started beekeeping
because some one else did or they were
in hopes of becoming suddenly rich, just
Most
like the lady in the story paper.

these discontinued the first year.
persisted four years. All of these
were pure cases of failure because they
knew nothing about bees.
Of the 20 percent, one-half may be
considered successful. Eight of the
ten so considered themselves. Two of
those thought the most successful by
their neighbors, did not believe themselves as such, as the sale of honey and
excess of swarms did not equal the
expense through a period of years.
Of the remaining ten, five are too
new to mention, but the owners are
well informed and hope to succeed.
Three are keeping bees for fun. They
take up every new fad and get few reof

One

very indefinite in their
except that they considered
themselves successful.
Now for some explanations and observations. Any one who has attempted
to keep bees has been considered a
beekeeper except where bees have been
taken from cut bee-trees and taken
home just to see if they would live
sults.

Two were

reports

through the winter. There seems to
be a popular notion that bees hibernate, and if the winter is mild they will
Fifteen such swarms are
live through.
being watched. Of the 15, one was
taken from a cut bee-tree where it had
been abandoned by the cutter, by a
good beekeeper and is being fed.

A Night and Seldom Extend
Over Two Days

He has about 200 colonies,
but would give no figures. His honey

to talk.

on sale in a number of the neighboring towns. He says that any one who
attends to the business will have success. Does not advise farmers to keep
is

bees.

.

,

J

Mr. C. H. was crippled by an accicident 15 years ago; was set up in the
bee business by his employer, and did
well for a few years, but did not like

The moth

bees.

killed

most

of

his

colonies; has only five colonies today.
ome years he never put on supers or
removed those already on. Beekeeping
fool who
is a failure and the man a
In this case the hives were in
tries it.
a thicket of plum bushes, and had not
been touched for three years.
Mr. G. lives in town, and has 10 colonies keeps this number and sells the
excess swarms; has never had any
trouble. He advises all to keep a few
colonies; claims a good honey flow
each season.
Mr. C. C. was a common type of the
;

A

WASHOUT

IN

AUSTRALIA-AUSTRALIA ALPS

IN

THE

DI^STANCE^

"
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these 100 parties, 70 still have
and 20 have over 10 colonies each
five recommend the keeping of a number of colonies; ten that from two to
five colonies are profitable on every
farm twenty that bees are for the specialist, and a nuisance for the common
percent had heard of
man. About
bee disease, and one party had seen it.
To sum up the causes of failure it
was becase the would-be beekeeper did
not know of the whys and hows of the
bee trade. One did not know how to
buy supplies, another how to handle
the swarms, another how to sell honey,
another where to place the hive, and so
forth.
All were not inclined to study
the subject, for everybody has sense
enough to keep bees. All those that
have succeeded are men who have
studied the cause of former failure
and keep in tune with the bees and
other bee-men, are enjoying tlieir labor
and the sweets thereof.

Of

bees,

;

;

I!

lack of preparation was everywhere apparent. Those who were most
successful were the most forehanded,
and many a failure was caused by a
lack of preparedness. If the materials
are well cared for, the tools in their
places, no time will be lost, no stings
will have to be picked out; in fact,
preparedness is the key to success in
bee work. Let the slack time in winter be filled with preparation for next
summer's work and not in theorizing

The

burr combs. An annual " clean up
keeps the former within bounds, and a

change

of

queen

will

eliminate the

latter.

One of the advantages of a library of
old bee books is the knowledge to be
gained of the practices of those who
preceded us, thus either saving us useless experiments or furnishing us with
some good or forgotten method or
telling us the true originator of some
" modern " usage.
Providence, R.

BY

rHE

J.

E.

HANn.

the mainspring of the
existence of the colony, and the
pivotal point of successful l)eeis

keeping requeening to prevent swarming is rapidly gaining favor, therefore,
the knowledge how to rear good queens
is a necessary qualification of a competent beekeeper, without which he is
not a complete master of his profes;

sion.

strips down to
the septum, fasten said strips to the cell
bars with melted wax. Crush the eggs
in altern.iting cells, leaving the cells
containing eggs alternating and zigzaging in the rows, and place the bars in
position in the frames.
This frame containing strips of prepared worker-cells containing eggs, is
placed in position in the queenless colony, between the two combs of honey,
after removing the frame of brood.

from one side of said

This sudden

I.

Queen-Rearing— Combination
Method
queen

161

The methods

of

queen-rearing

relief

from hopeless queen-

lessness is hailed with great rejoicing,
and the queen-rearing impulse is developed to the highest pitch. The nurses
recently deprived of their numerous
nurselings, will have their stomachs
full of chyme, the
cells
containing
eggs will be enlarged and the tiny larvae will be treated to a superabundance
of food as soon as they emerge from
the egg.
If
no nectar is available
queen-rearing colonies should be fed a
pint of syrup daily to rear these queens.
There are good reasons, however,
why these queenless colonies should
not be allowed to finish the cells, (1)
there are too many for one colony to
finish if the best queens are wanted.

on what we could do if we had 100
colonies of purest Italians in an eternal
clover pasture or similar foolishness.
Albany, Mo.

Vaseline to Prevent Burr

Combs—An
BY ARTHUR

C.

Old Idea
MILLER.

the Bee Journal for January, page
12, a Mr. Oettle is reported as suggesting the use of vaseline to
prevent burr combs, and says that "all
exposed parts of supers, etc., should be
vaselined on the bottom edge."
As far back as the early eighties,
James Heddon mentioned the use of
tallow for such purpose, and if memory
serves me truly the use of a grease of
some sort to prevent sticking by propolis dates back over a hundred years,
though at the moment I cannot quote
the author and place.
For a season I used tallow thus,
and particularly on the edges of the
end-bars of my closed-end frames, but
discovered that there were
I early
worse evils than the sticking together
of hive parts. Today I stop and scrape
the edge of an end-bar at some time
greased or send into the shop for
cleaning, a super or other article at
some time treated to a dose of anti-

IN

stick.
It is

exceedingly disconcerting to
have a previously decorous and wellordered super go sliding off onto the
ground at the slightest touch of hand
or breeze, as the greased ones will
sometimes do on a nice hot day. The
grease and the propolis mix and make
a very good lubricant when the temperature

is

up.

Another drawback
grease is the daubing

to
the use of
of one's hands,
tools, smoker, etc., until nothing can
There are some
be held securely.

things

much worse than

propolis and

THIS

A

IS

QUEEN-REARING TIME

batch of queen-cells ready for nuclei,

vogue today are largely modifications of methods introduced by G. M.
Doolittle and Henry Alley a quarter
century ago.
Since space forbids a
specific
definition of these methods,
suffice it to say, "in rearing queens for
home use when simplicity of equipment and manipulation are important
factors, a combination of the two methods mentioned has its peculiar advantages."
The equipment consists of a broodframe in which removalile cell-bars are
fitted parallel with the top-bar, and \%
inches apart.
Place a clean empty
comb in the colony having the breeding queen and examine it daily. When
it is
well filled with eggs remove the
in

queen and combs from a strong colony, leaving two combs with honey
and one with brood. Cage the queen,
shake the bees onto the running-board,
place the caged queen and beeless
brood in the top story of a strong colony, above a queen-excluder, and proceed as follows:
Remove the comb
containing eggs from the breeding colony, slice it into strips lengthwise, with
two rows on each strip. Shave the cells

in the

IN

THE SOUTH

apiary of Grant Anderson, of Texas

of nurselings will
(2) The absence
cause a decrease in the secretion of
chyme by the nurses, and it is imperato get as many cells started as
possible before the secretion of chyme
reaches the minimum therefore, queenless colonies are employed to start cells
which are finished by queenright colotive

;

As soon as a batch of prepared
have become well started and liberally supplied with food the frame is
removed and another frame of prepared cells given, never allowing a
queenless colony to start more than
three batches, for reasons just given.
The queen and brood are then returned,
and the short period of queenlessness
will not cripple the efficiency of the
colony
Auxiliary queenright colonies are
prepared to finish embryo queen-cells
in the following manner:
The strongest colonies are selected and the queen
to
the
lower
story
limited
by a queenexcluder, with the most of the brood in
the upper story. In the center of the
upper story we place a frame having a
bar with 15 embryo queen-cells attached.
When these are finished another batch
nies.
cells

162

is

as

this may be repeated
warm weather continues.

given

;

so long

This method is simple and practical,
and will produce high quality queens.
It has been ascertained that the food
given to all larvae during the first three
days of their life is the same whether
said larva is cradled in the gilded cell
of royalty or in the humble cell of a
common worker, also that during these
days of grace a larva in a worker-cell
can conis given more food than it
sume therefore, to all external appearances it could not fare better if hatched
in a queen-cell therefore, it is claimed
that if a larva less than three days
old is grafted from a worker-cell into
an artificial queen-cell it will produce
;

;

as though the
larva had hatched in the queen-cell.
At first sight this seems like sound
logic, but there is an abnormal side to
the grafting problem, that cannot be
ignored. Under natural conditions a
queen-cell containing a larva three
days old is a perfect queen-cell in form
and feature, and is nearly full size;
therefore, bees are not pleased with
three-days old larva in an open mouth
wax-cup bearing little resemblance to
a queen-cell with a royal larva at any
age, and such a poor counterfeiter is
viewed with disfavor and robbed of the
food so skilfully (?) provided by the
grafter, and the neglected larva is left
with no visible means to sustain life
until such time as the bees see fit to
accept the intruders. On an average,
half of the grafted larva; perish outright from starvation and neglect, and
certainly the survivors are not benefitted by their period of semi-starvajust

as

good queens

The weak point in grafting is the
period of fasting immediately following, at a time when the royal larva
should be floating in a superabundance
Bees are more competent to
of food.
select larvae of the proper age to rear
good queens, than the most expert

tion.

grafter.

Birmingham, Ohio.

Certain Hive Fixtures
BY

F.

GREINER.

practice economy in bee-fixtures
at the expense of efficiency or
neatness is a poor way to save
or reduce expenses. I am afraid many
of us are making mistakes along this
For inline, some here, others there.
stance, the use of No. 2 sections cannot
Perhaps
be generally recommended.

TO

they may be admissible when honey is
I
to be cartoned in sealed enclosures.
know of beekeepers who use old
stained, yes, even dirty boxes of previous years use. I have found them
time after time in country stores.
much better a
bad they look!
clean white box of honey appears by
their side
One o^ the things of great importance in the production of comb honey
is that we produce honey which does
not leak.
Any fixture producing or
accomplishing this object is to be preferred even if it should cost a little
more than the one having a tendency
in the opposite direction.
For half a life time I have used difsupers
ferently constructed
section

How

How

alongside with another; not one kind
one year, another kind another year
no, I tested them in the same seasons,
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same yards; even different supers on the same hive at the same time,
and, while I have found several different supers to give reasonably good results, nothing has given me the satisfaction that a real wide-frame super
affords. This, however, is not what I
started out to say. I intend to confine
myself to the greater detail, the separator; for whatever the style of super
selected might be, the divider or separator remains' the same almost in all
cases. I am referring hereto the wirescreen separator and the old tin or
plain metal separator, otherwise the
wood separator has long become the

wood, as it seems desirable, the sealing
becomes attached along the edges
where the cleat is, not merely to the

in the

popular fixture.
It is all right even from the standpoint of the bee which does not take as
kindly to metal as wood. The latter is
more congenial to the nature of the
bee because of its being a better nonconductor of heat and cold than metal
material the bee has adapted
is, the
itself to during untold unknown ages.
This wooden separator has from time

to time been changed. Some have used
a simple plain thin board and are con-

tinuing

its

some
made a

use

;

others have perforated
still others have

cleated it, and
cleated fence.

it,

As long

as

a

was used all went well providing same was of proper width. I
have used them as wide as the section
was deep, and thus produced perfect
non-leaking honey combs, but in this
plain board

case the sections had a deep beeway.
When the beeway is only /s of an inch
deep as in case of the no-beeway section when the thickness of the cleat
represents the beeway, the separator
must be narrower than the section is
inch in order to give the
deep by
bees free access to the sections.
When first using separators we were
not so very particular about this mat-

wood

of the section, but also quite
often to the cleat, too. When the filled
section is removed from the holder this
capping is torn loose and we have a
bad leak. When the wide cleat is used
the bees respect it and build around it,
never attaching the capping to it.
The surface of the comb shows a
slight depression to match the cleat. It
might appear as though the edge was
beveled off, which is not nearly as
much of a disadvantage as the effect
the narrow cleat produces. This disadvantage, this depression of beveling
may be reduced to a minimum by reducing the width of the cleat, but we
must not go beyond a certain limit. A
cleat 9-16 inch wide gives good result
and at the present I considerthat width
the limit. 'Possibly the J^-inch cleat is
safe to use, but this I do not know we
;

will do more experimenting on this
point, for we want the cleat as narrow
as possible.
I have decided to drop the
beeway section entirely, and I have

been asked,
section at
Briefly

and some sve made were about %
inch narrower than the outside dimensions of the boxes. The result was that
the cells in the lower row as well as
those in the upper row were drawn out
and extended beyond the wood, necessitating trimming them down before
crating, producing a leaky mess. It
has been a dear lesson to us to find
that separators should not be perceptibly less than 4J^ inches for the 4x5 tall
section. When we adopted fences the
tendency to produce leaky section
honey was also increased in as much
as the bees sometimes start little legs
from the edges of the little fence boards
to the face of the combs; besides the
honey produced with fences has not

unfrequently a washboard appearance,
particularly so when they have been in
use for a few years. For these reasons

smooth board as a
I prefer the solid
divider to the fence or even the perforated separator. The smoother the
surface of the separator the surer we
are of good results.
The cleat was added to the separator
in order that we might use no-beeway
It was a delicate matter to
decide what the width of this cleat
should be. They were tried quite wide,

sections.

X

and

them

%

of

an inch,

I

think.

I

have

use today. Finally the other
extreme was adopted, viz: ,V inch wide.
Many thousand fences with these narrow cleats are found in the bee yards
Do they give satisfaction ?
of today.
What do we find anyway? In good
honey seasons, when clover and other
blossoms yield nectar profusely, and
when the combs are sealed clear to the
in

answer

will

I

use the no-beeway

?"
this question:

account of economy." We save
time in cleaning or scraping the sec"

On

save money when
save one-seventh of the shipping-cases. There is no

when

tions

filled

;

we

buying the sections
difficulty in

;

we

handling honey

in

no-bee-

sections, not in practice anyway.
Naples, N. Y.

way

Nanipulation of Bees

%

ter,

"Why

all

BY

L.

(/"or

TO

HASEMAN.
beg^inners.)

beginning beekeeper, his
attempt to open the hive and
handle the combs and bees may
be beset with some difficulties, but in
time this becomes the most fascinating
part of beekeeping. He must study the
the

first

and disand then accustom himself to
their ways. The honeybee is not a
vicious creature, and if given anything
bees, their habits, nature, likes
likes,

like the consideration

not

it

deserves

it

will

fight.

While handling bees, avoid jarring
them or making any quick nervous
These two mistakes will
motions.
start trouble in any bee colony. Always
wear a veil to protect the face, and use
cool smoke sparingly at the entrance
and under the cover as it is being
Use smoke to induce
gently raised.
the workers to fill their stomachs with
honey, after which they are less likely
to sting. Avoid pinching bees between
your fingers, as
less treatment.

they resent such care-

For best

results select
part of the day when the
workers are actively gathering nectar
or pollen, for at such times there are
fewer bees in the hive, and those pressent are more docile. Never open the
brood-chamber when the weather is
cold, if it can be avoided, for you are
apt to chill the queen and the brood.
These are few of the do's and don'ts
which the beginner beekeeper in par-

the

warm

A

little
ticular should keep in mind.
careful study of the bee and its life and
habits, and a little effort to adjust one's
actions to those of the bees will soon

make^beekeeping;,both an interesting
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pursuit and one of value to those who
Iwery
are willing to work and learn.

farmer could produce his own supply
of honey by keeping and properly caring for a few colonies of bees.
SELLING HONEY.

Honey
which

is

product

a

of

farm

the

will practically sell itself

if it is

properly prepared for the market. The
marketing of a small surplus is a simLet your neighbors know
ple matter.
you have the pure unadulterated article
and they will be glad to relieve you of

your surplus. The marketing of u large
crop may not lie so simple, as you may
have more than is needed for your
immediate neighborhood or city market.
For disposing of large surpluses,
advertising in newspapers and otherincrease the demand from
and from a large country district.
One Missouri beekeeper, this season,
had 30,000 pounds of honey which he
marketed largely in his own county,
and he says he could market much
more if he had more good white clover
honey.
White clover honey is our
most important honey crop, and it

wise will

cities

usually

sells

more

easily

than

the

darker honey.
Columbia, Mo.

Results of Apiary Inspection
BY

E.

PHILLIPS.

F.

This is the second of the papers read at the New
York meftifje of officials in charge of beekeepinff,
PelletCs paper,
Problems of Bee Inspection,'^ appeared in the ^farch issue,)
(

Mr,

'

'

inspection
THEvarious

of apiaries in the
States is unfortunately

conducted according to many different systems, and in some cases with
This work canlittle apparent system.
not be cast in a mold, because of the
wide divergence of conditions in the
regions of the
various beekeeping
United States, but it would seem possible to standardize the work to some
extent ,by discussions in this association and elsewhere. To show the divergence more clearly, some of the differences in plans may be mentioned. In

some

States it is the policy to do intensive work by attempting to visit and
idvise all the beekeepers in a locality
before the inspector leaves in other
cases inspection is made only on request, and only a few beekeepers are
visited on each trip from the central
In some
cases emphasis is
office.
placed on work with the individual
beekeeper; in other States meetings
and demonstrations are held to reach a
large number nf beekeepers. In some
States the supervising officer has a
bird's-eye view of the situation throughout the State, made possible by ade;

quate records and maps; in other instances the inspector has no such efficient records and wanders more or less
aimlessly about, helping wherever he
can but without a broad outlook. To
obviate some of the grosser errors, the
Bureau of Entomology has advised
supervision of the work by an already
existing office, not only to save adminexpense, but especially to
istration
make the work constructive, comprehensive and efficient. The history of
conclusively the
inspection proves
advantage of such a system, and shows
the relative inefficiency of an independent inspector.
The title of the present paper indicates a desire to know whether the
apiary inspection is profitable. At the
request of
beekeepers, the various
States are

spending thousands of dol-

lars annually in this work.
It has been
in operation on an ever increasing scale
since the first law was passed in Wisconsin in 1897, and enuogh experience
is available to warrant the demand for
a showing of results.
If conclusions are based on observations of a general character, one must
believe that inspection is a decided
benefit.
Even in those States where
there is little or no system, and where
the most careless work is done, we find
individual beekeepers aided to better
beekeeping and enabled to combat disease with success. The making of one

good beekeeper

in

a

country may

re-

ultimately in
greatly increased
wealth to the State, so that one cannot
easily measure the economic value of
sult
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such work.

In spite of validcriticisms

and there is abundant room for criticism in various States, we must con
elude from such an examination that
apiary inspection is economically aound
and that the expenditure is warranted.
But so far the general approbation
of the work has been based on just
such general observations, without analyzing the situation carefully. It is now
well after 20 years of trial to examine
at least some of the available data to
make the criticism more valuable.

Such an examination cannot be made
comparative because of the divergent
systems just mentioned and often because of lack of available records.

It

conclude that where
intelligible records are
lacking the
work IS least valuable. To analyze all
the available data is an enormous task,
which cannot be undertaken at present,
but a few specimens may stimulate the
is

entirely just

to

administrative offices in this work to
apply this test, and it is hoped that the
analyses will be published. These results should be announced even though
the results are not all that might be
desired, and if possible the results
should be interpreted. This is the type
of comparison and tabulation which
the author recommended to this section at the annual meeting in 1915.
In the Mohawk Valley, New York,
European foulbrood broke out in 1894,
but it was not until 1899 that apiary inspection was established, as a result of
the efforts of the organized beekeeper$.
The inspectors made an efTort to determine the loss in colonies actually destroyed by disease, and while this record is probably incomplete, they found
that colonies valued at $39,487 were reported lost. In 1899 (the first year of
inspection) and successive years to
1904, the loss of colonies that died was
given in the 1904 report as follows:
1895-1899
$39,487
1899
1900
1901
1902
1903
1904

When we

25,420
20,289
10,853
5,860
4,741
2,220

consider the fact that in
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1900 diseased colonies numbering 7253
were found (valued at perhaps $40,000),
it is evident that the disease was spreading with great rapidity, and the State
of New York made a good investment
in establishing inspection whereby the
percentage of diseased colonies was
forced down from 23.9 in 1900 to 3.6 in
1905.
About that time other outbreaks
occurred, but the percent of colonies
diseased has remained low.
Perhaps a better but less definite indication of the way in which, through
inspection and education, the epidemic
has been turned to the advantage of
the beekeepers is in a comparison of
past and present conditions in the
Mohawk Valley. It appears that before the outbreak of European foulbrood there were comparatively few
extensive beekeepers in the valley and
many uninformed and indifferent small
holders. No inspection or educational
system yet devised can save the careless bee-keeper, and it is unsafe to attempt too much along that line, but
through the efforts of the inspectors
and other educational sources, the careful beekeepers and those who would
make an effort to clean up the disease
were instructed in the diagnosis and
treatment, so that today they have little
fear of European foulbrood. There are

probably fewer beekeepers than formerly, but undoubtedly there are more
colonies of bees and the average annual crop is larger than before the
epidemic. The epidemic has thus been
turned to an actual benefit to the industry through inspection.
In northwestern Indiana, European
foulbrood is prevalent, and probably
has been present for many years. In
the eastern portion of the State, American foulbrood is abundant, and has
caused enormous losses. On a brief
trip of inspection, which the author
took with Mr. George S. Demuth, then
apiary inspector, but now in the
of Entomology, several apiaries in the European foulbrood territory were found in which every colony
chief

Bureau

was diseased.
In 1909 apiary inspection was instituted in Indiana under the supervision
of the State Entomologist. Of the 6036
colonies examined that year 23.7 perdiseased, and in Porter
cent were
county 66.5 percent of all colonies inspected had European foulbrood. The
highest record for the prevalence of
American foulbrood so far recorded is
for Randolph Co., Ind., in 1910, where
83.5 percent of the 30OO colonies examined were diseased or dead.
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no work was done there between 1910
and 1916.
Through the courtesy of Mr. E. G.

New

Carr, of the
Jersey inspection service, I am able to give data concerning
the percentage of infection in Salem,

Cumberland and Cape May counties,
N. J., 1913 and 1915.
In this territory in

European foulbrood

1913. there was
in 30 2 percent of

apiaries inspected, and American
foulbrood in 3 8 percent. In 1915 no
American foulbrood is recorded, and
European foulbrood was found in 25.9
all

May
European foulbrood was found
percent of the apiaries and
American foulbrood in 1.07 percent.
brood.

in

18.8

Obviously changes in inspection
policy and the routine methods of the
work will influence these figures. For
example, in Connecticut, inspection
was formerly done only on complaint,
and this restriction has been removed.
However, from the figure given for
these four States there can be no doubt
of the economic value of the apiary
inspection.

Every effort should be made to improve the inspection service, and this
can perhaps best be done by publication of the results of inspection. The
inspection must also be improved by
discontinuing, so far as possible, the
payment of inspectors only for days
spent in the work, which too often
means for days when they are not

otherwise occupied.

The Result of Good Beekeepng
Maine— Home of O. B. Griffin

in

percent of the apiaries. Of course, the
percent of apiaries showing the disease cannot be decreased as rapidly as
the percent of infected colonies. During the two years the number of colonies increased from 836 to 1136, a gain
of 35 percent, which is the true test of
efficiency. The plan in
Jersey is
to cover a county as
completely as

New

possible before leaving it.
In Connecticut, in 1910, there were
inspected 1595 colonies, of which 49.6
percent were diseased, and disease was
found in 76 percent of the apiaries.
Without giving the data for the intervening years, it may simply be recorded
that the records for 1916 show 3898
colonies inspected, of which 7.05 percent showed European foulbrood, and
0.15

percent

showed American

foul-

The title chosen for this paper may
be assumed to be covered by the type
of data given, but at this opportunity
it may be well to enlarge the discussion
by way of pointing out a method of
overcoming some present defects. As
is well known, the Bureau of Entomology has during the year begun extension work in beekeeping, in cooperation with the regular extension
offices.
So far this work is confined to
the southern States. When it is considered that the

comes

chiefly

value of

from the

inspection

efficiency of the

educational feature of the work, it will
be seen that, in a sense, extension work
is but a continuation of what has been
done for years in some States. However, an
extension worker is freed

from the odium of police power, which
is at

times a

detriment to the inspec-

tion work.

Since in perhaps half the States the
apiary inspection is below its possible
efficiency, and, since without unwarranted interference this cannot well be
changed, except by the beekeepers of
the State who often fail to recognize
the poor quality of the work, it is pertinent to suggest th it extension work
should replace at least the incompetent

In this State, not only is the percentage of diseased colonies being reduced
but the beekeepers are finding out what
their trouble actually is, and beekeeping conditions are rapidly improving.
It will take strenuous and continued
inspection and encouragement to put

on the footing which it
should occupy, but the short time so
far spent in the work shows that here,
too, the epidemics may ultimately be
instrumental in making better beekeepers and thereby be an indirect benefit.
The data are not at hand, but Mr. D.
W. Erbaugh is responsible for the
statement that at present American
foulbrood is scarce and the beekeepers
in that territory are increasing their
apiaries and finding beekeeping profitable. This is the most striking result
of the Indiana inspection, even though
the business

One does

not associate extensive beekeeping with the State of Maine. Yet there are
apiaries there, The above is one of the apiaries of O. B. Griffin, of Caribou

many

nspection, or, if it is pos.sible, supplement and stimulate it.
The future of the beekeeping industry
depends in no small measure on the
creation of professional beekeepers.

Apiary inspection was instituted chiefly
what already existed and was
If
not conceived as a creative agency.

to save

inspection

is

assist in giving the
to the industry,

to

much needed impetus

every apiary inspector should emphawork,
size the extension feature of his
and
so far as his authority will permit,
and supin addition should encourage
port the extension work which openly
assumes the task so long carried unannounced by the inspection. By enlarging the extension work to the fullmore
est extent, we may expect still
satisfying results than those here given.
Washington, D. C.

How
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of

Products

May Be
BY

J.

the

Hive

Increased
E.

CRANE.

has been often observed that one
hive of bees is much more productive than another, but the reason
It is the purpose of
is not obvious.
two or
this brief article to point out
three reasons why this may come about.
The first and most usual reason is a
season to
large population at the right
notice in the
gather the surplus.
•'
great war" now in progress, the value
they
of large armies, and the advantage
have over the smaller bodies of men.
The same is true in the work of the
The more numerous the held
nive
workers, other things being equal, the
it
greater the yield. So we may set
down as a matter of prime importance
But there are
to have a prolific queen.
other things of as much or even greater
importance, the longevity or endurance
them. It is
of the workers is one of
number if
of little value to rear a large
height of
they die early while in the
their labors.
notice a great difference in the
age reached by different families of
Some drop out at 65 or 70,
mankind.

IT

We

.

We

while others live on, almost every memand
ber to 80 or more years, hale
hold
hearty. The same law appears to
bees, as is
true in regard to the age of
Italian
easily shown by introducing an
queen into colonies of black bees or
colony
by noticing the time a queenless
their
will survive after they have lost
It is generally believed among
queen
;

the more intelligent beekeepers that
the average age of worker-bees during
the summer months is about six weeks
and the time they work in the field is
not far from four weeks. If workers
;

of one colony of bees can gather honey
for four weeks while the longer lived
bees of another colony can go five
weeks, we can readily see why the jat-

prove the more productive.
colony should produce CO
pounds of surplus, the hive of longer
lived bees should produce 75 or even
more pounds of surplus honey.
There is another factor of prime importance in the discussion of this subIt is the constitutional vigor with
ject.
which the bees of a colony are endowed.
include longevity. Any
It may even
person who has had much experience
with domestic animals, and especially
horses, must have noticed the great
difference in their constitutional vigor
and ability to stand up under adverse
conditions. One horse may be driven
a dozen miles and back, and when you
turn it out it will kick up its heels as
though it had thoroughly enjoyed the
whole drive, while another after having
been driven half the distance appears

crease the productiveness of his bees.
Avoid increase from the weaker hives
and plan to get the new swarms, or at
least the young queens, or as many of
them as possible from the strongest and
most vigorous colonies, and those producing the largest amount of surplus
honey.
iMiddlebury, Vt.

ter should
If

the

first

out. There is as much difference
in the natural vigor of different colonies of bees as in other animal life,

worn

even

perhaps

more.

Some

colonies

spite of our best endeavors to build them up, while others
in apparently no better condition rewill

go down

spond

in

and build up with surprising
This may account for the

rapidity.

greater distance some bees fly in
search of nectar, and also for the
greater productiveness of one hive over
another. If the bees of one hive fly
over an area whose diameter is three
miles, while bees of a more vigorous
colony fly over a diameter of four
miles their pasturage is nearly doubled,
and sometimes the surplus of their
hives also. Bees often fly even farther.
A friend of the writer introduced Italian bees into his apiary. There was a
field of alsike clover 2^ miles from his
yard. He went to see if his new breed
of bees would go so far for honey, and
much to his surprise found his yellow
bees in great abundance; and they
were several times as numerous as
the black bees of a neighbor whose
bees were located only a mile from the
clover. The greater vigor of Italian
bees accounts in a large measure for
their popularity.
It is well for the apiarist to have
these points in mind if he would in-

Translations from a Swiss

Bee Paper
BY
In

W

C.

.

AEri'LER.

"Der Scliweizerisclien Bienen-ZeitunK"

(Swiss Bee Journal) for December.
tind the following of linlerest;

HONEYpriceand

wax have

in

in

I

increased

Germany, but

greater proportion

1916.

in far

than other

food stuffs. It is thought that the reason for the increased price of honey is
the lack of cultivated plants yielding
nectar. All available land has been
put into potatoes, grain, and the like, in
order to meet the demands of the war,
leaving only honey plants that are
growing wild for the bees to secure
nectar from. Even the parks^ flower

gardens and lawns have been plowed
up and put into potatoes.

Honey

is

now

selling

for six

marks

per kilo in Germany, which if given in
price per pound would be approximately 68 cents per pound. Wax is
selling for seven marks and above per
kilo, which if given in price per pound
is approximately 76 cents per pound.
Before the war, honey was selling for
30 to 35 cents per pound, and it is surprising that it has only doubled in
price in that country. Before the war

food were cheaper in
America, yet honey
was selling for about three times the

most

of

articles

Germany than

price that

we

in

receive.

Before the Swiss Science Association in November, 1916, Prof. Goldi
presented his new theory on the sex
determination of the honeybee. His
All eggs that are
theory is as follows
laid in drone-cells by the queen are
fertilized the same as all eggs that are
However,
laid by her in worker-cells.
after the eggs have been laid by the
queen in drone-cells, the workers sterilize them.
This is the third hypothesis that has
been set forth on sex determination in
the case of the honeybee, and may be
said to lie about midway between the
Dzierzon and Von
of
hypothesis
:

Dickel.
Prof. Goldi bases his theory on observations that he made with certain
species of ants in Peru, South America.

Madison, Wis.

Long Distance Beekeeping
BY FRANK

C.

PELLETT.

are hundreds of men who
THERE
keep bees as a side line and with

no very special importance placed
on the income from the apiary. There
are a few side line beemen whose
colonies are numbered by hundreds.
For novelty of management and

we take off our
Stringham, of New York
Stringham runs a supply busi-

profitable
hats to I.

A CRANE APIARY

Losses

in

IN

VERMONT

winter under two percent
the Crane apiaries the past

city.

returns

J.

ness in the city which requires

more
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or less of his attention every week in
the year. With a business in the
largest city in the world, one would
hardly expect to find the owner a
very extensive beekeeper. While beekeeping is an exacting business, in
that there are a few essential operations which must be attended to at
the proper time, it has certainly been
demonstrated that the man who has
a good working system has more
freedom than with any other business giving as large returns on the
capital and labor invested.
Although Mr. Stringham is engaged in business in the city, he lives
in a suburban community on Long
Island, and goes back and forth to

work daily. One small apiary is
kept at his home. Three others are
kept on the island within easy reach
by automobile. He has three others
along the Hudson and two more still
farther north. His most distant apihis

aries in New York state are 210 miles
apart. In spite of the long distance
from home at which the apiaries are
located, four of them are run for
comb-honey successfully. Not being
content with a string of apiaries 200
miles long, the owner has one in

again, so that the owner nets about
five pounds of bees per colony, which
makes it a very profitable apiary.
Six or seven visits each year are
paid to the New York apiaries. A
light automobile makes it possible to
reach any of these apiaries with a
load of supers within a few hours'
time. It is only possible to care for
so many in this manner, in addition
to other
business, by having
all

comb-honey supers ready
Sections are folded and

advance.
with
foundation during the winter months.
When the comb-honey apiaries are
visited during the honey flow, carriers full of empty sections are taken
to the yard, the filled sections taken
in

filled

from the hives and exchanged for the
empty ones, and the return trip is

made with

the carrier full of finished
sections.
Every possible short cut
is practiced.
Outyards for comb-honey production are not common, because of the

May
ous problem with
the
extracted
honey system. With more than 700
colonies managed in this way, the
net returns have averaged better
than $5 per colony for a series of

years. Mr. Stringham is not new
at
the business, having kept bees
on a
commercial scale for 25 years. Locust is an important source of surplus to the bees on Long Island. The
flow usually lasts from five to seven
days. Often 30 to 40 pounds of surplus per colony is stored from this
source alone. The flow can be de-

pended upon

years

in

this

locality

four

in five.

In order to succeed with a system
like this,

one must be thoroughly fa-

miliar with

the essentials of honey
production, for a novice would almost certainly fail with such a plan.
The returns which Mr. Stringham
has secured from so many bees over
a long series of years effectually
demonstrate that it is not necessary

South Carolina which is operated
with one visit each year.
Long distance beekeeping is an art.
The few visits that are made must be
timed so as to reach the apiary just
ahead of a crisis. Every operation
must be planned to make the most of
the short time available for work in
each yard, to get a maximum of result with a minimum of labor.
Of
his ten apiaries Mr. Stringham cares
for eight personally, while the other
two are operated on shares by the
men on whose farms they are lo.

cated.

The South Carolina apiary which is
operated with one visit a year is
run for bees as well as for honey.
Each colony has three stories of extracting combs to which the bees
have access through the entire year.
The one visit is made at the beginning of the swarming season and
most of the bees from every colony
are shaken into packages for shipping north for the purpose of making
increase, strengthening weak colonies or for sale in pound packages.
In this way several hundred pounds
of bees are secured each year. Being
so much further south than the New
York yards the colonies are strong
at a time when bees are just beginning to build up in the northern
states.
After the bees are removed
all surplus honey that may have been
stored after the visit of the previous
year is extracted. When he is ready
to leave there is an abundance of
room, and since the working force

has been removed, there will not be
further danger of swarming.
The
bees usually build up again in time
for the fall flow and store a considerable quantity of honey which will
be extracted at the time of the next
spring visit. Even with this let alone
plan the bees store enough honey to
pay expenses of the long journey
SQUth and shipping the bees north

TRAILER OF WESLEY FOSTER ATTACHED TO FORD
AUTOMOBILE
great difficulty of controlling swarming under such conditions.
When
the first signs of preparation for
swarming are noticed in the Stringham yards, a queen excluder is
placed
between the bottom-board
and the body of each hive. This prevents the escape of the queens during the absence of the owner. Neighbors who have hived swarms issuing
from these apiaries have been much
mystified because they return to the
parent colonies instead of remaining
in the new hives or boxes in
which
they are caught. Two weeks after
the excluders are placed, every colony which has queencells is shaken
and in due time the brood is returned
to it.
This plan efifectively disposes
of the swarming problem in most instances. An occasional swarm will be
lost, but the number is not large.
The colonies run for extracted
honey are given the usual attention,
since

swarming

's

a

much

less seri-

to be forever fooling with
the bees
in order to get results. If
the operator knows what to do and

when

lo

do It, the less fussing the rest of the
year the better.

As

a

rheans

of

advertising,

Mr

Stringham exhibits at tne Madison
Square Garden Poultry Show in New
York, and at the Boston Poultry
Show.
These are the two largest
poultry shows in America, and thou-

sands of people are in daily attendance.
He tried exhibiting at many
of the smaller shows, but finally
decided to appear at only the two best
ones, where he could reach the largest possible number of people. Booth
space at the New York show costs
$75, so he has little competition in
the way of rival exhibits. It is an
advertising
proposition
entirely,
since no prizes are offered for anything aside from poultry. It was at
the New York show that I met Mr.

Stringham

The

first

time

I

passed

—

"
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through the big building I was attracted to the honey exhibit, whicii
was very nicely arranged.
There

stopped to

means
amount

take

a

look.
for

Conducted by Miss

By sucU

a large
honey is establishe.l.
of
which adds a substantial sum to the
income from the apiaries.

want to know the best method of
rearing queens for my own use. I live
on the farm. I have had some experience with bees, but have never had any
I

-•-»

with queen-rearing.
I have five colonies in 10-frame hives,
two in eight, and three in log hives. I
want to transfer my bees in log hives
and requeen them. My bees in the hives
are 3-banded Italians, and those in the
log hives are blacks. I left on a super
full of honeydew and amber mixed.

Alsike Clover as a Honey

Plant
BY

AT

C.

H.

PAMMEL.

the recent meeting of the

Emma

Queen-Rearing

trade

retail

a

^

Bee-Keeping

was a constant stream of visitors to
the honey booth, many of whom
bought honey to carry away with
them, and many others left orders for
later delivery.
Since there was no
other exhibit of bees and honey,
most of the visitors to the show

Iowa

beekeepers in Des Moines, the
writer made the statement that

in the broodchamber, but I do not know whether
they had enough to winter on. Did I
do right?
[Mrs.] W. B. Robinson, Sr.
Defeated, Tenn.

important honey forage plant in Iowa.
The acreage is relatively small. There
are a great many spontaneous plants of
it
in Iowa, however.
But there are
much larger areas in Wisconsin, where
the soil and climate are adapted to it.
It is also perhaps a much more important honey plant in that region than
with us.
After my return home I
looked up our records on its value as
a honey plant. I find that it is not visited as frequently as sweet or white
clover. The following field notes were
made by Dr. L. A. Kenoyer. These
notes will be of interest in view of the

So much depends upon the queen
it pays well to take a great deal of
pains to rear the very best. At least up
to the time when a queen-cell is sealed
it should be in a strong colony, and the
colony should be in the pink of condition, with abundance of honey coming
in, so that the royal larvae shall be lavishly fed. Don't try to rear queens too
They are likely to be poor.
early.
Wait until the time when bees swarm
naturally. Indeed, one of the best ways
is to use what are called swarming-

that

discussion in Des Moines:

TRIFOLIUM HYBRIDUM— ALSIKE CLOVER.
Weather
Hon;y bees Other insects Observer
Campus Clear, cool SE
Numerous Fazier
Fewer than
Place

6^16^14

\

(

on white

(

6-17

"

warm

70deg.

\

/

6-19

^i

Many

Street

6-18

Cloudy, cool

N

Moderate, S

A

few

Munger

after

7 :30

f

None
Andrena

Plentiful

plentiful
\

Campus

1915

Although our

/

Cool, wet

summer

I

(

observations indicate
visited by bees than
is white
clover, its corollas are but
slightly inferiortothoseof white clover
in the amount of sugar contained.
The insect visitors are very similar in
kind to those of white clover, flies and
hemiptera being frequent.
Alsike differs from white clover in
having ascending rather than prostrate
stems, and in the generally more decided pink tint of the flowers which
may be distinguished also by the absence of the purple spots at the sinuses
of the calyx these spots being characteristic of white clover.
Ames, Iowa.
lAlsike clover is found quite frequently growing in pastures in the East,
New York and New England. It has
become a volunteer there as white
clover is with us. The beekeepers of
the East
and Canada secure much
that alsike

is

less

—

honey from

it.

Editor.]

For

Women

M. Wilson, Mareneo.

Ill

legs IK inches or so apart. Let one
leg of the staple hug down upon the
cell, and push the other end into the
comb. In about two weeks look in
your nucleus, and if all is going well you
ought to find a young queen laying.
It was all right for the bees to have
the honey left for them, except that in
some cas-s, if not generally, honeydew
is not the best for winter stores.
But
if the honey was in sections,
although
good for the bees the sections would
not be good to use again.

They had some honey

alsike clover was somewhat overestimated as a honey plant, at least so far
as Iowa was concerned. It is not an

Date
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Bees rarely
observed
on alsike

i

Kenoyer
1

cells, that is the cells that are reared
for swarming.

Decide which you think is your best
queen, or at least one of the best, and
and if its colony is not likely to swarm
among the earliest, strengthen the colony by giving it brood and bees from
Then as soon as it
other colonies.
swarms and you have hived the swarm
you can divide into nuclei the brood
and bees that are left in the old hive,
giving each nucleus two or three frames
Make
of brood with adhering bees.
sure that each nucleus has at least one
queen-cell in the central part between
the frames where there is no possible
chance that it may be chilled. Genererally you will find queen-cells on the
edges of combs, but for your purpose
that is not so welL If there is no cell
where you want it, cut one out and put
it there, giving preference to the larger
cells and those with the deepest indentations.
Fasten the cell on the comb
with a hive-staple, or any staple with

A Beginner
Will you please give

me some

infor-

mation on how to care for bees.
want to know enough to keep them.
Gravity, Iowa.

I

Ethel V. Ray.

The care

of bees is the same whether
to produce honey for market or for your own use, just as you
would raise potatoes the same way
whether you intend to eat them or sell

you desire

them.

an impossibility in a single reply
about the care of bees. There
however, good books written pur-

It is

to tell
are,

all

posely to give the instruction you desire, such as "Dadant's Langstrot^
and Root's
and X Y Z."
Perhaps you can hardly do better
than to send $1.75 to Dadant & Sons,
Hamilton, 111., to get the American
Bee Journal for a year and with it Dr.
Miller's "Thousand Answers."
This
book contains the cream of the replies
given by Dr. C. C. Miller during many
years to all sorts of questions about
bees, questions asked largely by beginners, yet many by those with experience, so that you will hardly fail to find
in it the answer to any question that
may come up in your work.
You may, however, not think it worth
while to go to even that much expense.
Well, then, about as soon as you see
the first clover blossom, seeing you are
in a white-clover region, put some kind
of a box on your hive to contain the
surplus honey; be on the lookout for
swarms so as to hive them, take off the

"ABC

box as soon as the honey in it is sealed,
and put on another box, and as soon
as the

bees stop gathering in the
take off all boxes.

That

fall

exceedingly meager and unsatisfactory, and it would still be meager and unsatisfactory if another page
were added to it, or even a dozen
pages. On the whole, the likelihood is
that if you should make the small outlay suggested you might more than get
it back in a single season with
a single
is

colony.

A Unique

The

School

of

Institution

Horticulture for
located at Ambler, Penn., is
unlike any other institution in this
country. A two-year course is offered
and all students entering are required

Women,
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to take a medical examination to show
physical fitness as well as suitable menThe course is said to
tal preparation.
be too strenuous for delicate women.
As will be seen from the picture of the
class in beekeeping, the students are
given practical work in the subjects
which they are taught. Two hours of
practical work to one of books is the
rule throughout the course.
The work includes floriculture and

landscape
greenhouse management,
gardening, fruit growing, vegetable
gardening, poultry keeping, beekeeping,
canning and preserving. In many respects the work resembles that offered
in the Agricultural Colleges, excepting
that here the students have practical
experience in the apiary, greenhouse
or garden through the entire year. The
jam kitchen is an interesting place
where the products of the school farm
are prepared for market. Fruits are
into jellies and preserves, and the
honey is bottled for a special trade.
While there are similar institutions in
Europe, there is no other school in
America offering this particular train-

made

ing for

women.

Miss Elizabeth Leighton Lee, director of the school, says: "The object
of the School of Horticulture is to
give to educated women scientific instruction, combined with all necessary
conditions for much actual practice;
being planned to equip
the course
women with the theoretical and practical knowledge that will enable them to

manage private and commercial gardens or orchards. Thorough training
throughout the various seasons of the
year eliminates the discouragements of
costly inexperience, and fits a woman
for a vocation that is healthful, attractive

and remunerative."

f.

c.

p.

One who

has any proper conception
of the subject cannot help being thrilled
to think what it will mean to the country when schools of this kind become
common— as they surely will. A woman
who has been through a two-year course
at

Ambler need have

meeting

life's

little

struggle

if

to

fear in

she should be

thrown upon her own resources.
Yet important as

women who

it

is

that those

women who

have never felt the wonderful exhilaration and inspiration of
the home builder.
" Man may erect a building, but it
takes a woman to make it a home. It
woman that puts the wonderful
is a
sweetness in the word home. She is
the creator of the beauty and happiness

Miscellaneous

Suggestions for the Control ot Foul-

Michigan,

is

that

convert a dwelling place into a

home."
So let us rejoice that Ambler

worthy of

attention
V.ery few colonies of bees actually die
from foulbrood during the summer.

The disease causes the colonies to become very weak, and they, therefore,
store up very little food for winter. If
they do not starve to death sooner, or
are not killed by robbers, the first real
cold weather usually kills them. These
conditions cause many beekeepers to
look upon the death of their bees as
purely due to winter killing. In a large
measure winter killing is due to disease.
From now on until late spring, every
beekeeper should look upon the death
of any colony with suspicion, watch the
hives on warm days, and if the bees are
flying from some hives and not from
others, take the hive from which the
bees are flying, inside of a building and
there make an examination of the interior.
If the colony is found to be
dead or nearly so, do not again place
the hive where it can be robbed, but
suffocate the bees and close the^hive
securely.
Any colony that is being
robbed may be a source of disease.
which disease may be carried to all the
healthy colonies in the vicinity.
Any beekeeper who is not familiar
with the appearance of combs in which
disease is present should send a piece

women

being prepared to make better
homes, and that the vision is broad
enough to include beekeeping as one

are

of the things the

home-maker may

know something

about.

W) News

brood.-— The following gleaned from the
instruction given by B. F. Kindig, State

Inspector of

May

well

Items

of the comb under suspicion. A box
for mailing will be furnished, if desired.
No charges are made for the examination of the comb. If disease is found
to be present, specific directions for
disposing of the combs, and for treating the disease in living colonies, will
be sent to the person sending in the
combs for examination.
If beekeepers will heed
the above
suggestions, it will "prevent in large
measure the further spread of foulbrood.
E. F. Phillips,
Bureau of Entomoloey. Washington. D. C.

Ohio Beekeepers Neet

At the meet-

ing of the Ohio Beekeepers' Association the following officers were elected
President, Melville Hayes, Wilmington
Vice-president, Fred Leininger, Del:

:

phos Secretary-Treasury,ErnestKohn,
Grover Hill.
A field meet will be held at Wilmington the latter part of August.
;

—

Western Washington Meeting. Success attended the annual convention
of the Western Washington Beekeepers' Association held in Chehalis Feb.
'J.
Southwest Washington was well
represented.
N. P. Welson, of Centralia, was elected President, and W. L. Cox, of Elma,
was reelected Secretary-Treasurer.

live lives of single blessed-

ness shall be prepared to steer their
lone barks, it is of vastly more conse-

quence that married
their part well, if for

women shall do
no other reason

than because there are so many more
of them. It is a great thing to be a
home-maker. Lillian Russell, the noted
opera-singer and actress, lately wrote
in the Chicago Daily Herald
:

Women who

making good
are
homes need not feel that their work is
insignificant; they are engaged in the
greatest work life offers. Their sisters
may paint beautiful pictures, write wonderful stories or rise to exalted positions in business or the professions;
but the home builder is, after all, the
greatest producer of beauty and happiness. All else in life is in a large measure dependent upon her. Government
may fall and religion may totter if she
"

fails in

"

her duties.

Women who

create beautiful

homes

can find time for other things; their
Many chanlives need not be narrow.
nels to success in other directions are
open to them. They have a better
chance to reach exalted positions in
their communities and nations than the

THE STUDENTS ARE GIVEN PRACTICAL INSTRUCTION
OF HORTICULTURE

IN

THE SCHOOL
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N. B. CofFman welcomed the delegates
the city and made a short talk on
the bee business as a profitable enterto

prise.

Coleman, whose subject was
"The Value of Bees to the AgriculturDr.

J.

T.

explained that the bee business
required a great deal of painstaking
work. He also pointed out that the
little honeybee is the principal agent in
cross-pollinating flowers. Dr. Coleman
is part owner in a 4S-acre pear orchard.
A. S. Cory made a talk on the " Commercial Value of Bees," and urged the
beekeepers to improve their stock as
well as their product.
ist,"

W. L. Cox, of Elma, spoke on " Marketing Honey," of which he sells several
tons each year, nearly all in his own
county, direct to the grocers. He does

own

delivering with a Ford
all of his
car; he has a pennant across the wind
This
shield reading, "Eat Honey."
pennant has led to the sale of several
cases of honey.
J. W. Ware, the Experiment Station

bee-man, addressed both afternoon and
evening sessions. Mr. Ware is a beekeeper of many years experience, and
gave those present the benefit of his

spector for Wilson county, and did
more perhaps than any other man in

in things apicultural.

the State to lead in the fight for the
eradication of this scourge.
Mr. Faust was always a large beekeeper himself, and was among the first
to adopt and advocate new methods of
bee-culture. Early in the history of

class.
Mr. I'ettit with
in such matters is in

L.

Cox,

Pelham,

The

Toronto Field Day

Day

Field

the

of

Association will

annual

fith

Toronto Beekeepers'
be held at Guelph on

purpose

is ideal.

Under the splendid management of
the Provincial Apiarist, the Ontario
Agricultural College is taking the lead

He

,

— During

shall

try

the
out this

I
shall have some friend in another State to remail me a letter envelope addressed as follows:

BONNEY HONEY
Dr.

Bonney— King Bee

The mail

clerk supplying the right
address will receive a can of Bonney
honey as a free gift.
Iowa.

That is all. Is it a good idea ? Go
thou and do likewise.
Dr. Bonnev.

^ Answers^

Dr.Mill£r<5
Send Questions either

Idea.
I

_

,.
-^"'^

(

idea.

May

24.
The object of these field days
to educate the beekeeper by practical
demonstration in the apiary to better
and improved methods of beekeeping.
The Field Day demonstration for this

this

to the office of the

American Bee Journal or direct

Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo. Il\.
does not answer bee-keeoine questions by mail.

to

Sec.

Trouble

of a

How

can

I

With Bee-Moth

get rid of tiie beemotli

?

Oklahoma.

Answer — You

no serious trouble with the bee-moth if you will keep Italian bees and have your colonies strong.
will iiave

Even blacks or hybrids,
likely to

be

much

if

strong, are not

troubled.

Unripened Honey
1.

What

late
2.

causes honey to flow from the hive

the

in

do for

and winter, and what can

fall

I

it ?

Which

is

better to use, the

8

or lo frame

Minnesota.

hive?

Answers

often happens that moisture from the bees condenses on the walls
of the hive and runs out at the entrances,

and

this

—I.

It

may have been what you observed.

possible, however, that there may have
been some thin, unsealed honey that ran out
of the cells. Try to have well ripened honey
for winter, and see that hives are well
It is

In
better.
2.

most cases the

Transferring

Bees

by the

larger hive

is

the

2

ttie

?

Would

it

be advisable to order bees by

pound in this part of the State, and will
I pound package increase to good colo-

nies during the summer?
3- Just
after bringing' home a swarm of
bees in an old log. some bees began to come
out and fall down on the ground. Some

would have both wings off while others
would have one wing off; some with the
ends of the wings off. The bees looked as
if they had been scorched; thej' seemed to
be healthy in every other way. What do
you think the trouble was ?
Virginia.

The Late M. M. Faust, of Texas, with

Answers.— I. The tendency nowadays
swarm, hive the swarm

to wait until they

is

in

in

the

off their

wings

cell.

Swarm Prevention— Ventilation
1.

I. I have II colonies, two are in old
log
gums. I want to take them out in the spring.
My bees are mostly the leather-colored Italians, Would you advise transferring bees
from old log gums before they swarm or

the

while they were

Pound— Bees' Wings

Injured

after

a proper hive, set it on the old stand with
the old hive close beside it, and 21 days
later, when all worker-brood has emerged
break up the old hive.
2. Much depends upon what you can do in
the way of buying near by in full colonies.
If you can buy them for less than $5.00. tha^
may be better than to get bees by the pound.
If you have to send off. then buying by the
pound is likelv the best thing, preferably
getting a aueen with your pound. It's asking a good deal to have a pound build up to
a strong colony, but if the year is favorable
you may compass it. On the whole, however, it may pay full better to get a 2 pound
package. It ought to build up more surely
in a poorer season, and in a good season
build up in less than half the time, and in a
very good season it might give enough surplus to more than pay for thee.\tra pound.
should say they might have been
3. I
scorched, if there was any chance for that;
otherwise it might be that the larva; of the

bee-moth may have gnawed

packed.

His Little Grandson.

Advertising

is

Sec.

Texas Beekeeper.— M. M.
Faust, of Wilson Co., Tex., one of the
best known beekeepers in the State,
died in San Antonio Feb. 21, aged 80
He was born in Mississippi,
years.
and was for over 30 years identified
with the bee business of Texas, having
acted for many years as foulbrood inDeath

An

G. Lestourgeon.

coming summer

Valley Beekeepers'
Association will hold its spring field
meet at Nickerson, Kan., May 12. Every
effort will be made to make this meeting a good live one.
L.

P. Temple,
C. V. Clubb,

inferior native races.
li.

charge of

we are confident all
are fortunate enough to be present
will go away delighted.
G. R. Chaiman, /'res.
department, and

who

beekeeping he imported and
bred Italian queens and induced his
neighbors to assist in driving out the

The Arkansas

J.

It goes without
saying that the program will be firstwide experience

Texas

successes as well as his failures.

W.

169

I

now have

five

How

colonies and one good

Italian queen.
would
until they are preparing to

it work to wait
swarm, then kill

the old queen and cut out all cells but one.
fill that with royal jelly and
put a larva
from my best queen in it. and then keep all
cells cut out but that one ? Would that prevent swarming or would it leave them queenless too long?
2. Is
plan to put in one-inch
it a good
blocks under the corners of hives in hot
weather, leaving one-inch space all around,
or would it be better to have an opening
only in front ?
3. Would it be a good idea to raise the
cover about 1-16 inch all around?
i. I have five supers full of partly drawn
combs and a little honey. Would it be a

to put them on in fruit bloom and
leave them until the clover comes, or should
I wait until the brood-frames are all filled ?

good plan

Subscriber.

Answers.— Your plan may work

all right.
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but you will need to watch closely or the
bees will start cells in places you will miss.
You will not need to fill a cell with royal
jelly; merely Tpick out the larva and put in
the other larva. It may be well for you to
prepare several cells, for fear the bees destroy the larvae, then before the cells are
sealed destroy all but one of the accepted

No swarming

cells.

ought to result; and

the interim without a laying queen would
be increased about ten days.
2. The opening
all
around gives better
ventilation than the opening in front, but it
is somewhat unpleasant to work at a hive
where the bees can come out at the side.
3. Yes. only
so small a space would in
many places be filled with glue, especially
late in the season.
4. It will be all right if the colonies are
strong and the supers contain extracting
combs, but not if they contain sections.
Bees and

Other

Pursuits— Bees
Clover Seed

in

Buildings—

1. What crops or rural pursuits fit in with
bee-culture without interfering with care of
bees ?
2. When a second story of building is used
for bees can the colonies be set about the room as
when out of-itoors, only facing windows, or

must each have

separate outlet ?
3. Is raising clover for seed a profitable
and sure crop? What kinds should be
sown, taking bees into the plan ?
4. What kinds of annual bee-forage plants
are best which yield a crop of its own ?
5 How best to construct an inlet through
building for bees ?
Wisconsin.
a

Answers.— I. Small

fruits and poultry fit
with bees.
2. Each colony must have its own outlet.
3. In some places it is. in
some places not.
4. Sweet
clover, alsike clover, and raspberries are among the best.
a passage made
5. The simplest kind of
with plain boards.
in well

Miscellaneous

there any profit to be madein a strongcolony of bees in a box-hive at 50 cents per
colony, to unite with bees in patent hives ?
2. Do you think beekeeping could be made
a success in this country, as we have some
white clover, goldenrod. white aster, black
locust. Spanish-needle, and some few other
nectar yielding flowers
Is

1.

i"

How much

3.

cheaper can

extracted honey than

comb

a

?

man produce
Kentucky.

Answers.— I. I can hardly think of any
case in which a strong colony of bees in a
box-hive would not be a bargain at 50 cents,
no matter which way you would use it.
2. Yes. indeed. I have no doubt you can
make it a fine success.
Some say you can pro3. Estimates vary.
duce twice as much extracted as comb with
the same outlay, some say very little more.
Generally, it is believed, that so percent
more can be produced.
Division-Board

What

— Linn

Trees

—Clover

the use of the division-board in
the 8-frame hive ?
2. Should it be put in the middle of the
hive ?
the linn trees very good honey
3. Are
1.

trees

is

?

How much honey will one tree yield
Would sweet clover planted along the
roads and ditches be much of a benefit to
4.

?

5.

bees

Iowa.

?

Answers.— 1. The principal use of the
dummy, sometimes called thedivision-board
is to make it easier to lift out the frames.
should be at one side of the hive,
although in hot weather it works all right in
the middle of the hive.

than a

little one.
I have seen it estimated
that a large tree would yield all a strong
colony could gather. I have my doubts.
5. Yes; it often blooms when little else is
to be had. and is then of great value.

A
1.

How

can

2.

Will

it

Start With

Nuclei

put a two frame nucleus with
a Queen into an empty hive ?
hive

I

make

a

swarm

large

enough

for a

?

Where can

3.

would contain
above question

book on bees that

get a

I

such

information for the

?

Would bees shipped from southern
Texas do all right here?
5. Would a 2 pound package of bees with a
queen be

sufficient bees for an empty hive ?
should they be put in ?
7. In running for comb honey, should each
frame have a starter ?
Nebraska.

How

6.

Answers.— I.

I
simply lift the frames out
nucleus hive and set them in the hive.
A few bees are likely to remain in the nucleus hive, and these you can brush in front
of the hive, or else set the nucleus hive in
front of the hive and let the bees run in.
2 If the season is good enough, a 2-frame
nucleus started sufficiently early ought to
make a good colony for winter. In a poor

of the

season, hardly.
prices on bee books to the
3. Send for
Bee Journal. That is an encouraging
question, for a man who has no book to
guide him is likely to make a lot of rather

expensive blunders in keeping bees. I am
not anxious to interfere with the circulation

American Bee Journal, but I would
not advise any one to subscribe for it instead of buying a book. After the book, then
a good bee journal is a great help.
4. Yes.
Yes. if the season is good enough and long
of the

enough.
6. It doesn't matter how, so you get them
into the hive. You may jar them into the
hive, or you may set the package inside the
hive, trusting the bees to come out and

crawl upon the combs or frames, provided
you can furnish them a frame of brood,
which you may remove a day or two later if
you wish.
7. Yes. and it is costly business to furnish
a starter only, for if the frames are not entirely filled with foundation so much dronecomb will be built that it will make you considerably short on honey.

Buying Bees by the Pound With a Queen
Wintering, Etc.

subscribed for the American Bee Journal and a queen for J1.60. If I order a pound
of bees from Dadant & Sons, could the
queen from the Bee Journal be sent with
this pound of bees ?
have six drawn combs with some
2. I
sealed and some unsealed honey for the
other four frames. I shall use full sheets of
foundation for starters. Will one pound of
bees build up a strong colony on this ?
3. I winter my bees outdoors, two colonies
in a box, with heavy roof paper all around
the box and six inches of leaves for packing
all around the hives, with one square inch
entrances. Is this the best wav to winter
bees outdoors /
4. Today many bees are flying, and some
drop on the snow and die. Can this be prevented ?
5. I have four colonies and do not want to
increase. If a colony should swarm and I
hive the swarm in a new hive and put the
parent colony with it. would it be liable
to swarm again ?
lowA.
Answers.— I. Yes; and it's a very nice way
to get the queen, avoiding the risk of intro;
1.

I

duction.

The

basswood. one of the very best honey-trees

obtained about the
time of fruit-bloom, in an extra season, you
may have a strong colony for winter. If the
season should be very poor, it may need

that grow.
4. I don't

feeding to get them ready.
3. Your plan is good, and

3.

linden or linn

is

know; a big

the

same

ree yields

as the

more

wintered successfully in that way it is not
worth while to look for anything better.
4. Toward spring
some bees are always
dying off from old age. and it is possible that
only these aged bees are flying out. Sometimes, however, younger bees are lured out
by the bright sun when snow is on the
ground, and fall into it. You may prevent
this by shading the entrance with a board.
5. If you
unite the old colony with the
swarm, giving the brood also, they'll swarm.
If you give only the bees, without the brood,
they'll not swarm.

4.

It

2.

May

2.

That depends.

How

to Keep

Queen Alive Without Bees

have been trying to find in Langstroth's
book or in American Bee Journal how to
keep 'several .queens by themselves during
summer or over winter. I have lost several
colonies this winter of which the queens
were most important. I have also tried the
experiment, and expect to continue trying,
to keep queens between seasons in separate
apartments, and to give some occasionally
a needed rest to recuperate and increase
life and vitality. Can it be done, and how ?
I

,

Answer.— If you are successful in your
experiments in keeping queens over winter
without having each queen kept in a colony
or nucleus of its own, you will be putting the
fraternity under obligation by
making
known how it is done. The best I can offer
is to keep the queen in a nucleus in a hive
with a

full

colony, a bee-tight partition be-

tween the colony and the nucleus, or else
two or more nuclei in the same hive.
In summer it is easier. A queen may be
kept

provisioned cage with a dozen bees
place or over a colony for a number of days, perhaps two or three weeks.
Several queens may be kept in separate
cages in a queenless colony, and with more
or less success in or over supers of queenright colonies. When I have a valuable
queen whose life I wish to prolong. I prefer
to keep her in a nucleus where she may
continue laying lightly.
in a

in a

warm

Photos on

Title

Page

— Swarming

Whose

picture is represented on the
left and whose on the right of the monogram
just above the opening page on bee topics of
the Bee Journal?
2. Last summer I had a swarm that settled
close by on a tree. I removed the parent
colony to a new stand and inserted a new
one in place of it. as is the usual custom,
and hived the swarm. I then placed the
super above them which they had on before
they swarmed, and at the bottom they had
full sheets of foundation. Five minutes after
I could see the field bees going in as if nothing had hapciened. The sweet clover was
just coming into bloom. -and this hive was
full of bees and the prospects fine.
About three weeks after this I noticed
the bees all swarming out of the hive again;
they circled about for ten minutes and finally
lighted on that same tree. I presume they
were clustered in that tree about 15 minutes,
when all of a sudden I saw them returning
one by one to the hive, until the whole
swarm was back. That was a puzzle to me.
but I didn't molest them, as they began
working the same as ever. About three
weeks later I noticed they were taking it
easy while bees in other hives were carrying
heavy pollen morning and evening.
1.

I

concluded

something was wrong and

that wrong must have happened the day
they swarmed for the second time. In opening the super I was astonished to see nothing but drone cells bulging out. and on examining the brood-chamber there wasn't a
cell built in the foundation. Seeing it was
too late to give the brood to rear a queen, I
united them with one of the other colonies.
What became of the queen and why was the
brood-chamber left empty ?
St Louis.

Answers.— I. On

the

page of the
at the left is
Rev. L. L. Langstroth. the inventor of the
movable-frame hive. At the right is Charles
Dadant. who did a great deal of good by introducing and championing the movableframe hive in France, as well as by rearing
a son. C. P. Dadant. who has turned out to
title

American Bee Journal the man

If

if

your bees have
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Hold on. Doctorl Cant
be the best
afford to publish the rest of that!— C. P. D.
The trouble beitan when you nave that
super to the swarm. That looked better to
the bees than the foundation in the brood
chamber, so they went rik'ht up and began
housekeepint; there. Next time eitiier put
a queen-excluder between the brood chamber and the super, or else don't give the
super to the swarm until the queen has
made a fair start at layintr below, say tliree
days or more.
::.

Large or Small Hives?

— Swarming

would like some information on bees.
A few friends of mine take three, and sometimes as hich as six. brood-chambers and
stack up on each other, but I cannot see any
1.

1

advantage doing

would

tliat

know

like to

way.

If

there

is

I

it.

2. I
use the 8-frame brood-chamber, I2
inches deep, but most of them are tH and lo
inches. Which is the best ?
you get a larger swarm from a
3. Would
i2-inch hive 'han you would from a g5^ or lo
inch in swan ling time ?
4. I have a few small brood chambers, and
as a rule they swarm two or three times during the summer season until they are weak.
Can I put on an extra super, take the swarm
and queen away and put them back in the
same hive, or will they stay, as the swarm is
Illinois.
very small?

Answers.— I.

working for section honey
the case in a good season
that the bees will be working in 3. 4. and
even up to 8 supers before all the sections
are sealed in the first super. It is somewhat
the same way with extracting supers, and
some of our best beekeepers leave all on
until the close of the harvest.
2. The larger hive may be the better.
is
likely to give the
3. The larger hive
you will

larger

find

bottom-rack

in

summer

to

prevent the bees

from building down.
perhaps to
3. I don't know;

fill
the spaces
prevent the bees getting in behind the
frames.
I think most beekeepers will agree with
1.
me in preferring Ihe Langstroth,

to

Laying Worker

looked over my bees to find how they had
wintered, and found that my best colony
had brood in one frame of the super, although there was plenty of room in the
brood chamber.
This brood was raised and capped like
drone-brood, but was in worker-size cells.
One cell had three eggs in it. What is the
cause of this?
SubscriberI

Answer.— It

is

either a case of laying

workers or a drone-laying queen, and the
three eggs in a cell looks like laying workers
Anyhow, if there is no normal worker-brood
in the hive, the case is hopeless, and the
best thing is to unite the colony with another, preferably a weak colony with a good
queen, yet there is a danger that bees with
laying workers may antagonize the queen,
so the safer way will be to distribute the
combs and bees to several colonies. They
are probably of little value, being old.

In

it

Keep Grass

Down^Queen Rearing— Queen
Introduotion

am

thinking of covering the ground
with several inches of soft coal cinders
where I place my bees in summer, and
stamp it down smooth and hard to keep the
I.

I
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book upon the subject. " Doolittle's Queen
Rearing;" and if you care to know how I
rear queens, you will find it fully given in
my book. " Kifty Years Among the Bees.
There is generally some risk about in3
troducing queens, no matter how long the
colony has been qneenless. Indeed, after
the colony has been queenless a long time
there is more risk than after the first few
days. The queen is generally put in an introducing cage, and the cage maybe given
immediately upon the removal of the old
queen, the bees eating the candy and releasing the queen within a day or so. but it
is perhaps safer to wait a day or so before
"

putting the cage in the hive. It may be still
better to give the cage as soon as the old
queen is taken away, but keep her fastened
for a time, planning to have the bees free
her not sooner than three days or more.

Extractor— Giving Bees Old Combs

keep

colonies of bees, and wish
to have an exhave the protection doublewalled hive, and use a super that takes
both the 4x5 section and shallow extracting
frame nicely, and I use both. too.
2. I have some brood-frames whose combs
have been partly destroyed by moths, and I
wish to know how best to use these. Shall
I put them into use and take the chances on
drone-comb, or cut out the remnants of
comb, and put in full sheets of foundation ?
1.

to

I

know

tractor

12 to 15

if it

would pay me

I

?

Illinois.

Answers.— I.

would probably pay

to

have an extractor for a less number than

12,

It

swarm.

After they have swarmed it will not
work to give them an extra super and return
the swarm; they will swarm out again. Still,
if you keep returning the swarm each time
it issues, after a week or so only one young
queen will be left in the hive, and then they
will swarm no more.
4.

Combs— Danzenbaker

Repairing

Hives

have some brood-combs that the mice
got into and chewed holes in the center of
the combs: some are clear through while
others are only as far as the midrib. Will it
be all right to use them in the brood-cham1.

I

ber this spring

?

2. Will you tell me the real need of havine
a bottom-board, one side being deeper than

the other

?

When my new

hives arrived. I found
had put them together I had
they are a little more than
K of an inch wide by ii inch thick; some are
16M inches long and others i8>» inches long.
What are they for ? I purchased Danzenbaker hives.
4. Do you consider the Danzenbaker hive
a practical hive, or had I better get the regular Langstroth on the start and save the
New York.
changing later.
3.

that after

I

some pieces

left;

Answers.— I. It will be all right to use
them, only you should know that wherever
the midrib is gnawed away the bees will be
pretty sure to build drone-comb. You can
prevent this by using one or more of the
combs to cut up into patches to fit in the
holes. Or, you can fit foundation into the
holes. Let the foundation be '/e or 'A inch
larger than the hole, cut away the cells down
to the midrib on one side, have the founda.
tion quite warm
into place.

and

soft,

and press

it

down

reversible botto m-board
2. I invented the
although sometimes another name has been
attached to it my object was to have a deep
space in winter that would not be clogged
by dead bees, and a shallower space in summer, so the bees would not build down. But
I have not used the reversible bottom-board
for years, preferring a bottom-board two
inches deep for the year around, using a

THIS

IS THE TIME FOR OPEN AIR DEMOMSTRATIONS-HENRY BEHRENS.
OF SOUTH DAKOTA. HANDLING BEES FOR VISITORS AT A FAIR

from growing. Do you think there
would be anything objectionable about it ?
2. I have never had any experience with
queen rearing, and would like to try my
hand at it another summer for my own yard.
What plan do you think best for me to follow in this location— I have 65 colonies ?
3. How long is it necessary to have a colony queenless before it is safe to give them
a laying queen or a ripe queen-cell ?
Wisconsin.
Answers.— I. I know of no objection, but

grass

;

think the idea a fine one.
2. That's too
big a subject to tackle in
this department, which is only intended to
supplement, but not to take the place of, a
book of instruction. Beside what you will
find in your bee-book, you can find a whole

comb honey exclusively
frame is less than half occupied
with worker-comb, cut out all and fill anew
unless you produce
2.

If

a

with foundation; if it has not very many
holes or patches of drone-comb, fill up these
places with patches of worker-comb or
foundation.
Dividing— Good Bee-Book

am

beginner in beekeeping, and the
thing that bothers me is how to divide my
colonies instead of letting them swarm. In
the March number of the American Bee
.Journal, in answering a question of how to
divide you say. " Take from a colony all but
I.

I

one of

a

its frames of brood with adhering
bees, put them in a new hive on a new stand,
leaving the queen on (he old stand with the

5. To bring the 800,000 existing and
many more prospective beekeepers to
the highest point of efficiency, we ask

one frame of brood, and fill up each hive
1 hat
with frames filled with foundation.
leaves the new colony without a queen. How
?
Queen
are they to be supplied with a
2 You mention a good bee-bpolt. UadantLangstroth. Where can I get this book and

what
5

May
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is

the price?

How

can

j„ to
,„
ready

.

when

I tell

a colony is

COLORADO.
bl divided ?
Answers.-i. You can give the queenless
you can
bees on the new stand a queen, or
queen-cell
give them a ripe queen-cell-a
emerge in a day
from which the queen will
to themselves
or so-or you can leave them
and they will rear a queen.
from theofticeol
2 You can get the book
The price is
the American Bee Journal
with the American Bee Journal one
or
year, $2

ti 50.

00.

be pretty safe to divide about
3 You
your locality begin to
the time the bees in
theni
will

swarm

naturally,

until a colony
least six frames.

is

and

dont divide

strong, having brood in at

(Signed)
Francis Jager,

PRODUCTION

WE

readers
call the attention of our
beekeepto the appeals to the
for a
ers in these columns
production
strenuous effort in honey

Tnd food conservation.

A

.

call

consideration of these
April 23. The
matters at Washington
extension workbee editors, teachers,
manufacturers were iners and supply
on short notice.
vited to this meeting
a series of
The conference drew up given
herewhich are

recommendations

fol""Committees were appointed as
increased allotlows (1) To obtain an Office of Bee
of funds for the
Investigations for this emer-

S

Culture

I AM now booking orders
for my 3-banded
Italian queens, for delivery after May 20.
One untested. 75c; 6. $4 25; 12. $8. 00. Tested

each;

$1.50.

Robt.

I}.

each.

Massachusetts Agricultural College.
Amherst. Mass.

Send for circular.
Edwin Tuttle. Woonsocket.

the pound.

heartily

of the above suggestions and
of anything which will increase the

production of food articles. We hear
private sources that in many
countries the sugar supply is short.
Now is the time to urge the most extensive production of honey which it is

from

possible to secure.

Classified Department
B££S AND QUEENS.

Goldens that are true to name. Write for
testimonials; one race only. Unt, each, 75c;
$4,25; 12, $8.25; 50, $32.50; 100, $60.
Tested,
Breeders, $5 00 and $10.
$1.50. Sel. test., $2,00.
6.

Garden City Apiaries. San

Queens— 3-banded
Phelps" Golden Italian Queens
you

will please

.

Fulmer's Gray Caucasian queens
winners; also by fram e and pound.

Italian queens. Virgins,
ndrie, Prazee,Minn
O. C.

Minnesota bred
45c;

mated,

$1.00.

are

Wa

Italians,

lars,

address

H

People
50 to 100 pounds of
bees and produce
Thousands
honey "rom each colony.
"'I ThlVr°esen"productionof

300,000,-

rariea^tm0l0.^00To-^^^^^^^^
much
dCand,and.tof^ve times as

Try Alexander's

Italian

queens

for re

drate)
for other
of butter or sugar

Untested, each, 75c; 6 for $4.25; $8.00
per dozen. C. F. Alexander, Campbell. Cal

Finest Italian Queens. Send for circu
lar and prices. May to November.
J. W. Romberger,3ii3LocustSt..Sl. Joe, Mo,

Tested leather-colored queens. $2 00; after
untested. $1,00; $io per dozen
I. $150;
W. Yates. 3 Chapman St., Hartford.Conn

C.

Gadberry. Miami, Mo.

°V°Wi'th

a

sugar a large
imperative.

shortage of
production of honey .s

prospective

$2,25;

nuclei 3-band Italians with

i-lb.

with queen,

bees

early to insure prompt
service. Tested, $1.25; untested, $1.00. ItalJohn W. Pharr,
ians and Goldens.
Berclair, Tex.

For Sale— Golden untested queen.

$1,00;

For quantities, write me. SatisR. O. Cox,
faction guaranteed.
Rt. 4. Greenville, Ala.

6for$5.oo.

For Sale— 200 Colonies Italian Bees

worker comb, extracting
pers and section-holders. J. B. Merwin.
lo-fr.

hives.

All

in
su-

Prattsville. N. Y.

Leather colored 3-band Italian bees, $1.25
per pound. Tested queens, $1 00; untested,
75c each; 2-fr. nuclei, $2.00. Delivery after
April 15.
C. H. Cobb. Belleville. Ark.

Well Bred
and

for

full

3-banded

Vigorous prolific Italian queens $1.00; 5.
June ist. My circular gives best methA. V. Small.

ods of introduction.
2303

Agency Road.

Joseph. Mo.

St.

for circular.

of bees in

My

price list. Safe arrival
guaranteed. M. Bates, Rt.

For Sale— Bright
each;

$7.50

arrival

per doz.

be ready

Send for
and satisfaction

4.

Italian

Greenville, Ala.

queens

Ready April

15,

at 75c

Safe

and satisfaction guaranteed.
T.

J.

Talley, Rt.

3.

'rested.

J. F.

Diemer.

Rt.

3,

Nuclei

Liberty, Mo.

To Inquirers:- I sell no queens directly
but have an arrangement with the Stover
Apiaries, Starkville, Miss., which I keep
supplied with best breeders, and they can
supply you with

my stock.
C. C. Miller, Marengo,

111,

Golden Italian Queens by June ist. Untested, 75c, or six for $4 25; doz., $3 00. Select
untested,

Breeders,

Send

$i.co.
$5.00.

Tested,

$1.25; six

for $7.00.

Pure mating guaranteed.

for circular.

J.

Danielson,
Fairfield, Iowa.
I.

My

Bright Italian queens will be ready
to ship April i at 75c each; virgin queens,
30c each. Send for price list of queens. Bees
by the pound.
guaranteed.

Safe arrival and satisfaction

W. W.

4.

Talley,
Greenville. Ala.

comb-

Union Springs, Ala.

Bright Italian queens will
to ship after April ist at 60c each.

queens'

colonies readv now.

Rt.

For Sale— 7500 pounds

Italian

$i.oc; 6 for $5.00.

Write

$7,00.

Phelps' Golden Italian Bees are hust lers

$5 00.

$1.65.

at cata-

Marshall & Son,
Rosedale Apiaries, Big Bend, La.
J. B.

log prices.

Place your order

as

purposes

queen,

suits.

less packages, starting April I, IQI7. Better
write us before it is too late to have your
Marchant Bros.
order booked.

-rEvVrr'poind"orhon'e1'%arbohy.
pound
produced will release one

For Sale— 2-fr.

Hoffman frames wire and foundation

:

1

strictly

For Sale— a fine apiary of os colonies, together with all fixtures. Good location for
honey. Never had a failure. Reason for
selling, death of wife. For further particu-

Prices for June, one,

,

Bred

Untested, 60c. Tested, $1.00.
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded. Sinking Creek Apiaries,
Gimlet, Ky.

$1.25; 6

renorts
Office of Bee
nufckly as poTible. The
was requested
Culture Investigations
beekeepers of the shortto notify Texas
of the Northwest
age of bees in parts
poor in Texas it
Smce prospects are many
beekeepers
was suggested that
sell bees to beeTould a'dfantageously
,
keeoers in the Northwest. ^
„
the followThe meeting also passed
to the Secreaddressed
ing res"utions
concerning the posafy of Agriculture
production
3?bU increase of honey land may keep
who have no

Jose, Calif.

for business.

June

.

I.

3-band leather colored Italians, bred for honey production.
Untested queens, 75c each; six, $425;
12, $8.00.
Circular free.
J. I. Banks, Dowelltown. Tenn.

A.

be issued as

R.

Queens of Quality— Select

Thefe committees .began
bees
morning
promptly on the following
wil

in 2-lb.

Rhode Island Queens, Italian. Carniolan.
Caucasian and Banats. Tested in May. $2.00.
Untested. $1.50. Full colonies and bees by

Burton N. Gates,

Bees and Queens from my New Jersey
J H. M. Cook.
apiary.
84 Cortland St.. New York City.
lAtf

^ A tuJir

J,

packpackage. $2.25
package. $2.12)^
Untested Italian queens, 75c extra.
H E Graham. Gause, Tex.

the available
aencv (2) To ascertain
containers and to
fupply' of honey
which is dealurge the commission
general subject to ining with this
in their plans;
clude honey containers
markets are available
(3^ To learn what
(4).To ascertain
for exports of honey;
tSe supply of P^PVhe°haT'('5VTo
be had, (.6) io re
tin or glass cannot
authorities to permit
Quest the postal

packages of
the mailing of combless
work

Spicer.Wharton.N.

lbs. of bees
I to
40 2-lbs. bees in
50 to 500 2-lbs. bees in

ages.

was

for the

Italian Queens from the E. E. Mott's
Unt.. 00c each; $0.00 per doz.
Safe delivery guaranteed.
Zarl E. Mott. Glenwood, Mich.

For Sale— iooo

in favor

ON HONEY
THE NATIONAL CONFERENCE

at 25c each.

strain of bees.

E. R. Root,
Editor of Gleanings in Bee Culture.
A. L. BOYDEN,
Secretary The A. I. Root Co.

is

Hybrids

Golden Italian Queens, no better honey
gatherers anywhere at any price. Untested,
$1,00. Tested. $2.00.
Wallace R. Beaver.
Lincoln. III.

queens.

The American Bee Journal

very best Caucasian-Italian tested

at $1.00 each.

Peter Schaffhauser. Havelock. N. C.

President National Beekeepers' Assn.
G. E. Bacon,
G. B. Lewis Co.

,

^OATNOTiCE
made

for the Bureau of Entomology, Division of Bee Culture, a reasonable sum
out of the emergency appropriation of
$25,000,000 for the Department of Agriculture.
To enable them to extend
their work at once in every State of the
Union, it would require an appropriation of 4 percent or $100,000.

Try my
queens

Greenville, Ala,

SwARTs' Golden Queens of quality; produce bees that are not surpassed by any
Satisfaction
bees, in any way, anywhere.
guaranteed. Mated, $1,00. Select, $125;
for
Tested, $1.75, Select, $2.00.
$5.00.
D. L. Swarts. Rt. 2. Lancaster, Ohio.

Fine Italian Queens— Can furnish select
stock at the following prices: Single queen,
$1.00 each; 2 queens. $1.75; 3 queens. $2.50: 12
queens. $0.00. Six or more at dozen rates.
No disease. Safe arrival. Can begin filling
orders about May 15. Give me a trial.
Chas. M. Darrow. Star Rt., Milo, Mo.

1917
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Golden Queens that produce Golden
of the brightest kind. I will challenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-ifetting qualities.
Price. Ji.oo each;
Tested. $2.00: Breeders. $5.00 and $10.00.
2Atf
J, B. Brockwell. Barnetts. Va.

Legal Notice. -The Texas Honey Producers' Association, with main office at San
Antonio. Tex., hereby gives notice of the organization as a limited partnership. It is
organized with the intention of incorporation under the laws of the State of Texas for
the business of purchase and sale of honey,
beekeepers' supplies, cans and appliances
used in the production and sale of apiary
products. Tlie liability of any member may
be learned upon application to E. G. LeStourgeon. Secretary, P. O. Box 1048. San
Antonio, lex.

Workers

Goi.DEN Italian Queens from a breeder
that was ist premium winner at III, State
Fair in igi6. Untested. 7Sc; six for $1.25; 12
for $8.00. Select untested, one. $1.00; 6. $5.00;
Tested. $1.50; 6. $8.00.
A O. Heinzel. Rt. i. Lincoln.

12. Jp.oo.

III.

For Sale— rhree-band Italian bees and
queens. Our bees and queens last year
gave general satisfaction, and this year
we are in position to give stronger nuclei with
a greater percent of brood than we did last
year. If it is a bargain you are looking for
send your order this way. We are now shipping bees and queens daily. Bees are all in
standard hives. HofTman frames wired and
full sheets of foundation.
guarantee
bees to be free from disease.
Bees without queen
Three frame nuclei.
$2.25; 2-frame nuclei, $1.75; i-frame nuclei.

Queens — three-banded

Business First

Select untested. $1 00 each. Your
queen sent by return maii or your money
back. I will send each one orderinu from
me a plan for preventing swarming if \ov.
desire. No disease. Send for price list.
M. F. Perry, Bradentown. Fla.
Italians.

Queens—

year Root cheap. Best select
tested, goc; average. 7uc; medium. 50c
Two
Root breeders. 2 yr. old, $2 50 each. Moore
queens, young, from another yard, untes'ed,
75c; doz..t8oo. Tested. $t.oo; doz.. $10. Book
orders now for May 20 delivery. Safe arrival
and satisfaction guaranteed.
J. C. Robbins, Jr.. Mesilla Park. N. Mex.

Good Italian Queens— Tested,
tested queen,

$1.00;

Golden

Italian queens; northern breed;
methods. Our standard, size and
honey producing qualities. Write for circular and price list.
H. M. Leach & Sons, Hiram, Ohio.

new

Golden Italian Queens about May i. that
produce golden bees. Good honey gatherers.
Select tested, $125 Tested,
Untested, 75c; 6, J4.25; 12. $8.00. No

foulbrood.

nuclei or bees for sale.
D. T. Gaster. Rt. 2. Randleman. N. C.

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens combine
the qualities you
honey gatherers,

want.

They are

beautiful

and

great

gentle.

Ji.oo; six. Js.oo; Tested. $3.00; BreedPhelps
C.
Son,
ers, ISiOO and $10.
3 Wilcox St., Binghamton, N. Y.

Mated,

W.

&

,,

H.

L. J. Pfeiffer. Rt. A. Bx.2ig,

Los Gatos,

Calif.

Am Now

prepared to supply you with
Golden 3-banded and Carniolan queens.
Give me a trial and be pleased. Tested,
each, li.oo; 12 or more. 85c each. Untested.
75c each; 12 or more. 65c each. Ten percent
discount on orders booked 30 days before
shipment. No credit; no c. o. d. shipments.
I. N. Bankston. Eagle Ford, Tex.
I

Golden

Band

Italian
Virgin, one, 50c;

queens:

3

and
5,

too. $80.
$13.80; 100, $100.

Bees
75c;
$1.25;

$250;

Untested, one. 75c. 6, $4.20;
Select untested, one, Bsc; 6.
Tested, one. $1.00; 6,
100. $70.

100, $25.
100, J60.

$3.00;
Sio.2a;

Carniolan

in

i-lb..

2

12,

Js 40; 12.

Select tested, one. $1.25,
Breeders, $3 00 each.

packages without combs:
$1.25;

$4.00;

12. $7.80;
$4.80; 12,

2-lb,

frames. $225;

12.

'A-\b

,

Nuclei, i-frame.
frames, ti.oo. Add

$2. 25.

3

We

guarantee safe
pi ice of queens wanted.
arrival and no disease.
C. B. Bankston. Buffalo. Tex.
exceptionally vigorous, prolific, long lived race. Early breeders, gentle, and best of honey gatherers.
Untested queens. $i so. Select unt.. $2.00.
Tested. $3.00. Select tested. $3.50. After
June 20th. untested. $1.00. Select unt.. $1.25.
Tested. $2.00. Select tested. $2.50. Improved
northern bred Italian queens as good as the
best at same prices. If you desire Caucasian queens, please let me hooK your order
F. L. Barber. The
early. Ask for circular.
Queen Breeder. Lowville. Lewis Co.. N. Y.

Gray Caucasians, an

Murray.

21. 1017.

Liberty, N. C.

Escj..

purchased two untestOne was introduced to a full swarm which did fairly well,
and the other was introduced to a small
nucleus.
The one which was introduced
into the nucleus developed into an extra
arge swarm, and I gave it another 10 frame
hive-body in July and sent it to Glendale. I
did not visit it until after thehoney flow and
was surprised to find that the entire 20
frames were practically full of honey. In
the spring of igis I brought the queen home,
and although I had an imported aueen in
the yard have used your queen as a breeder,
and now hundreds of her daughters are
/V,;»-,S/r.— In 1014

Edwin F Tuttle.

my

have hundreds of recommendations of

Price before Julyi; Untested queen, i,
6, $4.00; 12. J8 00. Select untested, i. $1.00;
6. $4.50; 12. J850.
Tested, i. ti.25; 6. $6.00; 12.
$10.
Select tested, i, $1.50; 6. $8.00; 12. $13.

Extra select tested. I. J2.00; 0. $10; 12. J15. !4Ib. bees with queen, i, $2.00; 6, $10; 12, $i6.
iIb. bees with queen, i. $2.^0; 6. $12; 12. $20.
After July i: Untested queen, i, 70c; 6,

I3.25; i2,J6.5o. Select untested. I, 80c; 6. $3.75;
12, J7.0C.
Tested, i. $1.25; 6. $5.00; 12. $goo.
Select tested, i. $1.50; 6 $6.co; 12. Jio. Extra
select tested. $2 00; 6. $8.oo; 12, I13. HAh. bees
with queen. 1. 11.75; 6, J8.00; 12. $14.00. ilb.
bees with queen, i, $2.00; 6. $10; 12. $17.

H. B. Murray, Liberty. N. C.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
W.

Wanted— Comb,
beeswax.
6Ai2t

L. Ritter.

extracted

R. A. Burnett
173 S.

Water

Wanted— Beeswax

at

St.,

all

Genoa,
honey,

&

III.

.

Wanted— Shipments

comb and

of old

cappings for rendering. We pay the highest
cash and trade prices, charging but 5C a
pound for wax rendered.
,,^ The Fred W. Muth Co..
204

I

Walnut St.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

I

Honey
for

Wanted-Wb

white and

light

are

in

the

market

of

honey,

amber grades

also off grades which aresuitable for baking.
If you have such honey to offer,
please send
us sample, state the quantity you have, how
packed and your lowest price for same.
Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. III.

For Sale— 260

frames of drawn combs,

L.

wired, hives, extractor, etc. No disease.
P. H. Dunn. Akron. Iowa.

Northwestern BeekeepersI Save time
and freight by ordering supplies (at catalog
prices) near home.
Geo. F. Webster
Valley View Farm. Sioux Falls, S. Dak.
For Sale— Cedar or pine dovetailed hives,
also full lineof supplies including Dadant's
foundation. Write for catalog.
A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside.

Wash.

WANTED-Wax

and old combs for cash or
to rnake up on shares. "Best quality " foundation made and sold cheap in small lots
J. J. Angus. Grand Haven, Mich.

Bee-Keeper, let us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc They
are nice and cheap.
White Mfg. Co.,
*Atf
Paris, Tex.

SUPPIiLES.
Wanted-A small

extractor in good con-

Wesley Koch. Kingsley. Mich.

dition.

For Sale— 260
well wired,
ease.

Fifteen Percent discounton med. brood
E.

Decock. Medford, Wis

For Sale— 100 comb honey supers- all
painted white; about half dovet'd; the rest
handmade. All in first-class shape. 25 to 30
cents apiece, if sold at once. Address
James D. Benson, Rt. 2. Juda, >X'is

ForSale— Fifty 8-frame hives; used but
good condition; painted; complete with
frames; no combs, with Higginsville cover
and reversible bottom, at Jioo each or $4? 00
for the lot.
The M. C. Silsbee Co
Cohocton. Rt. 3. N. Y.

and

SITUATIONS.

III.

times in any

^VANTED TO Buy a quantity of dark and
amber honey for baking purposes.
A. G. Woodman Co.. Grand Rapids, Mich.

Wanted— Industrious young man. fast
worker, and of clean mental and body habits, as a student helper in our large
bee
business for igi7 season. Will give results
of long experience, and board and small
wages. Give age. weight, experience, and
wages

bidder a limited
quantity of Michigan's best white extracted
honey, in 60-pound tins.
A. G. Woodman, Co., Grand Rapids. Mich.

Comb Honey our specialty. Highest market prices obtained. Consignments of Extracted Honey also solicited.
Albert Hurt & Co.. New Orleans. La.
white, light

amber and amber of good quality. Can use
several cars. Send samples and prices.
Wesley Foster. Boulder. Colo.

in first letter.

W.

to the highest

Honey Wanted— Extracted,

L. frames of drawn combs
hives, extractor, etc. No disP. H. Dunn, Akron, Iowa,

foundation, Hoffman frame hive-bodies

Co.,

Chicago.

quantity, for cash or in exchange for supplies.
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, III,

For Sale

to a carload. I pay cash. State what
you have and sendsample with lowest price.
Write. M. E. Eggers. Kt i. Eau Claire, Wis.

in

For Sale— White clover comb honey. No.

and fancy.

WANTED-Extracted white clover and
amber honey. Will buy in lots of 1000

light

pounds

H.B.Murray.

strain of bees.

75c;

I

It is mostly fancy slock, and is cased
24 section
shipping cases. Interested
parties address
Bell E. Berryman.
Central City. Nebr.

I

scattered through New England.
This strain of bees arevigorous, extremely
geiitle, evenly marked, finehoney gatherers,
and cap their honey very white, and are the
best all around bees I have ever seen. I
shall want a dozen untested queens of this
strain May t.
Truly yours.

Golden Italian Queens bred

strictly
for business, that produce a strong race of
bees as honey gatherers By April i, untested, 75c each; 6 for $4.25; 12, $8,00; 100, Jbo.
Tested. J1.50. Safe arrival, prompt delivery
and satisfaction guaranteed.
L. J. Dunn. 59 Broadway Ave.. San Jose. Cal.

B.

March

ed Italian queens of you.

I

Golden Italian queens of the quality
you need. Bred strictly to produce Golden
bees that get the honey. One, 75c; 6, $4.25;
Prompt de12. $8.25; 50 or more, 60c each.
livery and satisfaction guaranteed.

„

For Sale— 200 cases white clover comb

oney.

n

add

Co.. Floresville. Tex.

For Sale— Famous Root's. Moore's, Davis',
Geo. B. Hows' strain of Italian 3-band bees.

$2,25; 2-lb.

We

$1.00.

queen

price of queen.

unun-

package, $3.25. Onepound package with tested queen, $250; 2package, $3.50. Nuclei with untested
Ib.
queen, 2-frame, J3.25; s-frame. $4.00. With
tested queen. 2-frame. .$3.50; 3-frame. $4 25.
can please you.
G. W. Moon
1004 Park Ave., Little Rock. Ark.

No

:

11.25.
Threelb. bees. J325; 2-lb. bees. J2.21;;
i-lb. $1.50.
3-band Italian queen, untested.
Tested, $1.00. If
7Sc.
is wanted,

The Hyde Bee

One-pound packages with

tested, 75c.

We

I

173

A. Latshaw Co.. Clarion. Mich.

HONEY LABELS
Honey Labels of the better sort. Not only
the most attractive but also the lowest in
Send today for free samples.
Liberty Pub. Co.. Sta.D.Box 4H. Cleveland O
price.

Honey LABELs.-We have just issued a
new and up-to-date catalog of honey
and stationery. Write for your copy. labels
Neat
labels and quick delivery guaranteed
American Bee Journal. Hamilton. Ill

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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WANTKD
Wanted—

75 or 100 colonies of bees; lo-fr.
hives: wired frames. Price reasonable.
U " Farm. St. Paul. Minn.
P. O. Box 506

Wanted— Your

combs, cappings or
slumKum to render into beeswax by our
high steam pressure wax presses.
Dadant & Sons. Hamilton, III.
old

MISCELLANEOUS

For Sale— 10 a. home. 4 a. in blue grass
pasture; 4 a. in alfalfa; 2 a in garden and
orchard; 12 varieties of fruit; watered by 3
springs and creek; 4-roomed house and outbuildings; J^ mi. to school: I mi. to R. R. staelectric lights and telephone; $j8oo.
Terms easy; 100 col. bees also for sale.
Jes Dalton, R. R. i. Cove, Oregon.
tion;

For Sale— Oak Ridge Apiary,

consisting
of 150 colonies of bees, house, barn, work
shop, cement chicken house, with 5M acres
of land and bearing fruit. Situated 2!4 miles
from town with two, R. R., one a divison
point. 20 miles from a city of 80.000 inhabitants.

Box

Address,

25 Ladies' Coots, bird dogs, wild ducks
for sale or exchange for bees
A. J. Graves. Ocheyedan. Iowa.

camera and
outfit to exchange for a secondhand extracTex.
Lometa.
L.
Barkley,
tor. Write
J.

For Trade— One

$21

post card

I

A ^H

\^/\L'I1

"rh

A

12 R. F. D.
Chillicothe,

3.

111.

Statement

Ownership, Management,

of

Circulation, Etc.,

American Bee Journal, published
monthly at Hamilton, Illinois.

of the

Editor— C. P. Dadant.
Managing Editor — M.

G. Dadant.
Dadant, Hamilton, 111.
Known bondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders holding one percent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages or securities None.
[Signed] M. G. Dadant, Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me
this 14th day of April, 1917.

Owner — C.

P.

—

[seal.]

Ejiy worL Even two boyi camni goojr

money wilii molh«-! hrip and my pictnrM.\_
desenplioni. pncc luC. and simple inilnjetionS /
cei painlculy Llting. elc Send 2c iCamp at once for proapeclus^

SINCLAIR, Box 244, D

May

Wallace.
Notary Public.

R. R.

My Commission expires Sept.

41, Los Angeles, Cal.

22,
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Crop Reports and Market Conditions
CROP AND MARKET REPORT.
For our

May

reports

we

sent out the following ques-

tions:
1.

How much

winter losses?

Crop and plant prospects?
How is the honey crop, so far?
3.
Has any honey of 1917 crop been sold ahead, and
4.
what price?
2.

at

5.

What

is

being offered

in

carloads for

fall deliv-

ery of honey?

What prices would you suggest in car lots for
6.
honey, comb, extracted, and bulk comb?

WINTER LOSSES

tain

is

a

summary taken from

Louisiana and Oklahoma

districts.

The

weather

has been exceedingly backward, however, and
there
spring losses from starvation are large. The average loss
will

state that they have sold their entire crop of extracted
clover at 8c f. o. b. their station.
Practically no advance sales have been made in the
west, but in California, probably 25% of the extracted
honey has been contracted for at prices ranging from
6j/c to 7^c for amber and 7j,2C to 9c for white, f. o. b.

shipping point.

OFFERS FROM BUYERS
Buyers are very

the reports
coming in: Losses in the whole northeastern part of the
country and as far west as the Missouri river have been
about normal, varying from as high as S07o with the beginner down to 2'Jo with the veteran, with probably an
average loss of 6 to 10%. Losses have also been normal
throughout the south, with some large losses from cer-

The following

HONEY SOLD IN ADVANCE
There are no reports of advance sales in the East or
South, except that in Texas some sales have been made
in advance in a small way at 12c for extracted and 14c for
bulk comb. One Michigan and one Wisconsin reporter

be probably 10%.

In the west, the winter has been exceedingly severe
and losses run higher than common, Utah reporting 40
Idaho
to 60% loss, and this from experienced producers.
losses range from 10 to 30% generally, with about the
same for Washington. Colorado reports 10 to 15% loss,

with one producer reporting 50%.

CROP PROSPECTS
Except for spotted districts, the white clover prosIllipects of the north and east are good. Some parts of
clover
nois, Iowa Nebraska and the Dakotas, report the

Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michigan
and the east had even better prospects than last year.
Other sections are probably 60 to 85% of normal to a little above normal conditions.
normal
In the southeast, the only places reporting
balance
conditions are Georgia and parts of Florida. The
that the
of the section is backward, with the anticipation
Te.xas
crop will not range much over 50% of normal. In
and Louisiana it is extremely dry, bees are still starving
difand the crop will run very low, being estimated by
to 507©
ferent producers in scattered sections at from 10
of a normal crop.
norConditions of plants in the northwest are about
Califormal and probably a little lower than normal in
and extremely cool
nia,' owing to a backward spring,
weather which still continues.
practically' all killed.

THE HONEY CROP
have failed.
All early honey-producing plants in Texas
is^ exSouth
whole
the
fact,
In
same.
the
is
Louisiana
titi in Georfrom
now
on
flow
good
is
a
there
cept that
It is yielding some surplus.
gia.

active.

Many

producers have refused

8c for white extracted and 7c for amber. Some offers
have been made for orange extracted, soon to be harvested, at 9^c, f. o. b. shipping point. Many offers have
been made in California of 7 or 7j^c for all the crop of a
beekeeper amber and white. One party reported that
buyers were endeavoring to contract at almost any price
to get the honey. The above is not true of comb, very
little being offered on.
It is reported that the British government attempted
to contract for 5,000 barrels of honey in San Antonio at
prices ranging from 7c to lie per pound, according to

—

grade. One New York buyer reports an order from a
British firm which he is attempting to fill at their prices.

SUGGESTIONS FOR CAR LOT PRICES
Almost all kinds of prices were suggested by reporters, from as low as 7c for amber extracted to as high as
case for comb in car lots. The consensus of
that extracted white honey should command
a price of not less than 10c f. o. b. shipping point in car
lots, with Xy-i to 2J'2C less for amber, depending upon
grade. The favorite prices for comb in car lots seem to
be $3.25 to $3.75 per case.
are passing through an unusual period at present.
The war, the demand from abroad, the increased demand
of large bottlers, and the increased local sales of honey
are bound to elevate the price.
If contracts are ahead they should be made with as full
a comprehension as possible of existing conditions and at
a price absolutely satisfactory to the beekeeper.
One point which we would emphasize among beekeepers is that there should be some distinction between
the retail and wholesale prices. That is, a beekeeper
should not get the same price for ten pounds of honey
as for ten thousand. If he tries to do this he is bound
to suffer from needlessly low prices when he tries to sell
his honey in large lots to others who are selling again.
But remember, that though we as beekeepers want to
get our proportionate share of increased prices, we as
patriotic citizens must, above all, follow the suggestions
in the President's message and exert ourselves to the
utmost to increase the crop of honey from our bees.
Leave no stone unturned to increase the yield, not only
from our bees, but from every foot of available land.
$4.50 per

opinion

We

is
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HONEY AND BEESWAX
17 —
liere is not mucli
marltet since our last quota-

Chicago. April
chancre in
tions.

tlie

I

Extracted lioney

is

still in

demand,

with the wliite selling at inf'iic per pound;
ambers rtt'Joc per pound. Comb hone>' for
which there is very little demand. i.if"'i^c
per pound. Beeswax if clean .^i&.is per lb.
R. A Burnett & Co.

Kansas City. Mo.. April

market

16.— The

is very lirm at $2 75 for No. i. and
believe that sometliinK line would bring
a little more. Extracted honey is cleaning
up and there is very little here. The market
ranges from aiSnc. according to the quality
and kind of honey. Beeswax is worth from
3o®33c a pound, accordint to quality.

on honey

we

Clemons Produce Company.
Chicago. April 17.— Our honey market is
little more active.
Our market is cleanC. C.

a

We

ing up pretty well.
have handled over
eight cars this year, and we are sold down
to less than a hundred cases today. In fact,
we are in the market for honey.
are also pretty well cleaned up on extracted honey.
are selling this at iof"'i2C
per pound.
look to see honey clean up
high for the of balance the season. Of

We

We

We

Is

getting late

and

it

ought to be

sold.

The comb honey last year had a very poor
wind up. Honey did not clean up and some
was carried over last year although we
always clean up. and make it a point to do

this by the first of May. We give credit
partly to ourselves this year for the active
aggressive campaign we adapted in keeping
the honey before the public and pushing it
While we only hanin every way possible.
dled eight cars this year, probably next year
we will handle twelve or fifteen cars both
comb and extracted honey.
The market on beeswax remains unchanged, from 3o(!?35c. according to color and

Quality.

New

York. April

Coyne Brothers.
I7.— All grades of comb

honey are well cleaned up. with the exception ot some odds and ends of poor quality,
for which there is no demand to speak of.
White honey will bring from i4@i6c a pound,
according to quality, lower grades from
Ilfe'I.lC

Extracted honey

is

also well cleaned up

and very

little stock available at this time.'
to the conditions of the market in general, in comparison with last year at this

175
San Antonio. April

16

-The market

°' l.oney-both

contracted for

's„.'^'?'"^

firm

Beeswax

Colo., April i6.-With the excen""^" '°' °' extra fancy whtt'^

rnmh^L"
comb
honey we

are entirely cleaned ud

Our supply

of extracted is only sumcient
sufficient
local requirements
Demand for extracted in carlot continues
a so a fair demand for comb
' ''",^ '=

forour
h^ni"^

'^ "'?"^"^.' "''^
"^^n
the lea's"on" w;^'"'=''
"^® ^'^^ quoting the followine
„uu'''""^
'«"=> ^""'b ho"ey'
per case,
cSle ''«.";?'
V
J),i5.
hancy.
out ol stock
Vo t
out of stock. No. 2. out of stock

"

1

'

HE Colo. Honey Producers' Ass'n
E.

Rauchfuss. Afaer.

time, prices are ruling considerably higher

and supplies are much less.
Beeswax is in good demand, and prices
rule from 4u@42c a pound, according to qual-

Hildreth & Segelken.

ity.

MOTT'S NORTHERN-BRED
QUEENS

ITALIAN

that resist disease well.
Those that resist
disease must be hardy, prolific,
and hustlers; they are gentle. Bees
per pound. Plans
on How to fntroduceOueens
and Increase
25 cents.

List free.

E. E.

MOTT, Glenwood, Mich.

Thousand Answers to Beekeeping Questions
new 280 page cloth bound book, just out. It is a compilasome 1000 questions out of more than 10,000 that Dr. Miller

tion of

has answered for beekeepers in the American Bee Journal in the
last 22 years.

In that time he has answered questions on nearly every conceivable subject from Absorbents to Yellowjackets, from Blacks to

Goldens, from Spring Dwindling to Spring Stimulation, and from

rank Honeydew to the

finest flavored Alfalfa

Just the Typewriter for

You

or Cloyer.

SOLD ON JUSr THE PERMS

Several methods of Increase are given, also several methods of

Swarm

Queen Rearing, Queen Introduction,

Prevention,

etc.,

THAI- SUIT YOU

all

The

with variations.

REMINGTON

NOT INTENDED TO SUPPLANT OTHER BEE BOOKS

in

that inimitable style

which we have

learned to look forward for, from that " Nestor of American Beekeeping."

Nor

is

JUNIOR
The

BUT TO SUPPLEMENT THEM
Answers are written

the keen wit of the Doctor lacking.

Junior

series of answers.

C. P.

Dadant

and Frank

is

its

You

know

the

American Bee Journal,

Editor, Dr. Miller himself

C. Pellett

is

Staff

is

A'ssociate Editor,

Correspondent,

Doctor Miller's Thousand Answers " was compiled by
Maurice G, Dadant, of the American Bee Journal staflf, and is offered
"

only in combination with a year's subscription.

j,vSw.

book

zvill be

is

sold either for

send it on ten days' examination to any address within
fi?st
and second parcel post zonesthe
of any
Remington branch office. If you
decide not to keep it. return
within ten
days-no obligation involved.

MAIL THE COUPON TODAY
Remington Typewriter Company,
Incorporated!

writer, price

sent by return mail

$50. on free examination
understood that I may return
the
If I choose, within
decide to purchase it I ten days
agree tn
"'" """""'hly payments 0°

If

I

uLch.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

It

We will

machine
t/ie

linh/fr th^r,

aTdVImSn?h^^^''^'""^"'^-'5<^°""

It IS

—

and

374 Broadway, New York
Send me a Remington Junior Tvnp

Price of both postpaid only $1.78.
(Canadian postage loc extra, foreign 23c)

Order today

smaller

^° 'f '°"^ needed"""
?hl's'^//M''/i.
nas,;////;i KemtngtoN
11
essciiii.ili
ard keyboard, standard typestandand
f^i-'tes letters of standard
kind with the hundred-dollarsize-the
look

Dr. Miller, and you can look forward to an invaluable

should

is

•he Standard Remington
mSdels-^
weighs only 17 pounds.
It IS simfilcr.
Vou can quickly learn

It sells

You know

is

Southwestern Bee Co.
Denver,

As

DOCTOR MILLER'S
Is the

is

comb

and
ll^f^lTj}"
^c?'^
extracted. Owing
to the extreme drouth
early honey flows have been cut
off or de^°"''\
''« shipped from
lex a. for'^.n""
some weeks "",'Prices ranging from
«to, ? for
f
8feioc
extracted, and i-.%i2c for bulk comb
are be.nkr offered for new honey, but
little if

Illinois

176
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GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS
H. E. Bartz, Keytesville_
Read a few reports of big yields from single colonies of this gentle strain of Goldens
Mo., 264 pounds of extracted honey; J. M. Buchanan, Franklin, Tenn., 250 pounds of extracted honey; L. C. McCarty,
Nampa, Idaho, 250 pounds of comb honey; Fred Dury, Unionville, Mo., 374 pounds of comb and extracted honey.
Write for circular.
I guarantee safe arrival (U. S. and Canada), purity of mating and satisfaction.
:

—Prices of Queens—

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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QUEENS
and

Qiiirin's Improved Superior Ilalian
liardy. 25 years a Queen Breeder.

Prices

Bees and Queens

Before July

ist

They are Northern bred
After July

ist
12

Select untested

Tested
Select tested
nuclei

2Comb

3-comb nuclei

aframe colonies
lo-frame colonies
J^-pound package bees,
ipound package bees..

$1 00

177

Beekeeper!

r.

HAVE YOU SEEN
The

Article

IT?

On

Beginning

PAGE 692
OF THE NEW EDITION OF

THE ABC and XYZ OF BEE CULTURE?
If

you have even

five colonies of bees, this article

alone will save you several times the

book.
articles

And

this is merely one of the

which you can't

price of the

many

valuable

afford to miss.

Postpaid to any address in the United States for $2.50.

Send your order to our nearest branch office and save time.

TheA.I.ROOTCOMPANY,PublishGrs

MEDINA, OHIO
NEW YORK
CHICAGO
PHILADELPHIA
DES MOINES
SYRACUSE

SAN FRANCISCO
LOS ANGELES
ST. PAUL
INDIANAPOLIS

WASHINGTON
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MARSHFIELD GOODS

179

PORTER

BEEKEEPERS:—
We

BEE
ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY
TIME

manufacture millions of sections

every year that

are as good as the best.
for the

quality

best

;

you buy them once, you

If

daalera.
If no dealer, write factory
R, & E. C. PORTER, MFRS.
Lewistown, lllinoi*, U. S. A.
Please menlion Am. Bee Journal when writing.

For sale by

The cheapest
the price.

MONEY

for
will

all

buy again.

We

also

manufacture hives, br'ood-

frames, section -holders and shipping
cases.
Our catalog

is

free for the asking.

MARSHFIELD MFG. COMPANY,

FREEMAN'S FARMER
SuccsMor

Wash.

Northwot Farm and Horn*

to

69 YEARS OLD

you want a descriptive and agricultural
magazine, it will inform you all about the
methods in the Pacific Northwest.
Send One dollar and have the magazine sent
If

Cut rate of one-half price

one year.

for

now

Marshfield, Wisconsin

North Yakima,

on.

NOW

IS

THE TIME

Prepare

Now

for Next

Season

not wait until your bees are out of winter
quarters to order your goods.

Do

PROSPECTS FOR

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You to Buy Bee-Supplies
Thirty years' experience
the beekeeper. A large
for the purpose ensures
Write for our illustrated

LEAHY MFG.

making everything

in

for another big one. Lotz Sections are
best; they are perfect in workmanship, quality and material. All guaranteed.

Are

Now

the

We want you on our mailing list.
for

Send

factory specially equipped
goods of highest quality.
catalog today.

CO., 90 Sixth St., Higginsville,

1917

for

1917 Catalog

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY
Boyd, Wisconsin

Mo.

ESTABLISHED 1885
We are

.still

furnishing bee-hives

made

of while pine lumber: thev are well made
will last. Our large catalog, giving

and

ECONOMY

ECONOMY TO YOURSELF
ECONOIVIY TO

Are two esseutial

Dittmer Process
Because

it is

the

and the same

poiat.s

K^in^*!

Comb

J.

High

YOUR BEES
l>v

usiug

NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY
Hill,

FIRMNESS,
it is

as the

About April ist I will
again be ready to mail untested queens of my fine

Foundation

It is the

not like their

Remember, Mr. Beekeeper,

COMB

I breed
nootherrace Choice test-

strain of Italians.

ed and breeding queens at
all limes.
Insure against
a possible disappointment
by ordering early. SatisCirfaction guaranteed.

the Honey-

more acceptable

to

cular free.

HONEY

Untested

queens Ji no each; doz.
Choice tested, $1.50
Jo 00
Breeder. $3.00 to
each
$^ 00 each
C. S. ENCLE, Beeviile, Bee Co., Texas

OWN COMB.

that to you

Montg. Co., fMissouri

LEATHER COLORED ITALIANS

same TASTE, and the same SMELL,

bees make themselves.

them because

full particulars about all bee supplies is
free for the asking, Beeswax taken in
exchange for supplies or cash.

IS

,

MONEY-then

use

Dittmer Process Comb Foundation
Work for a full-capacity honey crop
Send

for

Samples— All Supplies

at Prices

GUS DITTMER COMPANY,

you Appreciate

Augusta, Wisconsin

5®®0®©©®®©©S®©©©©©C9®©©®®S®
I
S
5
I
I
i
9

SAVE MONEY
By buying your supplies of me. All
kinds of Bee Supplies and Berry Baskets. Crates, etc. Send for new 1917
list free.

325

W. D. SOPER
So. Park Ave., Jackson, Mich.

^Cfiu/^Cflt^
It's a

pretty good idea (now that the lumber mills in the Southern Cypress Manufacturers'

every cypress board they saw) to mention to your
LUMBER DEALER, CONTRACTOR Or CARPENTER— and tO ASK YOUR ARCHITECT tO SPECIFY—
that Yoi'R Cypress mi'st be
Association are identifying

"TIDEWATER" CYPRESS

IDENTIFIED BY

THIS

Stamped

TRADE-MARK

in

the End of Every Piece

APPLIED TO EVERY BUNDLE

or

BY THIS MARK YOU
IT IS

WELL TO

KNOW

INSIST

ON

IT'S

Our

WOOD ETERNAL." AND WORTHY OF YOUR FAITH.
TRADEMARK ON EVERY BOARD OFFERED AS "CYPRESS.

CYPRESS. "THE

SEEINfG THIS

Let our

Trade Mark Reg. U.S.PAT.QFncE

'

AllROUND HELPS DEPARTMENT

help

YOU MORE

entire resources are at your service withi Reliable Counsel.

Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Association
1251 Hibernia Bank
INSIST

ON

^^ofojo

TRADE- MARKEIi

BIdg.,

New

CYPRESS

AT

Orleans, La., or 1251

YOUR

LOCAL

LUMBER

Heard

Nat'l

DEALER'S.

Bank
IF

BIdg., Jacksonville,

HE HASN't

IT,

LET

Fla.

US

KNOW

-i-sJ^..

Kanaroff Apiary, Borchalinsk County,
About 80 hives
adopted.

Tiflis,

Russia

New methods are being
bees painted in different designs to enable the bees
Note the Bingham smoker and Alexander veil at the left and the Dadant hive at the right. This is
the first ol a series of pictures of Caucasian apiaries which will apppear in our columns

of

to

recognize their home.
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WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of
Send

for

our

Bee Supplies.

Our

page catalog.

68

prices

June

BEES AND QUEENS, GOLDENS AND
LEATHER COLORED FOR 1917

will interest you.

Canadian

and

United

States

Trade

The Colorado Honey-Producers' Association

1424 Market

Street,

We are now

Denver, Colo.

lowing prices,
Foot-Power

BARNES'

Prices

J.

I.

Parent

of Chariton, N. Y.. says;
cutwithone of your
Combined Machines last

"We

winter sochaff hives with
cap, 100 honey-racks,
frames, and a great
deal of other work. This
winter we have a double

7-in.

500

amount of hives, etc.,
make with this saw.

to
It

do all you say of it."
Catalog & price-list free

will

W.

& JOHN BARNES

F.

995 Ruby

St.,

ROCKFORD,

ILLINOIS.

BUY
THE FAMOUS DAVIS GOLDENS
And

get
big yields from gentle bees.
Write for circular and Price list.

BEN
Spring

G.

Hill,

DAVIS
Tennessee

POULTRY, FRUIT, BEE
PAPER COMBINATION

^| C A
^l-UV

Poultry and Fruit are allied pursuits for
the beekeeper. Here is a special combination of three papers which gives excellent
reading at a low cost
The Fruit Grower
50
American Poultry Advocate
50
American Bee Journal
$1.00
Our price for all three for one year is only
$1.50.
Or if you want two poultry papers,
add 25c to the above offer and get your
choice of the following one year:
Reliable Poultry .lournal. Poultry Success
American Poultry World, Big Four Poultry
Journal, Poultry Tribune, Poultry Item,
Send all orders to

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

Hamilton,

III.

3<iXiXi>3S©©3©S©©©©0G0OOGX3(iXS(D0

BEESWAX wanted!
You

ra

process.)

®
§
S
©
S

will save money and freight
on your 1917 foundation by shipping us your beeswax and paying
only for its manufacture into
"superior foundation. "(Weed

g

OLD COMBS AND SLUMGUM

|
Send them along; for the lowest
§ freight
rate bill as " beeswax refuse."
g Our steam
removes every
§ ounce of wax.process
We render on shares.
Q
SUPERIOR HONEY COMPANY
g
Ogden, Utah
@
003©3©S®GXD00©®®®0©©©0©S©®®
ITALIAN
I

am

QUEENS AND BEES

better able to supply the trade with

my Three-band

Italian

Queens, Colonies

and Nuclei than ever before.
cular and prices.
E. A, Leffingwell, Allen,

Send

for cir-

Michigan

FROM PENN,

MISS.

6

12
$8.00
g.50
13 50

and over

Warranted
Tested

Machinery

Read what

I

Untested

booking deliveries in June and July at the

viz.
i

5.85

J4.50

i.io

500

150

7 bo

2; to 100
$ .05

each

.7.S

"

105

"

fol-
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NEW BINGHAN BEE SMOKER

Poultry Supplies
Poultry supplies of

automatic grain

bands,

leg

and shipping coops,

shell,

grit,

bone,

meat,

ANYTHING YOU

foods, and remedies

WANT.

fountains,

mash hoppers, bone

feed troughs, dry
mills, exhibition

kinds, best

all

feeders,

Also Pigeon, Kennel and Bee

Supplies.

Circular free.

Eureka Supply House
Box B-403,

Aurora,

-

Illinois

In 1878 the original direct draft
bee smoker was invented and patented by Mr. T. F. Bingham, of
Michigan. Mr. Bingham manufactured the
Bingham Smoker and
Bingham Honey Knife for nearly
thirty-five years, and in 1912 becoming a very old man, we purchased
this business and joined it to our

established business of beekeepers'
supplies and general beeware. Those
who knew Mr. Bingham will join us
in saying that he was one of the
finest of men, and it gives us much
pleasure to help perpetuate his name
in the beekeeping industry.
Bintham Smokers have been improved
from time to time, are now the finest on
the market, and for nearly forty years
have been the standard in this and many
foreign countries. P'or sale by all dealers
in bee supplies or direct from the manufacturers
Engine. 4 inch stove
28 oz. $1.25
Doctor. <54inch stove
26 oz.
.8s
Two largersizes in copper extra
Conqueror, s-inch stove
23 oz.
.75
Little Wonder. 2^-inch stove. 10 oz.
.50
Hinged cover on the two larger sizes,
postage extra.

Smoke

.

A. G.

PATENTED

WOODMAN

CO., Graud Kapids, Michigan

WRIGHT'S FRAME-WIRING DEVICE
in

Most rapid in use. Saves cost of machine
one day. Tii^hter wires, no l<inlts. nosore

hands.
G. W.

Price.

$2.50.

postpaid

in

WOODMAN'S SECTION FIXER

U. S A.

Wright Company, Azusa,

A combined

section press and foundation
fastener of pressed steel construction.
ONE

Calif.

OF THE GREAT ADVATAGES this

Why

has over all others on the market,
in of top and bottom starters

Not Get What You Want,

And When You Want

WAYS HANDLE LARGE
It?

DATION. You know how

The Atchley Queens and Bees need no
recommendation to the beekeeping world.
They have been buyine them for FORTY

AND ARE STILL DOING IT.
BOOK YOUR ORDERS NOW!
Two

No queens. Untested queens,
$325 each.
Italian or Carniolan. ti 00 each, or $10 per
dozen; 100 for $70 A bie lot of fine tested
queens cheap. Write for prices. Prices
on bees and queens in large lots quoted on
applica tion.

WM. ATCHLEY,

Mathls, Texas
7 ex Lis Bee ami Honev Man

A. G.

films

Everything

day.

Send

Line.

F.

M.

developed

return

for

10

them the same

in

KODAK

the

for catalog.

ALEXANDER

QUINN'S QUEENS OF QUALITY
Have no superiors— "There's a reason." Are
Mendelian bred, good qualities accentuated.
Gray Caucasians, most gentle of all, prolific,
vigorous,

disease resistant, white

comb builders— they deliver the goods.
I TALIANS, 3-banded line bred pedigreed,
need no boosting; they speak for themselves.
Prices on application at either apiary.

CHAS. W. QUINN
609 W.

I7lh

kit.

HoisttD Helghti.

Th.

AL-

it is

to set

small

CO.,

HONEY PACKAGES

not wait longer, but secure your honey packages at once. The tin plate situation is
becoming more serious from day to day. Freight traffic is slow and uncertain.
placed
our order for tin plate for our 1918 Bee Smoker Trade some time before a state of war was
declared
dared not wait longer, for fear we could not secure it at all. Our three year
contract on tin honey packages is still being honored, and runs until Jan. 1,1919.
are
saving money for carload buyers and others of smaller lots. Send us a list of your requirements. Do not delay. Act at once.

We

We

We

Friction
lib. Cans,

Atlantic, Iowa

hardy,

hard

WOODMAN

Do

FILMS DEVELOPED

We

YOU

Graud Rapids, Michigan

TIN
All roll

is.

PIECES OF FOUN-

the hot plate is again used to cut it o£f. leaving
the narrow bottom starter. What is left of the
large piece is then set for the top starter.
Price of machine, $250; with lamp, I2 75.
Weight, ; lbs.; postage extra.
Another advantage is the section always
comes away from the machine right side up
with the top starter, large piece, hanging down,
and does not become loosened in reversing as
with other machines.

One-pound package. $140 each; 25 for
$32.50; too for $125.
pound packages.
$2.25 each; 25 for $52 50; 100 for $210.
Two-frame nuclei, J2.30 each; three-frame,

cents.

machine

the putting

narrow pieces for bottom starters. With this
machine a large piece of foundation is set and

YEARS.

///(•

in

Gei. Del.,
Ft. Nycrs. Fit.

Top Tins
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THE GUARANTEE THAT MADE "falcon

tt

Bee Supplies Possible
The "falcon"
every

GUARANTEE.

Every

and every queen leaving the

article,

hive, every

crate of sections, every

super, every

pound foundation

money

P'^"* ^oes out with our "absolute satisfaction or

"falcoil"

For more than a third of a century we have stood behind everything we sell. If anything is
what you thought it would be, we'll appreciate it if you write us, and we'll make it absolutely right
Our satisfied customers are to be found everywhere and are our best advertisement. " Once a cus.
at our expense.
tomer always a customer," is synonymous with the name "falcotl"
The beekeepers' past experience when "short" should have taught him that it's a "wise move" to get hives_

back" guarantee.

wrong or not

just

We

sections and supplies ready in the next two months.

send us an approximate

list

of

"falCOH"

supplies

if

you

will

will require for the coming season.
" Simplified Beekeeping," Postpaid
Dealers Everywhere

FALCONER MFG.

T.

be glad to quote on

what you

Red Catalog, Postpaid

W.

will

CO.,

New York

Falconer,

Where the good bee-bives come from

HEADQUARTERS FOR BEE SUPPLIES
ROOT'S GOODS AT FACTORY PRICES
FOR
KENTUCKY

OHIO

We
prompt

TENNESSEE

carry a large and complete stock of bee supplies, and are prepared to give you

service.

have just received several carloads of new fresh supplies.

We

Send for

our catalog.

& COMPANY,

W. WEBER

C. H.

2146

Central Ave., Cincinnati, Ohie

BEEKEEPERS' SUPPLIES

Tennessee-Bred Queens

Send for new 1917 price

now

We
We

bid on your wants.
can save you money.

to

45 Years' Experience

Queen-Rearing

in

are in the niirket at
for extracted

Breed 3-Band Italians Only
Nov.

I

to

May

May i
12

6

I

I

to

June

i

i

to July
6

$11.50

$1.00

$5.00

6

12

i

12

I

J 6.50

I
I

Ji.so t 7.50

Untested

June

July

i

to

Nov.
6

I

12

Post-office, Cohocton, Rt. 3, N. Y.

I

$i35o!ji.25

0.00

$ .75

$ 4.00

% .75

8.50

iS.oo

1.50

7.S0

13.50

1 25

6.50

12.00

1. 00

5.00

00

2-50

i3-5o

2500

2.00

10.50

18.50

i.75

0.00

17. 00

1.50

8.00

15 00

Select Tested....

3.00

16.50

30.00

2.7s

15.00

27.00

2.50

1350

25.00

2.00

10.00

18.00

1

Nuclei (no queen) i fr.. $1.50: 2 fr..
add price.
1^1 i^-v..
wanted, auu
Select Queen wauieu.
select

5000

any

M. C. SILSBEE CO.,
Haskinville, New York

2.00

yard,

times

in

THE
i

Tested

of

all

honey

quantity.

Select Untested..

Capacity

list,

ready. Give us a chance

J2.i5: 3 fr.. $2.75: 4 fr.. $j.So;

queens

Select queen tested

pure 3-band

Italians.

Write

and

for price list
booklet descripour

tive of

a

HIGH GRADE

year
for breeding,

ITALIAN QUEENS

$5.00

The very best queen tested for breeding, $1

JOHN M. DAVIS, SPRING HILL, TENN.

And Bees by the Pound

JAY SMITH
1159 DaWolfa

St.

Vincennes, Indiana
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CANS AND PAILS

TIN
Up

to

185

June 20 we can furnish cans

at the followinf^ prices
F.

o

:

V. o. B.

B.

Hamilton or Keokuk. Iowa

Chicaxo

crates of G12 per crate
cases of 24 per case

$24.!J0
1.20

$23.00

2K-lb. crates of 450 per crate
2^-lb. cases of 24 per case

21.40

20.40
1.25

crates of 100 per crate
crates of 200 per crate
cases of 12 per case

7.75
15.00
1.10

7.40
14.75
1.05

crates of 100 per crate
cases of
G per case

11.50

11.00

85

.80

2

-lb.

li

-lb.

5
5
5

-lb.

10
10

-lb.

60
GO

-lb.

lb.
-lb.

-lb.

-lb.

1.15

1.30

wire bound cases of 1
wire bound cases of 2

.48
.80

BUY NOW
As our

contract with the tin can

us not later than June 20th,

After July

1st,

.so

company

closes on July 1st, your orders should reach

as to give us arople time to place your order with the factory.

pricfs will advance to a considerable extent.

DADANT & SONS,

Hamilton,

Illinois

A BEE BOOK FOR THE PRACTICAL MAN
IS

"PRODUCTIVE BEEKEEPING," by Frank
For Years State

One

Bee

Inspector

of Lippincott's "

for

C. Pelletf

Iowa and a Practical Beekeeper

Farm Manual

" Series, this

book of 326 pages

finely gotten up, finely bound, and has 134 illustrations, nearly

with the author.

Price,

all

is

original

$1.75.

READ THE CONTENTS BELOW
I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

BEEKEEPING A FASCINATING PURSUIT
THE BUSINESS OF BEEKEEPING
MAKING A START WITH BEES
ARRANGEMENT OF THE APIARY
SOURCES OF NECTAR
THE OCCUPANTS OF THE HIVE
INCREASE

Mailing Weight, 3 Pounds

Productive Beekeeping
Langstroth on the Honey Bee

American

15.

FEEDING.

PRODUCTION OF COMB HONEY
10. PRODUCTION OF EXTRACTED HONEY
11. WAX-A BYPRODUCT OF THE APIARY
12. DISEASES AND ENEMIES OF BEES
13. WINTERING
14. MARKETING THE HONEY CROP
LAWS THAT CONCERN THE BEEKEEPER

}

Both postpaid

\

for Only $3.00

Bee

8
9.

Productive Beekeeping
" Fifty Years Among the Bees"

Journal,

Hamilton,

Illinois

/

Both postpaid

\

for only

$2.50

Lewis Sections
HAVE

INDIVIDUALITY
Because they are

by themselves— They are not like other sections—Very

in a class

rarely do they break in

folding— In

one of our customers writes us that he

fact,

has put up (folded) thirty thousand Lewis Sections

one SECTION

the

in

whole

lot

when

it

comes

to sections,

DE^ A MGC

the material which goes into a

out, leaving only the whitest material to

DC*^ A MCB

for hives or other bee equipment, agree that

Lewis Sections are supreme.

selected for the purpose.

thrown

a season and had not found

was not perfect— Beekeepers everywhere, no

that

may be

matter what their preference

in

This

is

LEWIS SECTION

The stock
go into

is

is of the right kind, especially
sorted and resorted the discolored stock

—

LEWIS SECTIONS.

V

groove, which is the most important process in the manufacture of a section,
just right.
In the LEWIS SECTION it is cut just deep enough so that
the section will not break in folding. The LEWIS SECTION expert has been supervising the manufacture of LEWIS SECTIONS for over thirty years.
the
is

DB^AIICB

made

the section is given the utmost care. The LEWIS SECTION is
polished on both sides in a double surfacing sanding machine designed in the
Lewis plant especially for this purpose. It insures the uniform thickness of each and every section.
The dovetailing of the ends is smooth, clean and just right.
the finishing of

DC^ Alice

even after LEWIS SECTIONS are completely manufactured, the packing is
considered a very important part of the marketing. All LEWIS SECTIONS are
put up in regular standard packages containing a good full count. A tight wooden box is used, entirely
enclosing the contents so that no discoloration from air can occur, no matter how long the sections are
carried in stock. The package is also strongly braced at all corners, insuring delivery in good order.

At the same price you pay for other standard makes of sections

you get
INSIST

ON

all

of the

above when you buy Lewis Sections

LEWIS SECTIONS-LOOK FOR THE BEEWARE BRAND

BEWARE^
YOUR
WHEREYOU
BEEWARE
[s_
BUY

G. B.

LEWIS COMPANY

_n

Watertown, Wisconsin

fWAre f9ro wm

WIS.;
FINEST.

MAKES THE
Order from

your nearest

distributer

Vol.

The Centenary
DADANT, whose
CHARLES
trait was given the place

it

por-

now

occupies at the head of the columns of the American Bee Journal, by
the former editor, in June, 1906, in
company with that of Father Langstroth, whom he seconded and supported eagerly in the advancement of
beekeeping, was born at Vaux-SousAubigny, a village on the confines of

Champagne and Burgundy, May
1817, just

a

hundred

MONTHLY, 1.00 A YEAR

HAMILTON, ILL, JUNE, 1917,

LVIl.~No. 6

years ago.

of Charles

while roaming the woods with some
boys and girls of his age, he astonished the girls and pleased them by
leading them to a harvest of most
beautiful roses, in a remote corner of

Dadant

His liking for bees inducel him to

own bees

early.
In the American
Bee Journal of 1868, the third volume,
he gave interesting reminiscences of
his amateur beginnings in beekeeping.

the forest.

22,

A

short account of his life, showing the
obstacles he met and the success he
finally achieved, may encourage some
of our young men, who are similarly
laboring under difficulties, to keep up
the struggle and perhaps also succeed.

He was given an education for the
purpose of becoming a physician like
his own father. But he had the tastes
of a nature lover, or, as he explained
himself in homely words "J'avais
des gouts dc paysan" (I had the inclinations of a peasant). That is to
say, he loved life in the fields and the
woods, plants, flowers, bees, birds,
He learned early how to graft,
etc.
and when about 12 years old amused
himself by budding beautiful varieties of roses upon wild rose bushes in
the woods, so that a few years later,

it

:

THE SAME SPOT

IN

iqu,

VIEWED FROM THE OTHER SIDE

CHARLES DADANT'S BIRTHPLACE

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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Circumstances and the necessity of
earning a living compelled him to go
into the wholesiale dry goods business, first as a clerk

and

later

as

a

partner in the firm, located in the
ancient city of Langres.
This old city, built by the Romans,
under the name of Andomatunum,
over 2,000 years ago, is situated on a
high plateau which makes the continental divide of the French streams
running to the Mediterranean, the
Atlantic and the North Sea. The city
towers above the surrounding country, is surrounded with high walls and
is therefore inaccessible to ordinary
railroad lines. It was once the capital
It
of the Lingones, a Gallic tribe.
was a fine center when stage coaches
ascended to it by a winding road. But
the advent of the railroad, in 1856,
which benefited the cities of the valley, left the proud fortress in isolaBusiness went down and the
tion.
wholesale dry goods firm had to close
Seven years later, Mr. Daits doors.
dant, reduced to poverty, emigrated
to America with his family and set-

LANGRES-ONE OF THE OLD FORTIFIED
tied in Hamilton, hoping to be able to
f-ollow his old love for country life
and intending to grow grapes, the

CITIES OF

FRANCE

principal crop of the land of his birth
and especially of his native village in

Champagne.
But grapes proved unprofitable. In
1864 he obtained from a friend tvi'O
hives of common bees in ordinary
boxes. These he transferred first in
the clumsy movable-frame hives he

had known

in

Europe.

A

little later,

liaving read in the American .•\griculturist of the success of Quinby, he
procured his book, then that of Langstroth. and finally transferred all his
bees into Quinby hives, which he later
enlarged and improved into what is
now the Dadant hive.

His first j-ears in America were
very strenuous. He had no knowledge of English and was 47 years old,
at his arrival here.

With uncommon

tenacity he decided to learn English
by his own effort as he had learned to

CHARLES DADANT AT

3o.

IN

1847

CHARLES DADANT AT

55

AMERICAN

1917
lie
boyliood,
graft
roses in his
bouglit a pocl<et dictionary and subscribed to the New York Tribu.. :.
Having no other way of learning the
he slowly and persistently
news,
translated the information of the
weekly happenings with his dictionary. Within a short time he was able
to read from an American paper the
current news so readily that he often

read them to his wife in French as if
the paper had been i)rinted in the
French language. That quick grasping of the language enabled him to
write for the American Bee Journal,
as soon as he began receiving it.
In 1867, his apiary increased rapidly,
so rapidly that he found himself short
of empty hives and needing more.
his purse was
empty, so he tore up the floor of an
attic which was made of wide boards
of one-inch lumber, in the log house
inhabited by the family, to procure
lumber for hive making. The reward
came the following year, 1868, when
he harvested his first large crop. We
have no data as to its quantity, but it
amounted to several thousand pounds
and honey sold at a high price then.
In 1872 Charles Dadant made a trip

Lumber was high and
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man. The faults had been discovered,
the proper methods traced. In 1874,

ridiculed him, but

careful instructions, followed
with great exactness, Florini, of Monselice,
succeeded in sending him
about 100 queens with L'ss than S per
cent loss. Italian queens direct from
Italy were supplied to nearly all the
.\mcrican breeders within two or
three years. Long before that time.
Parsons, Langstroth, Grimm and others had made importations, but none

arguments and sarcastic replies

after

on so large a scale and none so sucand cheaply, for Adam
cessfully
Grimm imiiorted his Italian bees
in full colonics at great expense. But
others soon followed. Jones, of Canada, made a trip to Egypt. Cyprus and
the Holy Land and various races of
bees were brought to America.
Charles Dadant was aiv- indefatigable writer. Anxious to see the Europeans adopt the practical methods of
our successful teachers, Langstroth
and Quinby. he sent articles on beekeeping to the French, Swiss and Italian bee magazines. Hamet, the publisher of the French "Apiculteur,"

whelmed him with

was

later changed to that of "Kevue
Internationale D' Apiculture."
In 1874 Mr. Dadant published in the
French language a "Petit Cours d'Apiculture."
In 1885, Mr. Langstroth,
who was unable to continue the re-

work "The Hive
and Honey Bee," was advised by
Chas. Muth, of Cincinnati, to put this
work in the hands of the Dadants.
The intention was to have the work
done under the supervision of Mr.
Langstroth. But an old nervous trouvision of his classic

tried importing, succeeding fairly well
with Dr. Blumhoff, of Biasca, Italian
Switzerland.
But the death of this
breeder and repeated failure
able
with other men, determined him to

He had been

writing articles on American beekeeping which were appreciated and was

member of the
association.
So he was already well known, and this was sure
to help his success. But nevertheless,
the importations of that year were a
made an honorary
Italian

dead

failure.

success for

However,

tlie

failure spells

indomitably persistent

CHARLES DADANT AT

MRS. CHARLES

to his

taunts that he finally refused to forward his magazine to him. He lived
long enough to find himself flooded
with the American methods, and when
he died his little magazine had given
in to the current of beekeeping progress.
I'crtrand, the Swiss publisher
who only lately died, began in 1879
the publication of a "Bulletin d'Apiculture" of which Mr. Dadant was
one of the principal contributors and
the name of which, at his suggestion,

to Italy to secure Italian bees. He had
bought his first Italian queen in 1866,
of an Ohio breeder, A. Gra}-. Then he

cross the ocean himself.

Mr. Dadant oversuch convincing

DADANT AT

:5.

IN

1847
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which had compelled him for
years to abstain from all brain work,
again stopped this project. The accompanying manuscript letter explains how, after making arrangeble,

revision, Mr. Langstroth was compelled to leave this
work entirely to his revisers.
The first edition of the Langstroth-

ments

for

the

Dadant "Hive and Honey Bee" was
published in 1888. In 1891, a French
translation by Charles Dadant, was
published
der the
Bertrand.

in

Geneva, Switzerland, un-

management

of

Edouard

This has gone through one

^^

^^.

revision and three editions. A Russian translation by Kandratieff, of
Petrograd, was published in 1892, of
which four editions have appeared. A
Spanish translation by Pons-Fabregues, of the latest revision, was published in Barcelona, in 1915.
In 189S Mr. Dadant lost his loving
wife, then aged 7i years. He lived till
July 16th, 1902, surrounded by his
children and grandchildren, with the
satisfaction of seeing the full success
of his undertakings and a continuation of his work in the younger generations.

^Uy
'-y/i<^c.^rre^y

^YX K^r^

(Jrc/c^

June

An Amusing
nection

Incident in Con-

With Bee Escapes

BY

G.

C.

GREINER.

WHEN

taking off supers bymeans
of the bee-escape it sometimes
happens that for one reason or
another bees have not made use of the
escape as the beekeeper expected they
would. As a rule, I apply the escapes
during the latter part of the day, and
find my supers generally free from bees
the next morning. But if they have not
left their supers by that time, we can
be quite sure that there is something
wrong, either with the escape or with
the bees. A few scattering bees in a
There are
super does not matter.
always a few stray ones. But when I
find a super full of them, when I see at
there is trouble of
first glance that
some kind, I simply cover such supers
up again and leave them until the next
day. That most always clears them,
unless the escape has become clogged
or there is brood in some of the sections.

Last
of

fall,

some

of

when

my

sorting the contents

last supers, I

found one

super from which, it seemed, hardly
any bees had passed through the escape. Some of the sections were completely covered with bees, while others
had only scattering ones. To gather
up my supers I run the wheelbarrow
along the back of the hive rows, where
on the previous night the escapes have
been placed and load them one after
another onto the rig. When the load

completed— I generally take four or
time — I take them to the honey
house and set them endwise on the
floor near the screen-door. The few

is

five at a

bees that are left in the supers usually
take wing and go to the screen-door
by the time I am ready to look their
super over.
When I gathered up one of my loads
I had not noticed that one of the supers
contained so many bees until I was
about to empty it. Under similar circumstances I had often taken sections
to the door and with a feather brushed
the bees outdoors. The same I intended to do with these; but being so
many more to handle I took the whole
super outdoors and used the first hive
as a table on which to set the section
holders during the operation. As the
brushing ofT proceeded I noticed that
the bees, as they took wing, did not
immediately take a line towards their
hive, but kept hovering around me a
However, I
little more than natural.
did not consider that very strange as
bees under similar conditions always
act somewhat bewildered before they
get straightened up.
Just then I was called to dinner.
When I entered the house my daughter
met me at the door, and looking me
" Father, what
over wonderingly said
is the matter with you, you are all covered with bees." "Well," I replied, "what
of it, sweep 'em off." So, she taking a
wing, we both stepped onto the veranda to proceed with the sweeping off.
She had hardly begun her task when
again she remarked: "Yes, and the
under your sweater."
all
bees are
These words had hardly left her mouth
when in greatest wonderment she exclaimed: "Well! I declare, your hippocket is full of bees." And, sure
enough, I could hear them buzz.
:

CHARLES DADANTS MOTHER,

IN

1865

—
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That was a nice predicament, and to
dispose of that pocket full of bees was
somewhat of a puzzle. To dislodge
them would have been an easy matter
by shaking the garments upside down,
if I had
not been in them, but I could
not very well shake myself with my
feet in the air.
After considering and
debating the situation most thoroughly
I finally decided
to go back to the
honey house where I could separate
myself from any or all of my garments
unmolested. This accomplished, it was
comparatively easy, standing at the
open door, to shake the bees outdoors,
although scantily attired as I was, the
situation was none too enjoyable; at
times a little more protection to my
anatomy would have been more ac-

fermentation ?
That is a very live question in this section, and has been since we have produced honey crops here. It shows here
every year, some years worse than
others. We have thought it came from
a plant, and for a long time blamed it
to cotton honey and also to several
other plants. We also put the blame
on the weather, but had to abandon

ceptable.

that idea also.

A

solution to the strange behavior
of the bees in this case is not difficult
to find.
Undoubtedly the queen was
in that super when it was taken from
the hive, and when
the bees were
swept from the sections she, too, had
to take wing.
Accidentally she lit on
my body near the hip-pocket, and its
bee scent (I always carry my hive-tool
in that pocket) attracted her in that
direction to look for a hiding place.
Having once entered the pocket it was
only a natural consequence that the

bees followed her.

La

Salle, N. Y.

Second Hand Cans

Fermenting Honey
BY W.

notice in your
in the April number,
your visit to Mr. Kenyon, that
trouble with "ferment in the
Is he sure it is a ferment ?
Do

MR.write-up
he has
cells."
all

gases

We

NULL.

U.

EDITOR,

I

come from

know where to put
costs this section thousands of dollars. That it is not a ferment I am sure, as we extracted samples and sent to the Department of
simply do not

the blame.

It

Agriculture at Washington to examine.
We sorted out all the extracting combs
in one part of one yard that showed the
" blow out," as the boys call it, and extracted a 600-pound tank of it. After
letting it stand some weeks, we sent
one 2-pound sample from the top of
the tank and another from the bottom
and asked Dr. Phillips to have the
chemists find out what was the trouble.
They sent back an analysis of both
samples and pronounced it of good
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quality and nothing wrong with it, and
yet the foam rose several inches on top
of that tank.
The honey was good, but
it spoils the appearance of
sections, as
it blows out thecappings and leaks out.
I have known
a 13-ounce section to
leak out to 4 ounces.
it

When

it

seems

all

lates,

it

is

extracted and used liquid,
right.

But when

A

slightly

acid,

A.

sults.

Mr. Harte, who had charge of the
AUenville yards, where he produced
one year 19 tons of honey from 500 colonies, lost heavily from the " blow out"
that year. He spent a great deal of
time for six years trying to find the
cause, but he died as ignorant of it as
the rest of us.
Demopolis, Ala.

F.

ago

enough so

redden blue litmus paper
ture of 70 degrees in far
minute.

It is this

the tin, rusts

it,

that
at a
less

it

will

temperathan one

acid which attacking

far sooner, at

any

rate,

than moisture will.
The cans we use are but thinly coated
with tin, just enough of the metal to
protect the steel a reasonable time, and
when drained will soon eat out, exposing the steel to the action of air and
moisture.

took a new can, put into it a lump
enough, I thought, to cover
and an inch of the sides,
melted it over a hot fire, rolled the can
about and set down to cool. I next put
in some honey and poured it out.
I
recently dissected this can, and the
protected parts
were as clean and
bright as when new. At the same time
I took a
second-hand can, washed it,
dried it well over a good heat, and
I

of paraffin,

the bottom

coating it as was the first one, treated
it the same.
The result was the same.
I see no reason why we cannot coat
the whole inside of the tin containers,
?nd thus make them available for sec-

ond and even third use. The expense
would not exceed, for wax and time,
two cents per can, but if ten cents it
would still be a good investment.

Buck Grove, Iowa.
[The experience of Mr. Pellett at
Chicago, where he found that honey in
second-hand cans sold for 2 cents less
per pound than that in new cans, would
indicate that unless we can make our
cans look new on the outside as well,
it is a loss of money to use secondhand cans. But they can probably be
used for other purposes, and Dr. Bonney's idea may help save them. Editor. ]

DR. FRANCOIS

granu-

out the lids of friction-top cans. When
it is liquefied it is all
right again until
it commences
to granulate again.
It
granulates very quickly.
It seems to me this is a chance for
the Department of Agriculture to put
some investigator to work to the advantage of a big section of country.
We have so many plants here that are
common in New York and so many
that are not, that by checking one
locality against the other the guilty
plant may be found out and the trouble
may possibly be overcome. There are
many plants upon which our bees work
that are not identified in the crop and
may yet have an influence on the re-

BONNEY.
I
conceived the
bright idea that I could so fix
my tin containers that they
would not rust, and thereby save them.
Honey, I argued .with myself, is always
BY

YEAR

it

generates enough gas to blow

DADANT, FATHER OF CHARLES DADANT.
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ment them. The beginner would hardly
find it just the book to read through,

free.
indi-

December.

1Q17.

Situation

The condition of the sugar market
has a great influence on the honey
knows. The
market, as every one
Bureau of Crop Estimates at Washington furnishes a report of sugar conditions, production, imports and exports.
It is too lengthy to find place in our
columns, but a few facts gleaned from
it

will be of interest.

The consumption

of sugar in the United States

from 1913

to 1916 inclusive, has been 80.7, 90, 84.4

and

81.2

pounds

per capita.

During

production and imports
have steadily increased from 0,590,000,-

that time, the

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.—We do not
send a recept for money sent us to pay subscription, but change
the date on your

daily.

Doctor Miller's "Thousand Answers
Beekeeping Questions " is a clothbound book of 276 pages. The two
books will make a capital combination
for any beginner, and every beekeeper
young or old will find the answer book
to

Copyright:

IQ17

by C.

P.

Dadant.

be successful. There are 178 illustrations which explain the text fully.
The book begins with the natural
history of the bee. After describing
the bee family and outlining the part
played by the different members in the
economy of the hive, the products,
honey, wax, propolis, pollen, etc., are

Two new

bee books have recently

The reader

is

led

along easy stages

from the bee family to the establishment of an apiary, care of the bees and
the selection of equipment. No important part of the beekeeper's program is
overlooked. Simple directions for har-

are given.

The second book is " A Thousand
Answers to Beekeeping Questions," by

than 20 years. The novice and man of
experience have alike brought to this
department their most perplexing problems with the result that a wonderful
fund of beekeeping information has

find the right

number

to

reach a spe-

from the American Bee
Journal press. "First Lessons in Beekeeping," by C. P. Dadant, editor of
this Journal, was issued early in the
year. Although the book retains the
same title as the old book published by
George W. York & Co., of Chicago,

problem is not easy even to those
having the files, it seemed desirable to
rearrange this material in convenient

several years ago,

terest fell to

been issued

it is

in fact entirely

new. This is entirely rewritten and is
Some of the
not a mere revision.
larger volumes go into detail with so
many different methods of doing the
same work as to confuse the novice.
This book, which contains 167 pages,
is nicely bound in cloth, is designed to
give the fundamentals which every beginner is bound to know in order to

cific

form.

The

issues

since

task

covering

all
the
out the
frequently asked, toothers of general in-

of

1895,

questions most
gether with all

and

sifting

Maurice G. Dadant. Some
questions have been answered dozens
of times, and the answer covering the
ground most completely has been

Some

subjects are discussed
from several different angles, thus cov-

chosen.

everyday service.

of

Getting Crop

We

ing the ground very fully. The subject
of increase occupies eight pages, answering 22 questions. In addition several more pages are devoted to swarm-

f.

Rei>ort.s

c.

p.

and Prices

attention of our readers

call the

again to our crop and market page in
the back part of this magazine. The
general trend of all food prices is

upward and the price

of

honey

is

bound

advance with them.

to

described.

accumulated in the files of the American Bee Journal. Since the back numbers are accessible to but few, and to

Book.s

questions that will present themselves

In case of

Dr. C. C. Miller, associate editor of this
Journal. All our readers are familiar
with the Question and Answer Department conducted by Dr. Miller for more

New Bee

Lessons in Beekeeping," he will
just the thing to answer the

been received and credited.
errors, please write us.

unless submarine activities make the
exports unsafe, there will continue to

doubt.

it

money has

vesting the crop, wintering the bees
and detection and treatment of disease

be an increased demand.
We can conclude safely that, although
no shortage of sugar need be feared,
the price will probably remain firm and
the demand good. Firm prices in sugar
will make firm prices in honey without

find

address, which shows that the

But the
to 7,(318,000,000.
export in 1916 over 1915 is .584,000,000
pounds greater. So the stock on hand
Besides there is a probis reduced.
ability of great demand in Europe, and

000 pounds

consecutively, to learn the fundamentals
of beekeeping, but after reading the
" First

THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
The Sugar

surprised to find the amount
has been crowded
is not designed to
supplant the text books but to supple-

copy

'of

Illinois

swarm prevention.

is

of information that
into this book. It
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cates the end of the month to which subscription is paid. For instance, "deci?" on
your label shows that it is paid to the end
1st Nat'l

June

The

of prices and price
sometimes a puzzling
matter, since some few reporters tend

ideas

collection

on honey

make

to

is

the situation look roseate or

glum, to

suit selfishly their

own

ends.

For instance, in our last reports we
had two from beekeepers announcing
that prospects were the brightest ever
that the crop would be phenomenally
large and the prices of honey correspondingly low. Both of these reporters
suggested 7 cents as a liberal price for
white extracted honey. Had we not
known that both of these parties were
in the market .for many cars of honey,
the influence on our summary would
have been greater. No doubt that there
are many also who will report when
they have good crops, but neglect to
report when the crop is a failure.
We have had some suggestions that

we

publish reports from individual
sources instead of a summary. However, for the reasons given above and
also because many will give more full
reports when they are assured that no
names will be mentioned, we believe
the

summary,

if

conducted properly,

is

better.

A

Legal Service Department
For some time past we have been

considering the establishment of a
Legal
Service Department
of
the

American Bee Journal. There are many
ways in which such a department may
be of service to our readers. We cannot of course offer free legal services
except advice, but we hope that our
readers will consult us freely in regard
to any

legal

problem that confronts
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them

as far as

pertains to

it

bees or

any phase of beelteeping. If your town
council undertakes to pass an ordinance prohibiting the keeping of bees
within the limits of the town we will be
glad to take the matter up with them
and do what we can to protect the
There are
rights of the beekeeper.
many other questions which we can
help to answer, and this service will be
every subscriber of

rendered freely to
this Journal.

The Service Department

will be in
correspondent, Mr.
Frank C. Pellett.of Atlantic, Iowa, who
is a licensed attorney in the State of
he gave up all
Missouri, although
thought of practice ten years ago in
order to live in the country and keep
bees.
Questions of general interest
will be answered through the Bee Journal, other questions will be answered
Letters may be sent direct to
direct.
Mr. Pellett or to this office.
Beekeepers who are interested in
legislation for the benefit of the industry may also call upon us for sugges-

charge of our

staff

tions in regard to the form of drawing
bills

to get

and also organizing a campaign
them passed. Mr. Pellett has had

considerable experience in legislative
matters, and should be able to give
valuable assistance in such cases. It
was the demand for assistance in such

termination such efforts as have been
undertaken by the beekeepers and in
which they manifest an interest. There
are several States which have no inspection laws; there are places where
the beekeeping interest, should
be
protected from fruit growers who spray
while trees are in bloom, there are
questions of freight rates, adulteration

and misbranding of honey and many
other problems affecting the beekeeper
which need attention. When you meet
these problems we offer you our assistance.

College

Work

in
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beeswax, he has to pay also a
higher price for foundation. But it indicates a tendency to the firmness in

for his

price of

luspentioii in Mii-hi(^aii

A

circular letter to Michigan beekeepfrom their inspec{or, Mr. B. F. Kin
dig, announces that there is available

ers

for inspection $1,500 more than in lillti.
This money becomes available July I.
There is also a new law in Michigan
making it a misdemeanor punishable
by fine to keep bees in boxhives or
hives with crooked combs.

Beekeepius

Mr. Pellett announces to us that
Prof. Millen has now 75 girls taking
the special course in beekeeping at
Ames College. Let the good work
go on.

Wide

The

of

price of

Beeswax

beeswax

is greater than
has been since 1884, or for 33 years.
Its high price then was caused by the
new use of comb foundation. But the
high prices lasted only a few months.
Now, although beeswax is fairly abunit

dant, its price

is

evidently a reflection

of the price of

all

commodities.

This is a two-edge sword, for if the
beekeeper secures a remunerative price

Si)a<"ing lor

Kxtracting

Since the Bee Journal advised wide
spacing of combs in the extracting
super, I use only seven frames for the
eight-frame hives, and I find that this
is

The Price

honey for the coming winter.

a gain.

Thebees

will build the

combs

very thick, and I find that in this manner seven combs will give even more
honey than eight combs in the same
super would have given. Besides this,
I need to
uncap only seven combs in
the eight-frame hives, and should I be
short with combs, then I am able to
supply eight supers instead of seven,
with the same number of combs with
no shorter crop of honey from this
source.
Bro. Al Veith.
St. Meinrad, Ind.

matters from our readers that led us to
establish the Legal Service DepartmentOn the urgent request of Iowa bee-

keepers
to

sent Mr. Pellett to Chicago

we

rate hearing

attend the

honey.
that as

Our readers
result

a

of

will
this

on comb
remember

hearing the

on comb honey in the West
was greatly reduced. At the request
of prominent beekeepers we also sent
Mr. Pellett to Washington in company
with Mr. Root to urge upon the members of congress the importance of
freight rate

extension work in beekeeping. A special appropriation sufficient to place

men

was the result of
committee
and of the other beekeepers working
in the same direction.
Calls of this kind are becoming increasingly frequent and demonstrate
three
the

in the field

combined

efforts of this

olt._it,a.i_.,^

^&*y /-S:!^

^^ ^
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the need of a special source of information and assistance in such matters.

President Jager, of the National Beekeepers' Association, has recently reappointed Mr. Pellett, as a member of
the legislative

Ui,^^ H-n-L^

(Z^^^^•^

—-ay
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committee of the Na-

and has outlined a rather elaboprogram of work to be undertaken

tional,

rate

for that organization in the interest of

y^^

beekeeping.
It should be borne in mind that we
do not propose to start new things or
promote litigation, but only to offer
assistance in bringing to a successful

L,'\NGSTROTH'S

LETTER TO CHAS. DADANT REPORTING INABILITY TO
HELP IN REVISING HIS BOOK
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The

BY FRANK

C.

work be abandoned.

PELLETT.

Annual Report as State
Iowa, I proposed
that some radical changes be made
in the inspection law. It was proposed
that the appointment of the inspector
be taken out of politics and left to the
State Board of Education the same as

my

Fifth

IN Bee Inspector of

all

college professors are selected.

It

was further proposed that a man be
employed on full time and that questions of marketing, wintering and other
beekeeping problems be given the
same attention that is given to the conWhen the proposed
trol of disease.
changes were presented to the Iowa
beekeepers

at

the

State convention

it

was distinctly stated that under no circumstances would I be a candidate for
the

new

seem

to

position, as I did not wish to
be striving to make a better

position for my own benefit.
After the beekeepers had endorsed
the proposed change in the law the
matter was taken up with the Attorney
General and the President of the Agricultural College, and a bill drawn which
covered the ground of the proposed
changes and yet which eliminated
things to which either the Attorney
General or the college objected. It was
only the day before adjournment of the
Legislature that the final action was

taken

when

a

did not at any time

propose that the
Misleading statements appeared in the newspapers and
some misunderstanding has resulted. A
careful reading of my Fifth Report
should make it clear that at no time
was it intended to do away with inspecI

New Iowa Law

conference committee of

the house and senate harmonized a difference in regard to the appropriation
for the support of the work. Their report was adopted by unanimous vote of
both houses.
Since there is some misunderstanding of the things which I first proposed
and which the new law provides for,
judging by the editor's comments and
also those by Mr. Bender, it may not
be out of place to give some details of
the provisions of the new law which
carries out the suggestions as made in
my report to the governor.
On page 232 of Productive "Beekeeping," I made this prophecy: "Within
a few years the inspection work, instead
of being under direction of a separate
State department, as now in many
States, will be organized in connection
with extension work in beekeeping."
Iowa, as far as I know, is the first
State to adopt this plan. Judging from
the comments that have appeared in

the American Bee Journal, there seems
to be an impression that we proposed
to abandon inspection for extension.
(See page 92). Rather have we proposed that it be enlarged and that the
limited funds available be expended
more efficiently by giving demonstrations to groups of beekeepers rather
than by going through every hive in a
certain limited number of apiaries. Our
new law requires the State apiarist to
inspect bees suspected of being affected
with foulbrood or other contagious or
infectious disease common to bees, on
written request of one beekeeper. The
old law required such request to be
signed by at least three beekeepers.
The new law provides a penalty or fine
of $50 or 30 days imprisonment in the
county jail for failure to give proper
treatment.
I did propose that the State office of
bee inspector be abolished, and the
inspection work placed under direction
of the college. It was the political office
which I suggested to be abolished, but

tion entirely.

In addition to the provision for inspection, we have the added advantage
of being able to call for assistance in
marketing, wintering, or other problems in the care of the apiary or the
production of honey.
There were some dangerous provisions in the old law. The appointment
was left to the governor, and might
easily have been given as a political
reward, as is too often the case with
appointive offices.
Some other provisions of the old law, which might
easily become a menace rather than a
protection to the beekeeper, have been
removed. The inspection laws in several of the States contain provisions
which are unconstitutional in the opinion of very able lawyers, and if put to
the test in the courts, they are quite
likely to
be overturned completely,
leaving the beekeeping interests without protection. All these things have
been considered in drawing the Iowa
law, and, while it is not yet all that
may be desired, we feel that it is a long
step in advance for Iowa beekeeping
interests.
The old law remains in
effect until July 1, at which time the
office of bee inspector as at present
constituted goes out of existence and
the present inspector will be relieved
of further responsibility for the work.
The new official is to be designated
as State Apiarist, and is to be appointed
by the State Board of Education on the
recommendation of the director of
agricultural extension and the professor of entomology of the college of
agriculture.
The college authorities
have not yet announced their selection
of a man to fill the place. It is very
probable that a man already connected
with the institution will be selected.
Atlantic, Iowa.

A

Foundation Foulbrood Cure
BY

A.

F.

WAGNER.

CALL my

I

method the " Wagner
F"oundation Foulbrood Cure" because the one and the same frame

used in every manipulation. In introducing this method for the cure of
American foulbrood, I want to state
that I have tried every known method
advocated the last 15 years, both with
and without drugs, having been inspector of apiaries for nine years. I found
drugs an absolute failure.
The McEvoy treatment is all right
when properly done. But it caused so
much confusion from absconding and
from stray bees entering healthy colonies that I gave it up. How many peo"The colony I
ple make the remark:
treated is all right but I have several
new cases." Exactly as I stated, too
much confusion, bees from diseased
entering healthy colonies
colonies
loaded with honey. The secret of the
whole thing is to remove the diseased
comb and honey with the least confuis

sion possible.

METHOD OF TREATMENT.
Never undertake

to

treat

diseased

June
colonies unless there is a reasonable
flow of honey coming in, neither do
any work at night, as in this treatment
it is
not necessary. On the first day

remove

all

combs and honey

except the

should ordinarily leave
Insert
five or six combs with brood.
in the center of this one frame containing about two inches of coynb foundation.
Leave in this condition about 48 hours.
By the end of that period the foundation should be well drawn out and you
are ready for the next operation. Now
place a new or clean hive containing
full sheets of comb foundation in the
old location. Shake all the bees from
the diseased comb and hive into this.
'P\3iCS the frame containing the dra-wn
comb foundation in the new hive next
to the wall. This should by this time
be drawn out considerably. The diseased combs should be treated by the
usual method. If you are prepared to
melt this into wax by having proper
utensils, well and good, otherwise burn
them. By all means take no chances.
Now you are to wait another 48 hours
brood.

This

are to remove the frame containing the two inches of comb foundation and the two adjoining frames.
If you have followed the directions
you may be absolutely certain that the
disease is cured. Your bees have not
been greatly disturbed, as they have
had no such radical treatment as would
cause confusion or the tendency to abscond. They have consumed all the
diseased honey in drawing out the
comb foundation, and with the consumption of the honey the disease disappeared.
Let me dwell a little longer on the
frame containing the tzco inches of comb
foundation. This is the entire secret
of success. It answers a double pur-

when you

pose first, prevention of absconding;
diseased honey
of
second, storage
;

is removed in the last operation.
Therefore, your success depends upon
the frame. The strength of the colony
will tell you how many combs should
be removed with this frame at the last
treatment; usually one or two is advisable, never remove more.
In writing this I take it for granted
that you are familiar enough with bee
diseases that it will not be necessary to
describe the symptoms. If you are in
any doubt, call for the inspector.
Above all be sure you are certain of
the disease. This is an absolute cure
for American foulbrood.
Imperial Valley, Calif.

which

Treatment of Foulbrood
BY GALE H. PATTERSON.

HAVE

read with

much

interest the

by J. L. Byer on American
foulbrood in the American Bee
Journal of November, 1916, and am
surprised that he should still recommend the old method of shaking bees
on starters and shaking again at the
end of three days onto full sheets of
foundation, as I supposed that this
treatment had become obsolete in the
and other method taken its
east,
place as they have in Colorado. We

I

article

used this method for several years, as
it was the only treatment we knew of
at that time, and while it almost invariably effected a cure, we found that
about half of the treated colonies would
abscond after the second shake.

1917
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We

empty hive to shake the bees on, driving; them in with a little smoke, after
which the paper or cloth should be

combs of honey for each colony, at the
last extracting. These combs of honey
are in the extracting super next to the

tried using a piece of queen-excluder zinc over the entrance, and still
they frequently would abscond leaving
the queen and a few drones inside the

seemed that the first shake
would throw the bees into great consternation from which they would have
just about recovered, when on the third
day they were again shaken from their
pretty drawn combs, leaving them in a
condition so discouraged and hopeless
that they were slow to begin work
screen.

again

We
way

It

if

they did so at all.
so many colonies in this

lost

that sometimes
the limit with work,

when crowded

to
a question
whether it would not pay to destroy
the diseased colonies, entirely and at
it

was

once, and be done with it. Some beekeepers of our acquaintance began the
method of shaking diseased colonies
directly on full sheets of foundation,
without the second shake, but this did
not always effect a cure, and to be
obliged to treat them again that season
made extra work besides reducing the
colony to a nucleus.
About this time we heard of the starvation method and tried it at once,
shaking the bees into an empty hive
and screening them in and setting in
the cellar for three days. This was a
sure cure, for the bees always starved
to death in less than three days, the
most of them dying inside of two days,
but after some experiments we found
hours always
that starving for 24
effected a cure, and we could also save
the bees as they would hang quietly in
a cluster like a swarm, and when given
frames of foundation would go to woik
with great energy.
The method of treatment finally
evolved always gave good results, and
we now use it entirely, and when serving in the capacity of County Bee Inspector, the writer always uses and
recommends this plan, as it is simple
and easy and reasonably sure.
We have discontinued putting the
bees into the cellar as it is not necessary, but prefer to put the new hive on
the old location and cover with a
shade-board. We also think it best to
spread a paper or cloth in front of

APIARY OV

E. F.

Notice that the

first

gathered up and burned.
A stick or empty frame with a small
piece of burlap hung over it is a good
thing for the bees to cluster on, and
should be placed in the middle of the
hive so that when you open up the hive
next day you can slip in the frames of
foundation on each side until the hive
Then the empty frame
is nearly full.
with burlap and cluster may be shaken
and the bees falling on the bottom of
the hive will quickly run up on frames
of foundation. The remaining frames
can be slipped in, the cover put on, and
you can feel sure that you have done a

good

job.

We

do not claim to have originated
method, as it seems to be in common practice with many Colorado beekeepers and perhaps elsewhere. So I
suppose that they tried different plans
until they found one adapted to their
requirements as we did.
Cedaredge, Colo.
this

^^

Spring Management of Bees
BY

E.

F.

ATWATER.

NOT

so very long ago the writer
wrote a million dollar article
for a bee-publication. I was not
paid a million for it, you can bank on
that.
Worse, probably not one reader
in one hundred really grasped its value.

A

little

know.

out of

But take

the

beaten path, you

my word

for

it, it

was

can make and
save that amount for the beekeepers.
Save time, save work, build big coloa million dollar article;

make big crops.
principle is simple abundant
stores at a distance from the brood, in
spring breeding time. And those stores
preft-rably near the entrance. In this
mild climate, we prepare for this in the
fall.
now produce mostly extracted honey, with an average of over
1000 colonies for some years past, and
as is well known, colonies run for extracted honey are often a little light in
stores, so we leave two to five extra
nies to

—

The

We

ATWATER

IN IDAHO
two rows face each other

brood-nest, and the remainder of the
space is filled with empty combs. As
early in the fall as possible, we " reverse," that is to say, we put the super
with the extra combs of honey, underneath the brood-nest, which brings
the cluster in the upper hive where heat
is best conserved.
Of course the colony must have stores enough in the
brood-nest so they will not starve in a
cold spell of
winter weather.
All
through the fall, the bees are carrying

honey from the combs below up into

the

brood-nest, resulting in a little
brood-rearing, some young bees
for winter, and a more compact arrangement of the winter stores.
But the big gain is in the spring.
Then the bees are constantly, when
weather permits, carrying up stores,
which encourages brood-rearing to the
utmost.
The bees will be far more
active than in a small hive, where the
stores are in compact form, all quite
near the cluster, as with the stores so
far from the cluster, the bees' instinct
causes them to carry stores into or
close to the brood-nest.
If there had been any combs the previous fall, which were new, and full of
honey, too tender to extract, these are
the very best to leave under the broodnest, as such combs will be emptied
and the honey carried above before the
honey in old combs will be touched.
Now, when spring comes and you
are working your bees, take nearly all
the honey not in combs containing
brood, and put it in the hive-body below the brood-nest, filling the broodnest with
first-class
worker-combs.
Now leave them alone. Result is that
the queen has almost unlimited room
to lay in the upper body for weeks to
come, and with the desire to surround
the brood with honey from below.
This when carried up is unsealed
and in the best possible condition to
favor activity within the hive; the best
of results are obtained in brood. rearing. Colonies so prepared should have
a small entrance. No daily fussing and
feeding, but results as good or better
than with any other plan of spring
rnanagement, unless weather conditions should be extraordinarily unfavorable. The queen will not be crowded for room to lay nearly so soon as
when stores and brood are confined to
one hive-body. In this connection the
writer believes that the application of
the principle of stores far from the
brood is one reason why large hives so
often prove superior to small hives, as
in the large hive there is usually a
goodly supply of honey, far removed
from the actual brood-nest or cluster
through a large part of the spring
breeding season.
Briefly, put honey from the broodnest, in early spring, into a hive-body
under the brood-nest, filling up both
bodies with good w irker comb for
easy, profitable, best spring breeding.
The writer has seen stronger colonies by this plan than any other, and
speaks from an experience of 20 years
with crops as large as 80,000 to 110,000
in a rather poor location.
Meridian, Idaho.
later

[The only objection we can see, in
above suggestions

this climate, to the
is

the possibility of

some

of the cole-
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treated becoming weak by
winter or spring losses and being robbed, because of
the exposed honey.
nies thus

Bees naturally place their brood between the entrance and their stores,
and would hasten to remove honey
placed in an exposed situation as practiced by Mr. Atwater.
Editor.]

Pigmaturation.
be important in
food making, and pigmented cell sap

plant species for a certain period is of
great advantage to the plant, since it

may

similar fashion. Hawk moths detect
distance of several meters the presence of fragrant but invisible nocturnal
flowers, and bees have been seen to fly
directly toward honey artificially hidden. Indeed, there are reasons for believing that many insects are able to
detect odors that are inappreciable to

equally of advantage to the bees,
since the nectar or pollen is all of the
same quality, and since time and energy
are saved in that exactly the same process is repeated in each flower that is
visited.
The collapse of the color preference theory is well shown in those
cases in which different individuals of
a given plant species have flowers of
different colors. In such species bees
soon learn the essential likeness of the
differently colored flowers, going from
one color to another indifferently. In
other words, bees learn to ignore differences in color that are unaccompanied by differences in nectar or pollen.
Even if bees prove to be the only
insects with a color sense, other insects
certainly are able to appreciate differences in tone, as they appear in a photographic print where whites and various colors come into sharp contrast
with the darkness of the foliage. Similarly, the prevalent whiteness of nocturnal flowers makes them more con-

human

spicuous

chemistry of

mented

BY

L.

BECAME
was

H.

I

a

PAMMEL.

interested in bees

when

boy on

where I became acquainted with
Dr. Wm. Trelease, the professor of
botany, who had published some papers
on the pollination of plants. It was
during the spring of my sophomore
year, when a number of students and I
interested in botany took a course of
lectures and laboratory work on this
sin,

subject.

This

opened

up

to

may

the formation of useless
It is to
be noted that
some wind-pollinated flowers are very
showy, as in the larch and the red
maple. Corollas also are of some importance as protective organs for the
pollen and stigmas, especially in flowers whose corollas close at night and

stormy weather.

The possession

a Wisconsin farm
in the late seventies, and shortly
afterwards it was my pleasure to be
a student in the University of WisconI

fruit

plastids

indicate
by-products.

in

Pollination of Plants

me

a

of a keen sense of
smell by pollinating insects is undoubt
ed, inconspicuous fragrant flowers being visited much more than are showy
ordorless flowers. The readiness with
which flies are drawn to sources of

nauseous

odors

is

well

known, and

they frequent ill-smelling flowers in a
at a

nostrils.

new

world.
I had more than once
heard the name of Darwin and the
great biological work he was doing

The possession of a keen sense of
color is much less certain. The only
insects in which color perception has

mentioned in derision. To the average
laymen he was known only for the
work he had published on the origin of
species and the descent of man. This
was a new field to me. Here was a
great naturalist who found "poetry" in
flowers, who saw and described won-

been definitely demonstrated are the
These highly organized
honeybees.
insects often have been seen to visit

derful contrivances in plants to secure
pollination.
I became acquainted with
the works of Hermann Mueller, Fritz

gaudy but nectarless artificial flowers,
and sometimes they attempt to get at

showy

natural flowers that are under
Frequently they visit colored,
unopened buds and wilted flowers, the
latter being at times approached, even
after they have fallen to the ground.
glass.

Mueller, Hildebrand, Asa Gray, Spren-

Apiarists rather

and Sir John Lubbock and many
other botanists who were students of
flower fertilization as it was then called,
later going by the name of pollination
and now as flower ecology.
The subject was fascinating to me be-

honeybees are able to perceive color
differences, and hence they sometimes

gel

Not only did I become
with
some of our wild

yond measure.
acquainted
plants, but

the

insects

important in

For several years I studied
and made observations on plants at
pollination.

My interest in the subnever ceased.
The sensitiveness of tollinating insects

various times.
ject has

and to odor. It is believed comthat odors and bright colors in
flowers are of great importance as indicators (or "signals") to insects of
the presence of nectar or pollen, and
some observers even go so far as to
suppose that these features have arisen
through natural selection, the insects
more fragrant and
preferring the
showy flowers, while others go unpollinated, so that the plants bearing them

to color

monly

have no progeny. There is no evidence
whatever for the selection theory of
the prevalence of showiness and odor,
and even the theory that insects are
attracted by color and by fragrance
rests too little on experiment and too
much on the untenable assumption that
theory must be true, because nobody
knows any other role for the floral
features.
It is a tenable
hypothesis
that such features are without value
to the flowers possessing them, and
the "signal " theory deserves support
only as it is proven experimentally.
It is not certain that insect attraction
role of colored
is the only possible
corollas; it has been suggested that
they may play an important part in the

June

generally believe that

paint their hives in different colors, so
as to aid the bees in recognizing their
abode. To the extent that color is

perceived by insects, it is a much more
reliable "signal "than odor, since the
latter often is affected by the wind or
masked by other odors. Probably the
characteristic forms of flowers serve
as indices to nectar, especially in the
case of flowers that are conspicuous
by their shape or by their size; some
observers think that form is even more
important than color as an insect
" signal."

Some

investigators believe that hon-

eybees not only perceive colors, but
that they have marked color preferExperiments with honey on
ences.
colored papers seem to show that bees
tend to visit a particular color, even if
others are more conveniently situated,
and elaborate theories have been
worked out on the assumption that
bees dislike yellow and prefer blue,
whence it seems to some observers an
easy postulate that the day of yellow
flowers is waning, and that of blue
flowers is in the ascendant. Such concertainly are unwarranted.
clusions
The constancy of the honeybee to a
a given color, such as blue, does not
mean a preference for blue as such,
but the association of nectar or pollen
with that color. If a bee commences
red flower, or on
its activities on a
honey placed on red paper, it is constant to red.
" In visiting flowers, bees are constant
not only to color, but also to form,
flying from flower to flower of the same
This constancy to a given
species.

means

a

minimum waste

of

pollen.

It

is

would

than

any pigment

color."

A survey of the whole subject may
be obtained from the English translation of " Knuth Handbook of Flower
Pollination," three volumes published
by the Clarendon Press, Oxford, in
1906. This admirable treatise has a
splendid summary of the more important work done along the lines of pollination up to the year 1906. Some work
has, of course, been done since by enIn this
tomologists and botanists.
country John H. Lovell and Graenicher have made a number of important contributions. The flower ecologists have lately missed the contributions formerly made by Charles Robertson, of Carlinville, III. Mr. Robertson
greatly enriched the American literature of the subject.

The following agents

are important
plants: I. Water
(Hydrophilous), Fresh Water Eel grass
II. Wind (Anemophilous), corn, wheat,
III.
Animal (Zoidirye, pine, oak;
ophilous), birds (Ornithopilous),trumpet creeper, snails (Malacophilous),duckweed, aroids, insects i^Eryiitomophilous'),
Large
clover, plum, strawberry, etc.
bee flowers {Melittop/iilotis'), sage, small
bee flowers {Micromellittop/u'lons), parsdogwood, small fly
nip, goldenrod,
flowers {Micromyiophilous), birthwort
with a temporary prison, carrion fly
?[ovitr{Sapromyiophilous)ca.rr'\or\ flower
beetle flowers (^Cantharopiiitous), many
compositae, magnolia, butterfly flowers
(Psycliopfiidous)), pink Sphinx flowers
(Sphingophilous), flowers pollinated by
hawk moths and moths (Xoctuids).
in the pollination of

Loew

and the wild
them into: 1. AlloHemitropous. 3. Eutro-

classified flowers

insects adapted to
2.
tropous.
pous.
The

allotropous

flowers

are

adapted to various kinds of insects
with a short proboscis. The hemitropous flowers are visited by insects
The Eutrowith medium proboscis.
pous flowers are exclusively adapted to
insects possessing a long proboscis.

These flowers are therefore exclusive.
These flowers are pollinated by the
bumblebees, honeybees, and the Lepidoptera, e. g., butterflies and moths.
(1) self-pollinated
e.g., the closed flowers

Plants are either

(Autogamous,)
of violet

or

(2)

cross-pollinated with

,
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the same species (Allogamous). Crosspollinated, <. ,<'., with the same species
red clover (:i) /iybridi:at!on occurs between different species, offspring from
the wild crab and cultivated apple. In
most cases the flowers are open at the

strong and pleasant

same

turity of the stamens and pistils (Cleisto^'amy), late autumn flowers of the
violet.

European

—

—

the style.

would take

a great deal of time to
special adaptations in
flowers.
few special cases will serve
our purpose, one of the most remarkable plants is Yucca, which is a native
of western Iowa along the Missouri
river. This plant is pollinated by the

the

A

yucca moth {Pronuba yuccasella'). The
female moth has a specially constructed
maxillary palp which can be rolled up
so the yucca moth can gather the pollen and carry it to the flower. The
female deposits its eggs in the pistil
and then pushes the pollen into the
funnel-shaped stigma. After a few days
the eggs hatch and feed on the developing seed, each larva consuming about
bores its way out
of the pistil and pupates in the ground
the next season when the yucca is in
bloom the moths are fully developed.
The remarkable thing about the yucca
is that seeds will not be produced without the yucca moth and the perpetua-

20.

Then

the larva

;

tion of the
yucca.

We

moth

is

dependent on the

have another class

of flowers
flowers, represented
by the birthwort (Aristalochia). The
flowers are proterogynous; that is the
pistils mature before the stamens. The
flowers, as MuUer says, appear to bloom
but actually do not, neither the anthers
nor the pistils are mature. The insects
enter the flower, the hairs point down
obliquely, the insect finds it easy to enter.
The fly may be in the flower for
six days.
In the meantime the stigmas mature and the fly leaves some of
the pollen on the stigma from another flower; the anthers mature later;
when these have shed their pollen the
hairs relax and the insect goes out and
to another flower.
somewhat similar
trap occurs in some of the aroids. The
insects, especially bees, are trapped by
the pollen or pollen masses of the com-

known

as

pitfall

A

mon

their

young

living

in

the

odor which

;

It

in

The moccasin floweralso traps insects.
The so-called slippers or labellum are
provided with a revolute margin. The

primrose and the little bluet, two sets of
flowers are produced on the same plant,
one with a short style and long stamens
and another with a long style and short
stamens. These flowers are known as
dimorphic.
In the trimorphic flowers, three s.ts
of plants are produced one with a
short style stamens of medium length
and long stamens a second plant with
short stamens and long stamens and
the style of medium length and a third
plant with a long style, short stamens
and stamens of medium length loosestrife is an illustration. Seed will not be
produced unless the pollen comes from
stamens corresponding to the length of

describe

sometimes cultivated

flowers.

—

plants as in

family,

deposit

Close pollination is prevented by the
difference in time of the maturing of
the stamens and pistils. When the
stamens mature first, the term proterandrous is used goldenrod, dandelion,
geranium, etc. When the pistil matures
first it is called proterogynous as in

some

odors as well as

of

greenhouses, attracts flies because of
the carrion like odor. The hair and
color of the flowers resemble the flesh
of some wild animals where the plants
grow, and for this reason blow flies

time of maturity {C/asmo^i^'amy) (2) 1 he
flowers are closed at the time of ma-

Lusula. In

amount

nectar in the necmany insects to the
taries attracts
flowers. The common stapelia of the
the large

;

milkeed (Asctepi'as syi-iaca), often
so abundant on honeybees that they
cannot
extricate
themselves.
The

is pleasant attracts the insect who finds it an easy matter to go
into the flower by the opening. It feeds
on the juicy hairs, but it cannot get out
because the margin is revolute. The
only way for it to get out is by means
of the small openings on each side at
the base of the flower. In doing so it
comes in contact with the stigma where
some of the pollen from anit leaves
other flower and carries away some of
the sticky pollen to another flower.
Quite a number of flowers are sensitive like the thistle, barberry, bachelIn the case of
lor's button, laurel, etc.

the barberry, which

is
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told seriously upon his health
from which he never entirely recovered,
and, not having any children, he decided to retire from business and return to his native land. Here he purchased a property at Nyon, on the
shores of Lake Leman.in view of Mont
Blanc, where he could devote himself

care,

to his favorite pursuits of

horticulture

and arboriculture.
" It was not long before he became
possessed of two skeps of bees with
straw caps, such as are used by the
villagers, which a friend of his had offered to him, and with these he commenced beekeeping. Having no other
idea about bees than those gathered
from the work of his compatriot, F.
Huber, in his "Nouvelles Observations," he found the knowledge acquired not sufficient for practical beekeeping. The first two or three years
of his novitiate were passed in trials
and failures without ever harvesting a
single pound of honey. He tried, one
after the other, hives with supers such
as the Varembey, Ribeaucourt, Carey,
Christ, etc.; then hives with small

much frequented

by honeybees, when mature and the
honeybee touches the anther, the stamen moves towards the insect in the
The Iowa thistle and other
flower.
species are also sensitive. When the
insects try to get the nectar in the
flower, the stamens move and force the
pollen out. Try the experiment sometime when you have some of the thistle

heads

hand by touching them with

at

a

pencil, and you will find that a gentle
wave will pass over the heads. You
can see the sensitiveness in the stamen
of the moss rose, simply touching them
will cause the stamens to move forward.

Ames, Iowa.

Edouard Bertrand
BIOGRAPHY

When announcing, in our March
number, the death of the old veteran
beekeeper, Edouard Bertrand, we promreaders a biography of this
noted man. We thought best to delay
this so it might appear simultaneously
with the centenary of Charles Dadant,
those two men having been very closely
connected on the apiarian stage, although never having met each other.
The biography of Bertrand given by
Thomas Wm. Cowan, in the British

Mrs. Edouard Bertrand

ised our

Bee Journal for Feb. 8, is so well writwe quote from it:

ten that

"Ed. Bertrand was born on Alay 16,
where he was educated,

1832, in Geneva,
and like many

native

home

other Swiss he

left

his

make a living at the
coming to England, where
to

age of 20,
he entered the banking house of Messrs.
Hambro, in London. After three years
he accepted a position with a stockbroker in Paris, and remained in busiafter having gone
ness until 1873,
through the anxiety of the siege of
Paris by the Prussians. This, and the
subsequent insurrection of the Commune in 1871, during a portion of
which time he had the responsibility of
guarding large funds committed *o his

frames like the Berlepsch, Bauverd
Jarrie, etc., always with the same unsatisfactory results. The honey flow in
the neighborhood of Nyon is of short
duration, and the district is not favorable for beekeeping, as there was only
half the pasture there would be away
from the lake. It was, therefore, important more than in other places to
have strong colonies at the right time,
an impossibility with the small hives
Coming across the
he was using.
works of G. de Layens, " Elevage des
Abeilles," and of Dadant " Petit Cours
d'Apiculture," the methods there described were a revelation to him, and
in 1877, for the first time, he obtained a
good harvest of honey from a Layens
hive which he had placed in an apiary
he had started in the mountains at
Gryon on a small family estate. The

following year he changed his hives,

Layens and partly for
Dadant's, and established a third apiary

partly for the

Bex.
In 1880 he started another apiary at
Allevays in the Jura. Here he put up
an equal number of Layens and Dadant
hives for comparison. He was teach-

at

"
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jng apiculture gratuitously, and had a
pupil as assistant at this apiary, which
he later gave into his charge. This
apiary always gave good results in
spite of foulbrood, which decimated it,

but which, however, was stamped out.
Not only its first cost of 2500 francs
(for hives, building for lodging, workshop and fences) was quickly returned
by the produce, but every year a handsome profit was derived and divided
equally between M. Bertrand and his
Later he gave up this apiary
assistant.
to his assistant and also discarded the
Layens hive in his home apiary, retaining the Dadant as the most suitable
for profitable beekeeping.
" In 1876, when the Societe Romande
d'Apiculture was started, Mr. Bertrand
was elected secretary, a post which he
occupied for several years. On several
occasions he was elected president of
the society, a post which could only be
held by the same person for two years
consecutively. He was also treasurer
and librarian of the society for many

cient subscribers to pay its cost of
production, and these so rapidly increased abroad, especially in France,
considered advisable to
that it was
to Revue Internationale
This he carried on with
the help of Madame Bertrand who
was as great an enthusiast as he was
and M. Crepieux-Jamin until 1903,

change its

title

d' Apiculture.

when owing

—

to failing health the journal

was given up.
There was no doubt that this highclass journal was the most practical
and best in the French language, as it
was the only one at that time which

modern methods,
wonder that it was

treated

seriously of

and

was no

it

eagerly sought after by advanced beekeepers.
It was known that M. Bertrand was not only a practical but a
successful beekeeper, and his advice
could always be relied upon. Having
successfully fought foulbrood, he was
able to give such advice as has been

June
the means of curing many diseased
colonies. Being acquainted with several languages, M. Bertrand kept his
readers informed of the progress being

made

in

Italy and
this object

England, America,

other countries.

It

was with

in view that the " British Beekeepers'
Guide Book," " The Honey Bee," and
"Wax Craft," by T. W. Cowan, were
translated by him into French, as was
also " Foulbrood of Bees," by F. C.

Harrison.

M. Bertrand

also published several
works, such as " Routine et
Methodes Modernes, premieres notions
d'Apiculture," in 1882; "Description
des meilleures Ruches," " Conseils et
Notions a I'usage des Commenfants,"
and in 1883 " Calendrier de I'Apiculteur." The three last were later combined in one volume, entitled " Conduite du Rucher," which, after several

practical

revisions, attained its
1915.

This

is

still

11th

edition in
the

considered

years.

"In 1879, the society having recognized the advisability of having an organ which would place its members in
communication with each other and
inform them of the advances made in
beekeeping, M. Bertrand offered to
edit the journal on condition that he
was the sole manager, and undertook
to bear all the costs. Members were
supplied with the journal at the reduced
rate of three francs, while the ordinary
subscription was four francs. At this
time the leading French journal was
strenuously opposed to the new methand M. Bertrand had to submit to
criticism and abuse
from an Italian journal conducted by
Giotto Ulivi and several of his partisans in France. However, so well was
M. Bertrand's journal received that it
was evident it filled a void, and at the
end of two years the Bulletin d' Apiculture four la Suisse Ixomandc had suffiods,

much unfavorable

THE BERTRAND CHALET
standard book in Switzerland and other
countries, having been translated into
seven languages.
In 1891 and 1897 he published " Lettres inedites de Francois Huber," in
1891 " La Ruche Dadant modifiee," and
in 1899 "La loque et son traiteraent."
He also translated from the Italian
Rauschenfels' Lafausse-teigne " in 1890.
In 1891 the translation of Dadant]s
" Langstroth " was published under his

supervision.
During the 25 years in which M. Bertrand published the Revue Internationale
d' Aficulture he practically revolutionized beekeeping in Switzerland and

Old-fashioned skeps almost
disappeared,
and rational
methods were adopted. His activities
did not rest there, for he gave courses
of instruction from 1884 to 1887 at his
own residence, where the theory and
practice of rational beekeeping were
imparted, and he formed a band of disciples who spread the new methods
throughout the country. We can ourselves, with a pretty good acquaintance
with the country, testify to the change
that has taken place and the progress
that has been made in beekeeping during M. Bertrand's activity. Eminent
scientists and practical beekeepers of
the first rank met at the hospitable resiFrance.

entirely

dence

THE LATE EDOUARD BERTRAND

in

Madame

Nyon, and were welcomed by
who was such a help-

Bertrand,
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mate to her husband, and always did
her best to make their visits pleasant.
It is, therefore, not surprising that on

M. Bertrand attaining on May 16, 1912,
his 80th birthday, the day was celebrated
in a manner befitting the occasion.
M. Bertrand was an honorary member of numerous societies in Europe
and America. He was frequently asked
to judge at exhibitions, and at the
National
Exhibition held in
Swiss
Zurich in 1883 and other places, when
we had the privilege of being members
of the same juries, it was with particular satisfaction
that we noticed the
careful attention he gave to details and
the justice with which he made his
awards.
The acquaintance which we
made with M. Bertrand 33 years ago
had grown into an intimate friendship,
which had lasted to the day of his
death.
Together, frequently accompanied by Madame Bertrand, we have
made many a mountain excursion, and

many

have we visited, and
have always found him a charming
companion, fond of nature, and taking
an interest in the rich flora of the
mountains.
Our correspondence was frequent
and regular, and just recently we received a letter from him, dated Dec. 20,
when he wrote in good spirits, and it
was a severe shock and grief to hear of
his having passed away so soon afterwards. He was taken ill towards the
end of the year, and succumbed to
apiaries

and old age, passing away peacefully in his sleep on Jan.
16.
Thus we mourn a good and eminent beekeeper, and we are sure that
beekeepers in this country will join
with those on the Continent in their
sympathy with Madame Bertrand in
her bereavement. A devoted wife, she
encouraged her husband in his work,
and shared his labors on the Journal
and in publishing his books.
affection of the heart

" Wax
Craft " was translated into
French by Madame Bertrand, a work
of considerable difficulty owing to its
technicality, but it was satisfactorily
accomplished. She also translated articles from English, American and Italian papers, and in other ways shared

activities.
It will be some
consolation for her to know of the
great respect entertained for her hus-

his literary

the seed he had sown had
germinated well and borne good fruit,
and to feel that he was the means of
doing a great and valuable work, not
only for his country, but also for European beekeeeping, and that his name
will be handed down to posterity as
one of the eminent bee-men of the I'Jth
liand, that

century.

War

The

Conference

BY AN ONLOOKER.
future years, the recorder

of beeIN keeping history may mark April
23,

the beginning of a new
epoch for the industry. On that day a
little band of earnest men gathered in
1917, as

Washington
response

Bureau

of

to

in prompt and patriotic
a call sent out by the

Entomology. Three days
had flown over the

before, telegrams

country summoning these men to a
war conference, and to those farther
West, it meant an immediate dropping
of work, at considerable sacrifice, in
order to be present on that memorable
Monday morning.
The conference was held in the big,
white suburban house, known in the
neighborhood as the " bee office,"
whose only sign of officialdom is the
modest Department of Agriculture tablet on the front, and the American flag
flying from an upstairs window. The
shade trees half hiding the wide porch,
the sweeping grass dotted with white
hives, the quiet house itself, all seem
symbolic of peace and happy family
life, but upon opening the front door,
one enters immediately a different atmosphere. The wide hall is lined with
filing cases, and one corner that day
was piled high with envelopes already
addressed to the beekeepers of the
country. During the day, two colored
porters shuffled in and out, carrying

reams upon reams of paper. In the big
overlooking the apiary, sat the
war conference, presided over by the

office

President of the National Beekeepers'
Association, most of the discussion
being led by Dr. E. F. Phillips, whose
prescient mind had been preparing for

weeks for the emergency now upon us.
Every one of the faces was grave and
earnest
the twelve men there had
;
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—

come with one idea service. At one
table sat Prof. Jager from Minnesota,
his face lit with enthusiasm as he talked
of the possibilities of bee-culture to Mr.
Cale, .Maryland's representative to the
conference. Near him sat Dr. Gates of
Massachusetts, whose intellectual attitude of mind was offset by the practical
business acumen of Mr. Bacon from
Wisconsin. Here was .Mr. E. R, Root,
eager to enlist the great machinery of
the Root Company's plant into the
country's service, here sat Dr. Jones, of
the Bureau of Crop Estimates, anxious
to help; beside him. Dr. Nelson and
Mr. Sturtevant, both scientific investigators of the Bureau of Entomology,
ready to put microscopes aside and do
their bit. Mr. Demuthand Mr. Sechrist,
also of the Bureau of Entomology,
were prepared to add their valuable
practical knowledge to the wide scope
of the discussion.
From early morning the conference
wrestled with the problem, not only
of making the slogan "
hundred million pounds of honey extra " come,
true, but also of getting supplies and
honey containers to the men who will
produce that honey, and of marketing
the hundred million pounds after it is
produced. There was a sudden cessation in the work when a swarm issued
from one of the winter cases just outside the windows!
Even war must

A

— nothing is more compelling than
swarm
Instantly these dignified
men became simply enthusiastic beekeepers who must see where the swarm
wait
a

!

would

light.
Their only interest in the
world now seemed to be the tiny whirling specks against the sky, and the
only conversation was on methods of
wintering which could produce colo-

nies strong

enough

to

swarm

so early.

Mr. Demuth with swarm-box and veil
gave a demonstration of his ability to
climb a ladder, amid encouragement
and jeers from the rest, and the swarm
was safely hived. There was only one
calamity -Mr. Cale was stung on the
tip of the nose!
The excitement over,
the war conference went back to work

—

indoors, out of the

warm

sunshine, like

school-boys after a recess.
In the meantime, anxious wives in
the kitchen now Mr. Sturtevant's labthey would " hurry
oratory wished
and get through talking before the coffee would get cold." At last Mr. Sturtevant came out, ostensibly to say that
the conference had adjourned for lunch,
but in reality to seethatthe five women
in his precious laboratory were not
using his utensils or breaking his test-

—

—

tubes.

After lunch, the men fell upon the
war program once more with renewed
vigor, but the afternoon discussion was
broken by a visit from Dr. L. O. Howard, Chief of the Bureau of Entomology, who came from the city to welcome the visitors, and by a short talk

by Mr. J. W. Fisher of the Office of
Markets, who outlined the proposed
work of that office in marketing honey.
Mr. W. D. Bentley of the Office of Extension Work in the South, also came

how his office would assist beekeeping, and to urge that the regular
extension work be utilized in spreading
the news to beekeepers more rapidly.
By dinner time, without having begun
to exhaust the topic, the conference
had a program well mapped out for the
mobilization of the beekeeping industo tell

THE BERTRAND SUMMER HOME

try,

and recomtP^ndstions were drawn
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in a formal letter to the beekeepers
of the United States. Tired but satisfied with the day's work, the men piled
three deep into the two automobiles at
the door, and were taken to Dr. Phillips' home for dinner.
Did you ever see and hear ten or
twelve bee-men together at a meal?
They ate honey of course, beautiful
little individual packages of it, the gift
of the producer, and they weightily
considered its flavor with as much
gravity as they had used on the war
program. Snatches of their conversation overheard ranged from liberty

up

and independence to garden crops and
soda water! Here Mr. Demuth was
describing the " true democracy "found
in the beehive,

"where noone

—

is

boss

noone" and wistfully he
wished that men might learn wisdom
from the bee. At one end of the table
Prof. Jager was talking of Arlington
Cemetery with its rows of unknown
absolutely

dead.

the relentless and indomitable Dr. Phillips led them back to the office to work
until late thit night.
The next day saw them scattered in
committees of two or three, determined
to achieve concrete results. One group
spent the day at the office of the Secretary of Agriculture, asking for increased funds for the Bureau of Ento-

mology

for the war propaganda. Another waited upon the National Defence
Council with regard to the transportation of containers, while still another
went to the Post-office to see about the
shipping of bees by mail. That night
the groups dissolved, and most of the

men

left

Washington.

—

may seem

this
like a little thing
gathering of a dozen men, but it was of
no small moment to the beekeepers of
the country. Those few but determined
minds have put into motion an impulse
that will go on with increasing power
long after the war is over, so that apiculture may rapidly take her rightful
It

Liberty, Liberty!" he said
And yet
a price to pay
—we are willing to pay anything anymust help the little
thing for it!
countries to their freedom!" He spoke
feelingly for, a Southern Slav himself,
he knows well the iron heel of oppres-

place among the agricultural industries
of the United States. The time may
not be far distant when honey will be

sion.

Honey— Compared With

"Ah!

sadly, "

What

!

—

We

At another table, Mr. Bacon was discussing the psychology of faces, and the
necessity for salesmen to be able to
read faces.
"Talking to some men, who look
you coldly in the eye without a change
of expression, is like addressing a
"
stone wall

honey
every day," says Dr. Jones from another quarter, " and everybody would
" Yes, I eat

half

a

pound

of

be the better for doing likewise."
" I have a few new pieces of pottery^
"
that I picked up in
fine specimens
and Dr. Gates is off on his hobby;

—

on every table, and more beekeepers
will count their hives by thousands!

BY

A.

C.

is a fault

of

BA.XTER, M.

C.

Baxter, of Illinois

while Mr. Root dilates upon the charm
of life in winter in Florida.
So the war conference relaxed and
enjoyed it§e|f until 7:00 o'clock, when

D.

to praise highly
he is interested,

the beekeeper being no exception
to the rule. He is fond of praising his
honey as a food and a "cure all" for
the diseases to which the human body
He does not praise the honey
is heir.
with the idea to mislead or deceive,
but from lack of knowledge of what
honey really is. When he tells of the
medical value of honey he bases his
opinion on what he really thinks has
taken place, as he has used it in various
ailments, and being still able to tell the
tale, he believes honey the agent that
restored his health. When the facts of
the matter are carefully looked into it
is discovered that probably he would
have been well in a few days without
any treatment.
Another common fault is to explain
to the housewife the food value of
honey and compare its value with some
common article of diet. For example:
that seven ounces of honey is equal to
a quart of milk. True it is, but the
good housewife doesn't believe it, and
at any rate you couldn't expect her to
replace milk with honey. On the other
hand if she learns that strawberries or
peaches have a better flavor with honey
or that bread and cakes made with
honey keep better, not drying out as
when made with sugar, she is at once
interested and will get some honey to
see whether the story is true.
It is as an article of diet that honey

must be known,

a

man

IT anything in which

if

it is

ever expected

become more than

a luxury or a
sweet to please the children, an article
that surpasses all other sugars in the
To understand this
diet of mankind.
it might be well to explain what honey
digestion of the various
is and the
sugars. The chemist tells us that honey
contains approximately 40 percent levulose, 33 percent dextrose, and lyi percent saccharose, the rest being moisture, a small amount of mineral, color-

to

Dr.

Other

Sweets

ing

matter

and

dextrine (vegetable

June
gum). This percentage of sugar varies
with the nature of the nectar and age
of the honey. In old and well ripened
honey saccharose (cane sugar) is converted by
a ferment present in all
honeys into levulose and dextrose.

Honey, therefore,

consists of two
levulose
(fructose)
and dextrose (grape sugar).
These
sugars derive their names from their
action on a ray of polarized light, their
chemical formula being the same.
Levulose in solution turns the ray of
light to the left, it being levorotatory
or as its name
indicates, is a " left
handed " sugar. Dextrose, on the other
hand, turns the ray of light to the right,
being dextrorotatory, and is therefore
a "right handed" sugar. The predominating sugar in honey is levulose, it
being the sugar that gives honey its
high food value. All sugars are digested and assimilated in the small intestine.
Saccharose (cane sugar) is split
by an intestinal ferment, in equal parts
of levulose and dextrose, and is then
absorbed, while honey already containing these sugars does not have to be
acted upon by a ferment, and can be
assimilated by any one, even if the ferments are absent.
Levulose is very
readily absorbed in the intestinal tract,
while dextrose without the presence of
levulose is very slowly absorbed. In
some manner the "left handed" sugar
in its passage through the intestinal
"
walls, pulls along the "right handed
sugar.

principal

in

sugars,

The glucose of commerce, known
America as corn syrup, must be re-

garded as a mixture of dextrose, maltose and dextrine, and is prepared by
hydrolysing starch, by boiling with a
dilute mineral acid. After the acid is
removed and the solution clarified, the
liquid is concentrated in vacuum pans
A small quanto the density of syrup.
tity of solution of sodium bisulphite is
added to bleach it to prevent fermentation and to inhibit browning. The
maltose of this mixture must be acted
upon by a ferment before it can be
used by the body, and then it forms
more dextrose. So it is easy to see
that an individual who uses this syrup
is receiving very little food value for
The only thing accomhis money.
plished is the softening of a little dry
bread. So with all of man's methods,
Nature's sugar honey still continues
to be the best sweet for man.
Springfield, 111.

—

The

Work

of the

of the Bee Division

Dominion Experi-

mental Farms
BY

F.

W.

SLADEN, APIARIST, DOMINION
E.XPERIMENTAL FARMS

L.

organizing the work of the Bee
the Dominion Experimental Farms, my endeavor has
been to develop work of practical utility to beekeepers on the lines that have
been laid down and successfully followed by the other divisions of the
The
Experimental Farms' service.
Experimental Fyms' system conducts
test
the
researches and experiments to
value, for all purposes, of all kinds of
stock and plants and their adaptability
to the varied climatic and other conditions which prevail in the several prov-

IN Division of

inces.

The

investigations of the parli-

—
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mentary committee upon whose recommendation the Experimental Farms
were established appeared to demonstrate that defective and wasteful farming was the cause of the agricultural
depression prevalent at that time, and
that there was need of the discovery
and application of more scientific
methods.
For conducting the necessary experiments, there are, in addition to the
Central Experimental Farm at Ottawa,
some 20 branch farms and stations
scattered throughout the Dominion.

At five of these bees were kept when I
was appointed four years ago, and one
of my first cares was to see that these
apiaries were as well managed as possible, and to find out what practical
information of value to local beekeepers could be obtained from them. The
task had certain difficulties. The apiaries were not large enough to employ
a man's whole time, and often we have
had to train others. At the present
time bees are being kept on 15 of the

Dominion Experimental Farms including Ottawa, and reports made out three
times a year of the progress of the apiaries are filed. In the summer report
we have.amongst other things, the daily
gain and loss of a hive on scales with
the meteorological
conditions and
honey plants in flower at the time.
This year a weekly report during the
summer has been started with its principal object the control of swarming.
The work has demonstrated that it
takes at least two years for the average
man to become even a fair beekeeper.
It has also shown that successful beekeeping, that is, beekeeping resulting
in large and profitable yields of honey,
depends on three main conditions:
(1) The presence in abundance of nectar - secreting
flowers, (2) favorable
weather for the development of the
plants and the secretion and ingathering of the nectar and (3) good management of the bees. The first two
honey plants and weather are the local
conditions, and it depends upon them,
in a word upon locality, whether a good
beekeeper will get a yearly average of,
say, 50 pounds of extracted honey or
100 pounds. This is a very important

—

consideration to the professional beekeeper.

would, of course, be impossible to

It

investigate in

detail the whole subject
of productive
beekeeping thus outlined it would also be unnecessary.
Many bee problems common to all
;

countries are being ably investigated
by trained men in the United States
and elsewhere, and I have felt it my
duty to study first those that are essen-

Canadian.
Occupying as our
country does almost the whole of the
northern part of North America, many
conditions are found in the Dominion
that are not dealt with in any textbook on beekeeping. Chief among
these conditions are the honey plants
found in different parts of Canada and

tially

their value particularly in relation to
the weather, and two problems in bee
management, wintering and the control of
I

swarming.

selected

these

two

problems

in

management because they are the
cause of much trouble and loss in Canada, and are the most difficult to deal
with. Sixty percent loss of bees (not

colonies) in winter is not rare, and of
swarming it may be said that this factor more than any other limits the
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number

of colonies a man can keep.
Besides, both problems are especially
acute and present special phases in
Our winters are cold and
Canada.
long, and the rapid change from severe
winter to our long and glorious sum-

of queen -cells in preparation for swarming as was hoped, although it had a
certain effect. Cutting out queen-cell's
every week is apparently necessary under the conditions we encountered this
year at Ottawa. Even this measure,

mer days brings with it an excessive
tendency to swarm unknown in tne
tropics where every day is much alike.
Not much can be said aljout our experiments in wintering and swarm con-

however, had its efficiency much reduced by two things, the frequent

trol

because they have only been

re-

cently begun. In regard to wintering,
the losses in apiaries around Ottawa
during the past two years have been
quite heavy, and the cause ascertained
unwholesome and granulated
to be
stores,

aggravated in many cellars

Ijy

excessive dryness, in many cases causing a heavy consumption of stores, 20
to 25 pounds per colony, and rapid
mortality. This investigation has
drawn attention to the fact that our
winters are very dry, and that in a dry
cellar the stores will gradually dry up
and the bees may suffer severely for
want of water. It has also shown that
where stores are likely to prove unwholesome, allowance must be made

heavy consumption amounting
possibly to more than double the usual
consumption of wholesome stores. In
order to discover the source or sources
of the unwholesome honey, colonies
are being wintered on stores gathered
at three different seasons
first period,
June 26th to July 18th, the stores in this
case consisting of clover honey; second period, July 24th to Aug. 8th,
stores consisting
largely of
sweet
clover honey; third period, Aug. 14th
for a

queen-cells from worker
and the frequent issue of the
swarm before the queen-cells were
capped over.
A strong desire to
swarm had developed in the majority
of the colonies in the apiary, and this

building of
larvie

desire spread

to nearly all the other
colonies and continued while favorable
conditions lasted, rendering the usual
methods of preventing swarming of
little use.
These were conditions in
which the treatment of making artificial swarms or hiving natural swarms
on the parent stands was indicated.

But the principal subject upon which
wish to speak today is locality, in particular the quantity and quality of the
crops of honey obtainable in different

I

parts of Canada and the principal factors that controlthe yield, honey plants

and weather.
Ottawa, Ont.
[To be continued!

Some Bee History

;

to Sept. 11th, honey from goldenrod,
aster, buckwheat,
sweet clover and

other sources.
To study the effect of varying degrees of humidity on bees wintered on
these different stores, some of the colonies will be wintered in a dry cellar
and others in a moist one in our new
apicultural building, which was occupied on Feb. 11th last. Following a
method adopted with success at the
end of last winter, each colony is being supplied with an empty shallow

BY

H. B. PARKS, BIOLOGIST.

the period in
DURING
United States was

which the

recovering
from that struggle that gave to
her independence, a few adventurous
Russians under the leadership of Count
Baranoff, took possession of Alaska
and founded colonies to the far Northwest. The Russians in America became the source of wealth for the

home

at fixed intervals to estimate the rate
of mortality of the bees. By making
daily observations on the rate of mor-

land, the exploit ground for the
adventurer, and a safe harbor for the
exile.
With the colonies came the
priests and monks of the Greek church.
As these came from the barren steppes
of Siberia, where every available source
of food must be utilized, they were well
fitted to become the pioneer teachers
of Alaska.
These pious fathers brought with
them from the fields of Kazan a doublewalled straw skep and its hord of toilers.
Here along the Gulf of Alaska in
the heart of Seward's Ice Berg, the

winter in this way, it was
definitely ascertained that the supplying of water to the bees in the cellar

today in Sitka and other old Russian
towns in Alaska are the sturdy descend-

chamber between the brood-chamber
floor, and paper trays are to be
slipped in over the floor and removed

and

tality last

reduced the mortality.
Some colonies have been wintered
outside during the last four winters.
A smaller proportion of these have
died in winter, and the living colonies

have come out stronger and, protected
by the packing, have built up faster in
spring than the colonies wintered in
the cellar.

The problem

of the control of swarmcan be attacked in two ways, by
endeavoring to breed a non-swarming
bee and by manipulation. The former
looks attractive, but needs close attention, requiring more than I feel justified in spending on it at present.
Preliminary experiments in the latter, manipulation method, were undertaken in
the apiary at Ottawa this year with the
result that the expanding of the broodnest so as to reduce the congestion of

ing

young bees and give the queen more
room to lay was not found to be so
efficacious in

preventing the building

honeybee started to work

in 1809,

and

ants of this hive.
The flower season of southeastern
Alaska is of good length, and because
of the abundant rainfall the flowers are
mostly insect pollinated, so that the
bee has the nectar supply. But it rains,
it rains
and then pours, and the brave
little worker dodges the drops and gets
his store of sweets. The flowers are
mostly pendulous and the nectar secretion great. The native bees are covered
with a rough hairy coat and pay little
attention to the rain. It is a peculiar
sight to the beekeeper from the States,
where the bees are inactive during
showers, to see these Alaskans under
the cover of the leaves gathering their
loads and then during a lull in the
storm go to the hive. Because of the
damp and rainfall mos t of the hives are
located on shelves under broad eaves
or in open garrets.
Early the priests imported a clover
resembling white clover for a bee pas-
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apiary are painted in the manner
described by our youthful correspon-

So important did the Russians
the bees that when Count
Etholin, in 1819, reported on the condi-

off

ture.

consider

So this method of
marking the hive front with distinguishing designs is followed in Caucasus as well as in Carniola, and probably in many places where bee owners
arc supposed to know very little about
the requirements of beekeeping. There
some doubt in our mind as to
is
whether these marks are sufficient to
prevent entirely the mixing of bees in
hives so closely located. But it must

dent, Mr. Rojina.

tion of the colony to St. Petersburg, he
mentioned that in the course, a study
of the colonial school apiculture was

given a prominent place.
The Russians in seeking an outlet for
their produce, skirted the west coast of
America as far south as California,
where they traded fur, bells, iron work
and oil for wheat. Jt is a notable fact
that notwithstanding the stories of the
keepers of the old Spanish Missions as
to the origin of their wonderful chimes,
the most of the bells bear the double
headed eagle of the Russian-American

certainly help.

Fur Company, and were cast at Sitka.
In order to carry on this trade, Fort
Ross was established in 1811 by the
Russians about 200 miles north of San
Francisco. Here bees were brought
from Sitka, so that in California today
may be found the descendants of bees
from Russia, Mexico, and Spain, together with the modern importations.
a fact of interest that the Russians sold their domain in California
He gave
in 1841 to Thomas A. Sutter.
a promissory note for $30,000 for the
land claimed, the town, the fort, the
right to rule and acknowledgement of
his government, for he intended to rule
Sutter today is known
as a dictator.
only as the discoverer of gold, and the
It is

Russian-American Fur Company
holds the unpaid note.

still

We offer

these suggestions to owners

of house-apiaries.]

-^^

No.

5.—Seventy

Years of Bee-

keeping

THE

improvements

later

and

dis-

coveries in beekeeping have been
less marked than those mentioned
previously.
Many things which we
think we discover are but repetitions
of former deeds.
It
is
true that,
within the past few years, foulbrood
has been better described and better
treated.
Cheshire and Cheyne, both
English, first discovered a bacillus

they named "bacillus alvei"
But our own Dr. White, of
Washington, D C, determined a
more precise discovery in "bacillus
larvae (1903), with which he could
reproduce what is now called "American foulbrood." Later he has described another form which he called
"bacillus pluton," which he believes
to be the cause of "European foulbrood." But if we look back nearly

which

(188S).

Albany, Mo.

.

Guide Marks for Returning
Bees
BY FRANK

F.

ROJINA.
"

IN

the article on " House Apiaries
in the March number, Mr. Pellett
does not mention the most serious

defect on all bee houses mentioned
therein, the lack of proper identification marks to prevent mixing the bees
and loss of queens.
In Carniola, bees have been kept in
our family (Roj-ina in the Slavic lan-

guage means "Swarm-man") in house
hundred years, and
we have gone through all these experi-

apiaries for several

ences.

We

solve this difficulty by carving
pictures in green, red, blue, yellow, etc.
Some of these fronts are quite artistic,
representing scriptural and national
folklore legends. I often watched re-

turning bees, at times marking them on
the thorax with paint and found that
they always landed on their return
home on the identical spot which impressed itself on them on their first
bee-play flight. This mark was the hand,
or the head of some carved figure or a
spot of paint, sometimes several inches
away from the entrance.
On coming home the bee always
landed on this spot, whence it quickly
marched down to the entrance. In
American bee houses we fail to provide
such guiding marks for returning bees,
hence our losses.
In Carniola we are never bothered
with the mixing of bees or loss of
queens.
University Farm, St. Paul, Minn.

our readers will turn to the front
page of the cover of this number, they
will npti?e that the hives in the Kanar'
[If

we

the third volume
of the American Bee Journal, February, 1868, a translation from the
Bienenzeitung, in which Dzierzon describes the symptoms of these diseases very accurately, though he had
no knowledge of the bacilli. His
methods of cure are also very similar
But even
to those in present use.
Dzierzon was not the first to use
"fasting" to free the bees of the
germs of the so-called American foulbrood. In 1761, Schirach used the
starvation method.
have already
SO years,

find, in

We

mentioned this in our May issue.
We may, however, take pride in the
regulations which are becoming annually more universal, brought about
by inspection laws and quarantine.
Within a few years, brood diseases
will be well under control, not only
in the United States but throughout
the civilized world. In this country
and Canada, four men may be credited with the early work in this line.
They are D. A. Jones and Wm. Mc-

Evoy, already mentioned, both Canadians; N. E. France, of Wisconsin,
whose father, Edwin France, was a
noted beekeeper as early as 1879, and
E. W. Alexander, of New York State.
.\ few months ago Dr. White again
himself by a description of a minor disease of similar nature under the name of "sacbrood."
Diseases of the adult bee, May disIsle-of-Wight disease, paralysis,
ease, Still belong to the unknown, as

distinguished

June
far as cure and exact knowledge of
causes are concerned.

However,

at a

comparatively mod-

ern date, 1909, Dr. Zander, of Bavaria,
discovered a parasite of the stomach
of the bee, which is suspected of being the cause of some of these diseases. It is also called "microsporidiosis."
As early as 1857 and 1858,
spores which were probably the
germs of Nosema were observed by
Donhoff, Leuckart and Higgins (See
Graham-Smith's report on Isle-ofWight disease). The exact diagnosis
and cure of the adult bee diseases belong to "tomorrow."
There remains for us only to review briefly the literature of the
modern bee world. This must necessarily cover only the United States,
for if we were to try and give a list
of the modern foreign and Canadian
works and journals on apiarian
science of the past 40 years, the

enumeration would become tedious.
will make an exception only by
mentioning the most important:

We

Cowan, Cheshire, Bertrand, DeLayens, all but the last published since
1883.

Cowan and Bertrand have had

the honor of seven or eight translations each, in difl^erent languages.
In our own country, the revision of
the "Hive and Honey Bee" was entrusted by Mr. Langstroth to Charles
Dadant and the writer, Mr. Langstroth's health being too poor for a
revision of this "classic." The work
of revision, begun in 1885, was completed only in 1888.
Translations
were made into French, Russian and
Spanish. Meanwhile, the work of A
I. Root, the
A B C of Bee Culture,
has been enlarged and entitled "The
and X Y Z." It is the largest
book and has had more editions than

ABC

any other book

on bees ever pubvery complete encyclopedia and really not an A B C, which
would indicate an elementary work.
It
has also been
translated
into
French, Spanish and German.
In 1886 Dr. C. C. Miller published
lished.

It is a

_^

"A Year

Among

the Bees,", later rewith additions as
"Forty Years Among the Bees," and
recently (1911) as "Fifty Years Among
the Bees."
Its
experience is indicated by its title. Few men have had
as thorough practice as Dr. Miller.
Quinb}''s "New Bee Keeping," Al-

published

(1902)

"Handy Book," Cook's "Manual"
have already been mentioned, as well
as Hutchinson's "Advanced Bee Culture,"
and
Doolittle's
"Scientific
Queen-Rearing."
W'e could not here mention all the
pamphlets, State Reports and Bulleley's

tins of the Department of Agriculture, treating of bees, published since
1883, one of the early ones of which
was Benton's "The Honey-Bee," 1899.
We cannot fail to name, however,
some of the different studies by E. F.

Phillips, in charge of bee culture at
the Bureau of Entomology at Washington, "The Treatment of Bee Disthe
eases," "The Temperature of
Honey Cluster in W'int,'-," by himself
and Geo. Demuth "Bees," "Outdoor
Wintering," also some of the works
of his associates, "White's Bacteria
of the Apiary," "Snograss' Anatomy
;
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ol the

Bee," "Nelson's EmbryOlfactory
Or-

"Mclndoo's

ology,"

gans"; also
Phillips'
independent
book, "Beekeeping."
Will the list be too long it we add

modern works?
"How to Keep Bees," by Anna Botsford Comstock; "The Honey Makers," a delightful book of traditions
several

ten years or more. As there are 40
or more of them and the list may be
interesting to peruse, we will publish
it
in our next issue, with the portraits and names of the few veterans

203
who have been

readers and contribuAmerican Bee Journal for
more than 30 years. It will end this
review of "Seventy Years of Beetors of the

keeping."

splend.'d

on bees by Margaret W. Morley; Alexander's
pamphlet
Writings
in
form; Townsend's "Bee Book," and
recently "Productive Beekeeping," by

Bee-Keeping

F. C. Pellett.

Several works have also come to
from Europe, besides Cheshire and
Cowan; four of the leading ones being: Maeterlink's "Life of the Bee,"
"Simmiu's "Modern Bee Farm," Digges' "Practical Guide," and Edwards'
Lore of the Honey Bee."
But the best evidence of the impetus given to beekeeping by the discoveries
and improvements mentioned in the four previous installments of this review, is shown in the
number of periodical publications

Conducted by Miss

^
Emma

For

Women

M. Wilson, Marenco.

III.

us

which came

to life in the United
States since 1877. Naturally bee-culture is too small a branch of farming
to sustain many periodicals; so these
magazines had but a short life. The
only ones which have endured to the
present day are the following:
The American Bee Journal, established in 1861, had as its first editor
Samuel Wagner, its founder, to 1872;
Geo. S. Wagner, his son, to 1873; W.
F. Clarke to August, 1874; then the

National Bee Journal was merged
into it, with Thomas G. Newman and
Mrs. Ellen S. Tupper as editors, until
March, 1876, when Mrs. Tupper was
dropped
and Newman
continued
alone. Later he took his son, Albert
In June,
J. Newman, in partnership.
1892, it passed into the hands of Geo.
W. York, who retained it until May,
1912, when it came under its present

management.
Gleanings, established in 1873 by A.
L Root, is still published by the A. L
Root Co., with his two sons, E. R.
and R. H. Root, as associate editors.

The Beekeepers' Review, established in 1888, by W. Z. Hutchinson,
an excellent editor, already mentioned

in

articles, was
until his death in

these

lished

by him

1911.

E.

B. Tyrrell published

pub-

May,
it

for

two years, when it was handed over
by him to its present editor and manager, E. D. Townsend, a man of great
experience with bees.
It now appears under the name of "Domestic
Beekeeper."
The Booster, published at Redkey,
Ind., by Geo. W. Williams, is devoted
to the distribution of honey. It appears irregularly.

The Western Honey Bee, now four
years old, is published by the California State Beekeepers' Association, with J, D. Bixby as editor. It is
a lively little magazine.

We

have also compiled a list, which
quite lengthy though incomplete,
of the various periodicals on the

is

honeybee, which have appeared in
the United States from the early
days to the. present, and which have
had a life of one single number to

Bee Proof Armor

There

for

Women

nothing that will help more
the confidence and
composure necessary to handle bees
than the knowledge that she is clad in
such a way as to reduce to a minimum
the danger of stings.
A man can put on a veil and a pair
of sleeves, tuck the bottom of his overalls into his stockings, and know the
bees can touch no part of him but his
hands. Unfortunately a woman's ordinary apparel is not easily converted
into bee proof armor.
When I first began to work extensively with bees, I tried overalls.
I
found, however, that they are not very
satisfactory. They are hot and heavy
over other clothing, and where one's
bee-yard is in view of the public highis

to give a

woman

way are somewhat objectionable on
that account. They are especially undesirable where there is outyard work
requiring journeys of several miles or
more, in that an almost complete
change of costume is necessary when
arriving at and leaving the outyard.
Then I tried bloomers, made knee
length, and worn as a petticoat. I discovered, however, that stings on the
shins and calves hurt as much as anywhere else, and thatthe swishing of the
skirt is likely to make the bees more
liable to sting just above the shoe tops.
Last summer I made a pair of bloomers that reach to the instep and fasten
under the shoe like a legging. These I
found entirely satisfactory. The bloomers serve as a petticoat, and are worn
under a simple one-piece wash dress.
They may be worn out of the bee-yard
as well as in. When one leaves the
yard the bottom of the bloomers can
be pushed up to the knees, and thus be
entirely hidden by the dress skirt.
Pattern for these bloomers can be
got in any of the well known patterns
under the name of tango bloomers.
Light colored cotton material such as
unbleached muslin or seersucker is the
best goods to use, for it is easiest laundered and can be boiled when being
washed.

a

legging strap, brought up and tied to

the bottom of the bloomer on the outside of the foot, thus preventing the
bottom of the bloomer from slipping
up on the shoe. A safety pin is handier
than a hook or eyelet of any kind, as
an eye into which to tie the tape after
running it under the foot. Merely pin
the safety pin in the hem, run the tape
through the eye at the end opposite the
clasp and tie the tape. The safety pin
is also handy for other reasons.
Wheri through working in the beeyard, slip the lower edge of thebloomer
up to the knee, tie the tape about the
knee, and use the safety pin to pin the
bloomer to the stocking. One can then
walk about without having the bloomers show below the dress skirt. If the
tape should slip out of the casing the
safety pin makes a handy bodkin for

running

it

back

With any

in.

favorite bee veil, a pair of

oversleeves with elastic at elbow and
wrist, and a pair of these bloomers
worn under a comfortable one-piece
dress, a woman can do bee work with
ease and comfort, and what is more
important, with peace of mind.
Cecili.\ H.

Powell,

Hendricks.

Wyo.

Possibly the trouble you had with
your bloomers slipping above the shoe
top was because you did not make
them quite long enough. I have worn
bloomers with an elastic band run in
the hem at each ankle, and also around
the top for some years, and as long as
the elastic was kept snug and tight have
had no trouble.
If, however, yours is inclined to slip,
why not sew an elastic tape to each
side of the bloomers at the ankle, so
when drawn on the elastic tape would
pass under your shoes, and thus do
away with the bother of tapes and
safety pins, said safety pins being rather
hard on stockings, I should imagine.
One of the things I have enjoyed
about my bloomers is the ease with
which they are donned, and also the
feeling of perfect security, as there are
no tapes to come untied just at a critical

moment.

At first I tried elastic in the hem at
the bottom of the bloomers, but found
that as I worked the elastic was likely
to slip up to the shoe top and leave a
vulnerable spot which the bees were

Percale makes very nice bloomers.

sure to find. After experimenting, I
discovered that a piece of tape about 18
inches long is the best. This is run
through the casing at the bottom of
the bloomer legs. When the bloomers
are put on, the tape is drawn close
about the foot at the ankle, having the
ends uneven in length. The short end
is used to tie the tape about the ankle
on the inside of the foot. The long
end is then slipped under the foot like

there are no low growing shrubs
or small trees near the hives, it will
save a lot of bother to have a few evergreen shrubs five or six feet high cut
and set upright a few feet in front of
the hives. Bees don't always do just
what one wants them to do, but will
almost always cluster on these nearby
evergreens, where it will be easy to get
them. A common tin pail of eight or
ten quart capacity is a good thing to

Hiving the
If

Swarm
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get them

Hold the

under the
from the
tree.
It will fall into the pail, and the
queen being with them, as she almost
always will be, the cluster may then be
carried to the hive and turned down in
front of it. The bees will crawl from
the pail into the hive without further
in.

pail

and gently detach

cluster

it

trouble.
If the swarm should alight on a tall
tree out of reach without climbing, and
one has no swarm catcher, one may be
improvised that will work very well.
Get any kind of a pole that will reach
them and is not too heavy to handle,
nor yet too light to support the weight
of the bees. Tie a white cloth around
the end and on this smear some honey.
Push this end carefully into the swarm.
They will begin at once to cluster on
the cloth-bound end of the pole, and
by carefully moving it and holding it a
little away from the tree one will soon
have the cluster on the pole and can
carry it where one pleases. The women
folks have to contrive methods suited
to their strength.
curtain pole that

provided they were not
If

Miscellaneous

A

held draperies between two rooms and
was about 12 feet long was the handiest
at one time
a stout piece of scantling
at another.

on too long

left

sections are left on some
time after bees stop storing, the bees
are likely to daub them with propolis,
and sometimes they varnish the surface
of the foundation so thoroughly that
the bees will not work them at all
afterward.
Sections that have a little honey
stored in them should be cleaned out
by the bees in the fall, and then they
are excellent to use in the first supers
the next season.
Such sections are
often called baits, because they bait the
bees up into the supers to begin work
sooner than when the super contains
nothing but foundation.
But if the
honey be left in the sections over winter, it is pretty sure to be candied, and
candied honey is objectionable in seclast fall.

June
tions.

When the honey is cut out of a section box it is all right to use again if
clean and nice.
It is a little difficult to say just why
the bees should pile out with the cellar
no warmer than 36 degrees, if by piling
out you mean that they were in a cluster outside the hive, unless considerably excited in some way. But if they
came out and ran about the entrance,
throwing out their dead, there was
nothing strange about it with the light
shining in. Bees are dying ofif all
through the winter, and if it is light
enough the bees throw them out, and
even in the dark they do more or less
at it.
Their quieting down when you
darkened the cellar would indicate that
the light caused the trouble.

^ News

Items

;

A

frame with comb in it with a little
honey and brood will hold them in a
new hive. Lacking this, smearing the
inside with honey will usually keep
them. A queen-trap at the entrance is
a sure thing. My bees do not like a
perfectly new hive and will almost
always swarm out unless I use one of
these methods to prevent
Glover, Vt.
[Mrs.] J.

it.

W. Mathie.

this

comb

swarm

is

of
is

to

be

same

the

of

the

size

it

as the

which the

hive into
put,

may be

Editor.]

Using Last Year's Sections
Last year being a poor honey year,
our supers were not filled as they
should have been, a good many sections had just a little comb made on
the foundation, and we thought we

would put these in supers this year, but
there were a great many where the
comb was all built and contains a little
honey. Would it do to put these in ?
Also, how does it work to put in the
section boxes, that we took honey out
of this year, where they are all clean
and nice ?

have one large colony that was

all

when I put them in the cellar,
when the temperature was at
36 degrees they commenced piling out
and putting out dead bees. What do
right

lately

you think was the cause?

Amateur.

sections that had some of the
foundation drawn out but no honey in
them will be just as good as or a little
better than if they had never been on,

The

Chicago, reported on page 188 of
our number for June, 1916, concerning
the sale of honey, probably remember
vividly that second-hand packages are
in

very objectionable to purchasers. In
the Western
April number of
Honey Bee, we find an article by J.
Edgar Ross, which gives great emphasis to the objections against secondhand cans for extracted honey. As
Mr. Ross' experience is identical with
our own, we will quote what he says
on the purchase and use of secondhand 60-pound cans

ing that a number of the cases still
bore the placard of the Continental Oil
Company on the end, entirely innocent
of any marks of a box-scraper, I did
not inspect my purchase until time to
fill

the cans.

"Not even

then, though I found a
surprisingly large percentage of the
cans unfit for honey of any grade, did
I realize how badly I had been stung
until the season was drawing to a close
and the manager of our association

was having some correspondence with
this same firm in regard to the sale of
They enquired whether the
honey.
association used new or second-hand
cases, and added, " We would not care
to handle your honey if you use secondhand cases." That, of course, was
enough to open the eyes of a blind
If honey in 'entirely satisfacman.
tory cases was so unsatisfactory that
they did not care to handle it, there was
nothing left for me to do but figure up
my loss and forget all but the lesson.
" The cases had cost me, laid down,
40 cents each. Of the 2600 cans, 312
were utterly useless. Some of these
were so rusty on the bottom that you
could push your hand through the thin
'

and prevent their deserting, the comb and
brood mentioned by our correspondent

and

who remember
made by Mr. Pellett,

our readers

of

the investigation

"In the spring

Similarly, to retain the bees

I

Houey

inserted

into that hive at once.

will act efficiently.

Those

for

the

[The suggestions given above are
good. But if there should be any robbers about, as there are sometimes, if
the bees swarm shortly after a heavy
rain, the honey may attract them.
We
prefer a dry comb tied to the pole. If
frames

Second-Hand Cans

bottlers

of

1912 the

eastern

much-advertised line of
advertising second-hand
cans. I had some corres-

of a

honey were

cases and
pondence with them and they described
the cans as entirely free from rust on
the inside, cases in good condition, and
in nearly all cases free from marks to
indicate the producer's name. Where
they were so marked they specifically
agreed to have the marks scraped off

with a box-scraper. They said they
were not recommending them for
water-white honey, but assured me that
for the grade of honey produced in our
valley

I

would

find

them

'

entirely sat-

wired an order for a carload, 1300 cases, to be sent S. D. B. L.
isfactory.'

I

(Sight draft on bill of lading). They
came very promptly, but to my surprise

found that the bill of lading did not
permit examination.
" If I had such a situation to meet
again I would wire for a permit to examine the goods, and before accepting
them and paying the draft I would get an
adjustment for those that failed to come
up to specifications. But there were
many things that I did not know when
I

draft and the freight and
I paid the
hired a drayman to haul the cases to
my yard, taking it for granted that they
would be all right. The rush season
was just beginning, and beyond notic-

of remaining tin. Seventy-one
contained a thin liquid as black as your
hat and with an odor like a sewer. My
guess is that these had been rinsed out
to get all the honey, and from a teacupful to a quart of the last rinse water
This had turned to
left in each can.
vinegar and the acid had eaten the tin
shell

of the iron from the inside of
the can. They were entirely unfit for
honey, but after cleaning them up I
sold them to a dealer in lubricating oil
for about enough to pay for the labor
Ninety-four cans,
of cleaning them.
though in fair condition on the inside,
were so disreputable looking on the
outside that I couldn't insult my honey
by putting it into them, so the oil man

and part

got them also. Two hundred and thirty
cans contained hard, dry chunks and
cinders of what had once been honey.

Some of these chunks were actually
burned into the tin, and they couldn't
be cleaned by any practical process.
" I may go into the nursery business
some

day.

If

I

do, these

will

serve

—
:
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purpose; I can start trees in
Thirty-one of the lot had holes
in them which I soldered up and made
them useful. My loss was 707 cans
slightly more than 27 percent of the

"

a useful

them.

lot.
The cost of inspecting,
sorting and cleaning them was about
5 cents a case.
Now, how badly was I

entire

stung? I never had any complaint regarding the honey in the cans I did
use, but I hate to think of what would
have happened to me if I had used

them

all."

We

did not have as expensive an ex-

perience with second-hand cans as MrRoss reports, but we once invested $20
in 100 cases of two 60pound cans, warranted as good as new. Of these we
used about 20, with much regret afterwards, and the balance were wasted or
used for entirely different purposes
Don't buy second-hand cans nor No. 2
shipping cases for comb honey.

A

—

Single Slice o! Bread. WashingMay 5. A single slice of bread
seems an unimportant thing. Yet one
good-sized slice of bread such as a
child likes to cut weighs an ounce. It
contains almost three-fourths of an

—

ton,

—

—

ounce

of flour.

every one of the country's 20,000,000
homes wastes on the average only one
such slice of bread a day, the country
is throwing away daily more than 14,000,000 ounces of
flour
more than
875,000 pounds, or enough flour for
over a million one-pound loaves a day.
For a full year at this rate there would
be a waste of over 319,000,000 pounds
If

—

flour— 1,500,000

of flourenough to make .365,000,000 loaves.
Fourteen and nine-tenths bushels of
wheat on the average are raised per
acre. It would take the grain of some
470,000 acres just to provide a single
slice of bread to be wasted daily in
of

barrels

every home.

Honey
zine

vs.

Cane Sugar.

— The

maga-

Good

Health, published at Battle
Creek, Mich., contains in its April number an article on "Sugar as a Human

Food," by that authority, John Harvey
Kellogg, some parts of which are related to honey and its consumption, so
we take the liberty of quoting from it
" In the process of digestion the saliva
converts starch into malt sugar, while
another ferment,
maltas ;,' converts
the malt sugar into dextrose. Cane sugar
is not acted upon by the saliva, by the
gastric juice, by the pancreatic juice or
by the ordinary intestinal juice. But far
'

down

lower part of the intestine
there is produced a small amount of
ferment known as sucrase,' which converts the cane sugar into dextrose and
levulose, the same forms of sugar we
find in honey.
"A pound of cane sugar when taken
into the body is converted into a pound
of honey.
But it takes four times as
long to digest, absorb and utilize an
ounce of cane sugaras itdoes an ounce
of malt sugar or an ounce of starch.
This is a serious objection to the use
of cane sugar, but there is this other
and much more serious objection, that
cane sugar is an irritant.
in the

'

When we

take starchy foods, the

saliva begins acting upon the starch as
soon as it is taken into the mouth. It

rapidly converts

it
into malt sugar,
by little converted into
molecules of dextrose and passed on

which

little

is

formed into the small

as fast as

intes-
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ti,

During

1817.

farmer, and his

was as
carried

a

his early life he
first

interest

in

was

a

bees

farm side line. For a time he
on queen-rearing in connec-

tion with his farming, but for nearly a
quarter of a century he made beekeep-

tine.

"This process

is

a gradual one.

The

upon starch is very
prompt, but the amount produced is
very small, and it is absorbed as it is

action

of

saliva

produced.
"Starch itself is bland. All farinaceous foods that have been well chewed
are much like a poultice in the stomach, soft andunirritating, and the sugar
that is produced from the starch is carried ofif as fast as it is produced. Thus
the stomach is not accustomed to the
contact of a strong solution of sugar.
"Cane sugar is the most common of
all
causes of teeth decay. Yet sugar
itself does not attack the teeth.
It irritates the stomach and causes it to pour
out a large amount of acid gastric
juice, and that is where the mischief
lies.

"Cane sugar causes decay

of teeth,

another entirely diflferent way.
Teeth require lime, and the amount of
lim; required by the body is 15 to 25
grains a day. This amount of lime is
carried out of the body chiefly through
the bowels, although to some extent
through the kidneys. We must replace
that lime every day. If we do not, the
body will be gradually drained of lime.
" A certain amount of lime is needed
for our intellectual processes. There
is a little lime in the brain and in most
fluids and tissues of the body, but the
lime is found chiefly in the bones, while
the teeth also contain a considerable
proportion of this most important
mineral substance.
"When we do not supply the body
with lime the bones are robbed of their
also, in

of lime.
If, for instance, one is
eating five grains of lime, the
body will take 10 to 20 grains out of the
bones every single day, and it will take
but a few years for a considerable
amount of lime to be taken out. It was
found by Prof. Virchow that when an
animal is deprived of lime it obtains
its supply from the least active bones,
as the bones of the head and those the

store

only

least essential to life. It would not do
to take the lime out of the arm bones

because it would make them flexible,
nor to take the lime out of the leg
bones, because they would become so
limber; so Nature very wisely and
sagaciously takes the lime out of the
skull bones and the face bones and out
of the teeth."

The Late W.

J.

Forehand, of Alabama

ing an exclusive business. He bred 3banded Italian bees exclusively, and

was well equipped
queen business.

for

his

extensive

Labor Saving Devices

for
less

expensive

Times demand

much

Hiving.

—

labor-saving methods. The old method
of lugging around hives to hive swarms
from various sections of the yard was
too laborious and caused confusion of
many swarms and loss of valuable
queens, consequently I have adopted
the plan of setting my empty hives
where they are to remain permanently.
I have prepared half-bushel baskets
by fastening the handles permanently
so they will not swing from side to
side, as the handle left to swing would
cut oflf and kill many bees. One-half
of the top of the basket should be covered with a thin board fastened securely
to the top of the basket.
Now make a
hook of No. 9 galvanized wire and
and fasten to the top of the handle.
This hook should be large enough to
hook over a two to four inch limb.

When

W. J. Forehand With the passing of
W. J. Forehand one of the best known
queen-breeders of the South has dropped
out of the ranks. For more than 25
years he was engaged in queen-rearing

Of late his two
sons, N. Forehand and A. I. Forehand
were associated with him in the business under firm name of W. J. Forehand & Sons. The boys will continue
the business under the same name.
All his life Mr. Forehand lived in the
in

Ft. Deposit, Ala.

vicinity

of

Ft.

born there Aug.

Deposit, having been
11, 1848,

and died Feb.

your swarm commences to
alight, a cluster about the size of your
hand or less should be shaken into the
basket. Then hook it fast to the limb

and go to your next swarm, if any, with
extra baskets and repeat the process,
looking out now and then that all are
alighting properly.
Now when the first swarm has clustered in and over the basket, take down
and replace with an extra empty basket.
Should another swarm be drawn or
attracted to this same place they will
draw in, especially so when a previous
swarm has left its odor, as Ihe peculiar
swarm odor tends to draw the following swarms that come in that immediate location.
Now carry the swarm that is clus-
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When

ered in the basket to the empty hive
that is permanently located a distance
away on the opposite side of the apiary.
Turn over carefully and empty close
in to the hive being very careful not
to cause a flight of bees. The longer

to

tion of their

own

and when

selection,

they do start you are liable to lose
prime swarms. In my prime swarms
are my profit, as they naturally work
with greater vigor and give the desired

is clustered the less liable it
to take flight, but it should be hived
as soon as possible after clustering.

swarm

a

clustered too long they are liable
send out scouts and get a new loca-

results.

is

— M. H.

Mendleson,

in Califor-

nia Cultivator.

'^.Answers*

Dr. Miller's

to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo, II-..
does not answer bee-keeoine Questions by mail.

Send Questions either

He

June

can you give his address

so.

?

Missouri.

Answers —Just between you and me

I'll

you that there's a whole lot of things
about bees that I don't know very much
about, and this foulbrood business is one of
them. I don't know for sure just how European foulbrood is first brought into a hive,
whether in the honey or whether a bee that
brings honey from a diseased colony brings
spores on its feet or brings them in the
honey. But after the disease is once in a
hive I think it's continued, not by the honey,
but by the nurses eating the juices of the
diseased larvae, and I knoiv that a cure generally follows if there is a break of sufficient
tell

length in the rearing of brood.
you quote it certainly
1. Yes, on the page
looks as if the queen carried the disease,
and so would continue it in her own colony.
In spite of that, if I had a mild case, and the
queen was valuable. I'd try caging her ten
days.

Putting Bees in

Died

Wliere Bees Have

a Hive

a 2-story 8I have one colony of bees in
frame hive. The bees died about three
I thinii they had diarrhea.
Would it be all right in the spring to
I
put three pounds of bees with a queen in a
hive and let them clean it out ?
two hives
2. Would it be better to make
out of the one two story hive and put three
pounds of bees with a queen in eacii hive ^
in the hive, but
3. There is plenty of honey

weelss ago.

new queen

What

4.

Would

beginning to mold.

it is

?

is

it

that

this

Itill

makes the comb

the
,

in

the

frames moldy ?
f
the combs from
5. Could 1 in any way stop
Pennsylvania.
,

some tree.
What bothers me is to tell what hive they
hived 1
them
get
when
I
emerged from, for
want to out them back on the old stand.
2 I have read somewhere that in order to
unite two swarms of bees or to introduce a
queen to them a good plan is to wet them

air.

settled on

the branch

of

spray of water to
thoroughly with a
which has been added oil of peppermint, so
odor, and theresame
have
the
that they will
fore, will not be able to detect any strangers
method how
this
using
in
among them. Now
would I reach all. or nearly all. of the bees
the cover
take
Would
you
?
with the water
oft and spray over the racks and let what
racks
?
the
among
would run down

,

Yes, brush off the dead bees,
any filth on top-bars or elsewhere
and the bees will do the rest.
the addi2. Yes, provided you want to have

Answers.— I.
off

Michigan,

No.
Mold.
favored by
3.

4

It is

minute vegetable growth

a

warmth and moisture.

Put them

5.

tell pretty
Answers.— I.
well by looking at the entrances of the different hives, even if you don't look until the

You can generally

in a dry,

sunny place.

stand.
Destroying Queen-Cells— Transferring— When

to

Extract

cutting out queen cells do you
cut them all out or do you leave one ?
2 I have three stands of bees in box-hives,
can I take the bottom out of the box-hives
and place them on too of standard hives ?
How long will it take the bees to make their
home in the standard hives? Would it be
all right to place a queen excluder between
the two hives about three or four weeks
after they commence to work in the lower
hive and could I leave the queen excluder
on until all the young bees are out of the
the top hive, then take it off ? Can I transfer
these bees this way without danger ol a

When

1

swarm

?

,
comb to
3 Will it pay me to change from
extracted honey when I can get 15 cents a

pound

,

,

for either

,

Answers.— I. Cut out

all

when your

object

prevent or delay swarming. If you are
doing it to prevent afterswarms, then leave
to

one.
2.

If the box-hive be small, the bees

may

begin work in the lower hive within a week.
If it be large enough it may take a month.
Don't wait three or four weeks, but put the
excluder between the two stories just as
soon as the queen is in the lower story, and
three weeks later all the worker brood will
have emerged. With this management there

would be no swarming.
Yes, indeed.
Except in rare cases honey may be extracted as soon as all sealed, although it is
better to wait longer.
3.

4.

How

to

Trace from

Wherj

a

Swarm

Issues-

Uniting

I

know anything about

don't

the water
have no fixed

personally, and

opinion.

do not suppose it has.
He is M. E. Darby,

3.

I

4.

Yes.

of Springfield.

settled.

Take

field,

a pint or so of the bees of the

swarm, dump them on the ground some two
rods away from the swarm, and quickly dust
them with fiour. and hurry to watch for
floury bees entering their old hive. If you
are suspicious, but not certain, of some
colony, open the hive and look for sealed
queen-cells and a scarcity of bees, and also
for a small proportion of the brood unsealed.
2. If you try that plan, take peppermint
essence, not oil. and it will be well to
sweeten the water. Yes. take off the cover
and spray over the top bars. If the bees
scattered around are not considerable in
number, it is not necessary to spray them.

Cutting Out Drone-Comb

When

the best timeof year and the best
time of day to cut out drone comb, and how
can it be replaced with worker foundation ?
is

Pennsvlvainia.

Answer.— The

time is a matter
largely of the beekeeper's own convenience.
Other things being equal, there is no better
time in the year than spring or early summer, after bees are in full flight and before
the combs begin to be filled with honey. It
doesn't matter about the time of day, unless
you have to do with combs that contain
brood, in which case it should be in the heat
of the day. Generally, however, it can be
managed so that you will have no brood in
the combs to be mended, and little or no
best

honey.
To replace drone comb with worker foun
dation. cut out the drone-comb, and then on
one side trim away the cells so as to expose
a margin of perhaps one-fourth inch of the
septum. Cut your patch of foundation to
fit the hole and cover the exposed septum
Unless the day or the room is very warm,
you must in some way heat the foundation
so that it shall be warm and soft, and then
press down quite firmly the edge of the
foundation upon the margin of the septum.
Instead cf using foundation it may be still
better to use patches of worker-comb just
large enough to fit quite snugly into the
holes.

?

4 How long should comb honey be sealed
over before 1 can extract it. without danger
Illinois
of it becoming granulated ?

is

Few

bees will be seen
and you may see some
very young bees crawling on the ground not
far from the entrance. If you fail in that,
go ahead and hive the swarm, setting it temporarily two rods or more from its old

swarm has

starting for the

tional colony.

I

fine

further molding?

scrape

2.

treatment

I. I keep some bees, and when they swarm
hardly ever see them until they are in the

Foulbrood

Color of Carniolans— Putting on Supers

In October last, when arranging my bees
for winter. I noticed in colonies Nos. 2 and
There being
3 a few cells of brood affected.
only a few and at the close of season, it did
The
past winter
not bother me very much.
being very severe, little if any brood was
of
P'ebruary.
reared before the latter part
Havingleft them plenty of stores it was the
only
to listen at
only attention 1 gave ihem
the entrance to tell if all were quiet. Being
examination
before
unable to make an
March 24. 1 found at this date No, 3 robbed,
brood,
showleaving a few cells of affected
ing the queen had begun to lay. Numbers i.
this
disease
4. b and 10 brought to their hives
from No. 3. I am sure.
this disease is transmitted in the
1. If
honey how can a cure be effected by removing the queen until all brood is hatched and
the bees clean house? Is not the affected
honey there still? In the American Bee
Journal for April. 1QI5. on page 12Q. paragraph
4. it reads as if the disease was transmitted
by the queen also. Would you recommend
requeening in my case, where the disease
has only a weak start ?
think of the water treat2. What do you
ment for foulbrood as described on page 173.
Journal ?
same
May. IQI5. of this
3. Has this been tried out by many ?
for this State ? If
inspector
4. Is there an

noticed in the March American Bee
Journal that you say theCarniolan is ablack
bee, and in an article in the April Bee Journal by Frank Rojina. it is stated that the
Carniolan bee is in color silver or light gray.
T.

I

Now, who
2.

When

the hive

is
is

right

?

the best time to put supers on

Indiana.

?

Answers—

expect to find Carniolans the color of the print on this page,
you will find yourself mistaken. Equally
mistaken will you be if you expect them to
be in color silver, looking just like a new
siver dime. But if you will compare them
very carefully with what are called black
bees, you will find there are bands inclining
to the color of silver, allowing one tosay
I.

If

you

they are silver color. Strictly speaking,
call black bees are very far from
being black. And if you will look again you
will see that I did not say that Carniolans
are black, but that they are so much like
the blacks in appearance that it is hard to
distinguish them." And that's true, too; for
unless you look closely and carefully you

what we

'
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hardly notice the small part that differs

will

from the blacks.
2. Put on supers when you see the very
first blossom on the plant you expect your
first harvest from, which with you is probably white clover.

Swarms— Caucasians

— Beginning

in

Bee Business

bees are kept in one story hives all
summer, how many times will they swarm ?
1.

If

2.

Are the

Caucasians better for out-

jrrav

door wintering?
Will the gray Caucasians work better on
red clover than the Italians
4. How can I get a good start in the bee
business?
lowA.

does not contain enough. If the combs are
mostly filled with brood until late In the
season, there may be a shortage of stores. If
I
should leave my 8 frame hives to themselves from fall to next harvest,
should
expect many of the colonies to starve.
2. I don't know just what the arrangement
is, but at a guess would say it might be kept
I

on.

No. indeed; in your locality supers
should not be given before the first clover1

bloom opens.
4.

3

i'

Answers. — I. If the hive is large enough, a
colony may not swarm at all; if small
enough, even as small as an Sframe hive,
with no additional room given, a colony may
swarm one to eight times, and possibly not

Probably the condensation of vapor that

comes from the

bees.

they are combs in sections, it is not
well to use them unless the bees cleaned
them out in the fall. Brood-combs may be
used all right, but if honey has been left
over winter in extracting combs the honey
stored in them will be affected by it.
5.

If

Probably not.

3.

I

Royal Jelly

don't think so.

That depends.

you can buy full colonies in your own neighborhood, that's your
best chance. If you send away, it's a question between buying nuclei or bees by the
pound. With little or no experience, it
would be better to buy nuclei.
4.

American Foulbrood

If

— Colonies

Stealing Eggs

there any way that you know of that
would be safe to use extracting combs
taken from colonies affected with American
foulbrood the same as European foulbrood ?
2. Wliat is your plan for treating American
foulbrood ?
3. Is it safe 'to treat colonies affected with
American foulbrood?
queenless colonies ever been
4. Have
known to steal eggs from other colonies to
rear a queen ?
5. Do you know if queens are ever mated
with drones produced by laying workers ?
Is

1.

Kansas.
I

Answers.— I. There would be a risk, and
know of no special plan or treatment that

would lessen the

risk. Yet if the disease is
rather common in the neighborhood it might
be worth while to try using such extracting

combs.
2. 1 never treated but one case of American foulbrood. and that was by fire. I
burned up bees, combs, frames, everything
but the hive; I couldn't get that in the furnace door. And that's the advisable plan
with only one or two diseased colonies. If
I
had a number of cases I should use the
usual brushing plan.
3. No. indeed.
been said to do so; I don't
4. They have
know whether it is correct or not.
is possible,
5. I don't know; I suppose it
but doubt its frequent occurrence.

1.

What

look like
2.

is

swarm on narrow starters last
year. They built combs in every direction
so that I cannot move a frame. I would like
to requeen. Will it be best to drum them
hived a

into an

empty box and

kill

the

queen

?

Oklahoma.

Answer —Perhaps it would be as well to
wait until they swarm, hive swarm in good
hive, and break up old colony 21 days later.
Size of Hive for

Wintering— When

to Put

Will the body of an 8 frame hive hold
strongcolony to winter ?
Should inner cover under lid be pu: on

1

2

summer

in

3.

?

Should supers be put on when bees are

unpacked

in

spring?

causes
4. What
lime of year ?
5

Can combs

in the fall

water

partly

made

honey

at this

or partly filled

be put back with supers in spring?
Illinois.
large enough
of food, but often it

Answers— The body
I.

to

in

contain abundance

is

Nothing equals good honey. Granulated

8.

sugar, in syrup or candy, comes next.
J.
It has interfered greatly, although In
some parts the business is said to be going
on much as usual.
10 I don't know.
The lowest I have heard
of has been giving it away, although it is
possible a reward has been paid for taking it.
11. I don't know.
I have
read of its being
sold for a dollar a pound or more.
12. In its proper lime and place it is very
useful.
For practical beekeepers it is
pretty generally worse than useless.
13.

No.

14.

Hard

to

say.

that reputation, but

Caucasians

have had

some Caucasians have

and what does

it

Iowa.

?

Size of Tin Top Cover

What

size do you find or think most convenient for your M-inch dead air space, tin

top cover

Washington.

?

Answer.— Mine

are just the width of the
top of the hive. Some are lust the length,
and some H inch longer. I think I like the
latter rather better, because less care is
needed in putting on the cover.
Color of Breeds

What color are the Italian queens ?
What is the difference between the Italians
and blacks
2. What is the use of having a divisionboard in a colony ?
color are the queen cells just
3 What
I

Miscellaneous

What

1

is

the best

method

?

to

use to find

the queen?
2 Are the golden bees of the Italian breed
or are they of another race altogether ?
3. What is the difference between the Carniolan and Caucasian bees ?
4 Can artificial or Weed process of comb
be told apart from the original article wfien
placed side by side ?
are the leather-colored
5. Of what breed

bees

?

6. If a person wishes to increase his colonies, which way would be better, by swarming or by dividing ?
7. Which is the better hive for this locality,

the single-walled hiveor the double-wailed ?
S. What is the best food for bees, if they
have to be fed ?
g. Will not the European war greatly interfere with beekeeping in Europe ?
lowest price in history
10 What is the
that honey has sold for ?
11. What is the highest price
in history
that honey has sold for?

swarming entirely useless, and
waste of energy and time ?
12.

a

Is

is it

13 Will bees build the comb straight in
sections where comb foundation is not used?
14. What breed of bees is the gentlest ?
15. Is there any country where movableframe hives have never been introduced ?
Illinois.

There

—I.

is

after they are built, and what color are they
just before the virgin hatches ? Nehraska.

—

Answers i The color varies from a
bright yellow to the color of a black queen.
But the workers should not vary but each
have three yellow bands In general, Italians
from blacks in gathering more honey
and defending their combs better from the

differ

depredations of the bee-moth.

What

2,

swarm

a division-

When

a queen cell is built it is likely to
the color of the brood-comb on
which it is built. If this be old and dark,
the cell will be rather dark, although never
so dark as a very old comb; while on a new
3.

be

much

comb

it will be light, growing a little
at the time the virgin emerges.

much smoke, and

Carniolans

sometimes called

is

board is really a dummy. It is used at the
sideof the hive so that it will be easier to
take out the frames after the dummy is
taken out. Some, however, prefer not to
have the dummy.

darker

no

given rule.
go about it
quietly. If you stir them up so as to get the
bees to running, shut up the hive until an
hour later or until another day. Look on
the combs where the brood is. although
sometimes she may be elsewhere, even on
the bottom or sides. If you don't find her
after looking the combs over two or three
times, give it up until another time.
2. They are Italians with more yellow than
the original Italians.
i,

sufficient food for a

The experienced

either or both ways.
things considered, perhaps the sin7. All
gle-walled hive is better.

Aster Honey

jelly

Answers.— I. It is the food given by the
nurse-bees to the larvas in queen-cells. It
looks a little like thick milk; but what is
left in the cell after the young queen emerges is more solid, looking more like jelly.
2.
I
think I never saw mention of Ester
honey.
Perhaps you mean aster honey,
which is gathered in the fall from asters,
being rather dark and strong in flavor.

On

Super

royal

Ester honey

is

Answers

I

own hands

their

may do

?

What

Don't use

Transferring

into

been reported as vicious.
15. Likely, but I don't know.

at all.
2.

207

more,

and some

strains of Caucasians are gentler.
4. I doubt if you or I could tell the different kinds apart; the manufacturers might.
5.

Italians.

6.

That depends on circumstances. One

with not very much experience, who can be
on hand to watch for swarms may do best
to leave the matter of increase to the bees,
only insisting that there shall be no second
swarms. Those who can be with their bees
only part of the time should take increase

Shook Swarming,

Etc,

Please tell how shook swarming is done,
and if you advise such swarming ?
2. What do you think of this, to contract
a lo-frame hive to only six frames just before
the main honey flow and put dummies in
place of the frames \\'ill this force the bees
to go into the supers faster or will the
broodnest be too small for brood-rearing
and force the queen to go into the sections
1.

and

lay eggs

?

have ico swarms this fall and only
3. If I
want 50 hives in the cellar, should I kill 50 of
them and extract the honey from the combs,
or should I unite the swarms ?
Wisconsin.
Answers.— I. Shakeswarming is advisable
in many cases, especially where it is not
feasible to be on hand to watch for natural
swarms. Toshake a swarm yousimply shake
or brush all or nearly all the bees from
all but one comb of brood, leaving in the old
hive the queen with all or nearly all the
bees, the one comb of brood, and filling the
hive with frames filled with foundation or
drawn combs. The disposal ypu

else with
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make

combs

of the

brood taken away

of

i

of Italian bees
Also Barnes' foot power saw
out.
Closing
mill.
foundation
and
Iowa
J. L Strong Clarinda.

For Sale— A few colonies

in large hives.

depends on circumstances.
not you
2 Whether the queen goes up or

,

.

be likely to get as good results as to
two
leave all the brood. Might try one or
will not

My Bright

queens

Italian

price list. Safe arrival
guaranteed. M. Bates. Rt.

ing.

each;

For Sale— Bright

queens

Ready April

at 7SC

Safe

15.

J.

Talley. Rt.

gatherers anywhere at any price. Untested,
Wallace R. Beaver
$1.00. Tested. $2.00.
Lincoln. 111.

queen excluder

entrance
'Vuo'yi'o'" 'consider the -wire
page ^ii.
guard -as shown in Roofs catalog,
ttie
Idequate to prevent losing swarms when
apiarist is away all day
,<.„„„tc inin
measurements,
exact
the
are
What
4
side of a 10 frame hive, full story/
a

Italian Oueens from the E. E. Mott's
strain of bees. Unt., ooc each; $Q.oo per doz.
Safe delivery guaranteed.
2arl E. Mott. Glenwood, Mich.

.'

5

What

is

the best method to.introduce
is the proper t^^e^Y^^^

For SALE-Golden untested queen,

a)

The

Rt.

distance varies from

W

About % inch.
2 inches.
reanot necessary unless for some
queen from
son you want to prevent the
to pass- In
going where workers areallowed
are
working for section honey, excluders
sections are fi/Ud
not needed provided the
used
foundation. Generally they are

half an inch to
2

It is

ti, 00;

For quantities, write me. SatisR- O SrO^i.
faction guaranteed.

6 forts. 00.

queen, and when

Answers.-i.

4.

ForSale— 18 ten-frame wood bound zinc
excluders, new. 30c each. Fifty H-frame wood
and zinc excluders. 20c each,
D. G. Little. Hartley, Iowa.
Finest Italian Oueens from luneistto
Nov.

Jiooeach;

ist.

6

W. Romber ger,

My circular
for I50J
for one.
St Joe, Mo.

Ask

gives good methods.
J.

3ii3

Locust St

,

Rhode Island Queens. Italian. Carniolan.
Caucasian and Banats. Tested in May, $2.pc.
Untested. $1 50. Full colonies and bees by

°"

Queens of QuALiTV-Select 3-band leather colored Italians, bred for honey producUntested queens. 75c each; six. $4 25;
tion

little

variation, and

I

that there's any l^xed standard.
however, a standard for the Langand the hive
stroth frame, which is iiHx<M.
not be
mustbeof such size that there shall
the ends of the
less than H inch between
hive, and beframes and the sides of the
and bottween top bars of the lower story
don-t

know

There

is

tom-bars of story over.
one way is best, some another.
S Some say
by means
Perhaps the most general way is
queen-cage, allowing the
of a provisioned
release the queen.
bees to eat the candy and

Department

Classified

b^^^^I^n -n^

^ «?{f nJ,f

here cannot be
counts of any kind. Notices
wanted in this defess than two lines. If
ordering.
when
partment, you must say so

Phelps' Golden Italian

Breeders,

Sel. test. t2,oo.

and

Is.oo

Garden City Api aries. San

$10

Jose. Calif.

untested.
Bees with queens by the
No disease, safe delivery

("iueens. pure

Tested.

$1.50.

..

,j

Penfield.

Queens— 3 banded Italians.
for business. Untested. 60c.
Safe arrival and satisfaction

Bred

strictly

Tested. $1.00.
guaranteed or

money refunded. SinkingCreek

Apiaries.

Gimlet. Ky.

Italians 50c each; $5.50 per

Virgins. 25c each; $2.75 per doz
tilled in rotation after

placed

Orders

May

20.

proving mismated reBray. Rt. 2. Kelso. Tenn.

my queens

of

free.

A. F.

you.

winners; also by frame and

Minnesota bred
45^ mated

Jloo.

O

.

Italian queens. Virgins.
C. Wandrie. f razee.Minn

BEES AND QUEENS from
J.
'

apiary.

lAtf

84

Cortland

St..

i^y

n.

New^jJ^rsey

ivi.

v^uwtv.

York
New -'

-City.

.

early to insure prompt
Tested, J1.25; ""'"«^1>»Ji2'irr"
Goldens.
fl^Iand
J^h^^e^iair' Tex.

Place your order

service

Bees are hustlers
Phei.ps' Golden Italian
prolific Italian

U^rjuTis/ My

queens

Ji 00; 6.

circular gh,e^bes^t meth-

ods of in'^^oducUncy Road.

Italian queens.
Prices for lune. one. $1.00; 6 for $5 00. 'I'ested.
Write for circular. Nuclei
$i-2s; 6 for $7 00.

and

full

3-banded

colonies ready now.
J. F.

Diemer.

St""

josep'^Mo.

Rt.

3.

Liberty. Mo.

To Inouirers:— I sell no queens directly
but have an arrangement with the Stover
Apiaries. Starkville. Miss., which I keep
supplied with best breeders, and they can
supply you with

00; after
Tfsted leather-colored quedns.$2
00. »io per dozen.
lunli Ji=oT untested. $1
St Harttord.Conn.
n
Chapma
3
Yates.
AW.

ViroROUs

Well Bred

my

stock.
C. C. Miller. Marengo.

III.

For Sale— Because of change in business,
sell my 225 colonies of high-bred Italin lo-frame hives. Equipped for exUnlimited alfalfa
tracted and comb honey
pasture and home market for all. Splendid
in
this new country.
opportunity for bee-man
must
ians

A.

W.

F.

.

$4.00.

Co..

Clarion, Mich.

Golden Italian Queens

that produce

golden bees; good honey gatherers; no foulbrood. Select tested, $1.25. Tested. $1.00.
Untested. 7SC; 6. $425; 12. J8.00. After July
ist. untested. 63c; 6, $3 7=;; 12, $7.00 No nuclei
U. T. Gaster.
or bees for sale.
Rt. 2, Randleman, N. C.

Fine Italian Queens— Can furnish select
stock at the following prices Single queen.
$1.00 each; 2 queens. $1.75; 3 queens. $2.50; 12
queens. $0.00. Six or more at dozen rates.
No disease. Safe arrival. I am filling orders
by return mail. Give me a trial.
Chas. M. Darrow. Star Rt.. Milo. Mo.

Golden Italian Queens bred

strictly
a strong race ot
honey gatherers. Unt.. each. 73c; 0, $4.25; 12.
ested
$8 00 For larger lots write for prices.

for business that

produce

1

Prompt service and

eacli. J1.50.

guaranteed

Broadway

J

.

satisfaction

Punn.

'i.
Ave.. San Jose. Calif.

Golden Queens that produce Golden
of the brightest kind. I will challenge the world on my Goldens and their
Price. $1.00 each;
honey-getting qualities.
Tested. $2.00: Breeders. $500 and $10.00.
2Atf
J. B. Brockwell. Barnetts. Va.

Workers

Golden Italian Queens from

a

breeder

that was ist premium winner at III. State
Fair in iitb. Untested. Tsc; six for $425; 12
for $8.00. Select untested, one. $1.00; 6. $5.00;

Tested. $1. so; 6, $8.00.
A O. Heinzel. Rt. 3. Lincoln.
,

,,,
111.

Business First Queens — three-banded
Select untested. $100 each. Your
queen sent by return mail or your money
back. I will send each one ordering from
me a plan for preventing swarming if you
desire. No disease. Send for once list.
M. F. Perrv. Bradentown. Fla.

Good Italian Queens— Tested. $1.00; unOne-pound packages with untested 75c.
tested queen. $2 25; 2-lb. package. $3.25. Onepound package with tested queen. $2 so; 2package. $3 5o. Nuclei with untested
Ib
queen. 2-frame. $3. 25; 3 frame, J4.00. With
tested queen, 2-frame, .$330; 3-frame. J4 25.
G. W. Moon
you.
We can pleasePark
Ave.. Little Rock. Ark.
1004

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens combine

the qualities you
honey gatherers,

Mated.
are

Latshaw

Italians.

,,,
111.

Head your colonies with some of our vigorous voung three banded Italian queens.
Untested, lune i. $1.00; perdoz..$g 00; nuclei
and full colonies Satisfaction guaranteed.
A. E. Crandall & Son. Berlin. Conn.

taken now;

queens
FuLMER's Gray Caucasian
pound.

A.

Satisfaction
bees, in any way, anywhere.
guaranteed. Mated. $1.00. Select. $123; 6 for
$2.00.
$500. Tested. Ji. 75. Select.
U L. Swarts. Rt 2. Lancaster. Ohio.

Italian,

pound or nuclei.
and satisfaction guaranteed
J. F. Coyle. Route 27.

Any

W

Swarts' Golden Queens of quality; produce bees that are not surpassed by any

12, $0.00.

Clover
75c.

Untested. 75c; half doz

I.

Goldens that are true to name. One race
only. Unt. 75C each; fe. $4.25; 12. $800. For
Tested. Ji so.
larger lots write for prices.

doz.

will please

for business.
Select. $1.00.

5')

R.

Circular free.
J. I. Banks. Dowelltown. Tenn.

$800.

Queens— Best

BEES AND QUEENS.
Queens

Send for circular.
Edwin Tuttle. Woonsocket.

the pound

12.

banded Italians are beautiand good honey gatherers Bred strictly

Greenville, Ala.

with
the time supers
for extracted honey during
are on.
provided there is no crack any3 Yes
queen
where about the hive that will let the

There has been no

riuEENS OF Quality— Our Hand-Moore
strain of three

Greenville. Ala.

3.

Golden Italian Queens, no better honey

the distancebetween
ia) What should be
1
bottom-board and frames ? /) B^t^f?"
ot
and bottom'"'J
brood-chamber
in
frames
of

Safe arrival and satisfaction
W. W. Talley.
Rt. 4. Greenville. Ala.

and satisfaction guaranteed.
T.

Introduction

to use a

by the pound.
guaranteed.

be ready

Greenville. Ala.

Italian

per doz.

$7.50

Frames— Queen Excluder— Queen

''m"l"ece.%ry

4.

My

Bright Italian queens will be ready
to ship April i at 7Sc each; virgin queens.
30c each. Send for price list of queens. Bees

ful,

arrival
Distance of

will

Send for
and satisfaction

to ship after April 1st at 60c each.

cases to see for yourself.
Better unite; and it might be better to
1
unitwait until the following spring before

June

Lee. Cordell, Okla.

Golden Italian Queens by June ist. Untested, 75c. or six for $4.25; doz.. $8 00. Select
untested. $1.00. Tested. $125; six for $7.00.
Pure mating guaranteed.
Breeders. $500
J. I. Danielson.
Send for circular.
Fairfield. Iowa.

want. 'I'hey are great
gentle.
beautiful and

$1.00; six. $5.00; Tested. $3.00; BreedSon.
Phelps
C.
and $10.
3 Wilcox St.. Binghamton. N. V.

&

W.

ers. $5,00

Golden Italian queens
you need

Bred

strictly to

of

the quality

produce Golden
One. 75c; 6. $4.23;

bees that get the honey.
Prompt de12 J825; 50 or more, 60c each.
livery and satisfaction guaranteed.
Calif.
Gatos.
Los
Bx.2ig.
A.
Rt.
Pfeiffer.
L
J

Italian bees and
queens; bred from the best honey gathering
Untested queens. 75c;
strains obtainable
Tested queens. $150 each.
6 $425; 12, $8.00.
For queens in large quantities and bees by

For Sale— Three band

the

pound write

for prices.

Robt. B. Spicer, Wharton. N.

J.

with
Now prepared to supply you
I Am
queens.
Golden 3-banded and Carniolan Tested,
Give me a trial and be pleased Untested.

each

$1 00; 12

75c each; 12 or

or more. 85c each.
more. 65c each. Ten percent

discount on orders booked 30 days before
shipment. No credit; no c. o d_shipments.
Ford. Tex.
I. N. Bankston. Eagle

*
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Golden
queens:

3

Band

Italian
50c;

Vimin, one,

and Carniolan
$250;

6.

12.

$4.ou;

100. $25.
Untested, one. 7SC. 6, J4.20; 12. St.Bd;
joo. $60. Select untested, one, Ssci 6, J4.80; 12.
Tested, one, $1.00: 6, $540; 12,
$^.00; too, $70,
Select tested, one. |i.25. 12,
$10.20; 100, $80,
Breeders, $5 00 each.
Si.^.80; 100, $100.

Bees

packages without combs: J^-lb
Nuclei, iframe.
$1.25; 2lb, $2,25.

in

,

lib..

7Sc;

Add
2 frames. $225; 3 frames, tt.oo.
guarantee safe
pi ice of queens wanted.
arrival and no disease.
C. B. Bankston, Buffalo. Tex.
J( 25;

Northwestern Beekeepers! Save
S,

For Sale— Cedar or pine dovetailed

Dak,
hives,

lineof supplies including Dadant's
foundation. Write for catalog.
A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside. Wash.

also

full

We

Gray Caucasians, an exceptionally vigorous, prolific, long lived race. Early breeders, gentle, and best of honev gatherers.
Untested queens, $1.50. Select unt., $200.
Tested, tj 00. Select tested, $150 After
June 2oih, untested, $1.00. Select unt., $1.25.
I'ested, $2.00. Select tested. $2.50. Improved
northern bred Italian queens as good as the
best at same prices. If you desire Caucasian queens, please let me book your order
F. L, Barber, The
early. Ask for circular.
Queen Breeder, Lowville, Lewis Co N. Y.
,

For Sale— Famous

Root's, Moore's. Davis' extra select strain of honey gatherers.
Mated with Geo, B, Howe's select drones;

unsurpassed for honey gathering, gentleness
and disease resistirig. Most all leading bee-

'I'ested,

I.

and old combs for cash or
make up on shares. "Best quality " foundation made and sold cheap in small lots.
J. J. Angus. Grand Haven. Mich.
us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
White Mfg. Co.,
are nice and cheap.

Bee-Keeper.

let

Paris, Tex.

lAtf

SUPPIilES.
hives; used but
good condition: painted; complete with
frames; no combs, with Higginsville cover
and reversible bottom, at $1,00 each or $45.00
The M. C. Silsbee Co.,
for the lot.
Cohocton. Rt. 3. N. Y.

HONEY LABELS

i,

$1, so

Extra select tested, i, $2 00. Breeders, Js. 00
Bees with queen, per lb.. I2 50; D lbs $12; 12
lbs., $20. Try my bees and queens.
H. B Murray, Liberty. N. C.

Honey Labels of the better sort. Not only
the most attractive but also the lowest in
price. Send today for free samples.
Liberty Pub, Co.. Sta.D,Box4H, Cleveland, O.

For Sale— Three-band Italian bees and
queens. Our bees and queens last year
gave general satisfaction, and this year
we are in position to give stronger nuclei with
a greater percent of brood than we did last
year. If it is a bargain you are looking for
send your order this way. We are now ship
ping bees and queens daily. Bees are all in
standard hives. Hoffman frames wired and
full sheets of foundation. We guarantee
bees to be free from disease.
Bees without queen Three-frame nuclei,
$2.25; 2 frame nuclei, $1.75; i-frame nuclei.
Threelb. bees. $325; 2-lb. bees. $2,25;
I1.25.
i-lb, $1 50.
3-band Italian queen, untested,
75c. Tested, $1.00. If queen is wanted, add
price of queen.
The Hyde Bee Co., Floresville. Tex.

just issued a
up-to-date catalog of honey labels
your
copy. Neat
Write
for
and stationery.
labels and quick delivery guaranteed.
111.
Hamilton.
Bee
Journal,
American

.

:

HONEY AND BEESWAX

we

tracted,

18

—As we

honev. both

are entirely

comb and

ex-

difficult to quote prices,
is still a call for it.

find

although there

it

Beeswax brines nftiscper pound, accordand cleanliness.
R. A.

Honey Labels.— We have

new and

Burnett &

Co.

KansasCity, Mo., May 15.— Number i comb
honey is selling generally, around $3 25 per
is not very much on hand.
demand seems to be rather
The market on extracted honey is

case, but there
However, the
light.

very firm, price ranging around ii"M2c a
pound, and none of the dealers have very
much on hand As regards the supply of
extracted honey in Kansas City at the present time, when compared witfi last year, we
think it is considerably lighter.
The market on beeswax is ijS3^c a pound.
C, C.

For Sale— Fifty B-frame

in

,

Select tested,

$1.25.

Chicago. May
cleaned up on

Wanted— Wax

to

keepers say no better bees than 3-band ItalSee my large ad in May issue.
Untested, i, 75c; doz., $8.co; V: doz-. $4, 00.
Select untested, i. $£.oo; doz $8,50; M doz
,

HONEY AND BEESWAX

ing to color

ians,

$4.50.

time

freight by ordering suptjiies (at catalog
Geo. F. Webster,
prices) near home.

and

Valley 'View Farm, Sioux Falls,

209

Clemons Produce Company.

Denver. Colo,, May i6.-This market is
cleaned up on both comb and extracted
honey, excepting a small quantity of extracted honey which we are reserving for
bottling purposes.
are, however, in the
market for beeswax, and are now offering
iBc in cash and 40c in trade for clean yellow
stock delivered here.
The Colo. Honey Producers' Ass'n.
F. Rauchfuss. Maer.

We

San Antonio, May

18 —Honey markets are
bare of both comb and extracted At
time last year one-fourth of all our
summer surplus was being shipped. This
vear not a carload has been shipped from
Texas. Delay has been occasioned by drouth
and retarded spring. Wholesale prices on
new crop of extracted honey is loc and

still

this

comb honey

Retail prices in princi-

is 12c.

markets range from i;S2oc per pound.
is in strong demand.
Local lots
bring hoc cash and 32c in trade.
pal

Beeswax

MISCELLANEOUS
25

Ladies' Coots, bird dogs, wild ducks

for sale or

exchange for bees.
A. J. Graves, Ocheyedan. Iowa.

WANTED
Wanted— 75 or TOO colonies of bees: lo-fr
hives; wired frames. Price reasonable.
P. O. Box 506 " U " Farm. St. Paul. Minn.

Southwestern Bee Co.
Chicago, May 22.— Honey is finally cleaned
up, both comb and extracted. It was a long,
hardseice to get cleaned up, as honey did
not look very well towards the close, and
considering the high prices in other commodities, it seems strange that honey did
not do better. However, we will add that
extracted honey seemed to be in better demand, as the consumer realized he could get
the pure stock done up in this manner, and
starting in with next season we would not
be surprised to see an improved demand
for the extracted honey.

Wanted— Comb,
beeswax.
6Ai2t

173

extracted honey, and
R. A. Burnett & Co.,
S. Water St., Chicago, III.

Wanted— Your

combs, cappings or
slumgum to render into beeswax by our
high steam pressure wax presses.
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, III.

Wanted— Beeswax at all times in any
quantity, forr cash or in exchange tor
supsui
^ ^rlani & Sons.
'vrint Hamilton,
H m nfor
n HI.
111
Dadant
D 6S
.Sr

<a

1 1

i

I

old

f

Wanted TO Buy a quantity of dark and
amber honey for baking purposes
A G Woodman Co. (jrand Rapids. Mich
For Sale to the highest bidder a limited
quantity of Michigan's best white extracted
honey, in 60-pound tins
A. G Woodman. Co.. Grand Rapids, Mich,

Comb Honey our specialty. Highest market prices obtained. Consignments of Extracted Honey also solicited.
Albert Hurt & Co New Orleans. La.
.

Field Meet at Denver

The Field Meet

the

of

Colorado

Honey

Producers' Association will be
Denver, Saturday, June 16.
held at
The Colorado meetings are helpful in
every way, and those who do not attend will miss a rare treat. Every one

Wanted— Extracted white clover and
amber honev. Will buy in lots of looo
pounds to a carload, I pay cash. State what
you have and sendsamole with lowest price.
Write. M, E. Eggers, Rt. i. Eau Claire, Wis.
light

Wanted— Shipments

of old

comb and

cappings for rendering. We pay the highest
cash and trade prices, charging but sc a
pound for wax rendered.
204

Honey

The Fred W. Muth Co.,
Walnut St., Cincinnati. Ohio.

Wanted-Wb

are in the market
for white and light amber grades of honey,
also off grades which aresuitable for baking.
If you have such honey to offer, please send
us sample, state the quantity you have, how
packed and your lowest price for same.
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, 111.

New

American Bee Journal, published
monthly at Hamilton, Illinois.
of the

from

per

32@35c

Coyne Brothers.
York. May

17

—Comb

honey

is

well

Murry's Queens
THREE-BANDED ITALIANS
COLDEN ITALIANS
The

of Ownership, Management,
Circulation, Etc.,

quotable

Hildreth & Segelken.

Denver, Colo.

Statement

is

cleaned up, but there is still a fair demand
for No, I and No 2 fancy white at around
n@i4C per pound, according to quality and
quantity
There is no demand at all for the
lower grades. Extracted honey is in good
demand and very little stock on the market
at this time. The new crop is beginning to
arrive now quite freely from the South, and
finds ready sale, prices ranging from goc to
$1 25 per gallon, according to quality.
Beeswax is steady, prices from 40 to 42c.

interested in bee-culture is invited to
attend. Write for further particulars to
The Colo. Honey Producers' Ass'n.

To Sell

or exchange for bees or hives extra fine red or yellow Carneau Pigeons, Lafrauiere stock; breeders of very large squabs
Write Isabella E Jewel"!, 'Vineland, N. J,

Beeswax
pound.

best of either.

tion or

Orders

filled in rota-

money refunded. Untested.

7>

cents.

Tested. Sic.

H. O.

MURRY,

Mathis, Texas

Editor— C. P. Dadant.
Managing Editor— M

G. Dadant.
Dadant, Hamilton, 111.
Knownbondholders, mortgagees, and
other security holders holding one percent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages or securities None.
[Signed] M. G. Dadant, Mayiager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me
this 14th day of April, 1917.

Owner— C.

P.

Colored
Bee Hive

—

[seal.]

Wallace.
Notary Public.

R. R.

My Commission expires

Sept. 22, 1917

^

Prices— 12

Markers

for 20c; 24 for 40c: 50 for 75c: loa

2;.
Large quantities, write us. Made
many colors Furnishes means for a better control of the bees. Sample and catalog
free.
Arthur P. Spiller, Box H, Beverly, Mass.

for $1
in
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Crop Reports and Market Conditions
CROP AND MARKET REPORTS
The Government report for May 1 has just been issued.
gives a general summary of the following factors
It
Winter losses, number of colonies compared to May 1
last year, condition of colonies compared to normal, and
condition of honey plants compared to normal. Our summary which follows is a combination of our own reports

In the Central States the
fair crop prospect.
clover plants are from 75 to 90% of normal, with conditions improving as the time of the clover flow draws
nearer. In North Carolina a good flow is now on. Florida reports the early crop good, but the weather too cool.
The whole Southeast is in a similar condition, with prospects below normal. In Texas the first crop has been a
failure and prospects are not flattering for the later

with those of the government.

flows.

with a

WINTER LOSSES
New

In

It

England, the losses are about average, those

in cellars appearing in worse shape
Spring
than those wintered outside with protection.
dwindling has been common there as well as in New
York, and, in fact, all the East, with losses about the
same as in New England.
For the Central States conditions are probably normal, or a little better, with losses averaging around 10%.
In fact, the whole country has an average loss, according
to the Government report, of 10%, as against a loss of
13% last year. Heavy losses prevail in the following
North Carolina 30%, Montana knd Wyoming
states:
20%, Idaho 46% and Utah 30%.
The number of working colonies for the crop is much
larger than last year, owing mostly to the excessive crop
of the Central States, where the increase has been
marked.

is

too early to estimate general conditions for the

West, though they seem about normal. On the coast
line prospects are fair, and poorer inland.

colonies wintered

CONDITION OF COLONIES

doubt but that condition of colonies was below
normal on May 1, as reported by the State Department,
but the last two weeks have seen a remarkable change.
The early cool weather caused general dwindling and
In the north half of the
losses v/ere not infrequent.
country the bees' condition is still below normal, but in
the South Central States bees are beginning to "boom,"
and swarms are reported.
The queen-breeders and pound-package men of the
South have been under a handicap on account of the late
spring, and most of them are overwhelmed with orders
which ordinarily could have been filled weeks ago. Purchasers should make due allowance for this.

No

HONEY PLANT CONDITIONS
Clover prospects

in

the

States are normal,

Service

Quality
t

Eastern

SALES, OFFERS, PRICES
Generally speaking, all old honey is cleaned up. Very
for the market. One
little of the new crop is ready
Chicago firm offers a car of white California extracted
at 13c, which they consider a bargain, as the bulk of the
new crop will not be in for a month or more.
A few sales in advance are being made at prices ranging from 8c to 10c for white honey. The bulk of the
producers, however, prefer to wait till the crop is harvested before selling.
It is the opinion of most reporters that there will be
an active demand and the price will be very high. One
noted California producer, who is not selling ahead,
states that it is not difficult to find buyers if you but set
a price. One large bottler is offering 9c for white extracted and furnishing the containers.
The demand for foreign shipment is extremely large
and bottlers seem anxious to buy a season's supply before exporting commences. Many reporters insist on a
minimum price of 10c for extracted, and a few think it
should be worth 12c in a wholesale way.

Almost everyone states that local sales are going to
be larger than ever before, and at good prices. What
with the sugar shortage which will be felt, especially if
exportation is not curtailed by the curb of the submarine warfare, honey prices should rule high. Honey
should, as one reporter remarked, command a price in
proportion to its worth.
With such conditions and in order to carry out the
suggestions of what is best for our country, let us all
strive by every means to make the 1917 honey crop as
large as possible.

System

BUY MARCHANT'S QUEENS AND GET RESULTS— RE-QUEEN NOW

We have in operation over 1000 nuclei. We are prepared to take care
your orders, both LARGE AND SMALL. Our queenbusiness'for the
past two months has been larger than ever before. Why ? Because our
stock gives results. We are offering queens at the following prices for

of

JUNE, JULY,

AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER:
I

Untested

low

Ji.oo

Tested

i.so

Select tested...

2.00

6
t 5.00

Never before has this strain of bees been put on the market
price. Take advantage and requeen your yard with the best

at

such a
on

strain

the market.

J. E.

MARCHANT BEE & HONEY
Columbus, Georgia, U. S. A.

I

(77/« Jiomc of the southern honeybee.)

CO.
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Government Market Reports
Beginning July 1st, we are informed
that under the direction of the Govern-

ment there

will be issued a
giving the daily, weekly and
market movements of honey.
The bulletin will be very
scope, as it will not only

bulletin

Just as

of

the books

such

all

urge

all

The chapters are

It

is

free

to

all

Not only

will

who

it

be of service to

honey

sell

in

carlots

more inducive

is

home

than a good

otherwise salable

off

ESTABLISHING AN APIARY

BEE PASTURAGE

HIVES

ENEMIES OF BEES

SWARMING AND QUEEN-REARING

DISEASES OF BEES

IMPROVEMENT

MARKETING HONEY

your

up

which should be just

to

in

in the

we

list

hands of every

gray cloth and containing 17H pages,

it

$1.75.

Illinois

I

The

CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST
AND BEEKEEPER
Canada

organ of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association, and has incorit the former Canadian Bee Journal.
Beekeeping and Horticulture in its various branches are effectively combined
to form a live, attractive, and practical monthly magazine.
Well illustrated and up-to-date. Subsciption price postpaid.
Foreign. $1.50 a year
United States. $1.25 a year.
Canada, ti. 00 a year.
Sample copy sent free on request.

the
porated with

official

Ont., Can.

letter heads,

envelopes, stickers, the booklets,
" Facts About Honey," etc.

Write for a copy of our label
catalog today.

It is free.

It con-

which wiU help you
in promoting locally your sales in
honey, both comb and extracted.
tains designs

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
Hamilton, Illinois

Wanted— Experienced queen-breeder and

all-around bee-man. onethat is a hustlerand
knows the business. Young unmarried man
furnish board and lodging.
oreferred.
Write us your age. experience, etc.. with
lowest wages in first letter.
The Penn Co.. Penn. Miss.

We

is

or with the American Bee Journal

The Horticultural Publishing Co., Limited, Peterboro,

taste.

Besides

weU^ illustrated and shouldjbe

Tbe only bee publication In
to-

different designs of labels,
of

PRODUCriON OF HONEY

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

cata-

date in every way, and contains

some

is

Bound

one year for

article.

is

HONEYBEES

to

much from an

the press,

IN

We offer it postpaid for $1.00,

It is

many

:

very attractive.

while a poor

Our new Honey Label
just

takes every

honey

sales of

label,

label will detract

log,

it

WINTERING AND FEEDING

beekeeper.

lONEY LABElT
stimulate

Heginning with a

NATURAL HISTORY

The book

away

from home, but it will also help in determining the prices which would prevail in local sales of honey.
A more complete summary of what
is to be undertaken will be given in
our next issue.

Nothing

as follows

COMB FOUNDATION

apply.

those

to give

so that

list

bulletin referring to

get the

honey movements.

who

is

our subscribers inter-

ment and get put on the

may

new cloth-bound book

subject in order, including the packing and marketing of honey.

ested in selling their honey away from
home to get in touch with the Depart-

they

indicates, this

short but comprehensive natural history of the bee,

sales.

We

name

the beginner the fundamentals in beekeeping.

merchants handling

of the

its

in

give the
carload shipments of
honey in all sections of the country as
well as the exports, but it will also give
the prices ranging in different cities on
carload sales. These are bound to be
accurate, as they will be taken from

movement

Lessons in Beekeeping
—By C. P. Dadant

First

monthly
wide
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THE CAMBPELL SYSTEM OF SOIL CULTURE
Everybody knows Campbell, the father of dry farming. Everybody knows that
he started this great movement for Scientific Farming that is changing the desert
into a garden. But everybody does not know that there is a great school, the

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF SOIL CULTURE
where the Campbell System of Scientific Soil Tillage and Crop Growing are taught
by mail, where a thorough knowledge of Scientific Agriculture can be secured without leaving home, at a very small expense. If you area farmer or expect to be a
farmer, send for the Campbell literature. Campbell's Scientific Farmer, the Campbell manuals, and a catalog of the Campbell Correspondence School. Sample copy
and catalog free. Address,

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
325 Broadway

Billings,

Montana

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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June

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS
H. E. Bartz, Keytesville
Read a few reports of big yields from single colonies of this gentle strain of Goldens
Mo., 264 pounds of extracted honey; J. M. Buchanan, Franklin, Tenn 250 pounds of extracted honey; L. C. McCarty'
Nampa, Idaho, 250 pounds of comb honey; Fred Dury, Unionville, Mo., 374 pounds of comb and extracted honey.
Write for circular.
I guarantee safe arrival (U. S. and Canada), purity of mating and satisfaction.
:

,

—Prices of Queens—
Nov
Untested
Select untested
Tested
Select tested

-

AMERICAN

1917

BF.K

JOURNAL

QUEENS
Quirin's Improved Superior Italian Bees and Queens
and liardv. 25 years a Queen Breeder.

Prices

Before July

ist

Tliey are Northern bred

After July

ist
12

Select untested

$1 yo

Tested
Select tested
2-conib nuclei
3-comb nuclei

8-frame colonies
10-frame colonies
!^-pound package bees,

ipound package

bees..

213
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ENLIST
army

In the growing

Is

are

Sam and

the

is

We are well supplied with a fine
stock of Root's Goods for the following season and if a saving of
time and money means anything
;

you, Mr.

to

you

Beeman, wherever

overlook getting
our catalog and prices.
Promptness and satisfaction is
our motto, whether you have one

Prospects are bright for a bumper yieM. Are

Don't wait for prices to soar

it ?

GRIGGS

waiting for your order

honey than ever before.

you ready for

"

the place to order your 1917
supplies from, and

by endeavoring to secure a bigger crop of

Allies,

Saves You Freight

TOLEDO

who

of honey-producers

preparing to do their bit for Uncle

" Crlggs

are, don't

hive or 500.

again, but place your orders now.

THE

A.

HONEY

and Beeswax always
wanted.
Special price list on
bees and queens, also Poultry
Feeds, mailed with catalogs.

ROOT COMPANY

I.

Mediua, Ohio

S. J.

GRIGGS & CO.

Dept.

34:

Toledo, Ohio

"Griggs Saves You

DOCTOR MILLER'S

MOTT'S NORTHERN-BRED ITALIAN

Thousand Answers to Beekeeping Questions
new 280 page cloth bound book, just out. It is a compilasome 1000 questions out of more than 10,000 that Dr. Miller

Is the

tion of

has answered for beekeepers in the American Bee Journal in the
last

152

Freight'''

QUEENS
that resist disease well. Those that resist
disease must be hardy, prolific, and hustlers; they are gentle. Bees per pound. Plans
on "How to Introduce Queens and Increase,
List free.
25 cents.
"

E. E.

MOTT, Glenwood, Mich.

years.

In that time he has answered questions on nearly every con-

©sse)®®®®®®®®®®©©©©©®©®©®©©

ceivable subject from Absorbents to Yellowjackets, from Blacks to

Goldens, from Spring Dwindling to Spring Stimulation, and from

rank Honeydew to the

finest flavored Alfalfa or Clover.

Several methods of Increase are given, also several methods of

Swarm

Prevention,

Queen Rearing, Queen Introduction,

etc.,

all

with variations.

NOT INTENDED TO SUPPLANT OTHER BEE BOOKS

BUT TO SUPPLEMENT THEM
Answers are written

in

that inimitable style

which we have

learned to look forward for, from that " Nestor of American Beekeeping."

Nor

is

You know Dr.

the keen wit of the Doctor lacking.
Miller,

series of answers.
C. P.

Dadant

and Frank

is

its

and you can look forward

You should know

Editor, Dr. Miller himself

C. Pellett is Staff

to an invaluable

the American Bee Journal.
is

Associate Editor,

Correspondent.

Doctor Miller's Thousand Answers " was compiled by
Maurice G. Dadant, of the American Bee Journal staff, and is offered
"

,-DIE IN

only in combination with a year's subscription.

Unbeatable Exterminator of Rats, Mice

Price ol both postpaid only $1.75.
(Canadian postage loc extra, foreign jsc)

Order today — the book

Used the World Over.
It iiiii't

Stojj
-will

On

he sent by return mail

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

THE HOUSE

F:iil- It's

&

Bugs

Used by U. S. Government
All Kxterniinat-.r

Fattening Rats, Mice

&

Bugs!

v<nir food or on i'atch I'enny ready-to-use
is Inert flour and jxrease

8iiI>stl(iit*-«*-whose bulk

Illinois

Rats & Mice. One By One.
Why Trap
Thosr I'ncaunhl rmiidlu iiu-rnn. '!'
winl--

END THEM ALL TO. NIGHT WITH a 'Ihc hoK of ROUGH OH RATS
Keroenlied StflntJord For Half a Cfnlury
iiiintry Stores
At I'nitf k

V

(

,
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MARSHFIELD GOODS
BEEKEEPERS :—
We manufacture

the price.

If

BEE
ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY

PORTER
''^, ,^

millions of

TIME

sections

MONEY

are as good as the best.

every year that

The cheapest

215

for the

quality

;

best

you buy them once, you

For sale by

daaleri.
If no dealer, write factory
R. & E. C. PORTER. MFRS.
Lewlstown, Illinois, U. S. A.
Please mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

for

will

all

buy again.

We

manufacture hives, brood-

also

frames, section -holders and shipping

FREEMAN'S FARMER

North Yakimi,

Wash.

Succassor to Northwest Farm and Horn*
69 YEAKS OLD

you want a descriptive and agricultural
magazine, it will inform you all about the
methods in the Pacific Northwest.
Send One dollar and have the magazine sent
for one year. Cut rate of one-half price
If

cases.

Our catalog

is

free for the asking.

now

MARSHFIELD MFG. COMPANY,

Marshfield, Wisconsin

on.

NOW

IS

THE TIME

Prepare

Now

for

Next Season

Do not wait until your bees are out of winter
quarters to order your goods.

PROSPECTS FOR

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

1917

for another big one. Lotz Sections are
the best; they are perfect in workmanship, quality and material. All guaranteed.

Are

Pay You to Buy Bee-Supplies
Thirty years' experience
the beekeeper. A large
for the purpose ensures
Write for our illustrated

Now

making everything for
factory specially equipped
goods of highest quality.
catalog today.
in

We want you on our mailing list.
Send

for

1917 Catalog

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY
Boyd, Wisconsin

LEAHY MFG.

CO., 90 Sixth St., Higginsville, Mo.

ESTABLISHED 1885
We are still

furnishing bee-hives

made

of white pine lumber; they are well made
and will last. Our large catalog, giving

particulars about all bee supplies is
free for the asking. Beeswax taken in
exchange for supplies or cash.
full

ECONOMY
Are two

YOURSELF
ECONOMY TO YOUR BEES
ECONOiVIY TO

Dittmer Process
Because

it is

the

and the same

FIRMNESS,
it is

as the

It is the

not like their

Remember, Mr. Beekeeper,

MONEY-then

High

for

Montg. Co., Missouri

About April ist I will
again be ready to mail un-

Foundation

testc^d queens of
strain of Italians.

COMB

I

more acceptable

to

OWN COMB.

that to you

HONEY

my

fine

I breed
nootherrace Choice tested and breeding queens at

times. Insure against
a possible disappointment
by ordering early. SatisCirfaction guaranteed.
Untested
cular free.
queens Si oo each; doz.
Choice tested. Ji.so
Jq.oo.
Breeder, Is oo to.
each.
$5.00 each.
Beeville, Bee Co., Texas
all

the Honey-

IS

C. S.

ENCLE,

use

Dittmer Process Comb Foundation
Work for a full-capacity honey crop
Send

Hill,

same TASTE, and the same SMELL,

bees make themselves.

them because

Comb

NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY

LEATHER COLORED ITALIANS

gained bv using

essential points

J.

Samples — All Supplies

at Prices

GUS DITTMER COMPANY,

SAVE MONEY
By buying your supplies of me. All
kinds of Bee Supplies and Berry Baskets. Crates, etc. Send fornew 1917

you Appreciate

Augusta, Wisconsin

S
i
9

list free.

W.
325

D.

SOPER

So. Park Ave., Jackson, Mich.

@

pretty good idea (now that the lumber mills in the Southern Cypress Manufacturers'

It's a

every cypress board they saw) to mention to your
LUMBER dealer, CONTRACTOR Or CARPENTER —and tO ASK YOUR ARCHITECT tO SPECIFY—
that YouK Cypress mi'st be
Association are identifying

"TIDEWATER" CYPRESS

BY
THIS TRADE-MARK
D E N T

I

Stamped

in

F

I

the

I

End

of

E D

Every Piece

APPLIED TO EVERY BUNDLE

or

BY THIS MARK YOU
IT IS

WELL TO

Trade Mark Reg. U.S. PAT.QFncE

IT'S CYPRESS. "THE WOOD ETERNAL." AND WORTHY OF YOUR FAITH
ON SEEING T HIS TRADEMARK ON EVERY BOARD OFFERED AS "CYPRESS."

KNOW

INSIST

Let our

Our

All-ROUND HELPS

DEPARTMENT

help

YOU MORE

entire resources are at your service with Reliable Counsel.

Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Association
1251 Hibernia Bank
INSIST

ON

TRADE- MARKED

New

BIdg.,

CYPRESS AT

Orleans, La., or 1251

YOUR

LOCAL

LUMBER

Heard

Nat'l

DEALER'S.

Bank
IF

BIdg., Jacksonville, Fla.

HE HASN't

IT,

LET

US

KNOW

FORTY CENTS CASH

BEESWAX
FOR YOUR

Oji

On account
.^:

of the

tremendous demand for

DADANT'S FOUNDATION
We

must have a great deal of beeswax quickly. Your beeswax will bring you 40
cents in cash and 42 cents in trade if shipped to us AT ONCE. Do not delay.

:^

ADVANCE ON FOUNDATION
On

account of the scarcity and high price of beeswax we are compelled to
advance prices of foundation 10 cents over the printed 1917 lists. At this price
you cannot afford to use anything but the famous DADANT make of FOUNDATION. It is always perfect, and there is no loss.
Send us your beeswax, old combs and cappings now, while they are worth
top-notch prices.

iri

i(^,
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"When we

receive your

July

Honey

Return mail brings your Money"
Tbe Fred W, Math Co.

GET SERVICE LIKE THIS
Yours

We Want
^^^ ''" ^'\^^? of Extracted
wh. ^^
who
have Fancy and Number

truly.

Immediately!

Honey.

Large

One Comb Honey

MAN
ELMER HUTCHINSON.

(signed]

Extracted Honey

Send sample andprice. If p7ic7i7right we
We will buy from 40 to so carloads this season

or^sniaTl lots.
write us at once.

BEESWAX

will

buy

Parties

OLD COMBS

Send us your Beeswax. We pay highest market prices, and
send you our check the same day shipment is received.

Make some spare money from the wax rendered from your
old comb We wih render it. chargingonly 5 cents
per pound for
rendering, and pay
you best market prices for the wax rendered

Shipping Cases for

Comb Honey

^,"^,^^'^^'''^^'^'^'°^^''°^°}'^^^^^^l^^yorier is received any number of shipping cases. Several '-anoaas
carloads are nere
here now
ready for buyers. Send your order in now before our supply is exhausted.
We sell Lewis Be
eware.

REMEMBER

JJ^^/eTo'Ullirouf

^l??pL°e"nts'l'<i'"^r7y'u's"""-

'"'" above and be convinced

"""'^ "'^

THE FRED W. MUTH
"

CO.

204 Walnut

Ohio

that this

is

th.

" Tbe bouse tbe bees built
St.,

Cincinnati,

BEES AND QUEENS, GOLDENS AND
LEATHER COLORED FOR 1917
Canadian

We are now
lowing prices,

and

United

Prices I and over
i
Untested..
$.85

fol-

12
2; to 100
»8.oo $ .65 each
'
g so
.7S
1.50
"
750 13.50
1.05
3.00 to Jio.oo each.

I
6
$1 00
|4 80
1-15
5.8o
1.75
7.80
3.00 to $10.00 each.

$450

5.00

25
10.75

$ .75

each

.85
1.15

1475

••

"

POUND PACKAGES WITH UNTESTED QUEENS
FROM PENN. MISS.
FROM TORONTO. ONTARIO
to
I

,

.

6 to 25

5

each

_

i-pound and Queen
2-pound and Queen

each

J2.25
3.00

Prices on

$2.00

I

to

6 to 25

5

each

Ji 00
2.65

275
full

over
each

over
each

50

each

»l 0°
4-50

J2-75
4.25

$2.65
4.00

colonies and nuclei Quoted on request.

CANADIAN HOUSE. 54 WOI.SELEY ST..
OIMT^fro' VPi-MlSf
ONTARIO.
CANADA, '^^PT
with large shipments almost daily during the above TORONTO.
monthi frp
Quent

y

moving almost a car

packages

to them at a time
This is the most^successfn
has our entire Agency fir the oZinion and a^
I."'^
addressed
to them unless you wish shipme°nTs made direct

of

fi""""

rfL°H!^''T,'"^'^^"^'^l?" VI^"
From Penn. Mlss!'lddresi''us'^
'^' the time of booking order, remit 10 percent as a form of
good faith on your part with
K0I,
balance
to be remitted a few days prior to date of shipment.
move orders promDtlv
'^'^
Agency. The A. I Root Co or American Bee journal
Whpn"vnn
Tl^",^''"''^''.
deal
with
us it means satisfaction
" *°"
Health
Certificates
<.,.-.,
furnished
J
with
each and every shipment of bees This assures you that no delays
will take place
Safe
delivery guaranieed. If inlerested in bee-hive m aterlal. our catalog
wTllbe sent on request

We

.

THE PENN COMPANY, PENN,

SELECT ITALIAN BEES
by the pound. Nuclei
on request. Write.
J. B.

QUEENS.

HOLLOPETER,

1017

prices

Rockton, Pa.

in

a

newS-frame dove-

complete with super, for Sii.oo.
Italian queens. $1.50. Untested. $1.10.
catalog of bee supplies, honey jars,

hive,

Tested

25 to 100
$

tested Italian queen,
tail

FROM TORONTO. ONTARIO.

MISS.

6

no

Breeders

Trade

viz.:

FROM PENN.

Warranted
Jested

States

booking deliveries in June and July at the

BEES
you are thinking of buying bees this
spring, we would be pleased to hear from
you. We furnish full and nucleus colonies,
bees by the pound, and queens.
A strong colony of Italian bees with a
If

MISS., U. S. A.

Our

and everything
upon request.

a

beekeeper uses, mailed

STRINGHAM

I. J.
105 Park Place,
Home Apiary: Clen

New York
Cove, L.

I.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of
Send

for

our

68

Bee Supplies.

page catalog.

Our

prices

will interest you.

The Colorado Honey-Producers' Association

1424 Market

Street,

Denver, Colo.

BEE-SUPPLIES
Let Us Figure With You

I

^
VAiMl

We know we can
fxid for buHerfliej. irueeU,
«cti.

money

EAiywofk. Even two

Some JI to «. p
umnJgoodH^;^,^.

lM>ys

molher'i help snd my picturei.
deienptiotu. pnce lul, and Jimple lAjUvjction'
w^tJi

SINCLAIR, Bax244,

D

41, Los Aneeles, Cat.

W^^
Ai"Tl

i^li

quality.

Write

satisfy you on price
for catalog.

and

C. C. demons Bee-Supply Co.
Dept. S., Kansas City, Missouri
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NEW BINGHAN BEE SNOKER

Poultry Supplies
Poultry supplies of

kinds, best

all

fountains,

feeders,

automatic grain
feed troughs, dry

mash hoppers, bone

mills, exhibition

and shipping coops,

bands,

leg

shell,

WANT.

meat,

bone,

grit,

ANYTHING YOU

foods, and remedies

Also Pigeon, Kennel and Bee
Circular free.

Supplies.

Eureka Supply House
Box B-403,

Aurora,

-

Illinois

In 1878 the original direct draft
bee smoker was invented and patented by Mr. T. F. Bingham, of
Michigan. Mr. Bingham manufac-

Bingham Smoker and
the
Bingham Honey Knife for nearly

tured

thirty-five years, and in 1912 becoming a very old man, we purchased
this business and joined it to our
established business of beekeepers'

supplies and general beeware.

who knew Mr. Bingham

Those

will join us
one of the

in saying that he was
finest of men. and it gives us much
pleasure to help perpetuate his name
in the beekeeping industry.
Bingham S.Tiokers have been improved
from time to time, are now the finest on
the market, and for nearly forty years
have been the standard in this and many
foreign countries. Kor sale by all dealers
in bee supplies or direct from the manufacturers
28 oz $1 25
Smoke Engine. 4 inch stove
2602.
Doctor. iK inch stove
8s
extra
Two larger sizes in copper
23 oz.
.75
Conqueror. 3-inch stove
.50
Little Wonder. 2H-inch stove. 16 oz.
Hinged cover on the two larger sizes,

—

.

postage extra.

PATENTED

A. G.

WOODMAN

Grand Kapids, Michigan

CO.,

WRIGHT'S FRAME-WIRING DEVICE
Most rapid in use. Saves cost of machine
one day. Tighter wires, no kinks, nosore

woodiian;s section fixer __

in

hands.
G. W.

Price.

postpaid

$2. 50.

in

U. S A.

Wright Company, Azusa,

A combined

section press Tand foundation
fastener of pressed steel construction.

Calif.

ONE

OF THE GREAT ADVANTAGES this machine

Why

in

And When You Want

hard it is to set small
narrow pieces for bottom starters. With this
machine a large piece of foundation is set and
the hot plate is again used to cut it off. leaving

AND ARE STILL DOING IT.
BOOK YOUR ORDERS NOW
!

too for

the narrow bottom starter. What islleft of the
large piece is then set for the top starter.
Price of machine. $250; with lamp. $2 75.
Weight. 5 lbs.; postage extra.
Another advantage is the section always
comes away from the machine right side up

each; 25 for
pound packages.

Ji 40

Two

$125.

PIECES OF FOUN-

DATION. You know how

YEARS.

$3250;

of

WAYS HANDLE LARGE

It?

The Atchley Queens and Bees need no
recommendation to the beekeeping world.
They l.ave been buying them (or FORTY
One-pound package.

all others on themarket. in the putting
top and bottom starters is. YOU AL-

has over

Not Get What You Want,

each; 25 for $52 50; too for $210.
nuclei. $2.30 each: three-frame.
No queens. Untested queens.
$325 each.
Italian or Carniolan. $1 00 each, or $10 per
dozen; 100 for J70 A big lot of fine tested
Queens cheap. Write for prices. Prices
on bees and queens in large lots quoted on
application.
$2.25

Two-frame

with the top starter, large piece, hanging down,
and does not become loosened in reversing as
with other machines.

WM. ATCHLEY,

Mathis, Texas
Ihe Texas Bee and Honev Man

A. G.

WOODMAN

CO.,

Grand Kapids, Michigan

HONEY PACKAGES

TIN
FILMS DEVELOPED

We

cents.

day.
Line.

developed

films

All roll

return

F.

M.

10

KODAK

Friction

for catalog.

ALEXANDER

2 lb.

Cases holding
Crates holding
Crates holding
Crates holding

Atlantic, Iowa

BANDED ITALIANS

3

From May

I until Tune I

Untested. $1 00; 6. $4.50;
J8 00. Tested. $1.25; 6, $5
12.

12.

50;

$10.50

From Tune i until Nov. i
Untested. 75c; 5. $4.00; 12.
$7 50. Tested. $1 00; 6, J5.00;
12, Iq.co. Select tested $2.00
each. Circular free.

JOHN
723 C

St.,

We

We

them the same

Everything in the

Send

for

not wait longer, but secure your honey packages at once. The tin plate situation is
placed
becoming more serious from day to day. Freight traffic is slow and uncertain. of war
was
our order for tin plate for our 1Q18 Bee Smoker Trade some time before a state
year
Our
three
all.
it
at
secure
declared.
dared not wait longer, for fear we could not
contracton tin honey packages is still being honored, and runs until Jan. i igio We are
saving money for carload buyers and others of smaller lots. Send us a list of sour requirements. Do not delay. Act at once.

Do

Corpus

C.

MILLER

Christ!,

Texas

Cans,
24

100
603

2}i lb.

Cans,

Top Tins
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THE GUARANTEE THAT MADE "falcon

tt

Bee Supplies Possible
The "flalcon"
every

article,

at

hive, every

pound foundation

P'ant S°^^ °"t with our "absolute satisfaction or

"f^alcon"

a

customer,"

The beekeepers'

synonymous with the name "^^alcon"
experience when "short" should have taught him

is

past

send us an approximate

list

of what you

T.

We

will be glad to

FALCONER MFG.

that

quote on

it's

a

"wise move" to get hives,

"^alcOTl"

supplies

if

CO.,

Falconer,

N O T C E
WANTED

New York

I

HONEY
Do

not forget

your lowest

t
quantities,

and

when your crop

price,

will

of

and also how

pay cash on arrival.

C. H.

honey

it is

is

HONEY

ready for sale to send us a sample,

put up.

We are in the

market

for unlimited

Let us hear from you before selling your crop.

W. Weber & Company
Cincinnati, Ohio

2146 Central Ave.,

Tennessee-Bred Queens
45 Years' Experience

in

will

Simplified Beekeeping," Postpaid

Where the good bee-blves come from

i

you

coming season.

will require for the

Dealers Everywhere

Red Catalog, Postpaid

state

money

For more than a third of a century we have stood behind everything we sell. If anything is
what you thought it would be, we'll appreciate it if you write us, and we'll make it absolutely right
Our satisfied customers are to be found everywhere and are our best advertisement. " Once a cus-

sections and supplies ready in the next two months.

W.

super, every crate of sections, every

just

our expense.

tomer always

Every

and every queen leaving the

back" guarantee.

wrong or not

GUARANTEE.

Queen-Rearing

Breed 3-Band Italians Only

1917
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GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS
11. K. Bartz, Keytesvill e
Read a few reports of big yields from single colonies of this gentle strain of Goldens
Mo., 26i pounds of extracted honey; J. M. Buchanan, Franklin, Tenn 2.50 pounds of extracted honey; L. C. McCarty
Nampa, Idaho, 250 pounds of comb honey; Fred Dury, Unionville, Mo., 374 pounds of comb and extracted honey.
Write for circular.
I guarantee safe arrival (U. S. and Canada), purity of mating and satisfaction.
;

,

—Prices of Queens—

LEWIS BEEWARE
Is

at your very door

Send to Your Nearest Lewis Distributer for

LEWIS HIVES
and

LEWIS SECTIONS
Hold to the "Beeware" Trade Mark
It is

Your Safest Guide Post

BEWARE'
BEEW ARE
WHEREYOU BUY YOUR

MAKES THE

FINEST.

LEWIS DISTRIBUTERS:
California

—

W. A. Trickey,
Colorado Honey Producers' Ass'n.,
Delta County Fruit Growers' Ass'n.,
Grand Junction Fruit Growers' Ass'n.,
C. B. Coffin,

Idaho-Oregon Honey Producers' Ass'n.,

Dadant & Sons,
Louis Hanssen's Sons,

Western Honey Producers' Ass'n.,
H. J. Pfittner,
A. G. Woodman Co.,
B. F, Smith, Jr.,
Deroy Taylor Co.,

Fred W. MuthCo.,
Chas. H. Lilly Co.,
Prats & Vicens,
Otto Schwill & Co.,

Texas Honey Producers,
Chas. H. Lilly Co.,
Fred M. Harter,

G.B.LEWIS CO., Manufacturers, Watertown, Wis.

Vol.

LVIL— No.

MONTHLY, 1.00 A YEAR

HAMILTON, ILL, JULY, 1917,
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BEES IN COMBLESS PACKAGES
Notes on the Pound Package Business as Seen by Frank
on a Visit to the Southern Shippers
American Bee
THEJournal have manifested
much
readers of the

so

inter-'st in the possibilities of the

combless package that it seemed advisable to find out just what the shippers
Accordingly, when word
came from the office to pack my grip
and see what I could find of interest in
the South, I went prepared for several
weeks' stay and several thousand miles
of travel. Most of the combless packages are shipped from Georgia, Alabama, Mississippi and Texas. Texas is
so far removed from the other States
mentioned that it did not seem advisable to include that State with the
others mentioned.
The trip outlined included visits to
as many of the queen-breeders and
are doing.

package

men

as

it

was possible

to

reach in the month of time available.

From Chicago the trip was made South
by way of Cincinnati with stops in Kentucky, Tennessee, Georgia and Florida.
The return was made through Georgia,
Alabama, Mississippi and western Tennessee. It is not the intention to give
a consecutive account of the trip, but
rather to answer the queries of our

readers as far as possible concerning
the package business and other matters
relating to the South. A later article
will deal with the possibilities of com-

mercial honey production with notes
on the sources of honey in different

paring for the opening of the season at
the time of my visit. The indications
are that the package business will develop very rapidly and that the demand
will exceed the supply for several years
to

come.

Much more

localities.

bees in combless
packages is about the latest development of importance in commercial beekeeping. It is so new that extensive
beekeepers have hesitated to order bees
in quantity for fear of failure. Most of
the orders have been for from one to
half a dozen packages even from the
most experienced beekeepers. So successful have these shipments been that

The shipment

C. Pellett

of

capital is necessary to
handle a package business successfully
than is needed for a queen business or
a honey business. The season is comparatively short, and unless the shipper
has a large number of colonies to draw

the first titne, large orders are the rule and single orders
require from a dozen packages to more
than a hundred. The possibilities of
shipping bees in packages are just beginning to be realized.
All the
package men visited were
being snowed under with orders before
the season of shipment arrived. I left
home early in March, and was, accordingly, a little early for the purpose for
which 1 went, although all were pre-

this year, for

POUND PACKAGES AS THEY ARE CRATED FOR SHIPMENT. NO DANGER
OF SUFFOCATION FOR LACK OF VENTILATION

A. B.

Marchant. Union Springs. Ala.
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from the business will not be successM. C, Berry, of Hayneville, Ala.,
ful.
began operations with 900 colonies this
season, and had about reached the limit
of his capacity to fill orders by the time
he was ready to send out the first shipments. At that, new orders were com-

The beekeeper who
undertakes the package business with
only a limited supply of bees to draw
from is quite likely to be disappointed
with results, and many will fail. The
pound package shipper should first be
a queen-breeder, since he can hardly
depend upon buying queensin sufficient
numbers to fill' orders. Most orders
are for bees with queens. So many
packages shipped without queens are

ing in every mail.

transit, that

lost in

some shippers are

considering accepting such orders at
the buyers risk only. Myattention was
called to the difference in behavior of
the bees in packages with queens and
those without them. The queenless
bees were restless and kept up a continual buzzing which indicated that
they would hardly arrive at their destination in good condition. The bees
with queens clustered quietly and
apparently were little disturbed by their
confinement.

On my

visit to

Canada

last

June,

make heavy increase will find it advisable to get as many combs drawn as
possible during his honey harvest for
the purpose of having them ready, and
then buy the bees the following spring.
The shippers guarantee the safe delivery of the packages, so that there is
little risk to the buyer.
Even in Iowa I figure that it costs
me as much in stores to winter my
bees, as package bees would cost, without the risk of winter losses. While I
would hesitate to destroy colonies
already on hand rather than provide
the necessary honey for wintering, I
can see no particular advantage in
making my own increase in quantity,
especially in a good season. It is only
fair to state, however, that this conclusion has been reached from the experiences of men in the North who have
bought bees in packages rather than
from actual personal trial.

July

The

shippers visited were

J.

E. Mar-

chant Bee & Honey Company of Columbus, Ga., A. B. Marchant, of Marchant
Bros., of Union Springs, Ala., W. D.
Ac'iord, of Fitzpatrick, Ala., M. C.
Berry, of Hayneville, Ala and J. D.
Smith, of the Penn Company of Penn,
Miss. It was r lining most of the time
of my visit at Columbus, and the pictures taken there were disappointing.
Photographs of the men mentioned are
shown herewith. All the firms above
named are well equipped for business,
although all alike were somewhat nervous about the rainy backward spring,
and felt anxious about being able to
make deliveries as early as purchasers
desired. If the weather has been as
unfavorable elsewhere as it has in this
part of Iowa since my return, the purchasers will suffer no particular incon,

venience because of a little delay.
Some shippers have their colonies

I

of the extensive producers
considering the question of extracting
all their honey in the fall and buying

found some

from the South the following
spring, instead of wintering the large
number of bees which is necessary for
their extensive operations. They figured that it requires at least $4 00 worth
of honey to carry each colony through.
For the same cost, they buy a 3 pound
package with queen in the spring and
eliminate the winter losses. A few
were experimenting in a small way
with this idea in mind, but I did not
bees

any one who had definitely decided
it would pay.
This plan is not at present possible
on any general scale because of the
fact that no sufficient source of supply
It is now a demonstrated
is available.
fact that it is as cheap to buy bees in
packages and place them on combs in
spring, as to make late increase to winter over. The beekeeper who plans to
find

that

M. C.

BERRY AND COLORED ASSISTANT FILLING POUND PACKAGES AT

AN OUTYARD
from which orders

are to be filled
about three stories high. Queen excluders are over the brood-chambers,
and no bees are taken from below the
excluder. The packages are filled in
the middle of the day when the old
bees are in the field, so mostly young
bees go into the packages. This insures the safe arrival of the package
under favorable conditions, and also
that there will be no dwindling before
there is time to rear brood. At the
same time it insures tliat no colony
will be unduly reduced, so that when
the package season is over, all colonies

I'
p.
««.

K.

i

Vlt.

will be

fllLVJl
THE

FIRST SHIPMENT OF

THE SEASON FROM HAYNEVILLE,

strong enough to store some

honey from the

late flows.

great difficulty with beekeeping
in the South is the fact that because of
the mild climate brood-rearing continues throughout most of the year. Thus,
enormous stores are consumed and
there is much difficulty in the control

The

ALA,

of swarming in some localities. Where
the main flow is late in the season, it is
thus easily possible to control early
swarming by removing the surplus bees
to fill packages, and at the same time
keep the colonies strong enough for
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J. E.

Marchant, of Columbus, Ga,

flow when it comes. The combination of packages with honey production insures a safe and satisfactory inthe

come.

The package business on

a large
scale will hardly prove practical except
in the South, since most of the orders
are for deliveries in April and May. It
would be extremely difficult in the
northern States to induce bees to breed
up to a point where such orders could
be filled at a time when there was a
demand. The South then will continue
to be the source of bees in combless
packages. Because of the long breeding season and the mild winters, this
branch of the business of beekeeping
can be expected to become increasingly
popular in southern States.
The package business has not, as yet,

passed beyond the e.xperimental stage
in some respects.
There is no stand-

ard cage, each breeder having his own
ideas about cage construction. Some
shippers feed from the end of the cage
and some from the top. Top feeding
would seem to conform more nearly to
the habits of the bees in clustering below their stores. As nearly as I have
been able to gather from the reports at
hand, there is a smaller percentage of
losses in transit where the bees are fed
from the top of the cage rather than
from the end.
It is important that there be a suffiof candy, and that it
cient amount
be of exactly the right consistency.
Candy that is too soft runs and
musses things up, while if the candy is
too hard the bees will die for lack of
The novice should be very carefood
ful to fully inform himself in regard to
making suitable candy before attempting to ship bees for any distance in'
packages. There have been numerous
losses from unsuitable candy.
The shipper must exercise care in
crating the packages in such a way that
it
is impossible for careless express
messengers to smother the bees by
piling other packages over them. The
illustration shows how four packages
together by means of
are fastened
strips.
Two or three inches of space
between the packages insures a liberal
supply of air. The other picture of
packages, is simply the first day's
business from the Berry apiaries piled
up ready to go to the express office. A
few days later all the shippers were
sending out packages in large numbers.
The picture of Mr. Berry will give a
good idea of the way in which the
packages are filled. The empty cage is
placed on a small scale so that the
weight can be readily noted. The large
tin funnel slides the bees into the package the easiest way.
The slip is so
easy that they never seem to know
what is happening until the job is done
and the hole closed. The feed for the
journey is placed in the cage before
the bees are put in.
It is hardlywithin the scope of this
article to narrate the incidents of the
visits to the various apiaries, but we
take this opportunity to present to our
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w.

achord and his assistants.
Short and Felix Brown

d.

h.

c

readers pictures of several of the more
extensive package shippers, taken right
in the bee yards.
These mens' names
are all well known to our readers, because of their advertising. All are enlarging their equipment to prepare for
increased business in the future for the
package business has come to stay.
New names will appear from time to
time, and men who are well known as
queen-breeders or honey producers,
can be expected to launch into the
package business also. Apparently the
business of beekeeping is yet in its infancy, and we may expect to see greater
development in the next 2-5 years than
the old timers have seen in a life time.
Atlantic, Iowa.

IN SPITE

OF POOR CARE

This spring I have had occasion
e.xamine a lot of bees which have

to
re-

ceived

little attention for several years
In spite of the winter which resulted in heavy losses, many colonies
in hives which were so rotten that they

past.

would not bear

lifting contain very
strong colonies. Ii is a little surprising that a colony will come through
such a winter in a hive with thebottom
rotted out and with cracks an inch or
more in diameter in the corners. Some
of the covers even were loose and had
cracks as wide as a hive-tool. When
bees
under such conditions come
through the winter in as good condition as those which
were carefully
packed in winter cases and given all
the coddling that a fussy beekeeper

knows how

J.

D.

SMITH. MANAGER.

AND S. E. MERRILL. QUEEN BREEDER OF THE
PENN CO.. PENN.IMISS.

to

bestow

it

makes

one

think that we have not yet learned all
about wintering. Probably it is only
the vigorous colonies that survive at
all under
such conditions. However,
we fail to see how the advocates of
sealed covers and no upward ventilation can reconcile such cases
with
their arguments.
f. c. p,
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IMPORTANT NOTICE

THE SUBSCRIPTION PRICE

of
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Bank

Hamilton,
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copy
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free.
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July

The advantage of barrels is that you
draw out your honey and put it up
for retail when ready, or you can ship
it to the wholesaler,
with much less
trouble than if the honey has been put
up in 60 pound cans. In ourexperience
can

there

is less leakage with sound barthan with cans. We have often
known of a 60 pound can emptying itself in transit, because the case in
which it was boxed became unnailed at

rels

the bottom and one of the nails was
driven through the tin in handling.
Such an accident is not to be feared

with barrels

Dadant.

if

the bunghole

is

securely

closed.

THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
Wood and Paper

Containers for

Honey
The paper container for granulated
honey which was recommended some
years ago in the bee magazines, but
which did not seem to suit either the
honey-producers or the public, is again
mentioned in the press as a substitute

or tin vessels which are now
scarce and high in price. Gleanings
recommends the "Aikin bag," a waxedpaper product, in
sizes of 1 to 10
pounds. Mr, F, W, L. Sladen, Dominion
Apiarist of Canada, recommends a
for

glass

paraffin-coated bag of 2

pounds capac-

ity, measuring
inside iYz inches x 3,
and 5Ji inches high. This is supplied
in flat at a low price per thousand.
It
is opened by
means of a block, as

shown

are

also

recommended

for

shipping honey in bulk. We have used
barrels for over 40 years, when harvesting the crop at our outapiaries and
would use nothing else. We find them
the handiest container and the cheapest
until we are ready to put up the honey
in small packages of different sizes according to the retail trade demands.
The only container which we can compare with barrels is a honey tank. But
honey tanks are not convenient to
haul to or from the outapiaries, either
full or empty, while the barrels may be
loaded up and taken away at once.

Not all barrels will do. Years ago.
Thos. G. Newman, then editor of the

American Bee Journal, recommended
and kept for sale cheap wood-bound
barrels. We tried them but they were
a

our hands. Unless barrels
the honey without leaking,

failure in

can hold

they are not to be used.
The only barrels that we find satisfactory are second-hand alcohol barrels, bought and
kept in a dry place
after they have been emptied of the
alcohol. Druggists and patent medicine manufacturers can

them.

charcoal

move.

usually supply

barrels will not do,

for they

which are very

We learned

difficult to re-

our expense,
years ago. Alcohol barrels are coated
inside with a very light coat of glue,
which fills the pores of the wood and
the crevices and makes them absolutely tight, unless they have been kept in a
damp place or have been used for other
purposes. This makes them superior
this at

t?nk,

it is

move

it

a rather difficult

job

to

re-

without scratching the tin,
which will cause rust the following
years. To remove granulated honey
from barrels it is of course necessary to
take out the head. This may be done
with very little trouble and without in-

We

juring the barrel in the least.
will
give a description of the method we

use in our next number.

Helping Increase the Crop
The
States

is

Government of the United
taking more and more in-

any whisky barrels for honey. Good

terest in the production of large crops.

barrels having contained syrup or rock
candy are sometimes acceptable for

of our beekeepers who desire it
can secure information on beekeeping
and good advice by writing to Dr, E.
F. Phillips, Apiarist, Bureau of EntoWashington, Special pains
mology,
help the business of
are taken to
honey production as well as the sales
of honey.

to

honey,

A

in the engraving.

Barrels

Whisky

have usually been charred in the
making. They are preferred for whisky
because they give it color, we are told.
But these barrels spoil the appearance
of the honey by filling it with moats of

Of course if you have no outapiaries,
you may put your crop in one or more
large tanks and draw from these. But
if you let
the honey granulate in the

barrel which has been used to hold

water will not do.
rel

Neither will a bar-

do which has been rinsed with hot

water.

It will

be sure to leak

when

it

and the honey will help dry it.
Before using it the hoops of the barrel

dries,

should be driven as tightly as possible.
Barrels that are not glue-coated inside may be coated with beeswax or
paraffin. This coating makes an ideal
container. But it is somewhat difficult
to do this right, for the wax, when
poured in, may cool too fast and cake
itself inside, in such lumps as to work
loose from the wood. The barrel and
the wax must both be very hot. Putting the barrel for a few hours beforehand in the sunshine of a hot July day
will help,

A

good way

also

a small quantity of pure

is

lard

to

of

mix
best

quality with the wax or the paraffin,
when melting it. The lard causes the
wax to stick better to the walls of the
barrel, and if only a small quantity is
used and it is free from taint, it will
not give any odor or flavor. Pour the
hot wax in the warmed up barrel, bung
it, and roll it about for a
few seconds.
Then pour out the surplus. It is astonishing how little will be required if the

work

is

done properly.

Those

Bee Magazines
A friend calls our

attention

to the

mentioning the magazines
of which we have complete files, we
did not mention the British Bee Journal.
He wishes to know whether we
do not consider it worthy. Yes, it is.
The British Bee Journal is, we believe,
the only weekly bee magazine in the
whole world at present, and it is as
fact that, in

regular in
spite of

its

publication as ever, in

war conditions.

The only reason why we do not have
set of this magazine is that we

a full

have received
about 30 years.

it

It

regularly for only
is

now

in

its

45th

year.

In our June number will be found a
biography of Edward Bertrand, taken
almost verbatim from the columns of
the British Bee Journal, This is sufficient

evidence that we appreciate the

magazine in question. Moreover, it is
edited by our old, experienced and
learned friend, Thos, W. Cowan, thor-

1917

oughly seconded by its junior editor,
W. Herrod Hempsall.

Shortaf^e of Glass Containers
The conference of apiarists which
met in Washington on April 23 and
committee to investi24, appointed a
gate the possible shortages of honey

To many people

containers.

might seem of
ance. Yet when
scarcity of

many

little

matimport-

we think

the

very

ter

of

articles

this

of

common

we wonder what may cause it.
The committee have made a very

usage,

We

cannot give it
But it may be of value to our
in full.
readers to know why glass honey jars
report.

interesting

are so difficult to secure.

Soda-ash is difficult to obtain on account of its use in munition factories
and on account of car shortage. Sand
deliveries are also delayed owing to
car shortage. Factory hands and esskilled men have gone to
pecially
munitions factories. Enlistment is also reducing the help.
Both tin can and glass container
manufacturers have been urged to give
the preference in orders to containers
for food products and in many cases
they have agreed to do so. So it is
hoped that a sufficient quantity of both
glass and tin containers may be supplied in time for the crop.
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sex of the eggs which they wish to

crops for the summer. To this highly
necessary condition the individual may
assist by accepting goods in fiber or
paper iiistead of tin whenever there is
no deterioration in the change. It is
exceedingly important that there be
tin to preserve the summer vegetables
and fruit for use next winter. The
housewife who helps us provide that
supply by lessening her own demand
for tin packed goods, is undoubtedly
'doing her bit' in a patriotic manner.
"The Bureau of Foreign and Domes-

the

rear as drones.
The writer of this article gives a
method of verification of his theory

which he has evidently not

tried

him-

a

He recommends the inserting of
comb of worker-brood and eggs from

a

colony

self.

of

golden

He

Italians

into

a

pure

black bees.
asserts that drones will be produced

queenless colony of

from some of that worker brood and
that their color will

pure Italians.

Our

show

that they are

friends

across the

ocean who are inclined to believe him
had better try this experiment, for it
has been performed over and over
again in this country and is conclusive.
They will then easily convince them
selves that the whole thing is a fake.
Worker-bees can no mor; change the
sex of eggs than we can.

Secretary Kedfield Urges Use of
Fiber Containers
"Plans for lessening the use of tin
cans for products nonperishable, thus
releasing large

quantities

of

for

tin

use in the manufacture of cans as containers for seasonable foodstuffs, have
about been completed," Secretary Redfield of

the

Department

of

Commerce

announces.
"If the public will cooperate, there
will undoul)tedly be sufficient supply of
tin cans to care for the perishable

Commerce

tic

and the

We

acknowledge receipt
"Methode de Cultiver

dans

la

of a

copy of

les

Abeilles

problem— and

it is a serious one.
The
result of the joint efforts is a recommendation that many products former-

packed in tin, be packed in the new
fiber containers, which are cheaper, are
sanitary, and easily disposed of by
ly

burning or otherwise.

"Some of the products which it has
been suggested may be successfully
Coffee,
packed in fiber are:
tea,
tobacco, soap powders, cleaners, shoe
and metal polish, soaps and shaving
preparations, talcum powders,
alum
baking powders, spices, condiments,
raisins, prunes, and various drugs and
chemicals.

Our Cover Page
Hull, of Maxwell, Iowa, with
swarm, is shown on our front
cover. This may seem a remarkable
feat to our inexperienced subscribers,
J.

E.

his pet

but nevertheless

it is

easily done.

si inchai

Province de Qjebec," by Hec-

tor Beland and Cyrille Vaillancourt,
published and distributed by the Minister

of Agriculture of the Province of

Quebec.

It is

a

bulletin

of

68

2i
<- inches

pages

most modern instructions
on beekeeping and we commend it to
Quebec beekeepers.

giving the

Happy
"HAPPy"
F.

the life of a bee, by Walter
McCaleb, published by Harpers, is a

short idyll purporting to
feelings of a worker-bee

through

a

life

of

describe

from

its

usefulness.

quite interesting although of but

Waxtd Paper Batr in
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Several French bee magazines have
lately published a contribution which

boldly

condemns the discoveries
Berlepsch,

Dzierzon,

Siebold,

obsolete.

From

Hie Apicu-y
of

and

calls their teachings
holds that sex in bees is
determined by the workers, that the
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fecundated when passing by the spermatheca, and that the workers change
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Bay and Cochrane, and in the swamp
lands around and to the east of Molson,
Manitoba. Its merits lie in its long
season of yield lasting from early July
to the end of August, this being the
best part of the season, coming two or
three weeks later than clover so that
the bees have plenty of time to build
up, and in the white color and mild
flavor of the honey. Averages of about
100 pounds per colony, spring count,
appear to have been obtained from this
plant during the past seven years in a
large apiary at Montcerf, in the Upper

BY

F.

SLADEN, APIARIST, DOMINION
EXPERIMENTAL FARMS

L.

\V.

IContinued from page 201]
is convenient for the purpose of
studying honey production in Canada to consider three principal regions. 1. The Eastern, extending from
the Atlantic Coast to Winnipeg 2. The
Middle West, extending from Winnipeg across the prairie, and including
the dry belt of British Columbia; 3.
The Pacific Coast, typified by the Lower
Mainland. These regions grade into
one another and can be subdivided into
a number of more or less definite areas.
The Eastern region, extending from
the Atlantic Coast to Winnipeg, has

IT

;

heat and air
good beekeeping

rain,

sufficient

usually

humidity to make

a

it

country, and nearlyall those

who make

beekeeping their principal or sole occupation are located in this region.
The principal crops of honey are three
and white, extending
1. Clover, alsike
from mid June to mid July or the end
of July. 2. Fireweed, from early July
to the end of August. 3. Goldenrods
and aster from early or mid August to
mid September. Locally in southern
Ontario and southwestern Quebec there
is basswood during clover bloom, and
buckwheat in August. It must not be
supposed that the whole of this vast
region is a good beekeeping country.
The greater part of it is thickly wooded,
and there are large rocky areas where
very little honey can be obtained.
Alsike and white clover are found
principally in the farming country, and
seem to reach their best in Ontario
south of the Ottawa river. The lake
region here steadies the temperature
and maintains humidity. At the same
time, this being a southern interior section, heat and fine weather seldom fail,
and a clover honey crop of about 100

pounds

of extracted

spring

count,

may

honey per colony,
be expected in the

where the management
Other noted districts for
clover honey are the St. Lawrence Valley, where the flow is somewhat shorter
than in Ontario and the St. John River
better districts

is

good.

Valley. Prince Edward Island gives a
steady and late yield, and the farming
districts of Nova Scotia are productive,
but here the clover plants are sometimes extensively killed by repeated
freezing and thawing when the ground
is bare in winter and early spring, and
too cold and wet weather for much

honey production is encountered in
some seasons. White clover is very
productive around Winnipeg where,
occasionally suffers severely
alsike and white clover are of value in the northern Ontario dry belt and in the river valleys in

however,

it

from drouth, and

northwestern Quebec.
Fireweed is found in partly cleared
lands that are not yet in cultivation,
especially in rich moist places where
timber is decaying, in places recently
devastated by fire and in the clay belt

or northern

needs fine
well.
It is
clover in the north-

Ontario.

warm weather

to

It

secrete

more valuable than
ern part of the Gatineau Valley, and
probably at least of equal value in the
New Ontario clay belt between North

July
gust and September is unwholesome
for wintering, and the unwholesome
honey is possibly the product of this
plant.
The common goldenrods of the
roadsides and waste places in the farming lands of old Ontario are not heavy
producers of honey under ordinary
conditions.

Goldenrods

Gatineau valley.

The

different spe-

cies vary very much in honey-producing value, the nature of the land de-

termining the presence and abundance
of certain species.
In the wet lands of
Charlotte Co., N.

Honeydale

B

,

especially in

the

they constitute the
principal source of nectar, and they
are valuable generally as a source of
surplus in the coastal districts of New
district,

Brunswick and Nova Scotia, especially
the region of Bathurst, N. B,, MoncB and Amherst, N. S., also in
places in the Upper Gatineau
Valley and in eastern Manitoba. Probably an average of from 50 to 80 pounds
of honey per colony can be gotten
from them in places where the best
species abound. The honey is usually
of good quality and varies in different
districts from white to golden. The

.in

ton, N.
certain

,

honey gathered

in

marshy

listricts is

usually bright golden. The wax is yellow even when the honey is white. The
flavor is more or less pronounced, but
sometimes very fine, a sample of honey
obtained from Honeydale, N. B., having
an exquisite flavor and aroma.
may
recognize three types of locations for
goldenrod and aster which, however,
often overlap.

We

1. Open swamp or bog, the principal
plants here are Solida^e uliginosa,^. tall
goldenrod of cylindrical inflorescence;
S. ruffosa, a species with spreading inflorescence
Aster umbetlatus, 2l tall
white-flowered species with a large flat
inflorescence, and Asler fu7u'ceus, a, ta\\
and handsome species with hairy stem,
clasping leaves and large blue flowers.
S. tilzginosa and Aster umbellatus commence to flower early in August. S.
;

rugosa and Aster puniceus remain in
bloom until mid September, so there is
a month or five weeks of possible honey
flow. The swamp or bog type of location is largely independent of rain during the honey flow, but needs fine
weather and moderate warmth.
2. Sandyor gravelly barrens or plains
locations in which blueberry is frequently abundant. Here we get S. fuberula, and in the interior the highly productive S. sguarrosa, and also asters of
the cordifolius group. The honey from
these species is gathered very late, during the last week in .\ugust and first
two weeks in September. Good rains
in early August followed by fine and
moderately warm weather during the
flow are needed to get the best results.
The color of the honey produced in a
location of this kind at an out-apiary
that I established at Kazubazua, Quebec, is nearly white and of a very pleasant flavor.
3. A restricted area with its center in
Cumberland Co., N. S in which Sotidago graminifolia is a troublesome
,

weed

of cultivation.
this district the honey

At Amherst in
gathered in Au-

come

into

Fighting Foulbrood

Goldenrods and asters are important
in certain sections.

and asters

flower earlier in the North than in the
South and on the coast.
(To be concluded 1

BY

AS
we

I

in

F.

DUNDAS TODD.

have frequently indicated, we
British

Columbia make no

pretence of curing foulbrood,
simply wipe out the colony and hive

fire. So far as I know this Province
the only region in the world that is
pursuing the policy of total extermination. It may, therefore, be worth while
to compile a tabular statement of infected apiaries to see if we cannot draw
some practical conclusions therefrom.

by

is

Infected apiaries

1014. 191S.
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used for a weak

K

bought

ary.

M

L

swarm

for three weeks.

12 colonies of

Flynn

api-

adjoins K.
six old hives from N, in-

bought

dozen ([ueens and
in half a
started nuclei. Result, his apiary was
entirely wiped out in two years.
R bought a single colony from somevested

body unknown who

left town.
S loves bees, but thought his district
was worthless for honey production,
so he provided them with a home. He
had hives and boxes stacked up like
cordwood, three deep. From him I
could not get any definite information,
but he was just one mile from the center of infection. I found here the worst
case I ever saw, every frame solid with
dead brood and only a few bees alive,
yet in the next two seasons the colonies that remained seemed to be per-

fectly healthy.

X

W

story of the hive is rather interesting.
It was of the Gallup pattern, and when
bought did not contain a single cell of
brood or honey.
thought the conditions propitious for transfeiring to a
regular hive so he shook the bees on
to a set of his own combs and rendered
the old ones into wax. Remember, he
was not shaking for foulbrood, he was
merely transferring to a standard hive.
When I called on him a year later he
felt confident the colony was clear of
the disease, but I found one affected

W

cell.

V was a beginner; he had bought a
colony from some one leaving town.
y and Z are located about two miles
apiary.

How

disease
I
could not trace, but A
deals in supplies.
The Z apiary is
managed by a lady who disobeyed most
of the elementary rules of good beethe

She would persist in feeding
back most of the season's crop in the
open air. Y ran her apiary in 1914,

keeping.

using some of his own extracting supers, taking them home to be cleaned
up. The owner would not permit him
to examine the brood-nests.
Holding
a demonstration at Y's apiary in the

any.

little credit, if

D

in

1915

bought a

lot

of

bees in

boxes from a man in the bush, and
transferred them to regular hives. Most
of his cases in 1916 were of this lot, so
started into

the wilds to locate the
designated as AA in the
table.
1 found he had kept bees for
many years, but in 1914 he had got a
colony that had come from the apiary
I

who

seller,

of

bought from a man who left town.
I learned that
had got part of the
same apiary, and on proceeding to his
place I found the disease far advanced
in two out of his three purchases.
The

from the A
got to them

spring of 1915, I was horrified to find
nearly every colony in awful condition,
as the year before the apiary was in
fine shape.
Everybody present at once
cried out " The bee inspector brought
the disease the year before." Luckily
I was
able to show by my notebook
that I had had no contact with foulbrood until 14 days after my previous
demonstration.
Some folks give bee
inspectors lots of btame and mighty

is

I.

BB

bought

Knowing

colony from

a

history

its

I

G

in 1913.

examined

it

twice in 1914, once in 1915, always finding it in good condition. In the spring
of 1916 it had shrunk to a handful of
bees, with disease in three combs.
The winter of 1915-10 was the most
severe known to the oldest white inhabitants
of
British Columbia and
wiped out at least 40 percent of the
bees in the Province. Stores were
drawn upon to the last cell, hence any
dormant germs were given an opportunity to get in their deadly work.
Out of my whole experience I think
I can draw a few definite conclusions.
1. It is not proven that the infection
can be carried by queens, although at
one time I was rather suspicious.
2. Free movement of hives in ordinary commerce is a quick and common way of spreading the disease.
3. Feeding
back honey in the open
air is very efficient for disseminating
the germs of foulbrood.
4. It is a
rather risky investment to
buy up old hives and combs, yet I found
one man who had invested $600 in an
apiary buying a couple of empty hives
in a

foulbrood

district,

even after

I

had

warned him about the region. I burned
them on the spot.
5. Disease germs will
lurk in a hive
for some time
before aflfecting the

One

brood.

of

our inspectors had a
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case develop three years after the colonies had entered the Province, having
come from a foulbrood region in Oregon. The case of BB mentioned above

seems

to

conlirm

this.

A new

hive in contact with a weak
swarm for only three weeks can carry
the germs and develop the disease
when used for another and strong
6.

swarm.
7. Using the
most drastic measures
we cannot expect to stamp out foulbrood in less than three seasons. In
Vancouver I found 38 affected colonies
in 1914, 21 in 1915, 9 in 1916; at EssondaleS in 1914,0 in 191.5, and 1 in 1916;
at

Chilliwack 5 in 1914,

1

in

1915,

in

All the new cases were very mild,
just a few affected cells, so I am in
hopes to soon have a clean bill of
health.
8. The bee inspectors must not trust
to the average beekeeper finding the
disease in his own apiary; only four
times in six seasons have I been called
to examine suspicious cases.
In two
lyiti.

instances I found foulbrood, in the
other two the brown pollen was the
cause of the worry.
9. The foul smell said to be so char-

American foulbrood is
of
not always present; in fact, I have
never yet had a chance to become acquainted with it.
Whenever I have
acteristic

found a case of the disease I have tried
to get together as many of my people
as possible, so that they might become
familiar with

its

appearance.

Several

have had surrounding me as
many as a score of both sexes, and
even when the case was a very bad one
all failed to detect any disagreeable,
times

I

odor.
I think it is Cowan who says that
another germ must be present to produce the smell, and that the non-smelling type of American foulbrood is not

nearly

so

variety.

virulent

The type

been there for

at

as

the

stinking
has

in Vancouver
least four years,

and

my

Chilliwack informant was correct it has been present for nearly a
score, yet with apiaries rather closely
clustered I found comparatively few
cases in proportion to the number of
colonies examined, say three percent
these being in 12 percent of the apiaries.
The percentage of apiaries looks rather
high, but the proportion is due to the
scattering of the disease by sales from
aflfected apiaries. With the educational
if

movement

started

in

Columbia
the Department

in British

beekeeping
expanding rap-

1911,
is

list of beekeepers
containing a total of about 1500
names.

idly,

now

Victoria, B. C.

A

Beemoth Parasite
BY FRANK ROTINA.

the month of August, 1916,
DURING
several combs in our apiary were

destroyed by moths. I laid some
moth-infected frames aside
of these
for demonstration work and put them
into one hive in the steam-heated stor-

age room. The hive was covered with
a bee-escape board.
In December I
noticed on the window pane behind
this hive a large number of
(see the picture).
I
was

Apiary of Sprott

& Schow. Burnaby

C

Lake. B.
extracted honey

small

flies

wondering
During this

40

colonies produced 3500 pounds of

in 1Q16

where they came from.
investigation I opened the hive with
moth frames and found the hive ful.
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little flies, the frames covered
with webs and the larvae all dead.
I put one of the dead larvse under

of these

the microscope and found on it many
nests of tiny oblong pupae near the
legs of the larva. Investigating the refuse on the bottom of the hive, the flies

be hatching and flying up
looked. I then began to look
through the mating nuclei which conframes from last summer's
tained
queen-rearing, and found that a few of
them which showed traces of the beemoth also had a number of these flies
present with larvse all dead.
This fly belonging to the family of

seemed
whilst

to

I

Hymenoptera, probably Dibrachys clisiocamfcE is a parasite which lays its
eggs in the larva or pupa of the beemoth, which after hatching feed on the
larva and kill it.
In daytime these flies like the sunshine and come out on the windows by
At night they return to
thousands.
the hives where small holes permitthem
to enter and lay their eggs.

occurred to me that
matter might be investigated and
these flies bred for distribution among
beekeepers who are troubled with
moths, as a means of destroying this

The thought

this

pest.

University Farm,

St. Paul,

Minn.

I

Value of Sugar as
Bees
BY PH.

J.

Food

the pebbles and sugar dust used in the
coffee or tea. The sugar sacks sold
then, weighed about 180 pounds each,
and the Arabic shepherd called an
Attal, carried such a sack on his back
from the shop inside the walls, to our
school-house on Triori outside the
walls, a little over a mile distant. Cars,
wheelbarrows and the like were absolutely unknown; there were donkies
to carry heavy loads; but I think the
shopkeepers who paid a strong man
about a beshlik a day, which corresponds to about ten American cents,
found human labor cheaper.

The sugar sack weighing about
pounds

about

cost
sottel, so the

15

piasters

180
the

pound of sugar was worth
about 10 cents. We did not know
whether the sugar was cane or beet; all

we knew was

that it came from Marbegan feeding the co'onies
with sugar, simply, because sugar was
the only sweet to be found, though we
lived in the " land flowing with milk
and honey." The dibs of the Arabs and
dabsh of the Hebrews was made of
grape syrup boiled to such a consisseilles.

I

tency as

to hinder
year, that is

fermentation for

from October to
March. Honey was no current article
in the Jerusalem market, and that is
why we used sugar. Bees developed
verv well on this food. We had heard
half

a

July

last century, was 6 degrees C. (43 degrees F.) in the early morning on a

January day. There were a few almond
trees in blossom, but they did not give
sufficient honey to stimulate broodrearing worth while. Pollen was to
be had on daisies and the like. A German beekeeper living in the German
colony north of Jaffa, often complained
of

this lack of

flowers just before the

enormous honey flow, and his bees
were never ready in time, as he disliked
or shrunk before the expense.
usually fed the bees every evening from about Feb. 25 to March 25,
or even to the beginning of April,
pouring the prepared syrup into each
hive, either by tne flying hole or from
the top. It took us hours to pour in
the feed to several hundred hives daily.
were generally two at the same
hive, one to handle the syrup, the other
to smoke the bees.
began with not
over one-sixth of a pound the first day,
and for a week at the same rate, then
increasing the portion until we reached
a pound or more daily, as the colony
showed progress. I have been told that
sugar degenerated the bees, was a cause

to feed

We

We

We

and other nonsense, but
have continued feeding in time of
need here in the Alps of southern
France as well.
Well-fed bees, provided they had a

of foulbrood,
I

for

s^-YJf'S.
»x ^^

BALDENSPERGER.

THE

following article from the pen
of our old friend Ph. J. Baldensperger, will interest our readers,
concerning both the value of sugar as
bee-food in times of dearth and the experience of a veteran in handling hundreds of colonies of bees in Syria and
the Holy Land, a country similar in its
honey resources to our arid southwestMr. Baldensperger who
ern States.
speaks and writes several languages
fluently, is now located in southern

V

fVSD,Y

'

NATURE NOT BOQK^^-'

SMALL HYMENOPTERA THAT FEED UPON THE LARV.E OF THE

MOTH— (See the contribution

BEE-

by Mr. Roiina)

France, at Nice.

On page 88, March, 1917, the question
about "Cane z/s. Beet Sugar" is discussed. This question has interested
me in so far as I have been feeding
sugar in years of dearth or simply as
stimulative food for the past 37 years.
When we began modern beekeeping
in 1880, we had very nearly 30 years of
experience with bees, in the old fashion, but then only did we begin to work
really with bees in the frame hive.
Jerusalem is a dry place, indeed the
old Canaanite name Jebus, is very similar to Yabes, the modern Arabic for
dry or hard. When we really started,
we went headlong into the business,
;

and

as beginners, did not wait for the
right moment, which would best suit
the bees, but we seized on the moment

when

it

seized

was sugar.

We

Our first expense
made hives with old

us.

boards, as D. A. Jones, of Beeton, Canada, then in Jerusalem, showed us, and
fed the bees as the same gentleman fed
his bees to carry them with him to
.'\merica.

In those days the hogshead of sugar
just disappearing, and was replaced
by loaf sugar and sugar dust of the
consistency of earth and small pebbles.

was

Sugar was then taken with

a

spoon,

about
etc.,

artificial

and threw

hives,

pollen, pea meal, flour,
about the

a little in or

but bees

never troubled very

and in all my later
experience I used sugar, preferring it
to honey, excepting when our own

much about

this,

honey flow was so great that we found
no ready market for it. Pollen was
largely provided by nature everywhere
when it was wanted.
When we began pastoral beekeeping,
carrying the hives from Jerusalem to
Jaffa, and vice ;'ersa, we usually fed the
bees on large quantities of sugar, which
often arrived at Jaffa after a tempestuous sea voyage, somewhat washed over
The merchants
by the salty waves.
at that time offered us the damaged
sugar at about half its usual price. The
German shopbroker called it " Havari
sugar," which we found later to be a
corruption of the French "sucre avarie" (damaged sugar).
The orange blossoms suddenly burst
into bloom about the beginning of
April, andhoney flowed in atthe rate of
had
2 to 20 pounds a day per hive.
to stimulate the bees, beginning the
middle of February, as the climate of
The coldest
Jaffa is very moderate.
day I registered in the eighties of the

We

vigorous mother and workers enough
to pull the colony through five or six
weeks of dearth to the doors of abundance, always largely paid for the expenses, and

were

as

fierce as

any bee-

keeper can imagine. As far as degenerence goes, the result of such degenerate bees by sugar feeding was an
income of anything between 50 and 180
pounds per hive, with an average of
about 120 pounds or over. The number of hives were often between 400
and 500. I heard a maitre in apiculture
of our region criticize my observations because he thought I worked with
one-half dozen hives on Sunday afternoons only, as he himself practiced his
apiculture.
As for sugar infusing foulbrood or preparing bees to receive it,
my long experience in Palestine has
shown me that foulbrood never ap-

peared simply because the bacilli were
not present.
Again, it was objected
that the
sugar would contribute to adulterate
the honey, but those who tried to hit
at that did not reflect that food is given
to the bees to stimulate them when
there is not a drop to be found, and
how could the syrup consumed, not
stored, affect the honey ? Just before

a
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the orange blossoms opened, the end of
March, the colonies with 12 to 25 frames
of brood, had not a drop of syrup, and
they would have starved to death had
not the orange blossoms been there.
As Jaffa was dry all summer, we carried the bees on camelback trains to the
plain of Sharon and the mountains of
of Judah, stopping two or three times,
for a few weeks at a time, at the princiCactus flowers,
pal honey resources.
agnus cactus, lavender, and finally

terval the bees completed the l:( comlis.
From Aug. 13 to Sept. 11, I fed thera
2S'A pounds, $2.85. They built eight

thyme, grow in succession from May
September. Feeding was thereto
fore only necessary in February and
March at Jaffa, and we always wintered
our bees on pure honey. Many years
later we learned that English beekeepers preferred cane sugar, and explained
the absolute superiority of this sugar in

plete

the columns of the British Bee Journal.
I have used sugar since I lived in
France, for many years, and have never

complete combs.
August 14 I took away nine complete
frames, of which four contained bees,
which I put into nuclei to rear queens.
August 27 I took four frames of brood
for nucleus. September 11 I took four
frames for nucleus. From Sept. 17 to
Oct. 8 I fed them 7 pounds of sugar, 60
cents worth. They again built six com-

frames of comb.
September 23 I took again from the
old stock two frames of brood, and on
Sept. 27 five more frames of brood for
the nuclei, and from Oct. 9 to 10, I fed

them I'/i pounds of sugar, 15 cents.
October 13 I took again one frame of
brood, and on the I'Jth three more
frames. In all I fed 60J4 pounds of
sugar, or $5 80.
They went into winter quarters with
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be cooped
hobbled.

had occasion to test which kind is
actually superior, simply I suppose because beet sugar is mostly produced in
Europe, perhaps England excepted.
France has its cane producing colonies

which help

a little, but the greatest
beet sugar all over our
continent. When beet sugar fails in
years of dearth, as in 1910-11, the
smaller cane
sugar productions of
Cuba, etc., can not help to keep the
prices at the general level in normal
times.
Since the war our sugar factories
have mostly been destroyed or in the
hands of the enemy, being in the beet
regions of northern France,and no wonder if we use cane sugar now. But we
have just enough for human use, and the
bees must wait until everything is in
order again to receive their share, if
they want any.
A few years ago I had a colony of
bees in a shed right in the middle of
the town of Nice, and as my bees were
all at the mountains, I resolved to keep
this one and feed it, if necessary, on
sugar during the long and dry summer
months. I gave the colony 13 frames
containing only one-half starters.
From July 10 to Aug. 7, I fed them
23}4 pounds of sugar, $2.20, In this in-

production

it

is

AIR

three small colonies which had two
frames built full without foundation,
and all with worker-cells. There was
not a flower extant, some very rare polSo much
len, gathered from gardens.
for my experience with sugar and its
effect on bees.
Nice, France.

My

Neighor's Garden
BY

C.

D.

STU.^RT.

BEES

are no respectors of persons.
When raiding the possessions of
my neighbors for nectar, the rich
and exclusive are visited with the same
assurance as are the work-a day folk,

and even more

persistently,

owing

to

the greater variety of flowers a special,

high-priced gardener can produce over
the few plants and shrubs a business
man is able to keep alive by casual.
afterofBce-hours sprinklings.
But the important consideration is
not the familiar attitude assumed by
my bees toward the neighbors, but the
attitude my neighbors and I are able to
maintain toward one another, despite
circumstance of my
the disturbing
possessing live stock that can neither

fenced

in,

tethered, nor

And one particular neighbor is possessed by a fear of bees that even his
abiding faith in the protection of the
All-Wise can neither overcome nor
allay.
Not even his best friends can
explain this fear. He is obsessed by
it.
He once had presented to him a
hive of gentle Italian bees. They had
never stung him. yet he could not be
induced to approach them not even to
replace the hive cover that had lilown
off during a rain storm.
The timely
visit of a friend saved the colony from
a watery grave, and the bees were immediately handed over to the rescuer
by a grateful and greatly relieved owner
as an appreciation of heroism.
My neighbor's garden is under the
care of an expert, whose sole duty apparently is to provide pasturage for
our bees, since he cultivates honeyproducing flora to a greater extent than
any other gardener within bee-range.
My neighbor's home is on a beautiful
eminence. My bees are situated in an
out apiary in the gulch just below,
where they can mount, unburdened,
and volplane back with their cargoe?.
As the season advanced, I became
aware of the unhappy mental condition
of my neighbor. No matter in what
section of his g:arden he chose to take
the morning air, ray bees were there
to welcome him; if he would sprinkle
the lawn or water the shrubbery, there
were the bees clustered on hose and
f.iucet; or, if he would inhale the fragrance of the filbert bloom— a low tree
that in February puts out catkins similar to those of the pussy willow—
startled bee would graze the tip of his
nose.
Nor was the nuisance, like the gnat
or the mosquito, confined to any particular season. My neighbor's shrubs
and plants, which numbered into the
thousands, had been gathered from all
lands and climes, for the sole purpose
of proving, to those of Missouri extrac-

—

tion, that

WHERE MY NEIGHBOR TAKES THE MORNING

up,

anything

will

grow

in Cali-

fornia; and at all seasons, barring unfavorable weather, my bees, in true cosmopolitan fashion, were up and at my
neighbor's nectar, both foreign and
domestic
the wistaria from Japan,
Americanized to " wisteria"; the catalpa from the East Indies; and the
algaroba, which, although a native of
the Mediterranean region, came to my

—

neighbor's enclosure from Oahu, one
of the Hawaiian Islands, a seed from a
Paris garden having been planted there
years ago by Father Batchelot, and
which has developed into the same tree
known in certain portions of our country as mesquite.
But even that is not all. If my neighbor essayed to reduce his waist line, by
a turn at tennis, a bee would fly at him
from each of the Cherokee roses that
interlace the wire enclosing the court;
or, in his daily pacing to and fro beneath the pergola, the humming of the
bees gathering pollen from the passion
vine blossoms overhead would disturb
his lofty solitude; or, in the hammock,
just inside a hedge of cytisus
proliferis, or Canary Island broom, a
honey tree of great value, Lethe could

swinging

neither be wooed nor won
and the
chair beneath the oak
from
whose glossy leaves my bees garner
the honeydew, now appeals in vain to
And what diaits erstwhile occupant.
bolical. .fancy, could it be that caused
;

rustic
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the gardener to plant a locust tree at
one entrance, and a New Zealand red
gum, an equally attractive bee food, at
the other ? No doubt the carpenter
bee, a black zeppelin-like creature, was
the original cause of my bees falling
into such disfavor, for so avidly did the
work on the locust
wild creatures
that my Italians were completely
outnumbered, and the daily encounters
of the two species only terrified my
neighbor the more.
But we were unable to help him. He
refused to learn bee language and govFor example,
ern himself thereby.
when the bees dart from flower to

bloom

flower with

loud impatient buzzings,

one acquainted with the bee vocabulary
would know that they fly away empty
handed or, more properly speaking,
with empty stomachs, to the hive again.
Under those circumstances it is well to

psychology of these funny little people!
If only I might be allowed to explain
matters to him But that is impossible.
I never see him.
Of late, the chauffeur
drives him down thegulch road, whereupon he alights and ascends a winding
!

stairway cut in the steep hillside and,
protected from my bees by wildwoods,
enters his home by a rear door, and
barricades himself.

C.

D.

CHENEY.

THEducing

recent review of

is either diverted
or distracted, and
success depends upon how thoroughly
this is accomplished.
We can estimate the ethics of the
case only by comparing the effect upon
the bees with our own emotions under
similar conditions. When a salesman
approaches a prospective customer he
endeavors to be as agreeable, cheerful
and sociable as can be in order to put

his customer into the best humor possible for receiving what he has to offer.
He watches carefully, and introduces
his business only when he feels that his

Queen Introduction
BY

July

queen intro-

methods by Dr. Miller
suggests an observation or two
principles
of present day
upon the two
methods. If all the methods named or
known are analyzed, it will be found
that by any method the bees' attention

customer has been favorably impressed
and is in the right humor to accept his
proposition. This may be termed the
"diversion" method of introducing
business, and is universally practiced.
Can any one describe, or imagine, a
distractive method which would stand
a ghost of a chance ?
Adhering to our comparison, why
should the accepted human method be
entirely ignored and reversed when we
essay to deal with our bees which are
infinitely

more

sensitive

to

external

impressions ?
This may be taken as an argument in
favor of " diversion " methods for introducing queens, for which I think no
apology is needed.
May I be permitted to add as my firm
belief that the " Sousin " method, everything considered, is the best of the
diversion methods.

New

Jersey.

The Different Races
BY

E.

F.

ATWATER.

WHEN

we first located in Idaho,
some 16 years ago, the bees
for many miles in every direc-

A

WISTl'.RIA

tion were as pure Italians as can be
found with very few exceptions, and
this in spite of the fact that no attention
had ever been paid to keeping them
true to type. Certainly there had been
no reversion to the black type, as often
claimed by eastern beekeepers when
the race is not constantly kept up by
careful selection. No doubt such re-

TRIMMICD OUTHOUSE

be on guard, especially when they come
straight at you, with ears laid back
and teeth showing, as though you were
to blame for their disappointment.
It
is then that inconspicuousness is the
better part of valor.
On the other hand, when the sun is
coaxing the nectar from the hearts of
the flowers, the bees are too busy for
quarreling. They come whizzing past,
full of business and honey, with an important get-out of-theway quick humming, at once joyous and commanding,
that no one dreams of questioning. All
they ask is the undisputed right-of-way
back to
the
hive-stands. But my
neighbor does not seem to get their
point of view. He takes the position
which, if put in
words, would be,
"These are my premises. I got here
first.
I'm established. You can't drive

me away !" and proceeds

to prove his
rights by dashing through the pergola
to the house, coat tails straightening
in his flight, and madly fanning the air

with a tall silk hat, which exposes a
spot at once vulnerable and convenient
for attack. Naturally any bee with a
sense of humor would give chase; and
ours are jolly bees.
If only my neighbor understood the

L:

t: ':Mc-'.

't'.i^.'

MY APIARY

IN

THE GULCH BELOW
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version in other localities is due to the
presence of black drones in wild colonies, unsuspected by the beekeeper.
With a locality stocked with so good
a race, no doubt some would question
the

wisdom

of

making any experiments

with other races, but as our nights are
cool, springs often rather unfavorable
and altitude about 2700 feet, we began
cautiously testing other races in 1903
and today, our 1000 colonies are nearly
all of more or less Carniolan blood,

which we have never regretted.
In the meantime, other races and
crosses have been tested. Some ten
years ago we had a tested CyprioCarniolan queen from Mr. Frank Benton,
which certainly gave a fine colony of
industrious bees not excessively cross.
From her we reared a number of daughters, all of which mated with Italian
drones. Some of them, in their markings, showed no trace of Carniolan
blood, and all were very good in every
way except that about one in ten produced bees which were very irritable
and difficult to handle. The liability of
the Cyprian temper cropping out caused
us to discontinue breeding them.
In 1905 we had a very fine tested Cau-

queen from the United States
Government. The bees were wonder-

casian

fully gentle, but died the first winter,
as stores were not of good quality, and
the young bees produced by stimulative
feeding late in the fall (the season being one of failure) were apparently
tender. At various times we have had
Caucasian queens from other breeders,

but none has produced bees which
were very gentle. The Caucasians and
their crosses have been equal in prolificness, hardiness and industry to any,
and are among the best bees for this

not so far as tested superior to Carniolans, while their habit of
closing the space just inside the entrance with a huge wall or curtain of
propolis every fall is against them, as
it is no small task to remove it so that
locality, but

frame manipulations may be quickly
made. In the cut the propolis defenses

may

be seen, not only attaching the
corners of the frames to each other,
but extending back two or three inches
between the bottom bars of the frames
and in places attached to both the end

bottom-board of the live. The
hive body shown was the lower story
of the colony, and the colony only one-

and
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half Caucasian blood.
Last, the least desirable of all races
tested, the Banats. No bees ever tested
have proved so inferior as storers.
Only one of many Banat colonies ever
made 100 pounds of comb honey, while
many colonies of other races have far
exceeded that amount. So bees ever
bred up better or tried to swarm more,
and as soon as a good flow begins they

"plug" the brood-nest with honey
worse than any Italian colony, and very
prevent the
rearing
of
to gather a second flow.
have found no trouble with the

effectually

enough bees

We

development of a so-called "mongrel"
type of bees, and while some colonies
are

more excitable than

others, yet
of perhaps every possible
mixture and re-mixture of Carniolan
and Italian blood have proved good as
honey gatherers, hardy, prolific white
cappers of comb honey, and little if
any more liable to swarm than Italian
colonies of like strength, and our
locality is bad for swarming with any
and all races, large hives or small even
practically

all

when producing extracted honey.
Meredian, Idaho.

Ventilation of Hives
BY

WAS

I.

HOPKINS.

more than

interested in the

by your Swiss correspondent, Mr. H. Spuehler, on " Economy of Heat in the Hive" in your December number, more especially that
part of the second paragraph referring
to the size of the entrance to the hives
recommended by Mr. Kramer, as the
result of seemingly exhaustive experi-

I

article

ments.

For the first few years of my beekeeping career I was always troubled
with moldy combs and soured food in
the hives, with more or less diarrhea
among the bees in early spring. The
position of my apiary on a hillside was
perfectly free from dampness, and the
district itself did not register an abnormal rainfall, so that I began to think
that moldy combs constituted a normal condition of bee-culture in frame
Subsequently,
hives.
however, I
thought that the need of better ventilation might have something to do with
the question, as the practice then was
to reduce the entrance to a very small
opening in winter, while the bees at
the same time blocked with propolis

My

means of upward ventilation.
friend, the late Rev. J. R. Madam, also,
all

for similar reasons, became interested
in the ventilation problem, and between
us we concluded to carry out a series
of experiments at my apiary.
Your correspondent suggests that
Mr. Kramer, as far as he knew, was the
first man to solve the question with
thermometers 25 years ago. The first
of our series of experiments which was
conducted with the sole object of determining how to secure efficient ventilation of the hive, was commenced on
Jan. 15, 1889 (see record in March number of the Australian Bee Journal, 1889),
and continued through 13 series until
April 10. 1889, all of which are recorded
in the same Journal. This is exactly 28
years ago, three years before Mr.
Kramer experimented. The greatest
number of thermometers we used at

CAUCASIANS ARK PROPOLIZERS
Notice how they have plastered the front end of the frames so as to contract the entrance

I think was 17, and although
insulated them as far as possible

one time

we
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from outside atmospheric influence,
and endeavored to eliminate all errors
so far as possible, we realized, as our
final report indicated, that further investigation was needed before accepting the results of our experiments as
final.

They were conducted under

dif-

ferent conditions, with porous mats
over the frames, and the latter hermetically sealed to prevent the slightest

upward

ventilation,

and with wide and

contracted entrances.

There was one feature as the result
of our investigation in which there
could be no error, and that was, under
the

conditions,

all

indraft

of

fresh

air and the expulsion of contaminated
air was through the entrance, as absolutely proven in all our experiments by
the difference in the temperature shown

by two thermometers inserted within
the hive, one at each side of the entrance. Since that time I have invariably kept a wide (large) entrance to
hives containing normal colonies both
in summer and winter, and never remember having a moldy comb, soured
food, or bee diarrhea during the intervening period.
Other features in which there were
few chances of mistake were, that in

carry off the big grinstone or the hundred pound keg of nails.
" What do I know about bees ?" I
questioned testily, possibly a trifle
haughtily. "I have been reading bee
journals ever since yesterday morning.
What I don't know about bees certainly
wasn't written in any book or magazine."
"

A

bee is an insect with a crustaceous
formation, and armed with a businesslike antenna at one end, and a sting at
the other the latter is seldom or never
used, however," I added hastily, to forestall objections in that locality. "Much
depends upon the end or direction in
which you approach a bee."

—

"

But do bees always advance with

the front or harmless end toward the
ape what was it you called the bee-

—

keeper ?"
" A p-i-ar-i-st— Apiarist," I replied
with a Job-like inflection. "Bees dwell

"What

Mr. Kramer's conclusions regarding the advantages of a big entrance exactly fit ours.
Doctor Phillips' experiments as detailed in his Bulletin No. 93, are extremely interesting, but they have littl
or no practical application in this part
of the world, where our bees are flying
all the year around.
Auckland, New Zealand.

BY

R.

T-jEES !"

L.

—

—

—

off

any more questions.

had known well in Miami,

from key

RINCKWITZ.

knew a woman once who read
money could be made with bees in
she said, dubiously, however.

"No! No!"

anyway?"
had received
a foul blow under the belt or between
the joints of my armor, I nevertheless
gathered the remnants of that self control, which is the pride of all male animals, and patiently explained, first
Feeling somewhat as

if I

waiting for the clock to finish striking
twelve, though as I counted it seemed
to continue to seventeen or eighteen.
I also waited for three roosters to stop
crowing, and explained that it was only
a board falling over, due to wind in the
woodshed, and not a burglar trying to

by means of a large launch

to key, sometimes from as
far south as Cuba to the vicinity of
Stuart, Fla., had been tried once by a
syndicate on the Mississippi, where it
failed, according to Mr. Poppleton, because the hives were left on the boat, a
method said to have been employed
with good results by the early EgypIn the former case the bees
tians.
were lost in the water by the thousands,
though some state that the constant
dwindling of stock was due to lack of

the Bees

her.
"I merely
I told
used a slang term; I meant bees in my
bonnet, in the upper story of my gray
Practical men always keep
matter.
their bees in an apiary."
" What kind of an ape— er— what did
you call it?" Adelaide now wanted to
know, " What do you know about bees,

of

and south of Palm Beach.
His plan, which consisted of moving

—

attic,"

one

States,

misunderstood.

an

Fla.,

the largest winter resorts in the United

"In the upper story at present in
the garret," I answered, peevishly I admit, since it always annoyed me to have
mv flights of inspiration misinterpreted
by my practical wife. But again she
" I

Come

bees by water successfully northward,
so as to get the successive blooms, I

exclaimed, with perhaps
|~S unnecessary vehemence, as I
-*-^ sat up in bed, and " Where ?"
exclaimed my wife, in an alarmed man-

that

"

you all about it in one or two letters."
Oscar O. Poppleton, a real personage
who carried out the scheme of moving

I

ner.

You,

—

the hives

(t

?

reckless and expensive moods with
alarm, and this was no exception.
" I should think one pair would do,"
she told me, severely, " until you learn
to feed them and water them properly.
Better yet, why not write to Mr. O. O.
Poppleton, the man whom you so often
wrote up in the Metropolis of the Florida Bee King. I am sure he would tell

of

Among

drone good for

—

head

hive.

Five Minutes

a

is

with your education, still ask such a
question ?" I parleyed, to gain time.
" Why drones
drones are good for
feeding chickens. They
" Well, I am glad that they attend to
somelkinff you usually ask me to feed
them." This from the wife of my bosom
but what can a man expect in this
age of enlightened feminism.
" I mean they are sometimes fed to
poultry when in the brood form, in the
more tender years of their growth
but time spent in the hive soon palls
heavily upon them, and before they
reach that mature stage of what with
us is known as the voting age, in the
flavor of their youth and innocence,
they are literally worried to death by
the females." (This was not just as I
had read it, but I thought it would do,
since it was so near the truth.)
" Yes, I shall surely get a bee
rather
a pair of them," I went on hurriedly, to
to think of it, I shall get several pairs,
perhaps half a dozen couples." I hate a
preferring to do the
piker, always
thing in style; but my wife views these

the hive was
warmer than just beneath the mats, and
frequently on the back part of the
temperature was
the
bottom-board
higher than in any other part of the

most cases the center

July

'

Veil, and Swarm Basket
Gaily Forth to My Doom.

With Smoker.
I

Went

"

knowledge and good management.
To the Bee King, as I had termed
him in innumerable write-ups, I accordingly wrote, for I certainly had
acquired a " bee in my bonnet" since
malaria drove me from the semi-tropics
and newspaper work into the valleys
and mountains. That there was money
in bees I vaguely knew, from observation, though I scarcely hoped to emu" do what
late Poppleton's scheme and
cannot accomplish ", as t'^e late
Grover Cleveland once said to the
former while on a fishing trip at Stuart
—"make the busy insects work the
I

in a hive in perfect peace

and harmony,

and without asking foolish questions,
go about their duties of gathering
They consist of
propolis and nectar.
a queen, drones, and workers; the latare mostly imperfect
added maliciously.
ter

females,"

I

Entirely ignoring my masterly attack,
and with a cool exterior which I
dreaded, since it generally heralded
some base and underhanded sally— in
the manner of advanced suffragism,
when I least expected it, my wife now
wanted to know, " What is a drone,
and what are they good for ?"

year around."
t;,The reply was a long one, but the
following extract is the gist of it
"
the questions you ask are the
usual ones a beginner must have answered, but it is impossible for any one
person to do this nearly as well as a
A beginner
good text book
in, say arithmetic, doesn't want to begin his studies with compound numbers
instead of numeration, and on the same
principle you want to begin your bee

—

—

——

"
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education by first getting grounded in
the physiology of the bee. It would be
."
an enormous task forme to do this.
"The hives I use are not made or
sold by any dealer; I have to make
them myself and do not think it would
be practical for you to make them
better use the dovetailed Langstroth
style of hive sold by the dealers."
" Don't go into this or any other expert business too largely at first, liees
can be bought from any dealer. Don't
start with more than from three to six
hives, and increase in proportion as
.

"

your knowledge increases
A neighbor informed me that bees
can be bought by the pound, and ad-

none but

vised getting

Many

fertile,

tested

my

questions were
answered by him, but those I forgot to
ask were legion. What kind of hive to
use? Vaguely I know that Poppleton's
hive, as written up by the Roots years
ago, was radical, being one story and
queens.

of

long, like a carpenter's tool

chest, to

removal to and from the
launch, piling in tiers, and to obviate
the building of "brace comb", as the
odds and ends of comb built by the
bees between the first story or broodchamber, and super or second storage
chamber, are known. And, most important of all a question I learn which
has troubled beginners since time began how to get the bees into the hive
and how to keep them there ? Wild
thoughts of using- chloroform haunted
me, pending the arrival of some text
books I had sent for. I thought bees,
dreamed bees, and had bees in my mind
as I ate whatever was put before me.
" Please get me some bed ticking like
the last," said my wife one day as I
started for town, "three yards of it, a
set of darning needles, and the grocerfacilitate

its

smoker, etc., in order that I
might study them better. Then came
the day it will retain its vernal freshness in my mind as long as I live —-I
remember it for the first thrill, and all
the little and big thrills that came after.
" Mother says you know about bees ",
said a small boy at the kitchen door.
" There's a bunch hanging on the wash
line, and she says come and get them
and you can have 'em."
fixtures,

—

"

So already my reputation as

a skilled

has spread among the neighbors," I exulted, visions of that book
to be written flitting as industriously

apiarist

through the nooks in my cranium as a
bee flits from flower to flower.

With smoker in my left hand, swarm
basket under an arm, bee veil in my
right hand and directions concealed
in my pocket, I strode gaily forth to

—

my doom.

—

aren't you
let them sting you
them ? Don't you use gloves?
Are they glad to see you want to put
them in a nice new hive ? I believe
"

Don't

afraid of

—

And

don't

'

wrote
"

a

it,

cook book
day",

—

Cook wrote a
you forgot to get me that
sent you over for yester-

book.

That's

I

my

wife severely.
the bee book I
had borrowed at thi neighbor's instead, and said nothing.
My first hive came at last. I had
sent for one minus bees and plus the
interjected
Guiltily I thought

of

better).

When I came to I was in the
lar, my head on the soft side of

L's cela brick,

was bending over me, with
dish pan, empty, in her left
hand. (The water it had held was mostly

and Mrs.

L.

a greasy

down my neck and over my clothes.)
Her right hand was engaged in bathing
my fevered and swollen brow with the
dish rag, with what my wife, who unluckily chanced to come at that mo-

—

—

—

Perhaps I
I know not.
head mercifully against the celdoor (Mrs. L. says I fainted, but I

my

know

him give you common brown sugar
we are entirely out of it, and
I must have the white !"

—

—

hit
lar

this time

—

door, telling me just what to do.
Vaguely, as one hears joyful picnickers
in a passing boat, through the murmuring, roaring surf, while bathing, I heard
neighbors, female neighbors, big ones,
middling, frying sized girls in the giggling stage, wild-eyed youngsters in
skirts, skirted tots, millions of omnipresent small boys. And not a knot
hole big enough tor me to crawl into.
The bees were enjoying themselves
meanwhile or did my antics annoy
them ? Some broke their stingers off
in my skin, and seemed desirous of
retrieving them. Others got them in,
and in some way could not withdraw
them, which caused a wild, twisting,
boring motion, like a man having teeth
all over his head and body, and all being filled at once, only much worse.
What happened in the next five minutes Mrs. L insists it was only five
minutes, though to me it seems a long
summer's day and an arctic night for

good measure

let

"Bed ticking, three yards, darning
needles, and sugar, only the white," I
unconsciously repeated
between the
perfunctory or choleric 'Get up, Doland "What are you doing
ly's!"
there's !" on the way in. What I got,
by some subconscious trick of the
mind, was insect powder, and fly paper.
To the grocer I had said I shudder
yet as I think of it
" I want three pounds of bees and a
fertile queen.
Give me nothing but the
the last I got were
white, please
brown, and I know I said white." What
the man said didn't amount to much
But
it was what he thought and looked.
I came home in triumph with white
sugar.
" Some day," I said to my wife in a
burst of patronage and confidence, "I
may write a book, " Three Years Among
Langstroth's hobby was
the Bees."
ants
for
many years it was only
through seeing honey in the comb on a
friend's table that he was led to purchase some bees and make a study
of them. They all write about them
Dr. C. C. Miller " wrote A Year Among
the Bees ', Quinby wrote a book, Root

lodged from that haven. A pint of bees
dropped into each sleeve; adventuresome and shameless hussies crawled
up my pants leg, due to the sudden
loosening of a refractory leggin. causing me to shed bitter tears of humiliation and outraged modesty.
Cheerfully would I have disrobed,
there before Mrs. L's. kitchen, only the
commiserating matron insisted on
standing there, just back of the screen

—

—

ies in this list
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ment, insists was a caressing motion.
As a consequence, there is a coolness
between my wife and Mrs. L., in spite
hot weather, and they don't
of the
speak to each other. Possibly I might
explain, but my lips are sealed they
are so swollen that I cannot speak to
either.
My head, also, is larger than
its usual wont, resembling that of a
rather distinguished ex-president to
such an extent that even the dog stares

—

"My Head is Larger than its Wont,
THAT Even the Dog Stares in
Bristling Wonder."

so

—

they are glad hear them hum !" were
a few of the questions hurled at me.
" A beekeeper never uses gloves," I
replied less gaily, perhaps with a trifle
" Bees are
of weariness in my tone.
always full of honey when they swarm,
and in that condition never sting!"
Who wrote that last phrase? Ordinary killing with a club, fists or poisonous gas would be too refined for
him. Those bees ivere glad to see me.
Perhaps they mistook the veil I wore
for a crown, hence decided that I was
the queen. To see the haste with which
they forsook that plain hemp clothes
line for me was flattering— at first. Did
they merely desire to embrace me?
Wildly, and with a sinking feeling
me about the pit of the
clutching
Vain, hollow
stomach, I hoped so.
bauble is hope in this cruel world.

"Stung!" Literally and figuratively
was stung. Four quarts of fond, loving and affectionate bees fell, by some

I

perverse process, into a fold of my beeveil, inside of it, and refused to be dis-

in bristling

wonder

proudly avert
neighbors, and
I

— as

a consequence
head as I pass the
fail to see them, for,

my

owing to the swelling,
any one if I tried.

I

couldn't see

Glendale, Ariz.

No.

6.—Seventy

Years of Bee-

keeping
our last issue we gave a list of the
present periodical publications on
bees in the United States. This
list was prepared before the opening of
the year. Since Jan. 1 another periodical has apppeared which is worthy of
mention. It is entitled "The Beekeepers' Item," and is published at New
Braunfels, Tex. The vast State of Texas
has entirely different beekeeping conditions from the other States of the
Union, and therefore needs a special
periodical. This need has made itself

IN

so often that already at least three
publications made the attempt without

felt
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We

hope the present publisucceed.
The following is an incomplete list
of the different bee periodicals which
have been born in the United States in
the past 50 years, and have been comto suspend their publication
pelled
Some have
after one issue or more.
possess at
lasted over ten years.
least one number of nearly every one
of the following:
success.

may

cation

We

1866.

merged

New

The
into

American Bee Gazette
the American Bee Journal,

York, N. Y.

1868.
The Illustrated Bee Journal,
Indianapolis, Ind.
Annals of Bee Culture, Hawes1869.
ville,

Ky.

1869.

The Beekeepers' Journal,

New

York, N. Y.
1871.

The National Bee Journal, Des

Moines, Iowa.
1872.
The North American Bee Jour-

1885.

The Texas Bee

Journal,

1886.

The Beekeepers' Index, Ovid,
The Bee Hive, Andover, Conn.
Rays of Light, North Man-

Chester Ind.
1886,
St.

Modern Farmer and Busy

Hagler. of Virden,

The Western Beekeeper, Des
The Queen Breeders' Journal,

The American Beekeeper,

Jamestown, N. Y.
1891.
The White Mountain Apiarist,
Berlin Falls, N. H.
1891.
The California Beekeeper, San
Francisco, Calif.
1891.

1894.

The

1895.

The

Los Angeles,

Marlboro, Mass.
1889.
The Beekeepers' Advance, Mechanic Falls, Maine.
1891.

The Beekeepers'

Enterprise,

Haven, Conn.
1893.
Success in Bee Culture.
1893.
The Nebraska Bee Journal,
Fairbury, Neb.
Beekeepers'

Quarterly,

Dowagiac, Mich.

Moines, Iowa.
1888.

1893.

The Bee World, Waynesburg.

Pa.

The Missouri Beekeeper. Sold
American Beekeeper.
1892.
The Progressive Beekeeper,
HiBginsville, Mo.
1892.
The National Bee Gazette, St.
Louis, Mo.
1891.

1896.

Pacific Slope

Bee Journal,

Calif.

The Southland Queen,

Beeville,

Tex.
1901.
The Rocky Mountain Bee
nal, Boulder. Colo.
1902.
The Lone Star Apiarist,
esville, Tex.
1904.
The Rural Beekeeper,
Falls. Wis.

JourFlor-

River

The short life of most of the above
43 publications has nevertheless helped
progress, by calling attention to the
cultivation of the bee.
Colleges have at different times taken
interest in beekeeping. The first we
know of to give a course of beekeeping was the Michigan State AgriculThis was
tural College of Lansing.

III.

Successor
nal, Indianapolis, Ind.
the Illustrated Bee Journal.
1873.
1873.

Bee,

Joseph, Mo.

1883.

The Poultry and Bee Journal

New

Mich.
1886.
1886.

1892.

Auburn, Neb.

Tex.

to the

H. T.

Waco,

July

to

Moon's Bee World, Rome, Ga.
The Beekeepers' Magazine,

New York, N. Y. Successor to the Beekeepers' Journal.
1877.

The Indiana Beekeepers' Mag-

azine, Logansport, Ind.

The
1877.
dallville, Ind.
1879

Beekeepers' Guide, Ken-

The

Somerset, Ky.
1879.

The

Beekeepers' Instructor,
Later at Adelphi, Ohio,
Beekeepers' Exchange.

Canajoharie, N. Y.
Our Apiary, Shelbyville, 111.
1879.
The Western Honey Bee, Leb1879.
anon, Mo.
The Kansas Beekeeper, Colum1881.
bus, Kan.

American
1882. The
Wenham, Mass.
1882.

The

Oakland,
1883.

Apiculturist,

Calif.

The New England Apiarian,

Mechanic
1885.

California

Apiculturist,

Falls,

THE VETERAN

Maine.

The Gleaner, Dalton,

Pa.

O. O.
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WITH LONG
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due to the presence there at that time
menof Prof. A. J. Cook, already
tioned in these essays.

At the present

day nearly every agricultural college
in the United States is either giving or
contemplating a course in beekeeping.
Capable instructors are at work in 20
or more different State institutions.
A year or more ago we asked for the
names of those of our subscribers now
living who have been readers and contributors of the American Bee Journal
for 30 years or more. The numlier of
replies is limited.
But the list is interesting, and we think its place is properly at the end of this series of remin-

iscences.
S6 years.

One

living

man

only has
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and writer on bees, began

his interestthat time and wrote
under the >iom de f>lume of " Novice."
His articles in the Bee Journal were
much appreciated. He is now 77 years

ing writings at

old.

A. J. Fisher, of East Liverpool, Ohio,
claims to be the youngest of the early
readers of the American Bee Journal,
and the
bestlooking. Ladies, what
do you say? He says his wife won't
be jealous if you think he looks young.
He is only 69, and that photograph was
taken on his birthday. He would like
to see the National convention meet
again in Cleveland, where it met 46
years ago. He was there.
4s years.
Our faithful young-old
man. Dr. C. C. Miller, has been with the
American Bee Journal since the early
days of 1870. We won't tell how old
he is. Just read his answers to questions

The

if

you want

to

know.

old veteran Doolittle

comes

just
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after Dr. Miller.
He has been also a
contributor of all the bee periodicals,
and he is only 71.
/'i years.
J. M. Davis, of Tennessee,
one of the reliable queen-breeders, has
read the American Bee Journal since
1871.

So has W. D. Wright, the noted beekeeper of National reputation, at whose
home was held the Eastern New York
meeting which the Editor attended last
August, mentioned on page 1.5 of our
January issue.
fi years. O. O Poppleton, of Stuart,
Fla., was 74 years old in June, and has
kept bees since 1869.
Look at that
face
Don't you think an editor should
be proud of counting such men of
brains among his readers ? His handwriting is as firm as ever. He is a veteran of the Civil War.
-I / years.
L. E. Day, of Clinton Falls,
Minn., a veteran apiarist, was unable to
send us his photograph owing to sickness.
We hope he may regain his
health soon. He is 80 years old.
411 years.
H. T. Hagler, of Virden,
111., 70 years old, has read the Bee jourI

nal for 40 years, and is still a faithful
reader.
"^s years.
Dr. L. H. Pammel, Professor of Botany in the Agricultural College of Ames, Iowa.
In 1879 he was a

voung man asking questions on botany.

He

now

a professor, able to give adto correct the errors of the
teachers of that time. He wrote on
is

vice

and

botany then and

is

again giving us the

result of his experience of a lifetime.

S7 years. Eugene Secor, whose fine
features ornament the cover of our May
number, has been a leading beekeeper
and has held some of the principal
positions in the National association,

being at one time General Manager
at another President of that institution.
He says he is "afraid of the
young men because 'tis the young fellows who run things now." But the
young fellows cannot run things without the occasional advice of such men

and

Another Old Subscriber and Contributor. J. M. Davis, the Tennessee
Queen Breeder
a reader and contributor of the
American Bee Journal since its establishment in 1861, and his name is M.
M. Baldridge, of St. Charles, 111. Mr.
Baldridge was born in 18.38, and is

as he.
iV years.
L. B. Smith, of Llano, Tex.
Henry Stark, of Nunica, Mich. J. L.
Strong, of Clarinda, Iowa, have all made
a specialty of beekeeping.
i' years.
R. Lowey, Woodrows, Ont.
;

A. J. Fisher. ICast

Liverpool, Ohio

been

therefore 79 years old. He visited S.
B. Parsons, at Flushing, Long Island,
at the time when the first Italian bees

were imported from Europe. He met
Mr. Quinby and Mr. Langstroth. and
was also present at the first National
Beekeepers' convention in 1870 at Indianapolis, Ind.
5/ years. After its first year, 1881,
the American Bee Journal was suspended until 1866. At that time the
following persons 7ioiv living became
subscribers and contributors of it:
Dr. G Bohrer (84) and his wife (88),
now of Chase, Kan., but at that time of
Indiana. Dr. Bohrer was also a member of the first National Beekeepers'
Association.
Mrs. Bohrer is a bee
lover also.
E. Kretchmer, of Council BluflFs, Iowa,

mentioned in these reminiscences, on
page 89 of our March number, was also
one of the early writers and contributors of that date.
A. I. Root, the

well-known publisher

DR. G.

BOHRER AND WIFE OF KANSAS
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"^1

A. F. Brown, Jacksonville,

years.

Let me close this series of reminiscences by wishing to each of my readers that he or she may remain a constant reader of the "Old Reliable " for
50 years to come.

Combs

Perfect
BY

ONEan

D.

of the

M. MACDONALD.

most valuable assets

in

complete set of
perfectly built combs. It is grand
to possess ten combs, flat as a board,
apiary

a

is

every hive. Let every cell in all
these combs be worker-cells. There
should be no thick and thin parts, no
in

waves in any single comb.
Every one should be perfectly inter-

twists and

changeable.

When

a

comb

is laid flat

on the work bench, it should show no
heights and hollows, no long deep cells
and no short shallow ones. All should
approximate the natural depth of a cell.
There should be no transition cells, all
should be of a true hexagonal form.
All of us should have an ideally perfect

comb

snaps, thus causing

serious defects to

to

work up

to,

and

all

failing to

The

heat of the hive is at times excessive, the weight of bees may be too
heavy, the wiring may prove defective,
the sheet may be badly fixed, the quality of the wax may be uncertain -all
these and many more points may affect
the degree of perfection attained by the
bees. A craze may seize the workers
in favor of securing some drone-cells,
also the weather conditions may lead
to defective building, while the nature
of the flow may prejudicially afTect it.
The quicker the brood-nest is constructed the better. A poor flow leads

—

to loitering

and scamped work.

While

the degree of perfection may thus depend on the weather, the flow or the
bees, the beekeeper
himself in nine
cases out of ten is the chief transgressor; perhaps more frequently from
want of thought or want of knowledge
than from any desire to neglect his

work.

combs

will

obtrude themselves.

Avoid drone-comb. Not only

arise.

Fla.

July

Foundation as

now manufac-

tured is so nearly perfect, frames, wiring outfits, and systems of fixing have
reached so high a degree of excellence
that, when rightly manipulated, almost
all defects have been well nigh eliminated, but in spite of all this, defective

is

their

presence in the hive not anything like
an asset, but they are encumbrances,
nuisances, and even a detriment when
working for honey. Drones not only
fail to provide in anyway for their own
support, but are a heavy drain on the
stores laboriously
collected by the
workers. In general, foundation allworker-cell base eliminates them. Even
when starters are used in frames when
hiving swarms, if the space is contracted, only six frames being provided
for a time, drone-comb can be hindered. Practically, the first ten days
after
hiving, bees
construct only

worker-comb, and, if there
flow on, the above number
should

be

fully

is

of

constructed

a

good
combs

in

that

time.

During a second period of ten days
bees readily build drone-comb, but this
can be avoided by giving frames with
full sheets of foundation to complete
the number desired. In this case place
the latter frames not outside towards
the hive sides, but near the center, between the flattest faced combs available.

When renewing combs in any established colony, full sheeted frames should
always be supplied, as otherwise bees
would invariably build only dronecomb. Age alone is no true criterion
by which to guage the value of combs.
Some may last double the time others
may. It is generally advisable to renew
a certain percentage of the works after
some years' use. This should be done
systematically and on a set principle.
good plan is to shift all defective
combs to the right side of the brood
next to the dummy.
Then during
spring cleaning, when they have been
cleared of honey, they can be withdrawn and run down into wax. To
renew them, and make certain they
will be replaced by combs well and
truly built, requires enlightened care.
The best place to have them drawn out
is in a super during a full honey flow.

A

Almost every cell will be worker size,
and the combs will be flat as a board
all over the surface.
The next best
place is in a rather weak colony pos-

Apiary of

approach

this ideal

J. B.

Holsinger. of Johnstown. Pa., packed in winter cases

sessed of just so many bees that they
can be induced to build.
A fairly
strong nucleus may be a good substitute.
In both cases the work is almost

should be rigorously

discarded.

The beekeeper has

own hands

it
largely in his
to secure this high point of

An irregularly placed hive
create irregular building;
therefore, hives into which swarms are
perfection.

tends

to

run should be laid down with their
This small
stands on a dead level.
item is worth attention. Every frame
should be nailed up with every angle a
right angle. Then they should be hung
truly perpendicular. They must be very
accurately spaced at \'A inches, or better, 1 9-20 inches. It goes without saying, that when worker-cells are desired,
sheets of foundation, embossed
full
with worker-cell bases, should be used.
It is

often presumed that under normal

100 percent
circumstance, well-nigh
should be obtained, but this is a fallacy,
as experience teaches us that rarely is
such perfection attained. Brood foundation can so easily be affected by extremes of heat or cold that it readily
buckles, stretches, twists, or at times

Apiary of

J.

B.

Holsinger on July 4. i'n6. What a difference between the
winter view of the same apiary

summer and

4
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invariably well finished off. As a rule,
however, these combs are constructed
Many slip in a
in the brood-nest.
frame with a full sheet anywhere and
anyhow, with the result that the comb
is thick here and thin there, and the
whole surface generally uneven. This
need not necessarily follow the buildthe brood body.
in
ing of combs
Choose two combs nice and even in
the very center, the inward faces all a
mass of sealed brood. Insert the frame
there, and you will in general be delighted with the resultant comb.
Repairing combs may be undertaken
in spring with good results. Bees may

have been busy

all

day when weather

permits, carrying in pollen and perhaps
driblets of nectar
from early fruit

At night they seem to have a
natural crave for building and repairing any defects in the brood-nest. They
should be encouraged in this laudable
purpose. If defects are not so bad as
in the last category, where frames had
to be withdrawn, it pays to have faults
bloom.

And

this the bees will carry
out, making old combs look almost as
good as new. Combs with a lot of dry
hard pollen in a good many cells may
have the walls cut down close to the

remedied.

midrib, and during the night the bees
will build them up perfectly.
Other combs containing patches of
drone-cells may have these parts cut
out, and a piece of worker foundation
or worker- comb can be neatly fitted
into each vacancy when the workers
will fit in the whole firmlyand securely,
and so neatly that one can scarcely
detect the joinings. The same may be
done with corners of comb showing
mildew or mold. The defective parts
may be cut out as squares or triangles,
but a handier plan is to use a circular
With a sharp edge this cuts
tin lid.
out the comb neatly. A similar piece
gotten from reserve worker-comb can
be fitted in securely. Place the frame
in a strong hive at night, and in the
morning you will scarcely detect where
the patch has been fixed, as the bees
have repaired it so neatly.
"Good straight
Langstroth said:

worker-combs, not too old, are the most
valuable capital of the apiarist. To the
bees they are like cash capital to a
business man."
It pays, therefore, to
use all diligence and care to preserve
combs well and truly built. The bees
are undoubtedly the best caretakers of
comb, and, while under their charge,
can befall it. Surplus combs
and those lying over for next season's
little evil

extracting are in a different category,
and require to be passed periodically
under the scrutinizing eyes of the beekeeper.
Damp, mildew, mice, and
moths are their worst enemies. A nice
dry room will hinder any development
of the first two evils if the combs have
been thoroughly cleaned up by the bees
in early

autumn.

Wage

a constant war against the mice.
very ancient writer advised "cats,
traps, and henbane " as a " souvereign
remedie" against them. Fumigation
with sulphur fumes or with bisulphate
of carbon, should prove thoroughly
operative in destroying moths in all
stages, but combs should undergo the
process periodically in order to insure
that any merely scotched in the one
operation may be thoroughly killed in
the succeeding one.
Scotland.

A

Legal

Service

Department

CONDUCTED UY FRANK

C. PELLETT.
ATLANTIC, IOWA.

" You will note by the enclosed clipping that the Board of Health of the
town in which I live has passed a ruling aimed solely at myself. While no
action has yet been taken their finding
will probably be that my apiary is inhabited by ferocious bees. Will you
please tell me to whom I can appeal in
the state for an equitable ruling."
The clipping reads as follows:

" Honeybees were brought under the
jurisdiction of the city Board of Health
Hereat a special meeting last night.
after like
licensed.

autosand dogs they must be

The Board

of

Health claiming sole
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passed a new ordinance
night which provides No person

jurisdiction
last

'

keep in any part of the city any
hive of honeybees except by permisshall

sion of the Board of Health, which permission shall specify the number and
New York.
location of the hives.'"

Here

is
certainly something new,
have long been familiar with the
efforts of town councils to undertake
to prohibit the keeping of bees within

We

the limits of the town or to require
that they be licensed in some states.
For the lioard of Health to claim jurisdiction is certainly unusual to say the
least.
Boards of Health are, as a rule,
clothed with very arbitr.iry powers. In
just what manner they determined that
the keeping of bees comes within their
exclusive jurisdiction is hard to guess.
It is unheard of that bees should be
considered an agency in the spread of
infectious
or
contagious
diseases
among the human race. As a general
rule, a Board of Health cannot enforce
rules for the keeping of animals except
in emergencies, such as an epidemic of
rabies or something similar.

Our correspondent has not given
sufficient information to enable us to
give a reply of much value in his particular case. As far as the newspaper

clipping goes the board has not prohibited the keeping of bees or provided
any penalty, but only required a permit.
It may be that they can lawfully go
that far whatever their object may be.
Our correspondent should consult a
local lawyer in the event the board refuses to issue a permit. Even though
he disregarded the rule it is hardly
probable that they will attempt to destroy the bees since they are property
of considerable value, and they would
find it very difficult to show that the
public health was endangered by their
presence. In many cases such rules
have been passed in the spirit of bluff,
and when no attention has been paid to
them nothing has come of the matter.
It is probable, however, that in case of
this kind they might cause the violator's
arrest under some general ordinance
assessing a penalty for failure to observe the rules of the board.

—

Note. Questions intended for this
department should give all possible
facts bearing on the matter at issue, as

laws differ so widely in different States
that

it is

difficult to

give a satisfactory
is stated very

answer unless the case
fully.

Bear in mind that " more flies are
caught with honey than with vinegar."
So in your intercourse with your neighbors, be as kindly as possible and avoid
friction. Have no recourse to law if
you can possibly help it.

Flying Zones for Bees
BY

DO

\V.

H.

MC WILLIAMS.

bees have flying zones in which
to work, the older bees going
the

farthest,

and the younger

ones working nearer to the hive ? I
have proven to my own satisfaction
that they do.

PRACTICAL DEMONSTRATION IS THE KEY FOR MAKING GOOD BEEAND IT IS ALSO THE BEST WAY TO FIGHT BROOD DISEASES

KEEPERS.

For years I have been a chronic bee
hunter, and oft times start with bees in
my decoy box which are from three to
In such infive miles from home.
stances all the bees working on the
bait are old ones they are shiny, and
;
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wings are many times frayed. As
long as I remain at this distance from
their

bees come in increasing numbers, but as I advance towards the tree the bait begins to draw
the

these

tree,

old

younger bees.
Ata distance of half a mile from their
home, very young bees are decoyed,
downy, fuzzy fellows foolish and playful in their actions.
They run over the
box and down the sides, and many
times light on mj clothing or on the
the

Emma

A Beginner
have eleven stands of bees in
I
single-wall standard eight-frame hives.
Only three of them had the brood
frames
wired.

foundation and
of funds

with

filled

On

account

of lack

— as

my order for supplies was late
as this letter of inquiry to you

late

— but

I

frame

standard hives
which I know how to assemble. By
the time your answer comes will it be
too late to transfer the bees from the
oldest hives into the new ones? Would
not that be the best thing to do? If I
will

find

have

them

ten

full

of

moths what

shall

I

How

can one detect the presence
of moth before they hatch? I understand that if the colonies are strong
there will be no moths.

do?

The original start of these eleven
stands was a stray swarm. Last summer we got another stray swarm. I do
not know what kind they are but I
think not all the same. I know their
disposition is not the same. I think
none of them are Italian. When and
how could Italian queens be introduced?
Bee stings make me very

ill

yet

I

am

not afraid of bees. What does dead
young bees before a hive indicate?
Nellie Gray.
Hastings, 111.

by no means hopeless,
and fortunately there is time enough

The case

is

to get things in better shape. In the
eight hives where there was no foundation, it's a safe guess that the combs
are built in all directions, so that it is
the same as if the bees were in boxhives.
Formerly the favorite time for transferring was in fruit-bloom, but nowadays the tendency is to wait until the

When

they swarm, hive
bees swarm.
them in the new hive furnished with
foundation, set it on the old stand, and
If now
set the old hive close beside it.
theyare left to themselves a second

swarm

is

likely

to

issue

in

perhaps

eight days. This second swarm may
be hived in a new hive and set in place
of the old one, the old one being set
beside it. Then 21 days from the time
the first swarm issued, when all the

worker-brood will have emerged, you
can break up the old hive, add the bees
to one of the swarms, and melt up the
combs.
bees are in a common
box-hive, you can chop the hive to
pieces, but in this case you want to

When

the

When such bees are attracted I may
be very sure that the bee tree is a very
good one, because it will have brood
probably in all stages and a good
working force. On the other hand, if
only old bees are drawn even when in
close proximity to the tree, I may be
very sure that the bees are either a
fresh swarm hanging on the limb or
domiciled in a tree, or else that they
are rather weak and queenless.

<^ FbR Women

BEE-tftiEPiNG
Conducted by Miss

leaves near by.

M. Wilson, Mareneo,

III.

save the hive and the frames. Turn
the hive upside down (of course you
will use smoke to keep the bees in subjection,)
and with a hand saw saw
down close to the wood on each side,
and also at each end if the combs are
attached at the ends of the hive. Now,
holding down on the frames, you can
lift oflf the hive, when
the combs will
be at your disposal.

may

be, however, that you do not
to have the second swarm, preferring to keep the whole force of the
colony together. In that case, instead
of waiting for the second swarm, you
will, a week after the first swarm issues,
move the old hive to the other side of
the swarm, or, still better, set it on top
of the swarm. That will throw the
field force into the swarm, weakening
the old colony so that it will not swarm
again. Then 21 days after swarming
you can break up the old hive as before directed.
With regard to moths, it is not likely a great many are present unless
It

want

some colony

is
very weak. At any
nothing you can do until
the bees are in frame-hives, and then
there will be nothing to do.
The first indication of the presence

rate there

is

of the larvae of the moth will be the
silken galleries made by them on the
surface of the sealed brood. You are
right; a strong colony will keep the
moth at bay, and Italians are very
much better in that respect than
blacks or hybrids.
Perhaps it may be as well not to introduce Italian queens until near the
close of harvest, and you will receive
instructions for introduction from the
breeder who sends you the queen or

queens.
It may be some comfort for you to
know that the more you are stung the

less the effect will be.
If the dead young bees thrown out
are the skins of the larvae, it indicates
starvation. If fully developed young
bees are thrown out, it is likely the
work of the bee-moth, or, as they are
often called, wax-worms. Later in the
season it might be the massacre of the
drones.

July

swarm [page 131 April American BeeJournal, j The answer is so full and
satisfactory that at present I can think
of no more questions toask.
I

should

have been more specific

the full sheets were fastened by the
kerf-and wedge plan pretty firmly. I
don't remember that any were pulled
out from behind the wedge but several
were torn away from the top-bar.
The frames were wired and the
were embedded with a cold
wires
wheel in a cool place at a cool time.
Your answer shows me what was the
main cause of the trouble. In some
instances the wires had separated from
in others it had been
the sheets,

gnawed away.

Medium brood-founda-

used. Your answer is not
only helpful in telling me what to do
but satisfactory because convincing
me that it will not be necessary to

tion

was

paint with wax, an undertaking I do
not fancy.
are three sisters who are trying
to support ourselves with poultry, bees
and a garden on a six acre place, halt
of it wooded, in a picturesque location within nine miles of our country's
My sisters attend to the
capital.
poultry and garden while I take care
of the bees. I do nearly all the work
a hive-lifter and a big
myself, have
wheeled cart. I have sixty-one colonies now, wintering thirty of them
in large dual cases built according
plans similar to those used by
to
The others are proDr. Phillips.
tected with wrappings of tar paper,
cushions over supers and deep telescope covers on top. Our honey flow
for the best honey begins early in May
with black locust, followed immediateand then clover
ly by tulip, poplar
while tulip is still in bloom, if it is a
clover year which does not happen
every year. From these sources, when
the light honey is plentiful, we get a
natural blend of fine flavor and appearance. But it is very important for the
best results to have colonies strong
rather early. My success in this respect last season was not satisfactory,
so in spite of an unusually good honey
flow my harvest of the best quality was
but little over 2500 pounds. For this
reason I am trying heavier winter pro-

We

tection.

extracted
I run for both comb and
honey, principally the latter, sell at reI run
tail, distributing by parcel post.
an advertisement once a week in a
Washington paper and have for-sale
signs

on

the

highway which passes

near our home.

Business

is

not very

sometimes discouragingly slow,
but 1 am gradually getting known. It
is only a few years that I have had so
brisk,

large an apiary.

Hannah

R. Sewall.

Forest Glen, Md.

I
Women

to

the Front

A thrill of pleasure was experienced
upon receiving a letter with the headPoultry
ing, "Beechbank Apiary and
Yards," and at the upper left-hand corner, neatly printed, the three names
:

Three

Sisters

I feel quite set up by the attention
given to my question in regard to the
preventing of the tearing down of full
sheets of foundation when given to a

Hannah
Mary F.

R. Sewall,

Sewall,

Margaret L. Sewall.
Unquestionably a firm composed ot
women; but a mother and daughter,
Inquiry elicited the
sisters, or what?
interesting letter found in this depart-

I

—
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ment from the specialist in beekeeping.
Another letter-head reads,
Sweet Clover Farms,
Mr. ami Mrs. Sam Wilhiytson,

Miscellaneous

Proprietors.

Wilkinson's
name
comes first, it would not be at all surprising if he should saythat "Mrs. Sam"
is the more important member of the

Although

Mr

.

firm.

Another heading

leaves the two
members of the firm on exactly equal
footing, for it reads
:

Sires e" Sires,

Producers and Dealers in
PURE HONEY
All this is as it should be, and shows
that "the female of the species" is coming to the front to take her proper
place in beekeeping. It forms also a
good text to urge in this great time of
need, when Uncle Sam is insisting that
every available inch of ground should
be used to add to the world's store of
food, and that women should do their
bit, that in not many ways could that
bit be better done than by taking care
of bees.
Let it not be forgotten that
honey is a food, not only the most delightful
sweet
in existence, but a
nourishing and sustaining article of
diet that, pound for pound has few
competitors. In
Europe they are
learning that it is an excellent army
ration.
At the same time the war has
sadly interfered with the supply in that
region, and the demand for honey to

be exported from this country has already begun. Largely on this account
it is predicted that prices will be on an
ascending scale such as we have not
heretofore known. So for the sake of
the pay, as well as for the sake of helping to keep the world from starvation,
for some women who are
thinking of raising potatoes to consider whether they may not be adapted
to the business of beekeeping.
Not
every one is so adapted, but those who
are should not miss their opportunity.
The foregoing appeals particularly
to women who are dependent upon
their own resources. Another class of
women to which the present crisis appeals is the wives of beekeepers. In
Europe thousands of colonies of bees
have been destroyed by the direct
ravages of war, and a still larger number, probably, have been practically
lost because the men who cared for
them were called to the front, leaving
no one behind competent to manage
bees.
it

is

well

Some woman may say, "That doesn't
appeal to me. My husband manages
the bees, and I have enough to do with
my household cares without troubling
myself with his business. Only those
between the ages of 21 and 'i\ are to
be called to the army, and my husband
is over that by ten years or more, so
why should I bother my head to learn
how to run the bees ?" Good woman,
don't be sure. There are those whose
judgment is worth minding who say
the present war is likely to continue
five years, possibly ten; that as more
and more men are called out it will be
necessary to call out older men
so
that you are not altogether certain how
long it will be before you are left with
an apiary on your hands. Nowadays
"preparedness" is a good motto, and if
you are wise you will make yourself
ready to do your "bit" by going into
the apiary this summer.

^ News

The Iowa

Short Course
The first
course in beekeeping
at the Iowa College of Agriculture
was held at Ames May 28 to June 2.
The course was hurriedly prepared and
offered with little advertising, owing
to the fact that it was not finally decided that it should be held until near
the close of the school year. However,
about thirty beekeepers aside

summer

short

from

the

rolled

and the course was

success.

regular college students en-

A

number

of

genuine

a

well

known

beekeepers from various parts of the
state came to spend a day or two to
lend their encouragement and

to

ideas.
Mr. G. Jaqua of Traer,
Iowa, was the oldest student in attendance. He is 89 years old and has
been a beekeeper for forty years. He

his

intention

of

Items

Apiarist of Canada is in charge of
experimental work in Apiculture. With
Dr. L. H. Pammel, at work on the

honey

plants,

complish

Iowa

is

starting in to ac-

The new law also
inspection work under direc-

results.

places the

college and provides for
regular extension work as well.

tion of the

. Both Millen and .Atkins were trained
under Morley Pettit at Guelph, Ontario
and are among the first men specially

trained in

regular

to be placed in

apicultural courses

such positions.

a striking indication of

work

is

in

coming

again next year.

Massachusetts Beekeeping School.
has been arranged to hold the annual lieekeepers' School under the
It

auspices of this Institution, in Dalton, Massachusetts, in the heart of the
Berkshires. Dalton is a beautiful sum-

mer

Before the final close of the
school year more than 100 girls, students at the college, weie taking the
course in beekeeping. There is much
enthusiasm among the students as well

gram is being compiled.
The school will be held July

terest.

among

the

faculty concerning the

work and the next school year

bids

fair to see

part

it

firmly established as

of the regular

work

of this

Prof. F. E. Millen,

institution.

formerly

of

the

Michigan College is in charge of the
work. E. W. Atkins formerly assistant to Mr. F.

W.

L.

Sladen,

is

this

our colleges.

The beekeeping work has been makreal headway at Ames but a few
months and is showing surprising in-

ing

as

This

how new

get

new

announced
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Dominion

place. There are a number of
large apiaries in the vicinity as well as
apiaries on estates. A detailed pro-

1.3

and

14th.

11,

12,

All persons interested are

Copies of the promailed upon request.
There is no fee or expense attached to
attending the school other than perhaps the purchase of a bee-veil.
The program will cover the following points, as well as other subjects.
The first day is beginners' day, and will
include a full understanding of the
necessary materials for beekeeping, of
invited

gram

to

will

attend.

be

;

ONE DIVISION OF THE CLASS OF MORE THAN loo GIRLS TAKING THE
BEEKEEPING COURSE AT THE IOWA COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE
UNDER PROF. MILLEN
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bee behavior, and life of bees, with instructions as to manipulation and policy

The second day will
problems of swarming;

of the beekeeper.

deal with the

measures of swarm control, the making
of increase, and comb-honey producafternoon the program
devoted to queens and queenrearing. The third day is extracted
honey production day, wherein all the
phases of production and marketing
will be covered. The fourth day is a
general field day, and is announced by
County Beekeepers
Berkshire
the
Association. This program will be a
In the

tion.

will be

general interest one, dealing incidentally with the diseases of bees, and more
especially with the newer problems.

The Northwestern Kansas Beekeepheld a field meet at
Chapman, Kan., May 14.
While the attendance was not large it
made up in quality what it lacked in
quantity. The meeting in the morning
was held at the Dickinson county high
school and demonstrations in forming
ers' Association

frame
3
nuclei and
were made. At noon
dinner was served by the cafeteria
department of the high school, A. H.
Diehl and H. A. Huff standing treat for
the visiting members. After dinner,
the meeting adjourned to the Golden
Belt Apiary where more demonstrations were made followed by a number
queen-rearing

nuclei for sale

of

talks.

present

All

the

enjoyed

meeting and adjourned to meet
at the
that place.

Blue Rapids, Kan.,

members from

later at
call of the

Dandelion Honey.— The

producdandelions has

honey from

this

of

service

ex-

is

We

urge all to get in
touch with the proper authorities in
Washington so that you too may get
the benefit of such service. No matter whether you are a small or large
beekeeper, such news should help you
to stabilize your honey prices.
explained.

Proposed Telegraphic News Service

on

Honey by Department of Agriculture
In response to urgent requests, the
Office of Markets and Rural Organization of the United States Department
of Agriculture is planning to extend
its telegraphic market news service to

include reports on honey. Practically
all growers in the important commercial sections shipping fruits and vegetables are familiar with the market
bulletins which have been distributed
by the Office of Markets during the
past.two seasons. These daily bulletins, which are free by mail to any who
request them, cover nine of the more
important perishable commodities and
show daily the number of cars of each
commodity which have been shipped
from each state during the past twentyfour hours, as well as the following information for each of the eighteen
markets reported by representatives of
the department. The number of cars
which have been received on the market during the past twenty-four hours
by originating districts
segregated
the general quality and condition of
the
the produce from each section
weather conditions; and finally the
prevailing wholesale (jobbing) prices
These reports are teleat 8 :00 a. m.
;

graphed to Washington, summarized
and edited, and rewired to the various
are
markets where representatives

Harry A. Huff, Sec

tion of

which the idea

been an unknown quantity
to us here, and the first direct conhave ever had
Dadants
tact the
with the dandelion honey was last
summer when our editor tasted dandelion comb honey in Vermont. And
always

stationed, with the result that printed
bulletins are issued and distributed
simultaneously about 1 :00 p. m. of the
same day from all of these offices.
Some idea of the size of the service

be secured when it is understood
that over 3,000,000 bulletins were distributed last season to over 50,000 perthan
thirty
sons located in more

may

July

Although

is

estimated that only

prevent speculation, steady the market
and tend to eliminate the unfortunate
practice of throwing the entire output
upon the market at the opening of the
season, with the resultant drop in
prices and serious scarcity later in the
season.
It is impossible at this time to state
definitely the exact form in which the
proposed honey reports will be issued,
as representatives of the department
are now visiting the larger markets
and interviewing members of thetra le,
representative producers, and editors
of beekeeping journals to ascertain the
exact information which is needed, the

with which the reports
frequency
should be issued and other essential
details.
It appears probable, however,
that the reports will be issued semiweekly, weekly, or even bi-weekly, as
daily reports are not essential as in the
care of perishable fruits and vegecontents they will follow
tables. In
closely the bulletins now being issued
which have just been described. The
service will be started about July 1 and
the information will be made public
through the newspapers and beekeepers' journals as well as by separate
bulletins by mail to all interested persons who request the information. Inquiries should be addressed to Charles
Brand, Chief, Office of Markets and
J
Rural Organization, U. S. Department

Washington, D.

of Agriculture,

A

C.

Special Beekeepius Train
For several years the special agritrain

cultural

method

has

of taking the

been a

work

popular

of the agri-

cultural colleges direct to the farmers.
the distinction of

Tennessee enjoys
taking out the

The

train

upwards

states.

it

10 per cent of the honey crop is distributed
in car-lot quantities, it is
claimed that prices for the local movement depend to a large extent upon
the commercial price. An accurate and
unbiased report of prevailing prices in
the larger markets should do much to

first

beekeeping special.

was out for three weeks and
of

seven

thousand

people

the taste was unmistakable.
This year for the first time, we can
report that our own bees gathered
honey from dandelions. When the

bloom was at its height a few weeks
ago, at one of our apiaries the bees
stored considerable dandelion honey
in their brood chambers and "yellowed"
the tops of their combs in a manner
similar to the "whitening" from clover.
There is no doubt that the dandelion
becoming more plentiful, in this loIt remains to be seen
cality at least.
is

whether the increase of

this

plant will

make a steady honey
between fruit bloom and clover

in time tend to

flow
instead of the customary honey dearth.

Telegraphic Market

News

Ser-

vice

We

call

the

especial

attention

of

our readers to an article on this subject in our contributed columns in

MEMBERS

IN

ATTENDANCE AT THE NORTHWESTERN KANSAS BEE
MEET AT CHAPMAN. KAN.

KEEPERS' FIELD
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were given instruction.
Beekeeping and poultry go together
so nicely that the two were combined,
the

work

in

by

sented

being

beeekeeping
C. E.

Prof.

pre-

Bartholomew

formerly of the Iowa Agricultural college but now in the cooperative extension

work

Department

of the U. S.

of

stationed at Knoxville,
Agriculture
Tenn. Mr. Crane of the same institution had charge of the poultry.
The train was run over the lines of
the

Nashville,

D.

A.

Knox

Hundreds

of

men who have

keeping so that everybody was shown
by actual demonstration what to use
and how to use it. The railroad offithemselves as much
express
cials
gratified with the results of the special
and it is very probable that other similar trains will go out in other parts of
the country.
of the

first

three

men em-

ployed on the department for extension work in beekeeping Prof. Bartholomew has found a great opportunity

and

is

fully alive

to

the

possibilities.

We look for beekeeping to develop
rapidly as a result of the spread of extension

facilities.

Special Notice to All Beekeepers in
the Northwest.^At the last meeting of
the Chicago-Northwestern Beekeepers'
Association a committee was appointed
to recommend prices for honey, wholesale

and

retail.

The committee wants

the name and address of every beekeeper in the States of Wisconsin, Illinois, Indiana and Michigan who have
ten or more colonies of bees, for a
mailing list. We expect to send out

Sept.

1.5,

and

Hurry up and send in your name and
names of your neighbor beekeepers,

the

and

not a

member

of this association
we would like to have your dues of
$1 50, as we will need all the funds we
can get to send out these letters.
Any beekeeper outside of the aljove
mentioned States who is not a member
if

can

have these reports by sending 10
cents to pay for printing and postage.
Send all names or dues direct to
1013

John C. Bull, Sec.-Treas.,
Calumet Ave., Valparaiso, Ind.

reports of yields of
source.

honey from

that

The

past winter has been an unusualin Iowa, yet our bees have
consumed less stores than usual and
little more than
half the amount required thi winter previous. Apparentlythe difference is in the shorter period
of brood rearing. Our best colonies
ly

hard one

discontinued brood-rearing in October
and did not resume until late in Februaryor early in March. (Wintered in
packing cases outside.) The farther
south the more honey is likely to be

consumed for wintering because of the
amount of brood reared, f. c. p.

larger

of the industrial de-

heretofore kept their bees in box-hives
were instructed in the proper management of bees and shown how futile it
istohopefora good return without
good equipment. The car was fitted
up with hives and other necessary
material essential to successful bee-

As one

Ih,

provided we have sufficient

15,

funds.

and St.
Tennessee, in charge

meetings were
partment. Sixty-nine
held in various parts of the State and
great interest was manifested by the
visitors.

Nov.

Chattanooga

Louis railroad in
of

three letters aliout July
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Notes

One

Way

By the

frequently reminded that it is
impossible to keep bees by rule. Every
locality and even every colony is a law
unto itself. In answer to an inquiry as
to when to put on supers, Dr. Miller
has said, when the first clover blossom
appears. This is perhaps as good a
rule as any. However, some colonies
will not be ready for supers for a long
time after clover begins to bloom while
others will swarm before that time unless they
be
given room. This is
written just at the close of fruit bloom
in May, yet some of our colonies have
already stored considerable honey in
supers. Occasionally we have a year
in Iowa
when strong colonies will
store comb-honey from dandelion and
finish the sections in fine shape.
In
such a season much would be lost from
the delay in giving supers until the
first clover
blossoms appeared. The
time to give supers is when the bees
are strong enough to occupy them and
there is something in the field for them
to gather.
is

The yellow flowers
currant, Ribes

of the buffalo
are very fra-

aureum,

Great Kconomy Possible
"A great economy in the consumption of tins would be effected if the
public would, as far as possible, buy
the single 'ready-to-eat' foods, such as
baked beans, meat loaves, and the like,
of the 'heat-and serve' kind, from delicatessen and bake shops. These foods
constitute one of the largest drains on
the tin supply. To relieve this drain
would release large quantities of tin

Thousands

of people were given
tions in beekeeping along the

grant and

apparently contain much
nectar. I have often noticed the bees
working on the blossoms but since the
corolla tubes are a half inch or more
in length supposed they were getting
only pollen. One day recently I found
bees which were unmistakably getting
nectar from this source. Upon close
examination of the flowers I found
that many of the tubes had been slit
entirely down one side by some unknown agency and the bees were inserting their tongues
I

into the slits.
a similar con-

am wondering whether

dition may not occasionally occur with
the red clover and thus account for the

instruc-

way

summer demand.
"For home use, in putting up jellies
and preserves, the fiber containers may
be used, and will be found cheap and
satisfactory. Information as to where
for the imperative

they may be obtained will be gladly
furnished inquirers who address the

Bureau

Foreign and Domestic ComDepartment
of
Commerce,
Washington, or any of its branches in
of

merce,

the several cities of the country."
It seems to us that "fiber" containers
coated inside with a light paraffin coat
would be very serviceable for honey.

Productive Dairying.
ceipt

cott

— We

from the publishers,

&

J.

are in reB. Lippin-

Co., of Philadelphia, of

another

book in the Farm Manual Series, to
which belongs Frank C. Pellett's book
"

Productive Beekeeping."

The new book

is

and

entitled "

Produc-

written by that
excellent authority on the subject, R.
tive Dairying,"

is

M. Washburn, who is Professor of
Dairy Husbandy at the University of
The book contains 432
Minnesota.
pages and 131 illustrations. The aim
of the author is to take dairying out of
the inefficient businesses and put

LECTURK CAR ON THE BEEKEEPERS' SPECIAL. TOURING TENNESSEE

a paying business basis,

it

on
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Any one

interested at

all

in dairying

do well to get this book It sells
for $1.75, and can be obtained direct
from the publishers, or we can furnish
it direct from this ofiRce.
will

fruit,

and require much longer cook-

Combs Horizontally Between

— Last

Hivethe comhoney flow from

June during

mencement of the
clover, we tried an experiment with

peaches

and

pears,

from twenty

to

ing.

thirty.

Twelve quarts of raspberries require
two quarts of honey. Put two quarts

Blackberries are put up same as
raspberries.
Of strawberries, take four quarts of
fruit and \% quarts of honey.
Boil
ten minu'es. From the time it begins
to boil, skim well.

of

the

fruit

the preserving-kettle

in

and heat slowly on the stove.

Crush

with a wooden vegetable
masher and spread a square of cheesecloth over a bowl and turn the crushed
berries and juice into it. Press out
the juice and turn it into the preserving kettle. Add two quarts of honey

the berries

Bodies.

July

When

eight colonies of bees by placing between the two Heddon hive brood-

and put

bodies a shallow frame, a frame about
with three sides only,
1;'4 inches deep
the open side has a skeleton drawer to
slide in and out.
On this skeleton
drawer we laid two Heddon frames
filled with drawn brood-combs which
had been wired and were old and
strong. When the combs were in place
a good bee-spice was maintained both

ten quarts of berries. Let them heat
slowly. Boil ten
minutes, counting
from the time they begin to bubble.
Skim well while boiling. Put in cans

above and below the combs, the combs
were empty when placed in the drawer,
but were soon used by the queens.
Eggs and brood were soon found on
both upper and lower sides, some
honey was also stored around the outside edges of combs; later on queencell cups were built on the underside
of combs and also in other parts of the

pit them, be careful to save all the
juice.
Put the honey in the preserving-

it

on

syrup begins to

the

the

stove.

boil,

add the remaining

and seal.
lyi
Of cherries, take six quarts,
quarts of honey. Measure the cherries
after the stones have been removed.
If you
Pit them or not, as you please.
simmers.
and heat slowly to
the boiling-point. Boil ten minutes,
kettle over the fire
Put in the cherries

until

it

skimming carefully.
Of pears, plums, and peaches, you
take the weight of the

Plums should

boil

about

fruit in honey.
fifteen minutes ;

Of rhubarb, take equal weight of
and honey. Boil ten minutes.
Of apples, take two quarts of fruit
and one pint of honey and half a pint
fruit

of water.

Boil twenty minutes.

Of corn, take two quarts, cut oflf the
honey, one pint of

ear, half a pint of

water, four even tablespoonfuls of salt;
boil twenty or thirty minutes, then put
into jars or bottles.

Of tomatoes, take three quarts, one
pint of honey, three tablespoonfuls of
salt; boil the same as corn.
Of corn acid tomatoes, take two
quarts of corn, two quarts of tomatoes,
one and a half pints of hoiiey, half a
pint of water, five even tablespoonfuls
of salt; boil thirty minutes, then seal.
Grape, raspberry, blackberry, cherry,
plum, and peach juices are made as
follows: One quart of juice, one pint
of honey; boil from twenty to thirty
minutes.
[Mrs.] H. K. Beard.

hive.

In no case do I remember of finding
queen-cells on the horizontal combs
only. I found trouble in removing the
drawer, as the empty spaces were full

Dr.Miller*s

Also many brace combs were
under its support, the horizontal combs, the bees having the idea
that these combs were liable to sag
down and needed some supports, or
they needed some step ladders to walk
of bees.
built up

Anyway, when

attempted to draw
out the combs, the brace-combs underneath would mash bees, honey, and
qu en-cells, and so roll them together
that I soon gave it up.
If I try it again this season I think I
would have a slatted bottom in the
drawer. Our aim is to have a quick
and easy method of finding queen cell
conditions in colonies preparing to
E. T. Bainard.
swarm.
Lambeth, Ont.
up.

He

Honey— Can What
no mystery or luck
about the successful canning of fruit.
If properly done, failure is almost out
There

is

of the question
The fruits or
tables should be barely ripe, never
ripe, perfect of their kind, or at
with no fermentation started in

vegeoverleast

them,

and the sooner they are taken from
tree or garden and sealed up in jars
the better
New fruit jars are best put
over the fire in cold water to cover
them, brought slowly to a boil, and
then they will stand
greater extremes of heatand cold.
If particular about keeping the fruit in
shape, or where a large amount is to
be done at once, it is usually put unci oked into thejars and covered
with
the honey. The jars are then set into
a larger boiler with a perforated rest
under them to keep them from the bottom. Fill the boiler with cold water
nearly to the shoulders of the jars.
Screw the tops on rather loosely; put
the cover on the boiler and bring to a
boil.
Both fruit and vegetables can be
done up in this way. As a rule the
Utter is more difficult to keep than

slowly CO led

;

— Queens— Ventilation— Inspector

vantages and disadvantages in each, and
quite often it happens that if a beekeeper
move some distance to a new location he is

untested, and buy in a larger number.
belong
4. That's one of the questions that
to your book and not to this department
which is not supposed to take the place of a
book, but to be supplementary. Perhaps no
book gives more fully the different plans of
increase than does "Fifty Years Among the
Bees." Tlie plan you suggest will answer,
in a way, as will almost any sort of division,
but if you trust to the two frames of brood
and bees on a new stand. I wouldn't give
much for ths queen they will rear. Take the
queen with the two brood and bees, and
there will be left on the old stand a strong
force to rear good queen-cells. A week or
ten davs later let the two hives swap places.
5. Likely they will.
ventilation should be the same
6. The
whether you see your bees once a week or
once an hour. Ii doesn't matter such a great
deal how the ventilation is given, so there is
enough. I have an entrance the width of
the hive and two inches deep, and beside
this generally a quarter inch opening at the
back of the hive under the super. Some
raise the hive half an inch or more by putting blocks under each corner.
Some think it wise to
7. Opinions differ.
requeen each year or each two years.
Others leave requeening to the bees. If you
have good bees it is safe to leave the matter

move back again,
Mignonette would give a good yield this
year if you should plant it largely, but you
would not get honey enough to pay. If beans
are a paying crop in your locality they might

queen on account of age. but if
a queen doesn't come up to the mark I re.
place her. no matter how young she is.
8. Hardly absolutely necessary, but if you

Location
1.

Which

of the districts of

North America

as described on page \\h of the American
-Bee Journal, is best for a beekeeper to move
to in the United States ?
2 Wtiatis the best plant as a honey producer in this locality? 1 wish to have one
that will bear the same season it is planted.
3

Are

queens sold

virgin

at 2;. 30.

and

45

cents profit, or would you advise me to buy
ahighei priced Queen, an untested, tested,
or select tested

How

?

increase my colonies artiof taking the two
center frames of brood and bees from one
colony and putting these into an empty hive
with loundation. as have no drawn comb.
5 Will bees in pound packages and nuclei
4

Canning Fruit With

to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, II-..
does not answer bee-keeoinE Questions by mail.

Send Questions either

I

ficially

you Can

^ Answersi^

?

can
I

I

was thinking
1

from Alabama or Texas arrive
Kapids in good condition ?

in

Grand

Wtiatistiie besi method of ventilation
for the summer for a person who sees his
bees about once a week ?
7. How often should 1 requeen. conditions
being normal ?
8. Uo
you consider it necessary to clip
queens' wings ?
How can I change spacing brood frames
from i;'s inch to i>4 inch, center to center ?
apiary inspector in Michi10. Is itiere an
gan ? Who is he, and how can I reach him ?
6.

Michigan,

were obliged to move
Answers.— I. If
into a new district this year. I wouldn't
know which one to choose. There are adI

glad to
2.

in

their hands, in

never

tlie

average locality,

I

kill a

my

do.

should offer

me

Virgins are hardly advisable, unless you
have excellent drones. What kind of laying
queens it is best to buy depends on circumstances. As a rule, it may be as well to buy

queens go

undipped, you wouldn't have

3.

half a dollar apiece to let

many half dollars to pay,
to use the same kind of
g. One way is
spacers I have been using (or many years,
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common

single nails driven into the endbars the proper depth.
10. B.
K.
KindiK, State Inspector, East
Lansing. Mich.
Result of Put Up

Plan— Disease

A

colony swarmed on April i. and was
treated on your "put up plan" the same
day. leavini; two frames of brood below. On
April 7 I look away those two frames of
brood. Kivinu them two others from my best
queen. April lo I " put down the queen."
placing the hive which had been below with
its two frames of brood and bees on a new
stand. The next morning 1 found wliere I
had " put down the queen" there had been a
general fiuht and more than a quart of bees
had already been killed. The weather was
cool and cloudy, probably there had been
no honey coming for several days Was this
the cause or was it because I wasthree days
late in putting down the aueen ?
2. The last fetv days I
have lost a great
many bees the ground for to or 15 feet from
the hives being thick with them crawling
around, apparently too weak to Hy. Their
appearace is normal as far as I can see. 'Ihe
abdomen might be a little enlarged, but not
very pronounced. There is no trembling or
nervousness, in fact the opposite. They
seem rather dopey and slow of movement,
like bees when the temperature gets low.
The fruit bloom is past by about two weeks,
so I hardly think they have been poisoned
by spray. What is the cause ?
1.

California.
to me; never
had any trouble of the kind, although I
think I never left the queen up so long.
I hardly think the trouble would have occurred from either the long time alone or
the lack of fora.fe. but it took the combina-

Answers.— I. This

is

new

tion of both causes.
2. I give
it up.
It looks rather more like
poisoning than anything else.

— Sections

Hives

I have three hives of bees that wintered
good shape, and 1 am rather in doubt as
what style of hives to buy. Do you use
the Danzenbaker brood chamber and frames
or regular Hoffman hive-body? No doubt
the Hoffman frames are easiest to remove
from the hive. Would you advise me to use
1.

in
to

the Protection hive or plain single-walled
hive and make the packing boxes instead
for them ? Tne difference in price of hives
will buy lumber for making packing boxes. 1
believe.

Do

the plain 4x5x1^ inch sections when
good shape, weigh net 16 ounces?
Would you advise using the iM-inch section
for full 16 ounces net weight in honey ? Can
I
get as good results from this section as
from 4'4X4'4Xi's inch beeway sections ?
3. Would it be
best to use an extracting
frime on each outside row of supers or will
this attract the queen up into the super ?
2.

filled

in

Answers.— I. Unless

I

Michigan.
am greatly mistaken

no Hoffman hive-body, although
Hoffman frames are used in dovetailed
hives, and a dovetailed hive is nothing but a
Langstroth hive with dovetailed corners.
The Hoffman frame has been so changed
there

is

that not much of the Hoffman is left to it.
It, again, is only one form of the Langstroth
frame. I use dovetailed hives with Miller
frames, and Miller frames are Langstroth
frames with common single nails for spacers.
You are right that the Hoffman frames as
now made are easier to remove than the
Danzenbaker, because the point of attachment is less, and it is still less in the Miller
frame.
Like enough you would be just as well
suited with the single walled hive.
2. There is no size of section that can be
relied on to contain a net weight of 16 ounces
at all times. The seasons vary, and there
will be variation in colonies, and even in the
same colony in the same season all will not
be alike. After trying different kinds on a
considerable scale, f prefer the 4'»x4'*xi%.
In this I think I am not different from the
majority.
3. If your supers are
such that you can
use an extracting comb each side of the sections, there will be less trouble with un-

finished sections, although possibly a little
more danger of trouble from the queen going
up. But I am not sure of the latter from

experience.

— Queens

Miling^ Long Tongued
Bees
1. If
there is a colony of bees under the
weather-boards of a house and I wish to put
them in a hive, would Ihe queen go into the
hive if I use a Porter bee-escape ?
2 If there is a colony of bees in a log or
box hive, would it be all right to tiut
a hiveon top of it and drive the queen with
someof the bees up into the hive and put a
queen excluder between until the brood below is hatched to save the brood.
3 My hives have about an inch space between the frames and cover. Would you
prefer blankets on top of the frames or not ?
TransferrinjE

a drone likely to come to
4 How far is
mate with a queen ? Will queens be likely
meet a drone from a small apiary a mile
away ?
5. What is the best thing to do with a colony that is being robbed, if I wish to save it ?
to

Would it be all right to kill all drones of
all times ?
Will the long-tongued bees do as well as
the common bees when there is no red
clover ?
8. Where can I get
long tongued Italian
b.

inferior colonies at
7.

queens

?

If I were in a great hurry would you answer my questions by return mail if I send
about 15 cents for extra trouble ?
'1.

Illinois.
the colony should swarm
the queen would go out through an escape,
but not at any other time unless smoke or
something of the kind were used strong
enough to drive all the bees out. [liven then
it would be doubtful.— Kditor.1
2. Yes. but it will be a gain if you have in
the hive above a frame of brood, or at least
an old brood-comb.
3. Yes. for with as much as one inch of
room the bees will be pretty sure to make
trouble building comb in the space if there
is nothing to prevent
4. Likely thereis possibilityof mixing with
apiaries five miles apart, although the
chance is very little. Some think that
queens hardly go more than a half mile
away to mate. There would be considerable
chance of mixing with a small apiary a mile

Answers.— I.

If

away.
5. Contract the entrance, pile up hay to
the top of the hive and keep il drenched
with water. Or take the hive down cellar
and return about dark on a succeeding day
6. Yes.
7. Yes. so far as I know.
8. I am not sure that any are being offered
nowadays. Long tongued bees are not a
persistent race.
g. No;
if there
were no other reason
against answering by mail, a sufficient one
is that in that case only one person would
be benefited, while in print many may
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honey without knowing anythlne
about what it is like, but on general principles one would suppose there should
be an advance of at least three cents a
pound. Indeed. If you have been relailinc
to the consumer at 10 cents a pound, he
hardly ought to complain at is cents a pound.
for your

Bee*

Pennsylvania.

Answers.— I.

I

have seen

in

the

American Bee Journal

to the advantage of every btekeeper to join some bee association, to enable him to receive better prices for his
honey, and also to be posted on the market,
but as 1 am so far away from any such organization I would like to have advice, if
any. on what association to join ?
2. Owing to
the fact that everything is
It

Yes, that sort of thing some-

times happens. I am glad to say it has not
been a frequent thing with me. and sorry to
say I know of no way to prevent it
2. Yes. if you take away all but one brood,
all idea of swarming will be given up for the
time, generally for the season, cells or no
cells.
You see it s practically shaking a
swarm. But in watching in this way for
mature cells, you must keep in mind that a
colony is likely to swarm as soon as the tirst
queen-cell is sealed.

Foulbrood
I.

to
2

Are the bees of a young queen more apt
stingthanihoseofanotdqueen?

What

most

time

likely to

in

the spring

appear

is

foulbrood

?

there any way of getting rid of American foulbrood other than of destroying the
whole colony ?
Tennessee.
3

Is

Answers— I. I don't believe there is any
difference.
2 In cases where the disease was in the
hive the previous season, you may find the
signs in the brood about as soon as the
combs are well filled with brood. When it
appears in a colony for the first time, it may
appear

at

any time throughout the active

season.
3. Oh. yes; the bees and the hive are generally saved; the combs are melted and the

wax saved, and some think it worth while to
save the frames. Indeed, total destruction
is seldom resorted to unless it be the first
attack, and only one or two colonies in the
apiary are affected.
Poisonous Honey

Beekeepers' Association— Price of Honey

that

Hew Queen— Qneen-Cell*

about the introduction of a queen, eggs are
laid. etc.. when, alter two or three weeks the
bees kill the queen, apparently after she
has done enough to enable them to rear a
queen of .their own. What do you think of
this ? fs there any way to prevent it ?
2. Suppose a colony has a lot
of queencells of which quite a number are capped,
and if one removes every frame having any
cells, and leaves them but a frame of brood
or eggs and fills up the space with frames
of full foundation, would swarming be forestalled?
By being a close watcher as to
this, one might secure a lot of desirable
queen cells from any good colony.

benefit.

1.

Killing a

While perusing over some bee clippings.
I met with one stating that
it is quite liable
that one may seem perfectly successlul
1.

IS

going up in prices, what would you suggest
settling my price of honey at ? I have been
selling the same at 10 cents per pound.

have been told that bees gather nectar
from certain plan;s. which causes the honey
I

to be poisonous.

I. I am
not certain where is
the beekeepers' association nearest you. but
as you are in the State of Arkansas it may
be that the Arkansas Beekeepers' Associa-

tion might suit you.
On page I6« of this
Journal for May you will see notice of its
meeting May 12 at Nickerson. Kan. 1 he sec-

retary is J. L. Pelham. but unfortunately I
cannot give his address.— [Mr. Pelham's address in Hutchinson, Kan —Editor
2. It is not easy to say what you should get
]

the case, and

New

?

if

so.

York.

Answer —There is an ancient story about
an army of soldiers being poisoned with
honey, and there have been reports of a certain plant down South yielding poisonous
honey, but I don't know whether there's
anything in it.
When

Arkansas.

Answers—

Is this

what are the plants

to Put on Supers

When is the best time to put on supers,
before swarming or after
2. When the weather is warm the bees are
1.

?

all

over the front of the hive.

What

is

the

Missouri.
on supers is
a little before the bees are storing honey so
fast that there isn't room for it in the broodchamber. An old rule was to give supers as
soon as the bees begin to put bits of white
wax on the top-bars or upper parts of the
comb. It is better to act a little before that.

cause?

Answers.— I. The time

to put
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You probably have white clover

in

your

For Sale— Golden untested queen.

re-

6 for $5.00.

too soon than a day loo late.
of room, lack of
2. It probably means lack

gives good methods.

and

it is

shade, and insufficient ventilation.

12. Jo.oo.

J.

$1,00

ist.

ist to
My circular
for $5 03
one.
Ask for

each;

W. Romberger.

3113

.

Locust St

.

Joe.Mo.

St.

banded

queens Unt.

Italian

Tested.

$1,25; 6. J700;

12-

Queens mailed in new style introducing cage. Write for price list on queens,
nuclei and full colonies. No disease.
J. F.

Diemer.

Rt.

Liberty, Mo.

1.

For Sale— Three-banded

queens

Italian

from the best honey gathering strains obUntested queens. $1 00; h J500; 12.
Tested queens. $1.50 each; 6, $8.00.
Robt. B. Spicer, Wharton, N. T.

BKBS ASD QUEENS.

Tested. $1,50; 6, $8.00.
A O. Heinzel. Rt. 3. Lincoln.

tainable.
$0 00.

Golden Italian queens

Queens— 3 banded

FuLMER's Gray Caucasian

queens

are

winners: also by frame and pound.

Bred

Italians.

for business. Untested. 60c.
Safe arrival and satisfaction

strictly

Tested. Ji. 00.
guaranteed or

money refunded. SinkingCreek Apiaries.
Gimlet. Ky.

Wanted
gt'

to buy a foundation making outW. D. Soper. Jackson. Mich.

Jersey
BEES AND Queens from my New
J. H. M. Cook.
City.
York
New
84 Cortland St..
lAtf

For Sale in their season Italian queensbees and honey. For prices on bees and
Mueens send for circular, or see our large
add

in

May

apiary.

Warranted aueens from one of Dr. Milbreeders. 50c each.
..„-.»«•„
Geo. A. Hummer & Sons. Prairie Point. Miss.
TESTEDleather-colored queens. $2 00; after
Tune I I150; untested. $1 00; Jio per dozen.
Yates. 3 Chapman St Hartford. Conn.

AW.

.

Place your order early to insure prompt
Italservice. Tested, Ji. 25; untested $1.00.
J°hf,J^.^^har.n^^
ians and Goldens.

the

pound write

Phelps' Golde n Italian Bees are hustlers

Vigorous prolific Italian queens Ji 00; 6.
methJune 1st. My circular gives best
Small.

»5 00,

A

ods of introduction.
2303

Agency Road.

St.

V.

Joseph.

Three-Banded ITALIANS-One.
twelve. l7 50.
twelve. Jio 75.

J4.00;
J5.70;

"

Italian Queens by June ist. Untested, 75c, or six for$4.25; doz., J8 00. Select
untested, ti.oo. Tested. $1.25; six for $7. 00.

Pure mating guaranteed.

J5.00.

for circular.

I.

J.

six.
$1,00: SIX.

Tested, one
Cotton Belt Apiaries,
83. Roxton. Tex.

Box

each, $1.00; 12 or more, 8sc each. Untested,
7Sceach; 12 or more, 65c each. Ten percent
discount on orders booked 30 days before
shipment. No credit; no c. o. d. shipments.
1. N. Bankston. Eagle Ford, Tex.

$6

Italian queens. 65 cts.
5operdoz. Ready now. safe arrival

and satisfaction guaranteed^
T' J. Talley. Rt. 3. Greenville. Ala.

For Sale— 12 swarms

Italian bees in

Root

lo-frame Buckeye and standard hives Also
supers, extractor and supplies. Ask for list
and phot o. Fay McFadden. Granville, N. Y.

My Bright

Italian

queens

will

be ready

ship after April ist at 60c each. Send for
price list. Safe arrival and satisfaction
guarante ed. M. Bates. Rt. 4. Greenville. Ala.
to

Golden Italian Queens, no better honey
gatherers anywhere at any price. Untested,
Wallace R. Beaver
Ji 00. Tested. I2.00.
Lincoln. III.
strain of bees.

E. Mott's
Unt.. 75c each; tS.oo per doz.
E.

Safe delivery guaranteed.
Sari E. Mott. Glenwood, Mich.

Chas Israel Bros.

Co.. 486 Canal St..

We

New

are in the marYork Established 1878.
ket for Extracted Honey. Send prices dequantities you
the
State
York.
livered New
have and how packed and send samples.

W

Golden Italian queens

produce

that

Golden Italian Queens bred

strictly
a strong race of
honey gatherers. Unt.. each. 75c; 6. t4.25;i2.
is 00 For larger lots write for prices. Tested

for business that

One

race

18 00.

For

Tested,

{i 50.

12.

and $10
Garden City Apiaries, San Jose, Calif

4

free.

H. Cleveland.O.

Honey Labels.— We have just issued a
new and up-to-date catalog of honey labels
and stationery. Write for your copy. Neat
labels and quick delivery guaranteed.
American Bee Journal. Hamilton, III.

Wanted— Comb,
beeswax.

50

produce

Broadway

Golden Queens
Workers

Ave..

that

San Jose,

Calif.

I

$1.00;

One-pound packages with
package.

$3.25.

pound package with tested queen.

unun-

One-

$2 50;

2-

package, $3 50. Nuclei with untested
Ib
queen. 2-frame. $325; 3-frame. $400. With
tested queen. 2-frame, $3.50; 3-frame, $4 25.
G. W. Moon
you.
We can pleasePark
Ave.. Little Rock, Ark.
IQ04

Clover Queens, pure

Italian, untested.
Special prices on bees
by pound and nuclei in July. $1.50 per pound
and $1 25 per frame. Add price of queen. No
Salisfaciion and safe delivery
disease.
guaranteed. J. F. Coyle, Rt. 27, Penfield, 111.

Tested.

$1 50.

prolific, long lived

St.,

&

and

Co.,

Chicago,

111,

Wanted— Beeswax at all times in any
quantity, for cash or in exchange for supDadant & Sons. Hamilton, 111,
plies.
Wanted to Buy a quantity of dark and
amber honey for baking purposes.
A, G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids. Mich.
For Sale to the highest bidder a limited
quantity of Michigan's best white extracted
honey, in 60-pound tins
A. G. Woodman. Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Wanted— White and

amber extractWhite clover and

light

105

I.

J Stringham,

Park Place, N. Y.

will chal-

Good Italian Queens— Tested.

75c

Water

ed honey in any quanlily.
raspberry preferred.

lenge the world on my Goldens and their
Price, $1.00 each;
honey-getting qualities.
Tested, $2.00: Breeders. J5.00 and $10.00.
2Atf
J. B. Brockwell. Barnetts. Va.

25; 2-lb.

173 S.

produce Golden

of the brightest kind.

tested. 75c.

extracted honey,

R. A. Burnett

6Ai2t

each, $1.50. Prompt service and satisfaction
L J Dunn.
guaranteed.

ers,

only. Unt. 75c each; i. $4.25;
larger lots write for prices.
Sel. test. »2.oo. Breeders, $5;Oo

Samples

Liberty Pub.Co .Sta.D.Box

Clarion, Mich.

golden bees very gentle to handle; good
honey gatherers; no foulbrood. Select test.
$1.25. Tested, 65c; 6, $375; 12, $7 00. No nuclei
D. T. Gaster.
or bees for sale,
Rt. 2, Randleman. N. C.

Gray Caucasians, an
that are true to name.

that will tempt the conNeat, attractive

buy your honey.

HONEY AND BEESWAX

str*ain of three-banded Italians are beautiful, and good honey gatherers. Bred strictly
for business. Untested, 75c; half doz, $4.00.
A. Latshaw Co.,
Select, $1.00,

ous

Goldens

to

labels at right prices.

Queens of Quality— Our Hand-Moore

tested queen. $2

Italian Queens from the

Honey Labels
sumer

Danielson,

For Sale— Bright
each-

J.

Am Now

prepared to supply you with
Golden 3-banded and Carniolan queens.
Give me a trial and be pleased. 'Tested,
I

Fairfield, Iowa.

Mo

75c;

for prices.

Robt. B. Spicer, Wharton, N.

HONEY LABELS

Golden

Breeders,

Calif.

For Sale— Three band Italian bees and
queens; bred from the best honey gathering
strains obtainable
Untested queens, 75c;
Tested queens, $1.50 each.
6, $425; 12, $3.00.
For queens in large quantities and bees by

or June issue
H. G. Q uirin, Bellevue. Ohio.

iNijuiRERS;- 1 sell no queens directly
but have an arrangement with the Stover
Apiaries. Starkville, Miss., which I keep
supplied with best breeders, and they can
supply you with my stock.
C. C. Miller, Marengo, 111,

Send

Los Gatos,

L. J. Pfeiffer. Rt. A, Bx.2iq,

To

ler's

the quality

of

Bred strictly to produce Golden
bees that get the honey. One, 75c; 6, $4.25;
12. $8.25; 50 or more. 60c each.
Prompt delivery and satisfaction guaranteed.

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens will please
you.

III.

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens combine
the qualities you want.
They are great
honey gatherers, beautiful and gentle.
Mated. $i.oo; six. $5.00; Tested, $3.00; Breeders. $5.00 and $10.
C. W. Phelps & Son,
3 Wilcox St., Binghamton, N. Y.

you need.

3
12. $8,00.

$450;

35; 6.
$13.

breeder

6

colonies with some of our vigorous young three banded Italian queens.
Untested. June i. Ji.oo; per doz.. $q 00; nuclei
and full colonies. Satisfaction guaranteed.
A. E. Crandall & Son. Berlin. Conn.

Well Bred
[Advertisements in this departnient vjill
no dis
be inserted at is cents per line, with
be
counts of any kind Notices here cannot dethis
in
less than two lines. If wanted
ordering.
when
so
say
must
you
partment,

a

that was ist premium winner at III State
Fair in iqi6. Untested. 710; six for $4.25; 12
for $8,00. Select untested, one. $1.00; 6. $5.00;

Finest Italian Queens from Tune
Nov.

Head your

Department

Classified

Golden Italian Queens from

$i,oo;

P'or quantities, write me. Satisfaction guaranteed.
R. O. Cox,
Rt. i. Greenville. Ala.

a good plan to give supers as
soon as you see the very first clover in
bloom. That, you see. will generally be before swarming. Better give supers a week

gion,

July

exceptionally vigorrace. I.arly breed-

gentle, and bestof honey gatherers. Un-

tested $1 00. Select unt.. $1.25. Tested. $200.
Select tested, $2.50. Improved northern bred
Italian queens as good as the best at same
prices. Ask for circular. F. L. Barber The
Queen Breeder, Lowville, Lewis Co., N. Y.

Comb Honey our specialty. Highest market prices obtained. Consignments of Extracted Honey also solicited.
Albert Hurt & Co.. New Orleans, La.
To Sell or exchange for bees or hives exCarneau Pigeons. Larauiere stock breeders of very large squabs
E
Jewell. Vineland. N. J.
Write Isabella
tra fine red or yellow
f

;

Wanted —
honey.
price.

Extracted

light

Send sample with the
Can use clean beeswax

and

amber

lowest cash
also.

D. H. Welch. Racine. Wis.

Wanted— Carloador less extracted honey
State price and quantity. If needed we can
supply tins or barrels for crop.
Hoffman

eV

Hauck. Richmond

Hill. N. Y.

Wanted— Wax and old combs for cash or
to make up on shares. "Best quality " foundation made and sold cheap in small lots.
J. J Angus. Grand Haven. Mich.
For Sale— Raspberry, basswood.

No. i
$3.00 per case; fancy. $1.2,; 24
120-lb.
extracted.
case;
sections
to
Danz
W. A. Latshaw Co.,
cases. 15c per lb.
Clarion. Mich

white comb.

-
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400

Pounds Extracted Honey

in

Two

SUPPIilES.

is the record of the colony of
breedliiK Queen. Unt 75c each; six, St. 2;:
$8,00. -jband Italians only. Circular free.

Years, such

my
12.

J.

I.

Banks, Dowelltown, Tenn.

Wanted— Extracted white clover and
light amber honey. Will buy in lots of 1000
pounds to a carload. I pay cash. State what
you have and sendsample with lowest price.
Write. M. E. Egners. Kt. i. Eau Claire. Wis.
Wanted— Shipments

of old

comb and

cappings for rendering. We pay the highest
cash and trade prices, charging but 5c a
pound for wax rendered.
204

The Fred W. MuthCo..
Walnut St.. Cincinnati. Ohio.

Honey Wanted— We are in the market
for white and light amber grades of honey,
also off grades
If

which aresuitable

you have such honey

for baking.
to offer, please send

us sample, state the quantity you have,
packed and your lowest price for same.
Dadant & Sons. Hamilton.

For Sale— New
each,

how
111.

Root's. Moore's. Da
vis' extra select strain of honey gatherers.
Mated with Geo, B. Howe's select drones;
unsurpassed for honey gathering, gentleness
and disease resisting. Most all leading bee-

For Sale— Famous

keepers say no better bees than 3-band Italians. See my large ad in May issue.
Untested. 1, 75c; doz.. $8.00; J4 doz.. $4 00.
Select untested, i. $1.00; doz.. $8 50; 5^ doz
Tested, i. $1.25. Select tested, i. $1.50
$4.50.
Extra select tested, i. $2 00. Breeders. Js. 00.
Bees with queen, per lb.. (2 50; 6 lbs $12; 12
Try my bees and queens.
lbs.. $20.
H. B Murray, Liberty, N. C.

f

Golden

Band

and

Italian
Carniolan
3
Virgin, one, 50c; 6, J250; 12. $4.00;
Untested, one, 7Sc, 6, $4.20; 12. $7.80;
$25,
100, $60. Select untested, one, Bsc; 6, $4.80; 12,
Tested, one, $loo; 6. $540; 12.
$9.00; 100, $70.
Select tested, one, $1.25, 12.
$10.20; 100, $80.
Breeders, $3.00 each.
$13,80; 100, $100.

queens:
100.

Bees

packages without combs:

^-Ib
Nuclei, i-frame,
75c;
$L25; 2 frames, $225; 3 frames, $t.oo. Add
guarantee safe
ptice of queens wanted.
arrival and no disease.
in

i-lb.,

$L25;

2lb,

$2.25.

We

honey kegs

at 65c

For Sale— Cedar or pine dovetailed hives,
also full lineof sui>plies including Dadant's
foundation. Write for catalog.
A. E. Burdick. Sunnyside. Wash.
Bee-Keeper, let us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. They
White Mfg. Co..
are nice and cheap.
Paris. Tex.
4Atf

One Root Hatch wax press, never used.
44 gauge shot gun good as new. $5.00 for
press and $4 on for gun. Both bargains.
W. S. I'angburn. Center Junction. Iowa.
Also

For Sale— 40 new hives, never used. Dadant make, dovetailed, one or two story,
nailed and painted. 20 percent off regular
price. Also some used hives and supers at
a bargain. Write quick.

W.

B.

Davis Co

.

Aurora,

III.

MISCELLANEOUS
25

Ladies' Coots, bird dogs, wild ducks

for sale or

,

.

165-lb.

o. b. factory,
N. L, Stevens, Venice Center, N. Y,

exchange for bees.
A. J. Graves. Ocheyedan, Iowa.

For Sale— 43 acres

in

Delta Co.. Colo..

in full bearing orchard that will have
heavy crop of apples, 4!= acres in alfalfa.
First crop will be ready to cut in 20 days.
More land to clear. Excellent water right;
new 6 room house, cistern, etc. A very good
bee country. Will sell with stock and bees
or without. For particulars write to
J. M. Schraft. Austin. Colo.

acres
a

WANTED

,

Wanted— Your
slumgum

old

render

to

high steam pressure

combs, cappings or
into beeswax by our
presses.

wax

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton,

C. B, Bankston. Buffalo. Tex,

Illl.

Our Bees are Gentle

F

Nope, you won't get stung
if

you buy queens from

Our bees

us.

are the hardy, leather

colored, showing

from three

We have

to five

yellow bands.

many

letters testifying to their

wintering and honey getting
qualities.

Price $1.00 each; $9.00 per

dozen

;

$70 per hundred.

Send for our complete price
list

and

booklet

describing

our high-grade Italian bees.

JAY SMITH
1159 DeWolfe St.,
VIncennes, Ind.
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Crop Reports and Market Conditions
OUR CROP REPORTS AND MARKET CONDITIONS
In our last circular letter to reporters the following
questions were asked:
1. Conditions of honey plants compared to 1916?
2. How is the honey flow?
Is there any demand
3. Honey movements and prices.
from consumers direct? Is there any demand from big
buyers and what prices are they offering? Also, is any
honey being sold or contracted, and at what price?
expect to realize for your honey,
4. What do you
wholesale and retail?

HONEY PLANT CONDITIONS
In the

New England

States the clover

is

in excellent

shape though two weeks late. There is any way from 75
to 100% as much in evidence as last year. Some parts of
New York report much less, while Pennsylvania seems to
have about as much as last year. In the extreme southeast the spring crop has been harvested. Prospects for
the summer flow are only fair. Sweet Clover is very
backward.
Throughout the central west the season is anywhere
from ten days to two weeks behind. Ohio reports threefourths as much clover as last year, Minnesota expects
a bumper crop, Wisconsin and Michigan have average
prospects. Illinois and Iowa generally expect very little
clover honey, if any at all.
Missouri seems to have a
little better prospect, as do Kansas and Nebraska.
The
excessive rains in this section, however, have brought out
the young clover and the prospects for a late fall flow
are good, with favorable weather.
In Te.xas for the most part the season is and will be
a failure. Practically no honey was harvested from the
early flowers, and some sections report no prospects for
the summer.
The whole west, including California, reports at least
conditions up to last year, and many parts of California
expect a much larger crop than in 1916. The condition in
Idaho is much improved over 1916, when the crop was al-

most a

for extracted

A

white

HONEY MOVEMENTS AND PRICES

HONEY AND BEESWAX
Chicago. June i8.— As yet. none of the
appeared on this market. As
stated in former reports, there is no honey
to be had among the jobbers, and very little
retailers: hence,
is; left in the hands of
there is a probability of higher prices on the
yield of vin has

new crop when it comes, and we should
have some by the time this appears in print.
We expect now lo get i7®iSc per pound for
the comb that will range from No. i to fancy
and it may be that we can get a little more
for a time. Extracted is commanding at the
time from I2@i4c per pound, for the reason
that there is practically none offered in
clover or the other white honey. Amber
grades are also absent, including buckwheat.
Beeswax is steady around 35c per pound,
R. A. Burnett & Co,

Los Angeles. June 14,— Owing to unfavorable weather conditions the honey producing season is some six weeks later than
usual; therefore, the lateness in submitting
quotations This condition very materially
shortens the honey flow or producing period
and prospects are that the production will
be short, especially on certain grades, viz:

o. b.

PRICES PRODUCERS EXPECT
many have already contracted for their 1917
prices ranging from 6^ to 10 cents per pound.

Many

cents."

to harvest the early crop,

9 to

f.

Most of those still holding off to sell when the honey is
hand expect to realize at least 10 cents per pound in
jobbing lots. One said he would "give his white clover
honey to the poor rather than to sell it for less than 11
no doubt b.ut that the demand is excessive
jobbing way and locally for this time of year.
Many report that they are having requests for honey
from consumers direct that they cannot fill before the
crop is harvested.
Two large honey sellers who deal direct with consumers expect to set their prices with a minimum as follows
$1.25 each
Five pound cans
2.00 each
Ten pound cans

10 cents

is

a

in

:

9.00
Sixty pounds
years this is the year to push up the local sales
on honey.' Sixty pound cans for shipment can hardly be
gotten, while the smaller friction top pails are still ob-

Of

and the en-

expect at least IZYz cents for extracted

in car lots.

There

both

in barrels,

all

tainable.

orange and sage honey. The unprecedented
demand for honey with absolutely no carryover stocks, together with the crop conditions that prevail, has caused a steadily advancing market which is firm at today's
quotations which are as follows: Fancy
white orange 15c: fancy white sage ii;c: light

amber

sage, iijic: light

amber

alfalfa. to}4-

Hamilton & Menderson.

loJic.

Kansas City, Mo,, June 15,— Comb honey
about cleaned up on this market, and
there is very little extracted except what is
in the hands of the jobbers, and stocks are
very light with them. The market here
ranges from io@i4C a pound, according to
quality and kind. The demand for extracted
honey is limited, on account of the high
prices
C. C. Clemons Produce Company.
is

Denver. June

20

—This market

cleaned
and extracted honey, and
is

out of both comb
therefore have no prices to quote.
For clean yellow beeswax we pay 38c in
cash and 40c in trade, delivered here.
The Colo, Honey Producers' Ass'n,
F, Rauchfuss, Afaer.

New

York, June 18,-Regarding the condihoney market, so far as comb

tion of the

honey

is

going to the

in

to speak of
northern half of the country. Clover is late and
probably will not yield to maximum till the time this
journal is in the hands of readers. Florida and Georgia
report a very good early flow, probably better than last
year, and the early flow in California has been good,
with the bees likely in a little more backward condition

shipping points

it

great

crop at

There has naturally been no honey flow

o. b.

of

still very active, and in most cases are
offering larger prices, although one report from Minnesota is that honey is being offered on at 8 cents for white
clover. In no year has there been, probably, such a varying price offered for good extracted honey. Some still
report offers of 7 to 8 cents for best extracted, while
some of the larger producers have sold at as high a figure
as 10 cents, one being offered and refusing 9% cents in
Wyoming for all the honey he could get.
The demand for e.xport is still strong, with a doubt as
to whether foreign buyers would be able to pick up as
much as they desire at figures which they deem reasonable.
One order was placed for water white honey at
about 12 cents per pound f. o. b. New York, with the direct stipulation that the seller was to arrange for ship
space to England. This protected the foreign buyer in
case shipping conditions got in such shape that space
could not be secured.
Comb honey seems not to be even considered up to
the present, and many predict that it would not be surprising to see extracted honey sell for as high a price as
comb before the year is ended.
The shortage of tin cans is going to mean that a great
deal of honey will have to be marketed in barrels where
formerly it went in 5 gallon cans.

in the

f.

most

Big buyers are

THE HONEY FLOW

Southern new crop honey has brought

of,

The orange honey of California is all cleaned up. One
commission firm in Chicago was offering a carload at 14c

failure.

per pound

crop has been disposed
markets.

tire

New York

concerned, old crop

is

fairly twell

cleaned up, with the exception of lower

grades, of which there

is

still

some

in the

market, but no demand to speak of. As to
or fancy white, there is some which
I
has been carried over, but the demand is
not as good as it formerly was. and hard to
find buyers, at around i3@i4C, and this in a
small way only.
As to extracted honey, the market appears
to be in a very unsettled condition, and all
kinds of prices are being quoted. Last
year's crop is practically cleaned uo. so far

No

as we know, and receipts from ttie West Indies have been rather light of late, but it
appears that a good crop has been produced
in the Southern States, and is now beginning
is fair,
to arrive quite freely. The demand
gallon,
at prices varying from nc to $1.20 per

according to quality.

HiLDRETH & SEGELKEN.

San Antonio, June 18,-Very

little

honey

in Texas.
of any kind has been marketed
spring
Never was there such a failure in the normal
fair to
with
surplus,
Summer
crop

"•
prospects, will appear about July iamber to
tracted is being contracted at loc
Comb
"@i5c.
Bulk comb
13c white bases
none quoted. Beeswax is in great demand
,-,.
„
at "
3SC cash. 38c exchange basis,
Southwestern Bee^ Co.
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ENLIST
In the growing

army

preparing to do their bit for Uncle
Allies,

Sam and

the

you ready for

it

?

is

We are well supplied with a fine
stock of Root's Goods for the following season and if a saving of
time and money means anything
to you, Mr. Beeman, wherever
you are, don't overlook getting
;

honey than ever before.
yie'd.

GRIGGS

waiting for your order

by endeavoring to secure a bigger crop of

Prospects are bright for a bumper

the place to order your 1917
supplies from, and

are

"

Saves You Freight

TOLEDO

Is

who

of honey-producers

" Crlggs

5

our catalog and prices.

Are

Promptness and satisfaction is
our motto, whether you have one

Don't wait for prices to soar

hive or 500.

again, but place your orders now.

THE

A.

I.

HONEY

and Beeswax always
wanted.
Special price list on
bees and queens, also Poultry
Feeds, mailed with catalogs.

ROOT COMPANY
Mediua, Ohio

S. J.

GRIGGS

Dept.

24

" Griffffs Sai'cs

8

The

CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST
AND BEEKEEPER
The only bee publication In

Early breeders

Canada

The Horticultural Publishing Co., Limited, Peterboro,

gatherers

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF SOIL CULTURE
where the Campbell System of Scientitic Soil Tillage and Crop Growing are taught
by mail, where a thorough knowledge of Scientific Agriculture can be secured without leaving home, at a very small expense. If you area farmer or expect to be a
farmer, send for the Campbell literature. Campbell's Scientific Farmer, the CampSample copy
bell manuals, and a catalog of the Campbell Correspondence School.

;

hardy

;

;

very pro-

good win

Untested, $1.00. Selett

$1.50

The btsl

$2.00.

all-purpose bee.

W.fULMER,

Point Pleasant, Pa.

BEEKEEPER KNOWS

The worth

worth

of a sooJ queen, the

of a

sood strain of bees- and also knows how
worlhUii\s,& poor Queen and inferior bees.
Try our strain of three-band Italians; they
will not disappoint you. Vigorous, prolilic
queens; bees that get the honey. Another

no
queens of
thing,

disease

in

this

Tested

locality.

by return mail.
$1.00 each. Untested queens, single queen,
tl.oo; $g. 00 per dozen.
last fall rearing

SHAW

& CO.
W. K.
Loreauville, Louisiana

J.

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
Billings,

builders

Select Tested,

Address.

325 Broadway

great honey

;

antested, $1.25. Tested,

EVERY
liverybody knows Campbell, the father of dry farming. Everybody knows that
he started this great movement for Scientific Farming that is chanKing the desert
into a garden. But everybody does not know that there is a great school, the

^

cap beautifully white,

gentle

;

terers.

Ont., Can.

THE CAMBPELL SYSTEM OF SOIL CULTURE

:

comb

great
lific

e.

and catalog free

You Freight"

Oray Caucasians

It is the official organ of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association, and has incorporated with it the former Canadian Bee Journal.
Beekeeping and Horticulture in its various branches are effectively combined
to form a live, attractive, and practical monthly magazine.
Well illustrated and up-to-date. Subsciplion price postpaid.
United States, ti 25 a year.
Foreign. $1.50 a year
Canada. $1.00 a year.
Sample copy sent free on request.

I

& CO.

Toledo, Ohio

Montana
r

--Alwava noes Che Work ami Voes

n

H\olif

1

®®®®®®®®®®®©®®©©©SX3®©©®®©©
&

Unbeatable Exterminator of Rats, Mice

Bugs

Used by U. S. Government
Used the World Over.
It Ciin't Fail-It's All Kxtt.Tminatt.r

Stop Fattening Rats. Mice
On Toiir foo(i or on t'litfli Penny
Nnbstllntf*-whose hulk

Why

Trap Rats

irliil--

Th•^^'^

&

is

Mice.

l'n.-<iuilht

&

Bugs!

ready-to-use
Inert flour aniJ prease

One By One,

rapuitu inrriase

'

!

'

RATS
END THEM ALL TO NtGHT WITH a 25c l)o>: of HOUGH ON
Century
Thi- Uococniied Standard For Half a
At Driist i ("iintry Stores
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Q-U-E-E-N-S Hardy, Long Lived &

July

Disease Resisting

Q-U-E-E-N-S

Us Queens of Highest Quality
Queens
of Unusual Vitality
—

20 Years

of Select Breeding Gives
Queens for Honey Production

" There are feiv queens their equal

and none

better

"

What Bees Do Headed By Our Queens
sections of honey and another 206 sections. I am well pleased."— Melvin Wysong, Kimmell. Ind.
Your bees averaged 150 pounds of surplus honey each I find them not only hustlers but gentle."— Fred H.MAY.Meredosia. 111.
I have tried aueens from several different places and like yours best of all."— C. O. Board. Alabama, N. Y.
are only one mile from Lake Krie and exposed to high cold winds, in fact, this is the windiest place along the great lakes.
Your bees were able to stand the winter with only an insignificant loss, and we would have no others. As for honey they averaged
175 pounds of extracted surplus, did not swarm, and gave an artificial increase of 3« percent, which is as fine a record as can be had
Name furnished on request. North East. Pa.
in this locality, especially when the work is done entirely by amateurs."
Price List of Golden and 3-Banded Italian Queens by Return Mail
Tested
$1.00 each, t 10 per 100
50c each J45 per 100
Untested
"
"
soperioo
Select tested
iioperioo
Select untested
hSc
125
We guarantee safe arrival of all Queens— that they are very resistant to European Foulbrood, and, in fact, will give complete satisfaction. Wings clipped free of charge. Our capacity is 1500 Queens monthly
"
"
"
"

One swarm made i8s

We

I

I

M. C.

BERRY & COMPANY,

Hayneville, Alabama, U.S.A.

The Double-Walled Massie Bee-Hive
Surest

Protection

Honey
Furnished

—The

the

in

for

Bees

—

Increased

Supply

of

Best Hive for any Climate

clearest

White Pine or Redwood.

of

lumber

All

either Cypress,

in

Brood and Extracting

Frames made from White Pine

VENTILATED BOTTOM
Admits fresh air into the hive. lessening the chance for swarming, and giving renewed energy to the bees.
It is also pquipped

THE MASSIE HIVE

with a feeder without extra cost.
Fifty years in the bee-supply business has shown us that the
Massie is ths very best hive, and testimonials to this efifect
are received daily from those who are using this hive.

For Comb or Extracted Honey

Why

Not Give Us a

Trial

We are

Order?

The Dovetailed Hive

for

Comb Honey

Satisfaction Fully Guaranteed

also extensive manufacturers of Dovetailed Hives and all other Apiarian Supplies
If you are in the market for suDolies
be sure to get our prices before buying elsewhere.
will mail our large illustrated catalog ^nd special price list to any one upon request

We

KRETCHMER MFG. COMPANY,

Council Bluffs, Iowa

System

Service

Quality

110 3d St.

QUEENS
STRAIN

BUY MARCHANT'S QUEENS AND GET RESULTS— RE-QUEEN NOW

We

We are prepared to take care
LARGE AND SMALL. Our queenbusiness for the
past two months has been larger than ever before. Why ? Because our
stock gives results. We are offering queens at the following prices for
JUNE, JULY, AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER:

That

have in operation over 1000 nuclei.

6

low

ti.oo

S 5.00

12
t P.oo

25
S16.00

50
$30 00

i

50

8.00

IS- 00

Breeding queens.

Select tested...

2.00

10.00

18.00

Sel breeding queens,

fill

the supers quick

gentleness, etc.

Untested queens. Ji

00;

6.

$5 00; 12, to 00

Select untested, $1.25; 6. $6.00; 12, tii 00
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.

J. P.
Queen-breeder

i 5.00

MOORE
Rt.

1,

Morgan Ky.

10 00

Never before has this strain of bees been put on the market
price. Take advantage and requeen your yard with the best

at

such a
on

strain

Southern Beekeepers

the market.

J. E.

ITALIANS

of

With honey nice and thick,
rhey have won a world-wide reputation for honey gathering, hardiness,

100
$52.00

Tested

MOORE'S

PRODUCE WORKERS

of your orders, both

Untested

of

MARCHANT BEE & HONEY
Columbus, Georgia, U. S. A.

CO.

Get the famous Root goods here; veils, 65c;
smoker, 00c; gloves. 65c; wire imbedder, 35c;
honey knife, 80c: i-lb. spool wire, 35c: medium brood foundation. I to 11 lbs.. 58c per
lb.;

II

to 25 lbs., 56c; 50 or 100 lb. lots, 53c;

lo-

wood zinc excluders. Soc each. Hoffman frames, 3 75 per 100. Honey extractors

fr.

( '/'he

home of

the southerti honeybee.)

for sale. lam paying 28c cash and 2qc
trade for wax.
J. F. ARCHDEKIN, Bordelonville, Li.

in
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MARSHFIELD GOODS
BEEKEEPERS :—
We manufacture
every year that

If

BEE
ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY

PORTER

TIME

sections

MONEY

are as good as the best.
For sale by

The cheapest
the price.

millions of

251

for the

quality

best

;

you buy them once, you

daalera.
If no daaler, write factory
R, & E. C. PORTER. MFRS.
Lewistown, Illinois, U. S. A.
Pfcase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

for

will

all

buy again.

We

manufacture hives, bfood-

also

frames, section -holders and shipping
cases.
Our catalog

is

free for the asking.

MARSHFIELD MFG. COMPANY,

Sucostor

Wash.

Northwast Farm and

to

Homa

69 YEARS OLD

you want a descriptive and agricultural
magazine, it will inform you all about the
methods in the Pacific Northwest.
Send One dollar and have the magazine sent
If

Cut rate of one-half once

one year.

for

now

Marshfield, Wisconsin

Horth Yakima,

FREEMAN'S FARMER

on.

NOW

IS

THE TIME

Prepare

Now

for Next

Season

Do

not wait until yourbees areout of winter
quarters to order your goods.

PROSPECTS FOR

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You to Buy Bee-Supplies
Thirty years' experience
the beekeeper. A large
for the purpose ensures
Write for our illustrated

LEAHY MFG.

Are

Now

making everything for
factory specially equipped
goods of highest quality.
catalog today.
in

CO., 90 Sixth St., Higginsville,

1917

for another big one. Lotz Sections are
best; they are perfect in workmanship, quality and material. All guaranteed.

the

We want you on our mailing list.
Send

for

1917 Catalog

AUGUST LOTZ COIVIPANY
Boyd, Wisconsin

Mo.

ESTABLISHED 1885
We are still

furnishing bee-hives

made

of white pine lumber: they are well made
and will last. Our large catalog, giving

particulars about
free for the asking,
full

exchange

ECONOMY
Are two

ECONOMY TO YOURSELF
ECONOMY TO YOUR BEES

Because

it is

the same

and the same
bees

TASTE, and

FIRMNESS,

make themselves.

them because

Comb

it is

as the

It is the

not like their

Remember, Mr. Beekeeper,

MONEY -then

for

Hill,

Montg. Co., Missouri

About April ist I will
again be ready to mail untested queens of my fine
strain of Italians. I breed
no other race Choice tested and breedingQueens at
all times.
Insure against
a possible disappointment

the Honey-

more acceptable

by ordering

to

OWN COMB.

that to you

HONEY

IS

C. S.

ENCLE,

early.

Satis-

Cirfaction guaranteed.
Untested
cular free.
queens $i oo each; doz.
Choice tested. $i.5o
Jg.oo.
Breeder. $300 to
each.
$5. 00 each.
Beeville, Bee Co., Texas

use

Dittmer Process Comb Foundation
Work for a full-capacity honey crop
Send

High

same SMELL,

COMB

Samples— All Supplies

at Prices

you Appreciate

SAVE MONEY
By buying your supplies of me. All
kinds of Bee Supplies and Berry Baskets. Crates, etc. Send for new 1917
list free.

GUS DITTMER COMPANY,

is

in

NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY

Foundation

the

bee supplies

LEATHER COLORED ITALIANS

essential points g'ainecl bv using'

Dlttmer Process

J.

all

beeswax taken

for supplies or cash.

Augusta, Wisconsin

325

W.

D.

SOPER

So. Park Ave., Jackson, Mich.

A BEEKEEPER'S LEHER, DATED MAY,

1917:

"
a large dealer in the south recently told ne that many beekeepers
are asking for cypress hives and saying that they do not want anything else.
This is 30 often the case that nearly all the supply dealers are now listing
cypress as well as
I recently bought several hundred dollars worth of hives for my personal
use from a firm which has never offered anything in cypress. I insisted on
cypress bottoms and they had to be made especially to fill my order. I feel
very sure that the use of cypress for bee hives, hive bottoms and hive stands
will very largely increase as beekeepers learn more of the non-rot qualities
of the all-heart wood of this species, which should be specified in all cases.
Trusting that the above facts may be the means of saving you many future
replacements, I am
Very truly yo\rrs,"

(Signed)

NOTE: — We

omit the name of the competing zvood rather than injure

GET A BOOK-IT

IS

it.

FREE

the internationally famous Cypress Pocket Library, and each is authoritative in its field, and all are FREE.
Vol. I is the U S. Gov't. Report on Cypress— that is a good authority, surely. Vol. 4 is the Barn Book, with plans and specifications'
for Building; Vol. 36 is the Carpentry Book" making easy a dozen hard jobs of carpentry; Vol iq is the Canoe and Boat Book; VolAll are free for the asking. Suppose you ask for one or a dozen, right away
37 is the Silo Book; Vol. 3 is the GRKKNHOUSE book.

There are

42

volumes

in

WORTH INVESTIGATING

This Cypress wood matter

is

worth investigating.

Just write our "All-round Helps Department."

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MFRS.' ASSOCIATION
1251 Hibernia Bank

BIdg.,

New

Orleans, La., or 1251 Heard Nat'l. Bank BIdg., Jacksonville, Fla.
For quick service address nearest office.

WE ALWAYS BUY

BEESWAX

When you

have some ready to ship drop us a card and we will quote our best
we will pay you our top price for it.

prices or ship at once and

WE NEED TONS UPON TONS

FOR MAKING
fS

Dadanf s Foundation
Considered by most progressive beekeepers to be the best foundation
on earth.

HONEY
We

are in the market for good grades of white and light amber extracted
Drop us a line stating how much you have and how packed. Also
your prices f. o. b. your station.

honey.

|Q«,

r^

AUGUST. 1917

A

Nearly Every Walk of Life is Kepresented in IJeekeepiiig. The Above is the Model Apiary of
Dr. P. C. Smith Located at Keokuk, Iowa. There is uo Trouble iu Selliug Honey
at This Apiary. The Trade Demands More Thau Can be -Supplied.

;
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"When we

receive your

August

Honey

Return mail brings your Money"

f

The Fred W. Mutb Co.

GET SERVICE LIKE THIS
FRIEND MUTH:-Your

It

comes

to Qu.ck returns for

letter w.th check Tor Ju. 20 for wax has been received. Thanks"^*^!
dybIiievLS"ou bitt^them 'all when
goods shipped you I may have some more wax to sell after we get our
capping, meltld

Yours

We Want
We

buy

all

MAN

truly.

Immediately!

grades of Extracted Honey.

Large or small

who have Fancy and Number One Comb Honey

Extracted Honey

Sen^dTa^mple^aTdTrk^

lots.

write us at once.

ELMER HUTCHINSON.

[signed]

We will

buy from

ao to so

If price is right, we will buy
carloads this season.

Partie

BEESWAX

OLD COMBS

Send us your Beeswax. We pay highest market prices, and
send you our check the same day shipment is received.

Make some spare money from the wax rendered from vour
old comb
will render it. chargingonly 5 cents per pound for
rendering, and pay you best market prices for the wax rendered

We

Comb Honey

Shipping Cases for

We are prepared to ship you the same day order is received any number of shipping cases. Several carloads are here nov
ready for buyers. Send your order in now before our supply is exhausted. We sell Lewis Beeware.

REMEMBER

""'^

J^S/eTo'Unryo'Sr s&°e"ts't'o'''Tr"y'u''s""""

THE

'''^

FRED W. MUTH
" The bouse the bees built

204 Walnut

'-^"^ above and be convinced that this

CO.

BEES AND QUEENS, GOLDENS AND
LEATHER COLORED FOR 1917
Canadian

We

are

lowing prices,
Warranted
Tested
Breeders

United

States

deliveries in

Trade

June and July

at the fol-

viz.:

FROM PENN.

Prices I and over
Untested..

and

now booking
12
$8.00

2; to 100

J .85 $450
.05
i.io
5.00
q.so
.75
1.50
750 13.50
1.05
3.00 to $10.00 each

each
"

"

6

1

12

0-)
S4 80
i.«
5.8J
1.75
7.80
3.00 to $10.00 each

$1

$ .75
.85

10.75
14 75

1.

each

15

POUND PACKAGES WITH UNTESTED QUEENS
FROM PENN. MISS.
FROM TORONTO. ONTARIO
"

I

to

6

5

each

^
i-pound and Queen
,

J2.25
3.00

2pound and Oueen

Prices on

to 25

each
$2.00

$1.00
2.65

27s
full

over
each

to 5

each

each

over
each

J300

$2.75
4.25

$2.65
4.00

I

6

4-50

to 25

50

colonies and nuclei quoted on request.

CANADIAN HOUSE. 54 WOLSELEY
OMT^p^A^^PixrlnF
ONTARIO.
CANADA, •*??!
with large shipments almost daily during

TORONTO

ST..

above months fre^
Quently moving almost a car of packages to them at a time. Thisthe
is the most succeksful
our entire Agency for the Dominion and a"
?fL°ifn"K"^-^*"^''',?" V/^"- addressed
L^'^ "'T has
to them unless you wish shipments made di?ecl
FromPenn.Mlss"aVdresi us^
^'- 'hetimeof booking order, remit 10 percent as a form of good faith
on y»ur part with
K,i,
balance to be remitted a few days prior to date of shipment. We move ordeTs
promptly
Our references, any Mercantile Agency. The A. I Root Co,, or American
Bee Journal
" ''°" ??*' ^"h ,"? " "leans satisfaction. Health Certificates furnished with
«,„i, and
J every
each
shipment of bees This assures you that no delays will take place Safe
delivery guaranteed. If interested in bee-hive m iterial. our catalog will be
senton request

THE PENN COMPANY, PENN,

BEES
you are thinking of buying bees this
spring, we would be pleased to hear from
you. We furnish full and nucleus colonies,
bees by the pound, and queens.
If

A strong colony of Italian bees with a
tested Italian queen, in a new 8-frame dove-

complete with super, for $11,00'
Italian queens. Ji.so. Untested. $1,10.
catalog of bee supplies, honey jars.

hive,

Tested

25 to loo

«25

I

I

tail

FROM TORONTO. ONTARIO.

MISS.

6

r

the

'

Cincinnati,' Ohio

St.,

is

MISS., U. S. A.

Our

and everything
upon request.

a

beekeeper uses, mailed

STRINGHAM

L J.
105 Park Place,
Home Apiary: Glen

New York
Cove, L.

I.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of
Send

for

our

68

Bee Supplies.

page catalog.

Our

prices

will interest you.

The Colorado Honey-Producers' Association

1424 Market

Street,

Denver, Colo.

BEE-SUPPLIES
Let Us Figure With You

SELECT ITALIAN BEES
by the pound. Nuclei
on request. Write.
J. B.

QUEENS,

HOLLOPETER,

igi-

prices

We know we can

CASH
en tMinleuly

Rockton, Pa.

ullerflia.

each.

Euy work.

Jiuttti,
Son
Even |wo boyt

:

tl

th molhff'j help and my pi
doc riptioiu. price Int. and jimpi- imif.,

killing,

tu Send

to

2c .t»jnp al onte tof proip'.

SINCLAIR, Box 244, D

41

,

V\

quality.

>

rr

,

Los Angeles, Cal

C. C.

Write

satisfy you on price and
for catalog.

demons

Bee-Supply Co.

Dept. S., Kansas City, Missouri
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NEW BINGHAM BEE SNOKER

Poultry Supplies
Poultry supplies of

kinds, best

all

fountains,

feeders,

automatic grain

feed troughs, dry masli tioppers, bone

and shipping coops,

mills, exhibition

bands,

leg

shell,

meat,

bone,

grit,

ANYTHING YOU

foods, and remedies

Also Pigeon, Kennel and Bee

WANT.

Circular free.

Supplies.

Eureka Supply House
Box B-403,

Aurora,

-

Illinois

In 1878 the original direct

draft

bee smoker was invented and patented by Mr. T. F. Bingham, of
Michigan. Mr. Bingham manufacBingham Smoker and
tured the
Bingham Honey Knife for nearly
thirty-five years, and in 1912 becoming a very old man, we purchased
this business and joined it to our
established business of beekeepers'

supplies and general beeware.

who knew Mr. Bingham

Those

will join us

in saying that he was one of the
finest of men, and it gives us much
pleasure to help perpetuate his name
in the beekeeping industry.

Bingham .Smokers have been improved
from time to time, are now ttie finest on
the market, and for nearly forty years
have been the standard in this and many
foreiun countries. For sale by all dealers
in bee supplies or direct from the manufacturers
28 oz $1 25
Smoke Engine. 4 inch stove
26 oz.
H3
Doctor. iVi inch stove
Two lartersizes in copper extra
Conqueror, ?-inch stove
21 oz
.75
.50
Little Wonder, 25^-inch stove. 16 oz
Hinued cover on the two larger sizes,
.

postage extra.

A. G.

PATENTED

WOODMAN

Grand Kapids, »lichigan

CO..

WRIGHT'S FRAME-WIRING DEVICE
Most rapid in use. Saves cost of machine
in one day. Tighter wires, no kinks, nosore
iiands. Price. $2.50. postpaid in U, S A.
G.

W. Wright Company, Azusa.

Bingham Honey Uncapping Knives
With Nezv Cold Handle

Calif.

We

Cray Caucasians
Early breeders

honey

'great

;

are furnishing the same quality steel, best money can buy, thin-bladed
knives that Mr. Bingham manufactured years ago. The old timers all remeiTiber these knives and many are writing in as Mr. Volstad in the following
letters.
The substitutes offered by others have not given the satisfaction desired.

gatherers
great
lific

cap beaatirolly white,

;

comb

;

gentle

builders

;

hardy

;

;

Lyie. Minn., Tune 21, 1917.

very pro-

fj.

nnteste<l,$1.25. Tested,
Select Tested,

$2.00.

$1.50

We

'

W. FULMER,

Co.

sent an 85^ and 10-inch knife and
received the following letter:
LyIe, Minn
July 3, 1917.

The best

all-purpose bee.

H.

Woodman

Gentlemen:
Have you the thin, good working
uncapping knives we used to get about 20 years
ago and that worked to perfection?
K. H. Volstad.

good win

Untested, $1.00. Select

lerers.

G.

Point Pieastnt, Pa.

G.

Woodman

Co.

received; glad you sent
are just what I want and
have been looking for, but did not know where to
K. H. Volstad.
get them.

Gentlemen;

iliem

at

Knives

once.

They

Many of the most extensive honey producers insist on the Genuine Bingham Knives. Mr. N. E. France, of Platteville, Wis., gave us a fine unsolicited

FILMS DEVELOPED

day.
Line.

developed

films

All roll

We

cents.

return

F.

M.

A. G.

10

WOODMAN CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

them the same

KODAK

Everything in the

Send

for

|

testimonial on the steam heated Bingham knife, too long for this space.
Present prices are: 10-inch knives, 85 cents each; 8><-inch knives. 75 cents
each. Steam heated knives, with tubing, $2.50 each. Postage extra.

TIN

for catalog.

HONEY PACKAGES

tin plate situation is becoming more serious from day to day and prices have taken a
Prices still continue to advance slowly and at the
steady advance for the last year and a half.
purchased enough tin plate for our bee smoker
present time it is almost unobtainable.

The

ALEXANDER

We

Atlantic, Iowa

It would be a hard matter for us
trade to last us a year or more, before the war was declared.
Our three-year contract on tin honey packages is sf'l being honored
to get it at any price now.
and runs to Jan. 1, 1919. Prices are adjusted every three months, but we are considerably under
Send us a
present market prices and are saving for carload buyers and others of smaller lots.
list of your requirements and let us figure with you.

Fridtion

BANDED ITALIANS

3

From Max

I until

12.

Cases holding
Cratjs holding
Crates holding
Crates holding

June I

Untested. $1 00; 6. $4.5o;
J8 00 Tested. $1.25; 6. $5

12.

5o;

lio.So

From June

I until

Untested. 75c:

Nov

I

Cans.
24

2-lb.

A.

100
603

Top Tins

23^-lb. Cans.

3-lb.

Cans.

100
460

G.WOODMANCO.,

5-lb. Pails.

12

24

60
100
203

inlb. Pails
6

50
100
113

Grand Rapids, Michigan

t4.oo; 12,
$7 50. Tested. $1 00; 6. I'i.oo,
12. $0.00. Select tested $2.00

eacii.

Circular free.

JOHN
723 C

St.,

Corpus

6,

G.

MILLER

Christi,

Texas

Dr. Miller's Thousand

Answers

Postpaid

$1.25
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THE GUARANTEE THAT MADE "falcon"
Bee Supplies Possible
The "-palcon"
every

GUARANTEE.

Every

super, every crate of sections, every

hive, every

pound foundation

and every queen leaving the

pl^"' goes out with our "absolute satisfaction or money
"-PalcOll"
back" guarantee. For more than a third of a century we have stood behind everything we sell. If anything is
wrong or not just what you thought it would be, we'll appreciate it if you write us, and we'll make it absolutely right
at our expense.
Our satisfied customers are to be found everywhere and are our best advertisement. " Once a customer always a customer," is synonymous with the name "-fSalcon"
article,

The beekeepers'

when "short" should have taught him

past experience

two months.

sections and supplies ready in the next

send us an approximate

list

of

what you

that

it's

a

"wise move" to get hives,

be glad to quote on
"tf'alcOtl"

supplies

if

you

will

will require for the

FALCONER MFG.

T.

will

coming season.
Dealers Everywhere
" Simplified Beekeeping," Postpaid

Red Catalog, Postpaid

W.

We

CO.,

Falconer,

New York

Where the good bee-blves come from

N O T C E
WANTED
I

HONEY
Do
state

not forget

your lowest

quantities,

and

when your crop

price,

will

and

also

of

how

honey

it is

is

HONEY

ready for sale to send us a sample,

put up.

We

are in the market for unlimited

pay cash on arrival. Let us hear from you before selling your crop.

W. Weber & Oompany

C. H.

2146 Central Ave.,

Cincinnati, Ohio

I
I

Tennessee-Bred Queens
45 Years' Experience

in

Queen-Rearing

Breed 3 -Band Italians Only
Nov.

I

to

May
I

Untested

6

12

liso

$ 7.50

$1350

2.00

8.50

15.00

2.50

1350

25.00

lect Tested.... 3.00

16.50

30,00

Select Untested..

rested

S

May

i

I

I

to

June

i

June

i

to July

i

July

i

to

Nov.

i
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GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS
il. 1,. liartz, Keytesville
Read a few reports of big yields from single colonies of this gentle strain of Goldens
pounds of extracted honey; J. M. Buchanan, Franklin, Tenn 2.'J0 pounds of extracted honey; L. C. McCarly
Nampa, Idaho, 260 pounds of comb honey; Fred Dury, Unionville, Mo., 374 pounds of comb and extracted honey.
Write for circular.
I guarantee safe arrival (U. S. and Canada), purity of mating and satisfaction.
:

Mo.,

2()4

,

—Prices of Queens—

LEWIS BEEWARE
Is

at your very door

Send to Your Nearest Lewis Distributer for

LEWIS HIVES
and

LEWIS SECTIONS
Hold to the "Beeware" Trade Mark
It is

Your Safest Guide Post

BEWARE

WHEREYOU BUY YOUR

MAKES THE

FINEST.

LEWIS DISTRIBUTERS:
California

—

W. A. Trickey,
Colorado Honey Producers' Ass'n.,
Delta County Fruit Growers' Ass'n.,
Grand Junction Fruit Growers' Ass'n.,
C. B. Coffin,

Idaho-Oregon Honey Producers' Ass'n.,

Dadant & Sons,
Louis Hanssen's Sons,

Western Honey Producers' Ass'n.,
H. J. Pfiffner,
A. G. Woodman Co.,
B. P, Smith, Jr.,
Deroy Taylor Co.,

Fred W. Muth

Co.,

Chas. H. Lilly Co.,
Prats & Vicens,
Otto Schwill & Co.,

Texas Honey Producers,
Chas. H. Lilly Co.,
Fred M. Barter,

G.B.LEWIS CO., Manufacturers, Watertown, Wis.

i

Vol.

LVII.— No. 8

MONTHLY, 1.00 A YEAR

HAMILTON, ILL, AUGUST, 1917,

DEVELOPING THE HOME MARKET
Some

Successful Plans of Stimulating the Local

Use by Well Known Beekeepers

in

FEW beekeepers

realize the possithe local
market.
Those who do are often able by
means of inexpensive advertising to
develop a demand for far more
honey than they can produce. They
thus become buyers, and make a
small margin by handling more or
less honey in addition to their own

of

bilities

_

crop.

After

visiting

beekeepers

in

am more and more impressed with the fact that too many
beekeepers are selling their own
honey altogether too cheap.
Men
who should get a fair price often sell
many

states,

I

about the wholesale price.
have known men to advertise to sell

at retail at
I

the best extracted honey at ten cents
a pound in any quantity, and to fill

figure

—By Frank

and the producer who does not

retail his crop must sell at a price
that will allow for all these expenses.

Honey
than

it

is

now worth more money
worth for many

has been

There are few places where it
should sell for less than twelve and a
half cents per pound in sixty-pound
cans, or fifteen cents per pound in
smaller quantities. If the beekeeper
is not willing to ask these prices he
should in justice to the stability of
the market and the good of other
beekeepers, sell to a bottling concern
at jobbing prices. If a man's time is
worth anything he can't afford to retail his honey for less than five cents
a pound more than he can get at
wholesale.
years.

Demand

for

Honey,

C. Pellett

Raising the Local Price

The above is not written without
some knowledge of the difficulties to
be encountered

in

raising the price in

market, where there are
short-sighted beekeepers who insist
on selling below the market. When
I started to produce extracted honey
in my present location there was little demand locally for anything but
comb honey. The little extracted
honey produced here was sold in
small quantity at three pounds for
a

local

twentj'-five cents.
In spite of the
fact that
everybody wanted comb
honey and that they were accustomed to buying extracted at less

than nine cents per pound,
lished

a

price nf

2.t

I estabcents for a 20-

fruit jars, pails and other small containers at this price, at a time when

large bottling concerns were offering
as much in carlots.
Until the producer learns to demand a reasonable
price for his product, the business
can never stand on a firm footing.

The beekeeper who enquires what
the wholesale price is and then proceeds to sell to his neighbors in small
quantities at such a figure is doing all
that is within his power to depress
the market the following year. If we

beekeepers

sell

our honey at retail at

ten cents a pound, we can hardly expect bottlers to ofifer us more than
five or six cents a pound in quantity.
They have to pay freights, commissions, and other expenses from the
difference between the price which
they pay and that for which they sell,

and a good business man is not satisfied without a reasonable profit to
show for the cost of doing business.
The bottler must pay for the bottles,
labels, for the labor of packing and
handling, and sell to the grocer at a
figure that will enable him to make
a profit also at the retail price.
If
we sell at ten cents retail, the grocer
is
compelled to sell at a similar

ARCHIE BANKS AND HIS WIRELESS OUTFIT. A UNIQUE MEANS OF
ADVERTISING, AND INCIDENTALLY OF PLACING SOME
OF BANKS' HONEY.
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ounce jar, 50 cents for a three-pound
jar and 12'/2 cents per pound in lots
of 10 to 60 pounds, with price of container additional. At first it looked
like it would be hard to make it go,
but go it did, and after the first few

months the trade has always taken
produced at these
all that I have
prices.
Customers have put us in
touch with buyers
localities, until
Since
states.

many

in

we now

distant
ship to many

the general market
price has raised so much of late our
prices are rather low for retail figures at this time, but they seemed
high at the time they were established.

At first the local market was almost entirely supplied by John Dufford, a comb honey producer who
puts his honey on the market in fine
shape, and always gets a fair price.
That our competition has not hurt
him is best evidenced by the fact that
all his crop was sold before ThanksThe local market has
giving day.
been getting better every year and
the people of Atlantic now consume
double the amount of honey they did
five

years ago.

honey has been on

sale in
eight grocery stores in Atlantic this
Pellett's

season and they
of it. It is not

large quantities
uncommon for some
of them to sell ten to twenty dollars'
worth in a month. I protect them in
their price so that they are able to
make about 20 per cent profit on the
sales, and that is not any too much
If a man comes to
for handling it.
the house to get honey he pays exactly the same price that he would
pay at the grocery store. As a result the grocers like to handle the
product and eight of them are able
to push it much better than I could
do personally. Various plans of advertising have been tried. The best
has been a display at the county fair
with a large sign "Ask Your Grocer
for Pellett's Honey."
sell

The "Every Day
placards

advertised

is

in

Honey Day"
this

paper

H. B.

MORRISON'S CAR USED

have been used as well as the usual
display advertisements in the local
papers.

Sales

to

grocers

of

sur-

rounding towns are beginning to result and present prospects indicate
that it would be possible to extend
the production of honey indefinitely
and sell it all either directly to the
consumer or through grocers in
western Iowa. We have developed a
local market for our own product so
far without difficulty.

A
A

Unique

Way

of Advertising

most unusual means of advertis-

that of Archie Banks, of Delmar, Iowa. Banks makes a hobby of
electricity, and has installed a wirehouse. At the
in his
less station
roadside he has erected a large bulletin board on which he posts important news bulletins, weather foreFarmers driving to town
casts, etc.
and tourists passing by, stop to read
the latest news. In order to call attention of strangers to the board a

ing

is

1-OR

HONEY SALES

huge sign is stretched across the
road which reads:
"Today's weather report by wireless

For

on next curve. EAT HONEY.
Archie Banks."

sale here.

The wireless service, of course, always attracts the attention of the
passer-by who wants to know the
latest news.
The sign calls his attention to the fact that honey is for
sale here, and since he has stopped
anyway to get the news he might as
well take along some honey.
This
simple means brings enough customers to the Banks' door to take
the

honey that

his

140

all

colonies

of

bees produce.
Next season he intends to increase to 200 colonies, as
his signs have developed a far larger
demand than he is at present able
to supply.

While there are

few

beekeepers

who

could install a wireless outfit for
the purpose of catching the wireless
messages from all parts of the world,
to interest their neighbors, the big
sign across the road could as well
call attention of passing tourists that

any beekeeper had honey for
Selling

Honey

at

Farm

sale.

Sales

F. W. Hall, of Colo, Iowa,
is a
large producer who frequently has a
crop of 40,000 pounds to dispose of.
He finds the farm sale to be a splendid place to find a market. At these
auctions a cold lunch of sandwiches
and coflfee is usually served to all
who come. Hall takes a bucket of
honey and at the lunch hour gives
everybody a spread for the buns.
Since at this hour there is little
counter attraction he makes it a
point to ofTer his five and ten-pound
pails of honey, and usually he is able
to dispose of a good load in this
manner. Aside from his time there

method

expense connected with this
He hands out a
of selling.

sample

at

is

little

the most favorable time.

The men are hungry and the

free
of the simplest kind,
so that honey is an acceptable addition. Give a hungry man biscuit and
honey and if he has a dollar in his
pocket the chances are good that he

lunch served

ARCHIE BANKS' SIGN ACROSS THE ROAD Ai DELMAR,

iO'WA.

is

i|
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exchange

home

it
for
the family.

to

honey to take
With an auto-

mobile it is an easy matter to attend the farm sales within a radius
i>i fifteen to twenty-five miles of his
Ihiiiic,
Hy following up the farm
.s.ilcs during the winter months when
he has little other work to do, Mr.
is able to market a large part
of his honey direct to the consumer,
at a minimum of expense.

Hall

A somewhat similar plan is that
followed by Mr. H. B. Morrison, of
Fayette, Iowa. Morrison has a very
nice car built especially for a delivery business. In order to reach his
customers directly, Morrison adverof the small
tises to the citizens
towns within reach that on a certain

afternoon, usually Saturday, when
there are more people on the street,
he will be there with a load of honey.
Packages of various sizes are loaded
into the car, so that he is prepared
to supply every call, from a pound
to a five-gallon can.

The number

of

customers grows with each trip, as
the people become acquainted with
his product. The nice appearing car
is a good advertisement in itself, and
he is always surrounded by interested people who are on the watch for
the visit of the honey car.
Within
a radius of twenty-five miles of Fay-

are about twenty-five
ranging from a few dozen
people up to five or six thousand. By
ette

there

towns

making these

selling trips at occasional intervals, he is able to find a
direct sale for a large quantity of
honey. With more honey to sell it
would only be necessary to extend
the length of his trips and take in
other towns a little farther on.
In Memphis, Tenn., last summer,
my attention was attracted to a delivery wagon with a honey sign which
I at once proceeded to get in range
of my camera. Later I learned that
Gakler's honey wagon is a familiar
sight on the streets of Memphis. He
sells to a large extent to the grocery
trade.

This can be attained only when all
honey is put up in a uniform way,
when all fancy honey is really fancy,
when No. 1 is really No. 1 and not
either fancy or No. 2, etc., and when
all the honey is put up in the same
manner.
Only then the producers
will find a ready market.
Every up to date beekeeper wants
to overcome the so-called "misgrading" or rather "different" grading of
his honey, and this can be done only
by having all the honey of a certain
locality put up by the very same crew
of workers, and
under the same
working conditions as far as grading
rules, grading
light
facilities and
grading scales are concerned. This
can be done only at a "Central Grading Station"; that is, all the honey of
a certain locality should be brought
to a central place and there put up by
This
the same force of workers.
method has not been tried yet.
A second way would be to have a
grading party going from producer
to producer grading the honey which
is ready for grading.
This latter way
has been tried and found a failure,
according to a statement by Mr.
Frank Rauchfuss, of Denver. He
stated that on account of the different light facilities the very same person was grading in an altogether different
way at different grading
the

261
6.
The keeping of a certain temperature for the stored honey will be
more easily achieved.
Against
the establishment of a
"Central Grading Station" are the
following facts, some of which we
can overcome and some which we
simply have to suffer:
1.
The
almost
unpreventable
nuisance of having more or less molesting bees around the place.
2.
The finding and renting of a

suitable place.
3.

The renting expense.
The transportation of

the supers to and from this place.
5.
The keeping apart of each producer's honey, supers, supplies and
4.

broken-down honey.
6.
The employment

of a "grading
superintendent," a
man well acquainted with the whole routine of
the "putting up" or "getting ready"
for the market of the comb honey.
In case we decide on a central
grading station we have to consider
the rent of the building, the employment of a grading boss, the protecting, insuring and keeping warm of
the honey.

A committee would arrange for a
meeting of all honey producers belonging to a particular grading station. Said meeting would fix all business matters needed for establishing
the station
locating and renting a
suitable place, providing grading tables, scales, deciding on the plan and
manner of running the grading busi:

places.

For the establishment of a "CenGrading Station," we have the
following arguments
1.
The scraping and cleaning can
be done more satisfactorily.
2.
The grading can be absolutely
tral

:

uniform.
3.
The buying, nailing and storing
of the shipping cases is simplified.

The loading and shipping
honey can be done easier.
5.
The protection against
4.

and

fire

cured.

is

easier

of the

theft

obtained and se-

ness, etc.

Second. The
grading committee
would adopt certain grading rules in

accordance with the requirements of
the honey market.
Third.
A set of grading samples
for the grading station should be secured.

Fourth. Hire all the needed working force for doing the work of grading and teach the persons the right
way of grading and give them all the
instructions necessary for grading.

There are many ways by which the
wide-awake beekeeper can call attention to his product and bring buyers

own door. The poorest way to
stimulate trade is by cutting prices,
and the man who sells at a price below the general market does an untold injury to the business in general.
Such price cutting does more
to hold down prices than all the big
buyers put together could do.
to his

Central

Grading Stations

for

Comb Honey
By

L. A.

Knemeyer.

beekeeper
EVERY
grading station

has his or her

home.
That is, all the comb honey is
put up ready for the market on the
right at

premises.

The grading is, or is intended to be,
according to the well established and
recognized rules of the Colorado
Honey Producers' Association. The
result should be a uniform market
product, a market value easy to sell,
to ship, and at all times satisfying to
the customer.

THE SIGN ON GAKLER'S WAGON

IS A FAMILIAR SIGHT
MEMPHIS, TENN.
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upon thorough breeding
of

this

is (loo a year in the United States
of America and Mexico; 3 years. J2.25; 5
years. S^.oo; in Canada. 10 cents extra, and in

Journal

other countries in the Postal Union. 25
Sample
cents a year extra for postage.

all

copy

free.

THE WRAPPER-LABEL DATE

indi-

cates the end of the month to which subscription is paid. For instance. " deci?" on
your label shows that it is paid to the end
of

PUBLISHED MONTHLY AT
Ist Nat'l

Bank

Bldg.,

Hamilton,

Illinois

December.

1Q17.

SUBSCRIPTION RECEIPTS.-We do

not

send a recent for money sent us to pay subbut change the date on your
address, which shows that the money has
been received and credited. In case of
scription,

Entered as second-class matter

at the

Hamilton, Illinois. PostoflRce.
C. P. Dadant. Editor,
Dr C. C. Miller, Associate Editor.
Frank C. Pellett, Staff Correspondent.

errors, please write us.
IQ17

by C.

P.

Dadant.

ill-success as well as of his achieve-

Prices of Bees

Some

of

bees

in

combless packages talk of raising
prices another year. We believe that
those who do will find that they have

made

a mistake.

At present bees are

about a dollar per pound
of
cost
with transportation and
queen extra. This we believe to be
In
about all the traffic will bear.
most of the northern states bees sell
selling at

$3 to $5 per colony, which inqueen, hive and drawn
bees,
cludes
at

from

combs. This year there has been a
very great demand for bees. This Is
largely the result of last year's

The crop

won-

year will
fall far short of that of last year and
many localities report a very poor
The southern shippers
prospect.
derful crop.

this

should bear in mind that this year's
demand is not a safe guide on which
to base plans for future business. We
firmly believe that the package business has come to stay and that con-

ducted on a business basis it will
prove dependable for many years to
However, boom prices for
come.
honey and big crops are seldom to be
expected, and neither the honey producer nor the package man should be
deceived by these extraordinary conditions.

Beekeeping

is

a safe enter-

prise for a long series of years, but a

period of depression is quite likely to
follow a period of undue expansion,
the same as in other lines of business.

The Ooutrol of Fertilization
heading "We Have Not

Under the
Done It," Gleanings bravely acknowledges that, after great expense in
preparing a large hot house for fertilization of queens, the attempt was
a failure. We take off our hat to the

man who knows how

to

tell

of

Tlic nearest that

his

ments.

Two methods

have been tried fof
queenbees under the
control of the apiarist, confinement
in a large room or cage with plenty
of drones, and forced copulation by
what might be called a surgical opfertilization of

eration.

Both of these methods have been
successful by leading api-

claimed

arists at different times,
S.

Tupper,

who

editor of the

Mrs. Ellen

was coAmerican Bee Journal,
for a time

in 1874, with the Rev. W. F. Clarke,
claimed success by the cage method,
and told the writer personally that
she had had hundreds of queens fertilized in this way. Whether she was
deceiving herself or trying to deceive
others is a question.
N. W. McLain, who was appointed
by the General Government in the
eighties for experiments in beekeeping, claimed success in forced copulation, and published an article upon

this

subject

in

the

American Bee

Journal of May S, 1886. Mr, McLain
was apparently a very active worker.
He had his headquarters at Aurora,
Illinois.

Although

it

is

quite probable that

an occasional success was achieved,
perhaps with each of these two
methods, we believe it is well to
warn the prospective experimenter
against too much confidence. We do
not mean to say that success is impossible.
No one knows what the
future has in store, and impossible
things have been achieved; witness
wireless telegraphy and human air
travel.
But the simple thing of bee
matings seems to baffle the most
sanguine experimenter.
Controlled fertilization

of

queens

would be worth while. Until it is
achieved no certainty may be placed

may

of

a

race.

be secured

is

by isolating the colonies used for
breeding or by allowing the queens
and drones to fly only late in the
day, when other drones have returned. This has been secured fairly
well by placing the colonies in question in the cellar until late in the day.

We Iniproviug
The bee journals

Are

of
twenty-five
years ago are very interesting reading.

Copyright:

THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
of the shippers

August

The most animated

discussions

run through successive issues. Many
things that were holding the attention of the beekeepers then have been
discarded, while other questions have
been so thoroughly settled that there
is no longer room for question.
For
months the question of whether the
beekeeper
could
honorably
and
profitably
feed sugar to be stored
and sold as honey was debated with
great heat. The high price of sugar
has long since made such a question
impossible, even had not the pure
food laws settled it otherwise.
Self hivers received a surprising
amount of attention for a year or
two, and some beekeepers even went
so far as to declare that they were
the greatest invention of the age,
not excepting the movable frame.
Who has even heard of a self hiver
during the past ten years?
Dozens
of similar utilities were put forward
with great expectations only to be

proved impractical.
Comb foundation

is

now regarded

absolutely essential to successful
beekeeping, yet there were heated
as

arguments about

its value for a long
period of time before it finally demonstrated its usefulness.
After reading the spirited and sometimes bitter controversies of other

days, one cannot but contrast them

with the journals of the present and

wonder whether we are making as
mucb progress as we think. Such
debates indicate the liveliest interest
on the part of the readers. Possibly
the difference is only that we lack
the new ground to break which goes
with

pioneering in any country or

any business.

Is

Swarmiug Wasteful

The "Weekly News Letter" of
U. S. Department of Agriculture

the
for

concerning
the "wastefulness of swarming," We
had never thought of it in that light.
But swarming is really very wasteful

June 6 contains an

when

it

article

takes place

at

undesirable

when

times or

the colonics

be busy storing honey.
cially wasteful when 1,

swarms

natural

issue

espe-

is

It

more

3 or

2,

good honey weather,
when everybody is happy, things go

from one

col-

what they think
extraordinary prosperity. The carenever alful and practical beekeeper
returns
and
swarms,
secondary
lows
they
to the parent colony, if

ers arc pleased with

to issue.

of

sort

Hiving them

in

any

box and returning them

to

is althe parent colony the next day
further
for
cure
positive
most a

ony under average, thus equalizing
their storage room, and you will have
no disturbance if the crop is on. But
may look
if the dearth has come, you

l)acity,

for

a

honey

make

plenty of
is
If there
the fields, the drones may
their home in any colony or go
fight.
in

from one to another without opposition. Similarly, if you wish to introduce queens safely, you will succeed
much I)ctter in good honey weather.

but in some instances they
never do regain full activity. We believe very young queens are more
likely to regain their strength after
travel than old queens, even if the
are only yearlings.
This is an explanation of the superseding ([ueens which have been
thought safely accepted. The dangerous thing is that it takes only two
or three angry bees to cause a queen
to be balled. Bees are not much superior to human beings when it

latter

to insurrection, and much of
the troubles of the world would not
happen if living beings had more pa-

comes

Goverument Help

to IJeekeepeis

ever before, the United
is
States Department of Agriculture
by
beekeepers
help
to
making efforts

More than

tience.

The
more

furnishing information free of charge
and by urging beekeepers in the
whole country to follow modern
methods. The result will be better

beekeeping, less

diseases

methods

practical

of

whatever price they are offered.

A

their

fatigued a queen is, the
is of safe accepthave never had any trouble

less

certain she

We

inserting a queen into a drone-lay-

we have always
used for that purpose queens that
we wished to discard to make room
for better ones. Those queens were
ing colony, because

the
at

selling

in

stop the

honey

of

ance.

and more

selling

Honey producers must

practice

They

lose their fertility to a certain extent

from the confinement, acquire an unleasant odor and become sluggish.
Usually a few days of rest bring them
back to full vigor and breeding ca-

swarming.

crop.

transportation.

protractcd

on smoothly. You may take a nearly
the bees in it
all
full super with
exchange it
and
colony
strong
from a
for the nearly empty super of a col-

is

them
happen

In

cumstanccs.

to

cjuglil

enony. We have known of apiaries
hard wintirely depopulated when a
excessive
ter followed a season of
swarming. The worst feature of it
bee ownis that many inexperienced

always taken from colonies when in
good condition, and were therefore
in the best of trim for safe introduction. No one can boast of an in-

be sefair, reasonable price should
upon
based
be
to
ought
which
cured,
the
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method of introduction who
has not tried it on queens fatigued
by two weeks or more of travel.
fallible

amount produced.

Can What You Cau
The very

excellent piece published

in the
read before that association
published
It was then
1909.
fall

Congregation ot Queen.s and

above

our July number under the
many. It
title has been praised by
Beard, of
K.
H.
Mrs.
by
was written
and
the Pennsylvania Association,

in

of

Gleanings and republished in their
It
June number of the current year.
has seit
is worthy of the notice
in

Drones

W. D. WRIGHT, of New York.
One of the oldest subscribers to the
in

last issue.

If a

queen

scarcity,

cured.

Bees KUliug Queen, After Sate
Introduction

Why do bees sometimes kill their
queen after she has been safely introduced and has been laying a number of days?
The above question is sent to us by
of long exa novice. But even a man
perience cannot answer this question

See article

American Bee Journal.

is

after

introduced
the

old

in

times of

mother has

been removed, she may be accepted,
under self-reservations, by some of
the bees, although the great majority
of the workers may have accepted her
in entirely good faith and are considering her as their real mother. If
she should prove insufficiently prolific, or if disturbances beyond control should induce more or less robbing, those bees who have reluctantly

probably fit the question best. We
can only make suggestions.
The behavior of bees towards each
and
other as well as towards queen

accepted her may become angered at
her and start a revolt or balling of
this queen. Or they may start queencells, with the expectation of superseding her as soon as the young
queen is fertile. This is noticed often

drones depends very much upon

with queens that have suffered from

with any

great certainty. Dr. Miller's

well-known

"I

don't

know"

would

cir-

Last summer I saw a sight which
seems to bear out Doolittle's idea
that queens and drones congregate
I had out probain places to mate.
bly 800 nuclei.

About

2 o'clock in the

afternoon I was out in the queen
yard and heard the roar of drones
and later saw something flying very
fast
it,

and walked out to where I saw
There
it was in a clear place.

as

were I don't know how many queens,
You
and drones without number.
have seen birds chasing crows; that
is the way they were, from one to
fifty drones after a queen at once.
Then in a second one would have her
and the drones would disperse so
quickly it was hard to tell where
they

went.

They

flew so fast that

you could hardly follow them. At
the rate they were flying none but
strongest drones could ever be
lucky enough to capture them. After about ten minutes the whole thing
had moved out of sight.
D. D. STOVER.

the
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Bumblebee Flowers
By John

H. Lovell

Photos by the Author
people
MOST
flowers

suppose that all
yield nectar and are
valuable as sources of honey.
A supply of nectar sufficient to meet
the wants of a small apiary is commonly thought to be afforded by an
acre of buckwheat or a large flower
garden. Beekeepers, indeed, are generally aware that many flowers furnish only pollen but when it is remembered that not one beekeeper in
thirty takes a bee journal it is evident that the majority of them have
only a meager acquaintance with the

American honey flora. Even by the
more progressive beekeepers nectar-

Wild Columbine (Aquilegia
L.) A bumblebee flower.
Photograph by John H. Lovell.

Fig.

3.

Canadensis

pounds

of

published in an American bee maga-

stored.

Even

zine.

I

Of

all

bumblebee flowers the most

important and by far the best known
is
red clover (Trifolium pratense).
When insects are excluded red clover
is almost wholly self-sterile, as can
be shown experimentally, for when
the plants are covered with fine netting less than one-half per cent of
seed is obtained. The flowers are
long-tongued
pollinated chiefly by
normal
bumblebees, which under
conditions are alone able to obtain
the

mm.

The floral tubes are 9
nectar.
long, which, of course, excludes

honeybee which has a tongue
only 6j4 nim in length. Our domestic
bees quickly learn this fact from experience and seldom visit the clover
heads except when the corollas have
been shortened by dry weather or
other causes. When this happens, as
has been observed by Doolittle and
the

after their advent. At Canterbury 26
acres of red clover were the resort
of
thousands of bumblebees and
yielded 400 to 500 pounds of seed per
acre.
In one province alone, in 1912,
610 acres were sown with red clover,
which it is estimated yielded an average of 158 pounds to the acre. Thus
bumblebees benefit the Islands of
New Zealand annually to the extent
of many thousands of dollars.
half dozen bumblebee
flowers
are widely cultivated in flower gardens. The stately larkspur, with its
wand-like raceme of deep blue flowers, is a native of Europe, where it is
pollinated by the female of the garden bumblebee, no other bee on the
wing at the time it blooms having a
tongue long enough to reach all the
nectar, although a part of it is accessible to a few other bees. I have
seen honeybees searching the flowers and pushing their tongues down
into the long spurs as far as possible, but they were never able to gain
any of the sweet spoil.

A

;

iferous flowers adapted to bumblebees, moths and birds are often listed
Bumblebee
as good honey plants.
flowers are so common and so widely distributed that no student of the
honey flora can afford to neglect
them, yet, if I mistake not. this is the
first paper on bumblebee flowers ever

August

honey are
same clover head
have found by actual measurement
red

clover

in the

that the floral tubes vary in length,
and it would be little short of a miracle if they did not, for flowers of all

kinds vary in size and consequently
in length of their petals.
Honeybees
sometimes visit the flowers of red
clover to procure pollen, when they
spring the keel and effect pollination.
(Fig. 1).
In lands

where there are no bumred clover seed cannot be
profitably raised for market until after these insects have been introduced. In New Zealand, fields which
blebees

were almost barren in their absence
produced great quantities of seed

Then there
monkshoods.

are

the

aconites

or

you

will take a plaster cast of the inside of a flower you
will find that it corresponds almost
If

of a mediumsized bumblebee.
This genus
of
plants is so dependent on bumblebees for pollination that it is absent
from those parts of the world where
there are no bumblebees.
For instance, there are no native bumblebees in Australia, Arabia, Southern
Africa, or New Zealand, and in these
countries there are no indigenous
species of Aconitum.
(Fig. 2).
The columbines manage to thrive
and bloom under the most difficult
conditions of soil and climate. The
long spurs of the variously colored
pendulous flowers are rich in nectar
and are frequently visited by bumblebees.
The columbines are often re-

exactly to the shape

Hutchinson and others, hundreds of

Fig. 1. Red Clover (Trifcjlium i)raPhotograph by John H.
tense).
Lovell.

Fig.

2.

Monkshood (Aconitum

Napellus).

Photograph by John

H. Lovell-
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g;ir<lc<l

listed

;is

in

hiiiicy

the

plants,

Honey

anil

I'laiits

sions, I have never seen them entered by any insects except buml)Iebees. Wasps and flies sometimes examine the lips, which arc tinged with
yellow, apparently looking for nectar, but they
never pass between
them into the corolla chamber. I
once placed several flower clusters
of the turtlehead in front of a beehive, but they received not a single
visit from the many honeybees coming and going; but in a little while,
notwithstanding their unusual posi-

are so
of

Ne-

Init
1
have never seen a
honeybee ol)taiii the nectar in the
But in order to get
normal way.
the nectar more quickly, bumblebees
the spurs, and then
bite holes in
many honeybees resort to the flowthe nectar through
ers and suck
these punctures. Our wild columbine
has scarlet tlowers which are yellow

braska,

It is visinside, or rarely all over.
well as
ited by hunmiing-birds as

by bumblebees. (.Fig. 3).
The snapdragon, with its many colored varieties, is anotlier bumblebee
flower widely cultivated in gardens.
So firmly are tlie lips closed together
that the smaller bees cannot force
them apart, and thus the nectar is
protected for the rightful guests.
But as the flowers grow older the
lips often part slightly, and then the
smaller bees can gain an entrance.
The great size of the corolla permits
the largest bumblebee to creep wholly within it.

Another common bumblebee flower
the garden nasturtium. The lower
part of each petal is marked with
red, which serves as a guide to the
honey; while the claws of the lovver
petals are fringed with hairs, which

tion,

mouth

of the

flower.

Only bumble-

bees with the longest tongues can
reach all of the nectar and here it
may be added that the tongues of the
various species of bumblebees vary
from 5-16 to 13-16 of an inch in
The spur is so tough that
length.
bees cannot perforate it, although
they apparently sometimes make the
attempt.
Frequent references may be found
spotted
in
bee literature to the
bi"touch-me-not," or Impatiens
of damp
flora, which covers acres
blooms profusely. The
land and
flower is shaped, as shown in the
figure, like a horn-of-plenty with the
;

ig.

4.

leweUveed or Tmich-me-not
Photograph

(Impatiens biflora).
by John H. Lovell.

The honeybees seemed

to
know that these
flowers were not designed for their

use.

(Fig. 5).

summer I saw a blue meadow,
or one largely covered with the purple-blue flowers of the blue flag (Iris
versicolor). While bumblebees make
the best pollinators of this species,
it is not strictly a bumblebee flower,
since it is often visited and pollinated
by honeybees. In the absence of insects it is usually self-sterile.
The
nectar is excessively wasted by the
blue flag beetle, which passes its entire life on this
plant, the larvie
feeding on the seeds and the adult
beetles on the nectar; this weevil
sinks many holes in the nectariferous
tissue, from which the nectar flows
freely, attracting swarms of flies and
Last

Fig.
L.)

Turtlehead

5.

A

(Chelone glabra
Photo-

bumblebee flower.
graph by John H. Lovell.

spur bent inward beneath it. It
bumblebee flower and is very

is

a

fre-

quently visited in the locality of the
writer by the wandering bumblebee
(Bombus vagans) and the ground

bumblebee (Bombus terricola). The
blossom is suspended horizontally
with the stigma and anthers lying on
upper side so that when a bee enters the corolla sac its back is dusted
with white pollen, as has often been
its

observed and mentioned by beekeepers.
But contrary to the general impression, honeybees obtain little if

any nectar from the Impatiens, except when the spurs are punctured by
bumblebees. (Fig. 4).
It is a matter of some difficulty and
delay for bumble bees to enter the
flowers,
and very likely
shorttongued workers are not able to
reach all the nectar, so after a little
time they bite holes in the spurs, out
of which they steal the sweet contents.

large

On August
number

10th I examined a
of flowers, but none of

beetles.

The closed gentian and the fringed
gentian, both of which are bumblebee
flowers, have funnel-formed corollas.
The gentians bloom

in late autumn,
and are especially abundant in the
Alps, where they display great sheets

blue color.
The closed gentian
never opens, and on a cold morning
the temperature within the corolla
chamber may be several degrees
above that of the outside atmosphere.
The fringe of hairs on the
edge of the corolla of the fringed
gentian prevents the ingress of small
of

insects.

(Fig. 6).

bumblebee flowers
are the Rhododendrons and Azaleas
and the beautiful Rhodora canadensis,
which is pollinated in spring by
Other familiar

nectaries were punctured, and
they were visited normally by BomInis vagans at the rate of from seven
to twelve visits per minute. But during the latter part of August I found
hundreds of spurs perforated and
both bumblebees
and
honeybees
gathering the nectar from these
punctures.
(This habit led Mueller
to call the bumblebee an "anti-tele-

the

ologist.")
during 25

•

every blossom was examined by

I>uml)lcbees.
instinctively

is

prevent w-ater running into the spur.
Honeybees cannot reach the nectar,although they sometimes attempt to
do so. Occasionally they gather pollen from the anthers, which are fully
exposed and dehisce or open one at a
time, rising successively before the

265

A

honeybee was watched

successive visits, and not
once did it even make a pretense of
entering the flower, but in every instance it swung itself astride of the
spur, pushed its tongue through the
puncture, and became
literally a
flower robber. Ten such visits may
be made in a minute. The Impatiens
is certainly rightly named.
A typical wild bumblebee flower is
the
turtlehead
(Chelone
glabra),
which grows along the banks of
streams and on wet land. The large
white flowers rudely mimic in form
the head of a turtle. Although I have
had them under observation for man}'
hours and on many different occa-

Fig. 6. Fringed Gentian (Gentiana
Photograph by John H.
crinita).
Lovell.
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queen bumblebees, the only caste of
bumblebees then on the wing, for the
males and workers do not appear until later; the fiy honeysuckle (Lonicera ciliata), also pollinated in May
by female bumblebees, which in their
haste to get the nectar often cut the
Tartarian
buds into shreds; the
honeysuckle (Lonicera Tatarica) of
the garden; the bog fly honeysuckle
(Lonicera coerulea) the bush honeysuckle (Diervilla trifida), the yellow
flowers of which turn red in fading;
the horse chestnut; the foxglove,
and the Gladiolus.
;

The garden pea is almost invariably and the garden bean is usually
but both, as well as
the scarlet runner and sweet pea, are
Honeyin fact bumblebee flowers.
bees often visit the flowers of the
scarlet runner, from which they are
able to suck a little nectar, and occasionally the nectaries are perforated by bumblebees and then the
blossoms in
the
rob
honeybees
Besides the red
wholesale fashion.

self-fertilized,

Pogonia
the pink flowers of
(ophioglossoides), common in bogs,
and Calypso borealis are all pollinated by bumblebees. The pretty flowers of the purple Gerardia (Gerardia
purpurea) are abundant in autumn,
but they contain little nectar and attract only a few bumblebees. Finally,
there may be added to the list Cerinthe alpina, Scopolia atropoides and
black henbane (Hyoscyamus niger).
This is far from an exhaustive list
of bumblebee flowers ,but it includes
the more common species, and shows
how widely distributed and abundant
they are. In many instances honeybees are able to gather pollen and
not infrequently a little of the nectar
but, so far as I am aware, not
one of these bumblebee flowers is of
much value as a honey plant. Bumblebees have played an important part
in the development of our flora and
flowers should be
the bumblebee

bilis),

;

known

to every beekeeper.

'

Honey

the crimson and Alpine and
several other clovers are bumblebee
flowers, indeed a good many of the
by
visited
pulse family, although
honeybees and other long-tongued
bees, as well as bumblebees, seem
rather better adapted to the latter,
since they are better able-to depress
the keel.

The Use of Barrels

(Pulmonaria offici(Atropa BellaBelladonna
dona), the bearberry (Arctostaphylos
Uva-u'rsi), the wood betony (Pedicu-

before pouring it out into rereceptacles of different sizes, our
readers are referred to the editorial
will now exin the July issue.
plain how we take honey out of a
barrel, even after it is granulated,
without damaging the barrel.

We

gill-over-the-ground
and largely
vulgaris)
(Linaria

We must; however add ia few
words concerning the use of barrels.
While reading the July editorial on

clover,

By

for storing

,

(Glechoma hederacea),
butter-and-eggs

are bumblebee flowers. The scarlet
with its
(Salvia pratensis),
sage
walking beam mechanism for placing
the pollen on a bee's back; dragon-

showy orchis

(Orchis

two.

off

This

the honey will
the last gallon

into

with
is

put into an open vessel

off as soon
has risen to the surface.
When it is expected to allow the
honey to granulate in the barrel, the
latter should be set on its head, so
that the moats of wax will be at the

as

it

If
top, when the head is removed.
a half gallon of space be left when
filling the barrel, the head will not
touch the honey and will be more
easily removed.

To remove

the head and not inbarrel we first mark the
head and the chime in such a way
that the exact position in which the
head is placed may be found again.
Two marks, on edge of head and
chime, with a pencil, a crayon or a
chisel, will enable one to find the exIf
act spot in resetting the head.
this is not done, the head may be put
back in another position and possi-

jure

the

which fit
ble slight irregularities,
into each other, will be placed so as
to cause ill-fitting joints and possimust have
ble leakage in future.
our barrel as good as before, so that
For conit may be used indefinitely.
venience, the hoops may also be
marked so as to be returned in the
same position.

We

We

now

use

the inside

is

a

strong

gimlet

screwed into the center of the head
for a hand hold. With a hoop-driver
and a mallet, the hoops are driven up
and removed from the head. If the
honey be slightly liquid, it is well to
retain one or two to be put back as
soon as the head has been lifted out.
The staves may have to be driven

from the hoops.

when

be
or

and the skum skimmed

have
first?" Not by any means.
said, and we repeat now, that "a barrel will not do which has been rinsed
out." The barrel must be as dry as
possible and the glue coating inside,
which is so slight as not to be easily
detected
•

drawn

apart

We

specta-

way

their

subject, a friend turned to the
"Of course, you
editor and said:
wash out the barrel with hot water
this

Molucca
(Dracocephalum),
head
balm (Moluccella laevis), bugle (Ajuga reptans), and several orchids, as
the

what barrels to use
honey temporarily,

tail

The lungwort

silvatica)

the Editor

REGARDING

nalis),

laris

for

August

a

little.

back to assume
right

position

away without

Usually

they

fly

a straight, nearly upas soon as released

The head is lifted
by means of the

effort

hand
is
at
If no gimlet
gimlet.
when the operation is performed, a

inspect-

must not be disturbed. The barmust be dry, else the honey would
absorb the moisture which it contains within the staves and the barrel would leak.
Syrup barrels which have iron
hoops may prove as good as alcohol
barrels, but they must be free from

ed,
rel

-,

Alcohol evaporates very reada barrel which has contained
clean unless it has
it
is perfectly
been used for other purposes mean-

odor.
ily

and

while.

When

pouring

fresh

honey

into

barrels

funnel

and

sieve,

a

necessity.

honey

is

A

dumped

having to wait for

harvested

we use
which
whole

into
it

is

a

large

almost

of
pailful
this without

to run

through

the funnel.
Let me repeat that the great advantage of barrels is that the honey

be drawn from them into any
sort of retail receptacle as trade reDrawing from S-gallon tins
quires.

may
is

Before removing the head of a barrel
mark the head and chime carefully

much more troublesome.

If

the

barrel has been set properly with
the bung up, for a few days, while
the honey is liquid, the few particles

of

wax which may have found

Chasing the Hoops on a Honey Barrel

large nail or screw
its
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may

be used

in

When

honey

is granulated very
nothing more convenient to dig it out than a clean,

the

we

hard

find

bright spade.
have often
barrel of
of a

We

removed the head
honey, taken

the

honey out, melted it, put the head
back in its place and poured the
honey back into the same barrel, in
the liquid form. Here a warning is
Do not put back the
necessary.
honey into the barrel while hot. We
have known hot honey to absorb
moisture to such an extent as to
shrink the staves and leak out.
If the above instructions are care-

same barrel may
be used over and over a number of
followed, the

fully

Here we have again the old quesof the right to keep bees in
We have already answered
town.
tion

place.

It
should be thoroughly
emptied if the intention is to keep it
ready for the following year's crop.
A little honey remaining on the inside may absorb moisture and cause
fermentation of the next lot.

times.

Legal Advice on Beekeeping
By Our

Staff

Correspondent

"The city council here has passed an ordinance making it unlawful to keep bees within
500 feet of any dwelling or public place They
must also be elevated 30 feet in the air and
There is
confined on their owner's property.
provision for fining the beekeeper not to
exceed $100 per day for keeping bees in violation of this ordiance."
Indiana.

a

questions

similar

in

these

The town council cannot

columns.

legally pass

an ordinance prohibiting the keeping
of bees within the town limits on the
ground that they are a nuisance. On
the other hand, if your bees are so
situated that they continue to annoy
your neighbors they may be a nuisance in fact, and if so there is ample
authority of law to compel you to re-

move "them. It all depends upon circumstances. You do not say anything
about the circumstances under which
your neighbor was stung. If he was
at a distance from your premises how
does he know that it was your bees
which stung him? Bees fly for along
distance and it is difficult to prove
the location from which a particular
bee might come. If your neighbor
lives close to your apiary you should
by all means seek to get your hives
located in such a way that they will
not annoy him.
In general a man has a right to
keep bees on his own property in
town the same as anywhere else, but
the residents of towns are bound to
respect certain rights of their neighbors which do not require consideration in the country because of the
greater distances.
"If a swarm of bees alights on another
man's property, have I the right to get them
after asking my neighbor and he refuses per-

Iowa.

mission."

find words to do justice to a case of this kind. "The ordiIt is

nance

hard to

absolutely foolish that
there is little question but that the
courts would declare it void upon
proper presentation of the case. Had
the council been content to stop at
requiring a distance of SOO feet between the apiary and a dwelling
there would have been some ground
for them to stand on.
Even this is
an excessive distance in town.
It
would be hard to find a location a
fifth of a mile from a dwelling in any
town of my acquaintance.
The beekeepers of the country
should certainly form some sort of
organization for fighting such farcical legislation as this on the part of
is

so

town councils. The Iowa Beekeepers'
Association has prevented the passage of such ordinances in some
cases by taking the matter up when
it was under consideration and serving notice that there would be a contest if
an ordinance was passed
which prohibited the keeping of bees
within the town limits.
In a case of this kind the beekeeper
is compelled to fight for his rights.
He can wait to be arrested and then
defend himself on the ground that
the ordinance is void, or he can employ an attorney and attack the ordinance at once. In either case it is
expensive, and beekeepers generally
should assist in paying the cost of
such litigation.

If a domestic animal strays on the
premises of another the owner has
no right to follow and reclaim it, according to a strict interpretation of
the law, for in so doing he becomes
However, he still rea trespasser.
The
tains his right of ownership.
same rule will apply to bees. There
are several court decisions which
maintain that the owner of bees
which have thus gone beyond his
property limits can recover damages

for the amount of their value from a
third person who hives them and

takes them away.
In case bees, as any other property,
are wrongfully detained from the
owner, he may bring an action of replevin and recover his bees or their
value.
It would be an unusual case which
would justify a beekeeper to start

legal action for recovery of a swarm
of bees. Although his rights in them
are the same as though the value was
much greater, the amount at stake is

keep bees in town on my own propam a beginner. My bees have at two
different times stung one of my neighbors and
he promises to make me trouble.
Can the
town council declare them a nuisance and
I

I

force

me

to get

them out of town?"
Il-LINOIS.

A

Personal Experience in Marketing Honey Direct to
the Consumer

By Ralph

IT hear aof
is

R. Bent.

common
students

thing today to
in various col-

working their way through
The writer, being a beekeeper, was obliged to depend on
leges
school.

these insects for his livelihood while
in

college.
sale

The

of

honey

direct

to

the

by no means easy, unless
properly carried on. Many beekeepers attempting marketing their prod-

consumer

is

ucts in this manner make several
serious mistakes. One of these mistakes is, no matter whether the customers are large or small users, they
should be called upon regularly. 1

have in mind one woman who once
purchased a ten-cent bottle of honey
when I called upon her at her home.
I called upon her nearly every week
for nearly two years, during which
time she never purchased from me.
Today she is one of the largest

honey users that I know of, using it
to sweeten her tea and coffee and all
of her cooking. This experience goes
to show that the public requires educating. I always have aimed to distribute any literature on the subject
possible, such as cook books, circuetc.
At first, when getting
around, our conveyance was a homelars,

made

affair composed of baby buggy
wheels and a soap box, covered with
attractive signs. This made quite a
push cart. On visiting each house
the lady was shown a one-frame observation hive or nucleus and the
queen bee. After explaining to her
some of the wonderful mysteries of
the industry, she was asked to taste
our pure honey. Such a call as this,
properly conducted, is almost certain
to bring sales.
have
I
such
experience,
After
chosen packing honey in pails for a
"Direct to the Consumer" package,
the sizes being ZYz pounds, 5 pounds
and 10 pounds. The prices which we
receive are 40c, 7Sc and $1.35. We
pack nothing but an amber honey.
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"Can

erty?

make it worth his while
to start a f|uarrel. A better plan is to
send a jar of honey to the neighbor
Ijefore the bees begin to swarm, and
thus establish a friendly feeling 'toward the bees.
too small to

Q

^
X

BENTS BEE LINE
350 MARKET STREET

."

1».M.

CO.

SAN FRANCISCO

R. BENT IN STIMUL.\TING SALES OF HIS
BEE LINE HONEY.

TICKET USED BY RALPH
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and blend

to obtain

a mild, suitable

flavor.

By constant perseverance this
small direct to the customer peddling
business soon grew to use all the
honey the writer could produce. The
next thing resulted in having to purchase the entire crops of several
other beekeepers in order to accommodate the demand. As time went
on, a Ford car took the place of the
push cart. A large part of the business developed into a mail order
People who had used the
system.
honey told their friends, our circulars
and cook books more than paid, although it may have seemed an unnecessary expense.

During 1915 the writer, having finished college, took charge of a honey
exhibit at the Panama-Pacific Exposition in San Francisco. Here a new,
important discovery in the way of
the direct to the consumer marketing was found. It may be a surprise
to the reader, also, that three-fourths
of the pails sold during the 1915 ExI
position were ordered by men.
therefore conceived the idea that if
I opened up a honey store on Market
street, San Francisco, in the heart of
the business section, it might prove
successful. This we did in 1916, and
have found our method very profitable. We have placed an observation
hive in the window and on Saturday
afternoons we sometimes give a live
bee demonstration, where thousands
of people passing by are greatly
amazed at beholding a boy in a bathing suit pour handfuls of live bees
over his head, and even putting them
in his mouth.
All this arouses interest and is the best and cheapest adIn spite of the high rents,
our business promises to be very sucvertising.
cessful.

Strange as it may seem, our cheappackage of honey is 40c, with the
exception of comb honey.
might
I
mention that we also handle at our
store cakes made of honey.
Another means of very successful
advertising is our lectures and live
bee demonstrations
given
before
various
church
societies,
lodges,
clubs, etc.
For such demonstrations
est

we

issue a ticket which gives admittance to the lecture.
These tickets are given free to the
church societies. They are allowed
to sell them for 5, 10 and ISc, or even
25c, and keep
the proceeds themselves.
At such a demonstration a
hive is opened under a bee tent made
of mosquito bar and the bees handled
in the freest manner; the people are
shown the queen, drones and workers and other
interesting
things
found in every colony of bees. The
demon.-tration is accompanied by a
lecture, after which honey refreshments are served. The refreshments
are composed of honey direct from
our pails and spread on small crackers.

A

liberal

distribution

of

facts

about honey and other circular
erature

is

handed

lit-

Through such

out.

a demonstration it is not uncommon
to bring about the sale of several
hives of bees, as well as obtaining

many permanent customers

as

con-

sumers of our product.

As I said before, it is
to continually call on and

my

practice

keep

at

our

So we have devised a
scheme by which we obtain the names
of those who buy over our counter.
We do it in this way: In our window
we advertise a free 5-pound bucket
of honey, given away each week, and
customers.

each purchaser

is

requested to write

name and address on

his

a

ticket,

which is then divided, the half which
they keep bearing our name and the
stub, to be dropped in a bo.x, bearing
theirs.
One person out of several
hundred each week is fortunate
enough to win a bucket. He is notified by mail and asked to call at the
store for his prize. The remaining
stubs contain names and addresses of
actual users of honey and honey
cakes. To these we send literature
and advertising matter, and invariably we receive repeat orders. There

By

J.

D. Gustin.

THE

subject of advertising is one
that is often neglected in places
where it should receive the
most attention. At some time in the
experience of every man who pursues a single line of business to any
appreciable extent the question of
advertismg will come in for consideration.
In the larger lines of commercial
enterprise the advertising problem is
delegated to the solution of experts
who prepare the matter and determme the methods of its distribution.
But in the more limited lines every
man is his own ad writer and circulator. And oftentimes, if not
always,
the subject of advertising is of
more
importance
to the small business
than to the large one, for the reason
that any waste from injudicious
expenditures represents a higher percentage of loss. On the other hand,
advertising which brings a quick and
profitable return furnishes the means
for business expansion and
makes
possible a quicker success.

The question whether advertising
pays is no longer a live one. The live
question is what advertising will pay
best and bring in the most prompt

sons.

Nevertheless, there are some fun-

damental principles upon which prac-

A

Honey Route

The use

of this

tank relieves them of the necessity
of buying containers of various sizes
and also saves the customer the cost
of the container. The honey is drawn
directly into any kind of pail or jar
which the customer happens to have
at hand. The tank is tight, so there
is no danger of flies or dirt getting
into the honey, and if any is left on
the return from a trip no harm is
done, as it need not be removed until

Sales.

Advertising Your Business

present time.

other phases of our direct

to the

place over the route.

Car for Retail

tle time is required to cover
a 25mile route. Such a tank would be a
useful addition to the equipment of
an apiary.

consumer business, but space
prevents us mentioning more at the

many

are

There are many places where a
trade in honey can be readily
established if the beekeeper makes
regular trips over the route. At Leslie, Georgia, Mr. T. W. Livingstone
and his son-in-law, Mr. J. R. Hudson,
have found it possible to dispose of
a large amount of honey
in
this
manner. The picture shows their
large closed tank which is loaded on
the auto and carried from place to

in

and once the customers arc accustomed to look for the honey man lit-

results?
There are many sides to
the more or less numerous views
of
the correct answer, and opinions differ widely.
The history of advertising successes reveals many curious
features, and if the history of advertising failures had been preserved,
doubtless it would have its many les-

fine

Honey Tank Carried

August

the next

trip.

While some cus-

tomers will only buy two or three
pounds, many buy a liberal supply,

tically all agree. The first of these is
that the advertisement which "catches
tlie eye" of the prospective
customer
IS the most valuable.
Advertisements
are now almost "nevvs of the day," so
universally do people pay attention

to them. Newspaper advertisements,
billboards, blotters, stationery, stuf-

have become almost a part
mental menu of the average man whose eyes are open at all
times to the things around him. Yet
It is a conceded fact that
a large portion of it is of a low standard of
fers, etc.,

of the daily

value

compared

really

"catch."

By "catching

to

the

things

that

the eye" the adverdoes not mean merely
tliat the
advertisement shall pass
within the range of vision of the
passer by, but that it shall be such as
attracts his interest.
It may be a
incture, it may be a "slogan," it may
be a dash of color standing out conspicuously, it may be any one of a
thousand or more objects in which
it
forms a part of the group, but
whatever it may be, if it has the virtue of arousing the interest of those
tising

man

—

"
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who "read as tlicy run" il possesses
advertising value of the highest order.
Tile commonplace thing is lost
to the reader in the interest which
the uncommon arouses.
To tile man who aspires to a business beyond the confines of his own
personal acquaintance it
may be
pointed out that there is no way in
which he can realize his ambition as
<|uickly and as certainly as by careful and judicious advertising.
It has
been written that "If a man preach
a better sermon, write a better book,
or make a better mousetrap than his
neighbor, the world will make a
beaten path to his door, though he
build his house in the wilderness."
But the world must first be convinced of the superiority of the
product, and herein lies a large part
of the value of giving that product a
name or mark by which it may be
distinguished from other products of
like nature.
The miller does not brand his product "Pure Flour," neither does the
butcher call his pork and mutton
"Pure Meat." But you will find the
honey producers often placing their
honey on the market with no other
distinguishing
label
than
"Pure

Honey."

Far better it would be, especially for the producers and marketers of high grades, to place some
distinctive name on their packages.
Even though in a given market there

be no present competition, any day
may witness invaders of the field,
and an established trade by a certain
name is less easily disturbed than

any other.
well for a producer to bear in
his custom will call for the
best he can produce. His long trade
and
his
profitable trade will be
largely in the high grades of his
production, no matter what the article may be.
On this best feature is
his foundation for a business superstructure that will prove his greatest
It is

mind that

asset.

Everything he uses, everything he
does in connection with his business
should reflect this superiority. The
commonplace does not attract, does
not distinguish from other commonplace things. Especially does this ap-

ply

to

such things as will

Ije

inti-

mately associated by the public with
his business, and particularly to all
printed matter. This point has been
aptly stated by a very large advertiser in this language:
"Did you ever seriously consider
what your printed matter really is?
It is nothing less than your portrait
your representation your business

—

'front.'

"In these days, face to face transactions are rare. The letter or bill,
the document or inclosure, the folder
or booklet these have replaced the
personal element.
"No business can afford to show itself in the unpardonable garb of indifferent stationery or sales literaDignified gentility is always
ture.

—

'correct style.'
In the printing trade, as in the
trade of honey production, there are
many novices. Printing is not the
simple process that it is generally believed to be. Good printing is the result of a combination of three very
essential elements
Good material,
:

good stock and good taste.
Many honey producers, and people
other lines for that matter, regard
their printing with much indifference
as to its quality, and consider it a
necessary burden incident to their
business rather than a working asset.
in

the one thing which
they give attention to in the matter
of printing is price.
Cheapness is
To
everything, quality
nothing.
these, of course, the expenditures for
printing are nothing more nor less
than a dead expense.
As a business proposition a man is
no more justified in paying out
money for printing which will not
earn money for him than he is in
paying out money for any other sort
of inferior
Like
the
equipment.
ancient straw "skep" or the "bee
gum" of pioneer days, inferior printing will in a way answer a purpose.
But who would think nowadays of
beginning a business of honey producing with such primitive methods?
Naturally beekeepers are not always expert judges of the quality of
their printing; perhaps in very few
instances can thev discern the dififer-

Consequently

Lust. \ i,HONE\^B|^

^
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these must be selected with some discrimination in order to return the results that should be expected from
them.
The "stuffer," which to the uninitiated may be described as a printed
slip the proper size to be inserted in
an ordinary commercial envelope, is
one of the cheapest forms of good
It is not far amiss to
advertising
say that every letter written on
fairly good business stationery, costs,
with the postage, in the neighbor.

hood of

5 cents.

Good

be had at $2 to $5 per

stuffers

1,000,

may

according

to their style and the amount of
matter they contain. This is a range

of from one-fifth to one-half cent
each. They add nothing to the expense of postage, and their efficiency
is abundantly established.

So when you pay S cents to send a
letter in which it would perhaps be
entirely inappropriate to include the
least bit of "business puffing," by the
expenditure of not more than onehalf cent additional you may, in the

man-

most appropriate and
ner, add your business message.
These are but elementary observaThe
tions on the subjects treated.
artistic

subject of advertising is a large one,
and one in which the inexperienced
should take the advice of the best

counsel available.

Co-Operative Efforts
By John Hendricks.
at the Annual Meeting of the
Colorado Honey Producers'

Read

Association.

HAVE

experienced, first hand,
year some of the difficulties
of the manager of a co-operative
society. As business manager of our
local farmers' union I was asked to
find a market for the farmers potatoes. This business was entirely new
to me. I procured a list of commission houses that make a specialty of
handling potatoes in car lots, and
got into communication with them,
I then asked the farmers here who
had potatoes to sell to list their crop
with the union. This they were per-

I

this

practically all the potatoes had been
sold to other buyers, who would not
have paid the farmers the price they
received had it not been for the
work the union did. When the buyer

secured reached our community
there was only one car of potatoes
left for him to pick up.
These farmers had listed their potatoes with the union for the union
When the union found a
to sell.
buyer at the highest price asked, and
other buyers began offering the same,
the farmers who had listed their potatoes sold to the first buyer that
came along offering this price. What
I

complicated matters still more was
that they did not report to the union

August
we should also let him know
promptly what our requirements in
ing, but

way

the

of supplies will be for the
season. On the day that the
honey flow stops, any one of us could
take a few moments to get together
our needs in the way of the next seane.xt

son's supplies.
If we would do this
and send our estimate promptly to
the manager it would surely be helpful

to all concerned.

Any

co-operative society as large
Colorado Honey Producers'
Association will usually have a volume of business to ta.x to the limit
as

the

the ability of its manager. If we as
members do not do our part promptly, we handicap the manager, and to

the sale of their potatoes.
After having had this experience, I
feel that I want to urge the members
of any co-operative association to be
more loyal in their support of the
manager of the association. Success
cannot be
co-operative effort
in

that e-xtent injure the association.
.\nd since we members are the asso-

achieved simply by having a shrewd
as business manager. The manager cannot attain the utmost success possible without 100% loyalty
on the part of every member of the

The Work of the Bee Division

ciation, when we do not
and faithfully our duty

do promptly
toward the

manager, we injure ourselves.

man

If the manager is anythiiig
society.
like a competent man I feel safe in
saying that he will strive to be perfectly just to all members, regardless
of personalities, and the members of
mistake,
a
the association make
therefore, if they allow personalities,
tempting offers, or anything else to

stand between them and the associaWhen large buyers come we
tion.
should do what a fellow member of
the Colorado association in this locality did this season when a traveling man for a wholesale house came
to negotiate for his crop. Instead of
trying to make a sale, this party referred him to our manager,
I consider it our duty to keep the
business manager fully advised as to
what we expect our crop to be, and
when the crop is harvested to report

him at the earliest possible moment the exact quantity of all
grades. Then in case the quantity is
reduced by local sales, we should
keep him advised of the reduction.
Not only should we keep him fully
to

informed as to our crop for market-

of the

Dominion Experi-

mental Farms
By

F.

W.

L. Sladen.

(Continued from Page

229).

possible to find locations
all these
three principal
sources of honey clover, fireis

IT where

—

weed

and goldenrod and aster^
abound. Such locations have from ten
to twelve weeks of possible honey
flow, and should be ideal for honey
production. It seems probable that,
taking one year with another, selected places in these regions of successive honey plants may produce larger
crops than the districts where the
white honey flow is confined to
clover and lasts only three or four
weeks. In order to find out the value
of these and other promising regions,
I
am starting co-operative e.xperiments with enlightened beekeepers
located in them, a colony of ascertained strength being kept on scales
and the gain or loss in weight every
day during the season being noted,
together with the daily weather and

Next I tried to
what the farmers wanted for

fectly willing to do.

learn

their potatoes.
I succeeded in getting a buyer who said he would take
all the potatoes the community had
to ofifer at the price the growers had
given me. As soon as I acquainted
the farmers with this fact the value
or potatoes rose in their estimation,

and they then wanted 10 cents more
per hundred weight. I again set to
work to find some one who would
pay the additional 10 cents. When I
made it known that we had secured a
buyer who would take the potatoes
at this advanced price, other buyers
were coming in who naturally met
the price.

The farmers had required that the
purchaser send an agent into the
community to inspect the potatoes
and pay for them when they were
loaded. By the time my man arrived

Down

Texas the heat in summer is intense. C. B. Bankston has rigged an
umbrella holder for his convenience in the bee-yard and field.

in

of the regular information supplied in the reports that we make of
the apiary at the Central Experimental l''arm, Ottawa, anil those of the
brancli farms, such as notes on the
honey plants and the yield per colTwo such coony, spring count.
operative experiments have been carried on last year in the north country—one at Thornloe, near New Lis-

much

keard, by Mr. William Agar, who reports an average of 2i pounds honey
crop per colony, spring count, and
the other at a large apiary at Montcerf, Quebec, in the upper Gatineau
valleyr by Mr. Jos. Martineau, with
an out-apiary at Lytton, six miles

further north in a moister spot. The
average yield for Montcerf last year
was only about 65 pounds per colony,
spring count, on account of the failure of the fireweed, but the average
for the past seven years has been
about 132 pounds, mainly from fireIn the best year, 1914, the
weed.
average yield was 263 pounds per
colony. In the poorest year, 1912, the
average was 142 pounds per colony.

The average -at Ottawa

in 1916

was

228>^ pounds per colony, spring count,
the highest on record, and the average for the past four years has been
98.2 pounds per colonv, the lowest

being 46 pounds,
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in 1913

and

1914.

have here charts showing the
weather and gain and loss of a
hive on scales last summer at these
three places, and also at Ottawa.
These charts show several interesting features. These three places represent large areas which as yet conTo get
tain very few beekeepers.
definite results the experiments must
be carried on for a number of years
to reduce to an average the great
variations in crop from season to
season caused principally by variahoped that
is
It
tions in weather.
these experiments will also give us
detailed information about the secreI

daily

tion of nectar of the principal honey
plants under the different conditions.

In addition to the co-operative exabove outlined, I placed
two colonies for the season of 1916 on
a barren sandy plain at Kazubazua,
Quebec, where the best yielding
species of goldenrod and aster and

periments

also blueberries abound.

The weather

during the blueberry and goldenrod
flow was less favorable than average
no period of settled, fine
years,

weather occurring. The total yield
of one of the colonies was 241j.'^
pounds, consisting of 64 pounds of
blueberry honey gathered at the end
of May, of an amber color and peculiar, though not disagreeable, flavor; 118.)4 pounds of white honey
gathered between that date and the
5th of August, principally from alsike,
white clover, raspberry and
kalmia, and 58}4
pounds of honey
from goldenrod gathered after August
5th,
and containing a little
buckwheat and juice from overripe
blueberries. The other colony yielded a surplus of 280 pounds, consisting of 69J/2 pounds of blueberry
honey, 146j^ pounds of white honey

gathered before August 5th, and 64^
pounds of goldenrod honey gathered
later.
A colony was also taken to

nearby,
goldenrod.
containing much
also
Here 34 pounds were obtained from
white
of
blueberry, 132^ pounds
Sully,

a

swampy

location

honey before August 5th and M
goldenrod
principally
pounds of
honey after August 5th, a total of
220'/, pounds for the season.

An

out-apiary experiment

to

test

the value of the sheep laurel, (Kalmia
Angustifolia) was tried in the Annapolis Valley N. S. this year. A

colony of bees was taken from our
station at Kentville and placed in the
middle of a bog covered with this
The bees gathered a larger
plant.
surplus than any of the colonies at

the Experimental Station. It amounted to 70 pounds of white honey which,
however, had a ranker flavor than
clover honey. The three best coloaveraged only
nies 't the station
kaliSYz pounds. Bogs covered with
mia occur in many places in the Mari-

time

Provinces and Quebec and

in

several places in Ontario.
briefly on the
I will dwell more
honey-producing areas of the Middle
West and of the Pacific Coast region.
The dominating feature of most of
the prairie and of the dry belt of
British Columbia is the dryness of
the air and also often of the soil, especially in Southern Alberta and in

Columbia. More honey is obtained in
wet seasons than in dry. While white
clover is probably at the present
time the plant from which most nectar is obtained in this region and is
spreading, the dry weather is not

development
its
to
and secretion. In moist years in
Manitoba and around the cities and
towns in certain districts in Saskatchewan and Alberta, such as Indian
Head, Sask; Lacombe, Wetaskiwin
and Edmonton, AltE.. a considerable
amount of nectar is obtained from

very favorable

Besides white clover,
source.
there are a great number of prairie
flowers that secrete nectar. Unfortunately, the majority of these flowers are too deep for the bees to reach
the nectar and only bumblebees can
obtain it. Two comparatively short-

this

tongued species of bumblebees. Bombus terricola and Bombus occidenthe
talis, bore holes at the base of
corollas to extract the nectar, and
honeybees will visit these holes and
obtain a

little.

The amount they

get

insignificant.

way is, however,
More honey is obtained from

in this

the
timber and scrub lands of the prairie
than in the open prairie. The timber
and scrub lands are usually in moist
places and are but little cultivated.
importIf we except clover, all the
ant sources of honey except alfalfa,
which has proved to be of consideraare
ble value in Southern Alberta,
Probably the most important
wild.

the
wild honey plant of the prairie is
wolfberry, Symphoricarpus occidenthe snowtalis, a low shrub, very like
The nectar is easily reached
berry
seby the bees, but very little is
in
creted in dry weather. It flowers
the honey
July and early August, and
mild-flavored. Another
is white and
anise
valuable honey plant is the
flowhyssop, Agastache foeniculum,
It is
ering in July and early August.

Southern
in
Columbia, but

liritish

or

Alberta

not found

well

is

dis-

from Winnipeg along the
northern margin of the prairie to Edmonton and Lacombe. I found it so
abundant between Tinsdalc and Melfort, Sask.. as to give the prairie here
Unfortunately, the
blue tinge.
a
flower is too deep for the bees to
reach all the nectar. Another principal source of honey on the prairie is
tributed

boreale, a plant related
to the sainfoin of Western Europe,
found throughout the prairie, but

Hcdysarum

flowers
It
northwards.
to the end of July, and
though not secreted
nectar,
the
abundantly under some conditions, is
entirely within reach of our bees.
Fireweed is scattered through the
timber lands and goldenrods of un-

commoner

from mid June

known

value are plentiful

in

certain

Alfalfa has produced about
places.
100 pounds per colony in the apiary
of the Experimental Farm at LethHere high winds interfere
bridge.
somewhat with the work of the
bees.

the lower mainland of the PaCoast we find again white and
alsike clover and fireweed to be the
principal sources of honey, as in the
east. All grow in luxuriant profusion

On

cific

the Vancouver district, and in a

in

season of favorable weather produce
a considerable crop of honey, but
during the last two years the honey
crop has been a failure in this district, owing to the prevalence of cool,
cloudy and wet weather during the
honey flow. The beekeepers, however, live in the hope of a good season. Probably an average of 50 to 80
pounds of honey per colony, with

good management, can be counted
upon.

In the

Okanagan

district, be-

Arm

and Vernon, and
at Nelson, the weather is warmer in
summer, and probably an average of
SO to 100 pounds can be gotten from

tween Salmon

clover, etc., in these valley districts.
These valleys are usually narrow and
widely separated. In the southeast
part of Vancouver Island we get
clover and fireweed again. Here tke

are dry and sunny, though
and a moderate crop of good
honey, sufficient to make beekeeping

summers
cool,

quite profitable as a side line,
most certain every year.

is

al-

Let me say, in conclusion, for the
sake of the inexperienced beekeepers
here present that the figures of
yields I have given have been obtained by good management, and that
the past summer was an exceptionally good one for clover honey production in Ontario, and let me repeat
that it takes at least two years, usually longer, for a man to learn to

manage bees

successfully.

inIf the Bee Division can supply
formation to those who, after the
necessary training, have become suc-

cessful in getting a fair return in
home locality, information
their
pointing out what locality conditions
into look for in order to greatly
crease their return, it will have ac-

complished some good.
I

am working

This

is

what

for in this experiment,

Ottawa, Ontario.
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case a little different course may be
taken, provided a good queen is
present. Cage the queen for ten days
in the hive, and then free her.
The
bees will do the rest. But unless the
queen is a good one, better treat as
in the previous case.
It may be asked whether there
are
not Italians that are immune to European foulbrood. so that there is no
danger of their taking the disease. I
wouldn't like to be too positive about
It. but
I don't believe there is such
a thing as bees that are immune to
European foulbrood. There are bees
tliat are more resistant than
others,
at least that will do more than others to clean up the disease; but
they're not entirely immune. It may
be, too, that in some mild cases
the
bees will clean up the disease without
any help from the beekeeper, but you
can't count on anything of the kind
as a rule. But keep watch, and cage
the queen for ten days before the disease gets much of a start, and you

European Foulbrood
By

A

C. C. Miller.

CANADIAN

correspondent
is
having trouble with European
foulbrood and asks what to do.
He seems a little uncertain as to the
question of Italians and blacks as to
immunity; has heard that I was successful in handling European foulbrood with hybrids; wants to know
whether he should re-queen, etc.
It

is

true

that

I

treated

success-

fully hybrids as well as Italians that
were affected with European foulbrood and do not feel at all in dread

of the disease, although it is possible
that a case may turn up almost any
time, it being a well understood characteristic of European foulbrood that
it
is loth to desert entirely anyone

with

whom

ance.

But

occur

in

if

has formed an acquaintone or two cases should

it

the course of a season it is
a small matter to take care of them.
For the sake of this correspondent,
and others as well, I will say just
what should be done by anyone who
finds European foulbrood in his apiary.
Suppose the disease has got
well under headway before it is discovered, and that a large proportion
of the unsealed brood is of a yellowish tint, instead of being pearly white,
as healthy brood should be.
There
will also be larvae more
advanced
that are black and dead. The disease
has been present so long that it is
found in a large part of the colonies,
and they have consequently become

weak.

The first thing is to strengthen the
colonies, and it is perhaps as well to
wait until the season is a little ad-

vanced and bees are gathering all
they need or more. Then double up,
making two colonies into one, or, if
necessary, making three or more
one, for it is absolutely necessary to have only strong colonies for
treatment.
The next step is to make the strong
colony queenless, killing the queen,
for in a bad case it is almost
certain
that the queen has become too
poor
to be worth
saving.
At the same
time that the queen is killed a ripe
queen-cell may be introduced in
a
protector, or a virgin just hatched
may be given, the cell or the virgin
being of best Italian stock. Or
a
young laying Italian queen may 'be
introduced ten days after the colony
has been made queenless.
That's all the
treatment that's
needed; just to make the colony
queenless for about ten days and
then to have the work
of laying
taken up by a vigorous Italian queen
It IS possible that a
queen of vigorous hybrid stock might answer,
but
some think there is safety only in
Italian blood, and you may
as well
liave the best.
The disease may break out again
but remember this: no wide-awake
beekeeper will ever have a bad case
the second time. For he
will be on
the lookout, detecting the
disease before it has had time to become
bad.
^>o he will never again
have anything
more than a mild case, and in a mild
it

is

mto

conclude there's nothing very
formidable
about
European foulbrood.
will

Getting the Queen to Lay in

Wooden

Cells

By Jay Smith.
Dr. Miller's "Answers" in
IN American
Bee Journal, page

the
208,

June issue, I notice a question by
Wisconsin" asking what the Swarthmore plan is to get the queens to lay
in prepared wooden
queen-cells, as
mentioned by me in the "Beekeeper's
Review," page 59, in an article ".A. plan
for Better Bees and Queens."
As I
have received
numerous inquiries
concerning this, I believe a short
.

.

sketch of the Swarthmore Plan would
be of general interest to the readers
of the American Bee
Journal.

"Swarthmore" was the name under
which the late Eugene L. Pratt
of
Swarthmore, Pa., used to write for
the bee papers. Mr. Pratt had
developed queen rearing and babv nuclei
to a very high state of
perfection and
was able to do many things that few
of us are able to duplicate,
and I feel
that the beekeepers of
America all
owe him a debt of gratitude for his
excellent work.
His method of getting the queen
to
ay in the wooden queen-cells is
in

as follows: A specially
made
wooden queen-cell i's used'
these are corded up into a
little
frame about the size of a 4x5
combhoney section, after first being
waxed
the same as a regularly
prepared
wooden queen-cell. Two of these
corded-up frames are placed
into a
small nucleus hive beside
a
third
frame filled solidly with comb
honey
leaving no place for the queen
to lav
except in the wooden cups.
These
are a little larger than
a drone-cell
^^"^ ''?^°"y '^ so small
and
I'^j
needed
to replace workers, the
queen
lays only worker eggs in
them.
Mr. Pratt then allowed these
eggs
to hatch, and removed
the
brief

small

wooden

cells and placed them
in cell holders
and gave them to queenless
colonies

August
have found no advantage in this, as
was more work than the grafting
method and no better results are obI

It

tained.

I

believe

that

if

the

cells

were given to the queenless colony

when they contained the eggs the
very best of queens could be raised
as everything would be left to
the'
bees, and the human element left
out
entirely.
I have raised a few that
way and they were most excellent
queens, but the mysterious feature
IS
that the bees will accept only
a
few, two or three, perhaps, but
never
more than four, and remove all the
other eggs. They seem to think that
where there are eggs there must be
a queen and what
is
the use of
raising two or three dozen queens
when you only want one, and if this
one should not hatch according to
schedule, "Why, we will ask the
queen to lay us another egg and we
will

In

try again."

superseding a queen this same

condition is observed.
Sometimes
eggs are laid in three or four superseding cells, but when they begin to
hatch some of these eggs will be taken out. If anyone wishes to experi-

ment on this he may possibly hit
upon a certain condition where the

bees will be delighted to rear large
numbers of queens from the eggs,
but so far they have failed with me!
A method that brings splendid results IS as follows:
Take a colony
that has swarmed. Let them go back
into the same hive they came out
of
Remove their queen. Carefully cut
out all queen-cells. Take the royal
jelly from these cells and put
it in a
small glass dish. Dilute it with soft
water until it is thin, about the consistency of royal jelly when fed
to
the larva: just hatched. Put this into
the prepared
cell-cups.
(I
prefer
those that are dipped by the Doolittle plan).
Now take larva; about
twelve hours old, put them into the
cups and give thirty or forty to this
colony to be finished.
If
this is
properly done they will accept every one and the lavish manner in
which they feed the larv» is astonishing.
The nurse bees seem to be
chuck full of pap and are going
around looking for something to feed.
In a few hours after feeding
these
cells

the

swimming

young
in

royal

larva;

are

fairly

jelly.

A colony in this condition will not
only accept these cells but will finish
them

m

the best manner and will
several batches of these, and
no matter how many you give them
they seem to think yoii did not give
them quite enough and will start a
few "on their own hook." So you
will have to watch and cut these out
for if one queen is left to hatch she
finish

immediately organizes a gang of
wreckers and they begin operations
on your fine batch of cells which but
a few days ago they were so crazy
to build. They will open them up at
the side and drag out the young
queens with the frenzy of an infuriated mob. and if a queen has developed to the stage that seems to warrant it, the queen at the head of the
destruction gang will back down into
the opening made in the side of the
cell and sting (I believe)
'he un-

:
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hatclu'd

good

(|iiu(.ii.

lias hi'cii

It

staU-d

l)y

Southern Beekeeping

autlioritics lliat llic (|uocii does

not do this, but I have seen it done.
I believe after hearing this testimony,
if the reputation of tlie witness for
trutli aiui veracity is not impeached,
an inii)artial jury would find said

BY

ON

The reader can be

queen "guilty."
the judge.

Vinccnnes, Ind.

Art in Advertising
BY

HAVING
ter,

A.

K.

some

I

sticker,
plate which I
sizes as a label

BONNEY.

hours this winbegan studying a new
and finally evolved a
idle

shall

use, in

different

THE BUCK GROVE APIARY

on cards, envelopes and
The one I shall use is the

letter heads.

one which reads

Producers of

BONyEY flOXEY

BONNEY HONEY.

We try to produce the
And

best extracted honej'
on earth
generally succeed.

Buck Grove, Iowa.
The wording

of a letter-head is, of
course, a matter of taste.
Because Mr. H. E. Roth, of Dexter,
Iowa, adopted my suggestion of an
alliteration in choosing a name for his

\
One

of the others reads

But Produced in Iowa
so

I

made

a

is

May

I^

L.

14th.

STAPLETON
Mr.

J.

J.

Wilder of

Cordele, Ga
who is familiar
to the bee fraternity as one of
the large producers of honey in the
United States, notified me that he had
been requested to make a trip down
the Appalachicola River and meet with
the beekeepers of the tupelo belt, for
the purpose of organizing an association, and requested that I make the
trip with him.
Mr. Wilder came by and spent Sunday night with me and on Monday
morning, the 14th inst., we took the
boat at Bainbridge for Wewahitchka,
Fla., where we arrived Tuesday morning about day break. At Bainbridge
we were joined by Messrs. L. L. and
A. E. Lanier of Wewahitchka, who had
just sold their crop of honey to a Bainbridge Company. The tupelo honey
producers have had an unusually fine
season, the flow being exceptionally
good and prices satisfactory. On the
,

Bainbridge we saw over 100
honey, and on the
wharf at Wewahitchka 41 barrels. Quite
a lot had been shipped and there is a
good deal yet to go. Our information
is that practically the entire crop had
been sold.
Mr. Wilder and I are under special
obligation to the Messrs. Lanier, who
took charge of us on Tuesday and

wharf

at

barrels of tupelo

showed us many courtesies. We met
quite a number of prominent beekeepers
at Wewahitchka, but space forbids the

BONNEY HONEY
PRODUCED IN IOWA
ful,

273

long mouth-

the other

BONNEY HONEY
FROM IOWA

honey, I used QUEEN QUALITY as
another illustration, and as his name
does not appear as
BONNEY
in
HONEY, I use his monogram in sinister chief poiyit.

Buck Grove, Iowa.

mentioning of all. Among others, we
met Mr. S. S. Alderman, now over 80
years of age,who was one of the pioneer
beekeepers of that section. Mr. Alderman informed us that he began keeping
bees on a commercial scale in 1870.
On Tuesday morning Mr. J. K. Isbell
took us through his apiary of about
300 colonies
all
in one yard.
Mr.
Isbell's apiary is one of the prettiest the
writer has ever seen.
frame hive taking a

He

uses

a

nine

Hoffman frame,

IOWA alone tells the
evolved the square coat of
arms, and observing people may see
that I have called on the escutcheon,
the bees, honey comb, skep and part of
the alphabet. In Dexter chief toint, the
bee, where it logically belongs; in i/«-

and, finally, as
story,

I

islcr chief

point, the

skep. as

it is

sec-

ondary; BONNEY HONEY in middle,
in honor and fess foints; and IOWA
in nombril and middle base points. Dexter and sinister base faints vacant.
I
used the escutcheon of pretense for
IOWA, both for relief and to show
that the name did not come from anything apicultural.
By using this escutcheon in the
upper left hand of a letter sheet I can

put whatever
right of

it.

wording

To

chose

I

illustrate

:

to the

THE BEES HELPED TO BUILD THE NEAT LITTLE HOME OF
STAPLETON, OF COLQUITT, GA,

N, L.
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full depth supers, producing
extracted honey exclusively. His hives
are arranged in rows on stands about
His honey
18 inches from the ground.
house is on the river bank with his extractor in the second story and tanks
underneath. He has a tramway leading
from the honey house, to the boat
landing.
In the afternoon Mr. J. R. Hunter,
who is a son-in-law of Mr. Isbell's,
took us in his car down the river about
three miles to his apiary, wheiewealso
found everything well arranged and
convenient.
About three o'clock we met in the
Woodman's Hall and organized the
Tupelo Honey Producers' Association,
Mr. J. J. Wilder being elected President

and uses

and Mr. J. R. Hunter, secretary.
A committee consisting of J. J.
Wilder, J. K. Isbell and C. F. Glenn

was appointed

make

to

and submit a plan

investigation

an early date for
the organization of packing plants and
selling exchange to handle the 1918
crop. This committee is to report as
soon as they can perfect plans. It was
the general opinion of the members
at

composing the association that a corporation ought to be formed to handle
this proposition, similar to the fruit
exchanges in Georgia and Florida. I
failed to secure the names of all of the

beekeepers who were present at the
organization of this association.
On our return trip we felt very much
at home, as we had 275 colonies of
bees, and 132 nuclei on the boat. Mr.
W. H. Gibson was sending 90 colonies
to Bainbridge for the summer flow in
that section, while Mr. F. W. Summerfield of Toledo, Ohio, and his assistant,
Mr. Guy Gallup, were carrying 185
colonies and 132 nuclei to Toledo for
the clover flow. These bees were loaded
car at Bainbridge on
a stock
in
Wednesday afternoon and left that
night for Toledo in charge of Mr.
Gallup. Mr. Summerfield, who has been
engaged in migratory beekeeping for
the past three years, has been very sucHis tupelo crop this season
cessful.
was 90 barrels of honey. He left 175
colonies and 400 nuclei to remain here
for the summer. The nuclei which he
was shipping were put up in wire
cages each of which held one full
depth comb of capped honey and from

August

keeper. This idea has generally
prevailed and it surprises many to
find proof to the
contrary in the
shape
of well wintered colonies,
populous hives and surplus stores of

season with eleven colonies, six of
them in modern dovetailed hives
with straight combs. As soon as the

honey, amounting to more than 100

the old hives to

pounds to the colony.
The honey consumed

two Italian queens and
began a war on drone-combs.
The summer of 1916 was unusually
short and cold. We had to feed the
bees well up into June to keep them
from starving, since if they left the
hive in search of honey they would
chill and die before being able to re-

its

Montana

Northern

in

is

honey

not only for

in

sufficient

quantities,

home consumption,

but
can be

for
commercial purposes,
profitably produced by anyone who
will give a little care and attention
to details.
There are, no doubt, in Montana, a
number of people who have kept bees
in the east and south and doubt the
possibilities of success in this northern latitude.
wish, therefore, to
give a concrete example of what was
realized in our experience.

We

the spring of 191S, we secured
stands of bees from a gentleman
who had shipped them the previous
year from Iowa. They were mostly
blacks and hybrids and only three of
the five were in modern hives. Foundation had not been used in the
frames and the combs were so crooked
that we could not control swarming
or eliminate the hybrid queens. As
we were very busy on the ranch, we
could give but little time to the bees.
However, in spite of frequent swarming, lack of supplies and proper care,
the returns at the close of the season
secured
were very gratifying.
400 pounds of comb honey and the
number of colonies increased to
eleven, besides which several swarms
•

In

five

We

absconded and two were sold. The
eleven colonies were put in the cellar
about Christmas time and taken out
the following March.

We

therefore

started

new

ones.

We

also

introduced

shipped in from the Yellowstone and Musselshell Valleys,
and from the Pacific Coast states.
But with at least three others in this
section (30 miles west of Great Falls),
we have proven to our satisfaction
that

warm weather of May and June permitted, we transferred the bees from

in

the

1916

turn.

Some

colonies

dwindled

to

such an extent that we feared they
would be entirely lost. However, the
latter part of June proved fairly propitious and with good care the colonies
gained rapidly.
Alfalfa and
sweet clover furnished plenty of
nectar and by July 10 the hive bodies
were full and the storing of surplus
was begun in the supers. The flow
continued without interruption for
about seven weeks, during which
time we so manipulated the hives
that we had no natural swarms, but
increased the number of colonies to
twenty-five. We had also purchased
in May) two 2-frame nuclei, which
built up rapidly and made strong colonies by fall, as well as securing a
large amount of surplus honey. These
last two raised our total to twentyseven colonies.
Having decided to run for e.xtracted honey, we purchased a machine in
September and with it extracted 1,000
pounds of honey. This was put up

three-pound
glass
containers,
a fancy article of merchandise.
Besides this, we had some 300
pounds of comb honey, a total of
1,300 pounds, all of which was the
product of thirteen hives, as the new
colonies made no surplus.
Our honey is water white, very
thick and heavy, and is extracted
in

making

with considerable difficulty.
We believe the above record

will

two to three pounds of bees. He informed us that he had shipped nuclei
in this way as far north as
this season very successfully.
Wilder took the train at Bain-

put up

Canada

Mr.
bridge for Cordele, where he expected
to remain a day or so before beginning
% trip of inspection through his apiain
south Georgia and
/ies, located
Florida.
Colquitt, Ga.

Possibilities of

Beekeeping in

Northern Montana
By

A

L. E. Baldwin.

NEIGHBOR

of

ours,

been a beekeeper

in

having
Pennsyl-

vania for many years, made
inquiry as to the possibilities of bee-

keeping in Northern Montana. He
was assured by a number of the old-

timers that the severe winters, tosummers
with the short
gether
spelled death to the bee and loss to

PARTIAL VIEW OF

J.

K. ISBELL'S

APIARY AT WEWAHITCHKA,

FLA.
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of any
section of tlie Norlhcrii slates.
Fort Sliaw, Montana.

compare favorably with that

Producing Saleable Honey
By
is

ITbut

Artluir C. Miller.

make them pay

is

a differ-

ent matter. About the first bit of
instruction given to the novice is to
get his colonies strong as early as
possible, and as most of the instructions have been written by beekeepers
in the regions where clover affords the
main yield, the instructions have all
centered on securing that crop. But
there are vast regions where clover

other reis not the main crop and
gions where it does not grow, and
where to work to get the colonies
To
strong, early, is labor wasted.
meet with the greatest success the
colonies should be strongest when
the most desirable flow comes, be it
Langstroth used to
early or late.
"Keep your colonies strong,"
say:
and taken intelligently his advice is
right.

There are many ways of doing

it,

so many that they are confusing to
The prime
the average beekeeper.
requisite is a young and vigorous
queen of a good strain, and the secondary is good combs. Given these
and not too much manipulation the
colonies will be ready when the

flowers are.
Different sections produce different

honeys, some

fine,

some

good

and

indifferent or poor, so the first
thing for the would-be successful
honey producer to do is to find out at

some

what season the good honeys are secured. This is easily done by sampling the new honey whenever the
bees are storing a surplus and tracing
the bees to the flowers whence they
often quite as important
the poor honey is
to learn when
gathered in order that the good may
be secured separately from it.

get

it.

It

is

to determining what
"good" many beekeepers
will find themselves decidedly puzzled.
They think one good while
other persons do not like it. One
palate is pleased with a strong flavored honey, another wants something almost flavorless, just merely

When

lioney

it

comes

is

sweet.
In most regions good honey is secured from several sources, some,
perhaps, coming early in the season,
others late and not infrequently poor

honey coming

in

between.

JOURNAL

Eventually a combination
opinion.
will be secured which fits the palate
of the community.
It sometimes happens that all tlie
honeys of a region are too strong in
flavor to be pleasing for steady con-

sumption and then it is necessary to
buy a mild lunicy from some other
region and soften the flavor by blend-

easy enough to "keep bees,"
to

Bl'I-

ing the strong with it.
The above advice will be understood to refer to extracted honey.
This form of honey is steadily crowding out comb honey, and for several
reasons. First, successful production
of comb honey calls for more skillful

beekeeping; secondly

son and then "blend" it.
No fi.xed rules can be given for
blending.
The proper proportions
will have to be determined by experinient.
Keep trying until it seems
right, then "try it on the dog," which
is to say, pass samples of the blend
around among people and get their

calls

for

a

successful production of comb honey
on an extensive scale it is often possome choice comb
sible to secure

honey which commands fancy prices.
The writer has proved the value of
the advice above given. He has developed a blend of honeys which
seems .perfectly adapted to the local
market.

It

liked;

is

repeat

orders

and new customers are the order of
the day and the honey sells for 20
per cent more than any other honey,
on the market. And yet the region
where it is produced is not considAs a
ered a good honey section.
whole it is not, but some parts of it

some seasons of the year give
honey of exceptionally fine flavor,
some of them a trifle too pronounced

at

for

used

steady eating, but ideal
in the right proportion

when

a

in

blend.
in a few sections he secures
modest yield of comb honey from
each hive, but this honey is a natural
blend, the bees getting it from three
or four sources at the same time, and
the quality is so fine that it commands a very high price and is all engaged a year in advance. It pays to

And

a

go to a

lot

of

trouble to secure

Bee-Keeping

it

the
modest per-colony
returns in cash much more
than the large per-colony yields of
some other sections.
Study the honeys of your iieigiiborhood and work your colonies to
secure all they can of the best.
Providence, R. I.

and

even

yield

Handling Bees at Night
By

ON

E.

U. Cole.

page 235 of "Beekeeping,' by E.

the following
Phillips, is
statement: "Bees should never
be handled at night." 1 wonder if Dr.
Phillips ever tried handling bees at
night. During some mild weather last
October I examined, and where needed
fed,
light

F.

some

fifty

colonies

none from the top of the hive. The
bees gradually drew down below the
top bars, probably to better protect
the brood from the chill air.
To be reasonably sure each had a
queen, the brood-nest was opened
enough to find brood.
One hundred solid combs of white
clover honey had been saved and
wherever needed were inserted next
to the brood-nest.
I had never before saved combs of
honey for fall or spring feeding,
and what a pleasure such feeding is
to both bees and beekeeper!
some mild
This spring we had
weather about the twentieth of
March. Fifty colonies were again examined by lantern light, and without
A veil was not
the least trouble.
necessary, and with some colonies
not even smoke. They just settled
down on the brood and stayed there.
at
I have never tried handling bees
night in hot weather; they might
then have more tendency to crawl
out at the top of the hive.
Audubon, Iowa.

M

COLOR OF PURE BLOOD ITALIAN
DRONES
What should three-band Italian
drones look like? Are they uniform
Should they run
appearance?
in
darker than the queens? I am trying
to Italianize,

and

find

it

Mrs. M.

difficult.

C.

Long.

color,
Italian drones vary greatly in
ot
with little reference to the color

is not
the queen, and indeed there
appearance
entire uniformity in the
Some Italian queens
of the queen.

by lantern

with more comfort to myself
and seemingly less disturbance to the
bees than ever resulted from a daytime handling.
I kept the light back of the hives,
opened them carefully and used but
A few bees crawled
little smoke.
out at the entrance, but practically

Fdh Women

Conducted by Miss Emma M. Wilson. MarenEO.

Perhaps

the beekeeper does not secure enough
of any one kind to supply his customers on one sort, and later gives
them of the later crop only to have
fault found because the honey tastes
differently. The remedy is to hold all
of the honey until the end of the sea-

it

location where the honey flow is
rapid and profuse, and, thirdly, it
pains and care in
calls for more
preparation for market and in delivery than the average beekeeper seems
able to give it. Also many consumers do not like the wax and want the
honey so it can be used as syrups are
used.
But even in locations where the
honey flows are not conducive to

275

111.

are as dark as black queens, while
others are light; yet one may be as
pure as the other. So in trying to decide as to the purity of blood the ap-

pearance of both queen and drones
a negligible quantity.
the appearance of the
workers. If they have three yellow
bands, that is all that is required. It
should be added that one of the three
bands, the one toward the head, is
rather indistinct, and if the bee is
quite empty of honey this third band
is

pretty

The

test

much

is

in
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may hardly be
You say you
ianize.

It

is

noticed.
find it difficult to Itala matter of time and

patience generally, for with black or
hybrid blood all about you it is impossible for you to have your young
queens always purely mated, and the
only way is to breed constantly from

pure stock, buying a new queen as
soon as the old one dies. You can
also help matters by suppressing all
But if
drones except the Italians.
the number of colonies in your apiary
bears a small proportion to those of
impure blood surrounding you the
work of Italianizing will be a matter
of years.

Yet there
It

as

is

one encouraging item.

makes
cross
first
good gatherers generally as the
is

that

the

pure bloods. One very successful
beekeeper makes no pretense to
keeping pure stock, but rears all his
queens from pure mothers, regardless of how they may mate.

GET EVERY COLONY READY FOR
SUPERS
Referring to "Xotes by the Way,"
on page 243, the rule practiced by Dr.
in
Miller still holds good, at least
this

locality.

are lett
It is true that if the bees
entirely without attention some colofor
nies will not be ready for supers
some time after white clover begins
to bloom, while others will swarm before that time unless they be given

room.
But why

let your bees remain in
such a condition? Why not equalize

your colonies and have them all
ready for supers at the beginning of
the white clover harvest?
That is what we aim to do, and it
in our
is seldom that every colony
apiary is not ready for supers when
the white clover harvest begins.
,

that they will interfere with one another in the cutting out.
To avoid these troubles Dr. Miller
decided to try having cells built on a

comb lying horizontally. A good deal
was said about this plan a few years
ago, but for some reason it does not
seem to have gone into general use,
possibly because appearing too troublesome. As we have used it, howlast

little

trouble,

For the every-day beekeeper there
better way to get
is, perhaps, no
queen-cells reared than the one given
in "Fifty Years Among the Bees," of
which such a beautiful picture was
given not very long ago on the first
page of the cover of the American

Bee Journal. That was a picture of
frame of cells gotten up by the Dadants, and Dr. Miller thought they
beat him at his own game.
But that plan requires some preparation in advance, and it may happen at some time that one does not
want to wait to have a new comb
built on which to have cells started.
Or, if one has only a few colonies,
one may prefer to have cells started
on one or more of the regular brooda

combs. An easy way is to take away
the queen with two or three frames
of brood and adhering bees from a
strong colony having one's best
queen, leaving the bees to start cells
anyhwere they like. The trouble is
that they will like to start them in a
number of frames instead of in one
particular frame, and will be pretty
sure to have some of them started on
opposite sides of the same comb, so

this,

and as

it

some

sisters may want to try it,
well to tell in detail just
done "in this locality."

is

of

very
the

may
how it
it

be
is

The machinery necessary is a shallow super to contain the one comb
lying flat, and a rack to support the
comb. The super is the width of the
hive, three inches deep, and the inside length is a little more, say onequarter inch more, than the length of
the top bar of a brood-comb.
The
rack is a sort of ladder having two
side pieces 14 inches by 1;4 by ^, and
three rungs 9xlx^. The long or side
pieces are nailed upon the ends of
the rungs, one rung being in the center and each of the others 4 inches
distant from the central one. When
use this ladder is to be laid upon
the top bars of the frames in the
brood-chamber, and the edges of the
rungs come flush with the edges of
the side pieces on top, leaving onequarter inch space below between
top bars and rungs. That is so that
the rungs will not be glued to the
top bars. Let it be especially noted
that
all
these measurements
are
more or less by guess, and it is possible, indeed probable, that some of
them might be changed to advantage.
Having the shallow super and the
rack ready, we are now ready to go
to work.
fill a hive with combs
entirely empty, or they may contain
some honey, or even sealed brood, but
no unsealed brood. On the whole
tn

that the rack is right side up, so that
there is a space between the rungs
of the rack and the top bars.
On
the rack is placed a frame of brood
taken f'-om the colony that has the
best qnc'-n, this frame being one that
contains the largest proportion of
brood just hatched from the egg. If
l!.-iC is any difference in the two
sides let the best side be down. Call
this hive A.
Set it in place of B,
which may be any strong colony, and
set B on a new stand. Brush into
all the bees from three of B's broodcombs, of course taking care not to
get the queen. Then cover up B and
leave it for ten days, when the cells
will be ready to cut.

A

You

perhaps better- not to have any
brood at all.
Over this hive is
placed our shallow super, and in the
super is placed the rack, being sure
is

^tff?\'!

.-.f"

.-^ '^-^^SBBBHik

will

now

find

your advantage

the fact that instead of having to
handle and examine all the combs of
a colony, you have to do with only
one comb. Moreover the cells are on
only one side, standing straight out
from the face of the comb, and with
the small blade of a pocket-knife you
can cut out a cell and leave a hole
only a third as large as when the cell
in

built on a comb hanging in its usual position.
It is claimed that you
get more cells in this way, which
is

may

be true.

Someone may say "But you have
nothing

said

about

preparing

the

comb by scraping

to the bottom alternate rows of cells, as has always
been directed." No, we do nothing of
the kind, simply using the comb as it
is.
are not convinced that the
other way is any better. At any rate
we get good results and are saved

We

the extra bother.

INTRODUCING QUEENS

We

it

GETTING QUEEN CELLS
STARTED

year and

ever,

August

My

experience may not be concluI have only used it this year,
have lost no queens introduced

sive, as

but

I

way and I find it much less
"messy" than the honey method. The
first queen came from Alabama, a
in

this

Golden.
I

I
felt very choice of her.
seldom use smoke about my bees. I

—
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liatc

it

l)ef()re

worse than the Ijccs do,
for iiitnxiucing the year
failed. This is what I did

nuicli

also tried

it

and

hunted out the queen in
the hive I wanted to rc-qucen and
took her and a frame of brood to a
this

new

year:

I

place.

1

filled

my

aluminum

clothes sprinkler with water and into
it I put enough oil or anise to make
opened the hive
smell strong.
it
and sprinkled the frames thoroughly,
enough so that I knew some of it ran
down onto the bottom-board, and I
sprinkled the entrance. I then took
my queen cage and sprinkled that so
that queen and attendants were well
sprinkled, then I opened the cage and
1

between frames where
the frame of brood had been taken
out, put on the cover, contracted the
entrance and left them. Ne.xt morning
I examined them and found them all
one happy family.
The next experiment was similar
tucked

in

it

Miscellaneous

that

l)rood,

i)ees

I

hive away. 1 felt a little doubtful of
how the returning field bees would
like the innovation, but apparently
finding no mother of their own and
rather liking the flavor of the new
hive, they decided to do the best they
could with what they had left and so
made no trouble. Perhaps ne.xt year

may lose them all, but
me that the principle of
I

seems to
is

the anise might possibly entice robbers. I like peppermint in mv winter
candy, also.
JE.AN WHITE.

Items

Miller is the man who operates 400
colonies of bees in five yards, work-

average of two days a
week. He will show and explain his
system of management, wdiich you
ing on

-U. H. .Morris,

Springfield, O.

Queen Rearing— J.

P.

Moore, Mor-

gan, Kv.
l-red Leininger, Dclphos,
O. Mel Prichard, Medina, O.
(General Discussion Free for all.
7:30 p. m.—
Prevention of Swarming C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, III.
What Ohio State University is Doing for Beekeeping— Jas.
S.
Hine,
Columbus, O.
Successful Beekeeping E. K. Root,
Medina, O.
Friday, September 7
9:30 a. m.—
;

:

—

—

—

Meet

at Walker Memorial Building
automobile ride over Clinton
County, under auspices of Wilming-

for

ton Commercial Club.
Opera House 1 :30 p. m.
Mother Goose's Melodies CParaphrased)— Mrs. G. P. Phillips, Wash,

ington, D. C.
Flowers (Pollenization and Cross
Pollenization)— E. R. Root, Medina,
O.
Tliis meeting will be attended by
pupils of Wilmington Public Schools
under charge of Prof. E. P. West, Superintendent, and by the ladies of
\\'ilmington.
Walker Memorial Building, 7 :30 p. m.
Wintering Dr. E. F. Phillips, of

want

will all

Chairman.

—

The Annual Field Meeting of the
Chicago
Northwestern Association
will be held on Tuesday, August 14,
the home of the apiary of the
President, Mr. E. S. Miller, of Valparaiso, Ind. The day will be taken
up with various talks and demonstrations of interest to beekeepers.
lie
Ladies' Aid of the Christian
church will serve dinner at noon, at
the church, two blocks north of the
court house. The dinner will be 50
cents a person. All wdio expect to attend will notify me at least three
days in advance, as the ladies require

at

noon with autos and escort beekeepers to the apiary.
Valparaiso is located 44 miles southeast of Chicago,
on the Grand Trunk, Nickel Plate
and Pennsylvania railroads. We also
interurban lines from Crown
Point, Gary, Chesterton, La
Porte
and South Bend. We will not meet
interurban cars, but if you wish to
ride to the apiary call phone 571 R
and we will meet you.
President

BULL,

Sec.-Treas.

Death of Mrs. H. S. Duby.— Mrs. H.
Duby, of St. Anne, 111., passed away
July 3, aged 51 years. She was a beekeeper from youth.
While still in
her teens she persuaded her father to
adopt the movable-frame hive, and
she did practically all the transferring alone, in the operation saving $30
worth of beeswax. When she married
H. S. Duby she married a beekeeper,
and together they went into beekeeping in earnest. She never wore
gloves or veil and seldom used smoke,
as she knew how to handle bees so as

provoke them the least.
Mrs. Duby often entertained beeincluding

keepers,

I

that much time and number expected
so tliey can prepare accordingly. The
apiary is located just outside of the
city, east, about a mile from the depots.
Mr. Miller or myself will try
and meet all incoming
trains till

C.

still

the

editor,

who

remembers her charming hospiShe

tality.

who were

will be

missed by

many

the habit of calling on
her during "swarming time." Her
husband has the deserved sympathy
of the fraternity.
in

Ohio State Meeting. — On Thursday
and Friday, September 6 and 7, at
held
Wilmington,
Ohio,
will
be
"Ohio's

Greatest Field
program follows

Meet."

The

of

Entomology, Washington,

D. C.

Question Box

— E.

R. Root, Medina,

O.

—

Sweet Clover as Chicken Feed.
of our French correspondents,

to see.

S.

to

Bureau

an

JOHN

Eastern Massachusetts Meeting.
The Eastern Massachusetts Society
of Beekeepers is to hold its annual
field day at the Independent Agricultural School at Hawthorne (Danvers), Mass., on Saturday, August 11.

have

it

the thing

the same as that of the honey method, only that it is much less sticky to
perform. I prefer the peppermint, as

attend.

HUBER,

and

—

—

L. K.

Cuban Bee Industry

took

1

^ News

Pennsylvania Meeting. The Pennsylvania Beekeepers' Association will
hold a meeting at the apiary of L. K.
Hostetter, five
miles northeast of
Lancaster, on August 16. All persons
interested in beekeeping are invited
to

two frames of
honey and placed
them in an empty hive, sprinkling
with peppermint water instead ol
anise, this hive was nlaced on a new
stand. Again
placed two frames of
brood sprinkled with peppermint water on the old stand, moving the old
except
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One

Mr. Lefeuvre, suggests the use of
melilot hay, grovmd fine and mixed
with bran, as feed for chickens. He
bases the advice upon the experiment of a miller who tried it.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE
Bureau of Markets
Semi-Monthly News Bulletin

Honey — No.

3

Washington, D. C, July
This

13, 1917.

the third of a series of similar reports which will be issued by
this office on the first and fifteenth
of each month during the honey
shipping season. The information is
secured by representatives of the office located in the markets, and is
is

transmitted by wire to Washington.
For the present the bulletins will be
issued onlj' from Washington. These
bulletins will be sent by mail free to
any persons requesting them. All inquiries should be addressed to Chas.
Brand, Chief.

J.

Reports From Today's
Jobbing Prices
iirices on large lots to

Telegraphic

Markets
(L. C.

L.

—

Prayer Rev. J. J. Richards.
Minutes of Medina meeting Ernest Kohn. Grover Hill. O.
Melville
Address
President's
Hayes, Wilmington, O.
Educational Value of Inspection

jobbers).
barrels Florida, 38
barrels and 17 cases West Indian, arrived
no comb honey arrivals. Exmarket active, detracted stock:
mand good,, stronger active buying
for Italian export, resulting in wide
Southern
12-13c
range in prices
some sales reported at 15c; West In-

Work— A.

dian,

full

New York—6

:

Thursday, September 6
10:30 a.

m.—

—

—

—

C. Ames, Weston, O.
Appointment of Committees.

1

:.30

p.

m.—

;

;

:

;

plies

some ISc per pound.
Arrivals unreported: sup-

12-14c

Beeswax:

;

;

adequate;

demand

light;

yel-
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low, mostly 4Sc

;

dark, mostly 43c per

pound.

Kansas City— Local receipts, about
25 cases new honey; old crop, supplies practically exhausted; demand
market

moderate,

movement

good,

small lots. Native
Missouri old stock: Firsts, 24-section
seconds, supcases, mostly $4@4.2S
New stock: firsts,
plies exhausted.
extracted
Supplies
mostly $4.25.
stock exhausted. New crop late this
year and will be very light.
Chicago No car lot arrivals; Supnot
exhausted,
plies— practically
sales in

all

firm,

;

—

First
enough to make a market.
shipment new, few cans Minnesota;
rather light color, 12c. Old extracted: few sales; 12@13c per pound.
il
California,
Cincinnati— 1 car
crates Georgia, 75 pounds each, arLight local receipts. Market
rived.
Comb
very unsettled, few sales.
honey: old light amber, $3.60 per
case no new stock on market. Extracted, old stock: dark amber, 13c;
new
Nearby:
15c.
light amber,
honey, few sales; small lots; cash
dark
paid to beekeepers, extracted
honey, amber, 8^c per pound. Nearby honey expected to move heavily
in two weeks.
Philadelphia— 33 barrels Southern
no imports; no comb
extracted;
honey arrived; no demand, no sales.
Quotations reported are merely ask;

Extracted: jobbing in
ing prices.
Califorbarrels: Southern, 10(ai2c
nia, light orange, 60-pound tins, 13c
per pound. Comb honey, no quota;

tions.
St.

Bright

Louis— No
amber in

arrivals.

fresh
barrels,

8^c;

in

cans, 9@9i^c; dark amber, J4@lc less
Comb in case amber,
per pound.
10@12c per section; dark and inFancy clover, 14@17c
ferior, 9@10c.
per section.
Minneapolis No new stock arSupplies old stock practically
rived.
:

—

Few sales.
Paul—No new stock

cleaned up.
St.

arrived.
practically

stock
old
Supplies
cleaned up. No sales.
Denver Unreported.

—

CHARLES

J.

BRAND,

Alsike Clover.— Geo.

W.

Chief.

Williams,

of the United Honey Producers, suggests that every beekeeper make it
his business to learn of the combination of grasses in which is included
alsike clover, that will make the best
hay and then try to get these planted
by local farmers by publicity in the
is
a
clover
Alsike
press.
local
mighty good honey yielder, as those

acquainted with

it

will testify.

TO WISCONSIN BEEKEEPERS
Owing to the high price of food
products the 1916 honey crop of the
United States is short and buyers
will pobably pay better prices for the
1917 crop.
It is the duty of every Wisconsin
beekeeper to produce as much honey

In order to
allow but little swarming or
increase in colonies and furnish an
abundance of room in the hives. In
case your bees, or those of your
as possible this season.

do

this,

neighbors, are diseased, you should
report at once to the State Department of Agriculture at Madison, so
that they may be treated in time to
secure honey crops this year.
The U. S. Department of Agriculture has promised to include bees
and honey in the several market reports.
Dr. E. F. Phillips, of Washington, D. C, has issued many valuable circular letters to beekeepers
of late and if you have not received
them, let us know at once, so that
your name may be placed on the
mailing list.
In order to demonstrate the possibilities of Wisconsin beekeeping the
State Beekeepers' Association is offering the following premiums
Comb Honey For the greatest

August
The only exception which was
conspicuous in the whole yard was a
colony of bright goldens. Here we
have been talking about bad tempers as the predominant golden trait,
but this colony is gentle when everything else is on the war path. This
particular
colony is from a yard
where special care has been taken
for years to breed only from the genbetter.

tlest colonies

—

:

—

of pounds of comb honey in
sections from single colonies of Wisconsin bees, not including any increase of colony, four premiums will
be offered, as follows:
and
1. 1917 Revised Edition of
of Beekeeping, 830-page volume.

number

ABC

XYZ

2. Rauchfuss
foundation
.box with special knift.
3.

1917

Edition

of

cutting

American

Bee

Journal.
of thin comb founcomb honey.
Extracted Honey — For the greatest
number of pounds of extracted honey
4.

Three pounds

dation for

glass bottles from single colony of
inbees, not including
crease of colony, four premiums will
be offered, as follows
1. 1917 Revised Edition of ABC and
XYZ of Beekeeping, 830-page volume.
driver and wire
2. Frame wedge
in

Wisconsin

:

Very

embedder form.
3.

1917

Edition

of

useful.

American

Bee

Journal.
4.

Four pounds of

founda-

brood

tion, prepaid.
Apply to N. E. France, State Apiary
Inspector, Platteville, Wisconsin, for

rules

The
honey

governing the contest.

premium lot
premium

first

(also first

of

comb

lot of exsold at mar-

tracted honey) is to be
ket price September 3 (Labor Day),
and will be on display September 10Af15, at the Wisconsin State Fair.
ter that date it will be on display at
the University of Wisconsin and at
the next State Beekeepers' Convention at Madison. A full report from
required,
will be
each contestant
copies of which will be printed and
distributed among members of the
State Association.

—After

Cross Bees.
effort to

my

several years of
out the cross bees in

weed
I was congratulating my-

apiary

I
had about succeeded.
self that
Every colony was headed by an ItalAfter the
ian queen last season.
heavy honey flow of 1916 many
queens were superseded and several
mismatings resulted. Of course there
were some cross bees again this seaFollowing the
son, but not many.
flow from dandelion came a time
when little honey was coming in,
then, bless you, they were all cross.
The hybrids were as cross as the
very old Nick, and the Italians, which
I had been showing off by opening
the hive without smoke, were little

which are

at the

same

time good honey gatherers. It really
looks like it is possible to accomplish something very definite in the
improvement of bees by careful selection, within a comparatively short
period of time.

Nebraska. I have
from a 600-mile auto
Eastern Nebraska.

just
trip

returned
through

The

clover beas one goes
north. In the vicinity of Omaha it is
very spotted. In some places white

comes more abundant

clover seems very abundant, while a
little farther on there is very little.
The same is true in southwestern
Iowa. The Elkhorn valley from Fre-

mont

to Norfolk offers some very attractive locations which are apparently entirely unoccupied. If appearances are not deceptive there is room
for thousands of colonies of bees in
this valley, with dependable forage
in
sight.
Dandelions
furnish an
abundant early flow, followed by
white and alsike clover. What the
sources of fall honey may be I could
not entirely determine, but a fall
flow is quite likely in a valley of this
kind.
White clover is extending its range
westward quite rapidly. Near the
little town of Chambers in the southern part of Holt county, are some

neighborhoods where both white and
alsike clover are present in abundance.
Sweet clover is also growing
commonly along the roadsides and
to some extent in the fields.
There
are but few localities all the way
from Omaha to O'Neill where sweet
clover is not common along the roadsides.
Judging from reports from
this section the yield is heavier and
more dependable than further east.
There is a home market for hundreds
of tons of honey right at hand in the
Elkhorn valley.
With forage and
market at the door, it is surprising
that more beekeepers are not to be
found there.
F. C. P.

—

Virginia Creeper. There are numerous plants which secrete nectar in
abundance which would be valuable
sources of honey if only they could
be planted in sufficient quantity. On
the Fourth of July the Virginia
creeper on the arbor in our dooryard was in bloom. There were hundreds, yes thousands, of bees humming among the blossoms. There are
few plants that attract bees in such
numbers to a small amount of bloom
as does the Virginia creeper.
This plant, Ampelopsis quinquefolia, also known as American ivy and
sometimes as woodbine, is an attractive climber which is very valuable
for covering porches, trellises, etc.
The flowers are small and unattrac-
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the
tlic
hc'os,
l)Ut
to
tivc except
foliage is sufficient to rccoinineiul il
to those wishing climbing vines. Few
plants arc as hardy in our climate as

h'alls-Lockpfirt road just outside of
the city line, or ten minutes' walk
from the north terminal of the Niagara Falls, F^leventh Street trolley

this.

line.

There

—

Producers The
lloiuy I'rothiccrs' Association will hold its annual
field meeting and basket picnic on
Saturday, Aug. 11, 1917, at the apiary
of J. Roy Lincoln, which is located on
the Saunders Settlement or Niagara

New York Honey
Western New \iirl<

will

In-

clcninnslrations

of

extracting with a power (jutlit and
addresses on the use of honey and
the various pliases of beekeeping.
liring your basket lunch and your
friends, honey consumers as well as
beekeepers. A cordial welcome to all.

VvTLTJAM

F.

VOLLMFK,
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rounded over, looking like little bullets,
If you
a dronelaylnK queen Is present.
find some of the brood in worker cells sealed
flat and some of it rounding, that indicates
an old. failing queen, and if a large proportion of the brood is shown to be drone-brood
by the rounding cappinifs. you may about as
well count the queen worthless and unite
then

the bees wilh others.
2. Yes. but
il will be better to set these
combs under or over a stroni; colony first to
uet the bees to clean them up. If too dirty
the combless bees may desert.

Sec'y.
Pure Honey

Some persons

In my community are still
Ignorant on the honey question, and say it
looks too much like manufactured to be
pure A honey sign that I had printed runs
as follows:

pure honev
Produced and sold here.
told that they could have
rested for printing pure on it. What
I

was

me

ar-

do you
say ? In my opinion they cannot. What Is
honev If It Isn't pure
My apiary Is open to Inspection. My honey
'

Send Questions either

He

to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo. IL-..
does not answer bee-lieeDini: questions by mall.

Evaporating Honey

Last summer I extracted a quantity of
white clover honey from sealed combs. The
honey seemed to be of excellent quality.
but when I weighed it I foundthat it weighed
According
a scant II pounds to the gallon
to my information it should weigh 12 pounds
to the gallon. Ought this honey to be evap
orated until it is of the required density before it is offered to the trade ?
If it should be evaporated, what is the best
Minnesota.
way of doing it ?

Answer.— Honey

as thin as

11

pounds

to

is open to analysis.
There is Jioo for any
one finding my honey not pure and sanitary,
and not made by the bees. What do you
Illinois.
say about this ?

without knowing all the circumstances.
2. When honey is first gathered it is very
thin, and unfit to be extracted. Gradually
it becomes thicker until it will weigh about

pounds

12

"ripe."
threads.

you

will

to the gallon,

pretty safe in

when

It

it

is

called

know by sampling

it whether it is
meantime you are
"
saying that honey is " ripe
sealed, and indeed there is

for extracting.

fit

when

When very ripe il strings out in
When you have a little experience

all

is

when three-fourths

little risk In exlractlng
sealed.

hotter place.

affected with diarrhea, and the brown spots
at the entrance and the brown substance

Transferring— Ripened Honey

caught a large swarm of bees and put
them in a box with a few frames in it. They
took very well to their new home and built
some beautiful combs from the cover down.
Would
1 have ordered a hive from Dadants
you advise me to transfer my swarm to the
new hive or should 1 save the hive for another swarm which I think will come from
this one ? I examined the comb they built
and saw the most of them were already
capped. I caught the swarm April 7. and
they certainly have worked wonders since
1.

I

that time.

What

meant by

honey should not be
harvested. Give it lime
long
will
it take to ripen
to ripen." How
and how will I know when to take it out ?
2,

is

extracted when

'

first

Louisiana.

Answers —
swarm this

the colony is likely to cast
season, you may do as well to
a
leave the bees as they are and hive the
swarm in the new hive. Then in three
weeks you can break up the old hive. But if
it was a swarm of this year that you captured, it is not very likely they will swarm
before next year. If you have had some experience in transferring, it may be better to
transfer as soon as you can; otherwise it
may be better to wait until the colony
swarms next year. Something, however,
depends upon the frames, in which the
combs now are. If they are such that they
can be lifted out easily, the work of transferring would be made easier, making it
advisable for you to transfer at once. You
see it's a bit hard to advise what is best
i.

it

Diarrhea
I. I lost two
colonies of bees last winter,
although they had plenty of honey. At the
entrance of the hive there were brown
specks, and when I smashed one of the
dead bees there was a brown substance that
came from it. What was the matter with
my bees?
2 Will this hive with its comb and honey
be all right to use again ?
Nebraska.

Answers

—

i.

The bees were apparently

you saw when you smashed a dead bee were
the same thing, that Is the contents of the
bees' bowels. The best cure for diarrhea is
for the bees to have a flight so that they
may have a chance to discharge the contents of their Intestines. Of course, you are
dependent on the weather for that. Have
your colonies go into winter quarters
strong In bees and well supplied with good
honey, give them good protection, and you
will have done your share toward preventing an attack of diarrhea.
2 Brush out the dead bees, scrape the filth
off the frames, and it will be all right to hive
a

swarm

into the hive.

If

Queenless

Colony- Pouml Packages Put on Old

Combs
can a beginner tell In early spring
that a colony Is queenless ?
2. We are getting bees (i-pound packages)
with queen shipped in from the extreme
Scuth We intend turning them on 10-frame
old combs which have plenty of honey, but
I

How

some
right

of

Taking Bees from a Bee Tree

In the

how good the quality.
danger of souring, and having regard to
your reputation and future sales, it will not
be the wisest thing to put it on the market.
It matters little how you evaporate it so
that you do not injure it by overheating. If
the quantity is not very large, you may set it
on the back of the stove, where it may be
heated through several days without ever
getting very hot. You may also set the vessel
containing the honey in another vessel containing water, and then you can set it in a
the gallon, no matter

is in

Answer.— If you are selling the honey that
the bees gather from the flowers as pure
honey. It Is pure foolishness for any one to
say you can be put up for advertising it as
such, either in a newspaper or on a signboard.

them are moldy

Would

this be all

Iowa.

?

Answers.— I You cannot

tell

until

time

for the queen to begin laying; but that Is
quite early. Indeed, there Is sealed brood
In the hive as early as you would be likely
If you find this
to want to look Into It.

brood Is sealed with flat cappings. you may
count that a good queen Is present. If you
find brood In worker-cells with cappings

am Inexperienced

In keeping bees, but
have some bee trees on my place along the
Bellefourche river. There are bees in Cottonwood trees near here.
I
take the worker-bees from a
1. Can
tree with a bee-escape by placing a new
hive near by for them to enter ?
2. If done in June will the young bees left
in the tree with the old queen build up another colony ?
3. How soon could I move the hive with the
bees to another place two miles away ?
4. Please give the best method of taking
the bees where the trees can be cut.
the best method of taking the
5. What Is
bees If my method will not work ? I wish to
try and get a start of bees from these bee
I

trees.

Last sum6. Does smoke destroy bees?
mer. In a large cottonwood tree near by.
to be a very strong colony
working well Later in the season I noticed
a snake curled up In the hole where the
bees had been, but they were all gone. The
bees from another large tree not far from
If the snake
this one also disappeared.
took the bees would they leave any honev
South Dakota.
in the tree?

was what seemed

Answers.—

I.

You might succeeed. but you

field bees, which are not
the very best for building up a colony ?
2. Yes, If the colony Is at all strong It will
soon recover from the taking away of its

would have only

field force.

You could move

it just as soon as all the
bees were trapped out. which would
probably be in two or three days.
4. It Is a matter of gumption more than of
Cut down your tree so as to
fixed rule.
smash the combs as little as possible; cut
off above and below where the bees are. and
then you have much the same as a colony in
3.

field

a box-hive.
5. I don't know enough to give you any satisfactory way of getting the bees without
cutting the tree. If anv one does, he can
have the floor. [If the colony Is in a part of
the tree trunk where it can be easily
reached, you may drive them out by cutting
a good sired hole above the hollow where

the bees are and one below. Then drive
them out by using smoke at the lower hole
After that you may do as you like with the
combs. The driven bees will probably cluster near by and you may hive them like a

swarm.— liDiTOR.]

—
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I have seen snakes in bee-hives, but I
doubt their doing any harm to the bees. //
the snake should take the bees, my guess
would be that he would not take the honey.
•>

Untested Queen

— Observation

Hive

plant

?

2. Is an untested queen mated ?
3 What would be the best way to start a
one-frame observation hive?
4. How often, and what is the best way to
renew a one-frame observation hive? Would
it be all right to give the bees a new frame
with foundation in it ?
5. Could I take two frames and place one
above the other in an observation hive to
give the queen more laying room ?
6. Should the bottom-board be painted all
over, that is on the inside also, or would the
paint affect the bees ?
7. My bees are located about one-half mile
east of Lake Michigan. Would the bees
gather more honey if they were a couple of

miles farther east ?
8 Are there any frames that space iM
inches from center to center ? Michigan.

Answers.— I.

Excellent.
Yes, and she has begun laying, but her
bees have not yet hatched out.
2.

3. Take a frame of brood with queen and
adhering bees and put it in the hive, brushing into it also the bees from another frame.
Fasten the entrance for two or three days,
so the bees cannot return to their old home.
and if it is hot it is better to put the hive in
a cool cellar until time to open the entrance.
4. There is no need of any renewal so long
as there are neither too few nor too many
bees to cover properly the frame. There is
some danger of the bees absconding if you
should give a frame of foundation, but if
the bees become too strong you could give a
frame with very little brood in it. If they
become too weak, exchange their comb for
one containing more sealed brood,
5.

Yes.

6.

It is

not usual to paint the inside, but

would not hurt the bees.
7. Like enough they would,

it

the honey
plants are equally distributed over the land,
8. Thousands of frames are so spaced.
if

Royal Jelly- -Robbing^Beekeeping Schools
Location
1.

What

is

royal jelly

swarm out ?

is the best way to unite bees, in
parent hive to prevent them from
swarming again after they have just swarmed
or just when they are preparing to swarm ?
4. In speaking about the bottom-board in
the May issue in your answers, what do you
mean by bottom rack ?
5. I went to my apiary a few days ago and
found my bees were robbing one of my colonies of bees. I looked on top of the hive
that was being robbed and found a queen.
Do queens ever leave the hive after they
have mated except when they swarm, or is

What

the

this a rare thing

8. If a swarm of bees goes over in my neighbor's orchard, am I allowed according to
to law to hive the swarm ?
9. Are there any schools that 1 could attend to learn more about beekeeping, and if
so which one would be the nearest and best
for me to have had some experience in bee-

keeping?
10.

Which one

the

best for

4. It is what its name implies, a small rack
that prevents the bees from building down
comb, and yet allows much ventilation.
You will find it fully described in " Fifty
Years Among the Bees."
laying queen is never supposed to
5. A

leave the hive except with a swarm
Your
finding a queen on top of the hive was an
unusual occurrence. It is possible that the
colony was overcome by the robbers in a
badly demoralized condition, and that the
queen rushed out of the hive with the bees.
And maybe that wasn't the case at all.
6. No. although as you become experienced
you will see a difference in the appearance
of an old and a young queen. The difference
is hard to describe;
but I might say the
young queen is fresher looking, perhaps be-

cause of fuller plumage.
7. By paying $100 you
can become a member of the State Association, and by paying
$100 you can be a member of the State and
the National Association. By becoming a
member you receive a valuable yearly report: you are shoulder to shoulder with
other beekeepers in using an influence to
obtain advantages from the State and federal government that could not be obtained
without organized effort. If freight rates
on honey are unjust, no amount of effort on
your part individually will have any effect
toward righting it. but they may listen to an
association of beekeepers, and the addition
of your name to swell the membership will
increase the influence of the association.
8. Yes, and
if
you do any damage by it
you must pay for it.
9. The subject is taught at the Agricultural
College at Ames, Iowa, in charge of an excellent man. Prof, F. Kric Millen.

10.

More honey

is

produced

in California,

but there are good locations in the other
two. Imperial Valley, Calif, is one of the
best localities, but a poor place for you if
you are looking for a new locality, as the
ground is fully occupied.
Selling Other Peoples'

Would

Honey

be lawful for one to buy honey
in the market, re-label it with one's own
labels and sell it to consumers locally ?
2. Or simply destroy the original label and
sell without label to local consumers ?
Missouri,
Answers —I. I don't suppose you would
be likely to get into any legal trouble; but
" Produced by "there is
if your label reads
At any rate it would
a possibility of it.
hardly be good business policy.
2. There could be no trouble from that.
1.

it

?

6. Is there any way of telling the age of a
Queen by looking at her ?
7. What would it cost me to join the State
Beekeepers Association of Illinois or the
National Beekeepers' Association, and of
what use are they ?

is

kill the
queen-cells but

?

2. Does
a young queen always emerge
from the cell before the old queen leaves
with a swarm, and does the queen lead a
swarm or come out behind and drive the

3.

swarm and
all

one.

wild raspberry a good honey yielding

Is

swarm.
3. You can return the
old queen and destroy

— Frame

Spacing
1.

week or so before the first virgin queen
emerges, and she may be among the first or
the last, or anywhere in the middle of the
a

of the three Pacific States

beekeeping. Washington.

Oregon or California, and

in

what part

?j

Illinois.

Answers.— I. Royal

the cream-like
food the nurse-bees feed to the larvae in
queen-cells for about five days, from the
time the larva hatches out of the egg until
it is sealed over.
?. The old queen leaves with the swarm

Fertilizing

Queens

recently picked up a copy of Mr. Frank
C. Pellett's book on beekeeping, and noticed
therein a statement that Prof. Francis Jager,
of Minnesota, has published in some issue of
the magazine "Science," an account of his
successfully fertilizing a queen bee in confinement. Would you kindly give me a brief
description of the means used by Prof.
I

Washington.
Answer.— I have no information as to particulars, and have not been very much inJager.

terested in the matter, for in private conversation with Prof. Jager I understood that
it was hardly a thing for common use.

jelly is

Paralysis.
I have 40 coloniesof beesand some of them
are affected with a mania or disease to kill.
I would like to have some advice on this.
They act exactly as a Strong colony would if

August
attacked by persistent robbers, only there
is no excitement, there being at all times
several hundred dead bees in or near the
entrance to the hive.
This commences in April and continues
On cold or rainy days, when
all summer.
there is no flight the killing goes on just the
same, the entrance sometimes becoming
nearly full of dead bees, and on other days
there is at all times two or three bunches
fighting on or near the entrance, with dead
and dyin? bees scattered all about.
Have just two colonies affected this season so far. and there were two last season.
Of those last season I tried requeening with
no success towards curing the disease, and
then late in the season I united one of them
with a queenright wild swarm, and they are
apparently all right this year; the other
died in midwinter with plenty of sealed
honey still in the hive.
The brood and young bees are in nowise
affected; it being all mature bees that are

Kansas.

affected.

Answer.— Looks
If

sis.

it is.

a good deal like paralythe affected bees have a tremb-

perhaps shiny in appearance,
and the other bees seem to be pulling and
dragging to get them out of the hive. As far
ling motion,

north as you are the disease is not likely to
amount to much, disappearing of itself. I
am sorry to say I know of no sure cure for
it. although many cures have been offered.

Cyprians— Re-Stocking

have one colony of pure Cyprian bees
Would you advise stocking up with them ?
bees crossed as
2, Are black and Italian
good producers of honey as pure Italians or
1.

I

goldens ?
3 Last spring I lost one colony of bees;
they had plenty of honey, were sheltered
from north winds, and did not have foulbrood nor black brood. Can you tell what
was the cause?
4. Would an untested queen and a quart
of bees make a strong colony in a good season ?
5. Why are the Cyprians great for swarm-

What kind

of a bee would you advise
Iowa.
up with ?
Answers.— I. Cyprians have the reputa-

6.

to stock

tion of being the Grossest bees ever brought
into this country. If your bees live up to
that specification it will be advisable to
change the blood.
2. The first cross may be as good as the
pure stock, and in some cases better; but
after the first cross there is deterioration,
and the bees become poor.
Might be a bad queen, or
3. I don't know.
anyone of a number of things.
4. Yes, if started as early as .Tune.
5. I don't know; I didn't know they were

specially noted as great swarmers. although
they are noted as building a large number of
queen-cells.
6. Probably Italians would be as good as
any.
Rearing Queens.

trying to rear queens for my own use.
but have had bad luck. Can you you tell me
why I fail. I take a strong colony and have
them queenless for four days, then 1 give
them grafted cells to work on. When the
cells have been sealed one or two days I
transfer them to a wire cage and hang them
in a big frame to hatch. 1 he trouble is they
don't all hatch at once and they die in a day
or two. 1 always have candy in one corner
of the cage. What is my trouble ?
I

am

Subscriber.

Answer,— You say you transfer cell
cage when the cell has been sealed one

to

or
two days. It is not well to cage a cell so
soon. Leave it in care of the bees just as
long as possible. The object of caging is so
that there will be no chance for the first
virgin that hatches to tear open the other

So there is no need to cage a cell
until within a day or so of hatching. Then
they will be more vigorous and likely to live.
cells.

correctly, the young queens
If 1 understand
die in the cage when only a day or two old.
not certain why that is, if they are vigI am
orous, unless it be that they are caged in a

of the liive

i>:irl

warm

enouch.

where they are not kept
They should be in the

o( the hive, in the center of the
l.roodnest. or in the upper story over a
strong colony.
from
If you see to this, and if the cells
siart to finish have been in the care of a

warmest part

of bees. I know of no reathe young queens should not generally live in their cages for a week or more,
although it is always well to have each virgin given to her own nucleus or colony iust
as soon as convenient.
stroni; force

why

son

use?

have read that late natural swarms
should be returned to the parent hi^ve 24
hours after hiving them. How is this done ?
4.

I

5.

What

is

the best material to use

Today (June n) f transferred a colony of
1.
bees from a box hive to a standard movable
frame hive. For two weeks previous to this
could hear queens calling to each other
and so expected a swarm, but after watching for two weeks and no swarm. I transferred them, t found eight or ten QueenWhat
cells. but all but two had hatched
1

became

of the

queens?

eggs
Why did thev not swarm? I saw nothem.
combs when was transferring
Why were there no eggs?
giving pref-

2

the

3.

others put on for the second crop

?

only harm that can
it takes extra heat to
keep the extra super warm. The usual way
is to put one on. and when that is about half
filled, or at least well started, to put a sec-

Answers.— I. The
come from it is that

first.

2, Yes. it does at least a little harm to give
supers much before they are needed, for
keeping warm the extra room retards building up. But it is still worse to be too late. A
good rule in your locality is to give the first
super as soon as you see the very first clover
bloom.
If you are willing to pay
3. That depends.

considerable for something to make a nice
show on the table when company comes, or
for the little extra flavor in comb honey,
then have sections For every day use In
the home, take extracted because you eel

more

of

i(.

Put the swarm in a dark cellar for 24
hours, then dump it down in front of the old
hive just as you would in hiving an ordinary
4.

swarm.
5.

It is

chiefly a matter of convenience.

.

I

I

different

values,

as

when buckwheat

low clover

.

are your reasons for
erence to to frame hives ?
most prohtable
5. What is thesimplest and
method of increase ?
,
.
j
safest and
6. What do you consider the
most certain way of introducing queens?

Kansas
Answers.— I. As you heard queens piping

and quahking it must be that the old queen
was gone and virgins were present. As the
bees did not

would be

the virgins fought to a
they emerged, and only one

swarm

finish as fast as
left.

weather was so adverse,
coming in. that they were
swarming. IPerhaps they
did not see them.— Ed.
way gone.
3. The old queen was in some
and the young queen had not yet begun to

Probably the
or so little honey
discouraged from
swarmed and you
2.

THE CAMBPELL SYSTEM OF SOIL CULTURE
But everybody does not know that there

into a garden.

is

a great school, the

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF SOIL CULTURE
and Crop Growing are taught
where the Campbell System of Scientific Soil Tillage
Agriculture can be secured withby mail, where a thorough knowledge of Scientific
a farrner or expect to be a
out leaving home, at a very small expense. If you areScientific
Farmer, the CampFarmer send for the Campbell literature. Campbell's
School. Sample copy
Correspondence
beTmanuals. and a catalog of the Campbell
Address.
and catalog free.

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
-

1

325 Broadway

Billings,

Montana

lay.

that the larger hive
stronger colony, with
ordinary attention, and allows more stores
to guard against starvation in winter.
knowledge of
5. For one with very little
bees perhaps nothing is better than natural
swarming. One who has informed himself
by careful study of his bee-book can tell
better than I can which method of artificial
increase is better for him.
6. The most safe and certain way I know
of is as follows; Find three, four or more
combs well filled with brood and put them
in an upper story over an excluder on the

The

gives

chief reason

chance

for

is

a

hive of a strong colony. About eight days
later, when all the brood is sealed, put a
piece of wire-tloth over a strong colony and
place on this an empty hive body. Put in
this hive body your frames of sealed brood,

but be very careful to brush every bee from
these frames Put in the queen and cover
up tight. There will be no bee but the
queen in this story, but at once young
bees will be emerging from their cells, the
heat will arise from the colony through the
wire-cloth, and in short time the queen will
have quite a number of attendants that have
never known any other queen, and of course
Five days later set the
will be friendly.
story on a new stand, and allow a small entrance. In a short time you will likely see
these s-day-old bees bringing in pollen,
although under ordinary circumstances
bees do not carrv pollen until two weeks
old or older.
Putting on
Is

it

put on
2

Appearance
sales.

A

Supers— Late

harmful

?

Can one put the supers on too early ?
there be any harm done if they were

Would

put on say about viay

i

?

3. Does It pay to produce honey in extracting frames instead of sections for one's own

large

amount

of

the appearance of the object desired.
attractive.

first

sales today are

made on

The public wants something

In attaining this appearance for your product, the conand its labels are of prime importance. Our booklet of

tainer you use

HONEY LABELS
contains

many

distinctive designs.

Appropriate ones used on your

product should bring you more sales than cheaper and unattractive
based on the
ones. Your second and repeat sales, of course, will be
quality of your product.

Write today
fit

for our

book of honey

the uses of the beekeeper

of honey, both in tin
Siwarms — Inspector

to place two supers on a
hive at the beginning of the honey crop ? If
one is only put on when should the rest be
I.

A Neat
makes many

and

I

have ever found anything better
than hard wood cut into pieces about half
haven't used it for
an inch square; but
years because other things are more convenient. Just now I am using oak bark because it happens to be easily gotten. Next
year it may be cotton rags, oily cotton waste
a good
or something else. Anything that gives
smoke doesn't go out easily, and lasts well.
of honey are of
6. Yes. if the two kinds

don't think

1

What

4.

in a

smoker ?
6 If one has two sources of honey crop
coming at different times, should the supers
with the first honey crop be taken off and

ond one under the
Young Queens Ten-Frame Hive— Increase

in
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who

labels specially designed to

intends to increase his local sales

in glass.

IT IS FREE.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

Illinois

fol
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Strain

Miller's

Queens

Italian

By return mail, northern bred from my best
superior breeders. In full colonies: for business; thiee banded: gentle; hustlers; winter well; not inclined to swarm; roll honey
in
Unt..7sc; 6 for $400; 12 f or $7.50 Sei.
unt.. $1 00; 6 for $5 00: 12 for $0. Vireins i to 3
days old at =oc each at senders risk Safe
and satisfaction guaranteed in United
States and Canada. Specialist of 20 yrs. experience.
ISAAC F. MILLER, Brookville. Rt. 2, Pa.

Real Queens that boost the bank account.
or goldens: untested. 75c; tested,
$1: select, $1.50
J. B. Marshall & Son.
Rosedale Apiaries, Big Bend, La.
'I'liree-liand

—

For .Sale Fine untested Golden Italian
queens, 60c each.
Hybrid queens, when I
liave them. 25c each.
F.
Michael.
R.
No.
1, Winchester, Ind.
J.

August
Mv Bright Italian queens will be ready
ship after April ist at 60c each. Send for
price list.
Safe arrival and satisfaction
guaranteed. M. Bates. Rt. 4. Greenville, Ala.
to

Golden Italian Queens from
Tested.

12, $9.00.

A

arrival

Tested leather-colored queens. $2 00: after
June I. $r so; untested, $i 00; $10 per dozen.
A, W. Yates. 3 Chapman St Hartford. Conn.
,

Phelps' Golden Italian Bees are hustlers

®®®©®®®<iX3®©(IX5X:XiX30©©©0©©®00
Bee Primer for the prospective
beekeeper or beginner. A 24-page
pamphlet, finely gotten up. with illus-

Vigorous prolific Italian queens $1 00; 6.
June ist. My circular gives best meth-

ods of introduction.
2303

A. V. Small.

Agency Road.

$5 70;

twelve. $7
twelve, $10

50.
75.

For Sale— Bright

Department

(Advertisements in this department wili
be inserted at 15 cents per line, with no dis
counts of any kind Notices here cannot be
less than two lines. If wanted in this department, you must say so when ordering.

Greenville, Ala.

3.

Rhode Island Queens.

Italian, Carniolan,

Caucasian and Banats. Tested

May, $2.00.
Full colonies and bees by

Edwin

Goldens

Tuttle. Woonsocket. R.

that are true to name.

will please

Breeders,

Sel. test. $2.00.

are

winners; also by frame and pound.

Bees and Queens from my New Jersey
84

J.
St.,

Cortland

H. M. Cook.

New York

Warranted queens from one
purely

mated

$1,00

each;

W. Romberger,

$5.00

6

Falls,

F. Coyle, Peniield,

Golden Italian Queens

111.

that produce golden

bees very gentle to handle; good honey gatherers; no foulbrood.
Select tested, $1.25; tested,
$1; untested, 65c, 6, $3.75; 12, $7.
No nuclei
or bees for sale.
D. T. Caster,
R. 2, Randleman, N. Car.

—

For Sale Golden Untested queens. July
and August, 60c each; $6.50 per dozen. Satisfaction and pure mating guaranteed.
R. O. Cox, R. No. 4, Greenville, Ala.
Smarts' Golden Queens of quality; produce
bees that are not surpassed by any bees.
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Mated, $1; select, $1.35;
for
6
Tested, $1.75; select, $2.
$5.
D. L. Swarts, R. No. 2, Lancaster, O.

Trv my very

best Caucassian-Italian tested
queens at $1 each. Hybrids at S5c each.

Peter Schaffhauser, Havelock, N. Car.

Bees by the pound or nuclei, queens, virgins,
and choice breeders, 25c to $.'J, Our special two-frame nucleus with good queen, $3.
Grubb, Woodmont, Montg. Co., Pa.
tested

Caucasians are Quinn's queens of quality.
I-'oundation stock imported direct by me from
Tiflis,
where alone the pure gray mountain
bees are bred in their original purity.
Get the
best; I have them.
See A. B. J., May, 1917.
Gen. Del.,

Ft.

Chas. W. Quinn,
Myers, Lee Co., Fla.

Golden Italian Queens

— No

more

discount on orders booked 30 days before
shipment. No credit; no c, o. d. shipments.
I. N. Bankston, Eagle Ford,
Tex.

HONEY LABELS

For
$1 50.

$10

Jose, Calif

for $5 03
My circular
for one.
St., St. Joe, Mo.

Honey Labels.-Wb have just issued a
new and up-to-date catalog of honey labels
and stationery. Write for your copy. Neat
labels and quick delivery guaranteed.
American Bee Journal, Hamilton, 111.

Ask

3113

Locust

banded

orders
filled after Sept.
1.
Untested queens, each
75c; $8 per dozen; $60 per hundred; Tested,
Prompt service and satisfaction
$1.50 each.
L. J. Dunn,
guaranteed.
.59 Broadway Ave., San Jose. Calif.

Unt

Italian queens.

6, $450; 12. $8,00
Tested. $1.25; 6, $7 oo: 12Queens mailed in new style introducing cage. Write for price list on queens,
nuclei and full colonies. No disease

85;

$13.

J. F.

Diemer.

Queens— 3-banded

Maine.

Clover queens, pure Italian, untested 75c.
tested $1.50; also bees and nuclei.
No disease.
'

each, $1.00; 12 or more, 85c each. Untested,
7SC each; 12 or more, 55c each. Ten percent

I.

your colonies with some of our vigorous young three banded Italian queens.
Untested, June 1. $1.00; per doz.. $q 00; nuclei
and full colonies -Satisfaction guaranteed.
A. E. Crandall & Son. Berlin. Conn.

queens.

Italian

and

Rt.

1

Liberty,

Safe arrival guaranteed.

Mason, Mechanics

111.

I Am
Now prepared to supply you with
Golden 3-banded and Carniolan queens
Give me a trial and be pleased Tested,

HONEY AND BEESWAX

Head

Well Bred 3
of Dr. Mil-

Lincoln.

Gray Caucasians, an exceptionally vigorous, prolific, long lived race. I'.arly breeders, gentle, and bestof honey gatherers. Untested. $1.00. Select unt., $1.25. Tested, $2 od.
Select tested. $2.50. Improved northern bred
Italian queens as good as the best at same
prices. Ask for circular. F. L. Barber. The
Queen Breeder, Lowville. Lewis Co., N. Y.

Wanted

—

Carload or
comb.
State

and

ed

Can supply

price.

Italians.

Bred

Mo

strictly

fpr business. Untested, 60c. Tested, $1.00.
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed or
money refunded. SinkingCreek Apiaries.
Gimlet, Ky.

For Sale in their season Italian queens,
bees and honey. For prices on bees and
queens send for circular, or see our large
add in May or June issue
H. G. Ouirin, Bellevue. Ohio.

Golden Italian Queens by June ist. Untested, 75c. or six for $4.25; doz., $8 00. Select
untested, $1.00. Tested. $1,25; six for $7.00.
Breeders, $500.

Send

Pure mating guaranteed.

for circular.

Danielson.
Fairfield, Iowa.

J.

I.

For Sale— Three-banded Italian queens
from the best honey gathering strains obtainable. Untested queens. $1 00; 6 $5 00; 12.
$9.00.
Tested queens. $1,50 each; 6, $8.00.
Robt. B. Spicer, Wharton, N. I.

necessary.

Queens of Quality- Our Hand-Moore

banded Italians are beautiand good honey gatherers. Bred strictly

for business.
Select, $1.00,

Untested, 75c; half doz,

W

A.

Latshaw

$4.00.

Co.,

Clarion. Mich.

Golden Queens

that produce Golden
Workers of the brightest kind. I will challenge the world on my Goldens and their
honey-getting qualities.
Price, $1.00 each;

Tested,
2Atf

tested, 750.

One-pound

tested queen,

$2 25; 2-lb.

unpackages with un-

package.

$1.00;

$3. 25.

pound package with tested queen.

One-

$2 50; 2-

package, I3 so. Nuclei with untested
queen. 2-frame, $3.25; s-frame, $4.ou. With
tested queen. 2-frame, $350; 3-frame. $4 25.
We can please you.
G. W. Moon
1904 Park Ave,, Little Rock, Ark,
Ib.

extract-

quantity and
or barrels for crop if

—

For Sale Raspberry, basswood. No. 1 whitecomb. $3 per case; fancy, $3.25; extra fancy.
$3.50, 24 Dan
sections to case; extracted, 120
pound cases, 15c per pound.
W. A. Latshaw Co., Clarion. Mich.

Wanted

— Honey
W.

change.

and beeswax; cash or exD. Soper, Jackson. Mich.

—

Wanted Light extracted honey of good flavor,
white clover preferred.
Kindly send
sample and quote lowest price delivered at
Richmond, N. Y.
J. Stevenson,
Richmond, L. I., N. Y.

Wanted— Comb,
beeswax.
6Ai2t

extracted honey, and
Burnett & Co.,
St., Chicago, 111.

R. A.
173 S.

Water

Wanted— Beeswax

at

all

times in any

quantity, for cash or in exchange for supplies.
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, 111.

Wanted to Buy a quantity of dark and
amber honey for baking purposes
A G. Woodman Co., Grand Rapids. Mich.

Wanted— White and

light

amber

extract-

ed honey in any quantity. White clover and
raspberry preferred.
I.J Stringham,
105

Comb Honey our

Park Place. N. Y.

specialty.

Highest mar-

ket prices obtained. Consignments of Extracted Honey also solicited.
Albert Hurt & Co.. New Orleans. La.

Wanted —
honey.
price.

Extracted light and amber
Send sample with the lowest cash

Can use clean beeswax
D. H.

$2.00:
Breeders. $5.00 and $10.00.
J. B. Brockwell, Barnetts, Va.

Good Italian Queens— Tested.

quantities

quality,

Hoffman & Hauck,
Richmond Hill, N. Y.

strain of three
ful,

less

tins

City.

ler's breeders. 50c each.
Geo. A. Hummer & Sons. Prairie Point. Miss.

Warranted

1st.

gives good methods.
J.

queens

3.

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens combine
the qualities you want. They are great
honey gatherers, beautiful and gentle.
Mated, $1.00; six, $5.00; Tested, $3.00; Breeders, $5,00 and $10.
C. W. Phelps & Son,
3 Wilcox St.. Binghamton, N. Y.

race

Finest Italian Queens from Juneistto

you.

lAtf

One

•only. Unt. 75c each; t, $4.25; 12. $800.
larger lots write for prices. Tested.

Nov.

apiary.

in

Untested, $150.
the pound. Send for circular.

AND QUEENS.

FuLMER's Gray Caucasian

six,

Italian queens, 65 cts.

Garden City Apiaries, San

Phelps' Golden Italian Queens

75c;

each; J6.50 per doz. Ready now; safe arrival
and satisfaction guaranteed.

.

B£X:S

Joseph. Mo.

Tested, one, $1.00: six,
Cotton Belt Apiaries,
Box 83. Roxton, Tex.

T- J Talley. Rt.

Classified

St.

Three-Banded Italians— One,
$400;

K»i'vo:o:o:a:»:«»»^tKo:6»XK»:e»x>:«:»:«oxs:i:

$1,50; 6. $8.00.

O. Hein zel, Rt.

is 00.

trations. It gives a general outline
of bees and beekeeping such as de-

sired by the amateur. 1 wo pages are
devoted to instructions to beginners.
Price, postpaid. 15 cents, or sent free
with a year's subscription to American Bee .journal at $1.00,

breeder

a

that was 1st premium winner at 111 State
Fair in igi6. Untested. 7Sc; six for $125; 12
for $8.00. Select untested, one, $1.00; 6, J; 00;

also.

Welch, Racine. Wis.

Chas Israel Bros Co.. iSI> CanaKSt., New
York. Established 1878. We are in the market for Extracted Honey. Send prices delivered New York. State the quantities you
have and how packed and send samples.
400

Pounds Extracted Honey

in

Two

Years, such is the record of the colony of
my breeding queen. Unt 75c each; six. $4.25;
12, $8,00.

3-band Italians only. Circular free.
J. I. Banks, Dowelltown. Tenn.
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WANTEn— Kxtracted

white clover and
Will buy in lots of lo^o
1 pay cash.
State what
\'iu have and sendsample with lowest price.
W'l ile. M. K, Eet-ers. Kt i. Hau Claire. Wis.

amber honev.

li^'lit

pMunds

to a carload.

Wanted— Shipments of old comb and
.ippinBS for rendering.
pay the highest
ish and trade prices, charging but so a
iMiund for wax rendered.
The Kred W. Muth Co..

We

(

1

204

Walnut

St..

Cincinnati. Ohio.

Honey Wanted— We are in the market
for white and light amber grades of honey.
grades which aresuitable for baking.
you have such honey to offer, please send
us sample, state the quantity you have, how
packed and your lowest price for same.
Dadant & Sons. Hamilton. 111.
;i1so olT

EN LIST
In the growing

army

who

are

Sam and

the

of honey-producers

preparing to do their bit for Uncle

If

Sale — Famous Root's. Moore's. Da
extra select strain of honey gatherers.
Mated with Geo. B. Howe's select drones:
unsurpassed for honey gathering, gentleness
and disease resisting. Most all leading tieekeepers say no better bees than jband Ital-

Allies,

by endeavoring to secure a bigger crop of

honey than ever before.

Ki)R

vis'

See my large ad in May issue.
Untested. I. 7Sc; doz.. J8.ro; 54 doz I4 oo.
Select untested, i. $1.00; doz $8.50; W doz
Tested, i. $1.25. Select tested, i. $1 so
$4.50.
Kxtra select tested, i. $2 00. Breeders. $5.06.
Bees with queen, per lb.. (2 so; 6 lbs $12; 12
lbs., $20. Try my bees and queens.
H. B Murray, Liberty, N C.
ians.

Prospects are bright for a bumper yieM. Are

you ready for

it

?

Don't

-wait

for prices to soar

.

,

.

again, but place your orders now.

THE

.

Golden

3

Band

I.

ROOT COMPANY
Medina, Ohio

and Carniolan

Italian

A.

(jueens:

'Virgin, one. Soc; 6, $250; 12. $4.00;
100. $25.
Untested, one. 75c, 6. J420; 12, $7.80;
100. $60. Select untested, one, 85c; 6, $4.80; 12.
$9.00; 100. $70.
Tested, one. $1.00; 6. $540: 12.
$10.20; 100. $80.
Select tested, one. $1.25. 12.
$13.80; 100, $100.
Breeders, $3.00 each.
Bees in packages without combs: 'A-\h .
75c; i-lb.. $1.25; 2lb. $2. 25. Nuclei, iframe.
$1.25; 2 frames. $225; 3 frames. $t.oo.

piice of queens wanted.
arrival and no disease

We

Add

guarantee safe

C. B. Bankston. Buffalo. Tex.

SUPPLIES.
TuE Perfect

bee frame

lifter.

Ferd

tive circular address,

Box

194,

For descripC.

Ifhr canadIan horticulturict
AND BEEKEEPER
Tbe only bee publication in

Ross,

Onawa, Iowa.

Canada

the official organ of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association, and has incorporated with it the former Canadian Bee Journal
Beekeeping and Horticulture in its various branches are effectively combined
to form a live, attractive, and practical monthly magazine.
Well illustrated and up-to-date. Subscription price postpaid.
Canada, $1.00 a year.
United States, $1 25 a year.
Foreign, $1.50 a year
Sample copy sent free on request.
It is

Hest Quality Foundation for sale.
Angus, Gr.in(l Haven. Mich.
.T.
.1

For Sale— Cedar or pine dovetailed hives,
also full lineof supplies including Dadant's
foundation. Write for catalog.
A. E. Burdick. Sunnyside. Wash.
Bee-Keeper,

us send our catalog of
hives, smokers, foundation, veils, etc. 'They
are nice and cheap.
White Mfg. Co..
lAtf
Paris. Tex.

One Root Hatch wax
Also

press, never used.
gauge shot gun good as new. $;.oo for
Both bargains.
J4 co for gun.
S. Pangburn. Center Junction. Iowa.

44

press and

W.

MISCEIiliANEOUS
Ladies' Coots, bird dogs, wild ducks
saleor exchange for bees.
A. J. Graves. Ocheyedan. Iowa.

25

for

Wanted
to

like

\'

— One

Harley-Davidson

motorcy-

1916, electric equipped, 3-speed. speedomeline condition, run less than 3,000 miles;

,

I

—

To hear from everybody who would
earn money making comb-foundation.
Angus, Grand Haven, Mich.
J. J
Sale

I'dK
I'

'

;

washing machine and a wringer; one £gasoline engine; feed grinder.
Will sell
trade for bees, equipment or honey.
G. M. Withrow. Mechanicsburg, III.

I'd^str
li'H^c
III

WANTED
Wanted— Your

old combs, cappings or
render into beeswax by our
to
steam pressure wax presses.
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton. Illl,

slum^um
hiffh

Wanted — An

experienced Ijee-man fur 191S.

A >p!endid proi»osition for the right man. One
nf the best locations in the South.
J. L. Leath, Corinth, Miss.
Wanted — One second-hand Barnes power saw
I

'

"it tit
.'

>.

in

A.

The Horticultural Publishing Co., Limited, Peterboro,

Ont., Can.

let

good condition.

Hummer &

Sons, Prairie Point, Miss.

/'S/U

:
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August

Crop Reports and Market Conditions
prospects will hardly come up to those of last season.

For our August issue we asked the following questions of reporters
large is the honey crop compared to last year?
1.
season
2. What are the prospects for the rest of the
compared to last year?
Is it being sold as fast
3. Is honey in good demand?
What prices are being obtained, wholeas harvested?
sale and retail?
honey situa4. Has the tin can shortage affected the
Will it stimulate local sales by beekeepers?
tion?

HONEY DEMAND AND SALES

How

civil war has there been such
an enormous demand for honey. As fast as honey is being offered it is being "gobbled up" either by the big jobSales are very easily
ber or by the small consumer.
made now on a basis of 10 cents for extracted and not a
few have been reported as high as 12'/2 cents. This is in
One beekeeper has contracted a cara wholesale way.
load of alfalfa extracted at 1154 cents f. o. b. Denver.
More honey than ever before has been contracted
ahead, leaving probably a minor proportion to be sold
after harvest. This holds true, especially, of the big producing areas of the west. One large bottling firm, we understand, is circulating broadcast offers of Syi cents for
this season's extracting.
Most offers, however, range
from 9'/^ to 12 cents, depending on the quality of the
honey.
The beekeeper who sells his honey at home or by mail
is getting more inquiries than he will likely be able to
fill.
One of these has set a price for consumers of $1.25
for a 5-pound can $2.00 for a 10-pound can, and $18.00
for two sixty-pound cans. He reports as many sales as
last year.
Will his prices not be too low, if he expects
to supply his trade throughout the winter?

Probably not since the

THE HONEY CROP
As intimated before on

this page, the

honey flow was

extremely late this year, owing to the backward season, so that instead of harvesting in the middle of July,
many northern beekeepers are just at the beginnmg of
the flow.
In New England and the East, generally, crop proslast
pects are about the equal, if not a little better than
from
year. In the central west, however, the situation is

poor to serious. Some few localities report from 50 to
100% of last year, but most report either a total failure
crop. In
or only a very small proportion of last year's
our own locality colonies which already had near 150
pounds of honey harvested, at this tihie last year, have
nothing in the supers and nothing in sight.
Michigan and Wisconsin report backward weather
and generally a short crop. Minnesota seems to have

;

THE TIN CAN SHORTAGE
Generally speaking, the tin can shortage has not prevented the sale of the honey crop, as many of the larger
producers were supplied before the shortage became evident. In the west cases of two si.xty-pound cans are selling at $1.15 to $1.35. Friction top pails are still to be had
and at prices not above the proportion of rise in other
commodities. Glass jars for a while were unobtainable,
but the situation is now much easier.
Some big producers who usually sold some locally will
not do so on account of the favorable prices in quantities, but on the whole the local sales are very large proportionately and should continue so.

Iowa, Illinois, Indiana, Missouri,
Kansas Nebraska and other Central States are way beimlow normal. Beekeepers in these states will need to
get it.
port honey to supply the home demand, if they can
Georgia and Florida have had a crop much better than
been sold
a year ago. Practically all honey harvested has
and delivered on a basis of about 10 cents for extracted.
Alabama and Mississippi are still waiting on sweet clover, with a very short crop in prospect.
Texas estimates run all the way from less than nothwesting to 40% of last year's crop. The northern and
ern parts of this state seem to have fared better than
the southern, where many bees are starving.
on.
In Colorado, Idaho and Montana the crop is now
excess of 1916, as the
It promises to be good, probably in
flow was a failure in Idaho, especially in 1916.
California and the Coast are hardly up to the last
season, though many reports claim as low as 50% of last
year's crop. In restricted areas there haye recently been
fared a

little

large losses

better.

from forest

fires

SUMMARY
The crop this year can hardly equal last year, while
the demand is much greater than it was at the same date

We

1916.
do not see how prices can drop any below
the present level. Nor do we understand how an advance
can be avoided. Beekeepers for years have insisted on
the food value of honey. Are the prices yet anywhere
near the level they should be to correspond with other
in

and excessive heat.

PROSPECTS

foods?

No movements of comb honey are as yet reported.
However, the price on this also is bound to be advanced
by the high price of extracted. Old stocks are cleaned
up.
New stocks should realize from 50c to $1.00 a case
more than a year ago.

Recent rains in some parts of Texas have increased
the chances for later crops there. In the southeast the
Rains in the central region
later crop may be normal.
will almost assure a fair crop wherever heartsease and
Spanish needle are available. On the whole, later crop

Receipts of West Indian honey are
normal and uncertain at this time of the year,
but find ready sale at from .$1.10 to $1.20 per
even
lots
at
fine
gallon, and exceptionally
Coast.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
Kansas City, Mo., July 17, 1917.— Your letmarter to hand and in reply will say that the
ket on comb honey here is around $3.65 per 24
exlittle
Very
1.
section case for strictly No.
honey on the market.
Hardly know what the trade will pay for
same, but find a few offerings from the west
Kansas
at from 11 to 12 cents a pound f. o. b.
Beeswax, strictly No. 1, is 40 cents per
City
C. C. Clemons Bee Supply Co.
pound.

tracted

New
doing

York, July

at all in

16,

1917.—There

comb honey

to

speak

is

of.

nothing
Stocks

left
are well exhausted and what little there is
on the market is dragging; prices range from
quality.
lOc to 14c per pound, according to
The market on extracted honey is very much
Califorunsettled, and prices are fluctuating.
for
nia new crop is quoted at from 954 to lie
we are
light amber, 12 to 14c for white, and

informed that sales of fancy white have been
made at as high as 15c per pound f. o. b.

It is
higher figure
date, what the crop
West wiM be, but as
tion in the spring, a
be produced.

too early to say, at this
in the East and Middle
bees were in good condigood average crop should

Hildreth & Segelken.

—

Only a few
14, 1917.
offerings of honey are being made and these in
movement
considerable
No
limited quantities.
will be felt until the cotton surplus is harvestPrices are a little
about September 1.
ed,
weaker, ranging about 9c for amber to 12c for
Bulk comb, very scarce at 12c to 15c.
white.
Beeswax, 30c cash and 32c exchange.
Southwestern Bee Co.

San Antonio, July

—

Chicago. July 16, 1917. At this writing
none of the new crop of honey has appeared
on the market with the exception of a few
cases of extracted from Minnesota that is little
What it was gathbetter than sweet water.
ered from we do not know. At this writing it
has not been sold, it having been rejected foi

the reason given.

What little white extracted honey that has
the market during the past month has
sold at about 14c per pound, without any amber from which to quote.
Advices now coming would indicate that before the month closes there will be honey from
nearby sections and the same should meet witha ready sale, for the market is entirely free
from offerings of the preceding crops, or that
gathered in 1915 and 1916.
come on

Beeswax is ranging from 35c to 40c per lb.,
according to color and cleanliness.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

—

Denver, July 21 .1917. We herewith send
you market report for the August number of
your journal:
A few cases new crop comb honey coming in
now, which sell in a local way at $4.50 for
No. 1 white and $4.00 for No. 2 white. Crop
promises to be light.
White extracted sells
wholesale at 16c, no light amber or amber
available yet.

We

pay 36 cents in cash and 38 cents in
trade for clean yellow beeswax, delivered here.

The Colorado Honey

Producers' Assn.

1917
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Q-U-E-E-N-S Hardy, Long Lived &
20

August

Disease Resisting

Q-U-E-E-N-S

Us Queens of Highest Quality
— Queens of Unusual Vitality

Years of Select Breeding Gives
Queens for Honey Production
"

There are few queens their equal and yione better"

What Bees Do Headed By Our Queens
Melvin WysONG, Kimmell. Ind.
I am well pleased."
185 sections of honey and another 206 sections.
a\ eraged 150 pounds of surplus honey each 1 find them not only hustlers but gentle."— Fred H.MAY.Meredosia, III
have tried queens from several different places and like yours best of all."— C. O. Board. Alabama, N. Y.
" We are only one mile from Lake Krie and exposed to high cold winds; in fact, this is the windiest place along the great lakes.
Your bees were able to stand the winter with only an insigniticant loss, and we would have no others As for honey they averaged
175 pounds of extracted surplus, did not swarm, and gave an artificial increase of 30 percent, which is as fine a record as can be had
in this locality, especially when the work is done entirely by amateurs." Name furnished on request. North East, Pa.
Price List of Golden and 3-Banded Italian Queens
Tested
$1.00 each, $ 00 per 100
50c each $45 per lua
Untested
"
"
fiSC
soperioo
Select tested
no per loo
125
Select untested
We guarantee safe arrival of all Queens—that they are v%r^ resistant to European Foulbrood, and, in fact^ will give complete satisfaction. Wings clipped free of charge. Our capacity is 1500 Queens monthly
"

"

One swarm made
Your bees

1

I

I

M. C.

BERRY & COMPANY,

Hayneville, Alabama, U.S.A.

The Double-Walled Massie Bee-Hive
Surest

Protection

Honey
Furnished

—The

the

in

Bees

for

—

Increased

Supply

of

Best Hive for any Climate

clearest

White Pine or Redwood.

of

lumber

All

either Cypress,

in

Brood and Extracting

Frames made from White Pine

VENTILATED BOTTOM
Admits fresh air into the hive, lessening the chance for swarming. and giving renewed energy to the bees.
It is also equipped

THE MASSIE HIVE

with a feeder without extra cost.
Fifty years in the bee-supply business has shown us that the
Massie is the very best hive, and testimonials to this effect
are received daily from those who are using this hive.

Far Comb or Eztricteil Hooey

Why

Not Give Us a

Trial

Weare

Order?

'

The Dovetailed Hive

for

Comb Honey

Satisfaction Fully Guaranteed

also extensive manufacturers of Dovetailed Hives and all other Apiarian Supplies
If you are in the market for supplies
be sure to get our prices before buying elsewhere.
will mail our large illustrated catalog und special price list to any one upon request

We

KRETCHMER MFG. COMPANY,

I

110 3d St.

System

Service

Quality

Council Bluffs, lowg

QUEENS
STRAIN

BUY MARCHANT'S QUEENS AND GET RESULTS— RE-QUEEN NOW

We

We

have in operation over 1000 nuclei.

of your orders, both

LARGE AND SMALL.

That

two months has been larger than ever before. Why ? Because our
stock gives results. We are offering queens at the following prices for
6

Ji.oo

Tested

low

t Q.oo

25

50

S16 00

$30 00

15.00

Breeding queens.

2.00

18.00

Set.

Ji 00;

6.

Js.oo; 12. $g 00

Select untested, $1.25; 6. $6.00; 12, $11 00
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.

J. P.

Queen-breeder

$ 5.00

breeding queens.

MOORE
Rt.

1,

Morgan Ky.

10 00

Never before has this strain of bees been put on the market
Take advantage and requeen your yard with the best
price.

at

such a

strain

on

Southern Beekeepers

the market.

J. E.

the supers quick

Untested queens.

100
$52.00

50

i

Select tested...

t 5.00

fill

gentleness, etc.

AUGUST AND SEPTEMBER:

Untested

ITALIANS

of

With honey nice and thick.
I'hey have won a worldwide reputation for honey gathering, hardiness,

for the

past

JUNE, JULY,

MOORE'S

PRODUCE WORKERS

are prepared to take care

Our queen business

of

MARCHANT BEE & HONEY
Columbus, Georgia, U. S. A.

CO.

Get the famous Root goods here; veils, 65c:
smoker, goc; gloves, 65c; wire imbedder, 35c;
honey knife. 80c; i-lb. spool wire. 35c: medium brood foundation. I to 11 lbs, 58c per
lb.

;

II

to 25 lbs.. 56c; 50 or 100 lb. lots. 53c:

10-

wood zinc excluders, Soc each. Hoffman frames, 3 75 per 100. Honey extractors

fr.

(

/7(f

home of

the southern honeybee.)

for sale.

I

am

paying 28c cash and 29c

trade for wax.
J. F.

ARCHDEKIN,

Bordelonville, La.

in
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MARSHFIELD GOODS
BEEKKEPERS :—
We manufacture

millions of

287

TIME

sections

MONEY

are as good as the best.

every year that

For sale by

The cheapest
the price.

If

BEE
ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY

PORTER

for the

quality

;

best

you buy them once, you

for

R.

&

daalers.
If no dealer, write factory

all

E. C.

PORTER. MFRS.

Lewistown, lllinoia, U. S. A.
Pkasc mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

will

buy again.

We

manufacture hives, brood-

also

frames, section-holders and shipping
is

a descriptive and agricultural
will inform you all about the

you want
it

methods in the Pacific Northwest.
Send One dollar and have the magazine sent
for one year. Cut rate of one-half price

free for the asking.

MARSHFIELD MFG. COMPANY,

now

on.

Marshfield, Wisconsin

CASES

SHIPPING

Comb Honey

For

We

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You

Thirty years' experience
the beekeeper. A large
for the purpose ensures
Write for our illustrated

are prepared to

making everything for
factory specially equipped
goods of highest quality.
catalog today.
in

make

We want

prompt shipments.

Buy Bee-Supplies Now

to

and Horn*

69 YEARS OLD

magazine,

Our catalog

Wash,

Successor to Northwest Farn
If

cases.

Horth Yakimi,

FREEMAN'S FARMER

you on our mailing list.
Send for our catalogue.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY
BOYD, WISCONSIN

LEAHY MFG.

CO., 90 Sixth St., Higginsville,

Mo.

ESTABLISHED 1885
We are still

furnishing bee-hives

made

of white pine lumber; thev are well made
and will last. Our large catalog giving
full particulars about all bee supplies is
free for the asking. Beeswax taken in
exchange for supplies or cash

ECONOMY
Are two

ECONOMY TO YOURSELF
ECONOMY TO YOUR BEES

Dittmer Process
Because

it is

the

and the same
bees

FIRMNESS,
it is

as the

It is the

not like their

Remember, Mr. Beekeeper,

MONEY-then

Foundation

COMB

the Honey-

more acceptable

Hill,

dosen't weigh 400
400 lbs honey the
Unt. queens 75c. each: six
dollars where
make
You
00,
twelve
$8
$4,25;
I make cents, in introducing this stock
stand square behind every one of these
lbs

.

her colony produced

past two seasons.

We

queens and guarantee them to give satisfaction. 3 band Italians only.
J. I. BANKS, Oowelltwon, Tenn.

to

OWN COMB.

that to you

HONEY

Foot-Power

IS

BARNES'

use

for

Samples— All Supplies

Machinery

Read what J

at Prices

"We

Combined Machines

last

50 chaff hives with
cap. 100 honey-racks,
500 frames, and a great
deal of other work. This
winter we have a double

winter
7-in.

you Appreciate

Augusta, Wisconsin

Parent

cut withone of your

amount of hives, etc.,
make with this saw.
will doall

GUS DITTMER COMPANY,

I.

of Chariton. N. Y., says:

Dittmer Process Comb Foundation
Work for a full-capacity honey crop
Send

Montg. Co., Missouri

No our breeding queen

same TASTE, and the same SMELL,

make themselves.

them because

Comb

High

400 POUND QUEEN

gained bv using

essential points

NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY

J.

Catalog

W.

&

St.,

to

It
it."

price-list free

& JOHN BARNES

F.

995 Ruby

you say of

ROCKFORD. ILLINOIS.

A BEEKEEPER'S LEHER, DATED MAY,

1917:

"

a large dealer in the south recently told me that many beekeepers
are asking for cypress hives and saying that they do not want anything else.
This is so often the case that nearly all the supply dealers are now listing
cypress as well as
I recently bought several hundred dollars worth of hives for my personal
use tron a firm which has never offered anything in cypress. I insisted on
I feel
cypresa bottoms and they had to be made especially to fill my order.
hive
and
hive
stands
bee
hives,
bottoms
use
of
cypress
for
that
the
very sure
qualities
of
the
non-rot
learn
more
as
beekeepers
increase
will very largely
of the all-heart wood of this species, which should be specified in all cases.
Trusting that the above facts may be the means of saving you many future
replacements, I am
Very truly yovirs,"
(Signed)

NOTE: — We

omit the

name of

the competing -wood rather than injure

GET A BOOK-IT

IS

it.

FREE

WORTH INVESTIGATING

This CvDress wood matter

is

worth investigating.

Just write our "All-round Helps

Deoartment"

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MFRS.' ASSOCIATION
1251 Hibernia Bank

BIdg.,

New

Orleans, La., or 1251 Heard Nat'l. Bank BIdg., Jacksonville, Fla.
For quick service address nearest office.

WE ALWAYS BUY

BEESWAX

>-

When you

have some ready to ship drop us a card and we will quote our best
we will pay you our top price for it.

prices or ship at once and

WE NEED TONS UPON TONS

FOR MAKING

Dadant's Foundation
b-i;

Considered by most progressive beekeepers to be the best foundation
on earth.

HONEY

:fi

We

are in the market for good grades of white and light amber extracted
Drop us a line stating how much you have and how packed. Also
your prices t. o. b. your station.

honey.

QMi[

Ifi:

f'

'^mw^

Apiary of the Agricultural Scliool, Kutais in the Caucasus.
the Ancient "Colchis." — See Editorial.

Kutais

is

—

—
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"When we

receive your

September

Honey

Return mail brings your Money''
The Fred W. Mutb Co.

MAN

GET SERVICE LIKE THIS
FRIEND
it

comes

MUTH

LAKE

Yours

We Want
We

buy

all

MICH MAY

CITY,

.

5th. 1017.

letter with check for J140 20 for wax has been received. Thanks
I do believe you beat them
goods shipped you I may have some more wax to sell after we get our capoings melted.

—Your

to Quick returns for

Large or small

grades of Extracted Honey.

lots.

write us at once.

when

Extracted Honey

Immediately!

who have Fancy and Number One Comb Honey

all

ELMER HUTCHINSON.

[signed]

truly.

Send sample and

price.

If

price

we

right,

is

Partie

will buy.

We will buy from n to 50 carloads this season.

BEESWAX

OLD COMBS

Send us your Beeswax. We pay highest market prices, and
send you our check the same day shipment is received.

Make some spare money from the wax rendered from your
will render it. charging only 5 cents per pound for
old comb
rendtring. and pay you best market prices for the wax rendered.

Shipping Cases for
We are prepared to ship you
ready for buyers.

the

Send your order

in

We

Comb Honey

same day order is received any number of shipping cases. Several carloads are here now
now before our supply is exhausted. We sell Lewis Beeware.

D ITD We remit the same day your shipment arrives.
ncfUl
l»l D t i\ house to send your shipments to. Try us
*Klwl E
t fUl

Read the

FRED W. MUTH

THE
"

The bouse the bees buHl

204 Walnut

Ohio

BEES

September SPECIAL PRICE on unte^ed leather-colored and Golden Queens
a bargain never offered to the American beekeeper before
"
"

C Safe

upon request.

to
10
11 to
25
26 to 100
100 to 1000
1

Queens,
Queens,
Queens,
Queens,

STRINGHAM

60 cts. each
55 cts. eacli

I. J.
105 Park Place,
Home Apiary: CleYi

50 cts. each

who we

If

not

New York
Cove, L.

I.

48 cts. each

return Queens and get your
money baclc. The Root Company, The American Bee Journal,
Dadant & Sons, any mercantile agency, and others will tell you
delivery.

you are thinking of buying bees this
spring, we would be pleased to hear from
you. We furnish full and nucleus colonies,
bees by the pound, and queens.
A strong colony of Italian bees with a
tested Italian queen, in a new 8-frame dovetail hive, complete with super, for Sii.oo
Tested Italian queens. $i.so. Untested. $i.io.
Our catalog of bee supplies, honey jars,
and everything a beekeeper uses, mailed
If

C Our

on

this is the

CO.

QUEENS
Price

above and be convinced that

'

Cincinnati,

St.,

letter

satisfied,

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of
Send

our

for

68

Bee Supplies.

page catalog.

Our

prices

will interest you.

are.

The Penn Company

The Colorado Honey-Producers' Association
1424 Market

Street,

Denver, Colo.

PENN. MISSISSIPPI
A BOOK FOR BEGINNERS

YOUR PERPLEXING QUESTION

"First Lessuiis in Bcc keeping," written l>y
the editor of this magazine, is intended primarily for the use of beginners in beekeeping.
You should have it. Price, postpaid, $1, or
clubbed with the American Bee Journal, one
year for $1.75.

answered in tlic new bee
Thousand Answers." For
Not intended to
beginner and veteran alike.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton.

III.

will

nndoubtedly

book, "Dr.

lie

Miller's

books, but to supplement
with the
them.
Price, postpaid. $1.25. or
American Bee Journal one year, both $1.75.
replace

other

bee

American Bee

Journal. Hamilton.

III.

BEE-SUPPLIES
Let

U.S

Figure With You

We know we can
quality.

C. C.

Write

satisfy you
for catalog.

demons

Dept. S.,

on price and

Bee-Supply Co.
Kansas City, Missouri

!
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NEW BINGHAN BEE SNOKER

Poultry Supplies
Poultry supplies of

automatic grain

leg

bands,

fountains,

and shipping coops,

shell,

meat,

bone,

grit,

ANYTHING YOU

foods, and remedies

WANT.

kinds, best

mash hoppers, bone

feed troughs, dry
mills, exhibition

all

feeders,

Also Pigeon,; Kennel and Bee

Supplies.

Circular free.

Eureka Supply House
Box B-403,

Aurora,

-

Illinois

In 1878 the original direct

draft

bee smoker was invented and patented by Mr. T. F. Bingham, of

Michigan.

Mr. Bingham manufac-

Bingham Smoker and
Bingham Honey Knife for nearly

tured

the

thirty-five years, and in 1912 becoming a very old man, we purchased
this business and joined it to our

established business of beekeepers'
supplies and general beeware. Those
who knew Mr. Bingham will join us
in saying that he was one of the
finest of men, and it gives us much
pleasure to help perpetuate his name
in the beekeeping industry.
Bingham Smolders have been improved
from time to time, are now the finest on
the market, and for nearly forty years
have been the standard in this and many
foreign countries. For sale by all dealers
in bee supplies or direct from the manufacturers
Engine. 4 inch stove
28 oz.
Doctor, 3}4 inch stove
26 oz.
Two larger sizes in copper extia
Conqueror. 3-inch stove
23 oz.

Smoke

$1 25
85
.75

Wonder. 2>^-inch stove. 16 oz
,50
Hinged cover on the two larger sizes,

Little

.

postage extra.

WOODMAN

A. G.

PATENTED

Grand Rapids, Michigan

CO.,

WRIGHT'S FRAHE-WIRING DEVICE
Most rapid in use. Saves cost of machine
one day. Tighter wires, no kinlts. nosore

In

hands.
G.

Price.

I2.50,

postpaid

in

Bingham Honey Uncapping Knives

U. S A.

W. Wright Company, Azusa,

With Nezv Cold Handle

Calif.

We

Cray Caucasians
Early breeders
{atherers
great
lific

;

comb

;

teren.

;

'great

honey

cap beaotlfollY white,

gentle

bnlldera

;

hardy

;

;

are furnishing the same quality steel, best money can buy, thin-bladed
knives that Mr. Bingham manufactured years ago. The old timers all remember these knives and many are writing in as Mr. Volstad in the following
letters.
The substitutes offered by others have not given the satisfaction desired.

very pro-

Lyle. Minn., June 21, 1917.

good win

(1.

Unteited, $1.00. Select

nnteited,$1.25. Teitcd, $1.50
Select Tested,

$2.00.

The best

W. FULMER,

IVoodman

Co.

We sent an 8H and 10-inch knife and
received the following letter:
Lyle, Minn July 5, 1917.

all-porpose bee.

H.

G.

Gentlemen:
Have you the thin, good working
uncapping knives we used to get about 20 years
ago and that worked to perfection?
K. H. Volstad.

Point Pleastnt, Pa.

A. G.

Woodman

Gentlemen:

them

once.

at

Co.

Knives

received; glad
jnst what I

They are

have been looking
get them.

for, but did not

you sent
want and

know where

to

K. H. Volstad.

Many of the most extensive honey producers insist on the Genuine Bingham Knives. Mr. N. E. France, of Platteville, Wis., gave us a fine unsolicited
testimonial on the steam heated Bingham knife, too long for this space.
Present prices are: 10-inch knives, 85 cents each; 8H-inch knives, 75 cents
each. Steam heated knives, with tubing, $2.50 each. Postage extra.

A. G.

WOODMAN CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Tin Honey Packages
YOU WILL MAKE A MISTAKE if you do not
Friction Top Pails and Cans. We are Saving;
and others of smaller lots. Why not you?
Our Fighting Men Need Smokes
a big pack*
^ Keeps a Soldier
*%^f^ Sends
happy for a month
age of tobacco

^
9^

^9C

packages of happiness to
our "Sammies" in the trenches and our "Jackfleet.
They
are risking their lives
ies" with the
Do what you can to make them
for our sakes.
comfortable they crave and need tol)acco. hvery cent contributed goes for tobacco.

Help us to send

little

ask for our

money

Low

Prices on

for car load buyers

Our three-year contract is enabling us to make prices considerably under
general market quotations. Let us hear from you, specifying your wants.

A. G.

WOODMAN
MICH.

GRAND

CO.

RAPIDS,

—

''Our Boys in France Tobacco
Endorsed by War
Fund"
rMii«
and Navy Depts.

2S West 44th St.
New York

Dr. Miller's Thousand

Answers

'ffi"
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THE GUARANTEE THAT MADE "falcon

ff

Bee Supplies Possible
The "falcon"

GUARANTEE.

Every

hive, every

super, every

crate of sections, every

pound foundation

out with our "absolute satisfaction or money
"falcon" P'^°* ^oes
behind everything we sell. If anything is
stood
have
century
we
of
a
back" guarantee. For more than a third
wrong or not just what you thought it would be, we'll appreciate it if you write us, and we'll make it absolutely right
Our satisfied customers are to be found everywhere and are our best advertisement. " Once a cusat our expense.
tomer always a customer," is synonymous with the name "falcoil"

every

article,

and every queen leaving the

The beekeepers'

when "short" should have taught him

past experience

sections and supplies ready in the next two months.

send us an approximate

list

T.

will

that

be glad to quote on

it's

a

"wise move

"•PalCOIl"

" to

supplies

get hives,
if

CO.,

Falconer,

New York

Where the good bee-blves come from

NOTICE
WANTED

HONEY
state

not forget

when your crop

of

your lowest price, and also how

quantities,

and

will

honey

it is

is

HONEY

ready for sale to send us a sample,

put up.

We are in the

market

for unlimited

pay cash on arrival. Let us hear from you before selling your crop.

C. H.

W. Weber & Oompany
Cincinnati, Ohio

2146 Central Ave.,

Tennessee-Bred Qneens
45 Years' Experience
Breed

will

will require for the coming season.
" Simplified Beekeeping," Postpaid
Dealers Everywhere

FALCONER MFG.

Do

you

what you

of

Red Catalog, Postpaid

W.

We

in

Queen-Rearing

1917
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GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS
II. K. Bartz, Keytesville,
Read a few reports of big yields from single colonies of this gentle strain of Goldens
Mo., 264 pounds of extracted honey; J. M. Buchanan, Franklin, Tenn , 250 pounds of extracted honey; L. C. McCarty,
Nampa, Idaho, 250 pounds of comb honey; Fred Dury, Unionville, Mo., 374 pounds of comb and extracted honey.
Write for circular.
I guarantee safe arrival (U. S. and Canada), purity of mating and satisfaction.
:

—Prices of Queens—

^v^ii/mm^U
pretty good idea (now that the lumber mills in the Southern Cypress Manufacturers'
Association are identifying every cypress board they saw) to mention to your
It's a

LUMBER DEALER, CONTRACTOR
that VOIR Cypress must be

Or

CARPENTER—and

to

ASK YOUR ARCHITECT

to

SPECIP^—

"TIDEWATER" CYPRESS

IDENTIFIED BY

TRADE-MARK

THIS

Stamped

in

the

End

of

Every Piece

APPLIED TO EVERY BUNDLE

or

BY THIS MARK YOU
IT IS

WELL TO

Trade Mark Reg. U.S.PAT.CficE

KNOW

INSIST

IT'S CYPRESS. "THE WOOD ETERNAL," AND WORTHY OF YOUR FAITH
ON SEEING THIS TRADE-MARK ON EVERY BOARD OFFERED AS "CYPRESS."

Let our

Our

AllROUND HELPS DEPARTMENT

help

YOU MORE

entire resources are at your service with Reliable Counsel.

Southern Cypress Manufacturers' Association
1251 Hibernia Bank
INSIST

ON TRADE MARKED

BIdg.,

New

CYPRESS

AT

Orleans,

YOUR

La., or

LOCAL

1251 Heard

LUMBER

Nat'l

DEALER'S.

Bank
IF

Bldg., Jacksonville,

HE

HASN't

IT,

LET

Fla.

US

KNOW

Vol.

LVIl.— No. 9

MONTHLY, 1.00 A YEAR

HAMILTON, ILL, SEPTEMBER, 1917

BEEKEEPING IN THE SOUTH
Notes on Southern Conditions Gathered for Our Readers by Our Staff
Correspondent on a Trip Through Seven
Southern States
northern beeappreciate the difference in conditions between north
and south. There is a great interest
in the south on the part of many of
our readers and in order to give them
as much information as possible concerning the opportunities and difficulties of honey production in the
Southeastern States several weeks
were spent in visiting beekeepers of
difficult for the

is

IT keeper

to

Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Georgia, Arkansas, Mississippi and to a
very slight extent in Florida. Florida
is so different from the other States
mentioned that it can only be studied
some time
effectively by spending
there and considering it entirely by itBecause o f
self.

harvested are phenomenal, and as dependable as the average good location in the north.
It

will be readily

apparent that

it

was impossible

to cover such a vast
territory within a few weeks' time in
anything but a superficial manner.
This article, then, must be expected
to be rather general in its scope and
to give at best but a bird's eye view
of the situation.

Kentucky and Tennessee are more
north than the south in their
general conditions, and will not be
mentioned except casually in this article.
While the winters are milder
than farther north, there is a serious
like the

winter problem

in both these States,
quite similar to our problem.
In the main, their honey-flows are
similar and their methods of operation are much like ours.

and

it is

The

first

North Georgia.

there.
I

a

a
remarkable
beekeeper. One who
attains the measure
of
success
which

beekeeping

locations
crops

has

reached under such
conditions as those
under which he
works, is entitled to

much

credit. In the
place, the flora
is so scant that only
25 to 30 colonies can
first

be kept
In the

men

in

one yard.

north few
would under-

a k e
commercial
beekeeping in such
a locality. Mr. Cash
now has more than
thirty yards, with
over eight hundred
colonies.
This ret

^f|^;?iP>^^

*»«^p^*irj*^j^iii

quires

can be kept
nies
profitably in one
yard. On the other
hand, there are

some

Cash

Mr.

standpoint, as far
as could be determined, one must use
great care in selecting a location in order to insure a success at honey production within its
borders.
This seems to be
true of the south
generally, as there
are large areas
where the honey
and
flora is scant
where but few colo-

where the

regard Mr. Cash

as

its favorable climate
Florida has great
attractions for the
northern man, but

from

locality to be considered

John W. Cash, of
Bogart, is an extensive honey producer who gave me every opportunity
to see his section of the country and
it is to him that I owe most of the information about that section. It is
quite probable that other parts of
North Georgia would be quite different from his locality, but it will serve
to give an idea of general conditions
is

amount

HOME OF JOHN

CASH AT BOGART. GA. HIS APIARIES ARE SMALL,
BUT HE HAS A STRING OF THEM.

W.

but

the

.we

learn

a

large

of

travel,

automobile
simplifies this problem greatly. When
that

his
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extracts after each flow. He winters
his bees with a shallow super filled

lowest average has been 56 pounds of
surplus per colony and his highest average 86 pounds, it becomes apparent
that his locality is far more certain
than the average one of the north.

with honey under each brood nest.
By spring this honey will have been
consumed in brood rearing and the
super is placed over the cluster,
where it is shortly filled with new
honey.
Brood rearing continues
nearly all winter, and more honey is
consumed in wintering than in the

The certainty of results seems
largely due to the great variety of resources from which his honey comes.
His principal crop comes from the
wild blackberries, which are abundant
in the woods. The blackberry flow is
at its best about the middle of April,
and the average yield is about 25
pounds per colony. The honey is amber, very thick, and does not granuFollowing
the
blackberry
late.

A beekeeper going to any of the
southern states would have much to
learn, since conditions are so different.
Eight-frame hives seem to suit

conditions there much better than
thev do in the north where seasons

I found much interest in the varying accounts of cotton as a honey
plant in the various sections of the
south.
Some beekeepers declared
that it yielded well, while others
doubted whether cotton ever did produce honey. One beekeeper, who had
experience in different parts of Georgia, was able to give me considerable
information. On some soils it yields
well, while under other conditions it

^-'

!

Ik

'

Cotton honey is
of indifferent quality and granulates
badly. The honey is very thin and
sometimes it ferments in the hive.
In the Cash neighborhood cowpeas
bloom with cotton and both together
add something to his yield. In the
fall, asters seldom fail to give a return of about 12 pounds per colony.
There are several other plants which
yield small quantities of honey, such
produces no nectar.

extracting supers

T.

W. LIVINGSTON WAS A CONTRIBUTOR TO THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL MANY YEARS AGO.

combs by leaving them on the hives
than otherwise.
A full depth eight-frame body, together with one-half depth body are
often used for brood rearing during
the principal season.
I

was disappointed

in failing to find

Mr. Wilder at his home in Cordele.
Mr. Wilder is well known to our
readers and has written much about

as holly and locust. He is a little too
far north for titi and mistletoe, although a few plants are to be found.
Such a flow requires careful operation if the different kinds of honey
are to be kept separate. Mr. Cash

shallow

are short and our flows rapid. The
great difficulty there is to prevent the
bees from consuming all their surplus
in brood rearing during the periods
between flows. The weather is so
mild that moths can work all winter,
and it is easier to care for surplus

north. The first pollen comes from
tag-alder, in January, so that the bees
have ample time to build up before
the blackberry flow in April.

comes a light flow from poplar, sumac
and gum. Sourwood comes in July,
but there is little sourwood in his locality.
In good sourwood localities
the yield from this source is often
very good. Cotton comes about two
weeks after sourwood.

uses

September

.

his local conditions for the Journal.
Such notes as I was able to secure at

JOHN W. CASH, AN ENERGETIC GEOR-

and

GIA BEEKEEPER.

Cordele are from others. Conditions
are very different in central and
south Georgia from those of north
Georgia. From forty to seventy-five
colonies are kept in a yard in the
Cordele locality. Mr. Wilder has
twenty yards in this vicinity, beside
those at the Okefenoke swamp, and
also

different

Mr. Wilder
easier
and

localities

now

Florida.

in

taking

a little
his bees on
shares, giving his time to general supervision and to marketing his crops.
His total crop was reported to be
is

working

thirteen carloads of honey last year.
his honey is gathered principally from poplar, tupelo,
titi, gallberry and cotton.
At Leslie, Georgia, I greatly enjoyed a visit with Mr. T. W. Livingstone, formerly of Iowa. Mr. Livingstone has never been able to secure
as good crops of honey there as he
did in Iowa, but he is very loyal to
Georgia, for he feels that the mild
climate has greatly prolonged his life.
Mr. Livingstone makes his own founHe
dation by the dipping process.
may be seen in the picture with the
instrument with which he dips it.
This makes a sheet of just the right
width and length for a Langstroth
frame. For the first time, I found a
beekeeper with nothing but Banat

Around Cordele

ONE OF JOHN

VV.

CA.SH'S

Al'i.\l<lh.>

1

1\

lllh lM.\h

\V

noDS OF GEORGIA.

it
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He reports them to be very
bees.
gentle, to breed up early in spring,
swarm early and to breed all season.
Mr. Livingstone says that all bees
propolizc- much worse in the south
than in the north, since propolis is
very plentiful. The Banats are much
like the Caucasians in appearance.

They

raise

large quccncells
are
([ueens

Banat

ters.

clusslightly

in

Mr. Livingsmaller than Italians.
stone keeps from seventy to one hundred colonies in a yard.

From Mr. A. B. Marchant I learned
much of interest about the Appalachicola

section

river

Mr.
honey pro-

Florida.

in

Marchant was engaged

in

duction on that river for many years.
The tupcio flow some years is wonderful. The great difficulty with that
region, as well as much of southern

Smoke
By A.

F.

Bonney.

a perfect fuel for the
HAVING
smoker does not always insure

constant and perfect combusnor is it always easy to get a
fire started, for the least obstruction
of the air passage will cause it to go
Having had many experiences
out.
which had a tendency to cause extion,

plosive latiguage, the idea of a little
sliding door at the bottom of the fire
chamber developed, but a trial of it
did not encourage me to continue

with

it.

Finally our old friend. Salt Petre,

Two
called in, in this way:
ounces of the salt was dissolved in a
pint of water, and some corrugated
pasteboard wet -with it and dried in
was

297
the

sun

;

next, pieces

5x8 inches in

were rolled into cylinders and
with a string. This composes
Dr. Bonney's Perfect Smoker Fuel
Lighter, and is used in this way:
Wrap greasy waste around the cyl-

size
tied

inder so that it takes a little force to
put it into the smoker. Next pack
more waste in, until the fire chamber
then light the paper at
is solid full
the top end, and you will have a
steady, constant, cool smoke which
will not go out.
I have used twenty
of them, experimentally, so far. Any
fuel may be used, but
the greasy
waste is so common and inexpensive
that there is np need that we look
;

further.

Buck Grove, Iowa.

Bee-Metamorphosis
Here's a good one from Dundee,
Scotland: (C. C. M.)
In either se.x the ovum needs
Three days before the chorion
breaks.
Five days the female-larva feeds;
An extra day the male-grub takes.

A week

in prison lies the queen
For thirteen days a worker hides;
A drone develops all unseen
A fortnight and a day besides.

The

A

total time

;

is

just about

fortnight and a day for mother;

Three weeks

And

will bring a worker out,
three days longer hatch her
brother.
Cyprian Stock.

More Food
W. B. Barney,

—

—

Values. According to
of the Iowa Food Department, a pound of honey, extracted, has the same food value as the
following articles, figured at regular
retail prices:
Milk, 21c: cheese, 25c;
apples, 35c; jelly, 30c; steak, 40c; oranges, 60c; eggs, 85c; butter, 21c, corn
T.

Alabama,

is

W. LIVINGSTON'S

the lack of

summer

OUTYARD AT

LESLIE. GA.

flakes. 30c, puflfed

wheat,

40c.

pol-

After June 1 there is no pollen,
and the bees rapidly run down until
it
becomes necessary to move the
bees to other pastures for a pollen
len.

I

Thousands of colonies of
bees have starved to death in midsummer in localities that produce
supply.

wonderful honey-flows

at

some

sea-

sons of the year. The principal lack
seems to be pollen after the close of
the spring flow.
Titi and gallberry are reported as
valuable sources of honey in localities where there are suflicient plants
at other seasons to supply plenty of
pollen and sufficient honey to keep
the bees in condition. There are, of
course, many such localities, and the
stranger should take plenty of time
to investigate conditions all
year
around before risking too much on a
beekeeping venture in the south. In
the next article the sweet clover belt
of Alabama and Mississippi will be
considered.
This seems to be the
most dependable region and good
crops are the rule.

A SOUTHERN BEE YARD IN WINTER. SUPERS ARE LEFT ON THE HIVES TO
PREVENT DESTRUCTION OF COMBS BY MOTHS.
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September
honeybees. (American Bee Journal,
June and July, 1916.) In this paper
Dr. Mclndoo gives an account of his
experiments proving the existence of
special odors among insects and specifically among the bees. His experiments establish that "each hive of
bees has its own particular odor, and
when a colony is divided each portion forms a hive odor different from
that of the other portion and also
different from the hive odor of any
other hive and probably diilerent
from that of the original hive, and
the new hive odor is formed gradu-

and

ally

THE EDITOR*S VIEWPOINT

is

sufficiently

different

at

the end of the third day from that of

any other hive to cause

total hostil-

ity."

Our Front Cover
The picture on our front cover
resents
modern apiary in
a
province

of

on

Kutais,

the

the

south

slope of the Caucasus mountains. It
is one of the photos kindly sent to
us by the Caucasian Beekeepers' Association.
It

that

may

Colchis

who

interest our readers to learn

the province
of

ancient

of

Kutais

history.

is

the

Those

are acquainted with the stories

mythology will remember Jason
and the Argonauts invading Colchis
conquest of the Golden
for the
Fleece, so famed among the poets,
and their return with the magician
beauty, Medea.
According to the legends, Colchis
was not only a very rich country
from which the ancients secured
wheat, wine, cattle, horses, flax and
honey, but it was also the center of
an immense commerce. The rich
cloths of India and of Persia, the
silks of China, the iron and pelts of
of

came through the Caspian
(Hyrcanian sea) up the Cyrus
(Kour) river, into Colchis and were
from there shipped to the European
•countries
through the Black sea
(Pontus Euxinus).
So these rich
lands have a history that goes far
back of the Christian era. Since the
Russian revolution, they are coming
Siberia,

rep-

sea

to the front again.

The dark

skin

of

inhabitants

the

of a part of Kutais is said, according
to Herodotus, to be due to the im-

migration

into

Sesostris, of a

that country, under
body of troops, from

lower Asia.

The
of

latitude of Kutais

Northern

Bibliography
Insects

— By

is

about that

Illinois.

— Recognition
Dr. N. E.

Among

Mclndoo

This is publication No. 2443 of the
Smithsonian Collections. It is written by Dr. Mclndoo, whom our readers will remember by his remarkable
studies of the "scent organs" of the

He
what

holds,

from

practical

his

apiarists

experiments,
have long

claimed, "that the odors emitted by
the honeybee are the chief

means

of

recognition."

This

is

therefore a confirmation of

the views held by non-scientific beekeepers based upon daily practice in
If the question is asked:
can bees change the odor of the
hive? we will reply: How could it be
otherwise? As soon as a swarm is
cast or a colony divided, there is a
change of conditions. The one hive
will have more honey, or more new
combs, or more old combs, or more
pollen, or perhaps it will have more
field workers bringing fresh odors, or
they may work upon a slightly different harvest. Again, the hive or the
box itself may be of different structure, made of slightly different lumber.
We remember having had a
colony which emitted a very peculiar
smell when opening it and we wondered what caused this odor, until we
noticed that a very dark pine knot
produced it. A few more drones in
one colony, an older queen, a larger
quantity of pollen or pollen from
and numerous
different blossoms,
other circumstances, added to the
combination of the bees' own odor

the apiary.

How

are sure to produce a different hive
odor, which is sometimes so percepit is noted even by the apiYet our perception of odors is
very much more blunt than that of
the bees. Everyone who has been a
producer of honey knows how quickly they notice all odors which re-

tible that
arist.

semble those of the hive.
We have long ago been convinced
that the presence of the queen in the
hive is constantly evidenced by the
queen-odor, which must be very plain

HIVES .MADE OF TREE TRUNKS AND BARK; GOURI, KUTAIS, RUSSIA.

to

them, for usually they recognize
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her absence,

if

she

is

removed, within

As

a corollary to the study of

among

Mclndoo

Dr.

bees,

odor

describes

the

numerous odors produced by oth-

er

insects

in

hundreds of different

ways. This shows that the bee is
not an exception in the matter of
odors, whether personal,

sexual,

or

odor-producing glands,
he shows that they vary in different
insects.
In the honeybee he
suggests that it may be produced in a
pouch located between the fifth and
sixth abdominal
terga,
or
dorsal
plates of the abdomen.
This organ
was described by several writers and
notably by a scientific Russian apito

the

arist,

Zoubareflf,

(1883)

number

the

in

November

of the Bulletin D'Api-

then published by our regretted Swiss friend, Bertrand. But
Mr. Zoubareflf, who quoted NassonofT,
a member of the Imperial Society of
Acclimatation of Moscow, suggested
an entirely
different function for
these glands. He thought they might
have some relation with the wellknown ability of the bees to throw
off a portion of the
excess water
from the nectar which they gather.
There is evidently still a great deal
to learn on the anatomy of the bee.
But such studies as are here mentioned lead us towards the light. Alculture,

though we

one beekeeper

in

liinulrcd

;i

how cheap he can
make a fair profit.
doubt, sell their
of

production

sell

it

knows
knows

and

still

Many, without
honey below the cost

fail

to

allow for in-

may

The American Bee Journal is always on the watch for new things to
present to the honey producers and
in

us

order to induce our readers to tell
what they have we will make a

scription

labor.

we

And

after the crop has been har-

throw

their

number of beekeepers
honey on the large mar-

kets to be sold at once, oftentimes

helping to pull down the price when
they might, with small effort, have
sold their
whole crop locally at

enough more

to

pay

all

costs of local

advertising.

follows:
For a dethe most useful device

special offer as

terest on investment, depreciation, or

vested, a large

family odors.

As

if

the actual cost of his honey,

a very short time.
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of

offer a prize of ten dollars. For
the second best, five dollars. For all
others which we print we will give

the choice of cither a year's subscription to the American Bee Journal,
First
Lessons in Beekeeping, or

Thousand Answers

Miller's

keeping Questions.

to

Bee-

describing a
device or short cut be sure to send a
drawing or photograph whenever
In

The contest will be open
December IS. We hope that

possible.

Contest Announcement
In

visiting the beekeepers in vari-

ous localities we are impressed with
the great variety of useful devices
and short cuts which we find. Nearly
every beekeeper
something
has
which he has worked out to suit his
particular notion which would be
useful to others if only brought to

until

every reader of this journal will try
to think of something which he has
found useful to enter in this contest.

Honey

Prices

Read the crop and market page in
if you
want to get ideas on honey prices.
the back part of this magazine

public attention.

occasionally take a

step in

the

wrong

or later

we

are called back into the

direction, sooner

true path of nature study.

Reducing the Cost of Marketing
In its last issue the new magazine,
"System On the Farm," had a very interesting article on the above subject
by A. L. Brown, a very successful
farmer of Washington, who explains
his plans in detail.

Three points emphasized by Mr.
well be brought to the
attention of the beekeeping public;

Brown may

the elimination of

all waste, a careful
record of costs, and direct to consumer marketing, aided by judicious
and novel advertising.

How many

pounds of
waste through
the carelessness of otherwise good
beekeepers who did not take the
millions of

beeswax have gone

to

pains to save their scraps of wax, or
to guard against the occasional ravages of the moth. How many pounds

honey have been left ungathered
througluthe bees being in poor shape
for the long anticipated crop?
In the matter of costs it is doubtful
of

BROWN'S PRODUCTS ARE ALL SOLD DIRECTLY TO THE CONSUMER. ADVERTISING IN A JUDICIOUS MANNER HELPS TO MAKE THE SALES.

L.
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GOLDENRODS AS HONEY PLANTS
Facts About a Widely Distributed Family of Plants as a Source of

Nectar~By Frank
the eighty species of goldenrod (Solidago) all but three or
four belong to North America.
one of our most widely distribut-

OF
It is

ed native plants. Some species seem
adapted to nearly every condition

from Canada

to

Mexico and from the
There is

Atlantic coast to California.

wide difference, however, in the
value of the dififerent species to the
beekeeper and it is no easy task_ to
regarding
get reliable information
the range of conditions under which
it secretes nectar abundantly, nor is
information
there much recorded
concerning the particular species
which are most valuable for this purIt is a well-known fact that
pose.
the secretion of nectar with any plant
is greatly influenced by soil and clia

C. Pellett

about these plants in Canada and also
photographs of the species which are

Without
valuable there.
assistance of these two, this article
would have been impossible. It is unfortunate that similar information is
not available from all sections of the
country.
Lovell is of the opinion that all species of goldenrods secrete nectar in
some localities. This is quite probamost

the

The western goldenrod,

S. occidenhe mentions as common in wet
places such as marshes and river
banks, from August to October, yielding an amber honey. S. californica,
the common goldenrod of the coast,
he describes as common on dry plains
and hillsides or mountains throughout the state, from August to Decemtalis,

ber.

He

lists it as a fair

honey

plant.

Scholl reports goldenrods as common to all parts of Texas and states
that the honey yield is good in favorable seasons when it is not too dry.
He reports a long season, from April
to November, but gives no list of the
species furnishing nectar in that region.
Sladen reports finding eleven species of goldenrods about Ottawa. He

FIG. 2.— SOLIDAGO SQUARROSA.
(Photograph by Sladen.)

although there is very little honey
from goldenrod in Iowa from any
species. Along the upper Mississippi,
in the northeastern counties, a few

ble,

FIG. 1.— SOLIDAGO PUBERULA.
(Photograph by Sladen.)

matic conditions.

Some

of our

most

valuable honey plants have been reported as producing no nectar when
introduced into Australia.
It is very probable that when we
have studied the matter carefully we
will find that the same species of goldenrod varies as much in its nectar
secretion under dififerent conditions
as we know to be the case with alfalfa.
I am greatly indebted to Mr. John
H. Lovell for notes on the behavior
of goldenrods in New England and

for several of the photographs which
accompany this article. Mr. F. W. L.
Sladen, the Dominion apiarist, has
kindly furnished similar information

In
report goldenrod.
beekeepers
other sections of the state beekeepers
report that they have never seen a
bee on the plant. Dr. L. H. Pammel,
botanist at the State Experiment Station, reports nine species of goldenrods common to this state. He lists
S.
serotina, S. canadensis, and
S.
some
furnishing
as
graminifolia,
honey here. If Lovell is right about
all species yielding nectar under some
conditions, then all are of interest to
the beekeeper, and only the question
remains of learning the conditions
under which each species develops
most favorably. If all do not yield
nectar it is important that we learn

distinguish between the species
which are valuable honey plants and.
those which are troublesome weeds.
Richter lists only two species of
this plant as important in (I'alifornia.
to

FIG. 3.— SOLIDAGO HISPIDA.
(Photograph by Sladen.)
finds that individually the canadensis

comparatively little
great abundance
makes them important collectively.
Sladen also notes the variation of
the plant under different conditions
and says that the nature of the land
determines the presence and abundance of the best species. He reports

group

nectar,

produce
but

their

that in the wet lands of Charlotte
County, N. B., especially in the
Honeydale district, they, together
with "asters, furnish the principal
source of nectar and that they are
valuable generally as a source of surplus in coastal districts of New Bruns-

wick and Nova Scotia.

The same

is
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said of eastern Manitoba.
the yield at from SO to 80

He

places

pounds per
colony in localities where tlie best
goldenrod and asters
of
species
abound. The honey is usually of good
quality, ranging in color in the different districts from white to dark
amber; that gathered in swampy disusually being bright golden.
Evidently goldenrod honey is seldom
stored separate from aster in localities from which these reports are
tricts

made.
Mr. Sladen describes three types of
locations in which the plants may be
found in Canada:
1. Open swamp or
bog, where S. uligi-

nosa and

rugosa

S.

The

are found.
ing
the

in

for-

bloom-

mer begins

August, while

blooms

latter

mid-Septemuntil
ber, so that there is
more than a month
of flow from these

plants.
the bogs

'

Although
are

inde-

pendent
of
rain
during the honeyweather
flow,
fine

moderate

and
warmth

are necessary to a crop.

Sandy or grav-

2.

barrens

elly
plains.

or

the

On

coast as well as inland on such lands
are found S. puberula (Fig. 1), while
inland
are
to
be
found, in addition,

squarrosa

S.

and the

2)

(Fig.

imhispida
Good rains

portant

less

S.

(Fig. 3).
in early August, followed by fine and

warm weather
best
3.

bring

results.

A restricted

area

centering

in

Cumberland County,

Nova
which
lia

Scotia,
S.

(Fig.

in

graminifo5),

a

is

troublesome weed.

He further

re-

ports that the roadside goldenrods of
old Ontario are not
heavy producers of honey under ordinary conditions.
In an article on the "Honey Flora
of New England" which appeared in
the April, 1916, American Bee Journal, Lovell states as follows:

a

quantity of heavy
stored annually."
Mr. Lovell has kindly sent
great

honey

yellow

is

field notes.

There

is

a large

me

his

amount

informali(jn
which
interesting
space will not iiermit publishing. The
notes include the study of six species, all of which produce some nectar in Maine.
He describes the tall,
hairy goldenrod (S. rugosa, Fig. 4), as
the latest to blossom and the most
valuable as a honey plant. It is found
in damp thickets and on moist land.
While in bloom the bees work it
very diligently and the honey is
stored rapidly. The apiary is filled
of
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They all came through the winter in
good condition." (Kentucky. Gleanings in Bee Culture.)
"The goldenrod is one of our main
sources for a

fall flow.

The bees

us-

one or more supers from it."
(Connecticut. Gleanings in Bee Cul-

ually

fill

ture.)

"My

have

bees

gathered

of
goldenrod honey this fall and at
times the odor has been offensive to
lots

Glean-

the neighbors."
(Vermont.
ings in Bee Culture.)

"Smartweed

and

quality

grow

here, but do not furnish any honey.
Never saw a bee on them." (Iowa.
American Bee Journal.)

honey, and get my
the public as a producer

must sell to people who
used honey, not those who bought
honey and sold it under a different
of honey, I

label from my own. You may sell to
a jobber all your life, and the public
will never know you are a producer
of honey, and this I consider goes a
long ways in disposing of the crop
to good advantage.

A

business that

tising,

goldenrod

my

of

name before

is

not worth adver-

much

isn't

of

a

business.

There was one instance that cured
me of the jobbing trade, and was the

means of my starting the direct-tothe consumer trade. Five years ago
winter I took a little trip into
Chicago to visit a friend who at that
time was selling about a ton and a
half of my honey each year.
One afternoon we went down to
the loop district, where the best
stores are located, and took in The
Boston, The Fair, Siegel Cooper, and
Rothschilds
department
stores,
where my friend had tried to dispose
of my comb honey a short time before. The price they offered him for
fancy white comb honey was 11 and
12 cents, delivered in Chicago.
this

How

I

Dispose of the Crop

By W.

S.

Pangburn.

commenced
WHEN
honey
I

to produce
for the market, some-

thing like twelve or thirteen
years ago, I wanted to sell my honey
in a lump to the jobber, and be done
with it. I had, and still have, a farm
in connection with the bees, or vice
versa (I really do not know which
myself), and thought it would be the
best way for me to dispose of the
crop.
I

soon learned, however, that

if

I

were to receive what my honey was
worth, I had to look to someone
other than the jobber to buy it. 1
also reasoned that if I ever expected
to advertise my business and the

We

went

partments

direct to

and

found

honey decomb honey

the

selling in the different stores at
24 to 28 cents per section.

from

The e.xtracted honey in 6-pound
was bringing 20 cents per pound.
The thing that stirred me most was
that this extracted honey was put up

jars

by

a

jobber

and

bottler

who had

September

my

tried to buy
extracted honey for
8 cents delivered.
I said "No more for me
I have had
plenty," and I went after the directto-the-consumer trade. I might add
that I have never been able to land
a sale of e.xtracted honey to a real
;

jobber

in

my

life.

During the first half of my beekeeping experience I did not try to
do much with my local market. There
were at that time quite a few small
beekeepers scattered through the
neighborhood who nearly always
produced some honey for the market.
This honey was sold at about as

many

different prices as there were
and some clover comb
honey was sold at 8 cents per pound.
This, as
every good beekeeper
knows, is the hardest kind of compe-

beekeepers,

would rather compete with
who was putting out a
good article and asking a reasonable
price, than with the average farmer
beekeeper wV"- knows nothing of the
tition.

I

a producer

price he snoufd receive for his honey,
less of how it should go on the
market. This kind of competition,
however, is getting easier to handle,
especially with the merchants, as
they are commencing to realize that
a first quality honey put up in an attractive manner is, as one merchant
told me last fall, half sold as soon as
it
gets on the counter.

much

There is no question but what display advertising pays, and should be
followed more than it is.
I
never
have seen a display that did not attract attention if it was gotten up in
an attractive style.
The average merchant does little
in this line.
More's the pity. Just
before the holidays I saw a beautiful
window in a nearby town with almost everything in the eatable line
you could think of, even to vinegar
and glucose syrup, but no honey, and
this same merchant had all kinds of
honey for sale. I never could understand this, but it is nearly always
the case.

have come to the conclusion if
is ever advertised and put on
a level with other foods as it should
be, it is up to the beekeepers to do
it,
and if we wait until we have a
I

honey

sum to start with, it
some time before honey will
large

be
receive

will

the prominence it should.
National advertising will never advertise your honey locally, nor work
up a personal trade. Don't wait, get
busy.
Do not think that because you live
in a small town it will not pay you to
advertise by putting in a display. It

only sell honey in your own
town, but people passing will look
through curiosity, and often times
buy. A person came a distance of 35
miles in an auto to my apiary and
purchased honey for four different
families, stating he saw the display
at the grocer's in town.
The merchant tells me he sells lots
of honey to people from other towns,
who see the honey and buy it. I have
done away with the tin containers so
far as the store trade is concerned.
I have
proven that twice the honey
can be sold in glass as in tin. I
use the IS-ounce jars, 1-quart milk
will not

PIG. 5.— BUSHY

GOLDENROD (SOLIDAGO GRAMINIFOLIA), A FINE HONEY PLANT.
(Photograph by Lovell.)
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and 12-pound jugs, but will
12-pound size, as
discontinue the
they have proven too large for this
trade.
I give them a rebate on the
glass containers returned in good order, which with some is appreciated,
and helps in selling more honey.
Put out an attractive package. People will not appreciate your efforts- in
putting your honey in cheap containers in order to make it cheaper to
them. I have tried it, and know. Of
course these fancy cartons, labels
and glass containers all add to the
high cost of living, but the dear people want them, and I believe in selling them what they want. A fellow
this winter asked me what I wanted
I told
f honey.
for a 60-pound can
him $6. How much if I furnish cans?
All
10 cents per pound.
I told him
right, he said, I will bring the cans.
He was satisfied and so was I.
Cans are high.
We should try and educate people
to know that honey is a food, not a
luxury nor a medicine, and one of
the cheapest foods on the market to"No sweeter words of tongue
day.
or pen" than a delicious food with a
I
on the pocketbook.
pull
light
bought some of the cards advertised
in the American Bee Journal and it
was a surprise to many people to
know that honey was so high in food
value. I expect to use more of them,
and to get some small cards printed
giving the food value of honey, and
send them out with every letter, and
the leaflets that the American Bee
Journal sends out, with every order
for honey.
Always keep honey at your grocer's, and some at the apiary. Never
be out of honey. This idea of thinking that we can sell honey only in the
winter time is all bosh. Honey may
be sold the whole year through, not
as much in summer as in winter, of
course, but every pound of honey
consumed in the summer is ofT the
market when the rush season comes.
Let us sell all the honey we can, direct to the consumer, and in our local
markets, and keep it out of the big
markets where there is nearly always
an over-supply, and consequently low
prices. It will go a long way towards
equalizing matters, and the markets,
and beekeepers in general, will profit
by so doing.
The peddling business is an old
topic, but should be followed more
than it is, and I often wish I might
find time to follow it. I have peddled
honey but little, so cannot say much
on that subject. The first half day I
sold 400 pounds, and the
second
This
something like 300 pounds.
taught me how easy it is to sell peobottles, 6

ple

honey when

brought

to

their

crop or were sold out. This part of
the selling business is hard to describe, as a great many things have
to be reckoned with, and some of
them will have to be learned by experience.

F)Ut

little

get in

return.

in

One should go slowly
his

Do

way.

much honey

at first

and

feel

not advertise where
is
produced, because

are beekeepers in that community who are probably looking after the business. You must also consider freight rates; if you don't your
prospective customer will. There are
exceptions to this rule, but they are
not to be relied upon. I shipped
there

Massachusetts
and
Vermont,
where the freight on a 60-pound can
was $1.16, and, strange to say, I had a
to

repeat order.

will likely be the last order you will
get from him.
Give references, then demand cash
with order, and stick to it. You will

money and much worry. Remember you are dealing, in most
save

with strangers of whom you
nothing.
Honor your father
and mother, but not strangers' promcases,

know
ises.

When

you once find a good locality
which to sell honey, stick to it. Do
not jump from one place to another
unless you are not getting results,
and remember you can't work up a
in

mail order trade in a day.
Center Junction, Iowa.

Amateur Wax Rendering
Hy

G. C. Greiner.

the last January number of the
INSchweizerische
Bienen Zeitung

two Schweizer brothers give their
method of draining, washing, rendermg into wax, etc., of cappings from
extracting combs, which is in many
points identical with my way of waxmaking. The main points on which
we may difler is the difference in the
tools we use.
One brother in particular is describing a method which
IS primitive in the extreme.
He says
he makes two "rosts" (wooden grates
or frames) and uses an openly woven
bag, which he fills with the drained
cappings to be rendered. He places
one of the "rosts" on the bottom of
the vessel, onto this the bag of cappings and onto this again the second

The whole he weights down
with stones or pieces of iron, fills the
vessel to within one or two inches of
the top with water and boils it about
one-half hour, and when cooled takes
off a nice yellow cake of wax. This,
of course, is only one-half of the job.
After the cake of wax is taken off he
has to fish out the weights, then the
rost, then the bag that has
to be
emptied and cleaned, and at last the
rost.

FIG. 6.— CREAM

COLORED GOLDENROD.

(SOLIDAGO BICOLOR.)
(Photograph by Lovell.)

Pardon me for making the assertion, but it requires some tact to successfully conduct a mail order trade.
Much depends on the individual.

There are some amusing things connected with it, as well as some not
so amusing. One must be somewhat
of a judge of human nature, and in
most cases all you will have to judge
from will be a letter of inquiry. It
is up to you to land the order with a
well written letter, and perhaps a
sample of honey to convince the
prospective

thought of asking anything about
honey. Not exactly a staple article
as yet. you see.
The bulk of my honey goes to the
mail order trade. Out of the 24,000
pounds produced in the past two
years, all has gone to this trade and
the home trade, with the exception
of about 4,000 pounds that went to
other beekeepers who either had no

same price

when

we must

touch with people who buy honey;
there is but one way I know to get
them, and that is by the use of
printer's ink.
Care must be exercised in its use, however, or you will
part with some good money and get

these same people who
meet you once or twice a week never
doors,

first

303

customer

a

customer.
Give every
square deal and have the
to

all.

honey.
In fact, it is
only honey that will hold your
customers. It is the "tie that binds."
Put it up in neat packages, in such
a way that it will reach the customer in good order. If there is
anything that will disgust a customer it is a dauby mess of honey,
and if he happens to be a new one it
Sell

quality

the

FIG. 7.— EARLY

TUNCEA.)

GOLDENROD (SOLIDAGO
(Photograph by Lovell.)
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A
second rost all mussy work.
properly made tool, which I will describe later on, would prevent all this
trouble;
late

it

a pleasure to

is

manipu-

it.

The same principle these two men
make use of I apply to my wax-rendering, and for the small beekeeper
only a small amount of wax

who has
to

make, not more than perhaps

fifty

or seventy-five pounds, this will accommodate him, providing he has
convenient tools to work with. There
nothing mussy or disagreeable
is
about wax rendering when we are

prepared for it. I do not even spend
any extra time when doing it. At
the same time when I am labeling
filling cans, preparing sections
for market or doing any other bench
work, I generally keep my wax maoil
chine on a little three-burner
stove on the end of the bench in operation, when I have wax to make.

and

Rendering wax is like any other
work, it must be done in proper time.
This, of course, has reference to the
small one-horse beekeeper who has
not the up-to-date outfit for the
manufacture of wax in a wholesale
way nor the means for the upkeep of

such an outfit. By taking time by
the forelock, beginning to work up
our cappings as soon as we begin extracting,

many

little

advantages

may

When

the uncapping can
is filled up it has to be emptied to
make room for the next day's extracting; the cappings have to be
drained and washed for rendering
into wax, and there is no better,
easier time for this than to begin
right away after each day's extracting.
With the uncapping knife cappings are then easily chopped up and
loosened up to allow the yet warm
and pliable honey to drain during the
Next morning the cappings
night.
can be moved into a dishpan large
enough to hold the previous day's

be gained.

cappings and soaked with sufficient
warm water to detach the honey that
may be left from the night's drainAfter a thorough stirring up
ing.
with a large, long-handled skimmer,
tool for all
the most convenient
handling of cappings, and a few
hours' standing the whole contents of
the pan can be turned into the uncapping can again and left to drain
until the can is needed for extracting.

The cappings are then ready

for

which a deep
kettle
is
the most convenient. For all boiling and melting
of wax I use white enamel or granite
dishes. Tin or iron is liable to discolor it. While cappings should never
he boiled to excess, a moderate heat
the

boiling,
with bail

first

for

with frequent stirring for about 30
minutes, and plenty of water, will
give good results.
After the contents are sufficiently cooled a nice,
yellow cake can be taken from the
kettle and the loose, coarse impurities that are found on the under side
scraped off or rolled off with the
back of a case-knife. The heavier
refuse is always found in the bottom
of the kettle, but the lower part of
the wax cake contains more or less
of about the same weight as wax, so
that gravitation alone will not separate the two.

The wax cleanser, which the accompanying drawing (Fig. 1) repreperfection.
It
sents, does this to
consists of a graniteware pan 4 in.
high and 14 in. across the top with
a sc,reen frame 12 in. in diameter to
allow its entering the pan to about
one-half of its depth. It is held in
position by a piece of light bandiron

with a hook on each end (See Fig. 2)
It
to catch on the rim of the pan.
slips in its place as easily as a welloiled jackknife opens.
The screen, separately shown at
Fig. 2, is a rim of heavy tin covered
by 12-to-the-inch brass screen, with

short little tin brace soldered on
each side of the rim to keep it in its

a

place.

To operate the cleanser is very
simple, but it requires some exactness. About 2}4 or 3 lbs. of wax from
the first boiling is placed in the pan
with sufficient water to fill the pan
nearly half full when all is melted.
With occasional stirring and ten to
fifteen minutes moderate boiling the
content is thoroughly liquified. The
screen is then inserted and fastened
by the bandiron hooks, as shown at
Fg. 1, when boiling water is turned
onto the screen until the pan is reasonably full. After a few minutes'

simmering the

lights of the oil stove

are turned out and the wax is allowed to cool. The cake of wax obtained by this process is as nearly
perfect as any home-made article can
1)6 produced.
There is only a very
slight discoloration on the bottom,
but by means of a sharp steel-plate
scraper (I use one 3x4 in.), this can
be easily removed.

September
touch with the scraper to
the job complete.
All the scrapings from the three
boilings are carefully collected. After
a sufficient quantity is gathered they
are again run into a cake, which, after being scraped at the bottom like
the others, is little, if any, inferior
to the common stock. All the drainings from the cappings are also carefully gathered up; they are used as
feeding material at the closing of the
honey-flow to finish unfinished sections.
And herein lies the greatest
benefit I receive from working up
my cappings as fast as they are made.
At first it may seem like unprofitable
work at that time of the season,
when the beekeeper has plenty of
a

slight

make

other work crowding.

But it is like
keeping a garden clean. If we keep
ahead of our work, if we keep the
grass from sprouting, we can do it
with one-fourth, perhaps with onetenth of the time and labor it would
require after the weeds are allowed
the
to grow over our heads.
It
is
same in our bee and honey business.
With comparatively little effort we
can keep our work in first-class order if we don't neglect to clean up
these little odds and ends when we
have a chance. If our cappings are allowed to accumulate until all available dishes and boxes are filled, they
are constantly in our way and are
pushed into 'dusty corners, which
does not improve the quality of our
wax. And the longer we postpone an
unpleasant job (the making of wax is
looked upon as such by the majority
of beekeepers) the harder and more
unpleasant the task seems to grow;
our daily work then becomes a burden, which, if taken in time, would
have been a pleasure.

La

Salle, N. Y.
can testify to the

(We

high quality

of the wax produced by Mr. Greiner,
with his process, which, however, is
not suitable for the large producer.
Editor).

A

Ventilator for Bees

M. M. Hale, of Mississippi, has a
very ingenious device for ventilating
his colonies during the heat of summer. It consists of a separate bottom-board which
of

the

is inserted in place
regular one, which has first

To make

sure that the quality of
in every way perfect I
give my wax a third melting in a socalled "water jacket."
The basin I
use for this purpose holds, with a
small amount of water, a 2-pound
cake. I set this on my little oil stove
in a larger basin full of water, and
when melted turn out the middle
burner, and the two side ones to
about half power. This allows the
wax to cool very slowly and gives the
last foreign matter that the wax may
still contain a chance to settle to the
bottom. Consequently this last melting also shows a little discoloration
at the bottom of the cake that needs

my

Fig.

1.

The

Wax

Cleanser of G. C.

Greiner.

product

is

Fig.

2.

Screen and Strap-iron Band
the Wax-cleanser.

for
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As seen by the illusventilating
bottom is
deep and lias wire screen on the sides.
Many bottoms similar to this have
been used at different times by beekeepers and several have been described from time to time in the bee
journals. They have three drawbacks,
however, to more general use. In the
first place, they increase the cost of
equipment.
In the
second place,
much care will have to be taken or
the bees will build combs in this deep
space below the frames. Thirdly, in
localities where propolis is found the
bees will be apt to deposit large
ainounts of this in and around the
edges of this board, as their tendency
is to stop up all holes with propolis.
been removed,
tration,

the

Hl-.r:

JOURNAL

is the chief factor.
largely, but all the same it

location

counts
only a
sub-factor.
Wherever ninety-nine
men out of the hundred may be
planted down there they have to remain and simply adjust themselves to
circinnstances and surroundings, and
each man with perseverance can rise
above difficulties and carry on the industry successfully.
Messrs. Holtermann and Ryer in the
It
is

North and Messrs Scholl and
Poppleton in the far South, make
beekeeping an eminent success. This
they do in spite of Arctic cold or
tropical heat
in spite of frost and
snow on the one hand or persistent
heat and drought on the other. The
man here again proves the governing
far

;

factor, the ruling influence securing
success.
This convincingly shows

Successful

Beekeeping,

Pivotal

THE

The

Point-Man

By D. M. MacDonald.
man (or woman) is undoubt-

edly the great and prime factor counting towards success
in apiculture. Some one may say, and
rightly so, that the seasons are not
within the power of man to alter, and
that on them depends our success or
failure.
That is taking by far too
narrow a view of our industry. The

here does not approach the
matter from a proper focus or look
on it in the right perspective. As
well say that the farmer's success depends on the seasons alone. That is
not more than a half truth. Neither
is it true in apiculture any more than
critic

in agriculture.

The man

of energy, push and enterprise rises above circumscribed
circumstances, after turning semifailure into full success. Adverse influences brace him up to new efforts.

The bad season, which only comes
periodically,
teaches
him lessons
worth learning, whereby, when the
good seasons come, as come they
must, he can benefit to the full from
the experiences gleaned and the
knowledge acquired from the days of
adversity.

The

man

in

countless

ways dominates

the situation, and
over a series of years comes out triumphant. The weakling, the man
without grit, proves a failure; that
goes without saying, but it only goes
to prove beyond controversy that the
man is what may be called the pivotal point on which either success or
failure hangs.
.Another critic may maintain that
Full Width 0/ Hive

that weather and surroundings have
to be relegated to secondary positions.
The man, the prime factor,
rules and controls so many minor
factors that he proves the dominant
force taking first place.

Only once in a long period can we
find a Dr. Miller, but in a lesser degree can't we all call un mental visions of men coming out successful in
spite of even adverse circumstances?
Let us take, for instance, three beekeepers side by side. One comes out
triumphant, a second has only a
semi-success, the third proves a failure.

The question

can doubt

it

is

arises.

Why? Who

something inherent

in

the one man lacking or quiescent in
the others?
Perhaps a love of the
bees, a love of nature as a whole,
goes far to account for the first man's
success. It keeps him in the straight
path. Then a spirit of perseverance,
even in spite of occasional difficulties
or even setbacks, proves a sheetanchor in qualifying him for the
leading place in our trio. A score of
other gifts or attributes combine to
set the one man on the top of the
pinnacle.
Weak only, or entirely
lacking in the others, their want accounts for failure or only a medium
success crowning their spasmodic efforts.

Who

will deny that book learning
ladder aiding any apiarist in his
endeavors' to rise? i?y this it is not
meant that a beekeeper should count
on climbing each stile by simply
reading bee literature on the point.
Solomon long ago advised men to acquire knowledge, but he added, get
"understanding."
The man
who
"draweth out understanding" is his
ideal.
Our successful man climbed
the ladder of bee knowledge step by
step, and book learning greatly aided
is

a

his ascent.

The man who has perused and
such works as those

perused
Quinby,

^ee
A

>5pace

Bottom-Board Ventilator

reof
a

Root, Langstroth and
score of others, must be a better man
as well as a better beekeeper than
the man who shuns such works. They
all aid in the acquiring of that understanding so eloquently yet pithily advocated by the sage Solomon. It
should be remembered that these
beebooks embody the knowledge and
wisdom accumulated frdm the experiences of centuries.
This hardwon knowledge is ours for the tak-
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ing. The man whf) undervalues
much to learn.

it

has

Apart from the acquired skill and
knowledge the man has certain inherent gifts or qualities greatly aiding success in our industry. Take the
question of temper and temperament.
Bees at times are wary creatures and
when handled without care and discretion

may show
As

wasps.

away wrath

the temper of
soft answer turnefh
so a gentle, quiet rethe apiarist may soothe

a

sponse from
and pacify the little savages. The
manipulator should keep his temper.
An even temperament, natural to
some, counts in such a case. Imperturbable coolness wins the day by dispelling the nervous irritability of the
excited insects. A species of courage
is indispensable in
carrying on this
industry. So much of it at least as

may

be designated steadiness of
nerves is essential to success of the
highest kind.
This is, fortunately,
easily acquired. At first, in the novitiate days, it may be wanting, but
to a man with an equable temperament, each successive sting counts in
favor of progress. Others do it, why
should not we?
Ancient beekeepers understood all
this well,

and old beebooks treat the
subject lovingly. The man. in their
eyes, was the pivot on which success
depended.

"Handle them quietly and

leisurely,"

saith one, "and you may
00 with them what you will without
hurt."
"Goe orderly to them and
thou shalt find them gentle
as
sheepe," says another.
Gentleness

was and

is

ling bees.

a

prime requisite

in

hand-

The man who thus handles

them has gone

a

long

wav towards

success in his beekeeping career.
Some men have a natural aptitude
for certain pursuits or professions.
Hence, perhaps, arise the positions
in_ which are found our
suppositional
trio.
The fussy man, the nervous
man, the bouncing man, the man who
IS
untidy, unclean or awkward in
handling tools or manipulating bees,
frames or appliances, will never be
successful.

these

And

much

more

will

points

prove a detriment to
in our calling when he
starts to handle honey. On that rock
more men make shipwreck than on

any aspirant
any other.

It will be noted that mere man
does
not get all the honor and glory attendant on eminent success in apiculture.
He, or she, is the pivotal
point on which success depends. In
some respects the ladies tower above
us.
Of old the woman of the family
was the chief beekeeper, and it may
be safely predicted that, in the future as in the past, the other sex
will take a leading place in carrying
on this fascinating industry.

The text on which the above is
based, the pivot on vi^hich it is hung,
may be found in an autograph inscription on page 86 of the last volume of the American Bee Journal,
over the signature of C. C. Miller. It
IS worth quoting:
"For best success,
get pure stock, keep tab on every
pound of honey taken from each
colony, then breed from the best
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storers that are

all

right in color and

temper."
Note well that this grand old man,
the associate editor, a leading light
and again
in bee literature, again

and again,

in

few

his

brief

words

quoted, makes the man the dominating influence, the pivotal point, the
chief and prime factor, insuring sucHe himself is a
cess in apiculture.
living example of the truth of the
statement.
Banff, Scotland.

No. 25 -Honey-Producing
Plants
By Frank
Photo by

WE

J.

C. Pellett.

have previously presented
the picture of one species of

boneset (March, 1915), and
now, through the courtesy of J. M.
Buchanan, of Tennessee, we are able
to offer another. The first one shown,

•k *.,

Mt^

^

.

d.

is

western Iowa woodlands. Although

the bees get some honey from it,
not the best species for honey.

it

is

E.

perfoliatum is reported as a honey
plant of considerable importance in
several of the northeastern states
and Canada. It is commonly known
as thoroughwort.
The picture shown herewith is Eu-

patorium ageratoides, a species common in the south, Tennessee to Georgia, and to some extent in Alabama.
It is also found in the north, being
listed from Canada and New England.
According to Mr. Buchanan's testi-

mony

this species is common over the
state of Tennessee, but only yields
honey in the northern part. He reports the honey to be a light amber
of strong flavor. The yield comes in

August and September.
There are 475 species of Eupatorium known, many of them found

M. Buchanan.

Eupatorium urticaefolium,

in

common

America. Some are found
Europe, Asia and South America,
so that the plants have a very wide
range.
Forty-five or more species
are
common to North America.
Whether all, or nearly all, yield
hcney we have no records to prove.
in tropical

in

tXmoM^

September
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Outapiaries should be well inclosed
neighboring
in
proximity
to
houses whose inhabitants will be
glad to see that no harm befalls
or

them if a pail
them from time

of honey
to time. It

is
is

offered
also de-

have swarms cared for in
the same manner.
Many colonies are wrongly placed
where water may inundate and cause
sirable to

large losses, or at least great inconNaturally there
in moving.
are localities sufficiently alluring for
the beekeeper to risk the chance of
occasional flood in order to profit by
These are scarce,
the heavy crops.

venience

however.
Overstocking and Overlapping
Since you want to get a maximum
crop in the location chosen, it would
be folly to plant yourself beside a
neighbor's apiary of two hundred
colonies when the available nectar
within a two-mile radius was only
sufficient for the best results with
say 180 colonies of bees. The neighbor would already have too many,
without yours.
The same mistake would be made
if you located two of your apiaries
within a short distance of each other
so that the ranges of the two over-

lapped.

Every beekeeper should make a
chart of his immediate neighborhood,
with the location of all principal apiaries and the available flora in different parts, so that he may be competent to judge as to the value of any
spot as a location for bees.
The accompanying chart gives an
idea of what may be included in such
a drawing.

How
t

the Bees Saved America

Ourtesy of The Sunday School
Advocate.

patriots
the AmeriTHEcanbrave
Revolution were having
of

a
particularly hard time of it in
the summer of 1780. General Washington and his ragged, half-starved
soldiers were in camp just outside of
Philadelphia, where it was certain
that the enemy was getting ready to

make an important move.
Man after man had risked

his life

trying to get their secret, but so far
no one had been able to give Washington the important news without
which he dared not risk his small
force in battle.
But the great Washington, himself,
scarcely took the independence of
the colonists more seriously to heart
than did little Mistress Charity Crabtree.
Despite her prim Quaker ways,
no eyes could spark with greater fire
at the mention of freedom than those
that smiled so demurely above her
white neckerchief and plain gray

Charity
was
soldier'
a
daughter, and though his patriotism
made her and her brother John orphans, when the boy also left to
fight for his flag. Charity did not
shed a tear, but handed him his
sword and waved him godspeed.
Though she was all alone now and
only twelve years old, the little maid
kept a stout heart.
"If I hold myself ready to serve my
country, I know the time will come,"
she said, as she walked back from the
gate through the fragrant
lane.
dress.
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honeycombed with beehives. "Meanwhile, I must keep my bees in good
order."
Charity's

father had been a bee
farmer, and he kept all these hives at
the entrance of his lane, so the bees
could search the highway for wild
flower sweets. One of his last acts

was to send a beautiful comb of their
honey to General Washington, whereupon the General had smacked his
lips and said
"Those bees must be
:

real patriots. They give the best that
is in them to their country."
Charity stopped now to notice how

well the bees were swarming. They
seemed particularly active this morning, l)ut she was not afraid of these
little creatures who do not sting unless they are frightened or attacked.
"I shall have a great many pots of
honey to sell this fall," she thought.
"It is good Providence who inspires
the bees to help ine keep our little
white house all by myself, until
brother John returns."
Then suddenly the little Quaker maid turned
pale.
She stopped for a second with
her hand to her ear, and then she ran
quickly to the highway. These were
terrible times, when, at any moment,
bullets might whizz about like hailstones, and every good colonist lived
tensely, in fear the little American
army would be captured and their
brave fight for independence lost
forever.
It

was

galloped

blown
hand

man in
down the
a

off

to

and he
his

side.

citizen's dress

who

His hat was
pressed his left
When he saw

road.

Charity he just was able to rein in
his horse and, falling from his saddle,
draw her close so she might catch
the feeble words he muttered between groans.

"You are Patriot Crabtree's daughter?" he murmured, and the girl nodded, as she raised his head on her
arm.
"I

am

shot,

I

am

wounded," he

gasped. "Leave me here, but fly on
my horse yonder to General Washington's camp.
Give him this message
'Durwent says Cornwallis will
attack Monday with large army.' Do
not fail him!" cried the man. "Be off
at once!
The enemy is pursuing
:

close."

Poor Charity had just time to repeat the message and assist the fainting man to a grassy place under the
elm tree's shade, when the air thundered with a thudding of hoof beats,
and before the terrified girl could
gain her horse, a dozen soldiers
leaped over the garden wall at the
back of the house.
"For my country!" the plucky maid
cried, and leaped to the saddle.
But
even then she realized that if once
the British saw her they could easily
remount their own horses, evidently
left on the other side of the wall,
and so capture her and prevent her
from reaching Washington.
As it
was they discovered the unconscious

whom

DIAGRAM SHOWING LOCATIONS, ABANDONED LOCATIONS AND ONE PROPOSED,
OF THE DADANT APIARIES IN 1917.
In very few instances can any single location supply all the requirements.
It
keeper to judge of the best locations, and he must have intimate
knowledge of his section to do it.

is

for the bee-

they quickly surroundsoldier,
ed by a guard, then spied the fleeing
girl and immediately gave chase.
"Stop,
"Ho, there !" they cried.
or by heaven we'll make you!"
They crowded after her into the

girl,
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of the lane, while Charity cast
about hopelessly for some way of escape. Suddenly, with the entrance of
the soldiers, the bees began to buzz
with a cannon's roar, as if to say,
"Here we are, Charity! Didn't Washington say we were patriots, too?
Just give us a chance to defend our
country!"
Like lightning, now, Charity bent
from her saddle, and seizing a stout
wheeled around to the
stick, she
outer side of the hedge that protected the hives like a low wall. Then,
with a smart blow, she beat each
hive until the bees clouded the air.
Realizing from experience that bees
alwavs follow the thing that hits
them' rather than the person who directs it, she threw the stick full force
at her pursuers.
As Charity galloped off at high
speed she heard the shouts of fury
from the soldiers, who fought madly
against the bees. And, of course, the
harder thev fought, the harder they
were stung. If they had been armed
with swords the brave bees could not
have kept the enemy more magnifi-

September

mouth

cently at bay.

While Charity was riding furiously
miles away, down the pike, past the
bridge, over the hill, right into Washinton's camp, her
lay limply in the

would-be pursuers

dust— their noses
swollen like powder horns. When
the little maid finally gained admission to Washinton's tent, for to none
other would she trust her secret, the
great general stared at her gray
dress torn to ribbons, her kerchief
draggled with inud and her gold hair
loosened by the wind. But Charity
had no time for ceremony.
"I

have

a

message

for

thee,

sir,"

AN -APIARY IN THE WAR ZONE, OR RATHER WHAT WAS LEFT OF THE APIARY
AFTER THE GERMAN RETREAT IN NORTHERN FRANCE LAST SPRING.— International Film Servi-e.

she said, standing erect as a soldier
"I have
beside the general's table.
ridden these many miles while a dozen of the enemy have been kept at
bay so I might bear it."
When she gave Washington the
message he sprang from his seat and
fatherly Land upon her
laid
his
shoulder.
"The little Quaker maid has saved
us," he said, and his voice rang while
he looked deep into her gray eyes,

lighted with honest loyalty.

brought the message only as 1
directed, sir," she said. "It was
my bees that saved their country."
You can imagine Washington's surprise and that of his officers who
crowded in with warm praise for the
girl, when Charity told them of the
story of the patriotic bees.
Washington laughed. "It is well
done, Little Miss Crabtree," he cried,
"I

was

warmly. "Neither you nor your bees
shall be forgotten when our country
It was the cackis at peace again.
ling geese that saved Rome, but the
bees have saved America."

Protection of Small Apiaries
By A.

READ

F.

Bonney.

that there are 15,000 tons

corrugated paper made daily
and after
in the United States,
being made into shipping boxes and
other things probably ninety per cent
of it is wasted by being thrown out
or burned.
Needing some protection for my
supers in my method of demareeing,
I conceived the idea of utilizing this
stuff, and finally evolved the followof

I

ing plan

:

Make

a form of soft pine lumber
half an inch longer and wider than a

SHE THREu' THE STICK FULL FORCE AT HER PURSUERS.

Langstroth hive and eleven (11)
inches deep. This need not be closed
on the bottom. I say soft pine, as
nails are to be driven into it and
pulled out.
Having cut apart corrugated paper
packing boxes, which any storekeeper will give for the asking, cover
the top of the form with pieces
which will come to the edges, holding them in place with lath (not cement) nails, and then treat the sides
the same way. Next cover all cracks
with strips of tough brown paper,
while cloth will be rather better for

'
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binding of the sides, ends and
The next and future steps are
other pieces to top, end and

case and covered with cheap roofing
paper, also nail the two cross-cleats
so that they will fit inside to keep it

tops.
to fit
sides,

giving the first layer of pastelioard
a coat of rather thick glue, and holding each layer in place with nails.
Allow to dry between each layer,
which, in a warm room, will not take
long.
The nails are, of course, removed from each layer when dry.
The corrugations of the paper should
run lengthwise on sides and ends, as
much as possible, so that the air
spaces will be sealed tight.
There is no limit to the thickness
of the various layers.
An inch on
top and half an inch or more on sides
and ends, for the paper costs nothing
and glue is cheap, and I think an inch
will afford as much insulation as two
inches of other material, as paper is
a poor conductor of heat, and the air
corrugations
spaces made by the

add to

from blowing off.)
never lost
I have

a colony since
wintering in these cases, and every
year always winter a few threeframe nuclei with soft candy feed. I
have six three-frame nuclei now that
arc just as spry and "sassy" as they
were last September.
The big advantage of this case is
that one man can handle it very
easily.

Indianapolis, Ind.

How
By

Bees Die

Dr. Brunnich.

one hundred thousand
FROM
two hundred thousand bees

every year, from April to August, in a mighty colony, while in the
time of rest,, in the bees' winter,

it.

Buck Gove, Iowa.

from September

the greatest is man.
In spring, April and May, a severe

death cause

front of

the

is

weather.

—

albumen and carbohydrates pollen
and honey. But for securing water,
the indispensable element needed to
prepare the baby food, the}' are com-

hives,

straw packing placed around them
tightly, then the cover
is
put on
(Cover is made a little larger than the

pelled to fly out, to avoid the pining
away of their cherished progeny. Un-
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The inhab-

itants of the waxen home find in
their artistically built store-rooms

and tacked with two six-penny nails
at each corner, the entrance guard
in

our

in

;

will notice by the drawing
that my case is for two colonies and consists of seven segments, all of which are made of 1x10inch and 2x4-inch rough pine; the
bottom is used as a permanent hive
stand, the two colonies are simply
shifted to each side in the summer
time, placing them about 10 inches
apart, then the other segments are
piled one upon another, in this way
taking up very little space.
In the fall the two colonies are
moved together in the center, then
the sides, back and front are set up

down

March,

death approaches the little pets by
far the majority die on the battlefield of work.
They say that work
prolongs life. With the busy honeyseekers the contrary is true. In the
time of repose bees may become nine
months old, but in spring and summer, when they are at work, they
often reach only a term of four
weeks, if they do not succumb earlier
by an accident, owing to their numerous enemies, among which one of

E. Green.

YOU

placed

till

latitude, there will perish only a few
thousands of them. In many forms

Successful Wintering

By W.

to
die

309
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our country at the end

in

The bees c?n no longer

of

the empty cells, sleeping there till
hunger compels them to give the
room to others. If any of the old

July.

much

find

in

the fields, the brood is reduced and
the colony seemingly grows old. In
the same manner that an old man
becomes avaricious, in the old colony
awakens the greed of property. And
with this greed, this desire for the
liquid gold, the honey, many bees acquire an ugly quality, the only vice
of these virtuous citizens, the desire
to secure wealth by all means robbery. Generally those bees who cling
to this disdainful trade, this qualified
trick, are old bees.
Hasty and rest-

bees seek to leave the cluster they
may chill and fall to the bottornboard. When a warm day comes, it
is one of the first tasks of the healthy
ones to carry out the corpses of their

dead sisters.
These are the ordinary kinds of
deaths of the bees of a healthy colony in ordinary conditions. Without
going into details, I may say that quite
a number perish by different enemies,
spiders, wasps, hornets and a number of birds.
But more important
are the minute enemies, the bacteria" which kill partly grown insects
as well as the full grown bees and so
are sometimes able to destroy entire

—

less,

they

fly

about

strange

homes,

where they scent coveted treasures,
to enter them and steal the honey.
But the vigilant amazons are on the
watch and recognize the strangers,
and grasp the impudent ones who
dare
arise

to

alight.

Fierce

colonies.
One of

the worst enemies, which
destroys many colonies, especially in
winter, is "hunger," caused generally
by a niggardly or unmerciful owner.
When the provisions are exhausted
the poor creatures can no longer pro-

struggles

and many an enemy may perish.

One may
ly

see couples of bees in deadembrace, the sting of each fixed in

the body of the adversary. Many a
bee loses its life in such struggles.
Other bees, seemingly more honest,
seek sweets which are not to be found
in
in
honeyflowers, but abroad
rooms, in sugar factories, in confectioneries and, especially in autumn,
in wine or cider press rooms. Thousands of the poor insects are there
drowned, falling into the liquid or
filling themselves till no longer able
to crawl.
After the bee-autumn, when the
prudent inhabitants of the hive have
sealed every crack with resin, when
they have stored their provisions in
fittest places, the bee-winter comes.
This is the time of rest for the industrious insects.
They remain quiet
and take flight only when the weath-

warm

enough, to satisfy their
need of emptying themselves. Peaceably and economically they live upon
their provisions, to keep warm their
er

is

little

home, that their

mother

may

not become chilled. The colder it is
out-of-doors, the closer they cluster
about the warm center. They form
a spherical cluster, interrupted only
by the thin wax wall of the empty
cells.
The bees nearest the food
take it and pass it to the others. After filling their sacs some crawl into

.

—

duce warmth, since their fuel honey
The temperature sinks
is
spent.
until all the bees, with the queen, are
frozen and die without a complaint.
If we examine such a dead colony we

—

find the little lifeless bodies crowded
closely around their dead queen and

empty cells filled with dead
workers.
The artistic wax cells
whose wonderful construction fill us
with admiration and which serve as
storerooms for the honey and as cradles for the brood, have now become
the

the coffins of the inhabitants.
I said that the greatest enemy of
bees is man. The killing of the industrious honey-gatherers with poi-

sonous vapors of sulphur is no longer
German or French Switzerland.
But in Tessin and Valais
they still kill the bees in autumn, selecting the lightest and the heaviest
hives to secure honey and wax. The
remaining colonies are permitted to
live and swarm the following summer. So the game begins again.
practiced in

The

drones,

the

poor,

abused,

calumniated drones, die mostly
hunger.
When the question

of
of
ill-fated

progeny is settled and the
males are deemed superfluous,

September
bees simply drive them away from
the food. They may be driven to a
dry corner of the hive, or to seek
death out-of-doors. If they will not
go deliberately, the
pitiless
old
maids drive them forcibly. I have
never seen a bee use its sting upon a
drone, it being evidently unnecessary
against the weaponless strong sex.
The much celebrated drone slaughter
is only the harsh throwing out of the
poor fellows by the workers, who
pinch them in the legs, wings, antenna, or ride on them, till the tormented ones escape through the entrance.
Only an infinitesimal number of
drones die in full vigor, those who
have the good luck to mate with a
virgin, and who expire spasmodically
to afford life for the hundreds of
thousands
of
their
progeny, the
workers of the future.
What about the chief of the colony,
the queen?
Nearly every mother
who has given life to hundreds of
thousands and has been fondled by
them during her entire life of three
or four years, dies of decrepitude.
Previous to her death she lays both
drone eggs and female eggs in the
proper kinds of cells. The workers
evidently understand the necessity,
smce they feed these larvae in a different manner. The first born queen
kills her sisters still in the cell.
She
soon becomes fertile and begins her
life's
function.
By her side her
mother may remain a while, sometimes for months, and when death
approaches she may seek to leave the
hive, if death does not reach her before.

Unfertile queens often die in a duel
a rival, when more than one
emerges at the same time. Furiously
they rush upon each other and try to
drive their sting into the adversary's
body. The poison of the queen seems
to act speedily, for a queen stung by
another will die at once, while a

with

queen stung by

a workerbee may live
sometimes for years.
would require too much space to

for a long time,
It

go into the detail of the death of the
queens, though this is also an interesting question,
Switzerland.

the

An

Outer Case Plan
By H. M. Leach.

MAKE

my hive stands like the
ones on the market, except they
are one-half inch larger all around
than a 10-frame hive.
This allows

I

for the three or four plys of slaters'
felt I use around the body.
After the hive is set on the stand I
wrap the slaters' felt around hive
body and fasten ends with 4-oz. tacks.
I now have an 8-inch rim
the same
size as the stand, one-half inch larger
than the ten-frame hive, which I slip

NO,

'IHE HIVE IS PLACED ON A BOTTOM-BO.\RD WHICH I.S ij TO <i LARGER
THAN THE STANDARD 10-FRAME HIVE. THIS SPACE ALLOWS FOR 3 OR MORE
WRANPPINGS OF SLATER'S FELT, OR CAN BE USED AS AIR SPACE. FELT IS
VERY SUCCESSFUL.
1.

over the hive thus prepared, and it
fits the hive stand perfectly.
I make my cover same size as rim,
etc., 6 inches deep, and use it for
summer and winter and cover it with
red asphalt roofing.
This covers the entire hive and
leaves room for a cover or mat from
two inches to four inches thick for
top cover over frame. I have used

i

:
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this style for two winters and like it
very much. It has been successful. It
makes an excellent winter case and is
excellent as a spring protection. As

BFF.

JOURNAL

make my own

hive stands and covonly extra cost is for the 8inch rim between cover and stand.
Hiram, Ohio.

I

ers, the

Making

a Noise

When

the Bees

often amused by
antics of people who pound tin
pans and make all the noise possible
when the bees are swarming. There
is much speculation as to the rise of
the practice, which, of course, has no
effect in settling the bees.
The probable explanation is to be
found in old laws in European counAn old French law provides
tries.
as follows
"When a beekeeper sees that a
swarm is issuing from one of his

Beekeepers are

tlie

:

hives, he is bound to
fact to his neighbors,

announce the
and others, by
making an outcry or noise and he
must immediately follow and secure
the swarm if it leaves his own prem;

ises." Civil code, Art. 524.,

Section

for

for

Bee

Brown County Beekeepers* Association.

CONSTITUTION
Article

1.

This association shall be known as
the Brown County Beekeepers' Association with headquarters at Stoneville.

Article 2.
object of this organization
shall be to promote the interests of
commercial honey production,
to
check the spread of disease among
bees, to secure proper recognition for
the industry and to spread information as to the best methods of increasing the output of the apiary and
enlarging the market therefor.
Article 3.
The annual meeting shall be held at

The

5.

Immigrants from Europe very naturally followed the customs of the
country from which they came. In
time their children and grandchildren
continued the practice without knowing the reason. It is absurd for people in our day to beat tin pans because the law of France, a century
ago, required the beekeeper to make
a noise when the bees swarmed.
Constitution

suit

In most
incorporating.
the fee for incorporating,
where the society is not organized
for profit, is merely nominal, but the
attorney will quite likely charge a
fee of from $10 to $25. However, it
is not necessary to incorporate, and
few of the beekeepers' associations
are incorporated.
All that is necessary is a simple
form to follow with the business of
the association. The best plan is to
elect a competent set of ofScers and
give them as much freedom as possible.
It is a very wise provision to
establish the custom of a frequent
change of ofificers. In most cases
where we find the same set of officers year after year we find the organization in a rut and see but little
lations
states

men do

the same position more frequently,
but don't make the mistake of making a one-man organization.
The following form is given only as
a suggestion and may bo changed to

C. Pellett, Atlantic, Iowa.

Swarm

from year to year. New
well for a year or two and
then they exhaust their supply of
new ideas. If new men are placed in
progress

charge they will work along new
lines and the interest is kept up.
If
there are only a few men available
who are suitable for officers, change
them about often and come back to

LEGAL SERVICE
« DEPARTMENT M
Conducted by Frank
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Organization

"Will you give suggestions for a
constitution to govern a local beekeepers' organization?"
Florida.
We have had several letters asking
for similar information.
If it is the
intention to incorporate, a local attorney should be consulted, since the
different states have different regu-

1^4

^
""

'^m^^^'
>^-^
n>-'

-vjl

NO.

S.

HIVE COVERED AND READY FOR THE WINTER BLASTS.
Stoneville on the first Tuesday in
January and one or more field meetings shall be held at such time and
place as shall be determined by the
board of officers.
Article

4.

The

officers of this association shall
consist of a President, Vice Presi-

dent and a Secretary-Treasurer. The
election of the officers shall be held
at the annual meeting and shall continue for the term of one year.
Article

5.

may

be amended by
two-thirds vote of the members
present at any regular or special
meeting called for the purpose.

These

articles

a

BY-LAWS
I.

Any person

^(1.

2.
THE S-INCH RIM PLACED OVER THE HIVE-BODY. PAPER LEFT OFF TO
HIVE. WHEN THE FELT IS FOLDED OVER THE TOP AND THE
roVER PUT IN PLACE, THE COLONY IS READY FOR WINTER.

SHOW THE

interested in the object of this association may become
a

member on payment

the Secretary-Treasurer.

of

$1.00

to

Membership

—
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shall

fees

delinquent
titled

annually

be payable

members

and

shall not be en-

to vote.
II.

for one year
be conferred by a majority vote
of the members present at any regu-

Honorary membership

may
lar

meeting of the association.

life membership shall be
conferred only upon those who have
rendered unusual service to the organization or who have attained unusual prominence in the beekeeping
A motion to confer honorary
field.
life membership shall be presented to
the board of officers in writing and

Honorary

must receive
dorsement.
shall

it

lie

their

unanimous

en-

After such endorsement
over until the next annual

meeting and receive the unanimous
vote of

members

voting.

Bee-I^eping
Conducted by Miss

Robbing

near.

read

somewhere

that

one

should open the hives once a week
and cut out all queen-cells and keep
out burr-combs or correct anything
that seemed to need

We

it.

did so,

went over all
this week we
our hives, cutting out about a dozen
queen-cells from six hives and cut-

and

ting out all cross-combs, etc. Immediately the air was full of bees, both
at her hives and mine, and all the
bees at entrances of the hives seemed

be fighting. After
they seemed to quiet
hives, and things are
usual, but they kept
one of her hives for
to

days,

when

she

a

few hours

down

at

going on
flying

my
as

around

three or four
noticed that there

seemed to be nothing doing at it, and
opened the hive and found nearly all
the bees dead and the upper parts of
all the combs chewed up and every
drop of honey gone and about a gallon of dead bees all over the combs
and on the bottom of the hive, choking up the front of it.
It looked to me as if the hive might
have been full of fighting bees and
closed up the front entrance and
nearly the whole colony smothered
or starved.

The weather in this part of 'the
country has been very hot and dry
and the clover bloom has burned out.
Did we make a mistake in opening
the hives during this month?
Mrs. M.
Pomona, Kans.
not really necessary to open
hives once a week. It is better not
to disturb the bees unless there is
some good reason for it. Once a
year is often enough lO clean out the
It

is

shall

The Secretary-Treasurer shall keep
an accurate record of the meetings of
this organization and of the board of
officers.

He

shall receive all

moneys

due the organization and make disbursements only on order of the
President.
of officers shall have enall meetings of the asprograms,
sociation, shall arrange
hire halls and attend to such other
be necessary. The
details as shall
President shall appoint such committees as in his judgment are necessary
to conduct the business of the association.

The board

tire

fan Women
Mareneo.

III.

burr-combs. Once in 8 or 10 days is
often enough to kill queen-cells, and
that only while there is danger of
that extends
swarming, although
over a number of weeks, beginning in
most places at or a little before the
first surplus flow and closing with the
last.
But it should be fully understood that killing queen-cells will by
no means prevent swarming in all

Sooner or later, in most
cases.
cases, the bees will swarm in spite of
killing cells. If you will read Dr. Miller's

you

at a time, giving
the bees a better chance to defend
themselves. Pile up hay or straw all
around the hive and keep it well
drenched with water. Some make a
practice of carrying the robbed hive
into a cool, dark cellar, leaving it
there for a day or two, and putting
an empty hive in its place, returning
the hive to its stand in the evening
after the flight has ceased.
Other
plans for managing cases of robbing

you

will find in

your bee-book.

charge of

Emma M. Wilson,

daughter (who lives next door
to me) and I determined to invest in
a few stands of bees and try to build
up an apiary, as we live in the edge
of a small town near a river with
timber and plenty of bee pasture

We

preside at all
meetings of the organization and of
the board of officers. In his absence
the Vice President shall preside.

^

My

few bees can pass

III.

The President

September

"Fifty Years

Among the Bees"
how we manage

will see exactly

when running for sectionhoney.
Fortunately, when running for extracted honey, you can get along with
much less trouble by using the Demaree plan. Just before there is danger of swarming, or before any
queen-cells are sealed, put all but one
frame of brood in an upper story,
leaving the queen with one frame of
brood in the lower story with an excluder over it. In 8 or 10 days kill all
queen-cells above the excluder, and
the matter

that's all the killing of cells

for the

whole season, with little danger of
swarming.
It is hard to say with certainty just
what you did to start robbing, although the probability is that you left
combs exposed when opening the
hives. At a time when bees are not
gathering, great care must be taken
not to start robbing. A very little
exposure of honey will do it; and
when you see that robbers are beginning their work it is well to close
up the hive till another time. In a
time of scarcity there is generally a
little less danger of robbing in the
forenoon than later. Indeed, often
have hives opened
it is better not to
after 9 a. m.
As already hinted, prevention is
better than cure, but when robbing
has actually started, close the entrances so that not more than a very

Women's Help

in Beekeeping
have read what you say in the
July American Bee Journal about
having women take more interest in
the bee business.
Had I not seen
your name as writer for the women's
department I would have thought it
from some bee-man, or some woman
who did not know the nature of a
I

beekeeper's wife or daughter, for, to
my knowledge, there is not another
industry where women take more interest or do more to help the work
along than in the bee industry. But
here is where I find the trouble lies:
women are peculiar beings (being a
woman yourself, you ought to know.)
We need, expect, and must have a
certain amount of love, praise, and
attention and in this age, at a time
when women are so capable, and are
;

taking hold and helping in many industries, they should be counted in as
husbands' or fathers' helpers, as the

may be.
You take a man who

case

starts out for
himself; as soon as he gets to a
place where he can have a hired man,
how quick he is to tell about it. But
it
seems that a bee-man's wife or
daughter can work early and late
yes, I have known cases where they
work all day in the bee-yard, come
home and get a late supper, wash the
breakfast
and supper dishes (no
dishes at noon, for they take their
lunch), prepare food for the next

day

— no

how

telling

far

into

the

night it is, for they get no rest. Then
up the next morning ready for another day's run.
There are many
things that a woman can do, and does
do, to help in the business.
I can recall one incident where our
folks were expecting to go about 18
miles to extract. I had just bought
50 pounds of peas to can, but that did
not stop me. I took peas and jars
with me (as we had a family living at
one of the bee-yards) and canned

them

there.

assure you from the pictures we
see of eastern beekeepers' conventions, there are many women's faces.
We go to bee meetings and convenI

tions,

and many

women

attend.

What

After working hard the day before, to get good things together to
eat (most bee-men's wives and daughters are good cooks), they will make
for?

which is one thing
always appreciated by the opposite

a tasteful spread,
sex.
I

Then there is selling honey.
have in mind one woman

Why,
selling

from year to 3'ear until now she is
quite an expert in the business. This
same woman and her husband attend
,

the conventions and bee-meetings.

He

—
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gets

and talks (vvhicli, of course,
do), and tells al)Oiit HIS

lip

slinuld
bees, liovv
lie

HE

sells

that
basis

now

HE

works with

HE

has his

how

tlicni,

HIS honey and

and
business on a
cro|)S,

where he can get along without
much help, and to better advantage.
But

how about

the wife by the side of

him?
Beekeepers, as a rule, arc the most
gentle, kind
and generous-hearted
people one can meet, but they need a
little stirring up, in a kind way.
These are some of the reasons why
women are not known as they should
be in the bee industry. Their works
are

out.

left

and where

is

Take the women

out,

your industry?

NORTHWESTERN BEEKEEPER'S
WIFE AND HELPER.
that article in the July

If

nothing more than

did

this reply, it surely was
effort.
Our good friend

to

number
call

out

not wasted
is

no doubt

insisting that women
do not always get the credit they deserve, and this is true in thousands
of cases where beekeeping is not
involved. But is not the woman her-

quite

right

in

MiSCELUNEOUS

sometimes to blame? When her
husband talks about his bees and his
self

success,
as well?

not the floor free for her

is

There are women to be seen at conventions, and they arc always welcomed, but they are always woefully
With tons of honey
in the minority.
going to waste at this time when all
waste is so disclaimed against, are
there not more women who might engage in l)eekceping to their own advantage and the advantage of the
public
If

?

anyone has the impression that
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This office i:; already in receipt of
circulars which have been freely circulated through West Virginia, urging the beekeepers to increase the
honey production
the
State.
of
Names and addresses of the most reliable (jueen breeders, publishers and
dealers arc contained in one of the
circulars.
Among things recommended are -.he ten-frame Langstroth hive, full sheets, Italian bees,
and the local purchase of bees where
possible.

Bee Papers of the past and PresI cannot tell you how interest
ed I w^as in your series of articles on
"Seventy Years of Beekeeping," as
published in the American Bee lournal.
I
was in close touch with the

—

are as many women as men
who are beekeepers, let them look
over the pages of this journal and
count the number of contributors of
the two sexes. Two or three women
against a dozen or so of men. Is that
because men arc greater talkers than

ent.

women ?

Naturally, I noted with special interest the list of bee papers that existed for a longer or shorter time
during the past fifty years. Many of

there

W^e probably all enjoy reading what
beekeeping women write, but we cannot have the reading without the
writing.
So let us hear from more
of the beekeeping sisters.
If "their
works are left out." let them do their
part toward
making their works

known.

^ NEWS

ITEMS

industry for over thirty years of that
time.

them were started (and dropped out)

my intimate connection with
the literature of beekeeping. I suppose some of their editors thought I
was rather cool in my treatment of
them, as I couldn't conscientiously
encourage them in their enthusiasm
to help on the progress of beekeeping in America, for I realized, as
they could not do, the hopelessness
of their undertakings.
I
knew of
the many failures of new bee papers

during

it seemed too bad for any more
to lose their good money in that direction.
But, of course,
anything
that I said concerning new bee pa-

and

—

Minnesota Fair. Minnesota beekeepers should make a special effort
to attend the 1917 State Fair, observe
carefully the first year's results of a

new management and

classification
of exhibits, spend considerable time
at the exhibits of the University Division of Bee culture, and Minnesota

Beekeepers' Association, and be sure
to watch for a notice and attend a
special

sota

meeting of exhibitors, Minne-

Beekeepers'

Association

—

mem-

and the honey judges all in
Use
the Bee and Honey Building.
the University Division of Bee Culture and the Minnesota Beekeepers'

bers,

beekeepers of the State into a
strong association to the end that
the new department can work in
close touch with tlie honey producers.
Plans are being made for summer field meetings, a winter convention and also an exhibition of the
products of the apiary. West Virginia has some good territory for
the

beekeeping

and good

probabl)' follow the

department. Beekeepers

who

results
will
of the new
of that State

work

desire assistance or information
should address Mr. Reese at Charles-

ton.

was misconstrued, and doubtless
charged to what their editors considered jealousy on mj' part.
Still, for the most part I believe
my relations with practically all the
new bee papers were more pleasant
and cordial than otherwise.
The American Bee Journal absorbed a number of the new bee
papers during the nearly thirty years
Both
tliat I was connected with it.
the American Apiculturist (edited by
late
Henry Alley) and the
the
American Beekeeper (.published by
pers

Association as sources of all bee information.
L. V. FRANCE.
Instructor in Beekeeping: Secretary
Minnesota Beekeepers' Association.

West Virginia in the Limelight.
West Virginia has suddenly jumped
into the front rank by passing a
good inspection law, providing for a
State apiarist, in the department of
agriculture, and a half dozen inspectors all at once.

The new law passed at the recent
session of the legislature became effective in May.
Mr. Chas. A. Reese,
formerly an assistant at Ames, Iowa,
is in charge of the work as State Apiarist.
The three inspectors whose
names we have are Mr. Stephen DaMr. P. L. Jones and Mr. T. K.
Although one of the smallest of our States,
West Virginia,
probably has the largest appropriation for support of the beekeeping
work of any State.
A movement is on foot to organize
vis,

Massie.

liKMll'

AT THE WEST WASHINGTON PICNIC L.\TE IN JUNE
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W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.) were
taken over by me and their mailing
continued with that of the
lists
the

American Bee Journal. Thus there
were three "Americans" in one. The
bee papers referred to were the best
and longest-lived of any of the new
bee papers.

were
It is just possible that there
others that were taken over by the
American Bee Journal before my
connection with it, which began with
the spring of 1884.
For many years practically all
copies of the new bee papers were
preserved in the office of the American Bee Journal, and, finally, if my
memory serves me rightly, I disposed
of the whole accumulation to Mr.
Morley Pettit, of the Ontario Agri-

So I suppose he
College.
most complete files of all the
bee papers that were ever published
on this continent.
indusI think that the beekeeping
cultural
has the

try is quite sufficiently well served
with the periodical literature of the
present day, including, of course, the
many excellent standard books on
the subject. In fact, I do not see how

any of the older publications could
improved. But if they can
be, it will come through larger subscription lists rather than by the
well be

creation of

more new

publications.

extracted

wood

made may

are

way the bees may be kept busy
producing honey instead of spending
a great deal of their time and using
a great deal of honey for food in
building new comb.
"By buying extracted honey the
consumer saves human food, which
would ordinarily be used by the bees
ill
making wax, increases honey production, saves the trees and helps
both beekeeper and supply dealer.
Bulletin 138 of the Missouri Agricultural Experiment Station, Columbia,
will be of value to persons who wish
to produce their own honey."

death,— Warsaw Bulletin.
This is not the first time that a
blind horse has been killed by bees.
Do not let any farm animal run freely among your beehives.

Comb

Honey

is

Wasteful.—The

Missouri department is circulating
exencourage
following to
the
tracted honey production:
"Honey may be used as a substiHoney offers a potute for sugar.
tential supply of sweets which may
be utilized to relieve the shortage of
H. B. Parks, biologist of
sugar.
Palmer College and at present a
graduate student in the University of
Agriculture,
of
Missouri College
suggests that consumers demand extracted honey, first because the wax
oi comb honey is valueless for food;
second because the bees when prouse ten times the
ducing comb
weight of the wax in honey; third
the section in which comb honey
bought is valueless as food, yet it
is purchased at foodstuff prices. The
sections are made from linn or basswood, which is one of the heaviest necis

tar producing plants.

By demanding

were discussed

All
for two hours.
present reported their bees in good

condition, demand for honey good
and the price higher than usual. Ev-

eryone left thanking our batchelor
beekeeper for his splendid hospi-

W.

tality.

L.

COX.

The July Government Crop Report.
much significance is the crop report issued by the Department of Ag-

— Of

and giving resiime of crop
conditions up to July 1, 1917. Ordinarily a little over SO per cent of the
honey crop of the United States is
produced before this date.
According to the report all conditions this year are below the normal
and very much below those of last
j^ear, which was by no means a record
breaker.
The condition of colonies
on July 1 was 86 per cent, as compared to 94 per cent of normal in 1916.
The condition of honey plants was 71
per cent, as compared to 90 per cent
riculture

last year.

Medal Premiums

at

Illinois.

— The

Beekeepers' Associathe following medal
premium awards at its next annual
meeting, to be held at Springfield on
Wednesday and Thursday, Nov. 14
Illinois
State
tio;i will give

and

1917:
ISO lbs.

IS,

;

the

extracted

medal of

gold

a

stroth

the bees followed, lighting on two
other horses, causing them to run
wildly about until one fell into a
ditch and broke his neck and the
other was badly injured, while the
blind animal was virtually stung to

for

this

first

Blind Horse in Apiary.— A blind
horse belonging to Charles Rice, of
Durham township, got loose and
broke into Mr. Rice's apiary, upsetting thirty stands of bees, and when
discovered the poor animal was literTo aflford it
ally covered with bees.
relief, Mr. Rice opened a gate and
drove the horse into another lot, but

preserved

be

honey production.
"By demanding extracted honey
consumers obtain clean honey, honest weight, and full food value. The
extracting combs can be replaced in
the hive after the honey has been
removed and the bees can refill them
without making additional comb. In

On

GEORGE W. YORK.

honey the linn or bassfrom which the sections

trees

September

honey,
L.

second, silver

the

L. Langmedal of

Chas. Dadant.

On ISO lbs. comb honey, the first a
gold medal of C. C. Miller; the second, silver medal of Moses Quinby.
Also cash premiums will be given
on
First, on 24-lb case of comb honey,
$5; second on 24-lb. case of comb
honey, $2.S0.
First, on 24-lbs. of extracted honey,
$S; second, on 24-lbs. of extracted
honey, $2.50.
Conditions Exhibitors
must
be
beekeepers, and producers of their
own exhibits, and may be from any
State or from Canada.
No exhibit to receive more than
:

—

one

and no two persons to exfrom the same apiary.
Those who receive medals are not
prize,

hibit

to be considered in the cash prizes.
Certificates will be issued to each
one receiving a medal, giving them
a right to hold the medal for one
year. In the years following, if they
shall have received the third certificate for the same, it shall entitle
them to permanent ownership.
The awards will be made by bal-

—

— by

the members present who
are not competitors, and who have
no interest with those competing.
It will be necessary for those who
exhibit to notify the secretary thirty
days previous to the date of our
meeting, in order that space may be
lot

arranged

for.

JAS. A.
R. No.

4,

STONE,

Sec',

Springfield,

111.

Washington Field Meet. — The
Western
Washington Beekeepers'
met at the apiary of George W.
Blair, at Gate,
field

the

day and
various

June

22,

picnic.

phases

for their first

After
of

dinner

beekeeping

In 1916 the average per colony yield
of the United States was, on July 1,
26 pounds.
It was
21^ pounds in
191S, while this year it has dropped
to ISyi pounds, or just half of what it

was

in 1916.

There

is no doubt but that the season was late over the entire country
this
year,
but certainly not late
enough to make such a difference as
between 13 and 26 pounds. Thus the
report would indicate that the crop
is very short.
With the demand so
exceedingly strong, prices are bound
to be high, much higher, probably,
than many beekeepers expect.
We
will await the next monthly crop report with interest.

—

Paper Containers Again. We have
from one of
our valued subscribers in the Republic of Argentina, which we reprint in
a very interesting letter

for the benefit of our readers.
local sales
the paper bottles
should be all right. They have yet to
stand the test of long shipments:
"It appears that honey packages are
getting to be quite a problem in the
U. S. A., as well as here. I used to get
all my jars and cans from the U. S.,
but the war has sent ocean freight up
to such an extent that it is no longer
possible to import jars or cans.
I
therefore ordered a trial lot of 1,000
paper pint bottles, as the freight on
these is very much less, as they are
light and occupy a small space. I had
many misgivings about their suitability, but am now sorry I did not order
a larger quantity.
These paper bottles are made of
paraffined cardboard, and I found that
they held liquid honey quite well,
provided melted parafiine is put over
full

For

the
but

lid.

This package

sells

easily,

well to have honey in glass
jars as a sample of the kind in the
it

is

paper bottles.
I
got into some trouble with the
content of the pint bottles. As I did
not

know how much

a

pint

was

I

looked it up in a table of English
weights and measures and found :t
to be S88 cc (cubic cm), so I sold the
bottles as containing 800 grammes. I
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had

srvi-ral claims anil t>n

tion

found

invcsligapint was but
47,5 cc, ciiiial to about 680 grammes.
The paper bottle is a good package,

American

tilt-

He

JUAN CHRISTENSEN.

to the office of the

American Pee Journal or direct

Dr. C. C. Miller. Maken(;o. Il\.
does not answer bee-Ueeoint questions by mail.

same colony

Swarming
had a swarm issue July

Hived on
clean hive they drew out 6 combs

I

2.

starters in a
to a depth of 3 inches, then they left.
What
was the --eason?
2.
is it that only 3 of my 6 colonies
swarmed this year? They aU had 1-year-old

Why

the

other.

of ants shifted
It

is

said

XL

sprinkling

to

than others.

left,

3. Would a grape row 5 feet high, 10 feet in
front of the hives, cause the bees to leave?
4. Are five-banded bees darker when young

ILLINOIS.

than later on?

—

Answers 1. It may have been too hot for
You should shade them in some way,

them.

3.

I

do not see why

4.

I

think not.

it

will allow

should.

Preventing Afterswarms
had a swarm conic out today from a colony with a clipped queen. I immediately began
looking for the queen in front of the hive, but
The bees did not cluster,
could not find her.
but circled around about five mii.utes and returned, clustering a little on the outside but
In
going in about as fast as they came out.
about ten minutes, when most of them were in,
I opened the hives and found
the queen on
I took this frame, with all bees and
a frame.
queen and put it in a new hive with frames
and full sheets of foundation; moved the old
hive away and put
ew hive in its place. I
took each frame frr>iu the old and shook the
bees in front of the new.
This shaking took
about three-fourths of the bees from the old
to the new hives.
I then put the old hive on
a new stand about five rods away.
I am anxI

Rocky Mountain Bee Plant
of waste land and am thinking
of planting or sowing on this Rocky Mountain
bee plai.t (Cleome integrifolia) for its honey
production.
What can you say of the cleome
as a honey plant, and would it thrive well in
this locality ?
Also, where can I obtain seed
of this plant?
1

have a

Answer
with

this

lot

PENNSYLVANIA.

—From
plant,

the
I

little

should

experience I've had
expect

with you, but have some doubt as
sults

from

it

to

to

grow

great re-

it.

Inspectors

— SwarniG

Leaving

an apiary inspector in Kansas?.
2. I have some weak colonies.
I am going
to unite them.
I& it necessary to kill one
queen?
3. When my be
swarm they cluster and
leave before 1 get ready.
What can 1 do to
make them stay longer?
KANSAS.
Answers 1. Geo. A, Dean, Manhattan; also
S. J. Hunter, Lawrence.
2. No, unless there is a choice of queens ^nd
you kill the poorer.
3. Drench them with a stream of water.
1.

Is there

—

Ants

— Several Eggs

in a Ceil
1.
I
have my hives in pairs and have oilcloths as inner covers.
Ants made their nest
between inner cover and roof of No. 1. Every
time I look through it I shake the ants off.
I
did that about three or four times, then they
didn't come back.
Then I looked into No. 2
and found a swarm of them there. Was that
the same swarm that was in No. 1, or was it
another i-ne? If it is the same swarm, how can
I get rid of them?
2. Last spring i had a queenless colony.
I
gave it a frame of brood and it reared a queen.
They do not have very much brood in each
frame and sometimes two eggs in one cell.

What i the reason for her doing this?
3. On page 84, February number, there

is

a

photograph of Mr. Bocock and the editor,
which is the editor?
I am a new subscriber
and haven't a picture of him alone.

Answers

—

i

ious to know if I did right, or if there is a
better (easier) way under like circumstances.
Treated in this way am I likely to have after-

OHIO.

swarms?

Answer

—You

management was good with

You

one exception.
from the combs.

say you shook the bees
That would greatly endanger
the queen-cells on the combs.
You should
have brushed the bees from the combs.
You
may or may not have afterswarms, depending
on the strength of the mother colony and perhaps, also, on weather and harvest.
A little
different management would make for safety
against

Instead

the old hive to a

It

is

quite

possible

that

the

it

of

setting

new

the

close beside the

Then, a week

swarm, almost touching.

stand.

later,

The

field

woul
leave the old hive and join the
swarm, so weakening the old colony that there
would be no afterswarm.
bees

quite the thing to

drone eggs?

Answers

—

ILLINOIS.
I'm

1.

an

not

entomologist,

saying that the insects are
the particular kind I don't know.
safe

feel

in

but
flies;

2. Don't
you mean Dzierzon instead of
Langstroth? At any rate, the Dzierzon theory
is

still

the

generally

accepted,

eggs in th

which is that all
queen are of

ovaries of the

the same kind, those that are fertilized in the
act of laying producing workers or queens,

remain

those
that
drones.

unfertilized

and
producing

Bees Dying
Is

ent south and got

What

(Italians).

ails

some bees this spring
them? The ground is

strewn with bees crawling away from the hives.
You can see lots of them ten to twelve rods
away.
There doesn't seem to be any shiny
bees as you usually see when bees have paralysis; they seem to be all right, only they can't

MINNESOTA.

fl-

Answer
think

of.

— Paralysis
but

may

it

the

is

only thing

be something else.

can

I

If

it

continues there will be no harm i ntrying the
cure advocated bv Mr. LeStcurgeon feed

—

them some

pure food.

fresh,

Uniting
1. I tried uniting two colonies on a standard
eight-frame hive and the other in a common
box with seven frames.
I took the box with
seven frames and put it on top of the standard hive, without the floor.
I put two sheets
of newspaper between.
Is the
method all

right?
2. What should I do with the
that are in the box on top?
3. I
have ten hives now, but
over five or six. Could I do the
extra hive as I did with No. 1?
time of the year is be-t? Sweet
started blooming now, the main
here.

seven frames

do not want
same with the
If I do, what
clover is just
crop for bees

COLORADO.

—

Answers 1. Yes. only I find it enerally
does as we'l to use only one thickness of newspaper.
of the same size as your
you can use them in any hive
where they are needed if they are of odd
sizes, leave them where they are until the brood
has hatched out with a queen-excluder between
the two hives, and making ure that the queen
is in the lower hive.
Then when the brood is
hatched out you can melt up the combs, unless
you prefer to transfer them into frames of
2.

If

they

are

other frames,

regular size.

Drones

From Virgins — In Swarms

1. Are the sons
of virgin queens perfect
If so, can they
drones and able to mate?
transmit to the next generation the same vigor
as if they were themselves the sons of mated
queens?

2.

While

it

is,

I

believe,

exceptional

Answers

—

SCOTLAND.
1.

I

know

of

3.

Yes, you can unite in the same way, and

a good time

is

near the close of the harvest.

Tested and Select Tested Queens
What is the difference between a tested and
a select tested queen?

INDIANA.

foi

drones to be found in *'first swarms," do they
accompany "second" or succeeding swarms,
which, of course, are headed by virgin queens?

ILLINOIS.
1.

it's

;

afterswarms.

old hive live rods away, set

move

rate

afterswarms.

in

1. I am sending you, under separate cover,
a sample of bees which I would like to know
the kind.
I found them working on red clover.
2. In the July American Bee Journal I saw
where French bee journals condemn the discoveries of Langstroth and other men.
Which
is it, ('ocs the queen lay
'1
the same kind of
eggs, or does she lay some worker and some

borax

and give abundant ventilation by raising the
hive or leaving them partly uncovered.
2. There may be a difference in strength,
and some colonies just naturally swarm more

queens.

At any

Dzierzon Theory

no hiding place for
the ants to be where bees cannot get at them.
2. Putting more than one egg in a cell may
be a bad habit of a rather poor queen. It may
also happen with a very good queen when the
force of bees h so small that the queen is restricted in her territory.
3. Listen to their talk for a minute and you
The editor
can easily tell which is which.
talks with a French accent, Mr. Bocock with
an English one.
The Frenchman is at the
t

exceptional to find drones in "first

it

to

over the cloth will drive the ants away. A betway is to dispense with the cloth and have
a one-fourtb-inch space between the topbars

and cover.

Is

2.

from one hive

that

same tjuccn if she had mated. And yet
have a feeling that -'rones from a virgin are
not up to the mark, perhaps because there may
be some doubt about the vigor of a queen that
fails to mate.
Such queens generally do not
lay at all, hut turn up missing.
of the

swarms?"
find them

It is inferred that all readers have access to the hcuk "A Thousand Answers to Beekeejiing
Questions." This will avoid duplication in answering, as the book contains answers to practically
Subjects not specifically treated, or which are not
all questions ordinarily asked on beekeeping.
clear to the reader will be further explained in this department at the request of any subscriber.

1.

eggs of a virgin queen that lays should be in
any way different from the unimprcgnatcd eggs
I

^ Answers^

Dr. Millers
Send Questions either

and rapidly

lilled.
Attention
be given to the bottoms, as
they soinetimes get unstuck.

clu-ap
has to

315

no reason why the

Answer— As
means one
weeks, and

generally used, a tested queen

that

has been laying

more than

3

worker progeny all show the
three yellow bands that indicate pure Italian
bee
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A select tested queen is one that
supposed to be better than the average, but
don't know by what rule she is selected.
stock.

is
I

Then

Swarms
Should a swarm with a young queen be
hived on full sheets of foundation?
2. I have some bees that I let swarm twice
They are now filling the body of
this year.
What can I do with them?
their hive.

how

About

long

the

after

last

swarm

Answers

—

MICHIGAN.

A

1.

not so likely to build drone-comb as with an
still, the danger of drone-comb with
a young queen is enough to make it advisable
to use full sheets of foundation.
is

old queen;

2.

than
3.

if

they can do more

their brood-chamber.

fill

Somewhere about ten

Excluder

days.

— Increasing

be all right to put a 1-inch ex1. Would
cluder on the front of the hives and leave it
there during the swarming season, and not let
the queens out to swarm?
own
2. How do you raise queens for your
use? I mean how could I?
have some colonies with combs built
3. I
crosswise; could I use these for increasing?
Putting a queen in a new hive, moving the old
hive and catching about a pound of bees and
I tried
repeating in about two weeks again,
fine.
this on a colony this spring and they did
it

4.

What is a nucleus?
Which would be the

best, to increase, buy
or bees by the pound?
2-iiich
6. Would it be a good plan to have a
ventilator on both ends of the body of the hive
close to the top that I could slip out in hot
5.

a nucleus,

IOWA.

weather?

Answers

— You

will find

it

unsatisfactory.

The

bees would swarm until the first virgin emerged
and then they wou'd swarm some more, and if
you didn't give the young queen a chance to
fly you would have a drone-layer.
2.

You

will

find the plan

I

use for rearing

queens given very fully in "Fifty Years Among
the Bees." Also questions about queen-rearing
answered in "Dr. Miller's Thousand Answers."
The chief thing is to have queen-cells reared in
a strong colony of queenless bees,
laid by your best queen.

Yes, your plan will work.
keeping colonies
of
practice
3.

from eggs

Some make
in

a

box-hives

merely for the sake of rearing swarms; allowing the colony to swarm twice or more, then
But in the long
building up for the winter.
run it is better to have bees in hives with
movable combs, and in some States it is against
the law to have any others.
It
4. A nucleus is merely a small colony.
may have only one comb, or it may have sev-

and the combs may be small or

eral,

begins to

bees.

It

ie

boil.

safe

will generally be after the fall flow is over, say

some time

of

full

size.

Sometimes one is best; sometimes the
If you can buy at or near home, a nuIf you send a long
cleus is probably better.
distance, buying bees by the pound is generally

in September.

—

When

transfelring by the "driving' methto set the old hive on top
a bee-escape between, or
If I put a
leading to the outside in front?
honey-board between the old and new hives
without a bee-escape will the bees all go back
to the old hive?
Of course, the new hive is
filled with foundation.
you think of transferring by
2. What do
"driving" bees onto full sheets of foundation
Or would
Is this too late?
in June and July.
it be better to use only half sheets?
3. How would it do to take a two-story hive
(with bees in it) and at the beginning of the
honey-flow brush off the bees in a second story,
and if brood is plentiful introduce a pure-bred
queen and put on a new stand?
4. I
have seven colonies which are in 10is

it

a

good plan

new one with

of the

How

would it do
hives.
in half and give each half a
Italian preferred) some time
Or would it be better to re-

frame Danzenbaker
divide

to

these

new queen (pure

September?
queen this fall and divide them next spring?
My idea was to increase my colonies and at the
s^me time get pure blooded queens when they
Could I get pure bred queens
are cheapest.
this fall and keep them in small hives with a
few bees until next spring?
5. What do you think of hiving swarms on
half sheets of foundation, and as soon as the
bees fasten it all around and begin building
in

comb

in lower part of frame, to reverse the
frame, the idea being to keep them from building so much drone comb? Will this help?
6. How would it do to wrap each section in
tissue paper to keep the bees from propolizing
Or would this make "bad matters"
so much?

worse?
7. Should
comb honey in the sections be
worth more than same in shallow extracting
frames?
The latter to be sold as "chunk"
honey?
S. Can
you tell me why the Danzenbaker
hive is not considered a good one in this part
ILLINOIS.
of the country?

Answers

—

1.

Putting

the

with the bee-escape under,

old
all

is

hive

above,

right,

only in

some cases there may be a

little danger that the
brood in the old hive may not have quite so
good care.
If there be a queen-excluder between the two stories, and there is plenty of
room in the old hive, the bees will mostly go
above, but gradually they will work down
where the queen is.

Full sheets are better, unless you want a

2.

of drones, and

lot

none too
5.

"^uly

in

a

good season

preferable.

Formerly that was used more than at present, yet it can hardly do any harm, and in
very hot weather should be liked by the bees.
6.

Feeding Diseased Honey
1.

I

have just transferred some bees from
into standard dovetailed hives and

box-hives

have some three or four hundred pounds of
to
old combs and honey left which I would like
This honey may be dis
feed back to them.
destroy
it
heating
would extracting and
eased,
If so, to
any germs that it might contain?
what temperature must it be heated?
honey.'
the
feeding
start
2. When would you

MICHIGAN.

—

Answers
water

to the

and see that

1.

Yes; add an equal quantity of
boil it in a closed vessed,
continues to boil vigorously for

honey;
it

work?
3. Should bees go above before the broodchamber or brood-frames are full?

is used to prevent the queen from going up into the super; otherwise you should
wait two or three days for the queen to get a

start in the brood-chamber.
2. It is better, but not absolutely necessary,
for after the brood-chamber is well filled a

danger that many

that

No. and they are not

3

September.

till

next year than divide

But August may

a box

in

absolutely empty.

is

do

likely to

so.

—

Won't Enter Super Wiring
Frames Brood Combs Filled
With Honey

Bees

—

Am

having trouble getting my bees to go
I run for both comb and extracted honey.
I use full sheets of foundation,
both in frames and sections. What ought I to
do?
2. In using either single
wall or telescope
hives which is the best to use under the cover,
domestic or wax cloth with the enamel side
1.

in the supers.

outside? Some say the wax cloth causes the
hive to sweat 'Dn the inside,
3. Which is the best way to fasten
foundation-comb in wired extracting frames in the
small groove at the bottom side of the top-bar,
or doesn't it need to be fastened at all in the
small groove where it is fastened to the wires?
4. My bees did not swarm this summer,
and
since the larva have all hatched out they have
filled all of the brood-combs with honey.
Why
have they stored honey in the brood-combs so
early in the season?
MISSOURL

Answers— 1. Bait the bees up by putting
into each extracting-super at least one
frame of
drawn-comb, and in the section-super at least
one section (preferably in each center) that
was filled or partly filled the previous year and
then cleaned out by the bees.
If you have
nothing but foundation to put in super, put
a
brood-comb from the brood-chamber into the
super until the bees begin work on the adjoining frames of foundation, and cut a piece out
of a brood-comb to put in a section.
2.

doesn't matter very

It

the bees are not so likely to

much which, but
gnaw the enameled

The sweating doesn't cut any figure.
Many, however use no cloth of any kind, preferring to have a wooden cover directly over

cloth.

the top-bars, with a beespace between.

Even

3.

wired,

it should
be fastened at
prefer to fasten with the wedge
furnished with the frame, and some pre-

is

if

Some

fer to fasten with melted

and

wax and

rosin,

half

half,

4.

the storing instinct had run
Extract some of the combs in
brood-chamber that contain no unsealed
It

looks as

if

away with them.
the

story.

may commence work

strong colony

that

late.

It will do, only there is

Better wait

INDIANA.

—

Answers 1. Supers may be put on as soon
as the swarm is hived, provided a queen-ex-

the top.

5.

4.

it absolutely necessary to put starters
super to induce bees to go above to

Is

the

is

bees will return to the old stand.
It will be
better tto put an excluder between the stories
a week before, keeping the queen in the lower

other.

2.

in

cluder

—
—

Swarms
Transferring Requeening;
Sections Danzenbaker Hive
od

swarm with a young queen

Give them super room

it

to

It

1.

find eggs in the old hive?

I

safe to feed

is

should be fed at the same time you
would feed any honey: if for winter use that

1.

3.

it

food for humans without the boiling.
2.

should

an hour after

half

least

at

September

and the bees may change

brood,

their

minds

in

you
feed if there is no late flow.
Keeping a queen
over winter in a weak colony may succeed, and
it may fail.
Better go slow and sure.
I don't believe it would work.
6. I hardly believe it would pay; but there's
no law against trying it.
7. In most markets it would probably sell for
do, provided

and

start to

When

brood-rearing again.

Handle Bees— A
Colony

to

Weak

;).

more

in sections.

suppose it's the same in your section as
other sections, and I'm not sure as to the
reasons, but likely because it is troublesome to
8.

I

in

handle

the

frames

without killing bees, and
with frames so shallow there is more danger of

pollen in sections.

Putting

How

Supers

two-frame nucleus this spring.
not storing honey in the super;
the other has been for about three weeks.
What's wrong with the first colony?

Texas and

also a

One colony

is

NEBRASKA.

on

Swarm-Starters

long after a new swarm
has "been
hived must we wait before we put the super
on?
1.

there any time of the year that you
1. Is
Have been told that
don't dare handle bees?
if you handle them in July and August they
will eat up all the honey they have.
2. What book would you advise me to get on
bees? I am just a beginner in beekeeping and
have the book "First Lessons in Beekeeping."
Is it sufficient for a beginner?
purchased two colonies of bees from
3. I

Answers

—

1.

As

a

general

rule

it

is

all

handle bees any time when they are
for
flying freely, provided there be any reason
not
handling them. No reason why they should
right

to

—
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liatullcd

1m
li'

in

July and August as well as car-

or later.

T

You may do very

well with thi; book you
you do a great deal with bees
\<'u will hardly be satisfied with one book.
In
\'>ur bee journal you find a number of books
'^.

liivf,

yet

if

bees that are

..iH-ut

good.

why

ulun others
1"

all

Without knowing particulars it
a colony
oes not work

3.

say

do, but the likelihood

the colony

,iuse

'

is

is

in

hard

to

that

it

is

not strong enough.

is

Go Fastening
Foundation Combs.

Why

did some of my hives swarm before
they got the super started?
2. How far do the bees go when they swarm
for a new abode?
3. When the bees swarm and they alight on
a bush, how far is the tree or their home from
the place where they had clustered on the

bush?
4. Where could
I get some
oil
of sweet
clover?
It is used to hunt bees.
5. Will you give me a good method to fasten

combs

in

frames?

Answers

—

them into the supers.
They may go three miles or more.
3. There is no rule about it, but they are not
likely to cluster more than 10 or 15 rods from
bait

2.

the hive they issued from.
4:
oil

I

don't know.

I

never before heard of

of sweet clover.

The foundation should

5.

wires

or

foundation-splints,

tened

to

the

means of

top-bar.

be

supported by

and securely fasThis may be done by

wedge that is sent with top-bars
that have two saw-kerfs on the under side, the
wedge being crowded clear in, and if the founis

an extra
-of

hived
supers on these two hives they

Answer

swarmed from?

ILLINOLS.

— You

are in a white clover region,
and should give supers as soon as you sec the
first white clover in bloom.
When a colony
swarms the supers should be shifted from the

swarm

old colony to the

has begvm to work in the
or three days.

Home Queen

as soon as the

new

queen
two

hive, say in

I have been trying to raise some queens
the first time, both over ([ueen-excluder
and below, with poor success. I did not take
brood away.
Is that the cause of not getting

accepted?

Have had several cells hatch out in nuand after the queen had laid a few eggs
she disappeared and the bees would rear another from the eggs laid. Can you give cause?
3.
Some queens batched without wings, or
the bees cut them off.
4.
How long must cells be capped before
caging them? I caged one lot and not a single
one hatched.
5. Will eggs
from an unfertile queen produce a queen?
6.
Where foulbrood exists and shows up in
only part of the brood-frames would it do any
good to destroy only the affected frames?
On one section I had queen-cells over
7.
excluder and as one would hatch the bees
would ball her. What was the cause?
2.

ILLINOIS.

Answers

not

strip of

WHY YOU SHOULD
SUBSCRIBE FOR

all

—

1.

Hard

to

particulars.

But

if

brood

command

at

without knowing

say

have

bees

unsealed

they do not feel hopelessly

and so not so much in need of
(|ueen-cells.
But there may have been other
reasons for your failure.
queenless,

plies at better rates.

All these advantages are set forth in the columns of the Domestic Beekeeper from month to month. No live producer can afiford to miss the
Editorials on how to get a better price for his surplus honej'. Read how
to get ISc per_ pound for extracted and $2.25 per dozen for comb honey in
a wholesale w'ay in each number of the Domestic. Also, how to buy your
beekeeper supplies at near wholesale.

little

We

haven't room here to tell you of the many advantages you
by subscribing for the Domestic Beekeeper.

will receive

Send

numbers you

will receive for the dollar.

in today.

THE DOMESTIC BEEKEEPER,

WANTED

Ship us
all

the

Comb

all

North^ar, Mich.
you can and

Honey

is

worth

get

—

i>.

No.

6.

It

I.

I

ed,

might.
don't know.

after

I'ossibly the bees conclud-

that

they

didn't need another
though to some extent isolated
from the laying queen. Possibly your opening
the hive and disturbing the bees may have

queen,

all,

even

caused the balling.

1.

Prime Swarm on Old Stand
We have on hand quite a few supers

COYNE BROTHERS
119 W. So. Water Street

CHICAGO

con-

taining empty sections filled with foundation.
They were left over from 1915. We stored
them in an out-building last winter, but snow
drifted in and filled supers with dirt, fine particles still sticking to the foundation.
They
look quite black with dirt.
Should we use
them' Will the bees clean them?

2. We
formerly practiced
in a
case of
swarming, putting the young swarm on the old
stand, and after seven days removing the old
one to a new location.
This season we left
the two together.
Now, in one case we find
most all the bees are back in the old stand and
the hive the young swarm occupies has but
few
bees, while the other is something remarkable;
never saw anything like it.
They now have

four

supers

on,

nearly

all

Meantime

filled.

the hive

we put on the old stand containing the
prime swarm has one super and has hardly
done anything.
Both hives are as close together as can be, facing due east.
What do you consider an extra heavy
3

IOWA.

Answers— 1.
that

If

it

2.

be

only

blown into the

lias

bees will clean them

ordinary

sections,

dust
think the

I

right.

all

The two

hives being so close together it
IS not so very strange that in
some cases the
bees should prefer the old hive; but if

you
had moved the old hive away in a week all the
field bees would have been with the
swarm.

The strange thing in the
did not swarm out with
left

her

case

the

is

that the bees

first

virgin

that

cell.

That would vary greatly with the locality,
season and management.
In some cases it
3.

might be 50 pounds, in others 500.

Swarms
to

Uniting, Etc.

had a swarm issue and as I did not care
have them swarm again I hived them on the
I

The same day that I moved them a
prime swarm issued from another hive, and in
a few minutes an afterswarm issued from the
hive I had just moved.
I put them together
in one hive.
In about five hours they left the
hive and clustered on the front of the hive
that had sent out the afterswarm.
I gave a
super with sections and foundation.
A part
of them went in, but as there did not seem to
be room for all, I gave another super.
So far
they seem to be all right.
What caused them
to act so?
Did I do wrong by putting the two
stand.

together?
2.

and Extracted

Car Lots or Less
Chicago's Leading Honey House
Last Year's Sales, $3,289,426.99

(or

present stand with the old swarm by its side.
In one week I moved the old swarm to a new

balance of 1917 and all of 1918 for the regular annual
The quicker you get on our list the more

price, $1.00.

room

parently good that wcr« caged 4 or 5 days before hatching.
In any case it is important that
the caged cell be in the thidst of a strong mass
of bees, with
no possible danger of being

1

Honey

been too

young queen and gnaw her wings.
4. The
shorter the time of caging before
hatching the better.
(Generally one can manage to have virgins emerge within a day or two
after caging, and yet I have known quccnB ap-

•

it

li,-ivc

J"='<i?

The Dome^ic Beekeeper

The Editor, being a honey producer, with no interests in beekeepers' supplies other than to get them to the honey producer at the lowest possible
price, and, also, being interested in getting a good price for his own crop of
honey, would naturally be interested in getting a good price for the crop
of others.
In other words, the Domestic Beekeeper is working all the
time for the interest of the honey producer, helping him to sell his crop
to better advantage than heretofore, also, helping him to secure his sup-

SPECIAL OFFER: The

iii.iy

3. Queens may he horn with
defective wings
or legs, pcrhap» clue to laclt of sufficient heat
or proper nourishment. Sometimes bees hall a

Rearing Failures

1.

cells

There

i.

the queen.

chilled.

for

the

thoroughly fastened without it
foundation or else a thin strip
wood should be put in the kerf with the

dation

should

clei

PENNSYLVANIA.

1. Hard
to say without particubut likely because there was nothing to

lars,

Putting on Supers
I put supers on my bees?
I
two swarms today. When should I put

When

supers

Distance Swarms
1.

edge of the foundation before the wedge is
driven in.
If there is no wedge and groove,
run along the joint melted wax and rosin.

317

Is

it

all

right to put brood foundation in

sections?
1 run out of super-foundation and
used a little brood for starter.
MAINE.

Answers
issued you

—

1.

A

moved

week

after the prime

the old hive to a

new

swarm
stand.

you would have expected no afterswarm, and the reason that one did issue was
probably because the prime swarm had been
delayed by bad weather sp that it toolv only a
Usually
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week

for the

young queen

emerge.

to

As

REAL QUEENS

to

nothing
the uniting of the swarms, there was
unusual, and a swarm a good many times

FOR SALE— Fine

citement.

use brood-foundation in sections is deto be
cidedly objectionable if the sections are
sold and you expect to sell afterward.

To

2.

«}ii i

iii

i

i

ii

i

iiit

FOR SALE — 100

colonies of bees in 10-frame
with or without location; frames are
all wired and of Hoffman's size. Also 200 deep
supers of drawn comb. Will sell cheap if taken
at once.
Reason for selling, got too much
A Schmidt.
other business.
Address,
Two Rivers, R. No. 1, Wis.

bank account.
untested, 76c;

hives,

^ „ o r
Con,
J. B. Marshall &
Rosedale Apiaries, Big Bend, La.

unusual ex-

is

goldens;

tested, $l; select, fl.60.

very

will enter a hive where there

that boost the

or

Three-banded

September

mm

R. No.

W.

1,

FOR SALE — Small

,

Italian

prolific

June

$5.00,

1st.

apiary, 25 colonies Italian
bees in 8-frame hives; quantity of new hives,
supers and accessories.
O. Flinch, Huntington, N. Y.

Bees are hustlers.

Italian Queens, $1.00; 6,
circular gives best

My

FOR SALE —Three-banded

Italian queens from
the best honey gathering strains obtainable.
Untested queens, 75c; 6, $4.25; 12, $8 Tested

A. V. Small,
Joseph, Mo.

methods of introduction.

.

2303 Agency Road,

St.

.

THREE-BANDED ITALIANS— One,
Tested,

$4.00; 12, $7.50.

Canada

Tillsonburg, Ontario,

$1.00;

1,

_

Cotton Belt Apiaries, Box 83, Roxton, Tex.
Italian queens, 65c each;
Ready now; safe arrival and

FOR SALE— Bright

Queens

Italian

By return mail, northern bred from my best
In full colonies; for busisuperior breeders.
winter
hustlers;
ness; three-banded; gentle;
to swarm; roll honey in.
inclined
well; not
Sel.
UnL, 75c; 6 for $4.00; 12 for $7.50.
unt $1.00; 6 for $5.00; 12 for $9.00. Virgins
sender's risk.
1 to 3 days old at 50c each, at
arrival
United States

Safe
yrs.

and satisfaction guaranteed in
Specialist of 20
and Canada.

experience.

ISAAC

F.

MILLER,

Pa.

Brookvill*. Rt. 2,

$6.50 per doz.
guaranteed,
T. J. Talley, Rt.

satisfaction

3,

GOLDENS

FINEST ITALIAN QUEENS

from June

My

J.

HEAD

1 to
circular gives

St.,

St. Joe,

Mo.

your colonies with some of our vigor-

ous young
tested, June
full colonies.

A.

three-banded Italian queens. Unnuclei and
1, $1; per doz., $9;
Satisfaction guaranteed.
Conn.
Berlin,
Son,
&
E. Crandall

FOR SALE— In

queens,
bees and
queens send for circular, or see our large add.
H. G. Quirin,
in May or Tune issue.
Bellevue, Ohio.
bees and

their

honey.

season,

Italian

For prices on

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS

Classified

Department

this department will be
inserted at IS cents per line, with no discounts
cannot be less than
here
of any kind. Notices

Advertisements in

two lines. If wanted in this department, you
must say so when ordering.

PHELPS' Golden

Italian

Queens

will

please

Gray Caucasian Queens are win-

ners; also by frame and pound.

WARRANTED

H. M. Cook,

tested

City.

With tested
3-frame, $4.
2-frame, $3.25;
queen, 2-frame, $3.50; 3-frame, $4.25. We can
G. W. Moon,
please you.
1904 Uark Ave., Little Rock, Ark.

New York

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS

that

produce

bees very gentle to handle; good
honey gatherers; no foulbrood. Select tested,
tested.
$1; untested, 65c, 6 $3.75; 12,
$1.26;
No nuclei or bees for sale.
$7
D. T. Gaster, R. 2, Randleman, N. Car.

golden

by the pound or nuclei, queens, virgins,
Our
tested and choice breeders, 26c to $3.
special two-frame nucleus with good queen, $3.
Pa.
Co.,
Montg.
Grubb, Woodmont,

BEES

GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS— No

more

or-

Untested queens,
ders filled after Sept. 1.
testeach, 75c; $8 per doz.; $60 per hundred;
and satisfacservice
Prompt
ed, $1.50 each.
L. J. Dunn.
tion guaranteed.
69 Broadway Ave., San Jose, Lalit.

CLOVER QUEENS— Pure
«!•

tested.
te^teo,

un-

76c.

queens from one of Dr. Mil-

Geo. A.

if,!,

$1;

One-pound packages with unqueens, $2.26; 2-lb. pacgage, 53.25. One-

tested.

Jersey

breeders, 50c each.
Hummer & Sons, Prairie Point. Miss.

ler's

Price, $1 each; testhoney-getting qualities.
ed, $2; breeders, $6 and $10.
Barnetts, Va.
Brockwell,
B.
2Atf
J.

pound package with tested queen. $2.50; 2-lb.
Nuclei with untested queen,
package, $3.60.

84 Cortland

lAtf

JSt.,

Hand-Moore

strain of three-banded Italians are beautiful
Bred strictly for
and good honey gatherers.
Untested, 76c; half doz., $4. Select,
business.
W. A. Latshow Co., Clarion, Mich.
$1.00.

GOOD ITALIAN QUEENS—Tested,

BEES AND QUEENS from my New
apiary.

QUEENS OF QUALITY — Our

produce Golden
that
I will chalwokers of the brightest kind.
Goldens
and their
lenge the world on my

you.

FULLMER'S

from a breeder that was 1st premium winner at 111. State
Fair in 1916. Untested, 76c; 6 for $4.25; 12
Select untested, 1, $1; 6, $5; 12, $9.
for $8.
Tested, $1.50; 6, $8.
A. O. Heinzel, Rt. 3, Lincoln, 111.

GOLDEN QUEENS

BEES AND QUEENS

$1.50;
^
^

Italian,

untested,

no reduction; no disease.

^

^^^j^^

Penfield,

111.

MY BRIGHT

Italian Queens will be ready to
Send for
ship after April 1 at 60c each.
Safe arrival and satisfaction guarprice list.
Ala.
Greenvills,
Bates,
Rt.
4,
M.
anteed.

PHELPS' Golden

Italian

Queens combine the

They are great
qualities you want.
Mated,
gatherers, l)eautiful and gentle.
$5; tested, $3; breeders, $6 and $10.
Phelps
&
C. W.
3 Wilcox St., Binghampton,

honey
$1;

6,

Son,
N. Y.

AM NOW

prepared to supply you with
Golden 3-banded and Carniolan queens. Give
me a trial and be pleased. Tested, each, $1; 12
I

Untested, 75c each; 12 or
or more, 85c each.
more, 65c each. Ten per cent discount on orNo
uefore shipment.
30
days
ders booked
credit; no c. o. d. shipments.
J.

SWARTZ' GOLDEN QUEENS

produce golden
Satisfaction
bees of the highest qualities.
Mated, $1; 6 for $5. Tested, $2.
guaranteed.
D. L. Swartz,
Route No. 2, Lancaster, Ohio.

Greenville, La.

One race
that are true to name.
Unt., 75c each; 6, $4.25; 12, $8.00.
only.
$1.50.
Tested,
prices.
For larger lots write for
Breeders, $6 and $10.
Sel. test., $2.00.
Garden City Apiaries, San Jose, Calif.
Nov. 1, $1 each; 6 for $6.
good methods. Ask for one.
W. Romberger, 3113 Locust

Robt. B. Spicer,
Wharton, N. Y.

queens, $1.50 each.

75c; 6,
$6.70;

6,

12, $10.75

axtn

Miller's Strain

—

450 hives of bees, all well located in best alfalfa and sweet clover localiAddress,
also shop and fi-xtures in town.
W. L Porter, Caldwell, Idaho.

leather-colored queens, $2.00; after
$1.50; untested, $1.00; $10 per doz.
Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford Conn.

June

VIGOROUS,

FRAMES
HIVES
ETC.
FOUNDATION
The Tillson Company, Ltd.

FOR SALE

TESTED

PHELPS' Golden

SUPJPLIES

J- F. Michael,
Winchester, Ind.

1,

ties;

A.

BEEKEEPER'S

Golden Italiaij
Hybrid queens, when I

untested

Queens, 60c each.
have them, 25c each.

N. Bsnkston, Eagle Ford, Tex.

HEAD YOUR

COLONIES with our honeygetting strain of Italians.
Price for September only 50c each.
Sinking Creek Apiaries, Gimlet, Ky.

TRY my

very best Caucassian-Italian tested
at $1 each.
Hybrids at 26c each.
Peter Schailhauser, Havelock, N. Car.

queens

GOLDEN

QUEENS— No

ITALIAN

honey gatherers anywhere
tested, $1.00.

at

any

better

Un-

price.

Tested, $2.00.
Wallace R. Beaver, Lincoln,

111.

WANTED— Very

reasonably, 60 to 70 swarms,
with accessories.
J. Schick,
2318 Irving Park Blvd, Chicago.

WANTED — White
in one to five

and amber extracted honey
thousand pound lots.

W. H. Hyde, New Canton,

111.

UNTIL NOV.

1 we can supply queens from
our superior strain of three-band Italians
Untested, 50c;, $6 per doz.;
No disease. All queens guar-

at these prices:
tested, $1 each.

anteed.

W.

J.

Shaw &

K.

Co.,

Loreauville, La.

GOLDEN 3-BAND

Italian
and Carniolan
Virgin, 1, 50c; 6, $2.50; 12, $4;
100, .fS5.
Untested, 1, 76c; 6, $4.20; 12,
$7.80; 100, $60.
Select untested, 1, 85c; 6,
Tested, 1, $1; 6,
$4.80; 12, $9; 100, $70.
$10.20;
Select tested, 1,
$5.40; 12.
100, $80.
$1.25; 12, $13.80; 100, $100.
Breeders, $3

queens.

each.
Bees in packages without combs: halfNuclei, 1lb., 75c;
1-lb., $1.25; 2-lb., $2.25.
frame. $1.25; 2 frames, $2.25; 3 frames, $4.
of
queens
guarantee
All kinds
wanted.
safe arrival and no disease.
C. B. Bankston. Buffalo, Tex.

We

HONEY AND BEESWAX
WANTED— Carload

or

less

State
darker extracted.
packing and lowest price.

lots

white

quantity,

Hoffman & Hauck, Richmond

Hill.

and

quality,

N. Y.

RENDER

your own combs and cappings without troulile or expense; make foundation for
Address,
yourself and others easy.
J. J, Angus, Grand Rr.pids, Mich.

WANTED—Light

extracted honey of good flaclover preferred.
Kindly send
quote lowest price delivered at
Richmond, N. Y.
J. Stevenson,
Richmond, S. I., N. Y,

vor;

white

sample and

FOR SALE — Extracted

white clover honey of
quality, thoroughly ripened; rich and
cans;
It is put up in new 60-lb.
delicious.
price, $8.60 per can, f. o. b. here. Repeated orders from well satisfied customers year after
year are proof of the quality and purity of this
Cash must accompany each order.
honey.
finest

Sample by

G. A. Barbisch,

mail, 10c.

R:

1,

La Crescent, Minn.

WANTED— Car

load or less lots White and
State quantity, grading,
sections size and lowest price.

buckwheat

comb

Hoffman & Hauck, Richmond

Hill,

N. Y.

|
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BFF,

tR SALK^Raspberry, basswood, No. 1 white
romh, $3 per case; fancy, $3.25; extra fancy,
$;;,r»0, 24 Dan. sections to case; extracted, 180imincl cases, IGc per pound.
W. A. Latshaw Co.. Clarion, A^ich.
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W .\NTED

A Neat

—Comb,

extracted honey, and beesR. A. Burnett & Co..
173 S. Water St., Chicago, 111.

wax.
r.AI3t

W ANTER — Beeswax

Appearance

any quan-

at all times in

for cash or in exchange for supplies.

lity,

Dadant

WANTED — To

Sons, Hamilton,

X-

111.

makes many

quantity of dark and
amber honey for bakinR purposes.
A. G. Woudman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.
buy.

WANTED — White

a

and

attractive.

amber extracted
White clover and

light

Iioney in any quantity.
r.ispberry preferred.

I.

J.

sales.

tainer you use and

of first sales today are

its

The

made on

public wants something

appearance for your product, the con-

labels are of

prime importance. Our booklet of

Stringham,

COMB HONEY

HONEY LABELS

of old comb and capfor rendering.
pay the highest
trade prices, charging but 5c a
pound for wax rendered.
The Fred W. Muth Co..
204 Walnut St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

many

contains

We

pings

amount

In attaining this

our specialty.
Highest market prices obtained.
Consignments of extracted honey also solicited.
Albert Hurt & Co., New Orleans, La.

WANTED— Shipments

large

Park Place. N. Y.

10.0

cai^h

A

the appearance of the object desired.

and

distinctive designs.

Appropriate ones used on your

product should bring you more sales than cheaper and unattractive

Your second and repeat

ones.

sales, of course, will

be based on the

quality of your product.

HONEY WANTED— We

are in the market
for white and light amber grades of honey,
also nff grades which are suitable for baking.
If you have such honey to offer, please send
U'^
sample, state the quantity you have, how
p.tcked and your lowest price for same.

Dadant & Sons, Hamilton,

Write today for our book of honey
fit

the uses of the beekeeper

IT IS
prints,

5c

labels specially designed to

intends to increase his local sales

of honey, both in tin and in glass.

111.

SUPPLIES
IILMS DEVELOPED— lOc

who

FREE.

each,

E. O. Waltz, Medina, Ohio.

cash.

PICK UP some

money gathering

easy

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

butter-

Illinois

buy 750 kinds. Some $l-$7.
Intensely interesting.
2-c stamp brings prosl)L-ctus.
Get posted.
Sinclair,
Box 244, D., 41, Los Angeles, Calif.
flies,

insects.

I

SIBERIAN FUR FARM,

Hamilton,

Canada,

breeds foxes, marten, mink, ermine, skunks
black Siberian hares.
Information and
price list free.
Write address plainly.

and

Fi)R

SALE — Best
J.

quality foundation.

Angus, Grand Haven, Mich.

J

FOR SALE— Cedar

dovetailed hives,
also full line of supplies, including Dadant's
foundation.
Write for satalog.
or pine

THE CAMBPELL SYSTEM OF SOIL CULTURE
Everybody knows Campbell, the father of dry farming. Everybody knows that
he started this great movement for Scientific Farming that is changing the desert
into a garden. But everybody does not know that there is a great school, the

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF SOIL CULTURE

A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, Wash.

BEEKEEPER,
smokers,

let us send our catalog of hives,
foundation, veils, etc.
They are

and cheap.
4Atf

White Mfg.

nice

Co.,
Paris, Tex.

where the Campbell System of Scientific Soil Tillage and Crop Growing are taught
by mail, where a thorough knowledge of Scientific Agriculture can be secured without leaving home, at a very small expense. If you are a farmer or expect to be a
farmer, send for the Campbell literature, Campbell's Scientific Farmer, the Campbell manuals, and a catalog of the Campbell Correspondence School. Sample copy
and catalog free. Address,

HONEY LABELS
HONEY LABELS— We

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL

have

just issued a
new and up-to-date catalog of honey labels
and stationery. Write for your copy. Neat labels and quick delivery guaranteed.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

325 Broadway

Billings,

Montana

111.

HONEY LABEL CATALOGUE,
heads, cards,
saved.

money

with letterrubber stampps, pad stamps;
Acme Printing Co.,
Medina, Ohio.

SEND TODAY
Labels.

for samples

of

Not only the most

also lowest in price.

Station D.

B ox

latest Honey
attractive, but

The

Cat. free.

Liberty Pub. Co..
4-H, Cleveland, Ohio.

CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST
AND BEEKEEPER
Tbe only bee publication In Canada

WANTED
WANTED— Your

old combs, cappings or slumrender into beeswax by our high
steam pressure wax presses.
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton, In.

gum

to

Wanted—To

hear from parties having foundation mills to sell, either new or needing

slight

repairs.
J.

J.

Angus. Grand Rapids, Mich.

organ of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association, and has incorit the former Canadian Bee Journal
Beekeeping and Horticulture in its various branches are effectively combined
form a live, attractive, and practical monthly magazine.
Well illustrated and up-to-date. Subscription price postpaid.
United States. Ji. 25 a year.
Canada. $1.00 a year.
Foreign, $1.50 a year
Sample copy sent free on request.

the
porated with
It is

to

official

The Horticultural Publishing Co., Limited, Peterboro,

Ont., Can.
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Crop Reports and Market Conditions
majority of communities, the bulk of the crop is
either harvested or else on the hives, so that it is
possible to give a summary of the proportion of a
crop which we can count on for the 1917-18 markets.
a

IN now

Reports from the New England States indicate that the
crop is about as large as last season, though a little later.
The honey, mostly white clover, is of good body and flavor and should command best prices.

New York, New Jersey and Pennsylvania report the
crop as very short. Most localities indicate only about
20% of last year, while in a few the estimate is from 30
to 50% of what it was a year ago.
In the Carolinas, the reverse is true, one county agent
reporting 275% of last year's crop. We must remember
that the crop there was a failure in 1916, so that the large
increase can be attributed partly to this and partly to the
pushing of beekeeping there by both the State and the
Government Departments. As nearly all Carolina honey
is consumed at home, the crop will have little efifect on
the general markets.

Florida and Georgia have considerable more honey than
probably 20% more, at least. In Alabama, Missis-

in 1916,

Louisiana and other Southern Stales, however,
only about 50% of normal and only fair prospects
for the balance of the season.
Texas has probably the worst failure in its history.
Practically all the big honey-producing area reports little
or no honey. Many reports are that bees are starving,
while only a few report from 10 to 20% of a crop. The
one exception is Western Te.xas, where there seems to be
sippi,

there

is

from 50 to 80% of a crop.
Through the Middle West also, as a rule, white clover
was a failure. No one outside of Michigan and Wisconsin
reports anywhere near a full crop. Some of the average
Ohio, 30% Illinois, Indiana and
figures are as follows
Iowa, 20% Kansas and Nebraska,
Missouri, 10 to 25%
:

;

;

20%

;

;

Minnesota, 50%.

Many Wisconsin reporters give an average about
last year.
Many more give about 60% of 1916.

up to

Michigan has probably not fared quite as well as Wismay have better than half a crop.
Colorado, which earlier promised to have very much
more honey than last year, now reports from many loconsin, but

calities that the

crop will be

much

shorter than last sea-

offered.

HONEY AND BEESWAX
New

York. August

nothing definite can

—As

to comb
be said at this date.
17.

suh as light amber,

is

selling

at

From

One reporter from Montana says only 60% of last year,
but most others expect about 25% more honey than was
gotten, in 1916. Idaho, like Colorado, had good prospects
early, but indications are now that this State will do well
to get 60 to 75% of what they are used to. New Mexico
and Arizona are about up to normal.
In California the crop has been about 60 to 75% of normal in the large honey-producing sections. Some have
reported less than this, and a very few, more.
Taken the country over, it is very doubtful if there will
be half as much honey as was harvested last season, and
undoubtedly not more than 60%, while it may run as low
40%

as

Honey

home trade, and heavy foreign purchases.
One association in the west has been holding the crop
of its members for 13 cents f. o. b. shipping point. An-

other and larger one is asking IS cents for white exIndications are that they will realize this.
It is hard to determine just where the prices will go, but
with the short crop and the mad scramble among buyers
to get hold of the honey as fast as it comes from the
hives, honey prices should easih' reach a level of IS cents
for white extracted.
The local beekeeper who wants to buy outside honey to
supply his regular trade will have to figure on putting
his prices so that he can afford to pay at least 15 cents
for his honey, and he may have to pay even more than
this before the winter is over.
Comb honey, naturally, will be higher in price than at
any time in the last few years. Many sales have already
been reported at $4.00 a case, and the likelihood is that
this will be exceeded.
tracted.

of good flavor and
in the 60-lb. cans.

Barrels bring about Ic per
is

Offers and Prices

for

Extracted white

Beeswax

of 1916.

Big honey buyers are being forced to offer higher prices
to get what honey they want.
Blanket offers now tend
to the minimum of 10 cents for almost any kind of extracted honey, while one of the largest buyers is offering
12 and 12}^ cents for white honey in Michigan. One large
producer in California reports the sale of some 24 tons at
13 cents for the white and lO'A cents for amber f. o. b.
his shipping point.
New York producers are being offered around 10 cents
for best white extracted, which is way below what they
can get if they seek the right markets.
It is true that a large proportion of the honey for this
year has been contracted for ahead of time and at much
lower prices. It is also true that the general markets are
much short of their usual supply. This is due to a combination of causes: short crop, heavy buying of bottlers

body brings 14c per pound

lb.

less.

Beeswax prices are 30c and 32c trade
with very little offered and a feeling of
ness in anticipation of higher prices.

ranging from 35c to 3Sc per lb.
R. A. Burnett & Co.

—

Chicago. August 16. In regard
honey market, it is just opening up.

HiLDRETH & SeGELKEN.
"Chicago, August 17. Several small consignemnts of honey are appearing on the market.
The price of white comb that grades from
No. 1 to fancy is 20c per lb. No ambers so far

to

the

We

had
about 100 cases of small lots, just in, which
sold from 18 to 20c per pound, and the market
is quotable at these prices.
In extract honey
the market is from 14 to 14 J/2 c.
Beeswax

We

from 35

to 37 c for the best grades.
look
for high prices to prevail on honey the entire
season.
sold about S carloads last year
and expect to handle 10 cars this year.

We

basis,
stiff-

Southwestern Bee Company.
Kansas City, August 15
ket

is

improving.

selling at
quality.

from $4.25

—

The honey mar24-section comb honey is
to $4.50, according to the

There is very little extracted on the market,
and trade is holding for 15c per pound for
clear and 14c for amber.
There is a good demand for beeswax at 40c
per pound.
C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

Coyne BrothersI

around

8c to 9c, while very dark honey of rank flavor
is not selling for more than 6c to 7c.
Beeswax is declining rapidly, and at present
is not selling for more than 3Sc to
40c for
choice yellow stock; darker for less.

—

iast year.

honey,

reports we have been receiving, it appears tliat
a fair crop has been produced in York State,
but no prices have been established that we
know of, and therefore, cannot make any quotations until the next issue.
The same applies
to extracted honey, and no prices seem to be
established.
Southern honey seems to be pretty well cleaned up, and shipments now are
mostly in small lots, many grades selling at
from 10c to lie per pound. The second quality,

son. Some few reporters expect 25% more than last year.
Taken as a whole, it is very doubtful if there will be more
honey than in 1916, the average being probably 90% of

San Antonio, August

15.

—Very

—

little

honey

in the Texas markets.
The only carload
offerings this year were from the alfalfa bell
in the extreme western portion of the State.
Prices in local lots have ranged (wholesale)
from 10 to 12c for extracted. Very little or
no bulk comb has been offered. Cotton surplus
will not appear until September and prospects
are not very flattering for more than 60% of
a normal crop.
is

Denver, August 17. We are at present sellnew honey to retailers at the following
prices:
No. 1 white comb honeyi per case of
24 sections, $4.50; No. 2, at $4.00.
ing

Extracted white, according to quantity, 16

to

18c.

We

are buying beeswax at all times and are
at present paying 34c cash and 36c in trade
for clean yellow wax delivered here.
The Colo. Honey Producers Ass'n.
F.

Rauchfuss, Mgr.

.
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FRICTION TOP CANS and PAILS
a We
prices,

can

now

o. b.

f.

furnish

Top Cans and

Friction

Pails at the following

Chicago; Keokuk, Iowa; or Hamilton,
Cans

2-lb-

2'/2-lb.

2'/2-lb.

per crate

in crates of 612,

Cans
Cans

Illinois

$26.75

per crate
in cases of 12, per case

22.50

in crates of 450,

1.40

per crate
5-lb. Pails in crates of 100, per crate
5-lb. Pails in cases of 12, per case

16.00

5-lb. Pails in crates of 200,

8.25
1.20

per crate
per case

12.50

10-lb. Pails in crates of 100,
10-lb. Pails in cases of 6,

C The above prices are low,
Send

in

your orders

at

—

95

considering the present prices of tin plate.

once.

DAD ANT & SONS, Hamilton,

111.

Your Perplexing Question
What was

it this year?
Did your bees swarm too much? Has your honey soured? Are your drones black,
and why? Are you troubled with foulbrood? Wouldn't the bees work in the supers? Do you want to raise
queens for your own use?

ANSWER

A SINGLE
May

save you

have

a

many pounds

of honey,

many wrong

thousand of these questions answered

steps. It would be worth dollars to you.
in that latest of bee books

"A Thousand Answers

to
By DR. C. C.

Experience
this

is

a

Beekeeping Questions"
MILLER

World's Record— Dr. Miller holds the
world's record for comb honey production in an apiary of seventy colonies or
more. In 1913 his average from 72 colonies was 266 sections per colony. His
best colony gave him 402 finished sec-

Good Teacher —That's why

book should be

at

your hand.

Dr.

Miller has had sixty years of e.xperi-

ence

with

bees.

His

were
overcome

problems

similar to yours and he has

Yet here you

them.

tions.

The "Thousand Answers" book contains
thousand answers were culled from over

280 pag_-s.
10,000 as

It

is

cloth

answered

in

bound and printed on good paper. Its
the American Bee Journal by Dr. Miller

in the last 22 years.

Price, postpaid, $1.25
Sold with the American Bee Journal, one year (new or renewal) for $1.75
Canadian Postage ISc e.\tra. Foreign Postage 2Sc extra.

Write for Your Copy Today
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Q-U-E-E-N-S Hardy, Long Lived &
20 Years

August

Disease Resisting

Q-U-E-E-N-S

Us Queens of Highest Quality
Queens
of Unusual Vitality
—

of Select Breeding Gives
for Honey Production

Queens

"

"
There are fexv queens their equal and none better

What Bees Do Headed By Our Queens
sections o^ honey and another 2g6 sections. I am well pleased." Melvin Wysong. Kimmell. Ind.
Your bees averaged 150 pounds of surplus honey each 1 find them not only hustlers but cent le.'*— Fred H.MAY.Meredosia. 111.
I have tried queens from several different places and like yours best of all."— C. O. BOARD. Alabama. N. Y.
are only one mile from Lake Erie and e.xposed to high cold winds, in fact, this is the windiest place along the great lakes.
Your bees were able to stand the winter with only an insignificant loss, and we would have no others. As for honey they averaged
175 pounds of extracted surplus, did not swarm, and gave an artificial increase of SQ percent, which is as fine a record as can be had
in this locality, especially when the work is done entirely by amateurs." Name furnished on request. North East. Pa.
Pries Liat of Coldan and 3-Bandad Italian Quaans
Tested
soc each J45 per 100
$1.00 each, \ go per 100
Untested
"
"
soperioo
Select tested
no per 100
65c
125
Select untested
guarantaa aafa arrival of all Queans— that thay are vary resistant to European Foulbrood, and, in fact, will give complete satisfaction. Wings clipped free of charge. Our capacity is 1500 Queens monthly
"
"
"
"

One swarm made

185

We

I

I

Wa

M. C.

BERRY & COMPANY,

Hayneville, Alabama, U.S.A.

The Double-Walled Massie Bee-Hive
Surest

Protection

Honey
Furnished

—The

the

in

for

Bees

—

Increased

Supply

of

Best Hive for any Climate

clearest

of

White Pine or Redwood.

lumber

All

in

either. Cypress,

Brood and Extracting

Frames made from White Pine

VENTILATED BOTTOM
Admits fresh air into the hive, lessening the chance for swarming, and giving renewed energy to the bees.
It is also eauipped

THE MASSIE HIVE
Far Ctmb ir Exlracttl

with a feeder without extra cost.
Fifty years in the bee-supply business has shown us that the
is the very bast hive, and testimonials to this effect
are received daily from those who are using this hive.

Buey

Maaaie

Why

Not Give Us a

Trial

We are

Order?

The Dovetailed Hive

for

Comb Honey

Satisfaction Fully Guaranteed

also extensive manufacturers of Dovetailed Hives and all other Apiarian Supplies
If you are in the market for supplies
be sure to get our prices before buying elsewhere.
will mail our large illustrated catalog ^nd special price list to any one upon request

We

KRETCHMER MFG. COMPANY,

110 3d St.

QUEENS

ENLIST
In the growing

army

preparing to do their bit for Uncle
Allies,

STRAIN

of
off

MOORE'S
ITALIANS

PRODUCE WORKERS

who

are

Sam and

the

of honey-producers

Council Bluffs, Iowa

by endeavoring to secure a bigger crop of

honey than ever before.

That fill the supers quick
With honey nice and thick,
rhey have won a world-wide reputation for honey gathering, hardiness,
gentleness, etc.

Untested queens.

J1.001

6.

J5.00; 12. lo 00

Select untested. $1.25; 6. $6.00: 12. $11 00
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.

J. P.
Queen-breeder

MOORE
Rt. 1,

Morgan Ky.

Prospects are bright for a bumper yield. Are

you ready for

it ?

Don't wait for prices to soar
Write

again, but place your orders now.

THE

A.

I.

ROOT COMPANY
Mediua, Ohio

for Price List

and

Booklet descriptive of

HIGH GRADE
Italian

Queens

And Bees by

the

Pound

JAY SMITH
1159DeWolfeSt.
Vincennes, Ind.
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MARSHFIELD GOODS

,323

BEE
ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY

PORTER

BEEKEEPERS :—
We

TIME

manufacture millions of sections

every year that

MONEY

are as good as the best.
For sal* by

The cheapest
the price.

If

quality

for the

best

;

you buy them once, you

for

&

R,

daalara.
.
^
If no daalar, write factory

all

E. C.

PORTER. MFRS.

Lawiatown, lllinoia, U. S. A.
Pkaae mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

will

buy again.

We

manufacture hives, bfood-

also

frames, section -holders and shipping
cases.
Our catalog

is

free for the asking.

MARSHFIELD MFG. COMPANY,

North Yakimi,

FREEMAN'S FARMER

Wash.

Succaaaor to Northwaat Farm and

Homa

69 YEARS OLD
If

a descriptive and agricultural
will inform you all about the

you want

magazine,

it

methods in the Pacific Northwest.
Send One dollar and have the magazine sent
for one year. Cut rate of one-half price

now

on.

Marshfield, Wisconsin

CASES

SHIPPING

Comb Honey

For

We

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You to Buy Bee-Supplies
Thirty years' experience
the beekeeper. A large
for the purpose ensures
Write for our illustrated

Now

making everything for
factory specially equipped
goods of highest quality.
catalog today.

make

are prepared to

We want

prompt shipments.

you on our mailing list.
Send for our catalogue.

in

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY
BOYD, WISCONSIN

LEAHY MFG.

90 Sixth

CO.,

St.,

Higginsville,

Mo.

ESTABLISHED 1885
We are still

furnishing bee-hives

made

of white pine lumber; they are well made
and will last. Our large catalog, giving

particulars about all bee supplies is
free for the asking. Beeswax taken in
exchange for supplies or cash.
full

ECONOMY
Are two

YOURSELF
ECONOMY TO YOUR BEES

ECONOIVIY TO

Dittmer Process
Because

it is

the same

and the same

gained bv using

essential points

Comb

TASTE, and

FIRMNESS,

as the

J.

NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY
High

Hill,

Montg. Co., Missouri

Archdekin's Fine Italian Queens
and Pound Packages
T.'.e each. 11 for S4.-25; doz.,
select tested. $1.25.
Including unPackage bees. $1.2.5 per lb.
Order early.
tested queen, $2.00 per lb.

Untested queens.

Foundation

the

same SMELL,

COMB

the Honey-

ifS.OO;

My

package

is

light.

Saves you bees and

Prompt shipment: safe arrival and
express.
No disease.
perfect satisfaction guaranteed.
J.

F ARCHDEKIN,

Bordelonville, Louisiana

bees

make themselves.

them because

it is

It is the

not like their

Remember, Mr. Beekeeper,

more acceptable

to

OWN COMB.

that to you

HONEY

Foot-Power

IS

BARNES'

MONEY -then use

Read what

for

Samples— All Supplies

at Prices

J.

1.

Parent

of Chariton. N. Y.. says:

Dittmer Process Comb Foundation
Work for a full-capacity honey crop
Send

Machinery

"We

cut with one of your

Combined Machines

last

winter sochaff hives with
7-in. cap. 100 honey-racks.
500 frames, and a great
deal of other work. This
winter we have a double

you Appreciate

amount

of hives, etc.. to
this saw. It

make with

do all you say of it."
Catalog & price-list free

will

6US DinMER COMPANY,

Augusta, Wisetnsin

W.

F.

995 Ruby

& JOHN BARNES

St.,

ROCKFORD. ILLINOIS.

\L

A Wartime

To American

Appeal

Beekeepers

HAS BEEN FORCED IS A SUPREME
IS THE GREATEST OPPORTUNITY BEEKEEPING HAS EVER HAD TO SHOW ITS VALUE TO THE NATION. THE ANNUAL
PRODUCTION OF THREE HUNDRED MILLION POUNDS OF HONEY MUST BE INCREASED
AT ONCE BY AT LEAST ONE HUNDRED MILLION POUNDS TO FILL THE DEMAND AND TO
FIVE TIMES AS MUCH AS SOON AS FACILITIES ARE AVAILABLE.

THE PRESENT CRISIS INTO WHICH OUR COUNTRY

TEST OF THE USEFULNESS OF YOUR INDUSTRY AND

Every pound of honey produced

will release
equivalent of butter or sugar for other purposes of food.
its

On account of the prospective shortage of
sugar a large production of honey is imperative.
Push your production

to the utmost, giving

preference in times such as this to extracted
honey, because in that way the total honey supply may be more greatly increased. Remember
that two comb honey supers may easily be converted into a deep extracting super or a hive
body.

quantity of containers at the outset in order that
the present seeming shortage in tin and glassware may not prevent the sale of your honey
when it is ready for market.
Sell all or as much of your honey as possible
on your home market. It will bring greater
profit to yourself commensurate with the cost of
production and retail handling. It will help relieve freight congestion and will offer oppor-

tunity for the beekeeper

sell at

home

At present
over ninety per cent of the honey crop is sold on

home market.

the

with your state beekeepers' association and with your local beekeepers' association
if you have one.
Field meetings should be encouraged early in summer to give practical information on manipulation, etc.

who cannot

to get a living price for his product.

Affiliate

Order your bee supplies early and order
standard goods in order to save lime and enable
manufacturing plants to accomplish the most in
the shortest possible time.

Be sure

that you are provided with a liberal

you sell honey at wholesale, do not sell unyou have full information concerning the needs
of wholesale markets. Such information is furnished by the Office of Markets of the Department of Agriculture at Washington, D. C, to the
bee journals and to individual beekeepers. The
beekeeper will readily see the folly of dumping
his honey without knowledge of the markets, as
If

til

this

demoralizes the market, with profit only to

the speculator.

IN HARMONY WITH THE GENERAL CALL MADE BY THE PRESIDENT, ALL
BEEKEEPERS NOW OWE IT TO THE NATION, IN ORDER THAT BEEKEEPING MAY
FULFILL ITS HIGHEST OBLIGATION, TO REDOUBLE THEIR EFFORTS TO INCREASE THE
IMPORTANCE OF BEEKEEPING AS AN AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRY WHICH CONSERVES A
VALUABLE NATIONAL RESOURCE AND WHICH PRODUCES A NON-PERISHABLE, CONCENTRATED, WHOLESOME FOOD WHICH PLAYS A VERY IMPORTANT PART IN THE ENDURANCE OF ANY NATION.

REMEMBER,

[

This Space Donated by G. B. Lewis Co. and Dadant

&

Sons

]

4

The Forehand Apiary

at Ft. Deposit,

Which

is

Alabama,

is

Located

Very Attractive

in a

China-Berry Grove

—

—
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"When we

receive your

October

Honey

Return mail brings your Money'"
The Fred W. Mutb Co.

MAN

GET SERVICE LIKE THIS
FRIEND MUTH:— Your

It

comes

to Quick returns for

letter with check for $146 20 for wax has been received. Thanlts. I do believe you beat them
goods shipped you I may have some more wax to sell after we get our caonings melted

Yours

We Want
We

buy

all

Large or small

who have Fancy and Number One Comb Honey

lots.

write us at once.

when

Extracted Honey

Immediately!

grades of Extracted Honey.

all

ELMER HUTCHINSON.

[signed)

truly.

Send sample and price. It price is right, we
buy from 40 to 50 carloads this season.

We will

Partie

will buy.

BEESWAX

OLD COMBS

Send us your Beeswax. We pay highest market prices, and
send you our check the same day shipment is received.

Make some spare money from the wax rendered from vour
old comb We will render it. chargingonly s cents per pound for
rendering, and pay you best market prices for the wax rendered.

Shipping Cases or

Comb Honey

We are prepared to ship you the same day order is received any number of shipping cases. Several carloads are here now
ready for buyers. Send your order in now before our supply is exhausted. We sell Lewis Beeware.

R^M^MR^R
^^^•^""^*^

^^ remit
house

to

the same day your shipment arrives.
send your shipments to. Try us.

Read the

THE FRED W. MUTH

letter

above and be convinced that

this is the

CO.

" The bouse the bees built

204 Walnut

St.,

Cincinnati,

Ohio

QUEENS

HONEY JARS
We

C Our

September SPECIAL PRICE on unte^ed leather-colored and Golden Queens
a bargain never offered to the American bee"
"

C Safe
money

on

to
10
II to
25
26 to 100
100 to 1000
1

Queens,
Queens,
Queens,
Queens,

them.

If

cases,

we have

Catalog of supplies mailed upon applica-

tion.

We

have a fair stock of light amber and am-

Write for

prices.

STRINGHAM

I.

50 cts. each
48 cts. each

Dadant & Sons, any mercantile agency, and others

you need shipping

I. J.
105 Park Place, New York
Home Apiary: Clen Cove, L.

60 cts. eacii
55 cts. each

delivery. If not satisfied, return Queens and get your
back. The Root Company, The American Bee Journal,

who we

a gross.

ber honey.

keeper before
Price

carry several styles of honey jars, the
most popular being the 1-lb. screw cap at '$6.50

will tell

you

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of
Send

for

our

68

Bee Supplies.

page catalog.

Otir prices

will interest you.

are.

The Penn Company

The Colorado Honey-Producers' Associalion

1424 Market

Street,

Denver, Colo.

PENN, MISSISSIPPI
A BOOK FOR BEGINNERS

YOUR PERPLEXING QUESTION

"Kirst Lessons in Beekeejjiiig," written by
the editor of this magazine, is intended primarily for the use of beginners in beekeeping.
You should have it. Price, postpaid, $1, or
clubbed with the American Bee Journal, one
year for $1.75.

will unduuijtedly be answered in the new bee
book. "Dr. Miller's Thousand Answers."
For

American Bee Journal, Kamilton,

III.

beginner and veteran alike.
Not intended to
replace other bee books, but to supplement
them.
Price, postpaid, $1.2.'), or
with the
American Bee Journal one year, both $1.75.
American Bee Journal, Hamilton, III.

BEE-SUPPLIES
Let Us Figure With You

We know we can
quality.

Write

satisfy you on price and
for catalog.

C. C. Clemens Bee-Supply Co.
Dept. S., Kansas City, Missouri

"

!
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Poultry Supplies
Poultry supplies of

New

Protectiorv Hive

fountains,

and shipping coops,

mills, exhibition

shell,

grit,

foods, and remedies

WANT.

WOODMAN'S

mash hoppers, bone

feed troughs,dry

bands,

kinds, best

feeders,

automatic grain

leg

all

327

meat,

bone,

ANYTHING YOU

Also Pigeon,' Kennel and Bee
Circular free.

Supplies.

Eureka Supply House
Box B-403,

Aurora,

-

Illinois

PATENTED

WRIGHTS FRAME- WIRING DEVICE
Most rapid in use. Saves cost of machine
one day. Tighter wires, no kinks, nosore

in

hands.
G.

Price.

$2.50.

postpaid

in

U.

S.

W. Wright Company, Azusa,

A.

Calif.

Our Fighting Men Need Smokes
a Soldier
4^ C «« S^'"'^ ^
ftl Keeps
liappyforamonth
age of tobacco

^9C

9'

'''9 P^'^'^'

packages of happiness to
our "Sammies" in the trenches and our "Jackfleet.
are risking their lives
with
the
They
ies"
for our sakes. .Do what you can to make them
comfortable they crave and need tobacco. Kvery cent contributed goes for tobacco.

Help us

send

to

little

—

"Our Boys
25 West 44th

New York

St.

Productive
Beekeeping
By

The Hive witK

France Tobacco
Endoraed by War
Fund'
and Navy Depts.

in

FRANK

C.

PELLETT

arv

Wintered 100%

Inner Overcoat

perfect in 1916-17.

WINTER PROBLEM SOLVED
dimensions as formerly. The construction now is such that a bottomless corrugated paper box can be telescoped down over the brood-nest, in
between. the outer and inner hive-walls, as a matter of insulation or protection
when preparing them for winter. The work of preparing the bees for winter
with this system is a joy. In spring the boxes are removed and stored away

The same

in the k.

d.

flat.

A

new

circular with large illustrations will describe

Send today

A. G.

WOODMAN

all.

for one.

CO.. Grand Rapids. Mich.

Tin Honey Packages
YOU WILL MAKE A MISTAKE

if

you do not ask

We are Saving
Why not you?

Friction Top Pails and Cans.
and others of smaller lots.

for our Low Prices on
for car load buyers

money

Our three-year contract is enabling us to make prices considerably under
general market quotations. Let us hear from you, specifying your wants.
Frontispiece in color

316 pages

;

;

134

illustrations

handsome and durable
binding.

A

Practical

Book for

The Practical Bee

Man

Price. Postpaid, $1.75

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
Hamilton,

Illinois

;

cloth

Fridlion

Top Tins
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August

THE GUARANTEE THAT MADE "falcon"
Bee Supplies Possible
The "falcon"
every

article,

GUARANTEE.

Every

and every queen leaving the

hive, every

super, every crate of sections, every

pound foundation

plant goes out with our "absolute satisfaction or

"fJalcOTl"

money

For more than a third of a century we have stood behind everything we sell. If anything is
wrong or not just what you thought it would be, we'll appreciate it if you write us, and we'll make it absolutely right
at our expense.
Our satisfied customers are to be found everywhere ^nd are our best advertisement. " Once a customer always a customer," is synonymous with the name ".palcOTl'*

back" guarantee.

The beekeepers'

when "short" should have taught him

past experience

We

sections and supplies ready in the next two months.

send us an approximate

list

what you

of

T.

that

be glad to quote on

it's

a

"wise move" to get hives,

"^alcOtl"

supplies

if

you

will

coming season.
" Simplified Beekeeping," Postpaid
Dealers Everywhere

Red Catalog, Postpaid

W.

will

will require for the

FALCONER MFG.

CO.,

Falconer,

New York

Where the good bee-bives come from

N O T

C E
WANTED

t

HONEY
Do
6

not forget

when your crop

state your lowest price,

and

quantities,

will

and

also

of

how

I

honey

it is

is

HONEY

ready for sale to send us a sample,

put up.

We are

in the

market

for unlimited

pay cash on arrival. Let us hear from you before selling your crop.

C. H.

W. Weber & Company

2146 Central Ave.,

Cincinnati, Ohio

I

Tennessee-Bred Queens
45 Years' Experience

in

I

Queen-Rearing

Breed 3 -Band Italians Only
4
Nov.

I

to

May i

May I

I

Untested
Select Untested..

Tested

S

lect

Tested

$1.50 $ 7.50

$1350

2.00

8.50

15.00

2.50

13.50

2500

5.00

16.50

30.00

to

June

i

June

i

to July i

July

i

to

Nov.

i

1917
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GOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS
Read a few reports of big yields from single colonies of this gentle strain of Goldens: H. E. Bartz, Keytesville,
Mo., 264 pounds of extracted honey; J. M. Buchanan, Franklin, Tenn , 250 pounds of extracted honey; L. C. McCarty,
Nampa, Idaho, 250 pounds of comb honey; Fred Dury, Unionville, Mo., 374 pounds of comb and extracted honey.
Write for circular.
I guarantee safe arrival (U. S. and Canada), purity of mating and satisfaction.

—Prices of Queens—

LEWIS BEEWARE
Is

at your very door

Send to Your Nearest Lewis Distributer for

LEWIS HIVES
and

LEWIS SECTIONS
Hold to the "Beeware" Trade Mark
It is

Your Safest Guide Post

BEWARE^
BEEWARE
[^-

WHEREYOU BUY YOUR
J]

WIS.!
FINEST.

/WA T£:f9rOWA/

MAKES THE

LEWIS DISTRIBUTERS:
California

—

W. A. Trickey,
Colorado Honey Producers' Ass'n.,
Delta County Fruit Growers' Ass'n.,
Grand Junction Fruit Growers' Ass'n.,
C. B. Coffin,

Idaho-Oregon Honey Producers' Ass'n.,

Dadant & Sons,
Louis Hanssen's Sons,
Western Honey Producers' Ass'n.,
H. J. Pfiffner,
A. G. Woodman Co.,
B. F, Smith, Jr.,
Deroy Taylor Co.,

Fred W. Muth

Co.,

Chas. H. Lilly Co.,
Prats & Vicens,
Otto Schwill & Co.,
Texas Honey Producers,
Chas. H. LiUy Co.,
Fred M. Harter,

G. B.LEWIS CO., Manufacturers, Watertown, Wis.

LVII.— No. 10

Vol.
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THE SWEET CLOVER BELT OF THE SOUTH
Beekeeping

in

Alabama and

Mississippi as

Seen by Our

Staff

Correspondent

on His Recent Trip
sweet
THEmost
across

clover belt extends althe State of Alabama, east and west, but does
not quite reach the Georgia line. Mr.
J. E. Marchant is located at Columbus. Ga.. across the Chattahoochee
river from Alabama, but gets no

honey

from

sweet

clover.

Union

Springs, about fifty miles west, is on
the edge of the sweet clover section.
In the last issue I told something
of the lack of summer pollen on the
Appalachicola river in Florida. The
Chattahoochee river flows into this
stream, or rather changes its name at
the juncture with the Flint river, at
the southwestern corner of the State
of Georgia.

Mr.

Marchant

finds

it

easy

and

profitable to move about two hundred colonies by boat, to the tupelo
region of Florida. At a cost of
twenty cents per colony each way he
is able to have the bees delivered and,
in

a

favorable

season,

harvest

to

-August

20.

He

also

gets

some

white clover, but there are few reof this bloom amounting to
Through this
so far south.
section rattan is frequently referred
to as a source of nectar. Tulip poplar, black gum, hawthorne, field peas,
privet and dwarf linden about complete the list of important honey
plants.
There is little aster in this
section, as far as could be ascertained.
Through the sweet clover belt I
found the average number of colonies in a single apiary much larger
than in other parts of the south.
They have generally the same honey
sources, aside from the sweet clover,
while this plant adds a tremendous
advantage. M. C. Berry, of Hayneville, has 170 colonies in his largest

ports

much

a

profitable crop and return the last of
May, in time for the regular flows of
At Columbus
his Georgia location.
his

first

gum.

He

gum and
gets

and

honey

comes

from

sweet

honey

from

runs

several

yards

for

The section about Montgomery is
the finest appearing country that I
saw in Alabama, as there are many
nicely improved farms and dairies
there. There are few sections where
white people live in the country to
any extent. In most of the southeastern States the white people live
in the towns, while the colored population tills the soil.
Mr. Berry gets a good start from
redbud in early spring. This honey
is consumed for brood rearing.
He
also gets a little white clover, some
poplar, locust, black gum, etc. There
is little surplus
from cotton in this
section.
Sweet clover is the principal source of surplus.
As one goes further west and north
he
finds
a
constantly increasing
number of colonies in a single yard.
Near the west line of the State as
many as 200 to 500 colonies are kept
single

dependable

apiaries,
flows.

with
In

apparently
addition

to

sources already mentioned one hears
of lespedeza. black medic. Cherokee
rose. China-berry, rattle-weed, etc.
At Ft. Deposit, which is some distance south of Montgomery, the
Foreliand apiaries are located in a
China-berr3' grove, which is very at-

bitterweed

aster.

From near Union Springs the sweet
clover belt extends west into the
State of Mississippi and northward
almost to the Tennessee line. Although most of the localities mentioned in this article are already well
stocked with bees, there are many
unoccupied ranges in this section of
Mr.
Fitzpatrick,
Alabama.
At
Achord has nine hundred colonies in
eleven yards. While he is in a position to harvest good crops of honey
he prefers to convert most of it into
bees and queens for the northern
trade.
He reports sweet clover as
yielding generally from about June 5

He

nies.

in

also has tulip poplar, black
gallberry.
In the fall he

some

yard.

honey in addition to his queen and
package business.
In another of
these honey yards he has 140 colo-

tractive.
It

seems

unwise

specific locations

AND

A.

W.

I.

J.

FOREHAND. .SONS OF
FOREHAND.

mention the
I found the

reports, since so many beekeepers are inclined to rush into a
good location which is already occupied, rather than look up an unoccupied one for themselves.
This results in injury to the man already located, and frequently in disappointment to the newcomer. I found reports of many very good locations

best

N.

to

where
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along the line

and Alabama

between Mississippi
a hundred miles

for

north of Meriden. The possibilities
of a location vary materially, depending upon the quantity of sweet clover.
There are large areas where sweet
clover has become established over
thousands of acres of unused land.
This, of course, makes an ideal condition for the beekeeper.

found one apparently well auI
thenticated record of an average of
one hundred pounds per colony for
ten years, with as high as seven hundred colonies in one apiary. I hesitated to record it here, but my infor-

mation came from a well-known man
of wide experience in honey production. I found no other location supporting so many colonies and giving
such a yield. Not far away, good beekeepers are keeping from 160 to 200
colonies in one yard. The man who
his
is interested should depend jupon
own examination to pick out a specific

location.

At Corinth,
L.

Leath,

Miss.,

I

visited

well-known

a

Mr. J.
queen

ease.
little

He reports no goldenrod and
honey from cotton.

Finding a Location

The
dreams

northern
of

in the

South.
vvho
location

beekeeper

finding an

ideal

the south should spend some time
there before tearing up stakes and
general,
In
moving his family.
southern locations are not equal to
those of the north, while social conso different that one
ditions are
should become somewhat familiat
with the south before making a
The southern people are
change.
very agreeable, but customs are radically different and one must not expect to find things as he knows them
There are places in
in the north.
the south where northern families
might locate with entire satisfaction,
while in other neighborhoods the
northerner would surely be dissatisThe best plan for one contemfied.
plating such a change is to spend his
winters in the south, becoming familiar with the conditions and customs
until he feels sure that he is prepared to adjust himself to them. The

w

October
northern man who goes south, expecting to show those who have lived
there for years a better way of doing
things, is not likely to succeed very
far. The southern people have problems different from ours, and they
better how to approach local
conditions than a stranger does.
The negro population is much
greater than the white, in most localities in the States mentioned. Few
northern men are content to live
among the blacks.
There are some extensive beekeepers in the north who might find it

know

to their advantage to have apiaries
south, as does Mr. Stringham of New

York. Bees are very cheap in many
southern localities, and one could
establish an
apiary there without
great cost, except for hives and
equipment. By spending the winter
there, getting them ready to ship
north, in packages, in spring, one
could prepare for making such increase as needed in his northern apiaries, while enjoying the milder climate during the cold months.

The Color of Honey From
denrod and Aster
By

Gol-

C. C. Miller.

NOT

long ago I received by parcel post a section of honey. It
was done up in a small armful
of excelsior, by which I knew it was
from Allen Latham without reading
the name on it, for Allen Latham is
the man who knows
section honey by mail.

how

to

ship

waited some
days for a letter saying why he had
sent the honey, and receiving none
I wrote gently abusing him for set-

He replied as
ting me to guessing.
follows
"Dear Doctor Miller:
"That section of honey was handed
over to me by the bees without any
Encyclopedia Brittanica article about
I wanted to give you a chance to
it.
crack the nut without any suggesBut it was not fair, I'll admit.
tions.
:

ONE OF

M.

C.

BERRY'S ALABAMA OUTYARDS

breeder whose name is familiar to
many of our readers. Corinth seems
to be out of the best sweet clover
territory, although both white and
sweet clover yield honey abundantly.
Being in the extreme northern part
plants common to
States are found. Mr.
Leath reports that his early honey
comes from the willow, elm, maple
and fruit bloom, sources which are
familiar to northern beekeepers. He
also gets some dark honey from persimmon. White and sweet clover
furnish his principal crop, with bitterweed, asters and goldenrods in the
fall.
Cotton does not help appreciably in his section.

of the State,
the northern

many

From Corinth

I

went

to

Memphis,

Tenn., which seems to be out of the
Mr. W. E.
=weet clover district.
Drane, who has bees on both sides
of the river, in Tennessee and Arkansas, advised me that his honey comes

from

white

clover,

holly,

tupelo,

black gum, redbud, locust, tulip popasters and heartslar, blackberry,

I

ONE OF ACHORD'S QUEEM YARDS.
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1

had

tlic

entire super;

"How many

you

Iiad not.

argued
1
that goldenrod honey was white?
I
have been disputed many times.

knew

to

it

l)e

years have

I

as white, nearly,

if

not

quite, as white clover honey. But all
others, for the most part, said it was
not white, but anywhere from a light
amber to dark. They told mc that
what I called goldenrod honey was

aster honey.

"Now you come
your

'Answers'

honey

is

"Where
anyway?

along
and say

in

one

tliat

of

aster

dark.
is

a

poor

"As usual,

I

shall

statement
all wrong.
"Last season
this

:

I

man

to put up at,

have to put up at
right you are

am

;

was peculiar here.
old reliable, failed. White
clover, the fickle, gave a crop. Then
along in August two of my apiaries
got in touch with an alsike field. How
the honey rolled in for a few days,
till the field was hayed! Strong colonies filled two supers and started a
third. No more honey came till golSumac,

my

denrod began to bloom. The bloom
was very profuse and the bees de-

BF.I-

JOURNAL

is dark.
It is simply because a little
dark honey will color a lot of white
honey. A lot of white honey will not
whiten even a little dark honey. Few
people have ever obtained the golden-

rod honey in its purity. It is more
often dark with me than pure white.
The same is true of apple-blossom
honey. This honey is not quite as
light as clover, bcinfi a more decided
straw color.
But it is not at all
dark, not even amber.
Only last
night I was taking supper with a
friend.
He said he had got a few
sections of apple-blossom honey and
brought on two of them. It was delicious.
I had not seen a section for
fifteen years.
It was very light in
the center of :he section, where the
honey had come in pure, but the
outer portions were amber, being
tainted with huckleberry honey.
"Give my love to the ladies and
grant forgiveness for trying your
good patience. I appreciate your
trials in the question box.

"Aster honey is as colorless as
water, and when candied, and it will

.33.3

candy before you can get

it to run
ihrougli fine cheese cloth, the result
is as white as the driven snow. Now

will

you be good?
"Most sincerely,

Now, what am
ask

me

all

I
People
to do?
sorts of questions about

things of which I have no personal
knowledge, and parrot-like I repea't
what other people say. For instance,
aster and goldenrod honey. Plenty of
aster and goldenrod here, but seldom
a bee seen on them.
Just flies and
wasps. How do I know what the

—
—

honey is like? Everybody well everybody but Allen Latham says the
honey is dark. How am I to tell?
Possibly it may turn out that some
localities have it light and some dark.
I think heartsease honey is generally
rather dark, yet I'm pretty sure I've
seen it as light as clover.
The section in question, so far as
looks are concerned, would readily
pass for white clover. More than that,
the flavor is good. I'm glad if friend
Latham gets a whole lot of it.

serted everything for goldenrod.
I
have not seen such a flow for some
fifteen years. Well, sir, those strong
colonies that had started the third
super of alsike finished it with goldenrod. If you have eaten that section of honey you doubtless got the
flavor of the goldenrod near the sides
and bottom, and the clover from the
middle.
"I have many sections
and some
much better illustrations, showing
plainly where the two varieties of
honey ended and left off in the cappings, there being a distinct ridge or
line between the two.
I had saved
three such to send away, but a thief
broke in and ran off with those very
sections, confound him.
Now mark,
I could tell wdiere one began and the
other left off by the comb, but not by
the color of the honey. Only by tasting could I tell the difference in the

honeys.
"I

many

explained why so
people think goldenrod honey

have often

oi Fr\

\ \l

L.

•

"ALLEN LATHAM."

LEATH. CORINTH, MISS.
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Frank

small and the seed somewhat resembles buckwheat.
At that time we
could find no record of the bindweed
as a honey-plant

and asked for notes
from any of our readers who had observed the bees on

THE WRAPPER LABEL DATE

First Nat'l

October

(Copyright: 1917, by C. P. Dadant.)

THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT

observer

Morley

Pettit Resigns

Mr. Morley Pettit, of the Ontario
Agricultural College, has resigned as
Provincial Apiarist, and after No-

vember

1,

to

States.

markably

Pettit

State institutions

in this

country.

in his private

We

endeav-

ors.

No announcement
who will

as yet as to

vacancy left
by Mr. Pettit.
the

New Honey
When our

in

has been made
be chosen to fill
the

department

From China

correspondent
Washington last winter
stafif

learned of some

new

vis-

he

plant introduc-

which looked promising for the
beekeeper. Arrangements were made
for trial of these plants at his garden
in Iowa.
Because of nematodes the
Bureau of Plant Industry decided not
to 3end out any specimens of some
which it had been expected would be
tions

given a

foot high, but they have

well.

The Chinese use

it

made

a fine

size.

was found at Shantung,
China, by Mr. Frank N. Meyer, an explant

who has noted similar conwe are anxious to learn

as

more about the value

of this plant.

connection we are always
glad to receive specimens of any unusual plant on which the bees are
observed to work freely.
In

this

annual shoots for this purpose. It
has pretty blue flowers and is diligently visited by all kinds of bees,
and as such it might be grown in gardens as a semi-ornamental shrub and
as a

honey

plant.

It

grows when

left

alone, up to 20 feet tall."

The thing
value

that

the

to

makes

it

beekeeper

of special

is

its

long

period of bloom at a time when (in
Iowa) there is little nectar to be had.
It began blooming the last week in
July and the last blooms have not entirely faded on the 10th of September.

grown as an ornamental
and towns, cemeteries, etc.,
should add materially to the bee

Generally
in

cities

pasturage of the localities. As yet it
is uncertain whether it is sufficiently
hardy for the Iowa winters, but beekeepers in the southwest can try it
with confidence.
We are informed
that the Bureau of Plant Industry at
Washington has a limited number of
plants ready for distribution, which
will be sent free to beekeepers who
will give

some care

to testing

and

re-

Change

We

Supply Firms

in

have just received news that

the majority of the stock in the bee
supply firm of Kretchmer Manufac-

Company at Council Bluflfs, la.,
has been acquired by Mr. J. T. Calvert, of the A. I. Root Company.
Mr. E. Kretchmer, the president of
the former
concern and one of
America's oldest keekeepers, has disturing

posed of practically all his holdings
and expects to retire from active
business life.
He has been a sterling friend of beekeepers throughout
his

career.

what the Root Company pro-

Just

pose to do with their new plant we
are not informed, whether it will be
run under its present incorporated

name
pany

or

merged

as one of

Advance
Recent
dealers

com-

into the larger

its

branches.

Cost of Supplies

in

quotations

from

show an advance

supply

in prices

on

duction.

bee supplies ranging from 20 to 40
per cent over those in effect during
the present year.

Bindweed for Honey

all

porting the value of the

new

intro-

The advance has been greatest

growth the past season and have
bloomed profusely considering their

The

able to resist alkali re-

It is

trial.

About fifty specimens of Vitex negundo incisa reached Atlantic in time
for planting last spring. These were
at that time mere switches about a

small

as follows:

it

ditions,

for basketry manufacture, taking the

it

Plant

describes

of Agri-

"A sage which may prove to be a
good plant for the arid southwestern

1917, will

wish him well

ited

He

culture.

the

devote his attenapiaries, with
headquarters at Georgetown, Ont.
The system of teaching of beekeeping, as well as the active advancement of beekeeping in Ontario can be
traced largely to the thoroughness
and personal application of Mr. Pettit since he was appointed there.
A close student and a practical beekeeper as well, Mr. Pettit has instituted a system in Ontario which has
been the working model for many
tion

Department

plorer for the

it.

Although this reference has been
borne in mind since that time, not
until recently have the bees been observed working on this plant. In our
plant garden in Iowa there is a liberal amount of this species, and for
a time, in early September, the bees
worked on it eagerly. So many bees
were working on the plant that it
seemed evident that under certain
conditions it might be valuable.
We will be glad to hear from any

On page

380 of the

Xovembcr.

Journal,

issue

of

made

to the fact that a

this

1915,

reference

is

member

of

our staff had received a specimen oi
black bindweed, Polygonum convolvulus, with the statement that the
bees were working on it. In leaf and
vine the plant is very similar to
morning glory, but the blossom is very

in

articles of metal, since the metal

has been extremely hard to get and
is abnormally high.
lumber has also advanced

the price

Raw

some instances

as

much

as

SO

in

per

cent.

We

would urge beekeepers to an-

their needs as much
vance as possible and buy
Early order discounts apply
ticipate

in

ad-

early.
in

the

S
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lall

and early winter.

Stocking early

will insure relatively (iiiick deliveries

enable the beekeeper to ashives and other goods.

will

.ind

^Linble

his

The

Mr.

Columbia
Sheppard on

this subject is of value to all beekeepers of northern countries, for it
describes conditions which may prevail as well in the United States as
in the Provinces
of Canada.
We
learn
one
additional
about
fact

honeydew, the light color of that
which is produced on the birch. We
thought all honeydew was dark in
color.
Nearly every sample we have
seen was produced on the oak and

good queens."
There you are.
thus

presented

large hive

best

for

the

is

far

Obituary

We

Rev. Francis Jager in Europe
Professor F. Jager, instructor in
beekeeping at the University of Minnesota, has left for Salonika, to serve
with the Red Cross. Professor Jager
is a Slav by birth and is in full sympathy with the Allies, although he

The

as

north and for the far south. We can
testify to its being best for a country which is between those two extremes.

the hickory.

arc

sorrj-

announce

to

the

death of Mr. Geo. L. Cary, president
of the Adirondack Beekeepers' Association, whom we mentioned
on

page

February number,

of the

51

the series

in

"Among Eastern Beekeep-

Mr. Cary was only 60 years old
and was an influential man in his
community. He kept about 100 colonies and his crop was about 1,000
ers."

The
is, or was, an Austrian subject.
Central States have gained nothing
by tyranny over the small Balkan

pounds.
His widow wishes to dispose of everything, honey, bees and

races.

farm.

Professor Jager, who is
also a Catholic priest, and of very
extensive education, are a credit to
the cause which they support.
Professor Jager is president of the
Association
Beekeepers'
National
and is very desirous that it should

Men

not

We

like

suiifer

by

his

absence

at the front.

has therefore written to a numask
to
of leading beekeepers
them to do all they can for a suc-

Mr. H. E. Gray, our
good friend of Fort Edwards, who
reports the crop in that section as
about 25% of normal, with a poor
prospect for buckwheat honey.

cessful

meeting the coming winter.

to

Transfer of Crop

From Box-Hive

or

May-September number of
"L'Abeille Bourguignonne" (French),
L'Abbe Total gives a method which
he uses to secure honey from skeps
or box-hives into modern hives.
In the

Large Brood-Chambers
Large brood-chambers have been
used and recommended for years by
the Dadants. But the large hives are
expensive and they have been opposed by many.
The September number of Gleanings in Bee Culture contains two
valuable testimonials on this subject.
On page 678, Mr. Byer, the extensive Canadian beekeeper, writes
"Answering the question as to
what hive I would use if starting all

He, of course, adds a sufficient number
of supers to accommodate this doubled colony. In this way he secures
more than double the average crop,
for the working force of the skep is
thus added to that of the movable

can say that my preference
or 12-frame Jumbo
10

frame colony. The honey is also secured in extracting frames, instead

:

over.
is

I

for

the

crop is on, he removes the skep after
having shaken all its working force
front of the movable frame hive.

of in a

size."

The Jumbo hive is the DadantQuinby hive with top bars of Langstroth length.
that

In the spring he places a skep
within a short distance of a hive of
bees in movable frames. When the

in

kind

The 10-frame hive

contains

as

many

of

square

common

box.

Those who have

a part of their bees in

might try

this

its force of bees, he
on the stand of another boXhive which he moves to a new spot.
it

method

gums
if

Damage

to Bees by Heat
The Western Hoiuy Bee in its July
number reports a large number of

losses

in

heat, the

California from extreme
combs breaking down and

honey being lost.
had a number of such instances
in Illinois in the
These
seventies.
were caused by either direct sunshine
on the hives or by too little ventilation, or both.
In one case, our loss
in a single apiary amounted to hunthe

We

Since that time we
have always taken care to shade the
hives and to raise them in front from
the bottom-board an inch or more,
according to the population. The
straw mats which we use under the
cover, over the brood chamber or
over the supers, as the case may be,
have been of great help in preserving
the hive from the great. heat of the
sun. They are serviceable both summer and winter, for they retain the
heat in winter as efficiently as they
keep it off in summer. We did not

dreds of dollars.

yet use

them

at

that time.

Kazan Beekeeping

We

acknowledge receipt

number

or boxes
they dislike

the idea of transferring their bees.
In order to strengthen the skep

of the first

of the "Journal of the

Kazan

Society of Beekeepers." This magazine compares favorably with any
other publication on bees.
its

We

wish

promoters success.

Kazan

is

in

Russia, approximately

450 miles east of

Skep

He

ber

are indebted for the above in-

formation

thus deprived of

places

described as the

is

and on page 690 Mr. L. E. Webb
writes:
"The Jumbo colonies peg
along with their tremendous force of
workers throughout the season, asking only for super room, requiring no
fussing other than to keep them with

in

in British

by

article

hive

"ideal hive for southern beekeeping"

time

inter.

Winter Losses

Jumbo

the

the

during the fairly slack
\s

inches of breeding surface as the 12frame Langstroth size.
On page 689 of the same magazine

335

Moscow.
some

the great Volga river,

It

is

on

200 miles

east of the well-known Nizhniy-XovIt is a trifle north of the 55th
degree of latitude, therefore as far
north as the south end of the Alaska
Peninsula, the south part of Hudson
Bay, the southern counties of Scotland, the northern edge of Ireland or
northern Prussia. On the Western
Continent, there are probably no
bees kept as far north.

gorod.

Insect Studies

We acknowledge receipt from the
Entomological headquarters of Indiana, of studies with figures of injurious

insects,

potato

beetles,

cabbage worms and cutworms, by R. E. Snodgrass, the already famous scientist who gave
anatomical descriptions and figures
of the honeybee in the U. S. Bulletin
"Technical No. 18" of the Department
Men like Dr. Snodof Agriculture.
aphides,

grass are a credit to the institutions

which employ them.
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SHORT CUTS TO BIG PRODUCTION
Some Time-and-Labor-Saving Methods
CONSERVATION
word

is

of the time.

the

watch-

To save time

and labor is the first essential
honey production, as in
other agricultural pursuits. Labor is
scarce and high, in fact is the most
expensive thing which the producer
has to buy. Hutchinson consistently
preached the keeping of more bees.
The elimination of unnecessary operations is the one thing which will
to success in

make

possible

it

for

the

individual

beekeeper to keep more bees without
increasing his labor.
N. E. France is one

of

the best

known among American beekeepers.
He has served as State Bee Inspector for

Wisconsin for twenty years.

man to be given State-wide
authority in the control of bee diseases, he has continued to serve unHis position of
til the present time.
General Manager for the National
for many years brought him prominently before the beekeeping world.
It is not our purpose at this time to

The

first

nil

of a

Well-Known Beekeeper
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hasten the exit of the bees. Where
an ordinary I'ortcr escape is used in
the center of the usual board, strips
are nailed to the board, dividing the
board into four equal parts and centering at the escape in the middle.
This starts the bees at once to the
escape instead of leaving them free
to waste so much time hunting for
the exit. Where the ventilated board
is used, two escapes are used in opposite corners with a striii running
diagonally across.
Frank France and his father both
make use of the same equipment, although they maintain their bees
separately. At some yards each has
a considerable number of colonies, so
that it is impossible for a stranger
to separate the work of the father
from that of the son, when it comes
to honey production. Bees have been
kept in the home yard for fifty years,
and Frank is of the third generation.

The

late
Platteville

Edwin France

settled

JIIE

in an early day and beekeeping has been the principal dependence of the family for half a

century.

The bees

are all wintered in the
Various plans of wintering
have been tried on an extensive scale
and the final judgment is that for
cellar.

that latitude the cellar gives more
satisfactory results, with less labor.
The bees are wheeled into the cellar
in the fall, after being examined to
make sure that stores are ample and
that other conditions are right. They
receive no further attention until
time to remove them in the spring,
and they come out in good shape.
For a time tenement hives were used,
then later winter cases. If the cellar
\i properly built there is little trou-

FRANCE HOME YARD W

1

1

1

ble to winter the bees successfully.

the principal crop, with
basswood next. The general average

Clover

is

one year with another is 100 pounds
per colony of surplus. The man who
gets an average of 100 pounds is seldom hunting for a better locality,
and he usually has developed methods of interest to others of his profession.

Causes of the Heavy Losses of
Bees During the Winter of

1915-16 in British Columbia
By W. J. Sheppard.
has been estimated that at least
40 per cent of the bees in British
Columbia died during the winter
of 1915-16. Many enquiries have been
made as to the reasons for this and
whether it is preventable. The writer
can only answer for the Kootenays,
as he is not familiar with other parts
of the Province, where the conditions
may be different, although it woUld
appear that as the mortality was
heavy all over the country the same
reasons are accountable for it.
In

IT

this section the

summer

of 1915

was

an abnormal one. Rain and low temperatures, with absence of sunshine,
prevailed during July and well into
August, so that the white and alsike

which are the principal
sources of honey production here, secreted very little, if any, nectar, and
the bloom was over much sooner
than
usual.
Later in August the
weather improved, but at that time
there was nothing much the bees
could gather except fruit juices and
honeydew.
The writer's attention
was drawn to the very unusual and
peculiar appearance of the bees while
raspberries were in fruit. The abdomens of the incoming bees were a
deep orange-red, which was found to
be caused by their honey-sacs being
laden with the juice from the raspberries.
The red color of the juice
showed up clearly through the yellow
segments of the Italians, but would
probably not have been noticeable in
black bees. Later on large quantities

clovers,

WIRE CLOTH STRAINER. IN USE IT
SITS ON THE BOTTOM OF THE TANK

1;

K

i:l

I

S

FIFTY YEARS

at

HAVE BEEN KEPT FOR

honeydew were gathered, mostly
from the poplars, commonly known
as cottonwoods, and also from birch
of

trees.

This

(

being

the case,
it is little
wonder that the bees wintered badly,
especially as the winter following
was abnormally severe with longer
spells than usual below zero.
Bees
well provided with wholesome natural
stores,
preferably of clover
honey, or thick sugar syrup, are able
to stand a considerable e.xtent of cold
weather, even if the hives are not
well protected. Cold causes the bees
to consume larger quantities of food
for the purpose of keeping up the
heat of the cluster. If they have an
ample supply of honey, or sugar syrup, in the hive, they can consume
comparatively large amounts of this
without its causing undue distension
of the abdomen, as there is very little waste or refuse matter to these
foods.
There is then little risk of
dysentery or diarrhoea occurring.
Fruit syrup and honeydew contain
larger proportions of starch and
other foreign matter, and moisture,

and considerably less sugar than
pure honey. Therefore, larger quantities of these
substances are required by the bees to keep up the
same proportion of animal heat. As
they contain more waste matter, distention of the abdomen, followed by
diarrhoea, occurs after a comparatively short period of confinement to
the hives, resulting in the death of
the bees. When they are able to fly
at intervals of two or three weeks
during the winter months the honeydew is not so harmful, as they are
then able to void all excrement, or
waste matter accumulated, which nature impels them to do while on the
wing.
Honeydew on the leaves of
trees collects dust and also becomes
foul with a black smut or fungus, and
it
is very likely that this also has
an adverse effect on the bees by setting up irritation in their intestines,

and thus causing dysentery. Every
year the bees gather more or less
honeydew in this portion of British
Columbia in the fall and beekeepers
need not be always on the watch for
it.

—
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will not do much
it
there is an excessive
quantity, it must be removed or the
bees will not go through the winter
successfully. Probably the best plan
is to remove the frames that contain

A

little

harm, but

of
if

bodily, in September, and substitute empty combs and feed up quickly
with good, thick, warm sugar syrup
to take its place. If frames of comb
it,

containing honey
would be better

are
to

for these, as the
frames of
storing of syrup in the fall in large
quantities wears the bees out prethis causes excessive
mortality in the winter. The combs
of honeydew can be put back in the
hives in the spring, when it will be
used up for feeding the brood, so that
If the matter
it need not be wasted.
is delayed until too late in the fall to
feed syrup, and combs of honey are
not on hand, a good-sized cake of
well-made candy placed over the
frames, after the honeydew has been
removed, will carry the bees safely
through the winter.
Honeydew, caused by aphides and
other insects that live by sucking the
sap of trees and plants, is most
abundant, as a rule, after spells of
dry weather. A very large amount
of sap is extracted by aphides which
have the remarkable habit of ejecting
from their food canal surplus food
material through two small tubes
provided them by nature for this purpose, in the form of the sugary substance commonly known as "honeydew." At one time, before it was
discovered that honeydew is an insect
excretion, or more correctly, an ejecwas
it
tion, it was supposed that
simply an exudation from the leaves
its apof trees and plants, which
pearance on their upper surface would
seem to indicate. This, no doubt, is
how the name of "honeydew," which
does not appear at all appropriate to
the present known conditions, first
originated. Honeydew varies consid-

maturely and

erably in color and flavor from different kind of trees. That gathered
from the oak is usually of an inky
blackness and partakes of the flavor
and nature of the tannin for which
the oak is noted. On the other hand,
honeydew gathered from the birch is
light in color and not so very easily
distinguishable from honey itself. A
few plants are known to exude saccharine matter apart from the blossoms, w^hich bees sometimes gather,

which, as it is not associated with
aphides or other sap-sucking insects,
should therefore not come under the
same category as honeydew, as it is
different

Shall

on hand it
exchange the

honeydew

a

being provided by the beekeeper over
the tops of the frames, and sometimes through insufficient ventilation,
the latter causing the often fatal condition
known to beekeepers as
"sweating."
Nelson, Kootenays, B. C.

material.

most familiar examples

One

the
of
of this is the

vetch that secretes a sweet substance
or true nectar at the axils of the
leaves. As a general rule honeydew
does not granulate, and the water
content being greater than the legal
standard, viz. 25 per cent, for Canadian honey, under the provisions of
the Adulteration Act, for this, if for
no other reason, it should never be
put on the market and sold as honey.
A good many colonies of bees die
during cold winters by reason of a
clear beespace, or passageway, not

We

Carton Our

MR.

I

want

to

the change to the more
method is absolutely necessary. Comb honey will not find sale
very much longer without being put

up in cartons. I should even favor a
law compelling producers of comb

honey to so put it up. The manner
in which comb honey is displayed in
exposed to dust
cannot help but produce a
detrimental effect.
Sales will fall
off or will be unsatisfactory as to
price.
The wise will adopt the carton, I dare say. Mr. E. R. Root said,
at the field meeting in Camillus a
short time ago, that they had no
losses with comb honey shipped by
rail when cartons were used, which
is not a small matter in favor of this
newer method.

and

F. Greiner.

EDITOR:

now when

sanitary

many

Comb

Honey
By

October

draw

the attention of the beekeepers to this fact, that nearly
all merchandise, whenever it is practicable, is put up and handled in
sealed packages.
It is true that in
some stores such things as crackers,
ginger snaps, rolled oats, other cereals, etc., are dealt out by the pound

a retail store,

flies,

Naples, N. Y.

THE FRANCE FAMILY AT HOME
suit purchasers, but

quantities to
also a fact that the more refined,
the particular people, demand such
do not
goods in sealed cartons.
like to see the grocery clerk put his
hands onto the things we want to
eat. A clerk may have handled some
filthy tobacco, or fish, or cheese, or
he may have used his fingers for
well, we can imagine purposes for
which untidy fingers may be used
in
it

Western Market News

is

We

—

and without washing he may grab
into the cracker barrel and deal out
customer wants.
a
the
crackers
Honey is not often touched by the
hands of a clerk, but is subject to
Dust accumutaint in many ways.
lates

thereon;

flies

leave their

mark

grocerymen do not
like to handle comb honey on account of its frailty. It behooves us,

upon

it;

besides,

therefore, not only to cater to the
wishes of the retailer but those of
the man and the woman who want

everything for human consumption
put up in a sanitary manner. The
carton solves the problem. Some of
our beekeepers sell their product
without putting it up in this more
expensive way. This is true. I have,
for years. The time, however, is here

By Wesley

Foster.

BEEKEEPERS seem to have little
faith that comb honey will advance in proportion to extracthoney, but indications now look
more favorable for comb honey.
New crop comb honey has been sold
to retailers at $4.00 to $4.50 per case
ed

of twent3'-four sections.

have been small

These

sales

quantity. Carload
offers of $3.25 to $3.50 are reported
and doubtless most of the comb
honey crop will be sold at these figures or better.
in

Extracted honey is selling at 10c to
per pound f. o. b. Colorado com-

12j/^c

mon

points.
These prices are for
large lots. The price to the retailer
is from 12c to 15c, where it is sold in
bulk.
One criticism that should be made
of the market reports is that qualities
and colors are not always mentioned.
When we speak of the price of extracted honey in the Rocky Mountain region, we have in mind honey

running from light amber to water
The tendency is to make

v/hite.
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less

less differentiation between
Light amber
in price.
of eiiual flavor is worth as

and

these grades

honey

much

as

water white, and the time

coming when

it

will bring the

is

same

price.

the price of West Indian
honey is quoted, how arc we to know
whetlier it is dark strained honey or
white extracted? There is too wide
a range of quality from different
sources, unless the prices of the variLet us
ous grades are mentioned.
like this:

8-9c
Southern, dark, strained
Southern, light amber, extracted 9-lOc
10-12c
Southern, white extracted
8-9c
Cuban, dark, strained
9-lOc
Cuban, amber extracted
Cuban, white Campanilla, ex-

tracted
12c
Indian, dark strained
8-9c
Indian, dark extracted
9-lOc
Indian, light amber ex10-llc
tracted
13-lSc
Orange, white, extracted
13-15c
Sage, white, extracted
Alfalfa, sweet clover, white extracted
12-14c
10-llc
Alfalfa, amber, extracted
Alfalfa, light amber, extracted ll-12c

West
West
West

ll-12c
Mesquite. light amber
White clover, extracted
12-14c
These prices are simply suggestions

of the probable relative values of the
various honeys, taking it for granted
that the honey is well strained, clear
and thoroughly ripened. A variation
in price would be made according to
the container used, whether tin cans
or barrels.

Let us have definiteness in all our
price quotations.
The fact is that
the average beekeeper does not know
within two cents per pound what his
honey is worth at his station after he
has read the market reports. This is
partially his fault and partially the
fault of the report.
The beekeeper
should learn how to apply a report to
his own case and the report should
make it very easy for him to do this.

Visit at Nivers

Ry W.

A. Pryal.

the New Yorker, in CaliNIVEK,
fornia a beekeeper became.
All

When

have quotations something

A

today,

with vim,

it's

honey
And tomorrow the prize will
money.
But whether 'lis honey or money,
always so funny.

just

be
he's

And so in unmetrical rhyme may
the truth be told of S. A. Niver, who
came to California some six years
ago. After a few weeks spent in California he took up his residence in
that portion of the city of Oakland
called Fruitvale. It was at this time
that I formed his acquaintance. Having a desire to get into the beekeeping game as it is played in the Golden
State, he undertook the management
of my apiary upon shares. The honey
crop that year was not so good as
usual, still Mr. Niver did fairly well.
There was little light-colored honey,
so a quantity of water-white honey
was purchased in the wholesale market.
Mr. Niver, being an expert in
the blending of honey, set to work,
and after heating all the honey, made
a blend that suited his fancy.
He had a bosom friend, a Mr. A. B.
Colburn, who formed a honey-canvassing team with him and the two
drummed a portion of Oakland until
the entire crop was sold from door to
door, yet the city was far from covered.
It takes time and energy to
canvass a city of over 200.000 inhabitants.
But the work was well done
and the pair, with my assistance in
furnishing equipment, including horse
and rig. would have started the campaign the next year but for the fact
that Niver and Colburn got the California bee so badly tangled in their
bonnets that they must forthwith
embark in the bee and honey business
on their own account. They first invited me to throw in my lot with
them in Monterey county. I did not
care to go so extensively into the
bee game, so I remained without the

339
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extracting room and the honey,
was thrown from the combs,

as

it

ran

through the strainers into the big
A wagon could be
tanks below.
driven up to the storage room and
the filled honey-cases slid into the
conveyance. I am almost tempted to
say that the wagon could also run by
gravity down the mountain thirty
miles to the Salinas plain, but
not down grade all the way.

it

was

built after his own ideas
extractor to take sixteen

Mr. Niver
a gigantic

frames at a time.

and

It

was automatic

built in sections that

it

might be
and
all,

taken apart, tank and
shipped without much trouble from
place to place. I have learned since
that he has abandoned this invention
for the general 8-frame power extractor, of which
ai another time.

I

shall write

more

told that the honey-flow in
this location was poor; the elevation
was considered too much for successThey had two
ful nectar secretion.
other apiaries in different directions
further off and lower down the mountains. At one of these in particular,
the flow was very satisfactory, and
at this point th^y hoped to establish
the major portion of their colonies
in future years. They also complained
that the bees in this location devoted
much time and labor uselessly to the
gathering and storing of pollen. So
great was the accumulation of pollen
in the combs that the space for honey
storage was greatly curtailed. The
pollen would dry hard in the combs
and was useless to the bees or to
man. In order to rid the hives of this
pollen-infested
the
accumulation,
comb was cut out and discarded, or,
when practical, was put into the
wax-rendering pot and made into
beeswax. This pollen was mainly
gathered from that useless and unornamental shrub, Chamiso, or, botantoo
ically, Adenostoma, found far
I

was

commonly

all

over

may

Oakland,

hills

keepers in general to contribute
freely to a fund for this purpose, unless they could be made to see some
direct benefit from the advertising,
this would be another problem.
have practiced personal advertising by signs. The signs are put up
principally on the main auto roads.

and
I

A

good place for a neat sign is at a
railroad station, where it can be
easily read from the car window,
giving your name and address.
It may take a few jars of honey to
get some of the signs where wanted
and where the party getting the
honey can look after them, but it will
The small signs such as "Eat
pay.
Honey," "Hot Cakes and Honey, O!
How Good," "A Reminder, Eat
Honey," are strung out one, two or
three in succession. Then one reading
"Honey! Nothing Finer! Write for
Prices. W. S. Pangburn, Center Juncappears.
The latter incustomer
prospective
forms the
where the honey may be obtained.
There is no limit as to the distance
these signs may be strung out from
the apiary.
Just load up Henry's
"Lizzie" and start out, or any other
"Lizzie" that you happen to have,
and if you haven't any, sweeten up
tion,

la.,"

with

a

little

honey your neighbor
get him to take you.

who has one and

This method of advertising, fifteen
twenty years ago, would have
been time wasted, but not so now,
with the auto traffic, both state and
or

interstate.
Other business lines are
adopting this plan of advertising, as
one will see by the signs as he trav-

over the country. They are painted everywhere, even on large boulders in the fields.
The signs need cost little more
than your time. I use boards from
shipping boxes, dressed on one side.
Put cleats across the ends to keep
els

them from

splitting and warping, and
hold the boards of different
widths together in making the larger

to

signs.

Give them one coat of blue turpentine lacquer, and the next day
they are ready to letter. Turpentine
lacquer is very thin and covers a
lot of surface.
It is usually cheap if
your paint dealer doesn't ask too

much
The

profit.
last I

bought cost me $1.00 per
gallon at wholesale, but it is higher
now, on account of the war. The
lacquer is also handy to coat over
cans that have become somewhat
shady. While it is not as durable as
pure lead and zinc paint, it is much
cheaper and will last probably as
long as the sign.

A

little precaution should be taken
putting up the signs to avoid facing them south. In fact, no sign that
is expected to give service for any
length of time should face the south,
as all sign colors are necessarily
delicate and should be protected from
the sun as much as possible.
One should not put too much
money in signs to be placed along
the roadsides, as they are the target
for many a shotgun, and must necessarily be cheap.
I use blue lacquer, and letters in
yellow. This makes a sign that can
be read at a long distance, and these

in

and

VVhoIe
be seen covered with it.

mountains along the
hillsides

the

would take an enormous sum to
of a showing at national
advertising if printers' ink was the
only method used. It would be very
hard to raise this sum for that purpose alone, as some of the older beekeepers already know. It would be
another hard proposition to get beeIt

make much

October

Pacific.

Calif.

Advertising
By W.

S.

Pangbmn

been
MUCH
regarding both

written of late
local and national advertising of honey.
The subject is a live one and should
demand the attention of every progressive beekeeper.
Most articles
that have appeared have been instructive and have furnished food for
thought.
Whik we may not all agree as to
how to advertise, we can at least
agree that it should be done, that
honey may receive the prominence
it should along with other foods, and

has

beekeepers may find a ready sale for
all they
produce at remunerative
prices.

Organization is another live suband should be boosted and encouraged by every beekeeper who
produces honey for the market. In
fact, it is absolutely necessary if we
are to place our business on a level
with other lines.

ject,

ilES

PRYAL AND DAUGHTER AND MR. AND MRS. NIVER. TAKEN
THE PRYAL GARDEN.
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colors are used largely on that account.
But you say, "I am no sign painter."
Very well, get a set of Rcc's adjustable l)rass stencils with lyj-inch let-

which will do very well, and
anyone who can daub can make a
very good looking sign at least it
wilt do in lieu of something better.
If you wanted "Honey" in larger letters, which would be still better, you
can have a stencil made for the
word "Honey," and you have a pretty
good outfit for the work.
While a stencil sign does not posters,

;

sess the air of a hand-painted one, it
will do very well. The signs that are
placed at the stations, near, and in
the city limits should be made somewhat better, and of your best lumber

from the shipping boxes.
them with white paint, then

I

paint

letter in

red, but sometimes use green on the
lettering to give a little better disIt draws more attention than
play.

black on white, and that is what we
want.
A lot of these signs can be made at
odd times, and a stock of them kept
on hand, and when going any distance with your car (I use a Ford)
load in a few and replace any that
may have been destroyed, or put up
an occasional new one. Don't be
afraid of putting up too many.
This plan qf advertising is not intended to take the place of all others, and to be the remedy for all the
ills of advertising honey, but it appeals to a certain class, and can be
worked out by the beekeepers themselves, right in their immediate vicinity, helping to advertise honey nationally, reaping the benefits of the
advertising in their local community,
and quite likely capturing some tranevery beetrade,
also.
If
sient
keeper would put this plan into op-

accom-

it would
cost little,
much, and we would see results.
The plan I have described appeals
mainly to the traveling public.

eration

plish

Use

red stickers, also, giving
the food value of honey, which, in
the writer's opinion, are more valuable, because they are educational and
give a good reason why one should
eat honey. The writer uses them, but
little

A DWELLING IN FIGHIG, MOROCCO. WITH

TWO

COLONIE.S OF BEES

(See Text.)

has them printed on the envelopes to
avoid so much licking, for the glue
used on some of the stickers is a little off flavor.

Do not wait for the National or the
U. H. P. to come down in your local
market and boost your honey, but
boost it yourself, and thereby help
the National to accomplish some of
the big things it has up its sleeve,
and incidentally push your own business up a notch.
Center Junction, la.

Bees of Norocco

WE

are

in

receipt

of

a

letter

from Mr. Bernard, treasurer
and corresponding secretary

of the "Nahla" Association of Beekeepers of Algeria, who is a retired
comptroller-general of the railroads
of Algeria.
Mr. Bernard encloses
with his letter some views of Fighig,
Morocco, the terminus of a colonial
railroad.
Fighig is the center of a

great date-producing region.
It
is
located near the head of the Zousfana river, which runs to the Sahara
desert and loses itself in the sands.
The bees of Fighig, which are very
gentle in disposition and of yellowish
color,
are often kept within the

home.
The accompanying photograph shows the second story of a
dwelling open on one side. The terrace or flat roof, made of palm-tree
trunks covered with packed clay, is
supported on three sides by solid
walls and on the fourth side by the
pillars shown in the photo.
To hive
the bees, sun-dried bricks have been
laid between the pillars in a double
row. with the split half of a palm
tree for roof.
On each side of this
small slabs have been laid vertically
and covered with the same clay that
is used for making the bricks, which
is called in Spanish "adobe," and in

Arabian "toub." The two holes which
are noticed at the left of one pillar
and at the right of another, are the
entrances for the bees. The combs
are built lengthwise, and this direction is secured by fitting a comb inside in the proper direction as "bait."

Mr. Bernard writes
"The Fighighians are very fond of
their bees.
I
had great difficulty in
buying some. As I used a little smoke
:

to drive the bees into a small hive in

which

I

had placed some combs, the
seemed inclined to con-

proprietor

sider me as a barbarian. It was with
his hands that he handled the lagging bees, and although they stung
him he did not appear to care.

About Wintering Bees—Some
Englisii

Methods

By A. H. Bowen.
the
DESPITE
English

usual mildness of
winter, here in the
West the well of knowledge
on how best to avoid winter losses is
still an inexhaustible
one, and the

an

SOME OF PANGBURN'S COLORED SIGNS TO BOOST HONEY SALES.

:
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perfect system of hive management
to assure this has not yet been discovered.
The best that we can do is to be

guided by results from methods employed in past seasons, and so arrange the autumn preparation that
the bees may be enabled to meet the
changing elements of weather and
temperature as they come through
the winter, and have the reserve of
energy to build up rapidly in the
spring.

Stocks that die out in March are
generally those that were weak in
the fall, and though the axiom "keep
stocks strong" is so well known, the
losses by starvation, queenlessness
and the under protection are a proof
that it is not sufficiently acted upon.
With us, winter preparation begins
as early as August.
Directly the supers are removed
each colony is examined as to its
queen, strength in bees, and amount
of honey in the brood-combs.
Colonies that have sent off swarms

introduced in mailing cages by the
popular candy method.
If a few simple precautions are observed the losses are few.
A quick inspection ten days after
giving the new queen will reveal any
cases of queenlessness. These are at
once dealt with by giving another
queen, the natural queen-cells being
first torn down.
As fast as each colony is re-queened the weight of

made up
if
insufficient,
is
by giving reserve combs taken
from "emergency hives," by equalized
stores, or by feeding sugar syrup.
When the brood-chamber contains
25 pounds of stores the bees are considered to have sufficient to carry
stores,
either

them through.
I

should here explain the purpose

"emergency hives."
Two or three good colonies

of

apiary are set apart for the

in

each

work

of

accumulating stores.
Supers containing ten of our standard brood-combs are given as needed
through the season.

October
adding to the snugness of the bees]
inside.

From October

1
to 15 the hives in
apiaries are "closed down" for
winter.
Two sticks about 8 inches long and
laid
as thick as one's finger are
across the top of the frames and under the quilts to provide a "winter
passage" in frosty weather.
The coverings of warm felt are adjusted, and on them are laid a couple

I

all

]

newspapers.

of

telescopic lift, when reversed,
presses the paper tightly down on all
four sides, and so all draughts are
e.xcluded. The zinc-covered roof effiSome enthuciently keeps out wet.
siasts place a 2-pound box of soft
bee-candy underneath the quilts, and
passage
this provides an excellent
way. But if the stock is amply stored
the candy is neither desirable nor
necessary. Its value is only as an
emergency food in the spring if
stores run short by oversight.
Treated like this and kept warm
and dry bees can stand any amount
of hard frost in winter time; and
there is little to do beside keeping
the restricted entrance from getting
filled up with
dead bees during a
cold spell.
Mice, which are sometimes troublesome, are kept out of the hives by
having a guard of perforated zinc
tacked along the entrance.
To winter successfully the moral is
"keep young queens."
queens,
Colonies
with
vigorous
strong in bees and abundant stores
always winter safely.

The

Cheltenham, England.

Winter Packing
By

AN

experiment with winter cases
and their success in wintering
last

est

CASTLE AMONG THE PALM TREES OF FIGHIG
and

are, therefore,

known

to possess

young queens, are passed over till
later, as are also those which have
yielded heavy weights of honey.
These are dealt with later on. The
necessity of re-queening any failing
colonies is as great every year, but
the question of stores depends largely on the season.
If the season has been an "off" one,
with the yield light, and the bees
have bred heavily and exhausted
their stores before winter, a considerable amount of syrup has to be fed.
On the other hand, if the harvest
has been good, as in the present year,
when all brood-chambers are blocked
with honey, a great deal of labor and
e.xpense is saved.
Besides, bees unquestionably winter better on honey than on syrup
stores.
All the

noted to be remarked
roofs
their
with blue chalk.
On a fine day, suitable for openmg
recolonies, as many queens are
moved as there are young ones to
take their places.
These are taken from nuclei, and
stocks

queened have

No honey

the
e.xtracted, but
the fall are distributed
to needy colonies in order to make
them rich enough for wintering, any
small balance being frequently made
up by giving a few pounds of syrup.
filled

combs

is

in

The

calico coverings on the frames
frequently eaten through and
torn. These are renewed, as are also
the felt upper coverings, so that each
stock shall have three.
All such work is planned to be
completed about the end of September, so that the normal reduction of
the brood-nest can take place.
unduly stimulates
Late
feeding
breeding, and past experience goes
to prove that late breeding in the fall
means a late start in the spring.
Of the various ways in vogue of
packing bees the following is the one
I prefer
All our hives are provided with an
outer cover known as a telescopic

are

"lift,"

which

acts

in

summer

as

a

for Bees

F. J. Rettig.

winter

may

possibly inter-

some reader.

I made the test with 40 colonies, all
wintered in two-story 10-frame "L"
hives, and tried to have
them all
about equal in strength in bees, with
not less than 40 pounds of honey to
each colony.
I began packing the last of October
and finished early in November, each
hive having a separate winter-case.
All had 4 inches of packing on the
bottom, planer shavings.
All had
canvas or burlap 2, 3 or 4 thicknesses
over the top brood-chamber, then a
super on top of the burlap.

These supers were all filled with
burlap, old clothing or anything to
absorb the moisture. I put the top
cover on and put 3 to 4 inches of
planer shavings over all. Four colonies were packed with 2 inches of
planer shavings on four sides; four
others were packed with 4 inches of
shavings on the sides; the balance
were packed with 3 inches of packing
on all sides. The entrances were all
closed down to 2 inches, except where
the wind had a better chance at them,
and they were closed to IH and 1

cover for the supers of sections, and

inch.

the fall, when reversed, it slides
over the brood-chamber, forming an
extra thickness of wood all around,

The ones packed with 2 inches of
packing, three out of four died; the
ones with 4-inch packing were in

in

I

I
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good condition, luU the ones with 6

stages

inches of packing wintered ilnely. I
met Dr. Piiilli|)S at the Indianapolis
and Chicago conventions and lie advised plenty of packing, which with
this winter's test proves the most successful. While the winter was rather
severe, the temperature dropping to
10 degrees, the zero weather lasting
about three weeks, yet the bees had
several nice flights during December,

there,

out any packing at all. There must
have been some other trouble. Ed-

—

itor.)

Neighbor's Garden
By

C. D. Stuart.

from the almond, my
ASIDE
neighbor produces few blos-

soms of more than passing interest to our bees. He has not time
for gardening, other than the spasmodic week-end cultivation of a kindergarten. At other times, the four
adorable

human

flowers

in

various

unfolding

flourish

that

up with the bee, hustling to
()

o'clock

Commuters'

make

and
the same

train,

he continues to hustle until
train returns him to his family at 7
in the evening.
"lowers that can walk, talk and ask
questions were new botanical specimens, and soon outrivaled all other
t)ne

Ind.

(Plenty of packing is evidently desirable, but you should not have lost
as many as three out of four with 2packing, for many colonies
inch
through the country wintered with-

My

i-N

the

interests.

January and February.

Wabash,

tile

of

must take chances along with
almond tree. For my neighbor

Specific

Sunday morning.

sembled beneath the

analysis

began

They had asalmond tree. It

a soft, spring-like day in February, the tree was in full bloom, and
our bees had also assembled there,

was

the branches overhead.
Prudence demanded that children
and bees be separated at once. But
how? We could hardly expect, nor

in

did we desire, the return of the bees
without the rejuvenating nectar contained in the early fruit bloom. But
the transplanting of a kindergarten
that apparently had taken root in
that particular spot, might prove an
Also my
undertaking.
awkvv'ard
neighbor owned the few straggling
trees proudly referred to as "my orchard," which was another point in
favor of the kindergarten. It would
be equally awkward, as well as futile,
to transplant our hives that stood
separated
facing the orchard and
from it only by a low cement wall
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and

an

incipient hollyhock hedge.
situation,
therefore, was one
that reciuired diplomatic handling.

The

"Whose little kiddies are you?" I
asked, by way of introduction.
Eight round eyes were instantly
focussed upon me, while I made a
rapid mental classification
of the
genus

There were Black-Eyed

flora.

Susan, the eldest; N'arcissus; Pansy,
and Johnny-Jump-Up, the baby. But
they had no intention of satisfying
idle
curiosity.
Possibly they had
never considered their origin. They
took themselves for granted as unconsciously as their horticultural
prototypes.
Instead, they answered
my question in true Yankee fashion
by asking another.
P.lack-Eyed Susan pointed to the

"What's they?"
"Honeybees," I replied, obediently.
"O-o-oh !" responded the quartet,
in unison, and gazed
up into the
blossom-laden branches and listened
to the busy humming with renewed
tree.

interest

—

except

all

who,

Up,

astride

Johnny-Jumphobby-horse,

his

was galloping toward the house.
"Where's the honey?" demanded
matter-of-fact
I

Narcissus.

broke a branch from the tree and

showed them
ing

pollen

legs,

a bee

at

work

and loading

it

collect-

onto his

and explained to them that be-

cause

bees never can remember to
wipe their feet carefully, when they
visit other flowers, some of the pollen is sure to come ofif, and that was
what made fruit grow on the trees.
They watched until the bee flew
away, then, breathless with excitement, asked, "Where's he going?"
"To carry the pollen back to the
hive," I told them; "the nurse bees
make it into bread for the babies."
"O-o-oh!" repeated the trio, and
made a bee-line for our hives.
The unexpected advance was temporarily checked by the retaining
wall. There I took a determined stand
and explained further how each hive
is guarded by sentinels and scouts, and
vividly described the anatomy of the
stinger with which each is provided
and its power of inflicting pain. Sud-

denly a shriek
pierced
the
air.
"There!" I concluded; "someone is
getting stung now!"
Black-Eyed Susan settled herself
comfortably on the cement wall. "It's
only Daddy spanking Johnny," she
announced, casually. "I want some
honey."
I was in
despair.
Fortunately at
that
moment
their
grandmother
called them to dinner; but they deliberately ranged themselves in a row
on the wall and eyed me expectantly;
while the bees, flying low under their
heavy loads, like bullets whizzed past
them into the hives.
".Su-u-san !" An authoritative masculine voice now called.
The three culprits crouched lower

and were

silent.

"Su-u-san, P-an-sey, Nar-cis-sus I"
The voice was drawing nearer.
"Oh.
Daddy." called out BlackEyed Susan, jumping up as he approached, "come and see the bees
take pollen to the babies!"
"They make it into bread," chimed

THE ATTRACTIVE ALMOND BLOSSOM.

in

Pansy.

;
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they make fruit on
added Narcissus. "Maybe

"And
too,"

October

trees,
they'll

make

us some nuts."
But their parent was one not easily
"Never mind the bees
diverted.
didn't you hear your grandmother
calling you?"
Each flower hung its head and dug
its

toes into the fresh earth.

"Come along with Daddy,

or he'll

After
have to spank all of you!"
which ultimatum, my neighbor marshaled them out of the danger zone.
But my relief was of short duraEach succeeding day brought
tion.
fresh anxieties. They knew no fear
and their curiosity kept pace with
the growth of the almonds that had
set in large numbers on the branches
of the tree. At last, just as we were

about finally to classify the kindergarten as a nuisance, my neighbor
bodily transported it in his touring
car to the beach for the summer.
My, but we missed 'em!

The almonds hung ripe in the tree
and our bees had long since sought

other pastures, when my neighbor
returned and opened up the big,
It was Sunday mornsilent house.
Sturdy and sunburned, the
ing.
kindergarten again congregated un"Daddy" was
der the almond tree.
too, shaking down the nuts,
which they were putting into bas-

there,
Iccts.

I hailed him from the dividing wall.
"How's the crop?"
"Bully! Never had a hatful before

this year."

"How do you

account

for

it?"

I

called back.
"I know!" cried Black-Eyed Susan,
upsetting a basket of alrnonds in her
eagerness; "the bees did it. Daddy."
Los Gatos, Calif.

A CALIFUKNIA ALMuNL) TREE IN FEBRUARY.

Increase

With

By Frank

Little Cost

C. Pellett.

THE

usual methods of artificial increase,
such as division, or
forming of nuclei to be built
up, are made at the expense of weakening the colony to a considerable
extent. Should the season prove unfavorable after nuclei are formed it
may be necessary to feed them for a
long period or unite them again with
the parent colony. I have been experimenting in a limited way with a
plan which takes nothing from the
parent colony, except such honey as,
is necessary to rear the brood composing the new colony. There is no
colony is not
old
risk, since the
weakened by removing part of the
field force and the division is not
made until the new colony is strong

under alThis may seem
like a strong claim, but having been
uniformly successful with the plan
in an experimental way for several
years I now feel justified in present-

enough to shift for
most any conditions.

itself

ing the details.
The plan is the outgrowth of a system of swarm control in the production of extracted honey as described
If the
Productive Beekeeping.
in

"THE BEES DID

IT."

ONE BRANCH OF A WELL-SET ALMOND TREE.

extracted honey producer can keep
his colony together during the season he should be able to get maxi-
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mum

results. Some increase is necessary to replace such colonics as arc
lost througli failing queens, poor wintering and other causes, even though
the beekeeper does not care to extend his business. If the bees can be
kept from swarming and the young
queen be mated in a separate apartment she can rear her own colony
in due time and they can be removed
without deducting anything from the
production of the old queen, all of
whose progeny remain with the parent colony.
To begin with, when the colony becomes populous I place the queen on
a frame of brood in an empty hivebody and fill out with empty combs.
This is set in the same place occupied by the hive, so that the workers
coming from the field will find their
queen with an abundance of room in
which to lay. This is the system of
swarm conntrol advocated by Demaree to this point. I now place an e.Kcluder over the hive-body containing
the queen and over this a super of
empty combs. On top of these is set
the original hive-body containing the
brood. A hole is bored in this upper
body to give the bees an extra enAbout twenty-four
trance above.
hours later a ripe queen-cell is placed
in the upper story with the brood. If
no queen-cells are available the bees
will often build cells of their- own accord. The time is shortened and success insured by having a supply of
The queen
cells ready in advance.
should emerge within a day or two
and will shortly leave the hive by
way of the auger hole for her mating
Within two or three weeks
flight.
she is laying in the upper hive and
the regular activities of the bees will
continue without interruption in the
lower story. By this time all the
brood from the old queen will have
emerged. The brood which now appears in the upper story is a net addition to the resources of the colony
and when the upper story is nearly
filled with sealed brood it can be
removed and placed on a new stand
without checking the work of the
colony.
This year I gave a queen-cell to a
strong colony on May 21 as above described. On July 14 the upper hivebody with a young queen and seven

frames

of

same hive

until
the close of the
lioney-flow if desired, but there is
niithing to be gained af er the upper
hive-body is filled with brood.
If
both are left in the hive until latt
fall one of the queens will usually
disappear.
I do not make any claims to offering something altogether
new or
original, but have simply adapted different suggestions to my own system and present it for what it is
worth. If desired, the process can be
repeated as soon as the upper story
is removed, as by this time the old
(|tieen will have filled the lower body
witli brood again. By beginning early
it should be possible to take two or
possibly three new colonies without
reducing the honey crop from the
parent colony to a serious extent.
Atlantic, Iowa.

Making

Vinegar

Washing

From

the

of the Cappings

By The

Editor.

would like the receipt for making
vinegar from cappings." J. J. Corbeille, Jr., North Freedom, Wis.
the present day many beekeep"I

—

AT

ers are using a capping-melter
to melt up the wax and secure
the honey out of the cappings at once.
But there are objections to this im-

plement.
When the temperature is
already between 80 and 90 degrees it
is not very pleasant to increase it by
the use of artificial heat of any kind
within reach of those who have in
charge the uncapping job, in extracting honey. Then, unless exceedingly
great care is taken, the honey secured
is
browned and no better than so
much molasses. In fact, it is impossible to secure out of the cappingmelter anything but
inferior
an
quality of honey. For that reason we
have discarded the capping-melter.
After a few days' work in extracting, the cappings contained in the
capping can or other receptacle are
transferred into a barrel or a tank
having a screen
a short distance

345
above the bottom, so that the remaining honey may drain out. When the
crop is at an end, all the cappings
are removed and placed into a large
boiler with water, which is heated
only enough to soften the mass without melting it entirely. Our boiler is
sufficient to hold several hundred
pounds of cappings.
When the water is warm to a point

where

it

is

still

possible to

work

is applied to remove the sweetened
water.
The cappings are then set
aside for rendering into wax, with a
fresh lot of water.
The quantity of water used in
washing cappings should depend entirely upon the amount of sweetness
left in them when the operation is
performed. This is difficult to determine. But it should not worry us. If
the sweetened water is found too
sweet for vinegar, more water may
be added; if too weak, a little honey
diluted in it will soon bring it to the
proper strength.
Perhaps the reader will ask why
we do not allow the cappings to melt
entirely in the washing water.
Our
reason is that, in such a case, all the
impurities become mixed with the
water and it acquires an odor and a
flavor which we do not like. When
the cappings are just made lukewarm,
although they color the water considerably and cause it to look dirty,
we find that the small amount of
color and impurities are easily eliminated after the process of fermenta-

tion.

To know whether the water is of
the proper sweetness, after the cappings have been washed, we test it
with a raw egg. It should float, showing above the surface a spot about
the size of a dime. This will make
strong vinegar. In fact, the sweetened water

will

make good vinegar

brood were removed to

colony. The old colony
was' apparently just as strong as it
had been at any time. Yet possible

form

a

new

swarming had been prevented, temporarily at least, by the Demaree
plan of placing the old queen in the
empty hive below. I now have two
good colonies which are much better
than a parent colony and swarm of
the best we have had this season. In
this way I have been entirely safe, as
the new colony was not removed
from its parent until both were provided for.
Other cases have been
successful as well.
After three years of trial I find this
the most satisfactory plan of making
increase. I have never tried it on a
large scale, but if it succeeds generally on a small scale I can see no
reason why it should not on a large
scale. Both queens can be left in the

the

cappings with the hands, say about
130 degrees, they are stirred so as to
let the water permeate them well. Immediately afterwards they are lifted
out and put into a small handpress,
in a clean cloth or sack to keep any
of the wax from being lost. Pressure

GIVE YOUR BEES SOME SORT OF PROTECTION, IF IT IS ONLY A WINDBREAK OF CORN STALKS. APIARY OF H, O. BADER, BROWNING. ILL.
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is able to come to the surface
for quantities of honey varying
from three-quarters to two and onehalf pounds are used to make a gallon
of vinegar of varying strength.

plant

for

the egg

fine

at

grows well

all,

When
washed

have

been

this way they will
be. sticky
will not

make

your
in

cappings

with
honey. It is a positive waste to send
to the foundation manufacturer wax
that contains a proportion of honey.
It has to be deducted and makes an
unsatisfactory transaction for both.
Now, as to making vinegar. Remember that the first fermentation
will be alcoholic. The more thorough
it is, the better the vinegar that you
will obtain. First, to kill undesirable
germs, heat your sweetened water to
the boiling point. Next, secure the
proper fermentation, by the use of a
little grape juice or apple juice, or in

wax

that

default of these, a

little

yeast.

The

temperature must be right, not less
than 70 degrees. So the barrel containing the liquid should be kept in a
warm room. In October an ordinary
house cellar will be warm enough, especially if you have poured the sweet
water into the barrel while it was

warm.
Do not bung the barrel, as fermentation would push out the bung or
burst the hoops. A very good way
is to put a sand bag over the bung-

still

hole to keep away insects.
In less than a week your

liquid

should have passed through the active alcoholic fermentation. Now put

some acetic acid, either vinegar or what is commonly called "vineinto

it

gar-mother." Give it plenty of air,
for air is necessary to fermentation,
while wines require a closed vessel,
as soon as the alcoholic fermentation
If you wish your vinegar to
is over.
be rapidly made, transfer it from one
barrel to another and leave a space
open at the top for the air. Manufacturers of the best vinegars of wine
or cider, who want to cause quick
acidity, allow the vinegar to trickle
from one receptacle into another,
through oak shavings. This causes
the oxydizing of the liquid in great

good vinegar.
If you wish to make an excellent
vinegar, you should rack it draw it

— as

—

soon

the

active
fermentation is ended. You may also
help its quality by straining it before allowing it to ferment. If you
wish to give it the taste of wine vinegar, add about 25 per cent of grape
Or you
juice when first making it.
may give it the flavor of cider vinegar by adding apple juice in the^same
quantity. To merely start ferntentation a nominal quantity of either
grape juice or apple juice is all that
is required.
Excellent vinegar, with a peculiar
flavor, is made by the addition to it,
at any time before using, of a bunch
of stems and leaves of tarragon (Aroff

its

lees

as

temisia dracunculus). Although this
plant is not generally known, it is a

seasoning salads. It
our climate and stands

our winters well, for it is a native of
Siberia and of the Caspian sea shores.
We use it regularly in our salads and
pickles. Tarragon vinegar has an excellent reputation among the dealers
in fine food supplies.

A
is

been seen working the aphis on the
potato.
In fact, bees have not been observed generally collecting honeydew
as might be supposed, and yet, periodically, the combs show the presence
of a dark honey which
of a honeydew source.

By A. F. Bonney.
sometimes of value

to

know

summer's record, I find that the
average morning temperature of June
last

was but SS.5 degrees, of July 61 degrees that June 9 there was a killing
frost, that the rainfall for the summer was very heavy, 7.2 in June, and
that the clover stand was something
tremendous. In connection with the
fact that I took oflf 180 pounds to the
colony, extracted honey, the record is
;

writer's

Asclepias syriaca it occurs in great
abundance, yet but one bee was observed working it.
In some places
the elms, it is reported, have dripped
honeydew, affording abundant maFor the
terial for bees to collect.
last few days, however, apparently
honeydew has ceased in the combs,
or perhaps the bees are too busy on
smartweed, which has just come into
;

bloom.
Besides the potato, other market
garden crops have suffered severely
from the aphis infestation. Celery is
one plant on which the aphis are

zjnl It

.interesting.

To

facilitate
arbitrary signs.

work,

I

use a lot of

The temperature is
preceded by the plus or minus mark,
I use a small circle for clear weather,
the same with a dot in center for
cross in the ring marks cloudy,
and the circle filled black means rain,
while the amount of precipitation is
recorded decimally, the air moisture
(humidity) by the
mark and the
direction of the wind in initials with
the estimated speed in figures. Lastly,
the amount of rainfall. Today's record would read like cut alongside.
I use a small book,
4x5.5 inches,
and as there is more space than is
needed for the record, I use it to note
interesting things about my work. In
this way I keep track of things which

-h32

e

fair, a

%

might escape

my memory.

Needless

to say, a small blank book which
be bought for a dime will serve,
last the year out.

N.W.

I.

70/o
CAREFUL RECORDS HELP IN DETERMINING CAUSES FOR WINTER
LOSSES, ETC.

may
and

Buck Grove, Iowa.

Plant Lice and Honeydew
Dr.

presumably

The

Today, however, honeydew
elms.
was found on the common milkweed,

Valuable Record

conditions in connection with ascertained facts
about the bees, and for some years I
have kept an accurate record of
weather conditions. By referring to

By

is

observation is limited to the bees
working on witch-hazel galls and on

IT meterological

speed.

The acetic fermentation may be
induced simultaneously with the alBut this yields a sweetishcoholic.
sour vinegar which may be suitable
for sweet pickles but cannot be called

in

October

Burton N. Gates, A-ssociate

Professor of Beekeeping, Massachusetts Agricultural College.
current year, speaking for
Massachusetts in particular but

THE

possibly for several
of
the
other New England States, is a year
of an unusual abundance of plant lice
or aphids.
Spring conditions, with
cold and damp weather, were favorable to their propagation.
Entomologists predicted a heavy aphis infestation.
At the present writing, the
middle of August, aphids for several
weeks have been especially evident
upon the potato. Entomologists have
seldom noticed them so prevalent.
This occurs widely throughout the
State and also in Connecticut.
So
numerous is the pest that considerable damage is reported locally from
the infestation.
Numerous as it is,
the writer has not observed any perceptible amount of honeydew produced by this species. Bees have not

numerous; on the apple aphis

is

prev-

Generally speaking, the market garden crops are all more or less
attacked, yet aphids ar.3 specific in
their foods and are not generally
given to working various kinds of
alent.

A

plants.
In total, this season, for Massachu-^
setts and Connecticut, through infor-

mation gained from entomologists,
may be regarded as an aphis or plant
louse year. Hence the beekeepers
should determine whether the dark
honey procured is of plant louse origin and hence honeydew. Some colonies will be found to work this maexclusion of floral necwhile other colonies may skip the

terial to the
tar,

honeydew.

Moreover, honeydew may

be procured in one restricted locality
and not in the adjacent district. No
definite rule can be set down.
The
writer has just observed bees in a
large elm, yet adjacent elms appear
to have no attractive force for the
bees.

Numerous

inquiries have

been

re-

ceived concerning the source of dark
honey.
From these scattered inquiries, apparently
year bees
this
have procured honeydew in widely
isolated districts of New England.

1
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is honcydew dark. It may
be light when secreted, but with a
"sooty fungus" KrciwiuR In it, results

Not always

in

what appears

to be a

dark tar-Iikc

the

trees.
Along the fence
separates the bees from the
liigliway a wild grapevine has been
made to form a pretty hedge, which
also serves as a protective barrier to
passersby from the bees.
fruit

which

honey.
.'Xiuhi-rsf,

Mass.

<^ FbR Women

Bee-Keeping
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FLORENCE
The Season
The season

Conducted by Miss

Emma

Annual Field Day of the Worcester
County Beekeepers' Association
The Worcester County Beekeepers'
held their annual field
meeting on Friday, August 10, at the
home of Mr. Clesson Merriman,
Mass.
School
street,
Leominster,
Though the morning was showery, it
cleared completely by noon and was
beautiful through the rest of the day.
The uncertainty of the morning,
however, kept away many of those
beekeepers who lived at a distance.
Til ere was an attendance of forty, who
enjoyed the unusually interesting
program and the kind hospitality of

Association

After the basket luncheon,

iiur host.

which

witii

were

cofifee

served,

a

and

ice

semi-circle

cream
was

furnied near Mr. Merriman's wellapiary, to hear the annual report of the Secretary and Treasurer
ami the special speakers of the afternoon.
were very glad of the
opportunity to meet Mr. E. R. Root
and listen to the extremely interesting story he brought us from the
New York honey markets. Mr. O.
M. Smith, of Florence, Mass., President of the Hampshire, Hamden and
Franklin
Beekeeper's
Association,
spoke with feeling and authority on
"Giving the Bees a Chance." He was
k. pt

We

followed by Mr. Charles M. Stewart,
Johnstown, N. Y., New York State
Inspector, who spoke on the same
line.
Dr. B. N. Gates, of Amherst,
emphasized the importance of net
weighting all honey packages, and
afterwards demonstrated the proper
opening and manipulating of a hive
of
bees, showing a mild case of
of

sae^brood.
Most of those present had left by
o'clock, after a pleasant and instructive day.

.^

JOSEPHINE MORSE,
Straining

M. Wilson, MareoEo,

The

III.

of simple construcyour tank is 25
inches in diameter, make a frame
something like a picture frame, 25
inches square, outside measure. Then
make a bag of cheese cloth into

strainer

is

Supposing

tion.

which

this frame will enter easily. It
be two yards of cheese cloth
doubled over and the two sides sewed
up.
Put the frame into this bag and
lay it on top of the tank. Have two
or more extra squares of cheese cloth
and lay one of them on top of the
strainer. Then when the one in use
becomes too much filled with the
particles
strained
out,
replace it
with a fresh one, and put the one
used in cold water to be soaked out.
After the honey has stood in the
tank a day or two it is ready to be
drawn out into the containers.

may

A

Profitable Side Line

Robert Liebner, of McGregor, la.,
is
an Iowa farmer who has found
beekeeping so profitable as a side line

wonders why more Iowa
have not small apiaries at

he

that

in

of

CLARK.

L.

Northern
1917,

at

Illinois

least

up to

the first of September, stands out conspicuous as perhaps the worst ever
experienced
at
Marengo, if not

throughout northern Illinois.
We
have suffered from too much wet and
we have suffered from the~ drought.
Until well along in the season we
suffered from cold, even to a letting
up in brood-rearing in some cases.
White clover was not plentiful, and
it
is doubtful whether the bees got
anything from the little there was.

While basswood was
bees were busy upon

in

bloom the

but basstrees are in small number.
Years ago Dr. Miller produced e.xtracted honey, using one of the first
extractors of the Peabody pattern,
made by Mr. J. L. Peabody himself.
it;

wood

This

extractor

now

tors

in

dififers

common

from extrac-

use, in that the

whole thing revolves, can and all.
sections were invented, and for
many years Dr. Miller produced section honey. Two or three years ago
we began extracting a little, using an
up-to-date extractor, and this year
all but four colonies were run for ex-

Then

tracted honey.

When

chards.

heartsease came into bloom
containing honey were
taken off and all told we had about
12 pounds of extracted
honey per
colony.
It has a somewhat nondescript flavor, being probably a mix-

own

ture from several sources. But honej'
is honey this year, and we're glad to
have any kind.
Of course, we are expecting something from the fall flow beekeepers
are always good expecters but if
the bees do no more than to lay up
enough to provide their winter stores
we shall not cry over it. If the worst
comes we can feed sugar, which will
be no great chore with only about 60
colonies but honey is better for the
bees. Then, too, we would like a lot

farms

nearly all have small orBees among the apple and
plum trees on his farm have brought
in $400 a year besides furnishing the
family table with honey the year
around. The wife has made a little
business of her own, horseradish in
"honey vinegar," that is so superior
to ordinary horseradish that she has
demand for all she can supply at her
least, just as

price.

As the apiary and orchard are at
the front of the farm and seen from
the road the farmer and his wife
have beautified it by planting a few
rose
bushes and other blooming
shrubs in and around the stands and

all

combs

—

—

;

Secy.

Honey

who

Those

produce
extracted
on a large scale need no instruction
about straining it, but those who
have not any bees, and especially be-

may

ginners,

care to

know how we

strain our honey.

The little strainer that comes with
the extractor, to be hung on the fauisfussy and mussy, and we threw
using in preference the
strainer devised by E. D. Townsend,
editor of The Domestic Beekeeper,
who is a successful producer of extracted honey on a large scale. We
have a honey tank containing sixty
cet,
it

aside,

gallons,

into

poured as
tor,

a

it

pail

which the honey is
comes from the extracor two at a time. The

strainer is put on top of the tank, so
that each pail of honey is poured directly into the strainer.

APIARY OF ROBERT LIEBNER, NEAR McGREGOR, IOWA. MR. LIEBNER IX FORE-

GROUND WATCHING A SWARM RUN

IN.
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of sealed combs to give to the bees
next spring, for with 8-frame hives
there is always need of more or less

feeding in spring.
Even more important in spring than winter it is to
feed honey rather than sugar.

ture."

California.

Answer: Petty thieving is one of
the most difficult things with which
to deal effectively. Often the penalty
is so small that the punishment does
not amoupt to much even when a
conviction is secured. However, it is
usually a mistake to put up with this
kind of thing indefinitely, and the
better element of a community should
be able to co-operate to such an e.xtent as would make it so hot for the
offenders that they would find it
greatly to their interest to behave

themselves.

As to just what action may be
taken should be determined by local

Miscellaneous

vise.

would like to know whether
is any law to prohibit a man
from moving bees, badly infected
"I

there

with foulbrood into a healthy locality
in the same county, in California. We
are overrun with
foulbrood bees
moved from about fifty miles in the
same county."
California.
Answer: Section 9 of the California law provides as follows
"It shall
be unlawful for any person owning or
controlling bees within the State,
which are known to be infected with
foulbrood or other contagious or infectious disease, to remove said bees
to a new location, without first giving
ten days' notice to the county inspector of apiaries, stating when and
where he intends removing such
:

bees."

Section 2 of the law gives the inspector ample authority to compel
proper attention to diseased colonies.
The law provides for the appointment
of county inspectors on petition of
ten resident beekeepers.

Those
to

legal

wishing
questions

Western New York Honey Produc— The field meeting
and basket picnic of the Western
New York Honey Producers' Association, which was held August 11,
apiary of J. Roy Lincoln,
Falls, N. Y., was quite
largely attended considering the very
busy season, beekeepers from all over
western New York being present.
Refreshments were served by Mr.
Lincoln, and after dinner the crowd
journeyed to the apiary, several hives
1917, at the

Niagara

Items

bananas, milk and other staple articles of food, thus sliowing that honey
should not be considered a luxury,
but a staple food of high calorie
content. Honey also has one advantage over all the other articles inasmuch as it will keep almost indefinitely, whereas other foods deteriorate very rapidly.

There was much discussion of the
diseases of bees, especially the new
one, paralysis, as members reported

some.

A

beekeeper from Ohio told
had with it, and

opened and honey removed.
This in turn was taken to the honey
house and put through Mr. Lincoln's
knife
up-to-date extractor, steam

of the experience he

capping melter, etc.
The Secretary spoke on the "Use of
Honey," also "The Food Value of
Honey." It was pointed out that
honey, even at 25 to 30c per pound,
was much more economical to buy
for the housewife than butter, eggs,
cheese, meats of all kinds, oranges.

at least.

were

immediate
by mail

should write direct to Frank C. Pellett at Atlantic, Iowa.

^ News

ers' Association.

at

dents of the locality should unite in
taking such action as the officials ad-

Note.

recommended putting

slacked lime
over the bees every few days; this
he claimed would hold it in check,
Several

new members were added

to the association.

WM.

F.

VOLLMER,

been found and removed F. M. Baldwin, of Sanford, Fla., demonstrated
the introduction of a queen by the
smearing method. A fine queen that
had been furnished for the purpose
by Mr. Henry S. Bohon was immersed in about a third of a cup of
honey, and after she had been well
rolled around in the liquid she was
poured down over the combs and the
hive at once closed and the request
was made that it be allowed to remain undisturbed for at least three
days.
The front of the hive was
raised enough to prevent the honey
from running out and starting robbing.

was claimed for this method that
did not need an expert, that it was
fool-proof and that it took less of
the time of the bees than any other
It

it

method.

—

the seat of the Virginia Polytech-

The statement was made

that
in
recent
fourth day had

the
introductions
hatched

developed

larvae.

Mr. Asher, of Brookneal, the new
President, is an enthusiastic beekeeper. He has a farm a little way
from the station at Brookneal and
500 colonies of bees in nine yards.
He uses a motor truck in getting
and hauling supplies and
about
honey. Last year, 1916, was a poor
one with him and he fed up to May
17, last, when yellow poplar began to
Bees bred upon this and were
ready for the sourwood flow in July.
Cold weather in the spring and almost daily rains during the July
flow cut this year's crop down to between 9,000 and 10,000 pounds for 1917.
yield.

Sec'y.

Organization of the Virginia State
Beekeepers Association. Blacksburg
is

in attendance and enjoyed a
program.. Dr. W. J. Schoene, one
of the professors in the entomological department, being interested in
bee culture, arranged a program with
Dr. Phillips, of Washington, as the
lecturer, and invited the beekeepers
of Virginia to attend.
Dr. Phillips
found at the last minute that he could
not be there and his place was ably
filled by Dr. Geo. S. Demuth, of his
department in the national bureau.
A goodly number of Virginians listened to his fine talk on wintering in
this climate.
He advocated the use
of the packing case inclosing four
hives and also the feeding of 8 or 10
pounds of good sugar syrup, to be
stored next the brood-nest, and so
consumed by the colony during the
time in which they could not be expected to ordinarily take a flight.
The syrup to be at least two parts of
sugar to one of water.
After the lecture the State Beekeepers' Association was organized,
with Mr. T. C. Asher. of Brookneal,
as President; Mr. Cocke, of Danville,
as Vice President, and Dr. W. J.
Schoene, of Blacksburg, as SecretaryTreasurer. These three, and Dr. W.
H. Dunigan, of Gratton, and Mr. E.
G. Spane, of Church Road, constitute
the E.xecutive Committee.
The meeting then adjourned to the
bee-yard, where Dr. Demuth demonstrated how to find a black queen
that was hiding, and after she had

fine

authorities.
The matter should be
brought to the attention of the proper officers without delaj' and resi-

answer

nic Institute, which is also the State
School of Agriculture. August 15, 16
and 17 the State Farmers' Institute
was held under the auspices of the
Institute.
More than 1,200 delegates

were

LEGAL SERVICE
1 DEPARTMENT «
"I have my bees
in
an outyard
about six miles from here, but no one
lives there.
My brother-in-law goes
there on week ends and I visit the
place about once a week. An Italian
family has been renting a farm for
some years about a mile away. They
have three very bad boys; they have
been stealing my bees with the connivance of their parents, so I am told.
I have sufficient proof to have them
arrested, but the other ranchers in
the neighborhood advised me not to
because they say the Italian is liable
to burn the ranch house and the
apiary.
The boys go at night and
shake the bees into an empty box,
and in most cases get the queen. 1
hate to move the bees to a new location, as it is hard to find good pas-

October

—

;
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This is mostly sold as cliunk honey
in ten-pound pails.
It is believed that the organization
of this newest member of the great
sisterhood of beekeeping associations
means a forward step, with rich
promise for the fraternity in this
State.

—

The
Virginia
Organizes.
Panhandle Beekeepers' Association
annual outing and basket picnic, held
at the home and apiary of Deputy Inspector Adam J. Yahn, Triadelphia,
W. Va., August 22, was a successful
and instructive affair in every way.
The morning was taken up with addresses by the different speakers, and
at noontime Mr. N. E. Mehrie, of
Charleston, W. Va., a moving picture
man, began taking a moving picture
of the crowd, which will show the
many good things that were eaten, as
well as the happy bunch that did the
eating.
From there he went to the
bee-yard, where the film was added
to by the handling of bees, taking of
honey, putting on supers, uncapping
and extracting, bottling and labeling; then cleaning and packing comb
honey in shipping cases.
At this meeting the West Virginia
Beekeepers' Association was formed.
became
Nearly everyone present
members of the State Association,
and the following officers were elected: President, Mr. T. K. Massie, of
Hatcher, W. Va.; Vice President, Will
Elm Grove, W. Va.
C. Griffith, of
Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. Chas.
A. Reese, of Charleston, W. Va.
The Board of Directors are as folStephen Davis, of Morganlows
Grant Luzader, of
town, W. Va.
Pennsboro, W. Va.; P. L. Jones, of
Parkersburg, W. Va. L. D. Sharp, of
Slaty Fork, W. Va. Adam J. Yahn,
of Triadelphia, W. Va.
The State Association will hold a
winter
at
coming
meeting this
Charleston, W. Va.
The Panhandle Beekeepers' Association will hold their next meeting in

West

:

;

;

;

April, at

Wheeling, W. Va.
very

The inspectors report

little

foulbrood of either kind in the State,
except in the Panhandle district, and
some in Ohio county, but only one
kind, the American.
The honey crop for the Panhandle
section is very light. The crop down

the State will be about threefourths of normal, mostly basswood.
The chief inspector and all of the
deputies are clean-cut, wide-awake,
enthusiastic beemen. and from now
on West Virginia will be on the map
as a State where they keep bees and
in

produce honey.

W.

C.

GRIFFITH.

Iowa State Apiarist Appointed. —
The Iowa Board of Education has
recently announced the appointment
of Prof. K. E. Millen, of Ames, as

349
Gates, on "Care of Honey and Containers;" Mr. Charles Stewart, of
Johnstown, N. Y., Inspector for the
State of New York
on "Practical
Beekeeping;" Mr. Frank Frisbce, Andover, Mass., President of the Massachusetts Society of Beekeepers, on
"Container"; Mr. Ernest R. Root, of
Medina, O., on "Present Prices and
Outlook for the Honey Trade."

The meeting was
at

11

a.

ni.

called

and adjourned

to order
at 5 p. m.

There were 125 present. Letters were
read from several members of our society who arc in army service, and
plans were partially perfected for the
winter meetings, which will be announced later.

BENJAMIN SANDS.

Prof.
Millen sucState Apiarist.
ceeds Frank C. Pellett, who served as
State Bee Inspector for five years,
and also has charge of extensive

work in beekeeping as provided by
the new law. All requests for inspecshould be sent direct to Prof.
The new law provides for inupon written request of one
beekeeper.
Prof. Millen is well equipped for
the work, having served as inspector
tion

Millen.
spection

of apiaries for the State of
for several years.

Michigan

Meeting.
Massachusetts
Massachusetts Society
of Beekeepers held a very successful
field day meeting on Saturday, August 11, at the Independent Agricultural School, at Hawthorne, Mass.
(Danvers.)
President S. Lothrop
Davenport, Instructor in Horticulture

Eastern

The Eastern

In the abof Director Smith, of the
school, the address of welcome was
delivered by Judge George B. Sears,
of the District Court of Salem, an
Essex county n~an and a beekeeper.
at the school in the chair.

sence

Addresses were made by Arthur C.
"System;" Prof. Burton N.

Miller, on

I).

PADIiiKK.

CM

I

HI

1

I-

\AS EX-

PERIMENTAL STATION.
Texas

Honey

Producers

Meet.

The twenty-fifth annual meeting
Texas

the

Beekeepers'

—
of

Association

was held at the T. & M. College, August 2 and 3, in conjunction with the
Farmers' Congress. The association
unanimously voted to

affiliate with
co-operative organization
and merge the two into one body to
be known as the "Texas Honey Producers' Association."
Mr. Henry Brenner, of San Juan,
Porto Rico, presented a carefully pre-

the

new

pared paper on "Supersedure
Its
Causes and Peculiarities." Papers on
various subjects were presented and
round table discussions held. The new
business of shipping combless package bees was discussed in detail and
demonstrations were made
of how
to avoid the dangers and enormous
;

losses

that

many

shippers

suffered

last season.

The fact was brought out by comparison, that Texas really has more
of a winter problem when judged
by the percentage of loss than
States where cellaring is necessary.
A request was made for the State Experiment Apiaries, soon to be established, to study this question particu-

—

THE FIRST MEETING OF THE WEST VIRGINIA BEEKEEPERS WAS AN
ENTHUSIASTIC ONE

—

larly.

Mr. F. B. Paddock, State Entomol-
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October

by the aid of carefully premaps, showed the present

ogist,

pared

of

status

the

eradication
outline of its fu-

foulbrood

work and gave an
ture.
Officers

elected were, E. Guy Le
Stourgeon, San Antonio, Tex., President; E. B. Ault, Calallen, Vice President; Alma M. Haselbauer, San Anwas
It
tonio, Secretary-Treasurer.

enthusiastic
the largest and most
meeting of the association ever held.

—

Sweet Clover Utilization. Farmers'
Bulletin No. 820 of the Bureau of
Plant Industry at Washington, by H.
S. Coe, Agronomist, gives a very interesting detail of the value of sweet
In a comparative test made
clover.
of rape, red clover and sweet clover
for hog pasture, the resultant profit
per acre was in favor of sweet clover.
The actual cost of production of the
weight increase being from 1 to 14

hundredweight with
cents less per
sweet clover than with the other pasthis the large
If we add to
ture.
amount of nitrogen given to the land
and the possible production of honey,
we will find a great inducement to
use sweet clover more largely.

—

No Honey in Italy. Accept my
thanks for your fine book, "First Lessons in Beekeeping." It is by far the
best book for beginners in beekeeping that I have ever read. I am rearing queens with only 350 nuclei, being short of help, since my beekeeping helpers are now in the army.
The orders for queens are so numerous that I could not fill them all, even
As for honey, we
if I had 650 nuclei.
have a severe drouth. If it does not
rain very soon we shall have a scanty
crop. We were rather elated by the
promising spring.
ENRICO PENNA, Bologna.
July

21, 1817.

—

Polk County Meeting in Iowa.
The Polk County Beekeepers' Assoheld their yearly meeting
ciation
August 4. 1917, at Greenwood Park
and had 25 new members join.

THE POLK COliM V

.MEEil.\(,

W

The

association re-elected C. L.
Wright, M. D., President; C. E. Dustman, Vice President; Mrs. E. C.
Scranton, Secretary and Treasurer.
The President, in his address, told
them that ordinarily their meetings
were social and educational, but this
year it was more, that it was patriotic, as they had dropped out their
customary picnic dinner and gaVe $25
to the Red Cross Association.

A.n

VS

ELL ATTENDED THIS YEAR.

Mr.

C. P.

Mac Kinnen gave

an

in-

teresting and instructive demonstration on

queen clipping.

Professor Atkins, of the State Experimental Station at Ames, then
gave a splendid lecture and demonstration on queen raising.
Dr. Bonney, of Buck Grove, la.,
itade a nice talk on successful advertising and selling honey.

ARTHUR WRIGHT.

The beekeepers have

an opportunity to increase the food supply of
our country, and thereby help feed
the army and navy that have been
called to defend our country.
Mr. R. H. Faxon, Secretary of the

Des Moines Chamber

made

of

Commerce,

very interesting and instructive talk on the beekeepers' opportunity and duty of increased production, and saving of all our food stuff.
Mr. J. W. Jarnagin, editor of the
Iowa Farmer, made a splendid talk
in increasing and saving on the farm
a

and in the apiary.
Mr. B. T. Bleasdale, President of
the Iowa State Beekeepers' Association, read a splendid paper on cooperation between the producer and
the seller.

Northern Illinois Beekeepers to
Meet. The annual meeting of the
Northern Illinois and Southern Wisconsin Beekeepers' Association will
be held in the court house in Freeport, 111., on Tuesday, October 16,

—

1917.

B.

KENNEDY,

Sec'y.

The Indiana Field Meet of the
Northwestern. The editor w'as present at the Indiana field meet at the
apiary of Mr. E. S. Miller, of Valparaiso, on August 14.
About 50 beekeepers were present. The general
report from these men is unfavorable.
No honey crop of any amount had
been harvested by them, although

—

where a fall flow
pect was good, if

is

usual, the pros-

sufficient rains are

secured.

GROUP

IN

A. & M. APIARY AT COLLEGE STATION, TEXAS— TEXAS
HONEY PRODUCERS' ASSOCIATION MEMBERS.

THE

The meeting was exceedingly enjoyable, under the thick shade of
large trees, next to the apiary. The
visitors examined Mr. Miller's cellar,
ia which he has wintered bees for
seven successive years with a loss of
only four colonies in that time. The
cellar is of concrete, walls and floor.
Air is brought in through an 8-inch
earthen pipe and introduced at the
floor of the cellar, the vitiated air is
also allowed to escape through a
pipe placed in a flue at the opposite
Another opening
side of the cellar.
higher up in the flue permits the escape of the warm air when the cellar
Mr. Miller conis found too warm.
siders the temperature of 45 degrees
the best. This is in line with the e.xperience of many others.
The hives are piled in tiers of five.
The dryness of the cellar secures as
good conditions for the colonies at
the bottom of each pile as for those
Those who are accusat the top.
tomed to cellar wintering know that
usually the colonies that are next to
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comfortable than
dampness.
to
Scantlings of 2x4 size arc used under
Each hive is
bottom row.
tlie
with its bottom-board,
in
l)rouglit
but care is taken to have the entire
entrance open for ample ventilation.
Mr. Miller's success makes his method worthy of attention.
Mr. Miller runs si.K apiaries, for
extracted honey. His method for the
prevention of natural swarming is
floor are
above,
tliosc

the

less

quite successful, and is as follows
At the time of the crop, all the
brood-combs but one are transferred
to an empty hive and the broodchamber with the one remaining
comb is filled with either empty
combs or frames of foundation. A
half-story super with built combs is
placed above the brood-chamber over
a queen-excluder and the hive containing the brood, with one more
frame added, is put on the top. Atthe end of nine days the queen-cells
that the bees may have produced are
destroyed. All the queens are clipped.
As the question of foulbrood is of
prime importance and as the State
Entomologist, Dr. F. N. Wallace, and
the State Inspector, Mr. D. W. Erbaugh, were both present, some very
interesting talks were given on brood
were very favorably
diseases.
impressed with the methods and adHe is
vice given by Mr. Erbaugh.
:

We

The conevidently very practical.
sensus of opinion is that progressive
beekeepers are becoming better and
better able to cope with the different
brood diseases themselves, as they
become familiarized with the methods.

A

novel way of putting dark honeydew to use was given by Mr. W.
Horst, of Crown Point. Having a lot
of this stuff which -he felt disinclined
to offer for sale, he conceived the
He
idea of trying it as pig feed.

mixed

small quantities with sour
milk for the pigs and had the satisfaction of seeing them grow as never
before.
There should be more of these field
meets.
Automobiles are enabling
farmers to go without difficulty a
distance of SO to 100 miles to attend
them. There were ten machines at
this meeting.
it

Telegraphic

owing

in

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE

(L.

From Today's

Reports

Markets —-Jobbing Prices
t'.
L. prices on large lots to
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fi-ir.
S)ufhcrn ex(ra:-ted: M.(.;lii!y
dark amber, 11-liJ/^c por pou.id
alifornia light orange in a-g.iUon c^-.ns.
and Mexican, no sales. Beeswax no
<

jobbers).
Cincinnati Five barrels California,
barrel .Arizona, 10 barrels and 49
1
cases Kentucky, 15 barrels Georgia,
16
barrels Alabama,
pounds
1,790
Ohio, arrived. Nearby receipts light.
Demand good; market very strong;
few sales, on account of high prices.
Extracted honey: All sales in small
lots; light amber, 17-18c per pound.
Comb honey: Fancy white, heavy,
$4.75 per 24 section case; No. 1 white,
heavy,
$4.40-$4.50.
Following are

—

:

sales reported.

—

Kansas City Approximate!/
350
cases native Missouri and Iowh nr-w
stock arrived; old stock cleaned ii;;.

Demand and movemtnt moderate:
market firm.
Native Missoiiii and
Iowa: 24-section flat cakes, No. 1
white, mostly $4.55-$4.75; all salci in
small lots.
No extracted honey on

Beeswax: approximately
pounds
arrived
demand and

market.
300

;

movement slow;

all

sales

small

in

Southern dark amber
extracted, ISc per pound; white or-

lots; best

ange, large lots, 16>^c small lots, under 300 pounds, 18c per pound.
Chicago One car California, also
small lots, mostly from Minnesota
and Wisconsin, arrived. Fair inquiry.
California extracted honey, light amber, mostly 13}/2-14c per pound. Stock

amber extracted and 2,500 cases
white comb arrived.
Demand and
movement
good
market steady.

asking prices

:

;

—

from nearby States, best, mostly 13j^14c; some unripe, showing slight fermentation, ISyic. Comb honey: No.
1 to fancy, mostly 20c: a few sales at
18c.
Beeswax: Yellow stock. 37-38c
per pound; darker stock as low as
35c per pound. Letters from shippers
in this section

show the crop here

to

be almost negligible.
Minneapolis Five cans Iowa and
light local receipts of extracted and
comb honey arrived. Small lots, Minnesota, dozen and two dozen cases
comb honey, 20-22c per pound, mostly
Amber, extracted,
10-pound
20c.
pails. 13c per pound; 60-pound cans,
12c per pound.
St. Paul
One car California. 400
pounds comb from Wisconsin, 3 bar-

—

—

Minnesota
extracted,
2.500
pounds comb and extracted from
Minnesota, and light local receipts.
Minnesota comb honey, dozen and
two dozen cases, 18-20c per pound;
60-pound cans, amber extracted, 9c;
white, 10c per pound; 10-pound cans,
ll-12c per pound. California and Wisconsin stock, no quotations. Indicarels

tions

are

week.

for

heavier receipts

next

—

St. Louis
Receipts light. Extracted honev, light amber in cans. 13^Uyic per pound; dark, WA-U^c.
Beeswax. Supplies very light; few
recent sales. 36c per pound.
Philadelphia One car California. 7
barrels Southern, 30 bai'tls Mexican,

—

arrived.

Demand

ii'uitcd.

in:irket

mostly 40c per pound.

Denver—Approximately

21.000

lbs.

light

;

Quality and condition
fine.
Comb
honey: 24-section cases No. 1, $4.05;
No. 2, $3.60. White to light amber
extracted honey. l^'/z-lSc per pound.
Beeswax: Receipts light; clean yellow stock, price to producer, 34c per
pound.
New York Five cars California, 8
barrels Florida. 55 barrels Louisiana,
217 cases Louisiana, 551 cases Texas,

—

186 barrels Cuban, 360 barrels and 30
tierces Porto Rico, arrived. Market
quiet, demand slow; export demand

dropped

has

oflf

during

two

last

dian, mostly $1.35-$1.50
per gallon,
dian, mostly $1.35?$1.50 per gallon.
California,
$i.65-$1.8S
per
gallon.
Beeswax:: 105 bags, 2 barrels, 7

cases Porto Rico; 1 barrel North Carolina arrived; demand and movement
moderate. Yellow stock, 39-40c per
pound; dark stock 36-39c per pound.
Note Arrivals
include
receipts

—

during preceding two weeks.
represent current quotations.

CHARLES

J.

BRAND.

Prices
Chief.

—

Iowa Meeting in December. The
annual meeting of the Iowa

si.xth

Beekeepers' Association will be held
the

in

Chamber

vention parlors,
ing,

Commerce Con-

of
in

the Shops build-

Tuesday and Wednesday, Decem-

ber 4 and 5, at Des Moines. Iowa. It
is desired
that every beekeeper, or
friend of the bee. make it his business
to be present at the sessions. It will
be a live meeting, with live wires on
live subjects.
For further particulars

and a copy of the program as soon as

Hamlin

issued, write

B. Miller, Sec-

retary-Treasurer, Marshalltown,

la.

Bureau of Markets
Semi-Monthly Market News Bulletin

Honey— No.

6

Washington. D. C, Aug.

31,

1917.

This is the sixth of a series of similar reports which will be issued by
this Bureau on the first and fifteenth
of each month during the honeyshipping season. The information is
secured by representatives of the Bureau located in the markets, and is
transmitted to Washington by wire.
For the present the bulletins will be
issued only from Washington. These
bulletins will be sent by mail free to
any person requesting them. All inquiries should
be
addressed
to
Charles J. Brand, Chief.

Send Questions either

to thie office of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo, Il%.
bee-keeoine Questions by mail.

He does not answer

It is inferred tliat all readers have access to the book "A Thousand Answers to Beekeeping
Questions." This will avoid duplication in answering, as the book contains answers to practically
all questions ordinarily asked on beekeeping.
Subjects not specifically treated, or which are not
clear to the reader will be further e-xplained in this department at the request of any subscriber.

Miscellaneous Questions
there any
of colonies?
1.

Is

How

remedy

to

keep beemoth out

a queen in a swarm of
bees when they are issuing from the hive?
3. Who
is
the bee inspector for Missouri,
and where does he live?
2.

can

I

find

4.

When

is

the

proper time to take honey

from the bees?
5-

how

I

have ten colonies and

shall

Answers

I

—

am

just starting,

take care of them?

MISSOURI.
I.

I

know

of no

way

to

keep the

beemoth out except by the bees themselTes.

—
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Keep your colonies

strong,

take care of the moth.
ter at

it

will

much

bet-

swarm

the

be lost or get into another hive and be killed.
4.

A

starts

out

hive,

a

of

number

keep a sharp lookout at the entrance and you
may see the queen as she emerges, although
you will often miss her.
3. M. E. Darby, Springfield, Mo.
4. Comb honey may be taken as soon as it
Extracted honey may be taken
is sealed over.

virgin

when

more.

although it is betgood beekeepers do

three-fourths sealed,

Some

ter to be left longer.

not extract

the close of the harvest.

till

There are lots of things you ought to
you are to be a successful beekeeper,
but if I should attempt to get them all in this
department I'd have a row with the boss. But
5.

learn, if

you can get more than
numbers by sending a

I

could give in
the

dollar to

many
of

office

for Dadan's First Lessons, or by

this journal

some other good bee-book.
money in your pocket.
getting

be

will

It

Doolittle Plan for Extracting
G. M. Doolitle's plan of "Management of Outapiaries" work all right in running

Would

extracted honey?
should be made?

—

think the plan should work
right for extracted honey.

Uniting
is

VERMONT.

don't think there's anything betPut a single
ter- than the newspaper plan.
thickness of newspaper over one hive and over
The upper hive must
this set the other hive.
be bee-tight, so that no bee can get out until

Answer— I

Then
the bees have gnawed a hole in the paper.
that
the bees can get to one another so slowly
I never knew any
they will unite peaceably.
a
fighting of the bees, but in two cases I put
nucleus with a queen over a very strong queenless

In such

colony and the queen was killed.

better.
a case two thicknesses of newspaper is
can
After a few days, perhaps 4 or 5, you
move any frames of brood in the upper story
to the

lower story.

When

queens

wings?

r
with a clipped
issues
2. When a swarm
queen, the swarm finding the queen with them,
will they cluster, and how long?
what becomes of the queen if you cannot
3.
find her on the ground?
4. If you don't find her will the bees rear a
new queen and swarm again?
5. How long would it be before they swarm
again if you found the queen, put her and the
swarm back in hive from where they came, and
then cut out all queen cells?
6.

How

J

soon

will

you

find a

hive that has just swarmed,

her?

Answers.

—

new queen

in a

you can

clip

so

ILLINOIS.

Any

1.

time

when

it

suits

your

own convenience after she begins to lay. There
is little need of clipping her during her first
season, as she

is

very unlikely to swarm; yet

generally clip a queen not long after she beEarly in the season, before any
gins to lay.
I

swarming, each queen is
found in the apiary, and those with whole
wings are clipped; for a certain number of
(jueens are superseded every fall, and their succolonies

think

of

cessors should be clipped before

swarming time

the next season.
2. They may return without clustering; they
may cluster for a very short time, and they
may remain clustered as long as if they had a

queen.
3.

She generally returns

to the hive,

is

first

practically

but may

of wa-

jiints

As

2.

a rule, bees wintered in a building as

you propose, are not very successful. They
may do well for you, but in your locality it
may be safer to winter in a good cellar.

maybe not for
5. Maybe the same
day,
week or more; in rare cases not at all.
6. She will be ready to clip in 10 days

a

Ants

or

When last I examined my hives I noticed, in
one of them on top of the inner cover, several
large red ants.
Are ants likely to do any
harm, and how can I get rid of them?

if

ILLINOIS.
I want to start in the bee business with about
two colonies. Is it a good way to get the hives
first, then buy the bees by the pound, and how
many pounds of bees would be required to a
hive? How early in spring should I get them?
What do you consider the best way?

Answer

WISCONSIN.

—If

you get 2 or 3 pounds of bees
with a queen in May, they ought to do well.
It might be more profitable to get 5 pounds,
and get a good crop of honey. If you can get
bees in full colonies in your own neighborhood
that might be better still.

Weight

of

Swarm — Ants — Honeydew

a

How much

should a good swarm of bees

weigh ?
a.

Do

3.

Is

ants

it

right to take a part or all of the

all

honey out of a super in the summer and put it
back for the bees to fill again, if there is plenty
of nectar coming in all the time?
Will they
4. Where do bees get honeydew?
gather

it

when

WISCONSIN.

—

Answers. 1. Perhaps 4 or 5 pounds.
region generally do little
2. Ants in your
harm except to annoy the bees by their presence, making their nests for the sake of the
warmth in parts of the hive where the bees cannot reach them, if there be any such place, as
There is, however, a large black
over quilts.
ant that honeycombs the bottoms of hives, so
that they crumble at a touch.
3.
if

Yes,

4.

you mean extracting frames;

if

you mean

They generally get honeydew from
it

no,

sections.

of trees.

1

when

the

think they are not likely

better material is plenty.

1. Early this spring I got a pound of bees
from the South, which I put into an ouservaThese bees have grown into a nice
tion hive.
swarm by now and 1 have transferred them
Now the honey crop has
into a 10-frame hive.
been very poor and unless we should get a
good fall flow I am afraid these bees will not
have enough to winter on. How can I get them
Can I feed them
in good shape for winter?
sugar-water to winter on, or must I use honey?
When and how should 1 feed?
2. I intend to winter them
in the second
story of my creamery and have them fly out
through a south window; have them in my office now, flying out through a south window.
The upstairs of creamery will never be far below freezing at any time in the coldest weather.
Will this be a good plan? I would not like to

lose these bees, for they are pure Italians with

ILLINOIS.

a tested queen.

Answers
bees,

—

1.

Honey

and nothing

is

the natural food for

else can

quite equal

it.

yet

thousands of colonies have wintered well on
granulated sugar made into syrup. So, if you
cannot get honey that you are sure is free from
It hardly comes in
disease, feed sugar syrup.
the scope of this department to give instructions for feeding, which you should find in
your bee-book; but I may say that if you feed
any time before the middle of September you

may
it

feed equal parts of sugar and water, and

doesn't matter whether you mix

it

cold or

only the sugar dissolves sooner in hot
water.
As it grows later the syrup should be
stronger, until just before freezing it should
hot,

yond annoying the bees, and are in the hive
Answer They probably do little harm be-

—

because of the warm shelter. When I had quilts
or inside covers ants were troublesome, but
for years I have had no inside covering, and
all.
There will be no
no shelter where the bees

ants do not trouble at
trouble

there

if

is

You may

cannot reach the ants.

trace

them

to

hive

their nests, if their nests are not in the

and destroy them with gasoline.

itself,

Saving Extra Queens
have a colony of bees that became queenand workers were raising only drones. As
there was no worker brood, sealed or unsealed,
four or five frames were put in containing
sealed and unsealed worker brood.
Ten days
or a week ago I found three queen cells on one
frame and two on another.; three were sealed.
How would you save these extra queens, with
the intention of replacing the old queens in
other hives with these young queens?
I
less

Answer.
it's

FLORIDA.

— You

putting each in

But

they can get nectar?

Swarm

the best time to clip the

is

cells

swarm

a

issues

and the

be 5 pounds or pints of sugar to 2
ter.

is

to gather

—

1.

from one of these

prime

lost.

leaves

Clipping a Queen's Wing A
With a Clipped Queen

swarm

a

crawling in and out of a hive
of bees do any harm? if so, what harm do they
do? How can I keep them out?

the best method of uniting colonies
this time of the year?

What

the

is

the old queen

1.
all

time

the

at

sure to issue with a

ILLINOIS.

I

a clipped queen

of queen-cells are present,

what changes

not,

If

for

Answer

swarm with

sw^rm, and

than blacks.

When

2.

and the bees

Italians are

Octoben

can save the extra queens by

own nucleus

its

doubtful

if

to be fertilized.

they're worth saving;

for

queens you should have in the
hive abundance of young bees, and in the presrear good

to

ent case there are few or none of that kind,

no worker eggs have been laid for some

for

time.

Queen Introduction
1.

What

causes the bees in a strong colony

drag out live brood in tlie nymph stage? The
colony is free from moths, and has a good
Italian queen.
It has also abundance of honey
and pollen and there is a good flow of hone>
going on.
2. I removed a hybrid queen lately and put
a caged Italian queen in her place.
Five days
later I opened the hive and found several
queen-cells started, also the new queen which
they balled.
I immediately drove the bees off
of her with a thick cloud of smoke and closed
the hive.
Three days later I found all the
queen-cells torn open and my new queen laying nicely.
What was the reason they would
to

not accept her at first?

Answers.

—

KENTUCKY.
1.

It

has superseded

its

is

possible

that

the

queen, and having

colony

now no

young laying queen has no use for drones, and
so

is

dragging out the contents of the drone-

cells.
2.

Nothing very unusual

common
queen,

for

whether

later killing
to

bees

to

they

the cells

start

in the case..
cells

accept
if

upon

another

It

loss

or

is

of

not,

the queen gets dowi.

Quite often, too, it happens that
business.
ball their queen when disturbed by the

bees

opening of the hive, freeing her all right il
the hive is closed, even if no smoke be given,
as you did.

Bees

in a

Commotion — Dividing

Swarm Prevention
1.

White amongst my

bees,

I

noticed

quite

commotion about one of my colonies; it
looked as thougli a swarm would soon issue,
but the bees did not fly away, but clustered at
the entrance and at the front of the hive, ana
all
was quiet
after a half hour, at least,
enough for me to look inside. My memorandum shows that on August 21 I discovered that
that colony had swarmed and that I had destroyed as well as I could see, all queen-cells
except one of the best. The commotion aforeOn exsaid occurred on the 28th following.
amination on that latter day I found one
a

?

AMERICAN

1917
open
and also one

at the end,

iHifcn-ccII
it,

showing normal

exexpla-

What

tttieen-cell sealed.

nation can you Rive f>f this?
the spritiK. when a colony shows a
3. In
prosperous condition, viz., is full of hccs, 1
like to put on another full d(;i)th super, then
order a queen from the South, which takes a
divide, putweek or ten days to arrive; then
ting most all of the hrood with the new queen
In following out the alxfvc
on a new stand.
stated manner of procedure, 1 have an undei
current of l)elief that, instead of at once ordering a queen, it would he better to wait until the bees start well at drawing out the founWould this not be a true indication
dation.
that the colony, however strong otherwise in
division ?
is
really
ready
for
aiJpearance.
What do you think nf this?
recently I gave preference to the
3. Until
putting queen up, instead of the excluder plan;
but lately I have inclined more to the latter,
as it only requires a hive-body and an exI

IIow about doing either one as late as
September 1, or say two weeks previous?
Might it not be like secluding a colony to a
queen that the bees want to supersede, and pui
them in a way. probably, to go into the winter
with an old queen that might die before spring?
cluder.

PENNSYLVANIA.

—

Answers. 1. It is quite possible that tht
commotion was caused hy the queen taking her
wedding flight. Of course, there is a commotion

when

the bees have their play spell, but

you have too much experience not

under-

to

stand that.
2.

think your idea

I

is

entirely right, that

condition that they

will

only work

not

it

such

is not wise to divide until the bees are in

upon

your

idea is to sell them filled with
would not do for table use, but
might be good for feeding bees. I'm not sure
what ten Ilofi'man frames filled with honey
would weigh. Perhaps as much as 75 pounds.
3. Only
new combs are put on the market
If you mean dry old combs,
as comb honey
they must be rendered into beeswax before
Editor.)
they can be sold.
much danger; the queen might be
4. Too
2.

If

honey,

they

—

killed.

plan to prevent swarming so
late as the middle of August; still it might be
I hardly think there
advisable in some cases.
vising

of

forcing into

many
Probably
queen.
winter a too old
queens are superseded as late as the middle of
September.

removed

putting her in a nuqueen, which
She is. laying line.
they accepted.
1. What was wrong with the first queen?
2. Will she ever be any good?
3. I received two queens from a dealer, both
They were piping
cages being tied together.
continually.
Were they virgins, or is it natural
for them to pipe?
4. Could I winter three queens in one hive
with screen wire division-boards, each department having three frames?
5. Do bees die when they sting; if not, can
they sting again?
6. Do you think I should
feed some sugar
syrup for wintering, or leave the natural
laying.

I

and

cleus

stores, which
goldenrod ?

—

Answers.
2.

I

her,

introduced

is

from

another

buckwheat,

NOVA
1.

don't

I

and

aster

SCOTIA.

—

keepers prefer Italians, if for no other reason
than that Caucasians, like Carniolans, are great

swarmers.
2.

more

Very much
distinct,

blacks, but the

like

so

that

one

is

rings are

inclined

lo

say

they have whitish rings.
hybrid bees is generally
3. By
that

meant bees
between Italians and blacks.
without bands, and they may

are a cross

They may be

They
have one, two or three yellow bands.
are common in Iowa and do well there.

believe

there's

one

chance

in

a

hundred that she'll ever lay.
3. Laying queens pipe as well as virgins, and
some are great pipers. I suspect the nearness
of the two queens increased the piping.
4. Yes; but instead of wire screen you had

wooden

have

partitions

6.

one-quarter

With wire screen there

danger of queens being

to
is

killed.

Better leave the natural stores.

Jumbo Versus Langstroth Hive Body
— Swarm Control — Honey
House

1. In the production of
extracted honey would
not be a good plan to use the jumDo hivebody as a brood-chamber and the full depth su
per
i he jumOo
frame is about two inches
aeeper thai; the standard Langstroth frame,
tnerefore one could use nine frames in a tenframe brood-chamber, giving it about the samt
number of square inches of comb as eleven
standard Langstroth frames.
One could space
the frames according to the needs of
the
colony and instead of the tenth frame use a
dummy, which would make it easier to remove the combs. Do you not think that in using the full depth super one would not have
as many supers nor as many frames to handle?
in my estimation that and other
advantages
of the full depth super would more than coun.'

terbalance the

Would

be

it

all

right

to

ship

2.

a

tested

queen with a one-frame nucleus from Indiana
or Iowa to the southern part of Minnesota at
the beginning of the honey flow in the spring.'
2. I have several hives of bees, but the comus
are mostly drone-comb, so i intend to put them
in new hives with full sheets of comb foundation in the spring as soon as the honey flow
Will the old combs be fit to sell?
begins.
About how many pounds are there in a 10-

trame hive (.Hoftman frames)?
3. How do you prepare for the market old
combs taken from a hive, and about how much
are they worth a pound?
4. If I get a one-frame nucleus, with a tested
out in the
on the stand of

right to take

queen, will it be a'l
apiary at noonday and put

it

it

my

very old hives, which I will remove,
so that the hive with nucleus will get the field
bees from one uf my old hives?

one of

Answer. —
would be

MINNESOTA.
1.

Yes;

better.

but

a

larger

nucleus

— Wintering

it

Nuclei— Old Combs
1.

honey.
have never seen any more to my liking
than the ones I use, two thin board surfaces
tracted
2.

I

with three-eighth inch
ered with zinc or tin.

Which

of

disadvantages.
the many hive covers do you

prefer?
3.

Do you

prefer the unspaced frame to the

others?
Is there as much danger of combs breaking down in jumbo frames as in the standard
4.

frame?

Do bees gather honey from the rock elm?
What are the main things to be observed
Dadant's method of swarm control?

5.
6.

in

7.

What

extracted
is

is

the greatest

number

of

pounds

honey produced by one colony

of
that

known?

8. Where can one get hold
of some good
honey -house plans?
9. I should think that honey could be put up
in pint, quart and two-quart mason fruit jars
for
retailing
in
the
neighborhood, because
these jars may be used again for preserving

vegetables,

etc.

I

think they do.

5.

I

6.

Big

hives,

big

spacing,

and

big

super-

room.
think a thousand pounds was
years ago.

I

7.

some

In

8.

back

numbers of

some

reported

of the

bee

journals.

Mason

9.

fruit jars

have been used with

sat-

isfaction as conntainers for honey.
10.

Yes.

11.

More than

many

I could tell if I should fill
This department is intended as

pages.

a supplement,

not as a

substitute,

for a text-

book on beekeeping, and if, on looking up the
matter in your bee-books there is some particular point not clear, I'll answer about it tht
I

can.

Swarming— Supersedure
have a swarm of bees (half Carniolan and
half three-banded Italians) that I caught June
1'
They filled their hive with brood rapidly
and soon they had nine out of the ten frames
full of brood in all conditions.
I put on one
super of sections and when they had that almost filled I placed another under it.
They
drew that out in good shape. A few days ago
I thought they acted weak, so I overhauled the
hive and found a rather small force of workers, many drones, much empty brood, a little
unsealed brood,
one queen-cell which had
hatched and two which were about to hatch.
V\ ork was almost entirely stopped in the suI

pers.

This is a first swarm thrown from a colony
I
bought this spring, so I don't know
the age of the queen.
1. Are
those supersedure cells or swarming

which

cells?
2. If

swarming cells, how do you account
unsealed brood
supersedure cells, how do you account
for the lack of workers and so many drones?
4. When I
looked into this hive about six
weeks ago everything was going nicely. Would
an old queen play out so abruptly and allow
the working force to dwindle?
5. Would you advise taking away the supers
for

3.

the
If

entirely ?
6. If they
son, as they

swarmed, what would be the reahad two supers of combs drawn
out and only partially filled?
7. The parent colony threw out two others.
The last one I returned two or three times and
at last it left entirely, taking all the queens
with it.
So I had to buy a new queen for tht
old colony.
MAINE.

—

Answers. 1. Perhaps the easier guess is
were swarming cells. In reality there
is no difference in the cells themselves, whether
they be intended for swarming or supersedure,
and the same set of cells may turn out one or
that they

the other, according to circumstances.

A

col-

ony may contemplate swarming, start cells, and
then a dearth comes, the bees give up swarming
and supersede their queen. On the other hand,

may start cells to supersede theii
when an improvement in the honey-flow

a colony

queen,

may

decide them to swarm.

the question

is

So in

rather whether the bees

this

case

swarmed

or not.

10. Will bees fly across a stream about 60
rods wide to gather honey?
1^
What are the things that must be observed in indoor wintering, also outdoor win-

tering.

airspace between, cov-

prefer self-spacing framesProperly made and managed, there ought
hardly to be danger with either.
If there is
danger, that danger would be greater with the
deeper frame.

best

'

Answers. 1. About the same color as the
workers and queens of common black bees.
They ought to do well in Iowa, yet most bee-

for thinking so is that the Dadants. who are
strong advocates of large frames in the broodchamber, use shallow extracting frames. And
the Dadants arc no slouches at producing ex-

don't know.

three-eighths thick.

MONTANA.

Answers.— 1. I doubt if you would like the
deep frames for extracting.
A strong reason

4.

110 eggs were present.
August 1 I again looked
through it, but still the queen had not started

better

Color of Races
What

color are the working bees of the
Caucasian race and what color is the queen?
Would the bees do well in Iowa?
2. What color are the working bees of the
Carniolan race?
3. What color are hybrids, and would these
bees do well in Iowa?
1.

Winter

for

( )n
July 1^ I received an untested Italian
(juccn, which I introduced to a colony after
killing the old queen.
Five days later 1 examined it and found they had accepted her, but

either

would be danger by so doing

353

3.

Queens — Feeding

foundation, but work vigorously upon it.
3. It hardly seems that there should be need
of

JOURNAL

BF.F,

WISCONSIN.

2.

A

issues

queen generally lays up to the time she
a swarm, and the swarm issues

with

about the time the first cell is sealed. In 7 or
S days the first virgin will emerge, and about

—
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from the last eggs will be
But bad weather may delay the issuing of the swarm a day or more, and if the
queen lays during that delay it will leave un-

that time the brood
sealed.

sealed brood after the

virgin has emerged-

first

Drones might be because of much dronecomb, but the rapid falling off in numbers ol
workers is more easily accounted for by saying
the bees have swarmed.
4. One would hardly think so.
later
5. Better take them away, and return
enough to work
if the colony becomes strong
3.

on a

!

October

from one only a day or two
judge so from the fact that when bees
are given their choice they prefer the younger
larva 3 days old as
old.

I

larva.
2.

Not alone;

material with
3.

I

they

must have some

other

it

don't know;

maybe

12 or 15,

under

fa-

vorable circumstances; and maybe 20 or 30 before you would get the first 10 pounds stored.

But

it

wouldn't be honey.

later flow.

of super-room is quite a facprevention of swarming, but no
amount of room in supers will prevent swarming if enough other conditions favor swarming.
the queens went
7. It is possible that all

Abundance

6.

the

in

tor

with the swarm; yet one may have been
who was lost on her wedding trip.

Chri^mas

the age

By FRANK

larva

of a

is

you are counting that
counted from the time

is laid.

The age

ed from the time

is

it

Foulbrood Combs
it be safe to use combs taken out
European foulbrood hive after they have

vVould

1.

C.

PELLETT

Charming, intimate and true to life are these descriptions, for the
author has lived in close proximity to birds and animals, and shares
their secrets. The stories he tells are vivid and fascinating, and many
unusual photographs add to the value of this unique nature book.

give an egg.

of a

Christmas Present than a

This book is an intimate account of the personal studies of wild
Every illustration is
creatures, extending over many years of time.
from a photograph from life by the author. A new departure in bookmaking, this book is unlike anything ever before offered to the public.

of a chicken is counthatched out of the egg,
and it's the same way with a larva. It's generally considered better to give a larva not
more than two days old, and it's all right to

the egg

a

Author of Productive Beekeeping and Staff Correspondent
of the American Bee Journal, will delight your boy or girl,
or any nature-loving friend.

OHIO.

— Evidently

Coming

''Our Backdoor Neighbors"

Queen Rearing
understand that to raise a queen one should
use larvae less than 3 days old. and since it
takes 3 days for an egg to hatch into a larva,
should the egg be taken for queen rearing?
I

Answer.

is

There is nothing more attractive for
good book. The new book

left

Price, postpaid, $1.50

been extracted?
those frames be used again after
2. Could

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

VERMONT.
combs were cut out?
Answers. 1. In an apiary where there is
already European fouulbrood, I wouldn't hesi-

Hamilton,

111.

—

tate at all to use

safe enough

in

such combs. They are likely
any apiary, yet in an apiary

Europeon foulbrood has not yet appeared I'd rather not use anything that ever
had the disease within a mile.
have used such frames after boiling
2. I
where

them in
'

THE CAMBPELL SYSTEM OF SOIL CULTURE
he started

this great

into a garden.

Peas—White Clover—Vetch
1.

Do

around

where the Campbell System of Scientific Soil Tillage and Crop Growing are taught
by mail, where a thorough knowledge of Scientific Agriculture can be secured without leaving home, at a very small expense. If you area farmer or expect to be a
farmer, send for the Campbell literature. Campbell's Scientific Farmer, the Campbell manuals, and a catalog of the Campbell Correspondence School. Sample copy
and catalog free. Address,

2. When is the best time, in this country, to
plant (vhite clover for the bees, and how long
it will
bloom after sowing it? Will it

before

grow around waste

places,

and how high does

get?
3.

Is vetch

poor land?
ing?

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL

good for bees? Will it grow on
At what time does it stop bloom-

ALABAMA.

Answers.— 1.
that nectar

not

It

infrequently

movement

But everybody does not know that there

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF SOIL CULTURE

bees get honey from peas? They work
the stem of the pea from morning till

night.

it

of dry farming. Everybody knows that
for Scientific Farming that is changing the desert
is a great school, the

Everybody knows Campbell, the father

lye.

325 Broadway

happens

Billings,

Montana

is secreted at the axils of the leaves,

and evidently that is the case with your peas.
2. There
is
probably no better time than

when

although it may be
Spring might be most
convenient for you.
It will hardly bloom to
amount to anything until its second year. It
will grow in waste places where there is sufficient soil, and may grow from 3 to 10 inches
the

ripe

seed

sown almost any

falls,

time.

iThe CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST

high.
3.

Vetch

is

a honey-plant

I

know

little

about.

Queen Hatching— Sugar Feeding
1.

How

long after

queen can the bees

to

2.

Do

3.

How

the
raise a

The only bee publication In

egg is laid by the
queen out of it?

be fed to a colony of bees to produce 10

pounds of

—

up to the time the larva is 3 days old, and
perhaps still later, although it is doubtful
whether as good a queen can be reared from a

W
^

Canada

organ of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association, and has incorit the former Canadian Bee Journal
Beekeeping and Horticulture in its various branches are efifectively combined
to form a live, attractive, and practical monthly magazine.
Well illustrated and up-to-date. Subscription price postpaid.
Foreign. J1.50 a year
United States. Ji 25 a year.
Canada. |i. 00 a year.
Sample copy sent free on request.
the
porated with
It is

make comb out of sugar syrup?
many pounds of sugar would have

bees

it
in the comb, first making the
ARKANSAS.
comb out of the syrup?
Answers. 1. Any time within 6 days, or

AND BEEKEEPER

I
official

The Horticultural Publishing Co., Limited, Peterboro, Ont., Can.
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Department

Classified
Advertisements

in

department

this

be

will

inserted at 15 cents per line, with no discounts
of any kind. Notices here cannot be less than

two lines.
If wanted in this department, you
must say so when ordering.

—

FOR SALE The Cloverdale apiary, fully
equipped.
This apiary averages 200 pounds
per colony.
Bargain for cash. Selling on account of military service.
Chris H. Buitenhoff, Manhattan, Mont.
EOR SAF-E- Having

PHELPS' Golden

Queens

Italian

please

will

apiary.

lAtf

84 Cortland

J.
St.,

CLOVER QUEENS— Pure
$1;

tested,

my New

from

Jersey
H. M. Cook,

New York

City.

untested,

Italian,

no reduction; no disease.

$1.50;

Coyle, Penfield,

F.

J.

111.

TESTED

leather-colored queens, $2.00; after
$1.50; untested. $1.00; $10 per doz.
Yates, 3 Chapman St.. Hartford, Conn.

June

W.

A.

1,

PHELPS' Golden

VIGOROUS,
methods

Bees are hustlers.

Italian Queens, $1.00; 6,
circular gives best

prolific

June

$5.00,

Italian

My

1st.

A. V. Small,
2303 Agency Road, St. Joseph, Mo.

THREE-BANDED ITALIANS— One.
Tested.

1,

75c; 6,
$1.00; 6, $5.70;

Cotton Belt Apiaries, Box 83, Roxton, Tex.

FINEST ITALIAN QUEENS from June

to

1

Nov. 1, $1 each; 6 for $5. My circular gives
good methods. Ask for one.
J. W. Romberger, 3113 Locust St., St. Joe, Mo.
queens,
bees and
queens send for circular, or see our large add.
in May or June issue.
H. G. Quirin.
Bellevue. Ohio.
bees and

their

season,

Italian

For prices on

honey.

offer for
10-

I

two-story

in

hives for 4i/J plain sections; combs all
full sheets wired foundation, but
which are built from starters. Hives
of Root and Lewis make and painted white.
Bees will be ready for shipment after the fall
flow.
Hives will be heavy with honey and bees
are all strong and healthy.
Price, $5 per colony.
Harry Brown, R No. 2. Jerseyville, 111.

from

FOR .SALE— 25

colonies

Italian

bees

10-

in

frame dovetailed hives.
My entire equipment of hives, supers and supplies must be sacfor quick sale.
Send for

rificed

Some

A

All

in

my

list

new.

apiary.
C. H. Glase, 1331

condition.

1

and photo

of

Perkiomen Ave, Reading, Pa.

CAUCASIANS

are Quinn's queens of quality.
Foundation stock imported direct by me from
Tifiis. where alone the pure gray mountain bees
are bred in their original purity. Get the best;
I have them.
See A. B. J.. May, .917.
Chas. W. Quinn,

Gen

Del.,

FOR SALE —Ten
and

Ft.

Myers, Lee Co.,

or twelve

colonies

Fla.

of

bees

Write for particuMrs. H. E. Horney.
Leon, Decatur Co., Iowa. R. 2.

a lot of bee supplies.

lars.

fifty.

close out for

whether one
H. Haughev,
Berrien Springs. Route 1. Mich.

season,

this

or

QUEENS—To
50

at

cents

each,

HONEY AND BEESWAX
WANTED—

RENDER

Queens combine the
They are great honey

Italian

you want.
gatherers, beautiful and
qualities

gentle.

Mated, $1;

$5; tested, $3; breeders, $5 and $10.
C. W. Phelps
3

Wilcox

St.,

6,

& Son,

Binghampton, N. Y.

FOR SALE— Small

apiary, 25 colonies Italian
bees in 8-frame hives; quantity of new hives,
supers and accessories.
O. Flinch, Huntington, N. Y.

WANTED — White
in one to five

and amber extracted honey

thousand pound

W. H. Hyde, New

lots.

Canton,

111.

UNTIL NOV.

1 we can supply queens from
our superior strain of three-band Italians
at these prices;
Untested, 50c;, $6 per doz.;
tested, $1 each.
No disease. All queens guaranteed.
J. W. K. Shaw & Co..

J.

colonies Italian bees in 10-

frame dovetailed hives, with one deep super
and extracting combs and with wood and zinc
excluders.

Price, $6 each, at the bee-yard.

you mean business enclose 2-cent stamp for
ply.

A.

J.

Diebold, Seneca,

If
re-

111.

make foundation

splendid apiary of 100 colonies of Italian bees in 8-frame hives, in one
of the best locations for quantity and quality
of honey.
No disease in this part of Nevada.
Yard is fenced. There is a comb-honey house,
extracting house on two levels, 8-frame power
extractor, one h. p. engine.
Have unlimited
supplies, both comb and extracting.
Price of
bees, $6 per colony for quick fale.
Hives will
be left full of good honey.
Other stuff, as
much as desired, at bargain prices. Everything
of the best and in good condition.
J. E. Patton, LaMoille, Nevada.

for

or less lots White and
State quantity, grading,
sections size and lowest price.

buckwheat

load

comb

Hoffman & Hauck, Richmond

Hill.

6Al2t

tity,

times in any quanfor cash or in exchange for supplies.
Dadant & Sons, Hamilton. 111.

WANTED— To
amber honey
A. G.

at all

buy. a quantity of
for baking purposes.

Woodman

dark and

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Co.,

WANTED— Shipments

of old comb and cappings for rendering.
pay the highest
cash and trade prices, charging but 5c a
pound for wax rendered.

FOR SALE—2,000

We

St.,

HONEY WANTED— We

FOR SALE— One

the market
for white and light amber grades of honey,
also off grades which are suitable for baking.
If you have such honey to offer, please send
us sample, state the quantity you have, ho\i
packed and your lowest price for same.
in

111.

FOR SALE— Clover,

heartsease. No. 1 white
comb. $3.50 per case; fancy. $3.75; extra
fancy, $4.00; 24 Danz. sections to case, extracted, 120-lb. cases. 15c per lb.
W. A. Latshaw, Carlisle. Ind.

CHAS. ISRAEL BROS. CO.. 486 Canal St.,
New York. Established ISTS. We are in
the market for both comb and extracted honey.
prices delivered New York; state the
quantities you have and how packed, and send

Send

samples.

pounds No.

white clover

1

or 100 barrels mild flavored
just right for blending

amber honey

light

northern honeys.

For sample and price
f. o.
h. New York address,
Elton Warner's Apiaries, San Juan, Porto Rico.

FOR SALE— Michigan's
honey

packages

in

honey.
A. G.

Woodman

best white extracted
desired; also comb

as

Co.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

FOR SALE— 12.000
ver honey,

lbs. of
fiO-lb cans;

in

station.

basswood and
15c,

Chester

f.

E

o.

clo-

b.

my

Keister.

Clarno. Wis.

WANTED— Small

lots
off
grade honey for
baking purposes.
C. W. Finch.
1451 Ogden Ave., Chicago, III.

WANTED— To

buy No.

1

honey, clover

light

preferred.
Write at once to
12th St., Milwaukee. Wis.

Emil Strudel,

1.193

SUPPLIES
FILMS DEVELOPED— lOc
cash.

prints,

E. O. Waltz. Medina.

5c each.
Ohio.

PICK UP some

easy money gathering butterI buy 750 kinds.
Some $1-37.
interesting.
2-c stamp brings prosGet posted.
Sinclair,
Box 244, D., 41, Los Angeles, Calif.

insects.

Intensely
pectus.

SIBERIAN FUR FARM.

Hamilton, Canada,
breeds foxes, marten, mink, ermine, skunks
black Siberian hares.
Information and
price list free.
Write address plainly.

FOR SALE— Best
J.

quality foundation.

Angus, Grand Haven, Mich.

J

FOR SALE —Cedar

or pine

dovetailed hives,

also full line of supplies, including
Write for satalog.

Dadanfs

A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, Wash.

FOR SALE — Queen

new

Excluders,

Write for prices and photo.
D.

G.

Little,

Hartley.

style;

Iowa.

HONEY LABELS
HONEY LABELS— We

have

just

issued

a

new and up-to-date catalog of honey labels
and stationery. Write for your copy. Neat labels and quick delivery guaranteed.
American Bee Journal, Hamilton, 111.

HONEY LABEL CATALOGUE,

with

letter-

heads. cards, rubber stamps, pad stamps;
saved. Acme Printing Co., Medina O.

money

SEND TODAY
bels.

for samples of latest honey laattractive, but also
Cat. free. Liberty Pub. Co.,
D. Box 4-H. Cleveland. Ohio.

Not only the most

the lowest in price.
Sta.

Co.,
Cincinnati, Ohio.

are

white extracted alfalfa

comb honey; $4 per case of 24 scction.<«.
Ray Dunham, Wcstboro, Mo.

The Fred W. Muth
204 Walnut

lbs

N. Y.

extracted honey, and beesR. A. Burnett & Co.,
173 S. Water St., Chicago, III.

WANTER— Beeswax

extracted

and clover honey in new fiO-lb. tins.
Who
wants it? State best offer in first letter.
S. F. Lawrence, Hardin. Mont.

WANTED —Comb,
wax.

^mber

light

foundation.

Address.

Dadant & Sons. Hamilton,

FOR SALE—A

pncc.

FOR SALE— 15,000

Angus Grand Haven, Mich.

J.

WANTED— Car

Loreauville, La.

FOR SALE— Fifty

your own combs and cappings with-

out trouble or expense;
yourself and others easy.

or

any quantity. Kindly send sample,
is packed and your lowest cash
E. B. Rosa. Monroe, Wis.

and

MY BRIGHT

PHELPS' Golden

in

how honey

J.

_

Carload or less lots white and
darker extracted.
State quantity, quality,
packing and lowest price.
Hoffman & Hauck. Richmond Hill, N. Y.

Italian Queens will be ready to
ship after April 1 at 60c each.
Send for
price list.
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
M. Bates. Rt. 4, Greenville, Ala.

honey
tell

flies,

FIFTY ITALIAN

honey-getting qualities.
Price, $1 each; testbreeders, $5 and $10.
2Atf
J. B. Brockwell, Barnetts, Va.

ed. $2;

WANTED— White

—

FOR SALE 1 to 100. strong 8-frame colonies
extra fine strain Italian bees, $4 to $4.50
each; all free from disease, with stores for
winter; Standard full-depth self-spacing Hoffman frames; all straight combs in new onestorv single-wall hives, f. o. t). here
Wilmer Clarke, Earlville. Madison Co., N. Y.

GOLDEN

QUEENS that produce Golden
wokers of the brightest kind.
I will challenge the world on my Goldens and their

355

with

12, $10.75

FOR SALE^— In

bees

franie

of introduction.

$4.00; 12, $7.50.

been drafted.

of

tliree hives

you.

BEES AND QUEENS

25 colonies

sale
built

BEES AND QUEENS

JOURNAL

Bl-:!'

WANTED
WANTED— Your

old combs, cappings or slumrender into beeswax by our high
steam pressure wax presses.
Dcdant & Sons, Hamilton, In.

gum

to

WANTED—To

hear from parties having founsell, either new or needing

dation mills to
slight

repairs.
J.

J.

Angus Grand Haven, Mich.

WANTED— Young

man of some experience to
go south with me to help in shipping bees
north in the spring. Good chance to learn beekeeping from A to Z.
I have had 25 years'
experience with bees; shipping bees north three
Must be willing to put in full time,
seasons.
Will pay
with no objections to batching it.
fare both ways and tind board for services.
E. Gressman, Hamburg, N. Y.
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Crop Reports and Market Conditions
Reports on the complete crop for 1917 indicate that
there has been a slight turn for the better since our last
month's report. This is due, no doubt, to the fall flow,
which has developed iairly well in most communities
where a fall flow is expected, and also to the excess over
last season in some of the western communities, notably,
Washington, Utah, and some parts of Montana and California.

The September 1 crop report of the Department of
Agriculture gives the average per colony yield over the
whole country as 36 pounds as compared to 46 pounds in
Possibly that average is a
1516 and 37 pounds in 1915.
little high for this year, owing to the proneness of reporters to turn in failure of crops, whereas the large crop
man is more apt to make full report. Possibly we have
more than half as much as last year, but reports coming
in here would not indicate that the crop is over 60 per cent
of 1916, which would make about 28 pounds per colony.
The late flows in Florida and Georgia have been very
good, those in Alabama and the central South poor, while
Texas, which has had an extreme failure, may be a little
better off in some localities. Most of the reports from
there indicate that the bees are dying from starvation if
not fed carefully, and that the crop will be negligible.
California's later flows have increased that State's average so that they probably have as much honey as last
season. In the central West the flow is small, but better
than expected.

HONEY SALES AND PRICES
very large percentage of the honey is being sold
What was not conas fast as harvested.
tracted for at a lower price earlier is selling now on a
basis of at least 12% cents for white extracted f. o. b. producer's shipping point. We know of one car of white extracted which sold for 15 cents per pound, and many other
lots which have brought the producer 13 and 14 cents.
In comb honey, sales of cars have been made readily
Many of the larger
at $3.25 to $3.75, according to grade.
producers are holding or selling co-operatively and securing a price of at least $4.00 per case f. o. b., while
$4.50 is no unusual price.
What honey is not sold is being held generally for a
price of 15 cents for extracted, and some few reporters
are asking 17 and 18 cents in large lots in 60-pound cans,
with every indication that prices will not drop in the
near future.

A

and shipped

THE DEMAND FOR HONEY
parties report tliat sales are diflicult at a price
cents in 60-pound cans. However, the number
of inquiries being received by producers and sellers show

Some

above

15

HONEY AND BEESWAX
New

—

18.
As to comb honey,
can be said at this date. From
been receiving, it appears that
been produced in York State,

York. Sept.

have been established that we
know of, and therefore, cannot make any quoThe same applies
tations until the next issue.
to extracted honey, and no prices seem to be
Southern honey seems to he pretestablished.
ty well cleaned
up, and shipments now are
mostly in small lots, many grades selling at
from 10c to lie per pound. The second quality, such as light amber, is selling at around
8c to 9c, while very dark honey of rank flavor
is not selling for more than 6c to 7c.
Beeswax is declining rapidly, and at present
for
is not selling for more than 38c to 40c
choice yellow tock; darker for less.

HiLDRETH & SeGELKEN.
Ckicago, Sept. 18. In regard to the honey
We had about
market, it is just opening up.
100 cases of small lots, just in. which sold
from 18c to 20c per pound, and the market

—

abroad.

One lot of honeydew, ordinarily hard to sell at 5 cents
pound, was offered to Eastern buyers at 11 cents per
pound. The offer was accepted, but the lot had already
been sold by the beekeeper.
a

CONDITION OF BEES AND PLANTS
stated above. Texas bees are perishing where they
liberally, and are, therefore, not in very
good shape. In many New York localities heavy fall
feeding will have to be done. The same is true throughout the middle West, where the honey flow has been
spotted; some honey extracted in some localities, but in
most the bees will do well to have enough to winter on,
and many should be fed soon.
Recent rains throughout the Mississippi Valley have
helped save the clover from drought. It now looks as if
the clover plants would go into winter in fairly good
shape, which is all in favor of at least a partial clover
."Ks

have not been fed

crop

in

1918.

INCREASE

IN

BEES

A remarkable thing in practically all reports is that
though but few more bees were kept in 1917 than in 1916,
there will be a very large increase in number of bees in
Almost without e.xception, reporters are going to
1918.
increase their holdings all the way from 25 to 100 per
cent.
Many will increase by division, many more by
buying in box hives and transferring, but by far the
larger portion expect to take the pound package route.
It is to be hoped that conditions in the Souh next spring
are more favorable to early shipment of pound packages.
Many bees arrived in the North this year too late to
build up and make much surplus. Others report excellent success, where shipments arrived by May 20.

quotable at these prices.
In extract honey
Beeswax
market is from 14c to 14^jc.
from 3.')c to 37c for the nest grades. We look
for high prices to prevail on honey the entire

present paying 34c cash and

36c

in

is'

at

the

for clean vellow wax, delivered here.

We

about 8 carloads last
and expect to handle 10 cars this year.
season.

nothing definite
reports we have
a fair crop has
but no prices

that the demand is very much above what it has been in
any recent year. A large Southern beekeeper who visited here recently states that most of the cane syrup
of the South has been exported, with the result that
honey is having to replace it on the tables of the South,
even at the present high prices of honey.
Wholesale grocers are selling much more honey than
they ever did before, notwithstanding the fact that they
are having to ask a much increased price.
If war conditions do not change greatly in the next
two or three months we do not see how there can help
being an extreme shortage in honey by holiday time.
Foreign buyers are still active, though none that we know
of are offering over 16 cents f. o. b. New York, out of
which has to come freight and profits of the buyers.
With the excessive ocean freights, this honey becomes
pretty high priced by the time it reaches the consumer

sold

year

Coyne Brothers.

— Very

little honey
Texas markets.
The only carload
offerings this year were from the alfalfa belt
in the extreme western portion of the State.
Prices in local lots have ranged (wholesale)
from 10c to 12c for extracted. Very little or
no bulk comb has been offered. Cotton surplus
did not appear until September and prospects

San Antonio,
in

is

Sept.

18.

the

are not very flattering for more than 60 per
cent of a normal crop.
Beeswax prices are 30c and 32c, trade basis,
with very little offered, and a feeling of stiffness in anticipation of higher prices.

Southwestern Bee Company.

—

Denver. Sept. 18. We are at present S' -«•
ing new honey to retailers at the following
No. 1 white comb honey, per case of
prices:
24 sections, $4.,'>0; No. 2. at $4.00.
Extracted white, according to quantity, 16 to

are buying beeswax at

all

times and are

Colo.

Honey Producers'

trade

Ass'n.

F. Rauchfuss,

Mgr.

—

Chicago. Sept. 18. During the past 30 days
we have witnessed an active market, with light
receipts.

Fancy comb has reached 22c per

lb..

No.

1

freely at 20c to 21c per lb., with few
offered, but bringing from Ic to 3c per
Extracted clover and basswood blend
lb less.
of good body and flavor brings 15c per pound.
Amber grades range from Ic to 5c per pound
less, according to color, flavor and body. This
In barrels Ic per Ih.
applies to honey in tin.
less is the iirevailing difference.
Beeswax is not active, but prices are ranging
at from 35c to 3Sc lb., according to color and
cleanliness.
R. A. Burnett & Co.
selling

ambers

—

Kansas City, Sept. l.S. The demand for
is somewhat limited at the high prices.
Best comb honey is selling at around $4.50 per
of
24 sections, some selling as low as
case
Extracted honey is moving slowly at
$4.25.
for light colored.
l.'ic a pound
honey

No.

18c.

We

The

1

is selling at 40c a pound.
C. C. Ci.EMONS Produce Company.

beeswajc
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START RIGHT
a

Lessons in Beekeeping''

Firsft

DADANT

By C. P.
Editor of the American Bee Journal
FIRST LESSONS
IN

BEEKEEPING

5'/2 X 8 Inches
Attractive Cloth Binding

A VOID
right.

167 Pa-ges

178 IllustraLtions

the usual mistakes of the beginner with Bees, by getting this book, which will start you
The author has had fifty years of actual apiary experience, has traveled widely, visiting

Europe and America, and is fully qualified to write on every phase of prachoney production.
This book is worth several times its cost to the beginner
the first year.
leading beekeepers in
tical

Price $1, Po^paid

°"""'„'„''e%''o""^o?ha„Ty'°"'""

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

1.75

Hamilton,

Illinois

Your Perplexing Question
What was

it this year?
Did your bees swarm too much? Has your honey soured? Are your drones black,
and why? Are you troubled with foulbrood? Wouldn't the bees work in the supers? Do you want to raise
queens for your own use?

ANSWER

A SINGLE
May

many pounds

save you

of honey,

many wrong

have a thousand of these questions answered

steps. It
in that latest of

"A Thousand Answers

to
By DR. C. C.

Experience

is

a

would be worth dollars
bee books

World's Record— Dr. Miller holds the
world's Record for comb honey production in an apiary of seventy colonies or
more. In 1913 his average from 72 colonies was 266 sections per colony. His
best colony gave him 402 finished sec-

Good Teacher— That's why

book should be at your hand. Dr.
Miller has had sixty years of experiwith

bees.

His

were
overcome

problems

similar to yours and he has

Yet here you

Beekeeping Questions"
MILLER

this

ence

to you.

them.

tions.

The "Thousand Answers" book contains
thousand answers were culled from over
in

280 pag;s.
10,000 as

It

is

cloth

answered

in

bound and printed on good paper. Its
the American Bee Journal by Dr. Miller

the last 22 years.
Price, postpaid, $1.25

Sold with the American Bee Journal, one year (new or renewal) for $1.75
Canadian Postage ISc extra. Foreign Postage 2Sc extra.

Write for Your Copy Today

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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PrepQ^ring for tKe 1918 Tre^de
Twenty-one years of

Select Breeding gives us Bees of Highest Quality

Queen Breeders in
Bees and 1500 Nuclei

Largest Packers, Shippers and
1,500 Colonies of

==

and

Vitality.

the South.

=^

Annual Capacity
Italian Queens. 15,000
10,000 Pounds of Bees
SAFE ARRIVAL AND SATISFACTION WE GUARANTEE

M. C.

BERRY (a CO.. Hayneville.

Alabama. U. S. A.

Special Prices on Five Pound Friction-Top Pails
For a short time only, and in order to reduce stock to make room for Bee Supply cars, we offer special
prices on Five Found Friction-Top Pails, in lots of 500 or more.
Price per hundred, $7.50,
Hamilton, Illinois
f.o.b. Hamilton, 111., or Keokuk, la

DADANT & SONS,

The Double-Walled Massie Bee-Hive
Surest

Protection

Honey
Furnished

—

the

in

for

Bees

—

Increased

Tfie Best Hive for

clearest

of

White Pine or Redwood.

of

any Climate

lumber

All

Supply

in

either Cypress,

Brood and Extracting

Frames made from White Pine

VENTILATED BOTTOM
Admits fresh air into the hive, lessening the chance for swarming, and giving renewed energy to the bees.
It is also equipped

THE MASSIE HIVE
Ftr

Comb

n

with a feeder without extra cost.
Fifty years in the bee-supply business has shown us that the
is th* vary bast hiva, and testimonials to this effect
are received daily from those who are using this hive.

Extrictcd H«neT

Masai*

Wliy Not Give Us

a Trial

We are

Order?

Tha Dovatailad Hiva

for

Comb Honay

Satisfaction Fully Guaranteed

also extensive manufacturers of Dovetailed Hives and all other Apiarian Supplies
If you are in the market for supplies
will mail our large illustrated catalog «nd ap«cial price list to any one upon request
be sure to get our prices before buying elsewhere.

We

KRETCHMER MFG. COMPANY,

110 3d St.

QUEENS

ENLIST
In the growing

army

Allies,

STRAIN

Sam and

the

by endeavoring to secure a bigger crop of

you ready for

it ?

of

ITALIANS

gentleness, etc.

Untested queens,

ti.oo;

6.

$5,00; 12. fg 00

Select untested. $1.25'. 6. $6.00; 12. $11 00
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Circular free.

Quean-breeder

yield.

MOORE'S

That fill the supers auick
With honey nice and thick,
rhey have won a world-wide repu
tation for honey gathering, hardiness

J. P.

honey than ever before.
Prospects are bright for a bumper

of

PRODUCE WORKERS

of honey-producers who are

preparing to do their bit for Uncle

Council Bluffs, Iowa

MOORE
Rt.

1,

Morgan Ky.

Are

Don't wait for prices to soar
Write

again, but place your orders now.

THE

A.

I.

ROOT COMPANY
Mediua, Ohio

for Price List and
Booklet descriptive of

HIGH GRADE
Italian

Queens

And Bees by

the

Pound

JAY SMITH
llSSDeWolfeSt.
Vlncennes, Ind.
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MARSHFIELD GOODS
BEEKEEPERS :—
We manufacture
every year that

millions of

359

TIME

sections

MONEY

are as good as the best.
For aale by

The cheapest
the price.

quality

for the

best

;

for
R,

you buy them once, you

If

BEE
ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY

PORTER

alt

&

dealer*.
If no dealer, write factory

E. C.

PORTER. MFRS.

Lewiatown, lllinoia, U. 8. A.
Phase mention Am. Bee Journal when writing.

will

buy again.

We

manufacture hives, brood-

also

frames, section -holders and shipping
cases.
Our catalog

is

free for the asking.

MARSHFIELD MFG. COMPANY,

Rorth Yalijmt,

FREEMAN'S FARMER

Wash.

Successor to Northwest Farm and Horn*
69 TEMS OLD
If you want a descriptive and airriculturai
magazine, it will infornn you all about the
methods in the Pacific Northwest.
Send One dollar and have the maKaiine sent
(or one year. Cut rate of one-half Drice

now

on.

Marshfield, Wisconsin

CASES

SHIPPING

Comb Honey

For

We

EARLY ORDER DISCOUKTS WILL

Pay You to Buy Bee-Supplies
Thirty years' experience
the beekeeper. A large
for the purpose ensures
Write for our illustrated

LEAHY MFG.

Now

making everything for
factory specially equipped
goods of highest quality.
catalog today.
in

CO., 90 Sixth

St.,

Higginsville,

are prepared to

prompt shipments.

make

We want

you on our mailing list.
Send for our catalogue.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY
BOYD, WISCONSIN

Mo.

ESTABLISHED 1885
We are still

furnishing bee-hives

made

of white pine lumber: they are well made
and will last. Our large catalog, giving

particulars about
free for the asking.
full

exchange

ECONOMY
Are two

ECONOMY TO YOURSELF
ECONOMY TO YOUR BEES

essential points

Dittmer Process
Because

it is

the same

and the same

Comb

TASTE, and

FIRMNESS,

bv using

grained

as the

J.

all

bee supplies

Beeswax taken

is

in

for supplies or cash.

NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY
High

Hill,

Montg. Co., Missouri

Archdekin's Fine Italian Queens
and Pound Packages
Untested queens. 75c each, 6 for $4.25; doz.,

Foundation

the

same SMELL,

COMB

the Honey-

select tested, $1.25.
Package bees, $1.25 per
tested queen, $2.00 per lb

$8.00;

lb.

Including un-

Order

early.

Saves you bees and
My package is
Prompt shipment; safe arrival and
e.xpress.
No disease.
perfect satisfaction guaranteed.
light.

J.

F ARCHDEKIN,

Bordelonville, Louisiana

bees make

themselves.

them because

it is

It is the

not like their

Remember, Mr. Beekeeper,

more acceptable

to

OWN COMB.

that to you

HONEY

Foot-Power

IS

BARNES'

MONEY -then use

Read what

for

Samples—All Supplies

at Prices

J.

I.

Parent

of Chariton, N. Y., says;
cut with one of your

Dittmer Process Comb Foundation
Work for a full-capacity honey crop
Send

Machinery

"We

Combined Machines

last

winter sochaff hives with
cap. 100 honey-racks.
500 frames, and a great
deal of other work. This
winter we have a double
7-in.

you Appreciate

amount of hives, etc..
make with this saw.

GUS DITTMER COMPANY,

Augusta, Wisconsin

to
It

do all you say of it."
Catalog & price-list free

will

W.

& JOHN BARNES

F.

995 Ruby

St.,

ROCKFORD, ILLINOIS.

Lumber That Lasts?
Here's a Convincing Case of an

Experienced Beekeeper wiio
(

But

let

the gentleman

tell it

himself):

BUCK GROVE, IOWA.

February

.',

1916.

Almost all my dovetail
"I Itaz^e been a Cypress man for to, these many moons.
hii'cs are of Cypress, as are bottom-boards, and I think, shallow telescope coz'ers. My
time and are as solid
wet
all
the
and
stand
the
mud
in
hire stands are of Cypress, and
Cypress Is a trifle heavier than white
as zvhen I got the first one some years ago.
The fact
(cork) pine, but not much more than the heavier grade of Pine now used.
(Signed) A. F. BONNEY, M. D.
that it is 'everlasting' compensates for all this."

For a job of repairing or for equipment, the lumber that will give you the greatest real investment value in the market is Cypress, commonly known as the "Wood Eternal." This wood do-S not rot down like most woods; it lasts and lasts, and LASTS, and LASTS and
LASTS. It is the Gopher Wood of the Bible Noah built his ark of Cypress. Since the days of Noah, Cypress has been famous for
Cypress is the one certified Greenhouse wood. That's "some" test. Bottomendurance under the most trying conditions.
boards are another.

—

GET A BOOK — IT

IS

FREE

the internationally famous Cypress Pocket Library, and each is authoritative in its field, and all are FREE.
Vol. 4 is the Barn Book, with plans and specifications
Vol. 1 is the U. S. Gov't Report on Cypress that is a good authority, surely.
Vol.
Vol. 36 is the Carpentry Book, piaking easy a dozen hard jobs of carpentry. Vol. 19 is the Canoe and Boat Book.
for building.
37 is the Silo Book. All are free for the asking. Suppose you ask for one or a dozen, right away.

There arc 42 volumes

in

—

WORTH INVESTIGATING
This Cypress

wood matter

is

Worth investigating.

Just write our "All-round Helps Department."

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MFRS/ ASSOCIATION
1251 Heard National Bank Building, Jacksonville, Fla.,
1251 Hibernia Bank Building, New Orleans, La.
For quick service address nearest

office.

or
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"When we

receive your

November

Honey

Return mail brings your Money''
Tbe Fred W, Mutb Co.

GET SERVICE LIKE THIS
comes

to

LAKE

MICH MAY
.

5th. IQ17.

letter with

We Want
We

CITY.

check for $146.20 for wax has been received. Thanks. I do believe you beat them all when
quick returns for goods shipped you. I may have some more wax to sell after we get our capoings melted
[signed]
ELMER HUTCHINSON.
Yours truly.

FRIEND MUTH:—Your

it

MAN

buy

all

Extracted Honey

Immediately!
Large or small

grades of'Uxtracted Honey.

who have Fancy and Number One Comb Honey

Send sample and

lots.

write us at once.

price.

price

If

we

is right,

Parlie

will buy.

We will buy from 40 to so carloads this season.

BEESWAX

OLD COMBS

Send us your Beeswax. We pay highest market prices, and
send you our check the same day shipment is received.

Make some spare money from
old comb.
rendering,

Shipping Cases for

We will

render

it.

the

wax rendered from your
5 cents per pound for
for the wax rendered.

chargingonly

and pay you best market prices

Comb Honey

We are prepared to ship you the same day order is received any number of shipping cases. Several carloads are here
ready for buyers. Send your order in now before our supply is exhausted. We sell Lewis Beeware.

n p Ka p; ||j||3 ^ D

We remit the same day your

shipnient arrives.

house to send your shipments

THE

to.

Try

Read the

letter

above and be convinced that

now

this is the

us.

FRED W. MUTH

CO.

" The bouse tbe bees built

204 Walnut

St.,

Cincinnati,

QUEENS

HONEY JARS

September SPECIAL PRICE on unte^ed leather-colored and Golden Queens
a bargain never offered to the American beekeeper before

C Our

Price

"
"

C Safe

delivery.

on

to
10
11 to
25
26 to 100
100 to 1000

If

1

not

Queens,
Queens,
Queens,
Queens,

satisfied,

We carry several' styles of honey jars, the
most popular being the 1-lb. screw cap at $6.50
a gross.
If you need shipping cases, we have
Catalog of supplies mailed upon applica-

them.
tion.

We

have a fair stock of light amber and amWrite for prices.

ber honey.

STRINGHAM

I. J.
105 Park Place,

60 cts. each
55 cts. each

50 cts. each
48 cts. each

return Queens and get your

Dadant & Sons, any mercantile agency, and others

New York

Home Apiary: Glen

money baclc. The Root Company, The American Bee Journal,

who we

<

Ohio

will tell

you

are.

The Penn Company

Cove,

L.

I.

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!
We handle the finest line of
Send

for

our

68

Bee Supplies.

page catalog.

Our

prices

will interest you.

The Colorado Honey-Producers' Association

1424 Market

Street,

Denver, Colo.

PENN, MISSISSIPPI

BEE-SUPPLIES
A BOOK FOR BEGINNERS

YOUR PERPLEXING QUESTION

"First Lessons in Heekeeping," written by
the editor of this magazine, is intended primarily for the use of beginners in beekeeping.
You should have it. Price, postpaid, $1, or
clubbed with the American Bee Journal, one
year for $1.75.

will undoubtedly be answered in the new bee
For
book, "Dr. Miller's Thousand Answers."

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

III.

Not intended to
beginner and veteran alike.
replace other bee books, but to supplement
with the
them.
Price, postpaid. $1.25, or
American Bee Journal one year, both $1.75.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

III.

Let Us Figure With You

We know we can
quality.

Write

satisfy you on price
for catalog.

and

C. C. demons Bee-Supply Co.
Dept. S., Kansas City, Missouri

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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Poultry Supplies
Poultry supplies of

automatic grain

kinds, best

all

feeders,

36.3

WOODMAN'S

New

Protectiorv Hive

fountains,

feed troughs.dry mash hoppers, bone

and shipping coops,

mills, exhibition

leg

bands,

shell,

WANT.

meat,

bone,

grit,

ANYTHING YOU

foods, and remedies

Also Pigeon,' Kennel and Bee

Supplies.

Circular free.

Eureka Supply House
Box B-403,

Aurora,

-

Illinois

PATENTED

WRIGHTS FRAME- WIRING DEVICE
in

Most rapid in use. Saves cost of machine
one day. Tighter wires, no kinks, nosore

hands.
G.

Price.

J2.50.

postoaid

W. Wright Company,

in

U. S. A.

Azusa,

Calif.

BUY

THE FAMOUS DAVIS 6QLDENS
And

get big yields from gentle bees.
Write for Circular and Price List.

BEN
Spring

G.

DAVIS,

The Hive

Tennessee.

Hill,

NvitK

an Inner Overcoat

Wintered 100%

Productive
Beekeeping
By

FRANK

C.

PELLETT

perfect in 1916-17.

WINTER PROBLEIVI SOLVED
The same

dimensions as formerly.

The

construction

tomless corrugated paper box can be telescoped

with

this

system

in the k. d. flat.

A. G.

is

for winter.

a joy.

A

new

is such that a botover the brood-nest, in

matter of insulation or protection
of preparing the bees for winter
In spring the boxes are removed and stored away
circular with large illustrations will describe all.
Send today for one.

between the outer and inner hive-walls,

when preparing them

now

down

WOODMAN

as a

The work

CO., Grand Rapids, Mich.

Tin Honey Packages
YOU WILL MAKE A MISTAKE if you do not ask for our Low Prices on
Friction Top Pails and Cans. We are Saving money for car load buyers
and others of smaller lots. Why not you?
Our three-year contract is enabling us to make prices considerably under
general market quotations. Let us hear from you, specifying your wants.
Frontispiece in color

316 pages

;

;

134

illustrations

handsome and durable
binding.

A

Practical

Book for

The Practical Bee

Man

Price, Portpaid, $1.75

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
Hamilton,

Illinois

;

cloth

Fridlion

Top Tins
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THE GUARANTEE THAT MADE "falcon"
Bee Supplies Possible
The "•fJalcon"
every

article,

back" guarantee.

wrong or not
at

GUARANTEE.

Every

and every queen leaving the

For more
what you thought it would
Our satisfied customers are

tomer always a customer,"

The beekeepers'

"f^alcoil"

we have stood behind everything we sell.
appreciate it if you write us, and we'll make it

is

be, we'll

to be

synonymous with

the

send us an approximate

list

We

Once

will

that

it's

a

"wise move" to get hives,

be glad to quote on "•tfjilcotl"

supplies

if

CO.,

Falconer,

N O T C E
WANTED
I

HONEY
state

not forget

when your crop

of

your lowest price, and also how

and

quantities,

will

honey

it is

is

ready for sale to send us a sample,

put up.

We are in the

45 Years' Experience
Breed 3 -Band
May i
I

Untested
Select Untested..
Tested

S

lect

Tested

May
6

Ii.so ( 7.50

12

$1350

2.00

8.50

15.00

2.S0

13.50

25.00

3.00

16.50

30.00

I

selling

your crop.

Cincinnati, Ohio

Tennessee-Bred Queens

to

market for unlimited

W. Weber & Company

2146 Central Ave.,

I

HONEY

pay cash on arrival. Let us hear from you before

C. H.

Nov.

you

will

New York

Where the good bee-blves come from

Do

a cus-

will require for the coming season.
" Simplified Beekeeping," Postpaid
Dealers Everywhere

FALCONER MFG.

T.

"

what you

of

Red Catalog, Postpaid

I

to

in

Queen-Rearing

Italians
June

i

June

i

is

absolutely right

name "falcon"

when "short" should have taught him

past experience

money

anything

If

found everywhere and are our best advertisement.

sections and supplies ready in the next two months.

W.

pound foundation

plant goes out with our "absolute satisfaction or

than a third of a century

just

our expense.

super, every crate of sections, every

hive, every

Only

to July

i

July

i

to Nov.

i
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Prepa^ring for tKe 1918 Trocde
Twenty-one years of

Select Breeding gives us Bees of Highest Quality

Largest Packers, Shippers and

=

ISOO Colonies

of

Queen Breeders

in

and

Vitality.

the South.

Bees and 1500 Nuclei

^^

Italian Queens. 15.000
Annual Capacity
10.000 Pounds of Bees
SAFE ARRIVAL AND SATISFACTION WE GUARANTEE

BERRY © CO..

M. C.

Hayneville. Alabama. U. S. A.

Special Prices on Five Pound Friction-Top Pails
a short time only, and in order to reduce stock to make room for Bee Supply cars, we offer special
prices on Five Pound Friction-Top Pails, in lots of 500 or more.
Price per hundred, $7.50,
•
rkjtr«ak.i-r o frvK.i^
-ix

For

f.o.b.

Hamilton,

111

,

or Keokuk.

DADANT & SONS, u
Hamilton,

la.

A Neat
sales.

A

large

amount

attractive.

C. O.

of first sales today are

the appearance of the object desired.

The

made on

public wants something

In attaining this appearance for your product, the con-

tainer you use and

its

labels are of

lllinois

%\

Appearance
makes many

•

prime importance. Our booklet of

BRUNO NAILING DEVICE

M'^ffnfnrthe HufTmnv Brood Kramrs. A combined
Nailinir-Wiring-and Wedge Clamping- Device. Does
the work in half the time. Has been tried and is

guaranteed todoaccurate work. Makes theframea
ready in one handling-. Price $6.50.
Complete directions for operating are furnished
with each device.
Manufactured bv C. O. B^UNO
1413 South West Street. Rockford, Illinois

A SOLDIER
BOY
SINGS
want tobacco
as much as band-

HONEY LABELS

"I

just

ages and socks.
So drop your contributions

in

my

old to-

bacco box!"

Send 25 cents

contains

many

distinctive designs.

Appropriate ones used on your

product should bring you more sales than cheaper and unattractive
ones.

Your second and repeat

sales, of course, will

be based on the

quality of your product.

the uses of the beekeeper

of honey, both in tin

and

—

—

Write today for our book of honey
fit

and we will forward a "comfort package" of tobacco to some soldier or
sailor at the front— enough to keep him in tobacco for a week. Or send $1— it keeps a fighting
man happy for a month. Tobacco is the only
thing that cheers the soldier boy through the
dreary hours in the trenches. He'll probably
send you a post card in ackowledgment a war
souvenir you will treasure. Send your "Smokes"
at once
he needs them badly.
Every cent
contributed goes for tobacco to our soldiers and

who

labels specially designed to

sailors abroad.

"Our Boys

intends to increase his local sales

in

France Tobacco Fund"

^^ *£*****

NEW YORK

Endorsed by

War

CITY
and Navy Departments

in glass.

TEXAS QUEENS

IT IS FREE.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

Golden and 3-6anded
and Camiolans,
fine workers. Queens, 75
cts. each; $8.00 perdoz.
Bees in pound packages,
Italians

Illinois

$1.25; 21b. pack. $2.25.

Your

$2.50
'

A

MONTH BUYS A

VISIBLE WRITING

L. C. Smith

Perfect machines only of standard size with keyboard of standard univer-

—

—

arrangement — has Backspacer
Tabulator — two-color ribbon
Ball*
Bearing construction — every operating convenience. Five days' free
trial. Fully guaranteed. Catalog and special price free.
sal

H. A.

SMITH, 851-231 No.

Dr. Miller's Thousand

Fifth Ave.. Chicago,

Answers

III.

Postpaid

$1.25

satisfaction

my

object.

GRANT ANOeRSON
Rio Hondo, Texas

:

HOW ABOUT NEXT YEAR?
The

season of 1917, just closed, has been a most unusual one.
Beekeepers who
did not fortify themselves early in the season by securing their hives, sections and
other goods and having their equipment ready for the bees, found that when the

honey season was upon them that they were up against the following conditions

EVERYBODY WANTED BEE GOODS—DEALERS HAD DEPLETED STOCKS ON
ACCOUNT OF THE UNUSUAL DEMAND— MANUFACTURERS WERE SEVERAL
WEEKS BEHIND ON ORDERS—THEIR FACTORIES WERE WORKING OVERTIME, SOME BEEKEEPERS WERE DELAYED, SOME DISAPPOINTED, SOME
GOT THEIR GOODS WHEN IT WAS TOO LATE.

Now, Mr. Beekeeper, what are you
going to do about Next Season?
Prospects are favorable for a big
the experience of the past.

our dealer nearest you for
If

a list

you are not on our mailing

containing

name

demand

Prepare!
of

list,

new

for bee supplies next year.

Order your goods

by

us or

prices.

write us at once and

we

send you a catalog
will also be
issued, which will be in
will

of the distributer nearest you, and in this

sure to receive a copy of our

Profit

Write

this fall.

new 1918 catalog when

it

is

way you

January, as usual.

LEWIS
Hives and Sections and all other goods are made of the
best material and are scientifically manufactured =^^

OUR GUARANTEE
We

goods are perfectly manufactured of the
examination, if our goods are not as represented, ive do not ask you to keep them. Return same at our expense and
we mil refund your money, including any transportation charges you
have paid. If you purchase our goods from one of our distributers, the
same guarantee holds good, as we stand back of them.
absolutely guarantee that our

best material for the purpose.

On

REMEMBER, IN HARMONY WITH THE GENERAL CALL MADE BY THE PRESIDENT,
ALL BEEKEEPERS NOW OWE IT TO THE NATION, IN ORDER THAT BEEKEEPING
MAY FULFILL ITS HIGHEST OBLIGATION, TO REDOUBLE THEIR EFFORTS TO INCREASE THE IMPORTANCE OF BEEKEEPING AS AN AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRY
WHICH CONSERVES A VALUABLE NATIONAL RESOURCE AND WHIlH PRODUCES A
NON-PERISHABLE, CONCENTRATED, WHOLESOME FOOD WHICH PLAYS A VERY
IMPORTANT PART IN THE ENDURANCE OF ANY NATION.
ORDER YOUR BEE SUPPLIES EARLY AND ORDER STANDARD GOODS IN ORDER TO
SAVE TIME AND ENABLE MANUFACTURING PLANTS TO ACCOMPLISH THE MOST
IN THE SHORTEST POSSIBLE TIME.

COMPANY

G. B. LEWIS
WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN,
Send for catalog giving name of

U.S.A.

distributer nearest

you

I

1.1.
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BEES IN
A

Day With

NORTHERN MICHIGAN

the Beekeepers in the Raspberry Country of the

Lower Peninsula— By Frank

OF

Northern Michigan, the late
Z.
Hutchinson
wrote,
"Northern Michigan, the home
of the huckleberry and the speckled
trout, where the deer drinks from little
sparkling
lakes
with pebbly
beaches where magnificent forests
o* beech and maple stretch away for
miles unbroken; where still lingers

W.

;

—

some of nature's wildness here is a
region fast becoming a veritable
paradise for the beekeeper. As the
lumberman cuts away the grand old
forests, the wild raspberries spring
up in myriads, the blossoms of which
furnish bee pasture that is simply incomparable."
There has been a
in
change
great
even the brief time

since
loved to

MONTHLY, 1.00 A YEAR

HAMILTON, ILL, NOVEMBER, 1917

C. Pellett.

If one
had the time to
he would find there a wonder-

periences.
loiter,

ful vacation country,

where the

fish-

erman's dreams all come true. He
would be a poor fisherman who reMichigan
turned
from Northern
without a good fish story. However,
our time was so limited and there
were so many things to be learned
about bees and honey that there was
no time for fishing, even for an hour.
The trips to visit the beekeepers
gave some splendid drives through

woods and beside the lakes. Everywhere, wild red raspberries were
in such abundance that car loads of
them might have been gathered, with
the

persons enough to pick them. They
were ripe just then, and a peep into a
honey house showed big piles of cans
of raspberry honey,
or supers of
this source. When
the hungry travelers sat down to a
dinner of fresh fish, red raspberries
and maple syrup, all natural products of the region, in addition to the
usual abundance of fresh vegetables
which the housewife provided, it was
a feast fit for a king. Large fields of
beans replace the fields of corn to be
seen further south, but the orchards
of
their
excel, in the abundance
product, many far-famed fruit regions.
Nowhere do cherries bear

comb honey from

Hutchinson
spend his

deer

is

"grand

in

east

may

be

abundance

found

Traverse

which

is
abundant
everywhere, willow
herb
or
fireweed

still

and milkweed are
abundant in favorable locations.
At
Bellaire, Mr. L. C.
Gordon
has
one
yard which yields a
general average of
fift3' pounds of surplus
honey
from
raspberry
and as
much from milk-

the
still

in

the
streams that
little
down the
course
narrow valleys between the hills.
It was rather unexpectedly that the
writer packed his
grip and started for
in

Michigan, and seldom has so brief a
time been filled with
more enjoyable ex-

of

There are three
principal sources of
nectar in this section.
Ne.xt to the
raspberry
wild

old
the

wonderful

profusion, and
speckled trout

in

City.

plentiful as in former days, but the

grow

freely,
and
growing
is
rapidly becoming an

important pursuit,

and
no longer as

wild raspberries

more
fruit

the region north and

summers there. The
lumberman has cut
away untold miles
of the
forests"

Upper Part of the

weed, annually. In
addition, Mr. Gor-

THE WAY MILKWEED GROWS IN NORTHERN MICHIGAN.

some

don gets
honey from

clover,

although

is

it

not

368
important, and a little from sumac.
the latter he gets just enough
to color the honey as it comes from
the extractor, as a rule. The sumac
honey when stored by itself, he finds
to be greenish but light in color and
strong in flavor. Some buckwheat is
grown in the country round about,
but he finds it important as a source
of surplus onl}' about one year in ten.
In his honey house is one big settling
tank that holds 27,000 pounds, which
makes it possible to keep the extractor humming without stopping to
At
fill a lot of cans every few hours.
the time of the visit, fourteen thousand pounds of raspberry honey was
piled up in sixty-pound cans, ready
to be shipped to market.
The roads are splendid, and since

From
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one or the other is almost certain to
yield, and both are likely to do so.
Mr. P. W. Sowinski lives not far
from Mr. Gordon and his honey
comes from similar sources. After
visiting beekeepers
whose supers
were empty in the clover region, one
could hardly believe his eyes when
he beheld the hives piled high and
was assured that they were actually
full of honey. Mr. Sowinski was hauling the honey from the outyard and
getting it into cans as fast as one
man could extract it. As already
stated, most of the raspberry honey
was already extracted and the milkweed flow was at the height. One of
his yards is situated in a cherry orchard and the trees were heavily
loaded with the finest cherries, which

BLOSSOM OF THE FIREWEED.
seemingly nobody had time to pick.

Next

to raspberry. Northern Alichfamous for its fireweed, or
willow herb. It was not until Bo}-ne
Falls was reached that willow herb
in any quantity was seen.
At that

igan

is

place

GORDON'S BIG TANK HOLDS 27,000 POUNDS OF HONEY. AND
LADDER TO GET A PEEP OVER THE TOP.

IT

live

the

Hubbard

brothers,

Fred and Roy, who are extensively
engaged in the production of comb
honey. They average from eighty to

TAKES A

ninety

finished

sections

of

all surfaced with gravel it
possible to drive right through,
rain or shine, with an auto, without
Such
stopping to put on chains.
roads give the beekeeper, with outyards and a car, a pleasure instead
of a drudgery, as in days gone by.
To a man coming from the prairie

they are
is

country where milkweeds grow only
occasionally, it is astonishing to see
them in such abundance. It was August, and the bees were working
busily bringing in honey. After seeing the fields covered with milkweeds, it was no great surprise to
learn that as high as fifty pounds of
honey per colony could be depended

upon from this source. The State
law requires that they be cut, but in
some neighborhoods, where there is
a large proportion of unused land, it
out of the question to cut them.
milkweed locations are
only to be found here and there;
they are not so common as the raspberry locations. The man who has a
series of yards in reach of both milkweed and raspberry has little reason
to fear failure of the honey crop, as
is

However,

ONE OF GORDON'S YARDS

IS

NEARLY HIDDEN BY MILKWEEDS.

comb
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honey from raspberry. No finer
honey was ever produced than they
were putting into shipping cases at

369
to show itself and soon the
waste has been covered with a nianBecause of this charactli- of green.

it
raspberry, as
like
dependable
comes and goes. It frecjuently happens that a long period of dry

gins

They have a very successsystem of comb honey production, though their style of hives is
that time.
ful

The particular
attracts attention is
their supcr-coa.xcr, which was described in the October, 1916, number
of this Journal. It is a super of very
not

general use.

in

tiling

which

first

shallow frames which is keiit filled
with honey all the time and never exWhen the colonies are
tracted.
strong enough for supers, in spring,
this coa.xer full of honey is placed
over the empty super and the bees
rush into the super without delay.
It does away with the necessity of
bait combs or other bother. In case
colonies are short of stores, these
supers of honey are always
little
ready, and by placing one on top of a
hive the job of feeding is done in a
jilTy.

To give an idea of the way raspberries yield, their record of hive
on scales for a few days in 1917 is
copied here. This is an outyard, and
there are blanks, from failure to visit
the yard every day, as well as some
rainy days when no honey came in.
12 pounds
July 5 Gain
July 6 Rain
10 pounds
July 7 Gain
July 8 Gain
8J<2 pounds
July 12 Gain
6 pounds
July 13 Gain
9 pounds
July 14 Gain
6 pounds
July 15 Gain
pounds
13 pounds
July 16 Gain

—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—
—

All

around them

is

a

where the forest has been mostly
logged off and but a small part of the
land

in cultivation.

is

The raspberry

bushes are everywhere, even as they
seem to be over most of the wooded
country in Northern Michigan. Here
also the fireweed grows in
great
abundance. However, fireweed is not

A. G.

WOODMAN

HUBBARD BROTHERS, OF

(center)

BOYNF. FALLS,

FIREWEED.

vast region

weather

in stjmmer will so parch everything that it burns like tinder,
once a fire is set. Forest fires burn
over hundreds of square miles of
country up there, leaving little but a
blackened waste. Within a few days,
following rains, the willow herb be-

VISITING WITH THE HUBBARDS IN ONE OF
THEIR YARDS.

teristic

The

it

fire,

WITH A STALK OF

gets its name of fireweed.
of course, kills the raspber-

to the ground, and there is no
honey from that plant the following
season. The willow herb grows plentifully for two or three years followries

ing the fire, when other vegetation
gradually crowds it out and it is of
less
importance every year until
there is another fire.
The willow herb grows luxuriantly,
as will be seen in the picture of the
brothers with one of these plants between them. It grows from three to
ten feet tall and when in bloom is a
pretty sight.
When it yields they
report that it is steady from about
July 10 to August 15, and the surplus
They have avis very satisfactory.
eraged as high as 87 pounds of comb
honey per colony from this source.
When, as sometimes happens, they
get a crop from both raspberry and
willow herb, they do very well, indeed. The honey stored from willow
herb is water white, but has little
flavor, being more like syrup than
like the characteristic honey from
clover or basswood.
They report the jewel-weed, or
touch-me-not, in the bogs as attracting the bees in large numbers at
and yielding considerable
times,
honey.
It is an enormous job to clean the
supers and separators preparatory to
putting in sections for a season's
crop of comb honey such as they produce. They have hit upon the plan

370
of boiling the supers, separators and
section holders, to remove the proThey come from the bath as
polis.
clean and white as new. This saves

labor and the work is done
better and quicker. To eliminate the most disagreeable job con-

much
much

nected with comb-honey production
in such a simple way is a stroke of
genius.

There
keepers

are

many

extensive

bee-

Northern Michigan and

in

numerous localities are fully stocked
with bees. But there is a vast territory where conditions are similar
and where few bees e.xist. However,
there are also numerous disadvantages. The forest fires are a constant
menace, to the property, if not the
lives, of the beekeepers in some sections; the winters are long and cold
and snow

lies

until

late

in

spring.

sandy and underlaid with
coarse gravel, which makes it unpromising as a farming country. The

The

soil is

season

is

cessfully.

too short to grow corn sucThe exclusive honey pro-
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ducer who likes rigorous winters is
doing very well and no finer country
can be found in summer. The man
who is fond of fishing and hunting
should enjoy life here to the full.
Fo.xes are plentiful and bear and deer
are still to be found in remote neighborhoods. Towns, roads and schools

made have shown that bees making
unusual showing have slightly longer

are surprisingly good and there is
The
little to ask in these directions.
people are wide-awake and hospitable and as good neighbors as one
cant forget the trout
could find.
that Mrs. Gordon served, fresh from
the stream, or the wild red raspberries and maple syrup that Mrs. Hubbard provided, along with such dinners as make one feel that it is good
The
to be alive and on the road.
roar of the bees among the milkweeds still sounds in our ears as we
close our eyes and fancy ourselves
among the hills of Michigan. Such
memories insure that no opportunity
will be missed to go once again to the

We

north country in vacation time.

tongues, as a rule.

When

promising

have

the most
been located it is the plan to rear queens in
an isolated location where they can
be mated to drones selected in similar manner.
In this connection we
would suggest that beekeepers with
colonies that have shown unusual
qualities correspond with Prof. Atkins with a view of furnishing a few
workers for these measurements.
Other experiments, including some
special

colonies

of

tests

hives

in

wintering,

undertaken.
The beekeepers of Iowa are to be
congratulated on the practical nature

will be

work which Prof. Webster and
Mr. Atkins have outlined. The results of these experiments will be
watched with interest.
of the

Wight Disease
Bee Journal for September 20 gives a very gloomy view
Isle of
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THE EDITOR*S VIEWPOINT
Our Cover Picture

Many

beekeepers, especially beginners, do not think of the best
place to locate an apiary till they
consider for the first time the wintering of their bees. Our cover picture, which was used similarly in the
American Bee Journal several years

an apiary which is
surrounded by buildings and
shrubbery to serve as windbreaks
for the sharpest winter winds.

ago,

represents

ideally

Apicultural Experiments

Webster, State Entomologist, who has charge of experimental work in entomology in the
Iowa Experiment Station, is planning
some extensive experiments in beekeeping. Mr. E. W. Atkins, formerly
Prof.

R.

L.

experimental assistant to Dominion
Apiarist Sladen, of Canada, has been
selected for direct charge of the experimental work and has been at

work

since

March.

Among other lines of investigation
they are considering making comparison of the package bees from the
south with wintered-over colonies to
ascertain whether it is cheaper to
buy bees in packages than to winter
on natural stores. This will require
several years' test to secure satisfactory data. A comparative test of the
various races of bees in commercial
honey production under Iowa condiMuch objections is also planned.
tion has been raised to the Carniolan
bee on account of excessive swarming and tests will be made to see
whether this can be controlled by
means of large hives and deep
frames.

A

survey of bees now in
apiaries is under way and a

careful

Iowa
comparison

of the best colonies

from

apiaries in various parts of the State
Measurements are
is
being made.

taken of the tongues of workers from
Tests already
these best colonies.

of

the

British

of beekeeping in
an article copied from

condition

England,
"Nature."

in
It

says that "the mortality
the
conunabated severity and

among bees which passes by
name of 'Isle of Wight Disease'

with
spread to nearly every district in England, destroying innumerand
able colonies in its progress
threatening to annihilate, or at least
reduce to insignificant proportions,
the beekeeping industry."
In the same number we find an article by W. H. White, strongly condemning the feeding of sugar to bees
and claiming it to cause the disease,
in the following words: "I am one of
those who can see a connection between sugar feeding and the Isle of
tinues

has

now

Wight

and the practice of
brood chambers of their
honey, and substituting sugar syrup
worthy of severe condemnation.
is
What sort of progeny can one reasonably e.xpect from a queen which
has been feeding all winter on an admittedl}' inferior food?"
A similar argument was extended
a few years ago by our old and exdisease,

stripping

perienced friend, Ulrich Gubler, then
of the "Bulletin," of French
Switzerland. Numerous are the men
who claim that sugar syrup is an in-

editor

complete and injurious substitute for
be acknowledged
It must
honey.
that, if we consider honey as safer
and healthier for human beings than
artificially made sugars, it must be
also, and with greater probability,
healthier for bees. But from this to
the statement that sugar syrup weak-

I
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ens the ])ees so as to reiuler them less
iniimiiie to "Isle of Wight," there is
quite a distance.

Again,

in

the same

Pritish Bee Journal,

number of the
we find a short

by W. J. Gibbs praising "bacterol," an anti-bacteria pharmaceutical preparation, which
lie
uses by
dissolving half a inuind of sugar in a
pint of cold water and adding two
article

teaspoonfuls of the drug, lie uses it
to spray the bees and the combs every
other day, and -claims "complete success."
A similar claim was already
made a year or two ago by the use
of "dioxogen," wliich is our "hydrogen peroxide."
Although the alarming extent of
"Isle of Wight" in England is probably due in great measure to the
moist climate of the British Isles, yet

behooves us to keep posted upon
we do not know what
day this dread disease may cross the
ocean. We have had something similar in the United States, but in no
case has it reached the seriousness of
i;

this matter, for

the English trouble.

causing greater
scarcity and higher prices of honey.
It is to be regretted that the United
States crop of honey is so much under the average this year, since some
relief could be had across the ocean
apiaries

is

by active importations.

In our August, 1917

•

number

we mentioned

of the

the failure ol

an attempted control of queen fertilization by enclosing queens and
drones in a large glass room or hot
house.
In the present number the
reader will find an article by Messrs.
Howard and France, of the University of Minnesota, giving a faithful account of their experiments in forced
fertilization and of their failure. This
is interesting, and praise is
due to
the persistent efforts made.
The queen bee mentioned in this
article as reported upon in "Science"
A
in 1914, was wingless at birth.
photograph of this queen was sent to
us at the time, not for publication.
But since the matter has now been
made public, we are not telling tales
out of school in giving this photograph to our readers. The queen is
readily perceived to be wingless and
is

large enough to

show laying

found

is

question will have but a passing
honey producer.

this

interest for the

more wonderful feats
been achieved and perhaps
some day an enthusiast will show us
the way. The French say:
Le mot
However,

have

"impossible"

(The

n'est
francais.
pas
"impossible"
is
not
Neither is it American.

word

French).

."Kt this time of year we have numerous inquiries from beginners as to
how to winter bees with the least

amount

of loss.

Many seem

enjoy

will

Both of these men arc naturalists
love outdoor life and study wild
nature. Both know how to describe
what they have seen in an interesting
manner. Both acknowledge the help

who

their wives, who are evidently
capable and literary women. But the
former man writes of individual animals who have performed extraordinary feats and the hunting or trapping of them. His pictures, beautiful

of

and interesting, are more or less fanciful, for they are only drawings.

Wintering With Minimum Loss

to think

Pellett

has met

describes

the wild

life

he

backwoods and how he

in his

became friendly

hawks, owls, bees,
and polecats.
His narrative is accompanied
with real photos of those animals,
snapped at interesting moments, in
wasps,

rabbits,

to

squirrels

wintering consists of properly
sheltering your bees so as to keep
them froin "freezing."
As a matter of fact the first process
in successful wintering should have

wonderful and delightful, besides be-

been begun

ing actual wild

that

several weeks ago, and
was to make sure that all colonies were headed with young and
vigorous queens and had a large
number of young bees together with
plenty of good stores.
With these

the

three prime requisites the loss will
be cut down half, even where bees
are in very exposed places and have
or no protection.
Other factors which tend towards
successful wintering, provided you
have those above, are a good, tight
hive, proper windbreaks, and additional winter packing if necessary.

Whether

it

is

advisable to winter

inside or outside is a question which
must be decided by each individual

As time goes on favor
seems to grow towards outside wintering, with additional packing necessary to keep out the cold winds
beekeeper.

of winter.
In our

own yards we

aim, wherever

on a
southern slope, so that the contour
of the land will make a natural windpossible,

break.
full

to

One

locate

most

difficult

circumstances.

It

is

life.

of our

apiaries,

in

the

sweep of the wind, shows the reexposure by larger losses.

sult of its

The necessity with

it,

therefore,

is

a

superabundance of packing material
which will offset the natural windbreak of the other apiaries and render

it

control

of

queen fertilization is ever to be successful, we cannot rely on the past

A Book

on

Woody

Plants

"Plant

Materials
of
Decorative
Gardening" is the title of a pocket
manual, by Dr. William Trelease, of
the University of Illinois at Urbana.

We

have never seen a larger
of information in so small a
compass. The book has 204 pages
and is of a size which will fit the

amount

pocket.
It
gives
the
description,
keys, and scientific as well as popular names of useful and ornamental

shrubs and trees, with an index and
The only thing that we

a glossary.

would like to see added to it is cuts
of the leading plants described. But
would then cease to be a "pocket
This book must be of great
value to the student. It may be had
it

manual."

of the author at $1.

Honey

in

England

apiaries

wind-blast proof.

possi-

bilities.

Whether or not

method

little

Artificial Fertilization

Journal,

positively successful

you did read

it and enjoyed it you
reading "Our Backdoor
•N'eighbors," by our friend and correspondent, F. C. Pcllett.

If

that

Meanwhile the disaster among the
English

experiences for a guide, except negatively.
Those who claimed positive
success were later shown to be unreliable. Accidental success has very
l)robably been achieved; but until a
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Our Backdoor Neighbors
Did you ever read E. Seton-Thompson's "Wild Animals I Have Known,"
published some twenty years ago?

In the British Bee Journal for

gust

30,

honey

Mr.

J.

J.

Au-

Kettle speaks

of

sections selling at 18 shillings per dozen. This is at the rate
of 36 cents per section. He adds that
those who work for extracted honey
are "making a larger turnover." This
is

in

probably because they produce a

amount of extracted honey
than they would of comb. But the
price of extracted honey, everywhere,
is reaching closely to the price of
comb honey. In our opinion this condition has come to stay.
The only
exception will be in the case of fancy
comb honey put up in a fancy way.
larger
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HOW THE WOMEN WIN
Three School Teachers

WE

used to

much about

hear

days gone
by, but we hear less about it
every year, for the women are proving that they can do about anything
that a man can do, and many things
besides.
By the time the great war

"woman's work"

is

women

over,

in

become so
work that we

bid fair to

commonly engaged

in

have always regarded as peculiar to
men, that there will be no occupation
that man can claim exclusively as his
own.
So many women have taken up beekeeping that there is no longer any
novelty attached to a woman beekeeper. The subjects of this sketch
are not primarily of interest because
they are women, but because they

Who

Have Become Very

a successful beekeeper before he became Provincial Apiarist of Ontario,
and it was to him she went for daily
instruction after she had purchased
her hundred colonies of bees. All dayshe worked among the bees, and at
night sought her brother to tell him
what she had done and learn where

she had made mistakes. The season
was not half over when an opportunity came to buy another apiary
more than a hundred miles distant,
n she took chances by buying a hundred hives when all the books say
start easy, she was certainly reckless
when she bought eighty more colo-

successful and practical honey
producers. The public is always interested in the intimate story of any
successful person and to satisfy that
curiosity we have endeavored to learn
something of the history of the three
most conspicuous figures among the
women who keep bees on the American continent.
Of the trio, one is a Canadian and
two are Americans. All three are
educated, refined individuals, who
would have made good in other callings
had they chosen a different
course. All three were teachers before they became beekeepers, and as
such hid occasion to develop a goodly degree of patience, which is a very
useful quality in the apiary.

When Miss R. B. Pettit, of Georgetown, Ontario, decided to be a beekeeper she plunged in recklessly and
a

hundred colonies to start
was without pre-

with, although she
vious experience.

Emma

Wilson, of Marengo,
was getting on in the schoolroom and had no thought of anything

Miss

Illinois,

else, when the doctor advised her
that she must rest for at least a year.
Doctors usually have their way, and
so Miss Wilson decided to get as
great a change as possible, and assist
her brother-in-law with the bees.

MLSS Wir.SON IX HER BEE TOGS.

Cassof
Candler,
ville. Wis., just nat-

to

imagine

three similar careers
with greater differences at the start,
been
yet all have
successful, and bee-

keeping seems to be
the chief

life

Beekeeping

work

had
Pettit
a beekeeping atmosphere for
Miss

in

she
before
years
contracted the fever.

Her

'brother,

Morley Pettit, had
been for some time

is

a fas-

cinating pursuit, and
few who take it up,
lO the point of mastering it in its details, ever lay it down
again. Miss Wilson

of all.

lived

As soon as her bees could be depended upon to pay as much as she
received for teaching, she abandoned
the schoolroom entirely, and from that
day has made the
bees her sole dependence.
Miss Wilson went
to her sister's home
by
to find health
working in the open
air, but she was too
much of a student
to spend her spare
idleness.
in
time

bees,
liked
urally
and started with a
few for fun. It is

hard

nies so far away, after only a couple
months of experience. With two apiaries so far apart it Was necessary to
anticipate conditions at one or the
other for several weeks at a time. At
the new 3-ard she was dependent entirely upon her own resources, and
the bee-books which she studied diligently. In the face pf so many advices to start with not more than
three
or four hives. Miss Pettit
should have made shipwreck of her
venture the first season, but she
didn't.
At the new yard, a hundred
miles from home, she secured an average of a hundred pounds of surplus
honey per colony.

fore.

Mathilda

Miss

Successful Beekeepers

Next to school teaching, which she
followed as a source of livelihood.
Miss Candler's chief interest was in
art, and she spent some time as a
student in the Art Institute in ChiHer plans for finishing her
cago.
art education in Paris were overthrown by the business failure of a
relative which consumed all her savShe returned to Cassville to
ings.
her school and found rest and recreaThe number
tion with her bees.
gradually increased until she had
forty-nine colonies. In one year she
harvested from these forty-nine colonies a crop which sold for six hundred dollars. This crop not only influenced Miss Candler to pay more
attention to bees, but it started an
epidemic of beekeeping in the neighEverybody went crazy
borhood.
about it, and decided that it offered a
royal road to wealth. One large land
holder shipped a carload of bees and
located them near her apiary. As a
result, nobody got much honey for a
time, and it was not long until the
carload of bees and equipment had
dwindled to junk. Few of the fortune
hunters stuck, and soon Miss Candler had the field to herself as be-

are

bought

^

WHERE PETTIT HONEY COMES FROM.

read bee-books and
bee-papers and argued with Dr. Miller
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Miller and her own writings for the
journals, has long been known to the

beekeeping world.
Together they
liave developed what is probably the
best system of swarm control for
comb-honey production as yet given
to the public, and by careful selection
of their breeding stock have developed a strain of honey gatherers that
is probably unsurpassed.
It was in 1913 that they produced
the phenomenal crop which broke all
known records of per colony production of comb honey, and made Marengo tlic center of attraction of the
beekeeping world. Miss Wilson goes
Doctor Miller one better as an advocate of being ready to make hay
while the sun shines. The Doctor had
long advocated having about seven
supers
ready in advance of the
lioney-flow in anticipation of a better crop than had ever been harvested. After the Doctor had assisted her to prepare the usual half
dozen supers, with an extra one, Miss
Wilson insisted that the season was
promising a bigger crop than they
had ever prepared for and insisted
that he order some more sections.
The good Doctor assured her that
hers was optimism run wild, and that
such a crop as she dreamed about
liad never been gathered, and that

MISS

EMMA

M.

WILSON.

became

so fully absorbed in
the new work that she forgot her
resolution to return to the schoolroom at the earliest possible mountil she

ment.

Those who have

visited at the Mil-

know

home

ler

they would never live to gather such
a one. At last he did order five thousand more sections, as he says, for
the sake of his peace of mind rather
than because he was convinced that
they would be needed. By the time
the new sections were ready Miss
Wilson again insisted on more yet, so
seeing that the bees were rapidly
filling up the big piles of supers, as
Miss Wilson had expected, he ordered another five thousand, and this
time did not insist that it was entirely for the sake of his peace of
mind. When the crop was off and it
was announced that the average was
about 266
sections
colony
per
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the yard, the beekeeping
world took off its hat to Miss Wilson and Dr. Miller, and the hat is
still off, for no one as yet has approached their record. The Doctor
credits most of this extraordinary
tlirough

woman in the case, and
we, who know them both, feel that
she is entitled to a large share, since
they have worked together for so
many years that it is difticult to determine just which one originated
any particular idea.

result to the

At the time of the writer's visit,
Miss Pettit was operating 250 colonies in three yards. All were in easy
reach by auto and she had her work
so well in hand that she was planning
extensions which have no doubt been

made before

this time. To avoid the
necessity of overtaxing herself during the rush season she hires two
boys by the year. She keeps them
busy in dull times with work in the
garden and in nailing up supplies or
preparing the honey for market. The
resignation of her brother from his
official

position, to engage in

Miss Pettit's honey
widely known and much of her
mail comes addressed to "Mr." R. B.
Pettit, few of her customers knowing
to a retail trade.
is

that R. B. Pettit

The

colony of surplus, one year with
another.

two

Ever since

the
writer had the good
fortune to be entertained there he has
been seeking a good
excuse to go back
again.

With

when

enthusiast

Miss
through

Her crop

this year
not have been
as good as average,
but she has learned
the
lesson
which
every
successful

may

two

ciation

beekeeper
learn

a third
arrives.

Wilson,
her assoDr.
with

Although

a

dependence.

such characters the
stage is set for a
whole bee convention

was

great disappointment to give
up her dream of an
artist's career, she
has found a congenial occupation in
the open air, and
her
bees
have
brought her many
compensations,
including financial init

doctor's.

the

pounds

sixty-five

per

soon 'chance Miss
judgment
Wilson's
as

woman.

deprived of skilled help at a crittime when it was too late to look
elsewhere, and although there was
more work than she liked to do, she
proved herself equal to the emergency and kept things moving along as
usual.
Miss Candler
counts on an
average of about

would as

I

a

self
ical

disagree about bees
as often as any two
of the rest of us,
and in spite of the
Doctor's wide reputation,

is

Miss Candler now" operates four
hundred colonies in seven yards.
With the help of one fourteen-yearold boy she has done all the work for
the summer of 1917. She found her-

without being told
Wilson
that Miss
is
a strong-minded
individual, and not
a mere echo of Dr.
Miller.

honey

production in partnership with her,
will no doubt materially alter her
former system of management. Her
honey in past years has largely been
put up in small containers and sold

MISS MATHILDA CANDLER BRINGING

HOME A LOAD OF HONEY.

— that

must
the sea-

will
average
sons
one with another,
and that, in a honey
dearth one must prepare for the flow
which is to come.

,
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The Russian Oleaster a Valuable Overlooked Honey Plant
By

L. H.

Pammel.

HAVE,

occasions,
several
on
called attention to the value of
the so-called Russian Olive (EIk-

I

agnus hortensis Bief var
Beruh) as a honey plant.

Songorica
The Rus-

sian Oleaster is a silvery, scurfyleaved small tree with perfect yelThe calyx is four
lowish flowers.
cleft, the exterior side is scurfy, the
inner yellowish. The Russian Olive,
as it is called, should more properly
be called the Russian Oleaster, as Dr.
N. E. Hansen, of Brookings, South
Dakota, has stated in one of his bul-

The Russian Oleaster, known
botanically as the var Songorica, was
letins.

introduced into this country by
Professor J. L. Budd, because of its
hardiness and ornamental qualities.
first

branch freely and
abundance of white,
an
produce
scurfy foliage which makes it a most
attractive and striking shrub. When

The young

trees

becomes older it loses some
handsome character because of

the tree
of its

the divergent branches. It is one of
the most fragrant of our cultivated
small trees. The vicinity of these
trees for some distance is rendered
fragrant by their blossoms. The season of blossoming varies somewhat,
but with us is about the middle or
early part of June.
I
wish to call attention to this
plant because it is one of the best of
our spring honey plants. The bees
visit
the plant in large numbers,
when in full bloom from early morning until late in the evening. There
is a place for this tree in large yards
and it is especially desirable along
roadsides. The tree is a rapid grower.

specimen in my yard in 1892.
has a spread of 54 feet. The
trunk is 18 inches in diameter, height
of tree 35 feet. The tree might be
cut now and made into eight fence
trunk is not
It is true the
posts.
very straight, but the fence posts are
Russian
think the
I
serviceable.
Oleaster has great possibilities as a
I

It

set a

now

honey

plant.

I

am somewhat

sur-

prised that beekeepers have not paid

more attention

to

the

use

of

this

plant.

Thousands of trees were sent out
by Professor J. L. Budd and wherever
in the western country the tree is
found the influence of the Professor
of Horticulture is shown. I would advocate the planting of this tree extensively along roadsides in the Mississippi Valley, at least as far north
as southern Minnesota and northern
Iowa.
Ames, Iowa.

My

Early Experience in Bee-

keeping
By

November
the offspring of this one pure queen,
all in good condition.
I did this with more business at the

than any one man ought to try
I did not permit myself to neglect any of it until I broke completely
down. Twelve years ago I had to
give up and closed out my interest in
the lumber, grain and live stock busioffice

to do.

and am giving my attention to
beekeeping. I have 115 colonies in
winter quarters.
I closed out my 1917 crop of 5,700
ness,

pounds of honey at good prices and
could have sold much more. We don't
need to get uneasy about the honey
market. The consumption of honey
is

Manley.
1883 I commenced beekeeping
with one colony of hybrid bees in
rather a poor home-made hive
after the Langstroth pattern. I added
to this one by increase and purchase.
B. A.

just beginning.
Milo, Iowa.

IN

Until two years later I had, I think it
was twelve. I had very little time to
give to bees. I was manager of a
lumber, grain and live stock business,
too. Of course, I did not permit bees
nor anything else to take me away
from my business.
One day in June, 1885, B. F. Woodcock, a friend of mine, and a very
successful beekeeper, was in my office.
I was getting all that I could
out of him about bees. He had recently bought a dozen pure Italian
queens and had them all in good condition. He said he could spare one ol
them. He had about fifty colonies
and his farm work was crowding him.
I bought one and a few days later he
brought me in a fine colony of pure
Italian

bees.

We

took them down

(three blocks from the office) to

my

home. Mr. Woodcock looked through
my bees. I had one pure black colony. He said: "I would get rid of
that black queen and give it this
Italian queen and from that get new
queens for all your bees." He gave
me instructions as to how to do it. I
at once transferred the Italian queen
and did it without any mishap. How
interesting it was to me to watch the
blacks disappearing from day to day
and the growth of queen-cells in the
Italian

colony.

The

result

was

eighteen colonies headed with queens

Distance Bees Fly
By Eric J. Outram.

ON

reading your remarks in the
February American Bee Jour-

nal about the distances bees
thought you might be interested
to hear that when preparing for the
heather season last year, I found undoubted traces of heather honey in my
hives, although the nearest heather to
my house is four and one-half miles
The heather country lies
away.
southwest from my home and about
As the
150 to 200 feet higher level.
prevailing breezes at that time of the
year (end of August) are from the
southwest, it is easy to imagine the
bees beating up the wind while light
and gliding down-wind and down-hill
fly, I

while loaded.
On taking the hives to the heather,
we get an almost exclusively heather
crop of rich, darkish, thick honey,
very full flavored and of excellent
medicinal qualities.
large quantities of
I have eaten
honey (mostly heather) this winter,
more than ever in my life before, and
this is the first winter I've passed
since I was 16, without a dose of influenza, catarrh, or such bronchial
troubles as flesh is heir to in an English winter.
I find your paper most interesting
and instructive, although conditions
are so totally different on your side
the puddle from ours.
Later Since writing my last letter
you, I have found another patch
to
of heather nearer home, about a mile
and a half away. This somewhat discounts what I said about the long

—

flight of
It

my

bees.

must puzzle some of you 100-hive

men

to hear us talk of "taking the
hives to the heather." But in this part
of the country the large majority of
beemen are business or working men
who run bees as a more or less paying
hobby, and consequently large apiaries are few and far between.
Owing to recent ravages of disease,
the "paying" part of the hobby hasn't
been as conspicuous as might have
been.

England.

These two

OLEASTER,

COMMONLY CALLED THE RUSSIAN OLEASTER.

letters are a

how

good

illus-

easy it is to be deceived upon the distances traveled
by bees. This question is of importtration of
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ance, since through

how

cide

far apart

we

are to de-

Those hives are not stood on end,

tries.

our apiaries should

but are laid down horizontally, in order that they be not knocked down
l)y
domestic animals.
They are
rarely protected in any way against
the weather.
The honey is usually harvested
twice a year, in September-October

who goes from Mexico

it

be.

During our Texas

met beeIveepers
representing some
35,000
colonies of bees, and one of the questions I asked was: How far do bees
fly for honey?
L. B. Smith, a Texas
trip

I

apiarist, has

written repeatedly that
bees worked by preference four
miles or more from home rather than
a mile or less. But the Texas apiarists
were almost unanimous in saying that
bees work and harvest honey mostly
his

within a mile and a half of home.
In my New England trip, I made
the
same enquiry. Although as

noted
a
beekeeper
as
L.
C.
Root, author of Quinby's New Beekeeping, and one of the foremost authorities, has found bees to go seven
miles from home, to a hill covered
with basswood; yet 32 colonies of his,
carried to the center of this basswood

yielded three times as much honey as
those seven miles away.

Most

of the practical beekeepers of

New England

and eastern New York
consider four miles a sufficient distance apart for apiaries and
testimonials without end may be se-

seem

to

cured to prove that at four miles of
distance the crops are often different
both in quality and quantity. Editor.

—

Mexican Bees and Beekeeping
By

Pierre Provensal
Republic of Mexico stretches
out over a space of 1,600 miles
from north to south. It is 1,250

THE

northern extremity and
narrowest point. Its
square miles, about
four times that of France, or about
one-fourth that of the United States.
It could produce much more honey
than it does produce and perhaps as
much as the entire United States.
The first swarms of bees were
brought from Spain by settling immigrants a few years after the conquest.

wide at

375

its

130 miles at its
area is 748,000

and

in

January-February,

without

much consideration between broodcombs and honeycombs, as the main
object is beeswax, for honey
appreciated, although it

little

ally of

good

is
is

very
usu-

quality.

Among

the educated classes many
understand the possibility of progressive beekeeping, and modern apiaries
are now being established by them as
well as by French, Italian, American,

Russian

and

The years

Japanese

of civil

immigrants.

war which have

In

a

few hours the traveler
City to Vera

Cruz, by rail, after seeing the cereals
of our northern countries, sees successively rice and sugar cane take the
place of pines and oaks, or the palms
and cocoanuts follow the evergreens
of Siberia. This is due to the three
very distinct zones.
The "hot lands" (tierra caliente)
form the richest vegetable zone. Under the showers from a sky heated
by the tropical sun, yellow fever
reigns in an epidemic way, striking
not only the newcomers but even
some who are already acclimatized.
Vegetation is luxuriant. Side by side
with the high grass of the savannas,
tropical cultures are found; sugar
cane, cocoa, cotton, tobacco, palms,
bananas; trees furnishing woods
proper for cabinet work or dyes grow
in
tangled
thickets,
bound with
climbing vines which hang to the
right and the left like garlands.
The "temperate lands" possess a
curious
mixture of tropical and
northern plants growing side by side,
on account of the moisture produced
by the melting snows of the mountains above. By the side of the pines
the cocoanuts grow.
The araucarias grow near the coffee trees of Liberia or Arabia. The cinchona, the
pepper tree, the vanilla, the mango
grow ne.xt to exotic shrubs such as
the Japanese medlar. Rice and bananas are grown by the side of the

have greatly retarded its
development.
Many apiaries have
been destroyed, among which I will
mention those of Mr. Gabriel Raimbault, established near Me.xico City.
One of these was devastated and the
other burned by the Zapatistas. Since
the beginning of national reorganization, beekeeping promises to attain
an unexpected development, as it is
inexpensive and fairly certain of success, matters which are important for
people who have sustained severe
losses in other industries.
An American writer, beekeeper and
student, published in the April number of the American Bee Journal a
map of the honey-producing regions
of North and Central America.
If
the reader will refer to this map he
will see that Mexico is comprised in

European orange trees.
Even in winter, gardenias, camellias, oleanders, magnolias and azaleas
bloom in perpetual spring.

part in the "tropical region," which
possesses the richest flora and the
most fertile soil in the world.

This is caused less by the insufficiency of heat than that of moisture,

just elapsed

The topography of Mexicp, happily,
tempers in part the effects of its trop-

The characteristic feature of the country is the great variety
of
its
vegetation,
which
stretches from the most luxuriant
tropical growth to the barrenness of
the desert, from the plants and trees
ot the equator to those of cold counical latitude.

The

cold lands are less productive.

is
more noticeable in the
north, where the spreading apart of
the two mountain chains prevents the
production of moist clouds in these
immense expanses.
This lengthy explanation of the climatic conditions of Mexico is intended by me to prove that properly
installed apiaries would be supplied

which

Some think

the priests were influenbringing them over, because
beeswax was necessary in the Catholic ceremonies.
The fact is that the
domesticated honeybee is still called
tial

in

in

Mexico "De

Castilla"

and beeswax

"Cera de Castilla."

These names qualify the difference
between the domesticated honeybees
and the wild bees and their products
in Mexico, one variety of which is
still
appreciated because of the
ocher-colored wax furnished by the
latter, used in
the manufacture of
phonograph disks and other industries, cheaply taking the place of ordinary beeswax.
Since colonization times, we may
say that beekeeping has made no
progress among the common people.
They still use the log gum. or a hive
made of four boards naileJ together.

APIARY OF PEDRO PROVENSAL IN URUAPAxX. MICHOACAX, MEXICO.
NOTICE THE BROAD ROOFS ON THE HIVES.
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with bloom during the greater part
of the year.

Another consequence of the climate
would be the safety of wintering for
the bees and as a result a greater
honey crop. There is, however, a
time of relative rest for the bees, extending from June to October. It is
the rainy season. I say "relative rest"
for the "rain is not continuous; the
forenoons are usually fair and toa number of
plants begin to bloom. But the crop
does not become interesting till October, lasting with more or less success until the next rainy season.
The great development of beekeeping in the United States is bound to

wards the end of August

be carried into Mexico before long.
interests will seek adapiarian conferditional openings
ences will be given; apiaries will be
installed and will contribute to the
development of a latent wealth which
The
is not at present put to use.
example of the United States will
probably also be followed in the creassociations
beekeepers'
of
ation
both for information and for profit,
when the time comes.
Uruapan, Mexico.

will reach
put an end
to this, dissolve gutta percha, not
rubber, in bi-sulphide of carbon. An
ounce or more to the pint, according
to the thickness of cloth. If the cloth
is wetted in this and' dried it will become impervious to the sting of the
Care
bee, while still very flexible.
must be taken that the cloth does
not touch in drying, otherwise it
would be cemented together.
If a very thick solution of the mixture be made, you will have a cement
which will patch leather so that it

their

attacks until they

through thick

will last indefinitely.

Buck Grove, Iowa.

The American

;

Handy Sting-Proof Gloves
By

A. F. Bonney.

working
WHILE
wearing the

bees,
with
conventional
gauntleted gloves, there are
times when a person wishes to use
his free hand or fingers, but cannot
conveniently do so, at any rate without exposing his arms to the bees.
With the tips of the glove fingers cut
out stings are frequent, and the tips
of the digits are very tender.
Have made a pair of gauntlets
which will fit snugly around the
wrists and above the elbows. Rubbers will be required. Extending beyond the wrist end have a couple of
inches of soft cloth. When a pair of
gloves is pulled over these gauntlets
the wrists and hands are well protected, as well as the arms. One or
both gloves may be discarded in a
moment, and returned as quickly.
Bees will sting even through thin
leather gloves, and often persist in

To

cloth.

Wax

Rendering

By

W.

F.

Luebeck.

September number of the
IN American Bee Journal, G. C.
the

Greiner gives his method of wax
As Mr. Greiner finds it
necessary to melt his wax three
times to get best results, I will give
my method, by which only one melting" accomplishes the same result.
Our uncapping bo.x is 12 feet long
and holds the cappings of two days'
extracting, so we can manage that
the cappings are well drained before
we have to make room. About the
of December I generally get
first
time to melt them up. I do this work
out of doors and select a day when
it is too cold for the bees to bother.
On two concrete blocks I lay two old
rendering.

November
board laid on top and all covered
up with old carpets.
By this time the wax out on the

of

need some stirring. To get
the nicest yellow wax it must never
come to the boiling point. When all
the wa.x, or nearly all, in one of the
wash boilers is melted we carry the
same into the honey house and set it
are
close to the 60-pound can.
now ready to dip out the wax. A dipper which holds a quart is used. A
wire strainer should be inserted in
the wash boiler to keep back the
slumgum.
I
use an old Manum
swarm catcher.
When the 60-pound can is full it
is covered up.
In about an hour the
wa.x will be ready to dip into the
forms. These forms are made of tin,
are square, and hold 40 pounds of
wa.x.
If the dipping has been done
carefully there will be no dirt on the
bottom of the cake of wax after the
latter has cooled.
When the wax has been dipped out
of the wash boilers they are taken
out doors again and are emptied,
water and all, into a galvanized iron
tank. I use an old novice extractor
can for this purpose.
After all cappings are melted up I
set the can with the slumgum on the
fire and the wax which rises to the
top is treated the same as the first.
In an average season I get about
500 pounds of wax from cappings,
and I generally get through with the
job in two days.
fire will

We

Knox,

buggy axles, build a fire, fill two
wash boilers about four inches with
water and put them over the fire. We
are

now ready

Fertilization of

Queen Bees

to put in the cappings.

fast as they melt I put in
until the wax reaches within
inches of the rim.

As

Now

Ind.

more
two

go into the honey house and
rig up what might be called a "fireI

cooker"; two 10-frame hivebodies are set on top of each other,
then some old newspapers are put in
these about 3 inches high, then I
set a 60-pound can with the top cut
out on the paper. The space between
the can and the inner sides of the
hive-bodies are filled with old cloths.
Boiling water about three inches
deep is now put in the cans, a piece
less

By

C.

W. Howard and

L. V. France.

possibility of coiitrolling the
fertilization of queen bees has
been in the minds of beekeepers
for many years. From time to time

THe
it

has been brought about under arti-

conditions, the life of the queen
thereafter perfectly normal
and in accordance with that of one
Sevfertilized in the usual manner.
eral stories have come to the" writers stating that the queen could be
taken at the time she was leaving the
hive, held between the fingers of one
hand while the organs of a mature
drone were pressed out with the fingers of the other and the mass of
ficial

being

exuded
which
fluid
spermatic
dropped into the open extremity of
Fertilization took place
the queen.
in an apparently normal manner and
the queen was accepted by her colony and remained alive one or tvvo
seasons producing worker brood in
large quantity. In the reports of the
U. S. Department of Agriculture for
1885 and 1886 and of the U. S. Commissioner of Agriculture for 1887 are
reports of various methods adopted

attempts to artificially fertilize
queen bees. A large number of sucThe method
cesses were claimed.
followed was that described above
and queens from one to fifteen days
old were used. In the American Bee
Journal, in November, 1878, appeared
Mr. J. Hasbrouck, in
a report by
which he claimed to be able to cause
queens and drones to mate when
in

THE PLAZA OF A MEXICAN

CI.TY.
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confined in small glass boxes.
This work done between 1885 and
The pos1887 has been discredited.

by
secure successful manipulation
squeezing out the drone organs and
allowing the spermatic fluid to drop

accomplishing this feat
by Professor
Francis Jager in 1914 and the senior
author was asked to co-operate in
the work. In the number of "Science"
for November 13, 1914, a preliminary

into the posterior chamber of the female, we carefully dissected out the
seminal vesicles of mature drones,
using sterile instruments to mix the
contents with a drop of sterile salt
solution (0.75 gr. to 100 cc H2 0). In
the later trials the salt solution was
not used, its purpose being merely to
dilute the spermatic fluid for greater
facility
in
handling.
During cool
weather the instruments were kept
warm. If the spermatozoa were inactive the material was discarded and
a new preparation made. The queen
was held loosely between the fingers
of the left hand the posterior end
upward. With the right hand a capillary tube into which the spermatic
fluid had been drawn was then inserted into the Cursa copulatri.x of
the queen and the contents gently
forced into the vagina by pressure
from the mouth. The queen was then
placed in a queenless colony and left
under normal conditions except that
a queen excluder was applied to the
hive, between it and
the bottomboard.

sibility

of

was again broached

report upon a successful case of artifertilization
was published.
ficial
Since that time, the writers have attempted to repeat the experiment
successfully, but have almost uniformly failed. The advantages, both
to the practical beekeeper and to the
student of genetics, if this could be
done, are obvious and need not be
detailed here.

The queeubee reported

upon

in

wintered in good
condition, but soon after removal to
the open in the following spring she
began to lay drone-eggs as well as
worker-eggs and finally produced
exclusively drone-eggs.
After this
had continued for three weeks she
was killed and the contents of the
spermatheca
examined.
It
was
packed with live, active spermatozoa,
"Science"

in

1914

showing conclusively that fertilization had taken place.
If left alive
she would probably have soon resumed the production of workereggs.

During the summers of 1915 and
1916, 55 duplicates of this experiment
were carried out, making a total of
63 experiments. Of these, aside from
the one already recorded, three were
partial successes, the remainder were
failures.
Twenty-six queens died or
were killed by the workers a few
days after they were fertilized and
before sufficient time elapsed to allow of egg production. The remainder did not lay eggs in sufficiently
large quantity to ascertain the sex of

To prevent
ural

taken

the possibility of
fertilization, each queen
as soon as she emerged

nat-

was
from

the queen-cell and one or both pairs
of wings clipped off. All drones were
removed from the hives and a queenexcluder kept on.
Queens were
taken at all ages, varj'ing from two
to thirty-five days, although the majority were treated at the age of
six to seven days. During 1916, practically all the queens were thus treated at the time when they were trying
to leave the hive, apparently for the

mating
Only

flight.

mature

drones

ware

used.

Careful observations showed us that

the progeny or else the queens were
and opened after a few drone
eggs had been laid, and the spermatheca found to contain no spermato-

drones were mature and spermatozoa
active when they were five to six
day old, but most of those used were
ten days or more of age and had had

zoa.

several flights.

The method followed in the operation was as follows: Being unable to

eleven to forty days intervened be-

killed

THIS QUEEN

Where

queens

WAS WINGLESS AT BIRTH AND GREAT HOPES

laid

eggs,

from
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tween the attempted fertilization and
egg laying, with an average of twenty days.
During 1916, whenever a
queen attempted to escape from the
hive for a flight she was re-fcrtilizcd.
In this way some were operated upon
two or three times, but still with no
results.

The three partial successes were as
follows: One thirteen-day-old queen
was fertilized after the method described. After an interval of twentysix days, although the abdomen was

enlarged, no eggs had been laid and
the female appeared sick.
She was
killed and
the spermatheca examined. It was found quite full of spermatozoa. The second case was that
of a queen whose age was not known
at the time of fertilization.
Seven
days later she was found in the
queen trap trying to escape from the
hive and was re-fertilized. Several of
her eggs produced worker larvae and
five eggs were placed in queen-cells.
All of these were capped over but
robbers destroyed the colony, preventing complete observations.
'A
third case was a six-day-old queen,
which, after
an interval of forty
days, began to produce eggs, about
5 per cent of which produced workerbees and the remainder drones. During the interval between fertilization
and egg-laying she three times tried
to escape from the hive, and each

time was re-fertilized. It was only
after the last attempt that her abdomen began to enlarge and she prepared for oviposition.
operation can be done once
would seem that we ought to be

If this
it

it with successful reThis led to a closer examination of the female organs. Our observations agree with those of other

able to repeat
sults.

investigators as to the existence of
the S-shaped
bend and muscular
pump in the spermathecal duct. This
probably prevents the forcing of the
spermatic fluid into the spermatheca.
There is undoubtedly a time or a
natural stimulus which causes this
valve to open and if the operation
can be .performed at this time the

VV ERE ENTERTAINED OF HER ACTUAL ARTIFICIAL FERTILIZATION
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fluids will enter.

find

when

this

we have been

The problem

is

to

So far
takes place.
unable to determine

this point.

Our results would indicate that if
the mating of queen bees is to be
controlled it must be done in some
other way than the one followed by
us.

University Farm,

St. Paul,

Mmn.

Argentine Ant
By W.

CALIFORNIA

A.Pryal.

had

of

lots

good

things, in fact, there were no
bad features about the State, it

be said, until it became civilized.
Don't understand me to intimate that
the State has no good things now; it
has, and "slathers" of them, but, as
has been too often the case, the inhas
life
better
of
a
troduction
brought a corresponding lot of trouble. This we have seen in the islands
of the Pacific, where the introduction
of clothes, for one thing, has a fatal

may

speak, upon the natives.
country, as the natives
were not able to live up to the ways
of the whites, it rather caused them
to cease living, as we know.
In bringing to our shores plants,
fruit and merchandise from foreign
shores, to cater to the modern wants
of our population, we have, unfortueffect, so to
in this

And

nately, brought in a lot of evil. Leaving out maladies of the human flesh,

the dread microbe is brought
contact with it, we have numerous
insect pests that came across the
seas and are now doing irreparable
damage to our crops. These pests
were not purposely introduced, but
smuggled their way here accidentally
in importations of one thing or an-

when
in

other. Thus we have what is called
the San Jose scale, the great pest

preying upon many fruit trees. It
has been wrongly called after the
fair California city,
discovered in this

where

it

was

first

when it
have been named
country,

should, I believe,
after China, from whence it came.
And there are others.
Yes, now we have the Argentine
ant,

of sugar dissolved in a quart of water
to which 125 grains of arsenate of
soda is added. This should be boiled
and strained, and when cooled used
to saturate sponges, which are then
It is best to
set in the ants' runs.
put the bait in empty cans that have
small holes punched in them, so that
only the little ants may enter. The

poison is dangerous and should be
kept out of the way of animals and
have used one-half honey
I
bees.
and one-half sugar instead of the
amount of sugar above mentioned.
In a recent issue, the Rural New

recommends

Yorker

this

:

"Equal

sugar and tartar emetic
moistened with water, placed in shallow, small dishes, outdoors or in the
house, will attract ants for two rods.
They eat today and die tomorrow."
This is a poison and care should be
used, as with the arsenate of soda.
of

parts

Mr. J. E. Wing, a
Santa Clara County,
this State, I wondered at the way he
had his hives suspended. He told me
the Argentine ants bothered the bees,
especially in the queen-rearing hives.
It was the first time I had seen these
insects. Now they are common even
where I live, near the OaklandBerkeley line. Timbers 2x4 or 3x4inch are set upright in the ground to
the height of three or four feet and
at distances apart to suit the weight
that they are to carry. A cross piece
of sufficient strength is nailed on to
form a cross so that wire may be
dropped from the end of each arm.
This wire is then used to support

On

a

visit

queen-breeder

to

in

scantling which carries the hives, as
shown in the accompanying illustration.
Care has to be taken that the
hives do not touch the uprights or
that grass or other obstructions do
not come, in contact with the carrier
or its freight. The "scaffold" is simple

and

effective.

I

presume some-

thing should be done to "offensive"
the wires, else, should the ants find
their way down, they would soon be
coming in droves. These ants are the
greatest foragers of the ant tribe,
and if there is food about they will

November
soon find it, if it
beware.
Oakland, Calif.

is

Sweet Clover in the
west
By

R. A.

I

Morgan.

Wisconsin, and since that
ty,
time have had all the ups and downs
of the business. I feel now that beekeeping has emerged from that nar-

row

field

of

activity

into

its

real

This change has come to
stay, and I am going to point out one

sphere.

of the causes, at least.
In 1886 I moved from

Wisconsin to
Dakota Territory, and for ten years
the honey I got was a mixture of
dandelion, milkweed and goldenrod.
White clover was unknown here and
alfalfa was in its infancy.
In 1890 a young man by the name
of Thomas Chantry came to Vermillion from Iowa. We talked over the
honey problems of this northwest.
Mr. Chantry suggested introducing

sweet clover into this region. We decided to try it from Sioux City northwest toward Yankton.
We sowed the seed along the roads
at night. Sweet clover was considered
a noxious weed by some of the farmers, but there was one man, M. L.
Mikelson, who had 600 acres of land
near Meckling, South Dakota, who
stood up for sweet clover. He declared it to be the best forage and
honey plant known. He was to do
our experimenting, Mr. Chantry was
to sow the seed and I was to try to
make myself heard. I talked with
the editor of the Dakota Farmer and
was informed that the bee business
had not advanced enough as yet to
So I
be worthy of consideration.
wrote a few articles for the Poultry
Journal of Mitchell, South Dakota,
and later for the Dakota Farmer.
In 1907 I visited Washington, D. C,
and while there called on Dr. Phillips and talked the matter over with

They live withlittle black ant.
out the house, usually in the earth.
But if one gets into your house and
finds food to its liking, it will be only
a short time before there will be
swarms of them in the pantry or
kitchen cooler. This ant is smaller
than the well-known black house
ant; it is more lively, and is everIt seems as if it
lastingly foraging.
all nerves and its main duty in
is

mon

When

this world is to hunt food.
killed or "squashed" it does not emit
a pungent odor, as does the common
ant; an odor which makes the killing

One pound

North-

in the bee business
in the year 1870, in Buffalo Coun-

which was brought here by way

extermination effective:

So,

STARTED

It is overrunning
of New Orleans.
the whole State and householders
have a hard time fighting it, as it is
far more of a nuisance than the com-

of the latter ant, about a beehive the
signal for the bees to become irate
and go pell mell for everything within reach and sting promiscuously.
I have found this formula for their

accessible.

CIRCUMVENTING THE ARGENTINE ANTS.
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him, but as llie colleges had not yet
awakened very few knew the value
of the plant. I told the editor of the
Dakota Farmer that I had for him

something worth one thousand dollars.
He said "Go home and write
that down and send it to me and I
will place it in the center of a page
with lines all around it," and he did
a farmer
It was, briefly, how
so.
could make one thousand dollars in
one year by sowing sweet clover on
forty acres of his land, whether he
had rain or not. Well, the most of
you know what has been done with
sweet clover, and if there are any
who do not know, I would ask them
to send to the Department of Agriculture at Washington, and get the
Bulletins on Sweet Clover.
Sweet clover is now considered
equal to alfalfa as a forage plant and
superior to anything for pasture in a

The seed is selling for as
What is the
as alfalfa seed.
result of it? There are thousands of
swarms of bees commencing to penetrate this sweet clover region which
is
rapidly enlarging northwest of
Sioux City, Iowa, for 200 miles and
will soon cover the States of South
dry season.

much

and North Dakota, Montana, WyomIn other words, it
ing and Idaho.
will cover one million farms of 160
acres each.
believe that we can produce 100
pounds of honey on each of these
farms, or 100,000,000 pounds of honey
annually in this sweet clover region.
I

What

else does

it

mean?

It

means

that every manufacturer of bee supplies or every breeder of queens, or
dealer in bees, will have a vast outlet
for his goods.
If any of our eastern friends are
looking for a location where bees
can be made to produce large profits,
try anywhere northwest of Sioux
hope that we
City, for 200 miles.
can make this distance 500 miles beBeekeepers are
fore many years.
scarce in this territory, but it seems

We

379
warm

impossible to keep the bees long out
Stray
the sweet clover region.
swarms are going into houses and

ot course,
hive.

in

of

There

is

chimneys and

bo.xcs of all kinds, even
hope to be able to
mail boxes.
induce young beekeepers to visit
this section with a view of settling
The following is a report of
here.
what I have done this year. I have
300 pounds of honey and three colonies of bees for each colony, spring

possible, prevented as

count, or in other words, 250 pounds
of extracted honey and 50 pounds of
section honey and 200 per cent increase in bees. This honey is of. the

toms pulled

We

very

finest

quality.

Vermillion,

S.

Dak.

Wintering in Two-Story Hives
By Brother Romain.

WISH

to state my own experience
about that new system which is
I likely to work not a little revolution in beekeeping. This last winter,
the most severe we had in a man's
life,

part of the

no depcrdition of heal
it is by news-

papers and boards.
The bees are quite out of the
3.
reach of cold, outside air, the empty
story forming a good non-conductor.
form their group
4. The bees can
"freely," hanging from the frames, as
I could see from underneath, the botout.
of the outer rim of the
cluster
can easily crawl in to a
warmer place, while they are chilled
if
forced to pass at the end of the
frames to go to the center, and drop
on the bottom and die. Many of those
inanimate bees come to life again
5.

The bees

wlicn put in a warm room. I did that
several times.
6. The bees far from the entrance
are not easily attracted outside by a
bright sun, when the air is still cold
enough to chill those who venture
out.

Shanghai.

the thermometer registering 15

degrees C, or 6 degrees F., I wintered
three colonies in double-story hives,
the one below absolutely empty, the
upper one thickly covered with newspapers. After every period of cold
I examined the bottoms, which are
easily pulled out in front after the
French system. Well, I had to witness this incredible fact, the onestory hives had their bottoms covered with dead bees several hundred while the two-story hives had
a dozen only, and this every time

—

—

throughout the winter.
The "Gleanings" of February had a
paragraph telling the advantages of
the system. I have added one more
proof. Other beemen could perhaps
tell more, and the new way of winIt
tering be generally followed.
would save time, money, bees and

How

Drone-Comb Vs. Worker-Comb
By

the Editor.

WHY

do bees at times build a
greater proportion of drone-

combs? What

the normal

is

proportion of drone-combs built by a
natural

swarm when

devices.

to

left

its

to explain that difference:
in the upper story are.

The bees

UP TO THE LAST YEAR OR TWO. THE SOUTH HAD PAID LITTLE ATTENTION TO
SCIENTIFIC DEVELOPMENT OF ITS BEEKEEPING. NOW THE CHANGE IS COMING
FAST. W. L. WILDER, ABOVE, IS DELIVERING A LECTURE IN BEEKEEPING IN
THE SCHOOLS OF MACON, GEORGIA.

own

READER.

The normal proportion of dronecombs built in the brood-chamber by
the bees has been variously estimated
at from one-eighth to one-twelfth of
Quinby
the total number of cells.
and several other noted writers assert that more drone-combs are built
when the queen is old, but they do
propose to
not state the reason.
try to make it clear.

We

certain that the workers,
is the
natural time for them to build combs,
prefer building large cells, such as
are suitable to store the crop and in
which drones may be reared. There
are two reasons for this, less material required and greater speed in
building.
However, the bees desire to please
their queen. When a new swarm is
harvested, if the queen be young, she
will fill the cells with eggs as fast as
the bees build the combs, for a time
at least, or until the first eggs laid
hatch out of the cells as workerbees. By that time the greater part
So
of the hive is filled with combs.
the drone-combs are built on the
outer edges, often at the bottom of
some of the outer combs.
If the queen be old, her fertility
decreased, she may not keep up with
A quantity of comb
the workers.
may be built ahead of her needs.
Then the workers will turn their attention to the building of storage
dronecells and a large number of
cells will be the result.
readily inferred that,
It may be
since the eggs that are to batch as
workers are fertilized during their
passage by the spermatheca, in the
queen, a certain
of the
oviduct
It is quite

when harvesting honey, which

trouble.
!.

2.

the
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of pleasure accompanies the
act of fertilization of each egg. So
the young queen desires worker-cells
in which to lay. But if she is old and
fatigued by repeated laying, the mus-

amount

may require rest. As her eggs
enlarge in her ovaries without any
voluntary act on her part she is comcles

She may
pelled to keep on laying.
then seek for drone-cells which will
permit her to let the eggs pass out
without effort or fertilization.
The workers evidently in some
manner understand the wishes of the,
queen, for in this last instance they
will not only build drone-combs if
there is any space to build them, but,
as called to our attention by Dr. Milthey will often leave droneler,

combs unoccupied with honey and
burnished for the queen's use even in
remote corners of the hive, sometimes in the supers otherwise crowded with honey.
It is still a question whether the
queen can, at her will, lay drone eggs
But there is no
or worker eggs.
doubt in the mind of any observer
that, when she is in good health and
prolificness, she does lay drone-eggs

drone-cells and worker-eggs
in worker-cells.
Let us see now what lesson we may
physiological
from
these
derive

only

in

the entire surface of the other combs
to keep her busy.
However, if this
space is given, in early spring, in the
center of the brood-chamber, at a
time when the queen is eagerly looking for worker-cells, and the outer
combs, not covered with bees, are too
cold for her to occupy them, we may
secure very nice worker-combs in

way.

this

harvest a swarm in an empty
hive, giving the bees only very narrow strips of foundation as starters
and guides, if the queen is young she
will probably keep up in her laying
with the comb-building and the result will be a large proportion of
worker-comb. But if we should give
the swarm two or three combs already built, or if, as some do, we
should hive the bees on half sheets
ot foundation, then the oees would
at once find themselves ahead of the
queen and a large proportion of
drone-combs would be built.

we

We

should, therefore, hive a swarm
full of comb or
sheets of foundation, or no

upon either a hive
full

combs

at

all.
is

much

danger of drone-combs being

built,

If

the queen

so, in that

case

is

old, there

it is

better to give the

swarm fully built combs.
If we replace
one comb with an
empty frame, in a full colony, during
our manipulations, divisions, making
of nuclei, etc., we will be almost certain of seeing this empty space filled
with drone-comb, for the queen has

'U^^

must

remembei

when they have more honey
than they may be able to use in
breeding before the honey crop.
Let us bear these facts in mind if
we would have the greatest possible
results from our bees. A large proportion of drones is a waste and
should be permitted only in the colonies,

nies which we desire to reserve as
breeders. One or two such colonies
are sufficient for an apiary.

Wednesday

evening, "and one of my
neighbors requested me to urge the
City Council to pass an ordinance
prohibiting the keeping of bees within the city limits, and thus save the
valuable product of the grape vines."
The question was discussed
pro
and con and Commissioner Wagner
stated that the grapes at his home
had been ruined by bees stinging
the grapes in years past when nearby
neighbors had several hives; he expressed himself as favorable to such
an ordinance being passed. Mayor

how fine the
of his aunt were,
and was surprised to know that it
was because of the removal of the
hives of a neighbor near the Shephard home and the result of the confab was that Corporation Counsel
G. G. Reardon was instructed to draw
an ordinance prohibiting the keeping
of bees within the city limits.
Shephard

remarked

grapes at the

home

As questions

Bees and Grapes
From a Jersej'ville, 111., Paper.

THE

following clipping was received in September at the office of the American Bee Jour-

JERSEYVILLE TO

WAR

ON HONEYBEES

facts.
If

But we

that combs are very expensive to
build; so a task of this sort must not
be put upon any but the richest colo-

November

Commissioner M. B. Voorhees Would
Forbid the Keeping of Bees Within
City Limits, and an Ordinance was
Ordered Drawn Last Wednesday
Prohibiting the Keeping of Bees.
"Bees are ruining fruit
of

the

Voorhees

in

my

part

city,"
said
Commissioner
at the council meeting last

of this kind are quite
with popular prejudice, the
editor saw fit to take up the gauntlet,
in favor of the bees of Jerseyville.
The following letter was therefore
addressed to the City Commissioner
in

line

mentioned

in the clipping:

"Mr. M. B. Voorhees, Jerseyville, 111.:
"Dear Sir I am informed, whether
correctly or not, that your city is
about to pass an ordinance prohibiting the keeping of bees within the
city limits.
I
would like to ask

—

whether this is so.
Meanwhile I
wish to present to you the following
statements

:

:
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sunrise.

The bees come afterwards

and gather what would otherwise be
lost
for grapes that
have been
l)ickcd by birds will not keep.
"4.
Even if bees could puncture
grapes and did so, an ordinance forl)idding the keeping of them within
city limits would be of no avail, for
bees can fly for a mile or more, and
;

usually

fly

half a mile

i-n

search of

food.
"5. An
ordinance forbidding the
keeping of bees within city limits
would be null and void. This has been
settled by the Supreme Court.

"C. P.

DADANT,

"Editor American Bee Journal."
In reply to this letter, Mr.

Voor-

hees very courteously explained that
this proposed ordinance which had
been discussed was suggested more
in joke than in earnest, and that no
ordinance would be passed.
Beekeepers of the country, take
notice. Do
not allow yourselves to
be worried by newspaper articles.

Shipping Pound Packages

South
By

F.

for

Winter

M. Baldwin.

THE

advisability of the Northern
beekeeper killing oS his bees
and selling the stores they
would consume in the winter and

stocking up with combless packages
from the south the next spring, has
been suggested. If that was worth
thinking about then why not consider sending them to the south in
the fall to be wintered and let them
come back in May, or as early as
They
the shipper might find wise?
can go both ways in combless packages, according to my thought. The
cost of sending them back and forth
by express would be less than the
honey that it would take to winter
them. Especially should that be true
this

season.

would be glad

to help on with
I
such an experiment, if I might.
return to Sanford, Fla., from my
visit here in Virginia about September 15. October 1 we expect a fall
flow from goldenrod and wild sunflower.
It is probably too late for
the experiment this year.
But I
would be glad to furnish the hives
and pay the express on about a dozen
packages as an e.xperiment, provided
they could reach me early enough to
get the benefit of the fall flow. They
would need to build up on that and
store enough to carry them until willow and maple came in January. I
would guarantee them to be returned
in good condition in the spring.
I
meant to say above that I would pay
express one way. If the owner only
paid it one way and furnished the
cages he would winter his bees quite
cheaply. The trouble would be no
more than packing them for winter
in the north, I judge.
The bees that
I
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were left in the hives in the north
after the packages were taken away

From

could be killed or bunched up with
the others to increase the fall surplus

ago.

enough were still coming in to
make it worth while.
Roanoke, Va.
[Mr. F. M. Baldwin raises the question whether it might not be a paying proposition for the Northern bee-

tery was

if

keeper in the fall to ship his bees
South in queenless packages, to be
returned in the same way in the
spring. Perhaps not many who have
practically entire success wintering
the

in

North would think

it

worth

bees in the fall and
buy combless packages in the spring.
Yet there are many who do not have
entire success in wintering, and some

while to

kill off

who make

a practically entire failure

For those beekeepers who are
certain of heavy winter losses it
would seem the wise thing to kill the
bees and save the honey rather than
to wait until the stores are used up
and have the bees die.
at

it.

Granted, then, that killing in the
and purchasing from the South
in the spring be decided upon, the
question arises whether it will not
pay the northerner to ship his bees
in the fall and save paying anything
for his bees in the spring.
Even if the trouble of packing
should be enough to offset the cost of
bees in spring, there is yet another
item of some account. It is that by
the plan proposed by Mr. Baldwin
the sum total of bees in the country
would be more than in the case of
fall killing, and it is true in general
that there are not enough bees in the
country for the best welfare of the
nation. The matter seems worth considering. C. C. M.]
[Many years ago, when the business of queen-rearing for sale was
just beginning, some people tried to
winter their nuclei and in some instances succeeded quite well. There
was a great economy, if you kept
them in the cellar, over the wintering
of full colonies. One of the queenbreeders advised every beekeeper to
reduce his colonies to nuclei for winter, to save honey, and strengthen
them again in the spring. He must
have tried his own medicine that
winter, for he was never heard from
after that in the bee papers.
i am very much afraid that the man
who will go to to the expense of
shipping his bees south every winter
to have them re-shipped to him in
tlie spring, for the sake of economy,
will soon conclude that it is mistaken
economy. But that would surely be
l^etter than killing one's bees in the
fall, to save honey and buying bees
by the pound the following spring,
expecting to make it as profitable as
fall

— C.

P. D.]

By

E. L.

Thompson.

Dear Dr. Miller
Reading your answers to questions
in the August number of the American Bee Journal, I was greatly interested in No. 6 under "Taking Bees

a

in a city

whose ceme-

hill

ne.xt to the wall

upon the

floor;

when

suddenly became aware that something was around my bare arm, and
I

instinctively jerking my hand
from its resting place, the thing

my arm went down uoon

away
upon

the floor

with a thud.

was

horrified to see a full-grown
my feet too
stunned to move. I was not long in
putting it out of business, but that
was my first knowledge that snakes
I

spotted adder lying at

sweets.
The candy was gone,
though
the
bag was still there.
Hence, I would guess, in the case of
the South Dakota man, that the
snake coiled up in the hole where
bees were wont to dwell before the
like

coming

of the intruder, was there for
honey, maybe for bees also, but certainly for honey.
Antioch, 111.

Honey- Yielding Flowers of
British Columbia
By W. J. Sheppard.

AM

endeavoring to make a list
of the flowers of British Columbia, both indigenous and introduced, that yield honey, with their
proper botanical designations, and
times of flowering. I find it somewhat difiicult to do this without being able to make a tour of the
Province, at the different seasons, for
the purpose.
Subjoined is a list of
the native flora of the East and West

I

Kootenays,
from which honey is
gathered by the bees, as far as at
present obtained, and the writer
would be glad to receive any information from beekeepers, or others
interested, so as to add to it and
make it complete for the whole of
the Province.
In course of time it

may

be possible to tabulate the different species that appear to specially flourish and are only to be found
in certain districts, as sometimes this
is

very marked.

easier

Snakes Like Sweets

1

covered by natural
timber and infested with spotted
adders.
One day I placed a small
paper bag containing a few ounces
of candy upon the plate under the
roof of our tool-house and left it
there for several weeks untouched.
This was in the spring time and as
the season advanced and Decoration
Day approached, I was crowded with
work.
One day, with my sleeves
rolled to the elbows, I rushed into the
tool-house after something. I do not
remember what, and placing my hand
against the wall near the plate where
I had put the candy, I was looking
Jjehind some planks which were piled

—

the usual way.

was sexton

I

it reminded me of
had a few summers

a Tree," as

an experience

to

It

distinguish

would then be
the

different

honeys produced in these districts,
and to classify or grade them, and
would al30 be a guide as to the best
locations for keeping bees. Take the
Snowberry, for instance, whose insignificant looking little flowers the
bees are particularly partial to. In
this district of West Kootenay the
writer has seen but the one species

;
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In
(Symphoricarpos racemosus).
East Kootenay the one called the
wolfberry (Symphoricarpos occidentalis) is apparently the only kind that

The Dogbane, locally
Milkweed, that is common
Spreading Dogbane
the
is
(Apocynum androsaemifolium). Possibly in other parts of the Province
the Indian Hemp (Apocynum cannabinum) or its variety, (A., hypericifolium), may be found in abundance.
The Maples, which abound and yield
quantities of early honey in some of
the Coast districts, are scarce here,
and so are not included in the list for
the Kootenays. The Buckthorn (Sa-

grows

there.

called
here,

Cascara), (Rhamnus
I have not yet observed
in this section, although it is said to
be common nearer the Coast. It is a
small tree, IS to 20 feet high, preferring a moist situation. The fiuid
extract, Cascara sagrada, used as an
aperient medicine, is made from its
bark. At the end of last August the
Frangula
writer noticed Rhamnus
(introduced from Europe) growing at
the Dominion Experimental Farm,
Invermere. At that time quantities
of its black, berry-like drupes were
ripe, but it was still flowering and
covered with bees. There are flowers
ir this region that are supposed to
yield honey but which it is not certain that the bees visit at all. One
of these is the Buckbrush, or Snowbrush (Ceanothus, order Rhamnaceae) of which there are two species,
the deciduous and the evergreen,
both of which bloom at about the
same period. The flowers of both
kinds are alike and have a somewhat
strong aroma. In East Kootenay the
v/riter has noticed the Oleaster, commonly called Wolf Willow, or Silverberry (Elaeagnus argentea) in bloom
in the month of May, but has never
been able to find any bees on its pretty pale yellow flowers, which are

Bark,
Purshiana)

or

cred

said to yield
It is
very fragrant.
honey on the prairies. As a rule all
have
nectar
secrete
plants
that
Then there
sweet-scented flowers.
are the False Heathers, three species
(Phyllodoce grandufloris) white, (P.
empetriformis) red, (P. intermedins)
pink, that grow in the mountains at
a high altitude. As far as I am aware
it
has never yet been ascertained
whether they secrete nectar. If they
do, it might be worth while to move
the hives up the mountains in Angst sufficiently near for the bees to
reach these flowers, as is done in the
Heather districts in Scotland and the
North of England. The Blueberry
and the Huckleberry yield honey in
some localities. The former grows
very abundantly at Nakusp, on the
Upper Arrow Lakes.

Indigenous Honey-Yielding Flowers,
Kootenays, B. C.

Willows

— Salicaceae.

(Willow

fam-

iiy).

Glaucous or Pussy Willovv.

Salix

discolor.

River Bank W'illow.

Salix longifo-

lia.

(Flower
probably
honey).

in

March and April and
more pollen than

yield

Dandelion

— Compositae.

November

(Composite

Rubus.
(Flower

family).

Taraxicum

Dogbane

officinale.
in April and

(Flowers
May).
Bearberry
(Kinnikinnik).
Ericaceae). (Heath family).
Arctostaphylos Ura-ursi.
Blueberry Ericaceae.
(Heath fam-

—

'•>->
.

.

Vaccinium ovalifolium.
Huckleberry Ericaceae. (Heath fam-

—

June).

Apocyna-

(Milkweed).

(Dogbane family).

ceae.

—

in

—

Apocynum androsaemifolum.
(Spreading Dogbane).

Snowberry

—

(Honey-

Caprifoliaceae.
suckle family).

Symphoricarpos racemosus.
Wolfberry Caprifoliaceae.
(Honey-

—

suckle family).

Symphoricarpos occidentalis.

ily).

Gaylussacia resinosa.
Choke Cherry Rosaceae. (Rose fam-

—

Canada Thistle

Prunus demissa.
Bird or Pin Cherry

— Rosaceae.

(Flower

(Rose

family).

Prunus pennsylvanica.
(Flower in May).
Barberry (Oregon grape). Berberidaceae. (Barberry family).

—

Beberis aquifolium.
Wild Raspberry Rosaceae.

—

— Compositae.

(Com-

1

posite family).
Cirsium arvense.

ily).

June and July).
Willow Herb or Fireweed Onagraceac.
(Evening Primrose family).
Epilobium angustifolium.
GoIdenRod
Compositae.
(Comin

—

—

posite family).

Solidago canadense.
(Flower in July and August).
Nelson, B. C.

(Rose

family).

<^ For Women

Bee-K£epinc
Conducted by Miss

Emma

Helping Along

as a Virginian?

Some

of the sisters, upon looking
department, may be surprised
not to find it fully occupied with beetalk.
Apology is hardly necessary
for giving way to the appeal of the
United States government to do just
a little to help feed our neighbors
across the sea. This will be done if
we are willing to use corn to some
extent in place of wheat in preparing
our daily bread.
at this

It

is

well to

remember

M. Wilson. Mareoeo.

that

it

ily

it

was the

autocrats who are responsible for the
war to gain the ascendency over the
United States as well as over other
nations. And bravely and unselfishly
the allies are doing their part. Just
now, if they were selfish, they might
be saying, "We have things now in
shape that we can hold back a little,
and wait for America to get ready
her forces, thus saving our men and
money." Instead
of that they are

pushing ahead with all their might
and it is only the fair thing that we
should be willing to do our bit by
way of furnishing food that we can
well spare with no real privation.
Is there
any satisfactory reason
why food prepared from corn should
be counted delicious in Virginia and
utterly ignored in Iowa, where corn
is just as plenty?
Why shouldn't an

lowan learn

to relish

it

just as

much

the

women

with more or

whatever is set besome cases, at least,
the men will welcome the change.
Will the good women who read this
department make a fair trial of some
of the recipes contained in this number of The American Bee Journal?
fore them.

U.

In

FOOD ADMINISTRATION

S.

Public Information Division

is

intention of the

will eat,

less thankfulness,

Breakfast Spoon Breads

worth remembering that there

It is

full

entirely with

The men

our fight the allies are fighting, for
every day it is becoming more clear
that

lies

it

folk.

III.

In nearly every fam-

medium grades of cornbread.
either irresistibly good or uneatable.
So housekeepers who are
trying to make their families cornbread lovers must practice for a 100
per cent record. This is especially
true of spoon-breads, but the perfect
product is worth the effort. These
soft cornbreads are very popular for
breakfast in the cornbread belt. They
are served with a spoon from the
dish in which baked.
Spoon-bread
makes an excellent breakfast combination with hash or scrambled eggs.
Here are three favorite spoonare no
It

is

breads
Virginia Batter-Bread
1
cup white cornmeal.
1^2 cups boiling water.

—

:

cup sweet milk.
teaspoon salt.
2 teaspoons baking powder.
1
1

2 eggs.
a bowl. See that the
vigorously, pour
boiling
over the meal, stirring at the same
When luke warm, add the
time.
sweet milk, the well-beaten egg yolk
Sift

water

meal into
is

:
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and beat thorouglily. Add ihc l)aking powder, and last fold in the sliilly
beaten whites. Pour into a hot, well
greased baking dish and bake in a
moderately hot oven thirty minutes.
If baked in
a shallow pan twenty
minutes

suHice.

will

Hominy Bread —

2 cups boiled hominy grits.
2 eggs.
1 cup sweet milk.

cup flour.
1
teaspoon baking powder.
1
tablespoon fat.
Cook hominy with four times the
bulk of water.
Cool and add the
eggs.
sweet milk and well beaten
Sift in the flour and baking powder.
Last add the hot fat and pour into
greased baking dish and bake in hot
oven until firm and brown, but not
1-3

stiff.

Cornbread with Rice

—

2 cups sour milk.
1
teaspoon soda (scant).
2 cups boiled rice.
1
1

:

kind of cornbread the American woman serves. She may make her dinner cornbread plain or make it with
eggs, but if she wants to create a
cornbread ap|)ctite in her family,
she should make it of fresh unbolted
meal and make it crisp and golden
brown.
Here arc two favorite dinner
breads

Corn Pones

teaspoonful soda.
teaspoonful salt.
1
tablespoon melted fat.
Put fat in biscuit tin or iron griddlle on top of the stove.
While it is
Yi
1

heating, sift meal and add salt. Stir
soda into the buttermilk, mixing thoroughly.
When frothing reaches its
height, pour milk into meal and stir
together. Add the smoking hot fat.
The mixture should be a very stiff
batter.
If too thick, more milk or

may

water
spoon

cup cornmeal.
teaspoon shortening.

in
order
Combine ingredients
named and bake in greased bowl until

firm.

—

2 cups white meal.
2 cups buttermilk.

The "stranger"

is

King

—

apiece.
Four-fifths

of

all

the

farmers

in

America grow corn.
One- third of all the land under
cultivation

is

Then what

in corn.

Yz
1
1
1

is

the answer

to

our

We

will

double the amount of corn-

meal we eat. Yes treble the amount
we eat, and release the wheat for you.
Let this be your answer to the plea
of heroic France for bread. Let this
be our answer to the men wdio have
held

the

line

against

our

common

enemy

for three years.
Let this be
our answer to the women who have
stood back of those men and held
the second line.
Let this be our
answer to the little ones who stretch
their feeble arms to uj crying for

bread.

Midday Dinner Cornbreads
there is so much corn and
not enough wheat, it is worth while
to learn to eat cornbread. The suc-

When

cess of this venture depends on the

Sift meal, flour and baking powder
together. Add salt.
Stir soda into the buttermilk until
thoroughly dissolved, and while milk
is frothing vigorously, mix with meal
and flour.
Add sweet milk. Beat
thoroughly and add well beaten egg.
Have ready irons well greased and

very hot. Pour mixture in at once
and bake in quick oven until crisp
brown.
Risen Cornbread for Supper
The spoon-breads are equally good
for supper and always make a substantial dish with a meat stew. When
company is coming or you want to
surprise the family, try risen cornbread for supper. It is not advisable
to attempt it for breakfast because
meal ferments so rapidly with yeast
that the product is likely to be sour
by morning.
1
cake compressed yeast.
2 cups
sweet milk, scalded and
cooled.
2 tablespoons brown sugar.
2 tablespoons lard.
2Y2 cups white cornmeal.

cup sifted flour.
teaspoon salt.
2 eggs well beaten.
1

1

Dissolve yeast and sugar in lukemilk and add nielted fat. Stir
in the cornmeal, flour, salt and add
well beaten eggs.
Beat thoroughly.
Fill greased bowl two-thirds full. Set
to rise in a warm place for about an
hour.
Be careful that it does not
over rise. It should be baked as soon
as light.
The baking will require
from twenty to thirty minutes, according to thickness of pone.

warm

—

cup flour.
teaspoon soda.
teaspoon salt.
teaspoon baking powder.

1 egg.
2 cups buttermilk.
cup sweet milk.
1

LEGAL SERVICE
1 DEPARTMENT a
Apiary Near Dwelling
data in regard to laws in other
States relating to locating bees?
How close
to a dwelling-house?
How close to a barn?
How close to a constantly traveled road? What
protection has the beekeeper
against
spite
work?
Iowa.

very little specific legislation in regard to bees.
In a few
States there are laws especially designed to protect the beekeeper from
malicious persons who would poison
his bees or destroy his property, but
little or nothing defining the exact
status of the bees. Most of our laws
relating to this subject are court decisions which are based on general
is

An Iowa decision makes
the following rule for cases of this
principles.

kind

"Nothing could be done by the
keeper of bees to protect all from
their attacks.
These might occur
miles from the hives and beyond his
reach.
But they have fixed habita-

The

tions

.

ways

a

location for these

is

al-

matter for his determination,

not too much to exact of him
the exercise of ordinary prudence in
so placing the hives as to avoid unnecessary danger to those who art

and

it

make

likely to

Have you

There

allies?

from

Zyi cups cornmeal.

There is enough corn to "do us,"
more than three billion bushels. Yet
Europe starves while we sit in the
midst of this golden plenty.
We have thirty bushels apiece and
eat during the year less than a bushel

Drop

and golden brown.

Cornmeal Sticks

the Blue Ridge
leaned on the rail fence talking to a
long, rangy mountaineer. His eyes
wandered over the poor little hill
farm. You know the kind perpendicular field of rocks
and stumps
and spindly corn, that is cut at the
top of the hill and then picked up at
the bottom. "How much corn do you
raise?" asked the "stranger."
"Enough to do me," was the
answer. The answer was ultimate;
the mountaineer had solved the problem. Enough corn to "do him."
Corn is king in America today.
in

added.

in small, oblong cakes in the
hot pan. Leave the pan on top of the
stove until the bread begins to rise,
then cook in moderatelj' hot oven.
Tlie crust of the cornbread should be

thick, crisp

Corn

be

383

lawful

'^e.

use of

the

premises or the highway nearby. In
other words, he must so use his own
as not to interfere with the rights of
others."
It

is

clear

enough

that

the

bee-

keeper has no legal right to continue to keep bees where they are a
constant source of annoyance or danger to the public. While the city officials are not permitted to pass a
general ordinance prohibiting
the
keeping of bees within the corporate
limits, the3' have ample authority to
deal with each particular case_;
It
all depends upon the circumstances of
a par.ticular case,

and for

this

would be very

difficult

to enact a
would suit

it

statutory provision that

reason

all cases.

The

of the bees place the
a peculiar relation to
the public and his best insurance is
to make as many friends as possible.
Gifts of honey to persons most likely
to be annoyed are quite likely to save

habits

beekeeper

in

trouble later.

is

Apiaries in

Towns

Some four or five years ago I was keeping
bees, a dozen colonies, in my house-yard, ad-

—
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As
jacent to the main street of the town.
they became troublesome, the town council reforestalled
I
solved to make me move them.
trouble by offering to move to the edge of
town, onto an unused street, if the town
would give me the use of it indefinitely. This
This ground was then 300 feet
they did.
from the nearest building. Since then a man
has built a barn within ...ty feet of the hives.
Another man built a barn and implement shed
Last
within seventy-five feet of the hives.
night at a meeting of the council a petition

that I he made to move
This, I
corporation.
the
state, would be equivalent to driving me out
of the business, as I know of no location I
could use, considering my health and con-

was presented asking

my

outside

bees

venience.

What
If

——

steps

must

me

they force

do?

I

take?
out of town, what can I
Buck Grove. Iowa.

Since the apiary is located on a city
it is probable that you can be
compelled to vacate unless you can
show that you are entitled to stay for
a longer period for a consideration.
To compel you to move beyond the
bounds of the city is, however, another matter. It all depends upon the
question of whether or not your bees
are a nuisance. If the bees have become troublesome there is ample austreet

Miscellaneous
Bee

Conventions. — This

oi conventions
this fall:

Illinois— Nov.

Ohio—Nov.

so

far

is

the

list

14-l.S.

23-24.

Indiana

and Dec.

1.

Wisconsin-^Dec. 6-7.
The Chicago Northwestern meeting
will be held in room 138 of the Great
Northern Hotel, Dearborn Street
and Jackson Boulevard, Chicago.
Messrs. Root and Phillips are expected to attend most of these meetings.

The

editor

of

the

American

Bee Journal expects to attend the
Michigan, Northwestern and
Iowa meetings.
Illinois,

JOHN
Secretary National
ern Associations.

C.

BULL,

and Northwest-

a

nuisance

and you may be compelled to take
such steps as may be necessary to remove the annoyance. If you can
find another location inside the limits
of the town where your bees will not
•be troublesome to the public, it would
be difficult for the town council to

compel j'ou to get out.
If you are legally forced to move,
all you can do is to move or quit the
Better call the attention
business.
of town officials to the fact that the

Buck Grove apiary has become famous and but for it few of the readthe American Bee Journal
would ever have known that there is
such a town on the map. You might
of1:"er
to build a fence around the
apiary and give a bucket of Bonney
honey for every sting. In that event
the bees, even stings, might become
quite popular.
There are some purely local questions at issue which can only be deof

ers

termined by an attorney who has familiarized himself with all the details
of the whole situation.

Items

Bees," by
lames Armstrong, Selkirk; Wm.
Couse, Streetsville, and W. A. Chrysler, Chatham; "Out Apiaries," by E.
T. Bainard, Lambeth; "The Farmer

Losses

terious

of

Adult

Beekeeper," by W. W. Webster, Little Britain; "Apiary Locations," by
H. G. Sibbald, Toronto; "Wintering,"
by J. L. Byer, Markham, and "Beekeeping Appliances," by W. J. Craig,
Brantford.
There will also be question drawers and general discussions as opportunity

oflfers.

On one
the

of the convention evenings
will have dinner to-

members

gether at Hotel Carls-Rite, so that
the social side of the convention may
not be overlooked.
This is the annual gathering of the
beekeepers of Ontario. All are cordially invited, including those from
across the line who can make it convenient to attend.

MORLEY

PETTIT,

Secretary-Treasurer.

Convention Notice of Ontario Beekeepers' Association. The Executive
Committee of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association has arranged to hold
its annual convention at Hotel Carls-

—

Toronto, on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, December 11, 12
and 13, 1917. The following subjects
and speakers have been arranged
Rite,

for:

Mr. B. F. Kindig, State Apiary Inspector of Michigan, has consented
to be present and speak on "Some
Mistakes in Management in the BeeYard" and of "Retailing the Honey
Crop."
Ontario
discussed
by
Subjects
will be "Simple Methods of
Rearing and Introducing Queens," by
John Newton, Thamesford; "Mys-

members

November

—

Afternoon Session First Day
Report of A. L. Kildow, State Inspector of Apiaries, Putnam, 111.
"Better Beekeeping," Hon. N. E.
France, Plattsville, Wis.
Question Box In order all the

—

time.

Night Session
"Beekeeping, North and South," illustrated—Frank C. Pellett, Atlantic,
Iowa.

—

Second Day Morning
"Space Between Frames" and discussion, led by C. P. Dadant, of Hamilton,

111.

we

get into the Convention
Chain with the other States we also
hope to have with us Dr. Phillips, of
Washington, D. C, and E. R. Root,
of Medina, Ohio.
If

Election of officers for 1918.
Group photograph, to go in our 1917
Report.
Judging the exhibits; ballot by nonexhibitors.
Second Da}'

—Afternoon

Essays—?S, $4, $3, $2, $1.
Awards will be given on 150 pounds
of comb honey and 150 pounds of exPrize

tracted honey.

^ News

arranged for

—Nov. 26-27.
Michigan — Nov. 27-28.
Chicago N. W.— Nov. 30
Minnesota — Dec. 4-5.
Iowa — Dec._ 4-5.

thority of law to abate

—

Handsome certificates will be issued to the winners of these awards,
and upon winning either

of

them the

third time, a valuable gold medal
be given the winner. (Explained
ther at our meeting).
Miss Stewart, of Chicago,
again be our reporter.
Our meeting is for women as
as men.

will
furwill

well

Headquarters, Leland Hotel; rates,
and up; European plan.

$1.25

—

Honey in Place of Glycerine. Reports indicate that in some European
countries honey is being used quite
extensively to replace glycerine in
pharmaceutical preparations.
Certain governments have already
commandeered all glycerine available
for the manufacture of explosives,
and this has led to a search by druggists for something to take the place
of glycerine.
Honey is, of course, not a preservative as is glycerine, and can only be
substituted where the preparation is
for immediate use.
The probability of druggists in
this country being unable to secure
glycerine seems remote at this writing, but should the conservation of
our entire glycerine production for
war purposes become necessary in
the future, honey will undoubtedly be

Guelph, Ont.

—

Illinois State Beekeepers'
tion. The sessions will be

—

Associaheld in

the sun parlor of the Leland Hotel,
November 14 and 15, 1917, and the
night meeting of the 14th will be in
the Leland banquet hall.
Call to order at 10 a. m. by President Baxter, of Nauvoo, 111.
Invocation, Rev. C. Warber, Alhambra.

III.

Welcome Address.
Response and President's address,
by the President.
Reception of
Order of business:
members, issuing of badges, and recess until noon to visit and get acquainted.

found of considerable use. "Alerrill's Messenger" for September.

To
the

the Honey Crop Reporters of
Bureau of Crop Estimates. In

view of the need for

—

a

greatly

in-

creased honey crop in 1918, beekeepers should at once complete preparations for winter, so that every colony
will be strong in bees next spring. It
cannot be urged too strongly that
these preparations be made immediately. Do not be misled into believing that no special care is needed in
winter. Because of neglect at this
time, honey crops of the following
year are often reduced one-half and
the ill effects of neglect are too well
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proven to be debalable. Scarcely a
tliat
beekeepers all
winter passes
over the United States do not lose
10% of their colonics and usually 75%
reof the remaining colonies are
reduced so that they cannot do their
best the following summer.
For proper development in the
spring, a normal colony of bees needs
plenty of protL'ctit>n from cold and
wind. In winter they need only the
stores and protection, but if abundant
protection is tlien given, the room
for spring breeding may also be provided at this time. If bees are propfor winter there is
erly prepared

nothing a beekeeper can do which
will Ijcnefit a normal colony from October

to

abundant
breeding room and stores. Beekeepers hesitate to leave so much honey
when they feel that they might sell
In
it, but this honey is not wasted.
arrangement

will

provide

almost every locality strong colonies
can gather enough extra honey in the
spring to more than replace what is
consumed in winter and by spring
breeding. It often costs more to winter weak colonies than strong ones,
because weak colonies cannot take
advantage of the earliest flows.
Explicit directions for making winter packing cases are not necessary,
for any beekeeper can devise a suitable box. It is suggested that colonies be packed in groups of four with
the hives touching each other, two
facing east and two west, to reduce
expense and labor. Packing should
be provided on all sides, top and bottom. Four inches below, six inches
on the sides and a foot on top will
not be excessive. If the bottom or
front of the hive is left unprotected,
the bees will not receive the full
benefit of the other packing.
Any
packing material, such as sawdust,
planer shavings, finely cut straw or
packed forest leaves, may be used and
the case should be water proof.
Roofing paper over the cover is desirable. Some sort of tunnel through
the packing is necessary for ventilation and to permit flights in good
weather. With abundant packing a
small flight opening is best. Do not
make an alighting board on the outside of the case for it only serves to
catch snow. Ventilation through an
absorbent cover will do no harm, but
is not essential if abundant packing

PHILLIPS.

E. F.

Michigan
meeting of
sociation

—

Meeting.
The annual
Michigan Beckers As-

tlie

will

be

held

at

Saginaw

on Tuesday and Wednesday, November 27 and 28, 1917. A program is
now in course of preparation. Men
prominent in the beekeeping industry
both from within and without the
State will be present to offer to
those attending the benefit of long
and very valuable experiences. Every beekeeper is invited to attend.
B. F.

swarming

time.
It is suggested that each colony be
given two hive bodies (preferably 10frame), the top body being well supplied with stores in addition to what
honey may be in the lov^'cr body. This
1

eliminated. The winter cases pay for
llKMiselvcs every year. You can carry no better insurance for a crop
ne.xt year.

KINDIG.

—

The Minnesota
Don't Miss It.
Beekeepers' Association holds its annual meeting December 4 and 5, 1917,
expect an
at Minneapolis, Minn.
exceptionally good meeting, as usual,

We

with

many Minnesota beekeepers and

outsiders taking prominent parts on
the program.
beeEvery possible Minnesota
keeper should plan to attend and stay
the two following days for the last
two days of the 1917 session of the
Society.
Horticultural
Minnesota
Send to the Secretary, L. V. France,
University Farm, St. Paul, Minn., for
a program if you do not receive one
by Noveiiiber 10.

—

Boneset Yielding Honey. -I am
sending you a sample of a couple of
weeds that grow here and are getting scattered far and wide.

I

can't

anyone who knows what they
One kind grows from two feet
five feet high and comes from the

find
are.

to

root like the ironweed, but the other

weed does not.
The two plants are the finest honey
plants I ever saw. The bees work on
them from early till late.
I

have 82 colonies, but

will only get

385
about 2,000 pounds this year. Last
year I had 62 colonies and they made
This season has been
5,300 pounds.
the poorest in twenty years.
If you know what these weeds are
please answer through the American
Bee Journal, of which I am a sub-

scriber.

Newton, 111.
These arc both "thoroughworts" or
They are fairly good
"boneset."
honey plants, but the honey is not of
very good quality. They blossom in
August-September. The one is Eupatorium urticaefolium, the other Eupa-

The

torium serotinum.

first

sonous Plants).

Beekeeping
beekeepers

in

are

The Brunswick

—

Virginia. Virginia
getting interested.

County

Schoene and Kenneth Hawkins, of
Department of Agriculture, who have been doing exthe United States

tension

work

in

Virginia

this

urer.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE
Bureau of Markets
Semi-Monthly Market News Bulletin
This is the eighth of a series of
similar reports which will be issued
by this Bureau on the first and fif-

principles of outdoor wintering
in
Farmers' Bulletin
695, a copy of which may be had on
request. Every beekeeper should pay
special attention to wintering this
year, for the Nation needs a large
honey crop next year. It will always
pay to give attention to this part of

discussed

Remember

too often negthat proper win-

is

tering

is simple and inexpensive in
time and money, since stores are
saved and spring manipulations are

WHITE SNAKEROOT

several

summer. The officers named
are J. T. Holloway, President; W. D.
Kates, Vice President, and Dr. Richard Manson, Secretary and Treas-

weeks

The

lected.

Beekeepers

Association came into being at Lawrenceville, Virginia, Saturday, September 29. This new association began because of the efforts of County
Agent J. B. Lewis, and the assistance
given him by Entomologist W. J.

provided.
Wind protection is
necessary, and unless this is provided heavy packing is of little value.

beekeeping, which

also

White snakeroot is supposed by
some people to cause milk fever or
trembles in animals feeding upon it.
(Dr. L. H. Panmiel's Manual of Poi-

is

are

is

called "white snakeroot."

IN PELLETT'S

WILD GARDEN.

386
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MINNESOTA HAS ONE OF THE LARGEST APPROPRIATIONS OF ANY STATE FOR PREMIUMS AT THE STATE FAIR. ABOVE
ARE SOME OF THE DIFFERENT UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF BEE CULTURE EXHIBITS AT THE STATE FAIR THIS YEAR.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

e.

An old way of beekeeping in Minnesota, log
The modern way of Minnesota beekeeping.

hive over fifty years old (Standing in front of Bee and

Honey

Building).

Beekeepers' workshop; demonstration of nailing up hives,
Information Bureau and register for beekeepers.
Poster map
of Minnesota showing the three large beekeeping regions of the State.
Partial sidewall view of exhibit.
Apiary inspection exhibit was beside that of the University Division of Bee Culture.
etc.
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tccnth
of each nioiitli during the
honey-shipping season. The information is secured by representatives of
the Bureau located in the markets,
and is transmitted to Washington by
wire.
For tlie present the bulletins
will be issued only from Washington.
These bulletins will l)e sent by mail
free to any person rc(|ucsting them.
All inquiries should be addressed to
Charles J. Brand, Chief, Washington,
D, C.

White to light amtracted honey:
Beeswax:
ber, 14j-i-15c per pound.
Receipts very light; price to prodnrcr, 34c per pound.
Philadelphia
Arrivals,
300 cases
and 35 kegs extracted, approximately
1200 cases comb, all from New York
Slate approximately 100 cases local
comb; no imported stock arrived. Demand moderate, market steady. Few
sales Southern extracted; amber, tiNew Yorks quality
ll J/.c per pound.
only fair; very few sales of mixed
grades; light amber to white, 19c per
pound. Beeswax, demand slow, market steady, 37-38c per pound.
New York Arrivals, 1 car California, 5 barrels Florida, 15 barrels
Key West, 9 barrels Texas, 39 halfbarrels Texas, 408 barrels Porto Rico,
871 barrels Santo Domingo, 216 barBritish Honrels Cuban, 30 cases
Market fair, demand moderduras.

—

;

:

Reports From Today's
Markets Jobbing Prices
C. L. prices on large lots to

Telegraphic
(L.

—

jobbers).
Arrivals
include

receipts
Note:
during preceding two weeks. Prices
represent current quotations.
Cincinnati Arrivals, 1 car Wisconsin comb, 5 barrels and 6 cases Iowa,

—

28 cases Alichigan, 10 cases Alabama,
1 barrel and 9 crates Kentucky; nearby receipts light. Demand good, market very strong, movement moderate,
Extracted
account of high prices.
honey: Light amber, 15c; orange and
white sage, 17c per pound. Comb

—

Extracted honey: West India,
ate.
$1.2S-$1.50, mostly $1.35-$1.40 per gallon

dark,

California,

;

pound;

light,

14-14J/2C

12^-13c per
per pound.

Fancy white heavy, $4.75; No.
white heavy, $4.50 per 24-section

case.

—

Dr.Miller*s

Extracted honey: SouthSt. Louis
ern bright amber in barrels, ll;.^-12c
per pound; in cans, 12-12j4c per
Beeswax: Light supplies;
pound.
1
36-37c per pound. Honey arrivals
:

car Porto Rico and moderate

Southern.
Minneapolis

1.

c.

He

— Light

local

receipts

;

dos

White comb honey, 24-section

:

cases,

$4.00-$4.25.

Extracted

Minnesotas:

honey,

Comb

honey, 24mostly 18c;

fancy,
section
cases,
choice mostly 16-17c per section. Extracted honey: White, in 5 and 10pails, mostly
Ib
15-16c per pound.
St.

Paul

— Arrivals,

approximately

cases Minnesota comb, 10 cans
extracted and 2 barrels; approximately 1020 lbs. mixed comb and extracted from Wisconsin, 1 car from
Ohio, mostly extracted, and light lo700

receipts.
Demand modermarket firm. Minnesota and Wisconsin White comb, 24-sectiou cases,
18-19c per section; extra fancy, small
lots, 20c per section
no sales extractcal
ate,

;

ed

honey

Beeswax:

reported.

no

sales reported.

—

Chicago No carlot arrivals; receipts from nearby States very light.
Demand active, market strong. Comb
honey: White clover, fancy mostly
22c per pound; No. 1, 20-21c per
pound. Extracted honey Fancy white
clover and basswood, mostly 15c per
pound; other stock MYz-lAVzC per
pound. Extracted honey California,
practically cleaned up
no sales reported.
Beeswax, 35-38c per pound,
according to purity.
Denver
Arrivals, approximately
3500 cases white comb and 60,000 lbs.
v/hite to light amber extracted. Demand and movement moderate for
:

:

;

—

comb; demand

light,

movement drag-

gy for extracted honey; market firm.
Quality and condition generally good.
White comb honey: Firsts, $4.05 per
24-section case; seconds, $3.60.
Ex-

:

Ex-

quiet no
Arrivals,
;

packages
Santo Domingo. Market quiet, demand slow. Yellow stock, 38'^-40c
per pound
dark stock, 36-38c per
pound.
Cuba,

421

;

Kansas City

— Comb

honey

arrivals,

car Colorado, approximately 100
cases native by express.
Extracted,
1

Colorado.
Demand and
moderate, market
firm.
Colorados
Comb honey, quality and
condition good, 24-section cases, few
fancy, $4.50; No. 1, $4.35; No. 2, $4.15.
Extracted honey, white and extra
light amber, 14-15c per pound; dark
and extra dark, 10-12c per pound.
Native comb honey: all sales in small
lots; quality and condition good; 24-

cans

120

movement

:

section cases, mostly $4.50. Beeswax,
approximately 400 pounds arrived;

demand
sales

market steady; all
small lots; mostly 40c per

limited,

in

pound.

either to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller. Marengo. Il\.
does nut answer bee-keeoin? Questions bv mail.

—

—

Drones Splints Diseased Hive
Why do drones buzz around in front

1.

of

a hive apparently anxious for bees to swarm,
if drones do not mate with queens at swarming

time?
2. Where do you get the splints you use for
Do you
fastening foundation in the frame?
split them out by hand?
3. Would broom splints be heavy enough?
4. Would a hive that had bees die of foulbrood in it be safe to use again without fumigating
but painted on the inside?
,

Answers.
I

comb
:

prices
328
packages

12 sections, $3.

It is inferred that all readers have access to the book "A Thousand Answers to Beekeeping
Questions." This will avoid duplication in answering, as the book contains answers to practically
Subjects not specifically treated, or which arc_ not
questions
ordinarily asked on beekeeping.
all
clear to the reader will be further explained in this department at the request of any subscriber.

white, in 60-lb. cans, mostly 14c per

pound.

honey, per

demand slow; market
reported. Beeswax

:

Send Questions

1.

no rail arrivals. Demand and movement' slow, market steady. Colora-

Comb
port

^ AnSWERS5^

honey:
1,

387

—
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I

1.

In some cases

don't know.

think queens do mate at swarming time.
2. I bought them from the A. I. Root Co.
3.

They might be heavy enough, but

other-

wise objectionable.
4.

Some would

think

unsafe, while some

it

think such a hive can be safely used with
neither painting no fumigation of any kind. I
should not be afraid to risk it.

Keeping Foundation and Combs Over
Winter
1. How is foundation kept over winter.
Is
it

just as
2.

How

good the next spring?
are empty combs kept over winter?
With capped

Combs with uncapped honey?
honey?

ILLINOIS.

Answers.
keeping

it

—

No

1.

over,

and

special
it

is
needed in
good to use the

care

will be

next spring or five years later.
2.

Empty combs may be kept almost

where, but

it

is

well

if

freeze, so as to destroy

any-

they are allowed

any eggs or

to

larvse of

Combs with honey, either capped or uncapped, should be kept where it is
warm and dry.
the bee-moth.

Granulated Honey in July
beg to inquire if it would interest you as
a beekeeper to know that my new comb honey,
produced since the latter part of May, became
I

badly granulated by the middle of July, a
hive-body used as a super and containing about
60 pounds of otherwise first-class honey being practically all more or less granulated.
I
found some which could have been made only
a few days, and still uncapped, where two
frames had previously been removed, to be
almost solid sugar.
This occurred about the
tenth of July.
I found the same condition in
the bottom of a number of other hives; however, have not as yet removed the section supers, but fear my entire crop is in like condition.
I have had experience with bees and honey
here in this locality for the past twenty years
and have never before known such a state of
affairs, only occasionally a few
of the lastmade sections being more or less granulated
when removed from the hive at Christmas
time, which I credited to some late honey-

plant.

As yet the source is all a mystery. However. I shall make an investigation of the matVIRGINIA.
ter for
solution.

—

/ANSWER.
Something of this kind has been
reported before, but it is very unusual, and it
would be interesting to know the source of

Even then what could

the honey.
about it?

Granulated

be

done

Comb Honey

1. Is there any way to prevent comb honey
from granulating in cold weather? If so, how?
2. If granulated, is there any way it can ue
MAINE.
brought back to the liquid state.

—

Answers. 1. There is no small difference in
honey as to the matter of granulating, and 1

am

not able to say about

all

kinds, but

I

know

some kinds can be kept through the severe freezing of a Northern winter without
I put
granulating or having the combs crack.
some sections of clover honey in an attic where
it was as cold as it had been hot in summer,
but the combs kept beautifully. I suppose that
that

roasting of the summer ripened
thoroughly that th^ freezing of winter
the

not affect

it.

it

so

couW

—
I
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2.

I

honey

doubt

if

there

is

any way

to liquify the

satisfactorily without melting the comb.

reel,

or should

some other lubricant be

ap-

plied?

In the spring of the year I usually place
ove- each of my colonies a few combs with an
excluder over the brood-nest. Last June, when
very strong colonies would cast a swarm, there
woudl be from half a dozen to fifty or more
seemingly perfectly normal drone larvae in
these upper stories.
How did the queen get
the eggs above the excluder?
I
4. 1 had a poor queen
in one colony.
killed her and placed the brood over a strong
3.

Clover Honey
You were asked in the last Bee Journal
about sweet clover honey and you answered
that you did not know much about it, so I am
sending you a section by mail and swear this
is pure white sweet clover honey, as I am located where clover is heavy, and when it is in
bloom the bees seem to work on it altogether.

November
colony with a young and very .vigorous queen,
with excluder between; about a week or ten
days later I exapiined this brood and was astonished to find a queen-cell with a freshly-laid
egg in it. How did this get above when there
was an excluder between the two hive-bodies?
Did you ever have a similar experience?
5. I follow your plan when a swarm issues,
removing the brood and preparing a hive so
the swarm upon returning will occupy the original stand and I
usually
expect to find a
young queen laying within about three weeks
in the removed brood.
This past season i
found laying workers had begun their work
prior to the time when I expected a laying
queen. This happened in three cases. Is this
unusual ?
Did you ever have similar experience?
6. In
1916 I had considerable difficulty in
getting young queens to mate and return to the
colony safely. I was informed by a beekeeper
that this was the result of following the Miller
plan of hiving the swarm on the old stand and
removing the brood. He says this plan results
in queens of weakened vitality on account of

drawing the

field bees to the swarm.
Inasmuch
have some of the most vigorous queens
and consequently some of the strongest colonies in this locality,
I,
of course, do not
agree with him.
What do you think about ii:

as

I

INDIANA.
Answers.

—

I don't know, but I should
might settle clear if merely melted
and allowed to remain liquid for a considerable
time, so as to have time to settle.
About such
things the Dadants know more in a minute
than I do in a day, and they may have some-

expect

1.

it

thing to say.

(When fastening foundation in sections the
sheet should be just allowed to touch the hoi
and

onto the section, without any
Perhaps a few drops would be
lost in the course of an hour.
If beeswax is
allowed to get overheated on a hot plate, it is
burnt more or less, and it would be very difficult to give it back a good color.
C. P. D.)
2. Where honey touches, no other lubricant
plate

slip off

of wax.

loss

—

needed.
(This is absolutely correct.
But when yOu
want to use your extractor again, after having

is

used honey on

it as a lubricant, you will find
has gummed the bearings so as to make
almost impossible to turn the crank, espe-

that
it

it

cially if

has stood a long time.

it

water will dissolve
C.

P.
3.

I

this

A

"gum" without

little

hot

effort.

D.)

don'

t

know.

Could

it

be that the work-

ers carried up the eggs?

have had queen-cells reared in combs
were given empty over an excluder
think two or three cases and I don't know
how to acc-unt for it unless the workers carried up the eggs.
5. I
never had a like experience, I think,
and I think it is very unusual.
4.

I

—

that

—

A CHURrH BUILT OF H(.)NKY. GEO. F. BOWLRSUX BKLiLVLS IN IHL STRENGTH
OF ADVERTISING. HE BUILT THIS CHURCH, WHICH STANDS ON A FOUNDATION
16x20 INCHES FOR EXHIBITION PURPOSES, AND IT ACCOMPLISHED ITS PURPOSE,
I had 175 stands spring count, and increased
to 260.
I expect to harvest six tons of honey
or better. I am running for both comb and extracted.
Tell us in your next Journal what
you think of sweet clover honey.

WYOMING.

—

Answer. The sample received is unlike
what has been generally described as sweetclover honey, as it has no greenish tinge and
no vanilla flavor.
Both honey and comb are
remarkable for whiteness; indeed, in that respect it seems the most beautiful I ever saw.
Whether it be genuine sweet clover or not,
anyone who gets a crop of such beautiful

honey

is

to be congratulated.

Clearing

When

Wax—Queen

Introduction

fastening foundation in sections, a
certain portion of the wax runs off the hot
plate and becomes badlv smoked and discolored.
Do you know of any plan by which this
wax could be freed from this objectionable
color?
2. When extracting, will the flowing honey
fiufiiciently lubripatO t^e lower bearing of the
1.

il

6.

The

first

queen-cell

is

sealed

before

the

—
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and the only harm that could
swarm issues
come to the young queen would he hy heitiR
,

cliilled

I
should exworkcr-hrood would he
death, and I never knew that to hap-

in her cell.

some

pect

chilled to

In that case

the

of

pen.

Cyprian Bees
In the August numher one of the questioners said that he had a colony of pure CyI would like to get his name.
prian bees.
2. Is it too late to transfer bees in SeptemVIRGINIA.
ber?
1.

WKST

Answers. —
2.

1.

You might

later,

but

John

Kaspar, Solon, Iowa.

S.

transfer

would be better

it

and perhaps

still

better,

till

September

in

to wait

till

oi

spring,

swarming.

Increasing

—

Answers. 1. It might work well if brood
were in the combs left on the old stand.
but it would be more sure of suc2. Ye.'
cess if the queen were left on the old stand.
;

Queen Taking Wing

1. Havitig found American foulLirood in my
colonies and wanting to clean them up, I asked
a prominent beekeeper and supply dealer what
was the way to do it. He advised to give full
a
sheets and put the diseased colony over
new hive with bee-escape between and save the
young bees. I did this about the middle of
rvugust.
I saved the young bees, but I tind I
still
have the foulbrood in the new broodframes.
I
burned up everything in the old
hive as soon as young brood hatched and went
below.
The other two hives were shaken on
foundation.
Everything burnt. The last two
show no sign of disease. What is the matter
with the first case?
2. I bought three Italian queens, wishing to
have good young queens in the above colonies.
After killing the old queens
I
introduced
young queens and on the third day I opened up
hives to see how they were doing.
Upon opening one of the hives I found the young queen
on the third frame taken out and as soon as the
frame was raised out of the hive the queen
took wing and flew away. Everything seemed
normal in the hive. What caused her to tiy

away?
Answers.

—

no treatment

OHIO.
1.

to

The matter was that there was
make a cure. The bees could

through the excluder just
no excluder had been there.
2. She
was probably frightened.
Such a
th^ng happens rarely.
If you remain quiet the
queen usually returns.

carry

the

My

my

In making increase could I put a hive
with combs on a strong colony, leave it long
enough to get full of bees, then move the old
colony. leaving the new hive with combs on
the old stand, then put in a queen in a mating
cage?
2. Would this same plan work, only depending entirely on iield
ees coming back to the
MARYLAND.
old stand?
1.

Foulbrood

quite a lot of brood and eggs.
There was also
lot of drone-comi). so now I think tnat one
ought, not only to use wired frames, hut also
frames with foundation, so as to have the
building done most satisfactorily.
question now is, supposing that one leaves the excluder arrangement as made, twelve days at
least and, if then there is in the lower hivebody quite a lot of eggs and brood, would it he
right when reducing the colony to one hivebody, to give to that one all the brood of both
bodies? Would doing this leave ineffective the
work for preventing swarming? The question
has arisen with me whether
it
will really
thwart swarming if there is as little hindrance
to the queen going on with egg-laying, as is
the case when one gives frames
with
full
foundation below; all of which, when included
with the re consolidation after twelve days at
lenst, would seem to leave with the colony as
much brood and eggs as it would have had.
even if there had been no contra-swarming
manipulation whatever? On the other hand, in
a

disease

as well as if

experience at least, both Miller and Dadant are not warranted in giving below cither
no frames at all, or but two or three "empty"

PENNSYLVANIA.

frames.

—

Answer. When I read your letter I was
very much puzzled to understand why your
bees should act so differently from mine.
I
have had experience with very many more than
five cases, and never had any comb built outside the few frames given, and never enough
brood to be counted a serious loss if all were
taken for wax.
A possible explanation comes
at the last, when you speak of leaving the
queen in the lower story with the few frames
and the rest of the hive vacant until "after

make such comment

occur to
had with the
excluder plan of thwarting swarming, as set
forth in your "Fifty Years." Last year I tried
it,
exactly as you advise.
"Empty" frames I
interpreted literally, in that the frames I used
were entirely empty. The result was in every
one of the five cases, that there w^as an immense lot of work by the bees in the part of
the hive-body left vacant, leaving a great mesb
of honey and brood in irregularly built combs,
making it quite a task to save what bees 1
could.
It later on appeared that in four cases,
Please

you upon the experiences

as will

I

queen remained intact, the fifth seemed
soon to have re-queened itself, and to the besi
of my knowledge there was not any swarming,
only every one of the frames was filled with
brood and as the frames were not wired, they
had to be carefully handled.
This year I tried the plan again and used
wired frames, placing in each hive as many as
seven, so as to make sure that whatever work
was done would de in those wired frames.
This year this was done rather late in the season, as not before did the Uees seem to feel
like swarming.
The season, as a whole, having been decidedly poor, work in the frames,
was done in but half of the colonies, and in
such the queens -nder the excluder produced
the

There is no sort of definite
knowledge as to how much potential honey
Hut if there is
there is in an acre of alsikc
less than the
bees can gather from other
sources, then every drop that can be gathered
from alsike will be so much added surplus.

anything about.

Newspaper Plan of Uniting
wished to unite two colonics, so I placed
one above the other with a thickness of ncwsI)aper between them, killing the (juccn in the
upper
one.
Three days later they had
gnawed through the paper and apparently had
the colony spirit.
Wishing to remove the top
hive without bees, I put a bcc-cscape between
I

the hives.
I neglected to look after the colonies for about two weeks, thinking they would
all go to the lower hive and
needed no attention.
Upon opening the top hive I found
all of the bees dead, having died apparently of
starvation, for there was no honey in the cells.
What do you think was the reason for them
not uniting?
OHIO.

—

Answer. It is possible that cool weather
was to blame. The paper was gnawed through,
and the bees of the two hives were apparently
on good terms. Then you put a bee-escape between the two hives, which separated them to
a large extent, and a spell of cool weather occurring, the bees in the upper hive starved
rather than

leave

to

Questions
1.

leave the queen below for twelve days .or more,
and then put in the lower story the brood of
both stones, I think it would work all right,

and be

just as

preventing swarming, only you would have to
look out for
queen-cells reared in the story not having the
queen.
effective in

As regards not being warranted in giving below two or three empty frames, I can only say
that I have done it many times, and it worked
all right.
But I should not feel warranted n
leaving them thus for "twelve days at least."

Feeding Honey

—Strengthening

Colo-

nies.
1. When giving solid combs of honey at this
time of the year, in what part of the broodchamber would you place them'
2. Would you advise breaking the cappings
of the lower part of the
.3.

Would you

from the south

comb?

advise buying queenless bees
the early spring to assist

in

4.
.').

How many

acres of alsike

Answers.

much

—

3.

I

1.

difference,

don't suppose

and they might

it

makes very

as well be put

center.

No.
Yes; but not too early.

ter bees are

good

OHIO.

somewhere near the
2.

a

af-

flying freely.

I've

are well

filled,

Answers.—].
there may be.
2.

as they are likely to be

if

and the nuclei
Shanghai by mail?

to

Italian

queens and

their

stores have not run short.

and yet

of any,

don't know, but under present war con-

I

ditions

it

not very likely they could be sent

is

successfully.
3.

The workers

of three-banded Italians have

more or

three bands, and the queens are

less

Indeed, some queens may be as dark as
black queens, while their workers are as light
The
as the workers of the lighter queens.
workers of goldens are supposed to have five
yellow bands, and the queens are likely to be
dark.

very yellow.

FOR SALE— 2S. 000

lbs fine quality raspberry-

milkweed honey in new GO-lb cans (2 in
Write for prices. Sample free. Would
like to hear from carload buyers with best ofP. W. Sowinski, Bellaire, Mich.
fers.

case).

FOR SALE— Extracted
170-lb.

buckwheat

honey

in

kegs.

N. L. Stevens, Venice Center, N. Y.

WANTED— Small

lots

honey for

grade

of

C.

W.

Finch.

Ogden Ave., Chicago,

111.

WORTH

OF BEE SUPPLIES, a-i
$30,000
boxed, ready to ship at once; 275,000 broodframes, also shallow of all kinds 100 and 200
Send me a list of
in a box; some bargains.
what vou want. I can save you money. CataChas. Mondeng.
log free.
14G Newton Ave.. N.. Minneapolis, Minn.

Am

Ready to Book Orders Now

for spring delivery for Italian bees in pound
Tested queens,
packages at $1.40 'i-er pound.
Safe arUntested, 90c, 6 for $5.00.
$1.25.
Free from disease.
rival guaranteed.
C. H. COBB, Belleville, Ark.

Write

for Price List and
Booklet descriptive of

5.

The bees being consciously queenless and

in a

panicky condition, there seems no need to

cage the queen, but in case the bees to be

threetheir

CHINA.
know

don't

I

sent

be

Are there any differences between

I

Time enough

had practically no experience in introducing such queenless bees; but should expect no trouble in introducing them without
any preliminaries, provided their honey-sacs
4.

3.

1451

grown for seed

would you consider necessary to give
surplus under average conditions^

from America

baking purposes,

How

would you introduce those bees?
Would you cage the queen?

6.

2.

in the Phil-

Islands?
Can the queen

banded and golden
workers?

the bees would do a whole
work in the next two or more days.
Answering your question, if you should

I

From China

Are there any queen-breeders

after the ten days
lot of

course,

the best guess

it's

have on hand.

ipitine

—

Of

the cluster.

only a guess, but

that's

twelve days, at least." I never tried it longer
than a week to ten days. In my book I speak
of no longer time but I can easily believe that

weak colonies?

Thwarting Swarming

389

in-

troduced are two or three times as many as
the bees already with the queen, it might be no
harm to cage her for two or three days.
It's a hard thing to tell
6. I don't know.

HIGH GRADE
Italian

Queens

And Bees by

the

Pound

JAY SMITH
1159 DeWolfe

St.

Vincennes, Ind.
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Special Subscription Offers
OF THE

American Bee Journal
COMBINATION WITH BEE BOOKS AND MAGAZINES

IN

In order to give subscribers a chance to get a good Bee Book and effect a saving at the same
time, we are giving below our special offers on such combinations.
desiring description and

Anyone

catalog.

summary

of different Bee Books should ask

OTHER BEE BOOKS

The Most Popular

BEE BOOKS

IN

COMBINATION
A.B.J.
yr. and

A.B.J.
yr and

•

1

Book alone Book

1

postpaid postpaid

Book alone Book

Advanced Bee Culture (Hutchinson)

postpaid postpaid

Bee Primer

.15

$1.00

Beekeeping
Thousand Answers to Beekeeping Ques-

1.00

1.7S

(Miller)
Langstroth on the

1.25

1.75

1.50

2.00

$

-

First Lessons in
tions

Honey Bee — Revised--

— Reprint of Original Edition.
— Scientific Queen Rearing

Langstroth
Doolittle

A

1.00

1.75

.50

1.25

.50

1.25

1.75

2.50

the Bees (Dr. Miller). 1.00

1.75

Year's Study in the Out Apiary (Doolittle)

Productive Beekeeping (Pellett)
Fifty Years

Among

Beekeeping (Phillips)
A. B. C. and X. Y. Z. of Bee Culture

2.00

(Root)

How

Keep Bees (Comstock)

to

book

our

for

It is sent free.

2.50

2.50

3.00

1.00

1.75

Canadian Postage on Combinations, 15c extra;

r\

$1.00

$1.75

1.50

2.25

1.20

2.00

LOO

L75

Life of the Bee (Maeterlinck)
Manual of the Apiary (Cook)

New

Beekeeping
Townsend's Bee Book
Southern Bee Culture (Wilder)
Lore of the Honey Bee (Edwards)
Bee People (Morley)
Bee Master of Warrilow
Queenie
Alexander's Practical Writings
Biggie Bee Book
British Beekeepers' Guide
The Honey Bee (Cowan)
Irish Bee Guide
Waxcraft (Cowan)
Modern Bee Farm
Quinby's

Foreign, 25c.

Canadian Postage on

.50

1.25

.50

1.25

2.00

2.75
2.25

L50

.50

1.50
1.50
1.25

.50

1.35

.60
.75

1.00

1.75

1.00

1.75

1.10

1.85

1.00

1.75

2.00

2.75

Combinations, 15c;

all

Foreign, 25c.

Magazines in Combination
AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL One Year—
With
With
With
With
With
With
With
With
With
With
With
With
With

Bee Paper Combinations

Fruit Grower
Green's Fruit

$1.25

Grower
American Poultry Advocate

1.25
1.25

Poultry Success

Farm Journal

(5

1-25

years)

1.25

2.50

Folks

us a

Our

list

in

Bee Culture, one year,

(

$1

""'"

«L5U

/

Canadian

\

postage

/

40c extra

1.25

1.8S

American Boy
Ohio Farmer
Country Gentleman
Youth's Companion
Canadian and Foreign Postage Extra.

Send

Gleanings

$1

1.50

Successful Farming
Farm and Fireside
Ladies' Home Journal
Little

American Bee Journal, one year,

American Bee Journal, one year,
Domestic Beekeeper, one year,

2.00

.

.

,

(

$1

$L50

/*

Canadian

\

vouzie

'
>

20c extra

)

2.00
2.75

All

Three Bee Papers as above for
Canadian Postage, 65c.

of hooks and magazines yon want.

regular subscription prices on
2 years, $1.75

„
Formerly „
Beekeepers Review
,

(

1.25

^Oth

$1

;

We

will quote

American Bee Journal

3 years, $2.50; 5 years, $4.

are,

$2.25

our best prices.

1

year, $1

;

.

SEND ALL ORDERS DIRECT TO

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

Hamilton,

III.
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FOR .SALE Three hundred and fifty colonies
of bees in ten-frame dovetailed hives; all in
good condition and in a good locality.
For
particulars write to
F. W. Pease
Ilarper.s

Advertisements in this dci)artmcnt will he
inserted at 15 cents per line, with no discounts
of any kind. Notices here cannot be less than

two lines. If wanted in this
must say so when ordering.

PHELPS' Golden

Queens

Italian

J.

please

will

make foundation

J.

for

Angus Grand Haven, Mich.

84 Cortland

lAtf

my New

from

apiary.

TESTED

J.
St.,

Jersey

H. M. Cook,

New York

City.

wax.
0Al2t

WANTER — Beeswax

PHELPS' Golden

Italian

FOR SALE— One

June

$6.00,

methods

Italian

prolific

My

1st.

Queens, $1.00;

circular

6,

best

gives

A. V. Small,
2303 Agency Road, St. Joseph, Mo.

or 100 barrels mild flavored

amber honey

light

Bees are hustlers.

right

just

for

blending

For sample and price
address,
Elton Warner's Apiaries, San Juan, Porto Rico.

t.

o.

pectus.

SIBERIAN FUR FARM,

Hamilton. Canada,
breeds foxes, marten, mink, ermine, skunks
and black Siberian hares.
Information and
price list free.
Write address plainly.

FOR SALE— Best

FOR SALE— Cedar

or pine dovetailed hives,
also full line of supplies, including Dadant's
Write for satalog.
E. Burdick, Sunnyside, Wash.

foundation.

New York

b.

A

FOR SALE— Queen

Tested,

$4.00; 12, $7.50.
12, $10.75

1,

76c; 6,
$1.00; 6, $6.70;

D.

FOR SALE— Clover,

heartsease, No. 1 white
comb. $3.50 per case; fancy, $3.75; extra
$4.00; 24 Danz. sections to case, ex-

fancy,

tracted,

120-lb.

FOR SALE— 100

season, Italian queens,
For prices on bees and
bees and honey.
queens send for circular, or see our large add.
H. G. Quirin,
in May or June iisue.
Bellevue, Ohio.
their

GOLDEN QUEENS

produce Golden
that
I will chalwokers of the brightest kind.
lenge the world on my Goldens and their
Price, $1 each; testhoney-getting- qualities.
ed, $2; breeders, $6 and $10.
Barnetts, Va.
2Atf
J. B. Brockwell,

Golden Italian Queens combine the
They are great honey
qualities you want.
Mated, $1; 6,
gatherers, beautiful and gentle.
$5; tested, $3; breeders, $5 and $10.
C. W, Phelps & Son,
3 Wilcox St., Binghampton, N. V.

PHELPS'

BEES WANTED —

60 to 100 or more colonies
Must be
movable-frame hives.

CHAS. ISRAEL BROS. CO., 486 Canal St.,
New York. Established 1878. We are in
the market for both comb and extracted honey.
Send prices delivered New York state the
quantities you have and how packed, and send
samples.
;

WANTED— White
honey
tell

in

price.

full

light

FOR SALE —Michigan's
honey

packages

in

honey.
A. G.

Woodman

amber

extracted

best white extracted
desired; also comb

as

Grand Rapids, Mich.

Co.,

WANTED— Shipments

of

pings for rendering.
cash and trade prices,
pound for wax rendered.

old

comb and

204 Walnut

cap-

We

pay the highest
charging but 5c a

The Fred W. Muth

of bees in
strong and healthy and free from disease. Send

description and

or

any quantity. Kindly send sample,
is packed and your lowest cash
E. B. Rosa. Monroe, Wis.

how honey

St.,

Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Little.

Hartley,

style;

second hand

5gal.

Iowa.

honey

John Kneser. Hales Corners, Wis.

15c per lb.
A. Latshaw, Carlisle, Tnd.

HONEY LABELS

Cotton Belt Apiaries, Box 83, Roxton, Tex.

FOR SALE— In

G.

cans; in good condition.

cases.

W.

new

Excluders,

Write for prices and photo.

of introduction.

THREE-BANDED ITALIANS— One,

quality foundation.

Angus, Grand Haven, Mich.

J

J.

northern honeys.

with

VIGOROUS,

at all times in any quanfor cash or in exchange for supplies.
Dadant & Sons. Hamilton, III.

tity,

queens,

$2.00; after
leather-colored
June 1, $1.50; untested. $1.00; $10 per doz.
A. W. Yates, 3 Chapman St., Hartford, Conn.

extracted honey, and beesR. A. Burnett & Co.,
173 S. Water St.. Chicago, III.

easy money gathering butterI buy 750 kinds.
Some $l-$7.
interesting.
2-c stamp brings prosGet posted.
Sinclair,
Box 244, D.. 41, Los Angeles, Calif.

insects.

Intensely

Address,

WANTED — Comb,

BEES AND QUEENS

SUPPLIES
PFCK UP some

your own combs and cappings with-

out trouble or expense;
yourself and others easy.

you.

buy, a quantity of dark and
amber honey for baking purposes.
A. G. Woudman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

flies,

RENDER

BEES AND QUEENS

WANTED—To

Ferry. Iowa.

HONEY AND BEESWAX

department, you

391

HONEY LABELS—We

have just issued a
up-to-date catalog of honey labels
and stationery. Write for your copy. Neat labels and quick delivery guaranteed.

new and

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

III.

SEND TODAY

for samples of latest honey labels. Not only the most attractive, but also
the lowest in price. Cat. free. Liberty Pub. Co.,
Sta. D, Box 4-H. Cleveland. Ohio.

wAnted
WANTED—Your

old combs, cappings or slurarender into beeswax by our high
steam pressure wax presses.
Didant & Sons, Hamilton, In.

gum

to

WANTED—To

hear from parties having foundation mills to sell, either new or needing

slight

repairs.
J.

J.

Angus Grand Haven, Mich.

price.

A. F. Lewis, Le Roy, Minn.

WANTED— One
bees.

of

two hundred colonies

to

A. M. Eggerth, Guttenberg, Iowa.

ITALIAN QUEENS

will be
ready to ship after April 1 at 76c each. Send
Safe arrival and satisfaction
for price list.
M. Bates, Greenville, Ala.
guaranteed.

MY BRIGHT

FOR SALE— 110

colonies bees in lO-frame
dovetailed hives, with inner covers. Acme
covers, and all on combs built from full sheets
wired foundation. This is a 100 per cent payPrice and description on aping investment.
plication. Extracted. Location with outfit.
Apiaries, Hardin, Mont.
Battlefiel
Custer

FOR SALE— Fifty

THE CANBPELL SYSTEM OF SOIL CULTURE
Everybody knows Campbell, the father of dry farming. Everybody knows that
he started this great movement for Scientific Farming that is changing the desert
But everybody does not know that there is a great school, the
into a garden

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF SOIL CULTURE
are taught
where the Campbell System of Scientific Soil Tillage and Crop Growing
secured withby mail where a thorough knowledge of Scientific Agriculture can be expect
or
to be a
out leaving home, at a very small expense. If you are a farmer
Campfarmer, send for the Campbell literature. Campbell s Scientific Farmer, the
School.
Sample
copy
bell manuals, and a catalog of the Campbell Correspondence
Address.
and catalog free

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL

colonies Italian bees in 10-

frame dovetailed hives, with one deep super
and extracting combs and with wood and zinc
excluders.

A.

ply.

J.

Diebold, Seneca,

325 Broadway

If

Price, $6 each, at the bee-yard.

you mean business enclose 2-cent stamp for

Billings,

Montana

re-

111.

SALE—A

splendid apiary of 100 coloFOR
one
nies of Italian bees in 8-frame hives, in
of the best locations for quantity and quality
Nevada.
No disease in this part of
of honey.
Yard is fenced. There is a comb-honey house,
extracting house on two levels, 8-frame power
Have unlimited
extractor, one h. p. engine.
Price of
supplies, both comb and extracting.
Hives will
bees, $6 per colony for quick -ale.
stuff, as
Other
honey.
good
of
be left full
much as desired, at bargain prices. Everything
condition.
of the best and in good
Nevada.
J. E. Patton, LaMoille.

FOR SALE—Having

been drafted, I offer for
25 colonies of bees in two-story 10frame hives for H/i plain sections; combs all
built from full sheets wired foundation, but

D

The CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST

AND BEEKEEPER
The only bee publication In Canada

three hives which are built from starters. Hives
of Root and Lewis make and painted white.
Bees will be ready for shipment after the fall
Hives will be heavy with honey and bees
flow.
Price, $5 per colare ..11 strong and healthy.
ony.
Harry Brown, R No. 2, Jerseyville, 111.

the official organ of the Ontario Beekeepers Association, and has incorit the former Canadian Bee Journal
cuc,-i..c., combined
iches are
a.c effectively
Beekeeping and Horticulture in its various branclica
form a live, attractive, and practical monthly magazine.
Well illustrated and up-to-date. Subscription price postpaid.
Foreign, li. 50 a year
United States. |i 25 a year.
Canada $1.00 a year.
Sample copy sent free on request.
It is

porated with

sale

to

The

Horticultural Publishing Co., Limited, Peterboro, Ont., Can.

—

:
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Crop Reports and Market Conditions
CROP AND MARKET REPORTS

less honey riglit now in the hands uf the beekeepers,
probably, than there was in January last year. Without
a doubt comb honey is practically all out of the producers' hands. It is now selling at from $4.00 to $5.00 per
case for No. 1.
If the local demand for honey continues, and there is
little reason for a change, many small beekeepers will
be out of stock and will have to buy to supply customers.
Such stocks as are left on hand should be able to command, surely, prices as asked above.

There is little to report since our last issue as to
change in estimates of crop totals. Many reporters state
that they have had only about a third of a crop, while
others are nearly normal. A slow
out the middle west has put the bees
winter and made some little surplus.

many

fall

flow through-

good shape for

in

HONEY ON HAND—SALES—PRICES ASKED
A majority of beekeepers reported all or nearly

all

honey sold and at satisfactory prices. Many others stated they had still some on hand but that it was moving

CONDITION OF HONEY PLANTS
are to judge of the crop next year by the reports
of honey plant conditions coming in, then we are in for a
crop in 1918 that will help maintain bumper yields during
the war period.
Throughout the whole East, and the central West reports are that plants are in much better shape than a year
ago, and in many instances even better than in the fall
of 1915, when all reports indicated a good yield for the
following year.
Even in the West, Colorado and Idaho especially,
where the plant condition in the fall is not taken as a
criterion, many reports are to the eft'ect that sweet clover,
that is the young clover, is extremely thick, which would
tend toward a larger yield from this source next year.
The larger part of Texas is still without sufficient rain
and conditions are not flattering. Through the rest of
the South honey plants are about normal, as they are in
other parts of the country not especially taken up.

freely to regular markets.
The demand for honey is still excellent, both from the
local buyers and from the larger buyers. The larger buyers, however, seem slow to accept offers of 15 cents made
b}' the beekeepers, though they are more than willing to
take all that is offered at 12j-^ to 13 cents for white honey.
There is still some demand for export, for which 15 cents

being paid f. o. b. New York.
One party in Michigan is holding a car load for which
he was offered and refused 15 cents. Several other beekeepers are holding amounts from 5,000 to 15,000 pounds
to "see where the price will go." Still several others have
sold at 15 cents, and some few as high as 17 cents wholesale for white extracted.
Following is a partial list of honey still held by our
reporters and prices expected:
Colorado, 10,000 pounds white, asking 15 cents.
Colorado, 2 cars amber, asking 12^ to 14 cents.
Montana, 22,000 pounds white extracted, asking 15
is

CONDITION OF BEES
In most places bees are going into winter in good shape.
New York reports colonies as a little short of feed, as do
reports coming in from parts of Michigan and Wisconsin.
The fall flow has helped to build up colonies in the central States, and the long protracted fall has also allowed
a slight flow in the West, which has added young bees
to the winter cluster. One report from California is to
the effect that bees did not breed up this fall as usual,
with the likelihood that they will not come through in
quite as good shape next spring. Otherwise conditions
are about normal.

cents.

car whi^e extracted, asking 14 cents.
40,000 pounds white extracted, asking 15
cents (large buyers have offered 12}/^ cents for this lot).
Idaho, 10,000 pounds white extracted, asking 13>4 cents,
containers to be furnished by purchaser.
California, 5 or 6 tons, asking 12j4 cents. It is light

Idaho,

1

Wyoming,

amber.
It is true that the large buyers are slow to buy at the
prices at which this honey is being offered. When we
look at the other side of the matter, however, there is

HONEY AND BEESWAX
—

20.
Comb honey: On
season being late this year,
and
in,
arrivals
have been slow coming
while there is a fair demand, it is not as
good as in former years, on account of prices
asked being so much higher. We quote No. 1
and fancy white at from §4.50 to $4.75; lower

New

account

York, October
of

the

grades, mixed and dark,

at

from $3.75

HiLDRETH & SeCELKEN.

— In

regard to the honey
market, it is just opening up.
We had about
lots,
100 cases of small
jus.t in, which sold
from ISc to 20c per pound, and the market
is quotable at these prices.
In extract honey
Beeswax
the market is from 14c to 14J^c.
from 35c to 37c for the best grades. We look
for high prices to prevail on honey the entire
We sold about 8 carloads last year
season.
and expect to handle 10 cars this year.

Chicago, Oct.

IS.

Coyne Brothers.

—

San Antonio,

Practically no fall
Oct. 16.
flows of honey are in prospect in Texas and
nearly all honey has been sold. There are no
carlot offerings.
Local lots in the hands of
producers are bringing 12 to 15c, extract basis.
Wax is very firm. Few offerings at 30c cash

and 32c exchange.

Southwestern Bee Company.
Chicago, Oct 17. The market has been

—

active, receipts being taken upon arrival, so
that there has been no accumulation of either

the high or low grades.

Fancy and A-1 ^rades
selling at 22

21c

per

lb.

to

No

of

comb honey

are

No. 1 at 20 to
ambers have been offered,

23c per

lb.;

but would bring within Ic to 3c per lb. of the
white grades. Extracted clover is selling freely
at 15c per lb., with clover and basswood bringwhether individual or
price,
ing the same
Different amber grades are from Ic
blended.
according
to color, flavor
to 5c per lb. less,
and body. Barrels bring within Ic per lb. ol
that in the five-gallon cans.
Beeswax is without material change, bringing
from 35c to 37c per lb., according to color and
cleanliness.

Burnett &

R. A.

to $4.25,

according to quality, in crates of 24 sections
each well filled.
Extracted honey is in good
demand, with fancy grades of white selling at
from 14c to 15c; lower grades, mixed and
dark, at from 12c to 13c.
West India average
quality at around $1.35 to $1,45 per gallon,
duty paid, according to quality.
Beeswax market is easier at from 33c to 36c
per pound, as to quality.

we

If

Kansas City,
rather

is

Oct.

IS.

Uttle lower.
are quoting at $4.25,

tracted

white

quoted

is

Co.

honey market

Receipts are a

slow.

and prices a

we

—The

little

heavier

No. 1 comb honey
ExNo. 2 at $4.10.
at

15c

a

pound and

at 14c, and dark amber at 12 to
This is in 60-pound cans.
The market on beeswax is 40c.
C. C. Clemons Produce Company.

light
13c.

amber

— We

17.
are at present selling
to retailers at the following prices;

Denver, Oct.

new honey

1 white comb honey, per case of 24 secExtracted white,
tions, $4.50; No. 2, at $4.00.
Light amaccording to quantity, 15c to 16c.
ber, 14c to 15c.

No.

We

at

are buying oeeswax at all times and are
present paying 38c cash and 40c in trade

for clean yellow wax, delivered here.

The

Colo.

Honey Produgers'

Ass'n.

F. Rauchfuss,

Mgr.

Western New York Meeting.
The annual meeting of the Western New York Honey Producers' Association will be held at the Genesee
Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., on Tuesday and

Wednesday,

November

13

and 14,
welcome

All beekeepers are
and invited to be present. An interesting program has been prepared as
follows
Nov. 13, 10:30 a. m.—
Call to order by the President.
1917.

Secretary-Treasurer's

"Wax Rendering"— C.

reports.
L.

Hershiser,

Kenmore,, N. Y.
1

p.

m.^

Appointment
"Beekeeping

of committees.
as a Business"—J.

L.

Markham. Ont.
"Producing Fancy Comb Honey" — S.
Byer,

D. House, Camillus, N. Y.
"Does It Pay to Recommend a Mini-

mum

Price

Selling

for

the

1917

Honey Crop?"
Discussion.

Wednesday, Nov. 14; 10:30 a. m.—
"Rearing Good Queens" Chas. Stewart, Johnstown, N. Y.
"Which Shall We Do. Keep More

—

Bees,

Keep Better Bees, or Keep

Bees Better?"— E. R. Root, Medina,
Ohio.
Discussions and Questions.
1 p. m.
Election of Officers.
Reports of Committees.
New Business.
"Preparing for a Crop of honey" J.
L. Byer, Markham. Ont.
"Bee Diseases" By State Inspector.
Question Box.

—

—

Adjournment.

WILLIAM

F.

VOLLMER,
Sec'y.

The Arkansas Valley Beekeepers'
Association of Kansas will hold their
annual meeting at Witchita, Kans.,
23 and 24.
desired.

November
ance

is

J.

L.

A

large attend-

PELHAM,

Sec'y.
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START RIGHT
"Fir^ Lessons in Beekeeping''
By

C. P.

DADANT

Editor of the American Bee Journal

FIRST IXSSONS
IN

BEEKEEPING

167 Patges

X 8 Inches
Attractive Cloth Binding
5'/2

178 Illustra-tiorvs

3BE

A VOID

the usual mistakes of the beginner with Bees, by getting this book, which will start

you
actual
apiary
experience,
has
traveled
widely,
of
visiting
had
fifty
years
has
leading beekeepers in Europe and America, and is fully qualified to write on every phase of practical honey production.
This book is worth several times its cost to the beginner
the first year.
right.

The author

Price $1, Po^paid

Or with

the American Bee Journal
one year, both only

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

$1.75

Hamilton,

Illinois

Your Perplexing Question
What was

it this year?
Did your bees swarm too much? Has your honey soured? Are your drones black,
and why? Are you troubled with foulbrood? Wouldn't the bees work in the supers? Do you want to raise
queens for your own use?

ANSWER

A SINGLE
May

save you

many pounds

of honey,

steps. It would be worth dollars to you.
in that latest of bee books

many wrong

have a thousand of these questions answered

"A Thousand Answers

to
By DR. C. C.

Beekeeping Questions"
MILLER

World's Record— Dr. Miller holds the
world's record for comb honey production in an apiary of seventy colonies or
more. In 1913 his average from 72 colonies was 266 sections per colony. His
best colony gave him 402 finished sec-

—

a Good Teacher That's why
this book should be at your hand. Dr.
Miller has had sixty years of experience with bees. His problems were
similar to yours and he has overcome
them.

Experience

is

Yet here you

tions.

The "Thousand Answers" book contains
thousand answers were culled from over
in

280 pagjs.
10,000 as

It

is

cloth

answered

in

bound and printed on good paper. Its
the American Bee Journal by Dr. Miller

the last 22 years.
Price, postpaid, $1.25

Sold with the American Bee Journal, one year (new or renewal) for $1.75
Canadian Postage ISc extra. Foreign Postage 2Sc extra.

Write for Your Copy Today

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL

::

HAMILTON, ILLINOIS

—

!
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The Double-Walled Massle Bee-Hive
Surest

Protection

Honey
Furnished

—

Tlie Best Hive for

clearest

the

in

Bees— Increased

for

White Pine or Redwood.

of

of

any Climate

lumber

All

Supply

either Cypress,

in

Brood and Extracting

Frames made from White Pine

VENTILATED BOTTOM
Admits fresh air into the hive, lessening the chance tor swarmIt is alsoeauipped
ing. and givinB renewed energy to the bees.

THE MASSIE HIVE
F>r

CiBb

with a feeder without extra cost.
Fifty years in the bee-supply business has shown us that the
ia th* vary bast hiva, and testimonials to this effect
are received daily from those who are using this hive.

ir Eitrictcd HtiCT

Masai*

Why

Not Give Us a

Trial

is

There is nothing more
good book. The new book

attractive

a

Statement of the Ownership, Management, Circulation, Etc.
of AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL, published
Monthly

Christmas Present than a

C.

PELLETT

Beekeeping and Staff Correspondent
Author
of the American Bee Journal, will delight your boy or girl,
or any nature-loving friend.
of Productive

This book

is

an intimate account of the personal studies of wild

many years of time. Every illustration is
from a photograph from life by the author. A new departure in bookmaking, this book is unlike anything ever before offered to the public.

creatures, extending over

Charming, intimate and true to life are these descriptions, for the
author has lived in close proximity to birds and animals, and shares
their secrets. The stories he tells are vivid and fascinating, and many
unusual photographs add to the value of this unique nature book.

Hamilton,

for October

111.,

1,

1917.

|

County of Hancock.
J
Before me, a Notary public in and for the
and County aforesaid, personally appeared M. G Dadant, who, having been duly
sworn according to law, deposes and says that
he is the Business Manager of the American
Bee Journal, and that the following is, to the
best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement (and if a daily paper, the circulation),
etc.,

of the aforesaid publication

for the date

shown above in the caption, required by the
Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section
nd Regulations,.
443, Postal Laws
1. That the names and addresses of the pubbusiness
managing
editor and
lisher, editor,
.

managers are:
Publisher American Bee Journal, Hamilton,
Illinois.

Editor

—
—C. P

Dadant, Hamilton,

—
—

Illinois.

Managing Edito-- None.
Business Manager M. G. Dadant, Hamilton,
Illinois.
2. That

the owners are; (Give names and
addresses of individual owners, or, if a corporation, give the name and names and addresses of stockholders owning or holding 1
per cent or more of the total amount of stock).

Price, postpaid, $1.50

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

at Hamilton,

STATE OF ILLINOIS,
State

**Our Backdoor Neighbors**
By FRANK

Council Bluffs, Iowa

110 3d St.

Coming

for

Comb Honay

all

KRETCHMER MFG. COMPANY,

Chri^mas

for

other Apiarian Supplies If you are in the market for supplies
will mail our large illustrated catalog and special price list to any one upon request

Dovetailed Hives and

We

Tha Dovstailad Hiva

Satisfaction Fully Guaranteed

Order?

We are also extensive manufacturers of
be sure to get our prices before buying elsewhere.

'

111.

C. P. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.
L. C. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.
H. C. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.
M. G. Dadant. Hamilton, 111.

ENLIST
In the growing

army

Allies,

who

are

Sam and

the

of honey-producers

preparing to do their bit for Uncle

V. M. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.
Saugier, Tr., Hamilton, 111.
Leon Saugier, Hamilton, 111.
3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees
and other security holders owning or holding
1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds,
mortgages or other securities are (If there are
none, so state)
Jos.

by endeavoring to secure a bigger crop of

honey than ever before.

Prospects are bright for a bumper

you ready for

it ?

yield.

Don't wait for prices to soar

again, but place your orders now.

THE

A. L

Are

ROOT COMPANY

None.

That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and security holders, if any, contain not only the list
of stockholders and security holders as they
appear upon the books of the company, but
also in cases where the stockholder or any security holder appears upon the books of the
company as trustee or in any other fiduciary
relation, the names of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is acting is given;
also that the said two paragraphs contain stateaffiant's full knowledge and
belief as to the circumstances and conditions
under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the books of the
company as trustees, hold stock and securities
in a capacity other than that of a bona fide
owner; and this affiant has no reason to believe that any other person, association or corporation has any interest, direct or indirect, in

ments embracing

the said stock, bonds, or other securities than
as so stated by him.
M. G.
(Signed)
,

Mediua, Ohio

DADANT,

Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this
third day of October, 1917.
T. R. KLAY.
(Seal)

|
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HONEY

BEKKEEPERS :—
We manufacture

millions of

TIME

sections

MONEY

are as good as the best.

every year that

For sal* by

The cheapest
the price.

If

BEE
ESCAPE
SAVES

PORTER

for the

quality

;

best

you buy them once, you

daalara.
If no daalar, write factory
R, a E. C. PORTER, MFR8.
Lawiatown, lllinoia, U. S. A.
Pkate mention Am. B«e Jounul when writing.

for

will

all

buy again.

We

manufacture hives, brood-

also

frames, section -holders and shipping
cases.
Our catalog

is

free for the asking.

MARSHFIELD MFG. COMPANY,

lorth Yakima,

FREEMAN'S FARMER

Wish.

Succaaaor to Northwaat Farm and Horn*
69 YEJUtS OLD

you want a descriptive and agricultural
magazine, it will inform you all about the
methods in the Pacific Northwest.
Send One dollar and have the magazine seat
for one year. Cut rate of one-half price
If

now

on.

Marshfield, Wisconsin

CASES

SHIPPING

Comb Honey

For

We

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You to Buy Bee-Supplies
Thirty years' experience
the beekeeper. A large
for the purpose ensures
Write for our illustrated

LEAHY MFG.

making everything for
factory specially equipped
goods of highest quality.
catalog today.

We want

you on our mailing

list.

Send

in

90 Sixth

CO.,

Now

St.,

Higginsville,

make

are prepared to

prompt shipments.

for our catalogue.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY
BOYD, WISCONSIN

Mo.

ESTABLISHED 1885
We are still

furnishing bee-hives

made

of white pine lumber; they are well made
and will last. Our large catalog, giving

particulars about all bee supplies is
free for the asking. Beeswax taken in
exchange for supplies or cash.
full

ECONOMY
Are two

ECONOMY TO YOURSELF
ECONOMY TO YOUR BEES

Dittmer Process
Because

it is

the

and the same

Comb
as the

High

Hill,

Montg. Co., Missouri

Archdekin's Fine Italian Queens
Untested queens. Tic

Foundation

same TASTE, and the same SMELL,

FIRMNESS,

NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY

and Pound Packages

gained bv using;

essential points

J.

COMB

the Honey-

for $4.25; doz.,

e,ich,

$S.OO; select tested. $1.25.
Package bees, $1.25 per
tested queen, $2.00 per lb.

Including un-

lb.

Order early.
My package is light. Saves you bees and
shipment;
safe arrival and
Prompt
express.
perfect satisfaction guaranteed.
J.

No

disease.

F ARCHDEKIN,

Bordelonville, Louisiana

bees make themselves.

them because

it is

It is the

not hke their

Remember, Mr. Beekeeper,

MONEY— then

more acceptable

to

OWN COMB.

that to you

HONEY

Foot-Power

IS

BARNES'

use

Read what

for

Samples— All Supplies

at Prices

J.

I.

Parent

of Chariton, N. Y.. says:
"We cut wit hone of your

Dittmer Process Comb Foundation
Work for a full-capacity honey crop
Send

Machinery

Combined Machines

last

so chaff hives with
cap. too honey-racks.
500 frames, and a great
deal of other work. This
winter we have a double
amount of hives, etc.. to

winter
7-in.

you Appreciate

make with

this saw. It
do all you say of it."
Catalog & price-list free

will

GUS DIHMER COMPANY,

Augusta, Wisconsin

W.

F.

995 Ruby

& JOHN BARNES

St.,

ROCKFORD. ILLINOIS.

CYPRESS BY TEST
SUBSTITUTES BY TALK

"%

The

PROOF—Two

Letters

"Our correspondent makes serious complaints against
BEEHIVE MATERIAL. We hope you will look into

as a

"Mr.

LUMBER
CAR

of
just
last year for the first time,
,

for use in

,

making

FROM BEEMEN:
and

MAKES A PLEA FOR CYPRESS

this matter," (Etc.)

— and

here's another:

CYPRESS
ORDERING ANOTHER

into the office. He informs us that they tried a car of
and are so well pleased with it that they are

came

HIVE BOTTOMS."

there value to you in an endurance test of 49 years in greenhouse sash? It is reported to us that sash
made of heart Cypress by a prominent greenhouse contractor in Chicago, and placed in position in a
greenhouse at Des Plaines, 111., in 1868 are STILL DOING SERVICE.
Is

WILL SERVE YOU AS WELL and save you the nuisance and expense of repairs and replacements.
The argument backed by such facts cannot be answered by mere talk. Ask the manufacturer or contracwho wants to give you a "substitute" for Cypress to cite you to an endurance test of 30 or 45 years to the
IT

tor

credit of the so-called "substitute."

That

is

no more than a

Write us for Vol.

I,

fair

of the

precaution on your part

— good

ordinary business sense.

Famous Cypress Pocket Library with
"The

Wood

full

U.

S.

Government Report on

Eternal."

SOUTHERN CYPRESS MFRS.' ASSOCIATION
1251 Heard National Bank Building, Jacksonville, Fla.,
1251 Hibernia Bank Building, New Orleans, La.
For quick service address nearest

office.

or

;
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Special Subscription Offers
OF THE

American Bee Journal
COMBINATION WITH BEE BOOKS AND MAGAZINES

IN

In order to give subscribers a chance to get a

we

time,

Anyone

desiring description

catalog.

good Bee Book and

same

effect a sav'ing at the

are giving below our special offers on such combinations.

and summary of

different

Bee Books should ask

book

our

for

It is sent free.

OTHER BEE BOOKS

The Most Popular

BEE BOOKS

IN COMBINATION
A.B.J.
1 yr.

A.B.J.
1 yr. and

postpaid postpaid

Book alone Book
postpaid postpaid

Bee Primer
$ .15
1.00
First Lessons in Beekeeping
Thousand Answers to Beekeeping Ques-

$1.00
1.75

and

Book alone Book

Advanced Bee Culture (Hutchinson)
Life of the Bee (Maeterlinck)
Manual of the Apiary (Cook)
Quinby's New Beekeeping
Townsend's Bee Book
Southern Bee Culture (Wilder)
Lore of the Honey Bee (Edwards)
Bee People (Morley)
Bee Master of Warrilow

1.50
1.20

$1.75
2.25
2.00

1.00

1.75

$1.00

.50

1.25

.50

1.25

2.00
1.50

2.75
2.25

.60

1.50

1.25

1.75

1.50

2.00

1.00

1.75

.50

1.25

.50

1.25

Queenie

.75

1.50

Productive Beekeeping (Pellett)
Fifty Years Among the Bees (Dr. Miller).

1.75

2.50

.50

1.25

1.00

1.75

Beekeeping (Phillips)
A. B. C. and X. Y. Z. of Bee Culture

2.00

2.50

Alexander's Practical Writings
Biggie Bee Book
British Beekeepers' Guide

(Miller)
Langstroth on the
tions

Honey Bee—Revised —

— Reprint of Original Edition.
— Scientific Queen Rearing

Langstroth
Doolittle

A

Year's Study in the Out Apiary (Doolittle)

(Root)

How

to

Keep Bees (Comstock)

Canadian Postage on Combinations,

2.50

3.00

1.00

1.75

15c extra;

The Honey Bee (Cowan)
Irish Bee Guide
Waxcraft (Cowan)
Modern Bee Farm

Foreign, 25c.

.50

1.35

1.00

1.75

1.00

1.75

1.10

1.85

1.00

1.75

2.00

2.75

all Combinations, 15c;
Foreign, 2Sc.

Canadian Postage on

Magazines in Combination
AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL One Year—
With
With
With
With
With
With
With
With
With
With
With
With
With

Fruit Grower
Green's Fruit

Bee Paper Combinations
$1.25

Grower
American Poultry Advocate

1.25

Poultry Success
Farm Journal (5 years)
Successful Farming

1.25

Farm and
Little

1.25

Journal

2.50

Folks

us a

Our

list

$1

|

Both $1.50

Canadian
postage
40c extra

S""

1.25

1.85

American Boy
Ohio Farmer
Country Gentleman
Youth's Companion
Canadian and Foreign Postage Extra.

Send

American Bee Journal, one year,

1.50

Fireside

Home

Ladies'

1.25

American Bee Journal, one year,

$1

I

Both $1-50

/

Domestic Beekeeper, one year,

2.00
(

Formerly Beekeepers' Review

$1

\

/

Canadian
gP^ia^e
20c extra

)

_- 1.25
2.00
2. 75

All

Three Bee Papers as above for
Canadian Postage, 65c.

of books and magazines you -want.

We

will quote

regular subscription prices on American Bee Journal are,
2 years, $1.75; 3 years, $2.50; 5 years, $4.

$2.25

our best prices.

1

year, $1

SEND ALL ORDERS DIRECT TO

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

Hamilton,

III.
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Poultry Supplies
Poultry supplies of

automatic grain

kinds, best

all

feeders,

mash hoppers, bone

mills, exhibition

and shipping coops,

bands,

shell,

Protectiorv Hive

ANYTHING YOU

foods, and remedies

WANT.

New

meat,

bone,

grit,

WOODMAN'S

fountains,

feed troughs, dry

leg

399

Also Pigeon, Kennel and Bee
Circular free.

Supplies.

Eureka Supply House
Box B-403,

Aurora,

-

Illinois

PATENTED

WRIGHTS FRAME-WIRING DEVICE
in

Most rapid in use. Saves cost of machine
one day. Tighter wires, no kinks, nosore

hands.
G. W.

Price,

fz.so.

postpaid

in

U. S. A.

Wright Company, Azusa,

Calif.

BUY
THE FAMOUS DAVIS 60LDENS
And

get big yields from gentle bees.
Write for Circular and Price List.

BEN
Spring

G.

DAVIS,

Hill,

The Hive witK

Tennessee.

arv

Inner Overcoat

Wintered 100% perfect

Productive
Beekeeping
By

FRANK

C.

PELLETT

in 1916-17.

WINTER PROBLEM SOLVED
dimensions as formerly. The construction now is such that a bottomless corrugated paper box can be telescoped down over the brood-nest, in
between the outer and inner hive-walls, as a matter of insulation or protection
when preparing them for winter. The work of preparing the bees for winter

The same

with

this

system

in the k. d. flat.

is

a joy.

In spring the boxes are removed and stored away

A

circular with large illustrations will describe

new

all.

Send today for one.

A. G.

WOODMAN

CO., Grand Rapids. Mich.

Tin Honey Packages
YOU WILL MAKE A MISTAKE if you do not ask for our Low Prices on
Friction Top Pails and Cans. We are Saving money for car load buyers
and others of smaller lots. Why not you?
is enabling us to make prices considerably under
general market quotations. Let us hear from you, specifying your wants.

Our three-year contract
Frontispiece in color;

316 pages

;

134 'illustrations

handsome and durable
binding.

A

Practical

Book for

The Practical Bee
Price.

Po^paid,

Man

$1.75

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
Hamilton,

Illinois

;

cloth

Fridlion

Top Tins
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THE GUARANTEE THAT MADE "falcon

tt

Bee Supplies Possible
The "falccn**

GUARANTEE.

Every

every article, and every queen leaving the

crate of sections, every

super, every

hive, every

pound foundation

money

plant goes out with our "absolute satisfaction or

"•Palcon"

For more than a third oi ^ cciuury we have stood behind everything we sell. If anything is
wrong or not just what you thought it would be, we'll appreciate it if you write us, and we'll make it absolutely right
Our satisfied customers are to be found everywhere and are our best advertisement. " Once a cusat our expense.
tomer always a customer," is synonymous with the name "^Jalcon**
back "guarantee.

The beekeepers'

past experience

when "short" shoalJ

sections and supplies ready in the next two months.

send us an approximate

list

of

Red Catalog, Postpaid

W.

T.

We

will

li<iv^

caught him that

be glad to quote on

it's

a

"wise move"

"f^alCOTl"

to get

supplies

if

CO.,

Falconer,

New York

Where the good bee-blves come from

N O T C E
WANTED
I

HONEY
state

not forget

your lowest

quantities,

and

when your crop

price,

will

will

what you will require for the coming season.
" Simplified Beekeeping," Postpaid
Dealers Everywhere

FALCONER MFG.

Do

hives,

you

and

also

of

how

honey

it is

is

HONEY

ready for sale to send us a sample,

put up.

We>re in

the market for unlimited

pay cash on arrival. Let us hear from you before

O. H.

W. Weber

selling

your crop.

& Oompany

2146 Central Ave.,

Tennessee-Bred Queens

Cincinnati, Ohio
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Why Order Early ?
With

the exceedingly high price of honey and

the urging on the part of the State

Department

for

production of every ounce of produce possible, you, as a beekeeper, arc going to do your part

and have probably already made up your mind
your capacity

you have

Possibly, however,

ders for bee supplies

Freights are Slow
==^=^^^^==^
white clover flow.
storing period

lost sight of the fact that

^^^

congestion of last year

their

supplies

past.

it

is

in

bees- to

the limit of

greatly to your interest to get in your or-

^^

may

and

afford to

let

still

beekeepers

to get delivery in

who

ordered

time for the

others had supplies arrive after the critical

your bees wait a day on delayed freight shipments.

many early orders as possible. This gives us less of a rush
when a toe large proportion of beekeepers order their supplies.
This is why we can make a closer price for an order sent in before the new year opens.
If your banker were to offer you 15 per cent

=

in

Save You Money

want

as

spring,

on your deposits you would certainly grab the chance.

supplies for ordering

Many

be repeated.

February were barely able

in

to cancel orders,

You cannot

Early Order Discounts

interest

your holdings

now.

Others had

was

to increase

caring for them.

in

them three months

earlier

A

three or four per cent discount on

than usual means sixteen

on your money for the year, and you have your goods on time, without

to

twenty per cent interest

fail.

of your requirements.
are in a position to give you a
very close estimate for early order.

Send us a

list

We

Are You Throwing Money
No?

But

are you throwing

away

Away ?

old combs, small lots of cappings, or else beeswax scrapings and

when you clean them? If not, perhaps you are melting up
way and getting only about half the wax out of them.

propolis from the tops of your frames

your combs

Many

an old-fashioned

in

beekeepers this year secured their season's supply of

DADANT'S FOUNDATION
by sending

Our

in their

combs and cappings

high-pressure steam outfits get

ant job and return more beeswax
themselves.

If

to be

the

all

in the

rendered into beeswax and made up into foundation.

wav

possible, save these

same beekeepers an unpleas-

shape of foundation than they could get by the extra

you prefer, we will pay you Highest Cash Price for

all

work

beeswax rendered.

SEND FOR OUR TERMS

DADANT & SONS
HAMILTON, ILLINOIS

WE WANT BEESWAX

...

ASK US FOR OUR BEST PRICES

:

HOW ABOUT NEXT YEAR?
The

season of 1917, just closed, has been a most unusual one.
Beekeepers who
did not fortify themselves early in the season by securing their hives, sections and
other goods and having their equipment ready for the bees, found that when the

honey season was upon them that they were up against the following conditions

EVERYBODY WANTED BEE GOODS— DEALERS HAD DEPLETED STOCKS ON
ACCOUNT OF THE UNUSUAL DEMAND— MANUFACTURERS WERE SEVERAL
WEEKS BEHIND ON ORDERS—THEIR FACTORIES WERE WORKING OVERTIME, SOME BEEKEEPERS WERE DELAYED, SOME DISAPPOINTED, SOME
GOT THEIR GOODS WHEN IT WAS TOO LATE.

Now, Mr. Beekeeper, what are you
going to do about Next Season?
Prospects are favorable for a big demand for bee supplies next year.
Profit by
the experience of the past.
Prepare! Order your goods this fall. Write us or
our dealer nearest you for a list of new prices.
•

If you are not on our mailing list, write us at once and we will send you a catalog
containing name of the distributer nearest you, and in this way you will also be
sure to receive a copy of our new 1918 catalog when it is issued, which will be in
January, as usual.

LEWIS
Hives and Sections and all otiier goods are made of tiie
best material and are scientifically manufactured=

OUR GUARANTEE
We

absolutely guarantee that our goods are perfectly manufactured of the
best material for the purpose. On examination, if our goods are not as represented, we do not ask you to keep them. Return same at our expense and

we

will refund your money, including any
transportation charges you
have paid. If you purchase our goods from one of our distributers, the
same guarantee holds good, as we stand back of them.

REMEMBER, IN HARMONY WITH THE GENERAL CALL MADE BY THE PRESIDENT,
ALL BEEKEEPERS NOW OWE IT TO THE NATION, IN ORDER THAT BEEKEEPING
MAY FULFILL ITS HIGHEST OBLIGATION, TO REDOUBLE THEIR EFFORTS TO INCREASE THE IMPORTANCE OF BEEKEEPING AS AN AGRICULTURAL INDUSTRY
WHICH CONSERVES A VALUABLE NATIONAL RESOURCE AND WHIuH PRODUCES A
NON-PERISHABLE, CONCENTRATED, WHOLESOME FOOD WHICH PLAYS A VERY
IMPORTANT PART IN THE ENDURANCE OF ANY NATION.
ORDER YOUR BEE SUPPLIES EARLY AND ORDER STANDARD GOODS IN ORDER TO
SAVE TIME AND ENABLE MANUFACTURING PLANTS TO ACCOMPLISH THE MOST
IN THE SHORTEST POSSIBLE TIME.

COMPANY

G. B. LEWIS
WATERTOWN, WISCONSIN,
Send for catalog giving name of

U. S. A.

distributer jiearest vou

Vol.

LVII-No.

HAMILTON,

12

ILL.,

MONTHLY,

DECEMBER, 1917

YEAR

$1 A

THE SAGES OF CALIFORNIA
Notes on the Plants Which Furnish Most

By Frank

WHEN

sage is mentioned, we of
the east are likely to think
of the common garden sage,
Salvia officinalis, which for at least
three centuries has been cultivated
for its aromatic leaves. Of this there
are several varieties, some with broad

and some with narrow leaves. The
garden sages are good honey plants,
but seldom sufficiently abundant to

amount to much
The honey from

honey producers.
the garden sage is
said to be nice and white like that
from catnip or motherwort.
as

in Bee
1908), as follows;

Gleanings

Honey on

of the

the Pacific Coast

G. Pellett
Culture

(Sept.

15,

"My neighbor, Mr. Garfield, experimented
with one colony of bees by taking it eight or
nine miles away from alfalfa or other cultivated fields, and setting it among the white
sage.
He went out to look after it every
week and took fresh water. We do not know
the exact amount of honey the bees gathered,
but they did fully as well as those left at
home near the alfalfa. The honey was of that
water white color peculiar to California sagt?
honey.
Mr. Garlield sent samples to Califor-

and it was pronounced A 1 white sage; so
are convinced that the white sage of South
Idaho does yield just as much and just as good
honey as that of any other State."
nia

we

It is probable that one
or more
species of sage occur in nearly every
State, but they increase in abundance
westward. In the arid country west
of_ the Missouri river they become
sufficiently common so that an appreciable amount of honey might be expected in many localities. It is quite
likely
that sage honey in
small

amounts

supposed power to make people wise
by strengthening the memory, for
which it was used in ancient medi-

is mixed with honey from
other sources, and so not detected, in
inany localities outside of California.
The fact remains, nevertheless, that
sage, as an important source of surplus, is not reported outside of that

cine.

State.

The name sage

is

There are upwards

derived from

of five

its

The

hundred

best,

species of sages, widely distributed
in the temperate and warmer regions
of both hemispheres. Probably most
of the species yield honey, although
but few are known to be important.
Rayment mentions the wild sage.
Salvia vcrbcnaca, as introduced into

a

developed on a commercial scale

does not granulate,

edition of his

wrote

it

flavor.
is

much

A B C

of

Bee Culture,

:

"I well remember the
sage honey.

me
were much
visiting

had of the
Langstroth was

first taste I

mountain

Mr.

at the time, and his exclamations
like my own. only that he declared
almost identical in flavor with the

it
was
famed honey of Hymettus, of which we had
received a sample some years ago.
Well, this
honey of Hymettus. which has been celebrated
lioth in prose and poetry for ages past, was
gathered from the mountain thyme, and the
botany tells us that thyme and sage are closely

that

those countries that the sages will be
found to be very important honcv
plants.

Since practically all sage honey
that goes to market in America is
from California, the sages from that
State are of first importance. Sage

related."

Although there are several species
of sage which yield honey in California the quality does not differ materially, as far as can be ascertained
front printed reports.
It is all described as "water-white, unexcelled
flavor, of heavy body and does not

known to occur in other western
States and the question is sometimes
is

Miller, of Caldwell, Idaho, writes, in

it

sought for by bottlers in the east,
who blend it with clover or alfalfa.
There are many who regard sage
lioney as the finest in the market. In
this connection A. I. Root in an early

in

asked whether any honey is secured
from this
source
elsewhere.
In
answer to this question Mr. J. E.

heavy body and delightful

Since

Australia
from Europe, but now
yielding honey during the dry months
of the year. (Money in Bees in Australasia).
There are more than two
hundred species known to occur in
Mexico and Central America and it is
very probable that when beekeeping
is

quality of sage honey is of the
being water white in color, of

THE HYBRID SAGE OF CALIFORNIA.
(Photograph by

Homer Mathewson.)

granulate."
Prof. A.

J.

Cook

wrote

to

the
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American Bee Journal (June

21, 1906)

years

produces a good harvest, others very

it

concerning the sage as follows:

light.

"Chief among the honey-bearing mints are
the incomparable sages of California. These
are not excelled even by the clovers or linden.
The honey is white, delicate of flavor, and
must ever rank among the best in appearance
and quality. Not only this, but the quantity is
often phenomenal.
This comes from the fact
that
flowers are borne in long racemes or
compact heads, and as the separated flowerets
do not bloom all at once, but in succession, the
plants are in bloom for weeks.
The sages,
then, are marvelous honey producers, first, because of the generous secretions of each floweret, and second, because of the immense number of these flowerets and the long period of

very leaves and brilliant light purple blossoms,
is usually a good producer,
but is much re-

"The

uioom."

At another time Mr. Cook wrote

silver,

or purple

sage,

which has

sil-

stricted as to locality."

The purple sage Salvia leucophylla,
also called white-leaved sage, or silver
sage, is reported as a good yielder, although not as abundant as either of
the foregoing species.
The Richter
catalogue gives the range as occasional in the foothills of the Santa
Monica and San Fernando mountains,
April to July, and from San Luis
Obispo to San Diego counties and not
extending inland beyond the coast

that the honey from all the sages is
so much alike that it would be indistinguishable. (American Bee Journal,

ranges.

Aug.

June, but probably not important.
Salvia carduacca, thistle or annual
sage. "Inner coast range valleys, and
throughout the San Joaquin valley,
Southern California, June." Jepson.
"A well-known honey plant." Richter.

1905).
Richter, in
3,

his Honey Plants of
California, speaks of the white sage,
Salvia apiana, Jep., as "very common
on the dry plains toward the foothills, and ascending these to about
3,000

feet."

Writing

sage,

re-

is

ported from Santa Barbara March-

Salvia

^columbariac,

annual

sage.

"Throughout the coast ranges, Sierra
Nevada and Southern California, on
hill and mountain slopes." Jepson.
Salvia sonomensis,, Greene, creeping
sage.
"Montana species at middle
altitudes.
Ramona mountains west
of Calistoga, Mt. Shasta, Calaveras
and Mariposa counties, San Diego

County. May." Jepson. "Also June,
Sierra foothills from Sierra to Inyo
counties, main source of honey in

many

districts."

Richter

Concerning the regularity of yield
from sage, Mr. P. C. Chadwick wrote
in Gleanings in Bee Culture (Jan. 1,
1911), as follows:

"South of the Tehachapi Mountains lies
the entire sage of our State, notwithstanding eastern people and many of our
westerners term every form of small growth
on the vast slopes of the Rocky Mountains
"sage brush.'
'There is no denying that the
button (or black) sage is, of all honey plants,
our chief surplus producer.
Neither does it
average a crop more often than every other
practically

year, regardless of rainfall; for it seems necessary, from its semi-arid nature, to be dried
out or rested before it comes back to its prime
yielding condition.
I
have seen it return

Gleanings in Bee Cul-

in

Chadwick describes

ture, P. C.

Sah'ia amabilis, loving

December

a jour-

ney which he made in the San Bernardino mountains with the intent
to

find

out the highest elevation at

which bloom could be found

in sufficient quantities to support bees.
to an elevation of 7,000 feet he found

Up

white sage
with bees.

in

abundance, and

(Western

all alive

Honey

Richter gives

Bee,

range
as
common from Santa Barbara
county southward, blooming from
April to July. '"As abundant as the
Sept., 1914.)

its

not as good a yielder,
nor has the honey as fine a flavor."
Black sage. Salvia mellifera Greene,
also known as ball sage, or button
sage, is generally credited as being
the principal source of sag; hnncy,
most of the honey which goes
to market under name of white sage,
being produced from this plant. Quite
probably it is the best honey plant
on the Pacific Coast. Richter says of
it:
"As a general rule every fifth
year an excellent crop is obtained,
and every third or fourth year a total
failure is experienced, the flow being dependent upon winter rai/ns,
with warm spring quite free from
Ijlack sage, but

cold winds and fog.
a certain amount of

required before

When

bloom

in

warm weather

is

produces nectar."
The range of black sage is given as
"Mt. Diablo, Los Trampas Ridge, near
Hayward, San Mateo county. Glenit

wood

and Brieta, southward to
Southern
California.
April-May."
Jepson.
"Coast ranges and ascending to 5,000 feet in the San Bernardino mountains. March to June. San
Diego County, February to May."
Mr. J. E. Pleasants, of Orange, California, writing in American Bee Journal (June, 1914), describes the peculiarities of the sages, as follows
:

king of them all. When
climatic conditions are favorable I think black
sage can be relied upon to produce more 'gilt
edge' than any other plant in the West, and
lor body and flavor it is hard to excel.
It
blooms for weeks.
The blossom is small and
inconspicuous, but what a flow of nectar ii
can yield.
"The white sage is a much prettier plant.
Its soft, giey leaves and tall blossom spikes
make it quite showy, while its pleasing aromatic odor breathes the very essence of wild
But this queenly plant is much
perfumes.
more inconstant than its plainer sister. Some

"The black sage

is

BLACK SAOL, THK FINEST HONEY PLANT ON THE PACIFIC COAST.
(Photograph Dy

Homer Mathewson.)
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for three consecutive seasons;
but the middle season was not what could be
considered a crop, even after a sufficient rain-

some surplus
fall."

Again he writes

to the

same journal

the pictures of the sages in connection with this article. One picture is
of a hybrid sage, Crossing of the various species is said not to be uncom-

mon.

the effect that the sage ranges
soon give place to other crops (Dec.
to

IS,

1911):

What

"If I should predict that thirty years hence
the sage ranges of California would be almost
a thing of the past tlierc wnuUl doubtless be
criticism of my views; but I firmly believe that
we lihall face uch a condilion. for emigration
to this part of California is increasing rapidly
Hillsides are yielding to the plow, where twenty years ago it would have becti thought almost
impossible."

Sonic writers give two hundred
pounds per colony as a fair average
in a good sage year, so that with even
one good year in three it comes well
up with the yield of many plants

more constant
.

production.
It is through the kindness of Mr.
Homer Mathewson, of Kentucky, that
we are able to present to our readers
in their

a

is in

By A.

Name?

B.

WHILEtownhunting"shippers'"name
guide

of

for the

in a

a
I

"Beehive,"

came

across

Alabama.

My

name

the
curiosity

was aroused to ascertain how many
bore
stations
or
railroad
towns
names relating to bees or their products in the United States.
There are just 7i places with such
names, as follows
:

"Bee," in Alabama, Arkansas,
Georgia, Minnesota, Nebraska, Ohio,
Virginia,
Tennessee,
Oklahoma,
\\'ashington and West Virginia.
11

405
1
I

"Bee
"Bee
"Bee
"Bee
"Bee

Bayou,"
Branch,"

Louisiana.

in

Arkansas.

in

Camp,"

in Indiana.
Cave," in Texas.
.3
Creek," in Illinois, Missouri
and Texas.
1
"Bee Fork," in Missouri.
1
"Bee Grove," in Indiana.
1
"F3ecgum," in California.
4 "Beehive," in Alabama, Colorado,
1
1

Georgia and Montana.
"Beehive Crossing," in New York.
1 "Bee House," in Texas.
1
"Bee Hunter," in Indiana.
1

1

"Beelake,"

Mississippi.

in

"Bee Lick," in Kentucky.
1 "Bee Log," in North Carolina.
1 "Bee Ridge," in Florida.
1 "Bee Spring," in Kentucky.
1 "Beetown," in Wisconsin.
2 "Bee Tree," in Maryland and
North Carolina.
Tennessee and
2 "Beeville,"
in
1

Texas.
"Drone,"
1

"Honey,"
Washington.
2
1

1

2
1

7

in

in

Georgia.

North Carolina and

"Honey Bee," in Kentucky.
"Honey Bend," in Illinois.
"Honey Brook," in Pennsylvania.
"Honey Camp," in Virginia.
"Honey Creek," in Alabama, Geor-

Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Pennsylvania and Wisconsin.
2 "Honeycutt," in North Carolina
and Tennessee.
1 "Honey Ford," in North Dakota.
Grove," in Kentucky,
3 "Honey
Pennsylvania and Texas.
1 "'Honeyhill," in South Carolina.
Island,"
in
Louisiana,
3 "Honey
Mississippi and Texas.
1
"Honey Landing," in Alabama.
"Honey Pod." in North Carolina.
1

gia,

1

1
1

1

2

"Honeymans,"

in

Oregon.

"Honeymans Spur," in Oregon.
"Honey Pot." in Pennsylvania.
"Honey Springs," in Texas.
"Honeyville," in Utah and Vir-

ginia.

"Wax," in Georgia and Kentucky.
Most of these names were very

2

probably given to the locations which
bear them because of the finding of
bees in the vicinity. The honej'bee
is said to have settled ahead of the
white man throughout this country,
since the Indians called her "the
white man's fly." Over half of the

names are located

in

the Dixie re-

Southern States, showing
that nature spread the bees more
promptly and lavishly in the warm

gion

or

countries.

The evidence that, in most cases,
names were given after the things
found, unless they were given after
the original homes of the settlers, is
very apparent in the Indian names of
localities,

according

to

the

tribes

that occupied them.

No. Piscataquis,
pxcept in Maine; no Mishicott outside of Wisconsin; Petoskey indicates only Michigan; Minnetonka is
found nowhere but in Minnesota; no
Bayou Goula out of Louisiana; no
Snohomish except in Washington no
Tamalpais out of California; no Apalachicola except in Florida.
There are a number of Londons, a
number of small Paris, Berlins, Vicunas, i2
Washingtons.
So both
great men and great cities have been
patrons of our new cities.
;

WHITE SAGE, AN ABi;.\UANT

I'LANT, liUT

(Photograph oy

UNCERTAIN

Homer Mathewson.)

IN ITS YIELD.
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name

Names of bees and of their products exist but little in other countries
find
as names of places or cities.
one "Beeton" in Canada (given by
the famous D. A. Jones), one "Abejar" in Spain, one "Honeybourne" in
England. The long list of names
found in the United States evidently
indicates the thrift of bees in this
country.

THIS
431

— -Sacbrood

the title of Bulletin No.
the United States Department of Agriculture, menis

of

this

of "sacbrood."

it finally forms a
never at any time ad-

by evaporation and

tioned on page 155 of our May issue.
Dr. White is the scientist who has
the credit of at last placing the description of the two diseases named
foulbrood on a positive scientific basis.
He isolated "bacillus larvae" and
cultivated it so as to prove that the
same disease could be reproduced by
its spores.
He did similar
"bacillus pluton."
These

him

name because

in that
disease the body wall of the larva
which has died of the disease toughens, permitting the easy removal oi
the remains intact from the cell, as
Dr. White avers that the
in a sack.
name "pickled brood" is incorrect in
speaking of this disease.
The brood that dies of sacbrood,
with but few
exceptions, dies in
capped cells, when the larva is
stretched in the cell, preceding the
change to pupa. It turns slightly yellow, which in a few days changes to
brown. If the dead larva is not removed, its surface becomes wrinkled

We

Bibliography

selected by

He gave

December

scale.

This

is

herent to the

cell wall.

—

1.
End view of Healthy Worker Larva
in normal position in cell.
Cap torn and
turned aside with forceps.
Enlarged about

FIG.

8

diameters.

(Original.)

In the first stages of the disease, if
larva; are crushed, suspended in syrup
and fed to
healthy bees, a large
amoimt of the sacbrood is readily
produced. But as the larva dries, its
capacity for infection lessens, until
in the last stages it shows no evidence of being infectious, when fed to
bees.
The" dried scales of sacbrood in the

work on

two diseases are popularly named "American
foulbrood"
foul'and
"European
brood."
Dr. White now gives us a similar
basis in regard
to
what has been
called "pickled brood," under the

last stage have often
in appearance to the

man's shoe.

been compared
end of a China-

This description, we be-

—

FIG. 2. Looking into a cell containing larva
dead of sacbrood. (Original.)

was first given by N. E. France,
the well-known Wisconsin bee inspector, who called it as others did,
"pickled brood."
The point of heat at which sacbrood is neutralized is of importance
and interest to beekeepers.
Dr.
White found the following degrees of
heating to destroy the
of the
disease
When suspended in water, 136 dc
grees or over.
When suspended
glycerine, 163
degrees or over.
When suspended in honey 58 degrees or over.
In a drying room, time 22 days, sacbrood also lost its virus.
lieve,

I

:

When kept in honey, it produced
no disease after 31 days. So it is safe
to say that sacbrood loses its danger
after a month.

PURPLE SAGE, EXCELLE.\

1

IICJNEY

(Photograph by

PLANT OF UE.STUILTEiJ

Homer Mathewson.)

KA.\(iE.

FIG.

3.

—Third

stage.

Dorsal view of anterior

third of larva dead of sacbrood.

(Original.)
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opening of the package. We are
showing herewith two pictures of a
package filler (luite ditTerent from
those in common use. This filler is
used by the Pcnn Company and is
supported by two rods which are
pressed into the ground to hold it
There is a small platform on
solid.
which the packages to be filled are

The big funnel makes rapid
work easy since it catches all the

placed.

a slight jar

from a frame
no danger of
overturning the package

partly

with bees.

bees that are jarred
held over it and there

I''IG.

i.

— Fourth

stage.

Remains of larva dead
(Original.)

of sacbrood.

The Wonderful Story of a

Queen Bee

Dr. White also gives its resistance
to sunlight, in fermentation in sugar,
etc.

difference in appearance
between sacbrood and European foulbrood is to be found in the earlier
death of the larva in the latter dis-

The main

usually dies while coiled
in the cell, before the endwise position is assumed. The saclike appearance is also absent.
Dr. White also takes notice of the
well-known fact that sacbrood is
more common in the spring months
Colonies
than at any other time.
rarely die of it, but they often become
weakened by it. He does not consider the combs of diseased colonies
ease, for

filled

is

it

By

Bro.

Remain

years
TWOstudent

ago, in July, an exof our college asked me
To please
for a hive of bees.
him, I agreed to divide one hive of

mine, giving him the queen and three
frames of brood. Naturally the "bereaved" bees started queen-cells and
emerged.
in due time a new queen
Every day, about noon, I used to open
the hive to watch the progress of her
majesty. The fifth day, at 12 o'clock,
the queen was found "missing" out,
I thought, on her mating flight; but
at 2, no
at 1 o'clock no queen yet

—

;

as infectious.

HOW

;

lost.

has yet been given to
cure this disease, which usually runs
itself out. The advice given by N. E.
France is probably the best course to
pursue.
Strengthen the colony and
near the
give it plenty of honey
If the queen is old, superbrood.
sede her.

The above named
contains 56 pages,
are

A

is

That same day,

amount

bulletin, which
worth perusing,

No

matchbox and soon
in

deal

of

fill

tin

them by means

of an ordi-

funnel set directly into the

my

kidnaped

difficulty to

went

to his
in a
re-installed her

her deserted home.

I

queen

I

the top of the frames.

who
MOST comblessshippers
bees
packages
nary

was

return the found queen.
house, put the strayed

Convenient Package Filler
of the

this

Mr. Rozario made no

of

in

doubt

queen.

information,
intelligible to everyone, is stored in
it.
It deserves a place in every beekeeper's library. It may be secured
from the Department of Agriculture
in the usual way.

A

at 3 o'clock, a friend

beekeeper, Mr. G. Rozario, came from
his home situated in the center of a
populous quarter of Shanghai, about
one-third of a mile distant, and told
me the strange story that he had just
seen a new queen, from somewhere,
newly fecundated, gladly received in
one of his hives (he had only two).

if
some of its scientific terms
"Greek" to the average reader.

valuable

—

rather bad and bees
queen, either
giving signs of unmistakable anxiety.
I concluded that the queen had been

No remedy

even

FILLER SHOWING
PACICAGE IS PLACED.

PACKAGE

PENN

PACKAGE FILLER USED BY THE PENN
COMPANY.

put her on

Then what

followed no words can adequately describe.
The queen was met with a
rush of bees upwards, giving extraordinary demonstrations of joy in
touching the queen. They went below, the queen with them, as if simply returning from her normal flight.

Now, can some expert

tell,

first,

why

that queen deserted her home;
second, how could she be persuaded
to enter a foreign hive and be welcomed there, even by the old queen;
third, who was guilty of abduction?

Anyhow, is not that fact throwing
some light on many cases where bee-

men

are puzzled by the apparition of
bees different from those of the hive?

To end the story of that queen 1
must add that last spring, in March,
finding the colony too weak, I united
it with a stronger one, without anything between; but the "under bees"
got onto the trick and, roused to
fury, massacred everyone of the intruders during the night.
FIG.

5.

— Scale,

or larval remains in position in cell, cut lengthwise, lateral view.

(Original.)

Shanghai, China.
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THE EDITOR'S VIEWPOINT
Honey

the scrapings

Prices

Although honey

is

now

selling at

higher prices than for several years
past, it has not yet reached the high
1873

In
years.
figures of former
Harbison and Clark shipped a carload of honey from California to
Chicago. This was probably the first
car of honey to be shipped overland
from the coast, and it sold for 27
cents per pound, wholesale. This is
somewhat above the highest prices
has sold in
for which comb honey
any American market of late.
There are indications that honey
will not again drop to the low levels
The slump in
of the recent past.
prices which honey has suffered during the past twenty years is largely

the result of the general use of glusubstitutes,
cose and othej- cheap

which have been so

The
honey at

tised.

public

is

widely adverturning again

a time when prices rule
to
high and will continue to demand it
in preference to inferior substitutes.

two

days'

made

into wax.

scrapings

I

have

From
made

about 10 pounds of fine quality wax.
The rabbets of the outsides and their
upper and lower edges are also
cleaned from all propolis accumulatiotjs, so that everything works as
All section
readily as new work.
supers are also looked over, separators, especially, are cleaned up, so
that no crowding is necessary to
leave room for super springs."
Is it astonishing that as careful a
man as this should succeed?
Selling

Your Honey

In a period of high prices such as
we are now experiencing there is

danger that the home market be
overlooked and all honey sent in to
the big markets to realize quickly at
high prices.
Letters have come

in

to the big buyers.

from subtheir honey

"My home

trade could not possibly pay the price
offered abroad."

A

Careful and Thrifty Beekeeper
Success in any line is achieved only
But
by perseverance and activity.

This is all well and good as long as
the price continues to rule high and

demand

producer. At first sight beekeeping
would seem only a summer work. But
how many things there are which the

is good from the largei
But we should look a little
farther ahead to the time when we
may again be offered a lower price
for honey, a lower price than we are

thrifty beekeeper can do in the dull

willing to take.

Here are a few thoughts
gleaned from a private letter written
last March, which show how our old

that the

this

is

especially true

of the

honey

season.

friend, G. C. Greiner, occupies a part

of his spare time before the season

opens and after the honey has been
disposed of:
'"In the last

week or two I have
been steadily at work in the honeyhouse, preparing things for the com-

My

job was the
cleaning up of the extracting supers.
Every comb, mainly the sides of the
ing season.

top-bars
tenons,

first

and the underside of the
scraped and
is thoroughly

the

markets.

Then there will be
home market,

maintain the campaign even in the
face of high prices for our product,
and, more than all, we must be in a
position to furnish our customers,
at least on request, with honey.
Just as sure as we do not, the advertising value of past years'

a

realization

sadly neglect-

has again accepted some substiAgain the small producer will vainly endeavor to make
his people realize the "food value"
of honey and again he will wonder
why people will eat such stuff as
corn syrups when they can get honey
ed,

tute for honey.

right at their door.
If we care to realize the benefits of
recent campaigns with "Eat Honey"
stickers, with honey food value booklets, with
flashy labels
and with
other local
advertising, we
must

work

will be

destroyed and the work will
have to be done over.
In time of high
prices prepare
yourself to avoid the lower prices of
the future.

Keep your
home trade, even
though you have to buy honey elsewhere and charge customers an accordingly

higher

accept

your

though

some

They

price.

will

explanations

even

them refuse

of

the

honey.

Honey Changing

question, to which

this

Tea

the Color of

In one of our exchanges

we

notice

editor

its

is

unable to give a satisfactory reply.
Neither can we give an explanation
if

the

honey which

this offense

pure.

But

is

if

was

positively

guilty

known

of

to be

the source of the honey

unknown,

this
would probably
prove a base adulteration.
In 1879, when corn syrup, otherwise called commercial glucose, began to appear on a large scale among
is

edible

we

products,

inquired

of

a

chemist as to the easiest means of
detecting it. His reply was: "Use it
to sweeten tea or coffee and you will
find

it

color.

scribers stating that all

went

December

to turn the liquid to a darker

Glucose

is

made by boiling
The free

starch with sulphuric acid.
acid contained in the liquid

after-

is

wards removed by the use of lime.
But some free sulphuric acid usually
remains in the syrup and it is this
which acts upon the tannin of the
tea or of the coffee and darkens it."
Of late years, corn syrup is made
with more care and contains little
if any free sulphuric acid.
But it is
probable that, in the case cited, the
adulteration was of low grade syrup
and the acid in it acted upon the
tannin contained in the tea, helping
to blacken it.
Dark grades of honey would, of
course, darken coffee or
measure of their shade of

mechanical

action

tea,

in

color.

could be

the

Such

readily

expected.

The fact that some grades of commercial glucose still contain some
free sulphuric acid and quite a little
sulphate of lime in suspense ought
to lessen the tendency of our housekeepers to use such preparations, escan secure pure
pecially if they

honey from the apiary.
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Obituary
O. O.

POPPLETON

Colonel Oscar Ogdeii Poppleton's
death occurred at the National SolHot Springs,
diers' Sanitarium in
South Dakota, on October 4, 1917.
Colonel Poppleton was in failing
health when he left Florida last
spring, but hoped that he would recover while with his daughter in New
Hampton, Iowa. Finding no improvement, he went to tho Soldiers' Sani-

tarium in hopes that the rest would
cure him. Still finding no relief, he
telegraphed his son-in-law to come
for him that he might pass his last
days with his daughter, but
the end came before he could
undertake the trip.
O. O. Poppleton was born in
Green Springs, Ohio, June 28,
1843.
At the age of thirteen
he removed to Iowa, and when
eighteen entered the civil war
as a private. He soon rose to
lieutenant and served
first
during Jie entire war as an
officer. After the war he was
placed for two years by the
government in charge of esCemetablishing - National
teries throughout the country
In 1886 he removed from
Iowa to Florida and engaged
in
beekeeping there, being
first located at Hawk's Park

and
It

His moves were made with a launch.
He was successful, his per colony averages for the four years being respectively 273, 291, 82 and 300 pounds.
In later years he

was

obliged to

give up extensive beekeeping on ac-

count of

ill

health.

Colonel Poppleton
thinking beekeeper.
his

problems and

was

He

laid

deepstudied out

his

a

plans ac-

He was

America's foremost advocate of the long idea hives
about which so much has been written in the bee journals in past years,
and his uniform success shows that
this type of hive was admirably suited to his methods.
cordingly.

409
The older beekeepers

instructive

pleton

until

his

As one of the old school, of the old
army, he will be missed; but the rec-'
ord of his achievements lives after
him as an example to future generations.

Beekeeping for the
Crippled Soldiers

A

About 1890 he had charge for two
years of the large Dussacq apiary in
Cuba, containing from 350 to SCO colonies.
During one year the apiary of
398 colonies yielded him 52,000 pounds,
or about 130 pounds to the colony.
This was his largest crop, though his
average per colony has many times
exceeded this.
For four years Mr Poppleton practiced migratory beekeeping, moving
from one location in Florida to another about ISO miles away, so as to
take advantage of the different flora.

soldier's

maimed and

home

for

the

crippled soldiers

of the present war has been
established by the Italian Gov-

ernment

Palermo,

at

Sicily.

Among

other useful occupations for these men an apiary
has been established, a partial
photograph of which is given

number

October

the

in

ot

L'Apicoltore

Why
.ies

could not small apiabe established in some of

our Soldiers' Homes? The occupation is not strenuous, and
some profit may be derived
from it, besides the supplying
of such an establishment with
the honey that may be required for the use of its inmates.

Kansas Meeting

The

14th annual

meeting of

the Kansas State Beekeepers'
Association will be held in the

Chamber
The

From

late O. O.

a

POPPLETON,

Photograph taken

In his different locations Mr.

Pop-

pleton was often bothered with bee
paralysis

among

his apiaries.

was
pow-

It

wax

extractor.

Mr. Poppleton was married twice,
both of his wives preceding him in
death. He is survived by two daughters, Mrs. Pearl
Babcock, of New
Hampton, la., and Mrs. G. A. Hatch, of
Shelton, Wash.; and a half-brother,
F. W. George, of Aberdeen, S. D.

To-

urged to attend.

A

honey banquet

noon, January

will

be served at

8.

he who first advised *he use of
dered sulphur in checking the depopulation of colonies from this
disease. He was also the inventor of
the American sun

Commerce,

prepared and all persons interested in bee culture are

1901.

in

of

peka, Jan-uary 7 and 8, 1918.
A splendid program is being

removal

south.

the

sure success.

per and thus learned that there
was a better way to keep bees

losses,

of

Mr. Poppleton's experiences of migratory beekeeping are very interesting to read and show the careful
preparations which he made to in-

Mr. Popheard of a bee pa-

than in box hives. He began
at once to transfer and became an up-to-date beekeeper.
In 1875 he realized the advantages of chaff as packing
for
northern latitudes and
from then on packed all colonies thus, to avoid winter

journals

the

in

keeping.

in 1869 that

first

regret

days of movable-frame bee-

earlier

later at Stuart, Florida.

was

will

whose writings appeared so often and were so
the death of this pioneer,

O. A.

KEENE,
Sec'y.

Death of

L.

E.

Mercer.

— We

are

sorry to report the death of one of
the

of California's beekeepMercer, which occurred at
Ventura on October 21, 1917.
Mr.

largest

ers, L. E.

Mercer had for many years been one
of California's most prominent beekeepers.
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Brood Foundation— -Most
Ecnomical Weight
to Use
By

A

READER

the Editor.
of the

American Bee

Journal asks what is the most
economical weight of. foundation to use for brood-combs.
It was at one time thought good
economy to use only very narrow
strips in the frames, just enough to
insure the building of straight combs.
Numerous tests, both scientific and
.practical, have proven that beeswax
costs the bees so much in honey that
it
is
advisable to save as much as

—

—

FIG. 4. Intersection of three cells section
through the thin part of the line A-B in Fig.

Foloppe

brothers,

of

Champosoult,

undertook it several years
These experiments were pub-

France,

ago.
lished in the

May, 1911, number of the
American Bee Journal. We will supply the answer to the question made
above by quoting the most interest-

FIG.

1.

—The

cell,

lump at the outer edge of the
ensection
stage
longitudinal
35 diameters.

first

larged

—

possible in this line and use, not only
full
sheets
of foundation in the
brood-frames, but a weight of foundation that will, as nearly as practicable, enable the bees to build the full
depth of the cells out of it. Although
the bees are sometimes so hurried by
they fail to
the honey crop that
make use of all the available wa.x in
foundation,
they usually do
the
lengthen the cells to a great extent
out of the foundation. This is readily
seen if we take up and examine a
comb which is being built out of
foundation.
However, in order to ascertain how
much wax is required in the foundation to secure the entire depth of the

comb from this wax, it was necessary
The
to make careful experiments.

—

ing parts of these experiments.
In order to obtain a positive result,
Messrs, Foloppe relied on two points,
the color of the comb secured and its
weight.
The first requirement was a coloring pigment which would stain the
foundation permanently, but would
not give any odor or flavor objectionable to the bees. It needed, also, to
be of a consistency that would not
permit it to "run" or soak from the
foundation to the new comb produced
by the bees. After securing this pigment, sheets of different weights were
made of stained wax and given to the
bees. The result was that the foun-

—

FIG. 5. Intersection of three cells section
through the middle of the lump 'on the line

C-D

2.

in

Fig.

foundation.

2.

The sheets used in the
on the European

were made

test

foundation

press.

This

instrument

makes much less perfect sheets than
our American mills. It leaves more
beeswax in the base of the foundation. It must be, therefore, more difficult for the bees to draw out the
cells.
For that reason we believe
that a weight of about O'/i to 7 Langstroth sheets to the pound would still
secure a good result and permit of
all or nearly all the comb being made
out of the sheet.
A very interesting remark made by
these careful experimenters was the
discovery that, in drawing the foundation the bees do not pull it outward perpendicularly to the depth of

dation approximating about S'/z Langstroth sheets to the pound proved the
most economical, as it furnished wax
enough for the entire comb. Heavier
sheets supplied enough for the cappings. Lighter sheets required some
new wax of their own production.

Weighing the frames and foundation before the experiment

and also

afterwards confirmed this, for with
the six-sheet foundation, less than
one per cent was added to the weight
of each frame during the process of
stretching the sheets into full combs.
There was, however, a particularity
about this test which suggests to us
the possibility of securing the same
result from a slightly lighter grade of

—

FIG.

6.
1-art of wall of a cell showing the
lines left by the work of the bees.
Those
lines are at right angles with the cell-wall
indicated by the arrow
enlarged 45 diame-

—

ters.

the

cell,

but that on the contrary they

do their work

in a circular

way, ma-

nipulating the wax after the method
of the potter, who shapes his vase on
a turning table.
This gives much
greater solidity to the work than a

—
—

—secona

2.
Lump on the edge of the cell
stage
longitudinal section enlarged
ameters.

FIG.

35

di-

FIG.

3.— Third

stage.

straight pull would give. The direction of the bees' work in stretching
the cells may be readily noticed in
the highly magnified portion of cellwall shown in figure 6, the arrow
imbedded in this cell-wall indicating
the direction of the cell's depth. The
ridges, which show plainly, display
the work of the bees and its direction.
As they thin out the cell base
or sides, they keep pushing before
them a part of the plastic wax and
carry it out in a ridge or lump which
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keeps getting smaller until the entire
amount of wax is used up. A small
ridge, or cell edge, however, is alwell known to
those who are in the habit of handling comljs. This ridge strengthens
the combs, the thinness of whose
walls would render them liable to be
readily broken by the bees traveling

ways

retained, as

is

over them.

Those who consider the initial cost
of foundation as partly an obstacle to
its use in a
profitable way should
bear in mind that the investment in
this material is a permanent investment, if only they will see to it that
it is not destroyed by moths or mice.
If you use 2 or 3 pounds of foundation in each hive, it is there to stay,
and when the combs which are built
of it become too thick or too dirty to
use, the beeswax in it is still there,
with probably some addition by the
bees, and about two-thirds of the initial cost may be saved for future
combs.

the stand, and an inch deeper than
the largest can I have to use. The
frame is put in place, and an inch of
cement, mixed three to one, poured
in.

into

Let this set a
it

the

then push

end

When

the cement in the frame
is stiiT enough so that the cans will
stay down, fill the mould with cement and leave it to set.
A quart tin can is about four inches
and five inches high.
in diameter
Twelve of them set an inch apart and
allowing an inch on each side and
each end will measure five inches
deep, sixteen (16) inches wide and
twenty-one (21) inches long. They
have a cubic capacity of about 690
inches. The frame, which is 16x21x6
inches inside, contains 2016 cubic
inches, so almost 33 per cent of the
cement is saved, and there will be no
loss of strength, while the stand will
not be quite so cold as though made
of solid cement, owing to the 690 cubic inches of air confined in the cans.

down.

Buck Grove,

A

little,

empty cans, open

la.

Use for Old Tin Cans
By

Charter Oak Fair

A. F. Bonney.

the United States millions of tin
of from four ounces to a
quart capacity are utterly lost
annually, and while this waste cannot be avoided, I conceived the idea
that I could save what I emptied in
the kitchen.
I have to make several cement hive
stands this spring, and as I have neither boulders nor broken rock to
save cement, I decided to work as
follows
Make a mould the size of

IN cans

•

:

By

J.

E.

OAK
CHARTER
ford, Conn.,

Crane
fair held at

Hart-

of more than ordinary interest to beekeepers.
In addition to a fine hall 40.\80 feet,
near the entrance to the grounds, they
have a premium list of some $500, as
well as concessions for selling honey,
is

wax, honey sandwiches, etc., making
it worth while for beekeepers to put
time and expense into their efforts
to get up an attractive display.

411
In

addition

to

a

display of

large

comb and extracted honey there were
over forty single-comb glass hives of
various races of bees, as well as
queens caged ready to mail; fine displays of wax, beekeepers' supplies,
canned fruit, vegetables and cooked
food.

While the quality of honey was not
perhaps equal to some former
years, owing to an unusual amount
all

honeydcw

of

in

many

parts of

New

England, yet the improvement in the
exhibits over six or eight years ago
was very noticeable.
The exhibits of beeswax were very
fine.

Many

even

in

not a

who

of them were so nearly
quality that the judge was

little

should

embarrassed
receive

in

the

deciding
highest

prizes.

Connecticut was formerly thought
to be a rather poor section for beekeeping and that not many years ago,
but one is surprised to learn of the
yields of honey that enterprising beekeepers are now securing, who are
giving almost their entire attention
to the business.
The Connecticut

State Beekeepers' Association has
doubtless done much in developing
this industry in the State.
One of the interesting things about
this fair was that it was held open,
not only during the day, but well into
the night. Located near a large city,
a multitude of people could come at
night who had no time for it during
the day. There was a larger attendance on some nights than during the
day.

Another unique feature of the fair
was the concessions for the sale of
honey, wa.x and other things connected with this industry. How natural if one sees a nice display of
honey to want to buy a section or a
bottle to take home with other things
from the fair! Partly filled sections
are sometimes cut across from corner to corner into four pieces, each
side having a triangular piece of
comb attached to it, to ht eaten clear.

How much

better to sell honey to a
the form of a sandwich. A
small wheaten roll weighing two or
three ounces is cut ooen and a thin
slice of honey one-fourth or threeeighths of an inch thick is placed between and the two halves of the roll

crowd

in

closed, making a delicious morsel for
a lunch.
Honey fizz made from a
preparation of honey and soda water had a large sale and is a most

healthful, palatable and
nutritious
drink. So great was the demand for
these refreshments on the first day of
the fair, when there was an immense
crowd, that over 1,800 five-cent tickets were sold, each ticket entitling
the owner to a glass of honey fizz or
a

honey sandwich.

understand that the sale of honey
Eastern States Dairy Show at
Springfield, Massachusetts, last year
was very satisfactory. The demand
for honey appears to be on the increase when brought to the attention
of people. No less than four diflferent parties were selling honey. One
of these was selling ounce cakes of
wax, as well as honey, for five cents a
cake.
He had sold out before the
I

at the

THE FOLOPPE BROTHERS

close of the fair.

The

price for

which
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selling was 20, 25 and 30
cents for half pound, three-quarter
pound and one pound bottles. Sections sold for 30 cents, although less
than pound weight.
Speaking of the sale of honey reminds me of an anecdote some one
was telling me while at the fair. He
said that while attending a beekeep-

honey was

ers'
fair

meeting one man said
for those

deal in honey.

it

was not

who sold supplies to
He had bought sup-

plies of a certain firm and when he
came to offer his honey at a grocery

he found the firm that sold him

.«tore

his

supplies

had supplied the store

with honey and he did not know what
to do with the product of his half
dozen hives. The party telling me
this said he did not propose to lose
the sale of his honey by honey from
outside the State, and went to work
and sold his entire crop of several
In fact, he
tons without difficulty.
found the local producer has the advantage of those dealing in honey

who

live at at distance.

The

sectional

hive

seems

to

be

gaining favor among the more enterprising beekeepers of Connecticut,
especially where there is much disOne man told the writer that
ease.
European foulbrood would not go
through a queen-excluding honeyboard so if a hive was found diseased you had only to raise the disthe
queeneased combs
above
;

exclude.

give the queen new
below, and they would
It seemed too good to be

TOLLON BERRIES, A FIVE-CENT BUNLH.
cific

(Photograph by Alice Coldwell).
It is indigenous to the

Tollon, .or Toyon, Hctcromeles arbulifolia, the California holly.
coast.
It has white flowers and bright red berries.

i'a-

«.<id

foundation
clean up

Another told of buying a lot
of bees very cheap.
They were so
true.

badly diseased. He raised the infected combs above a new super and
both abuve a queen-excluding honeyboard, placing the queen on foundation below the excluder, and, although the colonies were badly infected, they had nearly or quite overcome the disease and given a good

crop of surplus honey. It looks as
though there might be something in
it.
I noticed, while at the fair, the

tendency of producers to get together in other pursuits than beekeeping. The peach growers have a
New England Peach Growers' Association
the rparket gardeners, the
Hartford Market Gardeners' AssociaAnd the tobacco growers of
tion.
the Connecticut valley, and even the
onion growers, are organized for
buying their fertilizers and selling
;

their products.
I

speak of the
handling
of
small space, perhaps five

almost forgot to
demonstrations

daily
bees.

A

feet
square,
enclosed with wire
screen with a hive of bees, at one side
of the exhibit, was utilized for this
purpose, and the hive opened and the
various ways of handling of bees ex-

Few

exhibits at a fair will
a
demonstration, or are of greater educational value.
Many persons will
see the queen bee for the first time
and learn interesting things about
bees and beekeeping of which, without such a demonstration they would
have remained forever ignorant.
plained.
attract a

crowd quicker than such

a

;
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the
road just above my
apiary, where they would stop at
sight of those giant chistcrs of cardinal berries aloft on shrubbery almost as impenetrable as a tropical
jungle.
In
a few moments they
would slip quietly back down the
grade, guilty tonneaus aflame with

bend of

spoils.
fully,

"After

"why

all,"

waste

I

ended, cheergasoline

good

climbing hills when more and better
Ijcrries within a half mile of the town
as the bee flies, can be had for the

Many pointed a significant forefinger to the forehead when his name
was mentioned; also it was rumored
that he was a writer, a Mormon, a

commanding seven

linguist

different

reformed hobo, a
But why enumerate further when
gossip agreed only on the one point,
that he was a "harmless gink?"
My bees alone came and went rethe
of
law and local
gardless
languages,

prophets,
right of

a

,

secure

honey

in

toll,

ancient
their
for the lawyers

who had passed my

a

feller

A

wave

neighbor's title
had. through some strange oversight,
neglected to require quit claim deeds
from those tiny claimants. And each
season my hives are filled with fragrant amber honey, subtly reminiscent of the large clusters of spicy
white flowers that bloom in July, and
often earlier, according to locality;
the Tollon being common to nearly
all sections of California.
For three blessed years I had
watched that hedge grow. And now
at last I was on the other side and
being invited by my neighbor to partake of a curious wine-red drink

subject.
positively

which he had made from his Tollon
berries after an old Spanish-Califor-

that from the time the advance guard
of the summer visitor, on the pretext of inspecting furnished bungalows, boldly approached his front
door, to midwinter, when the smallboy pest on a still hunt for a Christ-

nian recipe.
"The Indians ate the berries," he
informed me; "they used 'em as a
sort of relish, or salad."

mas tree, sneaks an axe from my
woodpile, selects an unfrequented
spot and wriggles through the hedge,
each month ushers in its own peculiar type of human trespasser
plus
my bees whenever the flying is good
could say no more.
I
Indeed it
was only the incident of my axe that
had first prompted me to speak. I
wanted to square myself with my
neighbor, as it were.
But more than that, I wanted to
know him. I wanted to know why

not exactly unpleasant.
And the
quantity! There were berries enough
to decorate every Christmas tree in
the world, and only that hedge of the
same to protect it from the world.

stealing?"

But

my
He

neighbor ignored
the
thrust.
fastened the dog, made
room for me on a rough bench and
continued to sort the branches into
bundles of sizes intended to entice
the coin of every denomination from
the
pocket of the
public small,
short-stemmed,
bunches
five-cent
small, longer-stemmed bunches for a
dime two, four and six-bit sizes and
the gorgeous armfuls.
A tolerant
smile played on his weather-beaten

—

;

;

face.

"A machine alius makes
act like he owns the earth."
of his free arm dismissed the

And even though

I

knew

—

—

any man would deliberately choose
a rough-brush-covered piece of land
for a home, and what he was growing
on the other side of the hedge that
walled it in. So did everybody else.

So we ate them, too. They were
and slightly astringent, though

acid

For

413
lination he asserts the yield of his
trees has increased a hundred fold.
So my bees had done their bit for
Christmas Jerry.
I arose to go.
neighbor arose

My

also.

"You

—

do much harm

know ?"
"They raid

my

place

first," I

"My

beehives,"

ejaculated.

I

The Paradise of Bees
By

Bro.

Romain

FOR

the interest of beekkeepers, I
relate here the conversation I
had the other day with Mr. A.
Evans, of the Inshallah Dairy Farm,
an ex-officer of the Indian army.
were talking of bees, when he re-

We

marked, "China
try

is

compared with

a

very poor counIndia,

which may

be truly called 'the Paradise of Bees,'
on account of the perpetual summer

and the abundance of flowers. When
I was there in 1875, in one of my rambles through the jungle near Kamptee
(Central Province), I came across
the most astounding sight that any
beekeeper has ever dreamed of in his
life.
In the branches of a gigantic
multi-trunk banyan tree, so common
in India, there was an enormous nest
of bees
it
looked like an old crenated castle, alive with the buzz and
the movement of countless bees. Imagine a mass of combs 18 feet by 12
through, peopled by several hundred
colonies forming a single block, storing and multiplying year after year,
swarming from one side to the other.
"I tried to approach the fortress,
in spite of the natives telling me I
would be killed (besides, they added, the honey was not good in the
hot season) but on nearing the
combs I had to beat a hasty retreat,
assailed by thousands of infuriated
bees of the fiercest kind the tiger
bee. In proper time the natives used
to get honey by means of long bamboo poles with which they were poking the monster nest to secure a good
flow of honey. What a pity I had no

—

—

—

Till;

HOLIDAYS.

They

appear to think they are some
new-fangled bungalow.
Can't warn
'em off! Finally one day some of 'em
got curious about the furnishin's an'
peeked in."
My neighbor thrust out a horny
hand. "Shake!" he roared.
Los Gatos, Calif.
all

;

JERRY PREPARING FUK

whis-

pered back.
He looked puzzled.

my

neighbor had cunningly decided against board and picket fencing.
Neither did he select the latest
thing in barbed wire, naively suggested by the local hardware dealer.
"Reg'lar fencin' would be shoiitin'
fer scrubs
to come an' break it
down." And few suspect the luxuriant rows of Tollons that completely
cover
my neighbor's half-acre
rich and glowing tribute to his ministrations with hoe and hose.
For
under cultivation and adequate pol-

see, folks can't

except to the hedge," he concluded,
graciously referring to my wellmeant tip. "They can't get a look inside, can they, good old Jane dog?"
He stooped to stroke a lank but
graceful canine.
It
may have been the wine-red
drink, or it may have been the holiday atmosphere; I do not know. But
I reached over and poked my neighbor familiarly in the ribs. "Come oil!
What about the summer visitors that
make friends with your dog, take
possession of your garden, and the
gardener, too, and go away with
enough foliage to stock a greenhouse? May be that don't affect your
crop 1"
"Say," he whispered, how'd you
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such a photo would
have been a real treat for beemen."
Last year the Gleanings spoke of a
certain bee-rock in California, but
how far that rock is outmatched by
this wonderful bee banyan tree of India, which constitutes, I think, the

over winter, as cold as any outbuilding can be kept during the winter
months. This, in our so-called temperate climate, north of the 35th degree and west of the Rocky Moun-

record of beedoin.
Shanghai, China.
(This seems too wonderful to be
true, but the responsibility is with

in spring.

kodak with mc

;

the narrator, Mr.

A

Evans.—Editor.)

Honey-House
By

the Editor
you give the plan and description of a small and serviceable honey-house, inexpensive
and easy to build?— A Reader.
Very few honey-houses are built,
except by specialists in honey proUsually some part of an
duction.
outbuilding is used for this purpose.
Many people, after the honey has
been removed from the hives, keep it
in an attic or in some unoccupied
room or in a warm and dry cellar.
Specialists who wish to make the
handling of honey easy build their

CAN

two

stories, in a hillhoney-house
side, so that both stories may be entered on the level like a basement
in

In the upper story the exbarn.
tracting is carried on and the honey
tank or honey receptacles, whatever they are, are located below. So
the honey can run by gravity from
the extractor directly into the tank
which is to receive it.
A few indispensable requirements
should be observed in putting up a
honey-house. For a small apiary, a
very small building will do. But it

should be bee-proof and mouse-proof.
If the bees can come in through the
joints of the siding or under the
shingles of the roof, an experience
that the writer had repeatedly in his
young days, there is neither peace
nor comfort in handling or extracting honey. Besides, not only will the
bees make visits at unexpected and
undesirable hours, but wasps, flies
and beemoths will also enter the
in
building and spoil everything
reach.
in the
or about the corners of the
wall, are also an unmitigated nuisance. They will soon gnaw holes in
the section cases or in cases of extracting frames and do more damage
in one night than moths could do in

Mice coming through cracks

floor,

whole month of summer. ( If you
happen to leave an open pail or a
a

jar to catch the drip of the extractor or of some leaky super of sections, you may find in it an embalmed

So we

mouse.
friend,

make

if
it,

strongly urge our
he builds a honey-house to
at least the lower floor of

of solid concrete, and to use welljointed boards in making both the
floor and the walls.
It is not necessary to build a honeyhouse frost proof. Unless you wish
to keep your honey from granulating, in which case it will be best to

tains,

will

insure

from moths

A

for all

immunity
your empty combs
perfect

if you wish to be
your honey-house
during the winter, to get things ready
for spring, is to have one room in it
plastered and finished like a room in
your home. A small stove will help
keep it warm.
Screens are indispensable on a
honey-house.
In January, 1916, we
gave a photograph of the entrance
to the lower story of our own honeyhouse, with an entry screened on
both sides of the door. This entry
enables the apiarist to go in and out
without fearing the intrusion of robber-bees, who will spend their eager-

very good way,

able to

work

in

ness in trying to enter at the screen
next to the wall. Similarly, the window screens are arranged to turn the
bees out without permitting them to
return, by simply extending them a
foot or so above each window with
a space of a quarter inch between
them and the wall. They are cleated
on both sides with strips of lath under and over the edge of the wire
screen. The bees, always ascending
when they reach the screen to escape, easily find their way out, but
when they return they do not have

enough powers of reasoning

to seek
the top edge of the
screen.
They seek it at the spot
where the odor of the honey attracts
them. Not only does this release all
bees, but, if the window is left open
even will be
all summer, the flies
kept out of the honey-house, and this
Needless to
is quite a convenience.
say that every window in a honeyhouse should be similarly provided
with screen escape.
If you have a house in use already
and it is not quite bee-tight, you can
help matters very much by using, on
the inside of the wall, sheets of
tarred building paper. The odor of
the tar is not liked by the bees, and
they are usually baffled and disconcerted by this odor, which is so unlike that of their combs.
An ideal honey-house could be
built, in countries where they winter
bees in the cellar, by making two
stories in a hillside, the rear part of
the lower story to be used as a winter repository for the bees, the front
to be used as a work room. It would
be necessary to have a heavy nonconducting wall between these two
rooms, so that the bees during their
winter sleep would not be disturbed
by changes of temperature.
Our columns are open to useful
suggestions on this question.

admission at

it,

keep it in a regularly heated room,
you will find it advantageous to keep
your honey-house, or that part of it
in which the empty combs are piled

Small Apiary Management
By O. H. L. Wernicke
was
NINETEEN SEVENTEEN
honey year in
not a very good
this section.

spring and

A

cold,

backward

much

rain during white
flow resulted generally

clover honey
in excessive swarming
surplus stores.

and meager

December
As always, there were variations in
the results under apparently similar
conditions, some colonies producing
well while others did little or noth-

The same

ing.

rule

holds between

apiaries.

My own little apiary did very well,
indeed, yielding an average per colony in excess of 150 pounds, twothirds extracted, one-third section
1916 average was better
honey.
than 200 pounds per colony, spring
Increase by primary swarm,
count.
1916, 30 per cent; 1917, none. Winter

My

and spring losses,

As you

none.
these

1916,

will

none

;

correctly

1917,
infer,

results are unusual and far
above the average for this region. It
is also to be remembered that small

apiaries

make

often

a

better

aver-

age showing than do larger ones.
Nevertheless, here in Grand Rapids
are many small beekeepers who obtained big honey yields in 1916, but
very little this year, and the larger
apiaries in the surrounding country
were generally disappointed over the
results for 1917. Excessive swarming
seems to be a general complaint from
this territory this year.

There has been more than the usual
necessity for spring feeding and reports of dwindling. I am not a believer in much feeding, either in the
I can see no advanfall or spring.
tage in leaving scant stores, and then
feeding syrup. The extra labor, the
risks and difference in quality of food
all seem to favor the plan of leaving

more than ample stores. Some very
good beekeepers say 2S pounds, others 30 pounds, and occasionally one
believes 35 pounds is about the correct amount of winter food stores to
leave a colony. Viewing this matter
of winter stores broadly, it makes
little difference whether we leave 25
pounds or 50 pounds, provided the
amount is ample. Unconsumed stores
are not lost. The excess from one
season is invariably represented by
a like gain of surplus honey the next.
lose it once, i. e., in the
season, and when this one season's excess is spread over many
years and credit is given for reduced
reduced dwindling, earlier
losses,
brood-rearing and stronger colonies,
the balance, I am convinced, will
most frequently be found on the side
of leaving excess stores.
I like the house-apiary plan; that

You can only
first

is,

if

light,

you have a house with ample
ventilation and working con-

veniences.

pleasure for me to
indoors. It is far more
than working out of
saves both time and

It is a

work with bees

comfortable
doors and it
temper during unfavorable weather.
Except when there is no honeyflow, the bees from hives in process
of manipulation go at once to the
That is
light and out of the house.
an advantage. The same rule holds,
but to a lesser degree, during periods
on no honey-flow. Altogether it is
less troublesome and requires less
costly equipment and less work than
the out-of-doors plan.

My

beeware

equipment

is

com-

pletely standardized and consists of
eight-frame
side-wall,
unpainted
Langstroth hive-bodies, no-beeway
4j4x4J4 sections, No. 2 supers, honey-
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boards or plain flat covers, and reversible bottom-boards.
I use none
but wired Hoffman frames with full,

extending from the floor to three
inches above the top edge of the twoThree strong cords,
story hive.
center, top and bottom, hold these
slabs in place. I tie a loop in one end
of the cord, which makes it easy to
draw it taut and hold it in place, by
simply tucking the loose end under.
Tliere are then no knots to untie and
tic, and the packing can be taken ofl
and replaced in one minute.
For top packing, I sometimes use a
honey-board next to the hive, and
above that a burlap chaff bag, wel)
stuffed and pressed down tight all
around between the upward-projecting sides of the corrugated slabs.
Last winter I used some corrugated
strawboard slabs on top in place of

foundation.
in

Each colony is permanently housed
two full eight-frame hive-bodies;

the two-story, sixtcon-framc home
thus provides ample brood space for
the most ambitious queens under all
circumstances, with plenty of room
for stores. I regard this as a matter
of
importance during the early
spring, when it is desirable to create
an abundance of young bees for the

approaching flow.
I
do not use
queen excluders, and I am never
troubled with brood in the supers.

About this time of year
look
through all my colonies to see that
each has abundant stores, and is
otherwise normal, and, at my earliest
convenience, prepare them for win-I

ter.

The packing for winter is for me a
simple operation, quickly done in any
kind of weather. The operation consists first of placing an empty super
under each hive, between the bottom-board and lower hive-body. I
leave all the section-holders
and
fences in the super.
This provides
ample circulation of air, space for
dead bees, cappings and so forth, and
may be used as a feeder. I leave a
five-eighths inch opening to insure an abundance of air and circulation, as practically no dead bees or
cappings fall on the bottom-board,
but are caught between the fences, on
the section-holders of
the
super,
hence no obstructions can occur to
the free circulation of air under the
entire hive surface.
The under super also serves as a
sort of windbreak and allows the bees
to cluster if they so wish
the vertical fences serve as ladders for the
bees to come and go when weather
conditions permit.
Having placed my colonies on these
sectionless supers, I proceed to tie
on winter overcoats, consisting of
slabs made from five layers of corrugated strawboard, pasted together
with silicate of soda and the edges
full

;

bound with paper

tape.

The

slabs oi

strawboard are about an inch thick
and are accurately cut to fit the sides
and ends of the hive all around, and

'
:

'-.

'".-'f

•/•'

the chaff bags. These slabs consist
of ten or twelve layers of strawboard
and are 2J4 inches thick The layers
are held together by silicate of soda
applied to the surface of each layer
for about three-fourths of an inch
I prefer not to
all around the edges.
cover the entire surface of the layers
of these top slabs with silicate, because it is more or less impervious to
moisture and would reduce the absorbing qualities of the cover.
With these top slabs I do not use
I cut
the honey-board under them.
up some old carpet to fit the hives,
which I place next to the frames, and
then press the top slabs down on the
carpet.
This done, I reduce the 3x14 inch
the
opening through the wall of
house, over the alighting-board, to
This helps to keep out
l.x6 inches.
the cold and wind. This opening is

about 8 inches away from and 1J4
inches below the ^xl2 inch opening
of the hive, permitting flight whenever the weather is suitable. When
close and
I
all is snug for winter
darken all doors and windows, of
course. This keeps the bees out of
the house.
I am now through with my bees until spring.
I remove the under super
and clean the bottoms about time
pollen is coming in, and at this time
the outer openings througli the house
wall may be enlarged.
About the time that the fruit bloom
comes I enlarge my hives by adding
a third full eight-frame super, and
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box or occasionally a modern hive
without frames or foundation. Hives
of hollow logs are locally known as
bee gums, because of the general use
of a section of a sour gum tree. Such
apiaries are very common. A combination of all is frequent. Bees kept
under such conditions are allowed to
swarm without attempt to control
them, and in most cases swarming is
encouraged. The number of swarms
cast by one colony is looked upon as
an indication of strength. Every year
large numbers of bees are allowed to
seek refuge in the timber. Years of
such practice have made bee trees
quite common in the virgin forests of
the State.
Many people depend entirely upon

honey taken from bee trees and they
are usually amply repaid for the
time and energy expended in search
for these trees.
Reports of two or
three hundred pounds of honey obtained from a tree are very common.
Argument is often advanced that it
easier to obtain honey from the
is
forest than by keeping a number of
stands.
It is likely true in such instances because the bees are kept under conditions which are adverse to
honey production.

Wild bees are the nucleus of more
than one apiary. Among those who
beekeeping
have begun
extensive
from this source is Gran* Luzader, of
Pennsboro, West Virginia. Mr. Luzader, a jeweler by trade and naturalist by choice, spends his hours of
recreation in hunting bee trees. Unlike most bee hunters, who take only
the honey and leave the bees to their
fate, he has practiced conservation
and places all bees in modern hives.
He now has 115 colonies scattered in
several outj'ards.
Being a firm believer in the necessity of protection
for summer as well as for winter, he
uses a type of double-walled hive of
his own construction which is modern in every respect. Through continued use of full sheets of foundation and selection of brood-combs.

PART

11--

.-Mi.'VM

drones have been reduced to a mini-

mum. Having

a source of nectar from
a varied flora, as fruit bloom, locust,
willow, white clover, poplar, sumac,
asters and autumn flowers, the bees
never fail to produce a paying crop of
comb and e.xtracted honey. Occasionally a box-hive beekeeper adopts
modern methods and enters the class
of progressives.
Levi Gregory, of
Webster Springs, West Virginia, after reading considerable literature on
the possibilities of apiculture dedecided that the day of the hollow
log beekeeping had passed.
Several
modern ten-frame hives with complete equipment were purchased and
immediately filled with bees. Some
of his mountain neighbors declared
he was a fair specimen for the asylum, while others watched his experi-

ment

with great interest. It required only one year to convince his
critics.
A complete change of beekeeping has taken place in his locality.
This past year he tried another experiment in the way of buying pound packages in m'aking in-

I

VAH.X'S AITAKV.

crease in his apiary.
The returns
from these bees were the best of any
in

his apiary.

His apiary

'^

^&.
•''

*'^''

^<3^20i^^ V^-~< ^jt*^

*

^''^i*i»£3lfii>»"

•*'*-

LEVI GREGORY AND PART OF HIS MODERN APIARY,

HOLLOW LOG

Iff

THE FOREGROUND.

NOTE THE

located five miles east

slopes of the mountains at different
elevations their blooming period usually covers a period of two to six

weeks.

That section of West Virginia
which lies between the States of Ohio
and Pennsylvania, known as the
Northern Panhandle, is a hotbed of
enthusiastic
beekeepers.
Among
those who stand out with prominence
is Will C. Griffith, of Elm Grove.
Mr.
Griffith is connected with one of the
large newspapers of Wheeling, but
finds time during his spare moments
to aid in the betterment of the industry. He has established a demand for
honey among his neighbors that far
exceeds the output of his apiary. In
order to keep his customers supplied

he has found

(

is

Webster Springs, on the side of a
mountain. Here the bees have access to the willows and soft maples
in the valley, and locust, poplar and
basswood on the mountain. Besides,
there are wild flowers and shrubs.
Because of th,e trees growing on the
of

it

necessary to import

large quantities every year. He is a
strong advocate of Italian bees, the
ten-frame hive, full sheets of foundation, ample super room for surplus
and sufficient packing for wintering.
Through his untiring efforts he has organized his beekeeping friends into
a local association, besides being a
prominent figure in organizing the
State Association, of which he is Vice
President.
A neighbor and close friend of Mr.
Griffith is Adam J. Yahn, of Triadelphia.
Mr. Yahn is a producer of
comb and e.xtracted honey. The
snow-white double-walled hives neatly arranged above the green carpet
of close cropped
blue
grass harmonize so well with the deep green
of the poplar and basswood on the
surrounding hillsides, that it certainly could not be otherwise than
alluring to people of like natures to
assemble and discuss their problems.
If by good fortune in your travels
you should drive through Mercer
county in late summer your attention
would be drawn to a well-kept farm
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which seems entirely surrounded by
chestnut, pophir
and there in
are many
fields of ripening grain
basswood trees. This is certain evidence that the owner is a friend of
the bee. Upon inquiry you will be
farm is
particular
this
told that
known as the "Elite Farm." What a
But who is the profitting name!
prietor? No other than T. K. Massic,
a

virgin

forest

and basswood.

of

Here

a veteran beekeeper whose name is
prominent because of tlic "Massic"
hive, of which he is the inventor. Mr.
Massie has seen both sides of beekeeping, having met reverses through
the ravages of foulbrood. His trouble has been largely due to neglect on
the part of neighboring beekeepers
which too often results in loss to the
Nevertheless, Mr.
innocent party.
Massie never lost courage, but tried

whereby he
secure legislation
could compel treatment of disease in
such cases. It was largely through
his influence that West Virginia now
has an efficient law for the control
of bee diseases. Mr. Massie now holds
the office of President in the West
Virginia Beekeepers' Association.
Many of the box-hive beekeepers
have had their views changed within
the past few months and as far as
conditions permit are rapidly adopting modern methods. In connection
with the present movement of good
roads, it will be only a matter of a
year or two until beekeeping in this
vast domain will acquire a diflerent
to

II.

C.

SHORT SHOWING THE SHADE BOARD USED IN THE ACHORD APIARIES

aspect.

Charleston,

West

Virginia.

Shade Board Nade of Shingles

MANY

beekeepers

,

north

and

south, use shade boards of
various kinds to protect the
hives from the direct rays of the sun.
In many places in the south where
lumber mills are near at hand, slabs
and shingles are very cheap. The picture shows a shade board made of
shingles used by W. D. Achord, of
Alabama. The butts of the shingles
are nailed to a block and, when on
the hives, look much like the roof of
a building. Mr. H. C. Short is holding one of the boards in his hands.

BARREL FOR MIXING FEED AT THE PENN APIARIES.
are light and easy to handle,
but one would expect them to be
easily blown off by the wind.
In the middle west, where lumber
is high, they would be altogether too
expensive to be considered.

They

Mixing Feed in Quantity

N

it often becomes
mix feed in large
I quantities. The Penn Company
has a novel arrangement whereby the
syrup is mixed on the way to the
yard where it is to be used. A strong
barrel is mounted with an axle at

large apiaries

necessary to

When
each end, one end a crank.
ready to start to an outyard where
feeding is necessary the sugar and
water are placed in the barrel and
the

bung

closed.

On

the

way one man
in much the

keeps the barrel turning

A CORNER OF GRANT LUZADER'S HOME APIARY SHOWING HIS TYPE OF HIVE, sam? Way

that

SOme

of

US

do OUr
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and the delicate larvae used
for grafting are in danger of chilling
if left long exposed in the open.
As
will be seen from the picture, there is
an abundance of light, since the top
is of glass as well as the large window directly over the bench at which
the beekeeper sits. It is an easy matter to select a few combs of newlyhatched brood and carry them into
the little house where the queen

that our barrel
churning, except
churns are mounted at the middle instead of the ends. The churn, however, would serve the same purpose
very well. By the time the outyard
is
reached the agitation has mixed
the syrup sufficiently and it is drawn
off by means of the faucet, which can
be seen in the picture.

chilly

A

breeder can work in comfort. Where
the business is extensive it is neces-

Grafting House for Queen

Breeders

ON my

trip

through the south

became much interested

I

the
grafting house in use at several of the queen breeding yards. The
one shown in the picture belongs to
W. D. Achord, but I found similar
ones in use by M. C. Berry and also
The queen
at the Forehand yards.
in

it necessary to continue
his work regardless of weather conditions. At times the days are wet or

breeder finds

sary to graft a large number of cells
every day. To carry the combs to
the regular honey house and back to
the queen yard is not as convenient
as to step into this little building
which is used for no other purpose.
One great advantage of the grafting
house is the freedom from the annoyance of robbers which are always
buzzing around where combs containing honey are exposed. The building is only about four by six feet, and
is

easily

moved.

December
grudge, the latter has small chance
to get a square deal.
I
certainly can see an advantage
in laws that require proper attention
to diseased bees, but feel that the
inspector should be under supervision
and subject to some check in case he
is
remiss in his duty.
In case he
is mistaken in his judgment and destroys healthy colonies there should
be some relief for the owner of the
bees.
Rather there should be some
provision to insure that healthy bees
could not be destroyed under authority of the law.
In States where the
inspectors are under the supervision
of the agricultural college there is
little danger that incompetent inspectors will long be permitted to remain in office. There is also likely
to be a uniform policy which will re-

constant work
In case of a
advised action on the
spector, the beekeeper
sult in

nite end.

toward a defimistake or illpart of an incan always ap-

peal to the college authorities.

Supervision has another advantage
getting much better returns for
money expended. At the New York
meeting of inspectors and instructors
in

apiculture, it was common talk
that in some States inspectors waste
in

much time and money in visiting
among the well known beekeepers of
the State instead
of spending the
time in much needed field work.
After holding the office of State Inspector of Apiaries for five years under the political system, I have had
a good opportunity to become familiar with the dangers of the system
and with the difficulties under which
the inspector must work. Supervision
seems to me to be as much to the advantage of the inspector as to the
beekeepers, and I fail to see how an
inspector who has the welfare of the
industry at heart can fail to welcome
the change from the political system to the supervision of the agricultural college, or department of agriculture.

GRAFTING HOUSE AS USED BY A SOUTHERN QUEEN-BREEDER.

Spraying During Bloom
"I had 25 stands of bees poisoned and killed
by people spraying Iheir trees in full bloom.
What can I do about it?"
ILLINOIS.

LEGAL SERVICE
« DEPARTMENT 1
frequent

Dangerous Laws

The

thus becomes a political
subject to al! the dangers of
the political system. When competent
men happen to be appointed the
work may be efficiently handled, but
office

one and

is

competent men

always be selected, for it too often happens that
political appointments are made for
political reasons rather than because
of the special qualifications which the
appointee may have for doing the
will not

work of the ofhce.
Even though high-grade men
always selected, there

is

changes

in
policy.
Since
responsible to no one
in particular, he is free to decide to
follow any particular policy or none
at all, as appeals to him.
In many States the inspector is
given absolute power to visit the beekeeper's premises, examine his hives,
and if he finds disease to be present
to destroy the property. This in itself may easily prove to be as great
a danger
to
the beekeeper as the
presence of foulbrood in the neighborhood. The inspector is constituted
sole judge, jury and executioner and
there is no appeal from his decision.
Since the inspector has no supervision, if he is disposed to use the authority of his office to punish some
beekeeper against whom he holds a

the inspector

In several States the responsibility
of bee inspection is placed in the
hands of men who are appointed by
the Governor for a term of years.

are

likely to be

is

There has been so much complaint
from beekeepers who have lost bees
from spraying while in bloom that
several States have passed laws making it a misdemeanor
to spray the
trees while in bloom. New York has
such a law, but the extreme penalty
is only a fine of fifty dollars.
The best remedy which the beekeeper has in cases of this kind is
to convince the fruit grower that it is
to his own interest to spray after the
petals fall. At this time the poison
will be more effective in destroying
the codling moth as well as saving
the bees. Horticulturists and ento-

mologists very generally advocate
spraying after the blossoms fall and
their influence is doing more than
anything else to save the day for the
beekeepers.
The fruit grower and

beekeeper have a mutual
interest
which should not conflict. The bees

much value in
among the blossoms
grower would in many
are of so
len

but poor

carrying polthat the fruit
cases gather

crops without them.

Ac-
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cording to sonic authorities, spraying when the l)hissoms are open injures the fruit as well as killing the
bees.
In States

bidding,

if

where (here is no law fortile fruit grower persists

spraying

in

while

the trees are

in

bloom about the only thing which the
beekeeper can do is to move his bees
away during the period of danger.
This involves much labor and expense,
but many beekeepers find
themselves forced to do it.

Ordinance Against Bees
"There

is a deterinitieil efTort to get the city
council to pass an anli-l)eckeeping ordinance.
agitation seems to he tlie result of some
personal grievances
The council has been reluctant to pass the law, but the complaints are
persistent.
They are not after me, but in getting others they niay get rae."

The

INDIANA.
In this case
with the city

we have communicated
officials

of

the

place

mentioned and have called their attention to court decisions which have
declared an ordinance of this kind to
be invalid.

The keeping of bees in cities and
towns is a source of much annoyance,
and attempts to prohibit the keeping
of bees within the limits of the corporation are frequent. The beekeeper
should bear in mind that the public
has rights which he is bound to re-

Bee-I^eping
Conducted by Miss

A
I

Emma

for a Beginner
going to give you the history,

so far, of the first swarm of bees that
ever saw, and will appreciate the fa-

I

vor if you will let me know if I am
getting the average amount of honey

from the colony.
I got the swarm June 12, 1916.
In
the fall I took ofif 48 boxes of honey,
leaving brood-chamber as it was.

Above bees swarmed June

On

July

7,

1917,

I

29,

1917.

took from original

hive 92 full

boxes (or sections), of
and on examining the hive
September 22, 1917, find by middle ot
honey,

week

I

will be able to take off three

supers of honey, or 84 boxes.
This has been a poor honey season,
so they tell me. My new swarm has

full

just
per.

commenced

MRS. W.

C.

to build in first su-

BARTHOLOMEW.

Illinois.

You

are to be heartily congratuharvest of 176 sections from
a colony, with 100 per cent increase,
is something a veteran would hardly
feel like complaining about, even in
a good season, and the season of 1917
has been unusually poor throughout
the State, and no doubt in your lolated.

fully

is

A

cality. It seems almost a pity at this
particular time that you did not have
extracted honey instead of sections,
considering the loud call from the
government for the largest possible
production of honey. The yield of
extracted honey as compared with
sections is variously estimated.

A

covered

keeping,"

in

"Productive Bee-

in

the chapter on laws that

concern

the beekeeper.
It
will be
well for persons interested to refer to
this book for further information on
this subject.

^

Good Harvest

am

spect as much as his rights must be
respected.
If bees are so situated
that they persistently annoy neighbors or passersby they thereby become a nuisance and there is ample
authority of law to abate a nuisance.
If the bees are so placed as to endanger others, the beekeeper may be
held liable for damages that result.
For instance, in a case upheld by the
Iowa Supreme Court, the hives were
so placed that the only unobstructed
passageway for the, bees was toward
the road. A man hitched some horses
to a post in the road and the horses
were stung to death by the angry
bees. In this case the beekeeper was
held for the damages, since his bees
should not have been so placed in a
situation where it was necessary for
them to fly directly from the hive
into the public road.
While there is authority of law for
declaring bees a nuisance when they
in fact become so, ordinances declaring all bees a nuisance
within the
limits of the town have not been upheld by the courts.
The subject of "Bees as a Nuisance"

^I.

FbR Women

Wilson. Marenco.

III.

few say they can produce as much

in

sections as they can of extracted; a
larger number say they can produce
twice as much of extracted as of sections but most agree that 50 per cent
more extracted can be sucured. Figuring at this last rate, instead of 176
you might have had 264 pounds of extracted honey.
In many places one
kind of honey can be sold at as high
a price as the other, at least this year,
so you would have been fifty per cent
better off if you had run for extract;

ed.

Suppose you had obtained 264
pounds of extracted honey.
You
ought to be able to get IS cents a
pound for it (some are predicting
that before spring it will be up to 20
cents a pound; but even if you got
but 13 cents a pound, 264 pounds
would amount to $34.32. The swarm
ought to be worth to you at least $6,
making the income from your one
colony a little more than $40. If you
should feel like complaining at that,
you must be hard to please.
Of course, you may not average so
well as that when you increase the
number of your colonies, but the possibilities in the case are so promising
that tli.ere is strong inducement to
continue
keepers.

in

the ranks of

women

bee-

Bees

The year

in Vermont
1917 has not been a very

decided success

in

Northern Vermont.

bee
It

culture

in

would be hard
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why, for never did white
clover cover the pastures more fully
or the field clovers, red and alsikc,
look more enticing.
Bees, in most
cases,
wintered well and
seemed
strong when put out, but we had a
great deal of wet weather, and while
it was ideal to make plants grow and
bloom, my own theory of the lack of
surplus is that they stayed in the hive
and consumed during the rainy days
much of the honey that they had
stored during the sunny days, and by
the time settled fair weather came
the best of the honey season was
over.
Some of the small beekeepers have
to say just

liad swarms cleaned out by moths.
The bees were brown bees.
Some

time ago they were Italianized, but as
the bulk of the northern bees are
llie common bees or a cross breed,
the introduction of
an occasional
Italian queen does not hold them
long with any Italian
blood.
The
moths got into some of my hives, but
have done little or no damage, for I
open my hives often and if I find a
wax worm or a cocoon I destroy it.
I lost two new swarms in unexpected ways this summer. The first was

made

of two frames of honey and
brood and the old queen that I had
taken from a hive that I had requeened.
They went to work at
once and had increased to nearly
double, had filled another frame with
brood and were coming fine, as I
thought.
On the last pleasant day
they were going in and out lively as
crickets.
Ihen came a rain of long
duration. When the weather cleareu
that hive was as silent as the grave.
Indeed it was the grave of all that
growing brood. Not a bee was in it
except those in the cells, and those,
of course, were dead. There were no
dead bees on the board. They did not
starve, for there was honey in the
tops of tlie combs.
I had read and been told that bees
would never desert their brood. It
seemed to me that this swarm did

just

that.

The

swarm

next

this

seemed to be much larger after this.
Why did they go from their own hive
to this? If the queen died they had
eggs to raise a new one. If she went
out with tliem why did the nurse bees
leave also. Why did they go, in, after
or just before a storm? I give it up.
As Josh Billings said, "It isn't so much
what folks don't know, as what they
know that ain't so." I feel sure that
the bee business is the worst possible
business for 'knowing things thaft
ain't so. The old proverb is that you
never can tell which way a toad will
jump, and I think apropos of bees,
that after you have seen him jump a
few times you still never can tell

what will happen next.
The next little misfortune that
had was with a new Italian queen.

1
I

introduced her to a frame of sealed
brood, gave a partial frame of honey,
and for a week everything went well;
then it began to rain, and for feai'
they would not have enough to eat, I
filled a pint Mason jar with syrup,
placed it in the feeder and put it inside beside the frame. It rained the
best part of a week, but secure in the
thought that they were well fed. I
forebore to open that hive until it
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Queen

than good honey to feed, but prob-

and bees were dead, starved to death.
They had eaten all their honey, but
the syrup they had not touched. Why,
Oh why? Didn't they know enough

ably you haven't that. If you feed
during the first part of September
you can feed a syrup of equal parts
No
ot granulated sugar and water.
need to cook it; just stir it into the
water till it is dissolved; only it will
dissolve more quickly in hot water.
If you wait till about the time bees
stop flying, the syrup must be made
strong, 5 pints or pounds of sugar to
2 pints or pounds of water, and to
dissolve so thick a syrup it will be
well for you to have the water hot or
boiling on the stove and stir the
sugar into it slowly, being sure not to
scorch it, for burnt syrup is death to
bees in winter. There is danger that
so heavy a syrup may granulate, and

than last year. This is offhowever, by the decrease in the
Eastern crop. New York, last year
produced about a third of the apple.i
of the whole country. She finds herself short this year over 3,000,000 bar-
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cleared

off.

Oh me

my

O.i

!

!

mouth of that feedwhere was food a plenty ready for
them? Next time I try that trick I
will look at them every day, if it rains
pitchforks, tines down, and I will
smell up that syrup with peppermint
to crawl into the
er,

or anise, or something, so that they
will

know

My

it

is

there.

bees did not swarm, owing,

think,

I

for new
great things,

removing frames

to

queens.
They did i.o
but like the old fellow's maple sugar,
they made "enough to sell and some
to keep," and they went into the cellar looking good.

JEAN WHITE.

—

Feeding Box Hives Transferring
I have two colonies of bees in hives
which have just starters in the sections and the combs are built crookWhat means would you advise
ed.

me

to use in feeding for winter? I
expect to transfer them as soon as
advisable to hives which have the full
sheet of foundation. When would be
the best time for this?
Mrs. W. R.
The first question is whether your
bees will need feeding for winter.
Even though they may have gathered
little or nothing from white clover
or other early sources which is the
case in many places it is possible
that the fall flow may be enough to
supply sufficient winter stores, if, in-

—
—

deed,

it

gives no surplus.

It is possible,

however, that you are

where there

generally
no fall flow to speak of, and in that
case it may be well for you to feed
without waiting. Nothing is better
in a location

is

Miscellaneous

—

smaller towns to come
to the aid of the farmer and replace
as far as possible the men called to
training. There are nearly three million such boys, and if their entire
help can be thrown in after school is
out in the spring and until school reopens in the fall, they will help enorcities

Apiary work is admirably suited to
just such boys. The bulk of the work
comes at a time when the school boy
is available.
Every beekeeper should
endeavor,

if

11, 12

to help make a success of the Boys' Working Reserve.

Bee Conventions.

—The

following

is

of bee meetings to be held dur-

ing December:

Chicago-Northwestern, Nov. 30 and
Dec. 1.

less.

It

—

Beekeeping in North Carolina.
Bruce Anderson, county agent at
Winston-Salem, N. C, is not asleep
on his job of getting his beekeepers
to become beekeepers and not keepers of bee "gums." With this end in
view he has just sent out to members
of his "Bee Club" a circular letter
urging that all colonies be transferred
during 1918 into movableframe hives. He proceeds then to
give the results obtained by a few of
his members who did transfer during
1917 and introduced Italian stock.

Mr. Anderson also gives directions
for preparing bees for winter. Packing over the cluster is suggested.
North Carolina had an excellent
crop in 1917, following a failure ^n
1916.

—

New York State Meeting. The
regular annual meeting of the New
York State Association of Beekeepers' Societies will be held at Syracuse, N. Y., on December 4 and 5.
F.

GREINER,

Sec'y.

—

At the Zoo. At the park. "Where
the monkeys?"
"The monkeys? We have no mon-

are

—

Items

—

Missouri Meeting. The Missouri
beekeepers will meet at Columb'^i, in

Minnesota, Dec. 4 and 5.
Iowa, Dec. 4 and 5.
Wisconsin, Dec. 6 and 7.
Northeastern Kansas Dec. 7 and
Ontario, Dec.

the 1915 crop, or 57 per cent
is estimated that the total
crop of the country will hardly be in
e-xcess of 1916. Even were it greater,
there is hardly
room to prophesy
that honey would drop as a consequence. There is a big demand for
honey for foreign shipment, which
will more than offset any slackeninjr
of the home demand.
rels of

keys."
_^
"But," showing a paper, "it says
here that the Park Committee has established a model 'apiary.' " British
Bee Journal.

and

the rooms of the Department of Entomology, during Farmers' Week, be-

8.

13.

—

Order Supplies Now. A recent bulBureau of Food Administration has the above for its title.
letin of the

It says
"Prices are lower now than
they will be later in the season, and
bankers will usually be glad to advance money if asked to do so. Every carload of farm supplies shipped
now will help to relieve freight congestion next spring.
We can help
ourselves and our country by buying
now."

ginning January 14 and ending January 18. The beekeepers days will be
Wednesday and Thursday, the 16th

and

17th.

The

editor of the Ameri-

can Bee Journal has promised a paper
on "Commercial Beekeeping."
For information write to Dr. L.
Haseman, Entomologist, Columbia,

Mo.

:

he needs help during the

coming season,

list

ferring.

and

mously.

a

in a little cold water and stir it into
the syrup just before or after taking
it off the stove.
Any good bee-feeder may be used,
but if you don"t happen to have any,
you can use the crock-and-plate
method. A one-gallon crock is a good
size, 'although any size will answer.
Put the syrup in the crock, lay over it
a piece of heavy woolen cloth, or else
5 or 6 thicknesses of cheese-cloth,
and over this lay a common plate upside down; then with one hand under
the crock and the other over the
plate quickly turn the whole thing
upside down.
Set your feeder on
top of the top-bars, set over it an
empty hive-body, and cover up beetight.
If you feed early there is no
need to dissolve the sugar. Just put
dry sugar into the crock and then
pour in the water.
It may be well to wait till the colony swarms next year before trans-

^ News

Boys'
Working Reserve.
There has been organized under the
Department of Labor, a boys' working reserve, the object being to urge
boys under military age in the larger

The

to prevent this you may add an even
teaspoonful of tartaric acid to each
20 pounds of sugar. Dissolve the acid

better

set,

—

How is the Apple Crop? Some reports coming in from beekeepers estimated the apple crop as far larger
than last season, such reporters expecting, therefore, that honey would
drop in price, owing to decreasing
demand. It is true that in the whole
of the West, the apple crop has been

Kootenay and British Columbia.
Mr.

W.

—

Sheppard, Secretary of the
Kootenay Beekeepers' Association,
publishes a 4-page report, showing
very favorable crops, and announces
that the Kootenay Association is
planning to amalgamate with the
Beekeepers' Association of British
Columbia.
The members of both
these associations buy queens and
bees by the pound in
the United
States.
Mr. Sheppard's address is
Nelson, B. C.
J.

—

The New Jersey Fair. The New
Jersey Beekeepers' Association, with
some assistance from the New Jersey

1917
secured
Department,
Agricultural
agricultural
the
space in one
of
buildings at the fatuous State Fair at
Trenton, held on September 24-28, for
an Association exhibit, iutendod primarily to bring honey to the attenVarious active
tion of the people.
members of the association volunteered to be in attendance upon designated days to talk honey and bees,
and to assist State Bee Inspector E.
G. Carr in supplying the demands of
honey buyers. Hundreds of people
were told of the wonders of bee life

and

industry,

and

thousands

of

It was a
questions were answered.
grand carnival of honey propaganda.
There were the usual exhibits of
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The Situation in West Virginia.—
situation in West Virginia is entirely under control as the
result of work done by Chief Inspector C. A. Reese, of Charleston, and
his assistants, the past sutiimcr, and
plans are now under way foi" winter
meetings and educational work to
supplement the inspection.
Mr. Kennith Hawkins, of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture has spent
the past month in the State, in which
time a survey of beekeeping conditions in ten counties ha; been made,
nearly fifty beekeepers pledged to act
as demonstrators in winter packing
methods in co-operation with their
county farm agents, and under present plans these men will continue
next
summer to act as demonstrators in better methods in bee-

The disease

keeping.
Vast stretches of

tulip, basswood,
and
gums exist in the
State, mostly in nearly inaccessible,
mountain regions, where over 90 per
cent of the bees are in box hives.
Reports of 100 pounds per colony
from log gums were gotten from re-

sourwood

liable sources, indicating what may
be done in bee culture in West Vir-

ginia.

At a conference between Professor
Reese and Mr. Hawkins some definite
work was planned, and with the efficient organization
and excellent
State appropriation for the work
there should be no difficulty in putting West Virginia decidedly on the

beekeeping map.
Convention. —-The Wisconsin State Beekeepers' Association
will hold its annual convention at
Madison, December 6 and 7. A full
two days' program has been prepared, with assurance that every
number will respond. Following is

Wisconsin

a partial list of subjects:

Address of welcome by Magnus
Swanson, Federal Food Administration.

EXHIBIT AT THE
FAIR,

NEW JERSEY STATE

SHOWING MR.

OPEN AIR COLONY.
THE LEFT.

C.

H.

ROOT'S

MR. ROOT AT

Response by N. E. France.
"The Foulbrood Situation

What

It

Demands"— Dr.

E.

and

W.

Ball,

State Entomologist.
"Bee Diseases" N. E. France.

—

beautiful honey, and fine

looked good enough to

eat.

Root had on exhibition

wax which
Mr.
in

a

H.
wire

C.

cage, a colony of live bees which established itself and built combs on
the limb of a tree in the open air.
Mr. Root discovered the colony early
and reinforced the
in the season,
combs by inserting several long hat
pins, also a roof was placed over the
Mr. Root carried the curinest.
osity in his hand, the forty miles to
Trenton by auto .A common exclamation was "Oh, see the bees making
honey!" Many prizes were awarded
for honey, wax, vinegar, cake and
candy. The exhibits of honey, cake
and candy were especially attractive.
Lack of space prevents giving a full
list of the awards.
Mr. C. H. Root
highest
scored
and secured the
sweepstakes prize 6 radio bee-escapes. It was remarkable that there
was almost no sale for comb honey,
while the stock of extracted was
several times exhausted.
All honey
was sold under an association label.

—

"My Experience with European
Foulbrood" Frank Kittinger.
"Honey Containers for 1918" C. P.
Dadant.

—

—

"Markets"—E.
"Maintenance

R. Root.
of
Colonies
from
Flow to the Begin-

Close of Honey
ning of the Next

Demuth.
"Substitute

— Geo. S.
Honey for Sugar"— Mrs.
Season"
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the Wisconsin Apiary Department.
Five-minute talks and discussions
will be in the hands of A. C. Allen,
of Portage,
are also expecting representatives of the Extension Department of
the Bureau of Entomology at Washington, D. C.

We

GUS DITTMER,

—

The
Topeka, Kansas Meeting.
Xortheast Kansas Ijcekecpers' Association will hold its annual meeting
on December 7 and 8. Our State Horticultural meeting will be in session
the Sth and Cth of December, making
for beekeepers
a double attraction
and fruit growers. Kansas beekeepers are urged to attend.
A. D.

Convention Notice of Ontario Beekeepers' Association. The Executive
Committee of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association has arranged to hold
its annual convention at Hotel Carls-

—

Rite, Toronto, on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, December 11, 12,
and 13, 1917. The following subjects
and speakers have been arranged for:
Mr. B. F. Kindig, State Apiary Inspector of Mighigan, has consented
to be present and speak on "Some
Mistakes in Management in the BeeYard" and of "Retailing the Honey

Crop."
Subjects

Ontario
by
"Simple Methods of
Rearing and Introducing Queens," by

members

—

ger, Jr.

"Large

Brood

Chambers"

— Harry

Lathrop.

"The Importance of Wisconsin's
Apiary Industry, as Viewed by the
Wisconsin Department of Agriculture" C. P. Norgord, Commissioner.
"Beekeepers' First Aid" A. C. Al-

—

—

len.

"Beekeepers I
H. Moe.
"Organization"

Have

—H.

F.

Known"—H.
Wilson, of

discussed

will be

John Newton,

Thamesford;

terious Losses

of

"Mys-

by
James Armstrong, Selkirk; William
Couse, Streetsville, and W. A. Chrysler, Chatham; "Out Apiaries." by E.
T. Bainard, Lambeth
"The Farmer
Adult

Bees,"

;

Beekeeper," by W. W. Webster, Little Britain;
"Apiary Locations," by
H. G. Sibbald, Toronto; "Wintering,"
by J. L. Byer, Markham. and "Beekeeping Appliances," by W. J. Craig,
Brantford.
There will also be question drawers and general discussions as opportunity offers.

On one

of the convention evenings
will
have dinner together at Hotel Carls-Rite, so that
the social side of the convention may

the

members

not be overlooked.
This is the annual gathering of the
beekeepeers of Ontario. All are cordially invited, including those from
across the line who can make it convenient to attend.

MORLEY PETTIT
Secretary-Treasurer.

Vaughan, of the U. W. Home
Economics Department, with demon"Comparisons
Between Outdoor
and Cellar Wintering" Edw. Hassin-

HOCKENSMITH,
President.

Guelph, Ont.

R. E.

strations.

Sec'y-

—

Number of Bees Per Pound. Fifteen hundred worker bees just dead
from starvation (a small, queenless
nucleus)_ were accurately weighed in
lots of 500 before decomposition began. From each of these weighings
the number of bees per pound was
:

(1) 6005 bees, (2) 5600 bees, (3) 5170
bees, averaging 5591 bees per pound.
These bees had starved, so that there

would be more bees per pound than if
they had been alive with some honey
in

their sacs.

Moisture and Dry Tissue
Bees. Determinations
of

—

Starved
moisture

in

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
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on 1500
n\i de
starved bees, before decomposition
began, in lots of 500. Moisture in
these bees averaged 73.05 per cent of
total weight. Total dry tissue in these
bees averaged 26.95 per cent of total
weight.
These two items of interest were
done in co-operation with the DivisBiochemistry,
Agricultural
ion
of
University of Minnesota.
L. V. FRANCE,
Instructor in Bee Culture.

and dry tissue were

Nov. 8, 1917.
(The weight of bees has been testBernard De
ed at different times.
Gelieu found them to number all the
way from 3,640 to 5,460 in a pound.
Collin, a very accurate observer of
the middle nineteenth century, counted 5,100 bees "in normal condition"
in a pound, but in the swarm he found
less than 4,300 in a pound, because
The
they were filled with honey.
A-B-C of Bee Culture calls 4,800 bees
The
a pound, in round numbers.
above experiment brings a similar
conclusion, since its result on "dead
bees" is about 5,600 in a pound. Call
5,000 live bees a pound and you will
not miss it far. Editor.)

—

Illinois

Meeting.

—The

Illinois

meet-

ing was well attended, but neither
Dr. Phillips nor N. E. France were
present. Young Mr. Erbaugh, now in
the extension service, represented Dr.
Phillips.
The Association had t^e

courtesy to extend honorary membership to Dr. C. C. Miller and the editors of the bee magazines.
ex-

We

tend our thanks for the favor. President E. J. Baxter having declined
serving another year, the office of
president w;<s conferred upon Dr. A.
C. Baxter, of Springfield.
Although
these men bear the same name, they
are not in any way related. Dr. Baxter is a devoted worker and the Association cannot fail to flourish under

which the "wholesale carlot receivers" sell to the "jobbers.")
Note:
Arrivals
include receipts
during preceding two weeks. Prices
represent current quotations.
Cincinnati No fresh carlot arrivals; 20 barrels Porto Rico, 17 cases
Florida, 56 cases Alabama, 10 cases
Wisconsin arrived; local receipts
at

—

moderate. Demand and
good, market very strong.

movemerit
Extracted
amber, 15-

Arrivals for preceding

Two

—400

$4.75;

No.

section

1

white heavy, $4.50 per 24-

Demand
Beeswax:
market steady; average

case.

moderate,

yellow, 38-40c per pound.

—

St. Louis
No fresh carlot arrivals.
Supplies light. Comb honey Scarce,
few sales; 24-section cases, fancy,
:

$4.50-4.75; No.
$4.00-4.25; No. 2,
1,
$3.75-4.00.
Extracted honey: Light
amber in cans, 15c per pound; in
Tjarrels, 13-13J^c; dark honey onehalf to Ic lower. Beeswax: Supplies

very light;
pound.

small

lots,

per

37}/2C

—

K^ansas City I car California arrived; no cars on track; express approximately 100 cases Missouri comb
and 7 cases Colorado extracted ar-

Demand and movement modComb honey:
firm.

rived.
erate,

market

California cleaning up; quality good;
24-section flat cases, white. No. 1,
$4.00; Colorados, quality and condition good, 24-section cases, white,

fancy $4.50; No. 1, $4.25-4.40; No. 2,
$4.10-4.15; Missouris, few sales; quality and condition
good; 24-section
cases, white. No. 1, small lots $4.505.00.

Extracted

and

quality

good;

white

honey:

condition
extra
per pound;

and

Colorados,
generally
liglit

am-

dark 1216-16c
13c.
Beeswax: Approximately 100
pounds arrived; supplies very light;
ber,

demand

—

consin, Iowa and Minnesota: Comb,
fancy clover and Basswood, 22-23c per
pound; other grades one-half cent
lower; extracted,
best
mostly 15ISj^c per pound. California extract-

pounds Iowa.
Hamilton, 111. 2250 pounds Iowa,
4210 pounds Mississippi, 2500 pounds

—

Wisconsin.

—

Medina, Ohio 300 pounds Illinois,
pounds
Wisconsin,
48,686
pounds Michigan, 36,300 pounds Wyoming,
6348
pounds Ohio, 21,500
pounds Minnesota.

Dr.Miller*s

43,600

Reports From Today's
Markets Jobbing Prices
(In many markets in the honey
trade the term "jobber" is commonly
Telegraphic

applied to the original receiver who
in carlot
quantities.
However, in these reports we use the term "wholesale
carlot, receiver" to designate the carlot purchaser, while the term "Jobber" refers to the dealer who buys in
less than carlot quantities from the
carlot receiver and who sells direct
to the retailers.
The prices quoted
in this report represent the prices

1

15

Denver

— Receipts

light

;

mar-

approxi-

—

Beeswax:

per gallon.

$1.40-1.45

ate,

Porto Rico, 155 bags Santo
Domingo arrived demand good, market steady; dark, 32-33c per pound;

25 bags

;

yellow, 35-36c.

Minneapolis
very

— No

receipts

rail arrivals; local

Supplies very

light.

Demand moderate,
very strong. Comb honey:
light.

market
Minne-

sota, Wisconsin, best white, 24-section cases mostly $4.25;
Colorado,
white, mostly $4.50 per case. Extracted honey
Colorado, white, in 330pound casks, mostly 15j/c per pound;
in 60-pound
cans,
mostly 16c; 10:

pound

pails,

wax

No

17^c per pound.

Bees-

sales reported.
St. Paul
Receipts
8 boxes Wisconsin comb, weighing 1965 pounds,
1
car Wisconsin comb, 1 car Wisconsin extracted, 5 cars extracted, and
extremely light local receipts. Demand good; market very strong.
:

—

:

Brisk inquiry on both extracted and

comb. Comb honey: Wisconsin and
Minnesota, best white, 24-section
cases, mostly $4.50. Extracted honey:
White, in cans, 15c per pound; in 10pound pails, mostly 16c. Beeswax:

No

sales reported.

^ Answers^

Send Questions either

to the office of the American Bee Journal or direct to
Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo, Jl\.
bee-keeoine questions by mail.

—

buys direct from the grower

—

car New York, 1
barrels Mexico
and approximately 1000 cases nearby
comb arrived. Demand good, market
strong, few sales. Wyoming extractLight amber, 17c per pound;
ed:
comb, no sales; Mexican: Extracted,
pound.
Beeswax: Re12-13c per

Philadelphia

Wyoming, about

mately 100 cases comb and 6000 lbs.
Demand exceeds
extracted arrived.
supply; market firm. Comb honey:
Colorado, white, quality and condition good, 24-section cases.
No. 1,
Extracted honey:
$4.05; No. 2, $3.50.
White to light amber, 14}^-lSc per
Receipts light;
pound.
Beeswax:
price paid producer, 34c per pound.
New York 16 barrels Santo Domingo, 213 barrels Porto Rico, 21
Local and
cases California arrived.
export demand good, market strong.
Extracted:
California, fancy, light
best \Sy2-\7y2c; poorer, 13j^-15c per
pound; West Indian, receipts moder-

Fancy white heavy,

Chicago No fresh carlot arrivals.
Supplies very light. Demand moderate, market strong.
Michigan, Wis-

:

sales.

Comb honey:

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT
OF AGRICULTURE

Honey

16-16><c

ceipts light, demand moderate,
ket strong, 36-38c per pound.

limited, market steady; all
sales in small lots, 35-40c per pound.

weeks
Keokuk, Iowa

Supplies very lig'nt; light amber
per pound. Beeswax: No

ed:

honey:
Domestic light
17c; orange and white sage, 17c; Porto Rico dark amber, 15c per pound.

his leadership.

Bureau of Markets
Semi-Monthly Market News Bulletin

December

He does not answer

It is inferred that all readers have access to the book "A Thousand Answers to Beekeeping
Questions." This will avoid duplication in answering, as the book contains answers to practically
questions ordinarily asked on beekeeping.
Subjects not specifically treated, or which are not
clear to the reader will be further explained in this department at the request of any subscriber.

alt

Re-queening
am an
am now

I
I

old American Bee Journal reader.
81 years old, ana my eyes are get-

ting weak.
Next summer I
bees, though I fear about
rjueens.
Do you know of a
There are the queen-traps;

must re-queen
not

finding

my
the

way

to find them?
would they work

when

I turn them around?. If I brush the bees
into an empty hive today would they leave the
queen there and go back to the old hive?

Answer.

— Even

though your eyes are weak,

with a good pair of spectacles you ought to be
able to see the queen.
Use little smoke, move
gently,

and don't get the bees

to running, for'

and queens
have a way of hiding that has always been a
mystery to me. If you don't find the queen after looking over the combs two or three times,
better wait an hour or more, or till next day.
It ought to work aK right to do as you suggest,
then the queen

is

likely

to

hide,

.
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reverse a (iiiccn-tiap
l)ccs

the

hive,

entrance, or Urush

;mi

Of comsc

stories.

tlic

;iL

empty hive-body placed over
with an excluder between the two

into

llic

in

the latter case, bclore

putting the excluder over the hive you would
take out all the frames, carefully brush the

one frame upon the other frames,
and put back into the htve this frame with no
ecs.
Then ou would put on the excluder and
When you have brushed the
the second story.
bees from all of the combs into this upper
story, you can hasten the downward journey
Of course,
nl the bees by usinj^ a little smoke.
when the bees have all gone into the lowei
story the queen will be left on the extkidcr.
bees from

.

Bees on Shares

—Advertising

Could 1 run liees on shares, and how
shouM t' e terms be?
Would it be a good plan to buy bees with
S.
a year or more of time to pay for them?
Do you think it profitable to rent bees
3.
1

or not?
1.

ing

^et

I

what

I

wanted by advertis-

With ten

[lofTuian frames half full, or
about how many pounds of ..oney
in
hive?

nearly so,

would there be

Anwsers.

—

good many cases bees
arc run on shares, sometimes satisfactorily and
sometimes not.
There is no fixed rule as to
terms, out it is quite important that there he
a definite agreement in advance, and that it
ne made in writing.
Otherwise there is danger
of misunderstanding and hard feelings.
Generally one pi.rty furnishes location, bees, hives,
and tools, and pays for half the supplies, and
half of any sugar fed, and the honey is diIn

1.

a

vided equally.
2.
T think bees have been bought in that
way, and whether it would be a good thing for
you depends o.i whether you are an efficient
beekeeper in a gocd location.
3.

Sometimes, and sometimes

4.

Most likely.
Somewhere

Ti.

took the bees out of the cellar on April .'>).
tio not care if I have lo feed a good deal,
and will have p'enty of time lo look aftc,r them
well, just so I know how to go at it in the
DAKOTA.
right way.

Dadants

NORTH

—
..

and your policy will be to
part
then*
strengthen only part at first, and continue aidThen you will be all
ing others afterward.
right, whether you bring up the whole fifty or
jiot.
In drawing brood and bees from the
strong colonies make it a lixed rule that in no
case will you draw enough to reduce a colony
Don't give one orood
to .i.:s tha
four brood.
up,

of

done,

speak

for

but

if

there

in

the

Ity

the

thcmKlves^

Bees By the Pound

I

Answer. To start May 10 with fifty 1pound nuclei, with the aid of twenty-five colonies, building them up into strong co'onies by
June 2^> or uly 1 is something of a feat, i ou
may do it, but there's a fine lot of chances
Of course, the season wili
that you will not.
make a difference. But you can at least bring

be

to

can

I

yon were going to order been

If

1.

pound next sj)ring and you were sure of a cold
April and May, would you order I hem delivered early and feed them, or have ihcm delivered about the lit of June and chance get
ting any surplus?
2.
Could I put sugar syrup in drawn comb
to feed them on, or would I have to use a
feeder?

•

Would

a 3-pound colony in a good season need supers if elivered the 1st of Junc'r
3.

—

Under

the circumstances menwould wait till the later time.
2.
Either way; but if the season is good
they hardly ought to need feeding.

Answers.

1.

think

tioned,

I

3.

y'cs,

I

very

likely.

in the

apiece to each of the fifty nuclei at the start,
but bring up as many as you can to the

strength of four or five brood, then later bring

up ethers, and so on.
For best results it
to

Nuclei

have at present twenty ^five colonies of
bees in 10-frame dovetailed hives, all of them
in strong condition^ both as to bees and stores
All have 1917 queens, 3-banded Italians.
I
would like to have as many colonies as possible next summer
not just colonies, but good
strong ones that could store a fair surphic, say
fifty pounds. I have been figuring that I would
buy ten 1-ln packages of bees, to arrive about
April 1.'), and these I would use where needed
in order to bolster up any weak colony; then
get fifty more pound packages with queens, to
arrive about May 10.
I would then use my
colonies to help those pound packages build up
into strong colonies for the beginning of tht
white clover flow
which begins here about
.tune 25 or July 1.
After white clover comes
bascwood about July 1.5.; alfalfa also yields
good by that time
Then comes sweet clover,
buckwheat and the fall flowers. Last spring 1
had ten colonies and sent for ten Idb. packages with queens.
I ordered them to arrive

—

Colony Disappearing
strongest colony I own was all right during the season and at the close of the honeyflow in September I looked through it to see
how things were. To my surprise, I found
there was not a bee left nor the least bit of
honey in the frames. The colony next to this
Why would the
one came through all right.
bees fly away?
They had as much chance to
YORK.
gather supplies as the rest.

I

but
also

it

was

made

May

28

Write

Where" on
It's

page 137 of Thousand Answers, inicleus ]>lan of increase, do you have to cage the
cjueen when putting her with the two frames of
brood back on the old stand ?
2.
Will it be safe to leave comb-foundation
in wired frames where it will freeze?
3.
Please explain how you make your hot
toni-rack that fits in the bottom-board, and what
kind of entrance-block do you use?
4.
In using a flat top, the kind you use, ao
the bees fasten it down tight, and how do you
remove it without jarring the bees?

when

I

received

the sorry mistake of send-

ing for 10-lb. packages without nueens, and
those did not arrive until June .3. 'I then had
20 package to get in shape in a month's time,
and ten of them without queens.
I
used my ten strong colonies for helping
those queenless nuclei, but after a while I saw
I
could not make it, so I turner] mv attention
to the other ten nuclei and got them in' pretty
good shajie (they averaged about T.S pounds
surplus eachj. Of course. I should have united
the queenless pound packages with the others
as ::o)n as they arrived, but I wa^ too selfish
for that.
I wanted all. and figured I could
raise my own queena for them.
I gave that up.
however, and I finally
dumped those ten
queenless nuclei together and made three colonies out of those ten.
Do you think [ can get those 50 nuclei strong
enough by the 1st of July? If so, how would
you advise me to go at it?
i.is is my second year with bees, started last
year with two swarms in July increased to
five same season,
then bought five colonies

it

—

too certainly.

All folding

3.

might

there

loosening of the wires from

Who

Kodaks and

now

autographic

I

CO.

Rochester, N. Y.

think

very hard

safe, but with

possible

is

it

of an instant

EASTMAN KODAK

know any

would generally be

freezing

work

folding Brownies are

No.

1.

the

every negative.

KODAK

5.
How do the Dadants manage to kce|j the
queen from laying in the supers without using
an excluder?
MISSOURI.

I don't

—

with an Autographic

Miscellaneous
On

Answers.

on the film

Record the "Who, When,

NEW

—

2.

it

at the time

Answer. A fair guess would be that the
colony became queenless and dwindled down,

2..'.

10.

well

fly

The

neighborhood of forty

Up With

and

forage

daily.

1.

Building

hardly be advisable

will

begin before bees can

not.

I

them.

"managing"

perhaps being robbed.

jjounds.

May

in April,

Mease tell mc when you think I should get
the pound packages for best results (last spring

.

Could

:"

r>.

making ten colonics

early last spring,
1017.

42.3

be

some

foundation.

the

has had experience in this matter?

The bottom-rack

in the

is

form of

der, the cross-pieces or rungs being nailed

a lad-

upon

the two parallel pieces, with a space of half an

inch or less between each two rungs.
trance-block

more

is

properly

an

The

en-

entrance-

it
is a thin board large enough to
cover the entire entrance and project upward

board, for

upon the front

of the hive,

where

it

is

fastened

At one
by two small nails partly driven in.
of the lower corners of the little board is a
hole about an inch square.
4.

Yes, the bees glue

it

Opening

shut.

it,

however, causes no jar unles: the weather is
very cold, and at such times hives are not too
often opened.
5.
Their deep and large frames give so

much room

for the queen that there

is little

de-

go e.sewhere, and if a queen should happen to go above, she is likely to say, "Why,
these upper frames are so shallow I don't like

sire to

them;

guess

I'll

go back."

So

there's

little

C. O.
]\f

r

BRUNO NAILING DEVICE

''/•>•

f'>r

IIifTmn-'i

Prood Frainr-t.

A combined

Nail inp..Virin^ and Wedge Clamping: Device. Does
the work in half the time. Has been tried and is

guaranteedtodoaccurate work. Makes theframes
rea-^y in one han-Iling. Price $6.50.
romplete directions for operating are furnished
with each device.
Manufnc^1^ed h-r C. O. B^UNO
1413 South West Street, Rock.'ord, Illinois

I

Am

Ready to Book Orders Now

for spring delivery for Italian bees in pound
Tested queens,
packages at $1.40 per pound.
Safe arUntested, 90c, 6 for $5.00.
$1.2o.
Free from disease.
rival guaranteed.
C. H. COBB, Belleville, Ark.

.
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extracted

FOR SALE —500

honey in any quantity. Kindly send sample,
how your honey is packed and your lowest
cash price; also buy beeswax.
E. B. Rosa. Monroe, Wis.

FOR SALE— 300

WANTED — White

Department

Classified

Advertisements in this department will be
inserted at 15 cents per line,, with no discounts
of any kind. Notices here cannot be less than

two lines. If wanted in this department, you
must sav so when ordering.

BEES AND QUEENS
PHELPS' Golden

Queens

Italian

please

^ou.

BEES AND QUEENS

from my New Jersey
J. H. M. Cook,
84 Cortland St., New York City.

apiary.

lAtf

TESTED

leather-colored queens, $2.00; after
$1.50; untested, $1.00; $10 per doz.
Yates, 3 Chapman St.. Hartford, Conn.

June
A.

W.

1,

PHELPS' Golden

VIGOROUS,

Italian Bees are hustlers.
Italian Queens, $1.00; 6,
circular gives best

prolific

1st.
My
$5.00, June
A. V. Small.
methods of introduction.
2303 Agency Road, St. Joseph, Mo.

THREE-BANDED ITALIANS— One,
$4.00; 12, $7.50.

Tested,

75c; 6,
$1.00; 6, $5.70;

1,

12, $10.75

Cotton Belt Apiaries, Box 8S, Roxton, Tex.

GOLDEN QUEENS

Golden
produce
that
I will chalworkers of the brightest kind.
lenge the world on my Goldens and their
Price, $1 each; testhoney-getting qualities.
ed, $2; breeders, $5 and $10.
2Atf
T. B. Brockwell, Barnetts, Va.
Italian Queens combine the
They are great honey
you want.
Mated, $1; 6,
gatherers, beautiful and gentle.
$5; tested, $3; breeders, $6 and $10.
C. W. Phelps & Son,
3 Wilcox St., Binghampton, N. Y.
qualities

MY BRIGHT ITALIAN QUEENS

will be
ready to ship after April 1 at 76c each. Send
Safe arrival and satisfaction
price list.
M. Bates, Greenville, Ala.
guaranteed.

for

Queens
Italian
packages in spring, from the Sun-

THREt-Banded and Golden

Grant Anderson,
Rio Hondo, Te.xas.

FOR SALE— 1

to 100 strong 8-frame colonies
extra fine strain Italian bees, $4 to $4.50
each: all free from disease, with stores for
winter; Standard full-depth, self-spacing Hoff-

frames: all straight combs in new one
story single-wall hives, f. o. b. here.
Wilmer Clarke, Earlville. Madison Co., N. Y.

man

buy your beekeeper supplies for you at
If you knew all we were doing for our
subscribers, you would certainly be with us
during 191S as a subscriber. Can we have the
pleasure of entering your name on our subscription list?
Address The Domestic Beekeeper, Northstar, Michigan.

extracted honey, and beesR. A. Burnett & Co.,
173 S. Water St., Cl'icago, 111.

WANTER— Beeswax
tity,

at all times in

Dadant

any quan-

Sons, Hamilton, HI.

St

CHAS. ISRAEL BROS.

CO., 486 Canal

St.,

We

are in
New York. Established 1878.
the market for both comb and extracted honey.
Send prices delivered New York; state the
quantities you have and how packed, and send
samples.

FOR SALE— Michigan's
honey
honey.
A. G.

in

packages

Woodman

Grand Rapids, Mich.
of

pings for rendering.
cash and trade prices,
pound for wax rendered.

old

comb and

cap-

We

pay the highest
charging but 5c a

The Fred W. Muth

204 Walnut

St.,

Co.,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

WANTED— Beeswax;

we pay higher than market price for good grades light and light
yellow wax; get our prices before disposing of
Queej Mfg. Company,
your wax.
Falconer, N. Y.

FOR SALE— 12,000

lbs. white extracted clover and alfalfa honey in new 60-lb. cans, 15c
per lb. f. o. b. Hardin, cash with order. Sam-

ple,

;

A

WORTH

$30,000
OF BEE SUPPLIES, ixA
boxed, ready to ship at once 275,000 broodframes, also shallow of all kinds 100 and 200
;

box some bargains.
Send me a
what you want. I can save you money.
in

a

;

Newton

10c.

Custer Battlefield Apiaries, Hardin, Mont.

of

BERMUDA GRASS SEEU

direct from grower
Peruvian alfalfa, the variety that
30c lb.
grows during the winter, 20c.
B. O. Hadley. P. O. Box 471. Yuma. Ariz.

WANTED—To

buy, a quantity of dark and
amber honey for baking purposes.
A. G. \\oodman Co., Grand Rapids, Mich.

list

CataChas. Mondeng,
Ave., N., Minneapolis, Minn.

HONEY LABELS
HONEY LABELS—We

SIBERIAN FUR FARM.

have j'ust issued a
up-to-date catalog of honey labels
and stationery. Write for your copy. Neat labels and quick delivery guaranteed.
American Bee Journal, Hamilton, 111.

and

SEND

new and

SUPPLIES
Hamilton, Canada,
breeds foxes, marten, mink, ermine, skunks
black Siberian hares.
Information and
Write address plainly.
price list free.

today for samples of honev labels.
Liberty Pub. Co.. Sta. D. Bx 4H. Cleveland. O.

WANTED

FOR SALE — Cedar

or pine dovetailed hives,
also full line of supplies, including Dadant's
Write for satalog.
A. E. Burdick, Sunnyside, Wash.

foundation.

FOR SALE — 100

second-hand

5-gaI.

honey

WANTEE)— Your

old combs, cappings or slumgum to render into beeswax by our high
steam pressure wax presses.
Dtdant & Sons, Hamilton, In.

cans; in good condition,

John Kneser, Hales Corners, Wis.

YOU

been thinking for some time
that you would like to have The Domestic
come
to
you regularly each month,
Beekeeper
but have been putting it off for some reason or
other We would like very much to have you
We are
all start in with us this next year.
very sure you will not regret it if you make
have

likely

To some of the early December subscribers for 191S, we will send, free, the last
If you expect to get
thrte numbers of 1917.
in on this back number proposition you will
need to be prompt in ordering, as those back
numbers are going fast and there will be none
when tne present supply is exhausted. Address,_ with remittance, The Domestic Beekeepthis start,

er,

Northstar, Michigan.

The

$1.50 pays for a year's subscription each to
The Domestic Beekeeper and the American
Bee Journal. You can order them from either
office,

as

you prefer.

vVaNTED — Mqh

to live on farm and take care
of bees.
Must have experience and furnish
reference.
Will furnish house and garden.
Addres?,
State wages expected.
E. R. Stewart, New Castle, Colo

IT

will be the

for

same

to us

whether you remit

The Domestic Beekeeper

direct to North-

Michigan, or whether you send it in with
your subscription to the American Bee Jouronly, be sure and include it, as we want
nal
every American Bee Journal subscriber to become a Domestic Beekeeper subscriber.
star,
;

CANADIAN HORTICULTURIST
AND BEEKEEPER
Tbe only bee publication In

Canada

organ of the Ontario Beekeepers' Association, and has incorit the former Canadian Bee Journal.
Beekeeping and Horticulture in its various branches are effectively combined
to form a live, attractive, and practical monthly magazine.
Well illustrated and up-to-date. Subscription price postpaid.
Canada, $1.00 a year.
Foreign, Ji. 50 a year
United States. |i. 25 a year.
Sample copy sent free on request.
the
porated with

official

The Horticultural Publishing Co., Limited, Peterboro,

Ont., Can.

best white extracted
desired; also comb

as

Co.,

WANTED— Shipments

comb-honey supers, mostly
filled with sections and foundation start r,
full-sheet or bait sections
two Daisy foundation fasteners.
About 1000 section holders,
and fencing.
bargain.
Send me your order.
C. E. Keister, Clarno, Wis.

146

heartsease. No. 1 white
fancy, $4.50; extra
Exfancy, $4.80; 24 Danz sections to case.
tracted, 120-lb. cases, 15c per lb.
W. A. Latshaw, Carlisle, Ind.

comb, $4.25 per case;

It is

for cash or in exchange for supplies.

Extracting Supers, nailed
a i painted, with frames: will sell cheap.
A. F Stauffer, Delta. Colo.

log free.

FOR SALE — Clover,

WANTED —Comb,
wax.

amber

sure and include the Domestic Beekeeper
with your list of bee journals for 1918. The
Domestic Beekeeper will help you to dispose
of your crop of honey without expense to you;

HONEY AND BEESWAX
6Al2t

light

BE

PHELPS' Golden

and pound
ny Southland,

or

tell

also,
cost.

will

December

THE CAMBPELL SYSTEM OF SOIL CULTURE
Everybody knows Campbell, the father of dry farming. Everybody knows that
he started this great movement for Scientific Farming that is changing the desert
into a garden. But everybody does not know that there is a great school, the

CANPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL OF SOIL CULTURE
where the Campbell System of Scientific Soil Tillage and Crop Growing are taught
by mail, where a thorough knowledge of Scientific Agriculture can be secured without leaving home, at a very small expense. If you area farmer or expect to be a
farmer, send for the Campbell literature, Campbell's Scientific Farmer, the Campbell manuals, and a catalog of the Campbell Correspondence School. Sample copy
and catalog free. Address,

CAMPBELL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
325 Broadway

—
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Carniola, Beekeeping
—
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Caucasus Beekeeping—
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380.
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Winter— 387
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Repairing 171.
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E.\cluders — 316.
Experiments in Apiculture — 370.
Extracting— 206.
Extractor— 171.
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Farmers as Beekeepers — 20.
Feed for Bees —
Feed, Mixing in Quantities — 417.
Feeding Bees —
Feeding Box Hives — 420.
Feeding Candy —
Feeding Diseased Honey — 316.
Feeding Honey — 389.
Feeding Sugar — 354.
Feeding a Weak Colony — 62
Feeding for Winter — 353.
Fertilization,
— 371, 376.
Fertilization, Control of — 262.
Fire in California — 335.
Five Minutes Among the Bees — 234
Flight of a Bee —
Flying Zones for Bees —239.
Food for the Child —
Foods Without Wheat — 382.
Food Values — 297.
Foulbrood — 135, 168, 206, 245, 389.
Foulbrood Combs — 354.
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Foulbrood
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156, 195, 207.
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B. C. — 228.
Foulbrood. European — 136, 272.
Foundation, Advantage of Full Sheets— 129.
Foundation Fastening— 317.
Foundation, Full Sheets — 131.
Foundation, Keeping Over Winter — 387.
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Brood — 440.
Frame Spacing— See Spacing.
Gloves, Sting Proof — 376.
Glycerine, Honey
Place of — 384.
Goldenrods — 118, 300.
Goldenrods, Honey From — 332.
Government Help to Beekeepers— 263.
Grading Honey — 261.
Grapes, Bees Puncturing— 380.
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Hive Records — 346.
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Hive., Size of — 135.
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103 118
171, 209, 248, 392,
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Honeydew — 346, 352.
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Report-

228, 170.
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352.
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Dzierzon Theory 315.

—

Aster, Color of Honey from
332.
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—

192
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in

—

Honey House 3.')3,414.
Honey Marketing 56.
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—

—

Honey Routes 268.
Honey and Sugar Compared 62.
Honey Selling— 302, 408.
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—
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—

Insurance for Beekeepers

60.

Iowa Law, Changes in 11.
Iowa State College. Beekeeping at 24.
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11, 370.
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47.
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47.

—
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—

—

—
—

Rev. F. in Europe

—335.

— 335.
— 119.
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L-aying Workers — 171.
Legal
Kazan Beekeeping
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Dept.— 192,

239, 207, 311,
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385, 418.

—

Locations 280, 306.
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—
—245.
—

Long Tongue Bees
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165.
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—
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Maple Juice for Bees 99.
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—
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Ontario — 26, 169, 384, 421.
I'ennsylvania — 01, 277.
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Virginia — 348, 385.
West Virginia — 349.
Washington — 169, 314.
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Meetings. V^alue of —
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61,
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69,

97,
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30.
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96.
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Minnesota Fair 313.
Montana Beekeeping 274.
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—

Moving Bees by Wagon and Auto
Moving Pictures, Bees in 46.

My

Neighbor's Garden

47.
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—

Money I'riccs 408.
Money Producing Plants 10, 390, 403.
Honey Production, National Conference
178.

Distance Bees Fly— 874.
Dividing See Increase.
Division Boards— 170.
Dominion
ICxperimcntal

—227, 351,

—

Honey, Producing Salable 275.
Money on the Farm 60.
Honey Plant RcgionB of North Amenta
Money, i'oisonous 24G.

etc.

—

—

207.

—
—

—

Ants, Argentine 378.
Ants, Remedy for 9.
Apiary Management, Small 414.
April Proulems— 127.
Apple Crop of 1917 420.
Appliances for the Queen Yard 92.

Asters— 12,

385, 422.

—

—

in

99.
Alfalfa Honey
167.
Alsike Clover

Honey .Market*— 10, 284, 338.
Honey Markets, Government Report
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Queen
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Iowa 350.
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Berry, M.
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131,
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Salt for Bees— 64.
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376.
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Package Filler,
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.T.
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Let me figure on your wants in Bee Su|ii»lics.
Let me order them shipped from factory direct
to you .'It less than wholesale prices.
Send mc
list of wants.
W. D. SOPER,

The Bee and Honey Man,
Beeswax wanted.
Jackson, Mich.
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W.— 370.

A CHRISTMAS SUGGESTION
you make a jjrc -. iit of the Youth's
Companion you are giving not merely the
means of wholesome pleasure and fascinating
information every week.
The Companion is
all that.
But it is something more. Hundreds
of letters to The Companion speak of the influence of the paper in binding home ties. The
Wtie'^

mothers and fathers and the boys and

M.—

—
—
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Melndoo, N. E.— 298.
McWilliams. W. H.—
239.

M. H.

100.
135, 168, 109,
206, 207, 244,
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316, 332, 351.
353, 387, 38S,
423.
C. E.— 20.
H. P.—23.
Morgan, R. A. 378.

134,
170,
245,
315,
352,
422,
Miller.
Miller,

girls in
families are very close knit in their
They have a common interest in
the same duties and recreations, and they all
regard The Companion as one of themselves.
It has a personality and a character unique
among publications, and you cannot introduce a
more inspiring influence into any home circle.

Companion
affections.

It is

not a publication merely

—

it's

a friend.

The Companion alone is $2.00, but the publishers make an Extraordinary Double Christmas
Present Offer The Youth's Companion and

—

McCall's Magazine together for $2.25.
This twD-at-one-price oflter includes:

— 52

1.

The Youth's Companion

2.

All remaining 1917 Issues of

issues in 1918.

The Compan-

ion free.
3.

The Companion Home Calendar

4.

McCall's Magazine

— 12

for 1918.

fashion numbers in

1918.
All

for only $2.25.
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Foundation Mill (Vandevort) ^161.
158.
Foundation I'ress ttiiven)
France Family at Home 338.
Gentian, Fringed.

L.

Tol'on Berries— 412. 413.
17.
Tulip Tree

—

—

of S

Reese, Chas. A.

—

—

Arm

on

427

201.

Patterson,

G.

H.

194.

Pelham,

J.

A

Free Trial Package

L.— 25,

169.
Pellett. F.
16, 18,
44,
79.
165.
194,
333. 239, 259, 267,
395, 300, 306, 311,
331, 344. 307. 403,
418.
Penna, E. 360.
Perry, F. M.
58.
Pettit,
Morley 384,
421.
Phillips. E.
F.— 150,
103, 168, 384.
Pleasants, J. E.
167.
Provensal, P.
375.
Pryal, W.
339,
378.

C—

—
—

—

—
—

A.—

Everyone
A.

Who

is Mailed
Writes

to

Rice, a prominent manufacturer of
Y.. has discovered a process of makof paint without the use of oil.
He calls it Powdrpaint.
It
comes in the
form of a dry powder and all that is required
is cold water to make a paint weather proot,
fire proof, sanitary and durable for outside or
inside painting.
It is the cement principle applied to paint.
It adheres to any surface, wood,
stone or brick, spreads and looks like oil paint
and costs about one-fourth as much.
L.

Adams, N.
ing a

new kind

Write to Mr. A. L. Rice, Manufacturer, 23
North Street, Adams. N. Y., and he will send
you a free trial package, also color card and
full information showing you how you can save
a good many dollars.
Write today.

:
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Crop Reports and Market Conditions
For our December issue we asked the following questions of reporters
1.
are bees going into quarters?
2. Has the price and scarcity of sugar caused any bees
to go into winter short?
J.
does the honey flora look? What is its condition compared to a year ago?
4. How much honey do you know of still in the hands
of producers, and what price are they holding for?
6. What is the demand for honey locally?
6. What are the large buyers offering for extracted
:

How

How

honey?
7.

How much comb

honey

is

left

on hand?

CONDITION OF BEES
Bees seem to be going into winter in good shape in the
whole northeast section of the country. They are normal
as to young bees, possibly a little short on stores, which
will require close attention by the beekeeper when the
bees come out in spring. In the whole of the South except Texas, bees are in fine shape and have sufficient
stores.
In Texas

conditions

though some

localities

In Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota plant conditions
were so favorable a year ago that it is doubtful if they

are better this year. More rain is needed.
In other sections plant conditions cannot be accurately
judged until the next season opens.

HONEY ON HAND
\'cry limited quantities of honey, relatively, are in the
liands of producers, probably not more than five per cent
or less the country over. Most local salesmen are either
cleaned of honey or selling out rapidly. What is still left
is commanding generally a price of 15 cents f.
o. b. for
extracted and $4.00 f. o. b. for comb.
Following is a list of some of the honey still unsold at
tlie time this was written, and the prices asked
One-half car white Idaho extracted, ISyi to 16 cents.
3.000 pounds amber California extracted" at 14 cents.
6,000 pounds California amber extracted at 13 cents.
8.000 pounds Montana white extracted at 16 cents.
200 cases Montana comb at $4.00.

pounds Montana extracted white at IS cents.
pounds Montana white extracted at 16 cents.
40 cases Colorado comb at $4.50.
800 cases Colorado comb; price not named.
20,000 pounds Colorado white extracted at 16 cents
40,000 pounds Colorado white extracted at 15 cents
10,000
30,000

have not improved generally,
have had a fair fall flow, putting
the bees in good shape in young bees "and honey. In
other sections bees are still starving, and it is certain
that the losses will be heavy, especially among those who
dc not carefully feed.
The Mississippi valley reports bees in fair shape. Some
sections have had a good fall flow, while others have had
to feed to insure plenty of stores.
In the Missouri valley the condition is parallel.

Colorado, Montana, Idaho and other inter-mountain
States report bees in fine shape.
New Mexico reports

them

as fair.

In California bees will go into winter in good shape
generally. They have had to be fed in some localities.
In a few others a short fall flow has left some colonies
short in young bees.

LOCAL DEMAND
In almost all localities the local demand exceeds the
supply of honey, so that all stocks are fast being cleaned
up.

OFFERS
In a majority of cases large buyers are offering under
15 cents for extracted honey.
There is no doubt, however, that the acute shortage of sugar in many localities
is going to make honey of even more ready sale
Some

few beekeepers report the sale of large

SUGAR AND STORES
Taken generally, bees are

likely shorter of stores the

The South is much encouraged over conditions of
plants for the year, being ahead of those of a year ago.
Ill the East conditions are much more favorable than a
year ago, though some rain is needed to put clover out
ot. droutli danger.
The same condition applies in the Mississippi Valley,
especially in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Iowa generally, MisKansas and Nebraska.

Probably in recent years there has not been such a
shortage in comb honey. The only large lot mentioned
in reports is the lot of 800 cases in Colorado, and this was
not reported directly by the beekeeper.

SUMMARY
for his honey.
white and got

at

35c to 37c per

lb.

Burnett & Co.
New York, November 16.— The market on
R. A.

honey

IS

in

such an irregular condition that

Some demanded
it.

15

cents for extracted

Others contracted ahead, some as low

as 8 cents for the best extracted.
Even after markets materially advanced, many beekeepers did not keep themselves informed as to conditions
and accepted relatively lower prices.

One organization
all

in the
extracted honey sold for

West got around IS cents for
members and a corresponding

price for comb.

we do not feel justified in quoting
as they change from day to day.

any

prices,

HlILDRETH & SeGELKEN.

Kansas City, November

—

Chicago, November 17. The movement in
honey of all kinds ha been quite free during
the past month, especially in
extracted, for
which there has been an active foreign demand, and as high as IBi^c per pound has
been paid, which has stiffened the market up
so that for the best grades of white clover and
similar goods 17c per lb. is obtained.
Ambers
sell at from Ic to 3c per lb. less, according to
flavor and quality.
White comb, Al to fancy,
brings 22c to 23c per section.
Amber grades
range from Ic to 3c less.
Beeswax is steady

as

Probably in no year before has there been such a
range in the price received wholesale by the beekeeper

PLANT CONDITIONS

HONEY AND BEESWAX

honey

COMB HONEY

country over than they have been for two or three years.
Most up-to-date beekeepers have fed where needed.
Luckily, the extreme sliortage of sugar did not come
until the feeding period was over, so that it was possible
to get all the sugar needed if the price was paid for it.

souri,

lots of

high as 16 cents for extracted.

16.

— In

regard

to

the honey market, will say that the supply of
comb honey on the Kansas City market is very
light, lighter than last year at
this time by a
big per cent.
The fact of the matter is that
none of the dealers have anything but a very
light supply on hand, and
we are entirely
cleaned up for the present. No. 1 comb honey
would job at about $4.50. The market on extracted IS in good shape, with only a
moderate
supply on hand, the very best selling at
around

15 cents.

While some of the smaller beekeepers may
be holding
their honey, there
is
no large

amount being held

that we know of.
C. C. Clemons Produce Co.

Denver, November 16.— Our present prices
Extra fancy white

to retailers are as follows:

com!) honey, $5.00; No. 1 white comb honey,
$4.50; No. 2 comb
honey, $4.00. Extracted
white honey, according to quantity, 16-18c;
light amber. 14-15c.
For clean yellow beeswax, delivered here, we are paying 38c in cash
and 40c in trade.

The Colorado Honey

Producers' Assn.

Beekeeper's Guide, by A. J. Cook—
This book on bees is also known as
the " Manual of the Apiary." It is instructive and interesting, as well as
practically scientific. It has 544 paees

and295 illustrations.

Bound

in cloth.

Price, postpaid. Ji.jo; or with a year's
subscription to the American Bee
Journal, both for $i.8o.
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HONEY JARS

DO YOUR BEES PAY?
C
is

Honey is high— it will
a big demand for it.
It will

mean

We carry several styles of honey jars, the
most popular being the 1-lh. screw cap at tO-60
If you need shipping cases, we have
a gross.

There

be high next year.

Catalog of supplies mailed upon applica-

them.
tion.

We

a bunch of

greenbacks

in

have a

fair stock of light

Write for

ber honey.

amber and am-

prices.

your pocket

STRINGHAM

I. J.
105 Park Place,

you get a generous supply of Kretchmer Supplies
now, before prices advance further, and work your

if

New York

Home Apiary: Clan

Cove, L.

I.

bees to the limit next season.

C There's

WESTERN BEEKEEPERS!

discount for cash orders this month.
Fix up your order tonight, before you forget it.
a

We handle the finest
Send

our

68

line of

Bee Supplies.

page catalog.

Our

prices

will interest you.

THE KRETCHMER MFG. CO.

The Colorado Honey-Producers' Association

COUNCIL BLUFFS, IOWA

1424 Market

110 Third Street

<

for

Street,

Denver, Colo.

BEE-SUPPLIES
YOUR PERPLEXING QUESTION

A BOOK FOR BEGINNERS
"First Lessons in Beekeeping," written by
the editor of this magazine, is intended primarily for the use of beginners in beekeeping.
You should have it. Price, postpaid, $1, or
clubbed with the American Bee Journal, one
year for $1.76.

American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

III.

Let Us Figure With You

undoubtedly be answered in the new bee
For
book, "Dr. Miller's Thousand Answers."
Not intended to
beginner and veteran alike.
replace other bee books, but to supplement
with the
Price, postpaid, $1.25, or
them.
wilt

We know we can
Quality.

Write

satisfy

you on price and

for cataloB.

C. C. Clemens Bee-Supply Co.
Dept. S., Kansas City, Missouri

American Bee Journal one year, both $1.75.
American Bee Journal, Hamilton, III.

Your Perplexing Question
Did your bees swarm too much? Has your honey soured? Are your drones black,
it this year?
want to raise
and why? Are you troubled with foulbrood? Wouldn't the bees work in the supers? Do you
queens for your own use?

What was

A SINGLE
May

save you

many pounds

of honey,

many wrong

have a thousand of these questions answered

ANSWERworth

steps. It
in that latest of

would be
bee books

to Beekeeping
"A Thousand AnswersC.C.MILLER

Yet here you

dollars to you.

Questions"

By DR.

World's Record— Dr.

a Good Teacher— That's why
should
be at your hand. Dr.
this book
Miller has had sixty years of experi-

Experience

with

bees.

thousand answers were culled from over

the

In 1913 his average from 72 colowas 266 sections per colony. His
best colony gave him 402 finished sec-

His

The "Thousand Answers" book contains

holds

more.

problems were
similar to yours and he has overcome
them.
ence

Miller

world's record for comb honey production in an apiary of seventy colonies or

is

nies

tions.

280 pag;s.
10,000 as

It

is

cloth

answered

'

in1

bound and printed on good paper. Its
.^
>
»
Miller
by Dr.
American "
Bee Journal
the Americ:
.

,

in the last 22 years.

Price,
jrrice,

postpaid, ^i.^o
posipaia,
$1.25

Sold with the American Bee Journal, one year (new or renewal) for $1.75
Canadian Postage ISc extra. Foreign Postage 2Sc extra.

Write for Your Copy Today
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Prepa^ring for the 1918 Trocde
Twenty-one years of

Select Breeding gives us Bees of Highest Quality

Queen Breeders in
Bees and 1500 Nuclei

Largest Packers, Shippers and

1500 Colonies

^=

10.000 Pounds af Bees

of

and

Vitality.

the South.

=

Annual Capacity
Italian Queens. 15,000
WE GUARANTEE

SAFE ARRIVAL AND SATISFACTION

M. C.

BERRY (a CO.. Hayneville.

Chri^mas

is

There is nothing more attractive
good book. The new book

Alabama. U. S. A.
Statement of the Ownership^ Management, Circulation, Etc^
of AMERICAN
BEE JOURNAL, published

Coming

for

a

Monthly

Christmas Present than

a

By FRANK

C.

PELLETT

Beekeeping and Staff Correspondent
of the American Bee Journal, will delight your boy or girl,
or any nature-lpving friend.
of Productive

Charming, intimate and true to life are these descriptions, for the
author has lived in close proximity to birds and animals, and shares
their secrets. The stories he tells are vivid and fascinating, and many
unusual photographs add to the value of this unique nature book.

Allies,

Prospects are bright for a bumper

A.

—
—

yield.

Illinois.

(Give names and
owners, or, if a cor-

That the owners are:
give

the

name and names and

None.

the

ments embracing

Are

affiant's

full

to

Sworn

to

Business Manager.
before mc this

and subscribed

third day of October, 1917.
(Seal)

$2.50

VISIBLE WRITING

f

C*

O

•.!

Li. \^, 01111111

Perfect machines only of standard size with keyboard of standard univer

—

arrangement — has Backspacer — Tabulator — two-color ribbon
Ball
Bearing construction — every operatinfi convenience. Five days' free
trial. Fully guaranteed. Catalog and special price free.
sal

H. A.

SMITH, 314-231 No.

Fifth Ave., Chicago.lll.

knowledge and

the circumstances and conditions
under which stockholders and security holders who do not appear upon the books of the
company as trustees, hold stock and securities
in a capacity other than that of a bona fide
owner; and this affiant has no reason to becorlieve that any other person, association or
poration has any interest, direct or indirect, in
than
securities
other
or
the said stock, bonds,
as so stated by him.
^ . ^ . ^ttM. G. DADANT,
(Signed)
as

belief

Medina, Ohio

MONTH BUYS A

ad-

That the two paragraphs next above, giving
the names of the owners, stockholders, and security holders, if ary, contain not only the list
of stockholders and security holders as they
appear upon the books of the company, but
also in cases where the stockholder or any security holder appears upon the books of the
company as trustee or in any other fiduciary
relation, the names of the person or corporation for whom such trustee is acting is given;
also that the said two paragraphs contain state-

ROOT COMPANY

A

Illinois.

none, so state)

Don't wait for prices to soar

I.

Dadant, Hamilton,

mortgages or other securities are (If there are

again, but place your orders now.

THE

P

Managing Edito'- None.
Business Manager M. G, Dadant, Hamilton,

3. That the known bondholders, mortgagees
and other security holders owning or holding
1 per cent or more of total amount of bonds,

honey than ever before.

?

C.

V. M. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.
Saugier, Tr., Hamilton, 111.
Leon Saugier, Hamilton, 111.

by endeavoring to secure a bigger crop of

it

—

Jos.

growing army of honey-producers who are

you ready for

Editor

dresses of stockholders owning or holding 1
per cent or more of the total amount of stock).
C. P. Dadant, iramilton, 111.
L. C. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.
H. C. Dadant, Hamilton, 111.
M. G. Dadant. Hamilton, 111.

111.

Sam and

for the date

—

Illinois.

poration,

preparing to do their bit for Uncle

1917.

managers are;
PuDlisher American Bee Journal, Hamilton,

addresses of individual

ENLIST
In the

1,

^^

shown above in the caption, required by the
Act of August 24, 1912, embodied in section
443, Postal Laws
d Regulations,.
1. That the names and addresses of the puband business
lisher, editor, managing editor

2.

Price, postpaid, $1.50

Hamilton,

for October

the aforesaid publication

of

etc.,

This book is an intimate account of the personal studies of wild
creatures, extending over many years of time.
Every illustration is
from a photograph from life by the author. A new departure in bookmaking, this book is unlike anything ever before offered to the public.

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,

III.,

County of Hancock,
Before me, a Notary public in and for the
State and County aforesaid, personally appeared M. G Dadant, who, having been duly
sworn according to law, deposes and says that
,he. is the Business Manager of the American
Bee Journal, and that the following is, to the
best of his knowledge and belief, a true statement (and if a daily paper, the circulation),

*'Our Backdoor Neighbors"
Author

Hamilton,

at

STATE OF ILLINOIS,

T. R.

Write

KLAY.

(or Price List

and

Booklet descriptive of

HIGH GRADE
Italian

Queens

And Bees by

the

Pound

JAY SMITH
llSSDeWolfaSt.
Vincennes, Ind.
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the price.

If

quality

for the

best

;

you buy them once, you

TIME

I

sections

MONEY
For

The cheapest

ESCAPE
SAVES
HONEY

'^^^ >^
millions of

are as good as the best.

every year that

BEE

PORTER

•• by all

for

&

R,

daalars.
,.
.
^
If no d»»l»r, writ* ticiory

PORTER, MFR8.

e. C.

Lowistown,
Pkue mention Am.

will

U. 8. A.
Journml when writint-

Illinoil,

B«

buy again.

We

manufacture hives, brood-

also

frames, section -holders and shipping
cases.
Our catalog

is

free for the asking.

MARSHFIELD MFG. COMPANY,

FREEMAN'S FARMER
SHCcaMor

to Northwoat
ea

TEAU

Nnh.
Farm and Horn*

OLD

you want a descrictive and agricultural
magazine. It will inform you all about toe
methods in the Pacific Northwest.
Send One dollar and have the maeailne sent
for one year. Cut rate of one-half price
If

now

on.

Marshfield, Wisconsin

CASES

SHIPPING

Comb Honey

For

We are

EARLY ORDER DISCOUNTS WILL

Pay You to Buy Bee-Supplies

Now

making everything for
factory specially equipped
goods of highest quality.
catalog today.

Thirty years' experience
the beekeeper. A large
for the purpose ensures
Write for our illustrated

LEAHY MFG.

Rorth Ytkiau,

in

CO., 90 Sixth St., Higginsville,

prepared to make
We want
shipments.
prompt
list.
mailing
our
you on
Send for our catalogue.

AUGUST LOTZ COMPANY
BOYD, WISCONSIN

Mo.

ESTABLISHED 1885
We are still

furnishing beehives

made

of white pine lumber: they are well made
and will last. Our large catalog, giving

full particulars about all bee supplies is
free for the asking. Beeswax talien in
exchange for supplies or cash.

ECONOMY

ECONOMY TO YOURSELF
ECONOiVIY TO YOUR BEES

Dittmer Process
it is

the same

and the same

NEBEL & SON SUPPLY COMPANY
High

Comb

TASTE, and

FIRMNESS,

as the

same SMELL,

COMB

Montg. Co., Misaour

Queens

and Pound Paclcages

Foundation

the

Hill,

Arclideltin's Fine Italian

essential points grained bv using

Are two

Because

J.

the Honey-

Untested queens. 75c each. G for $4.25; doz.,
$8.00; select tested. $1.25.
Including unPackage bees, $1.25 per lb.
Order early.
tested queen, $2.00 per lb.

My

package

is

light.

Saves you bees and

Prompt shipment; safe arrival and
express.
No disease.
perfect satisfaction guaranteed.
J.

F ARCHDEKIN.

Bordelonville, Louisiana

bees

make themselves.

them because

it is

It is the

not like their

Remember, Mr. Beekeeper,

MONEY-then

more acceptable

to

OWN COMB.

that to you

HONEY

Foot-Power

IS

BARNES'

use

Read what

for

Samples— All Supplies

at Prices

J.

I.

Parent

of Chariton, N. Y., says:
cut with one of your

Dittmer Process Comb Foundation
Work for a full-capacity honey crop
Send

Machinery

"We

Combined Machines

last

winter sochaff hives with
7-in. cap, 100 honey-racks,
500 frames, and a great
deal of other work. This
winter we have a double

you Appreciate

amount

of hives, etc.. to

make with

this saw. It
do all you say of it."
Catalog & price-list free

will

GUS DITTMER COMPANY,

Augusta, Wisconsin

W.

F.

995 Ruby

& JOHN BARNES

St.,

ROCKFORD. ILLINOIS.

^mi

m
ALWAYS MAKE SURE THAT THIS TRADEMARK IS STAMPED ON EACH PIECE OF

Tide-zvater" Cypress
"THE WOOD ETERNAL"
TliAM M«ii Bm. U.S. Pn-OfncE

«

THEN YOU BUY SAFETY (AND SATISFACTION) FIRST, LAST AND 'TWEEN TIMES

ALL- HEART"

Trade MaRK Reg. U.S.pAT.OfncE

GRADE FOR BEEKEEPERS' USE
Address Nearest Office

Southern
1230 Hibernia Bank Building
NEW ORLEANS, LA.

Cypress Manufacturers

1230 Heard Nat'l Bank Building
JACKSONVILLE, FLA.

Association

"When we

receive your

Honey

Return mail brings your Money"'
Tbe Fred W, Mutb Co.

GET SERVICE LIKE THIS

LAKE

FRIEND MUTH:— Your

it

comes

to

letter with check for
Quick returns for goods shipped you. I

We Want
buy

all

grades of Extracted Honey.

Large or small

lots.

write us at once.

[signed]

truly,

MAY

sth, 1917.
all

when

ELMER HUTCHINSON.

Extracted Honey

Immediately!

who have Fancy and Number One Comb Honey

CITY, MICH..

wax has been received. Thanks. I do believe you beat them
may have some more wax to sell after we get our cappings melted.

$146.20 for

Yours

We

MAN

Send sample and price. If price is right, we
buy from 40 to 50 carloads this season.

will buy.

Partie

We will

BEESWAX

OLD COMBS

Send us your Beeswax. We pay highest market prices, and
send you our check the same day shipment is received.

Make some spare money from the wax rendered from your
old comb.
will render it. chargingonly 5 cents per pound for
rendering, and pay you best market prices for the wax rendered.

Shipping Cases for

We

Comb Honey

We are prepared to ship you the same day order is received any number of shipping cases. Several carloads are here now
ready for buyers. Send your order in now before our supply is exhausted. We sell Lewis Beeware.
remit the same day your shipment arrives.
QCIU|E|U|DCD We
Try us
house to send your shipments

Read the

letter

above and belconvinced that

to.

THE FRED W. MUTH

CO.

" Tbe bouse the bees built

204 Walnut

St.,

Cincinnati,

Ohio

/S

this

is

the

